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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM, INC. 

Meeting of the Board of Directors 
of the Corporation 

MINUTES 

November 4, 1988 

A quorum being in attendance, the meeting was called to 

order by Gardner C. Hendrie, Chairman of the Board of 

Directors. Other directors in attendance were: Gardner 

Hendrie, Joseph Cashen, Gwen Bell, David Chapman, David 

Donaldson, Jon Eklund, Richard Greene, Max Hopper, August 

Klein, James McKenney, Laura Morse, David Nelson, Russell 

Noftsker, Nicholas Pettinella, Jonathan Rotenberg, Jean 

Sammet, Edward Schwartz, Naomi Seligman, Paul Severino, Hal 

Shear, Irwin Sitkin, Ron Smart, William Spencer. 

Also present was James S. Davis, Clerk. 

·1. Minutes of the last Board Meeting. Upon motion 

duly made and seconded it was 

VOTED: To accept the minutes of the last Board 

Meeting as previously circulated to the Board 

of Directors. 

II. Executive Director's Report. Joe Cashen, 

Executive Director, gave a report on the developments since 

the last meeting. 

The lease with DEC has been extended. The 

Museum's original option to purchase its space had expired 

on March 31, 1988. The Museum had made a proposal to DEC 
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for a four-year extension, with the Museum picking up 

operating and mortgage costs starting April 1, 1988. DEC 

eventually granted a five-year extension beginning on 

November 1, 1988. DEC wi 11 have the power to revoke the 

extension if certain financial obligations are not met by 

the Museum. 

Museum 

Cashen referred 

staff, including the 

to the strengthening of 

addition of Adeline Naiman 

the 

as 

Director of Education, an appointment generally commended by 

Cashen and by a 11 others who had worked wi th her. A new 

Director of Development was being hired; and a fund-raising 

consul tant, Janice del Sesto, is cont inuing to ass i st wi th 

the development efforts. The Computer Bowl was praised as 

being the most successful fund raiser to date for the 

Museum, having also given it national exposure and 

opportunities for additional exposure in the future. 

New exhibits include "The Interactive Image" 

which opened on the weekend of the Board Meeting; "Terra 

Firma in Focus" to open November 29 (relating to satellite 

imagery); and the first t ravell ing exhibi t, "Computers in 

the Pocket". 

The breakfast seminar program had begun again 

and was considered successful; and there is 8 Sunday 

afternoon lecture series. 

challenges 

Cashen 

which he 

discussed the 

felt could be met 

Museum's financial 

but indicated that 
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more hard effort was needed. He emphasized the new building 

costs recently assumed by the Musuem as part of the DEC 

lease agreement. 

Jean Sammet asked that the reports of the 

Executive Committee be sent monthly to the Board members, to 

which Ed Schwartz agreed. 

I I I. Report of the Finance Committee. 

pointed out that the Museum had broken even 

Jim McKenney 

in the first 

quarter on a cash basis and will try to continue to do so, 

al though he stated that the Museum could not last wi thout 

acquiring more capital. 

Nick Pettinella indicated that the first quarter 

performance had been consistent wi th the projected budget. 

(See attached Exhibit A). The Museum is operating in as 

lean a way as possible, while still making investments in 

its educational programs and in increasing public 

awareness. Assumed operating costs of the bui lding and of 

the mortgage have resulted in an annual increase of more 

than $500,000 in expenses. The Museum wi 11 try to offset 

this increase by achieving its capi tal campaign goals and 

thereby building a new income stream. 

Ed Schwartz indicated that the fiscal 1989 

operating fund budget of $1.1 million includes $~OO.OOO for 

expenses relating to the bui lding. Therefore, he felt it 

was necessary to ask whether the Computer Museum was located 
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in the right place: are there alternate locations? This is 

an issue which will be considered by the Executive Committee 

if the added costs of maintaining the Museum in its present 

location cannot be offset by using that site to the 

financial advantage of the Museum. Operating costs could be 

less elsewhere. 

IV. The Computer Bowl. 

Jan del Sesto, Program Developer, described the 

Computer Bowl's goals, successes and future potential. 

Its goals had been two-fold, to raise money and 

to increase recognition of the Museum's international status 

and the fact that it is the only Museum devoted to computer 

history. Its gross receipts were $179,205 and the net 

should be around $100,000. (See attached Exhibit a>. 32% 

of its support came from the Board of Directors. She placed 

a value of more than $1,000,000 on the media coverage, 

considering what it would have cost the Museum to buy it. 

She spoke of the significant, positive reaction and 

competition among potential sponsors for association with 

the Computer Bowl, and particularly commended Pat Nelson, 

Gwen Bell and the Board for their assistance in producing 

the event. She projected potential total revenues of 

$756,000 for the next Bowl which might be held ill l~~O. 

A question was raised as to whether the Museum 

could derive licensing fees from renting the "package" that 
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had been put together for the Computer Bowl (it has 

trademark protection), or by hiring out its staff to help 

others run comparable events. 

There was a discussion of whether there should 

be a Junior Bowl, perhaps held every other year when the 

Computer Bowl was not being held; and there was a suggestion 

that the Junior Bowl not just focus on quick response 

competition but also be educational for those in high school 

or college who would participate. 

The question was raised as to whether the tape 

of the Bowl should be marketed: for example for sale to 

computer companies for use in their cafeterias. It might 

also be given or rented on a low rent basis to computer 

societies and might be advertised for sale in the Computer 

World. 

Naomi Seligman commended those who participated. 

Upon motion duly made by Gwen Bell and seconded, it was: 

VOTED: To thank all of the volunteers who participated in 

the Computer Bowl with citations to the following: 

Steve Coit who came up with the original idea 

and questions; 

Andy Rappaport who signed on to co-chair; 

Pat Nelson who became the National (,'hair and 

will insure that we have an on-going program; 

Trish Simeone who gave up summer vacation to 

expedite activities; 
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The Public Relations Committee of 

professionals who gave of their time to make the 

Bowl an event of international note. 

Chris Morgan who wrote the script for the 

rehearsal, the extra questions for all the pr 

teasers; saved the best for the show itself; and 

spent 30 long minutes trying to entertain an 

audience trapped in an audi torium whi 1e the crew 

worked to get the satellite feed to the West Coast; 

The West Coast Entertainers John Doerr, 

Gordon Bell, and Saint Silicon who sweated out the 

30-minutes in California of entertainment without a 

satellite feed; 

The West Coast Committee co-chaired by Jim 

and Nancy Anderson and John and Ann Doerr, that 

made our first West Coast Event possible and their 

committee, plus the extraordinary help of the 

offices 

Kleiner 

of Merrill, Pickard, 

Perkins Caulfield 

Anderson and 

and Byers, 

Eyre, 

Ardent 

Computer, PCW Communications and Sun Microsystems. 

Stewart Cheifet, executive Producer of 

Computer Chronicles, who came to us after the first 

press release hit and made our televisi0n dream 

come true; 

Alan Symonds who took vacation to design and 

build the set; 
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Michael Callahan who worked wonders with 

sound; 

Sponsorship Consultant, Jan del Sesto, whose 

vision led us all and whose efforts were far beyond 

the contractuals; 

The entire East Coast Committee, a cast of 

about one hundred that made the event work; 

The Staff who worked extraordinarily long 

hours to make the event happen: Mark Hunt, Gai 1 

Jennes and Linda Holekamp who implemented the PR 

effort; Kathy Keough who made the evening flow 

smoothly wi th food and drink; and Tom Merri 11 and 

Dan Griscom who worked on the set; 

Our very special Examiner - Will Hearst! and 

the judge - Mike Perkowski; 

And finally, the players who put themselves 

on the line for an event equivalent to the 

"Presidential Debate of Computing": David Bunnell, 

Adele Goldberg, Bill Joy, Allen Michels, and Casey 

Powell for the West, Esther Dyson, Mitch Kapor, 

David Hathaway, Bi 11 Poduska, and Dick Shaffer for 

the East. 

Upon motion duly made by Dave Donaldson and secr)nded I 

it was: 
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To add Gwen Bell's name to her own motion to be 

commended as "the person who drove [the product ion 

of the Computer Bowl] from within". 

V. Future Issues: The Next Two Years. Gardner 

Hendrie outlined concerns which he felt the Museum should 

focus upon for the next two years. 

He stated that he fel t that more energy needed to be 

focused not on just raising money, but on developing the 

Museum's potent i a 1 

of computing and 

as being the world's outstanding Museum 

computing history. There is no other 

museum exclusively devoted to these purposes; this one has 

the largest collection on the subject and perhaps the 

largest exhibit space. Although the collection is 

outstanding, most of it is not on view. 

He noted that attendance figures over the last three 

years have been level. 

As priorities, he spoke of: 

(1) the need to build a national awareness of the 

Museum's existence and its being the premiere place to see 

the history and future of computing. He felt that it needed 

a "critical mass" of exhibits. 

(2) He felt that it needed two major new exhibits of 

the size and qua 1 i ty of the Sma rt Machi nes exh i l' it:., Hh i ch 

could help generate support and funding. 
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(3) He spoke of the need to increase annual gifts with 

a goal of doubling corporate membership over the next two 

years. 

(4) He outlined the capital campaigns past and future 

objectives, as follows: 

6 Mos. of Fiscal 1987 
Fiscal 1988 
Fiscal 1989 

Fiscal 1992 

Goal 

$ 580,000 
$1,270,000 
$1,100,000 

$8,600,000 

Pledged 

$ 310,000 
$1,148,000 
Negligible 

The floor was then opened for brief comments by the 

Board of Directors. Each of them spoke in turn. 

Schwartz: The Museum needs a new team of players from 

the Board of Directors to serve on the Executive Committee 

since the present team is "aging" in terms of length of time 

devoted to the Museum and commitment. 

Noftsker: spoke of reliance upon the staff to come up 

with new ideas for exhibits which the Board of Directors 

would then support. 

Greene: suggested of finding a way to use potential 

exhibit items now in storage. 

Sitkin: following up on the above comment, he 

suggested that some items might be sent elsewhere for 

temporary exhibit. He also questioned whether new signage 

was needed, perhaps on the roof of the Museum. 
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Smart: suggested considering an exhibit geared to what 

DEC is now doing. 

Spencer: suggested a Computer Bowl every year due to 

its high success. 

Rotenberg: questioned whether the Museum was trying to 

be an industry museum or a public museum. He suggested that 

it needs to rethink how it is going about achieving its 

educational/public functions. 

Shear: suggested emphasis on the Museum's educational 

aspect in the broadest sense of that term, including 

interaction with universities and educators in the area. 

Donaldson: conunended hiring Adeline Naiman as a big 

step forward in the educational area and suggested making 

that function a more nationally oriented one. 

Klein: mentioned the low awareness of the Museum even 

in the Greater Boston area. Suggested building on the 

Computer Bowl. Also suggested that the Museum take a public 

leadership position by making a statement against the recent 

outbreak of "computer vi rus" . Also thought there was too 

great a degree of permanence in the Museum's exhibits. 

Seligman: asked why the attendance was level and why 

we should not "fence straddle" on whether the Museum is an 

industry museum or a public museum. 

Hopper: sees the Museum as a combination 

public and industry. Suggested more attention 

of both 

to the 
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history of the pioneers of the industry, including their 

anecdotes, biographies, video tapes, etc .. 

McKinney: suggested pursuing use of available space 

for more exhibits and trying to increase IBM's participation. 

Pettinella: emphasized the Museum's unique position as 

a guardian of the history of the industry, this being the 

main way by which it distinguishes itself from other 

institutions. Also emphasized the need for more capital. 

~: called for more involvement of the Board members. 

Morse: said that suggestions are needed for breakfast 

meetings and for corporate sponsors. 

Severino: echoed Gardner Hendrie's comments on the 

Museum's next two years and called for more commitment from 

the Board in terms of time and money. 

N"elson: finds the Museum too focused on the East Coast 

and Boston, and feels it needs to concentrate as well on the 

West Coast, Europe and Japan, perhaps with annexes. 

Chapman: raised a question as to the nature of the 

Museum's market and emphasized the need to "commercialize" 

the Museum by focusing on that market. The Museum should 

utilize the trade press, local hotel management, travel 

agents, the City of Boston, convention planners, etc. 

Eklund: suggested taking a poll in BOStr)l1, as \:':. the 

problem with attendance: is it 

Museum or something different? 

lack of awareness of the 

Sees the Museum as more 
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creative than the Smithsonian in its particular area, and 

thinks it can be both a publ ic and an indust ry museum. It 

must be aware that the computer business is part of the 

communication industry and the Museum needs more emphasis on 

communications. 

Sammet: agrees with Pettinella's comments that history 

is the discriminating factor in the Museum's existence. She 

was not hopefu 1 that any other exhibi t cou ld approach the 

appea 1 of the Sma rt Machines' exhibi t . Suggested adopting 

quiz shows on the premises to attract repeat visitors, 

(perhaps with different levels of difficulty) and which 

might be taken by visitors before and after they tour the 

Museum (quizzes which might relate to both the exhibits and 

other mat ters) . Notes Boston's high degree of competitive-

ness for raising cultural money, but also notes that there 

is ample money for such purposes in this area. 

Schwartz: feels that the Museum needs a new five year 

team: its first five year team created it, and its second 

team made it public. Now it needs its third team. 

Other general comments called for more interaction 

between the Board and Executive Commi ttee, and perhaps a 

reconsideration of the policy statement. 

VI. Future Meetings. 

There was tentat i ve di scuss ion of chang i ng the 

future meeting dates, which have now been set at: 

February 17, 1989, 10:00 a.m. 
June 23, 1989, 9:00 a.m. 
November 3, 1989, at 10:00 a.m. 
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VII. Educational Programs. In Adeline Naiman's 

absence, Michael Chertok described developments in this area. 

He mentioned calls and letters from teachers and 

students asking for information, tapes, and help on school 

projects. He mentioned the commitment of himself and Naiman 

to the Museum's goals of the history of computing and 

hands-on education, and would like to see an increased 

fusion of the educational and exhibit functions of the 

Museum. 

A grant has been received from the Massachusetts 

Council on Arts and Humanities to bring students to the 

Museum free of charge. Presentations are made before the 

tours to help introduce the students to the Museum. A 

copyrighted educational packet has been developed by him, 

which has been sent out with travelling exhibits for use by 

other educators. An educational kit has been developed and 

passed out to groups touring the Museum; and there are new 

tele-marketing techniques being developed to reach schools, 

as well as attempts to forge new ties wi th teachers and 

educational groups. An outreach program to fifty schools, 

relating to robotics, was begun last year. Outside 

educational advisors are also being consulted. 

(A suggestion was made by one 0f the Board 

members that educators beyond the Boston area be contacted, 

to try to develop the Rhode Island and Connecticut markets 

and potentially get grants from those states.) 
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A personal computer resource center may be set 

up in the summer wi th interns and school children 

participating. 

There are many requests for help in the area of 

teacher training. They would like to begin a "pace-setter 

project", a prototype classroom for training teachers by the 

Museum staff, utilizing today's hardware and software. The 

room could also be used during regular visitation hours by 

the visitors to the Museum and for other educational 

functions. 

He mentioned the National Educators' Computing 

Conference to be held in 1989 in Boston, of which the Museum 

would be a co-sponsor and a host for some events. 

VIII. Exhibits. Gardner Hendrie emphasized the need 

to develop new exhibit areas and to develop a policy on 

exhibits. 

The Museum's market consists of: 

(1) Computer knowledgeable adults and 
professionals; 

(2) Other adults; and 

(3) Young people. 

He a Iso suggested a poss ible a llocat ion of exhibi t space 

according to major themes, as follows: 25% based on 

history; 10% based on individuals in the computing field; 

10% based on how computers work; and 55% on computer 

applications. He recognized that there is an overlap among 
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these areas. He also suggested a need to develop a broader 

geographical scope for the Museum's audience, including more 

travelling exhibits and kits available to the public. He 

suggested a goal of one maj or exhibi t each year wi th two 

temporary exhibits each year. 

Oliver Strimpel mentioned the following goals 

for particular exhibits: 

1. A history of computing in the entry bay which 
could be composed of a series of vignettes (for 
example: why a particular process was developed in 
response to specific needs at a given point in time). 

2. the Sage exhibit: permitting visitors to 
walk through a computer of the 1950's. 

3. a personal computer exploration center with 
taped interviews of their creators and a focus on how 
they can be utilized. 

4. "The Network Society": relating to the large 
scale, invisible uses of computers in ways which hold 

·society together. For example: airline reservation 
systems; automatic teller machines; airline flow 
control systems; manufacturing uses; supermarket check
out. 

Jean Sammet urged that none of the exhibits 

display the obvious applications of computers which we all 

know about and use. 

Eklund thinks that one major exhibit each year 

may not be realistic and feels that permanent Smart Machines 

and Sage exhibits would provide an anchor to bring visitors 

back. 
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IX. Adjournment. There being no further business to 

come before the meeting, upon motion duly made and seconded, 

it was: 

VOTED: To adjourn. 

A true copy. 

Attested. 

s S. Davis, Clerk. 



EXHIBIT A 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM, INC. 

Financial Statements 

For the First Quarter ended 9/30/88 
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Capital Fund 
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EX?ENSES: 

Operating Fund 

Cap i tal Fund 

Total Expenses 

NET REVeruES (EXPENSES) 
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414 536 496 40 71. 2,243 
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For tbt -3 months ended September 3D, 1988 the ~use~ operated at a deficit 
of (169K) compared to a budgeted deficit of <203K). As of Septtmber 30, 1988 
the total cash and cash equivalents (short-term investments) amounts to 420K. 

OPERATING: Reyenues ~ert IX abovt budget dut to mainly strong Computer Bawl 
and Functions revenues. ~ Unrestricted Contributions, Achissions, and 
Store revenues have not 'met budget .xpections to date. Expenses ~ere he:d at BI. 
b.l~ budget due to tight spending control. 

CAPITAL: Reuenues ~ere IVI. bel~ budget due to timing factors and o~tinistic 
contribution revenue budget expections. Expenses ~ere held It 5% 
~low budget due to tight spending control. 
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$43 $63 $34 ($29) (46X) -'- $769 
o . .0 20 0 100X 400 -... 
0 0 0 O"J. 

42 0 8 0 0"1. 0 

85 63 54 (9) (19"1.) 1,169 

31 0 0 0 01. 325 
30 54 51 3 61. 205 
18 33 29 4 12'1. 118 
42 41 41 0 0"1. 162 

121 128 121 7 ~ 810 

($36) ($65) ($67) <$9) 141. $359 
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THE COMPUTER BOWL 

TOTAL RAISED: 

EXHIBIT B 

1988 

$179,205 (estimate including 
receivables) 

Revenue from sponsors: $159,955 or 89.25% 
Leveraged dollars primarily from marketing, 
advertising, sales, and public relations 
budgets rather than from corporate 
philanthropic programs 

Revenue from ticket sales: 

Revenue from t-shirts. posters, 
contributions: 

Revenue from board members: 

Total number of sponsors: 

Cash value of trade and services: 

Total number of board members 
participating: 

Total number of board members 
responsible for sponsorships: 

:-':ew sponsors for the ~1uscum: 

Current corporate members 
who became sponsors: 

Media Coverage: 

Value in dolJars: 

10% 

less than 1 % 

32% 

40 (25 cash, 15 trade, 3 cash & 
trade) 

$250,000 

15 (out of 56) or 27% 

1 1 

16 

10 providing infusion of 
$53,100 in additional 
funds beyond their 
current annual 
commitments 

77 print pieces to date 
5,000,000 + impressions 

6 electronic 
3,000,000 impressions 

S 1.000.000 + 



THE COMPUTER BOWL 

(Revenue potential) 

100% Board participation 

2 tickets per person @ $500= $1,000 
1 sponsor soliciation @ $5,000= 

$6,000 x 56 board members 

20 East and 20 West Coast 
hand-picked Committee Members 
averaging $3,000 in sponsor 

& ticket sales = $3,000 x 40 

National Chair, Management & 
Staff sponsor and ticket sales 

TOTAL REVENUE PROJECTIO~: 

1990 

= . $336,000 

= $120,000 

= $300,000 

$756,000 

Summary Report to Board of Directors. The Computer Museum 
Prepared and presented by Janice Del Sesto, Consultant 
Project Developer and Producer of The Computer Bowl 
::\ ovember 4, 1988 
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To: 

From: 

Date: 

Re! 

Oliver Strimpel 

James S. Davis 

October 17, 1990 

By-LawJ Amendment 

F . e: 

You may remember that at the last Execu ti ve cormni ttee 
meeting we agreed that the by-laws permitted the designation 
of additional board members at any meeting. We also 
mentioned that we did not want to have terms of office 
expiring at varioul5 ti,mes throughout the year I four years 
After new members were named at interim meetings; and that 
we would amend the by-laws accor6ingly so that the terms of 
these additional members would not be for four full calendar 
years, but would expire at the fourth annual meeting 
following their appointment. 

Accordingly, I propose an amendment to the by-laws 
along the following lines to add this terminology at the end 
of Section 2 of Articl~ ill.: 

"Notwi thstanding any provision of this Section 2 
which provides that the term of office of each 
Oirector shall be four years, the term of office 
for each Director who is elected at any meeting 
other than the annual meeting of the Board of 
Directors shall expire at the fourth annual 
meeting of the Board of Directors following the 
election of such Director. II 

Technically, it is the Members of the Museum 
Corporation who have the authority to amend the by-laW's. 
Therefore , we will need a brief meeting of the Board Sitting 
as Members to enact this amendment. When I send out the 
usual notice from the Clerk regarding the Novembe r 1 
meeting, I also need to send notice of the proposed 
amendment with a statement that the directors will s it 
briefly as Members for the purpose of considering t his 
amendment. You, as Executive Director, can call such a 
speci1Jl meeting of the Members and I will specify in t he 
notice to the Board that this has been done. I will plan to 
send out this notice this Saturday, pending your comments. 

led 

cc: Edward Schwartz 
Gardner Hendrie 

J.S.D. 
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Section 2 IDENTITY AND TERM OF OFFICE. The Members shall be those 

persons serving from time to time as Directors, and the 

number of Members shall at all times be the same 'as the 

number of persons serving a8 Directors. Election as a 

Director shall be election to me~bership and when a person 

C~8SeG to be a Director, he shall thereupon caa59 to be a 

Member. 

ARTICU III 

BOARD OF D!RECTORS 

S~etion POWERS. The general management of the affairs of the 

Corporation shall be vested in a Board of not less than 

seven Directors. 

Section 2 ELECTION, TERM OF OFFICE, AND VACANCI8S. The first Board of 

Directors shall be those person$ listed as Directors in the 

Articles of Org~nizat10n. The term of office of the first 

Board of Directors ehal~ terminate when e new Board of 

Directors has been elected at the first annual meeting of 

Members and the Directors then elected have accepted. The 

term of office for each Director (other than the term of the 
...... ....e P' 

first Board of Directors) shall be four years, exeeut that -----..... "" .. - ... 
the Eoard of Director$ el~cted at the first annual me~t1ng 

shall be alect~d to staggering terma of two, thres and four 

years so that, as nearly as pOGei ole, om; quarter of the 

Direc~ors shall be elect~d each year commencing two years 

after the first annual meeting. The Member5 may elect 
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addition~l Directors as well as new Directors to fill any 

vacancies at any meeting. Any person 

successive terms as a Director, without 

may be re-elected to 

limitation. 1\ rl1 J-er- r-
Section 3 RESIGNATION. Any Director may resign at any time by' giving 

written notice of suoh resignation to the Clerk. Such 

resignation shall be effect i ve upon receipt by the clerk . 

Section 4 REMQVAD. A Direetor may be removed or suspended with or 

without cause by an affirmative vote of a majo r ity of the 

Members present at a special meeting called for that 

purpose . 

Section 5 DELEGATION. The Board cf Directot2 may delegate such of 

their powers ae they consider advisable, except those powers 

which by law, t he Articles of Ol."'ganiz~tionf or these BylaW's 

may not be ao delegated, to any officer or agent of the 

Corporation or to such committees as the Board of Director~ 

may from time to time establish. 

Section 6 CHAIRMAN. At each annual meeting the Members shall elect a 

Chairman who shall preside over all meetings of the Members 

and of the Board of Directors a~d who shell have such other 

power~ and duties as shall be specified by law or by these 

Bylaws . The Chairman shall serve for the term specified by 

the Members a. t the time of his election, E,.I'ovid,ed the. t the 

term so specified shall not extend beyond hie term as a 

Direotor . 
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ARTICLE IV 

MEETINGS 

Section I ANNUAL MEETING. The Annual meeting of the Member5 of the 

Corporation shall be at such placa and time ae the Board of 

Directors may determine, and shall, unle~6 otherwiee 

determined, be the first Friday in May. 

Section 2 MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS. The Board of Directore 

shall meat annually immediately following the annual meeting 

of Members. Regular m~etinge of the Board of Directors 

shall be at ~uch place and time aa the Board of Directors 

may from time to time determine. Speoial meetings of t~e --
Members or Board ...... ...... of Directors may be called by any four 

~--------_--~_I~~ 

Directors, by the Chairman, or by the Executive Director, - --Section i NOTICS. Ten dsys notice shall be given of all meetinge; of 

Member! or Of the Board of birectot's, stating the date, 

purpose, time and phce of ~uch meeting. 

Section 4 QUOR1JM AND VOTING. A Majority of ~1ertlbers, or of Director~, 

as the case may be, shall constitute a ~uorum at all 

meeting~, including annual meetings and speoial me~tings 

called for any purpose. When a quorum i~ present, voting at 

any meeting shall be by majority vote of those present 

exoept a~ required by law, the Articles of Organizat1~n or 

these Byla.wl'J. 
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AR'tICLE: XIII 

AMENDMENTS 

These Byla.ws may be amendeld j2~ a ma..jotilY yota ~Uhe mem~resent 
P- ~=- ... 

and voting at any meeting. provided that notice descr1birig the _mrt q¢ ~ 

propDsed uendment has been given in writing with thlJ! notice of the 

meeting. 

ARTICLE XIV 

!NTERPRE:TA'rION 

Any r~ference in these Byla~s to any gende~ or number shall not, 

unless the context othe~~ise requires, affect the construction hereof 

and the urne shall be intarehs.ngeable with any other gender or 1'~ I'!"1 -" " r, 

as the case ~ay be. 
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8:30 

8:45 

9:00 

9:05 

9:30 

9:45 

9:55 

10:10 

10:50 

11:00 

. 11:45 

I [ t ; 12:00 

MEETING OF THE COMPUTER MUSEUM BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
JUNE 22, 1990 

8:30 A.M. - 1:30 p.m. 

Informal viewing of media coverage 

Call to order of Annual Meeting of Members of the 
Corporation 

Election of New Members of the Board (Sitkin) 

Call to Order of Reconvened Meeting 
Committees of the Board (Hendrie) 

FY90 Review and FY91 Goals (Strimpel) 

FY91 Budget Discussion (Pettinella/McKenney) 

Computer Bowl 1991 (Bell) 

Exhibit Planning Timeline (Strimpel) 

Milestones of a Revolution Project 
overview and exhibit techniques (Greg Velch, developer) 
educational impact (Jane Manzelli, Brookline Public 

Schools) 
an international perspective (Professor Brian Randell) 

Short Break. 

Capital Campaign 
background (Hendrie) 
planning study (Del Sesto) 
a Board member's perspective (Kapor) 
discussion 

Reality on Vheels 

Lunch 

project outline (Strimpel) 
significance and implications (Kapor) 

Meeting adjourns 
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Computer 
Museum 
30l' (~\'~nl1r-:~:;~ S:reet 

, Bos:-:l!l. r ... l/\ :::::;0 
(617) 426-28GO 

Executive Committee 

Ed Schwartz (chair) 
Gwen Bell 
Lynda Bodman 
Larry Brewster 
Richard Case 
Jim Davis 
Gardner Hendrie 
Jim McKenney 
Nick Pettinella 
'If?? P I ".-' 
Dick Ruopp 

Finance Committee 

Jim McKenney (chair) 
David Kaplan 
Nick Pettinella 
Richard Stewart 

Nominating Committee 

Irwin Sitkin (chair) 
Gwen Bell 
Lynda Bodman 
Naomi Seligman 

Collections Committee 

Gwen Bell (chair) 

Marketing Committee 

Lynda Bodman (chair) 

Development Committees 

COMMITTEES FY91 

Annual fund (chair Hal Shear) 
Corporate Membership (chair Laura Morse) 

I 1 ' [ 
I I 
1 I 
~ 



• The 
'Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston. MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

Board members (1994) 

The Computer Museum 
Annual Meeting Elections 

Gardner Hendrie (re-election) 
Charles House 
David Kaplan 
Fritz Landman 
Nicholas Pettinella (re-election) 
James Sutter 
Richard Ruopp 
Grant Saviers 
Michael Simmons 

Trustees 

Villiam Fos ter 
Arthur Humphries 
Russell Noftsker 
Villiam Spencer 

Officers 

Gardner C. Hendrie, Chairman of the Board 
Oliver B. R. Strimpel, Executive Director 
Gwen K. Bell, Founding President 
Nicholas A. Pettinella, Treasurer 
James S. Davis, Clerk 

BIB . . 
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06/18/90 03:33PM 

M E M 0 RAN DUM 

To: Oliver Strimpel 

From: James S. Davis 

Date: June 18, 1990 

Re: June 22 Meeting 

Gardner should call to order the meeting of the members 
of the corporation and should ask the clerk if there is a 
quorem. 

I assume the chairman of the nominating committee will 
then present the slate of proposed new members and trustees. 

After any discussion, Gardner should ask for a motion 
to elect the directors and trustees as nominated and should 
ask if there is a second to the motion. He will ask all 
those in favor of the motion to signify by raising their 
hands. 

There should then be a vote to elect the chairman of 
the board for the next year (Gardner, I assume). He will 
ask for a motion and a second and will ask those in favor to 
raise their hands. 

He will then ask for a motion to adjourn the meeting of 
the members, a second, and a vote. 

He will then call to order the meeting of the Board of 
Directors. At some point where you see fit, you should have 
the following votes: 

1. To establish the date and time of the next annual 
meeting and to remind persons of the meetings in between 
(Thursday, November 1, 1~90 at Noon, and F~ida~~ Ma~c~ 1, 
1991 at 8:30 a.m. accordIng to my notes). flV\<, "J\AY\e.-- ~",J.e... 

2. To elect officers (executive director, founding 
president, treasurer and clerk). 

3. To elect the executive committee, including its 
chairman. { () 

'nc!\M~J\.~-l-~~ ~ \-"\I\.cM.c-Q.-
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4. To ratify past actions of the officers and 
executive committee: 

"VOTED: That the Board of Directors hereby ratifies, 
confirms, and approves all the acts of the 
Corporation, all acts of any officer taken on its 
behalf, and all acts of the Executive Committee 
prior to this meeting." 

5. To accept the minutes of the last Board meeting as 
previously circulated to the Board of Directors. 

6. After the discussion of the budget, there should 
be a vote to approve the budget as presented. (This vote 
sometimes gets modified as a result of the discussion, with 
some condition or understanding being attached to the vote.) 

6. And finally, at the end of the meeting, he should 
ask for a motion to adjourn, a second and a vote. 

J.S.D. 

led 
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GLOBE STAFF PHOTO / YUNGHI KIM 

, Rakeo Sakan, Daniela BlrrlttelJa, Margaret Wright and Sasha BlrrittelJa, front to back, feel the giant cables inside The Walk Through 
Computer at the Computer Museum. Wright is from Brookline, other girls are from Newton. 

------=------------------------------------------------------

IDgh-tech funds the ultimate computer course 
The Walk-Through Computer, which opens to

mon'ow as the newest exhibit at Boston's Com
puter Museum, is a twO-stOl), working model of a 
personal computer. But at $l.2 million , thi s 
unique mach ine calTies a plicetag more fitting a 
mainframe. 

Indeed, the project would never have gotten 
off the ground without the financial backing of 
several cOlllputer companies and two charitable 
foundations with strong ties to high technology. 
"Without their SUppOlt, it would not have hap
pened," says Gail Jennes, a spokeswoman for the 
muscull,: \\'hose annual operating budget is $l.5 
miilion. 

The principal sponsors were Mitchell Kapor's 
Kapor Family Foundation and the Alfred P. Sloan 
Foundation, which each gave $250,000. Digital 
Equipment Corp., whose president, Kenneth H. 
Olsen, staltecl the Computer Museum, kicked in 
$150,000 plus another $100,000 in computer equip
ment. Other donors included Apple Computer' 
Inc., American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and 
Intel Corp. 

Their motivation? They say the exhibit, which 
allO\\'s \isitors to roam through the innards of a 

r personal computer, \\i ll help educate children and 
,. adults about computel'S and the way they work 

And people who understand how a computer 
works are more likely to feel comfoltable using it, 
they say. 

"It demystifies technology for the general 
public, which is earnestly needed," said Kapor, an 
early museum Suppolter. "When Oliver told me 
about it, I thought it was just the perfect project." 

Oliver is Oliver Strimpel, the museum's execu
tive director and the creator of the Walk-Through 
Compl;ter. He says the exhibit caught the imagi
nation of many in the computer industry, making 
it easier than usual to raise :money. 

LAWRENCE EDELM.fu~ -



Kids exhibit computer skill 
Help design 
museum show 

By CAROL KORT 

W
- ho says g r own-ups ne\'er lis-
. ten to children or take the ir 

.. • a d vice serious ly? 
Th at's not true at the 

Computer Museum, where sophi sti cat 
ed Cl du lts turned to school-aged c hil dr en 
for he lp in m ak ing thei r lates t project 
v is itor·f ri end ly. 

Today the public can sec the r esults 
of their coll abor a tion when th e mu
seum's new exhibi t. The " ' a lli·Throug h 
Co mpu ter, opens. 

When the Computer Museum began 
pl~lIl1l ing the giant show - w hich fca
tures an enormous, 50-timcs -norm a l
size wor ki ng m od e l of a desktop com
puter - it had a bevy of com puter
S:lv v r consu itantw on h and to offer 
ex pc~t ad \·ice. 

nul the s how'" organi zer" wnnted to 
be S llf e its primar y audience - c hi ldre n 
- ullde rs tood and liked the ex hibit. 

So last December, Natalie Rus k. the 
muscunf~ education coordinator, asked 
s tudents a t two Boston-area schools to 
come up wi th it list of the five most inter· 
esting qucstiorls they thought people would 
lil<e to have answered at the exhibil 

Exhibil developer Donald Morri son 
us ed the ques tions to draft the exhibit's 
initia l script. Then Rusk took the script to 
Brookli ne's E dward Devotion School and 
asked 4:0 seventh-graders to r ead it over. 
noting wha l they liked and dis liked. 

Some of their comments wer e not ex
actly "use r friendly" for staff who h ad 
worked on the texl 

Morrison admitted It was toug h for 
him when 13-year-olds called his copy 
"boring:' or his titles "stupid," or his 
phrases "repetitious." 

The stUdents circled words they fe lt 
m ost seventh·graders (or their parents) 
would not unders ta nd. They put ques
tion m arks by expla n a tions they felt 
were unclear and stars by those they 
particul arly liked. 

They were frank and tha t was help
ful, Morrison said. "As computer·knowl
edgeable adults, we swallowed our pride 
and m ade substanUve changes in tone 
a s a resu lt of their comments." 

The students, includ ing a group from 
thc Lincoln P a rk School in Somerville 
that had not previously studied com
puters, were a lso responsible for w ha t 
was included in the exhibit. 

THAT'S THE KEY: Netta Naor. left , and Natalie Rusk te st the giant keyboard at the 
Computer Museum's new exhibit, The Walk-Through Computer. Stall pllOto by Mlc;N_! Felf'l 

It's more than just fun and games 

F
or rainy summer 
day~. there's nothing 
]ike a computer to 
keep children occu

pied. Atthough they probabty 
would prefer spending hours 
playing Nintcndo gam es 
with each other, there are 
m ore constructive rutcrna
tivC3. And they're fun! 

• THE WALK-THROUGH 
COMPUTER, the onty one of 
Its kind In the wortd, opens 
today and will be a perman
ent exhibition at THE COM
PUTER MUSEUM. 300 Con
gress Sl (Museum Wharf), 
Boston, MA 02210. For fur
ther Inform ation, eaU (617) 
~6-67~ ("a talking com
puter \viU answer"), Open 

summer dai ly, 10 lLm .-6 p.m .. 
Friday W1i t 9 p.m. Adults. $6: 
sludcn13 and seniors, $5; chil
dren under 5 free. Half price 
Friday evenings. The Mu
seum's Education Depart
m ent has p lanned several 
special activities for chil
dren, including a "Parts 
Search," where children 
work as teams to find out 
where real computer com
ponents betong. Call m·2S00, 
cd 3-t5. for more informa
tion. 

• THE MUSEUM OF SCI
E NCE COMPUTER DIS
COVERY SPACE Is one of 
the nation's lar~cst frcc. pub
lic interacti v e computer 

centers (or families. 1t offers 
6ummer COUIaC3 l1J1d pro
gram!5 for kids ltIld adult~. 
including "Summer LEGO/ 
LOGO Fun (grade, 02) 
and "First Byte: A course for 
parents and kids grades K
L" The learning hns 20 partt
cipatory computer exhibl15. 

The Computer Discovery 
Space Is located at the Mu
sewn of Science. Scienco 
Park, and Is lree of charge 
and open in the ~urnmer 7 
days a week. 10 ll.m.-4 p.rn. 
It's located adjacent to the 
second floor of the Science 
Museum's gtu"agc. It's alr· 
conditioned. For m ore infor'" 
malion, cal t (617) ~9-0303. 

-CAROL KORT 

One s tudent, for example. wanted to 
know how what you type on it co m p uter 
keyboard ends up on the screen. "It was 
a good question," said Rusk, "and one of 
the s how 's interac tive learning stations 
grew directly out of answering it ." 

The pr oject was a. natu r a l (or curiou3 
kids, accor ding to J ane Manzclli . curri
culum coordinator f or comp u ter 
sciences in the Brookline schools. 

"Children love working on co m
Turn to Page 43 

LIVING THE BOSTON HE RALD 
Ju ne 2 2, 1990 
e ire : 355,355 

Kids byte into computer exhibit 
From Page 41 
pUle rs and k lluw i l lot about 
them : ' she s:tid . " out few know 
how ttH'Y at: luall.,· worlc " They 
)il,:cd ttl(' prc l1l1 :-;(' of t he ex hibil -
to w;tik ins ide ; t c.:ompulcr to find 
o ut what Ill :d,t'!'> It lld: . :-; hc said. 

Twcl'·(' · \'C' a r ·tJld Nella Nanr 
ngTeC!'i. "G~ i n;..: 1 1l~1t.1 (· t he com
P llte' !' is a J.,rt' at idl':I . T he usua l 
o \'C' r lo;td of !'iII!"I1 S a nd Infor m a tion 
a l Illuseu m s J,:"£'IS boring-." s he 
s; lid. "Thl' \\' ath. ·Thruuf~1l Com
pute r nwltes lC'arning a ga m e." 

Mall ze l li as ked s tud e nt s 
fro m a compu ter c lass at 
B t'ook line l-II ,::-h Schoo l wha t 
th e ~' wou ld foc lIs on if th ey were 
d cs i;!ni ng' t he show. 

Thcy s u gge st e d sh o wing 
how a c hip works a nel w hat th e 
ins ide of on e loo ks lik e, wha t n 
bvte is ,Ind how d nt .:! fl ows, nnd 
\\~ h y It fl oppy di s k is s qua r e. 

Th e Wa lk·Thr o u g h Com
puter p rov id es t he a nswe r s to 
t hcse ques tions and m a ny m arc. 

Visitors will be a bl e to usc 
thc enorm ous ope ra ti onal key· 
board by press ing a one-foot· 
squa r e key th a t pl ugs th e m in to 
a program. They 'll then be able 
to p ic k out one of 300 cit ies as a 
d estina ti on, and the co mputer 
\I,'ill find and ill us tra te the 
shortest. dri v ing route be tween 
th e two points, 

"Wh en the v walk onto th e 
motherboa rd. t he\"11 sec a si m· 
ul ation o f th e progTa m in every 
ch ip as the da ta fl ows in," said 
Dn vid Gres hl e r. n media d e
signer who crea ted th e World 
Tnl ve ler progr a m used by The 
\Va lk-Throu g h Co m puter . 

T o wall, ins id e the guts of a 
giga ntic co mpute r. continu ed 
Oliver Strimpe l. the Co mputer 
1'.'luseum·s d irector. is to g r a sp 
techno logica l i:1 fo rm a li on while 
bei ng thorough ly enter ta ined. 
That's why designr r s inc luded 
fl as h ing Tivo li Jig illS . a nima· 

DISC IS THE WAY: Oliver Strim
pel, the Computer Museum's di
rector. at the The Walk-Through 
Computer exhibit. 

tion, humor' and vi ewports, 
where you can look into com· 
puter parts not jus t at th em. 

T o further e nhance th e fun, 
Strimpe i ask ed prizc· winning il· 
lus tra tor and author David Ma· 
caulay to crea te 30 enormous 
inform,1tional pa ne ls that hang 
in s ide the gi :UH co mpute r and 
tell the inside s tory. 

"We've found that people 
don't rca d in mu seu m s ," sa id 
Strimpe l. "They look in m u
scu ms. So the t ext for th c s how 
was a nnota ted an i\' to e nh a nce 
the fac t -fill ed btit a ppealing 
dra wi ngs." 

Macall i (-l ~·. w hose boo k "The 

Wa y T hin gs Work" was a n ca r· 
lier effort to d ecod e t he rn vs tc r · 
ies of ma c h ines. a lso illus tra ted 
t he la r g- e introduct ory p a ne ls 
for t hc ex h ibitio n's In for ma ti on 
Mac hine. whi ch ex pl a in 
thr() lI~h int e ra c t ive de \'i ces -
how cu m pu te r s h;II"I<II <: diffe re nt 
kinds of in fo r m ation. 

" My ~o.11 fo r th e s how was to 
mak e the in fur-m al ion c lear a nd 
enli g ht cni ng'." s a id Ma ca ula y. 
"The exhibi t it se lf i ~ so plil y ful 
and whim sica l. th a t I didn' t 
need to put tho!';e c le m cnl s into 
my drawin g-s thi s tim e. " 

In su m c cases, M,\ca ula y 's 
d r awin gs w ill linlt to co mpute r 
unimatcd \·iewports . explain ing 
how the pa rt s wor·k . 

"Because co mput e rs lire so 
micro, s mall nnd m ys te rious, 
t he bi g ness of Th'e \Va lk
Th roug h Co mput er wi ll make 
these ma c hines see m less 
strange, fr a gile and intimidat
in g," said Macau lay. "I thi nk 
viewers will le t down the ir de· 
fenses and have fun pla y ing on 
and in the co mpute r." 

F or kids growing up in a 
hi gh- teCh soc ie ty. compu ters 
are part o f the natural la nd · 
scape - n ot s om e thing to be 
feared. "Using computers 
makes the m feci part of adutt 
culture," s a id Hillel Weintraub, 
a n edu ca tio nal consultant a t 
Ma ssach u s e tt s I nstitute o f 
T ec hnology 's Media Lab. "Kids 
a. r en't a llowed to use dad's 
power saw but they ca n use hi s 
computer. so metimes be ller 
tha n he ca n." 

In thi s sh ow. Bt'ooklinc 's stu
dents furth e r d e m o n s tr ated 
t he ir co m p ute r prowess by 
ca tching a mi s ta ke tha t ha d to 
d o w ith d ecodi ng the bin a ry 
code. ,·It:s a good thing th e a dult 
expert s caille to us ," sa id com
putcr teac he r J oa nne Hobinso n 
with a laugh. 



Diary 

West Coast victors Stewart Alsop, Bill Gates, team captain 
John Doerr, Charles House and Lawrence Tesler. 

Eastern players Bill Foster, Robert Frankston, team captain 
Patrick McGovern, Edward Fredkin and Russell Planiber. 

Judge Bill Poduska, Karen Johansen 
and husband Gardner Hendrie. 

, • " 
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," . 'ft ....... ··· ~ , . '(J 
Judge Bill Joy, Sun Microsystems vp, 
with host/moderator Mitch Kapor, ON 
Technology chairman. 

June 1990 

How the West 
Won, 300-290 

Computer trivia was serious business 
during the second annual Computer 
Bowl, held in April at Boston's World 
Trade Center. More than 1,000 spec
tators in five locations watched the 
battle of East versus West, which 
raised $275,000 in cash plus 
$400,000 in goods and services for 
The Computer Museum in Boston. 

Each team prepared for the event: 
The West Coast circulated 15 comput
er history books; the East Coast de
veloped a matrix of possible ques
tions. But all was in good fun-before 
and after the West Coast's victory. 
Next April the Bowl heads back West. 

Easterner Planitzer still looks happy 
with judge Poduska before his team's 
300·290 defeat. 

Consultant Elizabeth Hahn and 
Microsoft's Jonathan Lazarus. 

A scholarly Gates does some last· 
minute studying before the 
competition begins. 

Marketing Computers 19 



Memorandum 

to: The Computer Museum Board of Directors and 
Trustees 

from: Oliver Strimpel 
re: Board meeting on June 22 
date: 6/4/90 

Please find attached the following materials relating to the 
upcoming Annual Meeting of The Computer Museum Board of 
Directors and Trustees: 

• meeting agenda 

• financial statement for the period July 1, 1989 - April 30, 1990 

• budget for the fiscal year 1990/1 

• chart of Museum staff 

• listing of recent press coverage 

I hope you will find the time to look at these materials before the 
meeting. In particular, the discussion of the FY91 budget at the 
meeting will assume some familiarity with the enclosed material. 

I look forward to seeing you! 



BOARD NOMINATION PROCESS 

The Status for The Class of 1990: 

Gardner Hendrie - re-elect 
Nick Pettinella - re-elect 
Bill Spencer - elect as a Trustee - letter from Gardner 
Russell Noftsker elect as a Trustee letter from Gardner 
Arthur Humphries - elect as a Trustee - letter form Gardner 

Resignation of Bill Foster from Board of Directors; letter from Gardner 
asking him if he wants to be a Trustee 

The Class of 1994 - in place 

Charles House, Hewlett Packard, letter of invitation from Gardner; 
Milestones Committee 

David Kaplan, Price Vaterhouse, letter of invitation from Gardner; 
Finance Committee 

James Sutter, Rockwell, letter of invitation from Gardner 

Richard Ruopp, TERC, awaiting a call by Oliver; Education Committee 
Chairman 

Grant Saviers, DEC, letter of invitation from Gardner 

Issues Pending 

Ed Belove, Lotus, awaiting Gardner Hendrie 

Mel Bergstein, Computer Sciences Corp, awaiting McKenney and Bodman 
discussions 

Bob Henderson, Greylock, (or C. Vaite), Bodman calling Henderson 

Fritz Landman, ComputerVorld, a letter of responsibilities for him to 
consider 

Roland Pampel, Bull, awaiting a luncheon date to be set by Del Sesto 

Michael Simmons, Bank of Boston, awaiting a luncheon in June, 
Bodman/Strimpel 

Declines 

Owen Brown, Ca. 

Bob Higgins, Highland Capital, said "Not this year." 



MEETING OF THE COMPUTER MUSEUM BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

JUNE 22. 1990 B:30AM-1 :30PM 

AGENDA 

Call to order of Annual Meeting of Members of the 
Corporation 

Election of new Members 

Call to Order of reconvened meeting 

The Year in Review (Strimpel) 

FY91 Budget Discussion (McKenney/Petinella) 

Computer Bowl 1991 (Bell) 

Capital Campaign 
background (Hendrie) 
planning study (Del Sesto) 

Exhibit Planning Timeline (Strimpel) 

Reality on Wheels 
travelling exhibit on virtual reality (Strimpel) 

Milestones of a Revolution Exhibit 
overview and exhibit techniques (Greg Welch, developer) 
an international perspective (Professor Brian Randell) 
educational impact (Jane Manzelli, Brookline Public Schools) 

LUNCH 

Meeting ajourns 



BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Board Meml Class Terms 
,Humphreys 89 85-89 
Hendrie 90 86-90 
Noftsker 90 86-90 
Pettinella 90 86-90 
Sltkin 90 86-90 
Spenser 90 86-90 
Donaldson 91 83-87 ;91 
Sammet 91 83-87;91 
Schwartz 91 83-87 ;91 
McKenney 91 83-88 ;91 
Bodman 91 87-91 
Chapman 91 87-91 
Foster 91 87-91 
Gerrity 91 87-91 
Hopper 91 87-91 

~Morse 91 87-91 
Nelson 91 87-91 
Seligman 91 87-91 
Severino 91 87-91 

4Shear 91 87-91 
Smart 91 87-91 
Kapor 92 84-88;92 
Poduska 92 84-88;92 
Eklund 92 88-92 
Fredkin 92 88-92 
Greene 92 88-92 , 

Johnson 92 88-92 
Rotenberg 93 85-89;93 
Lucky 93 85-89;93 
Bell 93 89-93 

-+Brewster 93 89-93 
Case 93 89-93 
Papert 93 89-93 

-+- Pell 93 89-93 
Shatto 93 89-93 
Skrzypczak 93 89-93 

Page 1 



Executive Committee Ed Schwartz (chairm~n) f} 

L odman '<'-wt ~~\-~o;CI\; I 

~- Jim Davis 
ar ner Hendrie 

--ClJick Petinellaj 

add 

drop 

Nominating Committee 

add 

drop 

Finance Committee 

add 

drop 

Capital Working Group 

add 

6/5/90 

Gwen Bell I 
Tony Pell I 6"leAlf' 
Richard Ruopp ~J"c,,"L\. or. 

Dave Donaldson 
Jim McKenney? 
Bill Poduska? 

Irwin Sitkin (chair) 
Gwen Bell 
G('d.wi £,q",l~ 
Ly~da Bodman - gil+ cliah ?
D~'-< Gsa- - 'Ao-M\I.~ .J-.~~ CO'<\\M, 

Naomi Seligman ~ 
Bill Spencer 

Jim McKenney (chair) 
Nick Petinella 
Dick Stewart 

David Kaplan 0/ 

Chris Wilson? v 

Alan Abelow (McKinsey) 
Gwen Bell 
Dave Donaldson 
Gardner Hendrie 
Ted Johnson 
Chris Morgan 
Tony Pell 

Jim McKenney 



,. 

MEETING OF THE COMPUTER MUSEUM BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

FEBRUARY 16. 1990 lOAM· 3PM 

AGENDA start mins 

1. Call to Order; dates & times of next 3 meetings (Hendrie) 1 0: 0 0 1 0 

2. Search Committee report (Nelson) 

3. Nominating Committee discussion (Sitkin/Donaldson) 

5. Acting Executive Director's report (Strimpel) 

6. Finance 

7. Reports 

LUNCH 

Committee report (Petinella/McKenney) 

from the Development Committees: {GC II J 
annual fund (Shear) 
corporate membership (Morse) 
individual membership (Brewster) 
Computer Bowl (Del Sesto) 
cultivation (Bell) I 1\ 
~l\ "''''i'G~V\ {cr, ... --L ~j GCU-J 

8. Marketing the Museum with The Walk-Through 
Computer (Bodman) 

Meeting ajourns 

Possible further item: Collections acquisitions review 

draft 1/24/90 

10: 10 20 

10:30 20 

11 :05 20 

11 :25 10 

11 :35 50 

12:25 45 

1: 1 0 90 

2:40 
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Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 
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10: 
FROM: 
DAlE: 
RE: 

The Computer Museum Executive Committee 
Oliver Strimpel 
1/23/90 
January 26 meeting 

The next Executive Committee meeting is on January 26. It will take 
place in the conference room off the auditorium from. 8-10 am. 

I enclose financial statements for the 6 months ended December 31, 
financial projections, the development report, and a proposal to hire 
a grant-writer. 

The agenda will be as follows: 

1. Monthly. Report (OS) 
2. Grant-Writer Proposal (OS) 
3. February 16 Board Meeting Agenda 
4. Nominating Committee progress (DD) 
5. Development report, and discussion ODS) 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

BAR GRAPH REPRESENTATION OF MONTHLY CASH BALANCE 
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The Walk-Throueh Computer 

Funding Status as of 1123/90 

Funds Received or Pledged 

(ordered by date of commitment) 

Kapor Family Foundation 
Maxell Corp. of America 
Digital Equipment Corp. 
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation 
AT&T 
Apple Computer Corp. 
Intel Corp. 
Kensington Microware Ltd 
Cirrus 

TOTAL 

* with additional equipment grant 

Proposals Outstanding as of 12/13/89· 

ACER 
AT&T Foundation 
BASF 
Lotus Development Corp. 
Maxell Corp. of America 

TOTAL 

$250,000 
$12,500 

$150,000 * 
$250,000 

$40,000 
$50,000 * 
$50,000 
$25,000 

? 

$827,500 

$25,000 
$60,000 
$25,000 
$50,000 
$37,500 

$197,000 
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CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 

FY 90 GOAL 

$400 

From: 

Eliot Bank/Channel 
Kent 
McLaughlin 
McKenney 
Pettinella 
Spencer 
Jamieson 
Brown 
Foster 

TOTAL REC'D 

JANUARY 25, 1990 

TOTAL RECEIVED TO DATE 

$ 51,312 ($1,500 due in matches) 

$ 11,500 
512 
500 

2,500 
800 

1,000 (w/$1,500 match due) 
11,500 
17,250 
5,750 

$ 51,312 (plus $1,500 match)= $ 52,812 

FY 90 RECEIVABLES AND PLEDGES EXPECTED 

Feigenbaum $ 8,000 
Rodgers 
Severino 2,250 

TOTAL $ 10,250 $ 10,250 

OTHER FY 90 PLEDGES .. 

Apollo $ 15,000 .• ~ Clark 1,024 -'"' 
Coit 1,024 
Hoffman 250 
Index 2,500 
Lucky 1,000 
Robelen 2,000 
Schwartz 2,500 
Shear 1,000 
Yang Laboratories 20,000 
Yolfson 1,000 

TOTAL $ 47,298 $ 47,298 



FY 90 OTHER? 

Bell 
Fredkin 
Hef'lof'ie 
Poduska 

TOTAL 

FY 89 PLEDGES 

Apollo 
Brewer 
Cady 
Clark 
Coit 
Hoffman 
Index 
Wolfson 

TOTAL 

OVERDUE 

TOTAL POTENTIAL FY 90 

$ 50,000 
50,000 
§Q,QQQ 
50,000 

$200,000 ? 

$ 15,000 
500 

1,024 
1,024 
1,024 

250 
2,500 
1,000 

$ 22,322 

$200,000? 

$ 22,322 

$332,682 
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26-Jan 90 COMPUTER MUSEUM BUDGET 

Item AccYeaJul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun TotalYTD 
Capital 
Corp Unrestr89a 1 10 15 1 9 0 8 23 1 0 7 0 75 

610 90b 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 35 35 30 30 30 200 
90a 3 0 0 4 0 0 -13 

Indv Unrestr89a 2 4 2 0 0 32 9 253 0 0 10 1 313 
610 90b 0 0 0 20 20 25 25 35 35 30 5 5 200 

90a 1 1 0 2 0 34 -27 
Total 89a 4 14 17 1 9 32 41 252 0 0 8 12 390 

90b 0 0 0 20 20 45 45 70 70 60 35 35 400 
90a 4 1 0 6 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 -40 

Operating 
Corp Member 89a 4 2 24 14 13 9 3 13 9 24 11 7 133 

810 90b 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 ..J...&fr 150 
90a 6 0 20 5 5 5 -- -53 

Indv Member 89a 3 6 6 3 9 5 6 4 5 7 4 5 63 
820 90b 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ....&r&7 

90a 4 5 3 4- 4 4 24 -17 
Annual Fund 89a 0 0 2 0 1 13 10 3 7 7 0 2 44 , 

730 90b 1 2 1 3 27 23 5 3 2 5 15 15 100 
90a 4 0 1 4 11 36 1 

Corp Unrestr89a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 10 11 
710 90b 0 3 3 5 5 5 8 10 10 0 0 3 50 

90a 0 0 0 0 -20 
Govt Unrestr89a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

710 90b 19 0 0 19 0 0 19 0 0 19 0 0 75 
90a 19 0 0 19 0 0 1 

Found Unrest89a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
710 90b 0 3 3 5 5 5 8 10 10 0 0 3 50 

90a 0 0 0 0 0 0 -20 
Indv Unrestr89a 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 50 50 117 

710 90b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
90a 28 50 0 0 0 0 78 

subtotal 89a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 1 50 61 129 
710 90b 19 . 5 5 29 10 10 34 20 20 19 0 5 175 

90a 47 50 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 116 39 
Bowl Corp 89a 17 21 25 32 5 15 9 0 0 0 1 0 125 

750 90b 14 23 20 20 0 0 119 33 0 0 0 0 227 
90a 25 0 0 0 0 20 -31 

Bowl Indv 89a 2 1 5 8 2 1 0 1 0 0 23 0 43 
, 750 90b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 55 18 0 0 95 

90a 0 23 0 0 0 4 27 
subtotal 89a 19 22 30 40 7 16 9 1 0 0 24 0 168 

750 90b 14 23 20 20 0 0 119 55 55 18 0 0 322 
90a 25 23 0 0 0 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 72 -4 

Total Operat89a 26 30 62 57 30 43 28 38 21 39 89 75 537 
90b 56 52 49 74 60 55 180 101 99 64 38 43 867 
90a 86 78 24 32 20 69 0 0 0 0 0 0 309 -35 

Grand Total 8,9'a 30 44 79 58 39 75 69 290 21 39 97 87 927 
90b 56 52 49 94 80 100 225 171 169_-124 73 78 1267 
90a 90 79 24 38 20 103 0 0 0 0 0 0 354 -75 
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REVENUES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

THE CII1PUTER MUSE!I1 
STATB1ENT OF REVENUES RiD EXPENSES 

COMBINED OPERATING RiD CAPITAL FUNDS 
( • - Thousands ) 

FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED IffiUAl 
12131/88 --------12131/89--------- FY1990 

ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FPtJ(UNFPtJ) BUDGET 

590 687 722 35 5i. 1,518 

115 273 868 595 218'1. 1,100 

705 960 1,590 630 601. 2,618 

765 825 706 119 15"1. 1,650 

241 383 437 (54) <14iD 1,053 

1,006 1,208 1,143 65 5"1. 2,703 

($301) ($248) . $447 $695 4801. ($85) 
= = .-- -- = --

SlttIARY: 
--------

For the six months ended December 31, 1989 the musuem operated at a surplus of 447K 
compared to a budgeted deficit of (248K). As of December 31, 1989 total cash and 
cash equivalents amounted to 706K. 

OPERATING: Operating revenues ~ere 5"1. over budget due mainly to strong unrestricted 
contributions, admissions, functions and store revenues. Expenses ~ere 15"1. under 
budget due mainly to l~er personnel costs (vacant positions). 

CAPITAL: Revenues ~ere 218'1. over budget due to receipt of additional 
exhibit related revenue. Expenses ~ere 141. over budget all of ~hich is related 
to exhibit costs. 



THE CII1PIJTER MUSEIJ1 
STATEHENT OF REVENUES lIND EXPENSES 

OPERATING F~D 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED Nfll)\l 
12131188 --- -----12131/89------------- FY1990 
ACTl)\l BUDGET ACTI)\l FAV(~AV) BUDGET 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 11 $135 168 33 24"1. $219 
Restricted contributions 214 99 90 (9) (lOX) 400 
Corporate memberships 66 94 40 (54) (571.) 188 
Individual memberships 32 41 24 (11) (41X) 82 
IIlbissions 118 135 166 31 2:rt. 241 
Store 69 86 111 31 36X 163 
Functions 63 19 95 16 20"1. 124 
Other 11 18 22 4 22'1. 35 
Gain/Loss on Securities (6) 0 0 0 0"1. 0 

--------
Total Revenues 590 681 122 35 5"1. 1,518 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits & education 115 174 154 20 llX 324 
Marketing & memberships 105 149 115 34 2:rt. 298 
Management & general 172 206 136 70 34Y. 409 
Fundraising 81 39 30 9 2:rt. 121 
Store 13 86 108 (22) (201.) 160 
Functions 31 38 34 4 10"1. 70 
Museum Whari expenses 122 133 129 4 lY. 262 

------ --------- --------
1 ota 1 Expenses 165 825 706 119 15"1. 1,650 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) ($175) ($138) $16 $154 212'1. ($132) 
======= ======= ======= ===== ======= ===== 



THE CltlPUTER HUSEIJ1 
STATB1ENT OF RE'JENUES mD EXPENSES 

CAPITAL FIKJ 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE SIX HOOHS ENDED ~L 

12131/88 --------12131/89----------- FY1990 
ACTlW. BUDGET ACT~L FAV(lNFAV) BUDGET 

REVENUES: 

Contributions $17 $85 $45 ($40) (411.) $400 
Exhibit Funding 38 188 822 $634 13311. 700 
Interest Incme 0 0 1 $1 100"1. 

Total Revenues 115 273 868 595 218"1. 1,100 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits 4 76 244 (168) (2211.) 481 
Exhibit Administration 98 164 87 77 411. 313 
Fundraising 58 65 28 37 5GI. 105 
Wharf lIortgage 81 78 78 ° 0"1. 154 

--------
Total Expenses 241 383 437 (54) (14"1.) 1,053 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) ($126) ($UO) $431 $541 5911. $47 
=== === === === === 



THE CIJ1PUTER HUSElI1 
BALmCE SHEET 

12131/89 

OPERATING CAPITAL PlIM' TOTAL TOTAL 
FIliD FIN) FIliD 12131189 6130/89 

ASSETS: 
Current: 

Cash $99,255 $99,255 $149,212 
Cash Equivalents 606,475 606,475 121,117 
Investments $69,436 69,436 37,500 
Rece i vab les 11 ,872 11,872 36,427 
Inventory 64,020 64,020 43,708 
Prepaid expenses 16,821 578 17,399 7,227 
Interfund receivable 895,493 895,493 492,907 

--------- --------- --------- -------- --------
TOTAl. 798,443 965,507 ° 1,763,950 888,098 

Property' Equipment (net): 
Equipment' furniture $11,482 11,482 11 ,482 
Capital improvements 699,126 699,126 699,126 
Exh ibi ts 336,276 336,276 336,276 
Construction in Process 26,311 26,311 26,311 
Land 24,000 24,000 24,000 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total ° 26,311 1,070,884 1,097,195 1,097,195 

TOTAL ASSETS $798,443 $991,818 $1,070,884 $2,861,145 $1,985,293 

LIA8ILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued expenses $53,686 $9,038 $62,724 $76,446 
Deferred income 11 ,940 11 ,940 22,230 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 50,000 50,000 ° Interfund payable 895,493 895,493 492,907 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total 1,011 ,119 9,038 ° 1,020,157 591,583 

Fund Balances: 
Operating (212,676) (212,676) (229,083) 
Cap i tal 982,780 982,7BO 551,909 
Plant $1,070,884 1,070,884 1,070,884 

--------- --------- --------- --------- -------
Total (212,676) 982,780 1,070,884 1,840,988 1,393,710 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND ItALANCES $798,443 $991,818 $1,070,884 $2,861,145 $1,985,293 



THE CIJ1PlITER MUSEIJt 
STATB1ENT OF CIWiGES IN CASH POSITIm 

12131189 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLIHT TIJTAL TIJTAL 
F~D F~D F~D 12131189 6130189 

Cash providl by/(usld for) 
oplrations: 
Exclsss/(dificiincy) of 
support and rlvinul t16,407 t430,871 t447,278 (t606.578) 

Dlprlciation 0 283,311 
--------- --------- --------- --------- --------

Cash from operations 16,407 430,871 0 447,278 (323,267> 

Cash provided by/(usld for) 
~orking capital: 
Receivables 24,555 24,555 (5,654) 
Inventory (20,312) (20,312) (4,011) 
InvtStnlnts (31,936) (31,936) 81,173 
Accounts payable 
• other currlnt liabs (14,424) 702 <13,722) (11,602) 

Dlferred incene <10,290) (10,290) 7,980 
Prepaid expensts (13,121> 2,949 (10,172) 1,482 

--------- --------- --------. --------- ---------
Cash fren working capital (33,592) (28,285) 0 (61,877) 69,368 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
F ixtd a55tts 0 (33,147> 

--------- --------- --------- ------- ---------
Nit increase/(dtcrlase) in 
cash btfort financing (17,185) 402,586 0 385,401 (287,046) 

Financing: 
Interfund ric •• pay. 402,586 (402,586) 0 
Transflr to Plant 0 
Lint of crtditlLoan Payable 50,000 50,000 0 

--------- --------- -------- --------- ---------
Cash fren financing 452,586 (402,586) 0 50,000 0 

Net incrlast/(dtcrtast) 
in cash. invlstments 435,401 0 0 435,401 (287,046) 

--------- --------- --------- -------- ---------

Cash, blginning of year 270,329 0 0 270,329 557,375 

Cash, tnd of period t705,730 to t705,730 t270,329 
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COMPUTER BO~L I 
Ilif·S- q D 

REVENUE REPORT - 1/18/90 

GOAL: $322,000 TO DATE: $71,792 

SPONSOR COMMITTED 

Presenter 

ACM $40,000 

Underwri ters 

Gwen & Gordon Bell $22,500 
(Pat Collins Nelson FY89 $22,500 

Official Sponsors 

Advanced Micro Devices 
BASF 

'Fenwick Partners 
Lotus Development Corp. 
Merrill Pickard Anderson 

& Eyre 
Price ~aterhouse 
Stratus Computer, Inc. 
Sun Microsystems 
Thinx Software 

(Bell Atlantic) 
Visix Software Inc. 
A"~~Jrvh) 
Table Sponsors 

CIO 
Computer Systems News 
Ed & Joyce Fredkin 
Gardner Hendrie 
IDG 
Infoworld 
rh · r f1'1.(... 

$ 9,000 
$ 9-, 000 

o 
$ 9,000 

$ 9,000 
$ 9,000 
$ 9,000 
$10,000 
$ 9,000 

$ 9,000 
q,ccc 

$ 3,000 
$ 3,000 
$ 5,000 
$ 4,500 
$ 5,000 
$ 3,000 

Vest Coast Satellite Sponsors 

Bank of America $ 5,000 

TOTAL: $173,000 

Individual Tickets 

3 tickets @ $500 
t. Deposi t on 1 ticket 

Other Income 

Sale of Bowl '88 questions 

SUBTOTAL: 

RECEIVED 

$25,000 

$22,500 
$22,500) 

10 C (I 0 
( 

$ 9,000 

$ 9,000 

$ 4,500 

5,()()C 

$70,000 

$ 1,500 
$ 250 

$ 42 

TOTAL: $71, 79z 

~~I 1-92 
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COMPUTER BOYL FY 90 PLAN SPONSORSHIP REVENUES 

CATEGORY NUMBER ~ PRICE TOTAL TO DATE 

MAJOR PRESENTER 1 @ $ 50,000 $ 50,000 

ACM 1 @ $ 40,000 $ 40,000 

UNDERYRITER 1 @ $ 22,500 $ 22,500 

Bells 1 @ $ 22,500 $ 22,500 

OFFICIAL \0 .. ~ 18 @ $ 10,000 $180,000 

{)r, ~~~f' ~ {~(.~LJ~n ;') 
Lotus 
MPAE 
Price Yaterhouse 
Stratus 
Thinx 8 I r"l'\l 

~ -& @ 
( t 

Visix $ 9,000 $ 1-2;000 t-~ m 
Sun ~@ $10,000 $ ~O,OOO ' 

-fO 

SATELLITE \~2@ $ 5,000 $ 10,000 

Bank of America 1 @ $ 5,000 $ 5,000 

'd~~~ : It 

TABLE 7o~.9 @ $ 5,000 $ 45,000 

Fredkin ----. .4:' . 
, lDG 2 @ $ 5,000 $ 10,000 

Hendrie 1 @ $ 4,500 $ 4,500 
tl\ i-ttu... 3 @ $ ~OOO $ ~,OOO 

""-- -) I ~ ~( (/C'o 0, coo 

. ) CHEERLEADERS 5 @ $ 1,000 $ 5,000 

COMPLETE EVENT 
JrJ 9 @ TICKETS EAST COAST $ 500 $ 4,500 

t· 

4 @ $ 500 $ 2,000 

SATELLITE OR 
BOYL ONLY TICKETS 100 @ $ 50 $ 5,000 

TOTAL $322,000 $13&,lOO 
t lq ~ I U-1fl) 
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~ page 2/revenue report 

In-Kind 

AK Graphics 
Boris Mastercolor 
Commomwealth Creative Group 
The Composing Room 
Techmart 
Vorld Trade Center 

Official Sponsors 

Acer 
Apple 
Allian~ 
AT&T \. 

~Anderson Consulting 
Bitstream 
'Boston Technology 
Bull 
Cellular 1 
Citibank 
Cirrus 
Claris 
Coleman Steads 
Cowen & Co. 
Compaq 
Digital Equipment 
Encrypton Technology 
The Exhibit Emporium 
Fleet Financial 
Hewlett-Packard 
IBM 
Josten's Learning Corp. 
Mastercard International 
Hicromind 
Microsoft 
HIPS 
NEC 

PROSPECTS 

N.E. England Oldsmobile Dealers 
Network Computer Devices 
NeXT 
Nutter, HcClennan & Fish 
NYNEX 
Oracle Corp. 
Poqet 
Sequent 

~ Sharp Electronics 
Stardent 
Solbourne Computer 
T-Maker 
Toshiba Information Systems 
US Robotics 
3-Com 
Zenith Data Systems 
Xerox 



.. #,. ... 

~ Page 3/revenue report 

t. 

Prospects con't 

Table Sponsors 

Computer Vorld 
Coopers & Lybrand 
CMP Publications 
Fenwick Partners 
Fortune 
Information Veek 
Mitre 
Ike Nassi 
Network News 
Russell Planitzer 
Russell Reynolds 
Bill Poduska 
Sesha Pratap 
Technology Research Group 

Vest Coast Satellite Sponsors 

Apple Computer, Inc. 
Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers 
Tandem 

Cheerleaders 

Boston Popcorn 
Mediamap 
Silicon Graphics 

1118/90 
kpj 
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To: Individual Committee 

Fr: Jan DelSesto, Julie Oates 

Subj.: Individual Financials and Program Information 

Date: January 26, 1990 

FINANCIALS 

Please note, all financials are effective through January 24, 
1990. 

FY89 Goal: 
$67,000 

FY89 Actual: 
$63,126 

FY90 Goal 
$50,700 
$ 5,000 
$ 810 
$10,700 

(Revised): 
indo memb. 
library memb. 
match funds 
misc projects 

$67,210 TOTAL 

FY90 Goal: 
$59,500 indo memb. 
$16,000, library memb. 
$ 6,000 _match funds 

$81,500 TOTAL 

FY90 Actual: 
$20,774 indo memb. 
$ 500 library memb. 
$ 2,385 match funds 
------- (in the door) 

$23,659 TOTAL 

Please not that the FY90 goal has been revised. Ve have included the original 
goal of $81,500 to be used as a comparison to the revised figures. These new 
numbers do not include any money from new members solicited through either the 
phoneathon or the incentive program. It is our hope that these two additional 
programs will contribute to significantly to our bottom line. 



The year's first six months' financials are broken down below. Please note that 
any positive difference in the numbers listed below and the year to date figure 
listed above is due to donations made above the amount for membership level 
renewals. 

July 1 - December 31, 1989 

POTENTIAL ACTUAL NEY 

Indiv. lyr 284 159 36 
($30.00) ($8520) ($4770) ($1080) 

Indiv. 2yr 56 43 8 
($50.00) ($2800) ($2150) ($400) 

'S tuden t 24 3 10 
('S20.00) ($480) 

Family 1yr 71 
(S45.00) ($3195) 

Family 2yr 6 
(S80.00) ($480) 

Friend 52 
(S100.00) (S5200) 

Sponsor 14 
(S250.00) (S3500) 

Patron 4 
(S500.00) (S2000) 

-------

TOTAL $26,175 

t· 

(S60) 

39 
($1755) 

4 
(S320) 

40 
(S4000) 

13 
(S3250) 

1 
(S500) 
------

$16,805 

(S200) 

23 
(S1035 ) 

4 
($320) 

3 
(S300) 

1 
..... (S250) 

It 

0 
(SO) 

$3,585 

. '. 



INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP PROGRAMS 

Efforts to date: 

Phonathon: Since the phonathon was designed specifically for Annual Fund 
solicitation, we were unable to gather the data or additional volunteers 
to focus on renewal of membership. Thus, only twelve individual members 
(@ $30.00) joined The Museum as a result of the phonathon efforts. A 
phonathon specifically geared to membership renewal/recoup and new 
solicitation is being planned for February. 

nigh Level ($100 - $500) Individual Renewals: Eight letters (totaling 
$1700 in potential renewal $) were sent to high level individual members. 
Those members are Roger Glovsky, Tom Hall, Seiichika Katayama, Richard 
Marino, Joseph Newcomer, Brendan Reilly, and George Storm. Tom Hall has 

, renewed since the letter was sent out. Mr. Hall renewed at the Patron 
'level($500). , 

(Potential revenue: $1,200) 

Matching Funds: For FY90, we have received $885 in matching fund pledges. 
To date, $810 of that $885 is still outstanding. Please note that the 
majority of matching fund dollars listed in the first page "FY90 Actual" 
financials are from pledges that were made in FY89, but not received until 
FY90. 

PR/Marketing Efforts: 

Classroom Computing: The Computer Musewn's "Memories Poster" will be 
featured on the April cover of Classroom-Computing (eire.: 80,000, 8 times 
a year). The description of The Museum and a pitch for membership will 
appear in the magazine. The pitch offers a frep "Memories Poster" to 
those who join The Museum. Any results from th offer will not be 
evident until the last quarter of the fiscal year. 

(Potential Revenue: $5,000) 

Upcoming Efforts: 

Library Membership: Vi thin the ne:<t two weeks, Ie t [ers will be sen t ntH 
to all public libraries in Massachusetts (382). I,le hope to increase our 
Library membership through this direct mail approach. I,le have had 
interest in the past from individual libraries, however, they have never 

.. ~been solicited as a whole. I,le are offering a special discount to first 
time library members. Libraries who join The Museum before April 1, 1990 
can do so at a price of $300 (instead of $500). 

(Potential Revenue: 17 @ $300 = $5,100) 

... 
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California Members (Vest Coast): Yi.plan to target individual members in 
the California area by offering a discount on Computer Bowl tickets to nev 
members and lost members. This pitch will be made through and to 
employees of corporations who have 1990 Bowl team members (HP, Apple) and 
through Alsop's and Tarter's newsletters. 

(Potential Revenue: 100 @ $30 = $300) 

Soft*letter: Ye have obtained the 5,000 name database of subscribers of 
Soft*Letter. Ye will use the list to solicit new members; initially we 
plan to target Massachusetts and California. 

(Potential Revenue: 1i. (50) @ $30 = $1,500) 

Renevals and Inactives: Ye have a list of all inactive members and those 
who have not yet reneved membership for a phone solicitation planned in . , 
upcoming months. 

(Potential Revenue: As stated on page 3, $27,137) 

Financial Incentive Program: Ye will be instituting a financial incentive 
program for Museum interpreters (guides) and store personnel to encourage 
signing up nev members through visits. 

(Potential Reneval: 5 per veek, approx. 22 veeks left in FY90 = 5 x $30 x 
22 • 3,300) . 
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To: Laura Morse 

Fr: Jan DelSesto, Julie Oates 

Subj.: Corporate Financials and Program Information 

Date: January 18 1990 

FINANCIALS 

Please note, all financials are effective through January 18 
1990. 

FY89 Goal: 
$172,500 

FY90 Goal: FY90 Ac tual: . / 
$58,500 -r f{ 11 

f 1/ ZIJ 

FY90 Goals: o -Date: -......; 

30 @ $1,000 = $30,000 Synernetics 
Vellfleet Communications 

5 @ $3,000 = $15,000 Acer Inc. 
to 

3 @ $5,000 = $15,000 Adobe 
AT&T 

Renewals: 

Inactive Renewals (July-Dec. '89) $86,000 

Potential Renewals (Jan.-~une '90) $66,000 

$;f" 

$152,000 TOTAL 
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The following companies have not yet renewed their memberships for FY 1990. 

July 1 - December 31, 1989 Past Due Renewals 

Contact 

Vi1liam Meagher 
Managing Partner 

Jack Harcourt 
Gayle Richardson 

Organiza tion 

Arthur Andersen & Co. 

Bank of Boston 

David Mahoney Banyan Systems 
. President 

KC King Baybank Boston 

Michael Nacey Bolt Berenak & Newman 
VP, Admin 

Ann LeClaire CLSI 

Arun Gupta Data Ease 
President 

Daniel Hosage DAVOX Corp. 
President and CEO 

Bill Brindley DECUS 
President 

Joseph O'Connor 
VP, Admin & HR 

Charles Stark Draper 

Fontaine Richardson Eastech 

James Masciarelli Fenwick Partners 

David Fausch The Gillette Compo 

Amount Renew 

1,000 11/89 

1,000 11/89 

1,000 12/89 

1,000 9/89 

1,000 11/89 

1,000 8/89 

l~JO 10/89 

3,000 11/89 

3,000 10/89 v' 

1,000 12189 

3,000 9/89 

3,000 12/89 

• 



VP, Corporate Public Relations 

Bill S. Kaiser Greylock Management 1,000 12189 
Partner 

Mary Hegarty Manager Software Products 1,000 8/89 
User Group Coordinator 

Bonnie Colantropo Boston Scientific, Inc. 1,000 12189 
(formerly Medi-Tech) 

Stephen Coit Merrill Pickard Anderson 1,000 8/89 
& Eyre 

Ann Nason Microamerica 1,000 8/89 

Charles Zraket MITRE 10,000 9/89 Special case 
President Jan 

T.J. McKiernan Moore Business Forms 3,000 9/89 
VP, Sales & & Systems Division 
Marketing 

John Paul Nixdorf Computer 1,000 8/89 
President, Nixdorf Computer Engineering Corp. (NCEC) 

" 
Steve Bischof Pfizer Pharmaceuticals 1,000 12189 
District Manager 

',"0 
~"i. 

Kenton Sicchitano Price Yaterhouse 1,000 8/89 
Partner-in-Charge 

David Donaldson Ropes & Gray 3,000 11/89 

Barbara Gaffney Sequent Computer 1,000 10/89 
VP, HR 

>. 

Ira Keller SD Financial 1,000 12189 
Marketing Direcotr 

Kathleen Tullberg Shawmut Corp. 1,000 11/89 
VP, Community Relations 



Carol Broadbent 

Norm Demers 
Assist. Director, 
Data Processing 

Sun Microsystems 

The Travelers 

David Curry Unisys Corp. 
Secretary, Comm. on 
Contributions & Memb. 

Verbum Magazine 

Summer 1989 Inactive Renewals: , 

TOTAL OF ALL INACTIVE MEMBERS FROM 
JULY 1 - DECEMBER 31, 1989 

t. 

3,000 

3,000 

3,000 

1,000 
$49,000 

$37,000 

$49,000 
+ $37,000 

$86,000 

... 

11/89 

12/8911/ 

12/89 / 

8/89 
TOTAL 



Omni Publications $1,000 90/3 

Regis McKenna $1,000' 90/3 

Ziff Davis Publications $3,000 90/3 

April 

Automatic Data Processing $3,000 90/4 

Bitstream $1,000 90/4 

IEEE Computer Society $3,000 90/4 

Microsoft $3,000 90/4 

Professional Press $ 500 90/4 

, Raytheon $10,000 90/4 

TASC $1,000 90/4 

May 

Computer Power Group $1,000 90/5 

Lotus Development $1,000 90/5 

The New England $1,000 90/5 

Stratus Computer $3,000 90/5 

June lit 

Applied Tech Investors $ 500 90/6 
.. ~ 
.... i... 

Manufacturers Hanover Trust $3,000 90/6 

Prime Computer $3,000 90/6 

Sharon Merrill $1,000 90/6 

Technology Research Group $1,000 90/6 

Veyerhauser Company $1,000 90/6 
------
$66,000 TOTAL 

•. 

• 
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The following corporations have become members of The Museum through our 
functions department. Please note that although the money generated from 
these memberships is credited to the functions department for the 
company's initial year of membership, any subsequent renewals are credited 
to the membership department. 

Alliant Computer 
Ashlar Corp. 
Batterymarch Financial 
Bechtel, Parsons & Binkerhoff 
Connect, Inc. 
DMR Group 
Emerald Systems* 
Greentree Associates 
Interbase Software 
McKinsey and Company 

. Morgan Stanley 
Multitrack 
Software House 
Software People Concepts 

* Emerald Systems has not yet paid their $1,000 membership fee. 

".'":C' ..... ;. . 
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CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP PROGRAMS 

Efforts to date: 

Renewal Letters: Three letters are routinely sent to each company as 
renewal reminders. The first letter is sent to the company three months 
before its membership expires; the second letter is sent two months before 
expiration, the third letter is sent one month before the membership is 
due to expire. In addition to these letters, the committee sent 
personalized renewal letters to those companies who failed to renew. 
These letters were then followed up with personal phone calls made by 
committee members. Ernst & Young, Coopers & Lybrand, Intermetrics, KPMG 
Peat Marwick, Russell Reynolds and Xerox have all recently renewed as a 
result of this follow up. 

Potential Membership List: A list of potential corporate members has been 
developed. This list comprises a number of sources: specific categories 
from the Fortune 1000 listing, the "Top 100 Companies in New England" from 
XXXX, and names contributed from the committee. Each committee member has 
chosen at least five companies from the list to proactively solicit for 
membership. When companies on the list become members, the committee 
member who brought them in will be assigned another company on the list. 
This solicitation program will be an ongoing effort. 

Benefits: An additional benefit has been afforded corporate members. 
Those members who are not in the nearby geographical area may now receive 
aUdiotapes of the Breakfast Seminar Series. Also, if these members are 
not able to attend, they may have a client or sales representative attend 
the breakfast in their place. 

" New Category: We have added a "Corporate Patron" category to the 
membership categories. This Patron category is $5,000. We believe that 
this category is important because it bridges the wide gap between the 
"Corporate Sponsor" ($3,000)level and the "Corp·.~~te Benefactor" ($10,000) 
level. 

Upcoming Efforts: 

Brochure: We are in the process of developing copy for a corporate 
membership brochure. This brochure will be used to solicit new members, 
and will also be distributed to existing corporate member representatives 
so that they can distribute it to people they believe may be interested in 
joining The Museum. 

Breakfast Seminar Series Follow Up: A list of attendees is created after 
each breakfast. We plan to solicit by letter each company who attended 
the breakfast but who is not a current member. In the future, we plan to 
"assign" each committee member selected non-members attending the 
breakfast. The committee member will pitch corporate membership and its 
benefits to these individuals. 

• 



DATE: 
TO: 
FROM: 
RE: 

January 19, 1990 
Executive Committee 
Janice Del Sesto, Director of Development and Public Relations 
Grant Vriter/Researcher Position 

The Museum has always relied primarily on program staff to research, 
identify, and make contact with potential sources of funding and generate 
the necessary proposals to procure funding. This has had a limiting effect 
on the Museum's ability to raise funds for ongoing and new programs as well 
as special projects. Increasing programmatic demands on staff time have 
meant that proposal generation has, for the most part, been at maintainance 
level. 

As a result of a decision made by management and the executive committee, a 
re-allocation of staff was made during the summer to ramp up development 
activity. From July to November, Greg Velch, originally hired to manage the 
development of the Milestones exhibit, spent the majority of his time as a 
grant writer. As a result, several major proposals were prepared and 
significant new funds from new sources were procurred. 

During that period, he assisted with the generation of proposals to 
government, foundation, and corproate sources totalling more than $700,000. 
To date, we've been awarded $430,000 or 61.5% of our requests. An additional 
$132,000 is still pending. Ve've had one rejection and that was for 
equipment not cash. 

The limited research we have been able to do as well as personal discussions 
and meetings we have had with potential funding sources over the last 
several months has made it increasingly clear that there is significant 
support for which the Museum is both eligible and for which we have been 
encouraged to apply especially for education programs. 

In March of 1989 I met with someone to discuss the potential for funding 
from his national foundation. After further discussion and a visit to the 
Museum, he invited us to prepare a $1 million proposal to fund an education 
program having national impact and scope. To d~~, the education department 
has not yet conceptualized a national program and thus the proposal .has not 
yet been generated. 

In addition to the need for focussed effort to with work program staff to 
generate proposals for operating support of ongoing programs as well as new 
exhibits and education programs, there is the need to prepare a revised case 
for support for the Capital Campaign, and a proposal to the NEH for a 
Capital Challenge Grant. 



A sampling of potential new funds include: 

NEB 
National Youth Foundation 
Boston Globe Foundation 
Sun Microsystems 
Advanced Micro Devices 
General Electric Foundation 
GTE Foundation 
Markle Foundation 
SIGGRAPB 
IMS Operating Grant 
National Science Foundation 

$1-$3 million challenge grant for capital 
$1 million 
$5,000-$25,000 
$5,000-$50,000 
$5,000-$20,000 
$5,000-$100,000 
$5,000-$20,000 
$10,000-$200,000 
$10,000 
$75,000N 
for various projects and programs 

Although conceptualization and content will still need to be driven by 
program and development staff, the source research, initial contact, and 
proposal generation would be carried out by the grant writer/research under 
my supervision. 

There are available funds that could be re-allocated within the development 
department budget without over-stepping the FY 90 budget. A salary range of 
$20,000-$25,000 could be expected to attract an individual with some 
experience. 

The addition of a grantwriter/researcher would enable us to generate a 
minimum of $2 million in new proposals in the remainder of FY 90. Although 
most of the funding procurred as a result would not be realized until FY 91, 
I believe that several proposals to local sources could result in funding in 
FY 90. 
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Memorandum of Understanding Between The Computer Museum 
CTCM) and The Boston Computer Society CBCS) Regarding the 
Computer Discovery Center 

1. Goal 
The BCS and TCM jointly undertake to develop and open a major new 
exhibit for the general public at The Computer Museum. Entitled 
"Computer Discovery Center" (CDC), the exhibit will provide a variety 
of hands-on experiences to help e people appreciate the role personal 
computers can play in their personal and professional lives. A plan for 
the CDC is' attached. Major departures from this plan must be agreed to 
by the Steering Committee defined in paragraph 3. 

2. Roles 
TCM will manage the development of the CDC, including detailed 
exhibit development, script development, fabrication, and installation. 
Content is expected to be developed by project staff, using materials 
already developed by the BCS as a starting point (subject to any 
approvals that might be required from Chermayeff & Geismar 
regarding elements drawn from their work). Advisor groups focused 
on specific topics will be convened as needed. A designated person at 
BCS and TCM will be responsible for day-to-day development of the 
project. The BCS will, to the best of its ability, help the CDC's 
development by encouraging its members to volunteer as 
programmers or helpers, by publicizing and promoting the CDC in its 
publications, and by other (non-financial) means· at its disposal. 

3. Steering Committee 
A Steering Committee will review the CDC's progress, resolve policy 
issues and, if necessary, revise the memorandum of understanding 
between BCS and TCM. The committee will be composed of four 
members appointed by each of the BCS and TCM, of whom at least two 
will be on each Board. The Steering Committee will meet quarterly or, 
if needed, more frequently during the development phase of CDC, and 
at least once a year thereafter. 

4. Timing 
TCM will give the CDC a high priority. When 60% of the funding has 
been secured, TCM will set an opening date after consulting with BCS 
and will hire an exhibit developer. TCM will need approximately one 
year from the time of hiring an exhibit developer to complete the 
exhibit development. The choice of opening date may be affected by 

Memorandum of Understanding between BCS & TCM page 1 1/11/90 
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the need to avoid coinciding too closely with the opening of another 
major new exhibit at the Museum (in particular, Milestones of a 
Revolution>. 

5. Funding 
The exhibit budget is $500,000. Changes of more than $100,000 must 
be approved by the CDC steering committee. BCS will contribute all its 
CDC funds and outstanding pledges towards the CDC. Fifty percent of 
these funds will be payable to TCM at the start of the development, a 
further 25% will be payable when development teams for half the 
exhibits are in place, and the final 25% will be paid when initial 
versions of the software are substantially complete. Funds may be 
released earlier by consent of the steering committee. TCM will be 
responsible for raising the remaining funds. BCS will support TCM's 
fund-raising efforts. TCM assumes responsibility for all expenses 
associated with the CDC's development. 

6. Ownership of CDC 
The name CDC, the software, and the design of the CDC will be jointly 
owned by BCS and TCM. All uses of the name, software, or design 
outside TCM must be reviewed by the steering committee. If either 
party wishes to make use of the name, software, or design in a 
venture or project other than the subject exhibit at TCM, then the 
initiating party will offer the other party first refusal as a partner on a 
reasonable basis. If the other party, within a reasonable time, declines, 
the initiating party may proceed, ""rovided the use of the material is 
outside New England and does not adversely impact the operation and 
success of the CDC at TCM. 

7. Benefits for BCS Members 
TCM and BCS will agree on appropriate admission privileges to TCM for 
BCS members for a period after the opening of CDC. 

8. Credit for Sponsors 
All sponsors of the CDC project, including those whose contributions 
were expended before TCM's involvement in CDC, will be credited at 
the level of their contributions during all phases of the CDC's 
development. 

9. Credit for BCS and TCM 
The CDC will be a joint project of the BCS and TCM and will be referred 
to as such in all publicity and promotional materials. 

Memorandum of Understanding between BCS & TCM page 2 1/11/90 
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10. Exhibit Duration 
TCM commits to retaining the CDC at TCM for five years from the date 
of opening. The CDC's continuation thereafter will be determined by 
the Steering Committee. 

11. Dissolution 
It is the intent of TCM and BCS to wqrk together to attain the stated 
goal of this memorandum. However, if for any reason either TCM or 
BCS unilaterally and without cause by the other party decides not to 
proceed to the opening of the exhibit, the withdrawing party will 
forfeit all rights under this memorandum and transfer any unspent 
funds and work in progress to the other party subject to existing 
limitations. If both parties withdraw before the exhibit opens, the 
steering committee will dissolve the project in an equitable fashion. If 
either party wishes to terminate this relationship after the opening of 
the exhibit, but before the 5th anniversary of the exhibit opening, the 
rights and obligations of both parties will be determined by the 
Steering Committee. 

Oliver Strimpel 
Acting Executive Director 
The Computer Museum 

Jonathan Rotenberg 
President 
The Boston Computer Society 

Memorandum of Understanding between BCS & TCM page 3 1/11/90 
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DEVELOP"ENT REPORT 

UlJJ!!!.S A L TO, 

Qll.BAt!H!i: 

Hass Council on 

n 90 January 22, 1990 

the Arts I Humanities $ 50,15~ Adeission subsidies 

Hyams Poundation 

Institute of Huseul 
Seryices 

Lynda Bodman 

gXHIBITS: 

Apple COlputer 

AUT 

DBC 

IBH 

Intel 

$ 1,400 Ticket Subsidy progral 

$ 15,000 Operating support 

$ 4,000 to be determined 

$ 50,000 Walk-Through 
plus equiplent 

$100,000 Walk-Through 

1450,000 Walk-Through 
plus equipment for exhibits and adein 

$350,000 "ilestones 
plus .equiplent 

1 50,000-$100,000 Walk-Through 

The Trayellers Co ••. 1 25,000 Hilestones 

Sloan Poundation 1250,000 Walk-Through 

National EndoWMent 1 91,038 Hilestones 
for the HUlanities 

Chari" Bachnn 1 2,000 Hilestones 

Page one 

1 18,000 

1 1,400 

1 15,000 

• 4,000 

I 50,000 
PIU5 equipment 

1 40,000 

Were originally awarded 126,000 
but due to state cutbacks'grant 
was diminished. Y 

Confirmed 1900 and we asked for 
increase which was fully granted 

Received eaxiaul grant awarded. 

15,000 award for corporate 
membership of 11K with balance 
to be allocated possibly for 
Walk-Through outreach 

COllllllitted 

140,000 has been cO.litted with 
the potential for the additional 
160,000 as well. 

1450,000 cash Cash and equiplent oyer three 
1500,000 equip years. First 1150,000 cash for 

Walk-Through. 

1100,000 
plus equiplent 

1 50,000 

• 30,000 

1250,000 

1 50,000 

Requested cash and equipment for 
"ilestones. Were told at outset 
that low six figures was lore 
likely. 

COlllmitted 

Received 

Received full funding 

• 4,000 wlmatch 

Kensington • 25,000 Walk-Through • 25,000 Committed 

g'p..IJ.tiAUQ.~,: 

Lotus I 30,000 Education outreach program • 2,000 AN was encouraged to request in 
range of 125,000. Have asked 
for aeeting to discuss decision. 

r 
I 

f. 
I 
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DEVELOPHENt REPORt 

illCIAL EIIENTS: 

ACH 

Gordon & Gwen 8ell 

AHD 

Andersen Consulting 
8ASF 
Lotus 
Herr i 11 Pickard 

Anderson I Eyre 
Price Waterhouse 
Stratus 
Sun Hicrosystems 
thinK' 
lIisiIC 

Bank of America 

Fredkins 
IDG 
Hendries 

CAPITAL: 

Owen 8rown 

8urgess Jamieson 

Ed Feigenbau. 

Bill Foster 

Jh HcKenney 

Bill Spencer 

Hick Petti nella 

Dave Rodgers 

PY 90 January 22, 1990 Page two 

$ 50,000 Computer 80wl sponsorship 

$ 22,500 Underwriters 

$ 9,000 'Official sponsor 

$ 9,000 Official sponsor 

• 9,000 Official sponsor 
$ 9,000 Official sponsor 

• 9,000 Official sponsor 
$ 9,000 Official sponsor 
$ 9,000 Official sponsor 

• 10,000 Official sponsor 
$ 9,000 Official sponsor 

• 9,000 Official sponsor 

• 5,000 Satellite sponsor 

• 5,000 table sponsor 

• 5,000 table sponsor 
$ 4,500 table sponsor 

• 20,000 

• 10,000 

• 8,000 

• 5,150 

$ 2,500 

• 1,000 (plus $1,500 match) 

• 800 

amount unknown 

$ 40,000 

$ 22,500 

$ 9,000 

$ 9,000 
$ 9,000 
$ 9,000 

$ 9,000 
$ 9,000 
$ 9,000 
$ 10,000 
$ 9,000 
$ 9,000 

$ 5,000 

• 5,000 
$ 5,000 
$ 4,500 

$ 17,250 

$ 1l,500 

$ B,OOO 

• 5,750 

$ 2,500 

$ 2,500 

$ BOO 

tOtAL PUNDED: $1,370,700 cash ($1,070,700 in FY 90) $500,0000+ in equipment 

--.... _ .... ,:.;.'··'1 , 
,ji,. \. J/ 

, 

! , 
Renegotiated for $40,000 
reducing percs 

Also becomming corp 
member for another $IK 
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fENDING P~9POSALS as of January 22, 1990 Page three 

fKQfOSAL TO SEQUEfiI ru 
9PERATXNG: 

Insti tute ot Huseum $ 15,000 General operating support 
Services 

Shawmut $5,000 General program support 

~.I:I.!llI§.: 

Alerican Airlines $125,000 Networked Society 

ATIt $ 60,000 Walk-through 

Cirrus Logic Corp. $ 10,000-$25,000 Walk-Through 

IEEE Computer SOCiety $ 25,000 Hilestones 

Lotus $ 25,000-$100,000 Walk-Through 

HAXELL $' 31,500 Walk-Through 

NEC 

SPECIAL PROJECt§L 

AAAI 

·Hearst Poundations 

National Science 
Foundation 

No alou~t specified - exhibits 

$ 10,000 Computer Exhibit Kits 

$ 25,000 COIPuter Exhibit Kits 

$ 91,172 COIPuter Kits program 

COHHENTS 

Were tunded at this level in 
FY 90. This il tor PY 91. 

Will make decision in April. 
Shawmut suggest 15% chance. 

Additional tunds being 
considered 

Pledged support in CA. 

Would be multi-year it 
funded. 

1-2-3 marketing decision. 

Gave $12,500 in PY 89. 
Have asked tor an 
additional contribution. 

Statt let with NEC to discuss 
progress, to be told that they 
are interested in Hilestones. 
Have suggested they consider 
Hilestones and Walk-Through • 

Encouraged to apply. 

Excellent chance of funding 
since we have Will Hearst's 
support. 

the statf worked closely with 
NSF to develop this proposal. 
Althou9h there is staff support 
for the project, the decision is 
made by peer review. 90% chance. 
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DEVELOPMENr REPORr 

lB,.QPOSAL ro 

Mitre 

Ed Fredkin 

Allen Michels 

FY 90 January 22, 1990 

• 20,000 Milestones 

• 50,000 Mileston'es 

• 12,500 Milestones 

.577,772. all but '75,000 would be requested for FY 90 

r.ROPOSALS IN PREPARAtION 

!R.Ulli!t!i: 

Boston Globe Foundation • 10,000 Education prograM support 

UY!tATIQN: 

SIGGRAPH • 10,000 Education project in graphics 

to variety of potential. 25,000 Poster for Walk-through proMotion 
sources and educational purposes 

BIJECTIONS: 

Sun Hicrosysteas 

Hador 

Quantua 

fl00,OOO Walk-through 

$ 50,000 Walk-through 

• 25,000-$50,000 Walk-through 

!tOHHENTS 

Need to confin 

Pledged 

Pledged 

Heetings with SG staff 
encouraged us to apply. 
encouraged us to seek saall 
additional support beyond 
corporate aeabership now at flK 

SIGGRAPH education co •• ittee 
is interested in innovative 
prograas. 

Refused. 

Refused. 

Staff aet with in CA. 

--".I. r 

.' , 



Ttie 
C·omputer 

t Museum 
3CG CJ:-'l;;ress Street 
3 C5;.J:-. 'viA J22 : Q 

::- . -:-) 425·2ECO 

"--
KEDIA SUKKARY: IN BRIEF 

November 4, 1989 - February 16, 1990 

PRINT 
(estimated) 
Total Circulation: 12 , 878 , 096 

ELECTRONIC: 
(estimated) 
Total impressions: 16 , 292,000 

International Highlights 

News of The Computer Museum spanned the globe with a November-December 
article in Siemens Review (distributed to 40,000 opinion leaders around the 
world), extensi ve Museum profiles in the Jerusalem Post and Information and 
Computer Magazine (Taiwan) , and a British Airways in-flight v ideo on the 
Museum as a tourist-must-see (shown on all incoming Boston flights since 
December 1, 1989). In addition since late September 1989, 31 other 
journalists from nine (9) countries have visited the Museum. 

National Highlights 

The Computer Museum led and closed a February 12, 1990 story on optical 
computing in US News ~ ~orld Report. In both December 1989 and January 
1990, The New York Times highlighted the Museum--as a smart place to shop 
("Tips From Silicon Santa") and as a place t o visit in "~hat's Doing in 
Boston" stories ; (The Museum Store reports that the Times piece directly 
resulted in more than 300 catalog requests and over 50 orders.) The Museum 
will also be the focus of a "Lifestyle" feature in the Sunday , February 18 , 
1990 New York Times. 

In addition, the Museum was the focus of a December 1989 CBS Radio feature 
on Charles Kuralt's Dateline America program and was chosen as place to 
visit during a CBS-TV This Morning show segment on the visually impaired 
(seen January 19, 1990 in more than 2 million households). On January 30, 
the Museum made the CBS-TV Evening News (seen by 13,000,000) in a story on 
optical computing. 

Also, news of the April 27, 1990 Computer 80,./ 1 h Cl S t-eached well over half a 
million people across the country be cause of ar ti cles already in print. And 
Omni, Popular Mechanics and Siemens Review have begun to work on early pre
release features on the upcoming ~alk-Through Computer exhibit (The Bos ton 
Globe broke the s tory in December 1989). -



21Media Summary 

NOVEMBER 1989 

Total circulation of all placements: 492,565 

PRINT HIGHLIGHTS 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 

DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

PUBLICATION: 

CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

SIEMENS REVIEV 
40,000 
November/December 1989 
"Healing the Split Between Art and 
Science" 
Feature on SIGGRAPH Art Show 
Arthur F. Pease 

COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM 
75,000 
November 1989 
"Computers belong in a Museum" 
President's letter V/Oliver Strimpel 
Bryan Kocher, ACM President 

PANORAMA 
26,946 
November 1989 
"A robot family portrait ... " 
Photo and listing of TCM 

PUBLISH 
80,000 
November 1989 
"Calendar" 
Item on the SIGGRAPH art show 

THE BOSTON CONNOISSEUR (A New York Times 
advertising supplement) 
62,000 
Fall/Vinter 1989 
Listing and photos of Museum's winter 
events 
Rosemary Spearin 

SUCCESSFUL MEETINGS 
77 ,000 
November 1989 
"Boston" 
Museum as a function venue 
Michael Adams 
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DECEMBER 1989 

Total circulation of all placements: 7,201,930 

PRINT HIGHLIGHTS 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE:' 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

CON1'ACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

NEY YORK TIMES 
1,068,217 
December 5, 1989 
"Tips from Silicon Santa" 
Yhere to find computer gifts-TCM Store 
Peter Lewis 

THE BOSTON HERALD 
355,355 
December 6, 1989 
"Character Builder" 
Photo of Natalie Rusk on Acer 
Brian Yalski 

THE BOSTON GLOBE 
500,106 
December 7, 1989 
"Computers, Christmas and kids" 
Interview with Oliver Strimpel about 
buying kids computers 
Amy Bermar 

THE BOSTON GLOBE 
509,500 
December 8, 1989 
"TGIF" 
Mention of The Yalk-Through Computer 
Alex Beam 

FORBES 
804,859 
December 11, 1989 
"Comp/Comm Sweeps the Boards" 
Article about Excellence in Techn. Comm. 

PATRIOT LEDGER 
90,951 
December 7, 1989 
"Don't Overlook Museum's Offerings" 
Item about gifts from store 
Diane Baltozer 
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PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 

DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION:. 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

. PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

THE BOSTON GLOBE 
500,106 
December 25, 1989 
Bulletin Board 
Item about Invention Days and Build Your 
Own Robot Vorkshop 

NEV ART EXAMINER (CHICAGO) 
15,000 
December 1989 
"Computer Art Comes of Age at SIGGRAPH" 
Review of Art show 
Vayne Draznin 

THE (BALTIMORE) SUN 
223,334 
December 6, 1989 
"'Silicon Santa' suggests stocking 
stuffers" 
NY TIMES article reprint 
Peter Lewis 

THE BOSTON GLOBE 
516,031 
December 15, 1989 
"Bits and back-bytes" 
Item about the CDC 
Alex Beam 

BUFFALO (BUFFALO, NY) NEVS 
386,158 
December 23, 2989 
"Heady Artwork" 
AP photo of Bertol's SIGGRAPH piece 

EVENING TIMES GLOBE (ST. JOHN, CANADA) 
32,535 
December 13, 1989 
"Silicon Santa has a li ttle list" 
New York Times store reprint 
Peter Lewis 

SAN JOSE (CA) MERCURY-NEVS 
308,427 
December 10, 1989 
"How to Select Right Gadgets" 
New York Times store reprint 
Peter Lewis 
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PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

. PUBLICATION: 

DATE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

CONTACT: 

JOURNAL-TRIBUNE (SENECA, SC) 
7,176 
December 6, 1989 
"Vriter Vins Award For Computer Story" 
Harmon wins Excellence in Tech. award 

THE (FRAMINGHAM) TAB 
32 / 210 
December 19, 1989 
"The Keys to Chinese" 
Tab article about Acer exhibit 
Cary Barbor 

THE BOSTON HERALD 
355,494 
December 29, 1989 
"Young Einsteins" 
Robot Building Vorkshop item in Vhat's 
New section 
Michael Ryan 

THE VIRGINIAN PILOT (NORFOLK, VA) 
144,224 

. December 18, 1989 
"Silicon Santa's gift bag" 
NY Times reprint 
Peter Lewis 

VATERTOVN SUN 
4,200 
December 20, 1989 
"Vacation Veek" 
Item about Invention Days 

INFORMATION AND COMPUTERS MAGAZINE 
(TAIWAN) 
December 1989 
Extensive feature article about the 
Museum 
Hank Hsu 



6/Hedia Summary 

TELEVISION/FILM 

PROGRAM: 
NETWORK/STATION: 
AUDIENCE: 

DATE SHOT: 
DATE AIRED: 
CONTACT: 
DESCRIPTION: 

RADIO 

PROGRAM: 
NETWORK/STATION: 
AUDIENCE: 
DATE SHOT: 
DATE AIRED: 
CONTACT: 
DESCRIPTION: 

JANUARY 1990 

"WELCOME TO BOSTON" 
British Airways 
All British Airways flights landing at 
Logan beginning December 1, 1990 
October 18, 1989 
Beginning December 1, 1989 
Jack Casement, Video Producer 
Museum featured as a Boston 
highlight 

DATELINE: AMERICA 
CBS RADIO 
141 markets across the United States 
November 2, 1989 
Dec. 9, 1989 
Dick Stapleton 
Charles Kuralt piece on the Museum-
Oliver Strimpel interview 

Total circulation of all placements: 1,857,371 
Electronic impressions for the month: 16,292,000 

PRINT HIGHLIGHTS 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 

. DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

THE NEW YORK TIMES 
1,068,217 
January 7, 1990· 
"What's doing in Boston" 
Mention of Museum in travel piece 
Constance L. Hays 

MASS HIGH TECH 
37,000 
January 1, 1990 
"Shake the Blahs by buying High Tech toy" 
Museum shop highlighted 
Allison Bell 

THE MUSIC AND COMPUTER EDUCATOR 
21,339 
January, 1990 
"Hands on Learning" 
Piece on Kids Fair with photo 
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PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 

DESCRIPTION: 

MASS HIGH TECH 
37,000 
January 15, 1990 
"The Searchers:You'll still need us" 
Rebuttal of Gilder's Breakfast Seminar 
predictions -
Judith Sovner Ribbler 

MASS HIGH TECH 
37,000 
January 15, 1990 
"Think before tossing old books, files" 
Collectable computer memorabilia 
Allison Bell 

BOSTON COMPUTER CURRENTS 
45,000 
January 1990 
"Bi-lingual PC on Permanent Exhibit .•. " 
Article about Acer opening 
Peggy Zientara 

CHILDSPLAY 
40,000 
January/February 1990 
"Kids Computer Fair" 
Short mention of the Fair 
Robin Cossin 

BELMONT CITIZEN-HERALD 
7,015 (weekly) 
January 4, 1990 
"Poduska appointed overseer" 
Bill Poduska appointed to hospital board 

BANGOR (HE) DAILY NEWS 
93,675 
January 13, 1990 
"Computer Museum of vintage robots and 
Batman game" 
Article summing up Museum activities 



8/Media Summary 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE:, 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

PUBLICATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 
TELEVI·SION 

PROGRAM: 
NETVORK/STATION: 
AUDIENCE: 
DATE SHOT: 
DATE AIRED: 
CONTACT: 
DESCRIPTION: 

PROGRAM: 
NETVORK/STATION: 
AUDIENCE: 
DATE SHOT: 
DATE AIRED: 
CONTACT: 
DESCRIPTION: 

PC MAGAZINE 
375,400 (bi-weekly) 
January 16, 1990 
"Villiam F. Zachmann" 
Mention in Zachmann's predictions column 
Villiam F. Zachmann 

BOSTON COMPUTER CURRENTS 
45,000 
January 1990 
"Calendar" 
SIGGRAPH animation listed in Calendar 

MASS HIGH TECH. 
37,000 
January 1, 1990 
"Read Chinese" 
Acer item 

VAKEFIELD DAILY ITEM 
7,100 
January 17, 1990 
"Kids Computer Fair a fun time for all" 
Story about Kids Fair 

THE JERUSALEM POST MAGAZINE (ISRAEL) 
January 12, 1990 
"Museum of the Very, Very New" 
Feature article on the Museum 
Lev Bearfield/Matthew Nevisky 

CBS EVENING NEVS VITH DAN RATHER 
CBS (Channel 7) 
13,900,000 
January 30, 1990 
January 30, 1990 
Allen Alter, Producer CBS (N.Y.) 
Gwen Bell comments on AT&T laser computer 

CBS THIS MORNING 
CBS 
2,392,000 households 
January 5, 1990 
January 19, 1990 
Gordon Rothman, Producer 
Visit by blind girl as part of feature 
story on Partne~s for Disabled Youth 
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FEBRUARY 1990 

Circulation to date: 2,732,057 

PRINT HIGHLIGHTS 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

US NEWS AND WORLD REPORT 
2,231,951 
February 12, 1990 
"Computing's Bright Future" 
Museum's Tinkertoy Computer open and 
closes story on optical computer. 
William Allman 

BOSTON GLOBE CALENDAR 
500,106 
February 15, 1990 
"Time Out for Mind, Body and Soul" 
Item about Smart Machines and SIGGRAPH 
Animation 
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MEDIA COVERAGE OF THE COMfUTER BOVL 1990 

Circulation total to date for The Computer Bowl: 594,173 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 

DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 

DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

MASS HIGH TECH 
37,000 
November 20, 1989 
"In This Corner" 
Story announcing Bowl 

STUART ALSOP'S PC LETTER 
1,000 Industry insiders 
December 13, 1989 
"Research and Developments: Party Time" 
Bowl story 
Stuart Alsop 

INFORMATION VEEK 
148,146 
January 1, 1990 
"Computer Bowl II"( In "Micellany") 
Story previewing Bowl 

MARKETING COMPUTERS 
20,600 (MONTHLY) 
December 1989 
"Vhen East meets Vest" 
Preview of Bowl 

COMPUTER MAGAZINE 
78,000 
January 1990 
"Computer Bowl II--Let the chips fall where 
they may" 
Bowl story in Update section 
Steve Vilcox 

TECHMART LETTER 
8,000 Corporate professionals 
February/March/April 1990 
"Techmart to host live Satellite Broadcast 
of Computer Bowl" 
Bowl story about teams and event 
Marcia E. Jaffe 
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PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

SAN JOSE (CA) MERCURY NEYS 
308,427 
February 14, 1990 
"Nerd vs. Nerd" 
Bowl photo and item in Ron Yolf's Column 
Ron Yolf 



CIRCULATION: 2,732,057 
HORIZONS 

Computing"s bright future 
TECHNOLOGY. A small cadre of 
pioneering engineers are 
working to replace the hum of 
electronics with bursts of light 

At the Computer Museum in Boston 
there is a machine tha t plays an 
unbea table ga me of tic k- tac k-toe. 

While in today's high-tech wo rld such a 
fea t may not seem remarkab le. the com
puter' s low-tech pedigree mos t ce rt ainl y 
does: The dev ice is made almost entirely 
of Tinkertoys and fi shi ng line. 

T ha t an assort ment of T inkertovs can 
play ti ck-t ack-toe is a vivid illustra tion 
tha t a computer is not simply a machine 
but a concep t tha t can be embodied in 
an ything from house ho ld plumbing to 
vacuum tubes to silicon. Now. AT&T 
Bell Laboratories has announced a ma
jor step in the develo pment of comput
ing using ano ther l ess-th a n-e .~ o t i c re
source: Light. Las t wee k. resea rchers 
unveiled a prototype machine built wit h 
lase rs, lenses and mirro rs tha t they say 
may someday soon form the guts of a 
powerful o ptical computer. 

The new mac hine-des igned by a 
team of Bell Labs resea rchers led by 
engineer Alan Huang-is one of many 
experimenta l projec ts at uni ve rsities and 
resea rch centers arou nd the country. 
And it is a sign that the long-held 
dream of computing with light may fi
na ll y be comin g to fruition. " We a re 
beg inning to rea li ze-to our intense sur
prise and shock-tha t the tec hnology 
might actua ll y be useful." says John 
Caul field , a Uni versit y o f A labama en
gineer and optica l-computing pionee r. 
Though still in their infancy, o ptica l 
computers have the potenti a l to handle 
huge amo unts of da ta fa r faster than 
their elec tronic brethren. espec ia ll y in 
tasks such as switching la rge num bers 
of telephone signals o r recogni zing com
plex patt erns. 

Thinking with lasers. Unl ike a n o rdi 
na ry com puter. which processes in fo r
mation by moving elec tro ns thro ugh it s 
wires , a n o p ti ca l co mputer wo u ld 
"think" by shuttling tiny beams of low
power laser light among a maze o f mir
rors and lenses. As in an d ec tronic 
com puter--or one made of T in ke rtoy 
pa rts, fo r tha t matt er- th e o pera ti on of 
th e 'mac hine wo uld ultimately produce 
the log ica l operat ions tha t a re necessa ry 
to so lve problems. 

The idea of using light bea ms in com
puters has long tanta li zed electrica l en-

U.S.NEWS & WORLD REPORT. Feb. 12. 1990 

int erfere with one an
other: Bea ms of light 
can pass through eac h 
other unsca thed. 

T he lac k of int erfer
ence among light beams 
all ows researchers to 
c ram thousands of in
formati on channels into 
a tiny space. Bell Labs' 
optica l switches a re so 
ti ny th a t mo re th a n 
2.000 can fi t inside thi s 
letter o. 

UghUng the way. A/all Huallg lI"i[h Be!! Lubs ' pru[ot.1 pe 

But while ligh t beams 
seem appeal ing for use in 
com put ers, their bes t at
tribute-the lack of in 
terference with each oth
er- is a lso the grea test 
obstac le to c rea tin g a 
working opti ca l com rut
er. I n an elec t ronic com-

gill ee rs. The po\\ c r PI' a Cl'Illr lltcr dl..' 
rcnds on the ,reed of its C(l lll p(l neli ts 
and how de nseh' th e,' a re ell ilnee led. 
and light seems idea l i ~ both C01Ses . Par· 
ticles of lig ht - rhoto l1s-are the fastest 
th i ll l.!" in the ll ll i \t.: r , <.: . T ill" dllll" 1 I IL'l:d 

wire~ in which to tral ci. a ,;d they dl,, >'! 

l' lli e r. the fl nw of info rlll a ti on is con
tr(l iled oy t ransislo rs. lin y elcc tro nic 
del ices tl"'t act somcwhat like on/off 
la h es to regu la te the fl ow of elec t ricit y 
a lpng I he wireS. Since r ho tons don' l inter
:te l \\it h cac h ot he r. c rl'a tin g all opti cal 
" i.! :I(c " thaI perfurms the s'''lIe swil eh ing 

; $'wit.c. hintg to light 
tieart of AT&T Bell Laboratories' oplical computer is a switch that is activated 
beam of light By linking several such switches together, researchers have 

. that can perfonn mathematical operations. 

The switch wor1<s in two stages: 

. tfi'I Two laser beams are directed at different 
~ halves of the switch. One beam is stronger 
in intensity than the othe r, representing a 

::m,,,,,,,,,,r,,, in computer code. As the two beams 
an electric charge is generated 

"" .~'~~_~ a physical change in the material; 
half becomes opaque while the other 

tranluscent .: . «:: . 

55 
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function as a transistor has proved ex
tremely difficult. 

Researchers have tried dozens of exot
ic schemes to create such a switch. In
ventor Peter Guilfoyle, for example, has 
created an optical computer that uses 
sound waves to trigger a change in the 
way n crystn l allows light to pass 
through it. The most promising optical 
switch, developed ar Ucll Labs several 
years ago and incorporated in the new 
device, uses a beam of light to trigger a 
physical change in the switch's material 
that causes it either to reflect or absorb 
light (see diagram). The researchers use 
the light beams coursing through the 
various on/ off settings of the optical 
switches to do addition and subtraction 
or other simple logical operations. Some
day, more sophisticated versions of the 
optical computer may be used to direct 
traffic along phone lines. 

Mimicking the mind. The Bell Labs' de
vice is only one part of a many-faceted 
effort in the U.S. and Japan to harness 
the computing power of light. Demetri 
Psaltis of the California Institute of 
Technology is using a .radically different 
design for optical computers that rough
ly mimics the circuitry of the brain. 
Called a neural network , Psa ltis's ma
chine can use the partial image of a face, 
for example, to retrieve the entire image 
from a group of different faces stored in 
memory. The ability to retrieve an entire 
memory from patchy information may 
someday make it possible to find an in
stant match for a suspect's fingerprints 
among those in a huge library of prints, 
for instance, rather than going through 
them one by one. 

Other researchers are trying to connect 
conventional electronic switches with op
tics, creating a hyb'rid computer that 
moves information around faster and 
doesn't overheat-a danger with today's 
large electronic computers. According to 
Caulfield, a computer that uses optics 
can operate on a tiny fraction of the 
power needed by an all-electronic com
puter, reducing the amount of heat gener
ated by the machine and allowing chips 
to be packed more closely together. 

Even the most optimistic researchers 
admit that optical computers are most 
likely to complement existing machines 
rather than replace them, at least in the 
nea r future. The enormous strides in 
electronics over the ' past decades have 
given conventional computers a huge 
head start over competing technolog ies. 
Still, if the history of technology is any 
guide, the electronic computer of today 
may one day be set out to pasture at 
Boston's Computer Museum, challeng
ing the Tinkertoys, perhaps, to a nother 
round of tick-tack-toe. • 

by William F. Allman 

U.S.NEWS & WORLD REPORT. Feb. 12. 1990 

American vision: The 
eye of John Szarkowski 

PHOTOGRAPHY • Reflections on 150 years of images 

A century anJ a half ancr the inven
tIOn of photography, the meaning 
and purpose of the form remain 

elusive. Is a photo a historical document, 
a medium of information , an instrument 
of social change? Or is it more like a 
painting, to be judged in terms of its 
beauty and possessing a significance that 
transcends historical fact? 

For the past 28 years, no one has posed 
those questions more provocatively, or 
offered answers that resounded with 
more influence, than John Szarkowski, 
director of the photography department 
at the Museum of Modern Art in New 

The 150th anniversary show that 
opens at MOMA this month advances 
man y of Szarkowski's most radical ideas. 
One is hi s insistence t hat any photograph 
is potentially a work of art. Works by 
photography's masters~Alfred Stieglitz, 
Edward Weston, Edward Steichen
hang in this show alongside snapshots, 
industrial photogra phy, advertising, 
news photos and pictures of tractors from 
the pages of farm catalogs. This "vernac
ular tradition" had been largely ignored 
since the '20s, when Stieglitz and the 
"Photo-Secessionists" proclaimed them
selves high artists, a world apart from the 

grubbier commercial hacks 
and utilitarian photogra
phers. That distinction be
tween art and nonart pho
tog raphy endured until the 
'60s, whcn Szarkowski ar
ri ved at MOMA . The op
portunity since then to see 
"nonart" on the walls of an 
important modern-art mu
seum has influenced many 
yo ung photographers, who 
employ the grainy intimacy 
and spontaneity of snap
shots or the manipulated 
cffects of commercial pho
tograp hy to their own artis
tic ends . 

Studying tlJe vernacular. Szarkoll'ski PIITS snapshOTS 
and larm caTalog phOTOS alongside lIlasTt'Tworks 

Editing life . But while 
Szarkowski is willing to ad
mit the possibility of artis
tic va lue in virtually any 
sort of photograph, he also 
has st rong opi ni ons about 
w ha t makes t he best pic
tures. Those opinions have 
led his critics to accuse him 

York. During his long tenure. Szarkow
ski's has been th e dominant vi sion in 
American pho tography , championing 
new talent , res urrecting artists wh o had 
fallen into obscurity, amassing for th e 
museum one of the world's great collec
tions and persuading artists and mass 
audiences that photography is to be taken 
se riousl y. The wh ole field has changed 
under hi s influence. The MOMA photog
raphy dcpartment. I'irtually the so le such 
institution when he arril ed th ere. has 
bcen joined by pho togr;Jphy gallerics. 
school s and museums around th e co un
try, many of them run by Szarkowski 
proteges . Szarkowski's thinking. whether 
Americans know it o r not. has become 
our thinking about photog raphy. 

of being hopelessly dated , unab le to make 
peace with such photographic provoca
teurs of thc '80s as Cindy Sherman, who 
do ns disguises and photographs herse lf in 
in ve nt ed worlds. Szarkowski admires 
such II'ork : MOM A has acquired several 
Sher·mans. and Szarkowski has included 
Olle of hcr pictures in the currcnt show. 
No netheless . he insi sts that the mos t ex
trao rdinary pictures, th e ones that best 
cxpl{)it photography's magic. a re those 
made bv artists who gO out in the street 
and CU;npl)SC picturc~~ frolll the reality 
th ey find there. The photographer's ob
jectil e. Sza rk owski a rgues, o ught to be to 
"edit" life through the camera lens, to 
find and ca pturc cohe rence as it actually 
cxiqs in the real worJd. "There's nothing 
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COMPUTER MUSEUM: The Boston Com
puter Museum yesterday promoted Its curator to 
executive director, ending a 
lengthy nationwide search, Oliver 
13, R. Strimpel's first assignment 
'11111 be to assemble the museum's 
next big exhibit, a giant "walk
through" computer that will open 
in June. Strimpel is responsible 
for assembling a collection of vin
tage robots, an animation theatre 
and dozens of interactive com
puter displays. Strimpel came to 
the museum from London in 1984 

.. after serving ,as. sci~[1ce mv~~ur:n 9lJr.aJor l'le.r~ .• _ _ _ _ 
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School's out but learning doesn't stop. 
Here are treats for the little gray cells. . 

Smart Machines is a pennanent ex- • 
hibit at the Computer Museum where • 
visitors of all ages can learn about robots • 
and artificial intelligence. Play chess, • 
compose music and study the history of • 
robotics. This· ;weekend see the. "SIG
GRAPH Animation Festival," 90 minutes • 

• of computer-animated videos selected • 
· from around the world .. Friday 5-9 p.m., : 
· Saturday through Monday 11 a.m.-S p.m.' , 
300 Congr~ss St., Boston. Tuesday 
through Sunday and Monday holidays 10 
a.m.-S p.m., Friday 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Admis
sion: $5, elders and students $4, under 5 

· free. Telephone 426-2800 .. ,; . 
, Dinosaur Days revisits prehistory , 
· with storytelling, crafts and exhibits at : 
: Blue Hills Trailside Museum. Families • 
'can play games, "track" the ancient rep- . 
: tiles and learn fossil-lore each weekend in 
; February and during the upcoming school • 
vacation week. Hours: 10:30 a.m.-4 p.m. , 
1904 Canton Ave., Route 138, Milton. Ad- ' 

: mission: $2, ages 3 to 12 and elders $1. • 
I Crafts fee 50 cents. Telephone 333-0690. . 
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WHAT'S DOING IN 

, 
zens; S2 for l-year~lds.and free for 
babies. Open 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. Tues
day to Sunday, until 9 P.M. on Friday. 

The Computer Mus~~!" .... also at 300 
Congress Street (617-423-6758 for a 
recording or 617-426-2800), Is one ot 
the city's newest museums. Last 
month It opened a bilingual computer 
exhibit featuring a system that uses 
the English alphabet 'and Chinese 
characters. Admission: SS, S4 for stu
dents and senior Citizens; children 
under 5 tree; Tuesday to Sunday.' 

A glimpse of old Boston is offered 
at the Society for the Preservation of 
New England Antiquities, 141 cam
bridge Street (617-227-3956). The soci
ety gives guided tours of the Harrison 
Gray Otis House. AdmiSSion is $3, 
SI.SO for children. Tours begin on the 
hour. Open Tuesday to Friday trom 
noon to 5 P.M. and Saturday from 10 
A.M. to 5 P.M. . 

At the Museum of Afro American 
History, 46 Joy Street (617-742-1854) 
on Beacon Hill, the main attraction is 
the African Meeting House, a re
stored church that was a center for 
abolitionists and champions of wom
en's rights In the mid·19th century. 
Guided tours describe construction of' 
the church" by black I(lrtisans and its 
emergence as the black Faneuil Hall. 
Its role in the Civil War, where the 
members of the 54th Massachusetts 
Regiment gathered to enlist, is also 
deSCribed. A bas-relief memorial to 
the regiment by Augustus Saint-Gau-· 
dens is on the other side ot Beacon 
Hill overlooking the Boston Common. 

The church is one of 15 sites on the 
1.6-mile Black Heritage Trail. a walk
ing tour of the black community on 
Beacon Hill and outlined in a bro
chure available from the museum. 
Admission is tree; hours are 10 A.M. 
to 4 P.M. Tuesday to Friday during 
the winter and spring. 

1)f John F. Kennedy Library In 
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PEBSONALCOMPUTEBS 

Tips From Silicon!Sallta . 
By PETER H. LEWIS 

I T can be frustrating to shop for 
holiday gifts for the kind of 
people who read this column. 
What they really need is new. 

socks and cologne, but what they real
ly want is 4 megs worth of l00-nano
second, 4-megabit RAM chips or an 
accelerator board. 

. Loved ones who try to shop for 
, computer aficionados do so in con

stant fear of making some gross tech
nical (aux pax. 

" So here comes Silicon Santa to the . 
jrescue with some last-minute shop
ping tips. This week Santa will focus 
on hardware and novelties, next week 
on software. 

In ascending order of cost, we 
. would begin with a can of compressed 

air (about $4 in photography stores), 
which Is handy for blowing dust bun
nies out of . the delicate insides of 
computers. This gift might prompt 
the user to clean the computer for the 
first time in years. 

T-shirts that read "Caution, I 
Byte" or carry computer-generated 
fractal designs are $10 to $14 from the 
Computer Museum Store, 300 Con
gress Street, Boston, Mass., 02210, 
telephone (617) 426-2800, extension 
307. Call for a free catalog that in
cludes other items, ranging from r0-
bots to slide-rule tie bars. 

Our favorite headgear this year Is 
the Prophead Beanie or Cap ($14.95), 
a stylish multicolored headpiece with 
a spinning propeller on top that im
mediately identifies your. favorite 
person as a computer whiz. In sizes S, 
M, L, and XL, from the Computer 
Giftware Company of Glendale, 
Calif., (800) 543-7326. in California. 
(818) 500-7857. 

Computer Giftware also offers a 
wide selection of other novelties, in
cluding beverage coasters that re
semble 3.S-inch diskettes ($14.95 for a 
set of six); a solar-powered electron
ic calculator disguised as a diskette 

. ($19.95), and a variety of mouse pads 
($14.95), which provide greater trac
tion for a computer's mouse pointing 
device. A mouse pad with a marble or 

'hardwood design would add some ele
gance to the desktop. For $3 more, 
there are Bachelor Pads (with a mod
el in a bikini) and Bachelorette Pads 
(with a volleyball·playing hunk.) 

Far more practical is the KB Pil
low, a $29.95 Oat-topped beanbag that 
Jets the user rest the keyboard on the 
Jap, instead of on the desktop (assum-

I ing. of course, that the computer has 
a detachable keyboard). The KB Pil
low comes in blue or gray, also from 
the Computer Giftware Company. 

• For shoppers with a lot more mon-
ey to spend, the choices get more 
interesting. 

Many people have asked where 
they can find a replacement key· 
board for the PC with the function 

keys on the left, where nature intend
ed them to be. Search no more. 
Northgate Computer Systems Inc;' at 
(800) 526-2446, makes the Omnikey 
101 and sells it for S99. " •.. 

Increasingly, I.B.M.-sty.le comput
ers are adopting a graPllical user 
interface, replacing typed c!i>mmands 
with cute little pictures and menus . 
To take advantage of this, your loved 
one needs a mouse or a trackbdll, 
both of which plug into a connector on 
the PC. Our favorite rodent is the 
Series 400 ($ISO list price when bun
dled with the Paintbrush program, 
$200 bundled. with Windows/286) 
from the Microsoft Corporation, 
(800) 426-9400. 

With a handheld scanner from I:o
gitech Inc. (BOO) 231·i717, any PC or 
Mac user can capture Images from 

Advice on hardware 
and novelties for this 
year's stocking. 

paper (or even a tattoo from some
one's arm) and store them for com
puter use. The Imag~s must be four 
inches across or narrower; for wider 
images, a flat-bed or sheet·feed scan
ner is needed. The hand·held Scan
man Plus, for the I.B.M. PC, has a list 
price of $339; the Scanman for Macin-
tosh lists at $499. . 

CD-ROM technology is becoming 
practical for many computer uses,. 
and one of the more intriguing CD
ROM readers is the NEC Intersect 
CDR-35.($599 list price, plus S199 for 
an I.B.M. interface or $99 for the 
Macintosh interface), from NEC 
Technologies Inc., (312) 860-9500. The 
three-pound unit comes with a bllt
tery, allowing it to work with portable 
computers. : 

At the high end of our shopping list, 
the four-page-a-minute HP LaserJet 
liP ($1,495 list price) is the first laser' 
printer to crack the $1,000 barrier at 
some discount stores. Also, EpSOn 
America Inc. recently reduced the 
list pri~e of its six·page·a·minute 
ETL-6000 laser printer to $1,499, ag
gressively competing with the slower 
HP printer. In a special offer, those 
who buy the Epson before Dec. 31 will 
get a coupon that allows them to buy 
a copy of Ultrascript PC, a clone of 
Adobe Postscript, for $39.95. The soft· 
ware normally sells for S195. • 



Museum 
of the very, 
verynew 

ISN'T IT A little premature to be putting 
computers into a museum? 

Well, hardly. Change comes so rapidly 
in the world of high-tech that long before 
the computer you have on your desk to
day wears out, it might well qualify as a 
museum piece. 

That's one of the messages transmit
ted by Boston's Computer Museum. In
deed, this lively institution, the only one 
of its kind in the world, was originally 
inspired by the desire to pay homage to 
the great fossils of high-tech history. 

The idea germinated 15 years ago, 
when Ken Olsen and Robert Everett, re
spectively heads of the Digital and Mitre 
Corps., decided to preserve the 1945 MIT 
Whirlwind, the first real-time, parallel 
vacuum tube computer with a core 
memory. 

Digital soon found itself housing addi
tional once-revolutionary pieces of 
equipment donated by other sentimental 
scientists. By 1984, the collection had 
grown so large that it had to be moved 
from the company headquarters in Marl
boro, Massachusetts, to an independent 
institution established in Boston's Mu
seum Wharf. 

Among the Computer Museum's 1,500. 
artefacts are the legendary Univac I, 
which was the first commercial comput
er, the SOD, ODD-watt Illiac IV, and the 
ANIFSQ-7, at 175 tons the large~t com
puter ever built. A key element in the 
American air defence system from 1958 
to 1983, the ANIFSQ-7 was reportedly 
kept operative by a lowly soldier whose 
sole job was to replace burned-out tub es . 
Today, of course, the computations of 
this massive beast essentially can be 
carried out by a basic personal 
computer. 

As a full-fledged educational facility, 

January 
Talk abOut future shock I 
We're suddenly living in an 
age when objects only 10 or 
20 years old are already 
considered antiques. 

Lev Bearfield 

h owever, the Computer Museum today 
does a grea t deal more than merely ex
hibit prehistoric number-crunchers. Fit
tingly, an equal emphasis is placed on 
the state of the art, with entire pavilions 
devoted to the latest developments in 
such fields as robotics, artificial intelli
gence, computer-generated music and 
graphic art. 

THE EXHIBITS include some 60 ma
chines with which visitors can interact 
(i .e., potchke). Among the progra=es 
that the museum's red -vested "inter
preters" showed us on our recent vis it 
was Eliza, the famous software "psycho
analyst" (whom we found sympathetic 
but not overly helpful). Ever better les
sons in pyschology were to be found in 
"Haymarket," in which the operator hag
gles with the machine over the pri ce of 
strawberries . 

Another programme functioned as a 
wine advisor. We reported our general 
preferences in wine and what we were 
planning for dinner that 'night, and the 
computer then did everything but draw 
the cork for us . 

To this newsman, however, the most 
astonishing device was a computer 
screen that threw back at the operator a 
sequence of frozen · frame, black-and
white video stills of himself. which we 
could then stop, edit and colour. We. did 
thi s la st step by poking buttons to chose 
from among 16 shades and then applying 
the colour simply by brushing our fin
gers over the screen. 

Also very appealing was the voice -op
era ted Direction Assistant. Resembling a 
phone booth, this litle devil can t ell you 
how to get from any point in Boston to 
another in the most effici"Cnt manner, 
even taking into consideration such ele-

12, 1990 
ments as one-way streets and traffic 
conditions. 

.Israelis, meanwhile, should be very in
tngued by Denning Mobile Robotics' 
Sentry, a robot employing sensors and 
microwave beams. Introduced in 1986, 
the Sentry is already in service commer
cially, replacing nightwatchmen and 
prison guards . How about getting it to do 
reserve duty for us? 

WITH 100,000 visitors a year, Boston's 
Computer Museum is obviously a suc
cess . But the fact that 4{) per cent of the 
visitors are schoolkids is especially grat
ifying to Adeline Naiman, a former soft
ware engineer and now director of the 
museum's education programmes. 

Naiman, who greeted us in Hebrew 
(which she learned at Boston's Hebrew 
College). stated that one of the chief ob
jectives of her dazzling museum is "se
ducing kids into science." 

"Quite frankly, we're concerned about 
America maintaining its primacy in the 
computer field," she told us. "The com
petition, I don't have to tell you, is get
ting tougher all the time, and the long
range implications of that are 
tremendous. That's why you have corpo
rations like DigitaL Apple, Intel, Lotus 
and so on generously funding this place. 
We're celebrating past accomplish
ments, but we're also concerned about 
the future ." 

To this end Naiman and her staff 
maintain outreach programmes that 
spread computer awareness to the pub
lic and in the schools. The museum, she 
said, sponsors lecture series, arranges 
travelling exhibits, publishes journals 
an d activity kits, maintains an archive 
for public use and holds public events, 
like its annual Computer Bowl quiz. In 
addi tion, pefore classes are brought to 
the museum for a visit, teachers are 
primed with helpful background materi
als on computer basics. 

"But the heart of the project remains 
the museum itself." Naiman said. "We 
have a.n annual operating budget of $1.5 
million, supporting membership of 2,600 
individuals and 142 corporations in the 
U.S. and elsewhere, volunteer guides and 
exhibit assistants, and a full-time main
tenance engineer. 

"And," Naiman continued proudly, 
"we expect to draw a lot of attention this 
June when we introduce the world's first 
walk-through computer, a two-storey 
working model with a 25-foot keyboard. 
I think that's really going to excite you'ng 
people." 

At three-quarters of a million dollars, 
the walk-through computer is certainly 
going to keep the Computer Museum 
ahead of similar institutions planned in 
California's Silicon Valley and in Japan. 
The museum was also recently visited by 
Yehudit Inbar, head of the museum de
partment of Israel's Education and Cul
ture Ministry, but no such institution is 
planned for this 'country in the foresee
able future. 0 

Boston 's Computer Museum is located 
at 300 Congress Street. Admission is $5 
for adults, $4 for students and senior 
citizens, half-price on Fridays. The sci
ence-oriented gift shop downstairs fea
tures such items as chocolate micro
chips and chocolate floppies. Visiting 
hours and information on special events 
may be obtained by caUing the muse
um's talking computer, (617) 423-6758. 
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The Keys to Chinese 
Boston Museum to exhibit 

first of a kind English-Chinese computer 

Natalie Rusk: getting mnseum visitors involved 

By Cary Barbor <-{jR 
If you like puzzles, you'll love 
this one . How would you inte
grate English - constructed 
of a mere 26 letters - with 
Chinese, whose commonly 
used characters aione nu mber 
over 5,000, and then put them 
together into a computer that 
understands both languages? 

Well hold onto your floppy 
disk, hecause just such a com· 
puter is making its American 
debut here in Boston at the 
Computer Museum. Developed 
by-the Acer GroUp, a high·tech 
corporation based ill Taiwan, 
the Acer 91SP is the first 
bilingual PC to offer a disk· 
operating system in Chlllese. 

The use r can command the 
machine in either Chinese or 
English, aJld the stan<kud· 
sized keyboard features both 
English letters and Chinese 
"radical. ·the elements that 
make up characters. 

The Acer 91SP will he up 
a.nd running for visitors to 
experiment ,vith at the Com· 
puter Museum, 300 Congress 
St.. beginning in early Febru· 
ary. Along with the PC itself, 
the exhibit will feature 
.posters and other information 
to belp non·Chinese·speakers 
learn more about the Ian· 
guage. 

Visitors will learn, among 
other things, that while some 
Chinese characters are siniply 
a pictorial representation of a 
concept, others have derived 
[rom a variety of sources over 
the millennia that tbe lan
guage has existed. 

Natalie Rusk, education 
coorilinator at the Computer 
Museum, is working with 
Acer representatives to cus
tomize the exhibit for museum 
visitors. She would like visi· 
tors to be able to create their 
ov.tn Chinese characters on 
the screen by putting together 
"radicals." 

"fn Chinese." she explains, 
"'bright' is formed by putting 
the symbols for sun and moon 
togetber. " When the exhibit 
opens in February, visitors 
,viti be able to form such cbar· 
acters themselves. 

The demonstration boasts 
beautiful and intricate grapb· 
ics. including on-screen pic
tures of a Chinese woman , a 
peacock, a horse, and otbers. 

In four sections it explores 
the evolution of Chinese char
acters, a basic history of Chi· 
nese language computing, and 

the phonetic and Changjei -
or pbysical appearance -
methods of entering charac· 
ters. This computer is a won· 
derfuJ opportunity for non·Chi· 
nese speakers to glimpse the 
complex development of the 
ancient Chinese language. 

Perhaps more importantly, 
however, the Acer 9 1SP 
allows Chinese speakers to 
expand their knowledge of 
and uses for the computer. 
Randy Yang of the Acer 
Group stresses the importance 
of this step forward for Chi· 
nese spea.~ers. 

He explains that Chinese 
computer users, (rom 
schoolchildren to businesspeo
ple, have generally learned 
what they kno',v through 
English systems. The Acer 
9 l5P allows them "to develop 
computing skills in their own 
language." 

Along ,vith opening up 
channels of communication 
between Chinese people and 
Americans, Yang explains, the 
Acer machine will allow Chi· 
nese businesspeople to work 
more efficiently as ',veU, 
switching easily between Chi· 
nese and English computing, 
cboosing the laJlguage that is 
more appropriate for the task 
in hand. 
. The Acer 915P is the rlr.it 

computer to meet the stan· 
dards for Chinese computing 
set by tbe Chinese Microcom· 
puter Extended Foundation , a 
committee set up to promote 
and standardize Chinese use 
of computers. Tbe company 
donated the computer to the 
Computer Museum ailer col· 
Iaborating witb its staff on a 
previous project. 

Reactions to the machine 
ba ve been quite positive. 
Boston Mayor Raymond Flyn
n's offi ce recognized the muse· 
um for its contribution to Chi· 
nese·American relations and a 
fifth grade class from the 
Quincy School in Chinatown 
was on hand for the December 
5 unveiling of the machine. 

Student Marion Cain, a 
non·Chinese speaker, said that 
he gained better understand· 
ing of the Chincse language 
[rom tbe computer. "What I 
liked best was the graphics, 
especially the peacock. ft was 
like nothing I've ever seen 
before - computing in both 
Englisb and Chinese." 

For more in/ormation about 
rhe exhibir, call 426·2800. 
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(omputer Bowl II l't7f" 

On April 27 at the World Trade Center in Boston, the 
East Coast comput~r industry's brightest techno
philes will challenge a West Coast team trying to 

unseat them at this year's Computer Bowl. 
Hosted by The; Computer Museum and underwrit

ten in part by the Association for Computing Machin
ery, the reigning East Coast champs will be led by te,1n1 
captain Patrick J. McGovern, founder and chairman of 
the International Data Group. McGovern plans to take 
a decidedly militaristic approach, comparing his "bri!
Iiimt war pl,lO" to that of World War II hcro Gcn. 
Dougl'lS MacArthur. McGovern's counterpart, West 
Coast team captain and vcnLure capitalist John Doerr, 
has taken a more brazen tact. claiming that "leadership 
in computing has moved \'v'cst." 

Each team is armed with five players, all of whom 
add vast industry experience to their repertoire in 
attempting to answer questions in a contest of comput
er knowledge and trivia, with questions such as "What 
computer co-starred with Robert Redford in the film 
Tlrree Days of tile COlldor?" The award-winning PBS 
television series Compl/ter Cllrolticles will feature the 
Bowl nationwide in two broadcasts and beam a live 
satellite feed to the West Coast. 

If you care to pit your computer knowledge against 
the participants, send $3 in a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope to: The Computer Bowl, The Computer Mu
seum, 300 Congress St., Boston, Mass., 02210. 

By the way, Redford's co-star was the DEC PDP-ll. 

====================~f r 
- Infonnation WEEK - Page 2~ 1 
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CORRIDOR TALK 

When East Meets West 

COMMUNICATIONS 
··acm 

What computer language 
uses turtles? Who raised 
$500 to start a company by 
selling a version of the 
SpaceWar computer game? 
Is a picosecond shorte r or 
longer than a nanosecond? 

These are only a few of 
the brain-teasers from the 
1988 Computer Bowl, which 
raised funds for The Com
puter Museum in Boston. 
This year's competition, 

partl y un derwritten by 
The A ~sociation for Com
puting Machinery (ACM), 
will l ake place in April 
1990 featu ring all new 
players: Easterners Pat
rick McGovern (IDG), Wil
liam Foster (Stratus Com
puter), Robert Frankston 
(Lolus), Edward Fredki n 
(Capital Tec hnol ogies) 
and Russel Planitzer 
(Pr im e Computer) will 
match wits with John 
Doerr (Kleiner Perkins 
Caufield and Byers), 
Stewart Alsop II (P. C. 
Letter) , William Gates 

(Microsoft), Charles House 
(Hewlett-Packard) and 
Lawrence Tesler (Apple) 
from the West. 

Mitchell Kapor (ON Tech
nologies) will pose the ques
tions; William Joy (Su n Mi
crosystems) and William 
Poduska Sr. (Stellar Com
puter) will moderate; and 
former BYTE editor Chris
topher Morgan will act as 
scorekeeper. 
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THE BOSTON GLOBE. FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1989 

T.G.I.F. 
ALEX BEAM 

Odds and ends 
We have a groveling letter here from 

WGBH president Henry Becton addressed to 
Administration and Finance Secretary Edward 
Lashman. Last week. Lashman pointedly re
minded News at Ten anchorman Christopher 
Lydon that 'GBH receives several hundred 
thousand dollars in state aid; Lydon had earli
er told viewers he was unaware of state dollars 
being used at 'GBH while defending the hiring 
of antitax "political commentator" Howie Carr. 
Becton assures Lashman that he is "extremely 
grateful for this ' state su pport" and sheds 
crocodile tears over the impact the budget-cut
ting process will have on 'GBH programming 
. .. The Computer Museum has raised almost 
$800.000 to complete its ambitious "WallL __ _ 
Through Computer" exhibit, scheduled to be 
open for the public next June. The 3,500-
square-foot computer (Four-story tall mother
board! Floppy discs as big as a closet!) is being 
brought to you by the Alfred P. Sloan Founda-
tion, which contributed $250.000. and Digital 
Equipment Corp .. which kicked in $150.000. 
The first $250.000 donation to the exhibit came 
from the Kapor Family Foundation. Mitch Ka-
port treasurer. "That was the one that got us 
going," says a grateful museum official. 

THE BOSTON GLOBE 
Circ. 509,500 
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. r and kaleidoscopes at f J!urlst lc 

workstations. 
Recently. The ComPJter Mu

seum hosted a fasc lra tlng ex
hibit ent itled "Computer Art in 
Context." which featured over 
50 new art works by computer 
art ists from around tne world. 
Highlights Included dramatic 

IPLIT BETWEEN ART AND S(IEN(E 
kin et ic sculptures. computer
aSSisted animation. and Instal
la lton pieces. 

lower Power t · 1988, 
y Hiroshi Kamoi 

The Computer Museum. lo
cated In Boston, Massachu
sellS. is the only museum In 
the world exclusively devoled 
to computers and the ir impac t 
on society. A living class
room for people of all ages 
and interests. the Museum of
fers 60 Illleract lve exhibits. an 
award-Winning animation thea 
ter. and a multimedia robot 
show to over 100,000 vistlors 
from around the world each 
year 

After a sweeping ride up 
Boston's largest glass-en
closed elevalor. VISitors can 
Improve their computer litera
cyan the Interacltve exhibits 
ilnd latest technology In the 
Museum 's Personal Computer 
and Image Gallertes. They can 
touch a screen that responds 
to their demands. deSign a car. 
fly a Simula ted plane. create a 
fractal snowflake. talk to a 
computer or have one talk 
back to them. and even create 

Mornings ,g- 1989, by Marsha J. McDevitt 

One of the most convincing 
exa mples of the growing sig
nificance of compu ters In art 
was presented by Hiroshi 
Kamoi whose "Flower Power" 
Image was generated uSing 
a 3-D model of flower-like 
shapes Illumina ted by syn the
tiC lights Equally complex In 
terms of the technology tilat 
wen t In to prodUCing It IS 
"Morn tngs. " a 16")( 20" pho
tog raph produced by Mil rshil 
J. McDevlll . The Imoge began 
as a qutlt deSign creJted With 
acrylic wiltercolors It was 
then photographed ar.d Input 
to a computer VIi] ~ dlgllol 
SCJnner. Tne art ist u ter ap
plied the Imilge ilS ~I tcxture 
and bump ll1ap to a a started 
grid. and used a COIllCJter to 
ca lculate realist iC Irgll l and 
shadows. 

"Computer Art In Context" 
emphaSized the range of roles 
computers can play In art. At 
one extreme th e computer 
can be used as a soph istica ted 
drafting tool . while at tile other 
end of the spectrum It can be 
given Information and rJles so 
tna t it can create art preces al-

Circus l.' 1989, by Barbara Joffe 

most automatically Marv of 
tne works of art on e (n ~ b l t 
were generated USing COf"'put
er paint programs. Sucr pro
grams offer the use r cor:put
er-based equivaleills of tradi
tional tools. Other artists used 
programs created for comput
er-aided deSign (CADI appl ica
tions. UStng these programs. 
art ists can create 3-dlmerSion
al oblects. and can link and 
shade tnem. 

Accordtng to Prof. Mark 
Resch of Rensselaer Polytech
niC Ins titute. who chaired the 
art show. the spilt between art 
and sCience IS as recent as the 
Industrtal Revolut ion . Before 
then. he says. "art is ts had al
ways partiC ipated In the tech
nology of their culture ." Resch 
beiteves computers are facti 1-
tilt ing thiS reun ion . "We 're 
entering a new ltme when 
more ;;uentlsts Will do Jrt. 
and 11 " c,:: i1rtlsts wlil do SCI
ence. " .. .. ; SilyS . "I hope for a 
new \'. Iy of looking ill Ihe 
world :"ci ourselves tl1 ill 
doesr:' t urevent computer ,Ht 
from 11"vlng more d l il lo~lIe 
Wllh Ihe I,lrger fille ~ Jrt s COIll
mUlll ty Soclc ty needs to \' ~ Jlue 
,lrtlsts as much as It docs SCI
en tists and engineers .. 

Six Holes Five Read, ~, 1989, 
by Tracy Colby 

" "' 1 i· 35 
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Executive Committee Meeting Minutes - Pebruary 2, 1989 

Present: Ed Schwartz, Nick Pettinella, David Donaldson, 
Jim McKenney, Gardner Hendrie, Oliver Strimpel, 
Gillian Ley 

Compiled by Gillian Ley 

PIMANCIALS 

The following areas are all ahead of budget: admissions 7%, the store 
33%, and functions 24%. 

REVENUES 

General Capital, which is all capital excluding exhibit funding, is at 
$34,000 vs a projected $35,000 for the six months ending December 31. 
The total Capital year to date is $51,312 with $41,418 in outstanding 
pledges from prior years. 

EXHIBIT FUNDING 

Funding for the Walk-Through Computer is now at $827,000. Since the 
last Executive Committee meeting the Museum has received funding from 
Kensington and a check has been promised by Cirrus Logic. Lotus, and 
Maxell both have outsanding pledges for the Walk-Through. Milestones 
is now funded at $415,000; no new grants have come in since the last 
meeting. 

Oliver asked the Committee's approval to spend any excess dollars 
raised for the VTC on further expansion of the exhibit. Jim McKenney 
and Dave Donaldson both expressed some concern with that. They felt 
that excess dollars should be put aside to be used for maintenance of 
the WTC or to shelter additional Walk-Through related aspects of the 
operating budget. The Committee did not approve this request. Oliver 
was encouraged to continue fundraising and as more money comes in they 
will decide what portion will go back into the exhibit and what will 
be used for maintenance. 

The Committe reviewed Oliver's proposal for a Grant Writer and 
approved the hiring. 

CASH PLOV 

The Committee reviewed cash flow charts that were prepared by Nick 
Pettinella. Oliver reported that if Admissions, Functions, and the 
Store continue to do well the Museum will be $20,000 over budget by 
the year end. It appears Capital will be $180,000 below the budget at 

Pg. 1 



year end. This shortfall will be partly offset by better than budget 
performance in admissions, store, and functions. 

Ed Schwartz asked Oliver if it was possible for the Musuem to raise 
admissions. Oliver felt at this point in time it is more important to 

-raise attendance but he will look into it. Be also reported that a 
new incentive program is being implemented for interpreters to sell 
memberships. Gardner Hendrie mentioned that more signage is needed at 
the admissions desk. 

BOSTON COMPUTER SOCIETY 

The Committee approved the Computer Museum/BCS Discovery Center 
agreement. 

VALK-TBROUGB DEVELOPMENT 

The fabrication of the exhibit is going well. A programmer has joined 
the VTC staff. Paracomp, a California based software company, has 
donated the services of an animator for 6 weeks. Ye are also trying 
to get a person from Lotus to work with us for 2-3 months to also 
help. 

COMPUTER CLASSICS 

The Computer Classics temporary exhibit will open on February 12th. 
This exhibit will fill the "history gap" between the replacement of 
SAGE, UNIVAC, Timeline and Cray exhibits by VTC and the 1991 opening 
of "Milestones of a Revolution". 

BUDGET 

The budget process for next year has begun. The qualitative goals 
will be developed in February, revised in March, a preliminary budget 
in April, and Final budget in May. 

FEBRUARY BOARD MEETING AGENDA 

The Committee reviewed Oliver's agenda for the February Board Meeting 
and suggested some changes. 

NOMINATING COKHITTEE 

The Committee requested for the next meeting to review which Board 
Members' whose terms are ending soon. 

Pg. 2 



DEVELOPMENT REPORT TO BXBctrrIVB COHHITTEE 

Jan Del Sesto reported that she and Gardner Hendrie met with 
Development staff and Development Committee Chairs to discuss progress 
to date and future plans. 

Annual Fund is ahead of budget. Corporate Membership has reduced its 
goal to $150,000 from $188,000. The Corporate Membership Committee is 
personally calling renewing members and asking them to renew at the 
next level. Individual Membership Committee will be holding a 
membership phonathon in March. The Bowl has reached half of its goal 
with revenues. The Capital Campaign Committee has not been an active 
committee. There will be letters sent from Gardner Hendrie to 
individuals and corporations with oustanding pledges. 

Pg. 3 
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The Comp'uter~Museum EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
{ I 

Minutes from 10/18/89 Meeting 

Compiled by· Gillian Ley 

Present: Lynda Schubert Bodman, Dave Donaldson, Ed Schwartz, Paul 
Severino, Gardner Hendrie, Nick Pettinella, Bill Poduska, Oliver 
Strimpel, Gillian Ley, Gwen Bell, Janice DelSesto, Adeline 
Naiman. 

REPORT ON CURRENT HAPPENINGS AT THE MUSEUM 

Exhibit Funding 
Oliver reported that the Museum has received major funding for 
two exhibits. The Museum has been awarded $250,000 from the 
Sloan Foundation for the Valk-Through Computer, $40,000 from AT&T 
also for the Valk-Through Computer, and $100,000 and 15 PS/2's 
from IBM for the Milestones of a Revolution exhibit. 

Attendance 
September was 11% ahead of budget and August was 29% ahead. As 
of October 15, 67% of the month's budget was reached. Oliver 
suggested that the Siggraph Art Show and the Smart Machines 
exhibit, coupled with good PR early in summer was responsible for 
the high attendance. 

Financials 
The store and functions are ahead in earnings. Oliver explained 
that the new store manager has really turned things around. 
Unfortunately, we are still behind in Corporate and Individual 
Membership. Oliver attributed the latter to the vacant 
Membership position. 

Staff 
Oliver announced that a job offer has been made for the 
membership coordinator position. There is a second choice in 
case the first offer does not work out. Interviews for the 
Director of Marketing position have begun and several strong 
candidates have been seen. 

The Museum has started off-site meetings with department heads. 
Education plans and development plans have been addressed. 
Oliver expressed concern that not enough new grants were being 
placed into the "development pipeline". The development 
department needs more help both from Board to provide new 
prospects and contacts and from the staff to provide specific 
materials for proposals. He said we need more events like the 
Valk-Through Computer Dinner Mitch Kapor is hosting and the 
California cultivation events. Oliver also suggested that we 
might need a grant writer. 



Ed Schwartz brought up the issue of time management in the 
Development department and the problem of the Museum spending a 
lot of time on various projects for limited or few results. Dave 
Donaldson mentioned that Jan DelSesto has only been with the 
Museum for 7 months and that to see real results we need a 
minimum of 12 months. Linda Bodman asked who handled the IBM and 
the Sloan Foundation relationships. Ed Schwartz explained that 
the IBM gift was the result of a 3 year effort mainly by Joe 
Cashen and Oliver. The Sloan relationship was handled mainly by 
Oliver. 

The Boston Computer Society 
Oliver is working on an agreement with the BCS in which the 
Museum would take on the project with financial support from the 
BCS. The Discovery Center would be a joint project of the CM and 
the BCS. Oliver asked if this issue should be on the agenda of 
the next Board meeting. Gardner felt that the Discovery Center 
should be on the agenda for the next Board meeting. Ed preferred 
that the item be added to the agenda only if there is progress to 
report on an agreement following the meeting scheduled for 
October 30. 

Exhibit Kits 
Oliver reported that the Franklin Institute and the Technology 
Center of Silicon Valley have ordered kits. He also reported 
that plans with the Valk-Through are going well and the project 
is still on track for a May/June opening. 

SEPARATING RESTRICTED FROM OPERATING CASH 

Oliver and Nick Pettinella explained the Projected Cash Flow 
Summary prepared by Mark Allio. Oliver explained that the 
Executive Committee needs to determine if the operating funds can 
borrow from restricted funds. Ed Schwartz felt that there should 
be a way for the Executive Committee to track the funds that come 
in. He also said that he felt funds should not be borrowed 
unless special arrangements are made. The general consensus was 
that each month a request should be made to the Executive 
Committee for funds to be borrowed if needed. To help track the 
cash balance, a bar chart showing the monthly cash balance in the 
operating fund, in the restricted fund, and combined operating 
and restricted will be prepared. A separate bank account for 
restricted funds will be set up. 

LONG RANGE PLANNING 

Gwen Bell asked the Executive Committee to approve her plans to 
begin a proccess for long range planning. She wants to focus on 
1) the organization as a whole and 2) the site and location. 
Gwen suggested she start by looking at other museum plans and 
finding a co-chair to assist her. Bill Poduska felt this was a 
good idea and supported Gwen's proposal as did the rest of the 
Committee. 
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DEVELOPMENT 

Jan addressed the areas of concern for the development department 
as follows: Corporate Membership and Individual Membership. Jan 
also attributed the current shortfall to not yet having a 
Membership Coordinator. Ed Schwartz said that he felt it was 
necessary for the Committee to have a better understanding of how 
Jan spends her time. Jan explained that because the development 
department is so under-staffed she has to constantly reprioritize 
tasks. She has spent a great amount of time motivating Committee 
Chairs. Jan also mentioned how important it is for Board members 
to take on responsibilities. This alleviates work for the Museum 
staff. Jan also said that in the coming months she would be 
concentrating on membership, capital campaign and general 
operating proposals. 

AGENDA FOR THE NOVEMBER 3 BOARD MEETING 

The draft agenda for the November Board meeting was reviewed and 
some changes were made. Lynda Bodman suggested that the Museum 
send out as much briefing material as possible before hand. She 
felt that future meetings should encourage more conversations and 
input from Board members. Paul Severino agreed with this and 
said it was time to set a new tone to the Museum Board meetings. 
Bill Poduska suggested that the next meeting should be reviewed 
at the end to see if the changed form, paticularly the focus 
groups, has helped. 

EDUCATION 

Adeline focused on four areas: 1) Internal operations(including 
interpreter training and tours) 2) Special Programs in the 
Museum(including teacher training) 3) Outreach 4) Bringing the 
Museum to general public. Under these four areas were many 
subgroups like college liasions, funded internships, lecture 
series, educational networking, and teacher training. 

Paul Severino brought up his concern that since the education 
department is comprised of only 2 people that maybe the list of 
objectives should be more focused. He felt that when there is a 
limited staff and you don't focus enough you don't accomplish 
much at all. Adeline agreed that there is a lot to do but feels 
the education department has the resources (volunteers, 
connections) to accomplish the tasks. 

Lynda Bodman was concerned that Adeline's plan was too regionally 
focused as oppossed to nationally or internationally. Lynda felt 
that Adeline could be doing more in the way of cultivation for 
the education department. Linda pledged $5000 to encourage the 
start of national outreach by the Museum. 



The Computer Museum EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Minutes from 11/15/89 

Compiled by Gillian Ley 

Present: Gardner Hendrie, Lynda Schubert Bodman, Ed Schwartz, Jim 
McKenney, Dave Donaldson, Nick Pettinella, Oliver Strimpel, 
Gillian Ley. 

EXHIBIT FUNDING 
Oliver reported that the Museum has been awarded a grant from NEH 
for its Milestones Exhibit. Intel Corporation just awarded the 
Musuem $50,000 for the Valk-Through Computer exhibit. The Valk
Through is now fully funded, having surpassed the goal of 
$800,000. Additional funding which may still come in for 
Valk-Through will be used to fund ongoing maintenance and 
related overhead costs as well at to improve the exhibit. 
Schwartz requested for the next meeting that a hand out be 
prepared that will show funding for each exhibit. 

the 
other 

Ed 

The Milestones of a Revolution exhibit is now over the half way 
mark with over $400,000 in hand. Jim McKenny suggested that the 
Executive Committee spend some time developing polices that will 
determine how funds for exhibits will be allocated. 

Oliver also reported that grant proposals for $10,000 from AAAI 
and $25,000 from the Hearst Foundation for Exhibit Kits have been 
sent out. 

ATTENDANCE 
The October attendance was just under 5,800, 15% more than last 
year. Vith the exception of a 30-40% surge in July and August 
last year, an underlying trend of 15% appears to be holding. 
Thus far, November is further ahead in dollars than in visitors. 
Oliver said this is due to the average visitor paying more, 
because school groups (who pay less) are smaller this year. Once 
a Marketing Director is hired, the issue of boosting group tours 
can be focused on. 

FINANCIALS 
For the first four months of this fiscal year the three income 
producing areas; admissions, the store, and fuctions have been 
ahead of budget. Contributions are behind budget, however most 
of the budget ted contribution income lies in the tail end of the 
fiscal year. Membership is also behind budget. Jan has a new 
Membership Coordinator starting December 4 who will address this 
issue. 

CASH FLOV 
During the last Executive Committee meeting there was discussion 
of formal separation of restricted and unrestricted funds. 
Oliver brought this topic up for further discussion. Jim 
McKenney suggested we call all accounts "Funds". There will be 
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Operating Funds which will include maintenance, and education 
grants. Then there will be the Capital Fund which will include 
exhibits and special rooms like a gallery. The general sentiment 
was that new termonology needs to be developed to explain the 
Museum's funding. 

DEVELOPHEN'l' 
Oliver reported that the Annual Fund Phonathon reached its goal 
of $25,000. He also thanked Dave Donaldson for his contributiOn 
of $5000. Oliver reported that Jan will soon convene a Capital 
Campaign Committe comprised of Executive Committee members and 
others to spear-head the Capital Campaign effort. Oliver handed 
out a list showing existing pledges and a list showing the Board 
and Trustees and their recent giving history. 

Gardner mentioned that another Development Committee meeting will 
be set up for all the Committee chairs to get together. 

COMPUTER BOn 
Oliver handed out a schedule of sponsorship levels for the Bowl 
produced by Jan. Ed said he felt strongly that those who 
sponsored the Bowl last year should be contacted to do so again 
this year. Oliver said that he was concerned at the rate of 
progress with the Bowl. Ed requested that for all future 
Executive Committtee meetings there should be a progress report 
on the Bowl. 

COMPUTER DISCOVERY CENTER 
Ed had asked Oliver to prepare a document explaining the formal 
agreement between the BCS and the Computer Museum. Ed asked the 
Committee for their opinions on the document which was followed 
by an in depth discussion on the proposed agreement Ed then 
mentioned the discussed timetable for both organizations to reach 
agreement. He and Gardner said they would keep the Committee 
informed as things progress. 

REVIEV OF NOVEMBER 3rd BOARD MEETING 
All members felt that the Break-out session was a good idea and a 
good use of time. Ed Schwartz brought up that he felt that Irwin 
Sitkin needed more help with the Nominating Committe. He want to 
make sure the committtee starts working now, not next Spring. 
Jim McKenny and Dave Donaldson felt that more aggressive people 
were needed on the Board to help get things moving. Ed suggested 
that Irwin be given some guidelines of the type of board members 
being sought. 

The Committee meeting ended with a brief executive session. 



TBB COMPUTER HUSEUM - EXECUTIVE COHHITTBB IIBBTING 

Minutes from December 13, 1989 

Present: Gardner Hendrie, Ed Schwartz, Jim McKenney, Dave 
Donaldson, Nick Pettinella, Oliver Strimpel, Jan Del Sesto, Gwen 
Bell, Gillian Ley 

Compiled by Gillian Ley 

FINANCIALS 

Functions 
Functions were the strongest financial area in November they were 
42% ahead of budget. 

Store 
The store was down 6% for the month due to the catalog going out 
late but it has been up for the past couple of months •. Ed 
Schwartz asked if the store had begun marketing specific items to 
corporate members as suggested by Lynda Bodman. This had not 
taken place largely because there had not been a person in the 
Membership position to handle the project. 

Admissions 
Admissions are behind in numbers of people visiting the Museum 
but up in dollars. In November 5396 people visited which is 3% 
behind budget but $2,000 or 7% ahead of budget. Oliver explained 
he felt this was due to smaller school groups visiting the Museum 
this year. 

REVENUES 

General Capital is behind $20,000 for the month. Oliver 
attributed this to a gift from Owen Brown that was expected last 
month but now is expected by the end of the year. 

Exhibits 
The Committee reviewed a handout showing the progress to date on 
funding of the Musuems exhibits. The Travellers awarded the 
Museum a grant of $30,000 for the Milestones of a Revolution 
exhibit. Acer is a prospect for sponsoring the keyboard of the 
Valk-Through. Ouantum and BASF are also prospecets for the Valk
Through. 

CASH FLOV 
Oliver reported that the Museum is doing worse than what was 
predicted last month. Gardner expressed some concern with the 
Museum trying to "catch up" on the budget. He felt another 
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course of action is necessary. Oliver expressed a real need for a 
full time grant writer. Nick Pettinella suggested hiring a 
consultant. Oliver will return with his action plan on this 
matter. 

Oliver requested the Committees approval on borrowing from 
capital to take care of operating. Oliver requested $36,000 for 
December and an additional $50,000 contingency fund for January. 
1he Executive Committee approved this. 

IlARDTING DIRBClOR 

There is a leading candidate for the Marketing Director position. 
Oliver is now in the process of checking references and if they 
all work out he will make an offer. 

THE VALK- THROUGH COMPl1l'BR 
The opening date for the Valk-Through Computer has been scheduled 
for June 21st and June 22nd to coincide with the Board meeting. 

CALIFORNIA CULTIVATION EVENTS 

The California visits were a success. Both Intel, and Sun 
Microsystems are interested in a proposal from the Museum for 
Valk-Through outreach. 

NOMINATING COMMITTEE 

The Executive Committee expressed a need for a process by which 
the Nominating Committee can be guided. The Nominating Committee 
should be seeking candidates that can fill particular roles and 
have specific skills that are needed on the Board. Ed said he 
felt long term and short term needs should be considered when 
determining nominees. Dave Donaldson volunteered to be Vice 
Chairman of the Nominating Commmittee. to help with ideas and 
support. 

The January Executive Committe meeting will be held on the 24th 
not on the 17th. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
FY 1990 TRUSTEES 

Mr. Charles Bachman, Chairman 
Bachman Information Systems 
Four Cambridge Center 
Cambridge, MA 02142 

Mr. Erich Bloch, Di rector 
National Science Foundation 
Washingtom, D.C. 20550 

Mr. Harvey Cragon 

0:(617) 354-1414 

FAX: 

0:(202) 357-7748 

FAX: 

University of Texas at Austin 
Department of Electronic Computing 
Engineering 
Austin, Texas 78712 

Mr. Robert Everett 
The MITRE Corporation 
P.O. Box 208 
Bedford, HA 01730 

Dr. C. Lester Hogan 
36 Barry Lane 
Atherton, CA 94025 

0:(512) 471-5368 

FAX: 

0:(617) 271-2000 

FAX: 

0:(415) 325-6051 

FAX: 
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Mr. August Klein 
Uniquest, Inc. 
P.O. Box 743 
Ponte Verde Beach, FL 32082 

Mr. Andrew C. Knowles III 
133 Nourse Road 
Bolton, MA 01740 

Dr. Koji Kobayashi 
NEC Corporation 
33-1 Shiba Gochone, Minato-ku 
Tokyo 108, JAPAN 

Mr. John Lacey 
Control Data Corporation 
P.o. Box 0 
8100 34th Avenue South 
Minneapolis. MN 55440 

Mr. Patrick J. McGovern 
International Data Group 
Five Speen Street 
Framingham, HA 01701 

0: 

FAX:(904) 273-0357 

8:(617) 779-5028 

FAX: 

0: 

FAX: 

0:(612) 853-5353 

FAX: 

0:(508) 875-5000 

FAX: 
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Dr. Carver Mead 
California Institute of Technology 
(256-80) 
Computer Science Department 
Pasadena, CA 91125 

0:(818) 356-6841 

FAX: 

Dr. Robert Metcalf 
3COM Corporation 
3165 Kifer Road 
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8145 

0:(408) 970-1865 

FAX: 

Mr.George Michael 
Computer Research Group, 1-76 
Lawrence Livermore Labs 
University of California 
P.O. Box 863 
Livermore, CA 94550 

0: (415) 422-4239 

FAX: 

Mr. Villiam H. Millard 
P.O. Box 549 
CHRB 
Saipan, CNHI 96950 

0: 

FAX: 

Pat Collins Nelson 
Fluent Machines, Inc. 
77 Salem End Lane 
Framingham, MA 01701 

H: (508) 872-4084 

FAX: 
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Mr. Robert M. Noyce 
SEMATECH 
2706 Montopolis Drive 
Austin, TX 78741 

Mr. Brian Randell 

0:(512) 356-3159 

FAX: 

University of Newcastle upon Tyne 
Computing Laboratory 
Claremont Tower, Claremont Road 
New Castle upon Tyne NEI 7RU 
ENGLAND 

Ms. Kitty Selfridge 
45 Percy Road 
Lexington, MA 02173 

Mr. Michael Spock 
Field Museum of Natural History 
Roosevelt and Lake Shore Drive 
Chicago, IL 60605 

Mr. Erwin Tomash 
Charles Babbage Institute 
110 Rockingham Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 

0: 

FAX: 

H:(617) 862-5438 

FAX: 

0:(312) 322-8850 

FAX: 

0:(213) 394-8468 

FAX: 
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Boston, HA 02109 

Revised: January 29, 1990 

0:(617) 482-1390 
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Corporate Membership Committee Members 

Jim Baar 
Hill and Knowlton 

Ben Beaver 
Fenwick Partners 

J. Thomas Franklin 
Gaston & Snow 

Karla Karash 
Ventana Systems, Inc. 

Ilene Lang 

Mimi Macksoud 
Price Yaterhouse 

Mary Makela 

Sharon Merrill 
Sharon Merrill Associates, Inc. 

Laura Morse, Chair 
Russell Reynolds Associates 

Susan Parrish 
Parrish Marketing Consultants 

Steve Pytka 
BIS Cap International 

Nancy Robb 
MBTA 

Charles Terry 
Compuserve Technology Group 
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Date: February 15, 1989 

To: Board of Directors 

Fr: aal B. Shear, Chairman 
Annual Fund Committee 

Re: Progress and future plans 

In the last five months, the Annual Fund Committee met to develop 
its course of action for the FY90 Annual Fund. The Annual Fund 
began with a direct mail solicitation mailed out in early 
November to 3,818 individuals. The mailing was followed up with 
a three day phonathon staffed by Museum board members, staff, and 
volunteers. $20,115 was pledged over the three nights. All 
board members received a solicitation, as well as a request for 
their participation in soliciting friends and or business 
associates. 

The committee met on January 31st, adding two new members, and 
are working to keep the momentum of the past months and plan the 
course of action for the next six months. A pledge reminder is 
in the process of being sent out to all individuals with 
outstanding pledges. A second direct mail solicitation is 
scheduled to be mailed out the last week in February. The letter 
will be sent to all individuals who did not respond to the 
November solicitation and to two new mailing lists that the 
Museum has never solicited. 

A second phonathon will be held at the end of March. The 
committee is currently trying to locate a site and recruit 
volunteers. Board members who have not yet responded will be 
asked again for friends or associates whom they would be willing 
to solicite. Appropriate prospect lists will continue to be 
developed by Museum staff, board, and committee members. The 
committee and staff will begin preliminary work on a Museum 
Annual Fund brochure for the next fiscal year. New members will 
continue to be added to the committee. 

ANNUAL FUND COMMITTEE 

Hal B. Shear, Chairman 
Research Investment Advisors, Ltd 
Anthony Pell 
Pell, Rudman and Co., Inc 
Paul Severino 
Vellfleet Communications 
Judith Sovner Ribbler 
Searchline Associates, Inc. 
Steven Golson 
Independent Consultant 
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ANNUAL rmm "lOTALS AS OF 2/15/90 

ROVBKBBR DIIBCT IlAIL SOLICITATIOR 

Total- $6,880 
Receivable Katches- $1,025 
Total wI matches - $7,905 

DBCBIIBBR DDBCT IlAIL SOLICITATION 

Total - $14,061 
Receivable matches - $2,875 
Total wI matches - $16,936 

JANUARY DDBCT IlAIL SOLICITATIOR 

Total - $3,220 
Receivable matches - $250 
Total wI matches - $3,470 

PBBB.UARY DlUCT IlAIL SOLICITATION 

Total - $150 
Receivable matches - $0 
Total wI matches - $150 

DIltBCT IlAIL "lOTALS 

Received - $24,311 
Receivable matches - $4,150* 
Total wI matches - $27,561 

OVBRALL ANNUAL PURl) TOTAL 

Total received as of 2/14/90 - $49,806 

PBORATBOR ROVBIIBBR 

Total - $3,860 
Receivable matches - $275 
Total wI matches - $4,135 

PBORATBOR DBCBIIBBR 

Total - $12,415 
Receivable matches - $3,425 
Total wI matches - $15,840 

PBORATBON JANUARY 

Total - $605 
Receivable matches - 0 
Total wI matches - $605 

PBORATBON PBBltUARY 

Total - $0 
Receivable - $0 
Total wI matches - $0 

PBORATBON TOTALS 

Total pledged - $20,115 
Hatches - $3,600 
Pledges wI matches - $23,715 

Received - $16,880 
Receivable matches - $3,700 

Receivables wlout matches - $3,235 
Receivable matches - $3,700 
Total receivable - $6,935 

Total receivable - $10,140 (includes matches and pledges) 

GOAL: $100,000 UCIIVBD TO DATI: $49,806 RBCEIVABLB TO DATI: $10,140* 

* Figure nov includes $200 in matches fro. July - October 



ACTIYITY FOR FY91 

Museum Mission 1; Educate and inspire all leyels of the 
public on the eyolution, technolo2Y and impact of 
computin2 throu2h dynamic exhibits and pro2rams 

I. Exhibits at Museum 

• One major new permanent exhibit opening 
- Milestones or CDC 

• Two special temporary exhibits 
- SIGGRAPH Art Show (September-December) 
- Other to be determined, perhaps new educational resource ctr 

2. Exhibits outside museum 

• Establish Exhibit Kit Program 

• Start work on a travelling exhibit, perhaps exhibit on CAD with 
Cooper-Hewitt Museum. 

3. Public Programming 

• Low effort 
- build your own robot 
- lego/logo workshops 
- vacation week programs 
- more to be determined 

• More effort 
lecture series - 3 series of 3-4 lectures (proposal in the 
works) 

- Kids Computer Fair 
- more to be determined, possibly along lines of national 

contest or science fair style event 

FY91 Activities 2/27/90 page 1 



4. Publications and Materials 

• NEWS 
• Annual 
• Quarterlies? 
• WTC Outreach 

book 
video 
educational activities kits 
souvenir catalog 

Museum Mission 2: Preserve and Celebrate the History of 
Comp utin 2 

Increase percentage of collection visible 

• external loans 
• internal visible storage 

Build collection into areas of current weakness 

• increased proactive collecting (less reactive collecting) 

Museum Mission 3: Become and International Center for 
Research into the History of Computin2 

• Develop a listing of the archive collection and make available to 
interested parties. 

FY91 Activities 2/27/90 page 2 



METRICS FOR FY91 BUDGET 

1. Percentage of operating budget that is earned (store, 
functions, admissions, kits sales, etc) revenue. 

This is projected to be 40% in FY90. 

2. Operating cost per visitor. 

This is around $15 in FY90. $10 is closer to the average for the 
ASTC member museums. The best way to reach this figure is to 
increase attendance. 

3. Net Balance of the operating fund 

This should balance or show a surplus. For FY90 we currently 
forecast a $65K surplus. 

4. Net balance of the capital fund 

This should show a large surplus so as to grow the building and 
endowment funds. Exhibits should be awash (including applicable 
overhead and staff time). 

FY91 Activities 2/27/90 page 3 



Date: February 15, 1990 

To: Board of Directors 

From: Larry Brewster, Chairman 
Individual Membership Committee 

Re: Progress and Plans 

FINANCIALS 

Please note, all financials are effective through February 12, 1990. 

FY89 Goal: 
$67,000 

FY89 Actual: 
$63,126 

FY90 Goal 
$59,000 
$ 5,000 
$ 3,000 

(Revised): 
indo memb. 
Ii brary memb. 
match funds 

$67,000 TOTAL 

FY90 Goal (Original): 
$59,500 indo memb. 
$16,000 library memb. 
$ 6,000 match funds 

$81,500 TOTAL 

FY90 Actual: 
$22,886 indo memb. 
$ 500 library memb. 
$ 2,430 match funds 

$25,816 TOTAL 

Please note that the FY90 goal has been revised. Ve have included the original 
goal of $81,500 to be used as a comparison to the revised figures. These new 
numbers do not include any money from new members solicited through either a 
planned phoneathon or the institution of a new incentive program. It is our hope 
that these two additional programs will contribute significantly to our bottom 
line. 



The year's first six months' financials are broken down below. Please note that 
any positive difference in the numbers listed below and the year to date figure 
listed above is due to donations made above the amount for membership level 
renewals. 

July 1 - December 31, 1989 

POTENTIAL ACTUAL NEV 

Indiv. 1yr 284 159 36 
($30.00) ($8520) ($4770) ($1080) 

Indiv. 2yr 56 43 8 
($50.00) ($2800) ($2150) ($400) 

Student 24 3 10 
($20.00) ($480) ($60) ($200) 

Family 1yr 71 39 23 
($45.00) ($3195) ($1755) ($1035) 

Family 2yr 6 4 4 
($80.00) ($480) ($320) ($320) 

Friend 52 40 3 
($100.00) ($5200) ($4000) ($300) 

Sponsor 14 13 1 
($250.00) ($3500) ($3250) ($250) 

Patron 4 1 0 
($500.00) ($2000) ($500) ($0) 

------- ------
TOTAL $26,175 $16,805 $3,585 



The following is a listing of POTENTIAL RENEVALS for January through June 
1990. 

January 1 - June 30, 1990 

RENEVALS lNAClIVE 

Indiv. 1yr 251 125 
($30.00) ($7530) ($3750) 

Indiv. 2yr 68 13 
($50.00) ($3400) ($650) 

Student 14 21 
($20.00) ($280) ($420) 

Family 1yr 98 32 
($45.00) ($4410) (1440) 

Family 2yr 15 2 
($80.00) ($1200) ($160) 

Friend 58 12 
($100.00) ($5800) (1200) 

Sponsor 10 3 
($250.00) ($2500) ($750) 

Patron 2 3 
($500.00) ($1000) ($1500) 

------- -------
TOTAL $26,120 + $9,870 • $35,990 

Assuming 85% + 50% = $27,137 revenues for renewals 
Renewal 
Rate of 

The TOTAL line represents 100% return on the next six months' renewals, as 
well as recapturing 100% of the inactive members. The assumption line 
represents a more realistic expectation of renewals and recouping inactive 
members. From past experience, we believe that approximately 85% of 
current members will renew and 50% of our inactive members can be 
recouped. The addition of these two totals would move the year total much 
closer to our goal for FY1990. Please note that members receive three 
renewal reminder letters: the first notice is sent three months before the 
membership expires, the second two months before expiration, and the third 
one month before the membership expires. Memberships are considered 
inactive if they have not renewed their membership within a month's time 
frame of the expiration date. 



INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP PROGRAMS 

Efforts to date: 

Phonathon: Since the phonathon was designed specifically for Annual Fund 
solicitation, we were unable to gather the data or additional volunteers 
to focus on renewal of membership. Thus, only twelve individual members 
(@ $30.00) joined the Museum as a result of the phonathon efforts. A 
phonathon specifically geared to membership renewal/recoup and new 
solicitation is being planned for March. 

High Level ($100 - $500) Individual Renewals: Eight letters (totaling 
$1700 in potential renewal $) were sent to high level individual members. 
Those members are Roger Glovsky, Tom Hall, Seiichika Katayama, Richard 
Marino, Joseph Newcomer, Brendan Reilly, and George Storm. Tom Hall has 
renewed since the letter was sent out. Mr. Hall renewed at the Patron 
level ($500). 

(Estimated revenue: $1,200) 

Hatching Funds: For FY90, we have received $885 in matching fund pledges. 
To date, $765 of that $885 is still outstanding. Please note that the 
majority of matching fund dollars listed in the first page "FY90 Actual" 
financials are payments on matching funds that were made in FY89, but not 
received until FY90. 

PR/Harketing Efforts: 

Classroom Computing: The Computer Museum's "Memories Poster" will be 
featured on the April cover of Classroom Computing (circ.: 80,000). A 
description of the Museum and a pitch for membership will appear in the 
magazine. The pitch offers a free "Memories Poster" to those who join the 
Museum. Any results from this offer will not be evident until the last 
quarter of the fiscal year. 

(Estimated Revenue: $5,000) 

Upcoming Efforts: 

Library Hembership: Vithin the next two weeks, letters will be sent out 
to all public libraries in Massachusetts (382). Ve hope to increase our 
library membership through this direct mail approach. Ve have had 
interest in the past from individual libraries, however, they have never 
been solicited as a whole. We are offering a special discount to first 
time library members. Libraries who join the Museum before April 1, 1990 
can do so at a price of $300 (instead of $500). 

(Estimated Revenue: 17 @ $300 = $5,100) 



, .. 

California Members (Vest Coast): Ve plan to target individual members in 
the California area by offering a discount on Computer Bowl tickets to new 
members and lost members. This pitch will be made through and to 
employees of corporations who have 1990 Bowl team members (HP, Apple, 
etc.) and through industry newsletters and the Techmart newsletter. 

(Estimated Revenue: 100 @ $30 = $3000) 

Soft*letter: Ve have obtained the 5,000 name database of subscribers of 
Soft*Letter. Ve will use the list to solicit new members; initially we 
plan to target Massachusetts and California. 

(Estimated Revenue: 1% (50) @ $30 = $1,500) 

Renewals and Inactives: Ve are preparing lists of all inactive members 
and those who have not yet renewed membership for a phone solicitation 
planned for the first week in March. 

(Estimated Revenue: As stated on page 3, $27,137) 

Financial Incentive Program: Ve will be instituting a financial incentive 
program for Museum interpreters (guides) and store personnel to promote 
new member recruitment of visitors. 

(Estimated Renewal: 5 per week, approx. 22 weeks left in FY90 = 5 x $30 x 
22 = $3,300) 



Date: February 15, 1990 

To: Board of Directors 

Fr: Laura Morse, Chairperson 
Corporate Membership Committee 

Re: Progress and Plans 

FlNANCIALS 

Please note, all financials are effective through February 15, 
1990. 

FY89 Goal: 
$172,500 

FY89 Actual: 
$132,500 

FY90 Goal (Revised): 
$150,000 

FY90 Goal (Original): 
$188,150 

FY90 Actual: 
$79,000 

$$ Committed: 
$22,500* 

*Committed companies include Bank of Boston, Banyan, AMD, Price Vaterhouse, Pell 
Rudman, Raytheon, The Gillette Company, Eastech, and Unisys) 

FY90 Goals: 
New Members 

30 @ $1,000 = $30,000 

5 @ $3,000 = $15,000 

3 @ $5,000 = $15,000 

Renewals: 

To Date: 

Synernetics 
Vellfleet Communications 
The Mathworks Inc. 

Acer Inc. 

Adobe 
AT&T 

Potential Renewals (July-Dec. '89) $57,000 

Potential Renewals (Jan.-June '90) $59,000 

$106,000 TOTAL 



The following companies have not yet renewed their memberships for FY 1990. 

July 1 - December 31, 1989 Past Due Renewals 

Contact 

Villiam Meagher 
Managing Partner 

KC King 
Giles Mosher 

Michael Nacey 
VP, Admin 

Ann LeClaire 

Arun Gupta 
President 

Organiza tion 

Arthur Andersen & Co. 

Baybank Boston 

Bolt Berenak & Newman 

CLSI 

Data Ease 

Daniel Hosage DAVOX Corp. 
President and CEO 

Amount 

1,000 

1,000 

1,000 

1,000 

1,000 

1,000 

Mary Hegarty Manager Software Products 1,000 
User Group Coordinator 

Bonnie Colantropo Boston Scientific, Inc. 
(formerly Medi-Tech) 

1,000 

Stephen Coit Merrill Pickard Anderson 1,000 
& Eyre 

Ann Nason 

T.J. McKiernan 
VP, Sales & 
Marketing 

Microamerica 

Moore Business Forms 
& Systems Division 

1,000 

3,000 

Renew Comments/FIUp 

11/89 Morse 

12/89 Morse 

9/89 Morse, 
Macksoud to 
call S. Levy 

11/89 Karash 

8/89 Pytka 

10/89 Merrill 

8/89 Parrish 

12/89 Macksoud 

8/89 Bowl Sponsor 

8/89 Merged with 
Softsell,Merrill 
to contact 

9/89 Karash 



John Paul Nixdorf Computer 1,000 
President, Nixdorf Computer Engineering Corp. (NCEC) 

Steve Bischof Pfizer Pharmaceuticals 1,000 
District Manager 

Barbara Gaffney Sequent Computer 1,000 
VP, HR 

Ira Keller SD Financial 1,000 
Marketing Direcotr 

Carol Broadbent Sun Microsystems 3,000 

8/89 Merged with 
Siemens, Pytka 
to contact 

12/89 Del Sesto 

10/89 Del Sesto 

12/89 Baar 

11/89 Del Sesto 

$20,000 TOTAL 

FY89 (and prior) Inactive Renewals: 

TOTAL OF ALL INACTIVE HBMBERS FROM 
JULY 1 - DECEMBER 31, 1989 

$37,000 

$20,000 
+ $37,000 

$57,000 



The following is a listing of POTENTIAL RBNBVALS for January through June 1990. 

January 1 - June 30, 1990 

COMPANY NAME 

January 

Bank of New England 

Data Translation 

Honeywell Bull 

Index Group 

Index Technology Corp. 

International Computers 

Micro-Mentor 

NEC Systems 

February 

Boston Globe Foundation 

Deloitte & Touche 

McCormack & Dodge 

XRE Corporation 

March 

Bingham Dana & Gould 

Chrysler Corp. 

Cone Communications 

Dane Falb Stone & Co 

Gaston & Snow 

Global Business Network 

GTE Laboratories 

AMOUNT 

$1,000 

$1,000 

$3,000 

$1,000 

$1,000 

$1,000 

$1,000 

$1,000 

$1,000 

$1,000 

$1,000 

$1,000 

$1,000 

$1,000 

$1,000 

$1,000 

$3,000 

$1,000 

$1,000 

BlPIRATION COMMENTS/FLOP 

90/1 

90/1 Paid 

90/1 

90/1 Paid 

90/1 

90/1 

90/1 

90/1 Paid 

90/2 

9012 

90/2 

9012 

90/3 

90/3 

90/3 

90/3 

90/3 

90/3 

90/3 

Macksoud to contact 
Allyn Voodward 

Oates to send letter to 
D. Datlick 

Karash 

Steve 

Merrill 

Parrish 

Del Sesto 



Hill and Knowlton $1,000 90/3 

Millipore Foundation $1,000 90/3 Paid 

Omni Publications $1,000 90/3 

Regis McKenna $1,000 90/3 

Ziff Davis Publications $3,000 90/3 

April 

Automatic Data Processing $3,000 90/4 

Bitstream $1,000 90/4 

IEEE Computer Society $3,000 90/4 

Microsoft $3,000 90/4 

Professional Press $ 500 90/4 

Raytheon $10,000 90/4 

TASC $1,000 90/4 

May 

Computer Power Group $1,000 90/5 

Lotus Development $1,000 90/5 

The New England $1,000 90/5 

Stratus Computer $3,000 90/5 

June 

Applied Tech Investors $ 500 90/6 

Manufacturers Hanover Trust $3,000 90/6 

Prime Computer $3,000 90/6 

Sharon Merrill $1,000 90/6 

Technology Research Group $1,000 90/6 

Veyerhauser Company $1,000 90/6 
------
$59,000 TOTAL 



, 

The following corporations have become $1,000 members of the Museum through our 
functions department. Please note that although the money generated from these new 
memberships is credited to the functions cost center for the company's initial year 
of membership, any subsequent renewals will be credited to membership. 

Alliant Computer 

Ashlar Corp. 

Batterymarch Financial 

Bechtel, Parsons & Binkerhoff 

Connect, Inc. 

DMR Group 

Emerald Systems 

Greentree Associates 

Interbase Software 

McKinsey and Company 

Morgan Stanley 

Multitrack 

Software House 

Software People Concepts 
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CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP PROGRAMS 

Efforts to date: 

Renewal Letters: Three letters are routinely sent to each company as 
renewal reminders. The first letter is sent to the company three months 
before its membership expires; the second letter is sent two months before 
expiration, the third letter is sent one month before the membership is 
due to expire. In addition to these letters, the committee sent 
personalized renewal letters to those companies who failed to renew (from 
August - December 1989). These letters were then followed up with 
personal phone calls made by committee members. Eleven companies, 
totalling $15,500, have renewed as a result of this follow up 

Renewal letters have been sent out to corporations whose membership 
expires in January, February, March, or April 1990. 

Potential Membership List: A list of potential corporate members has been 
developed. This list comprised a number of sources: specific categories 
from the Fortune 1000 listing, the "Top 100 Companies in New England" from 
New England Business, and names contributed from the committee. Each 
committee member has chosen at least five companies from the list to 
proactively solicit for membership. Vhen companies on the list become 
members, the committee member who brought them in will be assigned another 
company on the list. This solicitation program will be an ongoing effort. 

Benefits: An additional benefit has been afforded corporate members. 
Those members who are not in the nearby geographical area may now receive 
audiotapes of the Breakfast Seminar Series. 

New Category: Ve have added a "Corporate Patron" category to the 
membership categories. This Patron category is $5,000. Ve believe that 
this category is important because it bridges the wide gap between the 
"Corporate Sponsor" ($3,000) level and the "Corporate Benefactor" 
($10,000) level. 

Upcoming Efforts: 

Brochure: Ve are in the process of developing copy for a corporate 
membership brochure. This brochure will be used to solicit new members, 
and detail benefits of membership. It will also describe and promote the 
Breakfast Seminar Series. 

Breakfast Seminar Series and Follow Up: The committee and The museum 
staff use the breakfast series as a cultivation and informational tool for 
potential corporate members. A list of attendees is created after each 
breakfast. Ve plan to solicit by letter each non-member company whose 
representatives attended the breakfast. In the future, we plan to 
"assign" each committee member selected non-members to invite and to serve 
as host at the breakfast. This individual will then carry out follow up 
for solicitation. 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BAR GRAPH REPRESENTATION OF MONTHLY CASH BALANCE 

FY90 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
FY 1990 BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

CHAIRMAN 
Gardner Hendrie 
Sigma Partners 
300 Commercial Street #750 
Boston, HA 02109 

Dr. Oliver Strimpel 
Acting Executive Director 
The Computer Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

C. Gordon Bell 

0:(617) 227-0303 

FAX:(508) 393-7707 

0:(617) 426-2800 

FAX:(617) 426-2943 

Vice President, Engineering 
Stardent Computer 
880 Vest Maude Ave. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Ms. Gwen Bell 
Founding President 
The Computer Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, HA 02210 

0:(408) 732-0400 

FAX:(408) 732-2806 

HOME FAX:(415) 949-2735 

0:(617) 426-2800 

FAX:(617) 426-2943 
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Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 42fr2800 

Hs. Lynda Schubert Bodman 
President 
Schubert Associates 
10 Vinthrop Square 
Boston, HA 02210 

Hr. Lawrence S. Brewster 
Vice President 
Vorldwide Operations 
Aspen Technology, Inc. 
251 Vasser Street 
Cambridge, HA 02132 

0:(617) 338-0930 

FAX:(617) 338-0930 ext. 17 

0:(617) 497-9010 

FAX:(617) 497-7806 

Hr. Richard P. Case 
Director of Systems Analysis 
IBH Corporation 
44 S. Broadway 10th Floor 
Vhite Plains, NY 10601 

Hr. David L. Chapman 
President and CEO 
Computer Power Group 
945 Concord Street 
Framingham, HA 01701 

0:(914) 686-5558 

PAX:(914) 686-7987 

0:(508) 650-3500 

FAX:(508) 655-1554 
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David Donaldson, Esquire 
Ropes and Gray 
One International Place 3rd Floor 
Boston, KA 02110 

Dr. Jon Eklund 

0:(617) 951-7000 

FAX:(617) 951-7050 

Curator, Pivision of Computers, 
Information and Society 
Smithsonian Institution 
National Museum of American History 
Room 5122 
Vashington, D.C. 20560 

Mr. Villiam Foster 
President and CEO 
Stratus Computer, Inc. 
55 Fairbanks Boulevard 
Marlboro, HA 01752 

Mr. Edward Fredkin 
President 
Capital Technologies, Inc. 
209 Harvard Street 
Brookline, MA 02146 

0:(202) 357-2089 

FAX:(202) 357-1853 

0:(508) 460-2000 

FAX:(508) 481-8945 

0:(617) 277-1310 

FAX:(617) 277-5379 
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Dr. Thomas Gerrity 
President 
CSC Consulting 
5 Cambridge Center 
Cambridge, HA 02142 

Dr. Richard Greene 

0:(617) 492-1500 

FAX:(617) 499-1211 

Chairman of the Board and Founder 
Data Switch Corporation 
One Enterprise Drive 
Shelton, CT 06484 

Mr. Max Hopper 
Senior Vice President 
Information Systems 
American Airlines 
P.O. Box 619616, MD 4215 
Dallas/Fort Vorth Airport 
Texas 75261-9616 

A. L. C. Humphreys, CBE 
24 Middle Street 
Thriplow, Royston 
Herts SG8 7RD 
England 

0:(203) 926-1801 

FAX:(203) 929-6408 

0:(817) 963-2072 

FAX:(817) 963-4219 

H: 076 382 594 

FAX: 

7 
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Mr. Theodore Johnson 
Consultant 
736 Annursnac Road 
Concord, HA 01742 

Mr. Mitchell Kapor 
Chairman and CEO 
ON Technology, Inc. 

0:(508) 369-2640 

FAX:(508) 371-1363 

One Cambridge Center, 3rd Floor 
Cambridge, HA 02142 

Dr. Robert Lucky 
Executive Director 

0:(617) 225-2545 

FAX:(617) 225-2347 

Research Communications Sciences Div. 
AT&T Bell Laboratories 
Crawford's Corner Road 
Room 4E605 
Holmdel, NJ 07733-1988 

James L. McKenney 
Professor 
Harvard Business School 
5 Vinthrop Road 
Lexington, HA 02173 

0:(201) 949-4477 

FAX:(201) 949-5353 

0:(617) 495-6595 

FAX:(617) 495-6001 
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Ms. Laura Barker Morse 
Managing Director 
Russell Reynolds Associates 
45 School Street 
Boston, HA 01824 

Dr. David Nelson 
Fluent Machines, Inc. 
1881 Vorcester Road 
Framingham, HA 01701 

Mr. Russell Noftsker 
Consultant 
20 Village Hill Road 
Belmont, HA 02178 

Dr. Seymour Papert 

0: (617) 523-5501 

FAX:(617) 523-7305 

0:(508) 626-2144 

FAX:(508) 820-1106 

0:(617) 484-5474 

FAX:(617) 484-5480 

Professor of Media Technology . 
Director, Epistemology & Research 
MIT 
Room E15-313 
20 Ames Street 
Cambridge, MA 02139 

0:(617) 253-7851 

FAX:(617) 253-6215 

HOME FAX:(617) 742-7932 
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Hr. Anthony Pell 
President 
Pell, Rudman and Co., Inc. 
40 Rowes Vharf 
Boston, HA 02110 

Mr. Nicholas Pettinella 
Vice President and CFO 
Intermetrics, Inc. 
733 Concord Avenue 
Cambridge, MA 02138 

Dr. John Villiam Poduska 
Chairman and CEO 
Stellar Computer Inc. 
100 VeIls Avenue 
Newton, MA 02159 

Hr. Jonathan Rotenberg 
Chairman 

0:(617) 439-6700 

FAX:(617) 439-0594 

.0:(617) 576-3266 

FAX:(617) 547-3879 

0:(617) 964-1000 

FAX:(617) 964-8962 

The Boston Computer Society 
One Center Plaza 
Boston, MA 02108 

0:(617) 367-8080 

FAX:(617) 367-8530 

\0 

( I 
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Ms. Jean Sammet 
Consultant 
c/o IBM 
6600 Rockledge Drive 
Bethesda, HD 20817 

Edward A. Schwartz 
President 

0:(301) 493-1436 

FAX:(301) 493-1746 
(Call before Fax'ing) 

New England Legal Foundation 
150 Lincoln Street, 6th Floor 
Boston, HA 02111 

Hrs. Naomi o. Seligman 
Senior Vice President 
The Research Board 
220 East 61st Street 
New York, NY 10021 

Mr. Paul Severino 
Chairman and CEO 
Vellfleet Communications 
12 DeAngelo Drive 
Bedford, MA 01730-2204 

0:(617) 695-3660 

FAX:(617) 695-3656 

0:(212) 486-9240 

FAX:(212) 754-2811 

0:(617) 275-2400 

FAX:(617) 275-5001 

11-

\~ 
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Mr. Robert A. Shafto 
President 
Insurance and Personal Financial Services 
The New England 
501 Boylston Street 
Boston, MA 02117 

Mr. Hal B. Shear 
President 

0:(617) 578-2835 

FAX:(617) 421-9316 

Research Investment Advisors, Ltd. 
10 Commercial Vharf 
P.O. Box 2393 
Boston, MA 02107 

Mr. Irwin J. Sitkin 
V,ice President 

0:(617) 720-3436 

FAX:(617) 367-0085 

Aetna Life & Casualty, Retired 
180 Clover Street 
Middletown, CT 06457 

Mr. Casimir S. Skrzypczak 
Vice President 
Science and Technology 
NYNEX Corporation 

0:(203) 347-3511 

FAX:(203) 273-6346 

1113 Vestchester Avenue 
Vhite Plains, NY 10604-3510 

0:(914) 644-6435 

FAX:(914) 644-7649 

t+ 
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Dr. Ronald G. Smart 
Director of Management Systems Research 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
146 Main Street 
ML03-2IF41 
Maynard, HA 01754 

Dr. Villiam Spencer 

0:(508) 493-7012 

FAX:(508) 493-7337 

Vice President, Corporate Research 
Xerox Corporation 
P.o. Box 1600 
800 Longridge Road 
Stamford, CT 06904 

CLERK 
James Davis, Esquire 
Bingham, Dana & Gould 
150 Federal Street 
Boston, MA 02110 

Revised February 15, 1990 

0:(203) 968-3750 

FAX:(203) 968-3942 

0:(617) 951-8000 

FAX:(617) 951-8736 
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MEETING OF THE COMPUTER MUSEUM BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

FEBRUARY 16. 1990 lOAM - 3PM 

AGENDA 

10:00 Call to Order 

10:05 Search Committee Report 

10: 15 A Perspective from the Director 

10:40 Nominating Committee Report & Discussion 

11: 10 Museum Operations Report 

11 :30 Development Committee Report 

12:20 Finance Committee Report 

LUNCH PR Highlights 
Goals for FY91 

1 :45 The Walk-Through Computer 
status report 
marketing the Museum with the WTC 

3 :00 Meeting adjourns 



REVENUES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

THE CII1PUTER HUSEII1 
STATB1ENT OF REVENUES ., EXPENSES 

CIJ1BlNED OPERATING MD CAPITAL MDS 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE SIX HINTHS ENDED NflIW. Nf«IAL 
12131/88 --------12131/89--------- FY1990 PROJECTED 
ACTlML BUDGET ACTlML FAVUftFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

590 687 722 35 51. 1,518 1,568 

115 273 868 595 218"1. 1,100 1,228 

705 960 1,590 630 6GI. 2,618 2,796 

765 825 706 119 151. 1,650 1,471 

241 383 437 (54) <14X) 1,053 1,299 

1,006 1,208 1,143 65 5"1. 2,703 2,770 

($301) ($248) $447 $695 480"1. ($85) $26 
= .- = = = 

SlIt1ARY: 
-------

For the six months ended December 31, 1989 the musuem operated at a surplus of 447K 
compared to a budgeted deficit of (248K). As of December 31, 1989 total cash and 
cash equivalents amounted to 706K. 

OPERATING: Operating revenues were 51. over budget due mainly to strong unrestricted 
contributions, adiissions, functions and store revenues. Expenses were 151. under 
budget due mainly to lower personnel costs (vacant positions). 

CAPITAL: Revenues were 218"1. over budget due to receipt Df additional 
exhibit related revenue. Expenses were 14X over budget all of which is related 
to exhibit CDStS. 



THE CII1PUTER ttUSEIJt 
STATB1ENT OF REVENUES mD EXPENSES 

OPERATING ~D 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE SIX HONTHS ENDED f1t{lMl f1t{IMl 

12131188 --- -----12131/89------------- FY1990 PROJECTED 
ACTIMl BUDGET ACTIMl FAV<ltRV) BUDGET FORECAST 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 17 $135 168 33 24"1. $279 $285 
Restricted contributions 214 99 90 (9) UIrI.) 400 387 
Corporate memberships " 94 40 (54) (571.) 188 150 
Individual memberships 32 41 24 (17) (411.) 82 67 
AcDissions U8 135 166 31 2:£! 247 282 
Store 69 86 U7 31 3GI. 163 200 

.. Functions 63 79 95 16 20"1. 124 156 
Other 17 18 22 4 22'1. 35 41 
GaiDlloss on Securities (6) 0 0 0 0"1. 0 0 

--------
Total Revenues 590 687 722 35 51. 1,518 1,568 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits. education 175 174 154 20 U1. 324 286 
"arketing • memberships 105 149 115 34 2:£! 298 258 
"anagement • general 172 206 136 70 34"1. 409 302 
Fundraising 87 39 30 9 2:£! 127 117 
. Store 73 86 108 (22) (2&0 160 183 
Functions 31 38 34 4 10"1. 70 67 
"useum Wharf expenses 122 133 129 4 11. 262 258 

------ ---------
Total Expenses 765 825 706 U9 151. 1,650 1,471 

NET REUENUES(EXPENSES) ($175) ($138) $16 .154 212'1. ($132) .97 
======= ======= ======= ====== ===== ===== 



THE C01PUTER MUSEII1 
STATB1ENT OF REVENUES MD EXPENSES 

CAPITAL FIN) 
( $ - Tbousands ) 

FOR THE SIX MINTHS ENDED NtflW. Nfl~l 

12131188 ---12131/89------- FYI990 PROJECTED 
ACT~l BUDGET ACT~l FAVUN=AV) BUDGET FORECAST 

REVENUES: 

Contributions $77 $85 $45 ($40) (47'1.) $400 $220 
Exbibit Funding 38 188 822 $634 1337'1. 700 1,007 
Interest Incme ° ° 1 $1 100"1. ° 1 

Total Revenues 115 273 868 595 218'1. 1,100 1,228 

EXPENSES: 

Exbibits 4 76 244 (168) (2211.) 481 873 
Exbibit Administration 98 164 87 77 47'1. 313 201 
Fundraising 58 65 28 37 56"1. 105 71 
Wbarf lIortgage 81 78 78 ° 01. 154 154 

--------
Total Expenses 241 383 437 (54) <14"1.) 1,053 1,299 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) ($126) ($110) $431 $541 5911. $47 ($71> 
==== ==== ==== ==== ==== ==== ==== 
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THE C01PUTER HUSEII1 
BA~CE SHEET 

12131/89 

OPERATING CAPITAL PlItfT TOTAL TOTAL 
F~D Flit) Flit) 12131189 6130/89 

ASSETS: 
Current: 

Cash $99,255 $99,255 $149,212 
Cash Equivalents 606,475 606,475 121,117 
Invtstllents $69,436 69,436 37,500 
Reetivables U,872 11,872 36,427 
Invtntory 64,020 64,020 43,708 
Prepaid expensts 16,821 578 17,399 7,227 
Inttrfund rtceivable 895,493 895,493 492,907 

------- --------- ------- -------- -----
TOTAL 798,443 965,507 ° 1,163,950 888,098 

Property' Equipmtnt (net): 
Equipmtnt • furniturt $11 ,482 1l,482 1l,482 
Capital improvements 699,126 699,126 699,126 
Exhibits 336,216 336,216 336,216 
Construction in Process 26,311 26,3U 26,311 
Land 24,000 24,000 24,000 

------- ------- ------- -------- --------
Total ° 26,311 1,010,884 1,091,195 1,091,195 

TOTAL ASSETS $198,443 $991,818 $1,010,884 $2,861,145 $1,985,293 

LIABILITIES AND F~D 
~CES: 

Currtnt: 
Accounts payablt and 

accrutd txptnsts $53,686 $9,038 $62,124 $16,446 
Dtftrrtd inclllt 11 ,940 11,940 22,230 
Lint of crtdit/Loan Payablt 50,000 50,000 ° Inttrfund payablt 895,493 895,493 492,907 

--------- -------- --------- -------- --------
Total 1,011 ,119 9,038 ° 1,020,157 591,583 

Fund Balanets: 
Optrating (212,676) (212,676) (229,OB3) 
Capital 982,180 9B2,780 551,909 
Plant $1,810,884 1,010,884 1,010,884 

--- ----- --- --- ----
Total (212,676) 982,780 1,810,884 1,840,988 1,393,710 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
F~D BA~ES $198,443 $991,818 $1,010,884 $2,861,145 $1,985,293 
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THE CIJ1PUTER HUSEII1 
STAlB1ENT OF ClMGES IN CASH POSIlIm 

12131189 

OPEPlllING CAPIlAl PI.IHT larAl larAl 
F~D ~ F~D 12131189 6/38/89 

Cash provide by/(used for) 
operations: 
Excesss/(deficiency) of 
support and revenue $16,407 t43O,871 t447,278 ($606,578) 

Depreciation 0 283,311 ------- --------- -------- --------- ---------
Cash from operations 16,407 430,871 0 447,278 (323,267> 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 
Receivables 24,555 24,555 (5,654) 
Inventory (20,312) (20,312) (4,011> 
Investments (31,936) (31,936) 81,173 
Accounts payable 
• other current liabs (14,424) 702 (13,722) (11 ,602) 

Deferred income (10,290) (10,290) 7,980 
Prepaid expenses (13,121) 2,949 (10,172) 1,482 

-------- ----- -------- ---- --------
Cash from working capital (33,592) (28,285) 0 (61,877) 69,368 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
Fixed assets 0 (33,147> 

--------- ------- -------- -------- -------
Net increase/(decrease) in 
cash before financing (17,185) 402,586 0 385,401 (287,046) 

Financing: 
Interfund rec •• pay. 402,586 (402,586) 0 
lransfer to Plant 0 
line of creditlloan Payable 50,000 so ,000 0 -------- ------ ------ ------ ----

Cash from financing 452,586 (402,586) 0 so ,000 0 

Net increase/(decrease) 
in cash , investllents 435,401 0 0 435,401 (287,046) 

-------- ----- ------ ---- -------
Cash, beginning of year 270,329 0 0 270,329 557,375 

Cash, end of period t705 , 730 to t705,730 $270,329 



DEVELOPHENr REPORr 

PROPOSAL ro 

QP.J!AIING: 

Hass Council on 

FY 90 January 22, 1990 

the Arts I Humanitiel $ 50,15~ Ad.ission subsidies 

Hya.s Foundation $ 1,400 Ticket Subsidy pr09ra. 

Institute ot Huseu •. 
Services $ 15,000 Operating support 

Lynda Bod.an $ 4,000 to be deter.ined 

EXHIBITS: 

Ant 

DIe 

18" 

Intel 

the travellers CO.I 

Sloan Foundation 

National Endow.ent 
tor the Hu.anitiel 

Charles Bach.an 

Kensin9ton 

BQUeAI lOti: 

$ 50,000 Walk-rhrou9h 
plul equip.ent 

1100,000' Walk-Through 

$450,000 Walk-throu9h 
plul equip.ent tor exhibits and ad.in 

1350,000 "ilestones 
plus .quip.ent 

1 50,000-$100,000 Walk-throu9h 

$ 25,000 "ilestones 

'250,000 Walk-Through 

• 91,038 "ilestones 

• 2,000 "ilestones 

$ 25,000 Walk-rhrou9h 

Page one 

RESPONSE 

$ 18,000 

$ 1,400 

$ 15,000 

$ 4,000 

$ 50,000 
plus equipaent 

$ 40,000 

COHHENrs 

Were originally awarded $26,000 
but due to state cutbacks'9rant 
was diainished. ~ 

Confiraed $900 and we asked for 
increase which was tully granted 

Received aaxi.u. grant awarded. 

$5,000 award tor corporate 
aembership ot $IK with balance 
to be allocated possibly tor 
Walk-Through outreach 

$40,000 has been co •• itted with 
the potential tor the additional 
$'0,000 as well. 

$450,000 cash Cash and equip.ent over thr.ee 
$500,000 equip years. First 1150,000 calh tor 

Wa1k-Throu9h• , 

$100,000 
plus equip.ent 

$ 50,000 

$ 30,000 

t250,000 

• 50,000 

Requested cash and equipaent tor 
"ilestonel. Were told at outset 
that low lix ti9ures was .ore 
likely. 

Co •• itted 

Received 

Received tull funding 

$ 4,000 w/.atch 

$ 25,000 

Lotus $ 30,000 Education outreach pr09raa $ 2,000 AN was encouraged to request in 
range ot $25,000. Have asked 
tor .eeting to discuss decision. 

... . 



DEVELOP"ENT REPORT 

SPECIAL EVENTS: 

AC" 

Gordon I Gwen Bell 

A"D 

Andersen Consulting 
BASF 
Lotus 
"errill Pickard 

Anderson I Eyre 
Price Waterhouse 
St.rat.us 
Sun "icrosyste.s 
Thinx . 
Vieix 

Bank of Aur ica 

Predkins 
lOG 
Hendries 

CAPITAL: 

Owen Brown 

Burgess Ja.ieson 

Ed Peigenbau. 

Bill Poster 

Ji. "cKenney 

Bill Spencer 

Nick Pettinella 

Dave Rodgers 

FY 90 January 22, 1990 Page two 

• 50,000 Computer Bowl sponsorship 

• 22,500 Underwriters 

$ 9,000 'Official sponsor 

• 9,000 Official sponsor 

• 9,000 Official sponsor 

• 9,000 Official sponsor 

• 9,000 Official sponsor 

• 9,000 Official sponsor 

• 9,000 Official sponsor 

• 10,000 Official sponsor 

• 9,000 Official sponsor 

• 9,000 Official sponsor 

• 5,000 Satellite sponsor 

$ 5,000 Table sponsor 

• 5,000 Table sponsor 

• 4,500 Table sponsor 

• 20,000 

• 10,000 

• 8,000 

• 5,150 

• 2,500 

• 1,000 (plus $1,500 .atch) 

• 800 

a.ount unknown 

$ 40,000 

$ 22,500 

$ 9,000 

$ 9,000 
$ 9,000 
$ 9,000 

$ 9,000 
$ 9,000 

• 9,000 
$ 10,000 

• 9,000 

• 9,000 

$ 5,000 

$ 5,000 
$ 5,000 
$ 4,500 

• 11,250 

• 11,500 

$ 8,000 

$ 5,150 

• 2,500 

• 2,500 

$ 800 

TorAL FUNDED: $1,310,100 cash ($1,010,100 in FV 90) $500,0000+ in equip.ent 

.... 

, 
; 

Renegotiated fo~ '40,000 
reducing percs 

Also beco •• ing corp 
member for another $IK 

; 
!. 
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t!tQlP..§.!tlJD. WUJ.!U f..QJ. 

OPERATING: 
\ 

Institute at Huseue $ 15,000 General operating support 
Services 

Shaweut. $ 5,000 General prograe support. 

UliJBItS: 

Aeerican Airlines f125,000 Networked Society 

Ant $ 60,000 Walk-through 

Cirrus Logic Corp. $ 10,000-$25,000 Walk-throu9h 

IEEE Coeputer Societ.y $ 25,000 "ilestones 

Lot.us $ 25,000-$100,000 Walk-Throu9h 

"AXELL $ 37,500 Walk-through 

NEC No aeou~t specitied - exhibit.s 

SPECIAL PROJECtiL 

AAAI 

Hearst roundations 

National Science 
Foundation 

$ 10,000 Coeputer Exhibit Kits 

$ 25,000 Coeputer Exhibit Kits 

$ 97,112 Coeputer Kits prograe 

Were tunded at this level in 
FY 90. This il tor FY 91. 

Will eake decision in April. 
Shaweut suggest 75% chance. 

Additional tunds being 
considered 

Pledged support in CA. 

Would be eult.i-year it 
tunded. 

1-2-3 earketin9 decision. 

Gav. $12,500 in ry 89. 
Have asked tor an 
addit.ional cont.ribut.ion. 

St.att eet. wit.h NEC to discuss 
progress, t.o be t.old t.hat. they 
are int.erested in "il.stones. 
Have suggested they consider 
"ilest.ones and "alk-through. 

Encouraged to apply. 

Excellent chance ot tunding 
since we have "ill Hearst's 
support. 

the statt worked closely with 
NSF to develop this proposal. 
Although there is st.att support 
tor the project, t.he decision is 
eade by peer review. 90% chance. 
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eBJIPO§.A L..1D. 

Hitre 

Ed Fredkin 

A.1len Hiche1s 

rY 90 January 22, 1990 Page tour 

RED !JEST . FO," 

t 20,000 Hilestones 

t 50,000 Hilestones 

t 12,500 "ilestones 

'577,772. all but '75,000 would be requested tor FY 90 

PROPOSALS IN PREPARAtIO~ 

OPERAtING: 

Boston Globe foundation • 10,000 Education prograM support 

EDUCATION: 

SIGGRAPH • 10,000 Education project in graphics 

to variety ot potential t 25,000 Poster tor Walk-Through proMotion 
sources and educational purposes 

BIJECtIONS; 

Sun HicrosysteMs 

Haxtor 

Duantu. 

'100,000 Walk-Through 

t 50,000 Walk-Through 

t 25,000-'50,000 Walk-Through 

Need to contirM 

Pledged 

Pledged 

Heetings with BG statt 
encouraged us to apply. 
encouraged us to seek SMall 
additional support beyond 
corporate MeMbership now at tlK 

SIGGRAPH education cO.Mittee 
is interested in innovative 
prograMS. 

letused. 

Retused. 

Statt .et with in CA. 
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Computer 
Museum 
.3,'u Cungress Street 
13,~ston. MA 02210 

Indivldual Membership Committee Meeting Minutes 

(017) 426-2800 
January 26, 1990 

Present for committee: L. Brewster, L. Johnson, R. Smart 

Present for Museum: J. Del Sesto. J. Oates 

Topics Discussed: 

1. Financial Status: The financial status of individual membership was 
discussed at length. The financial goal for FY90 has been revised to 
reflect more reasonable expectations. The FY90 goal is now set at 
$67,000. The committee believes that we can reach this goal through 
renewals, recouping inactive members, library memberships, and various 
programs to be discussed later in this document. 

2. Phoneathon: Plans for an individual membership phoneathon were 
discussed. The phoneathon is scheduled to take place on March 5, 6, & 
7, 1990. 

Action Items: J. Oates is to send to the committee a list of all 
recent inactive members as well as a list of all active members. 
Each committee member is to review list, and add 20+ names of 
their own to the list for solicitation. It was also decided that 
each committee member should recruit several volunteers to 
participate in the phoneathon. 

3. High Level Renewals: The list of high level renewals was reviewed. 
It was decided that each committee member would be assigned one or two 
people with which to follow up. 

Action Items: J. Oates to send committee contact information, 
phone numbers, and any giving history of high level renewals. 
Committee to make the calls by the middle of February. If the 
person can not be contacted, an attempt can be made to recontact 
at the phoneathon. 

4. Classroom Computing: The Classroom Computing opportunity was 
discussed. It was agreed that $5,000 was a reasonable goal. 

__ ~ ____ ~~. Library Membership: Soliciting library memberships was discussed. 
It was decided that a package would be sent out to the 382 public 

--------~libraries in Mass. The package will include a pitch letter describing 
~~----~the benefits of joining the Museum, the Walk-Through Computer, Kids Fair 



·The 
Computer 
Museum 
3CO Cc:-;.::!"ess StrAAd the Resource Cen ter. Ve will include a response card if they wan t 
Bo~on,~A0221~dditional information or to get two free passes. The committee decided 

that the libraries must let The Museum know if they plan to become 
(517) 426-2800 

: :-: : 
: :: :-

! I 

members by April 1, 1990. However, payment does not have to be received 
until June 1, 1990. 

Action Item: J. Oates to draft pitch letter and send packages out 
as soon as possible. Committee members may do some follow up 
phone calls to libraries that express interest. 

6. California Members: 
members was discussed. 
who become members can 
$50.00) This deal has 
satellite sites. 

The Computer Bowl pitch to California potential 
A special deal has been developed whereby people 

purchase Bowl tickets for $15.00 (instead of 
been promoted by Techmart, one of the Vest Coast 

7. Harket Research: A membership survey was briefly discussed. Our 
new marketing director, Noel Ward, has estimated an early April mail 
drop to individual members. The committee members will be asked to 
contribute to and review the survey. 

6. Next Heeting: March 23, 1990 at 7:30 a.m. 



• The 
,:Computer 
.. Museum The Role of the Board of Directors 

300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 The board is responsible fori 

• articulating, reviewing, and protecting the Museum's mission 

• setting major policy; the staff is responsible for executing it 

• reviewing the Museum's activities to ensure that they further the 
mission 

• ensuring that a strategic planning process is adopted and playing a 
major role in determining long-range plans 

• ensuring that the Museum has adequate resources 

• selecting and supporting the executive director 

• organizing itself into committees and periodically assessing its own 
performance in effectively furthering the mission of the Museum 

The executive committee acts in lieu of the board between 
board meetin2s. It is responsible for; 

• ensuring effective short term planning for the Museum 

• managing resources effectively over the short term 

• supporting the executive director and reviewing his/her 
performance 

February 16, 1990 
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Guidelines for the Responsibility & Commitinent of 
Individual Board Members 

General Expectations 

• Be familiar with and effectively support the Museum's mission. 
Spend enough time at the Museum to be familiar with the 
Museum's exhibits and other efforts. Study materials distributed 
by the Museum. 

• Suggest and, when asked, help recruit possible nominees to the 
board who will make significant contributions to the work of the 
board and the Museum's progress. 

• Serve on at least one project committee, standing committee of 
the board, or undertake special assignments for the Museum 
willingly and enthusiastically. This typically involves the 
commitment of 2-6 days a year. 

• Be a consistent and effective advocate for the Museum and its 
projects with corporations, institutions, and individuals. 

Meetings 

• Prepare for and participate in at least two of the three board 
meetings each year. 

• Ask timely and substantive questions at board and committee 
meetings consistent with one's conscience and convictions, while 
supporting the majority decisions of the board. 

• Maintain confidentiality of board executive sessions and speak 
for the board or museum only when authorized to do so. 

Relationship with Staff 

• Counsel the executive director and other staff as appropriate and 
offer support in achieving the goals of the Museum. 
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guidelines for board members page 2 

Fiduciary Responsibilities 

• Faithfully study and understand the Museum's financial 
statements and otherwise help the board fulfi1~ its fiduciary 
responsibility. 

Fund-Raising 

• Regularly give an annual gift according to personal means. Unless 
there are extenuating circumstances, the minimum expected gift 
is $1000 a year. 

• When the Museum inaugurates a capital campaign, give an 
extraordinary gift according to personal means. 

• Assist the fund-raising committees and staff to implement fund
raising efforts through personal influence with others 
(corporations, individuals, foundations). This will involve at least 
ten hours a year soliciting funds for the Museum. 

February 16, 1990 



"The 
-~Computer 

. Museum Memorandum of Understanding Between The Computer 
300 Congress Street Museum (TCM) and The Boston Computer Society (BCS) 
Boston. MA 02210 . Regarding the Computer Discoyery Center 
(617) 426-2800 

1. QW 
The BCS and TCM jointly undertake to develop and open a major 
new exhibit for the general public at The Computer Museum. 
Entitled "Computer Discovery Center" (CDC),_ the exhibit will provide 
a variety of hands-on experiences to help people appreciate the 
role personal computers can play in their personal and professional 
lives. A plan for the CDC is attached. Major departures from this 
plan must be agreed to by the Steering Committee defined in 
paragraph 3. 

2. Roles 
TCM will manage the development of the CDC, including detailed 
exhibit development, script development, fabrication, and 
installation. Content is expected to be developed by project staff, 
using materials already developed by the BCS as a starting point 
(subject to any approvals that might be required from Chermayeff 
& Geismar regarding elements drawn from their work). Advisor 
groups focused on specific topics will be convened as needed. A 
designated person at BCS and TCM will be responsible for day-to
day development of the . project. The BCS will, to the best of its 
ability, help the CDC's development by encouraging its members to 
volunteer as programmers or helpers, by publicizing and 
promoting the CDC in its publications, and by other (non-financial) 
means at its disposal. 

3. Steering Committee 
A Steering Committee will review the CDC's progress, resolve policy 
issues and, if necessary, revise the memorandum of understanding 
between BCS and TCM. The committee will be composed of four 
members appointed by each of the BCS and TCM, of whom at least 
two will be on each Board. The Steering Committee will meet 
quarterly or, if needed, more frequently during the development 
phase of CDC, and at least once a year thereafter. 

4. Timing 
TCM will give the CDC a high priority. When 60% of the funding has 
been secured, TCM will set an opening date after consulting with 
BCS and will hire an exhibit developer. TCM will need 



Computer Discovery Center page 2 

approximately one year from the time of hiring an exhibit 
developer to complete the exhibit development. The choice of 
opening date may be affected by the need to avoid coinciding too 
closely with the opening of another major new exhibit at the 
Museum (in particular, Milestones of a Revolution). 

5. Funding 
The exhibit budget is $500,000. Changes of more than $100,000 

. must be approved by the CDC steering committee. BCS will 
contribute all its CDC funds and outstanding pledges towards the 
CDC. Fifty percent of these funds will be payable to TCM at the 
start of the development, a further 25% will be payable when 
development teams for half the exhibits are in place, and the final 
25% will be paid when initial versions of the software are 
substantially complete. Funds may be released earlier by consent 
of the steering committee. TCM will' be responsible for raising the 
remaining funds. BCS will support TCM's fund-raising efforts. TCM 
assumes responsibility for all expenses associated with the CDC's 
development. 

6. Ownership of CDC 
The name CDC, the software, and the design of the CDC will be 
jointly owned by BCS and TCM. All uses of the name, software, or 
design outside TCM must be reviewed by the steering committee. 
If either party wishes to make use of the name, software, or design 
in a venture or project other than the subject exhibit at TCM, then 
the initiating party will offer the c;>ther party first refusal as a 
partner on a reasonable basis. If the other party, within a 
reasonable time, declines, the initiating party may proceed, 
provided the use of the material is outside New England and does 
not adversely impact the operation and success of the CDC at TCM. 

7. Benefits for BCS Members 
TCM and BCS will agree on appropriate admission privileges to TCM 
for BCS members for a period after the opening of CDC. 

8. Credit for Sponsors 
All sponsors of the CDC project, including those whose contributions 
were expended before TCM's involvement in CDC, will be credited 
at the level of their contributions during all phases of the CDC's 
development. 
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9. Credit for BCS and TCM 
The CDC will be a joint project of the BCS and TCM and will be 
referred to as such in all publicity and promotional materials. 

10. Exhibit Duration 
TCM commits to retaining the CDC at TCM for five years from the 
date of opening. The CDC's continuation thereafter will be 
determined by the Steering Committee. 

11. Dissolution 
It is the intent of TCM and BCS to work together to attain the stated 
goal of this memorandum. However, if for any reason either TCM or 
BCS unilaterally and without cause by the other party decides not 
to proceed to the opening of the exhibit, the withdrawing party will 
forfeit all rights under this memorandum and transfer any unspent 
funds and work in progress to the other party subject to existing 
limitations. If both parties withdraw before the exhibit opens, the 
steering committee will dissolve the project in an equitable fashion. 
If either party wishes to terminate this relationship after the 
opening of the exhibit, but before the 5th anniversary of the exhibit 
opening, the rights and obligations of both parties will be 
determined by the Steering Committee. 

OL5~ 
Oliver Strimpel 
Executive Director 
The Computer Museum 

date: r~ rl, ('r\O 

.~~,/f'?( 
~ v~1! J 

. onathan Roteg1)erg 
Chairman 
The Boston Computer Society 
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Larry Brewster, Chair. 
Aspen Technology 

Elizabeth Johnson 
Independent Consultant 

Ni ckPet tinella 
Intermetdcs 

Tony Rea 
Advanced Micro· Devices 

Ron Smart 
Digital Equipment Corporation 



Fired with questions at The Computer Museum}s Second Annual Computer Bowl. The computer industris best and 
brightest from East and West will take their battle positions in a mind-bending quiz game. res deSigned to educate} stimulate} 
and just plain fire up the feisty competitive spirit of the industris hottest in the ultimate computer challenge. 0 Ready. Aim. Let 
the game begin. 0 Live at the World Trade Center} Boston} Massachusetts. Satellite broadcast to TECHMAR~ Santa Clara} 
California. 

CThE ·t 
Bob Frankston Charles House Underwriters: Price Waterhouse 
Lotus Development Hewlett-Packard Company Pat Collins Nelson The Accounting Firm 

OMPU Er Corporation Lawrence G. Tesler Official Sponsors: Stratus Computer] Inc. 
Edward Fredkin Apple Computer, Inc. Advanced Micro Devices The Transaction Processor 

Bo-wrl 
Boston University 

liThe Examiner" The Connectivity Chip Sun Microsystems] Inc. 
Russell E. Planitzer 

Mitchell KaFc0r Company The Workgroup 
Prime Computer] Inc. 

ON Techno ogy, Inc. BASF Corporation 
Computing Company 

The Diskette Thinx Software 
Presented by: West Coast Team: Judges: Fenwick Partners, Inc. 

The Intelligent Graphics 
The Association L. john Doerr William Joy The Search Firm 

Software 
for Computing Machinery Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Sun Microsystems, Inc. 

Lotus Development 
Visix Software Inc. 

East Coast Team: Byers john Wi lliam Poduska, Sr. Corporation 
The High Performance 

Patrickj . McGover~ Captain Stewart Alsop II Stardent Computer Inc. The PC Software Firm Workstation Software 

International Data roup P. C. Letter Founders: Merri ll Pickard Anderson & 
William E. Foster Bill Gates Pat Collins Nelson and Eyre 
Stratus Computer, Inc. Microsoft Corporation Dr. David Nelson The Venture Capital Firm 

The Computer Bowl is a project to benefit the educational programs of The Computer Museum, 300 Congress Street, Boston, MA 02110 
For tickets and sponsorship information (617) 426-2800 (415) 327-4749. 

Creative: Commonwealth Creative Group/Carol Patch· Typography: Composing Room of New England' Separations: H. K GraphiCS 



April 27, 1990 MEDIA IMPACT CHART 

Publication 

Business Week 
National Edition 
Northeast Edition 

CIO 

Communications 
of the ACM 

Computer Reseller 

Circulation 

870,000 
200,000 

35,000 

75,000 

Nevs 65,453 

Computer Systems 
Nevs 

Computervorld 

DEC Professional 

Fortune 

HP Professional 

Information Week 

InfoWorld 

Midrange Systems 

Netvork World 

PC World 

Upside 

Unix Today 

VAR Business 

Total 

85,398 

147,899 

103,765 

741,000 

35,000 

148,410 

184,663 

36,000 

77,668 

731,317 

55,000 

48,000 

53,500 

Circulation: 3,693,073 

Ad Size # of Runs 

full page color 
full page color 

full page,color 

full page, color 

1 
1 

2 

2 

junior page, color 2 

tab size, color 2 

junior page,b/v 2 

full page, color 1 

junior page, color 1* 

full page, color 1* 

full page, color 2 

1/ 4 page, color 2 

tab size, color 1* 

full page,b/v 1 

full page,color 1 

112 page, b/v 1 

junior page, color 2 

full page, color 2 

Value of ads known to date: 

Value 

$56,000 
$21,120 

$22,000 

$ 6,400 

$22,189 

$ 7,800 

$ 7,900 

$15,790 

$20,000 

$19,600 

$237,524 

* Professional Press have agreed to "drop in" the ad in their 
publications when there is space, so they may run the ad more than 
once. 

A Project of The Computer Museum Museum Wharf 300 Congress Street Boston, MA 02210 (617) 426-2800 



~ COMPUTER BOWL FY 90 PLAN REVENUES as of 2/15/90 
CATEGORY NUMBER PRICE TOTAL TO DATE 

MAJOR PRESENTER 1 @ $ 50,000 $ 50,000 

ACM 1 @ $ 40,000 $ 40,000 

UNDERWRITER 1 @ $ 22,500 $ 22,500 

Bells 1 @ $ 22,500 $ 22,500 

OFFICIAL 18 @ $ 10,000 $180,000 

AMD 
Andersen 
BASF 
Lotus 
MPAE 
Price Waterhouse 
Stratus 
Sun 
Thinx 
Visix 

6 @ $ 9,000 $ 54,000 
4 @ $10,000 $ 40,000 

SATELLITE 2 @ $ 5,000 $ 10,000 

Bank 0 f Arne ri ca 1 @ $ 5,000 $ 5,000 

TABLE 9 @ $ 5,000 $ 45,000 

Mitre 
Fredkin 
lOG 3 @ $ 5,000 $ 15,000 
Hendrie 
Russell Reynolds 2 @ $ 4,500 $ 9,000 
Media Sponsors 4 @ $ 3,000 $ 12,000 

CHEERLEADERS 5 @ $ 1,000 $ 5,000 

2 @ $ 1,000 $ 2,000 

COMPLETE EVENT 
TICKETS EAST COAST 9 @ $ 500 $ 4,500 

7 @ $ 500 $ 3,500 

SATELLITE OR 
BOWL ONLY TICKETS 100 @ $ 50 $ 5,000 

2 @ $ 50 $ 100 

TOTAL $322,000 $203,100 



, 
High-Tech Showdowll 

Techmart To Host Live Satelite 
Broadcast Of Computer Bowl 

Computer trivia buffs 
won ' t want to miss The 
Computer Museum' s second 
annual Computer Bow l pitting 
East Coast against West Coast 
high-tech whizzes. Techmart 
will be the hos t location for 
the West Coast. The event will 

be televised live using sate llite 

feed to broadcast s imultane 

ously from the East Coast at 
the World Trade Center in 
Boston. Massachuse tts. 

The event will be he ld at 

Techmart on Friday. April 27 , 

1990. 
The West Coast team 

captain is Jo hn Doerr. fOtnler 

engineer-inve ntor and current 
partner at Kleiner Perkins 
Caufield and Byers venture 

capital fitnl. Other high-tech 

mavens include Stewart Alsop 
II. Editor-Publi she r of P.e. 
Leller; William H. Gates, 
Chairman of Microsoft 
Corporation; Charles House, 
General Manager of Software 

Engineering Systems Divis ion , 
Hewlett-Packard: Lawrence 

Tesler. Vice President of 
Advanced Technology. Apple 
Computer. Inc. 

East Coast compe titi o n 
includes team cap tain Patrick 
J. McGovern, Founder and 

Chairnlan o f the International 

Data Group; William Foster. 

Pres ident and CEO of Stratus 

Computer, Inc.; Robert 
Frankston, Chief Scientist, 

Lotus Development Corpora-

tion; Edward Fredkin. Presi

dent, Capital Technologies; 
and Russe ll Planit zer. Chair
man of Prime Computer, Inc. 

The award-winning PBS 

TV show Compult'r 
Chronicles will feJture the 
Bowl nationwide in two later 

broadcasts. 

The Bowl is a fundraiser 
for The Computer \[useum 
in Boston, and is underwritten, 
in part, by The Assoc ia ti on 
for Computing MJchi nery . 
one of the world ', leading 

associations of comp uting 
profess io nals. 

For more infonna ti o n on 

attending thi s even! call Linda 
Lawrence at 40X/974-4643 . • :. 

Training Increases at 
Renaissance Meeting Center 

The Renaissance Meeting 

Ct.:ntt.:r at Tt.:chmart is being 
used by an increas ing number 
of Silicon Valley companies 
as their off-site 

Marketing 
Tecbmart Offers nts and Clie~ts 

. s to Tena . services 
Serv1ce . of marketlng 

rovides a selectlon t marketing 
Techmart ~~w ~esigned to support ten~~ding. Marketing 

and opportunitieS rent activities in the bUI 
strategies and/or c I 
tools include: . g1coordination 

• Event P~:~:i\ing Lists 
• Techm. ortunities 
• Direct t:A.al\ OP~liC Relations 

AdvertlslnglPu . 
• D' stributlOn 
• Literature I . 

. n Services 
RegistratlO . 

training center. 
"W hile we arc pleased with 

the ove ra ll vo lume we 
achieved - over 100 days o f 

training by mo re than 200 
individual clie nt s in 1989, 
we measure o ur real 

success by our ratio of 
re turn clients." says 

David Van Etten. Vice 
President o f Marketing 
at Renaissance. 
"Ninety percent o f our 
training clients come 
back to ho ld additional 
events w ith us." 

One feature re
cen tl y added to the 
largest training room 
is a ceiling mo unted 

• . ServlCes 
• Telemarketll1g ts or clients 

T hmart tenan . . 
ly available for e~ or other actiVIties. 

Services are on. events, seminars • 
. ' g the buildll1g ~or n 408/562-5700 .••• 

us In . formatlon ca 
For more In 

camera that allows c lients to 
more readil y tapc presenta
tions or have simultaneous 
viewing in remote locati ons. 

"The specific types of 
training now being conducted 

here run the gamut from 

manageme nt deve lopment and 

sa les skill s trainin g seminars 
to software devel ope rs' 
ins titutes to customer training 
for new computer hardware 
and software products." Dav id 

continued. 
For more in fonnation on 

holding trainings. meetings, 
events. o r other activ ities, call 
the Renai ssance Meeting 
Center at 408/562-6205. .:. 



"proioct to benefit the Nuc.tio .. l 
pragr .... of The Computer M ..... m. BosIo •• 

1E[HMART 
SIUCl 'N \· .... I.LE~ \!. ... Rt.:l:'TINO CENTI'R 

;201 (lre;1l Ar.1C,:.l Parkway. ~lIil~ ~.\2 
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You've read about The Computer Bowl in TECHMART'S newsletter and you 
want to attend!!! Here are the details: 

THE EVENT: 

THE DATE: 
THE TIME: 
THE PLACE: 

TICKETS: 

Live satellite viewing of The Computer Bowl from the 
World Trade Center in Boston and post game festivities. 
April 27, 1990 
5:00 - Game 6:30 - Festivities 
The Exhibition Center at TECHMART in Santa Clara, CA 

- $50.00 non-Museum members. $40.00 Museum members. 
- $15.00 for one ticket if you become a member NOW 
- FREE (one ticket) to current or new members a-t-

the $100 or more membership levels. 

As a member you are supporting the national traveling exhibits and education 
programs of the only Computer Museum in the world. You'll also receive The 
Computer Museum NEWS - a bi-monthly newsletter, The Museum Annual- a richly 
illustrated journal of computer history and Museum events; a 10% discount on 
purchases from The Computer Museum Store and Catalog, as well as free 
admission for a year. 

YES, I WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND THE COMPUTER BOWL!!!!!!!! 

Name: 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Address: 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Telephone: home work 
------------------------- -----------------------------

I would like to order tickets: 
(total number) 

_$50 __ $40 (members) _$15 (new members)* 

Enclosed is $ -------------------
Please send me one free ticket. I am a currently a contributing member or 

am joining now as a contributing member of $100 or more level. 

*1 WOULD LIKE TO JOIN THE COMPUTER MUSEUM AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF DISCOUNTS ON 
BOVL TICKETS! (available to Vest Coast residents only) 
Membership levels: Contributing Membership levels: 

Individual one year ($30) 
-Student one year ($20) 
==:Family one year ($45) 

Donor($500) 
-Supporter($250) 
==:Friend($100) 

Enclosed is $ for a ______________________________ membership. 
------------------------Send to: 

THE COMPUTER BOWL, The Computer Museum, 
300 Congress Street, Boston, MA 02210 (617)426-2800 



REVENUES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

THE CII1PUTER MUSEIJ1 
STATB1ENT OF REVENUES (H) EXPENSES 

CII1BINED OPERATING ~D CAPITAl F~DS 
( • - Thousands ) 

FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED ItflWtL ItflWtL 
121311BB --~-----12131/B9--------- FYI990 PROJECTED 
ACT~L BUDGET ACT~ FAlJUIRJ) BUDGET FORECAST 

590 687 722 35 5Y. 1,518 1,568 

115 273 868 595 218X 1,100 1,228 

705 960 1,590 630 6G1. 2,618 2,796 

765 825 706 119 15Y. 1,650 1,471 

241 383 437 (54) <14"1.) 1,053 1,299 

1,006 1,208 1,143 65 5Y. 2,703 2,770 

(.301) ($248) .447 .695 480'1. ($85) $26 
-- = .-- -- = = = 

StIt1ARY: 
--------

For the six months ended Decrmber 31, 1989 the musuem operated at a surplus of 447K 
compared to a budgeted deficit of (248K). As of Decrmber 31, 1989 total cash and 
cash tquivalents Imounttd to 706K. 

OPERATING: Operating revenues were 5Y. over budget dut mainly to strong unrestricted 
contributions, adiissions, functions and stort revenuts. Expensts wert 15Y. under 
budget due mainly to lower personnel costs (vacant positions). 

CAPITAL: Rtvtnuts were 218X ovtr budgtt due to receipt of additional 
exhibit related revenue. Expenses were 14"1. over budget all of which is relattd 
to exhibit costs. 



THE CII1PUTER HUSEIIt 
STATEttENT OF REVENUES MD EXPENSES 

OPERATING FIN) 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED Nfltw. MW:\l 
12131188 - ---12131189---- FY1990 PROJECTED 
ACftw. BUDGET ACftw. FAV(lNAU) BUDGET FORECAST 

RElJENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 17 $135 168 33 24"1. $279 $285 
Restricted contributions 214 99 90 (9) <10"1.) 400 387 
Corporate memberships 66 94 40 (54) (5TI.) 188 150 
Individual memberships 32 41 24 (17) (411.) 82 67 
AcDi ss ions 118 135 166 31 23"1. 247 282 
Store 69 86 117 31 3GI. 163 200 

. Functions 63 79 95 16 211"1. 124 156 
Other 17 18 22 4 22'1. 35 41 
Gain/loss on Securities (6) 0 0 0 0"1. 0 0 

-------
Total Revenues 590 687 722 35 5Y. 1,518 1,568 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits' education 175 174 154 20 111. 324 286 
Marketing 'memberships 105 149 115 34 23"1. 298 258 
Management' general 172 206 136 70 34"1. 409 302 
Fundraising 87 39 30 9 23"1. 127 117 
. Store 73 86 108 (22) (2&0 160 183 
Functions 31 38 34 4 111"1. 70 67 
Museum Wharf expenses 122 133 129 4 11. 262 258 

------ ---------
Total Expenses 765 825 706 119 15"1. 1,650 1,471 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) ($175) ($138) $16 $154 212'1. ($132) $97 
====== ====== ====== ====== ==== 



THE CII1PUTER I1USEtI1 
STATB1ENT OF REVENUES IH) EXPENSES 

CAPITAL Fill) 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE SIX I10NTHS ENDED MtIW. ItfltrtL 
12131/88 --------12131/89----------- FYI990 PROJECTED 
ACTR BUDGET ACTtrtL FAV(tH=AV) BUDGET FORECAST 

REVENUES: 

Contributions $77 $85 $45 ($40) (411.) $400 $220 
Exhibit Funding 38 188 822 $634 13311. 100 1,001 
InttrtSt Ineent 0 0 1 $1 100"1. 0 1 

Total RtvtnutS 115 213 868 595 218"1. 1,100 1,228 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits 4 16 244 (168) (221X) 481 813 
Exhibit Administration 98 164 81 77 411. 313 201 
Fundraising 58 65 28 31 56"1. 105 11 
Wharf lIortgage 81 18 18 0 OX 154 154 

--------
Total Exp.nstS 241 383 431 (54) <14"1.) 1,053 1,299 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) ($126) ($110) $431 $541 591X $41 ($11> 
=== === === === === === = 



THE C01PUTER t1USEII1 
IlALlfiCE SHEET 

12131189 

OPERATING CAPITAL Pl/M' TOTAL TOTAL 
F~D F~ F~D 12131/89 6/30189 

ASSETS: 
Current: 

Cash $99,255 $99,255 $149,212 
Cash Equivalents 606,475 606,475 121,117 
Investments $69,436 69,436 37,500 -
Receivables 11 ,872 11,8n 36,427 
Inventory 64,020 64,020 43,708 
Prepaid expenses 16,821 578 17,399 7,227 
Interfund receivable 895,493 895,493 492,907 

-------- --------- -------- ------- ---
TOTAL 798,443 965,507 ° 1,763,950 888,098 

Property' Equipment (net): 
Equipment. furniture $11,482 11 ,482 11,482 
Capital improvements 699,126 699,126 699,126 
Exhibits 336,276 336,276 336,276 
Construction in- Process 26,311 26,311 26,311 
Land 24,000 24,000 24,000 

--------- ------- --------- -------- -------
Total ° 26,311 1,070,884 1,097,195 1,097,195 

TIJTAL ASSETS $798,443 $991,818 $1,070,884 $2,861,145 $1,985,293 

LIABILITIES AND F~D 
IlALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued expenses $53,686 $9,038 $62,724 $76,446 
Deferred inclRe 11 ,940 11 ,940 22,230 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 50,000 50,000 ° Interfund payable 895,493 895,493 492,907 

--------- --------- -------- ------- --------
Total 1,011 ,119 9,038 ° 1,020,157 591,583 

Fund Balances: 
Operating (212,676) (212,676) (229,083) 
Capital 982,780 982,780 551,909 
Plant $1,070,884 1,070,884 1,070,884 

------- ------- -------- ------ ------
Total (212,676) 982,780 1,070,884 1,840,988 1,393,710 

TIJTAL LIABILITIES AND 
F~D BALANCES $798,443 $991,818 $1,070,884 $2,861,145 $1,985,293 



II 

THE C1JtPUTER HUSElIt 
STATB1ENT OF ClWi6ES IN rASH PDSlllm 

12131/89 

OPERATING rAPIlAl PIAn TOTAL TOTAl 
m.D F~D ~ 12131/89 6/30/89 

Cash provide by/(used for) 
operat ions: 
Excesss/(deficiency) of 
support and revenue t16,407 t430,871 t447,278 (t606,578) 

Depreciation 0 283,311 
--------- --------- -------- -------- -----

Cash frill operations 16,407 430,871 0 447,278 (323,267> 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 
Receivables 24,555 24,555 (5,654) 
Inventory (20,312) (20,312) (4,011) 
Invesments (31,936) (31,936) 81,173 
Accounts payable 
• other current liabs <14,424) 702 <13,722) <11,602) 

Deferred i nCllle (10,290) (10,290) 7,980 
Prepaid expenses <13,121) 2,949 (10,172) 1,482 ------- ------ --------- --------- -----

Cash frill working capital (33,592) (28,285) 0 (61,8n) 69,368 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
Fixed assets 0 (33,147> 

------ -------- -------- ------ ----
Net increase/(decrease) in 
cash before financing <17,185) 402,586 0 385,401 (287,046) 

Financing: 
Inttrfund rec. , pay. 402,586 (402,586) 0 
Transfer to Plant 0 
lint of creditlloan Payable 50,000 50,000 0 

-------- ---- ------- -------- ----
Cash frill financing 452,586 (402,586) 0 50,000 0 

Net increase/(decrease) 
in cash' invesments 435,401 0 0 435,401 (287,046) 

------- ------- ----- ------ ---
Cash, beginning of year 270,329 0 0 270,329 557,375 

Cash, end of period t705,730 to t705,730 t270,329 



The 
Computer 
lvluseum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 022 10 

(617) 426-2800 
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Memorandum 

to: The Computer Museum Board of Directors 
fro m: Oliver Strimpel 
re: Board meeting on June 22 
date: 6/5/90 

Please find attached the following materials relating to the 
upcoming Annual Meeting of The Computer Museum Board of 
Directors and Trustees : 

• meeting agenda 

• financial statement for the period July 1, 1989 - April 30 , 1990 

• budget for the fiscal year 1990/1 

• chart of Museum staff 

• listing of recent press coverage 

I hope you will find the time to look at these materials before the 
meeting_ In particular, the discussion of the FY91 budget at the 
meeting will assume some familiarity with the enclosed materiaL 

It has been an excellent year for the Musuem; I look forward to 
sharing our achievements with you , and to setting the direction for 
the years ahead. 

Please RSVP to Sue Johnson at (617) 426-2800 ext. 372; she can 
arrange parking if you need it. 

OL5~ 



The" 
Computer 
Museum" 
300 Congress Street 
Boston. MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

MEETING OF THE COMPUTER MUSEUM BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

JUNE 22. 1990 B:30AM-1 :30PM 

AGENDA 

Call to order of Annual Meeting of Members of the 
Corporation 

Election of new Members 

Call to Order of Reconvened Meeting 

The Year in Review (Strimpel) 

FV91 Budget Discussion (McKenney/Petinella) 

Computer Bowl 1991 (Bell) 

Capital Campaign 
background (Hendrie) 
planning study (Del Sesto) 

Exhibit Planning Timeline (Strimpel) 

Reality on Wheels 
travelling exhibit on virtual reality (Strimpel) 

Milestones of a Revolution Exhibit 
overview and exhibit techniques (Greg Welch, developer) 
an international perspective (Professor Brian Randell) 
educational impact (Jane Manzelli, Brookline Public Schools) 

LUNCH 

"Meeting ajourns 

~ !! I! 
, • • . J 



The Computer Museum 

Financial Statements 

For the Ten Month Period 
July 1, 1989 through April 30, 1990 



·REVENUES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

OOFating Fund 

Cap ita 1 Fund 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATB1ENT OF REVENUES ~D EXPENSES 

COMBINED OPERATING ~D CAPITAL FUNDS 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE TEN MIMHS ENDED ~UAL ~UAL 
4/30/89 --------4/30/90--------- FY90 FY90 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV(UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

886 1,309 1,288 (21) (2iO 1,518 1,526 

426 963 1,087 124 131. 1,100 1,378 

1,312 2,272 2,375 103 5'1. 2,618 2,904 

1,210 1,342 1,195 147 11Y. 1,650 1,503 

419 754 936 (182) (24Y.) 1,053 1,295 

1,629 2,096 2,131 (35) (2Y.) 2,703 2,798 

($317> $176 $244 $68 39'1. ($85) $106 
-- = .-- -- -- -- --

SIH1ARY: 
--------

For the ten months ended April 30, 1990 the musuem operated at a surplus of 
244K compared to a budgeted surplus of 176K. As of April 30, 1990 total cash 
and cash equivalents ilounted to 595K. 

OPERATING: Operating revenues Mere 2Y. under budget due mainly to shortfalls 
in Restricted Contributions (Computer Bowl), despite strong earned revenue 
of Admissions, Functions and Store revenues. Expenses Mere llY. under budget due 
mainly to lower personnel costs (vacant positions). 

CAPITAL: Revenues Mere 131. over budget due to receipt of additional 
exhibit related revenue. Expenses Mere 24Y. over budget due to higher 
exhibit costs. 



THE CII1PUTER HUSEII1 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES MiD EXPENSES 

OPERATING F~D 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE TEN HIMHS ENDED NflUttL NflUttL 
4/30/89 --- ------4130/90------------- FY90 FY90 
ACTUttL BUDGET ACTUttL F(I.J(~F(I.J) BUDGET FORECAST 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 53 $243 233 (10) (41.) $219 $281 
Restricted contributions 256 371 310 (61) (16X) 400 364 
Corporate memberships 115 157 137 (20) <l3i.) 188 150 
Individual memberships 54 68 40 (28) (41Y.) 82 52 
Amissions 187 204 251 47 23i. 247 302 
Store 108 131 170 39 3oY. 163 205 
Functions 86 105 116 11 lOY. 124 134 
Other 33 3D 31 1 lY. 35 38 
Gain/Loss on Securities (6) 0 0 0 0:1. 0 0 

--------
Total Revenues 886 1,309 1,288 (21) (~) 1,518 1,526 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits & education 284 274 277 (3) (1Y.) 324 324 
Marketing & memberships 173 249 186 63 25"1. 298 241 
Management & general 294 333 240 93 28"1. 409 307 
Fundraising 99 76 65 11 14Y. 127 120 
Store 111 132 161 (29) (2~) . 160 190 
Functions 47 59 51 8 13i. 70 63 
Museum Wharf expenses 202 219 215 4 ~ 262 258 

Total Expenses 1,210 1,342 1,195 147 11:1. 1,650 1,503 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) ($324) ($33) $93 $126 381:1. ($132) $23 
===== ===== = = 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEHENT OF REVENUES ~D EXPENSES 

CAPITAL F~D 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE TEN MONTHS ENDED 
4130/89 --------4/30/90----------- FY90 FY90 
ACT~L BUDGET ACT~l FAV(~FAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

REVENUES: 

Contributions $370 $325 $80 ($245) (75"1.) $400 $210 
Exhibit Funding 56 638 1,000 $362 574"1. 700 1,159 
Interest Income 0 0 9 $9 100~ 0 11 
GainlLoss on Securities 0 0 (2) ($2) (100~) 0 (2) 

Total Revenues 426 963 1,087 124 13'1. 1,100 1,378 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits 18 270 608 (338) ( 125"/.) 481 916 
Exhibit Administration 167 264 146 118 45"1. 313 162 
Fundraising 99 92 54 38 41r. 105 63 
Wharf mortgage 135 128 128 0 Or. 154 154 

--------
Total Expenses 419 754 936 (182) (24"1.) 1,053 1,295 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) $7 $209 $151 ($58) (28'1.) $47 $83 
= = = -- = = --



THE CII1PUTER HUSEII1 
BAIJHCE SHEET 
4130/90 

OPERATING CAPITAL PIJHT TOTAL TOTAL 
FIJiD FIJiD FIJiD 4130/90 6130/89 

ASSETS: 
Current: 

Cash $124,444 $124,444 $149,212 
Cash Equ i va lents 470,199 470,199 121,117 
Investments $40,134 40,134 37,SOO 
Rece i vab les 13,841 13,841 36,427 
Inventory 65,433 65,433 43,708 
Prepaid expenses 10,020 945 10,965 7,227 
Interfund receivable 694,291 694,291 492,907 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
TOTAL 683,937 735,370 0 1,419,307 888,098 

Property & Equipment (net): 
Equipment & furniture $11,482 11 ,482 11 ,482 
Capital improvements 699,126 699,126 699,126 
Exh ibi ts 336,276 336,276 336,276 
Construction in Process 26,311 26,311 26,311 
Land 24,000 24,000 24,000 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total ° 26,311 1,070,884 1,097,195 1,097,195 

TOTAL ASSETS $683,937 $761,681 $1,070,884 $2,516,502 $1,985,293 

LIABILITIES AND FIJiD 
BAIJHCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued expenses $60,597 $58,083 $118,680 $76,446 
Deferred incDlle 15,740 15,740 22,230 
line of creditlLoan Payable 50,000 50,000 0 
Interfund payable 694,291 694,291 492,907 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total 820,628 58,083 0 878,711 591,583 

Fund Balances: 
Operating (136,691> (136,691> (229,083) 
Capi tal 703,598 703,598 551,909 
Plant $1,070,884 1,070,884 1,070,884 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total <136,691> 703,598 1,070,884 1,637,791 1,393,710 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FIJiD BALNiCES $683,937 $761,681 $1,070,884 $2,516,502 $1,985,293 



... 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF CWINGES IN rASH POSITION 

4/30/90 

OPERATING rAPITAL PIlM TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND 4130/90 6130/89 

Cash prouide by/(used for) 
operations: 
Excesss/(deficiency) of 
support and reuenue $92,392 $151,689 $244,081 ($606,578) 

Depreciation 0 283,311 
--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

Cash from operations 92,392 151,689 0 244,081 (323,267> 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 
Receivables 22,586 22,586 (5,654) 
Invelitory (21,725) (21,725) (4,011 ) 
Inuestments (2,634) (2,634) 81,173 
Accounts payable 
& other current I iabs <7,513) 49,747 42,234 (11,602) 

Deferred income (6,490) (6,490) 7,980 
Prepaid expenses (6,320) 2,582 (3,738) 1,482 

--------- --------- --------- --------- .--------
Cash from working capital (19,462) 49,695 0 30,233 69,368 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
Fixed assets 0 (33,147> 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Net increase/(decrease) in 

cash before financing 72,930 201,384 0 274,314 (287,046) 

Financing: 
lnterfund pay. & rec. 201,384 (201,384) 0 
Transfer to Plant 0 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 50,000 50,000 ° --------- --------- --------- -------- ---------

Cash from financing 251,384 (201,384) 0 50,000 ° 
Net increase/(decrease) 

in cash & inuestments 324,314 ° ° 324,314 (287,046) 
--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

Cash, beginning of year 270,329 ° ° 270,329 557,375 

Cash, end of period $594,643 $0 $594,643 $270,329 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

FY91 BUDGET 

May 18,1990 



THE. COMPUTER MUSEUM 

FY91 BUDGET 

SUMMARY 

OPERATIONAL RESULTS 

The FY91 Budget reflects a net deficit of $100K for the Museum. 
This net deficit represents the combined results of two funds; a 
$27K surplus in the "Operating Fund" and a $127K deficit in the 
"Capital Fund". 

CASH FLOW 

The available cash balance as of June 30, 1990 is expected to be 
approximately $410K. Based on achieving the FY91 Budget, the 
available cash balance is expected to be about $310K as of June 
30, 1991. 

Based on the monthly projections of cash flow, the Museum does 
not expect to fall below the DEC requirement to maintain a 
combined cash balance of $100K. If the combined cash balance 
were to fall below $100K for any two consecutive months, DEC 
would have the right to terminate the purchase option extension 
for the Museum Building~ 

OBJECTIVES 

• strong emphasis on increasing revenues: 

Capital campaign for Endowment and Building 
Operational activities 
Exhibits 

• Exhibit development based on specific 
contributions for exhibits: 

Open "Milestones" 
Open "Reality on Wheels" 
Complete "Kits" program. 
Start "Computer Discovery Center" 

ASSUMPTIONS 

• Restructure the Museum's 
maximize productivity 
objectives. 

staff to develop and 
to support budget 

• Continue responsibili ty for payment of Museum 
Wharf operating costs and mortgage payments. 

-1-



FY90 
6udgel 

REVENUES 

Unrestricted Contributions $601 
Restricted Contributions 78 

Corporate Memberships 188 

Individual Memberships 82 

Admissions 247 

Store 163 

Functions 124 
Interest Income 9 

Other 26 

Gain (Loss) on Securities -

TOTAL REVENUE 1.518 

EXPENSES 

Exhibits Development 6 

Exhibits & Collections 98 

Education 287 
Marketing & Memberships 344 
Gen. Management 288 

Fundraislng 135 
Store 160 

Functions 70 

MW Operating Costs 262 
MW Mortgage -

TOTAL EXPENSE 1.650 

NET SURPLUS (DEFICIT) $(132) 

NOTE: 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM STATEMENTS OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 
($ - Thousands) 

OPERATING FUND CAPITAL FUND 

FY90 FY91 FY90 FY90 FY91 FY90 
p[Qie!:lled Budget 6udget Proie!:lled Budget Budgel 

$531 $600 $400 $210 $250 $1001 
114 315 700 1159 761 778 

150 200 - - - 188 

52 52 - - - 82 

302 370 - - - 247 

205 268 - - - 163 

134 153 - - - 124 
10 4 - 11 - 9 

28 57 - - - 26 

- - - (2) - -

1.526 2.019 1.100 1.378 1.011 2.618 

6 204 481 916 746 487 

117 123 - - - 98 

288 261 - - - 287 
275 391 - - - 344 
186 239 313 162 90 601 

120 182 105 63 155 240 
190 232 - - - 160 

63 74 - - - 70 

258 286 - - - 262 

- - 154 154 147 154 

1.503 1.992 1.053 1.295 1.138 , 2.703 

$23 $27 $47 $83 $(127) $(85) 

COMBINED 

FY90 
E[Qie!:lled 

$741 
1273 

150 

52 

302 

205 

134 
21 

28 

(2) 

2.904 

922 

117 

288 
275 
348 

183 
190 

63 

258 
154 

2.978 

$106 

To achieve an appropriate comparison by line item. reclassifications were made for the FY90 Budget and Pro.iected columns to conform 
to the FY91 Budget presentation. 

-2-

FY91 
Budget 

$850 
1076 

200 

52 

370 

268 

153 
4 

57 

-

3.030 

950 

123 

261 
391 
329 

337 
232 

74 

286 
147 

3,130 

$(100) 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BAR GRAPH REPRESENTATION OF MONTHLY CASH BALANCE 

FY91 

COMBINED RESTRICTED & UNRESTRICTED MONTH END CASH BALANCE 

($ Thousands) 

DEC 
TRIGGER 

2fl7 

o 
Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 

-.,.-- ... ., 

(Actual) (Budget) 

~ FY90 I FY91--------l 

RESTRH 'TED MONTH END CASH BALANCE I JNRESTRICTEU MONTH END CASH BALANCE 

($ Thousands) 

470 

JUIl Jul AugSep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb MarAprMayJun 
~-- - .. 

650 

550 

450 

($ Thousands) 

lun lui Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr MHY JUIl 

~--~--------------~-----------------.. (Actual ) (Budget) (Actual) (Budget) 

~ FY90 -tl----- FY91 ---------1 ~ FY90-i1------ FY91 ---------1 

NOTE: Restricted cash balance includes funding for Exhibits. Building and Endowments, 

-3-



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
NOTES 

FY9l BUDGET 

1. Revenue Recognition 

Restricted and unrestricted ~ontributions are recognized 
when received. Memberships are recorded as income according 
to the fiscal year in which they pertain and deferred if 
applicable to future years. Pledge revenue is recorded when 
received. Income from functions and events is recorded as 
of the date of the event. 

2. Depreciation 

Set forth below are estimates of depreciation amounts which 
were not included in the FY90 Forecast or FY91 Budget since 
they do not require any cash flow out. Deprec~ation is 
determined based on the estimated useful lives of the assets 
on a straight line basis. Depreciable assets include 
equipment and the cost of permanent exhibits depreciated 
over 5 years; leasehold improvements depreciated over 20 
years; and the building, when acquired, depreciated over 32 
years. The amount of depreciation for both FY90 and FY91 is 
expected to be approximately $283K. 

3. Employees 

As of June 30, 1990, full time equivalent employees (FTE's) 
are expected to be 33. As of June 30, 1991, FTE's are 
expected to be 36. 

4. Memberships 

The following is a summary of the estimated number of 
Museum members: 

Corporate 
Individual 

Total 

-4-

FY90 

100 
1,150 

1,250 ____ D 

FY9l 

125 
1,650 

1,775 -----



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
NOTES (Cont'd) 

FY91 BUDGET 

5. Unrestricted Contributions 

The following is a summary of the unrestricted contributions 
(Dollars in Thousands): 

DESCRIPTION 

Computer Bowl 
Corporation & Foundation Grants 
Government 
Annual Drive 
Individuals 
Other Sources 

Operating Fund Total 

Capital Fund Total 

6. Restricted Contributions 

FY90 

$250 
4 

75 
100 

89 
13 

531 

210 

$741 ___ = 

FY91 

$300 
180 

120 

600 

250 

$850 --== 

Restricted contributions represent amounts designated by the 
donor to be expended for specific activities, functions, 
programs, exhibits or types of expenditures. 

The following is a summary of the restricted contributions 
(Dollars in Thousands): 

DESCRIPTION FY90 FY91 

KITS $ 33 $ 96 
Mass Council 18 18 
IMS 7 
Reality on Wheels 40 180 
Public Programs 11 
Breakfast Seminars 16 
General 0 10 

Operating Fund Total 114 315 

Capital Fund Total (Exhibits) 1159 761 

$1273 $1076 -=--= -=--= 

-5-



7. Admissions 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
NOTES (Cont'd) 

FY91 BUDGET 

Set forth below are the att:.endance levels and average 
revenue per visi tor by year. Effective April 1, 1990, ·the 
admi ssion fee was increased by $1.00 bringing the total 
admission fee to $6.00. No increase is planned for FY91. 

YEAR 

FY85 

FY86 
FY87 
FY88 
FY89 
FY90 
FY91 

Number 
of Visitors 

34,000 (approx. 
5 mos.due to move 
from Marlboro to 
Boston) 

77,000 (actual) 
77,619 (actual) 
77,072 (actual) 
88,041 (actual) 
90,000 (forecast) 

104,000 (budget) 

% 
Inc 
Dec 

NM 
NM 

.8% 
-.7% 

14% 
2% 

15% 

Average Admission 
Revenue pe~·Visitor 

$2.18 
2.32 
2.48 
2.92 
2.64 
3.33 
3.56 

The budgeted increase in visitors for FY91 is based on 
strengthened and focused marketing efforts, opening of the "Walk 
Through Computer" exhibit, hosting siggraph conference again and 
associated traffic from DEC World. 

8. Capital Fund Contributions 

Capi tal Fund revenues represent the amounts received from 
pledges. The FY91 Budget includes anticipated receipt of 
installments on capital campaign pledges made prior to FY91 
and the amounts received from new pledges made under Phase 
II of the Capital Campaign. 

The following is a summary of amounts received and expected 
to be received from pledges already made and from pledges to 
be received from. the Capital Campaign (Dollars in 
Thousands): 

Fiscal Year Phase I Phase II Exhibits Total 

1987 $ 375 $ 192 $ 299 $ 866 
1988 155 395 126 676 
1989 48 340 95 483 
1990 16 194 1159 1369 
1991 10 240 761 1011 

$ 604 $1361 $2440 $4405 
=== ---=- ---- DD __ 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

ANNUAL FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

FY85 - FY91 

($ - Thousands) 

REVENUES NET SURPLUSI - DEFICIT 

2904 3030 

2490 2383 
723 

2123 

1682 1613 300 

41 

-100 

-190 

-323 

85 86 87 88 89 90 91 85 86 87 88 

o Operating Fund 
(Forecast) (Budget) • Before depreciation 

as follows; 

~ Capital Fund 

CASH BALANCE 

600 557 

-216 (a) 

85 86 87 88 89 

FY85 
FY86 
FY87 
FY88 
FY89 
FY90 (Est.) 
FY91 (Est.) 

90 91 
(Forecast) (Budget) 

$ 62 
101 
110 
308 
283 
283 
283 

(a) Borrowed $285K to finance $216K deficit resulting in net cash balance of $69K. 

(b) Repaid $200K of borrowings resulting in net cash balance of $180K. 

(c) Repaid remaining $85K of borrowings resulting in net cash balance of $402K. 

-8-

89 90 91 

(Forecast) (Budget) 
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FOUNDING PRESIDENT 

DIR. OF COLLECTIONS 

Gwen Bell 

Collection Mgr. (Wallace) 

Collection Assist. (P. T.) 

Other Support personnel: 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
Organizational Chart 

I 
DIRECTOR OF 

DEV. & PUBLIC REL. 

Jan DelSesto 

Dev. Coordinator (Ley) 

Membership Coord. (Oates) 

P.R. Mgr. (Jennes) 

I Assistant PR Mgr. (Armbruster) 

Grant Writer (Open) 

EXECUTIVE 

DIRECTOR 

Oliver Strimpel 

DIRECTOR OF 

PUBLIC PROGRAMS 

(OPEN) 

Ed. Coord. (Rusk) 

Ops. Mgr. (Schroeder) 

Ass't. Ops. Mgr. (Pezalla) 

Interpreters (8) 

Exhibits Engr. (Griscom) 

Exhibits Tech. (Greene) 

Graphic Designer (Groves) 

Exhibit Dev. "Mile" (Welch) 

Research Ass't (Hellenga) 

• Computer Bowl Project Mgr. -(Kate Jose) Software Asst. (Open) 

Exhibit Dev. -" Reality" (Open) • Walk Through Exhibit -(Chip Morrison) 
-(Alan. Symonds) 
- (David Greschler) Exhibit Dev. -" Kits" (Open) 

Exhibit Dev.-" Discovery" (Open) 

EXECUTIVE 

ASSISTANT 

Sue Johnson 

I 
DIRECTOR OF 

MARKETING 

Noel Ward 

Functions Mgr. (Keough) 

Store Mgr. (O'Sullivan) 

I 

BUSINESS MGR. 

Brian McLaughlin 

I Receptionist/Office Assist. 
(Halwes 

I Ass't Store Mgr. (Burke) 

Sales Ass't (Lee) 

Sales Ass't (Edgar-P. T.) 
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Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617)42~2800 

IIIOIA SUIIIWlY: III BIIBP 

February 16, 1990-May 31, 1990 

PIIN'1' 
Total Circulation: 76,914,057 

BI..BC'lllOIUc: 
Total impressions: 17,850,000 

Interaational Highlights 

News of The Computer Museum and/or The Valk-Through Computer bes spanned 
the globe with a half-page piece in the March 26 London Daily Telegraph and 
a Jerusalem Post feature on the Museum last December. The Telegraph story 
prompted a stream of inquiries from Great Britain including the London 
Times, New Computer Express, Electronic Times, the BBC prime-time science 
program'TOmorrow's Vorld and the BBC's search Out Science show for 
children. --

In addition, Zeit Magazin's (Germany's Time Magazine) Special Computer 
issue in March featured an extensive article on the Museum mentioning The 
Valk-Through. The Vest German Siemens Review (read by 40,000 of the world's 
opinion leaders) published a feature on The Valk-Through in its May/June 
issue. Der Spiegel (Germany's Newsweek) is currently writing a piece. And 
VDR, Vest Germany's state-owned network, plans a 10-minute segment for High 
Score, a program for young adults, with an audience of one million. 

In June, Japan's Channel 12 network Nightly Business News plans a feature 
on the Museum, and Lufthansa is shooting an in-flight video on the Museum 
as a tourist must-see. 

Also of interest: Both Guinness Book of Records and Collier's Encyclopedia 
Yearbook wants to include The Valk-Through exhibit in their publications. 

Rational Highlights 

Major placements on The Valk-Through: a June 4 NEVSVEEK piece in the 
"Lifestyle" section ("This Is Big, Reeeeally Big: The Computer Museum's new 
exhibit combines high-tech education with razzle-dazzle") and a Hay 20 New 
York Times Sunday Magazine Back Page "Vorks in Progress" piece. The Valk
Through will also be highlighted in USA Veekend (it has close to 30 million 
readers), Popular Science, and Family Circle. 

The AP, UPI, USA Today, Los Angeles Times, Computerworld, Electronic 
Engineering Times, Information Veek, Lotus Magazine, Personal Computing, 
The Boston Sunday Globe, and CBILDSPLAY Magazine are highlighting the 
exhibit with features-or other coverage. Also coming up this June a story 
in Results Magazine (read by 30,000 top management executives in the US). 

NBC's TODAY will be the first network morning show to introduce the country 
to the exhibit on June 21 in a feature live from the Museum, eNN's Science 
and Technology show plans a segment for its five million viewers, and Good 
Morning America also wants to do a live segment from inside The Valk
Through Computer. 



/ 

21Media Summary 

Other pieces include "Journey to the Center of the PC" in the April 23rd 
BusinessVeek and features in the May issue of Popular Mechanics, The Boston 
Globe, The Boston Herald, and the April 18th issue of a North Shore Weekly 
chain distributed to 110,000 people in Massachusetts. 

The Boston Globe broke The Walk-Through story back in December. In March, 
The Sunday New York Times highlighted the new exhibit in a piece on the 
Museum that has been reprinted across the country and in Canada. The April 
issue of Computel featured a photograph and description of Th~ Valk-Through 
as part of an extensive feature about the Museum. : .' 

Other Highlights 

More than one million people saw the "Vest Coast Nerds Beat the East 
Eggheads" during The Second Annual Computer Bowl on Computer Chronicles in 
May, and another six million read about the Bowl in publications like The 
Vall Street Journal, San Jose Mercury News, Dallas Morning News, BostoO-
Globe, Byte, and Marketing Computers. 

Also, the May/June 1990 10th Anniversary Issue of Classroom Computer 
Learning featured the Museum's Memories poster on its cover, urging readers 
to become Museum members. 
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PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
BBADLINB: 
DESCRIFl'ION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
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DESCRIFl'ION: 

CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
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DESCRIFl'ION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
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DESCRIFl'ION: 

CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 

TBI VALK-TBltOUGB COMPUTIll 
IIIDIA SUIOWtY 

(Includes upcoming placements) 

TIll BOSTON GLOBE 
509,500 
December 8, 1989 
"Odds and Inds" 
Mention in Alex Beam's column 
Alex Beam 

POPULAR MECHANICS 
1,600,000 
May 1990 
"Museums for the Puture" 
Story and two pictures about The Valk
Through Computer 
Abe Dane 

TBI NBV YORK TIMES 
1,593,100 
March 4, 1990 
"Computers on Display, But Not on a 
Pedestal" 
Peature on Museum and Valk-Through Computer 
Anne Driscoll 

COMPUTE I 
260,000 
April 1990 
"Vel come to My Machine" 
Peature on the Museum and The Valk
Through Computer 
Keith Perrell 

PERSONAL COMPUTING 
501,440 
June 1990 
Rob Bel Bruno 

CBILDSPLAY 
40,000 
June 1990 
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PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
BEADLINE: 
DBSCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
DATB: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

FAMILY CIRCLE 
5.75 million 
June 26, 1990 
"Circle this: June is ••• " 
Highlighted in News to Use seetion with keyboard photo 
Margaret Jaworski 

THE DAILY TBLBGltAPB 
1.15 million 
March 26, 1990 
"The Two-storey Desktop Computer" 
Feature story on The Valk-Through Computer 
Dr. Roger Highfield 

BAGLE(VICHITA, KANSAS) 
193,502 
March 18, 1990 
"Computer History, use on display 
Reprint of New York Times article 
Anne Driscoll 

BUSINESSVEEK 
400,000 
April 23, 1990 
"Journey to the Center of the PC" 
Piece on The Valk-Through Computer 
Mark Lewyn 

VGBH MAGAZINE 
June 1990 
"Inside Story" 
Item on The Valk-Through Computer 
Sarah Bailey 

THE REGION (BOSTON NORTH SHORE VEEKLY CRAIN) 
110,000 
April 18, 1990 
"Computer Museum Head Oliver Strimpel is User-Friendly" 
Feature on Oliver Strimpel and The Valk-Through Computer 
Dan Kennedy 

SUNDAY NEV YORK TIMES MAGAZINE 
1,593,100 
May 20, 1990 
"Byte-Sized, but Big" 
"Back Page" feature on The Valk-Through Computer 
Bruce Veber 
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DATE: 
BBADLINE: 
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CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION : 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
DESClUPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
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CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
DESClUPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
DESClUPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DISClUPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION : 
CIRCULATION: 
DATI: 
HEADLINE: 
DESClUPTION: 
CONTACT: 

ZEIT IlAGAZIN 
March 1990 
"Veteruen Aus Blech" 
Feature (in German) on the MuseUID 
Volfram Runkel 

POPULAR SCIENCE 
1.8 million 
August 1990 
"¥bat's New" piece on The Valk-Through Computer 
Judith Yeaple 

VOlUCING VOMAN 
1 million 
August 1990 
Story on The Valk-Through Computer 
Pam Bentley 

USA VBBKEND 
29,500,000 
June 1990 
Piece on The Valk-Through Computer 
Benjamin Sessioms 

USA TODAY 
1,631,335 
Early June 
Mentioned in article about cross country travel 
Joan Murphy 

NBVSVDK 
3.1 million 
June 4, 1990 
"This is Big. Reeeeally Big" 
Story on The Valk-Through Computer/Science Section 
John Schwartz 

TBB BOSTON BBRALD 
355,494 
May 23, 1990 
"Bigger-than-life computer to go on display at museum" 
Feature wIRe Fowler, D. Griscom, C. Morrison 
Paul Beckett 
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PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATB: 
IlBADLINB: 
DBSCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION : 
CIRCULATION: 
DATI: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATI: 
DBSCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATI: 
DBSCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATI: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATB: 
BBADLINE: 
DBSCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATB: 
DBSCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

TBB DBRVD POST 
227,105 
April 23, 1990 
"Computer Museum puts visitors in touch with technololY" 
New York Times reprint 
Anne Driscoll 

BLL! (SOUTII AKDICAN IDITION) 
600,000 plus issues to Brazil, Venezuela, chile and Portugal 
July 1990 
Katia Pigossi-Zero 

BYTB MAGAZINE 
495,000 
August 1990 
Piece in the "Nanobytes" section 
Dave Andrews 

BYTB 
125,000 (regional issue) 
August 1990 
Story about The Valk-Through Computer 
Dave Andrews 

ELECTRONIC BNGINBBltING TIDS 
121,537 
June 4, 1990 
Bob Bellinger 

RESULTS MAGAZINE 
30,000 Industrial corporate leaders 
June 1990 
"Boston's Visitor-Friendly Museum" 
Feature on the Museum and The Valk-Through Computer 
Bill Rogan 

COKPUTBRVORLD 
147,899 
June 4, 1990 
Story on The Valk-Through Computer 
Michael Alexander 
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PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
DATE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

LOTUS MAGAZINE 
384,816 
July 1990 
Peature on The Valk-Througb eomputer 

LOTUS NOTICE 
In-house publication 
July 1990 
Feature on The Valk-Through Computer 
Lee Goodwin 

BOSTONIA 
143,700 
May-June 1990 
"The Computer Museum" 
Highlight of The Valk-Through Computer 
Ian Springsteel 

HEVLETT-PACKARD MAGAZINE 
June 1990 
Feature on The Valk-Through Computer 
Theodora Nelson 

THE BOSTON GLOBE 
June 2, 1990 
"It's Bigger Than Byte-Sized" 
"Feature story about The Valk-Through Computer 
Ron Rosenberg 
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BLBC'D.OBIC: 

'fBLBVISIOB : 

PROGRAM: 
DATE SBOT: 
DATE AIRED: 
AUDIENCE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PROGRAM: 
DATE AIRED: 
AUDIENCE: 
DESCRIPTION: 
CONTACT: 

PROGRAM: 
DATE SHOT: 
DATE AIRED: 
DESCRIPTION: 
AUDIENCE: 

UDIO: 

PROGRAM: 
NETVORKISTATION: 
DATE SHOT: 
DATE AIRED: 
CONTACT: 
DESCRIPTION: 

PROGlWf: 
NETVORKISTATION: 
DATE SHOT: 
DATE AIRED: 
AUDIENCE: 
CONTACT: 
DESCRIPTION: 

NBC TODAY 
JUDe 19, 1990 
JUDe 21, 1990 
3.6 million 
Feature piece on The Valk-Through Computer 
Coby Atlas 

CNN "SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY" 
June 21-24, 1990 
5 million 
Feature on The Valk-Through Computer 
Jeff Garrard 

¥DR CHANNEL ONE (VEST GDIIAN TELEVISION) 
May 25, 1990 
September 
10 minute feature on "Bigh Score," a computer show 
1 million 

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT 
VJIB 
May 25, 1990 
July 4, 1990 weekend 
Scott Apple 
Interview regarding Videofest and The Valk-Through Computer 

MORNING BDITION-NBV ENGLAND MINUTES 
¥BUR 
May 23, 1990 
May 24, 1990 
270,000 
David Vrigh t 
Feature piece on The Valk-Through Computer 
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PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DISCI: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCI: 

PUBLICATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
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CONTACT: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCI: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
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PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
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PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCI: 
CONTACT: 

IlASS HIGH TBCB 
37,000 
November 20, 1989 
"In This Corner" 
Item on Bowl 

IWUCBTING COMPUTERS 
20,600 (MONTHLY) 
December 1989 
"When Bast meets West" 
Item on Bowl 

STUART ALSOP'S PC LETTER 
December 13, 1989 
"Research and Developments: Party Time" 
Bowl description 
Stuart Alsop 

INPORMATION VBEK 
148,146 
January 1, 1990 
"Computer Bowl 11"( In "Miscellany") 
Item on Bowl 

COMPUTER MAGAZINE 
78,000 
January 1990 
"Computer Bowl II--Let the chips fall where they may" 
Bowl story in Update section 
Steve Wilcox 

SOFTWARE MAGAZINE 
95,000 
February 1990 
"April" 
Calendar listing of the Bowl 

SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS 
308,427 
Pebruary 14, 1990 
Nerd vs. Nerd (Bits and Bytes) 
Item on Bowl 
Ron Wolf 
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PUBLICATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
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PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
DESCR: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
DESCR: 

PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
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PUBLICATION: 
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DATE: 
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PUBLICATION: 
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DATE: 
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PUBLICATION: 
CIRCULATION: 
DATE: 
HEADLINE: 
OESCR: 
CONTACT: 

TECHHART LETTER 
February/March/April 
"Techmart to Host Live Satellite Broadcast of Computer Bowl" 
Piece on the Bowl at Techmart 

BOSTON COMPUTER CURRENTS 
45,000 
April 1990 
"Computer Museum hosts Second Computer Bowl"" 
Short feature on the Bowl 

BYTE 
435,000 
April 1990 
Item on Bowl 

SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER-CHRONICLE 
705,341 
March 25, 1990 
"Inside Technology" 
Column on women in computing; lack of women in bowl 
Denise Caruso 

THE BOSTON HERALD 
355,355 
April 29, 1990 
"Vest edges out East in high-tech face-off 
Feature on Bowl 
Dana Bisbee 

THE BOSTON GLOBE 
509,500 
April 30, 1990 
"Silicon Valley gets its revenge" 
Feature on Computer Bowl 
Jane Fi tz Simon 

THE VALL STREET JOURNAL 
1,931,410 
April 30, 1990 
"Vest Coast Nerds Beat East Eggheads In Computer Bowl" 
Feature on The Computer Bowl 
John Vilke 
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DATE: 
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THE SAN JOSE MERCURY MBVS 
268,967 
April 28, 1990 
"Vest Vins--Left Coast gets revenge in Computer Bowl II" 
Feature on The Computer Bowl 
Ron Volf 

100 VORLD UPDATE 
HAY 7, 1990 
"Computer Bowl II: Bast Meets Vest" 
Feature on the Bowl 

COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM 
75,000 
August 1990 
Feature on The Computer Bowl 
,bren Frenkel 

MARICETING COMPUTERS 
20,600 (MONTHLY) 
June 1990 
Feature on Computer Bowl 

COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM 
75,000 
April 1990 
"ACM to present Computer Museum's second computer bowl" 
Feature on Computer Bowl 
bren Frenkel 

THE DALLAS MORNING MBVS 
535,465 
April 22, 1990 
"Tec:hnology" 
Item on Computer Bowl 
Tom Steinert-Threlkeld 

SUN (LOVELL, MASS) 
55,763 
April 30, 1990 
"Vest beats Bast in Computer Bowl" 
Item about The Computer Bowl 
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TBLIVISIOIf : 
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DATE SHOT: 
CONTACT: 
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AUDIENCE: 
DATE TAPED: 
DATE AIRED: 
CONTACT: 

CALIPORNIA COMPUTER NEVS 
40,000 
April 1990 
"Vest Coast Seeks Revenge" 
Item about The Computer Iowl 

HACVBBK 
76,487 
Hay 8, 1990 : 
"Vest Coast vindicated in second Computer Iowl" 
Piece on The Computer Iowl 
Associated Press 

TIDS (IIAHHOND, ID) 
72,380 
April 29, 1990 
"V. Coast wins Computer Bowl" 
Piece on The Computer Bowl 
Associated Press 

PLORENCE (SC) HORNING NEVS 
30,939 
April 29, 1990 
"Coast wins second annual computer bowl" 
Peature on The Computer Bowl 
Associated Press 

PCTV 
New Rampshire Public Television 
April 27, 1990-To air on an upcoming show 
Sara Steinman 

COMPUTER CHRONICLES 
PBS 
1 million 
April 27, 1990 
Veeks following Hay 21 and 28 
Stewart Cheifet 
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RADIO: 

PROGIAM: 
NBTVOlUUSTATION: 
AUDIENCE: 
DATE TAPED: 
DATE AIRED: 
CONTACT: 
DESCRIPTION: 

COMPtrl'ING SUCCESS 
Business Radio Network 
4,400,000 
April 27 and May 3, 1990 
May 5-12, 1990 
Tom Foulks 
Feature piece on The Computer Bowl 
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TECHNOLOGY 

This Is Big. Reeeeally Big. 
The Computer Museum's new exhibit combines 
high-tech education with razzle-dazzle 

For years, the goal in com
puting has been to make 
things smaller, building 

down from early room-size 
monsters to today's palmtop 
PCs. Even computer terms
like "bit" and "microproces
sor"-connote tininess. Now 
The Computer Museum, Bos
ton's repository of vintage n um
ber-crunchers and intriguing 
interactive exhibits, has gone 
the other way: a really, really 
BIG computer, two stories tall. 
It boasts keys a foot across, 
six·foot-wide disks and-get 
ready for this oxymoron-the 
biggest microchip in the world, 
7 l}~ feet square. The Walk· 
ThrouJ-rh Computer, a new per
manent exhibit modeled after 
such displays as the walk
through human heart at Chi· 
cago's Museum of Science and 
Industry, will g-ive visitors a 
chance to see the soul of a new 
machine close up. ~o wonder 
the museum is calling the June 
21 unveiling "the biggest event 
in computer history." Steve 
Jobs, eat your heart out. 

the hardware. So that visitors could learn 
as much or as little as they wish, the design
ers kept as their motto, "Simple message, 
rich context." A bank of terminals on the 
way out of the exhibit allows even further 
delving into the arcana of computing. 

The elegant idea is the brainchild of the 
museum's executive director, Oliver Strim
pel, who has been working on the $1.2 mil
lion exhibit for three years. Despite the 
expense, Strimpel found it the easiest sell of 

his career. "It clicked immedi
ately with everyone," he says, 
glowing. "Everyone said, 'Of 
course! You've got to do that'." 

From the outside, the ma
chine looks like most any PC 
with a pituitary condition. It 
will even run a program-

A bit of fun: Kids cavort on the keys of the work in progress. 

'lake H sing': Putting it to
gether hasn't been quite as 
easy. Even though the museum 
staff had decided from the be
ginning that their mock-up 
computer would not actual
ly perform the computations, 
they wanted verisimilitude-a 
computer that could work. The 
museum took on the extra chal
lenge to satisfy the technologi
cally demanding Route 128 
crowd. "We believe that au
thenticity is what's really going 
to make it sing for the technical 
people," Strimpel says. So they 
turned to a group of companies 
that design computer boards. 
Creating the main board, or 
"motherboard," usually takes 
two weeks, but this job took 
two months. The designers 
faced unusual constraints, says 
museum spokesperson Gail 
Jennes: "They not only had to 
worry about how to move data 
around, they also had to move 
people around." (To get to the 
men's room, you have to walk 
through the "power supply.") 
Now "itcan work," says Donald 

"World Traveler," designed by museum 
staffers. Using the gargantuan keys and a 
pointing device known as a trackball-this 
one measures almost 10 feet by 7 feet
visitors choose two spots on a map. The 
computer figures the shortest route be
tween the two cities and flashes pictures of 
sights along the way-say, San Francisco's 
Golden Gate Bridge, or Amarillo's Cadillac 
Ranch. The trackball, keyboard and screen 
are connected to an Apple Macintosh squir
reled away backstage that does the actual 
computing. A Digital Equipment Corp. 
computer controls special effects. 

After fiddling with the program, visitors 
can enter the chassis and walk from compo
nent to component, guided by the circuitry 
itself and illustrations by David :\1acaulay, 
author of the best-selling "The Way Things 
Work." Each part of the machine tells its 
own story. At the center of the board lies 
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the microprocessor "brain," a replica ofthe 
Intel 486 found in today's most powerful 
PCs. Looking into a window on the chip, 
visitors will see a hugely enlarged picture 
of the actual lines etched in the silicon. 
That image fades, arid computer-produced 
artwork takes over, zooming down to the 
surface for a step-by-step animated por
trayal of the chip's operation-the tiny 
mundane steps that it accomplishes mil
lions of times each second, such as asking 
the memory for a chunk of data and shoot
ing that information out to the screen. That 
image is in turn replaced by footage taken 
by a scanning electron microscope which 
shows a real 486 chip at work. (Since the 
microscope's image is made up of electrons, 
it can "see" the changes in voltage along 
the chip.) Beyond the PC itself, a video 

I "software theater" explains the way the 
computer's programming interacts with 

Glass, whose company, DGA 
Associates, coordinated the design effort 
and had several small-scale models with 
real chips made for the museum. He admits 
DGA stopped short of a thorough debug· 
ging. "I just hope they don't plug it in." 

All right, so we all agree it's cool. But 
what else? Strimpel says the Big Box 
should fulfill one of the first missions of the 
museum, which is to demystify computing. 
"Any place you've been is less of a mystery 
than any place you haven't been," Strimpel 
says. It should thrill kids and satisfy inquis
itive adults. Once visitors have ventured 
into this cross between "Fantastic Voyage" 
and "Land of the Giants," they will know 
more about computers-as much as most 
would ever want to know. So the big com
puter will have done something that its 
pygmy brethren have so far found nearly 
impossible: making learning fun. 

J OHS SCH WARTZ in &stan 
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Works in Progress 

THE MONITOR (RIGHT) IS 14 
leet high. The keyboard (above) is 25 
leet long. The noppy disk is six feet on a 
side. In an era in which the desktop 
computer stands as a monument to 
miniaturization, the walk·through com· 
puter exhibit belng installed at the 
Computer Museum in Boston is icono
clastic in its dimensions, if more co~ 
ventionally educational in Its purpose. 

. "We want to provide people with a 
compelling introduction to computers." 
says the director of the museum. Oliver 
B. Strimpel, who conceived the project 
three years ago. 

Designed by Richard Fowler, an 
Englishman who Is head 01 design at 

Sunday, May 20, 1990 

CIRC: 1.6 million 

Byte-Sized, but Big 
Britain's National Museum 01 Photog
raphy. Film and Teievision, and fabri
cated by the F . W. Dixon Company in 
Woburn, Mass., the exhibit includes 
learning stations and a video show 
that explains how soltware works. It 
opens to the public June 23. 

The computer itself, two stories 
high, 50 limes ordinary size, will allow 
museum visitors to run an actual pnr 
gram and, through a combination 01 
hardware and software, special ef
fects and animation, witness a simu· 
lalion of the Inlormation processing 
system as the program is carried out. 
The program, called World Traveler, 
is designed to locate the shortest driv-

ing route between two specUled cities. 
The visitor selects a starting city and 
a destination; the monitor will then 
display a briel slide show 01 sights 
along the route. Inside the computer, 
the working electronics are on dis
play, with lights illustrating the path 
of data bits as they whip around on 
giant silicon chips. 

"What a museum offers is a three
dlmensional environment," Strimpel 
says. "You can put people into a space 
and control the sensory input from all 
directions. This is something you 
don't get from a film or a book or 
from interacting with a piece of soft-
ware," - BRUCE WEBER Wlde-Kre_ ent...-nt. 
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/ SCIENCE 
BY ABE DANE, SciencefTechnology Editor 

Museums For The Future 
I 'LL BE HONEST. A lot of 

mu:-;eum:-; put me to :-;lcep. 
Except for the kind where 
you can pU5h buttons and 
watch things move around, 
or otherwise tinker with the 
exhibits. Those are fun. May
be that makes me childish , 
but if so, it 's a kind of child
ishness that's sweeping the 
country. More and more sci
ence museums are finding 
ways to get visitors involved 
with their exhibits, and busi
ness is booming. Attendance 
is higher, and more new facil
ities are being built than at 
any time since the 1960s, 
when the Sputnik scare gave 
new urgency to science edu
cation. It's a heartening con
trast to continuing reports of 
America's poor level of tech
nological literacy compared 
to our economic competitors. 

historical archives. 
One of the most notable 

new examples is the $71-mil
lion Futures Center shown in 
the architect's model above. 
Opening this May at Phila
delphia's Franklin Institute, 
the oldest hands-on science 
museum in the country, the 
9O,OOO-sq.-ft. complex of the
aters and interactive exhib
its is dedicated to illustrating 
technology's power to shape 
the future, and the choices 
that that power will oblige us 
to make. 

Seven pennanent exhibits 

POPULAR MECHANICS 
MAY 1990 
CIRC: 1,600,000 

will focus on the potential im
pact of science on space ex
ploration, health, energy, 
the environment, informa
tion technology, materials 
and lifestyle. Among the 
items on display will be a 37-
ft. walk-through mockup of 
Space Station Freedom , a 
giant model of a living cell, a 
simulated rain forest ecosys
tem and a scanning electron 
microscope visitors can look 
through to examine ad
vanced materials. 

An eighth exhibit, called 
The Future and You, will 
give visitors an overview and 
explanation of the museum 

as a whole. Along with the in
troduction, visitors get cards 
that identify them to a com
puter system with tenninals 
in each exhibit. After provid
ing the computer with a pro
file of themselves and their 
interests, guests carry the 
cards ·with them, and check 
in at the tenninals for sug
gestions about what to see, 
and followup infonnation on 
a variety of science topics. 

Choosing the future 
Rather than presenting a sin
gle vision of a future high
tech wonderland, the overall 
aim of the exhibits is to dem
onstrate the mUltiplicity of 
alternate worlds that tech
nology might bring. Driving 
this point home is a I50-seat 
auditorium called the Future 
Choices Forum. Each seat is 
equipped with a computer-

The trackball that will control 
the walk-through computer. 

ized voting station that will 
let visitors respond to pre- § 
sentations that highlight the it 
dilemmas we will face as our !il 
ability to manipulate nature 2 
steadily increases. Results of ~ 
the votes will be projected on ~ 
a large screen at the front of ~ 
the auditorium and circulat- u 

ed to policymakers in Wash- j 
ington. 'S 

Most of the museums now 
springing up don't really fit 
the usual definition . Re
ferred to typically as science 
centers, they place a heavy 
emphasis on teaching about 
science and technology, rath
er than simply serving as GIant keyboard Is assembled for walk-through computer. 

For many, however, the ::; 
most important decision that ~ 
the Futures Center can help ~ 
with is the choice of a profes- u 

sion. The Future Careers 
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/ Center will give access to resources that 
go far beyond what the typical school 
guidance office can muster. Central to 
the facility is an electronic version of a 
Help Wanted section from a typical 21st 
century newspaper. Visitors push but
tons to pick ads and get a look at the ac
companying job descriptions, education 
and experience requirements, starting 
and average salaries, and the number of 
jobs expected to be available in the se
lected field. 

Behind the scenes 
How do you design a museum to achieve 
all the ambitious educational goals that 
the Futures Center sets for itself? 
Speaking to Bill Booth, vice president 
for exhibits at the Franklin Institute, I 
got the sense that like any form of teach
ing, coming up with exhibits is as much 
art as science. But it also presents chal
lenges all its own. Unlike textbook les
sons, the unstructured learning that 
happens in a museum is nearly impossi
ble to measure or predict. In a process 
Booth calls random access learning, 
people choose their own paths through 
the information made available to them, 
much as they do in the real world. As a 
result, the usual methods of quizzing 
people to gauge what they've taken 
away from the experience aren't really 
appropriate. 

Typical ways of evaluating an exhibit 
include videotaping people's interaction 
with it, and Cluestioning them on the 
concepts it's intended to convey after
ward . Admittedly, such methods are 
imprecise, but they pick up basic flaws 
in a presentation. For example, surveys 
found that a common misconception 
among visitors to the Franklin Institute 
was that gravity was caused by air pres
sure. Exhibits that suggested other
wise were simply assumed to be broken. 
Booth's group responded by designing 
an exhibit that let visitors pump the air 
out of a cylinder and see for themselves 
that gravity still applied. 

Over years of observation, it has been 
possible to extract some general princi
ples to guide the design of exhibits. One 
thing that needs to be taken into account 
is the fact that people approach things 
with a variety of different learning 
styles. According to Booth, some like to 
talk, some like to interact with an ob
ject, and others prefer a more passive 
approach like watching a video. Ideally, 
an exhibit will present opportunities for 
all these activities. 

It's also a good idea to gear an exhibit 
to accommodate mixed age groups, such 
as families. According to Bonnie Van
Dorn, executive director of the Associa
tion of Science-Technology Centers in 
Washington, D.C., such groups learn 
together more efficiently than groups of 
people who are alike. And it's not al-
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ways the old teaching the young. Often, 
for example, a child will eagerly push 
buttons or manipulate an object in a way 
that yields surprises for adults who 
would have taken a more deliberate ap
proach. 

Perhaps the most basic principle of all 
is one that hardly needs restating in this 
magazine. As Booth puts it, "People like 
to learn by doing." 

Boston's giant computer 
One of the grander examples of how 
these common-sense educational ideas 
can be embraced in a single exhibit is a 
huge walk-through computer scheduled 
to open this June at The Computer Mu-. 
seum in Boston. Scaled up to 20 times 
normal size, the $1.2-million machine 
will incorporate a 25-ft. keyboard you 
step on to operate, a working, 5-ft.-high 
trackball and a 108-sq.-ft. monitor that 
displays the operation of a custom-de
signed hypercard program. 

Aside from the sheer impact of its 
size, the exhibit promises to make com
puters understandable in a way that has 
up to now been maddeningly elusive to 
most people. Walking inside the ma
chine reveals the network of compo
nents that makes these inscrutable 
boxes tick . The floor makes up the 
motherboard, complete with rows of 
memory chips and vertical expansion 
cards. At its center are the microproces
sor brain and the clock that synchro
nizes the activities of all the different 
parts. Thrusting back from the front 
panel are a floppy drive and a spinning 
hard disk platter. Pulsing light fibers 
simulate connecting cables, and show 
how signals travel through the machine 
as visitors work the giant controls out
side. Many of the components are 
equipped with viewports that let you 
see their inner workings right down to 
the most basic level. Interactive com
puter stations placed around the exhibit 
provide supplementary information. 

Learning versus fun? 
Certainly it's possible for people to un
derstand technology without access to 
giant computers or $71-million muse
ums. But the benefits of exposure to 
these carefully selected experiences 
should not be underestimated. ''There's 
an incredible need to make the more 
symbolic things that happen in classes 
have a more concrete basis," says Van
Dorn. Abstract concepts are fragile and 
easily forgotten without a compelling il
lustration in one's own personal experi
ence. And although the museums that 
put this idea into practice may seem a 
departure from tradition, the way they 
teach science is actually much more in 
tune with the experimental principles 
on which the practice of science has been 
based from the beginning. 1M 

NEW 
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PlANS CATALOG 

Hovercrafts. outdoor sheds. fine 
furniture. tool boxcs. All this and 
more Is within your reach when you 
order Popular Mechanics latest cata· 
log of plans. Imagine building: 

• a hovercraft that flies 70 miles per 
hour on land or water 
• a bookcase wall that stretches 
from floor to ceflfng 
• a two-car garage with room for a 
loft and workshop 

Hundreds of plans to choose from. 
many never offered before. and all 
complete with diagrams. instruc
tions and materials lists. 

You'lI find a selection of books and 
photocopies of Popular MechanicS 
articles from past Issues Included. 

So, If you want to feel the pride of 
building something yourself. be· 
come an expert In a new hobby or do 
your own home and auto repairs. 
send for our Plans and Ideas Cata· 
log. Just $2.00. 

Mall your check or money order to: 
Popular MechaniCS Catalog. Box 
1014. Radio City Station. New York. 
N.Y. 10101. 
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Oliver Strlmpel 

at Boston Com-
puter Museum 

exhibit: "Making 
everything very 

big and very 

visible takes the 
mystery out of 
~hnology." , 

" : _' ..,'" By Ronald Rosenberg ' '' ' '~,; ,,walk-Through Computer, a new exhibit that .~,~ 
shrunken kids in the film when they view the j 

• ' GLOBE STAFF .. '. opens this month. While there is no danger ora " 
" If Hollywood were to make a sequel to the '" ~~ bumblebee ~ttack; ~e chapge in pei'spec- '," , 
hit movie I'Honey, I Shnmkthe Kids," Bos- " tive IS m~mentarily ~tartJing. :", '.' -,) .,,:d , 
ton's Computer Museum could be one of the ' "Making everything very big and very VlSI- ,:" \i 
sets. ' " '. ' , ble takes the mystery out of technology," said " ,,~ 

British-born Oliver Strimpel, the museum's ex- , , ~ 
ecutive director, who has wanted to create this ;; I 
exhibit for three years. "It's a very disanning " 1 

. Instea1 of riding giant ants and climbing 
mto oversIZed Lego blocks, the movie charac
ters could embark on an adventure inside and 
around a giant personal computer equipped 
with a 25-foot-Iong keyboard .. The child-sized 
characters could climb the computer's letters 
and numbers. Adults could explore a geogra
phy program by turning a bumper-car-sized 
pointer, known as a trackball, that moves im
ages on .a towering lOB-square-foot color moni
tor; using the World Traveler program, they 
can, for example, locate the shortest driving 
route between two cities. 

Museum visitors are likely to feel like the 
' " - . I . 

approach, rather childlike." , . "' .. ' 
, Indeed, the electronic parts alone are ' 50 

times bigger than an Apple Macintosh. One of 
the smaller parts of the exhibit, which opens 
June 23, is the 6-foot-tall floppy disk. It is only 
21 times larger than today's 8.S-inch disk. 

, 'Visitors will be able to walk past a 6-foot
tall disc storage drive, gaze into giant memory 
chips and learn how information is passed from 
one part of this two-story computer to another. 

"I want to reach out with this exhibit to 
people that know nothing about computers as 

EXHIBIT, Page 18 
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• ~1T ~ ~. ~-.~. - -.... . .~:;:;: ...... ' :. ., ~.,.'fi~~_:'/' por, whO d~p.t.ecU250,000;·ii8ys he's; 
:Gontinued from Page 8 ~ Co ter' M ·always wanted f.o' break down the' 
weD88~osetha~baveafearof~- .~:; .• mpu '~"'-:~:7i . ~.to .~~tandiDg COJDpm,:\ 
~d:;S::~Dit. Stlimpel ' ~~aJ.:~.:eOf·~·.:~~·~·~\'~:~~·~~~ 
=:f~::at~~'s~:tio':: ! widening their .~ ;~ .. '::. ,:than:lOO peGpJe,'~g'13 faD-~ 
Museum o.f PhotDgraphy, 'F,'i1m and ' "audlence beyond the .:' ~"-:"'~fromters,F~~..uersCo -th ; '.l11 ••. strinlpel knew Fl. . ..-QCI\:W'IQIIIII .n. UlAUn .. e' 
~:.:.on~uer ~rk at the ~: .: oompoter Uterate. . :,~.~. W,obur~ e~h~bit .~abrici.tor, are 1 
Museum in London, where the de- " ~ling .t:o."~ the,late June 1 

signer created a fUll-scale model of a dea4liDe. .,:' ~;)~ ,~. - ",' , ... ' ,'~'J 
nuclear reactor core. • Fowler, who is returning to Eng-

"We've ,model~ everying on a ports to see videoS'that show the in- land to work on a ~ Children's 
working computer," said Fowler, ner workings right down to the most Museum, said ~eveJopmg the Com
who acknowledged knowing nothing buic level. Walking from chip tD puter ~~um exhibit, differs from 
about computers until he came tD chip, visitors will see Pulsing light ft- most .British and .American museum 
BostDn 188t May. '\Frankly, I never bers that simulate wires to show how exhibl~ that take ~ to three years 
eared much about them - until now." tiny pieces oCinformation _ data bits to deSign and budd. The Walk-

He and Strimpe) agreed that the - zoom around in'giant siJicon chips. Through Computer will be complet
'exhibit had to givel visitors a sense To Curther disarm computer- ed in Just over 12 ~~nth8. ' 
that computers can be Cun as well as phobes, the museum has retained Still, there are 188t-mfnute prob
instructive~ Theytalso hope the Robert Macauley 88 exhibit ruustra- lems, such 88 finding the most suit
Walk-Through Computer \\i11 bring tor. He is best known 88 the writer!- able mate~ for the exhibit floor to ' 
in new visitors, given the popUlarity illustrator oC "The Way Things accommodate the foot traffic from ' 
oC its next-door neighbor, the Chil- Work," a book that includes en- .the 150,000 visitors expected annual- , 
dren's Museum, on Museum Wharf. 1arged dra\\ings oC the inner work- ly. Already dozens of samples of : 

Computer Museum officials see ings oC more than 250 machines. For pl88tic materials have been, tested. 
the exhibit as a way oC \\idenin~ the Computer Museum, he wm pro- !Iust as a real computer's elec
their audience beyond. the computer duce 30 information panels 88 weD 88 tronics sit on a multilayered plastic 
literate, many oC whom are children. anatomical blow-ups oC the comput- board, ealled the "motherboard," the 

"We've seen a lot of,parents com- er's working parts. Macauley is also museum is trying to buDd a similar 
ing here because oC th!!ir cbildren's Creating a 2O-Coot-long display stud- green-oolored floor., , 
Cascination with computers," said ded with nitches, keyboards, micro- ' "On the one hand, it's got to look 
Strimpel. ~ phones and a television camera to right." said Fowler. "That means it's 

In addition to the: gfaDt key- explain how information flows. got to be a nice translucent green. At 
board, visitors can walk inside an This ambitious introduction to the same time, it has got to stand 10 
oversized electronics Corest and stop computers is costing the museum years ofwear and tear 88 a floor, and 
at 4-Coot-long "chips" -, memories, $1.2 million. Fund-~g Cor die ex- that's proving to be a very difficult 
communications devices and a Cen- hibit was spearheaded by Mitchell eombiDation. " 
traI Processing U~ the control een- Kapor, founder oC Lotus Develop- Their. solution: Have people walk 
lei' oC the compuWr. They can peer ment Corp. and chairman of ON Slightly ~low the electronics using 
intD them through one oC ~y view- Technology~ both in Cambridge. ~- ~ that can be 8asiIy replaeed. 
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n ormation rocessln 
BITS & BYTES 

EDITED BY MARK LEWYN The Russian version of MS-DOS, the 13th translation Mi
crosoft has made, should make it easier for budding Soviet 
businesses to computerize_ Another prospect is the Communist 

JOURNEY TO THE CENTER Party, one of the nation's biggest PC users. Until now, Soviet 
OF THE PC pcs-made by the government or by importers such as IB~{-

f-------------'--,-=----------I have used English versions of MS-DOS or homemade transla-

For years, science enthu- tions. Working with a Soviet-American computer joint venture 
siasts have marveled at called Dialogue, Microsoft has developed a method to arrange 

a replica of the human Cyrillic characters on the keyboard and automatically translate 
heart, the size of a house, them into the mathematical language used internally by PCs. 
at the Museum of Science That will help other sortware makers translate their own 
& Industry in Chicago. programs. In addition to Microsoft, Aldus Corp. and Ashton
Now, a Boston museum is Tate say they plan to translate applications, such as word 
putting a new twist on the processing packages, for sale in the Soviet Union. 
idea. r----------------------------------------------1 

On June 23, the Comput
er Museum will unveil an 
enormous, $1.2 million rep

lica of a personal computer that visitors can walk through. 
Inside the mammoth machine are banks of Volkswagen-size, 
random-access memory chips and a six-foot floppy disk. Puls
ing fiber-optic cables illustrate how information moves 
through computers. The machine's only working parts are a 
few buttons on its 25-foot keyboard and a trackball, a ball that 
moves the cursor. The computer's single trick is to map the 
shortest land route between two cities on the same continent. 
Even that function is actually performed by a desktop comput
er hidden inside the giant model power supply. Once the route 
is calculated, a slide show on the machine's 108 square-foot 
screen illustrates points of interest along the way. 

IS THE MAC MAKING APP'LESAUCE 
OF STUDENT PROSE? 

The Apple Macintosh, with its easy-to-use graphics style, 
may represent a victory of form over substance. That 

appears to be the finding of research conducted at the Univer
sity of Delaware. Marcia Peoples Halio, assistant director of 
the English Dept.'s writing program, assigned the same five 
teaching assistants to 10 freshman English classes. One stu
dent group used Macs, the other used IBM PCs or IBM clones. 

The instructors said the Mac's large type and graphics 
seemed to lead to "sloppier writing and fluffier topics." A 
writing-analysis program of a random sampling of papers 
found that 30'70 of the Mac writers used complex sentences, 

1----------------------------------------------.., compared with 5070 of IBM-clone writers. Sentence length aver

MCI BUYS AN 
UNDERGROUND EMPIRE 

Bundles of copper wires fatter than pythons. Wooden con
duits soaked in creosote, some from the 1880s. It's a 

jungle down there, and now it belongs to ~1C1 Communications 
Corp. Western Union Corp. spent decades laying cables be
neath the streets of hundreds of U. S. cities, including 700 
miles of fiber-optic lines. On }Iar. 8, the cash-strapped, onetime 
communications giant sold it all to Mel for an undisclosed sum. 

The deal for Western Union's raggedy Advanced Transmis
sion SYstems has attracted little notice, but there's more to it 
than meets the eye. It makes Mel the only long-distance com
pany to own lines that extend right into customers' buildings. 
MCI could attract data-transmission customers by promising to 
shepherd their traffic every inch of the way. Still, realizing 
that dream on a wide scale would take lots of money for 
modernization and expansion, and it might be challenged by 
local phone companies that resent Mel's intrusion. ~{CI spokes
man John R. Houser says the company has told shareholders 
it doesn't plan to invest heavily in ATS. Even so, he acknowl
edges, "Mel has inherited some buried treasure ." 

aged 16.3 words for the Mac essays and 22.6 for those written 
on PCs. And the Kincaid Scale, a measure of readabilitv, 
showed Mac users writing at the 8th grade level, vs. 12th 
grade for the IBM-clone group. Her article "Student Writin~: 
Can the Machine Maim the Message?" concludes that the 
Mac's format seems to "encourage a simple sentence structure 
and childish vocabulary." 

KEEPING UNDERWEAR COTTON 
OUT OF BLUE JEANS 

Dozens of types of cot-
ton are grown in the 

U. So, and there are scores 
of different uses for each 
type . Some grades are ~ 
best used for blue jeans, ~ 
while others make better 
shirts. The trick for mill 
operators is knowing how 
to match the right cotton 
to the right garment. 

--

1----------------------------------------------1 N ow, with a new soft- '------======--==-==-1 

MICROSOFT IS BECOMING 
FLUENT IN RUSSIAN 

A s the U. S. government slowly lifts export restrictions on 
computer technology bound for the Soviet Union and 

Eastern Europe, companies with an appetite for new markets 
are scrambling to get products ready. That's why Microsoft 
Corp. has developed a Russian version of ~{S·DOS , the operat
ing system software that runs IBM-compatible personal com
puters. "There is a huge demand for computing in the Soviet 
Union," says Jeremy Butler, a Microsoft senior vice-president. 

ware program developed by Cotton Inc., a trade group for 
cotton growers, grading may no longer be so tricky. The 
cotton is first rated by a machine known as a High Volume 
Instrument. The HVI checks for fiber length, uniformity, 
strength, color, amount of impurities, and other qualities. Then 
an IBM Personal System/2, which runs the new Engineered 
Fiber Selection Program, takes that information and deter
mines the best use for the cotton. So far, according to the 
trade group, the results have been impressive. Mills report 
that cotton can now be classified in a matter of minutes rather z 

than days, reducing labor costs and helping operators to ad
just their inventories quickly to match market demand. 

~ ____________________________________ J_ ____________________________________ ~ ~ 
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Pressing for action: 
th£ project 's 25ft 
working keyboard. 
A giont nwuse was 
abandonedfor f ear 
it would run 
children down 

The two-storey 
desktop computer 

In Boston Roger Highfield, Science Editor, discovers plans for a 50 times lifesize PC 
T HE WOIII.D·S most e,p,-n· 
si ve - a nd la rl:!cs l - "des ktop" 
computer will lie up and run· 
nin,,! in June . Cos till£ SI.2 mil · 
lion (£750.000). il will be Iwo 
storeys tall - SO times the s i1.e 
of a no rm al desk lop PC or 
works ta tion. 

Rath e r Ihan s iltin g on a 
table. it is bein J.: built in a for· 
mer wool \\Ia rchous~ on Bas
Ion' s his to ric ..... ate rf ront . hOllle 
or the wu rld 's only dedi ( a tcd 
com pul er museum. 

, Th e Wa lk T hrou ~ h Co m· 
puter ex hibit will provide a 
view of computers tha t c \'c n a 
compul e r hard ware expert will 
rind b rca lhl ak in~ . It is th e 
bra inchild o f a Unton. Dr Oli · 
ve r Str im pe l. the mu se um 's 
ne wl y a ppoint e d exe cutiv e 
director. 

"The Wa lk Through Com· 
puter will be <Joout the techno l
ogy itse lf. ..... here you can le arn 
how it works and whal is inside 
the computer's box in a way 
that we hope will not alienate 
anybody." he said. 

The im pact of computers and 
their diffe rence from, say. a 
dishwasher, are not appre ci
ated, according to Dr Strimpe l. 

" The idea that computers are 
infurmation machines is ve ry 
subtle" he said . 

" I do not think people reali se 
th a t a lm os t ever ybody is 
invol ved with handling and rna· 
niplii a lin ~ inform ation while 
rc l<Jtive iy few a re in vo lve d 
with manufacturing: ' 

T wo other Britons arc play· 
in ~ a key ro le: Richa rd Fow le r. 
the a ward winning de signe r 
from the Nati onal Museum of 
Pholo~ ra phy. Film and Te le· 
vis ion in Brad rord, and BBC 
produce r J ohn Palfrcman who 
will ma ke a humorou s film 
cx pl a inin ~ software. 

Ov e r a ll. more Ihan 100 
peopl e and 25 institutions from 
three countrie s are collaborat· 
ing on the project. 

T he Walk Through Com 
pute r will de monstrate a pro
gram that takes the museum's 
vis itors on a worM tour. 

Images o f Ihe world on a high 
re so lution compute r screen 
will be proj ecled on a 108 sq fl 
monitor. It will also oHer vis i
tors a 25 (t working key board 
and fi ve fool floppy disk. 

Ideas for a giant mouse we re 
droppe d because it would have 

been thl! s i/.c of a bllmpt' r car. 
a nd . Or S trirn vcl ex pla ine d: 
"We were sca f{~d of funnill p. 
ove r childre n." 

Ins t e ad use rs will turn a 
"trackball " 40 in in diamet er to 
point a cursor to one of 300 
maj o r ci ti es di s pla yr d on 
screen. 

The comput er will find the 
shortest land route be twee n 
two o f the m a nd offe r a s lide 
show 0 11 the mammulh monito r 
of the s ight sane \\'OU Id ~ec e n 
roul e. 

T he compute r operatin~ the 
screen displ;ly.will be an Apple 
Macintosh II . and a powe rful 
Di gital Equipment Corporation 
Mi c ro vax w ill control th e 
special e ffects. 

Walking inside the compute r 
past drooping ribbon cables. 
visitors will see it ope rating in 
s low motion. from the whirr of 
a giant s pinnin g di sk as it 
retrieves data to the fre ne tic 
electronic activity in banks of 
me mory chips. 

Pe ering ins ide. they will see 
a film of a real chip at work 
taken with an e lec tron micro
scope a t DEC. 

The action of the compute r 

will be described in the sim· 
pl l ~S I language: e ach s li ve r o f 
s ili lon Ii~ ht s up in a chip that is 
"as <.o mplcx as a city" . 

Computer graph ics will al so 
be II sed . " You will appear to fly 
down into the chip and see it 
working in a reali s ti c way," 
sa id Or Strimpe l. 

"We want people to see it is 
complex but feel Ihat if Ihey 
had Ihe lime they could under· 
sta nd it. It is not a m ys te ry -
there is no ghost in the box." 

In c a s e this r e ali s ti c 
approach intimidates some vi s
it o rs. the re will al so be a 
" warm and fuzzy" display: hu
morous illustrated panels will 
be used . produced by David 
Macaulay. author of The Way 
Things Work. 

Puls ing light fibre s embed
de d in its translucent floor - a 
mock printed ci rcuit board -
will simulate the flow of data 
through the computer. 

The Walk Through Com· 
pute r is the Bos ton museum's 
la rgest sing le project since 
ope ning in 1984. 

The museum boasts ODe of 
the bes t collections of early 
compute rs . The size of this 

Giant 
floppy: 

~:&rotis. 
exhibit 
fabrication 
project 
manager. 
inspects 
afive[oot 
h igh 
replica ofa 
computer 
disk 

e xhibition und e rscore s the 
soaring powe r and plunging 
price of the machines. 

A marvello us selection of 
hands-on exhibi ts , compute r 
animation. robotics and artifi
cial intelligence . is a lso on orfer 
to it s 100.000 visitors each 
year. 

They can he ar advice from a 

computer on what wine will 
complement a fish dish, argue 
with a grocer (an artificial intel
lige nce program) ove r the cost 
of s trawberrie s or eve D com
mission a work of computer 
art . 

"Computers are also a won
derful vehicle for getting over 
some extremely deep mathe-

BOSTON'S 
WALK THROUGH 

WORKSTATION 

matical ideas," Dr Strimpel 
said. 

Before joining the museum. 
Dr Strimpel was curator for 
mathematics and computing a t 
London's Science Museum, but 
in 1983 lack of resouroos and 
fo cus on schol a rship rathe r 
than public e ducation the re 
pushed him to mo ve to Boston. 
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Walk-Through 
Computer 

The Computer Muse
um in Boston plans a 
two-story mock-up of 
a computer that visi
tors can walk through, 
page 40. 

·WEDDINGS 48 
eirc: 1,593,100 

Computers on Display 
But Not on a Pedestal 

Special 10 The New York Time. 

BOSTON, March 3 - At the Com
puter Museum here, the technologi
cally timid can consult with a wine 
adviser about what will complement 
a chicken dish, commission an origi
nal work of art or dicker with a 
Haymarket street vendor over . the 
price of a pint of strawberries. 

Computers that do these things are 
part of a growing number of interac
tive exhibits at a museum that bills 
itself as the world's only one devoted 
exclusively to computers and their 

history. The mission of the 53,000-
square-foot museum is not only to 
preserve important examples of com
puters from the industry'S relatively 
short history, but also to educate and 
Insptre a public that sometimes finds 
computers threatening. 

"We try to combine artifacts with 
hands-on interactive systems," said 
Dr. Oliver Strimpel, executive direc
tor of the museum. "You can come 
see the first computers, what they're 
like and the incredible revolution tak
ing place and also see what they're 
used for, why they're so unique and 
why they're so different from any 
other machine that's ever been 
builL" 

Computer Rescued From Dump 
. The museum's collection started in 

1974 when Ken Olsen, president of the 
Digital Equipment Corporation, and 
Robert Everett; then president of the 
MITRE Corporation, rescued the 
Whirlwind computer of the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology, an 
early vacuum-tube device and the 
first computer designed for manufac
ture, from a truck that was carrying 
it to the dump. 

Mr. Olsen and Digital began col
lecting and saving important early 
computers. The Computer Museum, 
which became an independent non-

A rriuseuin strives 
to make its 
artifacts 
interactive. 

profit organization in 19S2 and re
ceives about 100,000 visitors a year, 

, now has some of the most rare exam
~ pies of vintage computers among its ' 

. ; collection of 1,500 artifacts. 
I Perhaps the most exciting of the 

. J museum's 60 interactive exhibits so 
• far is the planned $1.2 million "walk
, through computer." Visitors will be 
" able to walk past spinning six-foot 
! disc drives, peer inside giant memory 
1 chips and watch a 10S-square-foot 

.~ monitor, about 20 times normal size. 
I The 3,500-square-foot exhibit is two 

. ' stor.les high. It is scheduled to open on 
June 23. 

Tony Fernandes, 26 years old, a 
senior programming engineer at the 
Lotus Development Corporation, said 
he visits the museum to satisfy his 
curiosity about the computer's histo
ry, but he also volunteers his time 
helping to design the walk-through 
computer because he thinks the pub
lic needs to understand the impact of 
computers. 

"It's like ·a moon rocket; you know 
it went there, but you wonder how it 
got there," Mr. Fernandes said. 
"People go to the museum almost as 
an oracle to get told." 

From its earliest days, the muse
um has maintained ~ collaborative 
relationship with the area's high-tech 
industry and colleges and universi
ties that helps it stay abreast of new 
developments. The museum offers a 
breakfast seminar series to its corpo
rate members. It conducts a work
study program with Northeastern 
University, and students from M.I.T., 
Boston University and Harvard often 

.. work at the museum, sometimes in 
connection with their theses or for 
other college credits. . 
. Dr. Strimpel said that when the 

museum was designing its "smart 
machines" exhibit, which includes a 

, collection of 25 robots, about 30 em
ployees from the computer industry 
volunteered to help. "They enjoy hav
ing their work be very yisible," Dr. 
Strlmpel said. "It's an opportunity to 
get It seen by the world and feel like 
they're doing a great thing." 



For the record q:z/?o 
• Correction: Because of a photog
rapher's error, a photo caption in 
Monday's Business section incor
rectly stated John Doerr's position 
in last Friday's Computer Bowl in 
Boston. Doerr was captain of the 
West Coast team. 

Mitch Kapor of On Technology 
plays "The ExamIner" at The 
Computer Bowl. 
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Silicon Valley 
gets its revenge 
West Coast wins Computer Bowl 

By Jane Fitz Simon 
GLOBF. STArf 

It was "Revenge of the Silicon 
Valley Nerds" as the West Coast 
squeaked past the East Coast in a 
thrilling upset at the Second Annual 
Computer Bowl. held Fliday night 
at the World Trade Center. 

The closely fought contest, which 
pitted East Coast and West Coast 
computer professionals in a comput
er tri\~a quiz, c1ima:xed in a photo 
finish \\ith the \\inner decided on the 
final question. 

East Coast fans went limp when 
LaWTence Tesler, ~ce president of 
advanced technology at Apple Com
puter Inc., correctly guessed that it 
was the caves of Tennessee that in
spired the maze of twisty passages 
in the computer game, "Adventure," 
The answer gave the West a 300 to . 
290 win, and claim to the title, "Com
puter Masters of the Universe." 

True to form. the West Coast 
team gloated over its victory. "The 
defeat of unknown nerds from failing 
East Coast companies was ine~ta
ble." proclaimed J ohn L. Doerr. the 
West Coast team captain and a palt
ner at the venture capital firm of 
Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers. 

The East Coast loss meant the 
custom-made. satin \ictory robes or
dered by team captain Patrick Mc
Govern, chairman of International 
Data Group. in Framingham. re
mained on their hooks. A West Coast 
player taunted: "Where are the 
robes?" 

McGovern held his head high -
and complained that his team lost on 
questions that involved computers 
featured in cartoon strips and mov
ies. '" If we had been given a chance 
to answer authentic computer ques
tions, we would have had a chance," 
he sniffed. . " I 

, The win by the cocky West Coast 

Combatants Stewart Alsop (left) of the West team and the East's John Doerr duke It out In The 
puter Bowl. . 

team - which included William 
Gates, chairman of Microsoft Corp., 
of Redmond, Wash .• whose scowling 
expressions at contest officials ri- . 
valed those of tennis star John 

McEnroe - sends the Computer 
, Bowl trophy to California, where 
next year's Computer Bowl will be 
held. 

. The event, sponsored by the 

Computer Museum in Boston, . 
$250,000 in cash and $400,OOOi~ ser
~iees for the museum. It was %ad
cast live to locations in San FJ:tncls-

. ' . ~OWL, P¥f 18 
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Silicon Valley team gets 
Computer Bowl revenge 
• BOWL 
Continued from Page 17 

academia. Doerr was in charge of "chips an4 anything . 
that has to do with money." Stewart Alsop, editor of PC 
Letter, was in charge of industry gossip, while Charles ", 

co, Santa Clara, Calif.; Seattle, and Dallas, and will be House, general manager of software engineering sys
broadcast in two parts next month on Computer Chroni- terns at Hewlett-Packard Co., was to cover minicom-
cles, a PBS television series. puters and history. Gates would handle software. 

The fes~ve evening began with a ''tailgate party," The uppity SWcon Valley team managed to unnerve 
co~plete Wlth cheerleaders borrowed from D~am, the East Coast before the first question was asked. 
High ~chool. A s~-studde~ computer. crowd ~llJoyed When the time came for the West Coast players to ap
coc~l.s and hors d oeuvr~s, mcluding thiS year's Judges, pear on the set, each had shed his jack,et and tie, and 
J. Wilham Poduska, c~~rman of ~tardent. Computer Doerr appeared in sunglasses .. The team members made 
Inc., of Newton, and William Joy, ':lee preSident of re- a show of rolling up their sleeves, and practiced lurching 
search ~d . develop.ment at Sun Mlcrosystems Inc., of for the buzzer. The East Coast team looked as stuffy by 
Mountain View, Calif. The two faced off at the first Com- comparison as a minicomputer to a Mac 
puter Bowl, held in 1988, which the East won handily, T . h k d Th 11.1 t' . perl to ] 
375 to 310. he psyc -out wor e. e nes Jum an ear y 

Also mingling in the crowd was Mitchell Kapor, 
chairman of ON Technology Inc., of Cambridge, who 
scored the most points at the last Computer Bowl - and 
was kicked upstairs this year to ask the questions. Kapor 
said the key to his success in the last contest was to 
study computer literacy books - and know when to push 
the button. "If you wait and only hit the button when you 
know the answer, it's too late," said Kapor. "CY ou have to 
hit it wher. you know you're going to know." 

DO\\llstairs in l'eparate "locker rooms," the teams 
held their final huddles. In the East Coast camp, confi
dent players cracked jokes and asked for more guaca
mole. McGovern quipped that his team's strategy was 
modeled after the San Francisco 4gers: "We have the 
first 15 answers ready," regardless of the questions, he 
said. 

Later he cautioned his teammates: "We musn't push 
the button before he starts to ask the question." But 
William Foster, president and chief executive officer of 
Stratus Computer Inc., in Marlborough, disagreed: "If 
we get a big lead, we ought to do it - to rub it in." 

Robert Frankston, chief scientist at Lotus Develop
ment Corp., in Cambridge, obsel"\'ed that the average 
age of the East Coast players was 10 years older than 
those on the West Coast. McGovern shot back: "They 
have a lot of energy, but no stamina." ' 

Rounding out the East Coast team were Russell 
Planitzer, chairman of Prime Computer Inc., in Natick, 
and Edward Fredkin, professor of physics at Boston 
University. Planitzer offered a final, brilliant piece of ad
vice: "Don't press the buzzer unless .you !mow the an
swer," he urged. 

In the West Coast locker room, Team captain Doerr 
peered intently into a laptop computer and fired practice 
questions to his group. ''They said it wasn't open book, 
but they didn't say it wasn't open computer," he quipped. 

An excited Bill Gates sat at the edge of his chair, 
stabbing errantly at Doerr's questions. Gates paused to 
explain the West Coast strategy. Tesler, of Apple, was 
responsible for questions about artificial intelligence and 

lead when Tesler correctly named three famous personal 
eomputers introducc.d in the summer of 1977. (The TRS-
80, Commodore PET, and Apple II.) Doerr next correct
ly guessed the three computer companies that jointly 
announced the Ethernet networking standard in 1980 
(Intel Corp., Xerox Corp., and Digital Equipment Corp.) 

The East Coast got on the scoreboard when Foster 
of Stratus identified Apple as the company that went 
public in 1980 with the largest public stock offering at 
the time since Ford Motor Co. . 

The East Coast blew a precious opportunity when it 
missed three bonus questions worth 10 points each. The 
team could not guess which computer Mark learns to 
program in the comic strip Doonesbury (A Digital PDP 
11170); which PC Oliver Wendall Jones has in the comic 
strip Bloom County (the "Banana Junior"); and what 
computer Jones had before the Banana Junior (an IBM 
6000). 

The East Coast nonetheless led 50 to 30 at the end of 
the first round, and it stilI led at the end of Round 2, 120 
to 110, ha\ing answered such questions as ''What is the 
ASCII decimal equivalent for the escape key?" (Frank
ston: "27.") 

As the fourth and final round opened, the East Coast 
team stilI led 200 to 170. But Gates warmed up, answer
ing correctly that the Atanasoff computer was developed 
at Iowa State College, and buzzing faster than anyone on 
the easy question of which unsuccessful computer pre
ceded the Apple Macintosh (Lisa). 

The score climbed on each side, until there was time 
for just one more question - the cave question. The West 
got it right, and took home the trophy. 

The next Computer Bowl is scheduled for April 26, 
1991. The East Coast captain will be Pamela McCor
duck, an author who has written on the history and fu
ture of computing; and Heidi· Roizen, president of 
T/Maker, a California software company. , 

McGovern, still stewing over the missed bonus round ., 
- and that cave question - offered this advice to next, 
year's captains: "Get videos of all the computer-related 
movies and sketches of all the cartoons. And study spe
lunking." 

\ 
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West Coast Nerds 
Beat East Eggheads 
In Computer Bowl 

* * * 
Microsoft's William Gates 

Is Trivial in the Contest; 
Key to the ASCII Escape 

By JOHN R. WILKE 
Stalf Reporter-oJ THE WALL STREET JOURNAL ~ 

BOSTON-In the game show, as in llfe, 
the West Coast computer nerds beat the 
East-following a close contest that was 
decided in a 'sudden-death finish. . 

The storied rivalry between Smcon Val
ley's laid-back computer wizards and the 
buttoned-down businessmen of Boston's 
flagging ·Route 128 region was reflected 
Friday In the Second annual Computer 
Bowl. The Boston Computer Museum bene
fit, modeled after the College Bowl game 
show, featured an all-star cast including 
Wllliam H. Gates, reformed hacker and 
billionaire chalrman of MIcrosoft Corp., 
and Mitchell Kapor, trivia whiz and 
founder of Lotus Development Corp. 

The East Coast team, captained by Pat· 
rick J. McGovern, chalrman of interna
tional Data Corp., maintalned a sUm lead 
through much of the contest, fielding the 
most obscure computer·trivia questions. 
Bob Frankston, co·developer of the (irst 
electronic spreadsheet and chief scientist 
at Lotus. was the East's Most Valuable 
Player. 

The rapld·flre questions ranged from 
real softballs (E'PROM, as any nerd 
knows. is an erasable·programmable read· 
only memory) to the truly arcane (Q: 
What's the ASCII equivalent for the 'es· 
cape' key? A: 27). Mr. Frankston, clad In 
the dark business suit that was the uniform . 
of the East, knew that one. The West wore 
shirt·sleeves. . 

The West's big gun, Mr. Gates, didn't 
turn out to be much of a factor, though he 
dellvered in a couple of clutch situations. 
He was hot in a warm·up round before the 
Bowl-to be broadcast nationwide on 
PBS's Computer Chronicles in May-but 
the East took the prellminary. There was 
.some speculation that the warm-up loss 
was a set·up by the wlly Mr. Gates, and 
someone from Microsoft was indeed seen 
taking bets. 

It was a bitter defeat for the East. ·It's 
bad enough that the momentum In the in· 
dustry has shifted to the West and smaller, 
more nimble machines, leaving Eastern 
firms. bleeding. This was personal. 

After trailing most of the game, the 
West seized the lead in the fourth quarter. 
The East tied the score in the final sec· 
onds, but the.West won at the buzzer. The 
coveted sUver Computer Bowl was handed 
over to the Californians. "The defeat of un· 
known nerds from failing East Coast com
panies was inevitable," said West Coast 
captain and venture capitalist L. John 
Doerr, who couldn't resist rubbing It in. 

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL 
APRIL 30, 1990 
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Memorandum 

to: The Computer Museum Board of Directors 
from: Oliver Strimpel 
re: miscellaneous 
date: 5/1 5/90 

Please find enclosed the minutes of the February 16 meeting of the 
Board, as well as minutes of Executive Committee meetings of 
February, March, and April. 

Note that at the February Board meeting, the start time for the 
June 22 meeting was changed to 8:30 am. 

Following discussions with the Nominating Committee, a short list 
for this year's nominations to the Board was agreed at the last 
Executive Committee meeting; a list with affiliations is enclosed. 

The Walk-Through Computer development is nearing completion. I 
enclose the latest couple of issues of our "Insider's Report." We look 
forward to your reactions on June 21 at the special preview party 
starting 6:30pm. The invitations will be in the mail within a few 
days. 



Board of Directors Nominees 

name Title Business State 
Belove, Ed VP Lotus Ma 
Bergstein, Mel Computer Sci Corp IllCa 
Brown, Owen Ca 
DEC Nominee VP Digital Equipment Corp Ma 
Henderson, R or Waite,C Partner Greylock Ma 
Higgins, Bob Partner Highland Capital Ma 
House, Charles Hewlett Packard Ca 
Kaplan, David Partner Price Waterhouse Ma 
Landman, Fritz Pres ComputerWorld Ma 
Pampel, Roland Pres Bull Ma 
Ruopp, Dick VP TERC Ma 
Simmons, Michael VP Bank of Boston rv1a 
Sutter, James VP Rockwell Ca 

5/15/90 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Board of Directors Meeting 

MINUTES 

February 16, 1990 

I. The meeting was called to order by Gardner 

Hendrie, Chai rman. Other di rectors in attendance were: C. 

Gordon Bell, Gwen Bell, Lawrence S. Brewster, Richard P. 

Case, David Donaldson, Max Hopper, Theodore Johnson, James 

McKenney, Laura Morse, Russell Noftsker, Nicholas 

Pettinella, Jonathan Rotenberg, Jean Sammet, Edward 

Schwartz, Hal Shear, Irwin Sitkin, and Ron Smart. Also in 

attendence were Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director, and 

James S. Davis, Clerk. 

It was noted that the time for the June 22, 1990 annual 

meeting will be changed to 8:30 a.m. instead of 9:00 a.m. 

The following meetings will be Thursday, November 1, 1990 at 

Noon and Friday, March 1, 1991 at 8:30 a.m. 

II. Ahg Search Committee Report. The report was 

given by Gardner Hendrie in the absence of David Nelson. It 

was noted that Fenwick Partners had been retained by the 

Museum to carry out the search for a new Executive Director. 

Qualifications looked for were experience in management, 

including association with museums, or at least with other 

non-profit organizations with an educational mission; 

experience with fund-raising; and an orientation toward and 
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enthusiasm for computer technology. Ninety-three individuals 

were contacted. The list was narrowed in several stages; and 

finally Oliver Strimpel was selected unanimously. 

III. perspective f..r..Qm .tM Executive Director. Oliver 

Strimpel summarized the progress made by the Museum in its 

ten years of existence, and eight and one-half years as a 

legally organized non-profit corporation. He noted that 

only seven years ago it moved into its present space. While 

over half of the opening exhibition reflected mission was to 

preserve the artifacts of computer history, the Computer 

Graphics and Personal Computer Exhibits focused on the 

applications of computers. These popular and interactive 

exhibits started the trend away from the featuring of 

historic artifacts. 

The travelling Computers in Your Pocket Exhibit 

represented a step forward as the Museum's first national 

outreach. The Smart Machines Exhibit which opened, combine 

an entertaining approach to history, with the Robot Theatre 

and Ninteractive educational computer-based exhibits, helped 

the Museum's popularity grow. The annual Kids Computer 

Fairs have helped reach younger audiences; and the SIGGRAPH 

Art Show drew a new audience which had less interest in 

computing per se than the computer art. The Computer Bowl, 

the most successful fund-raising and media event for the 

Museum, has been established as an annual acti vi ty. The 

Walk-Through Computer Exhibit currently being assembled will 
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represent the largest budgeted and most complex exhibit to 

date, with the greatest number of consultants involved in 

producing it. 

Although the rate of attendance has steadily increased, 

there are sti 11 many days when the Museum is well below 

capacity and there is much room left for growth. Corporate 

membership also needs to increase. There were two 

significant jumps in 1986 when the breakfast seminar series 

began and in 1989 as a result of the Computer Bowl. In the 

Capital Campaign the Museum has not made the progress hoped 

for. For the last few years major gifts have been channeled 

into its operating fund and the payment of the mortgage, 

that was assumed in 1988. 

Strimpel noted that of the components of the Museum' s 

mission, its educational function was the most expensive, 

but was also its justification for being in Boston in its 

present location, since the mere preservation of the 

artifacts could be achieved in a warehouse. He noted that 

the development of resources at the Museum for research 

purposes was just beginning: it is laying the groundwork 

with, among other things, its collection of archives. 

IV. 7he Nominating Committee's Report. David 

Donaldson presented the report of the nominating committee 

and a summary of that report is attached as Exhibit A. He 

requested that each board member report back to the Executive 
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Commi ttee by the fi rst week in March with at least one 

suggestion for a potential new board member. The nominating 

committee will review their proposals, followed by the 

Executive Committee at its March 27 meeting and send them 

back to the Board of Directors for their feed-back. At its 

April 18 meeting, the Executive Committee will further 

review the nominations and approve the proposed slate. A 

recruitment period will follow and the final list will be 

sent to the Board of Directors on May 3 with the new members 

being invited to attend the annual board meeting on June 22, 

together with associated events. 

v. Museum's Operations Report. Oliver Strimpel 

reported on the Museum's operations. He stated that in the 

first six months of the current fiscal year the Museum had 

done extremely well with its operating fund budget and was 

well ahead of budget in terms of admissions, store sales and 

income from functions (the functions being the most profit

able operation for the Museum in terms of returns vs costs). 

(See the attached Exhibit ~ dealing with various aspects of 

the operating budgets and financials.) There is a new store 

manager and the store is doing very well. One problem has 

been cuts in school bus funding by the Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts, which has kept admissions lower than they 

might have been. He noted that membership goals may not be 

reached for the fiscal year, and that whether the restricted 
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contribution goal is reached will depend upon the success of 

the Computer Bowl. Unrestricted contributions have reached 

the present level in part due to significant gifts to the 

Museum earlier this fiscal year by Board Members to help it 

through a cash flow crisis. (The IMS grant referred to is a 

$75,000 grant from the Institute for Museum Services which 

may not be recurring.) He also noted that the funding of 

the Walk-Through Computer exhibit is currently "sheltering" 

some expenses by having some of the staff's time being 

charged against the budget for the exhibit. 

The capital fund has been successful in terms of fund

raising for exhibi ts but not in terms of fund-raising for 

capital endowment. 

Regarding exhibits, he mentioned that a display of four 

computer classics has been introduced to help fill the gap 

in historical exhibits between the opening of the 

Walk-Through Computer exhibit and the opening of the 

Milestones Exhibit in 1991. 

An agreement has been reached with the Boston Computer 

Society for opening the Computer Discovery Center. 

Educational materials are being developed to accompany 

the Walk-Through Computer Exhibit. The first assignment of 

the new marketing director, Noel Ward, would be to market 

the Walk-Through Computer Exhibi t in an effort to maximize 

attendance and publicity. 
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Jean Sammet requested that the time-line exhibit be 

preserved, a request which was seconded by Gordon Bell. 

Strimpel felt that the Museum's educational mission 

should be advanced to assure that the Museum's visitors 

receive the maximum advantage possible from their visits to 

the Museum (for example, by reaching Spanish speaking 

visitors) and a greater effort should be made to reach those 

who cannot come to the Museum. 

Jean Sammet requested that an organizational chart and 

a list of the staff members be prepared for the Board. 

VI. Ihg Development Committee Report. Gardner 

Hendrie noted that last summer's cash flow problem led to 

the formation of three new development committees: Annual 

Fund, Corporate Membership, and Individual Membership. The 

Capital Campaign for the first six months of the fiscal year 

has taken a back seat to Operating Fund. A group is at work 

on trying to restructure the Capital Campaign, and is 

expected to report to the Board at the June meeting. 

Hal Shear reported for the Annual Fund Committee. He 

mentioned that the goal was double that of last year and 

that it had been 

result. He felt 

60% achieved, which he felt was a good 

that the goal should be met after the 

spring telethon. He mentioned that he is one member away 

from having 100% support from the Board of Directors. 

Laura Morse spoke for the Corporate Membership 

Committee, stating that the results are not particularly 
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good (due partly to the economic slow down), but she felt 

things may be turning a corner to become more positive. A 

Membership Coordinator had been lacking but the Museum now 

has a new one. She noted that the Breakfast Seminars 

continue to be a great success. 

Larry Brewster, speaking for the Individual Membership 

Committee, stated that they were 40% of the way toward 

reaching their revised goal of $67,000 for the fiscal year. 

He mentioned the telethon which is planned for March to help 

increase membership. Gordon Bell asked whether the Museum 

could more aggressively sell memberships at the door. Jan 

Del Sesto answered that it will be part of the interpreters' 

job to promote membership and the visitors will be asked at 

the door and in the Museum's store whether they are members. 

Jan Del Sesto spoke about the Computer Bowl indicating 

that it wi 11 provide $250,000-$350,000 of free advertising 

for the Museum which it cannot afford to buy. The 18 media 

sponsors will provide high visibility as well as revenue for 

the Museum, and will also provide the Museum with an 

opportuni ty to return to the sponsors in the future for 

additional support. There will be a video tape made of the 

Computer Bowl which will be available at the store for sale 

for $40. 

Gardner Hendrie suggested having a drawing for Museum 

visitors which would offer a prize of two free Computer Bowl 
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tickets which would enable the Museum to get names and 

addresses of potential new members. He also expressed 

thanks to Jan Del Sesto and to the Committee Members 

mentioned above for their work in sustaining the Operating 

Fund income. 

VII. ~ Finance Committee's Report. Nick Pettinella 

indicated that the Museum's cash position has improved due 

to gifts from the Board of Directors when the Museum was 

having cash flow problems and due to the support available 

for the exibits. 

The funds of the Museum have been moved from Bank of 

New England to Bank of Boston, BayBank and State Street. 

Richard Case noted that it was important for the Museum 

to show an operating surplus and to stop borrowing from the 

from other funds. Irwin Sitkin noted that he would like to 

see an Endownment Fund created. Gardner Hendrie noted that 

that was the goal of a group working on the Capital Fund 

program which is trying to develop a national campaign for 

endowment. Gordon Bell suggested that the value of the 

in-kind gifts be shown as an asset on the financial 

statements. 

Jan Del Sesto noted the good public relations being 

derived from the Computer Bowl, from coverage in Popular 

Mechanics magazine, and from British Airways' mention of the 

Museum in its video city-guide to Boston (shown at the 

meeting). 
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VIII. Oliver Strimpe1 discussed goals for the Museum 

in 1991. 

The 1991 operating budget is expected to compare 

favorably to the 1990 budget when one considers the $50,000 

operating grant from DEC (part of a maj or $450,000 

multi-year grant) and expected increased admissions, store 

sales and functions resulting from the Walk-Through Computer 

Exhibi t. Negative factors include the fact that a renewed 

grant from the Institute for Museum Services is uncertain 

and there will be less shelter provided for other staff 

costs once the Walk-Through Computer Exhibit has been 

completed. He noted that the Milestones Exhibit may not be 

as well funded as the Walk-Through Computer Exhibit. In 

addition, in 1991 there will be no vacancies on the staff 

which means increased salaries over those paid in 1990. 

Ed Schwartz suggested that admissions be increased 

before the Walk-Through Computer Exhibit opens, since the 

Museum is below market level. Also he felt that the store 

should be prepared in advance for the expected success of 

the new Exhibit. Some suggestions for raising more money 

included having more varied functions at the Museum, and not 

just renting out its space (for example, bringing in 

telephone company employees to help them develop basic 

computer literacy); production of books and videos relating 

to the Walk-Through Computer Exhibit; selling franchises for 
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that Exhibit; using the Museum as a set for commercials and 

educational films, etc. 

Ed Schwartz suggested enlarging the kitchen so that the 

facilities for functions could be improved. Hal Shear 

suggested that the lines of visitors expected to develop 

when the Exhibit opens could offer an opportunity for sales 

possibi Ii ties. Irwin Si tkin suggested that travelling 

exhibits be listed in the Museum's newsletter. 

IX. Report Qll .t.hg Walk-Through Computer Exhibit. 

Oliver Strimpel summarized the progress 

exhibit to date. He noted that the 

in developing the 

application of the 

computer, called "World Traveller", wi 11 relate to finding 

routes between cities. Funding is currently at $827,000. 

The thrust of the Exhibit is "How Does a Cpmputer Work?" 

Gordon Bell suggested that the Museum might sell bags of 

some discarded computer parts which could be furnished to it 

free in great supply. 

Noel Ward spoke about marketing for the Exhibit which 

should begin four to six weeks in advance of its opening. 

He plans to develop innovative advertising and to appeal to 

various groups. Advertising media may include posters, 

broadcasts, a blimp, and direct mail. Three national TV 

programs want to film at the Museum. The Museum may begin 

to cultivate interest by allowing selected visits to the 

warehouse where the Exhibit is being developed. There will 
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be two or three different opening nights for the Exhibit, 

geared to various groups. 

x. Adjournment. There being no further business to 

come before the meeting, upon motion duly made and seconded, 

it was 

VOTED: 

ed/6832D 

To Adjourn. 

Adjourned. 

A true copy. 

Attested: 

James S. Davis, Clerk 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Executive Committee Meeting 

MINUTES 

February 28, 1990 

Present were Oliver Strimpel, Gardner Hendrie, Ed 

Schwartz, David Donaldson, and Nick Pettinella. 

Oliver Strimpel noted that the Computer Bowl funding, 

presently at a level of $154,000, was behind in January and 

February and had only reached roughly one-half of the 

$322,000 budgeted. Half of the balance which is needed is 

considered "fairly certain" to corne in. Forthcoming ads for . 
the Computer Bowl should help raise funds. Fund raising for 

the Bowl is currently Jan Del Sesto's top priority. 

The capital campaign is still well behind; although 

funding for the Walk-Through Computer has exceeded its 

budget goal with some $100,000 still potential. It is still 

on target for its opening date. The Milestones Exhibit 

is just over half funded. 

A $95,000 grant from the National Science Foundation 

has been awarded for the Exhibit Kit program, although 

official confirmation is still awaited. This is the second 

federal grant received by the Museum this year and shows 

that it can compete nationally with top museums for funding. 

There was a discussion as to whether and when admission 

fees should be raised from the present $5.00 to $6.00. This 

will be further discussed at the next committee meeting on 

-----! 
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March 27, but there seemed to be a general consensus that 

the increase was desirable and that it should start before 

the Spring visitor season begins and well before the 

Walk-Through Computer Exhibit opens. 

The composition of the Executive Committee was 

discussed and it was noted that some of the current members 

have been serving on the committee or in other capacities 

wi th the Museum for many years; that they could not be 

expected to continue indefinitely; and that new members were 

needed. It was determined that some current members of the 

Board of Directors would be approached about serving on the 

committee. • 

Oliver Strimpel presented some preliminary plans for 

Museum activities for fiscal year 1991, and budget goals for 

that year. The Committee will consider his proposals for 

later discussions; but one of the immediate comments was 

that more should be added to focus on school groups and 

educational outreach. The role of the Museum's educational 

program manager was also discussed. 

Gillian Ley will draft a letter to be sent to the Board 

members to solicit their suggestions for new members of the 

Board, as were requested at the recent Board meeting. 

Ed Schwartz suggested that the Museum consider becoming 

acredited. 
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Gwen Bell joined for discussion of long range planning 

for the Museum. There was general discussion centering 

around the idea that what the Museum needs is not so much a 

vision of itself 25 years from now, but a plan to enable 

itself to go from its present status into the future in a 

healthy condition. Gwen is continuing to explore the issue 

of what group should be in charge of developing this plan 

and who should be at its head. 

There was a comment that future planning should 

probably see a shift of emphasis somewhat more into the 

direction of the capital campaign, after the success in the 

past years with developing and funding exhibits. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

MINUTES OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 

March 22, 1990 

In attendance were Oliver Strimpel, Ed Schwartz, Nick 

Pettinella, Gardner Hendrie, Lynda Bodman, and Jim McKenney. 

Oliver Strimpel referred to the Museum's unrestricted 

short-term capital fund goals which have been revised 

downward from $400,000 to $220,000. At this point only some 

$60,000 has been recei ved , so that this presents a maj or 

cause of concern. The Computer Bowl is also behind where it 

should be in funding, but Jan del Sesto is confident about 

its achieving its goals. The income from the store and from 

functions at the Museum, and the fact that there have been 

empty positions, have given some support to the short term 

financial picture. One major problem is that there have 

basically been only two "askers" for capital funds: Gardner 

Hendrie and Gordon Bell. 

Exhibi t funding has been successful. It is hoped that 

the funding of the exhibits will build support for gifts to 

the Museum as a whole in the future. 

Gardner Hendrie agreed that the focuses this year have 

been on funding of exhibits and operating expenses, and that 

the capital campaign has suffered as a consequence. 

Committees are now being developed to focus upon the capital 

campaign. 
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Lynda Bodman suggested developing gala VIP events for 

the Walk-Through opening; Jim McKenney suggested an 

afternoon preview for parents and their children oriented 

towards children; and there was suggestion of involving city 

officials. One suggestion was to hire a not-for profit 

event consultant in connection with the opening events. 

Oliver noted that as of April 1 the Museum admission 

would be raised to $6. 

Brian McLaughlin, business manager, is temporarily 

taking over finance and administration responsibilities; and 

Jim McKenney suggested that a general assistant to the 

Museum Director was needed. 

Of the $825,000. budget for the walk through computer, 

$65,000 is currently sheltering operating expenses. 

The Milestones Exhibit is half funded. Seed money has 

been received to explore the possibility of a Virtual 

Reality travelling exhibit which would create very high 

visibility for the Museum around the country. 

A summary of goals for the 1991 fiscal year budget 

(attached) was circulated for further discussion and 

development. 

Ed Schwartz emphasized the importance to the Museum of 

hiring the proper staff, and felt that the necessary ideas 

to keep the Museum alive and growing would then take care of 

themselves. Ed also emphasized that he felt the better 

philosophy was to be conservative in setting the Museum's 
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goals and to continue to grow, rather than to be aggressive 

and become weaker financially. 

There was general consensus that the museum needs a new 

head of its educational programs and more educational 

outreach. 

A summary of considerations regarding governance of the 

museum was circulated (attached). There was discussion of 

whether the two Board meetings a year might be sufficient. 

It was felt that there needed to be a more energized Board. 

The need to inspire repeat annual corporate giving by 

working through the Board members was recognized. 

It was felt that Irv Si tkin as head of the Nominating 

Commi ttee should be urged to move the nominating process 

forward. 

Gwen Bell and Jan del Sesto joined to discuss the 

capital campaign. There was a proposal of a structured 

committee approach in which different committees would focus 

on different fund raising sources. The goal was to diversify 

responsibility for the capital campaign. drive. One 

suggestion was to start the endowment drive after the 

anticipated success of the Walk-Through computer, and 

possibly to present the proposal to the Board meeting in the 

Fall. It was emphasized that attention to this project 

should not be allowed to divert the needed energy from the 

opening of the Walk-Through exhibit. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
April 18, 1990 

In attendance were Oliver Strimpel, Ed Schwartz, Gardner 

Hendrie, Nick Pettinella, Lynda Bodman, Jim McKenney and 

David Donaldson. 

1. FY-91 Preliminary Budget. 

Oliver Strimpel produced preliminary figures for 

fiscal-91 for the operating and capital budgets. 

with regard to the operating budget, he indicated that 

the FY-90 budget would come close to being balanced due to 

some major individual gifts. For FY-91 he anticipated a 

significant increase in admission income due to the 

Walk-Through Exhibit and the increased admission charge. He 

fel t the novelty and excitement of The Computer Bowl would 

make it a good fund-raiser for a few more years to come and 

has budgeted its receipts at $300,000 for FY-91. 

The positions of Director of Finance and Administration 

and of Education Director have been eliminated from the '91 

budget. Jim McKenney questioned whether the position of a 

Director of Finance and Administration should not be retained 

to allow Oliver to focus more of his attention on exhibits 

and fund-raising rather than administration. Oliver, 

however, indicated that he would prefer having an assistant 

to the Director of the Museum as a means for cutting salary 

costs. He is also suggesting the creation of a new position 
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of a Director of Public Programs which would combine the 

oversight of the exhibits and education programs since they 

both involve public education functions of the Museum. 

Gardner Hendrie indicated concern about doing so since he 

fel t that the education program (as opposed to exhibits) 

might be hurt by comparison, due to Oliver's and the 

Museum's strong track record on exhibits. Oliver, however, 

felt that the approach not only saved money but also 

followed a pattern which is standard in many other science 

and technology centers and museums. He hopes to begin 

interviewing in July and August to try to fill the 

position. It was recognized that the positions that had 

been eliminated could be reinstated if the new approaches do 

not seem to work, or if additional funds are discovered. 

With regard to the capital fynd, Oliver noted that the 

current year's budgeted figure of $400,000 has been revised 

down to $220,000 with only $60,000 of this having been 

received. There was a discussion as to whether the problem 

was lack of a sufficient development strategy, or a lack of 

Board involvement. There was general feeling that the 

Museum needed to compare the projected achievements for 1990 

with the existing situation to determine the reasons for the 

shortfall, and to try to avoid having it repeated. Oliver 

at any rate felt that he was tied to the figure of $250,000 

for the capital fund for 1991 unless there was a general 

commitment to a capital campaign next year. 
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2. Board of Di rectors Nominations. Gwen Bell joined 

the meeting after which a list of potential directors were 

considered. It was understood that the Committee was 

looking for six "workers" and four "names" to add to the 

Board. Those selected were Mel Bergstein (or Bill Hoover), 

Owen Brown, a nominee from Digital, Robert Henderson (or 

Charles Waite), Bob Higgins, Chuck House, Fritz Landman, Ed 

Belove, Roland Pampel, either Mimi Macksoud, Pat Grey, or 

Kaplan from Price Waterhouse, Dick Ruopp, Michael Simmons, 

and James Sutter. The narrowed list will be sent to Irwin 

Sitkin and Naomi Seligman for their comments before the 

persons on the list are contacted; but contacts should be 

made quickly by the various persons on the Executive 

Committee who had expressed willingness to speak to certain 

of the nominees. 

3. Capital Campaign Planning. Gardner Hendrie reported 

that the group considering the capital campaign had met 

twice. He made reference to Gwen Bell's organizational 

chart presented at the last Executive Committee meeting and 

stated that the group felt it should try to get professional 

advice before proceeding. Oliver is to receive three or 

four proposals by May 9 for structuring and managing a 

capital campaign, with the goal of reporting to the Board of 

Directors at the annual meeting and beginning the campaign 

in the Fall. 
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The next meetings of the Committee are set for May 30, 

June 14 (tentative), July 18, August 15, and September 19. 

The Board of Director's meeting is on June 22. 
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Prototype logic board for The Walk-Through 
CompuJer. Photo by Richard Fowler. 

The 
Walk-Through 
Computer 

The 
Comput e r 
Mu s eum 

Local Firlns COlnplete 
Prototype ··Motherboard·· 

consortium of local tech
nology companies has 
recently completed work 
on a protype circuit board 
for The W alk-Through 

Computer, the new permanent exhibit 
scheduled to open at The Computer 
Museum on June 23rd. The board, which 
was designed around the Intel i486™ 
microprocessor, is being used by the 
exhibit fabricator, F.W. Dixon, as a basis 
for constructing The Walk-Through 
Computer' s ll00-square-foot "mother
board" (main logic board). 

Why Hot Make It Real? 
Just four months ago, the exhibit designers 
were struggling with the problem of how 
to make a circuit layout for the giant 
computer that would be electronically ac
curate while allowing enough space for 
visitors to move about freely. 

At the suggestion of Advisory Group 
members Gordon Bell, Vice President for 
Engineering at Stardent Computer, and 
Dave Patterson, Professor of Computer 
Science at UC/Berkeley, it was decided to 
go through the process of designing and 
fabricating a real printed circuit board, 
which could be used as a model for the 
exhibit. 

Project Management by DGA 
Alan Symonds, Technical Director for the 
exhibit, assisted by electrical engineer 
Peter Miller, designed the circuitry for the 
board using, OrCAD SID II (from 
OrCAD Systems Corporation), and 
SoftPC (donated to the project by Insignia 
Solutions, Inc. of Sunnyvale, California). 
Donald Glass, President of DGA Associ
ates in Wilmington, Massachusetts, lined 
up the necessary suppliers to get the 
prototype built, while Sharon Nichols, 
DGA's Director of Customer Support 
Services, guided Alan and Peter through 
the fabrication process. 

Museum Wharf 
300 Congress Stree t 
Boston, Massachusetts 02210 

Layout by Cadence 
Once the schematic was complete, 
Michael Halter and Christine Lachiusa of 
Cadence, in Lowell, Massachusetts, 
worked with the exhibit designer, Richard 
Fowler, to design a board layout that 
would reconcile physical constraints, such 
as visitor flow, with the dimensions of the 
actual board components. 

Multi-Core and Eltech 
In early February, copies of the completed 
artwork went to Multi-Core, Inc., also 
based in Lowell, where Don Gingras, Di
rector of Marketing, supervised the actual 
fabrication of the circuit boards. 

The completed boards were sent to 
Eltech Electronics, Inc. of North Billerica, 
Massachusetts, where Peter Johnson, 
President of the company, set up a small 
production run, using a sequence of 
automated machines to "stuff' twelve 
identical boards with sockets, switches, 
capacitors, resistors, and other electrical 
components. 

In late February, prototypes were sent 
to Drew Huffman at Paracomp, Inc. for 
use in developing animation sequences 
(see Insider' s Report No.5), Exhibit 
Illustrator David Macaulay, and F.W. 
Dixon. 

Worth the Effort 
The use of a real, purpose-built PC board 
as a model is typical of the Museum's 
efforts to make the giant computer appear 
as real as possible. 

"Basing The Walk-Through Com
puter on a real computer of our own 
design," says Alan Symonds, " turned out 
to be the only way to ensure we had a 
truly authentic exhibit. Although lots of 
people probably won't notice, if just one 
engineer looks down at the floor and says 
'Hey, this thing could really work!' I think 
it'll be worth the effort." 

TEL 617. 426. 2800 
FAX 617. 426. 2943 



Computer Industry 
Hardware Donations 
Equipment donations worth over $200,000 
have now been received. In addition to a 
major cash grant announced previously 
(see Insider' s Report No . 2), Digital 
Equipment Corporation has donated a 
MicroVax 3400 to the project The 
computer's 256 parallel lines and 16 serial 
ports will be used to drive videodiscs, 
lighting, and other special-effects devices, 
using custom software developed at The 
Computer Museum. The system will run 
under V AXELN, Digital's real-time 
version of VMS. The donation was 
announced by Nancy Dube, Community 
Relations Manager for Digital. 

Apple Macintosh Ilfx 
A Macintosh IIfx, donated by Apple 
Computer Corporationa, will be used to 
run The Walk-Through Computer' s dem
onstration program, World Traveler (see 
Insider's Report #4). The computer is part 
of a package of eight Macintosh IIs the 
company has donated to the project The 
remaining computers will be used for 
software development and as interactive 
"learning stations" when the exhibit 
opens. 

Mass Microsystems Disk Drive 
Mass Microsystems of Sunnyvale, 
California, has donated a 45-megabyte 
DataPak removable hard drive, along with 
three cartridges. The drive' s removable 
cartridges provide a useful means of 
sending large computer animation files 
back and forth between The Computer 
Museum and Paracomp, Inc. in San Fran
cisco, where some of the animation seg
ments are being developed. The donation 
was made possible by company president 
Adel M. EI-Shimi and Meredith Lyon, 
Marketing Communications Manager. 

Frame Grabber Boards 
Data Translation, Inc., of Marlboro, 
Massachusetts, has donated one each of 
their QuickCapture and ColorCapture 
frame grabber boards, along with Jrnage
Studio™ software. Fred Molinari, 
President of Data Translation and a 
longtime supporter of the Museum, 
arranged the donation. 

Brad Pillow, of TrueVision, Inc., 
based in Indianapolis, has arranged for the 
long-term loan of a NuVista board to
gether with a VIDI/O translation box and 
cables. The framegrabber boards are being 
used to digitize images for use in both the 
demonstration program and the mother
board "viewports." 

Design/or Th£ Walk-Through Computer's Software Theater, from a drawing by Richard Fowler. 

Post Perlecl 10 Help Creale Video 
Dean Winkler, a computer artist based in 
New York City, will join forces with 
television producers John Palfreman and 
Nancy Linde of Boston' s WGBH, to 
create a six-minute video for showing in 
The Walk-Through Computer's Software 
Theater. 

Winkler, Vice President and Director 
of Creative Services at Post Perfect Inc., a 
$15 million electronic special effects 
facility in New York City, will create 
computer animation for the show. A long
time supporter of The Computer Museum, 
Winkler is an internationally known com
puter/video artist. His "Renaissance: 
Flying Around Boston," is on display in 
the Museum's computer graphics gallery. 

Insider's Grapevine . 

Palfreman and Linde are the creators 
of "The Information Age," a six-hour tele
vision documentary on the history of the 
computer revolution, currently being pro
duced by the WGBH Science Unit in asso
ciation with the British Broadcasting Cor
poration. The two are now working 
closely with Museum staff to develop a 
script and storyboard for the Software 
Theater video. 

The show will feature a computer
animated cartoon character, who will 
explain how computer software drives the 
hardware-how the very explicit instruc
tions in a computer program constitute an 
algorithm for solving a particular problem 
and how these are executed by the CPU. 
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The in/ormotion in this newsletter is pre
release moterial. Please cOl'/lQCt the Museum 
Development Office for further in/ormotion. 
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Walk -Through ComputerTM Arrives 

Riggers carefully ease the giant monitor into place in the new gallery. Photo by Richard Fowler. 

omponents of The Walk
Through Computer'l'M, the 
world's only two-story 
model of a desktop com
puter, have now been 

moved to The Computer Museum from 
workshops at F.W. Dixon, the exhibit fab
ricator. It took a full day of work by a 
five-man rigging team to hoist the 
computer's giant monitor into place on the 
sixth floor of the Museum, overlooking 
the new Walk-Through Computer gallery. 
The giant keyboard, power supply, hard 
disk, and chassis front are also now on the 
exhibit floor, with the trackball soon to 
follow. A team of Dixon workers has set 
up shop in the gallery and is hard at work 
fabricating the remaining portions of the 
exhibit. 

Originally, The Walk-Through 
Computer was to have been assembled in 
a warehouse in Wilmington, Massachu
setts, then disassembled and brought to the 
Museum just a few weeks before the 
exhibit opening. The new plan saves 
precious time, and has the added advan
tage of giving visitors a sneak preview. 

Museum Wharf 
300 Congress street 
Boston, Massachusetts 02210 

AT&T Donales $5DK 
AT&T recently pledged $10,000 toward 
construction of The Walk-Through 
Computer. Combined with a donation last 
year of $40,000, this brings AT&T's total 
sponsorship to $50,000, and makes the 
company an official exhibit Sponsor. 
"AT&T Computer Systems is proud to be 
a participant in The Walk-Through 
Computer," says Paul A. O'Brien, AT&T 
Data Area Manager-New England. "It's a 
wonderful resource for the Musem's 
mission of helping people understand these 
things called computers." 

SuperMac Gives Hardware 
SuperMac Technology, of Sunnyvale, 
California, has donated two Spectrum!8 
Series III color monitors with 8-bit video 
boards and two DataFrame XPlOO hard 
disks for use in Walk-Through Computer 
software development. The donation was 
arranged by company president Michael 
McConnell. 

Other West Coast companies that have 
contributed to the development of the 
exhibit include Apple Computer Corpora
tion, Macromind, Paracomp, Intel, Claris, 
Cirrus Logic, and Silicon Beach. 

TEL 617.426.2800 
FAX 617. 426. 2943 



Media Interest Grows 
According to Gail Jennes, The Computer 
Museum's Public Relations Manager, 
more than 16 million people will have 
read about The Walk-Through Computer 
before formal promotional efforts even 
begin. 

International Highlights 
News of The Walk-Through Computer has 
already spanned the globe with a half-page 
piece in the March 26 London Daily 
Telegraph and a Jerusalem Post feature on 
the Museum last December. 

The Telegraph story prompted a 
stream of inquiries from the British media 
including the London Times, New Com
puter Express, Electronic Times, the BBC 
prime-time science program Tomo"ow'S 
World and the BBC's Search Out Science 
show for children. In addition, the West 
German Siemens Review (read by 40,000 
of the world's opinion leaders) will 
publish a feature on The Walk-Through in 
its May/June issue. Germany'sDer 
Spiegel is also interested in doing a piece. 
National Highlights 
Columnist Alex Beam broke the story in 
The Boston Globe last December. In 
March, The Sunday New York Times 
highlighted the new exhibit in a piece on 
the Museum that has been reprinted across 
the country and in Canada. The April issue 
of Compute! featured a photograph and 
description of The Walk-Through Com
puter as part of an extensive feature about 
the Museum. 

Look for stories on April 16th in 
Business Week, April 18th in the North 
Shore Weekly chain distributed to 110,000 
people in Massachusetts, and in the May 
issue of Popular Mechanics. On May 
20th, The New York Times Sunday 
Magazine will feature The Walk-Through 
Computer as its ''Works in Progress" 
piece. And in June, Family Circle, The 
Boston Sunday Globe, Personal Comput
ing, and CHILDSPLAY Magazine are 
highlighting the exhibit with features or 
other coverage. Also coming up this 
summer is a story in Results Magazine 
(read by 25,000 top management execu
tives in the US). 

To top it off: Good Morning America 
is interested in greeting the country one 
morning in June from inside The Walk
Through Computer! 

part owler. 

Marketing The Walk-Through ComputerTM 
Noel Ward, The Computer Museum's 
newly appointed Director of Marketing, is 
working with Commonwealth Creative 
Group of Natick, Massachusetts, to 
develop an advertising campaign designed 
to ensure that The Walk-Through Com
puter gets the audience it deserves when it 
opens on June 23rd. 

High visibility advertising aimed at 
building public anticipation will begin 
three to five weeks before the opening. In 
the weeks following, advertising efforts 
will focus on maintaining awareness of 
The Walk-Through Computer and 
attracting visitors. 

Media under consideration for the ad
vertising campaign include: local and re
gional newspapers; billboards along major 

Insider's Grapevine 

highways approaching Boston; transit 
cards on subway cars and buses; posters in 
train stations, airports, computer stores, 
tourism centers, public libraries, and . 
community recreation centers. 

"In the history of The Computer Mu
seum," says Ward, "no other exhibit has 
had the potential to capture the imagina
tion of as broad an audience as The Walk
Through Computer. A landmark exhibit, 
it presents us with a larger-than-life 
opportunity to promote the museum 
regionally, nationally and even world
wide." Ward feels The Walk-Through 
Computer has the potential to double the 
number of visitors to the Museum, 
currently running at about 100,000 
annually. 
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8:10 

8:15 

8:40 
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10:00 

10:15 
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12:00 

Board of Directors Meeting 
November 1, 1990 

8:00 a.m. 

Call to order of the Members of the Corporation 
Nominating Committee report and elections to the Board 
Amendment of By-laws relating to Board Members' term of office 

Call to order of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 

Status report on Museum 

Capital Campaign Planning Study summary 

Discussion of Capital Campaign Planning Study 

Coffee break 

Capital Campaign discussions: Planning for the future 

Valk-Through Computer Video screening (if time permits) 

Lunch 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
FY 1991 BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

CHAIRMAN 
Gardner Hendrie 
Sigma Partners 
300 Commercial Street *705 
Boston, MA 02109 

Dr. Oliver Strimpel 
Executive Director 
The Computer Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

C. Gordon Bell 

0:(617) 227-0303 

FAX:(508) 393-7707 

0:(617) 426-2800 

FAX:(617) 426-2943 

Vice President, Engineering 
Stardent Computer 

Mailing Address: 

450 Old Oak Court 
Los Altos, CA 94022 

Ms. Gwen Bell 
Founding President 
The Computer Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

H:(415) 949-2735 

HOME FAX:(415) 949-2735 

0:(617) 426-2800 

FAX:(617) 426-2943 
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Ms. Lynda Schubert Bodman 
President 
Schubert Associates 
10. Vinthrop Square 
Boston, MA 0.2210. 

Mr. Lawrence S. Brewster 
Vice President 
Vorldwide Qperations 
Aspen Technology, Inc. 
251 Vasser Street 
Cambridge, MA 0.2132 

0.:(617) 338-0.930. 

FAX:(617) 338-0.930. ext. 17 

0.:(617) 497-90.10. 

FAX:(617) 497-780.6 

Mr. Richard P. Case 
Director of Systems Analysis 
IBM Corporation 
44 S. Broadway lo.th Floor 
Vhite Plains, NY 10.60.1 

Mr. David L. Chapman 
President and CEQ 
Computer Power Group 
313 Speen Street 
Natick,. MA 0.1760. 

0.:(914) 288-40.0.5 

FAX:(914) 288-1258 Qr 288-120.3 

0.:(50.8) 650.-350.0. 

FAX:(5o.8) 655-1554 
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David Donaldson, Esquire 
Ropes and Gray 
One International Place 3rd Floor 
Boston, MA 02110 

Dr. Jon Eklund 

0:(617) 951-7000 

FAX:(617) 951-7050 

Curator, Division of Computers, 
Information and Society 
Smithsonian Institution 
National Museum of American History 
Room 5122 
Vashington, D.C. 20560 

Mr. Edward Fredkin 
President 
Capital Technologies, Inc. 
209 Harvard Street 
Brookline, MA 02146 

Dr. Thomas Gerrity 
President 
CSC Consulting 
5 Cambridge Center 
Cambridge, MA 02142 

0:(202) 357-2089 

FAX:(202) 357-1853 

0:(617) 277-1310 

FAX: (617) 277-5379 

0:(617) 492-1500 

FAX:(617) 499-1211 
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Dr. Richard Greene 
Chairman of the Board and Founder 
Data Switch Corporation 
One Enterprise Drive 
Shelton, CT 06484 

Mr. Max Hopper 
Senior Vice President 
InfQrmation Systems 
American Airlines 
P.o. Box 619616, MD 4215 
Dallas/Fort Vorth Airport 
Texas 75261-9616 

Mr. Charles House 
General Manager 

0:(203) 926-1801 

FAX:(203) 929-6408 

0: (817) 963-2072 

FAXs(817) 963-4219 

Software Engineering Systems Division 
Hewlett-Packard Company 
1266 Kifer Road 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Mr. Theodore Johnson 
Consultant 
736 Annursnac Road 
Concord, MA 01742 

0:(408)·746-5589 

FAX:(408) 746-5904 

0:(508) 369-2640 

FAX:(508) 371-1363 
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Mr. David Kaplan 
Audit Partner 
Price Vaterhouse 
160 Federal Street 
Boston, HA 02210 

Mr. Mitchell Kapor 
Chairman and CEO 
ON Technology, Inc. 
155 Second Street 
Cambridge, MA 02141 

Mr. Fritz Landmann 
President and Publisher 
CV Publishing Inc. 
375 Cochituate Road 
Framingham, MA 01701 

Dr. Robert Lucky 
Executive Director 

0:(617) 439-4390 

FAX:(617) 439-7393 

0:(617) 876-0900 

FAX:(617) 876-0391 

0:(508) 879-0700 ext. 100 

FAX:(508) 875-4394 

Research Communications Sciences Div. 
AT&T Bell Laboratories 
Crawford's Corner Road 
Room 4E605 
Holmdel, NJ 07733-1988 

0:(201) 949-4477 

FAX:(201) 949-5353 
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James L. McKenney 
Professor 
Harvard Business School 
5 Vinthrop Road 
Lexington, HA 02173 

Ms. Laura Barker Morse 
Managing Director 

0:(617) 495-~595 

FAX:(617) 495-6001 

Russell Reynolds Associates 
45 School Street 
Boston, MA 01824 

Dr. David Nelson 
Fluent Machines, Inc. 
1881 Vorcester Road 
Framingham, MA 01701 

Dr. Seymour Papert 

0:(617) 523-5501 

FAX:(617) 523-7305 

0:(508) 626-2144 

FAX:(508) 820-1106 

Professor of Media Technology 
Director, Epistemology & Research 
MIT 
Room E15-309 
20 Ames Street 
Cambridge, HA 02139 

0: (617) 253-7851 

FAX:(617) 253-6215 

HOME FAX:(617) 742-7932 
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Mr. Anthony Pell 
President 
Pell, Rudman and Co., Inc. 
40 Rowes Vharf 
Boston, MA 02110 

Mr. Nicholas Pettinella 
Vice President and CFO 
Intermetrics, Inc. 
733 Concord Avenue 
Cambridge, MA 02138 

Dr. John Villiam Poduska 
President and CEO 
Stardent Computer 
100 VeIls Avenue 
Newton, MA 02159 

Mr. Jonathan Rotenberg 
Chairman 

0:(617) 439-6700 

FAX:(617) 439-0594 

0:(617) 576-3266 

FAX:(617) 547-3879 

0:(617) 964-1000 

FAX:(617),964-8962 

The Boston Computer Society 
24 Marlborough Strett 
Boston, Ma 02116 

Home:(617) 247-0405 
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Mr. Richard Ruopp 
President Emeritus 
Bank Street College 
11 York Road 
Belmont, MA 02178 

Ms. Jean Sammet 

0:(617) 547-0430 

FAX:(617) 489-5255 

H:(617) 489-5254 

Programming Language Consultant 
P. O. Box 30038 
Bethesda, MD 20824 

Mr. F. Grant Saviers 
Vice President 

0:(301) 907-0233 

Digital Equipment Corporation 
146 Main Street 
Maynard, MA 01754 

0:(508) 493-9765 

FAX:(508) 493-1787 

Edward A. Schwartz 
President 
New England 
150 Lincoln 
Boston, MA 

Legal Foundation 
Street, 6th Floor 

02111 

0:(617) 695-3660 

FAX:(617) 695-3656 
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Mrs. Naomi o. Seligman 
Senior Vice President 
The Research Board 
220 East 61st Street 
New York, NY 10021 

Mr. Paul Severino 
Chairman and CEO 
Yellfleet Communications 
15 Crosby Drive 
Bedford, MA 01730-1418 

Mr. Robert A. Shafto 
President 

0:(212) 486-9240 

FAX:(212) 754-2811 

0:(617) 275-2400 

FAX:(617) 275-5001 

Insurance and Personal Financial Services 
The New England 
501 Boylston Street 
Boston, MA 02117 

Mr. Hal B. Shear 
President 

0:(617) 578"'-2835 

FAX:(617),421-9316 

Research Investment Advisors, Ltd. 
10 Commercial Yharf 
P.O. Box 2393 
Boston, MA 02107 

0:(617) 720-3436 

FAX:(617) 367-0085 
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Mr. Michael Simmons 
.Executive Vice President 
Bank of Boston 
P. O. Box 2016 
MS 01 025JA 
Boston, MA 02106 

Mr. Irwin J. Sitkin 
Vice President 

0:(617) 434-6464 

Aetna Life & Casualty, Retired 
180 Clover Street 
Middletown, CT 06457 

Mr. Casimir S. Skrzypczak 
Vice President 
Science and Technology 
NYNEX Corporation 

0:(203) 347-3511 

FAX:(203) 273-6346 

1113 Vestchester Avenue 
Vhite Plains, NY 10604-3510 

Dr. Ronald G. Smart 

0:(914) 644-6435 

FAX:(914) 644-7649 

Director of Management Systems Research 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
146 Main Street 
ML03-21F41 
Maynard, MA 01754 

0:(508) 493-7012 

FAX:(508) 493-7337 
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Mr. James Sutter 
Vice President, General Manager 
Rockwell International Corporation 
P. o. Box 2515 
Seal Beach, CA 90740-1515 

CLERK 
James Davis, Esquire 
Bingham, Dana & Gould 
150 Federal Street 
Boston, MA 02110 

Revised August 6, 1990 

0:(213) 797-5754 

FAX:(213) 797-2449 

0:(617) 951-8000 

FAX:(617) 951-8736 
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Edward Belove 
Vice President 
Research and Development 
Lotus Development Corporation 
161 First Street 
Cambridge, MA 02142 

Mr. Howard Cox 
General Partner 
Greylock 
One Federal Street 
Boston, MA 02110 

Mr. John A. Miller, Jr. 
Chairman 
Miller Communications 
607 Boylston Street 
Boston, Ma 02116 
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0:(617) 577-8500 

FAX:(617) 693-7793 

0:(617) 423-5525 

FAX:(617) 482-0059 

0:(617) 536-0470 

FAX:(617) 536-2772 



I N T E R 0 F F leE M E M 0 RAN 0 U M 

Boston Childrens Museum 
and 

The computar Museum 

Date: 
From: 

Dept: 
'tel No: 

30-0ct-1990 02:23pm EST 
Sue Johnson 
JOHNSON 

372 

~Ol 01 i ver str impel 
~O: Gwen Be 11 
ro: Jan DelSesto 
ro: Kathy Keough 

STRIMP=:r.. 
BELL ) 
DELSESTO 
KgOUGH ) 

3ubject: Meeting Attendee'5 

rhe following are the people we can expect to see at th0 Webb presentation 
~nd the Soard Meeting: 

octob!: 31, ~ 

Have not heard from: Gardner Hendrie 
Oliver St.rimpel 
C. Gordon Bell ~---------------, Larry Grewster 
Gwen Bell E= Dave Chapman 
Lynoa Bodman ~ Laura Morse 
Dave Donaldson ...... Se:~rnour rapert 
Jon ~klund - paul ScvarJno 
.!dwatd Ytedkill' 
.Ted Johnson 
Fritz Landmann M 
James McKenney 
Anthony Pell 
Richard RUOpp 
Jeafl Sammet 

,Grant Sa'lia[$ 
Ed Schwartz 
Hal Shear 

, Miohael Sifil.mon~ Ntil 
"'enald smart 
.;tame $ Gut.te:· 1 
James Davis 
Ed Belove 

November 1, 1990 

Have not heacd from: Gat'dne~ Hendrie 
Oliver strimpe1 
C. Gordon 6e11 ---E:<::::------------=-',Larry 8rewst~r 
Gwen Bell Dave Chapman 
~ynda Bodman . Seymour Pap@rt 
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Dave Donaldson 
Jon Eklund 
Edward Fredkin 
Charles House NM 
Ted Johnson 
David Kaplan ~ ~ 
Fritz Landmann N~ 
James MeK(!!)nney 
Laura Morse 
Anthony Pall 
Nick Pettinella 
Richard Ruopp 
Jean Sammet 

J:'aul Seve dno 

Grant Saviers -- DEC Annual Meeting; will try to make it 
Ed schwartz 
Hal Shear 
Ronald Smart 
James Sutter 
,James Davis 

'I 
I 

~,JdO£: : 2 0 6-0£:- 0"]: ~ 
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TOI The Computer Mus~um Board of Dire~tors 

FRO~I; Oliver Strimpel 

REr November 1, 1990 Beard Meeting 

Since the op~ming of The 'Walk-Through Computer, the Hu~ftum has rea~hed II 

nQ~ level of visibility and popularity. I look forward to sharing our 
n$WS with you on November 1. 

As you know, the Mu~eum is just compl*ting s planning study (of which your 
intervie~ is a part) to assess its ability to conduct a succ~s~ful capital 
campaign. Let me r~mind you that you ar~ invittd to attend a special 
meeting at 6t30 p.m. on October 31 at ~hleh th. tesults of the study yill 
be pre&ented. 

Thft results of the $tudy and the capital campaign arE of critical 
importance to the future of the Mu~eum and will be the major agenda item 
at the November 1 Board Meeting. I very much hope you will be abl@ to 
att~nd this important meetini. 

/sj 

Enclosures! Nov~mber 1; 1990 Board Meeting Agend. 
September 19, 1990 Exp.cutive Committee Me8t~ng Minutes 
Financial StRtements for the Three Months Ended 9/30/90 

,.~..-,~~ 

I 
f-+- . t i , 

2 j:j ~ 
,·Jd 6 2 : 2 06- 0£-0T ~ 
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REVENUES: 

Operating Fund 

Capi tal Furld 

total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Operatin9 Fund 

Capital Fund 

total Expenses 

HET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

tHE CO~JUrER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

COtIBWEli OPEI<AIING IiliD CAPITAL FUNDS 
( $ - Thousands') . . 

FOR THE THREE HDNtHS ENDEII 
9/30/89 --------9/30/90-------- FY9l FY91 
ACTUAL IUDGE! ACTUAL FAVWtIFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

442 414 527 113 27% 2,019 2,138 

255 148 149 1 1% 1,011 1,027 
---

697 5G2 676 114 20% 3,030 3,165 

363 522 447 75 14% 1,992 1,9G7 

221 157 200 (43) (27%) 1,138 1,217 

584 679 647 32 5% 3,130 3,184 

$113 ($117) $29 $146 225% (S100) (119) 
===== ====== .====== ====== ====== ====== ====== 

SUtlI1ARY: 
----

For the three months ended Septellber 30, 1990, The Museu.l operated at a surplus of 
29K compared to a budgeted deficit of Ul7l0. As of September 30, 1990 
total cash and cash equivalents aOiounted to 457K. 

DPERATING: Operating revenues were 27% over budget due to strong earned 
revenue streaMS and due to early receipt of a major Unrestricted Contribution. 
Expenses were 14% ur,der budget due mainly to lower personal costs 
(yacant positions). 

CAPITAL: Capital revenues were 1% over budget. Capital expenses were 
27% over budget due to unbudgeted eX'pense in Exhibits Development 
(funding which was received in FY90). 
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THE Ct~PU!ER MUSEUM 
~ STAtEMENT OF REVEI\UES ANI: EXPENSES 

OPERATING rUN[I. 
( $ - thousands ) 

FOR THE THREE MDNTHS ENDED 
9/30/89 --------9/30/90-------- frS! £191 
ACTUAL BurlSET ACTUAL lAIJ (uNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 108 S55 105 SO 91% 600 586 
Restricted contributions 53 37 0 (37) noo%) 315 310 
Corporate lellt.erships 26 35 17 (8) (51%) 200 201 
Individual leEberships 12 13 12 (1) (8%) 52 72 
Admissions 114 126 237 III 88% 370 4BO 
Store 71 94 97 3 3% 2G8 272 
Functions 49 48 55 7 15% 153 .160 
Interest Incolie 3 2 2 0 0% 4 5 
Other 6 4 2 (2) (50%) 57 50 

" Gain/Loss on Securities 0 0 0 0 0% 0 0 
------ ------- ------ ---:-

Total Revenues 442 414 527 113 27% 2,019 2,138 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Developlent 0 37 .. 33 89% 204 182 
E~hibits I Collection 36 36 31 5 14% 123 125 
Education 54 61 77 (16) (26%) 261 272 
Marketing I Memberships 64 113 76 37 33% 391 375 
General ManageDient 61 68 67 1 1% 239 239 
Fundraising IS 32 28 .. 13% 182 181 
Store 52 SO 72 8 10% 232 234 
Functior,s 17 23 20 3 13% 74 73 
Museum Wharf expenses 64 72 72 0 0% 286 286 

Iotal E~penses 363 522 447 75 14% 1,992 1,967 

HET REVENUESCEXPEHSES) S79 (SlOB) $80 $188 174% S27 $In 
======= ======= =--===== ====== ======= ===== ======= 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BAR GRAPH REPRESENTATION OF MONTHLY CASH BALANCE 

FY91 

COMBINED RESTRlCTED & UNRESTRlCTED MONTH END·CASH BALANCE 

($ Thousands) 

545 

~73 ~57 

358 332 

264 

200 

DEC 100 
TRIGGER 

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 
., #'tr __ . -

(Actual) . (Forecast) 

I FY9011-------- FY91--------I 

RESTRICTED MONTH END CASH BALANCE tJNRESTRICfED MONTH END CASH BALANCE 

($ Thousands) (5 Thousands) 

497 

417 

274 

JUI1 Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 

~~---4~--~·-~----------~_~----------·· .~--~¥----~# ~.----------~-------------~+ 
(Actual) (Forecast) (Actual) (Forecast) 

I FY~III----- FY91-------~ IFY90II--- FY91---------~ 

NOTE: Restricted cash balance includes funding for Exhibits. Building and Endowments. 
Updated: 10115/90 



October 25, 1990 

FY91 COPORATE MEMBERSHIP ANALYSIS 

FY9l Budget: 
$200,000 

FY91 Actual: 
$30,500 
(5 renewals, 13 new, 
4 breakfast sponsors) 

Committed companies: Aberdeen Group, Amdahl Corporation, Avid Technology 
(TOTAL: $5,000) 

BUDGET FOR NEV MEMBERS: 

30 @ $1,000 = $30,000 

5 @ $3,000 $15,000 

3 @ $5,000 $15,000 

$60,000 

ACTUAL NEV MEMBERS: 

2 new @ $500 = 
Moody Stecker 
Matrix USA, Inc. 

$ 1,000 

10 new @ $1,000 = $10,000 
Karen C. Cohen Assoc. 
CompuServe 
Corporate Software 
Data Switch 
Etra 
John Hancock 
MASS Microsystems 
Milliken & Co. 
Silicon Valley Bank 
Summagraphics Corporation 

1 @ $3,000 = 
Addison-Vesley 

o @ $5,000 = 

$ 3,000 

$ o 

$14,000 

Breakdown of potential renewal dollars for FY91: 

JULY 1990 

Corporation Amount Contact Comments 

Ashlar Corporation $ 1,000 Melanie King OS will call 
408-746-3900 

Control Data $ 1,000 John Lacey BELL 
612-853-5355 

Gensym Corporation $ 1,000 Lowell Hawkinson RENEVED 



Jostens Learning Center $ 1,000 Bonnie Turrentine OS will call 
617-444-0700 

McGraw-Hill $ 2,500 Ida Anastasia RENEVED 

Mentor Graphics $ 1,000 Marti Brown sent postcard 
503-626-7000 saying request 

was received 
-------
$ 4,000 

AUGUST 1990 

$ 0 

SEPTEMBER 1990 

Amdahl Corporation $ 3,000 Lloyd Dickman 
408-746-6000 

Interbase Software $ 1,000 James Starkey RENEVED 
617-275-3222 

IBM $15,000 A.N. Scallon JDS sent 
(asking for $25K) special 

solici tation 

Morgan Stanley $ 1,000 Kathy Bertucci function 
212-703-4000 Parrish inviting 
Delip Gadhar to Noorda brkfst 

Software People Concepts $ 1,000 Roger Sobkowiak function 
203-786-5075 

Synernetics $ 1,000 R. Bruce McClure Pytka to check 
508-670-9009 with them 
Alan Yallack 

-------
$21,000 

OCTOBER 1990 

Bechtel/Parsons $ 1,000 Yilliam Twomey REFUSED 
617-951-0870 Robb to flu 

Multitrak Software Devel. $ 1,000 Ellen Solms function 
617-482-6677 

Sequent Computer System $ 0 K.C. Powell complimentary 
503-626-5700 Bell to flu 

-------
$ 1,000 



NOVEMBER 1990 

AT&T $ 5,000 

$ 5,000 

DECEMBER 1990 

Abobe $ 5,000 

Acer Corporation $ 3,000 

Cadence Design Systems $ 3,000 

DMR Group $ 1,000 

Ernst & Young $ 1,000 

McKinsey & Co. $ 1,000 

Meditech $ 1,000 

Software House $ 1,000 

--------
$11,000 

. JANUARY 1991 

Coopers & Lybrand $ 3,000 

C.S. Draper Labs $ 3,000 

Fenwick Partners $ 1,000 

Greylock Manangement $ 1,000 

Index Group $ 1,000 

Intermetrics $ 1,000 

The Mathworks $ 1,000 

Russell Reynolds $ 1,000 

Schubert Associates $ 1,000 

Shawmut Corporation $ 1,000 

Susana Thompson 
617-574-3158 

Charles Geschke 

Debra Bowman 

Helen Dutton 

Michael Murray 

Joseph Vicidomino 

Alan Abelow 

Neil Pappalardo 

Courtney Scott 

Richard Murray 

Joseph O'Connor 

James Masciarelli 

Bill Kaiser 

Susan Meyer 

Nick Pettinella 

John Little 

Laura Morse 

Linda Bodman 

Kathleen Tullberg 

RENEllED 

function 

function, 
employees 
came to brkfasts 
Terry to flu 

RENE'ilED 



Travelers Ins. 

Wellfleet Communications 

Xerox Corporation 

FEBRUARY 1991 

Aspen Technology 

ADP 

Data Translation 

DECUS 

The Gillette Co. 

Halliburton Services 

IEEE Computer Society 

The Millipore Foundation 

NEC Systems Lab 

The Putnam Companies 

Ropes & Gray 

Ziff-Davis Publishing 

KARCH 1991 

Bank of Boston 

Bank of New England 

The Chase Manhattan Bank 

Deloitte & Touche 

GTE Laboratories 

Micro-Mentor 

Price Waterhouse 

$ 3,000 

$ 1,000 

$10,000 
-------
$27,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 3,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 3,000 

$ 3,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 3,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 3,000 

$ 3,000 

$24,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 1,000 

Norm Demers 

Paul Severino 

W.J. Spencer 

Larry Brewster 

Arthur Kranseler 

Fred Molinari 

Charles Ham 

Joe Cloonan 

William Beard 

Michael Elliott 

Charleen Johnson 

Ed Kuge 

Dave Donaldson 

Phillip Korsant 

Jack Harcourt 

Dale Edmunds 

Christine McGarry 

David Elsbee 

William Griffin 

Eric Vogt 

Kenton Sicchitano 

joined to use 
collections 

function 

function 



The Research Board $ 1,000 Naomi Seligman 
-------
$ 8,000 

APRIL 1991 

Alliant Computer $ 1,000 Terry Holden function 

Banyan Systems $ 1,000 David Mahoney 

Batterymarch Financial $ 1,000 Paul Rugo function 

Bitstream $ 1,000 Louise Dominitz 

CONNECT $ 1,000 Josephine Morrissey function 
--

-- Da ta General $ 1,000 David Roy 

DAVOX $ 1,000 Daniel Hosage 

Dow Chemical USA $ 1,000 Hans Huppertz 

EMC Corporation $ 1,000 R. Egan 

Emerald Systems $ 1,000 Lisa McKenzie function 

F.Y. Dixon $ 1,000 Kevin Griffin 

Gaston & Snow $ 3,000 Cameron Read 

GreenTree Associates $ 1,000 Randy Green function 

IDG $ 5,000 Patrick McGovern 

KPMG Peat Marwick $ 1,000 Grant Yaite 

~ Mobil Corporation $ 1,000 J.F. Trautschold 

The New England $ 3,000 Bob Shafto 

NYNEX Corporation $ 1,000 Bonnie Yhite 

Raytheon $10,000 Janet Taylor 

Stratus Computer $ 3,000 Yilliam Foster 

--------

$39,000 

KAY 1991 

Applied Tech Investors $ 500 Frederick Bamber 



Aries Technology 

Boston Globe Foundation 

Goldman Sachs & Company 

Liberty Mutual 

Microsoft Corporation 

Prime Computer 

TASC 

Technology Research Group 

United Technology Corp. 

VideoLogic 

Yavetracer 

JUNE 1991 

Bolt Beranek & Newman 

Bull HN Information 

Innovis Interactive Tech 

Lotus Development 

New Directions 

.. Pell Rudman 

$ 1,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 3,000 

$ 3,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 3,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 3,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 1,000 

$19,500 

$ 1,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 3,000 

$ 1,000 

$ 1,000 
--------

$ 8,000 

Michael Tanner 

Suzanne Yatkin 

Peter Kiernon 

Vaughan Sanborn 

Bill Neukom 

Roselle Yarren 

Arthur Gelb 

Andy Rappaport 

John Hammi tt 

Karyn Scott 

function 

Richard Fiorentino function 

Michael Nacy 

Timothy Kilduff 

Mark Lembershky 

Michael Durney 

David Corbett 

Tony Pell 

TOTAL = $174,000 



Assuming an 80% renewal rate of the $174,000 dollars in potential renewals, 
the total of renewal dollars for FY91 is $139,200. 

$200,000 budget for FY91 
$139,200 renewals at 80% 

$ 60,800 additional dollars we need to 
raise in FY91 

The $60,800 additional dollars needed can be reached through new corporate 
members as follows: 

LAPSED RENEVALS 

30 @ $1,000 = $30,000 

5 @ $3,000 = $15,000 

3 @ $5,000 = $15,000 

$60,000 

Contact Organization Amount 

Bill Meagher Andersen Consulting 

G.N. Simonds Chrysler Corp. 

Thomas Mattia Hill and Knowlton 

$1,000 

$1,000 

$1,000 

Steve Vright Index Technology Corp. $1,000 

T.J. McKiernan Moore Business Forms $3,000 
& Systems Division 

John Paul Nixdorf Computer $1,000 
Nixdorf Computer Engineering Corp. (NCEC) 

Kathy Keeton Omni Publications $1,000 

TOTAL $ 9,000 

Renew 

11/89 

3/90 

3/90 

1190 

9/89 

8/89 

3/90 

Comments/FlUp 

REFUSED 

Sitkin 

Makela 

Sitkin, Karash 

Merged with Siemens, 
Pytka to contact, 
Baar to work on 
Nixdorf USA 

Karash 



"HOT" PROSPECTS 

Company 

Addison-Vesley 
John Wait 
$3,000 

ADL 
Charles LaMantia 
$1,000 

Follow Up 

Bell 

Advanced Tech Ventures Bell 
Edward Teller 
$ ? 

Agility Systems 
John Landry 
$1,000 

AI Corp. 
Bob Goldman 
$1,000 

AHEX Shareholders 
Karen Warner 
$1,000 

Avid Technology 
Bill Warner 
$1,000 

Bachman 
Charles Bachman 
$1,000 

Bain 
Carol Jennings 
$1,000 

BGS 
Jim McGuire 
$1,000 

Broadview 
Paul Denninger 
$ ? 

Terry 

Parrish, Recht 

Museum 

Parrish 

Museum 

Parrish 

Museum 

Museum 

Brown Brothers Harriman Bell, Read 
$ ? 

Cahners 
Burge 

S t rimpel/Bell 
Read 

Comments 

JOINED AT $3K 

Macksoud Macksoud sent letter 6/13 
REFUSED 

E. Teller (Oct. speaker) is on 
Board 

Oates sent letter 6/4 

Oates sent letter 7/9 

Oates sent letter 6/15, Recht 
called 

Oates sent letter 6/4 

Oates sent letter 6/4, committed 
$$ to Milestones Exhibit 

Invited to Noorda brkfst 

Oates sent letter 6/4 



$3,000 

CODEX 
Linda Young Regan 
$1,000 

EDS 
Michael Kaglarcan 
$1,000 

GE Jet Engines 
$1,000 

Gartner Group 
Gideon Gartner 
$3,000 

Hartford Insurance 
Jack Crawford 
$1,000 

Houghton-Hifflin 
$ ? 

Index Technology 
Steve Wright 
$1,000 

Interleaf 
$1,000 

Keane 
$1,000 

Morse 

Morse 

Baar 

Sitkin 

Sitkin 

Bell, Robb 

Makela 

Pytka 

Makela, Robb 

Kendall Square Research Read 
Karl Wassmann 
Henry Burkhardt 
$1,000 

KPHG Peat Harwick Parrish 
Tom Moser 
$10,000 (for 4 companies) 

LabTech 
Fred Putnam 
$1,000 

Legent 
$3,000 

Hathsoft 
$1,000 

HIPS 

Museum 

Morse 

Museum 

Morse 

Oates sent letter 6/20 

Oates sent letter 9/13 

Oates sent letter 9/11 

Oates sent letter 6/4 

Oates sent letter 6/4, 10/19 

Oates sent letter 9/10 

Oates sent letter 6/18 

Oates sent letter 6/4 



Walter Pienkos 
$1,000 

McGlinchey & Paul 
$1,000 

Parrish 

MCl Museum 
Jody Bain 
$3,000 

New England Telephone Sitkin 
O'Brien 
$3,000 

Novell Bell 
Ray Noorda 
$ ? 

Pheonix Technology Pytka 
Rich Levando 
$1,000 

Pilot 
$1,000 

Karash, Sitkin 

Pioneer Financial Bank Recht 
Ri ta Smolinski 
$1,000 

The Pioneer Group 
Cheleen Crossley 
$1,000 

Powersoft 
$1,000 

PSDl 
McGowen 
$1,000 

Quantum 
Sam Shepela 
$1,000 

Rockwell 
Sutter 
$10,000 

Sandpoint 
Mike Kincaid 
$ ? 

Sequoia Systems 
June Morris 

to be assigned 

Recht 

Morse, Parrish 

Morse 

Bell 

Museum 

Makela 

Sitkin will sign letter to new 
chairman 

Oates sent letter 7/31 

committed to speak at breakfast 
on Nov. 28 

Pytka invited to VIP event, Oates 
faxed invite 

Called and requested info. Oates 
sent letter 7/10 

Called and requested info. Oates 
sent letter 7/10 

Oates sent letter 9/12 

Makela, REFUSED 

Oates sent letter 6/4 

Sutter is new board member 

Morris came to June breakfast. 
Interested in helping. Gwen wrote 



$1,000 

Solution Systems 
Dale Troppito 
$1,000 

Spinnaker 
David Seuss 
$1,000 

Stardent 
$1,000 

Teradyne 
Guy Carter 
$1,000 

Testa and Hurwitz 
Dick Testa 
$ ? 

Thinking Machines 
Ed Kramer? 
$1,000 

VBZ 
Kim Gardner 
$1,000 

$72,000 TOTAL 

Bell 

Museum 

Del Sesto, Read 

letter asking her to get Sequoia 
to join. 

Oates sent letter 9/14 

Oates sent letter 6/4 

Museum Oates sent letter 6/4, sent $200 
CC: Alex d'Arbeloff 

Strimpel, Read OS is having lunch with Tsongas 
in September 

Museum 

to be assigned Called and requested info. Oates 
sent letter 7/10 



The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress S:reet 
Boston MP. c!22:~: 

(617) 426-2800 

DATE: October 15, 1990 

TO: Board of Directors 

FROM: Lynda Bodman 

RE: New Board Members 

At the end of last fiscal year, we had three potential board 
nominees that were not interviewed prior to our annua~ meeting. 
Since that time each of these nominees have met twice with Museum 
staff and Board members. 

On September 17, the Executive Committee agreed that these people 
should be brought onto the Board of Directors at the time of the 
November meeting, if they agreed to the Museum's guidelines for 
Board members, and if the nominating committee agreed to approve 
their candidacy. Ed Schwartz, Chairman of the Executive 
Committee, and Jim Davis, Clerk, noted that this procedure is 
within the By-laws. The candidates in question are Ed Belove, 
Howard Cox, and Andy Miller (resumes enclosed). 

Since these three candidates have met the criteria set by the 
Executive Committee, I will make a motion to elect them to serve 
a term ending in June 1994. 

If you have any questions, please call. 



Edward 1. Belove, 38, is Loms Development Corporation's Vice President of Corporate 
Research and Development, where he is responsible for pursuing new product and technology 
directions for the company. Belove also acts as a consultant to senior management throughout 
the corporation on product planning, strategic and technology issues. Among the products devel~ 
oped in Corporate Research and Development have been Lotus Agenda, Lotus Magellan and 
Lotus Improv. 
Prior to this position, Belove was Director of Advanced Product Development for Lotus, where 
he was one of the principal designers of Lotus Agenda. 
In 1985, Belove joined Lotus from Microcom, Inc. of Norwood, Massachusetts. where he served 
as Vice President of Development. In addition to development of numerous software and firm
ware communication products, his group was responsible for the definition of the MNP error 
correcting communication protocol 
Belove joined Microcom after nine years at Data General Corp., where he held several research 
and development positions, inclUding that of director of advanced product development. 
Belove holds a bachelor's degree in applied mathematics and economics from Harvard Univer
sity. 



PERSONAL: 

EDUCATION: 

MILITARY: 

BUSINESS: 

NON·PROFIT: 

MEMBER: 

CURRICULUM VITAE 

HOWARO E. COX, JR. 

Born: New York, NY; February 1. 1944 
Married: October S1. 1970; Julia Bolton Dempsey. Cleveland, OH 

Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration, M.B.A., 1989; 
Century Club 

Columbia University, J.D., 1967; cum laude 
Stone Scholar; International Fellow; member NY Bar 

Princeton University. A.B .• 1984 
Certificate from Woodrow Wilson School of Public and 
International Affairs, Omicron Delta Epsilon (Economics Honor Society). 

Dean's List 
Collegiate School, New York City. 1957-1960 
Allen-Stevenson School, New York City. 1948-1957 

Commissioned 2nd Lt. Artillery, U.S. Army. 1984 
Active Duty, 1969-1971, 2nd It.-Captain 
Assigned Office of the Secretary of Defense 
(Systems Analysis), Washington, O,C. 

Greylock (1971 to date) 
Co-Managing Partner of Greylock Capital (Venture Capital) 

Director: 
Acumed, Milwaukee, WI 
Affiliated Publications, Boston, MA 
Appex, Wattham, MA 
Arbor Health Care, Uma, OH 
8M R Financial Group, Atlanta, GA 
Greylock Management Corporation. Boston, MA 
Lunar, Madlaon, WI 
Rehab Systems Company, Camp Hili, PA 
Stryker Corporation, Kalamazoo, Ml 
Summation, KIrkland, WA 

Investment Committee: 
Lauder Investments, New York. NY 

Former Olrector: 
American Medical Systems, Audio Visual Labs, Coglto Data Systems, 
Execucom, Finch Corp., ISSCO, lSE, MultlMate, Quality Measurement 
Systems, Share Oevelopment Corp., Un~ed Publishers Corp. 

Former: 
Pres Idem of New England Venture Capital Association 
President of Suslness Associates Club 

Director, Preuss Foundation, San Diego, CA 
Trustee, Oana Farber Cancer Institute, Boston. MA 
Trustee, Sargent Road Estate, Brookline, MA 
Vice President ITrustee, Association for Relief of the Elderly, New York, NY 
Former Governor of The Coumry ClUb, Brookline, MA 

Somerset Club, Boston, MA 
Union Club, New York, NY 

Rev. 8190 



JOHN A. MIT I ER, JR; 
Chainnan 

Miller 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Miller founded Miller Communications in 1977 and has more 

than 20 years experience in journalism, publishing and public 

relations. He has led the strategy development for a number of 

corporate and product launches, including those for Compaq Computer 

Corporation, Lotus Development Corporation, Ashton-Tate t Alliant 

Computer Systems, Thinking Machines, and Integrated Network 

Corporation. 

His previous experience includes serving as an associate editor 

of the Harvard Business Review, various editorial positions for Little, 

Brown & CO. t and Associated Press and vice president of Morgan 

Associates, a public rel~tions affiliate of The Boston Company. 

607 6<;,yfstor. S1reeT. Copley S(lI.ore. BOslor~. Mcs!>ochus~"s O:!116. 617.536.0470 
Boston I o~, A:'Igeles Sil:con Vcl~ey 



The 
Computer 
Museum THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

STRATEGIC PLANNING RETREAT 

300 C0;~gress Street 
Bosier;. MA 022;0 

January 17,1991 
12:00 - 5:00 p.m. 

(G] ;, .:~.: 2800 
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Agenda 

1. Call to order 

2. Review of planning procedure and guidelines 

3. Review of current Museum activity 
and future "givens" and assumptions 

4. Discussion of mission statement 

5. Presentation and discussion of draft goals and objectives 

6. Subcommittee reports on action plans 

7. Discussion of next steps 

. 1 
! 
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The 
Computer 
Museum 
00 Congress St reet 

Boston, MA 02210 

I 

MISSION STATEMENT 

• To educate and inspire all ages and levels of the 
public through dynamic exhibitions and programs 
on the technology, applications and impact of 
computers. 

• To preserve and celebrate the history and promote 
the understanding of computers worldwide. 

• To be an international resource for research into the 
history of computing. 

-. 
? 

---



~The 
Computer 
'Museum THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Strate&ic Plan· 1991.95 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 Draft Goals 
(6] 7) 426-2800 

1. To create a broad range of exciting, in splnng , and educational 
exhibits and programs on the subject matter of computing. 

2. To establish the Museum as a leader in the development of ~~'" \ 
. ] '/lot- 0-

interactive computer-based exhibits. U 

3. To sustain and expand the Museum's role in preserving the 
history of computing. 

4. To develop research and publication projects that enhance the] 
Museum's role as an international resource for the history of 
computing. 

5. To increase the Museum's audiences on local, national, and 
international levels. 

6. To purchase appropriate space for the Museum. 

7. To increase overall financial stability. L L~.l J 'If''''''''l':'4, lJiJ; 
k 1.061 ~ \'1~\ 

8. To expand and deepen volunteer involvement at all levels. 

9. To enhance the strength of the staf(. 

I 1· I ~i~4/91 m!·: , 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
Strate&ic Plan 1991.95 

Goal 1 

To create a broad range of exciting, inspiring, and 
educational exhibits and programs on the subject matter 

of computing. 

Exhibits 

L create major, permanent exhibits at the rate of one each year that 
span the following themes: 

computer evolution 
computer technology 
computer applications and impact 
people in computing 

2. offer two special exhibitions each year; exhibits may be developed 
at the Museum, or borrowed 

3. create an~. nationally tour state-of-the-art interacti~e computer I (f 
based exhIbIts at the rate of one every other year ..J ~, ~( ~~~ISL-j ~~ 

. ~\~~~ . 

4. create an exhibit evaluation program ~ 

Educational Pro&rams 

1. create dynamic activities to enhance and complement the Museum 
visit 

2. develop national programs, including· model programs in informal 
computer education and educational materials (printed, video, 
slides, software) 

3. host national and international contests and fairs that illuminate 
aspects of computing 

1/14/91 1 



Goal 2 

To establish the Museum as a leader in the development of 
interactive computer-based. educational exhibits 

1. amplify the Exhibit Kit program 

include replicable interactive components in all new exhibits 

upgrade existing exhibitions with new interactive exhibits that 
can be exported 

2. create and host international symposia on the principles and 
techniques of interactive exhibit design and development, and 
participate in national conferences on this topic 

1/14/91 2 



Goal 3 

To sustain and expand the Museum's role in preserving the 
history of computing 

1. enhance the collection through proactive collecting, particularly of 
integrated circuits, photographs, film, video, and documentation 

2. become a resource for corporations setting up their own 
collections and '(museums by loanirig artifacts, and providing 
photographs, video, and advice relating" to exhibits and collections. 

3. maintain a high-quality collections storage facility for artifacts 
and paper archives . 

4, ",J~~vv~J., r,,,JtJ~ jJco1""~ 

.. 

1/14/91 3 



Goal 4 

To develop research and publication· projects that enhance 
the Museum's role as an international resource for the 

history of computing. 

1. build cooperative research projects with. universities and 
professional associations in topics that involve the Museum's 
collections 

2. develop catalogs and educational resources such as slide sets, on 
the history of computing 

3. develop a visiting scholar program 

1/14/91 4 



GoalS 

To increase the Museum's audiences on local, national, and 
international levels. 

Qnsite 4.lIdl~Dc~ 1..6o,OOdk~ \,:j \'\"15 
1. create programming plan to increase overall local audience as well 

specific segments including the underserved, people of color, 
youth, senior citizens 

2. create amenities and attractions to address negative impact of 
Boston's Central Artery construction 

Offsite Audience 

1. travel one exhibition every other' yem: 

2. market exhibit kits, targetting science and technology centers 

3. create and market original educational materials, including videos, 
software, slide sets, books, teaching aids, and printed materials 

4. participate in nationally-broadcast television or radio programs 

5. become a focal point for computer.' industry celebrations with at 
least one internationally focussed event each year 

6. continue to televise The Computer Bowl through 1994, and, if it is 
not continued, replace it with another activity of a national scale. 

7. explore other possibilities for national or international special 
events, such as contests and fairs 

1/14/91 5 



Goal 6 

To purchase appropriate space for the Museum 

1. define the scope of activities of a "full-service" computer museum 
and determine the consequent long-term needs for space, 
facilities, and amenities 

2. raise $2.5m to complete repayment to Digital Equipment Corp. by 
October 1993 

3. study options for expansion and/or relocation 

1/14/91 6 
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Goal 7 

To increase overall financial stability 

Unearned Reyenues 

1. raise at least $5m in endowment to stabilize the operating fund 

2. establish a broad spectrum of new giving programs 

3. attract corporate membership by offering greater local and 
national benefits; target the computer and computer support 
industries as well as the major computer users 

4. develop an individual membership marketing plan with new 
offerings for members to attract national membel"Ship; increase 
membership sales effort at Museum and through the store catalog 

5. expand the Annual Fund as a program for broad-based annual 
donations, targetting individual members, volunteers, Board and 
Trustees. 

6. submit the Museum's existing programs and new programs as 
proposals to local, national, and goverment foundations 

7. develop events such as The Computer Bowl to expand corporate 
support through sponsorship 

Earned Reyenues 

1. increase attendance through aggressive ~arketing of the 
Museum's new exhibits, educational programs, and special events 

2. develop functions with a diversify offerings, including options 
with more formal packaging of Museum exhibits and staff 

3. develop the store and store catalog to serve an international 
audience and become the pre-eminent purveyor of quality 
computer educational and recreational material 

4. develop new earned revenue streams 

1/14/91' 7 



Goal 8 .. 

To expand and deepen volunteer -involvement at all levels 

1 articulate the Museum t s governance. structure 

2. enhance the activity of the Museum's committees 

3. develop a national and international ):0 . ntelstructure for a 
capital campaign () 

VC>' ...,.""~ C·v w.,C'J,/ 

4. develop a friends group 

5. build opportunities for volunteers to perform a wide range of 
tasks 

1/14/91 9 
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• 
Goal 9 

To enhance the strength of the staff 

1. establish formal staff development programs 

2. establish a formal internship program· 

3. establish a greater level of scholarly depth on the staff 

4. establish a pension plan 

5. create a Board level personnel committee 

1/14/91 10 



The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 
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DATE: January 14, 1991 

TO: Members of The Computer Museum Planning Group 

FROM: Oli ver Strimpel 

RE: January 17, 1991 retreat 

THE MEETING YILL TAKE PLACE IN CONFERENCE ROOM TYO, THIRTY SIXTH FLOOR, AT 
THE OFFICES OF ROPES AND GRAY, ONE INTERNATIONAL PLACE, BOSTON, AT NOON. 

Enclosed are materials to help you prepare for the 17th: 

1. guidelines for the planning process 

2. agenda for the meeting on the 17th 

3. Museum mission statement 

4. draft of institutional goals and objectives 

5. 1989 annual 

During the meeting, I hope we will be able to arrive at a set of action 
plans for 1991-95. Outlines of the plans as they now stand will be 
presented at the meeting. 

I look forward to an exciting meeting that will playa key role in shaping 
the future of the Museum! 

/sj 

Enclosures 

lX 
, 

lX 
, 



The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Cor.gress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STRATEGIC PLANNING GUIDELINES (G; 71 ·Et1·2800 

" ...... ... . 

The Computer Museum has embarked on the process of creating an 
strategic plan for 1991-95. The purpose of the plan is to pro
vide guidelines for growth and management over a five-year peri
od. While the plan is not meant to be a day-to-day work sched
ule, it will provide: 

a. a unified and coordinated action plan for all departments of 
the Museum; 

b. benchmarks against which progress and growth can be meas
ured; and 

c. an overview that is based on both the mission statement and 
those strategies and steps developed and approved by the 
Board. 

The planning procedure has six steps, all of which involve input 
and discussion from Board and staff. 

1. Agreement on the Museum's mission. What is the purpose of 
the Museum? Who does it seek to serve and how? 

2. Identification of broad institutional goals. In order to 
set goals for the Museum, it may be helpful ~o review what 
is being done now. What are the Museum's current strengths 
and weaknesses? What is its audience? Where would it like 
to be in five years? Wha~vision do the Board and staff 
have for the Museum? How will its audience or markets be 
different in the future, and how should the Museum antici
pate change? Do all goals fit the mission statement? 

3. Development of specific strategies and objectives to achieve 
the stated goals. How can the Museum achieve its goals in 
an orderly fashion? What are the strategic issues that the 
Museum faces, in terms of audience, markets, fund-raising, 
image, or communications? What barriers or challenges does 
it face and how can it address them strategically? 

4. Determination of departmental action plans based on the 
five-year objectives. Responsibility for the implementation 
of each action should be assigned to a specific staff or 
Board member. What evaluation methods will be used to 
assess performance? Should there be alternate plans in any 
cases? Are all actions appropriate, based on the Museum's 
mission statement? 

5. Development of a financial model to support the plan. 

6. Presentation of the ~lan to the full Board for approval. 
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COLLECTION ENDOWMENT 

COLLECTION NAMING OPPORTUNITIES 

$1,000,000 

The Computer Museum Libraty Collection. 1400s to present. This collection of 
about 500 books should grow to represent the holdings of books that represent 
the history of the technology, explaining the technology in the language of the 
time, for example, books describing building computer circuits with transistors 
published in the sixties. The books would be kept within the research library. 

$500,000 

The Computer Architecture Collection; 40s to present. About 100 computers fall 
in this category ranging from the first computers, such as components of the 
Manchester Mark 1*, through contemporary mainframes, minis, and 
workstations. It is one of the great strengths of the Museum and includes 
extensive films, videos, and documentation. 

$500,000 

The Personal Computer Collection: 70s to present, approximately 200 artifacts, 
including a historical collection of personal computer announcements at the 
Boston Computer Society, and extensive documentation. 

1/17/91 



$500,000 

The Super Computer Collection: 50s to present. While the collection includes 
less than ten computers, each one is large, has video footage, photographs, and 
extensive documentation. 

$500,000 

The Computer Graphics Collection: 50s to present, approximately 100 artifacts, 
over 200 films and videos, extensive photographs and documentation. 

$500,000 

The Integrated Circuit Collection: 60s to present. This collection has not been 
built up and includes less than 50 artifacts. It could be a significant, new pro
active area of collecting and needs to include photographs, drawings, and 
documentation. 

$500,000 

The Calculator Collection: 1400s to present. While the current collection of 
more than 100 artifacts primarily represent the evolution of electronic 
calculators, it is expected that the Museum will acquire (via donations) a 
representative collection of the evolution of calculating devices. 

$250,000 

The Robotics Collection: 60s to present. 50 artifacts include many of the 
significant machines developed as prototypes in universities. Films and videos 
of the robots in action are an important component. 

1/17/91 p.2 
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$250,000 

The Computer Memory and Storage Device Collection: 40s to present. About 
200 artifacts represent different kinds of memory and storage devices (a part 
from any memory chips). Extensive documentation is also included. 

$250,000 

The Film and Video Collection: 20s to present. Over 500 items include many 
films and videos of significant people in computing and other events not tied 
directly to the other collections. In particular, this collection captures both 
software and applications illuminating the look and feel of computing at 
various periods. 

$100,000 

The Document Collection: 40s to present. Four hundred, fully indexed, acid 
free boxes contain manuals, reports, and 'near print' documents that relate 
specifically to computer technology. It does not include computer languages, 
application software, personal or corporate records. 

$100,000 

The Computer Games Collection: 50s to present. This includes hardware, 
software, and housings of computer games, starting with SpaceWar on the 
PDP-I, including PONG, and other computer based games. 

1/17/91 p.3 
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Use of 
The Collection Endowment Funds 

The funds will be used in the following ways: 
,. to actively and discriminately collect; 1 person per year = 
,. to store the items in proper conditions; 6,000 sq ft x $10/yr = 
,. to refurbish items as needed = 

,. to acquire items, including shipping charges = 
,. to catalog, photograph, and build up documentation on the 
items, including the collection of related ephemeral material = 
,. to develop and maintain a research library; 800 sq ft plus 
one half time person = 

TOTAL 

The following wiU probably be self funded: 
,. to maintain some visible storage areas open for viewing 
,. to create usable historical resources for research; and 
,. to publish catalogs and finding aids. 

1/17/91 p.4 

$50,000. 
$60,000. 
$10,000. 
$20,000. 

$30,000. 

$40,000. 

$210,000. 



Exhibit Plan Outline 

1. Develop the permanent exhibits: 

Computer Discovery Center - Spring 1992 
The Networked Society - Spring 1993 

on a high priority 

2. Develop the touring exhibit Reality on Wheels if fundable 

3. Maintain balance of exhibit themes approximately as they are 
now; 50% computer applications, 20% computer evolution; 30% 
computer technology. 

4. Develop a major new exhibit each year with a bang; display list of 
new exhibit ideas. 

5. Exhibits have 4-6 year lifetimes. Some may be extended with 
appropriate updating. For example, concept of a "Graphics" gallery 
may remam valid for a decade. But individual displays will need 
updating. 

6. Increase exhibit space from 24,000 sq ft to 28,000 sq feet when 
annual attendance exceeds x. 

Increase beyond 28,000 when attendance exceeds y; relocate 
offices or build 7th story structure. 
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GOAL I 

GOAL II 

GOAL III 

GOAL IV 

LONG RANGE PLAN 

for 

DEVELOPMENT 

INCREASE THE UNEARNED ANNUAL REVENUES FROM MEMBERSHIPS, AND 
INDIVIDUAL, CORPORATE, FOUNDATION, AND GOVERNMENT GIFTS, AND 
SPONSORSHIPS AND SPECIAL EVENTS. 

la. Increase corporate membership in numbers and dollars. 

lb. Increase corporate support for special projects, 
exhibits, events, programs, and activities. 

lc. Increase support for annual appeal in numbers and 
dollars. 

ld. Increase individual membership in numbers and dollars. 

Ie. Increase support from city, state, and federal agencies. 

If. Increase support from local, national, and international 
foundations for operations, special projects, programs, 
and exhibits. 

RAISE $ MILLION IN A CAPITAL CAMPAIGN TO ESTABLISH AN 
ENDOWMENT OF AT LEAST $ MILLION AND $2.5 MILLION TO 
PURCHASE SPACE. 

2a. Develop three year campaign plan. 

INCREASE STAFF SIZE AS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT EXPANDED EFFORTS. 

3a. Develop personnel plan and job descriptions. 

HIRE VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR 

4a. Develop formal volunteer program for members/friends. 



GENERAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

ANNUAL FUND 

COMPUTER 
BO~L 

CORP 
MEMBERSHIP 

INDIVIDUAL 
MEMBERSHIP 

FY 90 
BUDGET ACTUAL 

FY 91 
BUDGET YTD 

FY 92 
BUDGET INCREASE 

$294,968 $179,097 $180,000 $ 50,000 $200,000 10% 

$100,000 $ 82,118 $100,000 $ 59,000 $120,000 20% 

$322,000 $278,540 $300,000 $192,500 $330,000 10% 

$188,150 $162,500 $200,000 $84,500 $220,000 10% 

$81,500 $54,724 $71,600 $30,314 $ 75,000 5.5% 

AVERAGE 11% GRO~TH 



LONG RANGE PLAN 

for 

DEVELOPMENT 

Goal is to achieve an overall increase in unearned revenues of 10%-20% 
annually over the next 5 years. The staff considers 10% to be the 
minimum it should achieve based on the anticipated needs of the 
institution and is striving to achieve 20% growth annually each year. 

Not including capital, exhibit, or special project dollars, the Museum's 
FY 91 goal for unearned revenues is $851,000. These dollars fund 50-55% 
of the general operating costs of the Museum. If we double our current 
budget in 5 years, and raise $5 million in endowment (generating 6% or 
$300,000 in income annually), and continue to raise 50-55% of the 
operating budget through unearned revenue (and 45-50% through earned 
revenue), we must achieve 20% overall growth annually in unearned revenue 
streams. 

Fiscal Year 20% growth 15% 10% 

FY 92 $1,021,200 $ 978,650 $ 936,100 

FY 93 $1,225,440 $1,125,448 $1,029,710 

FY 94 $1,470,528 $1,294,265 $1,132,681 

FY 95 $1,764,634 $1,488,405 $1,245,949 

FY 96 $2,117,561 $1,711,666 $1,370,544 
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8:30 
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Presentation and Discussion of Str~egic Plan - ,~~ Jt,;r,,1 
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Discussion of Next Steps for Capital Campaign '-J 

Lunch 

Tour of pilot vignette of Milestones of a Revolution exhibit 
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(617) 426-2800 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

AKenda for March 1 meetinK 8;30 - 12;00 am 

8: 30 Call to Order 

8: 40 State of the Museum 

9: 10 Presentation and Discussion of Strategic Plan 

11 : 30 Discussion of Next Steps for Capital Campaign 

12:00 Lunch 

1 :00 Tour of pilot vignette of Milestones of a Revolution exhibit 



COMPUTER MUSEUM STRATEGIC PLAN 

SUKKested Topics for Discussion at March 1 Board MeetinK 

1. Does the revised mission statement articulate the purpose of the 
Museum? 

2. How important is it to increase visitation to capacity for the site? 
How much should the visitation growth goal affect the exhibit 
planning priorities? 

Example: It appears a "block-buster" is needed in FY93 to 
achieve a visitation of 220,000 by FY96. Can ,The Networked 
Society exhibit achieve 20% growth in visitation? If not, should it 
be postponed? But then computer uses in large-scale business is 
not treated. . 

3. What proportion of the Museum's resources should be devoted 
to serving people onsite as opposed to offsite, nationally, and 
internationally? 

4. Who is the Museum primarily trying to reach-children, students, 
adults, computer professionals? Is the exhibit plan well-fitted to 
the current and future constituencies of the Museum? 

5. Is the $5 million campaign goal based on this plan supportable? 

6. To what use should the Capital Campaign funds be put? Building 
down payment, endowment (of all, parts of Museum), mortgage 
payment? 

\-""" ".j" Lo 'Or ~:'-, \) ~ ~ 
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COMPUTER MUSEUM MISSION STATEMENT 

The Mission of The Computer Museum is: 
I 

• To educate and inspire people of all ages and backgrounds from 
around the World through dynamic exhibitions and programs on 
the technology, applications and impact of computers. 

• To preserve and celebrate the history and promote the 
understanding of computers worldwide. 

• To be an international resource for research into the history of 
computing. 

Revised 2/9/91;· proposed changes in italics 
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,. ,. THE COMPUTER MUSEUM. INC. 

Meeting of the Members of the Corporation 

MINUTES 

November 1, 1990 

I. Attendees: With a quorum in attendance, the 

Meeting of the Members of the Corporation was called to 

order by Gardner C. Hendrie, Chairman. Also present' were 

Gordon Bell, Gwen Bell, Lynda Bodman, Lawrence Brewster, 

David Donaldson, Jon Eklund, Edward Fredkin, Thomas Gerrity, 

Char les House, Theodore Johnson, David Kaplan, Fri tz 

Landmann, James McKenney, Laura Morse, Anthony Pel I , 

Nicholas Petti.nella, Richard Ruopp, Jean Sammet, Grant 

Sa',iers, Edward Schwartz, Hal Shear, Ronald Smart, James 

Sutter and Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director. James S. 

Davis attended as Clerk. 

II. Election Q.f HeH Directors. Lynda Bodman proposed 

the election ofl three new Board members, as had earlier been 

agreed upon by the Executive Committee. Upon motion duly 

made and seconded, it was 

VOTED: That the following persons are hereby elected as 

additional Members and Directors of the Corporation, 

each person to serve in such capacity commencing 

upon adj ournment of the present meeting and 

continuing through the annual meeting in 1994: 

1. Edward Belove 
2. Howard Cox 
3. John A. Miller, Jr. 
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III. Amendment of the By-Laws: Upon motion, duly 

made and seconded, it was 

VOTED: To amend the By-Laws of the corporation by inserting 

the following language at the end of Section II of 

Article il.l.: 

"Notwithstanding any provlslon of this 
Section 2 which provides that the term of 
office of each director shall be four 
years, the term of office for each 
director who is elected at any meeting 
other than the annual meeting of the Board 
of Directors shall expire at the fourth 
annual meeting of the Board of Directors 
following the election of such Director." 

III. Adjournment: There being no further business to 

come before the meeting, upon motion, duly made and 

, seconded, it was 

VOTED: To adjourn 

Adjourned. 

A true qopy. 

Attested: 

Clerk 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Board of Director's Meeting 
November 1, 1990 

A quorum being in attendance the meeting was called to 

order by the Chairman of the Board of Directors, Gardner C. 

Hendrie. Other directors in attendance were the same as 

those at the immediately preceding meeting of the members, 

plus Ed Belove. 

I. Future Meetings. The next meetings of the board 

will be held 

Friday, March 1, 1991, 

Friday, June 28, 1991, and 

Thursday, November 7, 1991 

all at 8:30 a.m. 

II. Status Report On The Museum. 

Oliver Strimpel gave a status report on the Museum. He 

mentioned that the Walk-Through Computer had been successful 

beyond expectations in terms of the number of visitors and 

publici ty, a visitation trend contrary to the current norm 

in Boston museums. Financial trends were also considered 

favorable. 

Harold Shear commented that the annual fund drive would 

be focused on a direct mail campaign as opposed to a 

telethon. $100,000 is anticipated for the year. Laura 
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Morse mentioned that corporate membership was somewhat 

behind the goal due to the economic slow-down. Gwen Bell 

mentioned that the 1991 Computer· Bowl funding already had 

reached the level of $100,000 in sponsorships with a goal of 

$300,000 . Oliver Strimpel mentioned that the store Manager 

and Functions Manager should both be congratulated. He also 

mentioned that the increase in the number of visitors is 

improving the income/expense ratio per visitor. 

In terms of exhibit development, Milestones had reached 

the funding level of $500,000 out of a goal of $750,000. It 

is expected to be opened on schedule in June. The 

Walk-Through Exhibit has been modified and improved; a video 

covering the exhibit will be available on November 12. A 

coordinator has been hired for the Reality on Wheels program. 

The Siggraph Art show, a temporary exhibit, has opened. 

Jean Sammet asked what was happening in the search for 

a person to serve as Director of Education and Exhibits. 

Oliver replied that he was looking for two persons with 

separate skills in lieu of one individ~al to fill both 

roles. He has position descriptions available that he could 

supply to anyone interested. 

Tony Pell, and the Board in general, commended Oliver 

and the staff for the increased attendance at the Museum as 

compared to a decrease of 7-8% in museum attendance in 

general. 
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III. The Capital Campaign Planning Study. David 

Donaldson reviewed the Charles Webb Report. He started by 

mentioning that the question which had been put to Webb was 

whether the Museum should try to raise $lOM. 

The ·study had found a reservoir of good feeling toward 

the Museum and concluded that it should have a campaign 

starting with a goal of $5M which could be increased later 

if feasible. Whi Ie there is much potential support 

available, the Museum is not experienced in. asking for 

support funds. The traditional campaign strategy for fund 

raising would be peers asking peers for funds, operating 

under a strong leadership committee. A three year period is 

contemplated. The largest gifts of $100,000 and up will 

probably come from individuals as opposed to corporations 

and foundations which often do not give capital or endowment 

funds. 

Jean Sammet asked why there was any optimism new for a 

campaign when two prior ones had failed. David Donaldson 

replied that the Museum had not 'done enough "asking" for 

funds in the past; and Ed Schwartz mentioned that the 

product be,ing offered by the Museum was now a different 

one. Gardner Hendrie mentioned that the Museum has now 

moved away from its initial focus of historical collecting 

toward its educational function. Ed Schwartz mentioned that 

the current Board, unlike the earlier ones, had been chosen 

wi th the understanding that it must take a leadership role 

in the capital campaign. 
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Laura Morse felt that the campaign should have a fixed 

life and not go on forever. She suggested that the campaign 

focus not only on raising cash, but that the Museum also be 

willing to accept securities even if they were currently 

restricted or unmarketable. Jean Sammet mentioned the 

marketing advantages of deferred giving; but Donaldson and 

Ruopp felt that those techniques were more appropri ate for 

more mature institutions with a cohesive group of 

supporters, such as college alumni. 

Larry Brewster suggested that the campaign develop or 

focus upon some national theme or problem, such as the 

country's weakening ability to compete technologically. 

Belove said that the campaign must' also propose an answer to 

the problem and must have a national focus. There was then 

comment that the Mus~um must portray an international image 

and have an international focus for the campaign. Jon 

Eklund suggested that an outside evaluation of the study be 

made. Dick Ruopp suggested that the relative costs and 

advantages of a capital campaign versus soliciting 

governmental or foundation grants should be weighed 

carefully, noting that one grant of $250,000 would be equal 

to the income from a $5M endowment. Gordon Bell questioned 

whether the Museum should instead forget about raising an 

endowment and consider funding each project in the future as 

it becomes necessary. Lynda Bodman questioned whether 
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there wi Ill' be!' a stigma for the Museum if it sets its goals 

too high and fails. Jim McKenney preferred developing the 

right message for the campaign to send out and not worry 

about what the dollar goals should be, and felt that the 

future should be the message of the campaign since computer 

technology and the country's youth are both linked to the 

future. ' 

Dick Ruopp suggested that the acquisition of the 

building is also a message of the campaign; that it is a 

capital drive and not just an attempt to raise and maintain 

a permanent endowment. Hal Shear asked if the price of the 

building was fixed to which Schwartz replied that it was; at 

1979 values. Schwartz and Ron Smart concurred that the 

Museum should prove its ability to raise capital before 

asking DEC for any additional substantial support. They 

felt that DEC was eager to see the Museum succeed. 

Fritz 

attracting 

Lanfmann 

funds was 

fel t that the Museum's 

its educational function 

basis for 

and that a 

national focus was needed for the campaign. He suggested 

giving perhaps twenty awards annually to outstanding 

students, educators, etc. with the awards being made at the 

Museum. He felt that the corporate support would be 

forthcoming to underwrite the awards. 

Oliver Strimpel summarized his thoughts by saying that 

he felt that the Museum had no choice but to go ahead with 

the campaign; that although it was doing better than ever 
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financially, it was still in a fragile situation, with only 

one or two months of cash in the bank. He also felt that 

the staff had to spend too much of its time worrying about 

short term financial damage control. Ed Schwartz and David 

Donaldson urged having a finite time period for the 

campaign, Donaldson suggesting that they try to see how much 

of an endowment could be raised in three years without 

dwelling too much on fixing the monetary goal. Hal Shear 

felt uncomfortable deciding on the scope of the campaign 

without first determining its leadership. Gordon Bell felt 

that the goal of the campaign should be set, and an external 

leader should be found with an internal coordinator on a 

full time basis. 

Upon motion duly made and seconded it was 

VOTED: To proceed with the capital campaign and to discuss 

further detai Is at the next meeting, 

ment of the campaign theme to be 

circulated and wi th the monetary 

determined later. 

wi th a state

developed and 

goal to be 

Laura Morse then moved that a consultant for the 

campaign be hired. Considerable discussion followed with 

Gordon Bell urging that the consultant was needed to "watch 

the clock" and keep the campaign on schedule and spare the 

Museum's staff as much as possible. He emphasized that -an 

insider was needed to work with and guide the consultant. 
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Gardner Hendrie said that there" should be a steering 

commi ttee for the campaign. Charles House suggested that 

the Museum approach ten large computer companies and ask for 

a leading executive from each to lead the campaign. David 

Donaldson felt that the steering committee for the campaign 

must remain distinct from the steering committee for the 

Museum's long term future. 

Gordon Bell felt that the campaign should not be 

started until the Museum has an inside person hired to run 

it, as well as a campaign chairperson to serve as motivator. 

He felt that ad hoc planning committee should be formed with 

power to make the selections. Lynda Bodman noted that it 

was critical to define the consultant's role to them as well 

as how they would relate to the internal head of the 

campaign. Jean Sammet preferred relying on an insider and 

paying them more rather than paying consultants. 

Laura Morse then amended her earlier motion and having 

been seconded it was then 

VOTED: To hire a consultant for the capital campaign if the 

steering committee deemed it appropriate. 

Upon motion duly made and seconded it was then 

VOTED: To authorize Gardner Hendrie to appoint a planning 

committee which should have a national focus and 

report monthly to the Executive Committee, being 

understood that a steering committee would be formed 

later. 
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IV. Adjournment 

There being no further busines~ to come before the 

meeting, upon motion duly made and seconded it was 

VOTED: To Adjourn 

Adjourned 

A true copy attested 

J~ S. Davis, Clerk 

led 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
October 24, 1990 

Oliver noted that earned revenue and attendance were 

strong. September attendance was double that of last year 

and 43% over budget. As a result, admissions income and 

store income were also over budget. 

He noted that there was no permanent grant writer 

employed by the Museum, although some one was free lancing 

for it. 

Seven sponsors have signed up for the Computer Bowl and 

others are pending. Most are repeat sponsors. ACM has 

agreed to be a sponsor through 1994. 

The travelling portion of the Siggraph Art Show opened 

last Sunday. 

A $430,000 grant for Milestones had been requested from 

the National Endowment for Humanities. Funding is about 

half-way to its goal. Oliver is reasonably confident that a 

commitment to opening in June can be given by December. 

Dick Case emphasized the importance of the exhibit to keep 

up momentum, as well as renewing exhibits on a continuing 

basis. 

The Walk-Through video is completed and will, be shown 

tonight at the Boston Computer Society. It will be 

distributed to other museum stores, retain outlets and 

schools. Intel which funded it is also marketing it and the 

Museum will approach TV stations about showing it. 
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In connection with the search for a Director of 

Education and Exhibi~s, it is difficult to find someone to 

adequately cover both areas and two persons may be needed 

(wi th the budget implications of this being noted). Dick 

Case questioned whether the criteria might be expanded to 

look for someone at the retirement level or someone with 

established ability, but not with specific experience in 

this area. It was thought that the Museum needed someone 

who understood current technology, in particular for the 

exhibits job. Dick Case, Larry Brewster and Gardner Hendrie 

tended to opt for two separate persons to fill the 

positions. It was noted that the education function was 

more urgent due to Oliver's own experience with exhibits and 

that perhaps the exhibits position could be filled by 

someone with existing on-site experience at the Museum. 

With respect to the capital campaign planning study it 

was noted that there would be a preliminary meeting at 10:- 00 

a.m. and that there may need to be an additional Executive 

Committee meeting prior to the next BODrd of DirectorE 

meeting. 

Children's Museum Water Park 

It was noted that the' Children's Museum had a capital 

campaign underway to raise some four to six million dollars 

to improve visiter amenities in the lobby and on the apron 

and to make the waterfront area more attractive, especially 

once the tunnel and artery projects start to disrupt access 

to the Museum Wharf. There will be a playground with themes 
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of water and the environment woven it. The Museum Wharf's 

property extends to the center of the Channel. It is owned 

on a 50/50 basis by the Computer Museum and the Children's 

Museum. There was a discussion as to the degree of The 

Computer Museum's involvement in the project, and the degree 

of their financial participation. It was determined to 

support the Chi Idren' s Museum in principal and worry about 

the details later. A group i~cluding Ed Schwartz and Oliver 

was to be established to focus on the process. They would 

recruit two or three other persons. 

Reality on Wheels 

Oliver is getting ready to prepare a budget proposal 

for the exhibit. There will supposedly be a large vehicle 

for an eighteen to twenty month tour around the country with 

several interactive exhibits about virtual reality. Central 

management of the tour would come from The Computer Museum. 

Wi th the presumed high level of public interest it· should 

draw a lot of publicity for the Museum and serve the 

educational purposes of the Museum on a national scale. 

Oliver was confident of the Museum's ability to put together 

the contents for the exhibit. Case suggested that there 

·should be a dry run first at the Museum and Oliver indicated 

that they would do so next fall. 

It was suggested that the exhibit· open in Boston so 

that the Museum could derive maximum publicity from it and 

was also suggested that one such exhibit could remain here 

and one be taken on the road. The exhibit will need to 

attract and supply its own operations funding. 
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,t. 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 

December 3, 1990 

In attendance were Richard Case, Gardner Hendrie, James McKenney, 

Nicholas Pettinella, Edward Schwartz, and Oliver Strimpel. 

Oliver reported that the financial patterns of earlier months were 

continuing, with strong revenues in attendance, functions and the store. The 

$laOK budgeted for general development, however, may well fall short owing, 

in part, to the delay in hiring a grant writer. A new person has been hired, 

starting December 3rd. The Computer Bowl is performing on target, with $145K 

(of a total $300K) committed to date. Over 120,000 people have visited the 

Museum in the calendar year to date. School groups, though up from last 

year, would be stronger if schools could afford busses. 

Unfortunately, the Museum's Director of Marketi~g has not performed as 

strongly as hoped for and will be leaving the Museum. A search is underway 

for a new person. The committee f~lt this was an important position and 

encouraged O.liver to find the best possible candidate. Oliver reported 

interviewing candidates for the Director of Exhibits and Education position, 

and has also been looking at splitting the position again into two jobs owing 

to the difficulty of finding someone with the appropriate background. 

Oliver reported that The Children's Museum is moving forward rapidly 

on the proposed Yaterpark Development; the group felt that connections with 

The Children's Museum and The Computer Museum should be made at the Board 

level, and a 3-4 person committee of the Board formed to pursue The Computer 

Museum's role in the development~ maintaining the Museumfs position as e~ual 

partners for as long as possible. A staff person at the Museum should be 

appointed to act as the main liason. 
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Milestones 

Oliver announced a $275,000 grant' from the National Endowment for th~ 

Humanities which brings the total funds committed to.$753,295. It was agr~ed 

that a certain percentage, to be determined, should be set aside t~ support 

the operation and maintenance of the exhibit after its opening. It was 

decided that sufficient funds are in place to be confident that the 'exhibit 

development can proceed to completion. June 27, the day before the Annual 

Meeting of the Board and Trustees, was set as the opening date. Fundraising 

for Milestones will continue, while new fundraising efforts will be started 

for the next major exhibit, The Computer Discovery Center. 

Capital Campaign 

The schedule proposed by Charles Vebb & Associates, delayed by 

approximately one month, was adopted. The committee also agreed to the other 

recommendations of the capital working group to retain Charles Vebb as 

consultant at $4K per month during the planning phase, to bring a staff 

person to work exclusively on the Capital Campaign, and to develop a five-

year plan based on input from all the Museum's committees of the Board and ad 

hoc long-range planning committee. It was hoped that as much "new blood" as 

pcssible could be added to enrich the planning process a~d help draw in 

future supporters. 

The next meetings of the Executive Committee will be January 9, 1991 

at 10:00 a.m., and February 6, 1991 at 7:30 a.m. 
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COMPUTER MUSEUM 
I' ,. 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 

J,anuary 9, 1991 

Present were Oliver Strimpel, Edward Schwartz, Gwen 

Bell, Richard Case, Gardner Hendrie, Lynda Bodman, Larry 

Brewster and James McKenney. 

Oliver Strimpel discussed the Museum' s financial 

situation indicating that the general pattern was 

continuing. The operating budget is doing well in regard to 

earned revenue streams. The annual fund, corporate 

membership, and eomputer Bowl are all close to budget, but 

general operating support from grants is behind. The 

exhibi t ki ts .aud Reali ty on Wheels are developing somewhat 

more slowly. Capital development is on budget with resp~ct 

to Mi lestones. Greg Welch has been appointed Di rector of 

Exhibits: Oliver has abandoned the attempt to find one 

person to fi 11 both the exhibits and education positions. 

Welch will be c6ncentrating on Milestones. 

Ed Schwartz noted that the positions of Director of 

Education and Marketing Director were both very important; 

and that the Museum needed to be staffed properly before 

exhibits could have optimum success. 

The Milestones budget has been reconsidered and Oliver 

believes that the exhibit can be opened on time, keeping a 

reserve of 10% of the funds now on hand. This and new money 

coming in for the exhibit can help shoulder other expenses. 
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With regard to the capital campaign, it was noted that 

some planning meetings have taken place with various 

committees and groups being established. Only $36,000 of a 

budgeted $250,000 of unrestricted capital revenue has been 

received so far this year. There is currently no "asking" 

for funds taking place while the campaign is being planned. 

The short-term cash flow situation is therefore potentially 

serious. 

Ed Schwartz questioned the need for new exhibits. 

Gardner Hendrie responded that he thought the money for 

exhibits generally came from different sources from 

unrestricted capital funds. Ed wants the Museum to be able 

to show two consecutive good years financially so that he 

can make an argument to DEC to contribute the building to 

the Museum; and therefore he felt that it needed to weigh 

the need for financial success against any drain that any 

new exhibits may put on its finances. 

Jim McKenney thought that the Museum needed to do some 

early asking for funds in the capital campaign to avoid 

being in a bad cash position in the Spring. He felt that it 

should raise at least $150,000: perhaps by asking DEC for 

funds or perhaps by .continuing to raise Milestones support 

and splitting it between Milestones and other expenses of 

perhaps a basis of as much as 50/50. 

Lynda Bodman noted a distinction between raising 

unrestricted funds and the capital campaign as the latter is 

in fact restricted to serving as an endowment for the Museum. 
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It was noted that one reason there is currently no 

asking going on is that it is difficult to ask twice: once 

now and again when the capital campaign is in effect. Ed 

Schwartz expresseq the consensus that the capital campaign 

must be moved forward. 

In a discussion of terms of the Board of Directors, 

Gwen Bell and Lynda Bodman raised the issue of how 

re-election of terms would be handled. Lynda Bodman agreed, 

as Chairman of the Nominating Committee, to study the issues 

and make a presentation. 

Oli ver referred to three upcoming exhibits: Computer 

Discovery Center, Networked Society, and Reality on Wheels, 

and noted the prior approval of the Exhibits Committee to go 

ahead with these exhibits. 

Gardner felt that the Committee must focus in general 

on what new exhibits it should plan for the next five years 

and on how much space the Museum should dedicate to exhibits 

over that period of time. 

The next cummittee meetings will be held February 6, 

1991 at 9:00 a.m. and March 2.6, 1991 at -7:30 a.m. 



REVENUES: 

Operating Eund 

Capital Fund 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

COMBINED OPERAtING AND CAPITAL FUNDS 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE SEVEN MONTHS ENDED 
1131/90 --------1/31/91--------- FY91 FY91 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAVCUNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

848 1,082 1,133 51 5% 2,019 2,115 

874 571 250 (321) (56%) 1,011 831 
------

1,722 1,653 1,383 (270) (16%) 3,030 2,946 

817 1,141 1,062 79 7% 1,992 1,875 

502 470 438 32 7% 1,138 1,274 

1,319 1,611 1,500 111 7% 3,130 3,149 

$403 $42 ($117) ($159) (379%) ($100) ($203) 
----- ====== .------ ------ ====== ====== ------

SUMMARY: 
--------

Eor the seven months ended January 31, 1991, The Museum operated at deficit 
of (117K) cOlllpared to a budgeted surplus ot42K. As ot Janu:uy 31, 1991 
total cash and cash equivalents amounted to 221K. 

OPERAtING: Operating revenues were 5% over budget due to strong earned 
revenue streams. Expenses were 7% under budget due to lower personal costs 
(vacant positions). 

CAPITAL: Capital revenues were 56% under budget due to optimistic 
contribution expectations. Expenses were 7% over budget due to unbudgeted 
expense in Exhibits Development (Walk-Throu9h Computer Video funding which 
was received in EY90). 



REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 
Restricted contributions 
Corporate memberships 
Individual memberships 
Admissions 
Store 
Functions 
Interest Income 
Other 
Gain/Loss on Securities 

Iota1 Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 
Exhibits & Collection 
Education 
Marketing & Memberships 
General Management 
Furrdraising 
Store 
Functions 
Museum Wharf expenses 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) 

tHE COMPUtER MUSEUM 
StATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

OPERATING FUND 
( $ - thousands ) 

FOR THE SEVEN MONtHS ENDED 
1131190 
ACTUAL BUDGEt 

195 $275 
135 167 
70 110 
26 30 

178 206 
124 169 
96 106 
7 2 

17 17 
0 0 

------ --------
848 1,082 

0 102 
69 74 

121 150 
150 232 
132 145 
37 80 

119 144 
39 47 

150 167 

817 1,141 

$31 ($59) 
-------------- ======= 

--------1/31/91--------
ACTUAL 

288 
31 
98 
32 

350 
216 
101 

1 
16 
0 

--------
1,133 

38 
77 

161 
170 
147 

77 
181 

44 
167 

1,062 

$71 
--------------

FAV WNFAV) 

13 
(136) 
(12) 

2 
144 

47 
(5) 
(1) 
(1) 
0 

51 

64 
(3) 

'(11) 
62 
(2) 
3 

(37) 
3 
0 

79 

. $130 
====== 

5% 
(81%) 
(11%) 

7% 
70% 
28% 
(5%) 

(50%) 
(6%) 

0% 

5% 

63% 
(4%) 
(7%) 
27% 
<1X) 

4% 
(26X) 

6% 
0% 

7% 

320% 
.-----------

FY91 FY91 
BUDGEt FORECAST 

600 577 
315 246 
200 200 

52 68 
370 515 
268 316 
153 149 

4 6 
57 38 
0 0 

2,019 2,115 

204 147 
123 125 
261 267 
391 284 
239 239 
182 183 
232 269 

74 75 
286 286 

1,992 1,875 

$27 $240 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

CAPITAL FUND 
S - Thousands ) 

FOR tHE SEVEN MONtHS ENDED 
1131190 --------1/31/91-------- FY91 FY91 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL EAV CUNFAV) BUDGEt FORECASt 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted Contributions S51 S195 S41 ($154) . (79%) 250 195 
Restricted Contributions 822 376 202 (SI14) (46%) 161 625 
Interest Incole 4 0 9 S9 100% 0 13 
GainlLoss on Securities (3) 0 (2) ($2) (100%) 0 (2) 

Total Revenues 814 571 250 (321) (56%) 1,011 831 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 263 234 228 6 3% 746 864 
General Management 113 50 33 17 34% 90 73 
Eundraising 35 99 90 9 9% 155 190 
Wharf mortgage 91 87 87 0 0% 147 147 

------- --------
Total Expenses 502 410 438 32 7% 1,138 1,274 

NEt REVENUES (EXPENSES) S372 $101 ($l8B) ($289) (386%) (SI27) (S443) 
====== ====== ------ ------ ------ ------ ------



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM .. BALANCE SHEET 
1/31/91 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND . FUND 1/31/91 6/30/90 

ASS£IS: 
Current: 

Cash $69,180 $69,180 $8,298 
Cash Equivalents 151,651 151,651 282,190 
Investlents $291 291 53,363 
Receivables 30,471 30,471 120,302 
Inventory 63,689 63,689 63,212 
Prepaid expenses 6,814 863 1,131 15,238 
Interfund receivable 406,925 406,925 611,102 

-------- -------- -------- -------- ---------
TOTAL 321,865 408,079 0 129,944 1,160,305 

Property I Equipment (net): 
Equipment I furniture $45,442 45,442 45,442 
Capital improvements 651,461 651,461 651,467 
Exhibits 1,016,138 1,016,738 1,016,138 
Construction in Process 71,084 71,084 71,084 
Land 24,000 24,000 24,000 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total 0 71,084 1,137,641 1,808,731 1,808,131 

TOrAL ASSETS .321,865 $479,163 $1,737,647 $2,538,675 $2,969,036 
========== ---------- ---------- ========== -------------------- ---------- ----------

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

a~crued expenses $50,060 $15,257 $65,317 $158,341 
Deterred income 1,953 7,953 16,938 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 0 0 0 
Intertund payable 406,925 406,925 611,102 

-------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Iotal 464,938 15,257 0 480,195 192,981 

Fund Balances: 
Operating <143,073) (143,013) (213,272) 
Capital 463,906 463,906 651,680 
Plant $1,731,647 1,737,647 1,731,641 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Iotal (143,013) 463,906 1,137,641. 2,058,480 2,176,055 

TOtAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $321,865 $479,163 $1,737,647 .2,538,675 $2,969,036 

---------- ========== ---------- ========== -------------------- ---------- ----------



.... 
... 

/- ,- tHE COMPUTER MUSEUM , 
StATEMENt OF CHANGES IN CASH POSItION 

1131191 

OPERA rING CAPItAL PLANt tOTAL tOtAL 
FUND FUND FUND 1131191 6/30/90 

Cash provide by/(used for) 
operations: 
Excesss/(deficiency) of 
support and revenue $70,199 ($187,774) $0 ($117,575) $748,966 

Depreciation 0 0 310,606 
--------- --------- -------- --------- ---------

Cash fro. operations 70,199 (187,774) 0 (117,575) 1,059,572 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 
Receivables 89,831 89,831 (83,875) 
Inventory (477) (477) (19,504) 
Investlents 53,072 53,072 (15,863) 
Accounts payable 
I other current liabs <16,514) (76,219) (92,733) 81,895 

Deferred incole (8,985) (8,985) (5,292) 
Prepaid expenses . 7,354 147 7,501 (8,011 ) 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Cash from working capital 71,209 (23,000) 0 48,209 . (50,650) 

Cash provided by/\used tor) 
Fixed assets 0 $0 0 (996,328) 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Net increase/(decrease) in 
cash betore financing 141,408 (210,774) 0 (69,366) 12,594 

Financing: 
Interfund pay. & rec. (210,774) 210,774 0 0 
Transfer to Plant 0 0 0 0 7,564 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 0 0 

--------- --------. --------- --------- ---------
Cash from financing (210,774) 210,774 0 0 7,564 

Net increase/(decrease) 
in cash & investments (69,366) 0 0 (69,366) 20,158 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

Cash, beginning of year 290,487 0 0 290,487 270,329 

Cash, end ot period $221,121 $0 $0 $221,121 $290,487 
========== ========== ========== ========== ========== 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

A2enda for March 1 meetin2 8;30 - 12;00 am 

8: 3 0 Call to Order 

8:40 State of the Museum 

9: 10 Presentation and Discussion of Strategic Plan 

11 : 3 0 Discussion of Next Steps for Capital Campaign 

12:00 Lunch 

1:00 Tour of Milestones exhibit (fabrication in progress) and 
Science in Depth special exhibit 



CORPORATE HEHBERSHIP PROGRAM 

The Corporate Membership Drive is under way. More than twenty new 
corporate members have joined the Museum since July 1990. But we need your 
help to widen our base of corporate members. Please take a moment to offer 
a few suggestions about potential corporate members. 

Company Name: Contact: 

Company Name: Contact: 

Company Name: Contact: 

Company Name: Contact: 

Company Name: Contact: 

As we prepare for the 1991-92 Breakfast Seminar Series, we welcome your 
comments and suggestions about possible speakers and topics. Please take a 
few moments to fill out this form and let us know who and what you think 
our members would like to hear about at future seminars. 

Possible Topics and/or Speakers: 

Your name: 

THANK YOUI 



The Computer Museum Corporate Membership 
Cash and Complimentary 

March 1, 1990 through February 28, 1991 

Benefactor: $10,000 or more 

International Business Machines 
Raytheon Company 
Xerox Company 

Patron: $5,000 or more 

Adobe Systems 
AT&T Corporation 
Bingham Dana Gould 
IEEE Computer Society 
International Data Group 

Sponsor: $3,000 or more 

Addison-Vesley 
Amdahl Corporation 
Automatic Data Processing 
Bank of Boston 
C.S. Draper Laboratories 
Coopers & Lybrand 
DECUS 
Gaston & Snow 
Gillette Company 
Liberty Mutual 
Lotus Development 
The Mathworks 
McGraw-Hill, Inc. 
Microsoft Corporation., .. -.- .... - ... -....... - .. 
NEC Systems Laboratory ::~:C:':;ys ;.,<0,::.". ._" ' .. -..: ... ,~:: ~'. 
Prime Computer .. ,,"·E2.:C"~ f.\:"c;i:.': :... 

Ropes & Gray 
Stratus Computer Inc. 
TASC . 
The New England 
Travelers Insurance Company 
United Technologies 
Ziff-Davis Publishing 

Contributor: $1,000 or more 

Aberdeen Group 
Acer Corporation 
Alliant Computer 
Analog Devices 
Applied Technology 
Aries Technology 





Hilliken & Company 
Hobil Corporation 
Hoody Stecker Company 
New Directions 
NINEX Corporation 
Pell Rudman, Inc. 
Price Vaterhouse 
Programmed Intelligence 
Schubert Associates 
Silicon Valley Bank 
Summagraphics Corporation 
TA Associates 
Technology Research Group 
The Composing Room of NE 
Viewlogic Systems 
VideoLogic Inc. 
Valker Richer & Quinn 
Vavetracer 
Vellfleet Communications 

"ZBR Publications 

Corporate Hembership Committee 

Jim Baar 
Omegacom 

"Rick Karash 

Ilene Lang 
Lang Systems Inc. 

Himi Hacksoud 
Price Vaterhouse 

Laura Horse, Chair 
Heidrick & Struggles 

Susan Parrish 
Parrish Harketing Consultants 

Steve pytka 
BISCOH 

Cameron Read 
Gaston & Snow 

Lindy Recht 

Nancy Robb 
HBTA 

Charles Terry 
Compuserve Data Technologies 



THE COMPUTER MUSBUII 
PHONE LIST 

UPDATED FEBRUARY 28, 1991 

Armbruster, Elizabeth 
Bell, Gwen 
Burke, Dan 
Chibas, Asa 
Clemente, Rafael 
Collins, Catherine 
Conference Room (5th floor) 
Crowley, Ruth 
DECTALK/PUBLIC INFO 
DeHarb, Diana 
Del Sesto, Janice 
Dorus, Mary Beth 
FAX 
Gill, Joe 
Granlund, Tim 
Greene, Don 
Greschler, David 
Griscom, Dan 
Groves, Ted 
Hardie, Foster 
Hassan, Mehreen 
Hellenga, Rachel 
Jennes, Gail 
Johnson, Sue 
Jose, Kate 
Keough, Kathy 
Larson, Brad 
Lee, Brian 
Ley, Gillian 
McElroy, Chris 
McLaughlin, Brian 
O'Sullivan, Christina 
Oates, Julie 
Pangonis, Geoffrey 
Pezalla, Margaret 
Rusk, Natalie 
Schroeder, Greg 
SECURITY 
Southall, Noah 
Strimpel, Oliver 
Thomas, Adrian 
Townsend, Brita 
Wallace, Brian 
Walsh, Janet 
Welch, Greg 

Public Relations Coordinator 
Founding President (Collections) 
Store Assistant 
Interpreter ' 
Interpreter 
Grantwriter 

Interpreter, 

Cash Room Manager/Functions Asst. 
Director of Development/P.R. 
Research/Administrative Asst. 

Floor Manager 
Interpreter 
Shop Foreman 
Exhibits Developer (ROW) 
Exhibits Engineer 
Graphic Designer 
Interpreter 
Interpreter 
Research Assistant 
Senior Public Relations Manager 
Assistant to Executive Director 
Computer Bowl Project Manager 
Functions Manager 
Exhibits Staff 
Store Assistant 
Development Coordinator 
Interpreter 
Business Manager 
Store Manager 
Development Coordinator 
Interpreter, Collections Assistant 
Interpreter Education Coordinator 
Education Coordinator 
Operations Manager 

Interpreter/Store Assistant 
Executive Director 
Interpreter 
Interpreter/Telemarketer 
Collections Manager 
Capital Campaign Coordinator 
Exhibits Developer (Milestones) 

329 
331 
307 
352 
352 
376 
304 
352 
423-6758 
308 
378 
395 
426-2943 
352 
352 
328 
349 
335 
373 
352 
352 
374 
341 
372 
346 
340 
377 
307 
338 
352 
343 
306 
339 
352 
380 
345 
344 
260 
352/307 
330 
352 
334 
342 
333 
337 

,.... 
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From January I-Karch 1, 1991: The Vallt-Through Computer and Video 
[Clippings are new since the October 30, 1990 Board Heoeting] 

P1lINT 
TOt8I Circulation: 77,381,119 

BLBC'lllOBIC: 
Total impressions: 285,339,000 

Vith past or upcoming media coverage, a message about The Valk-Through 
Computer and/or Video has or will have been generated nearly 400 million 
times via print and electronic media. This figure includes estimates of the 
international and some of the domestic coverage for which figures were not 
available. 

International Highlights 

International news of The Computer Huseum continues with extensive feature 
length pieces in the United Kingdom (Personal Computing Vorld) and Sweden 
(Hikro Datorn). The Guardian of London included The Valk-Through Computer 
in its Year in Review. In February, 15 print and electronic journalists 
from Germany toured the Huseum in preparation for possible stories. 0 

The Harch 1991 DECVORLD (Digital Equipment Corporation's Vorldwide Employee 
Publication) featured a story on The Valk-Through and the people from 
Digital who offered expertise in creating the exhibit. 

In early December, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation covered the visit of 
the Canadian New Importers. to the Museum. Their feature included an 
interview with Oliver Strimpel. 

National Highlights 

Popular Science chose the Museum's Valk-Through Computer as one of its 100 
"Best of Vhat's New for 1990." The exhibit was featured in their December 
issue's cover story. CNBC also aired a television special on the "Best of 
¥hat's New" November 18, 1990. 

The November 1990 issue of Pan Am Clipper Magazine included a major feature 
on the Museum and The Valk-Through in its Corporate Jet section. Travel 
Life and Trump's in-flight magazine also highlighted the exhibit. 

The Boston Herald ("Kids find keys to success at Computer Huseum") and 
various educational publications continue to run stories on The Valk- 0 

Through. US Kids Magaz~ne (February 1991) featured a 4-page cover story on 
The Valk-Through, "The Computer Adventure," geared to young children. 

The video HOV COMPUTERS VORK also received intelligent treatment in the 
Buffalo NeWS-and Incider and was referred to by the Miami Herald and 
Industry, among other publications. 

In November, Fox Broadcasting's American Chronicles program included the 
exhibit in a program on "The Future." In December, Financial News Network's >< ox' High Technology show, broadcast to 35 million households, highlighted The 

~"~/~~o-K4o--* Valk-Through, while TV stations such as Boston's NBC affiliate VBZ-TV 
/, >< X continued to run short pieces on the exhibi t. 

lX X 
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2/Media Summary 

Pro. Ociokr 30, 1990-Mareh 1, 1991: Highlights of Other Museu. Coverage 

PRIRT /' t. 

Total Circulation: 11,422,258 

ELECTRONIC: 
Total impressions: 400,000 

Vith the Museum's growing visibility, it continues to become a cultural 
reference point, as a wide variety of Museum activities receive attention. 

The Museum's next major exhibition, ·PBOPLE AND COKPUTBRS: Milestones of a 
Revolution,· will be highlighted in the May-June Calendar of the National 
Endowment for the Arts' magazine, Humanities. 

The SIGGRAPH 1990 Traveling Art Show was widely featured in print. The 
Christian Science Monitor (November 26, 1990) ran a thoughtful piece on the 
art show, while the tourist magazine Panorama made it the subject of its 
January-February cover and an October issue. In addition, Bostonia Magazine 
highlighted it with one of the artworks as the "Recommended" event on its 
Arts Page. Other coverage included the Macon (GA.) Telegram, Boston Phoenix 
(twice), The Sunday Globe, the tourist magazine VBERE, ~ Spectrum, 

.Computer Currents and on TV (Evening Magazine, Channel 4 and Channel 5 
Evening News programs, One Norway Street). 

Stories on the Museum Store's mail order catalog ran in The New York Times, 
Miami Herald, B~ltimore Sun, Boston Magazine, twice in The Boston-GIo~ 
the Topeka (Karisas) capitol, Info Veek, and The Boston Sunday Herald . 
Magazine. The Orlando (FL) Sentiney-pians an item for March 1991. According 
to Store Manager Christina O'Sullivan, this editorial coverage generated 
some ~OO calls for the catalog (the highest ever). (An ad in MacVorld led 
to another estimated 2000.) 

Prior to the March 1 opening of "Science in Depth," the phscologram show 
will have been featured twice in the Boston Phoenix, in Marketing 
Computers, and Mass High Tech. 

- ,--
A one-page piece on the Museum's Smart Machines Gallery, called "Vhere to 
see robots," has been included in a book, Radical Robots, a NOVA Book in 
association with VGBH, producer of the PBS NOVA series. 

Stories on the 1991 Computer Bowl have run in the San Jose Mercury News and 
Computer Currents with mentions in Upside and AI Magazines. ----

The Museum's traveling exhibits, "Computers in Your Pocket" and "Terra 
Pirma in Pocus,· were featured in Phoenix, Arizona, and Lexington, Kentucky 
newspapers. 

The functions space and special events such as the November 10-11 Computer 
Games Veekend, January Van Gogh TV performance, and the February Smart Art 
Vorkshop have also received special mention as "Hot Pick" or "Critic's 
Choice" in such publications as The Boston Globe, The Boston Phoenix, Mass 
High Tech, the TAB. Smart Art was-ilso picked up in Chicago, San Diego, and 
Green Bay, Visconsin papers. 

For a show on Kids and Learning that is part of a PBS series, called The 
Nin,ties, producer David Cort plans to follow some students around the-
Museum a la 48 Hours on March 4. The segment will be aired in May. 
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AIWI AT 
REALITY 

A new I.drique hom Ihe pollll11lrrYelopmenl '1lfllXI1'f """" prodsolt _ 
atoms WiIIW1 gloss. The ""'''' may 11I'IIlirIiori18 oplies. One use: lorming IlI10 
lens rt.!I 10k .. Ihe pIoc. 01 a ,OI11POII1d rrdIipIe.temonr lens. on..."po 
bIeods sig10Is 01 rilllI"" WDY8IengIIrs inlo a side bean. 

The (0ffiIlJ1" Museum in Boston 
has 111 display a Iwoslory PC you 
(111 wo~ ""ough 10 learn how ( .... 
pulelSwork. VisiIoo5jJinDfiveIoot. 
101 hock boIlo ,.1.<1 horn 300 
<iIies orm Ihe world; Ihe (~ 
II Iinds Ihelhort",1ond 100I1I be 
tween Ihem. Then ij shows Ihe 
sq." you'd see cIoog Ihe wrIt 
--1JI100 10lkq.rorrHooIrnoniIo'. 

POPULAR SCIENCE 
December 1990 
eirc; 1_8 million 

orydipsloselhoitpowor. Buta 
new Ix""" 01 ~19iJOf9d ciam 
from Rmmoo (DIP. md Notional 
SemiconWdo. (DIP. has 1~loeIec· 
tric-<ef(m((~thot skre 

doto"""m,lIpowor is III!IIOYOII. 
ADns WiIlWl 'eromic UV'tm s/Wt 
up md down 10 ''!II'''''' nor> 
voIoIVe binory ones on! 'IIOS. 

Seie<ted lIS Ihe ElJopooo (~ 
(1mIIU cllhe Y,.. 199{}'91. Ihe 
POllio, 10100II1 105 Super has 00 
IIIlU5lOI/ "supermrxlQ- modo in 
orJalioo to i" loPr moel. modo. 
Wi'" ""'" mocro, you 'Ill gel 
dos.up, ooIy I '/,leel hom Ihe 0b
ject, using Ihe 'ooying simp lIS a 
~1OpO. D,penious. 

Toyolo demons"", .. irs engineering iogenuily by giving iIseII a WIooIy IJ1Sdy
able probJern--.j,ow to purlhe eogine nearly in Ihe midrIe 01 irs new 1'1 ... 
miniYon for lII0I. ,orfiI.. handing and """DYed vislJilily. The hl<hi<cI ",liM
menllook a ,ompi<oled oi system, 00 offsel engine lying 00 irs siIo, long shofIs 
10 1he"" .. SIlIy drives, bur ooIyo nrinoIloss 01 ;,Im sprx •. I!', eosly Ihe 
mosf lompi<oIed ........, engine ilsltlllcrion IIlIhe moIIt.,. 

I 
Au. TOGmIER NOW 
Put 5oknoto Inc', .1OOen1 ;'IB1JIoIed Ir.d""uj system "'" a house, md you 
1M gel 00 0I1he "'IXX., oil ,oncilioorr, venliorof, md _ '-. 5oknoto 
also ,~" md leuses hoar horn Ihe house oil and "'loy" fWOSlol _ horn 
Ihe sinks. risIlwa!hef, md ,~""" wosI-.r. If .. 00 IJsholioo, ... "(ooodo', 
EIlOfOY /Mer: IIris _ .l 5oImoh, whKh wiI be llYOilobie ... xI sprilg, d (ost 
obou! Ihe some lIS Ihe 0IJ.'imen1 ij lepIac ... 
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by Deborah H. DeFord 

Have you ever dreamed of diving 
deep into the ocean? Have you ever 
imagined a journey into the heart of a 
steamy green jungle? Have you ever 
hoped to hop aboard a spaceship and 
head for the stars? 

How about a walk through a giant 
computer? Have you ever thought about 
that? Some kids do more than think 
about it. They stand with two feet on a 
single key and then jump across the 
keyboard. Then they watch a screen that 
is too big to fit in a person's house. 

But they don't stop there! Their 
adventure has just begun! They are about 
to enter the Walk-Through Computer. The 
Walk-Through Computer is just like the 
computers at school or at home, only it's 
50 times bigger! Now why don't YOU 
join the Computer Adventure! ~ 

34 
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The Compu1er AdtJen1ure 
You can find your way 

through the Walk-Through 
Computer. Your stops are 
numbered in order. But to 
get from stop to stop, you 
need to follow the correct 
path through the maze. Are 
you ready? Read on! 

No computer works without 
power. So start your 
adventure at the Power 
Supply (1 ). 

/ 
PI~[]ng 1he ! 

ICOmPLJ1er Trail I 
1. Power Supply 

2. Floppy Disk 

Trackball 

Hard Disk 

• Video Board 

5. The circuits are 
humming! Move 
back out to the 
Monitor (6) to 
see what's 

/ . happening. 

/ 1, 1 '=21 

~ Monitor 

1-7 1/1 ( I L_l; (~-I / 
---- ~---".j / JI 

3. You've told the computer 
what you want it to do. 
Move inside to the 
Hard Disk (4). 

36 Photos by Jack McWilliams 

( .L---L---, 

You are plugged 
in! Now hurry to 
trace a clear path 
from here to your .; 
Floppy Disk (2). 



2. The disk is in place, but 
don't stop yet! Move to 
the keyboard and 
Trackball (3). 

FINISH 

6. Where in the world 
can you find the 
Walk-Through 
Computer? There's 
only one place-
at the Computer 
Museum in Boston, 
Massach usetts! 

The computer' is working 
for you. Hurry to the 
Video .Board (5). 

37 
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Lorna: Ask your 
parents if you can 
pet-sit for friends or 
neighbors who go 
away. Then use that 
chance to show how 
responsible you 
can be. 

Monique: Your parents 
might have other 
reasons for saying no. 
Some parents say no 
because their home is 
too small, or because 
they're allergic to 
animals. 
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, Organizer from Curtis Manufacturing keeps computer cables neat.:: 

"~ Video gives inside, story 
:'.>: Q~ hO'v computers ,vork 

, <t- (,.J ~ 

. 
, , 

(-' An edu'caiional videotape that ~~' .. 
- : explain~ how computers work b) ;-', .'~ , 
: taking \'iewers inside a giant work· ' , . 

ing model of a de~ktop computer .• ..~ 
will be a\'ailable No\,. 7 from the ~'Zy.~ '. 

,Computer .. M.u~,e,=,m. 300 Congress A'" • . ~ 
St •• Boston. Ma~s. 02210. "1¥, " 

The 25-minute \ideo. produced j, 
with funding from the Intel Cor· 
poration Foundation. uses the mu· 
seum's new exhibit. the Walk· 
Through Computer. to explain 
graphically and dramatically what 
makes a desktop computer work. 

Personal 
Computers 
By LONNIE HUDKINS 

David Heil. host of the Emmy 
award·winning PBS science series', •• 
"Newton's Apple.~ and teen.agers The Con~put~r ~!uscum Store at 
Jennifer. Leandra. Mark and Da. t~e addr~ss abo,\e or call (617) 
mien embark on a "ideo mission 4 .. 6-2800. extensl~n 307. 

, to disco\'er how a computer works The museum IS d~v~ted solei)' I by visiting the Computer Muw· to ~omputers a~d their Impact on 
um. the only place in the world SOClt'ty. llcc~rdmg 10 Ms. Arm· 
where they can usc and then climb bruster· [)~Mgncd for ,people of all ' 
inside a computer exhibit that is allc~ and. mlcrc~t~. II ~il,S more 
enlarged to 50 times normal size. than 70. lQ~craclI\'e c:l.hlblts. tWG' 

Once in~irle the giant computer. a"~rd·w mQJ~g theaters and a col· 
each tcen.ager explores one of the 1ccllon of \'Jntage computers anJ, 
major components - the central robots. 
proccssing unit (CPU). random Organizer keeps cables neat', 
access memory (R'\MI. the di~k 
drive and the vid,'o board - Curtis Manufacturing ('0. lrie." 
while the "ideo '"iewer watches. of Jaf!'rc\'. N, H .. ha~ come out 

Software is explained by incor· with a ne\\' product called ~Cable, 
porating animated ponions of the Organizers· Ihat ~hould appeal t9 
muscum's -Sof!ware Theater· ChriMmas shupper' looking for in;' 
show. This section de~cribc5 \Iohat e\pen~i\'e but u~ful gili~ lor com; 
a soft\\'are program i\ and ho\\' it pUler u~rs, N 

works with the hardware. accord· The organi7er is designed '{o 
ing to Li7 Armbruster of the mu· ke~p computer and elel·trieal cH" 
scum stalT. bles neat and organilcd and cn· 

1 he "ideo. which sells for abies u~rs to slr.lighten up can· 
$19.95 plus $3 for ~hipping and fusing cord tangles at the back oj 
handling. is intended for usc in their equipment. ' 
introductory computer classes. ac· Cable Organizers. a\'ailable a,t 
cording to Ms. Armbrust~r. and is local outlels for a sUll!ested retail 
-appropriate to communicate price of $9.95. also can be used 
computer basics in any selling. effecti\'ely by stereo and video en. 

-Targeted to the middle school thusiasts. The package includes a. 
le\'el. it can be ordered alone or JO-slot cord manager. t\\'o bundler 
with the museum's educational ac· clips. six runner clips and 10 
livities packet. The packet con· blank peel-and·stick labels. 
tains an introduction 10 the: muse· 
um's galleries and exhibits as well Personal COlllpll/f'rS M'I'/('Olllef .1'0"': 
as suggestions for related activities qrll'SIIvlIs Illld programs III "'1'1/ Ill. 
in the classroom and the muse· Qd,'all<'l' 1I0IUrealinll of ('OIl/Pllle'I" 
um.- l'vuP III,el;IIgs .. \lail .1'011' corr,·' 

To order the packet. which ,fI'Olld"IICI'IO LOIIII;I' IIIIdli.i,u. Thl' 
costs $5. including ~hipping and B:t(rilltl .\'/'11',1. P.U, Bv,~ 100. Bu.(/il·' 
L ___ .... II= ____ ..I _1..._ ... ! •. L ...... _~ • .-._ I .. """ 1.1"'11 
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COMPUTER SCIENCE 
.renr If you want to learn what 

_ makes a computer tick , 
take a look at the new 25-minute 
video from Boston 's Computer 
Museum. In the film a group of 

t8eii8gers set out to discover 
the inner secrets of computing 

by visiting the museum's famous Il!~~~mm 
"walk-through computer, ",a giant 
model that's 50 times the size of 
a microcomputer. 

The kids not only explore the 
major parts of the computer -
the central processing unit 
(CPU) , random-access memory 
CRAM), disk drive , and video dis
pIJ~· - they act out the opere:
tion of the machine. While some 
students take the role of various 
computer components , others 
act as the data bus, carrying 

Exploring inner space: Students get into the act when 
they visit a walk-through computer in a new video 

produced by Boston's Computer Museum. 

information and messages 
among the other students. To 
explain the abstract idea of soft
ware, the video incorporates 
animated graphics from the 
Computer Museum's collection. 

How Computers Work: A 
Walk Through the Walk-Through 
Computer is designed for use in 
middle-school classrooms, but 
you can use it to teach the 
basics of computing to all ages. 
The video costs $ 19.95 (plus $3 
shipping); a companion packet of 
educational activities costs only 
$5 more. Contact the Computer 
Museum Store at Museum 
Wharf, 300 Congress Street, 
Boston, MA 02210, (617) 426-
2800 extension 307. -P.s,( 
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Visitors to the Walk-Through Computer take a closer look at the CPU 
(Central Processing UnIt). 

Oliver Strlmpel, the Walk-Through Computer Museum 
executive director, Is shown standing on an oversize 
keyboard. For more Infonnatton on the computer 
museum see page 6. 
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The Walk-Through Computer 3.5" 
diskette. 

ing people from Germany, Japan, 
Sweden, France, and England have 
viewed the giant-sized computer, only 
to be stunned by various special 
effects suppol1l'd by Digital's 
"licroVAX 3400 system. 

Th;tnks to a special electron 
microscope vidl'o provitkd hy 
Digital 's Semiconductor Engineering 
group, visitors see a real computl'r 
chip in operati()n. 

Throughout the exhihit, visitors 
are amazed at how the compkxities 
of a computl.:'r are made simpk. 
Digital \'oluntl.:'l.:'rs hdped accomplish 
this . 

Digital's Dick Rubinstein, man
ager. Tl.:'chnology Assessment and 
Planning (TAP), Corporatl.:' Rl.:'search, a 
computl.:'r and calculator colll.:'clOr in 
his ()\\'n right. has been im'oh'ed \vith 
The Computer Museum since its 
beginnings at Digiw\. 

"I was part of the adviSOry board 
for the Walk-Thrilugh Computer 
exhibit ," says Dick. "Working with Dr. 
Oli\'er Strimpd and Riclurd Fowler, I 
helped brainstorm ideas for the dis
play, reviewing various exhibit 
proposals and critiquing mock-up 
displays. 

"Llying the ground\\ 'ork for the 
exhihit was great fun because it gave 
me a chance to mix Illy personal and 
technical interests . 

~brch 1')<)1 

Walk-Through Computer 

o:) ~: .~ , 

~_ ~ .Jl.:~~:_ .. : 

"We were primarily 
interested in creating 
exhibits that adults and 
children could relate 
to." 

Digital was also 
called on to provide 
expertise concerning 
the exhibit's disk drive. 
Carl Blatchley, senior 
engineering manager, 
Disk Subsystems 
Group, provided a 
modd of Digital's RF71 
disk as well as pictures 
and drawings from 

Carl 
Blatchley 

which the exhibit could \; 
be modded and built . i.·.J "' >J '.""..r.&:l,~ 

Carl looked to his 
department for support 
in providing technical 
consulting to help 
design the life-sized 
disk drive. 

Engineers Lenn 
Daugherty and Phil 

Lenn 
Daugherty 

Bartels were fascinated ~ . 

• ...:.::. 4.,a.n,l~ ~.I~, with the idea of a ' . y. 
walk-through computer. Phil 
They helped translate Bartels 
the highly technical 
facets of Digital's RF71 
disk drive , which 
actually stores and re
trieves the images that 
make lip the \Valk 
Through Computer's 
database of travel 
scenes. 

"We were trying to 
make the giant display 

DEC\\ 'O!{L!) 

Luis 
Rodriguez 

model as realistic as possible," says 
Lenn. "Through a small window, 
viewers can look into the disk drive 
and see it in action - reading the 
information. " 

Phil helped a mU'seum animator 
understand the technical facts about 
the head and disk - so that the 
animator could accurately portray its 
complexities in a video that reveals 
how a real disk drive works. 

"Gathering lots of technical infor
mation was the easy part," says Phi\' 
"The hard part was making sllre that 
the translations of the information 
were accurate and appeared in a 
simple and comprehensible fonn." 

All of the efforts make the exhibit 
appealing and easy for [he public to 
digest. 

Some employees are even devel
oping enhancements for [he exhibit. 
Luis Rodriguez, a mechanical process 
technician from Digital's Springfield 
plant, developed a video thai may 
accompany the exhibit. 

"The video shows how Digital 
builds its RF30 disk drive from raw 
material to final product," says Luis. 

"The documentation of this 
process is invaluable. People can 
easily see and understand the com
plexities of the manufacturing 
process." • 

Meg Bowman, 11 (left) and Richard 
Fredkin, 8, explore the outlet of The 
Walk-Through Computer. 

7 
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Computer Museum unveils world's fIrst 

Walk .. Through Computer 
EM tl,M & 

6 

The Computer Museum and 
Digital share a'special history, 
stemming from Ken Olsen's 
interest in collecting and saving 
computers. 

The museum collection was 
started in 1974, when Ken, and 
Digital board member Robert 
Everett, then president of MITRE 
Corporation, rescued the MIT 
Whirlwind computer from the junk 
pile. 

To house the growing museum 
collection, in 1979, Digital officially 
opened the world's first computer 
museum at one of its sites in 
Marlboro. Over time, the exhibit 
broadened to serve the whole in
dustry and general public. The 
museum was incorporated in 1982 
as an independent, nonprofit edu
cational institution' and later moved 
to its current site on Boston's 
historic waterfront. At present, it is 
the only institution in the world 
devoted solely to computers and 
their impact on society. 

Over the years, the museum 
has assembled the most extensive 
collection of computers and robots 
in the world, with some 75 
hands-on exhibits including the 
popular Walk-Through Computer. 

Overall , the exhibit helps 
visitors learn about how a com
puter works - storing, retrieving 
and displaying information under 
the control of a program. 

The World Traveler Program, 
a demonstration application, helps 
visitors find the shortest route be
tween two cities. Users manipulate 
a giant trackball and keyboard to 
select an itinerary. As the com
puted route is displayed, images of 
each city appear on the screen. , 

@@4M!fiM£i,p,we' &MW 

W:. "';., ith the involvement of 
".~. several companies, the 

. Computer Museum's 
popular exhibit , The 

Walk-Through Computer came 
together quite smoothly. Digital and 
several other companies worked 
closely with the museum's Executive 
Director, Dr. Oliver Strimpel, and the 
project's designer, Richard Fowler, on 
loan from Britain's National Museum 
of Photography, Film and Television, 
to tum the insides of a computer into 
a fantasyland. 

ViSitors can actually walk through 
a computer that is 50 times actual size 
and features a four foot RAM chip, six 
foot floppy disk , lO8-square foot 
monitor and 25 foot long keyboard. 

Since the exhibit's recent open
ing, more than 70,000 visitors, includ-
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Bruce Gifford, a Digital employee, 
enjoys the exhibit. 
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HANDS-ON TRAINING: Michelle Pushee, '4; of Norwell, is overWh~im~d by a gi~mt computer keyboard, part of 
the Walk Through Computer at the Computer. Museum in . 60ston. . Iltll1 photo b~ Tilel Fitzgerald 

Kids find keys to success at Computer Museum 
SJ HELEN KENNEDY 

;j 
:1 For those st11l intimidated by 

cpmputcrs. Boston's Computer Mu
seum has a new exhibit designed to 
take the mystery out ot the machine. 

: VLsitors w11l be dwarfed by the: 
two-story working model of a desk. 
top computer, but who could resist 

the chance to nul up and down a 26-
toot keyboard! ' 

The Walk Th.-.mgh Computer,lo
cated on the museum's fifth · and. 
sixth Doors, Is :lO times the actual· 
size and features a lOB-square foot. 
screen. And it works, nmning a pro
gram called World Traveler that 
takes the user on a cOll'putertzed 
tour of 300 clUes. 

Visitors wanting an inside look at 
computers can stroll through the 
maL7.ine's inner .workings, examin
Ing the 7-foot-square microprocessor 
and enormous disc drive. 

The museum's Software Theater, 
explains some of the finer Points of 
programming, and related nearby 
exhibits trace the history and cvolu
tion of computers. 
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Translation:"Visit the world's only 

Computer Museum" 

Bes6k varldens enda 
datormuseum 

Av R.bbe Kurten 

Folj med MikroDatorn till Boston dar The Computer Museum ar belaget. 
Mot datorkonstnaren Aaron och Herman Holleriths 100-ilriga 

datamaskin. Kliv in i varldens storsta dator. 

ell intelligens samsos hur i 
ell utsUillningsrum . Ha r 
demonstreras robolars 
"syn", "horsel" oeh "ktlOse)" 
men liven deros icke· 
miinskliga "sinnesorc un" 
sAsom rorml\gan att uLo;ltn· 
d. ultruljud uch upprutla 
ekot., ell "tlinnc" som knn 
unv1indns for att ma la till 
exempcl ovstllOd, och da r
mcdr 
lii ngd 
dngCl 

MIKRODATORN 
November I, 1991 

Alia de klassiska mikrodatorerna vi 
sas i en sarskild sal. Ha r finns de tidiga 
hobbymaskinerna frAn 70·tulets fOrst. 

hur en dator funge ror under huven. Man 
kliver in bakom s kormen oeh kommer in 
pA moderkortel d li r mon omges av krets-

Ell 1",1'1 HlJ.IH{i "pu i 5U l/unK"r" (ur./uriIlK. J /illl .... l rd 1· ' SiI .... uIllC '/l xlrmdl' /111":/1 ,·""" 
pn.}.:rrl/l/i" .... lr/l},,. llwll'r i '''YlIlhtlli ... A' I i /rill, ,'1/ I,ild 01' A· r." ""I/ Ii /f/~.:jk.~dll'''/(1 IIt .. 1I "11 nll'li/: 
,·/,·A'lru lll iA·ru ... kap.,·bi ld 01 ' J;"'I~'II i arb-'h'. 

:J. "Pcrsundn· 
H75. Dl'n in· 

.... . -' --- .. ---~ 

to ham las fran minnel, kombineras, tol 
k.s och Aterlaggs, eller sands till bild· 
skarmen. Omvaxlande mcd della visas 
80486-kretsens lo(.tl ska desil:.>"O, och en 
bnnduppt.agning med e lektronmikro· 
skop som visor en krets i arbet.e , Minnes· 
kretsama visar hur minnesadressen pe. 
kos ut, oeh hur dala ur minnet da refier 
lagg, ut pa bussen och sands till CPU :n. 

J kompleue rande utstiillningsmon· 
trar runt j a ttedatorn visas interoktivt 
"ett teckens vag Cran t ungcntbord till 
bildskann" oeh ondru Iiknande instruk· 
tionsprogra m. 

Dcnnn utstallning, som oppnadcs SC' . 

nnsle somm ar, oeh som kos tat eirka J ,2 
miljoner dullar. il r en pt.,daJ,!0l:.tlsk upple· 
velse som vcrkligcn lever upp t ill must-· 
cL'i uttuladl' m3Is; ittninJ,! iltt a\'d rnmati · 
Sl' ra och u\'m\'stifi(' rn daturl'rna . 

Fordl'n s,;m ingl'millJ,! Vl' t om dmurn 
ii r dl't untllJ,!li":l' n jus t ell'n s lura " lb Ulrn 
man karl j.!;) j" sum hl ir hl'hallninJ,!cn Itch 
~lIm nWlivt'rar t·tt lU'suk . i\It'n II n'n dt, 
slim kan ,'n dt·1 um dalurl'r kan hilt;! 
illlressantn UPPj..rlfll·r ul'll utslallninl!sfi, . 
rl'IlHl l. 

Var s nail och stfi ll dig 
p6 murkeringen sA 
skall jag tal. am ror 

dig hur lAng du dr, knar· 
rar en rast &om for tun
karna till Frankensteins 
monsLer ntir jag nilnnnr 
mig inj.{llnJ,:'cn till Dator
museet i Boston. LydiC 
som jog tir slaller jug mig 
snollt ph de viuruukerode 
r014vtrycken; och ener en 
liten stund knarrur rOs
ten vidnrc: "Du tyeks varn 
omkring 6 fat lAng." Ef· 
tersomjog anser mig varn 
182 em, tir mSlresultatet 
inte dAligt , jag har ju skor 
plI. 

H 
Swedish Computer Magazine 

Ell nv dl' flir-
4 kb minncs· 
It hantern en 

kort sum nar upp till tuket. Pulsernndl" 
ljusll'dninJ,!ar ~imulernr bitOtidenn mel
Ian muskinens oliku komponenlc r. Oeh 
de olikn kreUlarnn flnn s dUr i 50 g:\nJ,!ers 
fors toring och ml'd iIIustrntivu bildprc· 
scnlHtioner i kretsamU6 "fbnstcr", 

Sjalv fiinJ,!s llldcsjug mesl nv unv01lld· 
nrhrrans~niUl'l i dl'n datur :;um novlindt·s 
i Apullo·prujt'ktets I1l llnlundarc. Astru· 
nnutemu I!UV datorn kummundon ur t'n 
Tl'pertuar IIV tvt.sifTrij.!u vcrh tlch lVI\~ ifT· 
ri~n Joiubsluntiv. Dc vt·rklih'1. slurn gn lh. 
ham;! h('hilvdl' intl' knmmandon sum pil· 
minde nm ord och sum darfur va r lalla 
all kommu ih;\g. Dc v i s~ te all "21 42" 
Ill'tydde "visa nktuell hujd over m:\nens 
yla p:\ t;kiinncn". Vi hur kommil en h'n~ 
vite seda n dess nilr det ghllcr hur vi han· 
teror vnru dutoriserude verktyg. J 

Jag kliver BY fOlav
trycken och slannor och 
ser hur en skolklass fong
as upp av SBmma knor
raode datorstiimma. 
Men skolelevema ar inle 
lika Iydiga sam jag, ror 
dem tir del en sport a tl 
lura den dumma datarn. 
Do stiiller sig pA huk ollor 
hABer b6cker Q\-er huvu
del oehjubJa r triumferan
de na r den ltittlurnde da
tom knarrar fram sitt: 
"Du tycks vara omkring 7 
fat lAng. Du ~r \'e rkligen 
langre tin de flesta ," 

Nl1 r jag vol ar inne i 
museets utsUlIlningsh.l. 
Jar moter fyra milstolpar 
ur datorernas rustoria, en 
Univac I, en PDP·S, en 
Cray.! och en IB~I PC. En 
autentisk TV-inspelning 

Da/ormuMeeJ. aJollhel. Ikllo or en persoltda tor i 
50 gdngcrs {or1l1oring. 8ild:lkormen or 15 rot. Dd or 
alUlal an f!',12J ·lummare! 

fran n ti r det bega\' sig vi· 
sar hur det gick till na r Univacen ror 
rarsta gAngen an\'ondes for atl presente
ra prognoser och va lresultal vid presi
dentvalet !952 i USA. TV·roportcrn tao 
lar om "clenna fantastiska elektronhjiir-

no", oeh bemoter den naSlan 
som en levande person. 

SA fors ' mon vida re in i ut
s tal lningen over -Inlclligenta 
moskiner". Robotar och arlifici· 

Dland exemplen pA a rtifici
ell intclligens fion s det 
klossiska "tcra peut·pro
grammel" Eliza, men oeksA 
ctt expertsystem som reo 
kommende ra r liimpli l,rt. Yin 
till maten, ell som pe r tele· 

1'angenlburd .om h rl er duga. Andrt·u' Che f! fH.:h 
sOIl~n J amb, f ra n Boston . t ' iJor ut pd drl 7.5 mrtu 
brt!do tongl'lltbordf!' l . 

72 MIKRODATORN NR 1 1991 
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oC l'il'lltfUrAI· 
dll'n . Och har 
Shuck, PET 

: h Apple II, 

"-"R~~~ ·d~~- ·hi;tori skn ut~tallnjngcn 
finn s mikrodaturcr av olika s laJ,! i prnk
tisk on v:mdning. En ACEH 91 5P presen· 
tc rnr de kincsiska ll'ckoen oeh derns 
uppbyggnad och etymologi lords hiirled· 
ningl, en HP ml'd pckskiirm presenlerar 
de olika mikroda to rerno ... 

Dator i stor skala 
MuseCls stora s tolthet tir dock den per
sond a tor i 50 gangers fOrs toring som 
stracke r s ig over museets tvA vaningar, 
och sam omedelba rt fa nga r besokarens 
uppmii rks:llnhel na r han kommer in. En 
vhldig 15 fot s ~ knrm presenlemr varlds· 
kUl'tan o('h ('on da loriserad rost ber en 
ange utgancspunkt. Man manipulerar 
mnrkoren a ntl'1gen med piltangenle rna 
p~ det 7,5 m breda tangontbordct eller 
med den va idica manshoga styrkulan. 
VHlj s ta rtpunkt oeh ma l, oeh datorn reo 
kommcndera r basta vag, oeh visar sedan 
seene ri er fran mcllanlandningsplalsc r
na pa den s tora ska rmen. 

DeLLa a r utanverkct . Nar man sell 
prol,TJ"o mmct i funkti on [i.r det dags a LL se 

76 

Interaktiv utstallning 
Dildprescntutionc rnu fOlj er skccndet i 
programmet. 56 visas till excmpel i 
CPU:n hur inslruktioncr utfOrs, hur do-

FOlD QOln U c(;O, 

R ad uill ( Adrt· .... .... r{J(/~lI'arrn, (' /I a i ' m U.IlI;l'Is m ougo t'.'(palsYS(('m, J;l'r rot! pt" Id l'lim nt 
" " UIIG m U'''t·ilxosokn r~. 
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_PE_B_S_ON_,'-A_'L_C_O_M_'P_UT_E_R_S __ mllt Ntw i(ork mimts 

~ Gifts for Computer Buffs 
By PETER H. LEWIS 

I! is that time of year again when 
~. people are confronted with the 
~ task of finding suitable gifts for. 

their computer-afflicted loved 
ones. We're here to offer professional 
help. 

For those who are convinced that 
their significant others would actual- ; 
Jy sleep with the computer if given 
the chance, consider Spreadsheets, 
which are cotton·polyester percale 
bedsheets printed to resemble the 
ubiquitous green-bar fan·fold com
puter paper. (The bars appear to be 
periwinkle blue, however.) A twin set, 
including one flat sheet, one fitted 
sheet and one pUlowcase, costs $59.95. 
A queen set, with two pillowcases, is 
$79.95. Extra pUlowcases are $19.95 a 
pair. 

Spreadsheets are guaranteed to be 
iuser friendly and are available from 
'the Boston Computer Museum Store, 
: (617) 426-2800. Ask for extension 307 
land request a catalog of other gifts. 
I Among the other oUerings for 
hard-core computer fanatics, who are 
often affectionately called propeller
heads, are propeller beanies (SI0) 
and baseball caps (S12) • 

• Slightly more practical Is Santa's 
Helper, at S24.95 (plus S2.50 postage 
and handling), a program for I.B.M. 
PC's and compatibles from the CUm
mings Software Corporation of Se
attle; phone (206) 284-0305. Santa's 
Helper is many things. It keeps a data 
base for Christmas card lists. It gen
erates mailing labels. It al10ws users· 
to design their own cards. It plays 
Christmas carols and displays the 
words for sing-a longs. It has 1,000 gift 
ideas. It creates shopping lists and 
tracks gifts against a budgeL 

It also Includes an amusing 
"naughty or nice" questionnaire that 
meticulously determines in which 
category Santa will classify the recip
lenL 

For those who prefer to sneak 
away from family gatherings to 
watch football on television, CUm
mings Software also offers Beat the 
Spread, which allows sports fans to 
pick winners in professional footbal1 
games. It comes with a data base of 
statistics on all games since 1988. 

"It's strictly for fun," said its de
veloper, Woody Cummings, disavow
ing any link between his program and 
those who might use It for wagering. 

It's a good bet that shop~rs will be 
able (0 find something useful at the 
CUrtis Manufacturing Company of 
Jaffrey, N.H., phone (800) 548-4900, a 
treasure trove of inexpensive com
puter-related gifts. 
A~ong, the new offerings this year 

swan GoIdenIIera 

is Cable Organizers, a S9.95 package 
of plastic clips and cord holders that 
can tame the spaghetti-snarl of wires 
and cables that typically spews from 
the backs of computers. The clips 
keep the cables neatly ordered, and 
there are adhesive labels that make it 
easy to identify wires without having 
to crawl around under the desk. 

Curtis also offers two devices that 
slice off the perforated margins on 
computer paper. This is not as smy as 
It sounds, as anyone who has acciden
tal1y ripped a printout can attesL 

The Curtis Trim·Right (SI4.95) is a 
desktop paper-cutting unit that ap
pears to be well suited for precise 
trimming of single sheets, whether to 
remove the margins or to create 
custom sizes. The Curtis Trim·Trak 
Margin Remover ($9.95), on the other 

Identify propeller
heads and organize 
their lists and cords. 

hand, is a compact, handheld gadget 
that zips off the margins on long 
strings of multiple-part forms. . 
• • 

The PC universe, as a result of 
Windows 3.0, Is just now starting to 
appreciate the role of the mouse
pointing device, which has been used 
on the Apple Macintosh for years. 
Macintosh users can continue to stay 
a generation ahead of their PC coun
terparts by switching to th'~ Curtis 
MVP Mouse, a $149.95 trackball. 

We long ago abandoned the mouse 
that came with our Macintosh in fa
vor of trackballs, which· are essential
ly mice. that have gone belly-up. A 
trackball takes up less desk space 
and, some users feel,gives better 
control over the cursor. 

The MVP Mouse has an optional 
$29.95 foot switch that plugs into the 
desktop unit, allowing users to click 
the commands by tapping their toes. 
We like it because It eliminates those 
annoying moments of clumsiness 
when we have positioned the cursor 
just so, only to jerk It off target when 
we reach for the mouse button. It also 
keeps our feet from falling asleep. 

THE NEW YORK TIMES 
December 4, 1990 
eire: 1,068,217 
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• MUSEUMS 
Continued from Page 73 , 

BO~~iI area, is a good place to find 
offbeat presents. , " 
" . Any 6-year-old would be delight

ed \\rith the dinosaur cookie cutters, 
din'oslmr masks, dinosaur soap and 
clino'saur note pads also in the shop. 
For older kids, there are Eat and 
Learn placemats: One features the 
perio~ic table of the elements. For 
bTJ'O\\11UPS there are elegant onyx 
bowls, priced from $12 to $51, and 
limestone dinner plates from Paki-
5tan. 

The Museum of Science, near 
Lechmere Station, has also set up a 

. The Computer Museum's " SpreadSheets" use motifs from spreadsheet format and fanfold paper 

~pecial shop to go \\;th its exhibition next to the Children's Museum just 
"Tropical Rainforests: A Disappear- Qff Congress Street, has diskettes 
ing Treasure." Here you'll find con- made of chocolate. 
science-soothing nontoxic, biodegra- The New England Aquarium 
dable goods from countries including gift shop has drinking glasses with 
I ndonesia, Peru and the Philippines. seagulls on them, salt and pepper 
~ :; ~ i:'b:r people who are so attached shakers mth penguins, mugs mth 
to their computers that they'd like to dolphins, cocktail napkins mth scal
;feep'~ith them, The 'Computer Mu- lop shells, ice buckets \\ith sailboats 
scum: store offers SpreadSheets, in and sets of rubber duckies for the 
an impressively accurate blue and bath. It is, in short, a theme oper
white stripe \\ith sprock~t hole bor- Jation. Among the particularly 
ders. A m;n size set - one flat and charming items are penguin music 
one 'fi tted sheet, plus a standard pil- boxes that play "The Skater's Waltz" 
lowcase - is $59.95. or "Heartbreak Hotel." These are 
~ ' : The store also offerS' "Smack-a- u'sually $20, but are currently part of 
Macsl' for days when you're tempt- a 30 percent off sale. There's a log 
ed , tQ vent your computer-related carrier with ducks, on it for $24, and 
frustrations by slugging your screen. delicate Chinese tree ornaments 
The ~quivalent of a voodoo doll, the made of wheat straw selling for $5.50 
"Sma~k-a-Mac" is a computer replica and $7. 
that is stuffed, so you'll hurt neither And if none of the above is quite 
it nor: yourself when you clobber iL the ticket, consider a gift of one of 
,Tpel\', there's the plastic pen folder the Aquarium's adoption programs, 
~at .. §ays "I w~ a Nerd ~t the Com- , which allow the recipient to be an 
puter .Museum, . alon~ \nth com~ut- honorary parent to a whale, eel, 
er, ~hl'p lapel pins an~ key chruns, , baby, penguin or giant sea turtle. 
and diskettes that ru:e really coast-,' Call the Aquarium's development of
e~~~~cL so you can eat as w:ll ~ , flce at 973-52M for adoption infor-

, ~1~~~p,~~}::'~~~At~~ _~:~~!!"' F~~2~1'?J~~q~~~,~ .J.~~~.~_ ,~~_ 

THE BOSTON GLOBE 
December 14, 1990 
eire: 522,000 
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PERSONAL BUSINESS: G0MP·~:r.6R8·~~~·· 

CRAIG 
CROSSMAN 
TECHUO·FILE 

With the holidays almost upon us, what 
can you buy for that computer 
connoisseur who has e\'erything? And 
where do Y9u co tor hrlp iCyou've alway. 
tbought a moose was 8onll~thing cats like 
Lochase? 

Here Ie A selection 0(unusuI11. 
high·quality Items that won't send you to 
the poor houlr. They will, however, brln, 
hoJiday cheer to computer user. ot aU 
"e8. 

THE MIAMI HERALD 
December 10, 1990 
eire: 551,271 T HE Coml'uttr Museum 

Slor. In Boston orC.rs • 
wide rance ot CO/I\JIlltet 

novelly Ilema. • 
For Ih. pcrlOl'l 'll'ho "''resUet 

,,;tll compulcr .prcad,heet. ,II 
d., Ior.,. IIOW they can lou I"d 
tum In them IllllaM, too. Spread
Sheell arc bed sheeullilhe flmll
Iar CICIIIIpIIttr paper ~esIC'" ~ 

. ~ . ~ .. 

nte nih( down to tile .!mullIN 
lnclor Iced bola. 

The ahee\S .re SO ptRCII' cat· 
lon/SO percent polyealer, Ind .r. 
I.allable In • twin·,1Ie eet for 159.115 or qlleen·JIzc let for 

79.115. A kpar.te aet ot t1l'O 
tl,ndud pWo1l'casu KII. for 
119.95. . 

Other computer DOvcltt Itelftl 

.. 
" ..... .." 

101d b, lhl ator. Include 
ChocWart Disk. choeolall and" 
($4050 pet d1$k. or Ii .. tor 120), 
cli,k • .hape4 be.III,1 COIslen 
ClUed D,scoaltm (lit or six tor 
,15) an4 S",.ck,I·MIC (SIO), • 
compulu"Mpe4~nchla, ba,. 

. CompuluMU1CUIII-Slite ' 
(617) 42&-2800 ' .. :-,." \:' ':, . ", .. " .. . .' , .# ... .J~.:;: .. ::": #" ," 
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SUNDAY GAPITAL-JOURNAL 
(Topeka, KS) . 

December 16, 1990 
eirc: 76,441 

I .Unu.sualgift~ foil 
th~ computer "I1~t~~~ 
Y~~~~e In a panic! You still put~r ~se~, Can~'s 'Axl~~ b ~;1 

haven't found just the example of one reminder: '!When l 

I:: 
[ . 

i.-

right gift for that computer nut all else falls, read the instruc-'i 
friend of . tions." Measuring 2S·l!y·311 
youra~ - ;1 inches,!t costs $7. ' - ,:: \.'\h:~ 
know ' It I • JEWELRY: It's hlgh.tech'.~l 
late, but it's jewelry! About the size of a '2·lnch :~ 
not too late campaign button, flat, black plas: ~ 
for , lome tic geometric shapes (star, trian.) 
more gift gle, and circle) are overlaid with', 

I' Tim 

ideas. I just computer circuitry that flashes , 
recei ved : a ligbts when you touch it with your 
ca talog of finger. ,Lights stop flashing auto-,: 
unique com· matically after 20 seconds. Called , 
puter·related Meggadots, they pin onto a, shirt, ) 
gifts from a blouse or coat: Each one retails :j 
unique source 'for $20, including batteries. ' ',::, i " Elmer 

I 
At home with - the Com· Or, how about a computer chip ' 

puterMUSe. 
cc~o~m~p~u~t~e~r,;s __ ~iim~~in~Bo~stto~n. lapel pin or key cbain? A distinc· .. 

Tell" you • .. - tive way to sbow everyone you,re 'j' 
. about that in a later column. a compute rite, the pin and key 

\' . cham design consists of an actual. 
Altbough debvery normal1y computer chip on a gold-plated 

takes ~bout two weeks, you can setting on black enamel. The la" 'j 
pbone m your order and pay $5 pel pin and key chain cost $12 ' 
for seco~d-day UPS delivery or , and $15 respectively. "1 
have an Item Federal Expressed • CALCULATOR: ' You've seen,! 
for ~ext-day delivery. So there hand-held calculators in about eV" J 
still IS p.lenty of time to order ery shape and size, but how abouq 

I' that special gift. one that looks exactly like a 3.5. 'J 
, ' - BED. SHEETS: &me people inch floppy diskette? The DISCal. ~ 

love their computers so much, culator has basic electronic func .. · 
they would rather take . them to tion keys and a liquid crystal dis." 
bed than a book, magaZlpe -:- or play flush-mounted ' on the : 
even a spouse. Ho~e~er, taking a diskette-shaped calculator. To see 
computer to bed 15n t pr~chcal, the numerical LCD display, you : 
so the next best. thmg might be slide down the metal diskette ' 
bed sheets and pillow cases that " shutter. The shirtpocket'sized, so-~ 
look like c.omputer spreadsheets, lar-powered DISCaJculator retails ; 
accurate fight down to the trac- for $13. .." 
tor feed-design bor.ders. _ DESK COASTERS: Tired ot' 

The sheets and pillow cases are those , coffee mug marks on your ', 
180-count percale, 50 percent cot· spouse's computer desk? The Dis • 
ton and 50 percent polyester. The coasters should solve that prob-: 
twm size set contains one flat lem. Shaped like a 3.S-inch floppY; 
sheet, one fitted sheet, on~ stan- disk, a set of six multi-colored. : 
dard pillow case and retails for foam-backed, cardboard-Iaminat. 
$60. The queen Size set comes ed Discoasters retails 'for $15.~ 
With two pillow cases, flat sbeet, Perfect for the computer user 00.\ 
and fitted sheet and retal~ for cause he or she doesn't have to) 
$80. A set.of two standard pillow worry about spilling coffee on' 
cases retails for $20. these diskettes. ' • 
~ CHOCOLATE: You know h?w _ COFFEE MUG: U you are; 

it IS when you have been slaVing going to give coffee mug coasters 
away o\'er a computer all day; as a gift, you may as well com-" 
you get a little deflated and need plement the gift with a coffee" 
an energy boost. ~bat could be mug. A set of two ll.ounce~ 
better than a 3.S-Inch chocolate "Computer Museum" mugs C()sts; 
diskette. Yummy for the tummy, $10 ," , " ', .,.. 
each one retails for $4.50, or you . ; 
can buy a set of five for $20. _ T-SHIRT: No list would be ~ 

- POSTERS: Tbe "Computer complete without a computer-reo i 
Wimp" poster list 166 things ev· iated T-shirt. One T-shirt from .i 
eryone should know before buying the Computer Museum features a ! 

,a computer. For those who ai- computer monitor displaying a ( 
, ready have a computer. the post- ferocious-looking , jagged·tootb 'lJ 

er is a reminder of wbat not to visage accompanied, by a caption,. ~ 
I overlook next time. warning. "Caution, I Byte." I 

Snapshol-size images of com- Available in gold, red, or light ,': 
puler-rei a ted objects are inter- blue in all sizes, each T-shirt is • 
spersed tbroughout the numbered SO / 50 cotton and polyesler and .; 
list and arranged in newspaper costs $10. Computer Museum ,_ 
column format with a banner commemorative laO-percent cot- Ji 

:' , "Computer Wimp" beadline. It ton T-shirts ($10 and $8.50 for': 
creates an eye-catching poster. adult and children sizes respec' ; 
Measuring 23-by-31 inches. it tively) and heavyweight sweat- < 

costs $7. shirts ($35) are also available. ,; 
Another poster, "Murphy's To order, call the Computer ' 

Computer Law." features dozens Museum (from 9:30 a .m, to 5:30 
of pithy statements that are sure p.m, EST. seven days a week) at (, 
to ring true to battie-worn com- 617·426·2800, ext. 307. Good luck. : 
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HIGH·lfCH IMAGES: :·1 ,\""~ lUI "'jntu' 
(I,.jl). by Ad", Iklwill. i.\ II pllutlllf''''JI,;t
priul cu/l"K" ;,I.\/"mllt;r Ajritll" lJ'mJu. 
·U"d,., W"'/n.· by llalbt"" N,..uun. lLW'li 

rumpuu,-g",,"IIl,.11 ,/,.r,.u ,/;,J'l, 

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR 
November 26, 1990 
Cire: 170,000 
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'OARRYLA': 111'1", M. I\I";II'~ 
,..IIIlI",trr'I!I'",.nlll'llu'l"k ;" i"k 
tOld "'l,tr"ullilm ("hll1.,,) i.\ 1m 

11111'''. 

.Artists, picking 
up where the 
computer
graphics 
engineers leave 
off, are helping 
to raise artistic 
standards and 
'legitimize'the 
medium in the 
formal art world. 

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR 

As a tool for creativity and imaginatioll, 
the c011ljJUter's usefulness to artists is growing 

Computer Art Goes 
From Mechanics 

To Aesthetics 
By Lava v_ Tuyl 

~H"MIW 01 'hi ("'*"1m $c.....:. Mondof 

===========~~========== WilEN 11" .. h" .... N""i"" " 
pruli:5!riiun.11 ilni!\1 in Nl'W 
York Cily, bell"" workillg 
wilh (UlllpUlers 10 yca ... 
ago, some of her col
leagues called her " 

"Irailor 10 arl" and said she was "100 good for 
gimmicks." 

llul alicr 10 years, many (If Ihem have 
made an ahoul-face: Those who s"id Ihey'd 
ne"er louth a· computer, Ms, Nessim SOI)'S, al'e 

now saying "Ihey absolulely can'llive wilhoul 
ill" 

Ncssim's experience is a sign of Ihe com-

f.Uler's growing usefulness 10 artim as a 1001 
or crealivilY and imaginal ion, Arlists, picking 
up where Ihe com pUler graphics engineers 
leave olT, are helping 10 raise artislic slalldards 
and "legilimize"lhe medium in Ihe formal arl 
world, 

Nessim is one of 500 artisls from :!O ('otln
u·it.'S who submined Iheir work to this-n'ar's 
SIGGRAI'H Arl Shuw, held dllringlhc ,\u
gusl collferellce of AMe-SIGCRAI' ... , one of 
the world's Icmlin,; assot"imiuns of nllllpul~r 
grolphics researchers. l11c :.huw rcllc:c:ts an 

unpn·fC.'CICllh:d I"'\'~'I (If ;lrtlMll' m:uuril), 
iIIUltllg Ihe cnlranls. :klr ~huw juruh. 

"People ha,'c gOIl'" paltol liukl'I'iU); wilh 
I"'(:hllulu,;)" :md :trc 11:'111); il ilS a limn (If l'X

pn'sltoion:' sa~'s ltohuw juror Mirhad t:ltoll'l'. di· 
n'rlUI' of thc' :\1"1 lIislun· lulunn:ui"tI I· .. u~ 
Aralll uf lin' .I. l'i.1II1 (;c..·II): TI"II!'It. "I'l'upll' .arl' 
ft.'aU,. expluring \'cry penoun,ll Ihl·lIIl·~. nll
tlll·.d iSSlilOS. C\'c.."" a lew pulilil'al Slalt.'lI1ellb." 

A srilled·duwn, tra\'clillH: vcr:.iun uf the ,Irt 
shuw is un view at the Compulc'r MuseullI 
here IhrnughJ'llu"ry 19!H, 

According 10 J~.lIric .'riuce, chail'wum:lll of 
the traveling art shu\\' mul,iuror, "thc wurks 
submincd were far morc invcuti,'c in terms of 
an contenl. 11&is rctlc.."Cls Ihe numher uf ..... tists 
usinglhe lecllllolob'Y." More ani ... "'ilh I'"r
sonal (umplllcrs arc using the l,'Tuwing umn
be .. of "()lI~lhe-shclf' I'mgl'ams or olher .)'s· 
lems Ihat do not require progr.anuning skills, 
she says, ' 

"There are many more pl"yers, \'OU don't 
ha\'e 10 ha\'e a Icllowship al Ilelll"tbs In be a 
coll1lJUlcr .,nist." sal's Oli,'cr Sirimpcl. cxccu
,h'c dircctor of Illc C(UIlPIIlCI' MuscuUl. 

Here al lite muscum, stnlle CUIUI)ulc'r 31t

iSIS ha\'e uscd lhrc..'C-,lil1lensim1<11 111(l(lciing 
pro,;rams 10 crei\lc realistic li~hlinH , .... Un&os
I)hcrk ctTc..'Cls. such as Kt.'I11",',h SII""J:,.,,..'s fu
turistic "Forest Devils' Muon Night," Olhc..'I's 
h.,,·c seanllcd Ilholugr.lrths illlu ;'1 fUlululIl'r 
and Ihen manipulaled Ihem or combined 



1JItA&¥ 

•• ,! . 

Ihelll with COII II';ISlill g illl<lJ,;:l's. III "O rnamcnt 
0 \'('1' Ihe 1'1"II11I(: I1 :1<1 C." h ;I;U: Victor Kl' r!O\\' 
rl'l';lI l'd illI alhtrart blld ::'Glpc sn' ll l' 0 11 a COlli· 
pUIl'f, 1II;ldc:l ::. Iid c uri!. :lIId Jln~ie('ll'd it Oll iu 

II 1.lrgc li ll c l! .. urbn .. ·. Il l'. Ihl'lI (raccd it ami 
\1:'1('" Ihc 111:11'1.. ::. it::. lhl' hasi .. IiiI' a p;lilllillg, 

" I '1ct: ;-,C l'illIlS artists usillg the f lJlIIl'"ll'l" 

\l 1I "t: II ~lOIl :-l ilJlI " h-," sa \'~ Thollla'l I.inc h:.n , 
(' li ail'lIIan or thc ' S I(;t;R. \PH '90 ,\n Sho\,'. 
:111 <1 ;Il'l C<iIl(,;lIio ll PI'Oll.'::.sor al -rexax A.I\: M 
Uni\'CJ'sity, "The eX(:ililig th ing is \\hCIi thc 
Il'( 11Ilt)ll)gp l()c~ II'1 gl·t ill Ihl· wa)', but ex tends 
till' JU caning or the ;Jrti ::. ['s slalclIICfll." 

~fr, l.illCh;1I1 is ~il;Jrtili g tu ;-,ee '\i llce l'c and 
ope ll ret lucslS" br art I1IlI SCIlIllS and ~;illc l'it's 
to host portiolls of thl' SICC}{,\I'H shows, he 
says. IllIen:st in compulcr art is gro\\'illg 
among "the forma l art world in Europl', the 

.... .. -~ -'.~ " 'J" 

GS, alUl 1'll'al1." 
Barhara ;\t'S:o.illl 's picn' " L' lIdl'l" \\'r;l ps·· 

~ lI gge~ t s Ihal "pl'opll' like tu \\, I'ap thc..·I1IH·hTS 
"I' ill Ihin g:o. th:'1 arc lIIe; l1lin gil':-'s." like de· 
::. ig l1l' r dllt hc..'s, she :o.ays. "This i:'l aholll Clllli lll; 
; i\\';I \' tll O"ol' b\·l'I'S." :\ halld-hdd vic\\'l.'r lt1nt S 
the ~ lI1 age ililo "::.1('1'(..'0 an," making 1111.: ... c is· 
... u rs ami hTappi ng lea p Ullt fro nt the back
ground , 

:\essilll hegins her crea l ions in ... kl.·t(hhullks 
amI tliell dra ws them with i1 Illome Oil h('l" 
~ 1 :1 (illlO ::. h COllll l1l1el', equipped wi(h drawing 
;lIld )Jilint prog-rallls, She thcn lII :tkes 1I:II'd 
( I)pies uf the pi t lul'es "'ilh a 1;lsc l' prilllCr and 
photocupies thc lII (HilO archi \'al paper, to he 
hand -("uln/"ed ill wi lil pa::. u:ls 1)(' walcrculo)''; . 

Oa,"id Bn:cn of" Tro~' . N. Y" delvcu i li lO 

cumputer <lr! ;d.luu t livc yea rs ago. Hc h;I(1 IIU 

• 

MOllday. No\'cmber 26, 1990 

limna l a rt train ing hut \\,;IS wdl- :o.r hllolccl ill 
fO Il'lH lt lT gl': lp hi(s I m ill hi .. joh ;1":1 resl';II'I"h 
l'l lgi llccral lil l.·lksig ll Ik'il'a rril ( :l' llILT al li lt' 
Rl'msebl'l' I'tJin('chllic I Il ;-, Iil1I 1C, 

'Tn' ahq~"s' hl'C Il a big b ll II I' \ 'a ll <';lIgh," 
;-,ay" ~Ir. Bl'l·(·U. \\hmc phll lllg r,ll'hi r prilll 
"SlTllIld :\ig ht" i:o. h:I:o.l'ci O il the 1I1:I:-. ter's 
"SI,II'J'Y :\ ig-ht. " Il i ~ pi l'ce. he 0;:1\ ' 0;, " lI a:o. tltl' 
ha~ i r ::. ha pl''1 :1111 1 'I I 1'1Ir1II re::. III' 'SI. IIT ~· i\ ig hl .' 
hut the toilis I h;l\l' art' :\- 1) 10010;," Using ;1 

l'II I11IHII I.'I' gl':1l' h il"S \\'ork :o.1:t lio ll . Ill: 1II:1lh
ell1alic llI ), Cl"l';lI l'd :i·J) () 1 ~j I.'Lts a lld ddi lled 
th eir SUr!;KCS ;lS shill )' ur Hal. T he ... oli",:!n: 
th c ll t l':J nsICrrc.:J il inlO:l1l 2·0 il\1a gc..·. 

" I sce these illncdible luols," san Hrl'c l1 , 

"p' .lwerful ff lllIpulcrs, pOh'crl i l1 ~ I J I I~\'a rl' . ;lI1U 
I feci like I' \'c o llly louched Ih ... · lip ur the 
ice iJerg." 

',. 

. . 'j . 
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ON THE COVER 
A Song For Afn'ca © 1990 by kha Debela, part 
of The 1990 SICCRAPH Traveling Art Shaw on 
exhili/ at TIle Computer Museum fhrough Feb. 1: 
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COMPUTER MUsalai (~):300 -if 

Congress St, Boston, TU8$.-Sun. 10 
a.m. -5 p.m. AIirissior, $6. $5 for sIudenIs " 
and seniors, tree lot chidren IIldec live, -
half-pric:e lor aI Sa!. 10 a.m.-ooon. Teus " 
on Sat. anc! Sun. aI 1:30 anc! 3 p.rn. 
Robot shows and computer-animated 
films presented daify, Ongoing exhibits 
Include 'Design a Deck.' an Interadiv8 ) 
exhibit for wouJ6.be architects; 'Smart ,;, 
Machln-es,' • historic and modern , 
overview of IObots -and -artificial :i 
Intelligence; 'four Computer C\a$$ic:s,' - ; 
vintage ~ ilcWng the IJW~ . -:: 
I. POP·S, Cray " and IBM PC;"The ) 
Computer and !he Image' featiues the . :
latest il CQmpu1er graphic:sand design, ;~ 
krteraclive exhitits slow visitors kI creaI8 . :i 
c:omputa' arima!ion. sinUa1B pIcn IIIgIt : 
and design a car, "The Walk-Through J 
Compvter' is a Pt ~. two-Cory :~ 

- woridng model 01 a ~ 50 limes Is -; 
actual size, 'Tlv"ougl Feb. 1: I ~ show : i 
of more than _30 two- and three- : -.; 
ctmenslc>1aIlrt .m tram nsts IfOI.IlCI -~ 
the world. Frt. and Sat.: • 'computet'-: : 
copia' 01 eJWl5. MIllS. ~ IdMIies is .: 
oreser1I8d kI ceIe!rate the ~ _ :~ _ - -
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A SELECTIVE GUIDE TO ACTMTIES FOR rHE WEEK OF DECEMBER 2-8 

S' U -N . D A"Y - .B E··.·--S : "T : ~·· ,·· ~;··:~r:l ----------------_ ... .. . .• 

Tom Paxton and ' '. 
John McCutcheon 

~()7t? 
Youngsters and grownups alike can 
enjoy this joint concert by one of 
acoustic music's elder statesmen, au
thor of such classics as "Ramblin' Boy" 
plus a member of the younger genera
tion, both of whom mix traditional folk 
material with childrens' songs. 
~ 3:30 and 7:30 p.m Arlington Town 
Hall at 7:10 Massachuset1.Q Ave., Ar
lington Telephone 6~1-1010. Tickets 
$17.50. 

'Sex, Drugs, Rock 
&Roll' -" 
Strikingly intense character actor
monologist Eric Bogosian ("Talk Ra- . 
dio") brings a revised version of his ac
claimed one-man show in which he 
loses himself in a variety of on-the
edge contemporary figures - televan
gelist., junkie, doctor, and more. 
~ 3 P. m Wilbur Theater, 246 TrernorU 
SL Telephone 42HOO8. Tickets $26.50-
$36.50. 

Han~el & Haydn 
Society 

· A ~nal favorite, the "MessiAh,'" . 

~ .-..... r -
.,.- ~ '~ , ,.:; 

contains 251 acres of variegated arid 
picturesque land to explore - including 

./ woodlands, fields, marshes, rocky . 
ridge?, and broad hills whose crests af- j 

ford a view of Boston Harbor. 
~ 8:30-4:30 Martin's Lane, Hingham 
Telephone 749-8956. Admi.~sion $2.50. 

'V oices~of Our .' 
Ancestors' ~'. ' .:;:, .~.. "'; 

." ; .. ~ . . .,:..-.;~~ ,,'; -: ~ . -,' ~,~ :'; 
Semenya McCord, an accomplished 
ja7..z singer from Cambridge, evokes 
"an Mrican American Heritage of 
Song" through a varied selection of 
black music from slavery days to mod
ern times, in a one-woman concert 
that's suitable for children and fam-
ilies. ( 
~ 2 p.m Newton Arts Center, 61 
Washington Park, Neu:ton. Telephone 
964-3424. Tickets $6. 

Concord Orchestra 
Family Concert 
Old chestnuts jostle the new in an in
teresting program conducted by Rich
ard Pittman that opens with "Peter 
and the Wolf," narrated by Catl De . 

. Suze, and continues with orchestral 
music by Rossini and John ("Nixon in 
China") Adams. ·. . ; . . 
~ 2:30 and 4 p. m. Performing Arts .: ~ , 

. Center, 51 Walden SL, Concord. Tek-
p (508) 369-4g67. Tickets $8. .. . . ~. 

om uter Museum -:-

· Handel's oratorio about the Passion 
and Resurrection of Christ., gets an 
unusual twist as conductor Christo
pher Hogwood leads an early-instru
ment ensemble and soloists in the or- . 

· . chestration by Mozart. · - . The ' only local museum 'of ~cialin-- .. , ~ 
· ~ 3 p. m Symphony Hall, 801 M ~s- telligence presents the new edition of "-.' 
. achusetts Ave. Telephone (800) 382-' the "SIGGRAPH" Traveling Art ShoW · 

8080. Tickets $15-$29.99. " : . . . - a juried international cross-section of.:' 
· . World's End state-of-the-art digital paintings, pho- .' ; 

tas, sculpture, animation, and 3-D art. .. ' , . 
~ 10 a.m-5 p.m. Museum Wharfa1, :'. 

This quiet., water-surrounded preserve ' . 300 Congress St. TelepJwrie 428-6758. . ;. 
· designed by Frederick _~~w Olmsted .' Admi.8si.oti $8. :~ · ·;-;;::;::';·;j,:;...=::, ;· .~:;; .. j;;~i-;'·: , 

THE BOSTON GLOBE 
December 2, 1990 
eire: 787,385 
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Computer art 
in Boston l' " 
Few realize how serious an undertaking 
cqmputer art has become. Yet more than 
2000 entries from SOO artists representing 
20 countries were considered for the 1990 
Siggraph Traveling Art Show by an interna
tional panel of artists and curators, Titled 
"DigitallmagelDigital Photography," the 
collection went on view Oct. 23 at The 
Computer Museum in Boston. 

I·~ . .. II"", . ... ' '''~ 11" •• 1 r ".1 . ,. ,.;., "<,,:'" I ", 'J , A lt! ; · r .. !, . .. .. ! •. •• 

:r .• ' ·r .l' J···\lU ,,, l'hl , • • r •••• t,/ A.'· ..... .. 

The 30 pieces selected reveal "aestr.f't
ic quality and a significant usc of the cum· 
puter" in the creation of the artwork or its 
presentation, or in the interaction betw03E:n 
the piece and the viewer, explained art 
show chair Thomas E, Linehan, director of 
the Visualization Laboratory in the College 
of Architecture at Texas A&M University, 
College Station . 

The two· and three·dimensional works 
include prints, paintings, plotter-drawings, 
glass sculpture, animations, and phscolo
grams (pronounced skol~o-grams), or thr1e
dimensional photographs similar to ho,o
grams except for being in full color. 

One of the phscolograms. shown above, 
is of a papilloma virus superimposed on 
a mammogram, I'lith a cancer visible in the 
lower right. To c reate such an object. the 
artist starts with multiple views of a scene. 
each of which is cut into vertical columns. 
The columns are then interleaved and posi
tioned behind a barrier strip, or line screen. 
Lines in the screen are spaced so that 
each eye sees a different view, which the 
brain fuses into one 3·0 image. Moving the 
head left or right obviously changes the 
picture. 

Scenes may be real or simulated-, 
either real objects are captured on photo
graphic film or videotape and then 
scanned into a computer, or artificial 
worlds are created using computer graph
ics. Computer processing yields a 
photograph-like image in digital form . 

In the phscologram of the papilloma 
virus, the image has been printed as a full
color transparency on one side of a SO·by-
60·by-7.S-centimeter piece of plexiglass; 
the barrier strip is rJ;1ounted on the other 
side. The finished work is viewed in a light 
box. 

The show at The Computer Museum in 
Boston runs through Feb. 1, 1991. It is ac
tually a selection chosen from pieces dis
played at the 10th Annual Siggraph Art ' 
Show, held in August during the 17th An
nual Conference on Computer Graphics 
and Interactive Techniques in Dallas. 

IEEE SPECTRUM 
November 1990 
Cire: 287,000 

Willi 0 .::tU .... QI\JVIlU ............ ~ ......... ,.._ . _._ ._ , 

of 92 K) is US $200. Larger films up to 40 
by 40 mm in area are also available. Thick
nesses range from 10 to 100 micrometers. 

According to the company, the films 
show excellent transition characteristics, 
Meissner effect, and infrared and magnet
ic field response. Stoichiometric, morpho
logical. and electrical characteristics are 
avail abl e on requ est. So are still thicker 
film s for thick·film circuit applications. 

Other products include a US $17S super· 
conducting battery kit built around a 
YBCO toroid that mimics the U. S. Navy 's 
magnetic energy storage device, and solid 
shapes of YBCO and bismuth-lead
strontium-calcium-copper oxide (with aTe 
around 100 K). All products are described 
in a brochure. Contact: Colorado Super
conductor Inc., Department P10, Box 8223, 
Fort Col/ins, Colo. 80526; 303-490-2787; fax, 
303-490-1301; or circle 62. 

Desktop laser optics 
Four programs meant for optical resona
tor design and laser beam propagation cal
culations work on Macintosh desktops. 
From Stanford University in California, the 
package takes advantage of the Macin
tosh graphic interface along with op
timized algorithms, such as the complex 
ray-matri x approach for paraxial systems, 
fast Fourier and fast Hankel transforms for 
opt ical beam propagation, and the virtual 
source approach for unstable resonators. 

Calculations that previously required 
batch runs on mainframe computers can 
be carried Ollt <It the desk. In most cases, 
the programs follow theoretical ap· 
proaches outlined in the text Lasers 
(University Science Books, 1986) by Profes
sor A. E. Siegman of Stanford. 

The ABCD program, for example, allows 
an optical system to be built as a succes
sion of optical elements (lenses, mirrors, 
Brewster plates, and so on). The system 
can be edited on the Macintosh in the 
same way as text is edited by using the 
CUT , COPY , PASTE , CLEAR, and UNDO com-

mands. Focal length, thickness, and other 
parameters for each element may be edit
ed at any time or made variable. Each ele
ment may also be made misaligned or 
astigmatic. 

Of the other programs, Fresnel propa
gates an arbitrary wavefront successive
ly through such elements as a hard-edged 
aperture, an arbitrary mask, and an arbi
trary paraxial system. VSource uses a vir
tual source to calculate higher- and lowest-

, . .. - , ------'-- ~f hard-edged unstable 
1 implements analyt
jesigning gaussian 
l1irror resonators. 
~age, as it's called , 
yte Macintosh floppy 
:ademic vers ion is US 
!rsion is US $500. and 
Inse is US S25OO. Con
ibution Center. Stan
ord, Calif. 94305-6225; 

Smartness in harness 

An intelligent power IC from Texas Instru· 
ments Inc. reduces both the ccmponent 
count and the complexity of Wiring har· 
nesses in instrumentation systems. The 8-
bit seria l-in, parallel -out TPIC2801 driver 
has eight 1·ampere, 30-volt outputs that It 
can monitor simultaneously. It can iden· 
tify faults, disable affected channels, and 
report the status of each 'output to a 
microprocessor via a single output. Other 
mUlti-output switches have but a single 
reporting flag, which does not locate the 
failure, according to the company. 

The IC accepts inputs directly from a 
microprocessor or low-level logic. and can 
directly switch lamps, relays, printheads, 
small solenoids, and other medium
current or high-voltage loads. Also in
tegrated on the chip is the self-protection 
circuitry required for active ene rgy snub
bing associated with inductive loads. 

Fabricated in Tl's BIDFET tec:1nology, 
which incorporates bipolar :Jouble
diffused and MaS field-effect tra:1sistors, 
the TPIC2801 operates from -.!O °C to 
+ 10S °C and comes in a 1S-pin single
inline package. Suggested resale price is 
US $3.20 each in quantities of 1000. Con
tact: Texas Instruments Inc., Semiconduc
tor Group, Box 809066, Dallas, Texas 75380-
9066; 1-800-336-5236, ext, 700 (Nor1h Ameri
ca) and 1-214-995-6611, ext. 700 (e lsewhere); 
or circle 61. 

Guides to business East and West 

The American Electronics Association 
(AEA) has two books for those in the elec
tronics industry on both sides of the Pa
cific. The 4S0-page 1990/91 AEA member· 
ship directory profiles some 2800 member 
firms and SOO associate members. Includ-

(Continued on p. 132) 
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THE ARTS 

lIST1NGS. ••........•. 16 
Recommended is "Digital 
Image/Digital Photography," at 
the Boston Computer Museum. 

AMONG THE MANY BOOKS 20 
Christopher Ricks reconsiders 
the art of Dorothy Richardson . 
.\lark Kllcillllrllt surveys the 
life ofa Rus~ian geneticist. 

fR 0 H TH E STU 0 I 0 ... ... 25 
Photu;:rapher Lucy Cobos cap-

BOSTONIA 
January/February 1991 
eire: 180, 000 

DANFORTH MUSEUM OF ART, Through IIIJ 
• Eight Boston-area artisL~ present 
us with "Separate Visions: A 
Diverse \'iew of ContempOl'ary 
Boston Art." Wed-fri 12-4:30, 
Sat-Sun 1-4:3U. $3 adult~, S2 ~t u
dents and ~enior,;. 12a Union AI·e., 
framingham. (i,US)G:W-uO:;O. 

DE CORDOVA MUSEUM, Through IIll 
• Howard B('n Trces ('I'l)(:atil'l~ gh~s 
and nwtal sculpture,;, sug-gesting 
an ell'gant, though sumetimes 
uns!' ttling amalgam of human tig
un's, mal'hi lll'';, and an l' i!'nt mon
unll'nL~, 1't'lIIain on displa.\'. Also on 
di ,;pla.l· aI'!' photograph, hy Aaroll 
Si,;killd fl'lIlII t I", n1ll,,'UIII', IWI" 

mal"'lIt ('oll""t illll, SOIlIl' of whi('h 
illlhll'I""'d t I,,· d"I"'lopnll'lI t of th,' 
Ahst rat'! J-:xpl'!',; ,;iolli,;t 1I11'\'( 'II" 'IIl. 
'1'111 '';- Fri IIJ -;" Sat alld SUII I:!- ;,: 
$:; lIolUIll 'llIlwr,; , [1'1'" for 1I11'III' 
h,'r,; . S:lIl1ly I'olld Hd .. Lin('oill . 
(fiI7) ~;,!I.S:::,;,. 

ESSEX SHIPBUILDING MUSEUM 

rompare depictions of th!' conflict 
hy arti~ts of both countri!'s. Most 
of the Aml'rican art was cn'ated 
after th l' war ended and i~ more 
abstract and symbolic in itl' 
expre~s io n , whill' the Vietnamese 
worb were creatl'e1 in the field , and 
are more documl'ntary in nature. 
A ~tated aim ofthl' exhibition is to 
promote under~tandin~ and rec
onciliation bet ween the former 
anta~onists: A reception will be 
held on friday, January 18. 
Mon-fri, 10-4: Sat-Sun 1-5. 855 
Commonwealth AI·e. , Boston. (G17) 
353-3345. 

ART COMPLEX MUSEUM 

• Russian-born Alex Gassel, 
trained in icon restoration in Mos-

. The 1990 SIGGRAPH Iraveling exhibition entitled "Digital Image! 
l,\jnol ', WI Q'I Digital Photography," at The BOllon Computer MUltum through 
211, oilers an opportunity to lee how computer art hal developed beyond ill 
preoccupation with technical ellew into a flexible new medium allowing free
ranging artill icexprmion. Thirty work!, ranging from two· and three·dimemional 
printl and Iculpture to animation and "stereo art" (Iuch al Kenneth Snellon'l 
Forest DeYils' l100n Night, pictured here) , provide the evidence. $6 adultl, $5 
students and elders; half price friday evenings. Tuel-Sun 10-5, Fri 10-9. Museum 
Wharf, 300 Congress k , BOSlor,. (617)426·2800. 

• A \'i,it to thi,; smallmll 'I'1I1J1 to 
st'l' "Fr:IIIH"up:' a fulI-s{'alt' ('xh ihit 
of t radit ional shipbuild ing terh· 
lIiqllt'S, may ht' lp fru stratl'd sailors 
'"!'t through thp land-bound wint er 
months. Thi, ex hibit. bas"d Oil thE' 
mpth llcb us('d to cunstruct the 
schooner R ol, ROil ill 1!1(l0. may he 
l'een by appoi ntment only from 
1/1-.', /1. $:! adults, $1 children, SIO 
minimum fOI' groups. 2$ 1I1ain Sl. 
on Rte. 133, Essex . (50S)7(i$-7:;-I1. 

FULLER MUSEUM OF ART, Through // /3 
• The fuller's Sixth Triennial 

cow, uses traditional Russian egg 
tempera techniques and C'ultw'al talismans from 
many civilizations in his work. The surrealistic 
result can be compared with the ACM's collec
tion of European religious paintings which 
Gassel recently restored, in an exhibition enti
tled, "Icons," Ihrollgh 1/1J. "The Boston Print
makers," a group of arti~t.." working in a variety 
of print media, are exhibiting concurrently. 
• from 11:!5- J/17, the mu:;eum will feature 
"Per~pectives:' the architectural landscapes, 
reali:;tic and ima~inary, of JOl'1 Babb, manipu
lated by using expl'riml'ntal projections and 
repeating- patterns. Also from 1/;!5 -J/1i, the 
AClIl will exhibit artwork rhosen for their 
annualjuried sholl'. Wed-Sun 1-4: Free admis
sion. 11'9 f .lden St., Duxbury. (G17)9;{4-00~9. 
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CURRIER GAllERY OF ART, 1Ill-4l19 
• "Corot to Monet: The Rise of Landscape 
Painting in france," will exhibit predecessors 
of Impressioni sm from a viewpoint which 
emphasizes the social values that raised land
scape painting in the mid-19th century to a pl'e
eminent position. One hundred paintings and 
ten works on paper by Corot, l\lillet, Rousseau, 
COUl'bet, etc., will sholl' the achievements which 
helped frel' painters from academic constraints. 
Also, see the Zimnwrman House, de~igned in 
1950 by frank Lloyd Wrig-ht , anel n>ce ntl~' 
acqllired by the museum. Tu('~, W('d. fri & 
Sat, 10-4; Thurs 10-10; Sun 2-5. Frel' admission. 
192 Orange St., 1I1alll'hest er, N. H. (G03) 
GG9-li144. 

Exhibition continues its surwy 
featuring 40 area artists working- in varied 
media-eh'awing, paintin~, installat ions. video. 
Wed-Sun 12-5: S~ ~eneral admission: Sl seniors, 
students, and children: free for members. 455 
Oak Sl., Brockton. (50S)5S8-GOOO. 

. HARVARD ART MUSEUMS 

• "Guercino, Master Draft~man : Works from 
North American Collections," displays more 
than eighty drall'ings by one of thl' greatest 
dra ft smen in th e Western art tradition, 
:'!/1G-;II,l1. II Guel'cino (born Giovanni franrc.'seo 
Barbieri, 15!11-HiGGl. was a lead ing painter of 
the Italian Baroqul', whose vigorous drawings 
reflected his int erest in l'\,erything from fi).,rure 
studies to scenes of 17th-century urban Italian 
life. ':Awards in the Visual Arts !I," continuing 

, . 
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Whereto See 
Robots 
If reading about robots makes 

you want to see or even build 

one, call up your local science 
and children's museums. Ask if 
they exhibit robots or sell 
"build-your-own" kits. 

One particularly good 
exhibit is at The Computer 

Museum in Boston, Massachu

seHs, which demonstrates 

robots in its Smart Machines 

Theater. Twenty-five machines 
come to life as they are intro
duced in a ten-minute show. 

You can see Denning's Sentry, 
NASA's Mars Rover, and 
Stanford Research Institute's 

Shakey. 

Boston's Compuhtr Museum 
has one of the largest collec
tions of robots assembled 
anywhere. 

RADICAL ROBOTS 
A NOVA BOOK 
Fall, 1990 

Elsewhere in the museum, 

you can type your name into a 
computer and watch a robotic 

arm spell it in blocks. Or, by 

the touch of a joystick, you can 

directa foot-high robot on 

wheels around its pen. 
The HColor the StatesW 

computer demonstrates speech 
recognition. The machine 

gives you the choice of four 

colors with which to paint a 

map of the United States, one 

color per state. You pick the 

state and announce your color, 
which the computer then fills in 
on its video screen. The chal

lenge for the computer system 
is to understand all of the differ
ent accents among the mu

seum's 100,000 yearlyvisi

tors . Your challenge is to com
plete the map without allowing 

states of the same color to 

touch each other. (You can try 

this test - called the "Four

Color Problem" - at home with 

a map and four differently 
colored crayons.) 

Another exhibit analyzes a 
two-minute conversation be
tween Dave, the human, and 
HAL, the computer, in the 
movie, 2001. This video re

veals the incredible amount of 

knowledge and intelligence 
HAL would have to possess in 

order to speak as it did in the 
film . The analysis concludes 
that scientists may build such 
smart machines some day, but 
not by the year 2001 . 

Building robots isn't just for 
scientists. Kids of all sizes can 
c~te robots from kits or 
objects around the houM. 

47 
The Computer Museum 

sells kits for building robots 

and sometimes holds work

shops for adult-child teams. 

With the parts and instructions 

supplied, you can assemble 
Peppy or Medusa, miniature 
robots under six inches (15.24 

cm) tall. Both come with their 
motors, circuit boards, and 

baHeries visible inside a clear 

plastic dome. Snap-on elec
tronic connections or bolted 

mechanical connections make 
these machines safe to build
but not easy. Close aHention to 

the instructions is required at 
all times. 

Peppy runs on wheels while 
Medusa walks on four stiff 

legs. They both take off and 
stop at a clap of the hands. 



By Margucrite Ziclltara 

BOSTON COMPUTER CURRENTS 
January 1991 
Cire: 68,517 

Women Captains 
For This Year's 

"Computer Bowl" Teams 

For the first time since it started 
three years ago, The Computer Bowl 
trivia contest will feature female team 
captains. Computer historian Pamela 
McCorduck, author of seven books, 
including Machines Wlw Think, will 
head the East Coast Team. The West 
Coast Captain will be Heidi Roizen, 
Presiden t and CEO of T /Maker Co. 

This year's event will be a tie
breaker, Ul that the East Coast won 
(375 to 310) in 1988, then lost last 
year (300 to 290) to the West Coast. 
The judges this year will be Interna
tional Data Group Chairman Patrick 
McGovern and venture capitalistJohn 
Doerr. 

Created and produced by Boston's 
Computer Musewn, The Computer 
Bowl will be held April 26 in San Jose, 
Calif., and will be beamed live via sat
ellite to the Museum and other loca
tions aroWld the U.S. 

More on this as time draws near. 

JANUARY 1991 
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Trivia titans 
ttlrn to S.J . 
T HE TEAMS are set for the 

titanic struggle. The reign
ing champions from the 

West Coast have secured the home
field advantage. No, we're not talk
ing about the 4gers and the Super 
Bowl. 

It's time, once again, for the 
Computer Bowl, that periodic bat· 
tle for bragging rights as the 
"Computer Masters of the Uni· 
verse." 

This time, the confrontation be
tween industry luminaries will be 
staged live at the San J ose Conven
tion Center on April 27, Two previ· 
ous editions of the trivia contest, a 
fund-raising event sponsored by 
the Computer Museum in Boston, 
were conducted on the East Coast 
and broadcast by satellite to a few 
West Coast locations. 

In the first Computer Bowl in 
1988, the East Coast team scored a 
375-310 blowoulln the second COD

test last April, the West Coast ex
perts won a nail·biter 300·290, 

The Computer Museum has 
asked two women to serve as cap
tains of the 1991 teams - Heidi 
Roizen, president of T IMaker Co, 
of Mountain View, and Pamela 
McCorduck, author of several 
books on artificial intelligence . 

. Roizen's West Coast allies in· 
clude David House of Intel, Phi· 
lippe Kahn of Borland Internation
al, David Liddle of Metaphor Com· 
puter Systems and Ed Juge of Tan
dy. 

'''We're studying hard," said Ro-
o iren, who warned the Easterners to 
forget their stereotypes. "We're 
not just sitting in pyramids, getting 
centered and eating granola ." 

'The E ast Coast computer indus
try, badly d<'pleted by years of 
poor financial performance, is pin· 
ning some of its !copes on J ohn 
Markoff, technology writer for the 
New York Times. 

For ticket information, call the 
Computer Museum in Boston at 
617-426-2800. 

o 
Lee Gomes, Ro'1l J. O'Connor and 
fum \l'o!! cO'llribu ted to tltis col
umn, which ICOS compiI E'd h1l Steve 
/Iamm. You can contact tltem by 
mail at 750 RiddE'r Park Dr., San 
Jose 95190, Pill fOI a t (~08) 
920-5917, or send electronic mail L-ia 
~l Mail at mailwI 351 -2192. 

ess 
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If Famous People Were Computers 

Mitch Kapor 

John Doerr 
• 

Teddy Kennedy 

Famous As 

Spokesman for 
hacker/felons 

Portable computing 
enthusiast 

Freestyle swimmer 

Minisupercomputer 
(or superminicomputer) 

Cray-3 

Page fault Not as good as earlier 
versions 

Bill Gatea People magazine 
celebrity 

3.2 gigabucks 80X86 (of course) 

Larry Ellison Short sellers' friend 

(that'S all you have to 
remember) 

Crashed-lost 75% 
of gigabucks 

Ronald llellian Color commentor at Magnetic core 
baseball All-Star game 

Powerful, but subject 
to overheating 

ENIAC 

TI speeds 
(1.544 MBPS) 

World's fastest talker 

Operates on advice 
of counsel 

Goes haywire in the 
presence of Bill Joy 

Out of control 

Controlled by Nancy 

Steve Jobs Inspiration for Honda 
commercials 

Seems to have lost 
the recipe 

Should have gone RISC Short bursts of "0" 
followed by long silences 

Don Valentine 

Armadillo Slim 

Rain Man 

UPSIDE interviewee 

World's best poker 
player 

Actor in movie of 
same name 

(software). /I A mind (hardware) is a 

terrible thing to waste (not loaded up 
with software)." 

N ever forget~ a 
failed CEO 

At least 52 registers 

30 terabytes 

Application specific 
parallel supercomputer 
(computes size of 
market only) 

High-speed math 
co-processor 

H-P 12C 

obviously, she had unr~--'- :_..l_ • .; __ 

capability for rapid rar 
mass storage. 

Still others are an~ 
insist on neat desks aJ 

file cabinets. They act 

their tidiness, but no~ 

UPDSIDE MAGAZINE 
November 1990 
eire: 55,000 

Unfiltered 

Poker face 

Lots f "1" (faulty "0") 

There are still more parallels. Let's 
look at mass storage. I used to have a 
girlfriend who carried around with her 

the sloppiest Filofax north of Ojai. It 
weighed 15 pounds, 10 pounds of 
which were Post-it Notes, yet she 
could find anything she wanted 
immediately (came in handy when 
she was audited by the IRS). She didn't 
have much of a memory normally but 

they are just working with very 
limited main memories (we're talking 
kilobytes, not megabytes here) and 
have to waste cycles getting their 
mass storage in proper order. How 
many of the rest of us earned 

Try applying this ew paradigm (am I 
overdoing it now?) on your friends. 
Then go find new friends, because 
you're bound to piss the old ones off. 

tlPSlDI NOVEMllEa 1lI9O 

Mark Bronder runs on a Spare chip and 
massively stores trivia such as the above. 

77 



CORRIDOR TALK 

Art to the Nth Power 
A "stealth negative" 
won't stop the conflict in the 
Persian Gulf, but it could be 
the forerunner of 3D :elevi
sion. (ART)n, a group of 
artists, scientists and math
ematicians at the Illinois In-

. stitute of Technology, has 
invented this computer-gen
erated digitized negative to 
create a phscologram (pro
nounced skol-o-gram). 

Phscolograms combine el
emel,ts of photography, ho
lography, sculpture and 
computer graphics. To 
achieve a holographic effect, 
explains mathematician Ste
phan Meyers, the images , 
are transferred from the 
"stealth negative" to a ce
bachrome and laminated 
onto one side of a piece of 
plexiglass; on the other side 
is a "barrier screen" which 
allows the image to be seen 
through a series of slits. As 
the angle of vision changes, 
a sensation of depth 
breathes life into the image. 

"The energy and passion 
for combining art and tech
nology are connec~ed [in a 
phscologram]," says sculp-

44 Marketing Computers 

tor E.ilen Sandor, who 
founded the collaborative in 
1983. What began as a 
group of artists shooting di
oramas with a giant camera 
has since grown to include 
technicians from NASA's 
Ames Research Center, 
Mountain View, Calif., and 
the Pasadena, Calif.-based 
Jet/Propulsion Lab. 

The group creates unusu
al visuals, such as a close 
look at the AIDS virus and 
"Hypersonic Vehicle" 
(above) which shows pres
sure on a test craft traveling 
at Mach 12.4. The Comput
er Museum in Boston will 
feature these and other im
ages in the "Science in 
Depth" exhibit from March 
through mid-May. 

SalCdor and scientist Dan, 
Sandin also created the 
Electronic Visualization 
Laboratory at the Universi
ty of Illinois. Sandor hopes 
to find a non-compromising 
commercial outlet for the 
new computer art. Adds 
Meyers: "Artists and scien
tists both bring their emo
tions into this work," 

MARKETING COMPUTERS 
February 1991 
eire: 14,648 

ronmental programs under 
the name Project Green. 

Everything except the 
disk in XTreeGold 2.0 man
agement software is made 
from recycled and recyclable 
materials. XTree's heroic ef
forts in attempting to elimi
nate waste in its manufac
turing, shipping and office 
operations make it a quali
fied role model. Now XTree 
has joined The American 

Forestry Association's Glob
al ReLeaf program to help 
plant 100 million new trees 
in the U.S. by 1992. 

Thanks for the Memories 
Two, four, six, eight, who 
do we appreciate? South Eu
gene High Scho0l students 
in South Eugenp-, Ore . , 
made history last year 
when they created the 
CD-ROM version of their 
printed annual, the 1990 
Eugenean, Although 
few of them own a CD
ROM drive, those 
who have CD players 
can at least hear 
student concerts 
that are on the disc. 

The school's 
computer special
ist, Tom Layton, 
went to S.E.H.S. yearbook 
and newspaper advisor Sue 
Barr with the idea. Layton's 
computer students scanned 
photographs and text onto 
the CD, while Barr and her 
staff helped with layout and 
design, "The students 
worked hard, all through 
the summer," says Barr. 

Layton thought the pro
ject would appeal to corpo
rations who might like to 
donate equipment. Apple 

. Computer and Canon USA 

complied, as have Macro
Mind and RasterOps. 

Students are now operat
ing a desktop publishing 
company and a multimedia 
firm to create hypercard 
stacks for the state of Ore
gon. Barr says this year's 
Electronic Eugenean will be 
different. Layton agrees: 
"We're going where no 
yearbook has gone before." 

-By Tara Buckley 

February 1991 
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and scientists at the Illinois Institute of _\ 

Technology, phscolograms can be made of 

objects invisible to the naked eye, from the sur· 

face of Mars to the eye of a thundb -storm to 

molecules and viruses. "Science in Depth," an 

: exhibit of these sophisticated and compelling 

artworks, opens at the Computer Museum on 

, March 1~ Call 426-2800. (In photo: Strange 

Attractor:) 

"" , .r- ... .,: • 

COPYRIGHT 1989 - , (ART)n LABORATORY 
. ' - , 
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MASS HIGH TECH 
January 14, 1991 
Cire: 37,000 

January 14-27, 1991 

Computer Museum Bursting in 3-Dimensions 
Ever wonder what the surface of Mars 

looks like? How about the eye of a 
storm? 

"Science in Depth," an exhibition of 
three-dimensional images at the Com
puter Museum, will show you that and 
more. The exhibit opens March 1 and 
runs through May 15. The digitized, 
full-color photographic works show sub
jects invisible to the naked eye. They in
clude images of the surface of Mars, the 
eye of a storm, viruses and molecules. 
Called "pscholograms," the pieces were 
created by ART, a group of artists a!ld 
scientists at the Illinois Institute of 
Technology in collaboration with the 
Electronic Visualization Laboratory at 
the University of Illinois, Chicago. 

"The results are not only visually 
compelling, but have serious applica
tions in mathematics, medicine, 
chemistry and physics," says museum 
executive director Dr. Oliver Strimpel. 
The show includes some of the most im
portant visualization of the day, 
representing space and aircraft, medical 
subjects, mathematics, chemical studies 
of organic molecules and tributes to ar
tists Georgia O'Keeffe and Man Ray. 

One pschologram, created by NASA 
Ames and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
OPL), shows a computer-rendered view 
of Mars using surface data of Mount 
Olympus and the Valley of the Mariners. 
Other pscholograms show Doppler 
radiation data of a thunderstorm, the 
F-22 Stealth Fighter and a model of the 
space shuttle. Still others offer doctors 
three-dimensional views of polio, herpes, 
and AIDS viruses, some of which have 
never been clearly visualized until now. 

In creating these works, ART has col
laborated with scientists from institu· 
tions such as the IBM T.j. Watson 

One of many pscholograms on display. 

Research Center, The Scripps Clinic and 
Research Center, NASA Ames Research 
Center, JPL, the University of Chicago, 
the University of Chicago Hospital, 
Lockheed and Monsanto Corp. 

Art coined the term pschologram (pro
nounced skol-o-gram) because its work 
combines elements of photography, 
holography, sculptUre and computer 

graphics. As the viewer moves, the 
pschologram's imagery - captured in 
large lightboxes - shimmers with life, 
practically springing off the wall into 
3-D. The pscholograms "don't draw us 
in, but rather come out to us .. . provok
ing responses about what is real and 
tangible and what is merely visible and 
apparent," says Critical Inquiry. 0 
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High tech avant garde 
M . "':. " ". ' . 

V
~ . ideo and V!ncent 
'<, !' Van Gogh IS not 
" .;-.. everyone's idea 

'~ ')- of a maniage 
. . made in heaven, 
or anyhwere else. But, 
nonetheless, the fiercely 
expressive Flemish painter 
provided the moniker for a 
group of experimental 
Gennan videographers 
and filmmakers who are 
currently in residence at 
the Institute of Contempo
rary Art in Boston. 
The group is something of 
a cult phenom in Europe 
becau...o.e of a high-tech 
fonn of television and ra
dio transmission which 
they call "intervention." 
To demonstrate, two mem
bers of the network, Ben
jamin Heidersberger and 
Mike Hentz, will be in 
Cambridge's Continental 
Cablevision today, where 
they will coordinate what 
can only be described as a 
three-pronged audience-in
teractive video-perfor
mance transmission. \ 

-In simpler language, this 
means that visitors to ei
ther the ICA or to the 
Computer Museum - co
sponsors of the project -
here - "'ill get the oppor-

tunity to converse with This ''intervention'' will I 

each other and to transmit take place from noon to 4 .1 
. images of themselves .back p.m. today ana is free with 

and forth, via a video-tele- admission to either muse-
phone setrup called a "pic- . um. The Computer Mus(;!- . 
turephone." While ~ this um, of course, is the . 
is happening, Heiders- world's only museum that 
berger and Hentz, sta- deals exclusively in artifi-
tioned at Continental Ca- cial intelligence. It is at 
ble, will manipUlate the 300 Congress st. on Muse-
two sets of images to ere- . um Wharf, admission is $6. ! 

ate an original program, $6. Telephone 426-2800 . . 
which will in turn be The ICA is at 955 Boyl- .' 
broadcast locally on Cable ston St. Its admission fee 
C~anne13 in Boston, Cam- is $4 and the telephone is . ; I' 

bndge, and the northern . .. 266-~152. ~ -"-:" -- --
suburbs. i' ; . ;:'-. -:.'''';·;J0HN'ENG8TROM .'': .-.. ., .. ', ._. 
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ART & DESIGN NEWS 
January/February 1991 

Labomtory. 
Among other examples of multimedia 

and hypermedia applications are the 
following: 

Infonnation kiosks and displays are 
found in museums, shopping malls, and 
other places with complex space and ex
hibits. They use interdctive technology 
to give visitors more personal and spe
cific information than the standard 2D 
sign. One leading-edge use of interactive 
technologies is the .~omputer Museum 
in Boston. The visitor is given the op
portunity to learn more about the exhib
its by engaging the various computers 
throughout the museum. By using them, 
one learns more background as well as 
gaining hands-on experience. One is un
able to pass through the museum with
out getting into a conversation with at 
least one computer, if not a dozen or 
more. Other museums and exhibits are 
following suit and this promises to be a 
growing application area in years to 
come. 

Marketing, advertising, corporate 
presentations, and point-of-purchase 
sales have been using interactive tech
nologies for some time now, albeit many 
times in a limited manner (for example, 
marketing informativ!1 shown by means 
-~ ·~ .. "h.=,,.:itivp Rl'TPPI1R :inn intR.ract.iw'! 
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The Breakfast Seminar Series 
The Breakfast Seminar Series is a 
monthly program which presents 
speakers of international prominence 
in the world of computing. The Series 
focuses on current emerging trends of 
key importance to business decision
makers. The Series is an exclusive 
benefit of corporate members. 

Se lattd Past SpeaJcerr 

Joel Birnbaum, V.P. & General 
Manager 
Hewlett-Paclcard Company 

Bill Foster, President 
Stratus Computer Inc. 

Charles Spoick, President 
Natwna! Semiconducter Corporation 

Frank King, Sr. Vice President 
lotus Developmtnt Corporation 

Ted Nelson, 
Autodeslc Inc. 

Arno Penzias, 
A T&T Bel/lobs 

Esther Dyson, Editor & Publisher 
(Release 1. 0) 

Edward Teller, Sr. Research Fellow 
Hoover Institution 

Patrick McGovern, Chairman 
International Data Group 

Ed Feigenbaum 
Author 

\ . 
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The Computer ~1.u?Cum ...... has 
become a fOC2.l point and unifying 
force in the highly competitive., 
rapidly changing [computer) indus
try." - Boston Glok, 
October 1988 

"The Computer Museum is the only 
institution that has the sole purpose of 
preserving something of the history 
and artifacts and the culture of 
computing. And I think that it's going 
to become increasingly important that 
we have an institution that enables us 
to look back and understand where we 
came from. And that's The Computer 
Museum." - Mitchell Kapor, ON 
Technology 

"The Breakfast Seminar Series is a 
forum to learn about the various 
forces shaping the future of technol
ogy. The Seminar Series alone is 
worth the cost of membership." -
Coopar 

"Corporate sponsors of the Museum 
benefit directly from a computer 
literate society. Exciting interactive 
and educational exhibits like The 
Walk-Through Computer, many of 
which travel or are replicated, intrigue 
and educate visitors of all ages. This 
mission deserves our encouragement 
and support." - Laura Barker Morse, 
H~riclc &- Struggles 

Founded in 1979 to chronicle the history 
and preserve the artifacts of the computer 
revolution, The Computer Museum is 
the only international institution devoted 
solely to computers and their impact on 
society. Located on the Boston water
front, the Museum is a unique ed ucational 
center dedicated to increasing public 
understanding and knowledge of infor
mation technology. The Museum 
currently hosts over 150,000 visitors an
nually. Millions more across the country 
see its various traveling exhibits. 

The Museum has the most comprehen
sive collection of historical computers 
and robots in the world and more than 75 
hands-{)n interactive exhibits . A recent 
exhibit addition is "The Walk-Through 
Computer," the world's only two-story 
working model of a computer, designed 
to engage and teach people of all ages. 

!~:i.·:i.~:::I;t, 
*~~~::::~~:::::~, 

?iI~~;jj 
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Corporate Support 
Early corporate involvement provided 
the basis for founding the Museum. 
Today, in an age in which computer 
literacy is critical to competitive advan
tage, Corporate Membership allows 
companies to directly assist the Museum 
in educating our current and future labor 
pool. Corporate support is crucial for 
maintaining our educational programs. 

Additional corporate sponsorship of 
special activities and projects has resulted 
in some of the Museum's most exciting 
exhibits and events, like "The Walk
Through Computer" and its popular 
annual fundraising event, "The Com
puter Bowl." 

As a benefit to its corporate members, 
the Museum provides educational and 
entertainment opportunities especially 
suited to corporate needs. The Museum 
provides a forum for industry communi
cation, admission benefits to customers, 
employees, and families of corporate 
members, and a si te to host conferences, 
meetings, and parties. More than half of 
the Museum's members are headquar
tered outside the Boston area, a testimony 
to the global appeal of the institution. 

I· ........ · .... ···· .. ·· ·· ················ .. ········ ........... .. .............................................. .. 

Corpor-ate Beneftlctor: $1 O,COO 
1,000 free admission passes or the 

privilege of a single free day with 
special programs for all employees 
and their families 

Seven designated representatives who 
receive all Museum publications 
and invitations 

Use of Museum document and video 
collection. 

Audio tapes of Breakfast Seminar 
Series 

Ability to participate in Museum's 
Collection Loan Program 

Corporate Ptlmn: $.S,cOO 
500 free admission passes 
Five designated representatives who 

receive all Museum publications 
and invitations 

Use of Museum's document and video 
collection 

CorpOC'tlte $pons or. $3,000 
300 free admission passes 
Three designated representatives who 

receive all Museum publications 
and invitations 

Use of Museum's document collection 

Corporate ContnClltor': $1,000 
100 free admission passes 
Two designated representatives who 

receive all Museum publications 
and invitations 

Use of Museum's document collection 

~ .. .................................................... .. .... ................................................... . 

~ 
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Benefits of Corporate Membership 
All Corporate Members receive tbe following: 

Recognition in all Museum publications 

Invitations to corporate "member-only" 
monthly breakfast seminars 

Reduced rates for rental of facilities for 
corporate functions 

Invitations to openings and priority ad
mission to special events 

Audiotapes of the Breakfast Seminar are 
available to corporate members based 
outside New England who cannot attend 
the seminars in person. 

Access to "insider" news describing 
sponsorship opportunities available for 
Museum projects and events 

Admission tickets may be donated in the 
corporation's name to the Museum's 
Ticket Subsidy Program which provides 
free admission to needy organizations 
and underserved community groups. 





THE COMPUTER MUStUM BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

A2enda for June 28 meetin2 8:30 - 12:00 am 

Anticipated 
time: 

8: 40 Call to Order of Annual Meeting of Members of the 
Corporation (Hendrie) 

Nominations of New Members to the Board of Directors 
(Bodman) 

9: 00 Call to Order of Board of Directors Meeting (Hendrie) 
Dates and times of next meetings 

Election of Executive Committee (Hendrie) 
Recognize Ed Schwartz stepping down, 
Dick Case stepping in (Hendrie) 

9: 10 FY91 Review and Goals for FY92 (Strimpel) 
Budget Discussion (Strimpel, Petinella) 

1 0: 10 Capital Campaign: see separate agenda 
(Hendrie, Brewster) 

11: 10 Recognize Greg Welch for People & Computers (Hendrie) 
Exhibit Planning (Strimpel) 
Computer Discovery Center Project (Welch) 

12: 00 Meeting Ajourns 

Lunch 

-,~ 
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Ine 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston. MA 02210 THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

ANNUAL MEETING 
(617) 426·2800 

. I 

CAPITAL CAMPAIGN REPORT (one hour) 

June 28, 1991 

DRAFT AGENDA 

1. ANNOUNCEMENT OF CAMPAIGN CHAIRMAN AND HONORARY CHAIRMAN 
Gardner Hendrie 

2. ANONYMOUS CHALLENGE (AND INTRODUCTION OF GRANT SAVIERS?) 
Gardner Hendrie 
- report and discussion 

3. THE CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 
Lawrence Brewster 
- overview of plans and progress to date 
- importance of continued annual fund support 
- opportunities for volunteers 

4. BOARD CAMPAIGN GIFTS 
Lawrence Brewster 
- introduction of Tony Pell 
Tony Pell 
- report on progress to date 
- thank you to those who have already made commitments 
- importance of 100% participation 

5. LEAD GIFTS 
Lawrence Brewster 
- introduction of Dave Donaldson 
Dave Donaldson 
- report on progress to date, recruitment, plans 

6. MAJOR GIFTS 
Lawrence Brewster 
- introduction of Andy Miller 
Andy Killer 
- report on progress to date, recruitment, plans 

7. CORPORATE GIFTS 
Lawrence Brewster 
- report on recruitment of chair, volunteers, plans 

.' 



~The 
,Computer 
-Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 
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FY91 Review and Goals for FY92 

Copies of Selected Overheads 



FY91 Highlights 

• visitation up 420/0 

• fully funded and developed People & 
Computers exhibit 

• expanded exhibit space by 25% 

• break-even operating budget 

• strengthened staff 

• created strategic plan 

• planned and launched Capital 
Campaign 



FV92 Goals 

• fully fund and develop Computer 
Discovery Center 

• fund & develop onsite educational 
programs: 

- learning center 
- teacher development 
- "Wiz Kids" : internships & family 

participation 

• offsite programs: 

- install Exhibit Kits in 30 sites 
- fund & develop P&C video 
- fund & develop a travelling exhibit 

• hold international contests: 
- Loebner Prize 
- International Computer Chess 

Championships 



FY92 Goals 
(cont.) 

• meet first year goals of the Capital 
Campaign 

• increase base of support 
- individual membership 
- annual fund 
- corporate membership 
- Computer Bowl 



Thousands 
$3000 

$2000 

$1000 

$0 FY 

The Computer Museum 
Operating Income 

III Other 
~ Individual Membership 
• Corporate Membership 
D Contributions 
~ Bowl 
II Functions 
FAI Store 
• Admissions 

90 91 92 

Budget 



Thousands 

$1000 

$0 
FY 90 

The Computer Museum 
Store Revenues 

• Net Revenue 
~ Gross revenues 

91 92 93 94 95 96 
< Plan 

Percent Profit 

20.00% 
10.00% 
0.00% 

90 91 92 93 94 95 96 

> 



The Computer Museum " 
Interactive & Dynamic Exhibits 

100 

0 
FY 86 

3000 

2000 

1000 

0 
86 

II Videos, viewports & theatres 
• Interactive computers 

87 88 89 90 91 92 
OllIE 

87 88 89 90 91 92 

Number of Visitors 

93 94 95 96 
Plan • 

93 94 95 96 

per interactive computer, videos, viewports & theatres 



Number of 
Visitors 

200000 

100000 

o 

The Computer. Museum 
Visitor Growth 

FY 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
<: Plan :> 



The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

Case for Support 

Executive Summary 

Computers have changed the world. Today they affect people in all walks of life. 
And though their impact has already been enormous, still greater changes are imminent. 

While computers have become ubiquitous, the public's understanding of them has 
not kept pace. If today's youth -- tomorrow's workforce -- are to be inspired to pursue 
careers in technology or simply prepared to function effectively within the future 
workplace, they must be shown the potential of computing and be encouraged to engage 
with it in an accessible environment. 

The Computer Museum is the only institution in the world dedicated to educating 
the public about computer technology and to preserving its origins. Visitors to the 
Museum learn by active participation and direct access to computers. For students, this 
informal educational experience provides a complement to classroom instruction or, in 
many cases, the only access to education about computers. For historians and scholars, the 
Museum is a national center for the collection of an important history. For visitors of all 
ages, the Museum experience removes the sense of mystery often associated with 
computing technology. 

Founded in 1982 as an independent, public non-profit institution, the Museum has 
grown rapidly in the past five years. Annual visitation has grown from 30,000 to 150,000, 
while off-site impact -- through traveling exhibits and internationally distributed 
educational materials -- has spread to more than one million people. The Museum has 
assembled the world's most significant collection of computers and, in 1987, it forged an 
unprecedented joint collecting agreement with the Smithsonian Institution. The 
Museum's operating budget has tripled, with a solid base of earned income and 
contributed support from a broad spectrum of corporate, foundation, government, and 
individual donors. 

Today the Museum is poised to move to new levels of international prominence. 
Its strategic plan for 1992-96 calls for dramatic new exhibits that present and explain the 
myriad uses of computers in communications, the arts, education, environment, and 
business. Through its own offerings and cooperative programs with schools, universities, 
museums, and other institutions, the Museum seeks to reach an international audience of 
10 million by 1996. 

In order to achieve its programmatic goals, the Museum has launched a $7.5-
million capital campaign. Campaign gifts will enable the Museum to secure its facility and 
will establish an endowment, income from which will support education programs and 
collections management. Most important, the Campaign will help ensure the Museum's 
long-term financial stability and continued growth. 

The Computer Museum has developed a dynamic and achievable plan to fulfill its 
mission of education and preservation. Realization of that plan will depend on the 
generosity of those who share a commitment to building a technology-literate society and 
to preserving for future generations a history that has reshaped the world. 



A Commitment to Education 

The Computer Museum plays an important role in addressing triday's crisis in 
science education through exhibits, education programs, and instructional materials. In 
seeking to make technology accessible and understandable, the Museum creates 
educational exhibits and materials that are dynamic, fun, and highly informative for 
visitors of all ages and backgrounds. The Museum has been a pioneer in the development 
of exhibits on computer technology, and has set an international standard for quality and 
effectiveness. Through international distribution of educational exhibits and materials, 
the Museum influences informal education about computer technology worldwide. 

The core of the Museum's educational offerings is its nearly 100 interactive exhibits, 
which are displayed along with appropriate contextual and historical materials in an 
engaging presentation. Trained Visitor Assistants guide visitors and encourage direct 
participation and interaction with the exhibits. The two most recent permanent exhibits -
The Walk-Through Computer ™ and People and Computers: Milestones of a Revolution 
-- exemplify the Museum's scope and diversity. While The Walk-Through Computer uses 
scale to make a familiar object both exciting and comprehensible, People and Computers, 
funded in part by the National Endowment for the Humanities, uses time and history to 
illustrate the profound ways in which computers have changed society. The Computer 
Discovery Center, a collaborative project with The Boston Computer Society opening in 
1992, will round out the offerings even further, with hands-on stations exploring the wide
ranging uses of personal computers. 

However, the most significant impact of the Museum's award-winning exhibits 
extends far beyond the institution'S walls. As the first and only museum devoted to 
fostering an understanding of the history, applications, workings, and influence of 
computers, the Museum has become the definitive resource and model for museums and 
technology centers seeking to integrate computer exhibits into their offerings. Since The 
Computer Museum's founding, hundreds of exhibit developers and museum educators 
have visited it to view the displays and to seek guidance in planning and developing their 
own computer-related exhibits. 

In response to this rapidly growing need, the Museum initiated an Exhibit Kits 
Program, funded in part by the National Science Foundation. Through this program, the 
Museum develops software, documentation, educational support materials, and 
specialized hardware for interactive computer exhibits. The Kits are available to science 
museums and technology centers throughout the world, enabling those institutions to 
create and install interactive computer displays in the most cost-effective manner possible. 
The Museum's distribution plan calls for the installation of at least 270 of these exhibits in 
90 institutions by 1996 -- exhibits that will reach four million museum visitors each year. 

Like the Exhibit Kits, a series of Educator Kits is now being prepared for distribution 
to schools and teachers nationwide. Educators from the middle school level through 
college have requested materials on computer history, technology, and applications. To 
meet this demand, the Museum is developing a set of teaching tools, including videos, 
hands-on projects, educator handbooks, discussion guides, books, and slide sets. 
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The Educator Kits are based on the Museum's permanent exhibits and are designed 
for classroom use. The first such project, a video entitled How Computers Work: A 
Journey Into The Walk-Through Computer, with accompanying curriculum and activity 
guides, has been highly popular and successful among both student and adult audiences. 
New videos, slide sets, and other materials are now being planned for future distribution 
to schools, colleges, and libraries. 

The Museum's Board, staff and advisors have laid the groundwork for developing 
additional ways to reinforce the educational mission through expanded programs, service, 
and distribution of teaching materials. As the world's only computer museum, the 
institution is compelled to address the international demand for this service. A course has 
been charted for the next five years, combining new on-site exhibits and education 
programs together with traveling exhibits, exhibit kits, instructional materials, seminars, 
lectures, and contests. 

The Collections: A Record and Resource 

Museums generally derive most of their prominence and importance from 
their collections, and these holdings constitute the primary difference 
between museums and other kinds of institutions. The collections, whether 
works of art, artifacts, or specimens from the natural world, are an essential 
part of the collective cultural fabric, and each museum's obligation to its 
collection is paramount. 

Museum Ethics 
American Association of Museums 

Like most museums, but unlike most science and technology centers, The 
Computer Museum is defined in part by its permanent collections. The Museum's 
collection of artifacts associated with the history of computing has been assembled to help 
future generations understand that history and its evolution. Exhibits use materials from 
the collections extensively, while researchers outside the Museum -- journalists, authors, 
historians, filmmakers, scholars -- rely on the collections for projects as diverse as writing a 
novel or documenting first use of a particular technology. 

Objects in the collections document the evolution of computer technology from the 
1940s to the present day.· The holdings include computer artifacts, films, videotapes, 
photographs, books, technical documentation, and ephemera, all acquired according to a 
rigorous set of standards. More than one object has been rescued from the trash heap, 
saved and catalogued through foresight and a commitment to historical preservation. 

Highlights of the collections include UNIVAC 1, the first commercially-sold 
computer; Whirlwind, the first real-time computer incorporating the first core memory; 
NEAC 2203, the first commercial Japanese computer, and Kenbak 1, the first personal 
computer. Historical films and videotapes document major events in the history of 
computing and provide oral histories from computing pioneers. The technical document 
collection includes manuals, engineering notebooks, and memoranda about computers 
and their components -- material that no other institution saves -- while the library 
provides an overview of the industry through its publications. 
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Because the Museum is home to the world's most comprehensive collection of 
historic computers, artifacts, and documentation, it is imperative that its holdings be added 
to judiciously, managed properly, and made available to researchers. The long-range plan 
calls for the production of a catalog of the collections by 1993, and distribution of it through 
the Museum's store and mail-order division to individuals, universities, libraries, 
museums, and technology centers. Completion of this major effort will further strengthen 
and enhance the Museum's national and international role. 

The Need 

The Computer Museum is at a turning point. As the Museum nears the end of its 
first decade, it looks back on a proud record of achievement. It has attracted an 
international following and has become a resource and model for researchers, museum 
professionals, and educators. Today it reaches over one million children and adults each 
year through on-site and cooperative exhibits and education programs. 

The Museum's Board of Directors has approved a plan for growth that lays the 
groundwork for reaching an international audience of 10 million people around the world 
by 1996, and will continue to plan for future growth and the long-term vision for The 
Computer Museum. The key to the realization of that plan is the completion of a $7.5-
million capital campaign. 

One third of the Campaign will be directed toward securing the Museum's building. 
The remaining funds will form the basis of an endowment. Without one, every dollar of 
the Museum's operating budget must either be earned through admission revenues, 
merchandise sales, and other fees, or solicited through the Annual Fund appeal, The 
Computer Bowl, and project support. This leaves the Museum vulnerable to economic 
fluctuations and limited in its ability to plan with a great degree of certainty. The long
range plan calls for significant growth in earned revenues, primarily through admissions 
and Museum Store sales, continued expansion of the base of contributed income, and the 
creation of an endowment. This restricted fund will provide income to support expansion 
in educational programming and public service as well as collections management and 
growth. In order to support the projected budgetary growth and ensure financial stability, 
the Museum must begin to build an endowment. 

The Computer Museum has both similarities to and differences from other types of 
museums, be they art-, science-, or history-related. Like all museums, it has a mission of 
public service; without such a mission it would not be eligible for the generous tax benefits 
allowed by the federal government and would not be able to solicit tax-deductible gifts. In 
the case of The Computer Museum, that mission is manifested through a commitment to 
collection and education. However, unlike many other non-profit institutions, The 
Computer Museum is not sustained by an endowment built by generations of supporters. 

The Museum has benefitted from the generosity of many within the computer 
industry who share its vision of education and preservation. Today, in order to grow, it 
must garner support from all who are affected by computers and technology -- pioneers 
and inventors within the industry, individuals and corporations that develop, use or rely 
on technology, and civic leaders who recognize the need for a computer-literate society and 
workforce. Now is the time to ensure the Museum's future. Now is the time to invest in 
the vision and mission of The Computer Museum. 
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The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

Campaign Questions and Answers 

1. What is The Computer Museum? 

The Computer Museum is the only institution in the world fully dedicated to computers. 
It explores the history, workings, and impact of technology through interactive exhibits, 
multi-media theaters, presentations, and displays of historic computers. The exhibits are 
designed for visitors of all ages and backgrounds, and explore such diverse areas as 
artificial intelligence and robotics, the history of computing, the impact of technology on 
communications, the arts, education, or business, and computer graphics. 

2. How is The Computer Museum different from other science museums and technology 
centers? 

The Computer Museum differs in three basic ways. First, it is the international center for 
collecting artifacts and materials associated with the history of computers and technology. 
The Museum is committed to preserving this history for future generations and to serving 
as a resource for researchers and scholars who need access to primary source materials. 
Second, the Museum is highly focused in its interpretive exhibits and programs, exploring 
only computers and no other aspect of science. This allows it to provide a broader and 
deeper exploration of computers than a science museum can, while also showing the 
many applications and broad impact of computers. Third, because it is the only institution 
of its kind in the world, the Museum serves as a resource for other museums, technology 
centers, schools, libraries, educators, and others who look to it for assistance in developing 
their own exhibits and materials on computing. 

3. Who supports the Museum? Is it affiliated with a computer company or group of 
companies? 

The Museum is a fully independent institution. It earns much of its $2-million annual 
operating budget through admissions, memberships, store and catalog sales, and fees, and 
receives contributions from a broad spectrum of individual, foundation, corporate, and 
government sources. The Museum is a certified not-for-profit organization in compliance 
with the standards determined by the Internal Revenue Service, and gifts to it are fully tax
deductible. 

4. Why is the Museum raising money in a capital campaign? 

The Museum has launched a capital campaign to raise $7.5 million. A successful 
Campaign will enable the Museum to secure its facility and will establish an endowment, 
income from which will support educational programs and collections management. An 
endowment is essential to the Museum's future growth; without such a fund, the 
Museum must earn or raise every dollar of its operating budget each year, making the 
institution vulnerable to economic fluctuations and unable to plan for the future with a 
great degree of certainty. 



The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 
Campaign Questions and Answers 
Page Two 

s. Where will Campaign gifts come hom? 

Gifts will be sought from individuals, corporations, and foundations throughout the 
world who share the Museum's commitment to collecting and education. The Museum 
also has a record of support from government agencies, and is seeking grants from 
appropriate government sources toward the Campaign. 

6. Who is the Museum's market or audience? What is its scope of service? 

The Museum serves a national audience through on-site visitation and off-site exhibits, 
educational materials, and programs. Today 150,000 people visit the Museum each year -
in fact, it is one of only a few museums in the Boston area that have seen an increase in 
attendance in the past three years - and reaches an additional one million each year 
through a combination of off-site offerings. These numbers will grow exponentially 
during the 1990s. The new Exhibit Kits program, funded in part by the National Science 
Foundation, makes interactive computer exhibits and accompanying educational materials 
available to museums around the world, and the Museum has an aggressive marketing 
plan to install at least 270 kits by 1996. The Museum also develops educational materials 
for use in schools, libraries, and colleges. These include videos, educator handbooks, 
curriculum guides, books, slide sets, and hands-on educational projects, and are designed 
for use with or without a visit to the Museum. Through the Exhibit Kits, touring exhibits, 
educational materials, lectures, and special programs, the Museum expects to reach an off
site market of 10 million -- children, families, educators and technology students and 
professionals -- by 1996. 

7. How will donors be recognized - what do I get in return for my gift? 

The Museum recognizes the importance of honoring Campaign donors. Donors may 
choose from a variety of naming opportunities, including the permanent collections, 
designated areas of the Museum building, or program endowments. Major gifts will be 
acknowledged in newsletters, reports, and special press announcements subject to donors' 
desires, and all contributors will be listed on a commemorative plaque prominently 
displayed in the Museum. Donors are encouraged to discuss the most appropriate means 
of recognition with Janice Del Sesto, Director of Development. 

S. How can I give? 

The Museum accepts gifts of cash, stock, or such tangible property as real estate, antiques, 
or works of art. Donors may make multi-year pledges. Particularly in light of recent 
changes in the federal tax laws, donors are encouraged to consult with their financial 
advisors to plan the most advantageous ways of giving. Janice Del Sesto, Director of 
Development, is available to meet with donors to structure a gift or pledge payment 
schedule. 
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9. Is this the only campaign for the Museum? What about annual giving or future capital 
campaigns? 

The Museum's annual fund raising will continue during the Campaign. Annual 
contributions support ongoing operational needs and are absolutely essential. The 
Museum urges donors to continue to give to the Annual Fund and make an additional 
capital gift. The endowment raised during this Campaign will form only the base of a fund 
that is expected to expand as the Museum grows. Like most nonprofit institutions, the 
Museum anticipates future capital campaigns to support growth. 

10. Does the Museum accept bequests or planned gifts? 

Yes, although gifts that are not realized within the time frame of this Campaign cannot be 
counted toward the goal. Donors should discuss these specialized ways of giving with 
Janice Del Sesto. 

11. How can I get further information? 

Donors should direct all questions about the Campaign, ways of giving, or recognition 
opportunities to: 

Janice Del Sesto 
Director of Development 
The Computer Museum 

300 Congress Street . 
Boston, Massachusetts 02210 

(617) 426-2800 x 378 



The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

Named Gift Opportunities 

The Computer Museum Capital Campaign offers a range of opportunities to recognize gifts 
in tribute to either the donor or a relative, friend, or colleague. In keeping with the 
Musuem's independent status, naming opportunities are offered in honor of individuals 
and families rather than corporate donors. The amounts listed here do not necessarily 
reflect the actual cost of the particular selection, and therefore only a few of the selections 
represent restricted endowment funds"'. Desirability, together with programmatic or 
maintenance costs, have been taken into consideration in establishing the dollar amount 
assigned to each selection. 

The Building 
Galleries (total of four) 
Auditorium 
Learning Center 
Ground Floor Lobby 
Museum Store 
Elevator 
Conference Rooms (two) 
Director's Office 

Collections 
Library 
Curator* 
Computer Architecture Collection 
Personal Computer Collection 
Super Computer Collection 
Integrated Circuit Collection 
Computer Graphics Collection 
Calculator Collection 
Robotics Collection 
Computer Memory and Storage Collection 
Film and Video Collection 
Document Collection 
Computer Games Collection 
Computer Printer Collection 
Computer Communications Collection 
Computer Manufacturing Collection 

Education Programs 
Director of Education* 
Lectures and Programs 
Internships'" 

Exhibits 
Director of Exhibits 
Exhibits Enhancement'" 

$1,000,000 
$500,000 
$500,000 
$250,000 
$250,000 
$250,000 
$100,000 
$100,000 

$1,000,000 
$1,000,000 

$500,000 
$500,000 
$500,000 
$500,000 
$250,000 
$250,000 
$250,000 
$250,000 
$250,000 
$100,000 
$100,000 
$100,000 
$100,000 
$100,000 

$1,000,000 
$500,000 
$100,000 

$1,000,000 
$1,000,000 



The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

CAMPAIGN LEADERSHIP 

Mitchell Kapor, Honorary Chairman 

Lawrence S. Brewster, Chairman 

Anthony D. Pell, Chairman, Board Campaign Gifts 

David M. Donaldson, Chairman, Lead Gifts 

John A. Miller, Jr., Chairman, Major Gifts 

Dr. Gwen Bell, Silicon Valley Liaison 

Lead Gifts 
C. Gordon Bell 
Gardner C. Hendrie 
Suhas PatH 

Major Gifts 
Charlie Coulter 
Rick Frisbie 
Fred Hoar 

Corporate Gifts 
Sam Albert 

CAMPAIGN VOLUNTEERS 

CAMPAIGN STAFF 

Dr. Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director 
Janice Del Sesto, Director of Development and Public Relations 
Janet Walsh, Capital Campaign Manager 
Janet Cochran, Consultant, The Charles Webb Company, Inc. 

as of 6/20/91 



General Volunteer Guidelines 

Guidelines 

t. Should be member of committee in which will have greatest 
impact (e.g. that best fits network of contacts); 

2. Should be asking at level of own gift (or as near as possible) be it 
personal or through corporation; 

3. Must be active member of committee, involved in strategic 
planning as well as solicitation; 

4. Must participate in at least five solicitations per year; 

5. Must assist in identification, cultivation and recruitment of at 
least one other working committee member. 

Volunteer Time Commitment 

5 hours in solicitations per year 
to. hours in committee meetings per year 
10 hours in training/prospect screening/cultivation per year 
2S hours per year 
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The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

How to Solicit Large Gifts 

1. Ask for large gifts in person. Face-to-face solicitation is the most effective method of 
fund raising. Because the decision to give is a personal, and often subjective, one, the 
interaction between the solicitor and potential donor is extremely important and far 
stronger than any other kind of appeal. 

2. Make your own gift or pledge first. Because soliciting a gift will be a personal appeal, it 
is much easier - and more effective - when the solicitor has already made his or her own 
pledge. 

3. Prepare for the meeting. The solicitor should know as much as possible about the 
prospect -- areas of interest, gifts to other institutions, financial situation, and relationship 
with The Computer Museum. This development office will provide solicitors with a 
prospect/ donor profile before any solicitation call. 

4. Have a target ask amount in mind. Deciding on this target amount is not the job of the 
solicitor, but should be done by a prospect review group in advance of the solicitation. The 
solicitor should be told the target amount and should be comfortable discussing a gift on 
that level. 

5. Ask at the same level as your own gift. Peer solicitations are most effective when the 
solicitor has pledged at about the same level. There are, of course, exceptions to this, 
particularly when there is a close relationship already established. 

6. Don 't go alone. Solicitation calls for large gifts should generally be made by teams of 
two, or sometimes three, individuals. These can be two Campaign volunteers, or a 
volunteer together with Oliver Strimpel, Janice Del Sesto, or another staff member. 

7. Use the Case for Support, Long-Range Plan, and other documents during the 
solicitation. The documents prepared for fund raising should be used during the call. The 
Case for Support and Long-Range Plan both demonstrate the financial need and indicate 
how funds will be applied. The question-and-answer piece addresses concerns that might 
arise during the conversation, while the naming opportunities can be helpful in guiding a 
prospect to a particular dollar amount. 

8. Make the ask. Don't leave the meeting without asking for the specific, agreed-upon 
dollar amount. Plan in advance how to ask, for instance, "To help us achieve our goal, the 
Campaign Committee hopes that you will give at the level of $--i" or "We would like 
you to consider a pledge of $__ payable over __ years." 

9. Listen to the prospect. Asking for a gift should be a two-way conversation. H the donor 
raises questions, answer them honestly or arrange to get back to him/her with the answers. 
It is much better to close the meeting by inviting the prospect to consider the proposal 
further rather than accept a smaller gift. Encourage the prospect to read over the Case and 
other materials and to visit the Museum. Then follow up within an appropriate period of 
time. 
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10. Be aware of different ways to give. Outright, immediate, and unrestricted gifts are the 
most beneficial to the Museum. However, many donors prefer to make multi-year 
pledges. While this does not give the Museum the full, immediate benefit, it does often 
represent a higher pledge than would have been made in a single-year gift. The Museum 
accepts gifts of cash, stocks, or other objects of value, such as real estate or antiques. Gifts 
may be designated by the donor, to either the capital or endowment portions of the 
Campaign, but unrestricted gifts are far preferable. 

11. If the prospect is an annual donor to the Museum, inform him or her that annual 
fund raising will continue during the Campaign. The donor may prefer to make the two 
gifts separately or to combine them as a single gift that the Museum may designate as 
needed. 

12. Report to the Development Office on the call. Inform Janice Del Sesto or Janet Walsh 
as soon as possible on how the call went. 

13. Follow up with the prospect. Write the prospect to thank him or her for the meeting 
and outcome, as appropriate. If a follow-up meeting or Museum tour is required, call 
promptly to schedule it. 



TECHNIQUE OF SOLICITING 
By John D. Rockefeller, Jr. 

(Speech given in 1933 to the Citizens Family 
Welfare Committee of New York City) 

I have been brought up to believe, and the conviction only grows with me, 
that giving ought to be entered into in just the same careful way as investing, and 
that it should be tested by the same intelligent standards. Whether we expect 
dividends in dollars or human betterment, we need to be sure that the gift or the 
investment is a wise one and therefore we should know all about it. By the same 
token, if we are going to other people to interest them in giving to a particular 
enterprise, we must be able to give them adequate information in regard to it, such 
information as we would want were we considering a gift. 

First of all, then, a solicitor must be well informed in regard to the salient 
facts about the enterprise for which he is soliciting. Just what is its significance, its 
importance? How sound is the organization in back of it, how well organized? 
How great is the need? An accurate knowledge of these and similar facts is 
necessary in order that the solicitor may be able to speak with conviction. 

It is a great help to know something about the person whom you are 
approaching. You cannot deal successfully with all people the same way. Therefore, 
it is desirable to find out something about the person you are going to: what are his 
interests, whether you have any friends in common, whether he gave last year, if so 
how much he gave, what he might be able to give this year, etc. Information such as 
that puts you more closely in touch with him and makes the approach easier. 

Again, one always likes to know what other people are giving. That may be 
an irrelevant question, but it is a human question. If I am asked for a contribution, 
naturally and properly I am influenced in deciding how much I should give by what 
others are doing. 

Another suggestion I like to have made to me by a solicitor is how much it is 
hoped I will give. Of course, such a suggestion can be made in a way that might be 
most annoying. I do not like to have anyone tell me what it is my duty to give. 
There is just one man who is going to decide that question, who has the 
responsibility of deciding it, and that is myself. But I do like a man to say to me, 
"We are trying to raise $4,000,000, and are hoping you may be desirous of giving 
(blank) dollars. If you see your way clear to do so, it will be an enormous help and 
encouragement. You may have it in mind to give more; if so, we shall be glad. On 
the other hand, you may feel you cannot give as much, in view of other 
responsibilities. If this is the case, we shall understand. Whatever you give after 
thinking the matter over carefully in the light of the need, your other obligations, 
and your desire to do your full share as a citizen, will be gratefully received and 
deeply appreciated." When you talk to a man like that, he is glad to meet you again 
and will not take the other elevator when he sees you in the corridor because you 
backed him to the wall and forced him to give. 
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Of supreme importance is it to make a pleasant, friendly contact with the 
prospective giver. Some people have a less keen sense of their duty and 
responsibility than others. With them, a little urging may be helpful. But with 
most people a convincing presentation of the facts and the need is far more 
effective. When a solicitor comes to you and lays on your heart the responsibility 
that rests so heavily on his; when his earnestness gives convincing evidence of how 
seriously interested he is; when he makes it clear that he knows you are no less 
anxious to do your duty in the matter than he is, that you are just as conscientious, 
that he feels all you need is to realize the importance of the enterprise and the 
urgency of the need in order to lead you to do your full share in meeting it; he has 
made you his friend and has brought you to think of giving as a privilege. 

Never think you need to apologize for asking someone to give to a worthy 
object, any more than as though you were giving him an opportunity to participate 
in a high-grade investment. The duty of giving is as much his as is the duty of 
asking yours. Whether or not he should give to that particular enterprise, and if so, 
how much, it is for him alone to decide. 

A letter may well precede an interview, but personal contact is the most 
effective. Know as much as you can about the man to whom you go, give him a 
general idea as to the contributions being made by others in his group, and suggest 
in a gracious and tactful way what you would be glad to have him give, leaving it 
entirely to him to decide what he shall give. Be kindly and considerate. Thus will 
you get closest to a man's heart and his pocketbook. 
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Prospect Name: 

Contact Name: 

Date: 

Nature Of Contact (telephone, meeting, lunch, event, etc.): 
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Next Action Step: 

Prepared by: 
Date: 
cc: 
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B 
C 
L 
M 

Key: 

B = Board 
C = Corporate 
L=Lead 
M=Major 

Key: 

U 
Y 
N 
P 
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U=Unasked 
Y = Asked; responded favorably 
N = Asked; responded unfavorably 
P = Asked; decision due 
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429-5408 
(spouse: Dawn) 

212-222-0207 

720-4054 
401-466-2839 
(spouse: Greg) 

259-8824 

(spouse: Lynn) 

742-7294 367-0478 
(spouse: Karen) 

891-7316 

(spouse: Sally) 

899-7327 

(spouse: Kitty) 

508-526-7423 same 

(spouse: Harriet) 

767-1138 



THE DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION CHALLENGE GRANT 

The Computer Museum proposes it raise $2.5 million, or a 1:1 match to Digital 
Equipment Corporation's $2.5 million building loan to the Museum at which time 
Digital will forgive the loan. The Museum will use this as a 1:1 Challenge Grant 
with potential donors to its Capital Campaign. The Museum will secure $2.5 million 
in cash and pledges during a period of 24 months. Should the Museum fail to raise 
the entire $2.5 million during the stated period, the terms of the agreement will 
be renegotiated with Digital. 

The Digital Challenge Grant and fundraising time period and matching program will 
commence once the Museum has raised the first $1 million of its $7.5 million 
Campaign goal. It is estimated that this will occur in approximately one year's 
time or by July 1992. 

$1 Million Dollar Threshold 

The delay in launching the Digital component is designed to accomplish two things. 
It will serve as an initial challenge to the Museum's Board of Directors, 
Trustees, and other "insiders" who will be encouraged to make an early gift to the 
Campaign in order reach the $1 million mark and activate Digital's Challenge 
Grant. It also reserves the Digital Challenge for donors who may need additional 
incentive to give. 

Ye feel that this arrangement offers an excellent incentive and its own challenge 
to the Museum's Board many of whom are "new" to philanthropy and will be making 
the largest gift of their lives. It will also help us achieve our goal of 100% 
Board participation and motivate other "close friends" and past Campaign donors. 

A two phased challenge: 1) reaching the $1 million mark; and 2) meeting the $2.5 
million Digital Challenge, provides two milestones that will inject needed energy 
and enthusiasm into the Museum's multi-year campaign. 

Confidentiali ty 

Yhile raising the first $1 million of the Campaign goal, the Museum asks that it 
be allowed to inform its Board of Directors, selected Trustees, and past donors or 
close friends of the Museum who may, for example, already have knowledge of and 
inquire about the Museum's outstanding debt to Digital. In addition, the Museum 
would like permission to inform the National Endowment for the Humanities, which 
is reviewing a $1 million (3:1) Challenge Grant proposal from the Museum, of the 
confidential arrangement. Yord of pledges currently in hand and Digital's 
Challenge grant will strengthen the Museum's proposal and increase the likelihood 
of receiving an NEH grant. Should the NEH award the Museum a grant, the Museum 
will not count NEH dollars toward the Digital match. 

Having raised the initial $1 million, the Museum will use the Digital Challenge 
Grant to stimulate other prospects. We request that the Museum be able to identify 
Digital as the Challenge grantor to prospective donors. In all printed materials, 
and other communications describing the Challenge Grant, Digital will remain 
anonymous until the public announcement. 

Close communications between Digital and Museum staff will be ongoing. A public 
announcement of the gift will take place at a mutually beneficial and agreed upon 
time. The public announcement will be planned and executed jointly by Digital and 
Museum staff. Any written communications concerning the Challenge Grant will be 
approved by Digital. A contingency communications plan will be developed by 
Digital and Museum staff to be used in the event that a breach in confidentiality 
occurs. Should confidentiality be breached, Digital would have the option to 
retract the offer to forgive the loan. 
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• GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

• ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE 

• FINANCIAL GOALS 

• TIMETABLE 

008210025 



GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

1. QUARTERLY SURPLUS - CASH VS. 
EXPENSES 

2. FOUR COMMITTEE CHAIRS -
ACCOUNTABILITY AND RESPONSIBILITY , 

3. BOARD AND TRUSTEE CONTRIBUTIONS 

• TIMELINESS 

• GENEROSITY 

4. CASH-BASED RATHER THAN PLEDGE
BASED 

5. CRITICAL MEASUREMENT "ASKS PER 
MONTH" 

6. DEVELOP VOLUNTEERS WHO CAN ASK 
PEOPLE THEY DO NOT KNOW 

7. VOLUNTEERS INVOLVEMENT BASED ON 
COMMITMENT TO TARGETS 

008210025 



FINANCIAL GOALS BY 
COMMITTEE 

BOARD GIFTS 
TONYPELL 

LEAD GIFTS 
DAVE DONALDSON 

MAJOR GIFTS 
ANDY MILLER 

CORPORATE/ 
INSTITUTIONAL GIFTS 
(CHAIRMAN PENDING) 

MOST LIKELY ALTERNATIVE 
SCENARIO SCENARIO 

$000'8 $000'8 

1,000 1,000 

2,000 2,500 

1,500 1,000 

500 500 



CAMPAIGN 
GOAL 

BOARD $1,000,000 
GWING 

LEAD 2,000,000 
GWING 

MAJOR 1,500,000 
GWING 

CORPORATE 500,000 
GWING 

TOTAL $5,000,000 

TOTAL AS OF $5,000,000 
JUNE 27, 1991 

0007.wp 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 

PLEDGE TARGET AND MILESTONES 

JUNE 28, 1991 

3 YEAR SPLIT II OF 
FY92 FY93 FY94 GIF1S 

$1,000,000 40 

600,000 800,000 600,000 9-12 

450,000 675,000 375,000 85 

100,000 200,000 200,000 20 

$2,150,000 $1,675,000 $1,175,000 154-157 

$ 95,000 $ 0 $ 0 3 

II OF 
QUALIFIED II OF 
PROSPECTS VOLUNTEERS 

40 1-2 

60 12 

340 30 - FY92 
25 - FY93 
20 - FY94 

80 20 

520 63 

200 13 



Q! 

BOARD GIFTS $200,000 

LEAD GIFTS 50,000 

MAJOR GIFTS 

CORPORATE GIFTS 

$250,000 

0007.wp 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

FY92 - CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 

PLEDGE TARGET 

JUNE 28, 1991 

Q6 m 
$300,000 $300,000 

150,000 200,000 

100,000 100,000 

25,000 25,000 

$575,000 $625,000 

Q! TOTAL 

$200,000 $1,000,000 

200,000 600,000 

250,000 450,000 

50,000 100,000 

$700,000 $2,150,000 



Ql 

BOARD GIFTS $50,000 

LEAD GIFfS 

MAJOR GIFTS 

CORPORATE GIFTS 

$50,000 

% SPLIT 5% 

0007.wp 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

FY92 - CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 

CASH TARGET 

JUNE 28, 1991 

Q6 ~ Q! 

$225,000 $100,000 $125,000 

75,000 75,000 100,000 

25,000 50,000 75,000 

25,000 25,000 50,000 

$350,000 $250,000 $350,000 

35% 25% 35% 

.. 

TOTAL % SPLIT 

$ 500,000 50% 

250,000 25% 

150,000 15% 

100,000 10% 

$1,000,000 100% 

100% 



TIMETABLE 

ORGANIZING MEETING 

FINALIZE COMMITTEE 
TARGET 

TARGET DATABASE 
COMPLETED 

CORPORATE COMMITTEE 
CHAIRMAN SELECTED 

CAMPAIGN WEEKLY 
COMMITTEE MEETING 

Ql RESULTS REPORT 

JUNE 28 

JUNE 28 

JULY 15 

JULY 31 

EARLY 
SEPTEMBER 

MID-OCTOBER 

0082/0025 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

FY92 BUDGET 

SUMMARY 

OPERATIONAL RESULTS 

The FY92 Budget reflects a net surplus of $646K for the 
Museum. This net surplus represents the combined results of 
two funds; a $38K surplus in the Operating Fund, a $599K 
surplus in the Capi tal Fund, and a $9K surplus in the 
Exhibit Fund. 

CASH FLOll 

The available cash balance as of June 30, 1991 is expected 
to be approximately $116K. Based on achieving the FY92 
Budget, the available cash balance is expected to be about 
$713K as of June 30, 1992. 

Based on monthly projections of cash flow, the Museum 
expects the combined cash balance to fall below $100K in the 
months of July & September. 

Note: If the combined cash balance were to fall below $100K 
for any two consecutive months, DEC would have the right to 
terminate the purchase option extension for the Museum 
building. 

OBJECTIVES 

Strong emphasis on increasing revenues: 

- Capital Campaign for Endowment and Building 
- Operational activities 
- Exhibits 

Exhibit development funded by specific contributions 
for exhibits: 

- Open "Computer Discovery Center" 
- Complete "Kits" program 
- Start "Networked Society" 
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A B I C I 0 E I F I G H I I I J K I L I M 
-.!.... THE COMPUTER MUSEM INC 

~ FYl2BUDGET 

~ S-Jun-11 
4 OPERAl1Na CAPITAL EXHIBITS COIaED 

+ FYI 1 FYl1 FY92 FYl1 FYl1 FVI2 FYI 1 FYl1 FVl2 FYl1 FYl1 FVl2 

~ .udge' Pro). Budg.' luda" Prol. Budge' ludge' Prol. .ud .... . ..... Prol. .udaet 
7 REVENUES 

~ I Unre,'rlct" ContrlbutloM 300 200 201 250 149 625 150 14. 132 
10 Restricted Contribution. 3'5 tl8 188 315 761 704 770 1016 122 1333 
11 Computer Bowl 300 28' 305 300 281 305 I l 

12 Corporate MembershiP' 200 200 23' 200 200 231 
13 Individual MembershiD' 52 60 69 52 60 69 
14 Admissions 310 524 5'0 310 524 510 
15 Store 268 301 522 268 301 522 
16 Function. 153 139 '50 153 139 150 
17 Intaresl Income 4 2 24 14 4 16 24 
11 Other 51 22 31 51 22 31 
11 Gain (loss) on Securitie. -2 -2 
20 
21 TOTAL REVENUE 2011 1153 2243 250 141 1000 7&1 718 710 3030 2718 4013 

~ 
EXPENSES 23 . 

24 
~ Ellhllllt. OeveloDftl8llt 204 103 12 746 lSI 170 ISO 111 752 
21 Exhibit. Maintenance 55 58 68 55 58 68 
27 Collection. 68 68 61 68 . 68 61 
21 Education 26' 263 303 261 263 303 
21 Marketina I Memberships 391 300 435 391 300 435 
30 GerMII'al Management 239 251 232 1O 17 11 321 318 323 
31 Computar Bowl 18 83 109 88 83 101 
32 FundraislnJl 94 11 82 155 118 265 248 275 341 
33 Store 232 261 465 232 261 465 
34 Function. 14 11 83 74 71 83 
35 MW Coat. 286 286 219 286 286 219 
31 MWMortaaae 141 141 136 147 147 136 
37 
31 TOTAL EXPENSE 1lt2 tl47 2205 302 325 401 131 .25 7" 3130 30.7 3317 
31 
40 NETSURPl.US(DEAan - 27 • sa -52 -n8 SII -75 -207 • -100 -37. 146 
41 
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The Computer Museum Inc. 
FY92 Cash Flow Projections 
6/7/91 

$2000~------------------------------------~. __ ~~~'--' 
• Unrestricted 

$1500 

$1000 
1088 1033 1030 967 

933 

$500 

$0 
-37 -58 -89 -79 

$-500 

$-1000 -+--""--~---r----r--"""T"""----r----r-----r"---r----"--""'--""'--
6/91 7/91 8/91 9/91 10/9111/9112/91 1/92 2/92 3/92 4/92 5/92 6/92 
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FY92 BUDGET 

FUND ACCOUNTING 

To ensure proper usage of restricted and unrestricted 
assets, the Museum maintains it accounts according to fund 
accounting principles whereby funds are classified in 
accordance with specified restrictions or objectives. 

Operating Fund: The Operating Fund which includes 
unrestricted and restricted contributions, reflects the 
activity necessary to support the overall operations of the 
Museum. 

Capital Fund: The Capital Fund reflects the activity of 
fundraising efforts related to establish the Museum and to 
aid in efforts for the Museum to start a endowment fund. 

Exhibits Fund: The Exhibits Fund reflects the activity of 
major new exhibits that are then transferred to the Plant 
Fund as a Museum asset. 

Plant Fund: The Plant Fund reflects the amounts invested by 
the Museum in real estate, equipment, and exhibit related 
assets. 

-1-
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REVENUE RECOGNITION 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES (Cont'd) 

FY92 BUDGET 

Restricted, Unrestricted Contributions, and Memberships are 
recognized when received. Pledge revenue is recorded when 
received. Income from functions and events are recorded as 
of the date of the event. 

DEPRECIATION 

Set forth below are estimates of depreciation amounts which 
were not included in the FY91 Forecast or FY92 Budget since 
they do not require any cash out flow. Depreciation is 
determined based on the estimated useful lives of the assets 
on a straight line basis. Depreciable assets include 
equipment and the cost of permanent exhibits depreciated 
over 5 years; leasehold improvements, depreciated over 20 
years; and the building, when acquired, depreciated over 32 
years. The amount of depreciation for FY91 is expected to 
be approximately $420K and for FY92 approximately $500K. 

EMPLOYEES 

As of June 30, 1991, full time equivalent employees (FTE'S) 
are expected to be 42. As of June 30, 1992, FTE'S are 
expected to be 41. 

HEHBERSHIPS 

The following is a summary of the estimated number of Museum 
members: 

I ; i 
'--+--+--+--. 

j ! ~ 
L_· ~~! __'__ 

Corporate 
Individual 

Total 

FY91 

120 
970 

1,090 

-2-

FY92 

135 
1,115 

1,250 
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UNRESTRICTED CONTRIBUTIONS 

The following is a summary of the unrestricted contributions 
(Dollars in Thousands): 

DESCRIPTION FY91 FY92 

Corporate/Foundation Grants $ 99 $ 72 

Annual Fund 100 125 

Other 1 10 

Operating Fund Total 200 207 

Capital Fund Total 149 625 

Combined Unrestricted Total 349 832 

RESTRICTED CONTRIBUTIONS 

Restricted contributions represent amounts designated by the 
donor to be expended for specific activities, 
functions, programs, exhibits or types of expenditures. 

The following is a summary for the restricted contributions 
(Dollars in Thousands): 

DESCRIPTION 

Corporation/Foundation Grants 

Kits 

Mass Council 

Loebner 

Other 

Operating Fund Total 

Capital Fund Total 

Exhibit Fund Total 

Combined Restricted Total 

-3-

FY91 

$ 0 

106 

12 

o 

o 

118 

o 

704 

822 

FY92 

$ 123 

o 

10 

50 

5 

188 

375 

770 

1,333 
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ADMISSIONS 

Set forth below are the attendance levels and average 
revenue per visitor per year. The admission fee is 
currently at $6.00 and no increase is planned for FY92. 

YEAR 
NUMBER OF 
VISITORS 

FY85 34,000 (Approx. 
5 mos. due to move 
from Marlboro to 
Boston) 

FY86 77,000 
FY87 77,619 
FY88 77,072 
FY89 88,041 
FY90 91,848 
FY91(EST.)130,000 
FY92(EST.)130,000 

% INC 
(DEC) 

NM 
NM 

.008 
(.007%) 

14% 
4% 

42% 
0% 

AVERAGE ADMISSION 
REVENUE PER VISITOR 

$2.18 
2.32 
2.48 
2.92 
2.64 
3.49 
3.85 
3.85 

The increase in visitors from FY90 to FY91 was mainly 
attributable to the opening of The Walk-Through Computer 
exhibit. The Museum expects to retain the increased level 
of visitors in FY92 as a result of the opening of the People 
and Computers exhibit, and marketing efforts, focusing 
especially on school groups. 

CAPITAL FUND CONTRIBUTIONS 

Capi tal Fund revenues represent the amounts received from 
pledges. The FY92 Budget includes anticipated receipt of 
capital campaign pledges from the startup of the Capital 
Campaign. 

The following is a summary of amounts received and expected 
to be received from pledges already made and from pledges to 
be received from the Capi tal Campaign (Dollars in 
Thousands): 

FY87 $ 567 
FY88 550 
FY89 388 
FY90 221 
FY91 (EST. ) 149 
FY92 (EST. ) 1,000 

! 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES (Cont'd) 

FY92 BUDGET 

EXHIBIT FUND CONTRIBUTIONS 

Exhibi t fund revenues represent the amounts received from 
contributions for improving the Museums exhibits. The FY92 
Budget includes anticipated receipt of revenues for exhibit 
related funding. 

The following is a summary of amounts received and expected 
to be received (Dollars in Thousands): 

FY87 
FY88 
FY89 
FY90 
FY9l (EST.) 
Fyn (EST.) 

ffi=V
-~ 

, , I 

" ". ',' I. I, ; , ~ 
. : I 

'--~-~ 
i : I 

i I ! --J 
Ui' , 

; , , 
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299 
126 

95 
1,177 

704 
770 

-5-
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The 
'Computer , 
Museum 
~oo COr.;HeE;,$ S!Ye€'~ 
Boston, MA 022:0 THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

ANNUAL MEETING 

1. 

2. 

CAPITAL CAMPAIGN aEPORT (one hour) 

Jl,lne 29, 1991 

DRAFT AGENDA 

ANNOUNCEMENT OF CAMPAIGN CHAIRMAN AND HONORARY CHAIRMAN 
Ga.ran;r DGndd.. ------- ---

~4~~'Ous C~ALLENGE, (ANQ.. I~'TRODUCTION OF GRANT ~~Y!~~~?l_ 
Garuuer Ben rie 
- r@port and discus&ion 

3. TB~ CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 
Liwrence Brewster 
- overview of pl&fi$ and progres~ to date 

)x;!'ortanee of COtl t1nued onnual fl\n~\ v,; ,,",' C' 
- Ot,0!tunitle& fOt volunteers 

4. BOARP CAMPAIGN CIFTS 
Lawreru:e Br4llnnJ~ 
- introduction of Tony Pell 
Tony '@11 
- rtllport on progress to date 
-. thank you to thosCl who have already made c,ommi tlll~nts 
- importanee of 100% participation 

5. LEAD GIFTS 
~nce Br~wster 
- introduction of Dave Donaldson 
Dave Donaldson 
- CEport on progress to date, recruitment, plans 

6. MAJOR GIFTS 
Lawrence irevete~ 
,- introduction of Andy MUler 
Andy Hiller 
-- repor t on progress to date, recru1 tlnen t ~ plans 

1. CO~PORATE GIFtS 
Lawrence Brevater 
- report on recruitment of ehair, volunteers, plans 

[""-j _----r-~ fR' --+i--
. . 
"E" - , . , 

; ** 3 
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BY:XEROX TELECOPIER 7010 ; 6-27-91 12:47PM: CCITT (33~ 6174262800:1* 2 

P.2 JUNS fs 0,1 14: 02 

To: Sue Johnson 

From: 

Date: 

Re: 

James S. Davis 

June 27, 1991 

June 28 Meeting 

Gardner should call to order the meeting of the members 
of the corporation and should ask the clerk 1f there is a 
quorum. 

-I S88~Me ~he chairman of the nominating committee will 
then present the slate of proposed new members and trustees. 

After any disculSsion, Gardner should ask for a motion 
to elect the directors and trustees as nominated and should 
ask if there is a second to the motion. He wi 11 ask all 
those in favor of the motion to signify by raising their 
hands. 

There should then be a vote to elect the chairman of 
the Board for the next year' or until such earlier time as 
his luccessor is elected. He will ask for a motion and a 
second and will ask those in £avor to raise their hands. 

He will then ask for a motion to adjourn the meeting of 
the members, a second, and a vote. 

He will then call to order the meeting 
Directors. At some point where you see fit, 
the following votes: 

of the Board of 
you should have 

> 1. To establish the date and time of the next annual 
meeting and to remind persons of the meeting in between 
(Thursday, November 7, 1991, at 8:30 a.m.). 

2. To 
and clerk). 

J.'IIIA \)-. ... ~ 
3. To 

chairman. 

elect officers (executive director, treaS1}rl~r (/ 
N . ..J.r- (J~q 

elect the executive committee, including its 
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JUN 27 '91 14:02 
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CCITT G3~ 

past actions of the 

tlY.QTEP: 

61742628121121;** 3 

P.3 

5. To accept the minutes of the last Board meeting as 
previously circulated to the Board of Directors. 

6. After the discussion of the budget, there should 
be a vote to approve the budget as presented. (This vote 
sometimes gets modified as a result of the discussion, with 
some condition or understanding being attached to the vote.) 

7. And finally, at the end of the meeting, he should 
ask for a motion to adjourn, a second and a vote. 

J.B.D. 

lId 

-.~~~::~*~ .,.,'q,,~~ 



IEVENUES: 

Operating Fund 

Capi tal Fund 

total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Expenses 

NEt REVENUES (EXf£NSES) 

THE COHPUIER MUSEU" 
STATEKENt OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

COKBINED OPERATING AND CAPItAL FUNDS 
( • - Thousands ) 

FOR tHE ELEVEN MDNtHS ENDED 
5/31190 ---------5/31/91--------- "91 

. ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV(uNFAV) BUDGET 

1,410 1,874 1,632 (242) (13%) 2,019 

1,175 830 570 (260) (31%) 1,011 
----

2,585 2,704 2,202 (502) (19%) 3,030 

1,379 1,816 1,655 161 9% 1,992 

1,094 1,027 806 221 22% 1,138 

2,473 2,843 2,461 382 13% 3,130 

$112 (Sl39) (I:!59) (U20) (186%) (SlOO) 
===== ====== ====== ====== ====== ====== 

SUHHARY: 
-------

For the eleven IDnths ended Kay 31, 1991, The Museu. operated at a 
deficit of (25910 cOlpared to a budgeted deficit of (139K). As of 
Hay 31, 1991, .total cash and cash equivalents ilounted to l14K. 

OPERAtING: Operating revenues were 13% under budget due to optilistic 
unearned revenue streals. Expenses were 9% under budget due to lower 
personnel costs (vacant positions). 

CAPItAL: Capital revenues were 31% under budget due to optilistic 
contribution expectations. Expenses were 22% under budget due to 
ti.ing of exhibit related expenses. 

\ 

FY91 
FORECASt 

1,853 

821 

2,674 

1,847 

1,250 

3,097 

(1423) 
====== 
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tHE COttPUtEI IRISEUH 
stAtEMENt OF IEVENUES AND EXPENSES 

OPEIAtING ruN» 
( $ - thousands ) 

!OR !HE ELEVEN IIONtHS ENDED 
5131/90 5131191 n91 n91 
ActuAL BUDGEt ACtUAL !AU (UNrAU) BUDGEt lOIECASt 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted eantributians: 242 $215 152 (123) (45%) 300 200 
lestricted contributions 89 310 56 (254) (821) 315 118 
Colputtr Bowl 256 264 m 13 51 300 281 
Corporate lelberships 155 190 .J8t' ~cO (6) (3%) 200 200 
Individual lelberships 44 47 4B 1 (2%) 52 '0 
Adlissions 277 333 485 152 4'% 370 524 
Store 187 246 2J7 41 17% 268 307 
lwactions 129 141 . 125 (16) (l1X) 153 139 
Interest Incole 10 3 .' 1 (2) (67%) 4 2 
Other 21 '5 17 (48) (74%) 57 22 
Gain/Loss on Securities 0 0 0 0 0% 0 0 --- ------
total levenues 1,410 1,874 1,632 (242) (13%) 2,019 1,853 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 0 181 '3 118 65% 204 103 
Exhibits I Collection 116 113 116 (3) (3%) 123 126 
Education 242 238 239 (I) 0% 261 263 
Harketing I "e.berships 240 360 273 B7 24% 391 300 
General "anage.ent 200 209 220 (11) (51) 239 251 
Co.puter Bowl 76 85 B3 2 2% 88 83 
fundraising 34 B7 B7 0 0% 94 97 
Store 176 213 249 (36) (17%) 232 267 
lunctions 58 '8 63 5 7X 74 71 
Huseul Whart expenses 237 262 262 0 0% 286 286 

total Expenses 1,379 1,816 1,655 1'1 9X 1,992 1,847 

NEt REVEHUES(EXPEHSES) .31 SS8 (s23) (t8U (140%) .27 
==---pr =====:: ====r-- ====== ======= -=== a==== 
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tHE COlIPutEl IlUSEUH 
StAtEKENl OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

CAPItAL FUND 
( • - thousands ) 

lOR tHE ELEVEN HONtHS ENDED 
5131190 5/31191 n91 FY91 
ACtUAL BUDGEt ACtUAL fAV (lINEAV) BUDGEt FORECASt 

IEVENUES: 

Unrestricted Contributions sao .250 $45 ($205) (82%) 250 149 
lestricted Contributions 1,043 580 510 ($70) (12%) 761 654 
Interest Incole 16 0 11 .11 100% 0 14 
GainILoss on Securities 36 0 4 $4 (100%) 0 4 

total Revenues 1,115 830 510 (260) (31%) 1,011 821 
-. .. 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Develop.ent 732 66a 454 214 32% 746 858 
General Kanage.ent 160 82 56 26 32% 90 61 
Fundraising 60 142 161 (19) (13%) 155 178 
Whart lortgag' 142 135 135 0 0% 141 141 -- --
total Expenses 1,094 1,021 806 221 22% 1,138 1,250 

HEt REVENUES (EXPENSES) S8l CS191) ($236) ($39) (200%) ($121) (s429) 
====== ===== ==== ====== :---------- ===== ===== 



I . 
tHE COKPUTER HUSEUH 

• . BALANCE SHEET 
5/31/91 

OPERAtING CAPItAL PLANT tOTAL tOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND 5/31/91 6130/90 

ASSETS: 
Current: 

Cash $50,259 $50,259 $S,298 
Cash Equivalents 64,063 64,063 282,190 
Investlent5 0 53,363 
leeeivables 15,910 15,910 120,302 
Inventory 68,003 68,003 63,212 
Prepaid expenses 17,447 147 17,594 15,238 
Intertund reeeivable 377,856 377,856 611,102 

------ --- -----
tOtAL 215,682 378,003 0 593,685 1,160,305 

. . ' 
Property I Equip.ent (net): 

Equiplent & turniture $45,442 45,442 45,442 
Capital i.provelents 651,467 651,467 651,461 
Exhibits 1,016,738 1,016,138 1,016,138 
Construction in Process 71,084 71,084 71,084 
Land 24,000 24,000 24,000 

--------- -------- -------- ------ --------
Total 0 71,084 1,137,641 1,808,131 1,808,131 

TOrAL ASSETS $215,682 $449,087 $1,737,647 $2,402,416 $2,969,036 
---------- ========== ========== ========= ========= ----------

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued expenses $63,262 $32,910 $96,172 $158,341 
Deferred incolte 11,366 11,366 16,938 
Line of credit/Loan Payable ° 0 0 
Intertund payable 377,856 311,856 611,102 

-------- ----- ---- -_ .... _-
Total 452,484 32,910 0 485,394 792,981 

Fund Balances: 
Operatin9 (236,802) (236,802) (213,272) 
Capital 416,177 416,117 651,680 
Plant $1,737,647 1,137,647 1,137,647 

--------- ------- ----- -- --
total (236,802) 416,177 1,737,641 1,917,022 2,176,055 

TOrAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $215,682 $449,087 $1,737,647 $2,402,416 $2,969,036 

---------- ========== ========== ========= ========== ----------



THE COKPUtER HUSEUH 
StAtEMENt OF CHANGES IN CASH POSItION 

5/31191 

OPERAtING CAPItAL PLANt TOtAL totAL 
FUND ruHD ruND 5/31191 6130/90 

Cash provide by/(used for) 
operations: 
Exeesss/(defieieney) of 
support and revenue ($23,530) (S235,503) SO (S259,033) S148,966 

Depreciation ° 0 310,606 
----- -- . 

Cash frol operations (23,530) (235,503) 0 (259,033) 1,059,512 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 
Receivables 104,392 104,392 (83,815) 
Inventory (4,191> (4,191) (19,504) 
Investments 53,363 53,363 (15,863) 
Accounts payable 
& other current 1iabs (3,603) (58,566) (62,169) 81,895 

Deferred income (5,512) (5,572) (5,292) 
Prepaid expenses (3,219) 860 (2,359) (8,011 ) 

--------- -------- -------- -------- -------
Cash frol working capital 87,201 (4,343) 0 82,864 (50,650) 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
Fixed assets 0 SO ° (996,328) 

-------- --------- -------- ------ ------
Net increase/(decrease) in 
cash before financing 63,677 (239,846) 0 (116,169) 12,594 

Financing: 
Interfund pay. & rec. (239,846) 239,846 0 0 
transfer to Plant 0 0 0 0 7,564 
Line of credit/Loan Payable ° ° -------- ------- ------- --- ----

Cash fro. financing (239,846) 239,846 ° ° 7,564 

Net increase/(deerease) 
in cash & investlents (176,169) ° 0 <176,169) 20,158 

------- ----- ------- --- -----

Cash, be9innin9 of year 290,487 0 0 290,487 210,329 

Cash, end of period S114,3l8 SO SO $114,318 $290,487 
---------- ========= ========== ========== ========== ---------
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MEMORANDUM 

Gwen Bell, Janet Cochran, Jan Del Sesto, Dave Donaldson, Gardner 
Hendrie, Andy Miller, Tony Pell, Oliver Strimpel, Janet Walsh 

Larry Brewster 

June 26, 1991 

Hitting pur JSJOOjJ,OOO . Targ~t w Firiogic Goals and Mi!estQn~s 

The purpose of this memo is to review some of my ideas on the flow of capital 
campaign pledge and receipt targets. The targets are outlined in 3 ways, by 
committee, annually ~nd quar:erly: I am not including ~ur m.ortgag~. r~tirement 
amount in this analysls, as I Vlew It as a separate though mtegrated imtIatlve. 

This represents a first cut at establishing a budget for results and introducing some 
periodic measurements to work against budget. Your thoughts and comments would 
be appreciated. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

I have several guiding principles for the methods used in setting the goals and 
defining the measurements. 

1. We should work to have a surplus after each quarter when we compare the 
actual cash collected from the campaign and campaign out .. of-pocket expenses. 
ltVe may need a few quarters to reach this point. However, it is important that 
the campaign have zero impact on what the museum needs to meet its ongoing 
operating cash needs. 

2. The 4 committee chairmen are responsible to see that the appropriate people and 
methods are in place to produce the results. The museum capital campaign staff 
are a critical resource for them to work with in producing those results. 
Howeverl these 4 represent the leadership to make things happen. 

3. A critical success factor to achieving our total target as well as the quarterly <.:ash 
objectives will be the generosity and timeliness of board and trustee contributions. 

4. This should be a cash-based rather than pledge .. based campaign. Although we 
will track both, the measurements for success, the administrative systems and the 
resources supporting the committees should maintain superior information on the 
cash aspects of our performance. 
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06:26 PlMI: 

5. To meet our cash and pledge goals, each committee will need a certain number 
of asks per month and a certain number of volunteers to make those asks. 

6. Identify and develop volunteers, particularly on the Major Gifts and Corporate 
Gifts Committees who can ask people they do not know. OUf training and 
prospect research should enable us to make each volunteer efficient in using both 
proven techniques and the museum's network, not only his or her personal 
network. 

7. Volunteers should get involved only if they feel they can commit to the desired 
targets. 

FINANCIAL GOALS BY COMMITTEE 

From the original plan of The Webb Company and as input front my discussions 
with several of you, I have generated 2 possible splits for the $5,000,000. Please note 
the table below. 

Board Gifts 
Tony Pell 

Lead Gifts 
Dave Donaldson 

Major Gifts 
Andy Miller 

Corporate/Institutional 
Gifts (Chairman Pending) 

Board Gifts 

Most Likely 
Scenario 
$000'8 

2,000 

1,500 

500 

Alternative 
Scenario 
$OOO's 

1,000 

2,500 

500 

I am very comfortable we can achieve this goal rapidly. It has been set to kick off 
the $2.5MM DEC matching challenge once we reach that target. It also works well 
with the principle of timely and generous board and trustee support. 

We are seeking to have the complete $1,000,000 pledged during FY92 with $500,000 
in cash collected. The conventional wisdom is to expect 1/3 of that pledged in a 3-
year campaign to be collected each year. However, we are budgeting 50% of the 
amount pledged by board members for receipt in FY92. If it becomes clear that this 
is difficult, we can adjust our expectations as well as deal directly with the more 
fundamental issue this difficulty would imply. 

r 
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Much of our initial cash flow to cover campaign expenses will come from this group. 
We also need to keep in mind that much of tne $500,000 from corporations is 
integrated with the board gifts. We should view this as $1.5MM from a combination 
of the personal board and board-generated corporations glfts. 

It is critical that our participation rateia 100%, no matter what size of gift a board 
or trustee member feels capable of making. 

Lead Gifts 

The mix of this $2,000,000 could be two $500,000 gifts, two $250,000 gifts and rive 
$100,000 gifts. Prospect list development is underway. We have established IIlevels 
for consideration" to discuss with prospects given that many will find this helpful. 
However, some will find it presumptuous. We will need to be sensitive about our 
methods of suggesting gift amounts. 

For pledge targets, I suggest a 3-year split of 30%, 40%, 30%. We should have solid 
initial momentum. However I the decision period for these gifts will be longer as a 
rule. Many will wait to see who else gives and in what amounts before making a 
commitment. Several will consider an amount that enables us to meet a key 
matching milestone, for example. 

In the alternative scenario, we would have received larger gift support earlier than 
anticipated. This would move our expectations to $2.5MM from $2.0MM. This 
incremental might be one $500,000 gift or two $250,000 gifts. 

The $2,000,000 split above requires receiving 9-:12 gifts. Let's assume 1 lead gift 
r~quires 5 qualified prospects. This means we need 60 qualified prospects for the 12 
glftS. 

How many volunteers do we need to solicit 60 qualified prospects? I propose the 
committee have 12 standing volunteers. We would assign 5 prospects to each of 12 
volunteers. The commitment to the committee would be to work these 5 prospects 
to closure. The budget would be to close at least 1 and preferably 2 by June 30, 
1992. When 1 prospect declined, the staff (as well as the volunteer'S personal 
network) would identify another to take its place. 

Critical Target ... 9-12 gifts, 60 qualified prospects, 12 volunteers, 5 solicitations per year. 
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Major Gifts 

oelee Pllva: poe 

The most likely scenario of $1.5MM for major gifts seems very a.chievable during the 
3 years. I suggest a 3-year split of 30%, 45%, 25%. This assumes we will have solid 
momentum in the first 2 years with the opportunity to coast in year 3. I sense that 
major gifts is the area where we could have the best feel for what future results 
will follow given the actual performance quarter to quarter. I expect for them to be 
on or near to plan more than any other committee. 

The alternative scenario assumes that we convince many in the major gifts category 
to make a lead gift. Therefore, we would have more in lead gifts and slightly less 
in major gifts, i.e., $1/000,000. 

To achieve the $1,500/000, I would budget a split of ten $50,000 gifts, twenty-five 
$25,000 gifts and fifty $10,000 gifts. This represents 85 gifts. 

Let's plan that each major gift will require 4 qualified prospects. Therefore, 85 gifts 
requires 340 qualified prospects. How many volunteers will we need to solicit 340 
qualified prospects (QP's)? 

If we assume that 1 volunteer can handle 5 prospects per year and that we want to 
process 30% of our prospects in year one, 45% in year two and 25% in year three, 
then we need: 

.. 20 volunteers in year one to cover 102 QP's 
• 30 volunteers in year two to cover 153 QP's 
- 20 volunteers in year three to cover 85 OF's 

If we maintain 30 working volunteers for each of 3 years, it should contribute to our 
cushion of achieving beyond $1.5MM. 

Bach volunteer would commit to getting at least 3 gifts during his or her tenure on 
the committeel and they would make 4 solicitations per year. I recognize that in 
most instances, two persons will join on one ask. However, this should balance with 
my expectation that several volunteers will do more than 4 solicitations per year. 

Critical Targets - 85 Rifts, 340 qualified prospects, 20, 3D, 20 volunteers in years 1, 2 and 
3, respectively, 4 soliCItations per year, each volunteer committing to 3 gifts during his or her 
tenure. 
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Corporate Gifts 

*A8PEN TECHNO~OQY poe 

As mentioned earlier, corporate and institutional gifts relate directly to the results 
from the board and trustee giving. However, there will be separate corporate gifts 
from several companies who may only have a corporate membership affiliation or 
no affiliation. 

For pledge targets, I propose a 3--year split of 20%, 40% and 40%. The strategy 
woufd be to emphasize tne larger gifts first. This split reflects the necessary timing 
to recruit our corporate gifts committee leadership and team. It also incorporates our 
conservation and sensitivity to the economic climate and the challenges of getting 
endowment gifts from corporations. 

I suggest a budget scenario of one $100,000 gift, three $50,000 gIfts, six $25,000 gifts, 
and ten $10,000 gifts. This represents 20 gifts. 

Let's assume we need 4 qualified prospects for every gift. This represents 80 
qualified prospects. How many volunteers do we need to cover the 80 qualified 
prospects? 

Let's assume that each volunteer can develop 4 qualified prospects each year. This 
would represent a stable committee membership of 20 volunteers during the 3-year 
campaign. 

Critical Targets. 20 gifts, 80 qualified prospects, 20 volunteers each committing to 1 gift 
during his or her tenure, and 4 solicitations each year. 

SUMMARY 

I have attached a worksheet that summarizes my ideas on the targeting and 
measurements. I would appreciate your feedback so we can have this as an agenda 
item for Friday's meeting. 

In addition, I have attached a quarterly budget for campaign cash receipts in FY92. 
Given the initial momentum and success from Tony's efforts, it seemed that $250,000-
300,000 in cash by the end of the calendar year would be feasible. We have some 
good prospects for lead gifts who could make some solid gifts in the first half of the 
fiscal year. I need feedback from both Tony and Dave to confirm this quarterly flow 
given their respective pipeline. 

Both the Major Gifts and Corporate Gifts committees have more up-front organizing 
to do than the other 2 committees. Therefore, I expect that the key result in 
Ql/FY92 will be recruiting the 30 and 20 volunteers for the Major and Corporate 
Gifts cOmmittees, respectively. In addition, the general prospect list to generate a 
combined total of over 420 qualified prospects would be developed and computerized. 
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I would expect to have $125,000 in cash from these 2 committees before the end of 
calendar year 1992. Again, the expectations will be confirmed with the committee 
chairpeople, which at this point is Andy for Major Gifts. 

I hope to have a chairperson for the Corporate Gifts Committee before the end of 
July. 

I will speak with each of you in the coming days. 

Regards. 



CAMPAIGN 
GOAL 

BOARD $l.ooopoo 
GIVING 

LEAD 2JXJO.ooo 
GNING 
~-

MAJOR 1,.5(0))00 
GIVING 

CORPORATE 500,000 
GIVING 

TOTAL $5))00,000 

'IOTAL AS OF $5.000,000 
JUNE 27, 1991 

0007.wp 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 

PLEDGE TARGET AND MILESTONES 

JUNE 28, 1991 

3 YEAR SPLIT tlOF 
FY92 FY93 FY94 GIFTS 

$1,(00))00 40 

600,000 80(MXx) 600~ 9-12 

450,,000 675,000 375,000 85 

100,000 2DO~OOO 2OOJ)OO 20 

$~l50..ooo $1,675,000 $1 1 175)100 154-157 

$ 95,000 $ 0 $ 0 3 

#OF 
QUALIFIED #OF 
PROSPECfS VOLUNTEERS 
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60 12 
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25-FY93 
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BOARD GIFI'S $50,000 

LEAD GIFIS 

MAJORGIFIS 

CORPORATE GIF1S 

$50,000 

% SPLIT 5% 

0007.wp 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

FY92 - CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 

CASH TARGET 

JUNE 28, 1991 

Q6 ~ Q1 

$2.25))00 $100,000 $125,000 

75J)()O 75,000 100,000 

25,000 50,000 751000 

25,000 25,000 50,000 

$350,000 $250,000 $350,000 

35% 25% 35% 

TOTAL % SPLIT 

$ 500))00 50% 

250,000 25% 

150,000 15% 

l00'(x)o 10% 

$1,000,000 100% 

100% 
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BOARD GIFTS 

LEAD GIFTS 

MAJOR GIFfS 

CORPORATE GIFI'S 

Ql 

$200J)OO 

50,000 

$250,000 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

FY92 - CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 

PLEDGE TARGET 

JUNE 28, 1991 

m. 
$300..000 

150))00 

100,.000 

25,000 

$575,000 
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$300,000 

200,000 

100,000 

25,000 

$625t<X>O 
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fac~imile Transmittal Sheet 
Please 
Reply to: 

Phone:
Fax: 
Telex: 

. Contact 
• 

Aspen Technology, Inc. 
251 Vassar Street. 
Cambridge, MA 02139 U.S.A. 
617/497·9010 
617/497 .. 7806 
948-038 .. 1 ~ 
La.wrence S t Brewster .:( 

I' 

Date &. Time: June 26; 1991 
. I . , 

Send to: Gardner Hendrie 

Fax No.: C· . 367-0478 ) Total If of Pages, ..... _--« ......=.;~;;..;..:....;; ........ -- including coversheet: 
Messages: JQ 

Gardner, 
--:.;.;;;.;;..;;;.;.;.~.------------------------.! 

1 have attached a draft of my thinkinj on the jeals and periodic 

measurements.!ot" the Campaign. ! have had a~hance to review this 

with OliverJ Jan and Janet, and they areal! in agreement. As usual. 

I w2u1d be more than willing to get your £eedba.ck.·I~am uSing·this 

as a basis for a brief summary at the Boar~ meeting on Friday morning 
,.' 

and a mo~e detailed discussion at the Campaign meeting on Friday -
afternoon. 

Regards, 

Larry 

IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEM WITH THIS TRANSMISSION, 'PLEASE CALL 
011'29190 617/497-9010. THANK YOU. 

ATHC-FT S 

POl 
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Campaign Chairman', Vorkins Group Heeting, 6/17/91 
Action Items 

PHONE LIST 

PROSPECT 
DATABASE 

COMMITTEE 
PERSONNEL/GOALS 

CORPORATE CHAIR 

JUNE 28 
BOARD MEETING 
CAMPAIGN MEETING 

Del Sesto has prepared and distribut@d 

Mulford, Dal Sesto, Valsh and Mike Fitzgerald will meet 
on Thursday, June 20 at 3:30p at the Museum to plan 
project 

Del Sesto has call in to Lotus regarding software 
donation 

Brewster vill eomplete a preliminary analysis of targets 
for $ goals, * of volunteers, * of asks and gifts, etc. 

Brewster will discuss recruitment with Hendrie befor@ 
contacting Zraket or Bodman 

Strimpel included announcemEnt of Campaign chairs in hi$ 
lett.r to the Board 

Walsh will send personal letter from Brevs~er to all 
Boar:d members 

Scrimpel, D~l S~sto, Valsh and Brewster have diseussed 
agenda. Valsh vill FAX draft a,enda to Br.vster 

at 7 
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TM 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

M E M 0 RAN bUM 

June 12, 1991 

To: Capital Campaign Committee 

From: Janice Del Sesto 
Director of Development and Public Relations 

Janet Walsh 
Capital Campaign Coordinator 

Subject: Follow up 

Enclosed are the minutes and action items from last week's Capital 
Campaign meeting. 

Please note: Also included is a copy of Campaign Policy 
Recommendations for your review. Please review them and contact 
Jan or Janet for your comments and approval. We would like to 
have policies approved by all Working Committee members before the 
June 28 Board meeting. Thank you. 

The next meeting will be held June 28 at 1 p.m. (after the Board 
luncheon). Non-board committee m~mbers will be invited to join 
the Board for lunch and to attend the meeting following lunch. 

Thanks. 

Janice Del Sesto 
Janet Walsh 

Enclosures 

ext. 378 
ext. 333 



POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS: 

PLEDGE PAYMENT PERIOD: 

All solicitors will encourage donors to complete their 
pledges during a three year time period and suggest a 
larger initial payment when the payment period is to be 
extended. Donors of gifts of less than six figures will be 
discouraged from extending the payment beyond three years. 
It will be necessary to have donors sign a pledge card or 
otherwise put in writing the stated amount of their gift 
and pledge payment schedule. This is necessary~,atisfy our 
accountants and the requirements of most matching and/or 
challenge gift grantors. 

LAST CAMPAIGN CLOSURE/DESIGNATION AND CREDITING OF GIFTS 

Phase I & II of the Museum's Campaign will be considered 
ended as of June 30, 1990. All Campaign gifts received from 
December 1, 1990 forward will be credited toward the 
current Campaign. For payments still due on old Campaign 
pledges donors can select to have them credited toward the 
last Campaign. As with all Campaigns, they cannot be double 
counted or carried forward. The staff will prepare a sign 
for the lobby acknowledging the Campaign I & II donors. 

PLANNED GIFTS 

Planned gifts will not be credited toward the Campaign 
unless the gift is realized in cash during the Campaign "or 
unless the donor is 75 or older in which case the gift will 
be credited using actuarial tables. 

ALLOCATION OF FUNDS 

The Museum will review the estimated final revenues from 
the Campaign deducting mortgage costs and Campaign 
expenses. Staff and committee will consider changing the 
language to correctly reflect the expected endowment figure 
at the end of the Campaign. 

6/6/91 



Capital Campaign Working Group Meeting, 6/6/91 
Minutes 

Board members in attendance: Gwen Bell, Gardner Hendrie, Andy Miller, Tony 
Pell 

Staff members present: Oliver Strimpel, Janice Del Sesto, Janet Walsh 
Consultant: Janet Cochran, The Charles Webb Company 

Agenda (revised): 
Campaign Volunteer Recruitment 
Next Campaign Meeting 
Campaign Materials/Solicitor Kits - taken home for review 

Discussion: 

CAMPAIGN VOLUNTEERS RECRUITMENT (SEE ATTACHED CHART): 
Honorary Chair: Oliver Strimpel announced that Mitch Kapor has agreed to 
serve as Honorary Campaign Chair. Oliver and Jan Del Sesto will prepare a 
job description for Mitch. 

Board solicitations: Under Tony Pell's leadership, the Board solicitations 
will continue without a formal committee structure. Solicitors will be 
recruited as appropriate; Tony and Oliver will be directly involved in most 
Board solicitations. 

Major Gifts Committee: Andy Miller, Chairman, reported successful 
recruitment of Rick Frisbie to the committee and Charlie Coulter as an 
advisor to the Committee. Andy will continue to consider a geographical 
spread of volunteers. Lists of previous Campaign donors and other 
committee prospects will be prepared and reviewed with Andy. 

Lead Gifts Committee: More recruitment needed. 

Corporate Committee: Sam Albert has agreed to serve; Oliver and Gardner 
will ask Charlie Zraket to chair; more recruitment needed. 

Working Chair: Larry Brewster was suggested (and unanimously approved) as 
a working chair prospect. Oliver will discuss with Mitch and, together 
with Gardner, will invite Larry to chair. 

NEXT CAMPAIGN MEETING: 
Friday, June 28 at 1 p.m. (after the Board luncheon) 
Non-board volunteers will be invited to join the luncheon and attend the 
meeting following the luncheon. 



Honorary Chairman 
Mitch Kapor 

Working Chairman 

The Computer Museum 
Campaign Volunteer Organization 

Larry Brewster (prospect) 

Board Solicitations 
Tony Pell, Chair 
ad hoc committee 

Major Gifts 
Andy Miller, Chair 
Rick Frisbie 
Charlie Coulter (advisor) 

Stewart Alsop (prospect) 
Owen Brown (prospect) 
Norm Gaut (prospect) 
Peter Hirshberg (prospect) 
Fred Hoar (prospect) 
Chuck House (prospect) 
Dave Liddle (prospect) 
Laura Morse (advisor/prospect) 
Nick Pettinella (prospect) 
Paul Severino (prospect) 
Dick Shafer (prospect) 

Lead Gifts 
Gordon Bell 
Gardner Hendrie 
Suhas Patil 

Dave Donaldson (prospect) 
Bill Poduska (prospect) 

Corporate Gifts 
Sam Albert 

Ed Belove (hold for after CDC) 
Dick Case (prospect) 
James Clark (prospect) 
Max Hopper (prospect) 
Irv Sitkin (prospect) 
Susan Parrish (prospect) 
Mike Simmons (prospect) 
Bill Spencer (prospect) 
Charlie Zraket (chair/prospect) 

D f~OEnT~Al 



Capital Campaign Working Group Meeting, 6/6/91 
Action Items 

CAMPAIGN VOLUNTEERS 
Major Gifts Walsh to prepare list of last campaign's major gift 

donors; staff will meet with Miller on 6/20 to review 
list and strategy 

Stewart Alsop 

Larry Brewster 

James Clark 

Norman Gaut 

Fred Hoar 

Chuck House 

Mitch Kapor 

Dave Liddle 

Laura Morse 

Dick Shafer 

Charlie Zraket 

CAMPAIGN POLICIES 

Miller to invite to join Major Gifts Committee 

Strimpel and Hendrie asked Brewster to be Working Chair 
at 6/12 meeting, Brewster to consider request; staff and 
Cochran to prepare Working Chair job description 

Strimpel to invite to join Corporate Gifts Committee 

Miller to invite to join Major Gifts Committee 

Miller to invite to join Major Gifts Committee 

Miller to invite to join Major Gifts Committee 

Strimpel and Del Sesto to write Honorary Chair job 
description for Kapor's approval; Kapor agreed with 
Brewster as Working Chair choice 

Miller to invite to join Major Gifts Committee 

Pell to schedule meeting for Strimpel and Pell to 
solicit for Campaign and recruit to be Major Gifts 
Committee advisor 

Miller and Hendrie to recruit for Major Gifts Committee 
at June 10 conference 

Strimpel to schedule appointment for Hendrie and 
Strimpel to invite Zraket to chair Corporate Campaign 
Committee 

To be reviewed and approved by Committee members 

CAMPAIGN MATERIALS 
To be reviewed and commented upon by Commit t ee members 

JUNE 28 MEETING 
Walsh to invite all current and new committee members to attend noon Board 
luncheon and 1 p.m. Capital Campaign meeting. 



I 

Capital Campaign Working Group Meeting, 6/6/91 
Additional Action Item 

CAMPAIGN VOLUNTEERS 
Dave Donaldson Del Sesto to arrange for Strimpel and/or Pell and/or 

Hendrie to invite Donaldson to chair Campaign Lead Gifts 
Committee at 6/13 meeting 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
Mitch Kapor Boston CUltiv.tion Pinner on Kay 14, 1991 

Invitee. 

Allan Abelov, McKinley , Company Inc. 
Sheldon Adelson, The Interf~ce Group 
)nbert Agbay, Leading Edge Product, -T~bf~ 
Charles and Constanc9 Bachman ~ ~t~ ~ 
J.P. Barger, Dynatech 
G'-en Bell - ~~r.. 
Mich.l Bloch, Groupe Bull 
LyndA and Salll llodrnan 
Dave Boucher, lnterl,af t Inc. 
Levis Branscomb, JFK School, Harvard 
Frank Burg_, Cahn~rs Publi9hing 
Henry Burkhardt, Kendall Squar~ Res~arch 

)(olfard COK - r<.t)r<.:t!, 
John Cullinane, Cullinane Group 
John Cunningham, Unitech Softwar. 

)(lex d' Arbeloff, Tet.dyne - 0( ~r1.J's 
Ed de Cast~or formerly Data General 
Lou Do~tor 
John Drev\ Vorld trade CentQr 
~n Fedsr$on, Charles River Ventures -r~ 
Paul Ferri~ Matrix Partners 
)(UI Foster. Stratu$ Computer - ('(.~(C.\3 
Norm&n Gaul, PictureTel Corporation 
Sa~ Geisberg, Parametric Technolbay 
Bill Golden, Burns & Levinson 
RQbert Goldman, AI Corp. 
Bernard Gordon, Analoiic Corporation 
Bob Bapp, KPMG Peat HaIwick 
David Hathavay, Venrock Associates 
George Hatsopoulos, Th~rmo-Eleetron 
~ob Hendtt90n, Greylock Man&lem~nt -£~~ 
Gardn r and Karen Hendrie 
)lin Bindl(!, Digi tal Equlpmtht Corp. -(~fc.h 
Ted and Ruth Johnson 
R. Douglas Kahn, Easel COl::p. 
Hhl.'o K~u1ai, NEC 'I'echnologies 
Andy K.no\(l~s - o.CUpt z.. {ifoj:~, S'~;~ I'ritlw\f;' 
Bill Koch t Oxbow Cor poration 
Brian Latey, ATEX , I nc. 
Laurence Liebson, Xyvision 
B111 Lohse, Ziff-Davis Publishing 
Justus Lowe, SofTech, Inc. 
Dave Mahoney, Banyan Systems 

p~~~~~lJ~ ~ 
G.w~~ CO ...... v1-
J:;~t~l L~j~ 
M0v\c~~~ /tl.~l~l 
QI'e-~ \1 '~~~ -k 

tim Han2i! Lotus Development f~t~ 
Pa t HcGov r i'l, In tarna donal Data Group - b:nhAt~t o,c'<RtM"'" 
Andy Hiller, Miller Communications 
J. Terrence Hurray, Fleet/Nor,tar 
~l ~.lladinQ, ATV Capital Hanag*~ent-~j~ 
A. Neil Pappalardo, MEDITECH 
Tony and Ka tharine Pell 
~uss Planitzer, J.8. Whitney & Co.· (~'l~ 
Bi ll and Sue Poduska 

_ Fontaine K. Ri ,.. h ..... ~ ... .... - 1!1 __ ~ _ - < •• 

;~ 2 
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Ben Ro belen, Eas t ec.h - L\ (~ts. .;2. 
Ben Rosen, Sevin Rosen Management 
Hort Rosenthal, Corporate Software Inc. 
Ed Rudman, Pell, Rudrn-.n and Co. t Inc .... ""~h 
C. David S@uss, Spinnaker 
Paul Severino. Vel1fleet Communic6.tions 
Bob Shatto, The Nev England 
~ek Shields, Prime Computtr - ~ ~~~iO 
Ron Skates, Data General 
Jack Smith, Digital Equipment Corp.-r~t) 
~teven Stadler ,~,~ 
Jim Starkey 
)Cay Stata, Analog Devices ~ ("trili 
Rithard St~wartt Cornput~r CQrporation of America 
)filliam Taylor, Globe Publishing - ~t.(,~ 
Dick Testa, r.sta aur~itz & Thibe~ult 
Sidney Topol, Scientific Atlanta 
Paul Tsonga~, Polty Boag & Eliot 
Grant Vaite, KPMG Peat Marvick 
Stev~ Valsk~, Parametric Teehnology 
Fred Vang, Vang Laboratories 
Bill Ziff, Ziff-D&vis Publishing 

Notet Some Museum staff will also attend. 

61742626D~H 
; tl ::3 
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Mh .... hl 

III.l1.llllmMJOD. L.lUU.1luJ. D._w .. I.. .• It..~ \I. ' ... L ...... I ........... u ... !.! ..... J . .!.UYBII. 
~trlmp.!, Janlal Uol Seato, J&aet Va19n 

AGENDA: 
Introductions 
Administrative Structure and Methods of Communication/Organization 
Committee Personnel, Selection and Re~~uitment 
Periodic Gift Achievement Goals 

DISCUSSION: 
Introductions: Larry introduced his coll@agues and .xplained thGir roles "" .. "& .... 4.119.6 ok ...... O ...... p .. iS ... O"'~i&:M':'l~""l.l.l'" tt ..... ." ,,111 1. .. 1t1 wll.h "In; 

administrative coordination of Larry's day-to-day activity; Grace will 
assist with financial and prospect tracking. Museum staff intrQduced 
themselves and explained their jobs in the Campaign, 

Administrative Stru~ture and Methods of co~munication/Organi%ati~: 
Larry has an account on the Museum's e-mail system and will be regul~rly 
updated on all Campaign activity through this medium. Janet W. will 
schedule all Campaign.relAted appointments for Larry and 011v.~. 

Janet Y. ~ill keep the minutes for all Campaign meetings she attends. 

Janice Del Sesto will provide Larry with a phone list of all Campaign 
chairs. staff and consultant. 

Proposed Meeting freiuency and schedules: 
HONORARY CHAIRMAN - Hitch Kapor viII attend only those meetin,s and events 
at which his presence is silnificantly important, Larry will chair all 
Campaign Committee meetings 

STEERING COMMITTEE -
Members: Larry Brewster (Campairn Chair), Tony Pell (Chair, Board Campaign 
Gifts), Dave Donaldson (Ch~trt ~Rm~~1gn r~.d Gift£). Andy Miller (Chair, 
Campaign Major Gifts), Chair, Corporate Gifts, G~Gn Bell (Silicon Valley 
Liaison), Gardner Hendrie (Board Chairman, ex officio member), Oliver 
Strimpel, Janice Del Sesto, Janet Valsh 
Meetings= every 6 to B weeks 
Agenda: address broad Campaign issues as they arise, review progress of 
committees. set goa1~ 

CAMPAIGN CBAIRHAN'S VORKING aaoup -
Hember~: Larry Brewster (Campaign Chair), Ol1"~r 5tdmpel, Janil;e Del 
Sesto, Janet Valsh, others as appropriatQ 
Meet1ngs: monthly (upcoming: 7/17, 9/5, 10/10, all 7:30 a.m. at The 
Computer Museum) 
Agenda: revi~w pro,ress, plan strategy 

CAMPAIGN COMMITTEES -
will m.ut as appropriatG 

Administrative support: 
At this stage, all MUSGum Campaign-related administrative tasks viII be 
p.rformed by Janet V. 

; l=I 5 
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Campaign Chairman's Working Group Meetin" 6/17/91 
Minutes 
Pase Two 

Database mana amant and anal sis/Critical eriodic re orts~ 
Larry ~.q~.$te a prospect ata ase e estab is. wit t. following 
information: prospect nama, solicitor name, target gift (pre-~es.arch), 
target gift (post-research), probability, timing for ask, timina for gift, 
comments. The database will be arranged for the Campai,n as a whole and 
for each of the four Campaign committe.s. 

Grace, Jan. Janet and Mike Fitzgerald (Museum systems manager) vill meet at 
the Museum at 3&30 p.m. 00 Thursday, 6/20 to discuss systems issues (eg_ 
eXisting mailing list database vs. Lotus 1-2-3 on the VAX). Jan will 
contact the Museum's Lotus Development l1aison to inquire about a softwar. 
donation. Grace and Janet will work to set up three or four spreadsheets 
(by committee) and four report forms (as follows): 
1. Actual Gift Performance: what has been paid. what has been pledged, 

what is pendinr -
2. Gift Performance Forecast; potential $, potential * of asks 
3. Solicitation Activity: iesults of asks (yes, no, pending, amounts) 
4. Volunteer Action Itemsr "to do" list of aS$ignments 

The first cut on the prospect database will be completed as soon as 
possible with a goal of the 6/28 B~ard meetin,. 

Committee Personnel t Selection and Recruitment: 
Latry will complete a prelimInary analysis of targets for $ goals, 
volunteer needs (t of volunteers) and objectives (t of asks and sifts) for 
each Campaign committee by Friday morning. The importance of milestones 
and goals within the Campaign ($1 million threshold. $2.5 million 
challenle) vas emphasized. 

The recruitment of a Corporate Chair (or eo-chairs) was discussad. Oliver 
and Larry vill diseuss with Gardner Hendrie before talkin, with Cha~lie 
Zraket or Lynda Bodman. 

June 28 Horn!n, Board Meeting and Aftq~noon ca~ailn Meeting! 
Oliver will incluae introductions of Campa! In airs in his letter to the 
Board. Larry vill .end a personal latter to all Board members. Larry will 
chair the afternoon Campaign me.tin,; Mitch will not be in attendance. 
Ailnda for both we.tinrs to be determined. 

; ** 6 
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.Museum 

300 Con\lress Street 
a"I\\01'\. MA 02210 
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To: 

From: 

THE COMPUTER MUSBUM 

H E H 0 RAN D U H 

June 19, 1991 

Campaign Chairman's Vorkin, Group 

Janice Del Sesto 

617426260eH 

Director of Development and Public RelatiDns 

Janet Valsh 
Capital Campaign Coordinator 

Subject2 Follow up 

Enclosed are the minutes and action items from Monday's first 
meeting of the Campai,n Chairman's Working Group. 

Thanks to all for your hard work. 

,UlnlC:e ueJ. :seato 
Janet Valsh 

Bnclosures 

ext. 318 
ext. 333 

;~ 4 



FY91 Members: 

Budget: 

Renewals: 

New Members: 

CORPORATE ~tHBERSHIP ANALYSIS FI91 

June 25, 1991 

Ve have 90 active 'cash paying corporate members. 

In FY90, we had 75 active cash paying corporate 
members. 

The budget for FY91 was $200,000. To date, we have 
$200,500 actually in the door, and another $4,000 to 
$7,000 committed. 

The original budget for FY90 was $180,000. Ve ended 
FY90 with $167,000. 

FY91: 75 active cash corporations were due to renew. 
61 DID renew, glvlng us an 81~ renewal rate. This is 
approximately the same renewal rate that we had for 
FY90. 

The 14 corporations that did not renew represent a 
total of $26,000. 

FY90: 75 active cash corporations were due to renew. 
60 DID renew, giving us an 80~ renewal rate. 

Our best results: 29 new members were recruited this 
year for a total of $44,000. The breakdown is as 
follows: 

3 at $5,000 
2 at $3,000 

22 at $1,000 
2 at $ 500 

In FY90, 15 new members were recruited for a total of 
$25,000. 

Increased Levels: It is the policy of the committee to ask each company 
to increase their support to the next level at the time 
of renewal. Seven companies increased their level of 
membership for-a-total of $11,500. One company 
decreased its level of membership for-i loss of $2,000. 
The breakdown is as follows: 

2 moved from $3,000 to $5,000 
1 moved from $1,000 to $2,000 
1 moved from $ 500 to $1,000 

1 moved from $3,000 to $1,000 

The net result is $9,500 in revenues generated by 
companies renewing at a higher membership level. 
FY90, the number of those companies who increased 
membership were balanced by those companies who 
decreased their level of membership. 

In 
their 
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Proposed by the Executive Committee for Approval 
of the Board of Directors 

Executive Committee 

Dick Case (chair) 
Gwen Bell ',\ 
Lynda Bodman 
Larry Brewster 
Jim Davis 
Gardner Hendrie 
Jim McKenney 
Tony Pell 
Nick Pettinella 
Ed Schwartz 

,.- .. -. -~-.- --4 
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The 
,'Computer 
~Museum 

Finance 

Jim McKenney (Chair) 
David Kaplan 
Nick Pettinella 

Richard Stewart 
Christopher Wilson 

Nominatin& 

Lynda Bodman (Chair) 
Gwen Bell 
Irwin Sitkin 

Capital Campaim 

The Computer Museum Committees 
June 15, 1991 

(Non Board Members are indented) 

Mitch Kapor (Honorary Chair) 
Larry Brewster (Chair) 
David Donaldson (Chair, Lead Gifts) 
Andy Miller (Chair, Major Gifts) 
Tony Pell (Chair, Board Gifts) 
Gordon Bell 
Gwen Bell 
Gardner Hendrie 
Chuck House 
Ted Johnson 

Corporate Membership 

Laura Barker Morse (Chair) 
JimBaar 
Rick Karash 
lleneLang 
Mimi Macksoud 
Susan Parrish 
StevePytka 
Cameron Reed 
Lindy Recht 
Nancy Robb 
Charles Terry 

Annual Fund 

Hal Shear (Chair) 
Gwen Bell 

Howard Cannon 
r---....-, ~S~teve Golson 

: i : 
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Exhibits 

Gardner Hendrie 
Edward Belove 
Richard Case 
Jim McKenney 
Dave Nelson 

Computer Discovety Center 

Ed Belove 
Gardner Hendrie 

Tracy Licklider 
Ike Nasse 
Art Nelson 
Steve Stadler 
James Starkey 

Collections 

Gwen Bell (Chair) 
Bruce Brown 
Bernard Cohen 

Jon Ecklund 
Jamie Pearson 
Ann Russell 

Jean Sammet 

Education 

Art Bardige 
Karen Cohen 
Marilyn Gardner 
Martin Huntley 
BethLowd 
Jane Manzelli 
Adelaine Naiman 

Seymour Papert 
Jonathan Rotenberg 
Hal Shear 

Robert Tinker 
Joyce Tobias 

Waterfront Project 

Gwen Bell 
David Kaplan 
TonyPell 
Grant Saviers 
Ed Schwartz 

Computer Bowl 
Gwen Bell, National Chair 
Mimi Macksoud, Chair, Major Sponsorship 



East Coast: 

S. Russel Craig 
Steve Golson 
Debbie and Ed Kramer 
Christopher Morgan 
Joyce Plotkin 
Susan and Bill Poduska 
Tony Rea 
Byron Reimus 
Dorrit and Grant Saviers 

West Coast: 

Owen and Book Brown 
Nancy and Pat Forster 
Peter Hirshberg 
Linda Lawrence 
Claudia Mazzetti 
Terrylynn Pearson 
Lisa Quinones 
Kelly Richards 
Kathy Sulgit 
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to: 
from: 
re: 
date: 

The Computer Museum Board of Directors 
Oliver Strimpel 
June 28 Board meeting 
6/17/91 

The next meeting of The Computer Museum Board of Directors will take 
place on Tune 28 from 8:30 to 12:00 in the Museum's auditorium on the 5th 
floor, and will be followed by lunch. 

We have some exciting developments with the Capital Campaign. Mitchell 
Kapor h~ agreed to become honorary campaign chair, and Larry Brewster 
has taken on the campaign chairmanship. We already have three committee 
chairs in place-Tony Pell (Board & Trustee Gifts), Dave Donaldson (Lead 
Individual Gifts), and Andy Miller (Major Individual Gifts). You will get a 
full update at the Board meeting. 

Under separate cover you will receive a communication from Lynda 
Bodman, Chair of the Nominating Committee, with this year's slate for new 
Directors and biographical information on the nominees. 

I also enclose the proposed membership of the Executive Committee for 
FY92, together with the current membership of the other Museum 
committees. 

This mailing includes a copy of the Museum's strategic plan. Many thanks 
to all of you who contributed to this and commented on the various drafts. 

The new exhibit is looking terrific; I look forward to sharing it with you on 
the 27th! 

enclosures: • agenda for June 28 Board meeting 
• committee membership list 
• financial statement for the 11 months ended May 31 
• FY92 budget 
• Strategic Plan 
• minutes of March 1 Board meeting and February, March, & 

April Executive Committee meetings 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Board of Directors 
The Computer Museum 

Lynda S. Bodman 
Chairman, Nominating Committee 

June 20, 1991 

Nominees for Board of Directors 
Class of 1995 

I wish to personally thank you for your thoughtful consideration of the 
composition of the Board of Directors of The Computer Museum. 
Collectively, we successfully compiled a list of distinguished individuals 
who could provide excellent governance for The Museum. 

The Nominating Committee has subsequently proposed that the five 
individuals whose resumes are attached be elected as first-term (Class of 
1995) Directors of The Museum. The Executive Committee has unanimously 
voted that this slate of nominees be introduced for election at the Annual 
Meeting, June 28, 1991. 

In addition to addressing the election of five new Directors, we will also 
place in nomination for re-election to the Board ten Directors whose terms 
expire June 1991. They are: 

Lynda S. Bodman 
David Donaldson 
James L. McKenney 
Laura Barker Morse 
David Nelson 
Jean Sammet 
Naomi Seligman 
Edward A. Schwartz 
Paul Severino 
Hal B. Shear 

David Chapman, Max Hopper and Ronald G. Smart have agreed to become 
Trustees of The Museum. 

Should you have any comments on nomination rosters prior to the Annual 
Meeting, please contact me at (617) 338-0930. Thank you again for your 
participation and support. 

Attachments. 
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Board of Director Nominations -- Class of 1995 
Submitted for Consideration June 1991 

Mr. Sam Albert 
Sam Albert Associates 
27 Kingwood Road 
Scarsdale, NY 10583 
Tel.: (914) 723-8296 
Fax: (914) 723-2886 

Mr. James Clark 
Vice President 
High Performance and Fault Tolerant Systems 
AT&T Computer Systems 
1776 On The Green 
Morristown, NH 07960 
Tel.: (201) 898-6906 
Fax: (201) 292-0091 

Mr. James A Lawrence 
Chairman 
LEK Consulting, Inc. 
101 Federal Street 
Boston, MA 02110 
Tel.: (617) 951-9500 
Fax: (617) 951-9392/9394 

Dr. Suhas S. Patil 
Chairman and Vice President 
Research and Development 
Cirrus Logic, Inc. 
1463 Centre Pointe Drive 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
Tel.: (408) 945-8300 
Fax: (408) 263-5862 

Mr. Charles A Zraket 
The MITRE Corporation 
Burlington Road, MS A130 
Bedford, MA 01730 
Tel.: (617) 271-2000 
Fax: (617) 271-7999 

. j 
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SAMUEL O. ALBERT 
SAM ALBERT ASSOCIATES 

President 

Sam Albert is President of· Sam Albert Associates, an independent mana.gement 
consultinB firm, specializing in developing corporate strategic relationshiJ.>s and 
formulatmg marKeting strategies and marketing programs for firms m the 
information technology industry. 

During his 30 year career with the mM Corporation, Albert was responsible for 
creating mM's business partner program and pioneering the firm's worldwide 
relationships with the management consulting, accounting, auditing, legal, and 
information services professions. 

He joined mM in 1959 where he rose through its management ranks ultimately to 
become the Director of Business and Management Services, mM United States. 

Albert is also Chairman of the Board of FirstGroup, a fmn that researches and 
publishes timely and unbiased analyses of new computer technologies as they 
emerge, and serves on the boards of the Nestor Corporation (a neural networking 
firm) and ADAPSO's Information Technology Services division. 

Additionally, Albert is a member of the Independent Computer Consultants 
Association (ICCA), the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA), the Institute of 
Management Accountants (IMA), and listed in Wbo's Who in the World since 1982. 

Sam has a bachelor's degree in mathematics from American University and was the 
recipient of the coveted Root-Tilden scholarship awarded by New York University 
School of Law. 

i J., i· J 
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JAMES E. CLARK 
AT&T COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

Vice President 
High Performance and Fault Tolerant Systems 

James E. Oark, 37, is vice president of AT&T Computer Systems responsible for 
product management, marketing and development of its line of high performance 
systems, fault tolerant systems, and minicomputers. 

Oark was instrumental in forging AT&T's joint marketing and development 
relationships with Pyramid Technology and Tandem Computers. The alliance with 
Pyramid is for high performance, UNIX system-based computers. The Tandem 
relationship focuses on bringing fault-tolerant UNIX systems to market. 

He joined AT&T in 1988 following seven years with Gould Inc.'s Computer Systems 
DiVIsion where he was director of their information systems unit, and their 
representative for external UNIX systems affairs. 

In addition to a range of positions at Gould, where he rose through the ranks from 
strategic planner to director of a business unit within seven years, Oark has worked 
for MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Exxon International, Gillette Company, GE 
Information Systems, and Florida State University. 

He has broad experience in UNIX(R) system-based technology. He has presented 
papers in international conferences on UNIX systems, system security issues, and 
aistributed computing trends. 

Clark has a master's degree in marketing from the MIT Sloan School of 
Management and a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering and computer 
science from MIT. 

,-------.. - , 
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JAMES A lAWRENCE 
LEK CONSULTING, INC. 

Chairman 

Mr. Lawrence is Chairman of LEK Consulting, Inc. and a founder of The LEK 
Partnership. He founded LEK eight years ago and has overseen the growth of the 
firm to eight offices and more than 225 professional staff. 

Mr. Lawrence currently is Director of Continental Airline Holdings, Inc., Fuqua 
Industries, Inc., and Realty South Investors. During 1989 and 1990 he was a 
Director of Southmark Corporation, representin$ Preferred Shareholders. He has 
fifteen years experience as a Consultant, first WIth The Boston Consulting Group 
and then with Bain & Company where he was a Partner and responsible for 
establishing the firm's London and Munich offices. 

Born in Philadelphia in 1952, Mr. Lawrence graduated from Yale University in 1974 
with a BA in Economics. He received an MBA with Distinction from Harvard 
Business School in 1976. 

~--'-' -'--'-. : i 
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DR. SUHAS PATIL 
CIRRUS LOGIC, INC. 

Chairman of the Board and Executive Vice President 
Products and Technology 

Dr. Suhas Patil founded Cirrus Logic, Inc., in February 1984 and serves as Chairman 
of the Board and Executive Vice President of Products and Technology. Dr. PatH is 
responsible for the development of innovative new products and has led several 
special development teams as critical new products have been designed. Dr. Patil is 
also responsible for the company's proprietary design technology, which is based on 
an approach to silicon compilation known as Storage/Logic ArrayN, which was 
invented by Dr. Patil and for which he holds several patents. Cirrus Losic is an 
outgrowth of Patil Systems, Inc., founded by Dr. Patil in 1981 in Salt Lake City. 

Dr. Patil was previously a member of the MIT Electrical Engineering faculty and 
was appointed Associate Professor in 1975. At MIT, he served as Assistant Director 
of Project MAC (Multi-Access Computer), then the largest computer science 
laboratory in the nation, and invented the Asynchronous Logic Array, for which he 
holds a patent. Dr. Patil has also served as Associate Professor of Computer 
Science at the University of Utah, where he founded the VLSI group and worked on 
design methodology for complex integrated circuits. The latter research led to the 
concept of the Storage/Logic Arraynt. 

Dr. PatH received his B. Tech (Honors) in Electronics and Electrical 
Communication from the Indian Institute of Technology in 1965. He completed his 
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering at MIT in 1967 and received his Doctor 
of Science degree from MIT in Electrical Engineering with a major in computer 
science and a minor in management in 1970. 

Suhas Patil was born in Jamshedpur, India. He and his wife, Jayashree, and four 
children live in Cupertino, CA 
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CHARLES A ZRAKET 

John F. Kennedy School of Government 
Harvard University 

Charles A Zraket is currently Scholar-in-Residence at the Kennedy School of 
Government, Harvard University, and a Trustee and past President and Chief 
Executive Officer of The MITRE Corporation. Mr. Zraket is also a Trustee of 
Northeastern University, the Center for Naval Analyses, and the Hudson Institute. 
He is a Member of the Council on Foreign Relations and the Aspen Strategy 
Group, and a Consultant to the Defense Science Board. He is also Chairman of tile 
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DATE: March 6, 1991 

TO: The Computer Museum Board of Directors 

FROM: Sue Johnson 

RE: Dates of Future Board Meetings 

Please be advised that the dates of the Board meetings for the 
balance of 1991 are: 

Friday, June 28, 1991 - 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 
Thursday, November 7, 1991 - 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 

To make it easier to plan schedules in advance, the Board 
decided, beginning in 1992, to hold the Board meetings on the 
second Friday of February, June, and October. The 1992 dates are 
as follows: 

Friday, February 14, 1992 - 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m 
Friday, June 12, 1992 - 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 
Friday, October 9, 1992 - 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 

,Thank you for reserving these dates on your calendar. 

Isj 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM STRATEGIC PLAN 1992-6 

Symmary 

In planning for 1992 to 1996, The Computer Museum has identified 
three primary areas of growth: 

1. Onsite Visitation 

The Museum's strength is the onsite educational experience it offers. 
Visitation is a major criterion for success. Exhibits, especially 
larger than life, unusual, and interactive ones drive attendance. The 
Museum's goal is to achieve a "critical mass" of 220,000 visitors a 
year by FY96. This will require the development of 2-3 highly 
promotable "blockbuster" exhibitions, and the development and 
execution of a targeted marketing plan for audience development. 

2. Outreach to Institutions. Educators. and the Remote Public 

Recognizing outreach as a fundamental component of the its mission, 
the Museum has set a goal of placing exhibits in 90 of the 
technology-related museums in the US and abroad by 1996 and of 
becoming a nationally recognized developer of educational materials 
about computers for schools and colleges. 

Placing exhibits in other museums is the most cost-effective means 
of serving people offsite. Another focus will be videos as these also 
have the potential to reach large numbers at school and in the home 
cost-effectively. 

3. Financial Stability 

A successful $7.5 million capital campaign is a top priority to 
enable the Museum to acquire its building and start an endowment. 
For the operating budget, the goal is to double revenues over five 
years to $4 million and increase the earned revenues to 600/0 of the 
total. 
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GOALS. FOR 1992-1996 

1. Achieve an annual visitation of 220,000 by 1996. 

2. Serve a national audience of 5-10 million a year by 1996 through 
offsite interactive exhibits and educational materials based on 
Museum exhibits and collections. 

3. Create new exhibitions and programs to serve as the backbone of 
the Museum's educational mission. 

4. Strengthen the permanent computer collection, particularly in the 
area of integrated circuits, and enrich the collections of 
photographs, film, video, and documentation. 

5. Purchase the Museum's facility and achieve financial stability 
through the completion of a $7.5 million capital campaign and the 
increase of earned revenue to 60 percent of the annual operating 
budget. 
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Introduction 

Since opening in Boston in 1984, The Computer Museum has become 
known around the world as an exciting, hands-on place to learn about 
computers, and as a prime repository of historic computers. Its 
visitation has increased by a factor of two and a half, and its 
operating budget has tripled. In 1990, news of The Walk-Through 
Computer reached over 350 million people in over 60 nations. 

The Museum's rapid growth and international success has placed it 
in the league of institutions many times its size and age in terms of 
its exhibits, collections, and reputation. However, unlike its senior 
partners, the Museum does not yet own its facility, nor does it have 
an endowment. 

The five goals of this plan have been chosen to consolidate the 
achievements of the Museum's first decade by enhancing financial 
stability, while maintaining growth that will fulfil the Museum's 
mission more effectively and on a larger scale. A vision for the 
Museum in 1996, with the plan successfully concluded, is presented 
at the end of the plan. 
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Goal 1: 
Achieve an Onsite Annual Visitation of 220,000 by FY 1996 

The Museum recognizes the need to establish a "critical mass" of on
site visitation which is diverse in terms of geography, education, 
age, and cultural background. Visitation provides earned income 
directly through admission fees, and indirectly through store sales 
and memberships. It is essential that these sources be increased in 
order to offset the fixed costs of operating the· facility. 

Large, unusual, interactive exhibits with high promotion value are 
the primary drivers of visitation. 

The Museum's strategy is to increase visitation through a carefully 
planned schedule of new exhibits. including two or three 
"blockbusters." together with a targeted plan to reach identified 
market segments~ 

As discussed under goal three, all new exhibit development must 
serve the Museum's educational goals, which will not be 
compromised by the objective to increase overall visitation. Exhibit 
.plans are discussed under goal three. 

Visitation Goals 1991-1996 

two blockbusters three mini-blockbusters 
(300/0 growth each) (200/0 growth each) 

FY91 130,000 130,000 
FY92 130,000 130,000 
FY93 169,000 (open bb) 156,000 (open mbb) 
FY94 169,000 156,000 
FY95 220,000 (open bb) 187,000 (open mbb) 
FY96 220,000 225,000 (open mbb) 

The Museum will create and execute a marketing plan to increase 
visitation by targeted segments. 

The Museum's Marketing Director will create and execute a 
marketing plan to reach families, tourists (individual, and in groups 
from New England, national, from abroad), schools, colleges, 
c.omputer and related support industry members and their families, 
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and high technology conventions and trade show attendees. A 
concerted effort will be made to reach minorities. 

Methods used will include pro-bono and paid advertising, public 
relations, distribution of promotional materials, direct mail and 
telemarketing to educators, and participation in trade shows. 

Table of projected Visitation 

Local Rest of World Total 
(MA, NH, RI, eT) 

Student Adult Group Student Adult Group 
FY89 8,194 17,616 19,233 8,277· 19,710 2,106 75,136 
FY90 8,839 19,932 19,130 10,506 27,250 3,895 89,552 
FY91 18,000 37,500 19,000 14,000 37,500 4,000 130,000 
FY92 18,000 37,500 22,000 13,000 35,500 4,000 130,000 
FY93 22,000 45,000 24,000 16,000 44,000 5,000 156,000 
FY94 22,000 45,000 26,000 16,000 42,000 5,000 156,000 
FY95 26,000 55,000 29,000 19,000 53,000 5,000 187,000 
FY96 31,000 66,000 34,000 25,000 62,000 7,000 225,000 

Notes: Group category is approximately 85% composed of middle and high-school 
student groups. 
Total 1990 population in the "local" region is approximately 11 million; 
approximately 500,000 are employed in "high technology" jobs in 
Massachusetts. During 1990 there were 27 million domestic visitors to 
Massachusetts and 1.3 million international visitors. 

To increase the diversity of its visitors, the Museum will: 
1. Seek funding to subsidize admissions of visitors from underserved 
communities. 
2. Perform targeted marketing to these communities. 
3. Provide foreign language translations of gallery text and teaching 
materials. 

The Museum will work closely with The Children'S Museum to ensure 
that developments on the apron and over the water attract the 
targeted markets, and include exhibits related to computers. 

Special programmatic and marketing efforts will be made to offset 
impeded access to the Museum owing to major road construction in 
downtown Boston starting in 1993. 
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Goal 2: 
Serve a national public of 5-10 million people annually 
through offsite interactive exhibits and educational 
materials based on Museum exhibits and collections. 

Part of the Museum's mission is to perform a national and 
international educational role. The Museum has identified the 
following means of reaching offsite markets: exhibit kits, travelling 
exhibits, educational materials, and new activities on a national 
scale, such as contests. The impact of outreach activities is 
measured by the number of people reached times the duration of the 
interaction-"people~hours. II The activities have been chosen because 
of their ability to serve a national need effectively, and because 
"start-up" funding should be available. After initial development, all 
activities are self-sustaining, and exhibit kits and educational 
materials will be generate revenue. 

Objective 1: Install Computer Museum-developed exhibits 
in 90 US and foreign science museums and technology 
centers by 1996 

There are 180 science museums and technology centers in the US and 
56 abroad that are potential sites for copies of the Museum's 
exhibits. The number of people reached by a kit is the number of 
people who use it in its site. Approximately 100 people can use an 
interactive station per day, making a maximum of 30,000 per year 
per kit. 

Exhibit Kit Sales Projection 

Year 0/0 of # of avg. # visitor people- gross 
sites sites k i tsl i nteractio ns hours revenue 

site per year @ (5 minsl from sales 
15,000/kit interaction) ($500/kit) 

FY91 1% 2 2 60,000 5,000 $2,370 
FY92 13% 30 2 900,000 75,000 $27,500 
FY93 19% 45 2 1,350,000 112,000 $15,000 
FY94 23% 55 3 2,475,000 206,000 $37,500 
FY95 30% 70 3 3,150,000 262,000 $22,500 
FY96 38% 90 3 4,053,000 337,000 $30,000 
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Note: in FY91 the Computer Museum delivered about 1.3 million onsite visitor 
interactions per year, approximately 17,000 per interactive station. 

Kit Marketing & Development Timeline 

FY91 • prepare and distribute brochure 
• complete first set of Exhibit Kits 
• 

FY92 

• 
• 

FY95/6 • prepare fourth set of Kits and promote 

Objective 2: Establish The Computer Museum as a source of 
high quality educational materials based on the Museum's 
exhibits and collections for educators and the general 
public 

There is a great need among educators from middle school through to 
college level for quality materials that support lessons on computer 
evolution, computer technology, and computer applications. The time 
allocated to these topics is often brief, and educators do not have 
time or resources to develop their own course material. The Museum 
can thus serve a valuable role by providing quality materials upon 
which educators can base lessons of the appropriate duration and 
depth. These materials will also be packaged with teacher guides as 
"Educator Kits" and marketed to educators nationwide. 

The Museum has identified videos and printed materials as the most 
effective means of reaching the target audience. 

Objective 2a: Produce and distribute one new exhibit-based video 
every year 

Following the success of the Museum's first video "How Computers 
Work: Journey into The Walk-Through Computer," the Museum 
proposes to develop a video series entitled "Understanding 
Computers." Titles will be based on educators' demands, and the 
resources provided by the exhibits and collections. The videos both 
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supplement a Museum visit, stand on their own, and also serve to 
attract more visitors. The Museum projects that approximately 
75,000 videos will be sold during the period FY92-96, reaching an 
estimated 1 million viewers for 25 minutes, delivering 420,000 
people-hours. 

Objective 2b: peyelop a range of printed materials based on the 
Museum's exhibits 

Books, catalogs, brochures, activity sheets, background information 
sheets, and guides for educators at middle school, high school, and 
college levels will be produced on topics such as how computers 
work, computer history, robotics, and computer graphics. As with 
the materials discussed above, the Museum can fill a market need 
that exists for easily accessible, engaging materials, that can be 
readily integrated into a wide range of introductory courses. 

Slide sets are needed by educators to illustrate lessons. A new set 
will be produced each year based on new exhibits and collections; 
The Museum projects the sale of 5,000 slide sets during the period 
FY92-96, reaching an estimated 250,000 people for 20 minutes, 
delivering 75,000 people hours. 

Objective 3: Establish a Program of Offsite Activities 

The Museum has identified travelling exhibits and national contests 
as the most effective means of reaching a national audience through 
offsite activities. In addition, the establishment of permanent 
offsite branches, especially in the San Fransisco Bay area, will be 
seriously considered. 

Objective 3a: Launch a travelling exhibit every other year 

Travelling exhibits provide a richer educational experience than an 
Exhibit Kit because they provide a fuller treatment of a topic and 
provide a context for the interactive experiences. They reach fewer 
people than a Kit because they are only in one site at a time. 
However they can appear in venues, such as corporate sites, that 
Kits would not reach. 
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The Museum has already travelled two of its exhibitions nationally, 
and plans to launch "Reality on Wheels" in 1992. In addition to the 
audience directly served, it is expected that awareness of the 
Museum will be raised by press coverage in communities served by 
its travelling exh ibits. 

The presence of a Computer Museum-developed travelling exhibit in 
a major urban community is an opportunity to build support for the 
Museum in that community. Membership should be solicited, and an 
event held to introduce Computer Museum Board members or senior 
staff to the community. 

The cost of developing a travelling exhibit is $75,000 - $1 million 
depending on the scale and nature of the exhibit. The Museum's 
ability to mount an exhibition depends on whether such funds can be 
raised. Once developed, travel and set-up costs of approximately 
$20,000 per site are met by the host sites. A typical duration of 
stay is 6 weeks with an average of 20,000 people served per site. A 
travelling exhibit can serve six sites per year, reaching 120,000 
people per year for 30 minutes. Over a two-year lifetime, a 
travelling exhibit deliversg 120,000 people-hours. 

Objective 3b: Hold at least one national contest each year 

The Museum will participate in national and international contests 
that encourage and recognize innovation and achievement in the 
fields of computer recreation, computer education, and artificial 
intelligence. Contests are proven in their ability to raise attention 
and stimulate creative activity. In addition, they can raise the 
visibility of the Museum at a national level. 

The Computer Bowl has very successfully raised awareness of the 
Museum and will be held annually until 1994 and perhaps beyond. In 
November 1991, the Museum will host the contest for the Loebner 
Prize, in which computers attempt to pass the Turing Test, that is, 
pass for a human in a terminal-mediated open dialog. The Museum 
may· host the ACM North American Computer Chess Championships. 

New contests which are designed to stimulate creative programming 
and computer-based problem-solving, both individually and in 
groups, should be designed. Contests will be aimed at various levels 
within schools and colleges to stimulate educators to look afresh at 
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their curriculum. In the first year of a contest, 1000 students might 
be expected to submit entries; if successful in the first year, the 
number of entrants could double each year, reaching a plateau of 10-
20,000. The cost of running a contest is $50-100,000 per year. 

Summary Comparison of Methods of Reaching Offsite Markets 

outreach geographic total people- develop- fund-
method spread number hours ment ing 

served 1991-6 cost poten 
1991-6 - t i a I 

exhibit inter- 12 million 1 million $2- high 
kit s national 300,000 

for 30 
kits 

videos national 1 million 420,000 $665,000 med 
international for 5 

videos 
printed national 500,000 250,000 $50,000 
material international 
national national 60,000 $300,000 un-
contests (contest for 3 tested 

entrants) contests 
slides international 250,000 75,000 se If-

funding 
t ra v- national 600,000 300,000 c. med 
elling (3 $300,000 
exhibits exhibits) per 

exhibit 
for com- international 1 million 2 million $5 million high 
parison: for 5 
Computer major 
Museum exhibits 
onsite 
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Goal 3: 
Create New Exhibitions to Serve as the Backbone of the 
Museum's Edycational Mission 

New exhibits will be selected according to the following criteria: 
importance of topic with regard to the Museum's educational 
mission, ability to draw visitors, and fundability. 

Serving the educational mission of the museum 

Every new exhibit must serve the Museum's educational mission. The 
Museum's mission is to span the evolution, technology, applications, 
and impact of computing in its exhibits. The Exhibits Committee has 
prepared a policy in which the Museum space is to be allocated 
approximately as follows: 

Evolution of Computing 
Technology of Computing 
Applications & Impact 
People in Computing 

25% 
15% 
60% 
woven into above exhibits 

The balance of these themes should be maintained as the Museum is 
developed. For the period of this plan, the evolution of computing 
will be adequately presented by the 5,000 square foot (about 20%) 
exhibit "Milestones of a Revolution: People and Computers," opening 
June 1991. The Walk-Through Computer devotes about 5,000 square 
feet (also abou"t 20%), to the technology of computing. Thus while 
these two exhibits stand, the bulk of the Museum's exhibit 
development should focus on computer applications and impact. 

Audience Appeal 

As indicated in the discussion of Goal 1, exhibits are the main driver 
of Museum visitation. While the educational purpose of the exhibits 
will not be compromised, the choice of new exhibits must include 
enough unusual, larger-than-life, promotable components to meet 
the objective of increasing overall visitation to 220,000 by 1996. 
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Fundability 

The Museum's policy of developing a new exhibit only when 
sufficient targeted funds are raised should stand during the period 
covered by this plan. The primary funding strategy for new exhibits 
is to target corporations with an interest in the topic addressed. 
Secondary prospects for exhibit funding are foundations, both local, 
national, and government. 

Adaptability for offsite uses, either as Exhibit Kits, videos or 
printed materials, to serve as a source for achievement of Goal 2, is 
also a factor. 

Objective 1: Fund and open a major permanent exhibit each 
year that fulfils the Museum's educational mission and 
meets visitation goals. 

Permanent Exhibit Deyelopment 1991-5 

Exhibit Overall Primary Theme Funding 
Visitor Targets Potential 
A~peal & Cost 

1991 low students, hi sto ry 80% fu nc:jed 
Milestones technology 

professionals, $850,000 
families of 
i nd ustry 
members 

1992 medium students, application high 
Computer families 
Discovery $750,000 
Center 
1993 medium- schools, application high 
The high computer 
Networked i nd ustry, $1 million 
Society and their 

families 
1994 medium application 
1995 high application 
1996 high application 
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Further permanent exhibits will be drawn from the following: 

Exhibit Visitor Primary Theme Funding 
Appeal Targets Potential 

Computers high schools, application high 
and the families, 
Environ- tourists 
ment 
Computers, high youth, application medium 
Music & non-
Entertain- technical, 
ment tourists 
Computers low art application medium 
in the Fine community, 
Arts non-tech. 
Computers low colleges, application low-medium 
in Design non-

specialists 
Computers low general application medium-
& Special high 
Needs 
Computers low sci/tech application, low 
in Science community, cutting edge 

schools technology 
Computers low medical, application medium 
in Medicine compo ind., 

schools 
Cutting Edge medium industry & technology medium 
Computer technical, of 
Technology schools, computing 

colleges 
Topical low schools, social low-medium 
Issues colleges, impact 

families, 
Computer low industry, social low 
Bloopers computer impact 

users 
Artifact- low industry evolution of low-medium 
intensive members, computing 
historical computer 
display profession 
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Objective 2: Open Two Temporary Exhibits Each year 

Temporary exhibits add variety and change to the Museum at shorter 
intervals than is possible with major, permanent exhibits. 
Promotion and listings of temporary exhibits provide an important 
means of sustaining attendance between the opening of blockbusters. 

The Museum should plan two temporary exhibits each year that 
complement the permanent exhibits and include topics of high public 
interest associated with a special event or anniversary. An example 
would be the use of computers in sports, using a well-known event 
such as the America's Cup or the Olympics as springboards. 

Other suitable themes are computer art, especially interactive 
room-sized installations, cutting edge computer applications or 
technologies, and people in computing. 

Temporary exhibits will either. be developed by the Museum or 
obtained from professional associations, corporations, or 
universities. 

The following table lists ideas on which temporary exhibits might 
be based. 
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Temporary Exhibit Ideas 

Temporary Visitor Target Theme Funding 
Exhibit Appeal Segments Potential 

& Cost 
1991 medium art application low 
SIGGRAPH community, 

. Art Show non- $30,000 
technical 

1991/2 high general cutting edge high 
Reality on technology, 
Wheels appJication $1 million 
1992 medium scientific, application medium 
Columbus & technical 
Navigation $200,000 
1992 medium· general, application medium 
Computers technical 
in the $200,000 
Olympics 
1993 medium scientific, application medium 
Simulating schools 
the $200,000 
Biosphere 
1993 high art, general, application medium 
Harold schools 
Cohen $100,000 
Robot Artist 
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Objective 3: Develop Onsite Educational Programs 

The Museum has identified an onsite learning center, teacher 
training programs, educator and student internship programs, and 
hands-on exhibit-based collaborative activities as the most 
effective ways of maximizing the impact of the Museum's exhibits 
through specific programmatic initiatives. 

Objective ·3a: Establish an onsite Learning Center 

In the Learning Center, staff and volunteers will support in-depth, 
extended projects that use state-of-the-art software and hardware. 
Target users are students from underserved communities for after
school use, families during weekends, and educators. The Learning 
Center will be equipped with a range of computers and peripherals to 
provide hands-on, open-ended learning opportunities otherwise 
inaccessible to this group. An example: learning desk-top publishing 
via the creation of a newsletter. The Learning Center will serve as a 
model for other Museums and informal learning centers. 

The Center will be established in FY92 and require $150,000 of 
support for the first two years. 

Objective 3b: Establish a teacher deyelopment program 

Several week-long programs during the summer months and a variety 
of weekend programs during the school year will serve over 100 
educators per year. Topics will be based on the exhibits and 
collections of the Museums. By targeting educators, the Museum 
indirectly serves a large audience of students. 

The program will be established in FY92 and FY93, and require 
$40,000 of support in the first year, and $20,000 in subsequent 
years. 

Objective 3c: Establish an Internship program 

The Museum will provide in-depth enrichment of 4-6 educators per 
year through semester-long internships. Educators will learn about 
informal technology education methods, and become familiar with 
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basic computing. The impact on the educators' knowledge of and 
interest in computing will be long-lasting, thus serving many years 
of student classes. 

Student internships will target 12-15 year-olds with an interest in 
computing from underserved communities. It will provide 3-5 
students a year with a year-long immersion in the Museum 
environment. Students will serve as Museum guides, exhibit 
evaluators, and possibly programmers. 

Objective 3d: Create a Variety of Hands-on Collaborative Activities 

Each new exhibit will be the basis for a set of activities which 
interpretive staff will deliver to school visitors and the general 
public. The "Mysterious Parts Search" is an example applied to the 
Walk-Through Computer. These activities engage visitors and floor 
staff in a dynamic exchange, greatly enhancing the educational 
impact of the exhibits. 
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Goal 4: 
Strengthen the Permanent Computer Collection. 
Particularly in the Area of Integrated Circuits. and Enrich 
the Collections of Photographs. Film. Video. and 
Documentation 

Artifacts 

The Museum will collect following a set of rules for acquisition 
approved by the Collections Committee. The guiding principle is to 
preserve items that will help future generations understand the 
history of computing through access to primary materials. 

Active collecting will focus on microprocessors, memories, 
specialized integrated circuits for new styles of computing such as 
parallel computing, and other integrated circuits that embody 
significant new computer architectures. Collecting will also 
continue to enrich the artifact collection of early computers and 
computer components. 

In 1992/3 a catalog will be prepared to increase the" accessibility of 
artifacts to researchers. 

Film and Video 

The collection of film and video is anticipated to be of increasing 
interest among historians and the public because it is an excellent 
way to capture details of computer usage and ephemera of the time. 
Active video collecting will focus on product announcements, 
corporate advertising, computer training, and people of computing, 
shot during significant events. 

Storage 

Approximately 4,000 square feet of offsite storage will be needed 
starting FY93 owing to further development of onsite space for 
exhibits as described in Goals 1 & 3. In FY92 thorough documentation 
including photographing all items will be performed in preparation 
for the move. The move will take place in FY93 with an anticipated 
shipping expense of $20,000. Space rental is projected at $20,000 
per annum. 
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Goal 5: 
PUrchase the Museum's Facility and Achieve Financial 
Stability Through the Completion of a $7.5 Million Capital 
Campaign and the Increase of Earned Revenue to 60% of the 
Annual Operating· Budget 

Objective 1: Execute $7.5 million capital campaign (1991-
i.3..l 

The following schedule and targets are based on the planning study 
conducted by the Charles Webb Company in 1990. 

FY 1992: Launch "Quiet" phase of $7.5 million capital campaign. 

Goal: $4.5 million in Board and lead pledges; $0.67 million in cash. 
Actions: 
1. Recruit national campaign chairman. 
2. Prepare campaign materials, including donor incentives such as 

naming opportunities. 
3. Solicit Board gifts and pledges. 
4. Cultivate and solicit gifts of $250,000 and above from industry 

leaders. 
5. Conduct intensive prospect research. 

FY 1993: Enter "public" phase of campaign. 

Goal: $1.5 million in pledges; $1.17 million in cash received. 
Actions: 
1. Hold public events in several sites to announce campaign and 

progress to date. 
2. Organize regional committees to cultivate and solicit prospects. 
3. Complete solicitation of local corporate and foundation 
prospects. 
4. Continue prospect research. 

FY 1994: Complete Campaign. 

Goal: $1.5 million in pledges; $4.17 in cash received. 
Actions: 
1. Complete all solicitation calls. 
2. Review all prospect lists and continue prospect research. 
3. Hold events to honor campaign volunteers. 
4. Prepare final report for all donors. 
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4. Prepare final report for all donors. 

During FY 1995 and FY 1996, $1 million and $0.5 million in 
outstanding campaign pledges are received. 

Conclusion 

In 1993 the Museum will assume ownership of its facility with a 
$2.5 million· payment. and will have an endowment of $4.1 million. 

Objective 2: Increase earned revenue to 60% of the annyal 
operating bydget 

Details of projected earned revenue growth in each category is 
presented on page 33. 

Objective 2a: Increase admissions revenue from $514.000 in FY91 to 
$1.1 million in FY96 

Means of increasing onsite visitation are discussed under Goal 1. An 
admission price increase of $1 in FY95 is included. 

Objective 2b: Increase store revenue from $246.000 in FY91 to 
$390.000 in FY96 

Income through the store is directly tied to admissions . 
. Adjustments will be made to the product mix to better serve the 
audience and adjust to the changing profile of visitors. Major 
product growth areas are expected to be educational software and 
videos. 

Objective 2c: Increase store catalog revenue from $70.000 in FY91 
to $1 million in FY96 

Large increases in catalog revenue will be achieved through mailing 
to greatly expanded lists; in FY92 lists will include the membership 
of the ACM (80,000), the Boston Computer Society (40,000), and user 
groups across the nation. The number of products in the store 
catalog will also be increased. The store will also wholesale 
merchandise to other museum stores and through corporate catalogs . 

. By FY96, approximately 20% of the Museum's gross operating 
revenues will derive from the catalog. 
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Objective 2d: Increase functions revenue at 5-10% per annum 
reaching $245.000 in FY96 

The Museum will increase business from sectors that are currently 
functions customers, such as computer, computer support 
companies, professional societies, and universities. New markets 
including industries that support the computer industry, including 
law, accounting and public relations agencies, and financial services 
firms will be targeted by direct mail and telemarketing. 

The Museum will diversify offerings, including options with more 
formal involvement of Museum exhibits and staff. 

Functions revenue has grown at 23% over the past five years. The 
projection below assumes no increase in the number of events in 
FY92, 10% growth in FY93 and FY94, and 5% in FY95 and FY96. The 
lack of initial growth assumes a slow economy; growth towards the 
end of the period is slowed as the Museum becomes fully booked 
during peak periods. FY93 and FY95 projections include 10% fee 
increases. 

Table of Numbers of Projected Functions Events 

Type of Event Number of Events Per Category 
% 1 FY90 1 FY91 1 FY92·1 FY93 f FY94 1 FY95 I FY96 

Daytime 
Seminar/Meeting 1 4 1 0 1 4 1 4 1 5 1 7 1 8 1 9 
Press Conference 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 
Evening 
Conference 21 17 30 25 28 30 32 33 
Trade Show 8 5 8 8 9 10 1 0 1 1 
Holiday/Employee 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 3 
Non-profit 1 7 1 1 1 4 1 5 1 7 1 8 1 9 20 
Corporate (sales) 1 7 1 5 1 9 1 9 21 23 24 25 
Private 7 7 7 7 8 8 9 9 
Total Events 100 79 106 102 112 123 130 136 
Avg income/event ($K) 1.77 1.41 1.45 1.60 1.60 1.80 1.80 
Total Income ($K) 140 149 148 180 197 233 245 

Objective 2e: Increase individual members by 15% per annum to 1560 
in FY96 
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In 1991 the Museum will develop a new individual membership 
marketing plan with new offerings for members to attract national 
membership. Expanded exhibits will also be an additional incentive . 
for local membership increase. Membership sales efforts will . be 
made at the Museum and through the store catalog. Based on results 
to date, a minimum of 0.1 % of onsite visitors and 0.50/0 of store 
catalog recipients are projected to become members, amountirig to 
200 new members in FY92. A new brochure and direct mail 
solicitation will form a part of the membership marketing plan. 
Projected membership growth is shown in the table of individual 
contributors on the next page. 

Objective 3: Increase unearned revenues from $1 million in 
FY91 to $1.5 million in FY96. 

Objective 3a: Increase corporate memberships and unrestricted 
corporate operating grants by 10% per annum to $400K in FY96 

The Museum will attract new corporate membership through the 
offering of additional local and national benefits; examples are the 
Ticket Subsidy Program and the use of collections and archives for 
loans to corporate sites or for research. 

The primary growth area is expected to be the computer and 
computer support industries (such as publishers, accounting firms, 
financial services), as well as the major computer users. In FY91 , 
the proportion of corporate members based in Massachusetts is 750/0 . 

.The Museum also plans to grow annual unrestricted operating grants, 
which are expected to be received mainly from the leading members 
of the computer industry and from major computer users. 
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Table of Projected Unrestricted Corporate Support by Type of 
Corporation 

FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 
Members 
Computer Hardware 26 29 31 35 38 . 42 
Computer Software 27 30 33 36 40 43 
Computer Users 59 65 71 79 86 95 
Total Corp. Members 112 123 136 149 164 180 
Membership Revenue ($K) 202 222 244 268 295 325 
Operating Grants ($K) 50 55 61 67 73 81 
Total Unrestricted Corp. 252 277 304 335 368 405 
Revenue ($K) 

Note: In FY91 , 1.4% of the Massachusetts computer hardware companies and 2% of the 
state's software companies are members of the Museum. 

Objective 3b: Increase Annual Fund revenues by 15% per annum by 
increasing the numbers of individual donors. 

The annual fund will be expanded as a program for broad-based 
annual donations by targeting individual members, volunteers, Board 
and Trustees. Growth in FY91 was. primarily from increased Board 
and Trustee giving. Future growth will be derived from broadening 
the base of givers through solicitations of networks of contacts of 
the Board via mailings, onsite events, and telephone solicitation. 

Table of Numbers of Individual Contributors at Each Level 

Contribution Level FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 
Basic Members 774 890 1024 1177 1354 1557 

$100 556 639 735 846 972 1118 
$250 80 92 106 122 140 161 
$500 30 35 40 46 52 60 

$1,000 32 37 43 55 70 90 
$2,500 2 3 3 6 9 12 

Total Contributors 1,474 1,696 1,950 2,251 2,598 2,998 
Total Revenue $K 159 184 211 255 305 365 

Note: 15% growth is projected, except in the highest two giving categories where 25% 
growth is assumed in FY94-96 owing to the transferral to annual giving of some capital 
campaign donors after completion of the campaign. 
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In FY91, the geographical origin of individual contributors is 
projected as: Massachusetts 51%; rest of New England 9%; California 
8%; rest of the US: 300/0; rest of the world: 2%. As the Museum's 
national presence increases, the proportion of non-local 
contributors will grow. 

Objective 3c: Increase foundation and government general operating 
support by 100/0 per annum 

The Museum will submit proposals to local, national, and government 
foundations to provide general operating support and to support 
existing programs according to the following schedule. In FY91, 25 
proposals requesting an average of $25,000 each will be submitted. 
Increased numbers of sources as well as larger grant requests will 
both contribute to the growth. 

Objective 3d: Raise restricted grant funds to support onsite and 
outreach educational activities 

Funding for the following projects will be sought: 

FY91 Milestones video $135,000 
Reality on Wheels $50,000 

FY92 Reality on Wheels $600,000 
Educator Kits $30,000 
Teacher development $40,000 
Learning Center $100,000 
Contest 1 $50,000 

FY93 Exhibit Kits (CDC) $100,000 
Internship program $30,000 
Chip video $135,000 
Teacher development $20,000 
Learning Center $50,000 
Contest 2 $100,000 
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FY94 Traveling exhibit $500,000 
Internship program $50,000 
Video title 4 $140,000 
Teacher development $20,000 
Contest 3 $50,000 

FY95 Exhibit Kits (3rd set) $100,000 
Video title 5 $140,000 
Education program $50,000 
Teacher development $20,000 
Contest 4 $50,000 

Permanent and temporary onsite exhibit funding goals are listed 
under Goal 3. 

Objective 3e: Hold a major benefit each year 

The Computer Bowl will be held each year till 1994. It is anticipated 
to net $200,000 in revenue per year; the 1994 "Superbowl" including 
all the previous years' most valuable players, will net approximately 
$350,000. Following 1994, the Bowl will be continued, or a new 
event of national appeal will be developed. 

Such benefit-contests also provide an important forum for the 
celebration and recognition of talent of the people of computing. 
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Competition 

Onsite Visitation 

The Computer Museum's 24,000 square feet of exhibits are the 
largest and most varied concentration of educational exhibits about 
computers in the World. 

Museums with Significant Exhibits on Computers 

Institution Theme Size, Year Opened 
The Computer Computer Evolution, 24,000 sq ft; new 
Museum Technology, exhibit every year 

Applications 
Smithsonian Information Age: 14,000 sq ft; 
Institution Communication and opened 1990 

Computing 
Science Museum, Computer Evolution 5,000 sq ft; 
London opened 1975 
Deutsche's Museum, Computer Evolution, 
Munich Technology opened 1988 

Within Boston, The Computer Museum competes with other Museums 
for visitors seeking an informal educational science or technology 
experience. 

Boston Area Science Museums 

Institution Theme 1990 Visitation 
Boston Museum of Science & Technology 1,576,000 
Science 

. Aquarium Fish 1,311,000 
Children's Museum General, including 484,000 

some science 
Discovery Museums General, children's 136,000 
of Acton activities & science 
MIT Museum Technology 
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Serving People Offsite 

1. Exhibit Kits (Goal 2, Objective 1, page 6) 
In 1991, two science museums offer several programs for sale on 
computer-related topics. None of the topics overlap with those in 
the Museum's first set of kits. 

2. Videos (Goal 2, Objective 2a, page 8) 
The public television program series "The Machine that Changed 
the World" has been developed for a general public television 
audience. Tapes of the series may compete at the high school and 
college level. The Museum's videos are more tutorial in nature, 
offer a 25-minute program for a class, and are accessible to a 
younger age group or families viewing at home. 

3. Travelling exhibits (Goal 2, Objective 3, page 8) 
The Association of Science and Technology Centers and the 
Smithsonian Institution's Travelling Exhibition Service manage 
and promote travelling exhibits. Few institutions develop exhibits 
on computer-related topics for their catalogs, and the demand for 
such exhibits greatly exceeds supply. 

Funding of New Exhibits 

During 1992-96, the Smithsonian will be raising $0.5-1 million for a 
travelling exhibit on computing and $250,000 for upgrading "The 
Information Age" exhibit. The Museum competes locally and 
nationally with other science and technology centers developing 
exhibits about computers or simply using computers in their 
exhibits. In addition, the Museum competes with non-profit groups 
seeking to carry out informal educational activities. Examples 
include professional associations, user groups, and organizations 
such as Computer Learning Month and Computers Professionals for 
Social Responsibility. 

Col/ection 

The Smithsonian and the Museum have a joint collecting agreement; 
artifact collecting is shared to maximize the number· of important 
items preserved between the two institutions' collections. 
Collecting at the Smithsonian has diminished since The Information 
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Age exhibit opened, owing, in part, to lack of available storage 
space. 

General Fund-raising 

When raising funds from philanthropic sources, the Museum 
competes with other cultural institutions. The Museum's role in 
addressing the national crisis in technology education fits with 
many foundations' guidelines. However, while giving to the arts is a 
well established tradition, support of technology history and 
education is gaining only gradual acceptance among corporate and 
individual philanthropy. 

Earned Reyenue 

The store catalog competes with "high-tech" mail order catalogs. 
Inclusion of quality educational products, some unusual items (such 
as "spreadsheet" bed sheets) and identification with the Museum 
itself, will help differentiate it from other catalogs. 

Museum functions rentals compete with the major museums in 
Boston, such as the Museum of Science and the Aquarium, as well as 
with hotels. The uniqueness of The Computer Museum is an 
attraction. Disruption associated with the Central Artery Project 
starting in downtown Boston in FY93 may deter some customers. 
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Vision of The Compyter Museym in 1996 

By 1996, the Computer Museum plans to be the world's most exciting 
place to discover the evolution, workings, and applications of 
computers. The following is a look at one possible outcome of 
following the strategic plan. 

Exhibjts 
Following on from the success of The Walk-Through Computer, the 
Museum has developed the popular Computer piscovery Center, and 
Networked Society exhibits. In addition, two new larger-than-life 
permanent exhibits have raised the Museum's visibility and 
visitation. The first is Computers and the Environment which 
incorporates a room-sized computer-based artificial environment in 
which visitors create their own synthetic creatures and launch them 
into a synthetic landscape to watch them survive, feed, and perhaps 
multiply. Another is Computers in Entertainment, which includes 
sections where visitors can interactively explore computers that 
control lights, music, and create special effects and animation. 

Relationships with Other Institutions 
The Museum is recognized as the leading resource for exhibits and 
educational materials on computers. Interactive computer exhibits 
created and licensed by the Museum have been installed in 90 other 
museums and technology centers around the world, reaching over 4 
million visitors each year. The Museum hosts an annual seminar for 
museum professionals where current issues in education and 
interactive exhibits are discussed. Teacher training programs are 
held throughout the year, and are designed for both local educators 
and for groups that come for week-long workshops from across the 
nation. 

Educational Materials 
The Museum has created Understanding Computers, a series of video 
tapes addressing topics in computer technology and applications 
suitable for use in middle and high schools, and the home. 75,000 
copies of the series have been sold reaching an estimated 1 million 
viewers. A variety of printed materials and booklets are available 
from the Museum. 

Schools 
Over 40,000 students in school groups visit the Museum each year, 
participating in a tour, hands-on collaborative activities, and 
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receiving a presentation by Museum staff. School teachers from the 
area identify The Computer Museum as an invaluable resource for 
their classes. In addition, educators across the nation recognize the 
Museum as a source of quality materials to help them give their 
students a sound and rounded computer education. The Museum 
provides 10,000 teaching kits each year to schools that are unable 
to visit. These kits, which include videos, booklets, workbooks, 
software, and demonstration hardware, are available in English and 
Spanish. 

Visitation 
220,000 visitors come to the Museum each year (up from 130,000 in 
FY91); 30% are school children and 40% of all visitors come from 
outside the New England area owing to the Museum's strong national 
and international reputation. 

National Events 
The Museum holds national events each year. Educational contests 
and fairs stimulate creative computer programming in the schools, 
colleges, ~nd the public, and raise awareness on a national scale of 
The Computer Museum as an educational center. Other events, such 
as The Computer Bowl, provide a festive focus for the people of 
computing. 

Cultural Diversity 
The demographic composition of visitors, staff, Board, and 
volunteers are beginning to reflect the cultural diversity of the 
communities served by the Museum. Both Board and staff are 30% 
composed of minorities. 

Finance 
The Museum has an annual operating budget of $4 million of which 
over 60% is earned revenue-from admissions, membership, function 
rental, exhibit sales, and the Museum store and catalog. Catalog 
sales has been the largest growth area, now a $1 million a year 
business. A $5 million capital campaign has been completed and the 
Museum now has an endowment of $1.6 million. The Museum owns its 
building and has cooperated with The Children's Museum in making 
major improvements to waterfront site and visitor amenities. 

In 1996, with operations and core markets secure, the Museum is 
preparing to look ahead to a period of further growth, and is now 
considering a move to a new site. 
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Financial Projections 

A B C 0 E F G H 
1 Operating Fund FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 
2 Page 31 and 32 Conform to Audited Statement Format 
3 
4 Support and Revenue: 
5 
6 Unrestricted Gifts 560 618 640 715 942 492 728 
7 
8 Restricted Gifts 107 246 820 435 760 360 500 
9 

10 Memberships 235 268 289 321 356 391 429 
1 1 
12 Admissions 320 515 510 612 612 920 1107 
13 
14 Auxiliary Activities 352 465 642 894 1122 1397 1628 
15 
16 Miscellaneous 13 3 111 186 262 261 264 
17 
18 Total Revenue 1587 2115 3011 3163 4054 3821 4656 
19 
20 Expenses: 
21 
22 Exhibits and Programs 322 539 1293 967 1306 1016 1189 
23 
24 Marketing and Memberships 251 284 304 350 375 401 429 
25 
26 Management and General 293 239 243 313 335 359 384 
27 
28 Fundraising 130 183 196 210 224 240 257 
29 
30 Museum Wharf 259 286 306 327 350 375 401 
31 
32 Auxiliary Activities 267 344 527 733 887 1057 1259 
33 
34 Total Expense 1522 1875 2868 2901 3477 3447 3918 
35 
36 Net Profit/Loss 65 240 143 262 576 374 737 
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Financial Projections 

A B C D E F G H 
37 Capital Fund FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 
38 
39 Support and Revenue: 
40 
41 Unrestricted Gifts 256 193 2000 1500 4000 350 400 
42 
43 Restricted Gifts 1177 625 1000 800 1000 800 1000 
44 
45 Miscellaneous 19 13 0 0 0 0 0 
46 
47 Total Revenue 1452 831 3000 2300 5000 1150 1400 
48 
49 Expenses: 
50 
51 Exhibits and Programs 1010 864 900 740 936 776 972 
52 
53 Management and General 155 73 78 84 89 96 102 
54 
55 Fundraising 80 190 200 200 200 ' 150 150 
56 
57 Mortgage Payable 154 147 141 134 2627 120 113 
58 
59 Total Expenses 1'399 1274 1319 1158 3852 1142 1337 
60 
61 Net Profit/Loss 53 -443 1681 1142 1148 8 63 
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Financial Projections 

A B C 0 E F G H 
62 Operating Revenues FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 
63 Supporting Documentation 
64 Earned Revenues ($K) 
65 
66 
67 
68 Functions 140 149 154 186 205 241 254 
69 
70 Store & Catalog 212 316 488 708 917 1156 1374 
71 
72 Number of visitors 91700 131500 130000 156000 156000 187000 225000 
73 Admissions $/head $3.49 $3.92 $3.92 $3.92 $3.92 $4.92 $4.92 
74 Admissions $ 320 515 510 612 612 920 1107 
75 
76 Exhibit Kit sales 0 10 27 15 37 22 30 
77 
78 Total Earned Revenue 672 990 1179 1521 1771 2339 2765 
79 
80 Unearned Revenue 
81 
82 Unrestricted Grants 203 180 198 218 240 264 290 
83 
84 Restricted Grants (pg 24) 107 246 820 435 760 360 500 
85 
86 Annual Fund 82 100 115 132 165 207 258 
87 
88 Bowl/Benefit 256 300 300 350 500 0 150 
89 
90 Corporate Membership 180 200 220 242 266 293 322 
91 
92 Individual Membership 55 68 69 79 90 98 107 
93 
94 Misce"aneous 1 9 28 
95 
96 Interest Income 13 3 111 186 262 261 264 
97 
98 TOTAL OP REVENUE 1587 2115 3011 3163 4054 3821 4656 
99 Earned % of total 42 47 39 48 44 61 59 
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Financial Projections 

A B C D E F G H 
100 Supporting Documentation FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 
101 Operating Expense 
102 
103 
104 Exhibits Development 7 147 550 215 575 240 320 
105 
106 
107 Exhibits & Collections 102 125 234 265 259 277 296 
108 
109 Education 213 267 509 487 472 499 573 
110 
111 Marketing & Memberships 251 284 304 350 375 401 429 
112 
113 Gen Management 293 239 243 313 335 359 384 
114 
115 Fundraising 130 183 196 210 224 240 257 
116 
117 Store 201 269 411 590 739 911 1093 
118 
119 Functions (includes $60K 66 75 116 143 148 146 166 
120 of capital improvements) 
121 
122 Museum Wharf 259 286 306 327 350 375 401 
123 
124 Total Operating Expense 1522 1875 2868 2901 3477 3447 3918 
125 
126 NET OP. REVENUES 65 240 143 262 576 374 737 
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Financial Projections 

A B C D E F G H 
127 Supporting Documentation FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93· FY94 FY95 FY96 
128 Capital Revenues 
129 
130 Exhibits 1177 625 1000 800 1000 800 1000 
131 Non-exhibit 256 193 2000 1500 4000 350 400 
132 Interest Income 19 13 
133 
134 Total Capital Revenues 1452 831 3000 2300 5000 1150 1400 
135 
136 Capital Expenses 
137 
138 Exhibits 1010 864 900 740 936 776 972 
139 General Management 155 73 78 84 89 96 102 
140 Fundraising expense 80 190 200 200 200 150 150 
141 Buildg Jmortgage +F>urch) 154 147 141 134 2627 120 113 
142 
143 Total Cal?ltal Expenses 1399 1274 1319 1158 3852 1142 1337 
144 
145 Net Capital Revenue 53 -443 1681 1142 1148 8 63 
146 Net Capital Cumulative 1581 2663 3747 3731 3766 
147 Interest 7% 111 186 262 261 264 
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Financial Projections 

A B C D E F G H 
148 Supporting Documentation FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96 
149 Store & Catalog 
150 Revenue 
151 
152 Store 190 246 269 323 323 387 387 
153 Catalog 22 70 179 370 569 742 956 
154 Product Dev 10 15 25 27 31 
155 Mise 30 
156 
157 Store Total Revenue 212 316 488 708 917 1156 1374 
158 
159 Expense 
160 
161 Store Expense 179 213 236 256 263 302 310 
162 Mail Order Expense 22 56 165 324 461 594 765 
163 Product Dev 10 10 15 15 18 
164 
165 Store Total Expense 201 269 411 590 739 911 1093 
166 
167 Store Net Revenue 1 1 47 77 118 178 245 281 
168 
169 Functions 
170 
171 Revenue 140 149 154 186 205 241 254 
172 Expense (inc. $60K 66 75 116 143 148 146 166 
173 of capital improvements) 
174 
175 Functions Net Revenue 74 74 38 43 57 95 88 
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Cell:D104 
Note:$550K Reality on Wheels expense 

Cell:E104 
Note: Includes: 

$90K Exhibit Kits (CDC) 
$125K Chip Video 

Cell:F104 
Note: Includes: 

$450K for traveling exhibit 
$125K for video title 4 

Cell: G104 
Note: Includes: 

$100K for Exhibit Kits 3rd set 
$140K for Video title 5 

Cell: D1 07 

Financial Projections 

Note: Add $30K for additional permanent exhibits engineer to support expanded exhibits 
Add $20K for temporary (1 yr) collections assistant to document collections prior to offsite move 
Includes $50K for new carpet, paint 

Cell:E107 
Note: Includes: 

$20K for shipping collections offsite 
$20K for warehouse rental 
$50K for new carpet, paint 

Cell:F107 
Note: Includes $50K for new carpet, paint, general face lift 

Cell:D109 
Note: Add: 

permanent teacher services coordinator at $25K 
interpreter at $20K to help staff expanded exhibits 
$25K for Educator Kits 
$15K for teacher training 
$90K for Learning Center 
$45K for Contest 1 
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Cell:E109 
Note: Includes: 

$25K for internship program 
$15K for teacher training 
$90K for Contest 2 

Cell:F109 
Note: Includes: 

$45K for internship program 
$45K for Contest 3 

Cell: G109 
Note: Includes: 

$45K for Contest 4 
$45K for new education program 

Cell:H109 
Note: Includes $135K for an education program 

Cell: E111 
Note: Add Marketing Assistant position of 25K. 

Cell: 0113 

Financial Projections 

Note: Decrease Salary by 13K for reallocating Cash Room Manager to Functions 

Cell:E113 
Note: Add Director of Finance & Administration position at $50K. 

Cell: 0119 
Note: Includes: $1SK to soundproof auditorium. Add $13K Functions Assistant reallocation 

Cell:E119 
Note: Includes auditorium improvements: 

$1SK carpet 
$ SK lighting 
$ 9K AV equipment 

Cell:F119 
Note: Includes $20K for improvements to caterers kitchen 

Cell: G131 
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Financial Projections' 

Note: Capital giving continues at a higher level after completion of the cC!mpaign 

Cell:F141 
Note: Includes $2.5 million building payment to DEC 

Cell:D172 
Note: Includes $15K to soundproof auditorium 

Cell: E172 
Note: Includes auditorium improvements: 

$15K carpet 
$ 5K lighting 
$ 9K AV equipment 

Cell:F172 
Note: Includes $20K for improvements to caterers kitchen 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Board of Director's Meeting 
March 1, 1991 

A quorum being in attendance the meeting was called to 

order by the Chairman of the Board of Directors, Gardner C. 

Hendrie. Other directors in attendance were C. Gordon Bell, 

Gwen Bell, Lynda Bodman, Lawrence Brewster, Richard Case, 

David Chapman, David Donaldson, Jon Eklund, Edward Fredkin, 

Charles House, Theodore Johnson, David Kaplan, James 

McKenney, Laura Morse, Nicholas Pettinella, Richard Ruopp, 

Jean Sammet, Grant Saviers, Edward Schwartz, Naomi Seligman, 

Hal Shear, Irwin Sitkin, Ronald Smart, and Oliver Strimpel 

as Executive Director. Anthony Pell joined the meeting 

later. James S. Davis attended as Clerk. 

I. Future Meetings. The next meetings of the Board will 

be held 

Friday, June 28, 1991 - 8:30 a.m. (annual meeting) 

Thursday, November 7, 1991 - 8:30 a.m. 

To make it easier to plan schedules in advance, the 

Board decided, beginning in 1992, to hold the Board meetings 

on the second Friday of February, June, and October. The 

1992 dates are as follows: 

Friday, February 14, 1992 - 8:30 a.m. 

Friday, June 12, 1992 - 8:30 a.m. 

Friday, October 9, 1992 - 8:30 a.m. 
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II. Status Report On The Museum. 

Oliver Strimpel noted that the Museum generally is 

doing well. Attendance has doubled in the past five years, 

although a lack of school bus funding from the State has 

been a hindrance. Greg Welch has been hired as Director of 

Exhibi ts. A special exhibit "Science in Depth" featuring 

Pscolograms is running through May 15. The Milestones 

exhibit has attracted the first major federal grant for the 

Museum's exhibits: $325,000 from the National Endownment for 

the Humanities; and the Museum has been encouraged to apply 

to NEH for future exhibit funding. Total funding for 

Milestones is up to $758,000. 

Reality on Wheels has begun its initial 

active fundraising; and the Museum is ready 

fundraising for the Computer Discovery Center, 

open the Center in the spring or summer of 1992. 

period of 

to start 

hoping to 

The Museum will host a contest for the Loebner prize -

an implementation of the renowned Turing Test in which 

judges will try to determine if computer terminals are 

hooked up to humans or to computers. The Museum may also be 

involved in the North American computer chess competition. 

Operating income of the Museum generally is in good 

shape. 

Hal Shear discussed the annual fundraising program and 

outlined the process being followed and the contacts that 

have been made. About $70,000 of a $100,000 budget has been 

raised during the first eight months of the fiscal year with 
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two-thirds of the Board of Directors contributing. He 

requested names of additional contacts and asked for 100% 

Board participation. 

Laura Morse indicated that the corporate membership had 

witnessed a steady increase since 1989 in spite of the 

downturn in the economy. The Museum is trying to expand its 

list of non-Massachusetts corporate members. 

Gwen Bell discussed the Computer Bowl which will be 

held April 26, 1991 and mentioned the free advertising 

received in computer publications. The East Coast satellite 

link-up will be located at The Computer Museum with the Bowl 

to be held at 9:00 p.m. Eastern Standard Time with dinner 

beforehand. 

Oliver noted that the capital budget was behind 

projections: 

1. There 

giving 

is a shortfall in unrestricted 

pending the initiation of the 

campaign. 

capital 

capital 

2. The Museum is behind in funding for the Computer 

Discovery Center with only $80,000 of a $220,000 

goal having been received. 

3. The budget figures appear more negative due to the 

fact that $115,000 spent in 1991 for the Walk

Through had been reflected as received on the 

books in 1990 when it came in. 
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Ed Schwartz discussed the Water Park project for the 

space in front of the Museum Wharf. He noted that the 

project was being given new emphasis by the parties involved 

due to the pending "Big Dig" for Boston's new tunnel and 

central artery, which it was felt might deter visitors from 

visiting the Museum area. The goal is to make the space in 

front of the Museum building, including the apron and a 

proposed extension over the existing water area, more 

attractive to visitors. The City is supportive 

Children's Museum would like to open the Water 

1993. The estimated cost is $4 to $6 million. 

and 

Park 

the 

in 

The Children's Museum wants the Computer Museum's 

cooperation; and the Computer Museum has created a sub-group 

to represent its interests in discussions of the project. 

The Museums will attempt to cooperate in the development of 

future plans. In response to a question by Jon Eklund, Ed 

Schwartz agreed that there was a potential conflict in 

fundraising for the Water Park project and for the capital 

campaign, as well as possible conflicts in fundraising 

between the Chi Idren' s Museum and the Computer Museum. Ed 

noted that the Board would be kept informed of any future 

developments. 

III. Stragetic Plan Discussion. 

Gardner Hendrie introduced the discussion by pointing 

out that the plan had been developed in conjunction with the 

proposed capital campaign. 
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Oliver presented a proposed revision of the Museum's 

mission statement (Exhibit A) with modifications which would 

further emphasize the international focus of the Museum. 

There was general discussion of whether to adopt the 

proposed revision or to first add a reference to 

communications technology. 

Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was moved to 

adopt the revision as presented, but to substitute the 

phrase "information technology" for references to 

"computers" and "computing" wherever they appeared in the 

proposal. 

More discussion followed as to whether any reference to 

computers by definition encompassed the field of information 

technology. 

It was then moved and seconded to table the ini ta I 

motion to insert the words "information technology"; and 

upon vote of the Board, the motion to table failed. The 

initial motion to insert the phrase "information technology" 

was then withdrawn. 

It was then proposed that no vote be taken on the 

mission statement, but that Oliver Strimpel or the Executive 

Commi ttee be allowed to modify the statement to take the 

sense of the meeting into consideration. One suggetion was 

to add a reference to "related information technology". 
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Janet Cochran, speaking with reference to the capital 

campaign, then recommended against presently adopting any 

changes in the mission statement if it was felt that an 

additional change might be made while the capital campaign 

was being conducted. 

Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was then 

VOTED: To approve the proposed revision of the mission 

statement attached hereto as Exhibit A. (Jon 

Eklund cast a negative vote). 

It was suggested by Gardner Hendrie that Oliver 

Strimpel work with Janet Cochran in considering the impact 

on the capital campaign of any change in the mission 

statement that might be made at the Board's June meeting. 

There was then a discussion of the goals of the Museum 

for the period 1991 to 1996 as outlined on page 2 of the 

strategic plan (attached as Exhibit B). 

1. It was suggested that visi tor growth would depend 

on "blockbuster exhibits" in the future as well as on 

maintaining the Museum's normal ongoing exhibits. Gardiner 

Hendrie questioned whether there was a conflict between 

developing highly popular "blockbusters" and developing 

exhibits which the Museum needed to fulfill its basic 

goals. Dick Case observed that you could not educate the 

public unless it came to the Museum in the first place. 
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There was a discussion of whether to add Spanish text 

to the exhibits. Jon Eklund and Jean Sammet felt that the 

focus should not just be on Spanish texts attached to the 

exhibi ts, but on communication in general with non-English 

speaking visitors, including the use of tapes and pamphlets. 

It was noted that the Museum could handle a maximum of 

220,000 to 250,000 annual visitors in it present space. 

Gardner Hendrie noted that the ability to attract 

people to the Museum was one measure of its success on which 

the Museum could capitalize when asking for funds. 

2. Addi tional exhibits and programs serving the 

Museum's educational mission include the licensing of 

exhibits to other museums; the selling of educational 

materials such as videos and printed materials relating to 

the Museum's exhibits and collection; and traveling exhibits 

and contests on a national scale. 

Gardner raised the question as to what criteria should 

be applied for dividing financial and other support between 

on-si te and off-si te funding. Gordon Bell felt that more 

emphasis should be put on off-site funding in order to 

generate visibi Ii ty for the Museum and contributions from 

other geographical areas. Naomi Seligman pointed out that 

there was another point of view which held that off-si te 

programs were offshoots of the Museum's on-site projects and 

were not in themselves profi table; and she felt that there 
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needed to be a basic determination as to where the 

profitability lay. 

Gardner Hendrie felt there was enthusiasm for the 

Museum to be operating off-site acti vi ties, and that there 

were opportunities which could make off-site operations 

self-supporting and profitable. 

3. In connection with new exhibits it was noted that 

evolution of computing and computing technology have had 

significant emphasis in the past and that the applications 

and impact of computing would receive more emphasis in the 

future. 

Gardiner Hendrie raised the question as to what 

audience level should be targeted; and it was felt that most 

of the exhibits should reach a twelve year old visitor. 

Ed Fredkin felt it was important not just to replace 

old exhibi ts wi th new ones, but to keep some old ones as 

well if they could continue to draw visitor interest. Jon 

Eklund agreed and commended the Museum's past record of 

exhibit development. 

Gardner Hendrie noted that the Museum's exhibit space 

was not yet full. 

Dick Ruopp felt that new exhibits must focus upon 

changing ideas as they develop in the computing industry. 

4. With reference to the goal of strengthening the 

permanent computer collection and the Museum's archives, 
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Naomi Seligman asked what the challenges were in improving 

the collections. Oliver Strimpel noted that the challenges 

were in what to look for, where to look for it, and how to 

make the necessary contacts. 

It was noted that there was often a short window of 

time during which items were available to the Museum, once 

they became part of corporate discards, once individuals 

decided to retire from the industry, etc. This underlines 

the importance of having a "network" in place which allows 

the Museum to acquire knowledge of the availability of items 

at the appropriate time. 

Gwen Bell noted that the Museum had a good set of rules 

as to what it should take, but no funding readily available 

to acquire and ship items as they become available. 

Jean Sammet felt that some mention should be made in 

the strategic plan of the Museum's development and use of 

visible storage space for its archives and collections. 

5. In connection with the Museum's purchase of its 

space at Museum Wharf and improvement of its financial 

stabi Ii ty, Gardner Hendrie raised the issue as to whether 

the Museum had a good enough story to present to the world 

to enable it to ask for $5M in the capital campaign. 

Dick Case felt that a page should be added to the 

strategic plan to emphasize the Museum's past achievements. 

Grant Saviers felt that the growth rates stated in the 

plan for 1991 through 1996 might sound overly ambitious. 
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Jim McKenney emphasized the success of the operating 

budgets over the past years and noted that the Museum was 

running a "tight ship" in this regard. 

Gardner questioned what use would be made of the 

capital campaign funds if $5M were raised: for example, the 

payment of $2,500,000 to DEC for the building, plus payment 

of the mortgage, with the balance to be used as an 

endownment? Ed Schwartz suggested that the mortgage should 

not be paid off since the interest rate was only 4-1/2%. 

A question was posed to Janet Cochran as to which 

financial needs of the Museum were most likely to attract 

giving, to which Janet responded "building and endowment". 

There was some discussion as to whether relatively 

small restricted gifts such as $20,000 should be accepted 

with the administrative burden that restrictions might 

impose, or whether gifts of that size should be solicited as 

unrestricted or funding as opposed to endowment. 

IV. The next steps for the capital campaign were 

discussed by Janet Cochran. She felt that the $5M goal was 

achievable although she recognized that it did not leave 

much for endowment after the building was paid for. A vital 

question was what future support would come from DEC. 

In the next few months the Museum will be searching for 

a volunteer chairman for the capital campaign; will look for 

grants from the National Endowmnet for the Humanities; will 

heighten its annual fund raising appeals; and will ask for 

giving at the Computer Bowl. 
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The capital campaign committee was to meet after the 

Board Meeting to determine what could be done in the next 

few months to kick off the campaign. 

It was felt that the campaign would need to raise some 

20% of its goal in lead gifts before it approached the 

public at large. 

IV. Adjournment 

There being no further business to come before the 

meeting, upon motion duly made and seconded it was 

VOTED: To Adjourn 

Adjourned 

A true copy, Attested: 

James S. Davis, Clerk 

led 
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COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 

February 6, 1991 

Present were Oliver Strimpel, Ed Schwartz, Gwen Bell, 

Richard Case, Gardner Hendrie, Larry Brewster, Jim McKenney, 

Nick Pettinella, Richard Ruopp, and arriving later in the 

meeting, Lynda Bodman. 

Oliver Strimpe1 noted that cash flow problems may 

become serious in Apri 1 and May and thereafter due to (1) 

being behind budget $160,000 in raising unrestricted 

capital; (2) being behind budget $90,000 in raising 

unrestricted funds for operating expenses; and (3) the 

narrowing of the "float" derived from exhibit funding as the 

funds are being spent on Milestones. 

Jim McKenney pointed out that the operating budget was 

ahead of schedule by some $225,000 and that the real source 

of the Museum's financial problems was lack of "giving" by 

donors. He noted that if $5M was raised by the capi tal 

campaign, that after the purchase of the building and 

payment of related expenses, only around $1.7M would remain 

for an endowment for the Museum. 

It was noted that the Museum will approach banks to ask 

for a line of credit, which may have to be personally 

guaranteed as was the case in the past. 

It was suggested that the Museum should formalize its 

overhead rate which it would retain from exhibit 

contributions. 
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Oliver suggested that the Museum might approach 

insiders to ask them to accelerate their anticipated capital 

campaign gifts. 

McKenney mentioned that $20,000 had to be raised in 

order to keep the Museum financially solvent during the 

month of April, and suggested borrowing this limited amount 

from individual contributors rather than approaching banks 

for this relatively small sum. He noted that the biggest 

expenses were salaries which could not be postponed or cut. 

There followed a discussion of the development of a 

Strategic Plan to be used in conjunction with the capital 

campaign as well as some aspects of the campaign itself. 

There was a discussion of the effect which a major gift 

by DEC, related to the acquisition of the building, might 

have upon the campaign as a whole, and in particular upon 

other potential donors, such as IBM and the Japanese 

computing industry. 

The Committee reviewed an outline of the Strategic Plan 

in anticipation of its presentation at the next Board of 

Directors meeting. After discussion it was decided that the 

Executive Committee would finalize the Plan which would then 

be presented for discussion and general approval of the 

Board at its next meeting; and it was decided to develop a 

list of suggested specific issues upon which the Board might 

focus its discussion. 

The next Executive Committee meetings will be held 

March 26, 1991 at 8:00 a.m., April 15, 1991 at 7:30 a.m. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
March 26, 1991 

In attendance were Oliver Strimpel, Ed Schwartz, 

Gardner Hendrie, Richard Case, Lynda Bodman, Nick 

Pettinella, and Gwen Bell. 

Oliver gave a Museum operations update, noting the 

staffing changes, including a new marketing director, a new 

functions manager, and a new exhibits engineer. 

He noted that Milestones was on track both physically 

and financially. The Museum will try to market the 

Milestones Exhibit as a display of the impact computing has 

had on society rather than as a presentation of a purely 

historical overview, with the hope that the exhibit's 

overall scope and its appeal to the public will be broadened. 

Lynda Bodman opened a discussion as to the need for a 

marketing plan and "showmanship" to generate excitement and 

to attract a wider audience than would otherwise be 

attracted to an historical or "cerebral" exhibit (by 

contrast to the appeal of the Walk-through Exhibit). It was 

also felt that the exhibit was important in attracting 

interest and support for the Museum to enhance its image as 

it enters upon the capital campaign. There was a suggestion 

that various dinners be held at the Museum for corporate 

supporters, etc. 
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It was noted that the Museum was in a difficult cash 

flow period. 

No funding has yet been committed from the outside for 

Reality on Wheels probably due to the fact that the 

technology to be highlighted is still in the development 

stage rather than being commercially applied. The Museum 

wi 11 proceed with developing the exhibit once funding is 

assured. Lynda Bodman felt that some travelling exhibit was 

defini tely needed in the next three years to enhance the 

Museum's national image. 

General development funding for the Museum is not up to 

expectations. There is a window of some four weeks during 

which the Museum needs to raise $50, 000 to $60, 000; and it 

was suggested that the Board and Executive Committee should 

be given a list of proposed donors in order to get input as 

to the manner and timing of contacts for a short term fund 

raising appeal. 

Lynda Bodman noted that she would be calling upon the 

Directors soon for suggestions for new nominees to the Board, 

and could raise an issue of short term funding needs at that 

time. 

There was some discussion of the search for the new 

Chairman of the Board, including prospects whom had been 

contacted preliminari ly as well as contacts that might be 

made in the future. 
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There was further discussion as to new nominees to the 

Board to be elected at the June annual meeting. It was 

noted that the Nominating Committee would soon be meeting. 

There was some discussion as to how to define the respective 

positions and responsibilities of directors and trustees, 

and whether potential Directors who were contacted should be 

invited to serve on the Museum's committees and appraised of 

contribution objectives for Board members. 

It was mentioned that the areas of software, systems 

integration, and the educational field were generally under

represented on the Board. 

Jim McKenney pointed out that the 

Museum, is young; and that there 

industry, like the 

are relatively few 

potential Board members over sixty years of age except in 

the academic world. 

There was some discussion as to the extent to which the 

Museum's strategic plan and capi tal campaign should govern 

the nomination and selection process for Board members. 

Gardner proposed that contributions of time or 

financial support to the Museum should be retained as 

primary criteria for nomination as a Board member, with 

consideration to be given to representatives of potential 

corporate supportors. He also noted that there need not be 

uniform criteria which must be met by all potential nominees. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Board of Director's Meeting 
March 1, 1991 

A quorum being in attendance the meeting was called to 

order by the Chairman of the Board of Directors, Gardner C. 

Hendrie. Other directors in attendance were C. Gordon Bell, 

Gwen Bell, Lynda Bodman, Lawrence Brewster, Richard Case, 

David Chapman, David Donaldson, Jon Eklund, Edward Fredkin, 

Charles House, Theodore Johnson, David Kaplan, James 

McKenney, Laura Morse, Nicholas Pettinella, Richard Ruopp, 

Jean Sammet, Grant Saviers, Edward Schwartz, Naomi Seligman, 

Hal Shear, Irwin Sitkin, Ronald Smart, and Oliver Strimpel 

as Executive Director. Anthony Pell joined the meeting 

later. James S. Davis attended as Clerk. 

I. Future Meetings. The next meetings of the Board will 

be held 

Friday, June 28, 1991 - 8:30 a.m. (annual meeting) 

Thursday, November 7, 1991 - 8:30 a.m. 

To make it easier to plan schedules in advance, the 

Board decided, beginning in 1992, to hold the Board meetings 

on the second Friday of February, June, and October. The 

1992 dates are as follows: 

Friday, February 14, 1992 - 8:30 a.m. 

Friday, June 12, 1992 - 8:30 a.m. 

Friday, October 9, 1992 - 8:30 a.m. 
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II. Status Report On The Museum. 

Oliver Strimpel noted that the Museum generally is 

doing well. Attendance has doubled in the past five years, 

although a lack of school bus funding from the State has 

been a hindrance. Greg Welch has been hired as Director of 

Exhibi ts. A special exhibit "Science in Depth" featuring 

Pscolograms is running through May 15. The Milestones 

exhibit has attracted the first major federal grant for the 

Museum's exhibits: $325,000 from the National Endownment for 

the Humanities; and the Museum has been encouraged to apply 

to NEH for future exhibit funding. Total funding for 

Milestones is up to $758,000. 

Reality on Wheels has begun its initial 

active fundraising; and the Museum is ready 

fundraising for the Computer Discovery Center, 

open the Center in the spring or summer of 1992. 

period of 

to start 

hoping to 

The Museum will host a contest for the Loebner prize -

an implementation of the renowned Turing Test in which 

judges will try to determine if computer terminals are 

hooked up to humans or to computers. The Museum may also be 

involved in the North American computer chess competition. 

Operating income of the Museum generally is in good 

shape. 

Hal Shear discussed the annual fundraising program and 

outlined the process being followed and the contacts that 

have been made. About $70,000 of a $100,000 budget has been 

raised during the first eight months of the fiscal year with 
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two-thirds of the Board of Directors contributing. He 

requested names of additional contacts and asked for 100% 

Board participation. 

Laura Morse indicated that the corporate membership had 

witnessed a steady increase since 1989 in spite of the 

downturn in the economy. The Museum is trying to expand its 

list of non-Massachusetts corporate members. 

Gwen Bell discussed the Computer Bowl which will be 

held April 26, 1991 and mentioned the free advertising 

received in computer publications. The East Coast satellite 

link-up will be located at The Computer Museum with the Bowl 

to be held at 9:00 p.m. Eastern Standard Time with dinner 

beforehand. 

Oliver noted that the capital budget was behind 

projections: 

1. There 

giving 

is a shortfall in unrestricted 

pending the initiation of the 

campaign. 

capital 

capital 

2. The Museum is behind in funding for the Computer 

Discovery Center with only $80,000 of a $220,000 

goal having been received. 

3. The budget figures appear more negative due to the 

fact that $115,000 spent in 1991 for the Walk

Through had been reflected as received on the 

books in 1990 when it came in. 
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Ed Schwartz discussed the Water Park project for the 

space in front of the Museum Wharf. He noted that the 

project was being given new emphasis by the parties involved 

due to the pending "Big Dig" for Boston's new tunnel and 

central artery, which it was felt might deter visitors from 

visiting the Museum area. The goal is to make the space in 

front of the Museum building, including the apron and a 

proposed extension over the existing water area, more 

attractive to visitors. The City is supportive 

Children's Museum would like to open the Water 

1993. The estimated cost is $4 to $6 million. 

and 

Park 

the 

in 

The Children's Museum wants the Computer Museum's 

cooperation; and the Computer Museum has created a sub-group 

to represent its interests in discussions of the project. 

The Museums will attempt to cooperate in the development of 

future plans. In response to a question by Jon Eklund, Ed 

Schwartz agreed that there was a potential conflict in 

fundraising for the Water Park project and for the capital 

campaign, as well as possible conflicts in fundraising 

between the Chi Idren' s Museum and the Computer Museum. Ed 

noted that the Board would be kept informed of any future 

developments. 

III. Stragetic Plan Discussion. 

Gardner Hendrie introduced the discussion by pointing 

out that the plan had been developed in conjunction with the 

proposed capital campaign. 
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Oliver presented a proposed revision of the Museum's 

mission statement (Exhibit A) with modifications which would 

further emphasize the international focus of the Museum. 

There was general discussion of whether to adopt the 

proposed revision or to first add a reference to 

communications technology. 

Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was moved to 

adopt the revision as presented, but to substitute the 

phrase "information technology" for references to 

"computers" and "computing" wherever they appeared in the 

proposal. 

More discussion followed as to whether any reference to 

computers by definition encompassed the field of information 

technology. 

It was then moved and seconded to table the ini ta I 

motion to insert the words "information technology"; and 

upon vote of the Board, the motion to table failed. The 

initial motion to insert the phrase "information technology" 

was then withdrawn. 

It was then proposed that no vote be taken on the 

mission statement, but that Oliver Strimpel or the Executive 

Commi ttee be allowed to modify the statement to take the 

sense of the meeting into consideration. One suggetion was 

to add a reference to "related information technology". 
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Janet Cochran, speaking with reference to the capital 

campaign, then recommended against presently adopting any 

changes in the mission statement if it was felt that an 

additional change might be made while the capital campaign 

was being conducted. 

Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was then 

VOTED: To approve the proposed revision of the mission 

statement attached hereto as Exhibit A. (Jon 

Eklund cast a negative vote). 

It was suggested by Gardner Hendrie that Oliver 

Strimpel work with Janet Cochran in considering the impact 

on the capital campaign of any change in the mission 

statement that might be made at the Board's June meeting. 

There was then a discussion of the goals of the Museum 

for the period 1991 to 1996 as outlined on page 2 of the 

strategic plan (attached as Exhibit B). 

1. It was suggested that visi tor growth would depend 

on "blockbuster exhibits" in the future as well as on 

maintaining the Museum's normal ongoing exhibits. Gardiner 

Hendrie questioned whether there was a conflict between 

developing highly popular "blockbusters" and developing 

exhibits which the Museum needed to fulfill its basic 

goals. Dick Case observed that you could not educate the 

public unless it came to the Museum in the first place. 
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There was a discussion of whether to add Spanish text 

to the exhibits. Jon Eklund and Jean Sammet felt that the 

focus should not just be on Spanish texts attached to the 

exhibi ts, but on communication in general with non-English 

speaking visitors, including the use of tapes and pamphlets. 

It was noted that the Museum could handle a maximum of 

220,000 to 250,000 annual visitors in it present space. 

Gardner Hendrie noted that the ability to attract 

people to the Museum was one measure of its success on which 

the Museum could capitalize when asking for funds. 

2. Addi tional exhibits and programs serving the 

Museum's educational mission include the licensing of 

exhibits to other museums; the selling of educational 

materials such as videos and printed materials relating to 

the Museum's exhibits and collection; and traveling exhibits 

and contests on a national scale. 

Gardner raised the question as to what criteria should 

be applied for dividing financial and other support between 

on-si te and off-si te funding. Gordon Bell felt that more 

emphasis should be put on off-site funding in order to 

generate visibi Ii ty for the Museum and contributions from 

other geographical areas. Naomi Seligman pointed out that 

there was another point of view which held that off-si te 

programs were offshoots of the Museum's on-site projects and 

were not in themselves profi table; and she felt that there 
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needed to be a basic determination as to where the 

profitability lay. 

Gardner Hendrie felt there was enthusiasm for the 

Museum to be operating off-site acti vi ties, and that there 

were opportunities which could make off-site operations 

self-supporting and profitable. 

3. In connection with new exhibits it was noted that 

evolution of computing and computing technology have had 

significant emphasis in the past and that the applications 

and impact of computing would receive more emphasis in the 

future. 

Gardiner Hendrie raised the question as to what 

audience level should be targeted; and it was felt that most 

of the exhibits should reach a twelve year old visitor. 

Ed Fredkin felt it was important not just to replace 

old exhibi ts wi th new ones, but to keep some old ones as 

well if they could continue to draw visitor interest. Jon 

Eklund agreed and commended the Museum's past record of 

exhibit development. 

Gardner Hendrie noted that the Museum's exhibit space 

was not yet full. 

Dick Ruopp felt that new exhibits must focus upon 

changing ideas as they develop in the computing industry. 

4. With reference to the goal of strengthening the 

permanent computer collection and the Museum's archives, 
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Naomi Seligman asked what the challenges were in improving 

the collections. Oliver Strimpel noted that the challenges 

were in what to look for, where to look for it, and how to 

make the necessary contacts. 

It was noted that there was often a short window of 

time during which items were available to the Museum, once 

they became part of corporate discards, once individuals 

decided to retire from the industry, etc. This underlines 

the importance of having a "network" in place which allows 

the Museum to acquire knowledge of the availability of items 

at the appropriate time. 

Gwen Bell noted that the Museum had a good set of rules 

as to what it should take, but no funding readily available 

to acquire and ship items as they become available. 

Jean Sammet felt that some mention should be made in 

the strategic plan of the Museum's development and use of 

visible storage space for its archives and collections. 

5. In connection with the Museum's purchase of its 

space at Museum Wharf and improvement of its financial 

stabi Ii ty, Gardner Hendrie raised the issue as to whether 

the Museum had a good enough story to present to the world 

to enable it to ask for $5M in the capital campaign. 

Dick Case felt that a page should be added to the 

strategic plan to emphasize the Museum's past achievements. 

Grant Saviers felt that the growth rates stated in the 

plan for 1991 through 1996 might sound overly ambitious. 
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Jim McKenney emphasized the success of the operating 

budgets over the past years and noted that the Museum was 

running a "tight ship" in this regard. 

Gardner questioned what use would be made of the 

capital campaign funds if $5M were raised: for example, the 

payment of $2,500,000 to DEC for the building, plus payment 

of the mortgage, with the balance to be used as an 

endownment? Ed Schwartz suggested that the mortgage should 

not be paid off since the interest rate was only 4-1/2%. 

A question was posed to Janet Cochran as to which 

financial needs of the Museum were most likely to attract 

giving, to which Janet responded "building and endowment". 

There was some discussion as to whether relatively 

small restricted gifts such as $20,000 should be accepted 

with the administrative burden that restrictions might 

impose, or whether gifts of that size should be solicited as 

unrestricted or funding as opposed to endowment. 

IV. The next steps for the capital campaign were 

discussed by Janet Cochran. She felt that the $5M goal was 

achievable although she recognized that it did not leave 

much for endowment after the building was paid for. A vital 

question was what future support would come from DEC. 

In the next few months the Museum will be searching for 

a volunteer chairman for the capital campaign; will look for 

grants from the National Endowmnet for the Humanities; will 

heighten its annual fund raising appeals; and will ask for 

giving at the Computer Bowl. 
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The capital campaign committee was to meet after the 

Board Meeting to determine what could be done in the next 

few months to kick off the campaign. 

It was felt that the campaign would need to raise some 

20% of its goal in lead gifts before it approached the 

public at large. 

IV. Adjournment 

There being no further business to come before the 

meeting, upon motion duly made and seconded it was 

VOTED: To Adjourn 

Adjourned 

A true copy, Attested: 

James S. Davis, Clerk 

led 
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COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 

February 6, 1991 

Present were Oliver Strimpel, Ed Schwartz, Gwen Bell, 

Richard Case, Gardner Hendrie, Larry Brewster, Jim McKenney, 

Nick Pettinella, Richard Ruopp, and arriving later in the 

meeting, Lynda Bodman. 

Oliver Strimpe1 noted that cash flow problems may 

become serious in Apri 1 and May and thereafter due to (1) 

being behind budget $160,000 in raising unrestricted 

capital; (2) being behind budget $90,000 in raising 

unrestricted funds for operating expenses; and (3) the 

narrowing of the "float" derived from exhibit funding as the 

funds are being spent on Milestones. 

Jim McKenney pointed out that the operating budget was 

ahead of schedule by some $225,000 and that the real source 

of the Museum's financial problems was lack of "giving" by 

donors. He noted that if $5M was raised by the capi tal 

campaign, that after the purchase of the building and 

payment of related expenses, only around $1.7M would remain 

for an endowment for the Museum. 

It was noted that the Museum will approach banks to ask 

for a line of credit, which may have to be personally 

guaranteed as was the case in the past. 

It was suggested that the Museum should formalize its 

overhead rate which it would retain from exhibit 

contributions. 
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Oliver suggested that the Museum might approach 

insiders to ask them to accelerate their anticipated capital 

campaign gifts. 

McKenney mentioned that $20,000 had to be raised in 

order to keep the Museum financially solvent during the 

month of April, and suggested borrowing this limited amount 

from individual contributors rather than approaching banks 

for this relatively small sum. He noted that the biggest 

expenses were salaries which could not be postponed or cut. 

There followed a discussion of the development of a 

Strategic Plan to be used in conjunction with the capital 

campaign as well as some aspects of the campaign itself. 

There was a discussion of the effect which a major gift 

by DEC, related to the acquisition of the building, might 

have upon the campaign as a whole, and in particular upon 

other potential donors, such as IBM and the Japanese 

computing industry. 

The Committee reviewed an outline of the Strategic Plan 

in anticipation of its presentation at the next Board of 

Directors meeting. After discussion it was decided that the 

Executive Committee would finalize the Plan which would then 

be presented for discussion and general approval of the 

Board at its next meeting; and it was decided to develop a 

list of suggested specific issues upon which the Board might 

focus its discussion. 

The next Executive Committee meetings will be held 

March 26, 1991 at 8:00 a.m., April 15, 1991 at 7:30 a.m. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
March 26, 1991 

In attendance were Oliver Strimpel, Ed Schwartz, 

Gardner Hendrie, Richard Case, Lynda Bodman, Nick 

Pettinella, and Gwen Bell. 

Oliver gave a Museum operations update, noting the 

staffing changes, including a new marketing director, a new 

functions manager, and a new exhibits engineer. 

He noted that Milestones was on track both physically 

and financially. The Museum will try to market the 

Milestones Exhibit as a display of the impact computing has 

had on society rather than as a presentation of a purely 

historical overview, with the hope that the exhibit's 

overall scope and its appeal to the public will be broadened. 

Lynda Bodman opened a discussion as to the need for a 

marketing plan and "showmanship" to generate excitement and 

to attract a wider audience than would otherwise be 

attracted to an historical or "cerebral" exhibit (by 

contrast to the appeal of the Walk-through Exhibit). It was 

also felt that the exhibit was important in attracting 

interest and support for the Museum to enhance its image as 

it enters upon the capital campaign. There was a suggestion 

that various dinners be held at the Museum for corporate 

supporters, etc. 
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It was noted that the Museum was in a difficult cash 

flow period. 

No funding has yet been committed from the outside for 

Reality on Wheels probably due to the fact that the 

technology to be highlighted is still in the development 

stage rather than being commercially applied. The Museum 

wi 11 proceed with developing the exhibit once funding is 

assured. Lynda Bodman felt that some travelling exhibit was 

defini tely needed in the next three years to enhance the 

Museum's national image. 

General development funding for the Museum is not up to 

expectations. There is a window of some four weeks during 

which the Museum needs to raise $50, 000 to $60, 000; and it 

was suggested that the Board and Executive Committee should 

be given a list of proposed donors in order to get input as 

to the manner and timing of contacts for a short term fund 

raising appeal. 

Lynda Bodman noted that she would be calling upon the 

Directors soon for suggestions for new nominees to the Board, 

and could raise an issue of short term funding needs at that 

time. 

There was some discussion of the search for the new 

Chairman of the Board, including prospects whom had been 

contacted preliminari ly as well as contacts that might be 

made in the future. 
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There was further discussion as to new nominees to the 

Board to be elected at the June annual meeting. It was 

noted that the Nominating Committee would soon be meeting. 

There was some discussion as to how to define the respective 

positions and responsibilities of directors and trustees, 

and whether potential Directors who were contacted should be 

invited to serve on the Museum's committees and appraised of 

contribution objectives for Board members. 

It was mentioned that the areas of software, systems 

integration, and the educational field were generally under

represented on the Board. 

Jim McKenney pointed out that the 

Museum, is young; and that there 

industry, like the 

are relatively few 

potential Board members over sixty years of age except in 

the academic world. 

There was some discussion as to the extent to which the 

Museum's strategic plan and capi tal campaign should govern 

the nomination and selection process for Board members. 

Gardner proposed that contributions of time or 

financial support to the Museum should be retained as 

primary criteria for nomination as a Board member, with 

consideration to be given to representatives of potential 

corporate supportors. He also noted that there need not be 

uniform criteria which must be met by all potential nominees. 
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Memorandum 

to: The Computer Museum Board of Directors 
from: Oliver Strimpel 
re: meeting minutes 
date: August 1, 1991 

Please find enclosed minutes of: 

• Annual meeting of members of the corporation June 28, 1991 

• Board" of Directors meeting June 28, 1991 

• Executive Committee meetings of May 15 and June 12. 

Let me remind you that the next Board meeting is from 8:30 to 12:30 on 
Thursday November 7th, followed by lunch. An agenda and other materials 
will be sent out to reach you two weeks before the meeting. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM. INC. 

Annual Meeting of the Members of the Corporation 

MINUTES 

June 28, 1991 

I. Attendees: With a quorum in attendance, the 

Annual Meeting of the Members of the Corporation was called 

to order by Gardner C. Hendrie, Chairman. Also present were 

C. Gordon Bell, Gwen Bell, Edward Belove, Lynda Schubert 

Bodman, Lawrence S. Brewster, Richard P. 

David Donaldson, Richard Greene, Max 

Case, Howard Cox, 

Hopper, Theodore 

Johnson, David Kaplan, James McKenney, John A. Miller, Jr., 

Anthony Pell, Nicholas Pettinella, Jonathan Rotenberg, Jean 

Sammet, Edward A. Schwartz, Naomi o. Seligman, Paul 

Severino, Hal B. Shear, Michael Simmons, Irwin J. Sitkin and 

Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director. James S. Davis 

attended as Clerk. 

II. New Members and Directors: Lynda Bodman, 

Chairman of the Nominating Committee, proposed the election 

of new Members and Directors, and upon motion, duly made and 

seconded, it was 

VOTED: That the following persons are hereby elected, or 

re-elected as the case may be, as Members and 

Directors of the Corporation, each person to serve 

in such capacity commencing upon adj ournment of 

the 1991 annual meeting and continuing through the 

annual meeting in 1995 and until his successor is 

duly elected and qualified: 
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1. Sam Albert 
2. Lynda S. Bodman (re-election) 
3. James Clark 
4. David Donaldson (re-election) 
5. James A. Lawrence 
6. James L. McKenney (re-election) 
7. Laura Barker Morse (re-election) 
8. David Nelson (re-election) 
9. Suhas S. Patil 

10. Jean Sammet (re-election) 
11. Naomi Seligman (re-election) 
12. Edward A. Schwartz (re-election) 
13. Paul Severino (re-election) 
14. Hal B. Shear (re-election) 
15. Charles A. Zraket 

The Board noted its appreciation of the work done by 

Lynda Bodman as Chairman of the Committee. 

New Members, Sam Albert and Charles Zraket, then joined 

the meeting. 

III. New Trustees: Upon motion, duly made and 

seconded, it was 

VOTED: 

IV. 

That David Chapman, Max Hopper and Ronald G. Smart 

be elected Trustees of the Corporation. 

Election Qf Chairman: Upon motion, duly made 

and seconded, it was 

VOTED: That Gardner Hendrie is re-elected Chairman of the 

Members and of the Board of Directors of the 

Corporation to serve from the commencement of the 

meeting of the Board of Direc~ors immediately 

following until the next annual meeting, or until 

such earlier time as his successor is duly elected 

and qualified. 
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come 

V. Adjournment: There being no further business to 

before the meeting, upon motion, duly made and 

. seconded, it was 

VOTED: To adjourn 

Adjourned. 

A true copy. 

Attested: 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Board of Directors Meeting 
June 28, 1991 

A quorum being in attendance, the meeting was called to 

order by the Chairman of the Board of Directors, Gardner 

Hendrie. other Directors in attendance were the same as 

those at the immediately preceding meeting of the Members. 

I. Future Meetings 

The date for the next annual meeting was set at 

Thursday, June 12, 1992 at 8:30 a.m. Interim meetings will 

be held on Thursday, November 7, 1991, Thursday, February 

14, 1992 and Thursday, October 9, 1992. All meetings are 

scheduled to begin at 8:30 a.m. and to run until 12:30 p.m. 

II. Election Qf Officers 

VOTED: 

Upon motion, duly made and seconded, it was: 

That the following persons are hereby elected to 

serve in the capacity set forth before their 

respective names and to serve as such through the 

next annual meeting and until their successors are 

duly elected and qualified: 

Executive Director 
Treasurer 
Clerk 

Oliver Strimpel 
Nicholas Pettinella 
James S. Davis 

III. Election of the Executive Committee 

Upon motion, duly made and seconded, it was: 

VOTED: That th~ following persons 8re hereby elected to 

the Executive Committee of the corporation to 
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serve through the next annual meeting and until 

their successors are duly elected and qualified: 

Gwen Bell 
Lynda Bodman 
Larry Brewster 
Dick Case (Chair) 
Gardner Hendrie 
Jim McKenney 
Tony Pell 
Nick Pettinella 
Ed Schwartz 

Ed Schwartz, retiring Chairman of the Executive 

Committee, was commended for his past service to the Museum 

in various official and unofficial capacities. 

Upon motion, duly made and seconded, it was: 

VOTED: To approve the minutes of the last meeting of the 

Board of Directors as previously circulated to its 

Members. 

IV. Review.Qf ~ .lnl ADd Discussion 2f Goals fDL a 
~: (See attached Exhibit A) 

Oliver Strimpe1, Executive Director, noted that 

1991 was the best year that the Museum has had. He 

attributed this in part to its having opened two major 

exhibits back-to-back: The Walk Through Computer and People 

and Computers which had opened the night before the 

meeting. He noted that People and Computers had resulted in 

an expansion of the Museum's space open to the public for 

the first time since 1987. He also pointed to the fact that 

the Museum's operating budget has broken even for the second 
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year in a row. Its staff has also been strengthened through 

the hiring of Greg Welch and Sue Dahling, working 

respectively with exhibits and marketing. 

Oliver noted that foundation grants were below 

expectations due to increased competition for such funds, 

and that funding for the proposed Reality on Wheels had not 

reached its goal. Receipts from admissions and from store 

sales had increased, however. He pointed out that the 

Computer Museum was the only local museum which actually 

showed a current increase in attendance figures. 

1992 goals include the funding and development of 

the Computer Discovery Center; funding and development of 

on-site educational programs; enhancement and development of 

off-site programs including the use of exhibit kits, 

development of a People and Computers video; development of 

a traveling exhibit; and holding international contests 

including a competition for the Loebner prize (an 

implementation of the Turing test for machine intelligence) 

on November 8th, and an international computer chess 

championship. 

Irv Sitkin noted that it would be beneficial to 

the Museum if some of its proposed on-site educational 

projects could be taken off-site as well. 

Sue Dah1ing spoke about the Museum's marketing 

efforts. 
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A new advertising agency has agreed to take on the 

Museum as a pro bono account to help promote the Museum with 

spec~al forms on admissions. She also noted a new style and 

consistency for publications to enhance the Museum's image, 

and participation in cooperative programs with hotels, other 

museums and other establishments in the area which receive 

high numbers of visitors. There is also an effort to 

improve the booking and handling of group units to the 

Museum. 

The Museum is attempting to improve and expand its 

store and catalog functions as well as its membership drives 

(including libraries and corporations). Presently it is 

focusing as well on marketing the People and Computers 

exhibit. 

Naomi Seligman commended the marketing efforts 

which had been outlined. 

Brian Randell and Andy Miller suggested that there 

be more attention given to developing international 

exposure. 

Hal Shear noted the annual fund was close to 

reaching its goal of $100,000 for 1991 which might, in fact, 

be met by the end of that day, the last day of the fiscal 

year. 

Gwen Bell noted that the Computer Bowl had been 

successful on its first West Coast visit; and she described 

events leading up to the Super Computer Bowl. 
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Jan del Sesto reported in the absence of Laura 

Morse on corporate membership, indicating -that there had 

been a good year in spite of difficult economic times, with 

the Museum being somewhat above the goal which it had set. 

Jan indicated that receipt of grants from foundations was 

greatly below expectations . 
. --. 

Gordon Bell questioned whether returns from 

foundations drives in the present economy were worth the 

cost and effort required to mount them, given other 

potential ways of raising money. 

V. Budget for Fiscal ~ ~ 

Jim McKenney pointed out the Museum' s continuing 

cash flow problems and the danger of falling below a level 

of $100,000 of cash reserves in the bank in the near future. 

Nick Pettinella then presented the fiscal year 

1992 budget which is attached as Exhibit B. The budget 

shows revenues up some 48% over the prior year, much of 

which would be due to the Capital Campaign. Expenses would 

also be up roughly 9%, mostly due to operating costs. He 

noted the obvious effects which trends in the national and 

local economies might have on the budget, as well as the 

pending Capital Campaign which could create an endowment and 

the resulting income that would be derived from an endowment. 

Upon motion, duly made and seconded, it was 

VOTED: That the budget for fiscal year 1992 be adopted as 

presented to the Board of Directors. 

The efforts of the Finance Committee were commeilded by the 

Board. 
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VI. The Capital Campaign 

Gardner Hendrie noted that Larry Brewster had 

agreed to serve as Chairman of the Campaign with Mitch Kapor 

serving as Honorary Chairman. 

He announced that DEC was willing to make a 

challenge grant in connection with the Capital Campaign. In 

effect, after the Museum has successfully raised its first 

million dollars in the Campaign, for each additional dollar 

brought in by the Campaign DEC would cancel $1.00 of the 

$2.5 mi Ilion obligation the Museum would otherwise face in 

1993 in connection with the acquisition of its space at 

Museum Wharf from DEC. The challenge grant is based on the 

Museum I s agreement not to publicize the challenge at this 

time except in connection with its judicious use when 

soliciting grants from other potential donors. 

Ed Schwartz was commended for his role in 

obtaining this result in lengthy negotiations with DEC. Ed 

in turn congratulated the Museum, its staff, and leadership 

for having reached the level in its development which caused 

DEC to feel that it merited this degree of support. 

It was noted the DEC action means that the Capital 

Campaign goal has effectively been raised from $5 million to 

$7.5 million, meaning that if it is successful some 

$5 million would be left as the basis for a Museum endowment 

after meeting expenses in connection with acquiring the 

building. 
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Naomi Seligman questioned how the national and 

local economies might affect the Museum's chances of meeting 

its $5 million goal. Gardner Hendrie pointed out that the 

Capi tal Campaign was to last for three years and that it 

would hopefully benefit from any economic upturn during that 

period. 

Larry Brewster, new Chairman for the Capital 

Campaign, gave an overview of its organization, goals and 

timetable, including an outline of potential funding levels 

that might be expected from the Board, corporate gifts and 

other categories of significant individual gifts. 

Janet Cochran noted that the Museum's Capital 

Campaign had many vari abIes (more than most campaigns) and 

that it should be started with an open mind as to the 

funding levels which the Museum seeks to generate from 

various potential sources. For this reason, it was thou.ght 

unwise to publish any preliminary thoughts or goals as to 

the funding levels which might be sought from each of the 

different potential groups of substantial donors. 

Larry Brewster indicated that a desirable goal for 

the campaign would be to raise $2 million in the first of 

its three years. 

Tony Pell, Chairman of the committee for Board 

gifts, noted that the Directors would be approached early in 
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the Campaign to try to get Board giving "in place" before 

going out to the public at large. 

Dick Case, as the new Chairman of the Executive 

Committee, commended Larry Brewster, Tony Pell, Andy Miller 

and David Donaldson for the progress and momentum which has 

been made in connection with the Campaign. 

VII. Exhibits: 

Greg Welch was congratulated by the Board for his 

role in getting the new exhibit People and Computers open 

both on time and on budget. 

It was noted the future exhibits will include the 

Computer Discovery Center in 1992 and Networked Society in 

1993. 

Greg Welch discussed the Computer Discovery Center 

which has an opening target of June of 1992. He indicated 

that positive interest had been shown by potential funding 

sources including the National Science Foundation. The 

exhibit will focus upon "how computers are used" and will, 

therefore, be designed to attract not just people who are 

interested in computers l2.eL. ~ but also on persons who are 

interested more in how computers may affect their own lives. 

He noted a proposed new name for the Computer 

Discovery Center: "Tools and Toys: Explore the Personal 

Computer." Some opposition to the name was voiced; and it 

was noted that the name was only a suggestion and any 

reactions pro or con would be welcomed. 
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VIII. Death Qf Charles Adams: 

Charles Zraket noted with regret the recent death 

of Charles Adams. His comments are attached. 

XI. Adjournment: 

VOTED: 

Upon motion, duly made and seconded, it was 

To adjourn 

Adjourned. 

A true copy. 
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I would like to make some briefreawks about Out ,oed friend and coUeaauo Charlie 

Adams, who passed away dIls week. CharUo wu • lerona luppcrter of tho Comp1uer 

Museum and wined mat any dcnadona in his memo!)' b.pven co the Computer Museum. 

1 had the pleasure and pnvUe,c of workil'll with Charlie in the early 19S08 It tho MIT 

Dilital Compu= LaboraCQry undcar lay 10m,. and Bob lverett. At the ame, the 

Whirlwind computer WIS bein, finished and made ready for ies appUcation to larae sc:ale, 

real·time systems in air defense and air traffic control. Charlie di1'ccted the software 

development for Whirlwind. He and his ,,'CUP have not received adequate credit for the 

pioneering innovations they macle in computer prosramminl-compilers, assemblers, 

editors, time-sharing amon, many USCI'8, anet operations systems for largo·seale real-lime 

programs. Many of his group went on to other universldes and to industry where they 

transferred much olthis techncloll' to new .,ninas. We shall miss him areal1y • 

. -... 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
May 15, 1991 

1. Oliver Strimpe1 discussed current operations. He 

forecast that the Museum would have a cash flow problem at 

the end of June. During July and August, it will need some 

$100,000 to $150,000 in additional funds in order to keep a 

reserve of $100,000 in the bank. The Comput~r Bowl did well 

financially: it netted $191,000 versus a budgeted 

$213,000. There were also some contacts made at the Bowl 

regarding potential exhibit and campaign funding which may 

be successful. 

The Milestones exhibit is advancing. Jack Kuehler 

plans to speak at the opening. 

Plans for the Computer Discovery Center are also 

progressing. 

A re-draft of the initial strategic plan is being 

finalized and will be circulated. 

2. Lynda Bodman, on behalf of the Nominating 

Commi ttee, led a discussion of potential nominees for the 

Board of Directors and the status of contacts with and 

responses from those persons. (There was also a discussion 

of the possible identity of the chairman of the capital 

campaign.) 

The Executive Committee directed the Nominating 

Committee to pursue selection of four to six new members for 
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the Board with Gardner Hendrie suggesting that there might 

be a new member from Massachusetts in light of the logistics 

involved with the capital campaign. 

3. The identity of a new Chairman of the Board to 

succeed Gardner Hendrie is still being considered. 

has agreed to stay on as Chairman. 

4. The proposed budget for 

discussed and it was decided that 

the 

the 

nex,t 

Finance 

Gardner 

year was 

Committee 

should review the budget in detail before the next Executive 

Committee meeting. 

S. There was a general discussion of the agenda for 

the Board of Directors' meeting in June. 

6. The next meeting of the Executive Committee will 

be June 12, 1991, at 8:00 a.m. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
June 12, 1991 

Present were Oliver Strimpel, Gwen Bell, Nick 

Pettinella, Lynda Bodman, Gardner Hendrie, Jim McKenney, 

Larry Brewster, and Richard Case. 

It was noted that development of the Milestones exhibit 

was on target and that the funding goal should be exceeded 

by the time of the opening on June 27, 1991. 

A new tentative name is being considered for what was 

formerly referred to as the Computer Discovery Center: 

under consideration is "Tools and Toys: Explore the 

Personal Computer". Funding is still being explored with 

the National Science Foundation, IBM, and Apple, with 

positive reactions. 

Two major gifts to the unrestricted capital fund have 

been received, although grant-related contributions and 

unrestricted capital are generally behind budget. 

Attendance revenues and the store are ahead of budget. 

The 1992 proposed budget was discussed. 

It was noted that with respect to budget entries for 

exhibi t expenses, part of the expenses were capital costs 

(that is, costs of building the exhibit initially) while 

maintenance of existing exhibits showed up as expense items 

in the operating fund. It was recognized that there might 
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be some further refinement of the way that exhibit expenses 

are reflected. 

There was a general discussion of the overall sources 

of funding for the Museum and how those sources are targeted 

for raising unrestricted and restricted contributions, 

including the Computer BOW~, corporate membership and the 

capi tal campaign. There was also a discussion of how to 

approach soliciting contributions to ~he annual fund as 

opposed to the capital campaign. 

There was a discussion as to how capital campaign gifts 

should be reflected on the Museum' s books when they are 

received. It was noted that they would not be utilized for 

exhibit or operating expenses. Capital funds would be used 

to purchase the building, make mortgage payments and provide 

an endowment for the Museum. 

It was agreed to present the proposed budget for 

adoption at the Board of Directors' meeting. 

Nominations of new members to the Board of Directors 

were also discussed and approved for submission to the 

Board, as were names for the Executive Committee for the new 

year. It was noted that Richard Ruopp has resigned from the 

Board and from the Executive Committee. 

The next meeting of the Executive Committee will be 

Wednesday, September 4, 1991, at 8:00 a.m. 
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Mr. John Lacey 
Control Data Corporation 
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........ cllve ".. ........ 
David Greechler 
Daniel T. Griscom 

reclmldan 
Steven Snow 

Condnrdfon 
Don Greene 
Peter Somerl 
Tyrone Peterlon 
Wayne Cookson 
David Smith 

ArtffacIs 
Brian Wallace ...... 
Charlea W. Bachman 
C. Gordon BeD 
Daniel Bell 
I. Bernard Cohen 
Ruth Schwartz Cowan 
Joha Diebold 
Gardner C. Hendrie 
Jane A. Manzelli 
David Marc 
Christopher Morgan 
DouglaeRol1 
Jonathan Rotenberg 
Howard P. Segal 
Merritt Roe Smith 

Special thanks to The MtJCI&ine TIw 
Clumged 'he World, WGBH BOlton. 

CMd ............... . 
JohaAdams 
Apple Computer,lnc. 
Boris Mastercolor 
Borlaad Intemational 
BOSE Corporation 
Margaret Buckley 
Curtisl Butler and AsIOCiates, Inc. 
The Cbedd-Angier Production Company 
Mary Daly 
Design CommunicatioDB, Inc. 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
Electronic Arts, Inc. 
Entertainment Technology, Inc. 
Galley Theatre Lighting 
GoodDieplaye 
GraBl IDBtrumentB 
Guarino Design Group, Inc. 
Terry Hanley Audio SYltems 
International Buemeu Machines 

Corporation 
Robert C. Jervie 
KimballAV 
Mateuahita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. 
Microloft Corporation 
Multivieion, Inc. 
Mueeum Techaology Source, Inc. 
MYltic Scenic Studio, Inc. 
NEC Techaologiel, Inc. 
New England Mueeum of Telephony 
Nintendo 
Prelton ProductioDB 
Production Arts 
Alan P. Symonds 
Target ProductioDB 
Drew Wang 
WGBH Educational Foundation 
Zinc Software Inc. 

1IIanb .... 
Dr. Truett Allison 
Elizabeth Armbrueter 
Martha Ballard 
Howard Helon 
Jerome Burg 
Marcia Cohen 
SueDahIing 
Janice Del Seato 
Jerome Feldecher 
Dennis Foley 
Paul Foley 
GailJenneB 
Kathy Kleinman 
Jamel Mandolini 
Steve McDonald 
Kathy O'Neill 
Christina O'Sullivan 
Beth Parkhurlt 
JOBeph Perry 
Ann Roe-Hafer 
Brita TOWDBend 
Stephen UpJoha 
JanetWaleh 
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MEDIA ANALYSIS FY'89-'91 

Print FY '89-'91 

FY 89 FY 90 FY 91 

Electronic FY '89-'91 

O~----L+~"~~""~ 
FY 89 FY 90 FY 91 

m B I til OW 

F}J People and Computers 

m SlGGRAPH 

o Walk-Through* 

• General 

Ell The Computer Bowl 

r2J People and Computers 

1m SlGGRAPH 

o Walk-Through* 

• General 

·Please note: Circulation figures and electronic impressions were not available for many 
international outlets. If this data had been available, totals for The Walk-Through Computer would have 
been as much as three to four times greater. 
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MEDIA ANALYSIS: Fiscal Year 1989 - Fiscal Year 1991 

PRINT 

FY 1989 Total circulation: 44,001,034 
FY 1990 Total circulation: 97,607,416 
FY 1991 Total circulation: 80,574,917 

ELECTRONIC 

FY 1989: Total impressions: under 5,000,000 
FY 1990: Total impressions: 189,319,000 
FY 1991: Total impressions: 136,895,000 

Media coverage has significantly increased in the last three years. Print 
coverage has almost doubled, while electronic coverage has increased by a 
factor of almost 30. The importance of opening a one-of-a-kind 
blockbuster, such as The Valk-Through Computer™, cannot be 
underestimated. It accounted for about half the coverage in FY 90 and 91. 

Captivated by the giant computer's visual appeal, major networks did 
stories, and the Museum's electronic exposure rose exponentially--from 
under 5 million in FY 1989 to well over 136 million in FY 1991. 

It is still too early to gauge the extent of electronic coverage for 
PEOPLE AND COMPUTERS, but early interest from ABC Business Vorld, eNN's 
Science and Technology and Future Vatch, the Travel Channel, and Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation (radio) bodes well. 

PEOPLE AND COMPUTERS has already received preliminary coverage--on the AP 
photo wire, in Travel and Leisure, The Boston Globe, The San Jose Mercury 
News, Computer Currents, and Computerworld. Features look likely in 
Germany's news magazine Der Spiegel, in Business Veek and The Vall Street 
Journal. Stories are also scheduled to run in The Boston Globe, The Boston 
Herald, The Detroit Free Press, and many trade publications. 

IN 1989: Print and electronic coverage was spread almost equally among The 
First Computer Bowl, the SIGGRAPH Art show (1989 being the year the 
SIGGRAPH conference was in Boston), and the new Smart Machines Gallery. 

IN 1990: Coverage of The Valk-Through Computer took precedence, followed 
by The Second Computer Bowl, the SIGGRAPH Art Show and the Museum's 
educational programs. Electronic coverage of The Valk-Through included a 
live segment on TODAY which prompted further media attention from both 
local and national outlets. 

IN 1991: There was additional and wider print coverage of The Valk-Through 
Computer, with stories in South America, England, France, Germany, Japan, 
and China. The Museum was seen by millions of others, as features on The 
Valk-Through and the Museum ran on cable networks, including CNN and the 
Discovery Channel, as well as local network affiliates across the country. 
Other coverage featured the Museum's computer art exhibits, The Third 
Computer Bowl, the upcoming Loebner Prize competition (in The Vall Street 
Journal), and the Virtual Reality exhibit (in The New York-rImes)7 



2/Media Analysis 

International Highlights (1989-1991) 

While stories about the Museum appeared in a few Japanese publications in 1989, 
it was a feature story on The Walk-Through Computer in London's Daily Telegraph 
in 1990 that interested so many international publications in The Computer 
Museum. In 1990 and 1991, for example, stories appeared in the German 
publications ZEIT Magazine, Der Spiegel, Computer Zeitung, and Tempo. The 
Japanese edition of Newsweek, Sweden's Nordic AI Magazine and English 
publications such as The Guardian, The London Times, New Computer Express, and 
~ also covered the giant computer. 

Recently, news of the Museum reached China (in China's Student's Computer World 
and the Jiefang Daily) and the USSR (in PC World-USSR in April 1991). Television 
features about The Walk-Through Computer aired in 1991 in Germany and Japan. The 
BBC in England and Scotland, and Beyond 2000, a show with 80 million viewers 
worldwide, also did stories, and a Lufthansa in-flight movie highlighting The 
Walk-Through welcomed visitors to Boston. 

It should be noted that circulation figures and electronic impressions were not 
available for a significant number of international media outlets. If such data 
had been available for The Walk-Through coverage, the totals would have been as 
much as three to four times greater. 

National Highlights (1989-1991) 

Articles of note in FY 89 included a general story on the Museum in The 
Christian Science Monitor, reprinted widely across the country. The First 
Computer Bowl also enjoyed coverage in the national press, including USA Today, 
The Wall Street Journal, The San Francisco Examiner, and Business Week. Stories 
about the SIGGRAPH Art ShOW-ran in Life Magazine, the international edition of 
Time Magazine, and USA Today, while photos from the exhibit, distributed by the 
Associated Press, ran in over 100 newspapers across the country. 

In early 1990, features on The Walk-Through Computer in The Sunday New York 
Times Magazine and Newsweek set off unprecedented coverage of the Museum. 
Stories about the exhibit opening were picked up by the AP and UPI wires and ran 
in more than 250 publications worldwide with a combined circulation of over 82 
million. Among them: USA Today, Popular Science, which cited the exhibit as one 
of its "Best of What's New" for 1990, Popular Mechanics, Bus inessweek , The 
Boston Globe, The Baltimore Sun, Insight, Information Week, Boy's Life, US Kids 
Magazine, and The Toronto Sunday Sun. 

Besides the TODAY show, electronic coverage of The Walk-Through Computer 
included CNN's Science and Technology and Future Watch shows, FNN's High 
Technology, the Arts & Entertainment Channel's Revue, and The Travel Channel. 
Feature stories ran on ABC affiliates in Los Angeles, Denver, Houston and 
Chicago, as well as on Boston's Chronicle, One Norway Street, The News at Ten, 
and Evening Magazine. In 1991, the Museum's giant computer even made its debut 
on Sesame Street in a music video for kids about computers. 

The 1990 Computer Bowl continued to attract media attention, including The Wall 
Street Journal, The Boston Globe, The San Francisco' Examiner-Herald, BYTE, The 
San Jose Mercury News and The Dallas-Morning News. A crew from the PBS pilo--t-
PCTV filmed the festivities in Boston, while over 4 million people heard about 
it on Business Radio Network. . 
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3/Media Analysis 

The 1991 Computer Bowl was covered by The Baltimore Sun, The San Jose Mercury 
News, The Boston Globe, Marketing Computers, Communications of the ACM, and many 
industry publications. It also made the news on The Silicon Valley Report and 
The Ten O'Clock News in San Jose, and again on Business Radio Network. 

Other Museum events receiving significant coverage in the last two years include 
the SIGGRAPH Art Show, covered in 1990 by USA Today, Computet, The Boston 
Herald, and the AP, and in 1991 by The Christian Science Monitor, The Boston 
Globe, The Boston Phoenix and many TV programs. Science in Depth, the exhibit of 
PHSColograms, also received good print and electronic coverage. 

Interestingly, the Museum Store Catalog has attracted consistent coverage over 
the last three years, especially The New York Times, as well as several other 
publications in major cities acroSS-the countrY:---
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
FY 1991 BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

June 28, 1991 

CHAIRMAN 
Gardner Hendrie 
Sigma Partners 
300 Commercial Street #705 
Boston, MA 02109 

Dr. Oliver Strimpel 
Executive Director 
The Computer Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

C. Gordon Bell 

0:(617) 227-0303 

FAX:(508) 393-7707 

0:(617) 426-2800 

FAX:(617) 426-2943 

Vice President, Engineering 
Stardent Computer 

Mailing Address: 

450 Old Oak Court 
Los Altos, CA 94022 

Ms. Gwen Bell 
Founding President 
The Computer Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

H:(415) 949-2735 

HOME FAX:(415) 949-2735 

0:(617) 426-2800 

FAX:(617) 426-2943 
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Bome: 492-5048 

Ms. Lynda Schubert Bodman 
President 
Schubert Associates 
10 Winthrop Square 
Boston, MA 02210 

Mr. Lawrence S. Brewster 
Vice President 
Worldwide Operations 
Aspen Technology, Inc. 
251 Vasser Street 
Cambridge, MA 02132 

0:(617) 338-0930 

FAX:(617) 338-0930 ext. 17 

0:(617) 497-9010 

FAX:(617) 497-7806 

Mr. Richard P. Case 
Director of Systems Analysis 
IBM Corporation 
44 S. Broadway 10th Floor 
White Plains, NY 10601 

0:(914) 288-4005 

FAX:(914) 288-1258 Or 288-1203 
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Mr. David L. Chapman 
General Partner 
Executive Vice President 
Landmark Ventures Inc. 
313 Speen Street 
Natick, MA 01760 

Mr. Howard Cox 
General Partner 

0:(508) 650-3500 

FAX:(508) 655-1554 

Greylock Management Corporation 
One Federal Street 
Boston, MA 02110 

David Donaldson, Esquire 
Ropes & Gray 

0:(617) 423-5525 

FAX:(617) 482-0059 

One International Place 3rd Floor 
Boston, MA 02110 

Dr. Jon Eklund 

0:(617) 951-7000 

FAX:(617) 951-7050 

Curator, Division of Computers, 
Information and Society 
Smithsonian Institution 
National Museum of American History 
Room 5122 
Washington, D.C. 20560 

0:(202) 357-2089 

FAX:(202) 357-1853 
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Mr. Edward Fredkin 
President 
Capital Technologies, Inc. 
209 Harvard Street 
Brookline, MA 02146 

Dr. Richard Greene 

0:(617) 277-1310 

FAX:(617) 277-5379 

Chairman of the Board and Founder 
Data Switch Corporation 
One Enterprise Drive 
Shelton, CT 06484 

Mr. Max Hopper 
Senior Vice President 
Information Systems 
American Airlines 
P.O. Box 619616, MD 4215 
Dallas/Fort Vorth Airport 
Texas 75261-9616 

Mr. Charles House 
Informix Corp. 
4100 Bohannon Drive 

0:(203) 926-1801 

FAX:(203) 929-6408 

0:(817) 963-2072 

FAX:(817) 963-4219 

Menlo Park, California 94025 

0:(415) 926-6300 ext. 6900 

FAX:(415) 926-6571 
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Mr. Theodore Johnson 
Consultant 
736 Annursnac Road 
Concord, MA 01742 

Mr. David Kaplan 
Audit Partner 
Price Vaterhouse 
160 Federal Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

Mr. Mitchell Kapor 
Chairman and CEO 
ON Technology, Inc. 
155 Second Street 
Cambridge, MA 02141 

Mr. Fritz Landmann 
International Data 
1 Exeter Plaza 
15th Floor 
Boston, MA 02116 

0:(508) 369-2640 

FAX:(508) 371-1363 

0:(617) 439-7371 

FAX:(617) 439-7393 

0:(617) 876-0900 

FAX:(617) 876-0391 

0:(617) 534-1200 

FAX:(617) 262-2300 
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Dr. Robert Lucky 
Executive Director 
Research Communications Sciences Div. 
AT&T Bell Laboratories 
Crawford's Corner Road 
Room 4E605 
Holmdel, NJ 07733-1988 

James L. McKenney 
Professor 
Harvard Business School 
5 Vinthrop Road 
Lexington, MA 02173 

Mr. John A. Miller, Jr. 
Chairman 
Miller Communications 
607 Boylston Street 
Boston, MA 02116 

Ms. Laura Barker Morse 
Partner 
Heidrick and Struggles 
One Post Office Square 
Boston, MA 02109 

0:(201) 949-4477 

FAX:(201) 949-5353 

0:(617) 495-6595 

FAX:(617) 495-6001 

0:(617) 536-0470 

FAX:(617) 536-2772 

0:(617) 423-1140 

FAX:(617) 423-0895 
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Dr. David Nelson 
Fluent Machines, Inc. 
1881 Worcester Road 
Framingham, MA 01701 

Dr. Seymour Papert 

0:(508) 626-2144 

FAX:(508) 820-1106 

Professor of Media Technology 
Director, Epistemology & Research 
MIT 
Room E15-309 
20 Ames Street 
Cambridge, MA 02139 

0:(617) 253-7851 

FAX:(617) 253-6215 

HOME FAX:(617) 742-7932 

Mr. Anthony Pell 
President 
Pell, Rudman & Co., Inc. 
40 Roves Wharf 
Boston, MA 02110 

Mr. Nicholas Pettinella 
Vice President and CFO 
Intermetrics, Inc. 
733 Concord Avenue 
Cambridge, MA 02138 

0:(617) 439-6700 

FAX:(617) 439-0594 

0:(617) 576-3266 

FAX:(617) 547-3879 
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Dr. John Villiam Poduska, Sr. 
President and CEO 
Stardent Computer 
6 New England Tech Center 
521 Virginia Road 
Concord, MA 01742 

Mr. Jonathan Rotenberg 
Chairman 

0:(508) 287-0100 

FAX:(508) 371-7414 

The Boston Computer Society 
24 Marlborough Strett 
Boston, Ma 02116 

Home:(617) 247-0405 

Ms. Jean Sammet 
Programming Language Consultant 
P. O. Box 30038 
Bethesda, MD 20824 

Mr. F. Grant Saviers 
Vice President 

0:(301) 907-0233 

Digital Equipment Corporation 
146 Main Street 
ML) 1-5/B 94 
Maynard, MA 01754 

Edward A. Schwartz 
President 

0:(508) 493-9765 

FAX:(508) 493-1787 

New England Legal Foundation 
150 Lincoln Street, 6th Floor 
Boston, MA 02111 

0:(617) 695-3660 

FAX:(617) 695-3656 
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Mrs. Naomi O. Seligman 
Senior Vice President 
The Research Board 
220 East 61st Street 
New York, NY 10021 

Mr. Paul Severino 
Chairman and CEO 
Vellfleet Communications 
15 Crosby Drive 
Bedford, MA 01730-1418 

Mr. Robert A. Shafto 
President 

0:(212) 486-9240 

FAX:(212) 754-2811 

0:(617) 275-2400 

FAX:(617) 275-5001 

Insurance and Personal Financial Services 
The New England 
501 Boylston Street 
Boston, MA 02117 

Mr. Hal B. Shear 
President 

0:(617) 578-2835 

FAX:(617) 421-9316 

Research Investment Advisors, Ltd. 
10 Commercial Vharf 
P.O. Box 2393 
Boston, MA 02107 

0:(617) 720-3436 

FAX:(617) 367-0085 
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Mr. Michael Simmons 
Executive Vice President 
Bank of Boston 
P. O. Box 2016 
MS 01 025JA 
Boston, MA 02106 

Mr. Irwin J. Sitkin 
Vice President 

0:(617) 434-6464 

Aetna Life & Casualty, Retired 
180 Clover Street 
Middletown, CT 06457 

Mr. Casimir S. Skrzypczak 
Vice President 
Science and Technology 
NYNEX Corporation 

0:(203) 347-3511 

FAX:(203) 273-6346 

1113 Vestchester Avenue 
Vhite Plains, NY 10604-3510 

Dr. Ronald G. Smart 

0:(914) 644-6435 

FAX:(914) 644-7649 

Director of Management Systems Research 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
146 Main Street 
ML03-2IF41 
Maynard, MA 01754 

0:(508) 493-7012 

FAX:(508) 493-7337 
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Mr. James Sutter 
Vice President , General Manager 
Rockwell International Corporation 
P. O. Box 2515 
Seal Beach, CA 90740-1515 

CLERK 
James Davis, Esquire 
Bingham, Dana & Gould 
150 Federal Street 
Boston , MA 02110 
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0: (213) 797-5754 
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The Compute~ ClubhQuse 
By Karen Brown 
TAB Correspondent 

T
he yellow ant crawls out of tI~e nest to gath~r 

. fcxxl for tile colony. The ant hon devours hml 
but he is rcbom. Retuming home, tile yellow 
ant finds an invader in ilie nest. 

"A red ant! The enemy!" gasps Rudel 
Christopher, tapping the computer mouse frantically to 
fight ilie invasion on the screen.: "Fight him! Beat him 
up! Kick his butt!" . 

SimAnt, a computer program tIlat recreates insect 
life, is one of many programs at tile Computer 
Clubhouse, a drop-in center for ages 10-16 at The 
Computer Museum in Boston. 

Museum staff and volunteer ~'mentors," some gradu- ", 
ate students and computer professionals, guide youilis wiili personal computers. Now, Lee's deSigns appear on 
through scientific simulation, electronic music, comput- Clubhouse posters. He is studying for tile G.E.D. and 
er-controlled devices, "virtual reality," multimedia and plans to major in commercial rui in college. Lee persuad-
game design. ed fiiends to come to tile Clubhouse and is also rcclUiting 

"For ilie younger kids, computers are cool," says Noah students to participate and exhibit their art at ilie museum 
Souiliall, mentor coordinator. "Kids sec computers as a and art gallelies. ' 
di"ersion, as someiliing you can spend time sort of play- "We want to serve an unlimited number of people and ; 
ing wiili and exploIing." Adolescents use ilie PC more as tile only way we can do that is by modeling what we've 
a tool; composing stories, designing greeting cards, even done, and iliat really is what iliis space is about," says 
writing love letters, observes Souiliall. . , .. - - Srun Christy, CI~bh6use Manager. Software stalier kits 

Mentor Mike Lee, 18, left Cambridge Rindge and - which me still in"¢e planning stages but will eventual-
Latin High School because he was unmotivated, altllough Iy be distributed nationally to museums, community cen-
he took art courses and always hoped to attend art scHool: :" ters and schools .. : •. spr¢.adtj)eidea. :' " .. . -:. ~ 
His moilier encouraged him to volunteer at The ; . " The Clubhouse is open' 1i.ies.-Fri. , 2-5:30j).!iz., ~t., I Q.~ 
Computer Clubhouse eveii~ough he h~ .. ri~ experience - a.m.4 p,m. For more in/9rmatio;l, call (617) 426:i800. · .' 

~ ::.~ . "0: " ... .• . . ~ .• -::~ _ _ .,. !.:,.;r-: .... ~ :.:~ '-' {;'~ [ 
--------~~~~~--~--~~~. .,"-. , ' ': 
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In a museum filladwith interactive exhibits,there's one wallflower that 
draws a crowd. It's "R2:02" of Star Wars fame .'The squatty computer 
hero is not a machine, but a costume worn by a petite actor. 

Tap into electronic fun 
at Computer Museum 

Cifji D 
By SYD KEARNEY 
Houston Chronicle Travel Writer 

B
OSTON, Mass. - You 
don't need a modem to tap 
into · the electronic play
ground known as The 
Computer Museum~ 
'sense of fun and a few free 

hours will connect you with the 
world's first museum dedicated to 
robotics and the electronic brain. 

The Computer Museum, while ad· 
jacent to Boston's Children's Mu
seum, is definitely not just for kids. 
In fact, during a December visit, 
playful adults outnumbered chil
dren two to one. 

The museum, in a nondescript 
warehouse adjacent to the touristy 
Boston Tea Party site, is accessible 
by a glass-encased service elevater. 
Riding to the warehouse's fifth and 
sixth floors, visitors get a dramatic 
view of downtown Boston and the 
wharf area. 

Everything is big al The Com
puter Museum . A humongous 
floppy disc. A giant mouse that en· 
courages kids to work it with their 
bellies as they climb on top. A mas
sive keyboard nearby requires two 
hands 10 press down lhe keys. 
These pieces of hardware are linked 
to a large video display and are part 
of a program that computes travel 
distances. 
_. Spread throughout the museum 
are computer work stations where 
visitors can mouse around with sim
ple games such as helping a man 

find his dog and elaborate programs 
such as designing an ecosystem. 

Everywhere aduHs and children 
are taking a seat and tackling a task. 
Visitors can create a cartoon or put 
their photo in front of the Taj MahaL 
They can listen to music and decide: 
Is it Mozart or just a good computer· 
generated sound·alike? Visitors 
also can create electronic art or 
challenge a chess master. 

Even folks who consider them· 
selves computer illiterate quickly 
master the keyboards in this silicon 
sandbox. Helpful staffers are 
around to rescue the confused. 

A fine exhibit, People and Com· 
puters: Mllestones oj Revolution, 
traces the evolution of computers. 
From humble beginnings in the 
1930s as the U.S. government strove 
for efficiency with the keypunch rna· 
chine Lo the introduction of the per· 
sonal computer in the 1980s, com· I 
puler history comes to life through i 
photos, hardware and song. I 

The '90s, according to lhe exhibit, I 
will be known as the era of the 
"Incredible Shrinking Machine." 

I 

The Computer Museum is located ! 
at 300 Congress SI. To get there' i 
take Boston's Red Line subway to \ 
South Station and walk across the 
Congress Street Bridge . Winter : 
hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily. The ' 
museum is closed Mondays. Admis· 
sian is $7 for adults, $5 for students 
and senior citizens. Children age 4 
and under are free . Call (617) 426· 
2800 for information. 



On-Une: Washington 
Even if you're not an "FOB" (Friend of Bill, 
in Washington parlance), you can become 
the president's electronic pen pal. "Letter 
to the White House," a new interactive 
exhibit at Boston's Computer Museum, lets 
visitors zap a message to either President 
Clinton or Vice President Gore via com
puter network. 

The exhibit, which is open until mid
February, connects Boston to Washington 
through Internet, a noncommercial com
puter network that links up to 30 million 
people in more than 130 countries. Mu
seum-goers decide to write to either 
Clinton or Gore, compose their letter, and 
send it off to the White House with the 
click of a mouse. Computer-animated and 
other special effects simulate a satellite's 
view of the message as it bounces from the 
museum to a "gateway" in Boston and 
through cyberspace before landing at 1600 
Pennsylvania Avenue. A print-out acknowl
edges the White House's receipt of each 
message, lists e-mail addresses for Clinton 
and Gore, and provides information on 
network communication use at home, 
school, or work. 

Electronic correspondents at the Com
puter Museum may elect to keep their let
ter private or share it with subsequent us
ers. About two-thirds of the visi tors opt for 
confidentiality, says Director of Exhibits 
David Greschler. "People feel very personal 
about the letters," he says, perhaps because 
"Letter to the White House" requires a 
larger investment of energy and emotion 
than most exhibits. "It's a big commit
ment," he says. "This exhibit starts with a 
blank sheet." 

Users who aren't shy might end up see
ing their letters in The Boston Ghbe. The 
newspaper and the museum are cohosting 
an "electronic town meeting" that uses visi
tors' letters as an infonnal opinion poll on 
the Clinton administration. In one sam-

pling of letters published in November, 
writers addressed a broad range of topics 
and adopted a generally encouraging tone. 
"I was wondering, when you and Mrs. 
Ointon have the chance, can you do a little 
research and see why child care is so ex
pensive?" wrote Martha Dickerson, a 
single working mother from Dorchester, 
Mass. A postscript advised the president 
to "tell Mrs. Ginton happy belated birth
day." Other correspondents told Clinton 
to buck up under criticism in the media, 
congratulated him for his working partner
ship with the First Lady, and urged him to 
pursue a "National Day of Service." 

"Letter to the White House" goes be
yond a purely technical discussion of com
puter networks to ponder philosophical is
sues. Visitors learn something about the 
process of democracy in the United States 
and how it is influenced by the recent boom 
in network technology. The exhibit en
courages museum-goers to contemplate 
the significance of their right to actually 
write to the president-a freedom unheard 
of in autocratic governments. Reading 
other people's letters also encourages an 
exchange of ideas that typifies the exercise 
of democracy. 

News 
January/February 1994 

Dear Bill, Dear AI: E-mailing 
to the White House, and 
learning about technology's 
impact on democracy. 

Developed by William Tremblay, the 
exhibition design helps emphasize the con
nection between the American people and 
their president. The computer is installed 
in an oak desk meant to resemble Oval 
Office furnishings. An American £lag rests 
nearby, along with letters from Ginton and 
Gore to the museum stressing the grow
ing importance of network communica
tions in modern society and thanking visi
tors for writing. "For the first time in his
tory, a presidential administration is linked, 
electronically, with you," Ginton wrote in 
his letter. "Innovative technology like elec
tronic mail is paving the way to a better 
infonned, more responsive government." 
He said he hopes to answer electronic mail 
messages individually within a year. 

The exhibit serves as a preview to "The 
Networked Society, "a 5,000 square-foot, 
$1.5-million project scheduled to open at 
the Computer Museum in late 1994. The 
hands-on exhibit will give a broad view of 
how computer networks influence areas of 
daily life such as government, health care, 
education, and finance. It will explore 
moral and ethical issues raised by wide
spread network computer use. 

-Susannah Cassedy O'Donnell 



If you're hungry for m ore, journey 
to The Computer Museum for a tas te 
of th e latest electronic technology 
featured in a new interactive exhibit, 
"Letter to the White House," 

Go on-line to th e White House and 
let President Bill Clinton or Vice Presi
dent A1 Go re know what you think 
about h ea lt h ca re o r any other gOI'ern-

m ental iss ue; it 's as easy as the simple 
click o f a mouse, 

Your m essage is ro ut ed through a 
I\'eb of machines that are part of In
tern et, a noncom m ercia l compute r 
n etwork linking up to 30 million 
peop le in over 130 coun tries , Com
puter-animated special effects offer a 
simulated "sate lli te's view" of your 
message as it trave ls from the Mu
seum through cyberspace to its final 
destination-the White House, 

President Bi ll Clinton be li eves 
that "innovative technology, like e 
tronic m ail, is paving the way to a 
bett e r info rm ed, m ore responsive 
go\'t' rnlllent. " He hopes to answer 
e lec tronic mail messages individuall y 

within a year. In the m ean time, you'll 
receil'e an acknowledgement from the 
White House that yo ur message II'ill be 
read , See photo o n page 16 , 

For more informati on regarding the 
aforementioned exh ibits refer to th e 
MU5elll1l section und e r Currelltly 
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• A samp~Q[Jetters from 
residents simt to President 

_ ~linton via a exhibit at Boston 
'Fomputer Museum. Page 6. 
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Residents use exhibit to send greetings to the president 

A 
lIeli' c.dliliit at Iltt' Bosloll 

( 'UllljJllla Museu;1( aliolCs 
l'i"il(}(::; 10jlllll]1 Olli(, lite 
ell'ct /'(lIlic Itig/llt'(l!! ((1111 lell 

,'(!sidcltl CIillllllt (11111 Vic( Presidelll 
'IIre wltal is (II I I Itei r Ilti llti.,. Tlte 
/,etier/o I//(' I\-'ltill' /-Iouse "colllt ee/s 

I/I/{Sl'II"/guers 10 
WasltiliglOiI /'ia 
{/ /corldwiric 
cO'III/1/(11. r IIcl· 
H'Ork Lill/l'I/ ((.~ 

II/(! 1 III ( ,',/({ 

Fm,,; Ii II/e 10 
tilliC. (lty Week· 
11//t'iI/ nUl a 

1I1111/i1lY o(/l'llc rs./i'() lI/ rc ... ldl'lt /s of 
:oslull. 8 mokl i 1/(', C(IIll liririge (wd 

(JI)w l'l'ilil'. TIl(' f'.r/liliit, 0]11'1/ 10 (/,/11. 

15/1.111 .. Tuesda!l lIuvllUIt Sultday, 
'i llIWI IIIIVIIUIi FeiJl'l/(/I'I/. 

lll'ar I\1r. PresideJlt, 
My name i~ Bob La Vallee. I just 

lini ~hed urganizing' all :2:35 pJ'ojed .. <; 

fIJI' the Cit.\' Y l'.,r. Ser\'e-a-thon. It 
II'a" an amazin)! lla.\' llf 10,000 people 
cIJming uut fru m their hun](:,,, - be 
they in subl'l'il:, oJ r urban de\'elup
ments - to sery,: the communities 
they share. 'vV(· :,uilt a playgJ'ound in 
Somerville, rail a carnintl for kids in 
Charlesto\l)l and painted elders' 
apartmf'ntc: ill f),)rcile,;ter. 

Fur a day. I',:,ople uf all colors 
and baei,!,(TOuIHi:; got a glimpse of 
I\'hat coml1lunit:. can reall.\· mean. 

I offer thi o; . i ~ a I ' i ~ i on to you, sir. 
:VIy dream is te, :'ce a ":.iational Day 
uf Service" to l',)mplement ~ ational 
Service itself. I be liere Costa ]{ica is 
already doing t!lis. En'nts like the 
serve-a-thon are happening all 
across the countr.\'. 

I invite you to witness one of 
them to better understand the explo
sion of idealism that they detonate. 
Thank you for your timf~ . 

BOB LAVALLEE 
80S/all 

Dear Presidenl Clinlon: 
How are you and your family'i 

My name is Martha Dickersun, and I 
am from Dorchester. :'.Iass. I'm writ
ing to tell you I think .\·ou and Mr~ . 

Hillary are doing a hrreat job in the 
White Hou:'e. 

Mr. President, ['m a ~ingle \\'ork
ing parent trying to make ends 
meet, hut child care cxpenses are a 
little tau much for mC'. I was wondL'r
ing, when you and M 1':" . Clinton hm'e 
the chance. can you do a litLie re
search and see Irh.\' child care is so 
expensive'? I know I \rant good carl' 
for my son, but sometimes I can't af
ford it. I Ilill very Illuch appreciatL' it 
if you can write me hack and tell me 
what you think. 

My family ,;a.vs ilc·!ILl. 
I' .S. Tell Mrs. Cl intun happy bl" 

lated birthday, and again, keep up 
the great \ror l, 

tlIARTH.-\ DICKERSON 
[)o/t'lws/er 

Dear Presidenl Clinlon: 
I wanted to let you know that I 

appreciate what you are trying to do 
- in bl'inging health care to every
one, in strengthening the economy 
and in cuping \\ith the complexities 
of creating a sound foreign policy. 

\Vhat you are trying to do is he
roic. I think that the media are treat
ing you unfairly in many cases. What 
distinguishes your administration 
from the pre\'ious two administra
tions is that you are trying to make 
things better for people without 
privilege and that you cia care. 

Thank ~'ou for trying. 

)\r. President, 

.JANE SillITH 
Combridge 

Four points and a correction: 
• \\11en I think of you, I imagine 

the clamor - demands, needs and 
\I'ishes: :-; tri\'ingness, anger and pain; 
manipulation, /)att ery and lies - that 
must be ahrays around you. We see 
.Hl\l being pulled in many directions. 
I hupe you can find the courage tu be 
Ill/til ]lllplilar aiHlunpopular. r hopo 
you can find the s trength to return 
again and again to answers that lie 
within'what must be your OWII very 
gouel heart . 

Stay \lith your vision. YOli cannot 
please e\'eryone. There are more of 
liS than you know who reflect on you 

enclosed away from us and who hope 
for you the clal'ity that may come 
from any moment of silence. 

• Surely a time \\~ll come when 
we realize that our business is to 
help each other liye our own blief 
lives that blo\\' a\\'ay like lea\'e:; in 
the \\~nd . I may be a plimitive and a 
dreamer, but isn't there a chance 
that if e\'eryone had food to eat and 
a safe bed for sleeping and healing 
for ills, our energies could turn to 
\\,hate\'ermust be - eventually - the 
uses of life? Think how many talents 
could be liberated. We need all of 
them. 

• In your remarkable life, I'm 
sure you must sometimes hm'e 
thought that the most remarkable 
thing you ever did was to join ~' our 

life to Hillary's . I am happy we have 
the t\\'o of you - for numerous rea
sons but primarily because I think 
this example of regard and equality 
between a man and woman, thi:; ex
ample \I'e see> ,,() clearly ever.\' day, 
speak,; more thall a \\'hole library of 
words. And e.HI1l11)ie iUielf, as some
aile \I'iser thall me once said, is "our 
unly teacher and \I'e will learn from 
no other." 

• Fourth, please think as deeply 
as you can about the other animals 

and beings who are our coinhabi
tants on the planet. 

• My suggested correction: Be
cause I am your elder and your fel· 
Imr human being who holds you in 
affectionate regard, I offer one ex
plicit cOl'I'ection you may consider 
for your public speeches. Please 
think of using an alternati\'e to "God 
bless you." Consider "May ble~sing~ 
come to all of us" 01' "May the ble~~
ings of yOU!' god come to you" 1)1' 

some other \'ariation. 
l\vo reasons, having to do with 

meaning itself and acknowledgemenl 
of a larger world vie\\': 1. You were 
not elected as a pope 01' other office 
of religion. 2. YOUI' listeners 
throughout the world ha\'e man,\' reo 
ligions and many expressions of 
spirituality. 

Why not a neutral phrase that al-
10 \\'5 room fur whatever ~piritual 
gifts there Illay be and al so ackno\ll 
edges that we humalls ma.\' sl'ek 
them one by one in ollr (/\\' 11 \ray'l 

In the \\~sh that every onL' of \I ~ 
\lill bring peace to the \\'01'1 ; I am 
sincerely yours, 

CHI:\r\ ALTMA\' 
H(/.~ / (jl/ 



(C IRCU LATION 1.59 million) 

Disk-Drive Democrats 
In the Clinton White House, where electronic mail is seen as the new 

political high ground, megabytes are nearly as important as sound bites . 

By PH1L PATTON 

"I TH1NK of myself 
as a kind of digit al postmaster general ," said 
Jonathnn P. (.lock) Gill , who t oordinates 
elec trnnic communicat ions <.It the White 
House. It is an ana logy strengthened by his 
assertion thn t Benja min Franklin, America's 
fi rst Post master Genera I, is an ances to r . 

" I 'm the first man to ever have an E-mail 
address on his White House business card," 
Mr. Gi l l added. 

JlISt henl'ath th e embossed Prcsidential 
sea l arc th,., wo r ds "Offi ce of M cdia Affair-s." 
And tile me'd illm Wllh which thi s Adminis tra
tion seems to 1)(' ha ving it s mos t passionate' 
affair is electronic mail. JlI st as til e Kennedy 
Administrati on was infatuated with count er
insu rgency and th e Reagan Administ l'ation 
with th e Lnffer tax , growth curve, the Cli nton 
Administration is in love with computer com 
munica tion s. 

"Innovative technology lik e elec troni c 
m ail is paving the way to better informed, 
more responsive government," declared a 
Nov. 4 White House report, " T echnology fo r 
Economic Growth. " which, thanks to Mr. 
Gill, you can pc ru se on your computcr. 

Tile Clinton Adm inist ration has become 
tile first to accep t elec tronic mnil from the 
public and to disseminate i ts documen b over 
the wires. Si nce June I , using such comput.er 
ser v ices as Prodig\·. Com puserve, America 
On-Line and the Internet, anyonc ca n send 
messages instantlv to the Pres ident. (The 
addresses are America On-Linc : ClintonPZ; 
Compuserve : 75300.31 15; Genic: WHITE
HOUSE ; MCI Mall: 5895485; Internet: Pre
sident (£i)\V h i t chou se .gov) 

Scvera l compll ter on-line sc r v ices also 
electron ica ll y pllbll sh inform ation from the 
White House, including speechcs, news re
leases and th e President's daily itinerary. 
They also have fo ru ms, or bulletin boards, 
that allow members to discuss issues. 

E-mail ma y be th e "fireside chat " of the 
1990's. The ability to sit down late at night in 
front of a fli ckering computer screen and 
peruse the Nat iona I Performance Review, 
Vice President AI Gore's blueprint for 
strenm lining Government, and fire off a 
comment, offers an immediacy of contact 
comparable to that felt by people hearing 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt's full tones 
in their Depression living rooms. 

" Electronic mail seems somehow easier 
and more direct," said Gail Jennes, public 
re lations direct or of the Boston computen 

~ 
M useum, whi ch (,[ fers a spec ial exhibition on 
sending E-ma L 1; ; he White House. " There's 
so mething empol e ing about it." 

To most Cll!zenS, President Clinton's 
hea lth-care plan H : print looks as intimidat-
ing as the Manhattan phone book. But to Mr. 
Gili , whose office wili download it to your 
computer on request, "it's just a meg," a 
veritable handful of electrons on the Internet. 
"Ali in all," he said, " this country is doing 
eight terabytes a month on the Internet." 

A terabyte is a millign megabytes, the 
equivalent in written data of a million of the 
health-ca re reports. Eigh.t terabytes repre-

M l("" haC'1 (';clssingcr for The New York Times 

The White House E-mail system is run by Steve H orn , left, and Jonathan P. Gill. 

sents a crowd - and crowels elr"II' po litician s. 
Cyberspace may be thc new polit ica l high 

ground. Like the post office, last ce ntllr~"s 

sea t of patronage and communi cations, II 

could give an adva nt age to the party thil t 
uses i t effecti ve ly. (Among IC'adlJ1g Republi 
cans, only Representa tive NC'lI' t (;JI1gri ch of 
Georgiil is known as a dedicat ed on-liner.) 

A lthough the E-mail numbers are relat ive
ly sma ll - 1,000 letters a dilY ve rsus 40 ,000 
paper lellers a week received at the Whit e 
House - thcy are growing rar icll y and in 
volve a key constituency: th e co mputer liter
ate. And Mr. Gill said , the number of comput
er modems is increas ing tenfold a yea r . 

On Compuserve. the Pres idC'ntial discus
sion forum is among tllc 10 illl SIC's t of th(' 
service's 250 bulletin boards. An d after th e 
President's health-ca re specch, America On
Line received particularly hC'<I\')' use . 

" Every American should hav e' dccess," 
Mr. Gill said. "And any leader sholi lu ue' able 
to inform people about his ideas , unfi l te red ." 

, MR G1L!," 1m · 
mer Lotus Software executive who started 
his own high-technology company and th en 
joined the Clinton campaign, puts thc Presi 
dent 's documents on line. Incoming E-mail is 
handled by his colleaguc, Steve Horn, a com
puter profeSSional with a touch of a drawl, 
whose office is decorated with a copy of the 
cartoon " Fox trot" that brought the White 
House Internet address to readers of the 
comics. 

E-mailers might be disappointed to see 
where E-mail ends up, but tn xpayers should 
be gratified. There is nothing vcry high-tech 
or high-style about Mr. Horn 's windowkss 
basement room in the Old Executive Off ice 
Building, next to the White House. Mr. Clin
ton 's promise to run a frugal While House, 
Mr. Horn said, means he must make due 
with a staff made up mostly of a dozen 
volunteers. 

A lot of electronic maiJ,' to be sure, comes 

from collcgc stlldents, and much of that is 
sophomori c dig ital ca rt oons and v isual 
Bronx chcers . And there a re the " E-mailers 
from hell ," as M r. Horn 's sta ff cal ls them, 
recidivist on-liners, usua ll y critics. A recent, 
crudely typed exa mple, copied into one on
linc forum: " His intention s are to ruin the 
cou nt try . AT le<Jst th at IS the cventiona l 
economic and moral effect of his proposa ls." 

Elcctronic love letter s co me in , too. One 
fan declared he found Chelsea Clinton " far 
more attract ive th an are thc Gore girls." 

But Mr. Horn said, "w(' get a lot of sugges
tions : don't forget to look at this or that." 

Computers acknowledge all E-mail auto-
1:1:nic:a ll y and immediat ely. That is part of 
Ill ,' ;Ippca l : knowing th :lt the rock or rose 
you've lobbed at the Whi te' House has landed. 

But no ci ti zen should Jabor under thc mis
apprehension that the leadcr of th e free 
world kicks back after a day dealing with 
world crises to log on and browse thc E-mail. 
It , like' the paper mail , is summarized , count
ed, and winnowed for a weekly report to the 
Oval Offi ce with a sample of actu al lc tt ers. 

By January, Mr. Horn and Mr. Gill hope to 
be r unning a specia l sorting prog ra m that 
will direct mail to th e' prope'r aides and offer 
pcrsonali zed res~nses within 48 hours. But 
fo r now , most repli es ar c form lette rs or 
"roboresponses .' , 

As much as the incoming mail, however, it 
is the outgoing that is making thi s th e firs t 
electronic Presidential Admini stration. Mr. 
Clinton 's speeches aild documents are avail
able all ov'er the world on tile Interne!. A t the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
work is under wily on a "virt.llal Presidential 
library" of digit ally stored documents. 

Working from an offi ce' as decrepit as Mr. 
Horn's but upstairs, nea r the health-care
plan "war room, " Mr. Gill provides Presi
dential document s without cost to such serv
ices as Prodigy and Ameri ca On-Line, whic1 

can then add index ing or other features. 
Putting the White House on Jine is onJy par 

of thc AdministratioLl.'S larger goal of crcat 
ing electronic access to ' the whole Govern· 
ment. "Any society needs a commons," Mr. 



TWO CENTURIES OF HIGH-TECH POLITICS 

-: 

1775 Benjamin Franklin, the Contlilenlal 
Congress 's Postmaster General, asserts Ihe 
colonies ' rights to keep Ihe mails open 10 
n(,IVsrlipers of Ii II polil iC<l1 virw!': . 

1803 Uritlsil truup:; dl"SII 'UY"u 11 1"lIy "II" " 
paper's when he was Governor of Virginia 
during the Revolutionary War, so Thom as 
Jefferson experiments with copying letters 
on panlOgraphs and lett.er presses. 

1829 Andrew Jackson, assailed by scandal 
mongering in the press (he was ca lled, 
amollg otiler things, a biga mist), makes thr 
newspaper magnate Amos Kendall a memo 
ber of his kitchen cabinet. M ·r . Kendall, the 
David Gergen of his era, direCls a panoply of 
Administration-controlled newspapers. He 
later becomes Postmaster General, super
vising political patronage, 

1863 Communicating with his gCllrrals by 
, telegraph helps make Abraham Lincoln a 
sti<j(ler for taut prose, according to Garry 
Wills, 

1866 Andrew Johnson installs the White 
House's first telegraph , 

1879 Rutherford B. Hayes installs the first 
• White House telephone, It is rarely used lint il 

the firsl Adminislr<llion of CrOVf'r Cleveland, 
starting in 1885; he often answers It himself. 

1913 Woodrow Wilson holds the first formal 
Presidential news conference, crowding 200 
reporters into his office, 

1924 Calvin Coolidge makes Ihe firsl Presi· 
dential radio speech. 

i 1933 Franklin D. Roose ve lt inaugurates the 
' ''fireside chat" to speak int imately to people 
al home - and bypass ,I hostile press, SOCI ,1i 
Security and other New Deal programs bene· 
fit I.B.M., whose punchcard systems and, lal
er, computers are necessary for administer
ing the vast data bases they require. 

1939 Roosevelt takes delivery of Ihe firsl 
White House television set and makes the 
first Presidential television appearance al 
the New York World 's Fair. 

, 

1952 On electio'n eve, a Univac com pUler 
predicls Ihe Eisenhower lanclslicif-, bul Ihe 
television networks refuse to belie\'e i t. 

1961 Buoyed by his performance in the de· 
bates, in which television v iewers Ihoughl he 
had won and radio listeners thought Richard 
M , Nixon had won, John F, Kennedy initiates 
live, televised news conferences. 

1965 To watch the network news programs 
simultaneolls ly, Lyndon R. Johnson inslalls 

Gillsaid. And in America, il is electronic . E
mail can be a way 10 ('I'C':l I(' (,olllnHlnll~', 

whi ch Mr. Gill promplly poinls oul iJ ,' lungs 
with "responsibilily " and "npP0rlunll \'" In 
the IrInity of Clinton values. 

"RighI now, the mass m ed ia arc one·direc· 
tional," he said. " There' s a mull i-lane super· 
highway to you , but jusl a cow path back 10 
the center," 

Congress has begun accep ting E- I~1<IiI, alld 
the President has promised, "We will make il 
possible for peopl~ 10 cn mmunicate wilh Ff>(i
eral agencies using elect ronic: as wcll as 
conventiona l mail." He has laid Olll <I \ 'I sion 
of terminals in shopping malls and POSI of· 
fices, To begin this process, Mr. Gill ha,; 
established ACE - Ame ricans Communical · 
ing Electronically - a service thaI makes 
computers in Agriculture Department ex ten· 
sian serv ice and Smal l l3usiness Admin lsl ra· 
tion offices available to individuals, 

Politically, E-mail ha s other fun clions, 
though . It can be seen as a high'lech su('ccs· 

ASSO\lrllrd Press 

Jimmy Carter trice! to revive the " fireside 
chat" on television 1:11977, 

Ihr("'I,' I('\'i sioll S('I , i !l,' hugC' cahlllC't,lhe ug

liesl PH'( ' " (lr Uva l t ': I I(T furnilure ever. 

1970 The :\ C' rox 11l " ciline, lIsed 10 dissemi
naI l' Iile P,'l1Idgon papers, enrages Presidenl 
Nixon, wilosr down !,.!1 is guaranleed by Ihe 
Oval ()ffice laping ~YSIe I1l. 

1977 Jil11lll~' Cari N dl lempls to rev ive the 
" fir('slul' ellal " on ('.' Il'vision, pushing h is en
erg\' prog ram wild C' «'t'<Ir ing a card igan 
sweale r in Irolll of :1 ,'cal fireplace. Perhars 
pro\ ' lng Marshal l ;\-IL Luilan's dictum that r :l· 
din is ;1 1)l1I mcdiulll l ancll ilu s su ilab le for 
firesi des), wlli le l eic'.'ision is a coo l one, lilE' 
publ ic re,lclion is Ir l·'i cl . 

1981 Ron<lld Rea gan pionf>ers re lro nll'di a. 
returning 10 \\'C'ekl:,' r; ld lu aclurr ssl's . TIll' 
Whilc HOllse hook s U,l iO an E·mail sys le m, 
which OlivN North shows can hr erased fa sl · 
er th ,l n pape,' C<I n br 5ill'l 'ddrd . 

April 1991 (,(' tl' · ~'." l, ;I, h 1)" CO lll ' : S Ihe flrsl 
Presidenl '.,·!th : 1l'U I~lp lllcr IC'I'l11 inaluul 
shows no sig r; "" USI:',;': il. 

June 1993 While' Ht1usl' gOt'S on the Inl(,l'I1el. 

August 1993 :\ Fec c-r :1l :l ppeals COUrl JII<JgC, 
Charles Ri ckey, rules Ihat White House E
mail has the status oi ofiicial Govel'l1ment 
dOCUIllC'lIls and ()rc\('r~ il prrsI'rvC'd . 

SOl' 10 l\'I r . l'l l lI lon's t'.: mp<Iign inlerviews un 
MTV 01 ' Iw; I ':\v is inlll:;lion on Iht' " Imus in 
Ille Morrllllg" radio sho":: <I way 10 make end 
runs :ll'ound 111(' cSlahlbil('ci lIews organiza· 
lioll S and Wll ;11 pl'C' ~" ~C'(,"rlal'ies conslllrl' 
ovt'rsiml'liii(',! 1 ions. In,' nn·l int' mcgabylC' is 
Ille r(' s l'c l ' ~~ l' 1'1 l iJ (' 1('! '.' '.·I.'';l(ln sound hill'. 

The ,,'I" (' I I'O:li(' so[!phnx may also oifer ;1 
countN\'a dlng pOlVe,' !o, sa y, Ihe $(i.5 millilH1 
Iha l in su rl1n c(, com p;ln lcs ar c spending ;) 11 

tclrvisiol1 :ldvertisinf2 i,l atlack the Admin ' ~ · 

Il'ali(ln' ~ ; hra l!h-c<1!'t' ,< :m . 
Th r C1il1lO l1 Adl11in"lralillll is n(>I Ihe onlv 

gmup ,1\'.' ,11"<' of E- Il1 ·.I :l's pO lenlial polilicill 
power. Sl>ve r,,1 sofl'.\' ? ~ '-' programs for elec· 
Ironi c lohl ly in/! h,I" I' alrl." ldy appea r ed, in
cluding one C<Jlled Polilical Ac ti on. 

A nd iI Sunnyv<ll(' , ril llL , c ilY councilman 
was elc'cl l'd Ihi s fall wll h (iO percent of lile 
vo lC' afl" !' ",ullp:lign l l:'! all110sl C'xc lusivel :-' 
011 Illc · Il li "I' IH'1 -- su).: .,"cqillf?, Ihal Ihe c lec· 
Imnk :')'" 'll ,IV 1'('\ .:.;--.' (' onc old sa\\' . III 
Silico' l \ '." Ic'\' . i i ' I( 'i ' ~ i ; ' 1 po lili cs ,ll'e globaL .. ' 
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4TH HARVARD CUP IIOIIAH versus COIIPUTER CHESS CRAT.I.ENGE 
IlEDIA BEPORT 

*Listed in Chronological Order 
PUBLICATION 
Boston Globe (City Weekly) 
Patriot Ledger (Quincy, HA) 
The Tab 
Mass High Tech 
Boston Phoenix 
Boston Globe 
Cambridge Chronicle 
Somerville Journal 
Watertown Press 
Boston Sunday Globe 
Boston Sunday Herald 
Middlesex News 
Middlesex News 
Harvard Univ. Crimson 
Boston Business Journal 
Middlesex News 
Mass High Tech 
Boston Sunday Globe 
Boston Phoenix 
Chicago Tribune 
Computor Edge 
Boston Sunday Herald 
Moscow Times 

STORIES VIA ASSOCIATED PRESS: 
Providence Sunday Journal 
Waterbury (CT) Sun. Repub 
Haverhill (HA) Gazette 

TOTAL: 

ELECTRONIC 

PROGRAII/STATION 
ABC News NIGHTLINE 
Voice of America 
WSSH-FM, Boston 
WBZ-AM, Boston 

TOTAL: 

TOTAL PRIHT & ELECTRONIC: 

DATE 
October 31, 1993 
November 2, 1993 
November 2, 1993 
Nov 2-14, 1993 
November 5, 1993 
November 6, 1993 
November 6, 1993 
November 6, 1993 
November 6, 1993 
November 7, 1993 
November 7, 1993 
November 7, 1993 
November 9, 1993 
November 9, 1993 
November 12, 1993 
November 14, 1993 
Nov 15-28, 1993 
November 21, 1993 
December 3, 1993 
December 5, 1993 
December 31, 1993 
January 2, 1994 

November 7, 1993 
November 7, 1993 
November 8, 1993 

AIR DATE 
November 19, 1993 
November 9, 1993 
November 5, 1993 
November 6, 1993 

CIRCULATION 
150,000 
87,018 

156,475 
30,000 

135,000 
508,867 

15,000 
13,000 
4,297 

798,298 
235,084 

44,846 
35,326 
14,000 
36,876 
44,846 
30,000 

798,057 
135,000 

1,109,622 
150,000 
223,190 
50,000 

269,472 
76,614 
12,881 

5,163,776 

AUDIENCE". 
8,000,000 

110,000 

8z110z000 

13z273 z769 
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Computers are gaining 
on human chess players 
For now, though, man is still king at Harvard tourney 

By Sally .Ja(·(JII ~: 
CJ.OIII·: STAI F 

- - .. -~.-.-- . _---- ---- . -~- .-.- - - -

M
an sat duwn wiLh machine at half a doz
en checkercd brown chessboards yes
terday and by day's end stood up the 
victor. But only barely, 

"Overall , I am still a bettcr chcss 
pla~'c r than any computer in the \\'orlel," insisted US 
chess champion Patrick Wolff of' Somerville, seconds 
after heing beaten hy a COll1Jlu t.<~ r in Lhe first round of 
f.hr FOllrth Harvard Cup I·luman Versus Computcr 
Che~.;; Challenge, ''That \I'ill dcJ'init cl,\ come tu an end, 
bu t tllday is not the (by," 

Some observers wCl'e secr(~tly betting - althouiSh 
not too much - thal the computers would trounce t.heir 
human oppunents, signifying a major milestone in the 
dc\'clopment of artificial intelligence, But at the end of 
six rounds, pitting six chess g-ranelmHsters against six 
computcl's, it. was 27 for the humans and 9 for the com
puters. 

And to some who mutcly 'watched the game for 
hOlil'S, Heventllwq~'ing the move:s on to personal COIll

Pllt (> I'S, the tally signified no les;,; than their o\\'n ('Ofl ' 
tin uing dOJllinance upon th (' plalll't. 

"We're all rooting for th e humans, I mean , i.t's ~oli 
lklrily ofthe species," exclaimed J eremy Martil~, lH, 
Jlr('~irl('nt of the lIarvard Chpss Cluh. looking up from 
a ('(Imput.er balanced on his knees. "When you sec that. 
OUI' hest chess playcrs can ~t ill b('a t t.heir best chess 
pla.n :rs, it's vcr,v reassul·ing. It Bhows we haven't been 
tak l:' n over by the machines , Yd." 

Ii \I'a» a gTllcling' fi~ht. UII t i l< ' hllman ~ ; id l' \ \ 'P I'! ' 

~ome of the ch f' s~ g-rpats: Wolff, fonner Soviet ches~ 
champion Bori~ (;1111<(1 . defending Harvard CliP champ 
Michael Ruhd (' , Nt'l\' I'; ngland champion Alexander 
Ivanov. 

On the computer :-; ide were hardware and :-;oftwaJ'(' 
of equal heft: Socrates Exp, Kasparov'~ Gamhit, Batt
leChess 4000 SVGA, M-Chess Professional, Henais
sance SP AHC, ChessSystem R30. 

The Cup founders, Harvard graduates Daniel 
Edelman, 24 , and Christophel' Chabri~ , 2G, huvered 
around the six pla.11ng tahles at The Computer Muse
um and cIClimecine lltr;i l it~, as the scor('~ II'el'(' po~ted 
throughout the ria.I·. But carlyon they preriicted the 
cumputers' chancc::: were better than ever in part be
cause of faster processing enabling the cOlllputers to 
consider greater numbers of move optiu n~. 

Since the first H Clrvarcl Cup in 198~), computer~ 

have brought in ~teadily rising scores, their takc of the 
total possible points increm;ing from 9 percellt to 2~ 
percent last year, 

"Chess has ah\'ays bf'en seen as the last bastion of 
hope on the human fronti er, as the last gamc \\'herc 
the human mind could cxeced the ability of lhe ma
chine," :-:aicl Chahri~ . a g-raduale student in psycholog,v. 
"Bul \\'hell the computer wins 50 percent of the point~, 
that indical<~:" that technology has equaled hUlIlan ca
pacity and is ready to move on. It may not happen to
day , but we think it's just a question of when." 

N at to say that it was a shoo-in for the grandmas
tpl'S who had to work hard to maintain their preemi
ncnce. Thcy hunched ovcr the table, head in hands, 

"The co'mputer is good, hut it is not great," cx
cla imer! (;111" 0 . ri sing- t.l'iumphantly from his match 

GLOBE STArr PIIOTOS I JANfT IINon 

US ehess champion Patrick Wolff of Somerville plays against a computer at the Computer Museum. 

with ChessSystem WlO. "The computer has no fantasy, 
no inspiration, no soul. I t can onl.\' calculate, calculate, 
calculat.e," 

Whil(~ l·irt.lIally all of the grandmasters acknowl
edged t.hat ('omputC'r:l are stcadil~' improving at the 
gam e and might 011 (' da,\' trOllnCl' them, fcw sl~emed 

particularl,v concerned that computers would displace 
humans from the game altogcthcr. 

As the grandllla~t ers baUled it out for the prizes 
Joel Benjamin, a form er US champion, tuok $1 ,000 for 
firsl place and I van uf wun $!)OO for second place, while 
the triumphant softwarc Socrates Exp and ChessSys
t.C'1l1 1{:iO 11'011 f;IIlH' :11,,'1(" th l' IH'\l g('II l' rati uli "I' 

chcss pla'yers battled it "ut. on a huge hlack - allrl-I\'hitr~ 

floor board, And man,\' of them cOllfes~t' d lhc'y got 
their early training on a computer, 

Christine Loreth. I'll)' l'xample, Icarneo to pla~' 

chess at ag-e ;l hy mimicking the mu\'p,; of t.h e comput
eI' that hel' f'al'lwr pla,n 'd against. ~ O ll ' 7, slw (' IH ,d,· 
mated hel' fath er in six moves recl'ntly, Shc ha!:' " 
chess tUlor, And next month she \\ill appeal' in her 
first chess tournament with othel' humans, 

Bul a compllter, ~h e says, is quite anuther thing, 
"EI'pntually COIll}JUtp),S \I'ill I\'ill ," said Lo)'l'lh. pi v

oting about a larg-c white pawn, "They'I'(' just :-; Illart.e r 
t.han II ;: ." 

---- _._------- --._------_.- ._._ --_ .. _------- -- _ ... _--- - ----- .----.----... 
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iO·ne{Step~. Ahead 
'of the Law 
Games: The industry 

". 'moves ' for ratings 

T
IPPER GORE HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH 

it. Neither did Jack Valenti. But Joseph 
Lieberman might have. Last week, just 

hours before the Democratic senator from 
Connecticut testified on his proposed legis
lation for rating videogames, members of 
the $6 billion, unregulated industry an
nounced that they will begin policing them
selves. Under fire for violence and sex in 
home videogames, companies intend to 
form a board to establish guidelines for rat
ing games within the year. 

Who Holds the Key to the E-Mailbox? 
Last summer, acknowledging that new 

games with live action are more frightening 
than older games~ cartoons, Sega of Ameri
ca began rating its product. (Mortal Kom
bat, in which aggressors rip off heads 
and brandish the bloody trophies, got an 
MA-13: not for young children.) While 
the predatory Night Trap (which features 
underclad teenage girls) may be fine for 
post-pubescents, a Sega spokesperson said, 
"it's very scary for 6-year-olds who don't 
like the idea of getting the blood sucked 
out of them." Nintendo of America, aim
ing at a younger market, already bans what 
it considers graphic violence and ex
plicit sex. That policy probably cost them: 
the company estimates that it lost $10 
million by taming down its own version of 
Mortal Kombat. 

Computers: Messages are not always secret 

R
EPORTERS ARE PAID TO BE NOSY. BUT 

there are limits, at least if you work at 
the Los Angeles Times. Earlier this 

month Times editors recalled a reporter in 
the paper's Moscow bureau because they 
believed he was repeatedly reading his 
colleague's electronic-mail messages, ac
cording to sources at the Times. The report
er, Michael Hiltzik, was caught in a sting 
operation using phony messages. Hiltzik, 
back in Moscow temporarily, would not 
comment and editors at the paper said they 
couldn't discuss a "personnel matter." 

Whatever the details of the case, it's clear 
that technology has created new opportuni
ties for the old-fashioned office snoop. A 
few years ago he or she might have rifled 
through a colleague's desk. But with the 
advent of E-mail. overly curious co-work
ers can peek at everythi~g from confidential 
performance evaluations to billets-doux in 
an office romance without ever getting out 
of their own chairs. Passwords create an 
illusion of privacy. But computer-systems 
administrators must maintain complete 
lists of those codes: who guards the guard
ians of the network? Would-be hackers can 
e.":periment endlessly trying to crack a col
league's code. And too often, the secret 
word is something easy to guess. 

Under the federal Electronic Communi
cations Privacy Act of 1986, E-mail gets 
most of the same protections as letters and 
phone conversations. Outside agencies, 
such as the FBI or the police, cannot read 
an individual's E-mail without a warrant. 

108 NEWSWEEK DECEMBER 20, 199 3 

But the law is hazy on whether bosses can 
read their employees' E-mail . Some em
ployees have sued when managers read 
their E-mail, and pending court cases may 
help define the legal limits of electronic 
spying, but the issue of what employers can 
read "is still up for grabs," says David 
Greschler, director of exhibits at the Boston 
Computer Museum. Greschler is preparing 
a show on computer networks and privacy, 
to open next year. ''A company can say, 'We 
own everything you write'," Greschler says. 
"If you're using your company's E-mail sys
tem, you're using their resources." 

Prying bosses and offended workers ru 
into trouble when they work at companies 
that have not announced explicit rules gov
erning E-mail . Some legal experts argue 
that without clear guidelines employees 
expect that no unauthorized eyes can see 
what they write. If a company allows man
agers "to read employee E-mail, employees 
should be made aware so they can use the 
system appropriately," says Shari Steele of 
the Electronic Frontier Foundation, an ad
vocacy group. 

The best advice for employees is to be 
cautious. "Don't put anything in writing 
that you wouldn't want other people to 
read," advises Bill Moroney, executive di
rector of the Electronic Messaging Associa
tion , a trade group. In other words, if you 
can't say anything nice, don't say anything. 
Someone may be watching-or reading. 

B ARBA RA KANTROWIT Z with 
B E TSY McK AY in Moscow 

Worried parents might take some com
fort in a new British study that found that 
videogames do not breed violence among 
children. Those surveyed had no trouble 
distinguishing a game from real life. "We 
may be appalled by something," says psy
chologist Guy Cumerbatch, but kids "know 
its conventions and see humor in things 
that others wouldn't." If that's true, the 
next time your kids become videogame 
avenging angels, you can just smile. • 

JACQ UES M. CHENET -NEWSWEEK 



Cyberethi cal 
standards are 
slowly emerging 

From Page 1 
user got "hung up to dry," when , 
,he was found to be courting 
several women at once, noted 
Patrick Sullivan, director of 
the Washington D.C.-based 
Computer Ethics Institute. 

"He didn't think the same 
rules of fidelity applied in cy
berspace. He found he was 
wrong," Sullivan said. 

Within the officially dubbed 
National Information Super
structure, "we have a whole 
new media developing," said 
Steve Miller, a Boston-based 
board member of Computer 
Professionals for Social Re
sponsibility. "Y.)U have people 
wandering around learning to 
talk to each other. Like any ex
ploration, people are figuring 
out the rules as they go." 

Some believe cyberspace 
should be regulated as little as 
possible to further the free flow 
of information. Others, such as 
,Rep . Edward Markey (D
Mass.) call for a legal "virtual 
reality check." 

But many computer profes
sjonals and academics say the 
electronic frontier needs a 
preacher as well as a sheriff. 
Like non-virtual reality, cyber
space needs self-regulating 
codes of behavior, the re
straints that keep many of us 
halted at a red light even at ~ 
a.m. with no traffic and no cop 
in sight. 

Currently, cyberspace is im
bued with the hacker's logic 
and something Sullivan calls 
the "Nintendo fallacy." He de
veloped the concept after hear
ing one of his young sons de
clare to his brother during an 
argument: "You can't cheat -
the machine won't let you." 
Like his son, many cybernauts 
believe that the system won't 
let them do something that's 
wrong and, conversely, if they 
can do it, it must be all right. 

But "there is no technologi
cal fix for ethics," Sullivan 
said·. Just because most people 
can easily alter the ir phones to 
monitor other cellular conver
sations does not make it OK. 

In 1992, the Computer Ethics 
Institute created the "Ten Com· 
mandments for Computer Eth
ics." Like the original, these 
new commandments are open 
to broad interpretation. Take 
the rule, "Thou shalt not inter
fere with other people's com
puter work." How might this 
apply to the emergence of 
mass-marketing e-mail? 

"Junk faxes are bad 
enough," institute president 
Ramon Barquin noled. "In elec
tronic mail. someone, with one 
key stroke, can send out thou
sands of pieces of mail. What 
kind of restraints do you want 
on that? On the other hand, you 
don't want to restrain free 
speech." 

Richard Sclovc. an" Am· 

: '\ .I ~ 
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her.!lt-based computer consul
tant, sees increaBed commer
cialization of cyberspace. 
Lawyers, accountants, even 
psychologists may soon set up 
shop on computer networks, 
further undercutting downtown 
business districts where such 
services are traditionally clus
tered. Such "maIling of cyber
space" raises ethical questions 
of whether electronic access 
should be guaranteed to all eco
nomic groups. 

On a more basic level, proli· 
feration of computer networks, 
such as Internet, is creating 
ncw rules for socia.l inter · 
change - or "netiquette." 

In cyberspace, no one can 
hear you scream - or sneer, or 
laugh, or tell where you come 
from by your accent. But even 
without normal vocal cues, in 
"virtual communities," people 
are arguing, wooing and kib
butzing - and creating new 
language and grammar. 5ay 
something offensive and you 
might be "flamed" or deluged 
with biting, insulting re
sponses. Further complicating 
conversation, Internet users 
can conceal their identity, us
ing an address like: "jfkjr." 

"You can sign on as any
thing you want - men as, wom
cn. children as adults, blacks as 

white. It makes for some inter
esting social dynamics," Miller 
noted. 

Such anonymity has raised 
safety concerns. An Indiana 
parent discovered the "young
ster" her child befriended on a 
teen chat line was a ~2-year-old 
pedophile. 

"Within those communities 
on the 'Net, standards of beha
vior are starting to grow the 
way culture evolves among 
people who have a similar in
terest." said Albert Teich of the 
American Association for the 
Advancement of Science. 

Boston 's Computer Museum 
is plam}ing an exhibit on com
puter networks in November 
1994 which also will explore cy· 
berethics. Museum-goers will 
create their own "paper trail," 
revealing how computers can 
track our habits. The entire ex
hibit ma.y be on line for "visi
tors" to explore via computer 
while never leaving home. Mu· 
scum officials hope to expose 
children to the need for elec
tronic morality. 

Computers are "not just col
lectors of information, they're 
transformers ot information," 
said David Greschler. the mu· 
seum's director of exhibits. 
"They change the rules ever so 
slightly." • 
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DA1E: 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Memorandum 

January 28, 1994 

Board of Trustees 
Board of Overseers 

Oliver Strimpel 

Board of Trustees Meeting on February 11; 
Dinner on February 10 

Enclosed please fmd the agenda for the Board of Trustees meeting on Friday, 
February 11, 1994. The meeting, which will run from 8:30 a.m. until noon, will be 
held in the Museum's auditorium on the fifth floor. A continental breakfast will be 
served at 8:00 a.m., and a light lunch will follow adjournment. All Overseers are 
cordially invited to attend. 

Among other items, we shall discuss recommended slates for the Museum's Boards 
of Trustees and Overseers. Background materials from the Nominating Committee 
will be sent separately. 

We also have scheduled an informal dinner meeting for Trustees and Overseers at the 
Museum the night before the Board meeting - on Thursday, February 10, from 6:00 
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. The purpose of the dinner is to have some additional time to 
discuss the Museum's Long-Range Plan. We hope that you can attend this as well. 

Please take a moment to fill out the RSVP form included in this packet and return it as 
soon as possible to my assistant, Mary McCann. 

I look forward to seeing you on February 10 and II! 

Enclosures: 
• Agenda 
• RSVP fonn 
• Draft Long-Range Plan 

For Trustees: 
• December financials 
• Minutes from December 17 and January 11 Executive Committee meetings 
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8:30 

8:40 

10:30 

12:00 

AGENDA 

The Computer Museum 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING 
February 11 1994 

8:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 

Call to Order of Meeting of the Members of the Corporation 

Election of Members to the Board of Trustees 

Meeting Adjourns 

Call to Order of Meeting of the Board of Trustees 

Set/ConfIrm Dates and Format for Next Board Meetings 

Election of Members of the Board of Overseers 

Museum Operations Update 

The Networked Society Committee Report 

Education Committee Report and Discussion 

Development Report & Discussion 

Collections Report 

Break with Tour of Collections Spaces 

Strategic Plan-Discussion Based on First Draft of Plan 

Meeting Adjourns 

Lunch with the NEH Advisory Committee 
for The Networked Society Exhibit 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

6 Months Ending 12/31/93 

OPERATING OPERATING ANNUAL 
FY94 FY93 CAPITAL/ EXHIBIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED $ BUDGET FORECAST 

Actual Budget Actual Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget VARIANCE FY94 FY94 
-------------------- ---------- ------------------------------------ --------------------- -------- --------------------

SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted support: 
clubhouse 138,758 61,150 50,400 138,758 61,150 77,608 287,900 306,800 
Exhibit Related 45,200 15,519 160,000 262,000 160,000 307,200 -147,200 732,000 541,800 
Govt & Foundation 10,286 46,479 10,286 10,286 34,466 
Endowment 

Unrestricted support: 
Capital campaign 113,580 276,200 113,580 276,200 -162,620 726,200 352,050 
corporate Membership 63,575 75,850 72,750 63,575 75,850 -12,275 205,000 192,725 
Foundation 1,000 
Computer Bowl 216,500 176,500 150,000 216,500 176,500 40,000 388,000 388,000 
Membership Fund 104,684 100,540 77 ,852 104,684 100,540 4,144 178,000 178,000 

Admission 285,195 285,713 264,375 285,195 285,713 -518 536,841 536 , 323 
Store 153,567 169,536 125,853 153,567 169,536 -15,969 332,395 281,885 
Functions 96,460 79,200 90,221 96,460 79,200 17,260 140,352 156,316 
Exhibit sales 9,597 30,000 37,640 9,597 30,000 -20,403 90,000 45,000 
other: 

Interest Income 1,734 3,400 1,514 2,625 3,510 4,359 6,910 -2,551 12,000 5,333 
Rental Income 5,100 4,000 2,020 
Program Income 1,200 658 1,200 -1,200 2,500 1,300 
collections 75 2,100 1,700 75 2,100 -2,025 4,000 1,975 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE 1,080,431 1,030,389 941,061 273,580 538,200 2,625 3,510 1,356,636 1,572,099 -215,463 3,639,188 3,023,993 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Development 32,905 51,515 6,178 77,148 177,174 110,053 228,689 -118,636 580,485 461,400 
Exhibit Maint/Enhancement 25,262 20,968 25,527 1,381 13,092 26,643 34,060 -7,417 69,578 79,822 
Exhibit Sales/Kits 9,704 17 ,610 42,802 9,704 17,610 -7,906 52,610 36,524 
Collections 32,025 31,190 31,760 32,025 31,190 835 62,400 63,235 
Education & Admission 127,387 146,365 139,011 127,387 146,365 -18,978 292,570 273,592 
Clubhouse 106,737 113,980 7,964 106,737 113,980 -7,243 236,000 236,000 
Marketing 140,227 132,780 86,113 140,227 132,780 7,447 229,190 236,637 
Public Relations 44,842 46,720 37,065 44,842 46,720 -1,878 93,334 91,455 
Store 130,720 143,144 108,663 130,720 143,144 -12,424 268,932 219,559 
Functions 38,980 35,530 38,439 38,980 35,530 3,450 69,402 72,853 
computer Bowl 19,087 19,270 14,517 19,087 19,270 -183 135,324 135,141 
Fundraising 26,176 32,610 25,579 55,024 111,620 81,200 144,230 -63,030 286,585 150,000 
Membership Fund 23,209 41,820 17,399 23,209 41,820 -18,611 83,611 65,000 
Museum Wharf 

op EXp 144,955 151,002 150,698 144,955 151,002 -6,047 302,000 316,923 
Mortgage 64,338 64,337 64,338 64,337 1 126,977 126,977 

General Management 124,676 111,184 109,811 124,676 111,184 13,492 213,271 231,113 

TOTAL EXPENSE 1,026,892 1,095,688 841,526 197,891 366,223 1,224,783 1,461,911 -237,128 3,102,269 2,796,231 

NET REVENUE 53,539 -65,299 99,535 75,689 171,977 2,625 3,510 131,853 110,188 21,665 536,919 227,762 



12131/92 
ACTUAL 

REVENUES: 

clubhouse 50,400 
Exhibit Rela ted 15,519 
Govt & Foundation 46,479 
corporate Membership 73,750 
computer Bowl 150,000 
Membership Fund 77,852 
Admissions 264,375 
Store 125,853 
Functions 90,221 
Exhibit Sales 37,640 
Interest Income 1,514 
other 7,458 

--------

Total Revenues 941,061 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 6,178 
Exhibits Maintenance 25,527 
Exhibit Sales 42,802 
collections 31,760 
Education & Admissions 139,011 
clubhouse 7,964 
Marketing 86,113 
Public Relations 37,065 
Store 108,663 
Functions 38,439 
computer Bowl 14,517 
Fundraising 25,579 
Membership Fund 17,399 
Musuem wharf 150,698 
General Management 109,811 

-------
Total Expenses 841,526 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) $99,535 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

OPERATING FUND 

FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED 
---------12/31/93---------

ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE 

$138,758 61,150 77,608 
45,200 -45,200 

$10,286 10,286 
$63,575 75,850 -12,275 

$216,500 176,500 40,000 
$104,684 100,540 4,144 
$285,195 285,713 -518 
$153,567 169,536 -15,969 

$96,460 79,200 17,260 
$9,597 30,000 -20,403 
$1,734 3,400 -1 , 666 

75 3,300 -3,225 
--------- --------- -------
1,080,431 1,030,389 50,042 

32,905 51,515 -18,610 
25,262 20,968 4,294 

9,704 17,610 -7,906 
32,025 31,190 835 

127,387 146,365 -18,978 
106,737 113,980 -7,243 
140,227 132,780 7,447 

44,842 46,720 -1,878 
130,720 143,144 -12,424 

38,980 35,530 3,450 
19,087 19,270 -183 
26,176 32,610 -6,434 
23,209 41,820 -18,611 

144,955 151,002 -6,047 
124,676 111,184 13,492 
------- ------- ---------

1,026,892 1,095,688 -68,796 

$53,539 -65,299 118,838 

PERCENT FY94 FY94 
BUDGET FORECAST 

127\ 287,900 306,800 
-100\ 100,000 91,800 

100\ 34,466 
-16\ 205,000 192,800 

23\ 388,000 388,000 
4\ 178,000 178,000 
0\ 536,841 536,300 

-9\ 332,395 281,885 
22\ 140,352 156,300 

-68\ 90,000 45,000 
-49\ 7,000 5,333 
-98\ 10,500 5,295 

------- -------
5\ 2,275,988 2,221,979 

-57\ 102,730 79,900 
17\ 43,250 53,490 

-81\ 52,610 36,525 
3\ 62,400 63,235 

-15\ 292,570 273,592 
-7\ 236,000 236,000 
5\ 229,190 236,637 

-4\ 93,334 91,455 
-10\ 268,932 219,559 

9\ 69,402 72,853 
-1\ 135,324 135,141 

-25\ 64,854 58,420 
-80\ 83,611 65,000 
-4\ 302,000 302,000 
11\ 213,271 231,113 

-------- --------
-7\ 2,249,478 2,154,920 

-2 26,510 67,059 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

December 17, 1993 

Present were Dick Case, Gardner Hendrie, Jim McKenney, Tony Pell, 
Nick Pettinella, Ed Schwartz, Charles Zraket, Tom Franklin, 
Clerk, and Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director. The meeting was 
called to order at 8:10 a.m. 

I. Oliver Strimpel presented an operations update. Documentation 
of DEC's gift of the building has been completed and Betsy Riggs 
is working with DEC to plan an appropriate recognition event, 
probably a dinner in May. The Networked Society exhibit funding 
has continued with a $10,000 gift from Cisco Systems, with $5,000 
from John Morgridge personally, for a total committed to date of 
$415, 000 with approximately $500,000 of outstanding proposals, 
which we hope will yield another $200,000 by year-end. Intel is 
close to making a $250,000 grant for updating the Walk-Through 
Computer exhibit, which would bring that funding to a total of 
$300,000. The Rich Tennant cartoon show is mounted in the Skyline 
Room and the Harold Cohen painting robot is under development, if 
successfully for opening next summer. 

The Travelling Electronic Classroom proposal for NSF funding 
was reviewed and discussed. Dr. Strimpel was asked to obtain the 
recommendation of the Education Committee, particularly with 
reference to the trend toward greater networking and less 
reliance upon locally sited equipment. An attendance report 
indicating increased attendance and attendance revenue compared 
to the year-earlier November was favorably received. Searches for 
an Education Director and Marketing Director have been advertised 
and some candidates already have been interviewed. 

The proposed The Computer Museum Guide to the Best of Kids 
Software book project was discussed. The Committee was concerned 
that a process be established to assure that the work would 
reflect well upon the Museum, and that a projection of costs and 
estimated return be prepared. November 30 financials were 
reviewed. The Committee requested an additional form of 
presentation showing budget, actual and forecast numbers for the 
operating fund alone, and showing corporate and individual gifts 
to date. Mr. Pell reported on annual giving which currently 
stands at $64,000. 

Mr. Schwartz presented a brief history of the Museum Wharf 
building, which is summarized in an addendum to these minutes. 

II. Dr. strimpel for Ms. Bodman presented a report of the 
Nominating Committee. The nomination of Sam Fuller for election 
to the Board of Trustees representing Digital Equipment 
corporation was warmly and unanimously approved. Nominations for 
the Board of Overseers to be elected at the February meeting of 
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the Board will be made by the Nominating Committee at their 
January meeting, before which suggestions will be solicited from 
this committee by mail. 

III. Mr. Franklin presented a brief report on a dispute with the 
Liberty Science Center in New Jersey concerning ownership of the 
trademark "Tools & Toys". He requested and was granted authority 
to settle the matter without incurring significant additional 
legal cost, with retention of the Museum's right to use the mark 
on its existing products and preferably with ownership of the 
mark and a limited license of use of the mark to the Liberty 
science Center or their agreement to use a variant form of the 
mark such as "The Tools & Toys Box". 

IV. The strategic Plan was discussed in terms of contributing 
constituencies during the period from the present to next 
summer. Discussion emphasized the · need for the process to build 
support for the planned products, and for the plan to assume a 
high probability of achieving planned results during the initial 
three years. 

Mr. Zraket left the meeting at 9:45 and discussion continued 
only until 9:50 when the meeting was adjourned. The next meeting 
of the executive committee will be January 11, 1994. 

Respectfully submitted, 

f!~~ 
J. Thomas Franklin, Clerk 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

January 11, 1994 

Present were Gwen Bell, Lynda Bodman, Dick Case, Gardner 
Hendr ie, Ed Schwartz, Charles Zraket, Tom Franklin, Clerk, and 
Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director. _The meeting was called to 
order at 8: 13 a. m. - Messrs. Kaplan and Pettinella joined _ the 
meeting at 8:35 a.m. 

I. Oliver strimpel presented an operations update. A 
recognition dinner for DEC has been scheduled tentatively for 6 
p.m. March 28th at the Museum. It will be attended by members of 
the DEC contributions committee, possibly Robert Palmer, and the 
Museum's Boards of Trustees and Overseers as well as large 
donors. Spouses will be invited. ~ 

Mr. Hendrie reported on the status of the Networked Society 
exhibit. Funding of $415,000 has been committed to date. The NSF 
proposal is outstanding. Mr. Case volunteered to look into 
reapplying to IBM, which initially declined to fund the program. 
Exhibit content has not been resolved but the committee has more 
ideas than can be included. 

Renovation of The Walk-Through Computer exhibit has been 
funded by Intel in the amount of $250,000, half payable 
immediately and the balance later this year. 

Dr. strimpel distributed a report on attendance over the 
year showing modest improvement over the year earlier. 

Dr. strimpel also reported on the initial search efforts for 
Directors of Education and Marketing. Discussion concerned the 
latter position and its importance to Museum funding. Dr. 
Strimpel was authorized to employ a search firm to assist him and 
to consider a salary higher than the current range of $45 to $50 
thousand if necessary to attract a specific and strong candidate. 
Incentive compensation for the position was discussed; several 
members considered it inappropriate for a non-profit 
organization. 

Dr. Strimpel distributed an exhibit kits sales document that 
shortly will be mailed to other science centers. 

Financial statements for the six months ending December 31 
were distributed in the usual and in a new format, the latter 
condensing capital and exhibit development items and displaying 
previous year actual and current year forecast items, which 
latter format was approved for future use. Operating results were 
below budget in both revenue and expense but significantly above 
budget in net income. 
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II. Ms. Bell reported on the status of "The Computer Museum book 
series. Several publishers have expressed interest, particularly 
Crown Publications. Working with our broker the rights will be 
auctioned unless a clearly favorable contract can be negotiated. 
Misses Bodman and Bell will coordinate a proposal to Houghton 
Mifflin. 

III. Ms. Bodman for the Nominating -Committee r eported that they 
will meet in a few days and expect to submit additional 
candidates for Overseer. 

IV. Dr. Strimpel reported that Ms. Riggs is preparing a plan to 
increase and improve solicitation of individual donors by Over
seers and Trustees. 

.( 

V. The agenda for the February 11 Trustees meeting was 
and discussed; education and development and s t rategic 
will be the most sUbstantial issues. A dinner and 
discussion among members of both Boards will be held the 
evening at 6 p.m. 

reviewed 
planning 
informal 
prevlous 

VI. Strategic planning issues concerning the building were 
discussed; It was agreed to defer consideration of radical 
changes for 6 to 12 months but to continue to monitor the 
Childrens' Museum's plans. 

The meeting was adjourned at 10:10 a.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 

f€:::::n~ 
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Computer 
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300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

DAlE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Memorandum 

January 28, 1994 

Board of Trustees 
Board of Overseers 

Oliver Strimpel 

Museum's Strategic Plan 

The attached packet contains the following items: 

1. Original Schedule for Strategic Planning 
2. Draft Framework for the Strategic Plan 
3. Draft Introduction 
4. Draft of Three-year Onsite Programs Section 
5. Outline of Three-year National & International Programs Section 
6 . Draft of Ten-year Building Scenarios 

As the schedule shows, the emphasis so far has been on the programmatic aspects of 
the Museum plan. Unfortunately, scheduling difficulties have not permitted the 
Exhibits, Education, and Collections Committees to provide input yet, but meetings 
of these Committees will be held within the next few weeks. 

I look forward to our discussions on February 10 and 11. 



Strategic Planning Schedule 

Dec 1 Jan 1 Febl Mar 1 Apr 1 

I 1 _____ ~revise B,C, Ex, Ed, Col 
draft Mkt, D, F&A plans 

Staff 
I 

----discuss Ex, Ed, Col, B, C ------"" 

Committees 

Executive 
Committee 

Board of 
Trustees 

Board of 
Overseers 

Overall Plan has key sections coded as follows: 

Ex, Ed, Col Cttee 
5-year planning 

Exec Cttee 
B, C discussion 

E & W Coast long 
range discussions 

B: Building: plan for new physical site for the Museum in the 10-15 year time frame. 
C: Cyberspace: Museum's "electronic" presence and dissemination via global networks. 
Ex: Exhibits: plan for new exhibits onsite and offsite, temporary & permanent. 

Feb 10 joint 
mtg with 
Trustees 

Ed: Education: education programs onsite, nationally, and internationally and development of Museum materials, ego books, CD-ROMs, videos, 
software, kits,& other educational products for mass dissemination. 
Col: Collections: historical collections: acquisition policy & strategy (eg. Hall of Fame), documentation, and management. 
Mkt: Marketing: Museum positioning, promotion, and development of earned revenue streams including functions & merchandising. 
D: Development: plan for building support from individuals, corporations & foundations to support Museum's development. 
F &A: Finance & Administration: plan for fmancing and administering Musuem throughout growth. 



Strategic Planning Schedule 

May! Jun! 

2nd dfaft I 
~ integrated --rl'evtse integrated plan~final draft 

with Mkt, I 
~ D,F& 

review draft 
integrated plan 

I 
review final 
draft 

revi~w final 
draf~ 

I 

discuss & 
adopt plan 
at annual mtg 

discuss plan 
at annual mtg 

Jul! 
I 
I strategic 

plan 



FRAMEWORK FOR THE COMPUTER MUSEUM'S STRATEGIC PLAN 

Introduction (enclosed) 

Museum Mission 
Strategic Analysis 
Strategy 
Ten-year Objectives 

THREE-YEAR PLAN FY95-97 

I, Onsite Pro~rarns (enclosed) 
A. Exhibits: permanent, temporary; includes new exhibit development and renovation of 

existing exhibits . 
B. Overall visitor experience: apron, lobby, signeage, parking, visitor services, exhibit 

maintenance 
C . Education programs: The Computer Clubhouse, teacher development, visitor services. 
D. Special events 
E. Research 

II. National & International Pro~rams (enclosed) 
A. Exhibit sales, traveling exhibits, offsite exhibits 
B. Clubhouse dissemination - traveling exhibit, satellite Clubhouses, software starter 

packages 
C. Computer Museum Materials: Book Series, Videos, CD-ROMs, teacher materials 
D. National Events: Hall of Fame, Computer Bowl 
E. "The On-line Museum" 

III. Collections Plan (enclosed) 
Plan for new acquisitions, collections management, and documentation. 

IY. Marketing Plan (to come) 
Marketing plan supports the institutional positioning, financial, and audience impact goals. 
Includes a discussion of Museum's earned revenue plans from existing streams and new 
streams. 

y, Institutional Advancement (to come) 
Three-year plan for building the Museum's base of support from individuals, corporations, 
and foundations. Addresses future of Capital Campaign. 

VI. Finance (to come) 
Three year [mancial plan that reflects all planned activities; includes projections for all of 
Museum's operating and capital revenues and expenses. 
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YII. Administration (to come) 
Three-year plan that addresses administrative needs to support the plan, including office 
and personnel requirements. 

TEN YEAR PLAN 

The ten-year plan describes how the Museum will achieve its ten-year objectives. 

Building Scenarios (enclosed) 

Onsite Programs (to come) 

National & International Programs (to come) 

Marketing (to come) 

Institutional Advancement (to come) 

Finance (to come) 

Administration (to come) 

Appendix 1 (enclosed) 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM: DRAFT STRATEGIC PLAN 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Museum Mission 
The Computer Museum's mission is to: 

I. educate and inspire people of all ages and backgrounds from around the world 
through dynamic exhibitions and programs on the technology, application, and 
impact of computers 

II. preserve and celebrate the history and promote the understanding of computers 
worldwide 

III. be an international resource for research into the history of computing. 

2. Strate~ic Analysis 

• The usage of computers is skyrocketing as the cost/performance ratio continues to 
drop. 

• The media are focusing attention on the fusion of the telecommunication, entertainment, 
and information industries. 

• Computer applications and usage continue to change rapidly. 
• Society and industry often focus on the new, next generation of products and services. 

The essence of the changes and the long view can get lost in the din of fast -paced 
incremental change. 

• As information technology becomes recognized as the key technology of our era, 
interest in the origins of the information revolution will increase. 

• Adoption of new technologies is very uneven across society, with many being excluded 
and feeling "left behind." 

• Computers enable more people to work at home, increasing work flexibility and 
communications, but also increasing people's physical isolation. 

• Life-long informal education is becoming more important as a way of staying abreast of 
changes. 

As computers become more mainstream, new opportunities to learn about and interact with 
them exist Products and services that overlap and partially compete with the Museum 
include: 

• easy-to use, multimedia computer-based applications offered at libraries, schools, and 
other museums, and over networks 

• school usage of computers as tools to support education in all fields. 
• sophisticated home-based educational, game, and productivity software, increasingly 

exploiting multimedia and network connections 
• theme parks that make increasing use of computers with special emphasis on immersive, 

virtual-reality-style experiences 
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The Need for the Museum's Mission: I: To Educate and Inspire 

People increasingly are coming into contact with computing, often thrust into the role of 
users of specific applications. Everyone is an unwitting user of networks of computers in 
performing routine activities, such as traveling, shopping, or communicating. 

But computing is changing rapidly. People experienced in one computer application have 
no knowledge or confidence in another. And many feel excluded as they learn of 
technological marvels they cannot fully grasp or afford. The problem is particularly acute in 
underserved communities. 

Science and technology museums have a well-established image as accessible places where 
visitors can explore in a relaxed fashion. They are also trusted as objective, non
commercial presenters of material. Most important, they provide a mixture between 
education and entertainment, a place for fun and learning. They are places that welcome 
groups and promote intergenerational group interaction. 

These characteristics give the Museum an educational opportunity that formal educational 
institutions cannot pursue and that entertainment-oriented venues are not interested in. 
The Museum's image enables it to reach populations that have no other recourse as a first 
step. 

The Need for the Museum's Mission: IT and Ill: To Preserve. Celebrate. and Conduct 
Research 

Computing is the defining technology of our age, and its history is a key part of the 
world's heritage. The Museum is one of a very small handful of institutions that is 
seriously preserving the evolution of computing. These institutions are not competitive but 
collaborate, to ensure that their collective resources preserve as much of the significant 
record of computing as possible. 

The loss of the computer pioneers themselves will reinforce the importance of the 
collections. Researchers increasingly will seek access to the original materials held by the 
Museum. . 

As key computing anniversaries and other milestones occur, the public seeks information 
about the event, and the media look for a focus to "locate" their coverage. The computer 
industry also needs a non-competitive forum to come together and celebrate the 
achievements of the field and gain perspective. 

3. Stratel:Y 

The Museum's strategy is to develop authoritative and spectacular exhibits and programs 
that will achieve high international visibility and public awareness. 

High visibility of a limited number of flagship elements will assist the development and 
dissemination of all Museum programs. The flagship could be the Museum's main site, or 
a highly successful program or publication. Different flagships can serve to reach different 
segments of the public and the computer industry. The Museum will build upon its spirited 
approach to informal education, as exemplified in its exhibits and education programs. 
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The Museum will seek to leverage every activity to extract maximum value and achieve the 
greatest possible impact. Exhibits will be leveraged with books, CD-ROMs, exhibit 
licensing and traveling components; education programs will be designed as national 
models; events such as The Computer Bowl or the Hall of Fame awards program will be 
leveraged with television programs. 

4. Ten-Year Program Objectives 

1. Become a world-class attraction offering exciting exhibits and special events that exploit 
and explain the latest technologies. 

2. Become a significant provider of books, television programming, and other informal 
educational materials about computer history, technology, application and impact. 

3. Develop innovative uses of computers in informal education. Become a provider, 
catalyst, supporter, mentor for museums, community organizations, schools and other 
groups seeking to establish their own informal exhibits and programs about computers. 
Actively support the national education reform movement. 

4. Define and implement the "on-line" Computer Museum. 

5 . Provide an internationally recognized forum for the celebration and recognition of key 
developments in the evolution of computing 

6 . Maintain and enhance the historical collections and their documentation as one of a 
small number of internationally recognized definitive collections of the history of 
electronic computing. Establish the Museum and its collections as a premier resource 
for research into the history of computing. 
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THREE-YEAR PLAN: FY95-97 

The following three-year plan represents the first steps toward the achievement of the ten
year objectives. 

I, ONSITE PROGRAMS 

A. EXHIBIT PROORAM 

The following considerations on exhibit content, exhibit approaches, and available gallery 
space provide the basis for the on site FY95-97 exhibit plan. A specific list of proposed 
exhibits is presented in Appendix 1. 

Content 

The Museum's 1989-94 Exhibit Plan addressed the three questions: 

How do Computers Work? 
How did Computers Evolve? 
What do Computers Do? 

With updating, the Walk-Through Computer and People and Computers can continue to 
address the first two questions satisfactorily. Tools & Toys, Robots & Other Sman 
Machines and The Networked Society (opening November 94) address the third question. 

It is the applications of computing that are affecting all members of society. New 
applications are continually in the news. Last year, virtual reality was the hot topic. This 
year, it is the information superhighway. The next exhibit plan will, therefore, shift 
increasing focus onto the third question and broaden its scope to deal more fully with the 
social impact of computing. 

A significant application area of tremendous public interest is the application of computing 
to the arts. The arts have the ability to reach out to diverse audiences, and to help the 
Museum shed its image as a place for technology buffs. Exhibits that relate to the 
computers in the arts, including the performing arts, will, therefore, be a component of the 
next plan. 

The Museum should plan for some flexibility in its exhibit programs so as to be able to 
address topics while public interest is high. "Rapid response" exhibits will require a new 
approach to exhibit development and funding. 

Visitor research points out two areas the public would like addressed: 
1. The future: visitors seek access to cutting-edge technology and applications 
2. Resource guides: visitors want specific information about computer use and 

purchasing. 

The fIrst point is addressed in the plan (Appendix I) in several exhibits. The second will be 
addressed by incorporating resource materials in exhibits wherever possible. 
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Exhibit Approach 

To achieve greater impact and visibility, the Museum needs to mount some spectacular 
. exhibits. Examples include larger-than-life exhibits (Walk-Through Computer), 

environmental exhibits, or group virtual-reality experiences. The plan calls for a major 
renovation of The Walk-Through Computer, which, as well as updating it, will increase its 
visual impact from the exterior and its immersive, environmental quality in the interior. 

Increased provision for contact between visitors and Museum staff can provide a means of 
increasing visitor engagement, especially for groups. Scope for presentations and 
performances in exhibits should be planned into exhibit spaces. 

The Museum Wharf site is almost completely developed. The Networked Society will 
replace the closed graphics gallery, leaving one undeveloped1arge (4,OOOsf) bay. 
(Collections currently stored there will move offsite.) This plan proposes that 2,500sf of 
this bay be developed as an exhibit lab and as a topical issues gallery. Other exhibit 
development will replace existing exhibits. 

With space in short supply, future major exhibits will occupy 2-3,OOOsf (smaller than 
previous major exhibits). This should not affect the exhibits' overall impact, but will affect 
visitor capacity. 

Conclusions; Framework for Exhibit Plan 

1. Develop one mediurn/large (2-3,OOOsf) exhibit per year 
2. Renovate or replace all existing exhibits by the end of FY97 
3. Exhibits should contain elements that are spectacular and cutting-edge 
4. Exhibits provide for presentations and performances 
5. A "rapid response" gallery will address topical issues 

Appendix I contains a detailed exhibit plan. 

B. OVERALL ONSITE YISITOR EXPERIENCE 

The Museum's three-year plan seeks to raise the quality of a visitor's overall experience of 
the Museum visit It is improvement of the overall experience that will move the institution 
along the path set out in the first ten-year objective - namely, to become a world-class 
attraction. 

Visitors' experience of the Museum is significantly affected by the apron, lobby, external 
signeage, and parking facilities. Additional factors of great importance include visitors' 
contact with Museum staff in the lobby, galleries and store, and the quality of exhibit 
maintenance. 

Apron 
A new apron park is planned as part of the Waterfront Project being developed jointly with 
The Children's Museum. If these plans go ahead, the apron will become much more 
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attractive and will provide a pleasant approach to the Museum. The overall cost of the new 
apron park would be $1 million. 

Lobby 
Plans for the ''Wave,'' which will serve as a new entry lobby for The Computer Museum 
and The Children's Museum, are well developed. In order to exploit the Wave, the 
Museum will need to adapt its own existing lobby and store at an approximate cost of 
$200,000. An "attract visitors" lobby exhibit will be needed to draw visitors into the 
Museum from the Wave, at a cost of $30,000. 

SilIDealW 
External signs on the site and lobby will be an integral part of the Waterfront Project. A 
new integrated internal sign system is needed to enable visitors to find their way round the 
galleries. This will be implemented in FY95 at a cost of $10,000. 

Parkin~ 
The Central Arteryffunnel project and the new Federal Courthouse have reduced nearby 
parking space. Although some new parking garages have been constructed (e.g. 
Farnsworth Street), visitors are finding it harder to park. Efforts will be made to make 
parking arrangements with existing and new sites. 

Visitor Services 
Visitor research indicates that contact with members of Museum staff (either paid or 
volunteer) greatly affect the perception of the Museum. A gradual overhaul of Museum 
visitor services programs is planned to give floor staff specific roles as visitor greeters, 
information booth staff, and "performers" of demonstrations and theater-style 
presentations. These roles will make visitor service staff more accessible, visible, and 
better equipped to respond to visitor needs and enhance the quality of the visit. Increased 
use of volunteers on the floor is planned, rising to 50% of floor staff by FY96. 

Exhibit Maintenance 
The Museum's hands-on interactive exhibits are the primary experience at the Museum. 
The quality of the visitor experience degrades rapidly if exhibits are out of order. Over the 
past few years, the availability has ranged from 80% to 100% with an average around 
90%. The goal is to maintain 97% or better of the exhibits in working order at any time. 
This will be achieved through a detailed operational plan that involves increased staff 
resources, more training for all floor staff, and daily status reviews. Exhibit planning will 
continue to allow flexibility so that malfunctioning exhibits can be seamlessly removed 
from the floor. 

C. ONSITE EDUCATION PROGRAMS 

On site education programs include The Computer Clubhouse, the establishment of a pilot 
teacher development program, and the visitor services program in the Museum exhibit 
galleries. 

The Computer Clubhouse 
The next three years will see refinement of Clubhouse programs as experience with 
participants is evaluated. New projects will be adopted as new mentors are attracted to the 
Clubhouse. New technologies will be integrated as they become available, including the 
use of high-speed networks. 
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Selection of communities served will be made on the basis of their ability or interest in 
setting up their own projects derived from the Clubhouse model. 

The long-term financing strategy for the Clubhouse will involve a mix of earned revenue 
and multi-year grant support and/or endowment. 

Teacher Development Pro~ 
The establishment of a teacher development program furthers the Museum's objective to 
support the national education reform movement 

Starting in FY95, the Museum will test a pilot teacher education program within the 
Computer Clubhouse. Teachers will develop their own projects within the Clubhouse, 
while learning how to initiate similar actiVities in their own classroom. Collaborations on 
the development and implementation of this program will be pursued, including deepening 
ties with Lesley College, Technical Education Research Centers (TERC), and other 
organizations serving pre-service and in-service teachers. 

Approximately $30,000 is needed to establish the program. Experience with the pilot 
program will determine the nature and scope of a permanent teacher development program. 

Visitor Services ProfmUll 
Visitor services currently developed at the Museum include gallery tours and hands-on 
collaborative activities. As indicated in the previous section, staff presentations can enhance 
the visit. In The Networked Society several group activities will be led by visitor 
assistants. The Walk-Through Computer 2.0 will provide a fine setting for Museum 
theater. Special activities will also be planned for temporary exhibits. 

D. ONSITE SPECIAL EVENTS 

The Museum has hosted special events such as the Loebner Prize Competition (Turing 
Test), the Harvard Cup (Computer Chess Championship), and MIT student robot contests. 
Though labor-intensive, such events have proven very successful in raising visibility for 
the Museum. Many museums have an annual event, such as Inventor's Day at the Boston 
Museum of Science, that garner great media interest and large crowds. 

The Museum should continue to host events that are of public interest and that illustrate 
exciting and intriguing uses of computers. The contests should be conducted in partnership 
with other organizations to achieve greater leverage. 

Funding requirements range from a minimum of $5,000 for a small event organized mainly 
by an outside body (such as the Harvard Cup), to $50,000 for a complex event with major 
Museum involvement (such as the Loebner Prize). 

E. RESEARCH 

The Museum will establish an exhibit lab that will be used for three kinds of research: 
1. Evaluation of Computer Museum exhibits in progress 
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2. Development and testing of Museum-developed applications of technology to informal 
education. The NSF-funded virtual-reality research currently underway is an example. 

3. Public testing and evaluation of educational software and other educational research 
projects being conducted at academic research institutions. 

II. NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
This section presents the plan to serve audiences primarily beyond the Museum's walls. 

Outline Only 

Exhibit Licensin~ 
Sales plan for museums and for-profit venues 
Integration of exhibit sales with new exhibit development 

Clubhouse Dissemination 
. Clubhouse Tour Software: A virtual interactive exploration view of the Clubhouse. 

Includes information on projects in the Clubhouse and explains how other 
educators can start similar projects in their own after-school, communirt, or 
school site. 

Teacher guides: Clubhouse Project Guides will provide information and resources 
needed to develop specific Clubhouse projects. 

Establish Offsite Clubhouse program: assist in the creation of offsite Clubhouses, 
starting in the greater-Boston area. 

Develop and travel national Electronic Classroom Exhibit: this exhibit (see below) 
will contain elements that are closely based on material in the Clubhouse. 

Clubhouse video to inspire and assist others to develop similar centers 
Clubhouse book 

Travelin~ Exhibit Plan 
Electronic Classroom (developed FY95-97). The Computer Museum will collaborate 
with the New York Hall of Science and the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry 
to develop the Electronic Classroom, a traveling exhibit designed to educate parents, 
teachers, administrators, students and other members of the general public about how 
computers can support science, math, and technology educational reform. The 
Computer Museum will take the lead on the content and will develop all the interactive 
elements of the exhibition. The exhibit has a particular focus on reaching parents, 
teachers, and young people from underserved communities. 

Computer Museum Products and Educational Materials 
Computer Museum Book Series 

First three titles: Computer Museum Guide to the Best Kids' Software 
Computer Bowl 
Walk-Through Computer 2.0 

CD-ROM, Videos and Software based on exhibits and collections 
Educational materials for teachers including updated teacher packet to cover new 

Museum exhibits 

National Events 
These support the Museum's objective to provide an internationally recognized forum for 
the celebration and recognition of key developments in the evolution of computing. 
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The Computer Bowl: Develop and hold a second series of annual Computer Bowls to 
feature the next generation of industry leaders and modify the fonnat to allow for the 
production of a higher-impact television show. 

International Computing Hall of Fame Awards Program: inaugurate the program in 
the 50th anniversary year of computing. A television program will be an integral part 
of the Hall of Fame Awards program. 

''The On-Line Museum" 
With over 15 million people already connected to the Internet and a further three million 
connected to commercial on-line services, a "network presence" would significantly 
increase the Museum's international visibility. 

As part of The Networked Society exhibit development, the Museum will establish a 
bulletin board system containing general museum infonnation, selected exhibit text, 
graphics, video clips, and interactive software samples. 
The Computer Clubhouse will disseminate information and present works created in the 
Clubhouse via MOSAIC. 
The Museum store will develop an on-line catalog. 
Museum collections catalogs will be placed on-line. 

III. COLLECTIONS PLAN 
Plan for new acquisitions, collections management, and documentation. 

Continue the focus on acquisition of integrated circuits and film/video 
Complete the illustrated integrated catalog of collections 
Improve the availability of collections through establishment of on-line databases. 
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BUILDING SCENARIOS 

Plan A: No Expansion 

After The Networked Society opens in November 1994, all exhibit and educational 
programming space will be fully developed. New exhibits will need to replace existing 
exhibits. 

Up to 4,000 square feet (sf) of additional public space could be created if Museum 
collections storage areas and some offices were moved offsite. This would allow space 
for one major new gallery, or allow for a small gallery and a space for education 
programming. 

In this scenario, the Museum must focus on expanding its impact and reach through 
outreach and offsite activities including: the development and distribution of educational 
materials, traveling exhibits, and the exploitation of global networks. Further expansion 
includes enhanced exhibit sales and merchandising. The proportion of resources applied 
offsite increases each year. 

The impact and scope of the Museum's outreach would be enhanced by entering into 
collaborative relationships with other organizations, such as museums, schools, and 
community organizations. 

Advantages: 
• Museum already owns the building 
• Concentrate on programs with national and international reach 
• Central downtown site with access by public transportation 
• Area improving with Courthouse and new public transportation 
• Location awareness built up over ten years 

Disadvantages: 
• Exhibit scope limited by ceiling heights, space 
• Attendance limit is approximately 175,000 visitors/year; school group visitation 

limited to about to about 35,OOO/year 
• Artery work and limited parking make car access difficult 
• Museum Wharf is not a landmark unless Wave is built 
• Limited synergy with Children's Museum and confusion as to Museum's identity & 

location 
• Space does not attract high-prestige or large-scale functions and events 
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Plan H: Myseum Wharf Expansion: Seventh Floor 

A seventh floor could be built on the roof offering up to 20,000 sf, increasing the 
Museum's total square footage by one third. (Total space increases from 44,OOOsf to 
64,OOOsf; public program space for exhibits and education increases from 24,OOOsf to 
38,000sf.) 

A second elevator would be needed to increase the Museum's attendance capacity. With 
two elevators and 33% more floor space, attendance capacity could increase 33% to 
about 250,000 people per annum. 

Advanta~es 
• Provides some scope for custom-designed spaces, both for public and for other 

museum constituencies 
• Additional space offers Museum more scope without the need to move 
• Central downtown site with access by public transportation 
• Area improving with Courthouse and new public transportation 
• Continuity: build on site awareness built up over ten years 

Disadvanta~es 
• Entire building may need costly earthquake-proofIng 
• Access: artery work and limited parking make car access difficult 
• Site: limited synergy with Children's Museum and confusion as to Museum's identity 

& location; need to fIt with Museum Wharf building and Wave is limiting 
• Further on site expansion is very limited 
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Bud2"et for Seyenth.Floor Expansion 

Capital Costs for Seventh Floor 
Total new square feet for 6 bays 20,000 

per sf Cost 
Planning & design $15 $300,000 

Seventh floor construction $100 $2,000,000 

Second elevator for public & staff $300,000 

Building-wide earthquake-proofmg (100,OOOsf) $10 $1,000,000 

Exhibit/offices fabrication & installation $130 $2,600,000 

TOT AL Capital Cost $255 $6,200,000 

Operating Revenue Changes per head 
Annual visitation capacity increase 70,000 

Admissions revenue potential increase $5 $350,000 

Merchandizing net revenue (15% of gross) $0.30 $21,000 

Functions net increase $40,000 

TOT AL Operating Revenues Increase $411,000 

Operating Direct Cost Increase per sf 
Exhibit/program maintenance ( 14,OOOsf) $4 $56,000 

Educational staffmg (14,OOOsf) $5 $70,000 

Marketing/PR support (14,OOOsf) $3 $42,000 

Building operating costs (additional 20,OOOsf) $8 $160,000 

TOT AL Annual Operating Costs Increase $20 $328,000 

Net Operating Change $83,000 
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Plan C; Museum Wharf Expansion; Buildin~ on the Apron 

Currently planned for the Museum's apron is a four-story-high "Wave" entrance foyer. 
The Wave serves as a landmark and expanded foyer but does not provide additional 
program space. 

In the event that the Wave is not built, another possible expansion could take place on 
the apron that could accommodate a state-of-the-art, modem function room/auditorium, 
offices, board room, and other facilities. This would vacate approximately 8,000 square 
feet in the main building for additional gallery space. A plan for a multi-purpose 
auditorium and office building was created in 1985-6 jointly with The Children's 
Museum. 

An expansion on the apron would offer an additionallO,OOOsf, bringing the Museum's 
total space to 54,OOOsf, an increase of about 20%. Public program space (exhibits & 
education) would increase by 8,000sf but with no additional elevator, attendance 
capacity would increase only to about 200,000 per annum. A second elevator would 
increase capacity to approximately 230,000 per annum. 

Advantages 
• New space could offer facilities to allow greater range of public programs, and 

private functions 
• Additional public space allows Museum to grow without moving 
• Apron building could be designed to be a landmark 
• Central downtown site with access by public transportation 
• Federal courthouse expected to improve the area 
• Continuity: build on site awareness built up over ten years 

Disadvantages 
• No apron construction is possible if Wave is built 
• Site is shared with Children's Museum which may have other priorities 
• Access: artery work and limited parking make car access difficult 
• Further onsite expansion is limited 
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Bud~et 

Capital Costs for Apron Expansion 
Total TCM square feet 10,000 

per sf Cost 
Planning & design $15 $150,000 
Building construction $150 $1,500,000 
Second elevator for public & staff $300,000 
Equip new facilities $50 $500,000 
Develop new exhibits in vacated space (8,OOOsf) $130 $1,300,000 
TOT AL Capital Cost $215 $3,750,000 

Operating Revenue Changes per head 
Annual visitation capacity increase 50,000 
Admissions revenue potential increase $5 $250,000 
Merchandizing net revenue (15% of gross) $0.30 $15,000 
Functions net increase $60,000 
TOT AL Operating Revenues Increase $325,000 

Operating Direct Cost Increase per sf 
Exhibit/prograrn maintenance ( 8,OOOsf) $4 $32,000 
Educational staffing (8,OOOsf) $5 $40,000 
Marketing/PR support (8,OOOsf) $3 $24,000 
Building operating costs (additionallO,OOOsf) $8 $80,000 

TOT AL Annual Operating Costs Increase $20 $176,000 

Net Operating Change $149,000 
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Plan D: Create Offsjte Branches 

While retaining its primary site at Museum Wharf, the Museum could expand its programs 
and impact by developing and installing exhibits in other locations. In contrast to the 
piecemeal exhibit sales approach, such locations would have at least 2,OOOsf devoted to a 
Computer Museum-developed exhibition. Hosting organizations could be other museums 
or conference centers. 

The Computer Museum would be responsible for exhibit planning, fabrication and 
installation, and for ongoing updating and change. The hosting entity would be responsible 
for the operation and maintenance of the exhibit, and would be the beneficiary of revenues, 
both from admissions and merchandizing, associated with the branch. 

Advantages 
• Museum can serve additional new audiences, including those geographically removed 

from the Museum's primary location 
• Museum's presence in other locations enhances Museum's visiblity in new 

communities, making it easier to grow base of support 

Challenges 
• Identification of a partner with an interest in serving as a Museum branch 
• Adaptation of exhibitions for offsite use 
• QUality control in a remote site 

Capital Costs per sf Scenario 1 Scenario 2 

exhibit size in square feet $2,000 $4,000 

Exhibit planning $20 $40,000 $80,000 

Exhibit fabrication & installation $150 $300,000 $600,000 

TOT AL Capital Cost $150 $340,000 $680,000 

TCM Operating Revenue & Expense 

Revenue 

License fees $5 $10,000 $20,000 

Annual fee for support $7 $14,000 $28,000 

TOT AL Annual Operating Revenues $24,000 $48,000 

Expense 
Exhibit Support (excludes routine maintenance) $5 $10,000 $20,000 
Administration $2 $4,000 $8,000 

TOT AL Annual Operating Costs $2 $14,000 $28,000 

Net Operating Surplus (Deficit) $10,000 $20,000 
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Summary Table 

Scenario Status Quo Seventh Floor Apron Branch 
~xpansion 

Additional total space (square feet) 0 20,000 10,000 4,000 

New public program space (square feet) 0 14,000 8,000 4,000 

Capacity w. single elevator (ppl/yr) 175,000 200,000 200,000 40,000 

Capacity w. two elevators (ppVyr) 190,000 250,000 230,000 n/a 
Capital Cost ° $6,200,000 $3,750,000 $680,000 

Change in Net Operatirig Surplus ° $83,000 $149,000 $20,000 
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Appendix I: Exhibit Development Plan 

Pennanent Exhibits 

Opening Exhibit Content Size Fundability Target Approach Location 
Date Ranking Audiences 

l(least) -
S(most) 

Nov 94 The Large scale Large Rank: 4 Adult Interactive (15) Replace Graphics 
Networked computing, Corporate Youth 2 -Dimensional Gallery 
Society networks, impact of NSF Students Video 

computer age NEH Interest in V A interaction 
Networks Demonstrations 

June 95 The Walk- How computers Large Rank: 5 General 3-Dimensional Revision of 
Through work Corporate Environment Original Walk-
Computer 2.0 Learning Through 

Stations(8) 
Video 

June % Computers in Applications in Medium Rank: 3 Youth Interactive (15) Replace Tools & 
Entertainment movies and popular Corporate Adults Video Toys 

music Demonstrations 
Process oriented 
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Temporary Exhibits 

FY95 
Sept 94 The Computer How artists are Small Rank: 2 Art Interest 2-Dimensional Skyline Room 

in the Studio using computers in NEA Students Talks 
their work. Corporate Symposium 

April 95 The New media- CD- Small Rank: 3 Adults Interactive (5 Skyline Room 
Electronic ROM & other large Corporate Youth stations) 
Book storage media, self Arts 2-Dimensional 

publishing Objects 

FY96 
Nov 95 Computer Work of John Small Rank: 2 Adults 2- Dimensional Skyline Room 

Animation Lasseter of Corporate Children 
Lucasfilm/Pixar to 
coincide with 
release of full-
length feature 
movie 

Feb 96 Computing at Pinnacles of Small Rank: 3 Future- 2-Dimensional Reconfigure 2nd 
Fifty computing NSF oriented Interactive bay of People and 

technology & Corporate Video Computers 
applications on 
computing's 50th 
birthday 

June % Topical Issue Computers in the Medium Rank: 4 Sports Interactive Topical Issue 
Space: The Olympics -- in Corporate Adult 2-Dimensional Gallery: 
Computer in conjunction with (Coke, other Youth Video Recovered from 
the Olympics Atlanta Olympics Olympic Interest in old office bay 

First topical issue sponsors) OlympicS 
gallery 
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FY97 
May 96 The Machine How artists portray Small Rank: 3 Arts 2 and 3-dimensional Skyline Room 

as Model: the computer. NEH 
Artists' views Corporate 
of the State Arts 
computer 

Oct 96 Topic Issues: Current trend Small requires to be Interactive Topical Issue 
Yet to be endowment determined Process oriented Gallery 
determined 

Feb 97 Group virtual Immersi ve virtual Small Rank: 2 General Simulated Skyline Room 
reality reality experience Corporate environment 

FY98 
Sep 97 The Technology as tools Medium Rank 4: Teachers Interactive (12) Temporarily 

Electronic for student NSF Students Video replace Robots & 
Classroom expression, Corporate Parents Demonstrations Other Smart 

communication, Process oriented Machines 
collaboration etc. 
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The Computer Museum's 
Exhibit Kits 

The Computer Museum's Exhibit Kits are "plug and play" exhibits 
that include software, supporting documentation, and suggestions for 
exhibit layout and signage. Some Kits also include specialized 
hardware. The Exhibit Kits have been extensively evaluated and 
refined in The Computer Museum's exhibit halls to ensure that 
visitors understand the point of the exhibit and have fun in the 
process. Development of The Computer Museum's Exhibit Kits was 
supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 

TOOLS & TOYS: THE AMAZING 
PERSONAL COMPUTER 

Design Your Own Newsletter Learn the basics of desktop publishing while 
DESKTOP PUBLISHING designing a newsletter. Then print out the 

design to take home. 

DinoDrawl 
COMPUTER DRAWING 

Explosive Experiments 
CHEMISTRY/EARTH SCIENCE 

Fly a DC-IO 
FLIGHT SIMULATION 

Make Your Own Cartoon 
COMPUTER-ASSISTED ANIMATION 

Alphabet Noodle Soup* 
WORD PUZZLE 

Special Effects* 
IMAGE PROCESSING 

Spend a Million Dollars* 
COMPUTER SPREADSHEETS 

What's Your Type? 
PUBLISHING TOOLS 

* AVAILABLE IN SPANISH 

Use basic computer drawing tools to 
manipulate a dinosaur image. Then print out 
the drawing to take home. 

Safely experiment with dangerous chemical 
reactions by viewing them with a videodisk. 
Watch an explosion in slow motion or even 
run it backwards! 

Discover how computers can simulate flight. 
Soar the skies in a computer simulated DC-IO. 

Find out how computer-assisted animation 
works by creating a short cartoon using three 
animated characters. 

Choose a word in English or Spanish 
and use its letters to see how many 
new words can be made. 

Experience being covered in liquid metal 
or dancing in a rainbow of colors. 
Try different image-processing effects on 
your own moving picture. Discover how 
meteorologists give weather reports by 
projecting computer images behind them. 

Learn how spreadsheets work by "spending" a 
million dollars. 

Explore how computers create typefaces. 
Samples, including Braille and Egyptian 
hieroglyphics, can be printed to take home. 
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ROBOTS & OTHER SMART MACHINES 
Color The States 
SPEECH RECOGNITION 

Eliza: 
The Computer Psychologist* 
COMPUTER INTELLIGENCE 

Haggle With a Computer 
Fruit Vendor 
EXPERT SYSTEMS 

How Computers Play Games 
DECISION MAKING 

How Tall Are Youl* 
ULTRASONIC MEASUREMENT 

The Talking Computer 
COMPUTER SPEECH 

This program obeys your spoken commands to 
paint a map of the U.S. Follow its rules to 
ensure bordering states are not the same 
color. 

An introduction to computer-based response. 
Eliza's questions coax you to talk about 
yourself. 

Bargain with a computer-simulated 
fruit vendor over the price of a box of 
stra wberries. 

Challenge a computer to a game of" 5 in-a 
row." Observe as the computer 
contemplates its next move. 

Let a computer measure your height. 
The computer may respond with 
humor, or purposely make a mistake and 
correct itself. Users of all ages delight in 
fooling the computer. 

This exhibit reads what you type, and 
all?ws you to change the computer's 
VOlce. 

PEOPLE AND COMPUTERS: MILESTONES 
OF A REVOLUTION 
How Fast Are Computersl* 
COMPUTER SPEED 

Maze Programming* 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 

VIRTUAL WORLDS 
Electronic Mail to 
The White House 
ELECTRONIC MESSAGING 

The Virtual Reality Chair 
VIRTUAL REALITY 

... AVAILABLE IN SPANISH 

Compare your own computation speed 
to that of computers. Find out how long it 
takes a person or a computer to update a global 
weather forecast. 

Learn the basics of programming by 
instructing an animated robot car to navigate 
through a maze. 

Learn about electronic mail and 
communications through an interactive multi
media presentation. Send electronic mail to 
the White House through an on-line 
connection such as the Internet. 

An unassisted system for viewing virtual 
reality. Experience playing in a virtual field, 
or walk through a virtual house . 
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Letter To The 
White House 
ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Exhibit Description: 
This multi-media exhibit describes the use of electronic communica
tions, and Electronic Democracy in todays society. Visitors learn about 
electronic mail, Electronic Democracy, and can write and send an 
electronic message to President Clinton or Vice President Gore. 

Visitors Wtll Learn: 
• History of electronic communications in the White House 
• What electronic mail is and how it is used 
• How Electronic Democracy is effecting society 
• How to write and actually send electronic mail to the White House 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit fustallation and Maintenance Manual 
• Suggestions for exhibit signage, furnishings, and layout 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• Apple Macintosh Quadra 650 or higher with at least 16 MB RAM 

and an 80 MB or larger hard disk 
• System 7.0 or higher 
• Color 16" (or larger) monitor 
• Apple compatible keyboard 
• Apple compatible mouse 
• Link to electronic mail service (futernet, Compuserve, Prodigy) 
• Signs, enclosure, other site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the computet; 
and to allow visitor access to the computer monitol; mouse and key
board. A telephone or network line needs to be installed to connect the 
exhibit to an electronic mail service. 
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Design Your .Own 
Newsletter 
DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

Exhibit Description: 
Visitors experience how graphic design software helps people create 
intricate and attractive documents. Users can design the layout of a 
newsletter by choosing the number of columns, the size and number 
of headlines, the location of articles, and the placement of images. 
Visitors can print out their newsletter and take it home as a souvenir. 
Newsletter text can be customized to include information about the 
sponsoring museum or science center. 

Visitors Will Learn: 
• Basic desktop publishing terminology 
• How to create an attractive document 
• How a computer can assist in the design of a page 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit installation and maintenance manual 
• Suggestions for exhibit layout and signage 
• Customized newsletter text that references your institution 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• Apple Macintosh Quadra 605 or higher, with at least 8 MB of 

RAM, and a 40 MB or larger hard disk 
• System 7.0 or higher 
• Radius Pivot Monitor (monochrome) 
• Macintosh compatible laser printer (optional) 
• Signs, enclosure, and other site-specific materials 

Installation Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the 
computer, monitor and laser printer (optional). Visitors need access to 
the computer's mouse and monitor. 

* This Kit is Available in Spanish 
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DinoDraw! 
COMPUTER DRAWING 

Exhibit Description: 
DinoDraw! shows visitors how computers can be used as drawing tools. 
Visitors are led through the process of using electronic versions of 
familiar drawing tools: pens, an eraser, and a compass to make circles. 
There are also tools which are unique to drawing programs: instant 
enlargers, rotators, and finely controlled spray paint. 
Visitors begin by adding features to a pre-drawn dinosaur. Once they 
become proficient with the drawing tools, they can add to (or subtract 
from) a selection of pre-drawn images or create entirely new drawings. 
The program allows visitors to print the drawings they create, giving 
them a personal souvenir of their visit. 

Visitors Will Learn: 
• How basic computer drawing tools let them create an image in just a 

few minutes 
• How creative inspiration comes from the artist, not the computer 
• Basic vocabulary for computer drawing 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit Installation and Maintenance Manual 
• Suggestions for exhibit layout and signage 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• Apple Macintosh LCIII with 8 MB of RAM , and a 40 MB or 

larger hard disk 
• System 7.0 or higher 
• 13" monitor 
• Apple compatible mouse or trackball 
• Macintosh compatible laser printer (optional) 
• Signs, enclosure, and other site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the computer 
(and optional printer). Visitors need access to the computer monitor 
and mouse (and optional printer) 
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Explosive Experiments 
CHEMISTRy/EARTH SCIENCE 

Exhibit Description: 
Explosive Experiments allows users to control videos showing a 
variety of dangerous chemical reactions. Visitors use a computer to 
manipulate a videodisk (developed by the American Chemical Society) 
which displays 22 different chemical reactions. The chemical formula 
for each reaction is displayed on the computer screen while the 
reaction is displayed on a separate video monitor. The computer menu 
allows the visitor to replay the video, in slow motion, or in reverse 
without the risk of injury or the release of toxic substances. 

Visitors Will Learn: 
• What happens in 22 dangerous chemical experiments 
• How a computer is used to control a video disk system 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit Installation and Maintenance Manual 
• Suggestions for exhibit layout and signage 
• One Redox videodisk (by the American Chemical Society) 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• Macintosh Quadra 605 or higher with 8 MB RAM and a 40 MB 

hard disk. 
• System 7.0 or higher 
• Apple compatible mouse 
• 13" computer monitor 
• RS232 cable 
• Videodisk player with communications port (i.e. Pioneer LVD4800) 
• 18" or larger TV monitor (NTSC standard) 
• Signs, enclosure, and other site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the 
computer, computer monitor, videodisk player, and NTSC monitor. 
Visitors need access to the computer monitor, TV monitor and 
mouse. 
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Make Your Own Cartoon 
COMPUTER-AsSISTED ANIMATION 

Exhibit Description: 
This exhibit shows visitors how computers can be used to create 
cartoons. High-quality animation and digitized sound give visitors the 
thrill of making a professional-quality animation in just a few minutes. 
Visitors are first led through the process of making simple one-step 
cartoons involving a frog in a pond, controlling where the frog moves 
and what it looks like. Then, once they have mastered the process, 
they create new cartoons with a bird, a frog and a fly. Once the 
cartoons are created, the visitors can view them in their entirety. 

The Visitor Will Learn: 
• The steps involved in creating a computer animation 
• How inspiration comes from the artist, not the computer 

The Kit includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit Installation and Maintenance Manual 
• Suggestions for exhibit layout and signage 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• Apple Macintosh Quadra 605 with 12 MB of RAM, and a 40 MB or 

larger hard disk 
• System 7.0 or higher 
• Radius Color Pivot monitor (624 pixels wide by 832 pixels tall) 
• Apple compatible mouse. 
• Optional speakers (the Mac's internal speaker may be used) 
• Signs, enclosure, and other site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the 
computer. Visitors need access to the computer monitor and mouse. 
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Alphabet Noodle Soup 
WORD PUZZLES 

Exhibit Description 
ill this exhibit, visitors choose a word in English or Spanish and use its 
letters to see how many new words can be made. The computer lets 
the user know how many words can be produced, and will give hints 
about the words upon request. The computer provides instant 
feedback with each entry, and tracks the game's progress. 

What Visitors Will Learn: 
• Possible words derived from the letters in one word 
• How computers are used to store game information and solutions 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit installation and maintenance manual 
• Suggestions for exhibit layout and signage 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• 486 PC compatible (ISA) or PS/2 computer with at least 8 MB 

of RAM, and a 40 MB or larger hard disk 
• DOS 5.0 or higher and Windows 3.0 or higher 
• 13" VGA monitor 
• Microsoft or compatible mouse. 
• Signs, enclosures, and other site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit needs to be set up to provide power for the computer and 
monitor. Visitors need access to the computer mouse, keyboard and 
monitor . 

... This J(jt is Available in Spanish 
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Special Effects 
IMAGE PROCESSING 

Exhibit Description: 
This exhibit demonstrates how computers are used in film and video 
to create special effects. Visitors stand in front of a white screen and 
choose one of several effects options from the keyboard. While the 
computer processes the effect, the monitor displays an explanation of 
how computers and video work together to create these effects. The 
monitor then displays the combined image/effect. Some effects, such 
as "Meteorologist," combine the visitor's image with a background 
image of a weather map. Others, such as "Liquid Metal," distort the 
visitor's image or change it radically. 

Visitors Will Learn: 
• How effects are used in practical applications 
• How the computers and video work together 
• How meteorologists give weather reports with changing maps 

behind them 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit installation and maintenance manual 
• Suggestions for exhibit layout and signage 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• Commodore Amiga 2000HD with at least 8 MB of RAM, and a 100 

MB or larger hard disk 
• Video Toaster video board 
• NTSC video camera 
• Large NTSC video monitor 
• Speakers and amplifier (optionally, the computer's internal speaker 

may be used) 
• Signs, enclosures, and other site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the 
computer, video monitor, and video camera. Visitors need access to 
the computer keyboard . 

... This Kit is Available in Spanish 
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Fly a DC-IO 
FLIGHT SIMULATION 

Exhibit Description: 
Visitors are invited to fly a simulated DC-I0 from take-off to landing. 
Participants can view the simulation from the pilot's seat or control 
tower, and from behind the plane. Visitors can also control the 
simulated weather. This exhibit is adapted for public use from one of 
the top commercial computer flight simulators. As pilots, visitors find 
the plane markedly responsive to their commands. They can explore 
an island and even fly through an erupting volcano. 

The Visitor Will Learn: 
• How simulations are used in training and dangerous situations 
• How a computer can generate an artificial reality 
• What it is like to fly in a simulated environment 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit installation and maintenance manual 
• Suggestions for exhibit layout and signage 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• Apple Macintosh Quadra 610 or higher (running System 7.0 or 

higher), with at least 12 MB RAM, a 40 MB or larger hard disk and 
1 MB ofVRAM 

• System 7.0 or higher 
• Mouse or Joystick 
• 20" computer monitor (may require a video card) 
• Stereo speakers 
• Signs, enclosures and other site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the computer 
and monitor. Visitors need access to the computer monitor and 
mouse/joystick. 
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Spend a Million Dollars! 
COMPUTER SPREADSHEETS 

Exhibit Description: 
This graphically captivating exhibit introduces visitors to spreadsheets 
and their uses by inviting them to spend a million dollars and track 
their purchases on a spreadsheet. The visitor must first account for 
taxes taken from the $1 million, then make purchases from several 
categories using the on-screen menu of choices. As visitors purchase 
mansions, sports cars, trips, even computers, or donate to charity, the 
spreadsheet keeps track of their expenses and how much they have 
left to spend. Visitors can also compare their spending habits to 
those of other visitors who have used the exhibit. The spreadsheet 
automatically creates pie charts illustrating how the visitor's purchases 
compare to other's. 

Visitors Will Learn: 
• How a spreadsheet is used to organize and calculate financial 

information 
• Examples of spreadsheets 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit installation and maintenance manual · 
• Suggestions for exhibit layout and signage 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• 386 or higher PC compatible (ISA) or PS/2 computer with at 

least 8 MB RAM and a 40 MB hard disk 
• DOS 5.0 or higher and Windows 3.0 or higher 
• Microsoft compatible mouse 
• 13" VGA monitor 
• Signs, enclosures, and other site-specific materials 

Installation Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the computer 
and monitor. Visitors need access to the computer monitor and 
mouse. 

"" This Kit is Available in Spanish 

The Computer Museum 

300 Congress Street 

Boston, Massachusetts 

02210 

Tel (617) 426-2800 

Fax (617) 426-2943 



What's Your Type? 
PUBLISHING TOOLS 

Exhibit Description: 
This exhibit encourages visitors to learn about the use of typefaces in 
traditional printing and in electronic publishing. Visitors write their 
name (or any other message) in Egyptian Hieroglyphics or Braille. 
Visitors can print their work and bring it home as a souvenir. 

Visitors Will Learn: 
• How typefaces are used in traditional and electronic printing 
• What a message looks like in Hieroglyphics 
• What a message feels like in Braille 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit installation and maintenance manual 
• Suggestions for exhibit layout and signage 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• Apple Macintosh Quadra 605 with at least 8 MB RAM, and a 40 

MB or larger hard drive 
• System 7.0 or higher 
• 13" Apple compatible monitor 
• Mouse or trackball 
• Macintosh compatible laser printer (optional) 
• Braille Blazer printer (optional) 
• Signs, enclosures, and other site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the computer 
and printers (optional). Visitors need access to the computer monitor, 
keyboard, mouse and printers. 

The Computer Museum 

300 Congress Street 

Boston, Massa(husetts 

02210 

Tel (617)426-2800 

Fax (617)426-2943 



Color the States 
SPEECH RECOGNITION 

Exhibit Description: 
Visitors are invited to color in a map of the United States using only 
four colors so that no two states with the same color share a common 
border. The only input device is a microphone - all commands are 
given by speech. Visitors first select a state and then select its color. 
There are many different ways to color the states successfully, but also 
many ways to be trapped into coloring two adjacent states the same. 

Visitors Will Learn: 
• Speech recognition allows computers to obey spoken instructions 
• If the vocabulary is small, a computer can recognize the instructions 

of any speaker without any prior "training" with that 
speaker (Speech recognition is imperfect) 

• Visitors quickly get used to controlling the computer by spoken 
commands 

• Speech recognition allows the disabled, or people who must use 
their hands for other tasks, to operate computers 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit Installation and Maintenance Manual 
• Dragon Systems Speech Recognition board 
• Suggestions for exhibit signage and layout 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• PC-AT compatible computer, with at least 256 KB of RAM, and a 

20 MB or larger hard disk 
• DOS 3.3 or higher 
• Color VGA monitor 
• Microphone and mount 
• Signs, enclosure, other site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the computer 
and to allow visitor access to the microphone and the computer 
monitor. 

The Computer Museum 

300 Congress Street 

Boston, Massachusetts 

02210 

Tel (617) 426-2800 

Fox (617) 426-2943 



Eliza: The Computer 
Psychologist 
COMPUTER INTELLIGENCE 

Exhibit Description: 
This exhibit is an implementation of a classic program developed by 
Joseph Weizenbaum at MIT in 1966. In offering to help the visitor 
with a problem, the program plays the role of a psychotherapist. The 
visitor types in a sentence, and the program responds by using one of 
a small repertoire of expedients. Examples include turning a 
statement into a question, responding to a key word such as "family," 
or simply asking the "patient" to elaborate. ELIZA's methods 
become quite apparent after a short interchange, and visitors can then 
trick ELIZA into repeating itself or asking nonsensical questions. 

Visitors "Will Learn: 
• Computer programs can simulate human conversations 
• Simple devices can trick you into believing a computer is intelligent 

when, in fact, it is simply reflecting your own words back at you 
• There is a world of difference between a simple program, such as 

ELIZA, and a truly intelligent program 
• We are still a very long way from knowing how to build a program 

that converses like a person 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit Installation and Maintenance Manual 
• Suggestions for exhibit layout and signage 
• Available in Spanish 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• PC-AT compatible computer, with at least 256 KB of RAM, and a 

20 ME or larger hard disk 
• DOS 3.3 or higher 
• Color VGA monitor 
• Keyboard 
• Signs, enclosure, other site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the computer 
and to allow visitor access to the computer monitor and keyboard. 

,.. This J(jt is Available in Sptmisb 
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Haggle With a Computer 
Fruit Vendor 
EXPERT SYSTEMS 

Exhibit Description: 
In this exhibit, visitors bargain with the computer over the price of a 
box of strawberries. First, visitors select one of three fruit vendors 
that range in sophistication from NOAH BUDGE (with only 10 
bargaining rules) to NORA LOGICAL (with over a hundred 
bargaining rules). Visitors can type in offers for a box of strawberries, 
or make insulting or flattering remarks to the vendor. A display on the 
screen tracks the testing and firing of the rules as the computer 
generates a response. The computer may lower the price or return the 
abuse. A voice synthesizer allows the computer to reply audibly. The 
session ends when the computer and visitor close the deal or the 
visitor is "kicked out of the vendor's stall." 

Visitors Will Learn: 
• A computer can follow a set of rules, giving it surprisingly human

like behavior 
• The more rules the computer has, the more sophisticated its 

behavior 
• The computer cannot improvise or use common sense to respond 

outside its particular area of expertise 
• Rule-based expert systems are growing in use, and are taking over 

some tasks formerly thought to require a human expert 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete Software and Licensing 
• Kit Installation and Maintenance Manual 
• Custom cables 
• Suggestions for exhibit layout and signage 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• PC-AT compatible computer with at least 256 KB of RAM, and a 

20MB or larger hard disk 
• DOS 3.3 or later 
• Color VGA display 
• Keyboard. 
• Single-line DECtalk unit with serial cable, part number DTC01-

AA, supplied by Digital Equipment Corporation 
• Signs, enclosure, other site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the 
computer, to allow visitor access to the computer's monitor and 
keyboard, and to hear the DECtalk's speech output. 

The Computer Museum 

300 Congress Street 

Boston, Mossachusetts 

02210 

Tel (617) 426-2800 

Fox {61ll 426-2943 



How Computers Play 
Games 
DECISION MAKING 

Exhibit Description: 
This exhibit allows visitors to challenge the computer to a game of 
five-in-a-row. During the game, the computer's "thought process" is 
shown graphically as it evaluates each possible move and selects the 
best one. Visitors observe how the computer applies its strategy in 
response to their moves. Visitors can also explore a more detailed 
explanation of each strategy. 

Visitors Will Learn: 
• Computers, by testing many moves rapidly, can compete with 

humans at certain tasks 
• Computers can play games of strategy by using sets of simple rules 

to test many possible moves 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit Installation and Maintenance Manual 
• Suggestions for exhibit layout and signage 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• A 486125 MHz or faster PC compatible computer with at least 640 

KB of RAM, and a 20 MB or larger hard disk 
• DOS 3.3 or higher 
• Color VGA display 
• Microsoft-compatible mouse 
• Keyboard. . 
• Signs, enclosure, other site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the computer 
and to allow visitor access to the computer's monitor and mouse. 

The Computer Museum 

300 Congress Street 

Boston, Mossochusetts 

02210 

Tel (617) 426·2800 

Fox (617) 426·2943 



How Tall Are You? 
ULTRASONIC MEASUREMENT 

Exhibit Description: 
The exhibit invites visitors in its proximity to have their height 
measured. When visitors move into the correct position (marked by 
feet painted at the base of the exhibit), their height is measured using 
an ultrasonic distance sensor. The results are announced via digitized 
speech such as "You seem to be about five feet, six and three quarter 
inches." Occasionally the exhibit entertains visitors by making a 
"mistake" and then correcting itself. Visitors delight in trying to fool 
the computer. 

Visitors "Will Learn: 
• Ultrasonic sensors allow computers to detect and measure the 

distance to objects in their environment 
• The keyboard and screen are not the only way to interact with a 

computer. Visitors who try this exhibit provide input by moving 
their bodies and receive the output via synthesized speech 

• Mobile robots can use ultrasonic sensors to find the distance to 
walls and obstacles around them 

Variations: 
This kit can be applied in other settings such as: 

• Comparing visitors to other objects such as mountains, 
whales or small objects 

• A practical demonstration of the Doppler effect 
• An audible and interactive attraction to a larger exhibit 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit Installation and Maintenance Manual 
• Suggestions for exhibit layout and signage 
• Ultrasonic distance sensors, cables and driving hardware 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• Apple Macintosh computer (SE or higher) with at least 20 MB of 

hard disk space and at least 4 MB of RAM 
• System 7.0 or higher 
• Speaker, amplifier and all audio cables (to connect to the 

Macintosh's 1/8" mini phono plug) 
• Signs, enclosure, mounting points for distance sensors, and other 

site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the 
computer. Visitors have .llQ. access to the computer. The speaker and 
four distance sensors are easily mounted, as described in the Kit 
Installation and Maintenance Manual. 

,.. This Kit is ltIJailable in Spanish and in Metric units of height 
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The Talking Computer 
COMPUTER SPEECH 

Exhibit Description: 
The Talking Computer invites visitors to learn how a computer can 
speak and control the qualities of its voice. Visitors can experiment 
with the computer's diction by having it pronounce their name and 
other text they type. Visitors can also change the characteristics of 
the computer's voice. To illustrate one of the uses of voice output, 
the computer asks visitors to close their eyes and type while the 
computer reads to them what they have typed. 

Visitors Will Learn: 
• Computers can communicate with people by voice 
• To synthesize speech, a computer must use a detailed set of rules to 

recognize words in written text and the sounds that combinations 
of letters spell 

• Computer-generated speech is comprehensible but crude. It lacks 
the subtle inflections and accents important to human speech. 

• Speech synthesis has many applications, including providing 
information over the phone and allowing the sight-impaired to use 
computers. 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit Installation and Maintenance Manual 
• Suggestions for exhibit layout and signage 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• Apple Macintosh LCIII (or higher) with 8 MB of RAM , and a 20 

MB or larger hard disk 
• System 7.0 or higher 
• Apple compatible color monitor 
• Apple compatible mouse 
• Digital Equipment Corporation DTC-Ol DECtalk text-to-speech 

converter 
• Standard Macintosh modem cable (male 8-pin Mini-DIN to male 

DB-25) 
• Signs, enclosure, and other site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the 
computer. Visitors need access to the computer monitor and mouse, 
and must be able to hear the speech output from the DECtalk. 

The Computer Museum 

300 Congress Street 

Boston, Massachusetts 

02210 

Tel (617) 426-2800 

Fox (617) 426-2943 



How Fast Are Computers? 
COMPUTER SPEED 

Exhibit Description: 
The exhibit invites visitors to add five numbers, while the computer 
measures how long they take to arrive at the correct answer. It then 
displays how many similar calculations computers (from a PC to a 
supercomputer) could perform in the same amount of time. Visitors 
can then match anyone of five computers (including themselves) to 
one of five tasks, ranging from balancing a checkbook to updating a 
global weather model. The program tells them how long the selected 
computer would take to solve the task. Many visitors will find that it 
would take them over 900 years to update the day's forecast! 

Visitors Will Learn: 
• Computers vary widely in their speed of calculation, but they are all 

much faster than people at numerical calculation 
• Some tasks, such as adding a few numbers, take much less 

computing than other tasks, such as forecasting the weather 
• It is important to choose a computer that is sufficiently powerful if 

a job is to be completed in a reasonable time 
• The four standard ways of making computers run fast- parallel 

processing, RISC vs. CISC, fast clock speed, and pipelining 

This Kit InclUtks: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit Installation and Maintenance Manual 
• Suggestions for exhibit signage and layout 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• PC-AT compatible computer, with at least 256 KB of RAM, and a 

20 MB or larger hard disk 
• DOS 3.3 or higher 
• Color VGA display 
• Keyboard 
• Signs, enclosure, other site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the computer 
and to allow visitor access to the computer monitor and keyboard. 

* This Kit is Avaiklble in Spanish 
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Maze Programming 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 

Exhibit Description: 
This exhibit challenges visitors to write a computer program that 
instructs a robot car to move through a maze. It guides visitors 
through the task in simple, incremental steps, introducing them along 
the way to concepts fundamental to computer programming. After 
learning what each instruction does, visitors write their own programs, 
and then execute them. High-resolution color and 3D images engage 
visitors as they watch the car obey their commands. The car's 
movements give visitors immediate feedback and a firm grasp of how 
their program functions. 

Visitors Will Learn: 
• Computers perform tasks by following a list of instructions, called 

programs 
• Each program instruction is simple and explicit 
• Rudimentary programming is not conceptually difficult, but 

requires attention to detail 

This Kit Includes: 
• Complete software and licensing 
• Kit Installation and Maintenance Manual 
• Suggestions for exhibit layout and signage 

The Customer Must Provide: 
• Apple Macintosh LCIII (or higher) with 8 MB of RAM, and a 20 

MB or larger hard disk 
• System 7.0 or higher 
• Apple compatible color monitor 
• Apple compatible mouse. 
• Signs, enclosure, and other site-specific materials 

Site Requirements: 
The exhibit site needs to be set up to provide power for the 
computer. Visitors need access to the computer monitor and mouse . 

.. This J.(jt is Available in Spanish 

The (omputer Museum 

300 Congress Street 

Boston, Mossmhusells 

02210 
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The Computer Museum 
Selected Exhibit Kits 

Customers 

THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE 
Philadelphia, PA 

THE NATIONAL HISTORY MUSEUM, 
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 

Washington, D.C. 

MUSEUM OF ART, SCIENCE & INDUSTRY 
Bridgeport, CT 

ST. LOUIS SCIENCE CENTER 
St. Louis, MO 

THE PACIFIC SCIENCE CENTER 
Seattle, WA 

EUREKA - THE CHILDREN'S MUSEUM 
Halifax, England 

THE CHILDREN'S HANDS ON MUSEUM 
Olympia, WA 

CENTRO DE CIENCIAS DE SINALOA 
Mexico 

THE TECH MUSEUM OF INNOVATION 
San Jose, CA 

NATIONAL AQUARIUM 
Baltimore, MD 

The Computer Museum 

300 Congress Street 

Boston, Massa(husetts 

02210 

Tel (617) 426-2800 

Fox (617) 426-2943 



The Computer Museum 
Exhibit Kit Pricing 

As OF JANUARY 1O, 1994 
The Computer Museum 

300 Congress Street 

TOOLS AND TOYS: 
Boston, Massachusetts 

THE AMAZING 02210 
PERSONAL COMPUTER 

Alphabet Noodle Soup $1,500 IBM 
Tel (617) 426-2800 

Design a Newsletter $1,500 MAC yes 
DinoDraw! $1,500 MAC Fax (617) 426-2943 
Draw on the Wall $700 MAC 
Explosive Experiments $1,700 MAC 
Fly a DC-lO $3,000 MAC 
Make Your Own Cartoon $2,500 MAC 
Outline and Organize $750 IBM yes 
Record Your Voice $1,500 IBM 
Spend a Million Dollars $2,000 IBM yes 
Star in Your Own Commercial $3,200 MAC 
Special Effects (photo) $4,000 Amiga yes 
Wedding Planner $1,250 IBM 
What's Your Type? $1,000 MAC 

ROBOTS AND OTHER 
SMART MAClHNES 
Color The States $3,900 IBM 
Eliza: The Computer $1,400 
Psychologist 

IBM yes 

Haggle with a Fruit Vendor $3,575 IBM 
How Computers Play Games $2,700 IBM yes 
How Tall Are You? $5,400 MAC yes 
The Talking Computer $1,500 MAC 

PEOPLE AND COMPUTERS 
How Fast Are Computers? $1,500 IBM yes 
Journey of a Keypress $2,000 MAC 
Maze Programming $2,500 MAC yes 

VIRTUAL WORLDS 
Letter To The White House MAC 
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Ten Year Program Objectives Based on 1/28/94 
Draft of Strategic Plan 

1. Become a world class attraction offering exciting 
exhibits that exploit and explain the latest technologies. 

Host computer-related special events of global 
significance. 

2. Become a significant provider of 

-exhibits 
-books & CD-ROMS 
-television programming 
-informal educational materials about computing 

3. Develop innovative uses of computers in informal 
education. 

Become a provider and mentor for museums, 
community organizations, schools and other groups 
seeking to establish their own informal exhibits and 
programs about computers. 

Actively support the introduction of computing 
technologies to support education reform. 

4. Define and implement the "On-line" Computer 
Museum. 

February 11, 1994 The Computer Museum 1 



5. Provide an internationally recognized forum for the 
celebration and recognition of key developments in the 
evolution of computing. 

6. Maintain and enhance the Museum's leading collections 
of the history of electronic computing. 

Establish the Museum and its collections as a premier 
resource for research into the history of computing. 

February 11, 1994 The Computer Museum 2 



Collections Plan 

The first priority is to continue to capture significant artifacts, photographs, 

films, documents, and software when they are threatened with destruction 

by companies, individuals, and other museums. The Computer Museum 

has provided a parachute when missions change, companies merge or fail, 

and individual collectors pare down and move to smaller quarters, or die. In 

this way The Museum preserved a unique collection of Fairchild integrated 

circuits, the Whirlwind Computer from MIT, SuperPaint, the first paint 

program developed at CMU and Xerox Parc, and the first 'virtual reality' 

helmet. Quick reaction time and a unique focus and expertise that can 

determine the significant technology relating to computing are required to 

continue to serve in this capacity. 

From the start of collecting efforts about 1970, the criteria for accession to the 

collection have stayed the same. Highest priority is given to collecting the 

important technological innovations with carefully selected documentation. 

The next priority is given to insuring that the classic or standard 

implementations of a technology are represented. In addition, the collections 

include examples of technologies that failed for technical or commercial 

reasons, of clones, and intermediary stages of evolution. 

The collection is devoted to computing, including intelligent machines, 

particularly robots. It includes all levels of integration of both hardware and 

software. While the historic roots are in the domain of hardware including 

semi-conductors, the future emphasis will increasingly be software. 

Each hardware artifact or piece of software needs to have a full complement 

of material in order to be understood. For example, the original SpaceWar 

Game (the first interactive computer game) software is represented by its 

paper-tape program, program listings, videos of SpaceWar being played, 'oral 
history with its authors, photographs, and the PDP-1, the computer hardware 

on which it was designed. Together these make up a complete story. 
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The second priority is to undertake specialized proactive collecting. The 

greatest gains have been made in the collections when there have been 

special projects, such as the personal computer contest and the Milestones of a . 

Revolution exhibition. In the next three years two significant activities will 

lead to improved and new collections: 

• Hall of Fame for computing technology will lead to in-depth 

collecting of all aspects of the honored technology: hardware, 

documentation, video, film, software, oral histories and marketing 

ephemera. 

• "The Guide to the Best Kids' Software" project will gather a 

comprehensive set of all children's software. and preserve it for the 

collection. 

Collections space, use, and environmental preservation needs. 
Due to the growth of exhibits on the Wharf, an essential priority for 

1994 is to locate and move 4,000 square feet of hardware artifacts to an off site 

warehouse. 

The previous plan included a goal to complete a catalog. This is in process 

and a priority will be to complete an electronic catalog by January 97. 

• The artifact collection (including software per se -- not its 

documentation) is being integrated into the electronic catalog with 

the documents. 

• The document listing and their placement in special acid-free boxes 

is almost up-to-date with on-going accessions. 

• An electronic database of scanned photographs is underway and 

sh.ould be complete December 1994. The catalog allows photographs 

to be reviewed for use without touching the original which is 

preserved in an acid free environment. The images will be used more 

widely as a result. 

• The film and video collection is problematical. Video of computer 
pioneers created in 1980 is deteriorating. The video content is being 

evaluated and the most information-rich transferred onto more long

lived media. A plan for this rich and important collection will be 

prepared by June 1995 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

7 Months Ending 01/31/94 

OPERATING OPERATING ANNUAL 
Fy94 FY93 CAPITAL/EXHIBIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED $ BUDGET FORECAST 

Actual Budget Actual Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget VARIANCE FY94 FY94 
-------------------- ---------- ------------------------------------ --------------------- -------- --------------------

SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted support: 
clubhouse 159,153 131,425 50,400 159,153 131,425 27,728 287,900 306,800 
Exhibit Related 49,900 54,400 15,519 65,726 365,000 115,626 419,400 -303,774 732,000 541,800 
Govt & Foundation 10,286 46,825 10,286 10,286 10,286 
Endowment 

Unrestricted support: 
capital campaign 123,388 309,200 123,388 309,200 -185,812 726,200 352,050 
Corporate Membership 109,525 96,350 92,250 109,525 96,350 13,175 205,000 192,725 
Foundation 24,180 1,000 24,180 24,180 24,180 
computer Bowl 221,500 215,300 180,000 221,500 215,300 6,200 388,000 388,000 
Membership Fund 106,557 121,000 92,796 106,557 121,000 -14,443 178,000 178,000 

Admission 300,940 307,692 283,599 300,940 307,692 -6,752 536,841 536,323 
Store 161,518 192,314 136,806 161,518 192,314 -30,796 332,395 281,885 
Functions 112,665 84,480 99,003 112,665 84,480 28,185 140,352 156,316 
Exhibit sales 17,997 40,000 42,290 17,997 40,000 -22,003 90,000 45,000 
other: 

Interest Income 1,984 4,000 1,784 3,070 4,095 5,054 8,095 -3,041 12,000 5,333 
Ren ta 1 Income 5,950 4,000 2,020 
Program Income 1,400 658 1,400 -1,400 2,500 1,300 
collections 125 2,400 1,700 125 2,400 -2,275 4,000 1,975 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE 1,276,330 1,250,761 1,050,580 189,114 674,200 3,070 4,095 1,468,514 1,929,056 -460,542 3,639,188 3,023,993 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Development 35,751 59,985 6,229 98,387 220,218 134,138 280,203 -146,065 580,485 461,400 
Exhibit Maint/Enhancement 30,773 24,661 29,827 1,517 15,309 32,290 39,970 -7,680 69,578 79,822 
Exhibit Sales/Kits 19,118 23,480 45,969 19,118 23,480 -4,362 52,610 36,524 
collections 40,278 36,380 37,352 40,278 36,380 3,898 62,400 63,235 
Education & Admission 155,380 170,803 160,559 155,380 170,803 -15,423 292,570 273,592 
Clubhouse 122,426 134,620 9,924 122,426 134,620 -12,194 236,000 236,000 
Marketing 169,507 147,605 95,993 169,507 147,605 21,902 229,190 236,637 
Public Relations 54,596 54,511 44,158 54,596 54,511 85 93,334 91,455 
Store 146,714 162,747 122,222 146,714 162,747 -16,033 268,932 219,559 
Functions 49,624 40,701 42,550 49,624 40,701 8,923 69,402 72,853 
computer Bowl 28,016 22,395 16,756 28,016 22,395 5,621 135,324 135,141 
Fundraising 35,636 38,045 30,832 66,658 128,315 102,294 166,360 -64,066 286,585 150,000 
Membership Fund 28,546 48,790 19,245 28,546 48,790 -20,244 83,611 65,000 
Museum Wharf 

op EXp 172,526 176,169 174,698 172,526 176,169 -3,643 302,000 316,923 
Mortgage 

154,459 " 
74,896 74,894 74,896 74,894 2 126,977 126,977 

General Management 131,608 131,429 154,459 131,608 22,851 213,271 231,113 

TOTAL EXPENSE 1,243,350 1,272,500 967,743 241,458 438,736 1,484,808 1,711,236 -226,428 3,102,269 2,796,231 

NET REVENUE 32,980 -21,739 82,837 -52,344 235,464 3,070 4,095 -16,294 217,820 -234,114 536,919 227,762 
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01131/93 
ACTUAL 

REVENUES: 

clubhouse 50,400 
Exhibit Related 15,519 
Govt & Foundation 46,825 
corporate Membership 93,250 
computer Bowl 180,000 
Membership Fund 92,796 
Admissions 283,599 
Store 136,806 
Functions 99,003 
Exhibit sales 42,290 
Interest Income 1,784 
other 8,308 

Total Revenues 1,050,580 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 6,229 
Exhibits Maintenance 29,827 
Exhibit sales 45,969 
collections 37,352 
Education & Admissions 160,559 
clubhouse 9,924 
Marketing 95,993 
Public Relations 44,158 
store 122,222 
Functions 42,550 
computer Bowl 16,756 
Fundraising 30,832 
Membership Fund 19,245 
Musuem Wharf 174,698 
General Management 131,429 

-------
Total Expenses 967,743 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) $82,837 

" 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

OPERATING FUND 

FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED 
---------01/31/94- - -------

ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE 

$159,153 131,425 27,728 
49,900 54,400 -4,500 

$34,466 34,466 
$109,525 96,350 13,175 
$221,500 215,300 6,200 
$106,557 121,000 -14,443 
$300,940 307,692 -6,752 
$161,518 192,314 -30,796 
$112,665 84,480 28,185 

$17,997 40,000 -22,003 
$1,984 4,000 -2,016 

125 3,800 -3,675 
--------- --------- -------
1,276,330 1,250,761 25,569 

35,751 59,985 -24,234 
30,773 24,661 6,112 
19,118 23,480 -4,362 
40,278 36,380 3,898 

155,380 170,803 -15,423 
122,426 134,620 -12,194 
169,507 147,605 21,902 

54,596 54,511 85 
146,714 162,747 -16,033 

49,624 40,701 8,923 
28,016 22,395 5,621 
35,636 38,045 -2,409 
28,546 48,790 -20,244 

172,526 176,169 -3,643 
154,459 131,608 22,851 
------- ------- ---------

1,243,350 1,272,500 -29,150 

$32,980 -21,739 54,719 

PERCENT FY94 FY94 
BUDGET fORECAST 

21\ 287,900 306,800 
-8\ 100,000 91,800 

100\ 34,466 
14\ 205,000 192,800 
3\ 388,000 388,000 

-12\ 178,000 178,000 
-2\ 536,841 536,300 

-16\ 332,395 281,885 
33\ 140,352 156,300 

-55\ 90,000 45,000 
-50\ 7,000 5,333 
-97\ 10,500 5,295 

------- -------
2\ 2,275,988 2,221,979 

-68\ 102,730 79,900 
20\ 43,250 53,490 

-23\ 52,610 36,525 
10\ 62,400 63,235 

-10\ 292,570 273,592 
-10\ 236,000 236,000 

13\ 229,190 236,637 
0\ 93,334 91,455 

-11\ 268,932 219,559 
18\ 69,402 72,853 
20\ 135,324 135,141 
-7\ 64,854 58,420 

-71\ 83,611 65,000 
-2\ 302,000 302,000 
15\ 213,271 231,113 

-------- --------
-2\ 2,249,478 2,154,920 

-3 26,510 67,059 



02 / 10/94 THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

01131/94 
COMBINED 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT ENDOWMENT TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND FUND 01131/94 6130193 

ASSETS: 

Current: 
Unrestricted Cash $251,328 $3,070 $254,398 $259,423 
Restricted Cash 250,000 $250,000 250,000 
Cash Equivalents 167 
Investments 2,074 $2,074 2,074 
Receivables 93,084 $93,084 48,868 
Inventory 50,180 $50,180 49,137 
Prepaid Expenses 20,266 $20,266 9,143 
Interfund Receivable 3,070 202,775 $205,845 123,310 

--------- - -- - ----- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total Current Assets $420,002 $202,775 $253,070 $875,847 $742,122 

Property & Equipment: 
Equipment & Furniture $260,327 $260,327 $260,327 
capital Improvements 938,338 938,338 938,338 
Exhibits 4,079,698 4,079,698 4,079,698 
Construction in Process 52,908 52,908 52,908 
Land 18,000 18,000 18,000 
Less Accum. Depreciation {2,962,311} {2,962,311} {2,962,311} 

--------- --------- --------- ---- - ---- --------- ------ - --
Net Property & Equipment $52,908 $2,334,052 $2,386,960 $2,386,960 

TOTAL ASSETS $420,002 $255,683 $2,334,052 $253,070 $3,262,807 $3,129,082 
========== ========== :;:::====::::::::::::::::= ========= ====-=--.===: ===-====== 

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts Payable $61,855 $7,240 $69,095 $109,006 
Accrued Expense 69,233 8,710 77,943 63,557 
Deferred Income 158,647 129,273 287,920 194,919 
Interfund payable 202,775 3,070 202,775 123,310 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total Current Liabilities $492,510 $145,223 $3,070 637,733 $490,792 

Fund Balances: 
operating {$72,508} {72,508} ($108,566) 
capital 110,460 110,460 162,804 
Endowment 250,000 250,000 250,000 
plant 

'" 
2,334,052 2,334,052 2,334,052 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total Fund Balances ($72,508) $110,460 $2,334,052 $250,000 $2,622,004 $2,638,290 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $420,002 $255,683 $2,334,052 $253,070 $3,262,807 $3,129,082 

==::::::::::::::::::::=== ::::====:::::::::::::::::::: =======-== ========= ==--====== ===---==== 



Notes on Statement of Revenue and Expense 
for the Seven Months Ending 01!31!94 

Operating revenues are 2% ahead of budget; expenses are 2.3% below budget. 

1. Clubhouse revenue reflects actual expenses plus 30% taken as indirect cost. 
$72K of Clubhouse revenue is deferred. $76K of additional funding is 
committed for FY94. Additional funding is being pursued. 
(See separate Clubhouse balance sheet, attached.) 

2. The Networked Society revenue reflects actual expenses plus 18% taken as 
indirect cost. $179,308 of revenue is deferred. Additional funding is being 
pursued. 

3. Foundation! government revenue reflects a Massachusetts Cultural 
Council General Operating Support grant of $24,180. 

4. Store revenue and expense is forecast about $50K below budget owing to a 
catalog project that was budgeted but not executed. 

5. Exhibit sales forecast is revised downwards owing to slower-than
anticipated staffing of exhibit sales position, and consequent lag in 
preparing sales materials; longer-than-anticipated sales cycles; and absence 
of a marketing director. 



REVENUE: 

Corporate contributions 
Foundation Grants 

Total: 

EXPENSES: 

Personnel Expense 
Administrative Expense 
New Exhibit Production 
other 

Total: 

Fund Balance 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
COMPUTER CLUBHOUSE 
7/1/93 - 1/31/94 

278,201.00 
30,000.00 

308,201.00 

136,106.00 
20,950.00 
30,576.00 
47,894.00 

235,526.00 

72,675.00 

Expenses and fund balance 308,201.00 

OUTSTANDING PLEDGES: 

Intel Foundation 
Fleet Bank 
Sega Foundation 
Mass Cultural council 

Total: 

100,000.00 
5,000.00 

15,000.00 
6,300.00 

126,300.00 
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to: 
from: 
re: ! 
date: 

The Computer Museum Board of Directors 
Oliver Strimpel 
,N ovember 7 Board meeting 
October 25, 1991 

The next Board meeting will focus on two main areas, both of which 
concern the Museum's long-term future. 

• The Capital Campaign and the endowment fund it will create. 

• The Waterfront Project to expand the Museum's facilities. 

We have organized the agenda to allow enough time for these important 
topics to be discussed in some depth at the meeting. To help prepare you for 
the meeting, I enclose: 

For the endowment discussion 

- A draft resolution to establish an endowment fund proposed by the 
Finance Committee and approved by the Executive Committee and the 
Capital Campaign Steering Committee. 

'- A partial slate for election to a newly created Investment Committee 

For the Waterfront Project 

- Preliminary facilities needs assessment for the strategic plan and beyond 

Also enclosed are: 

-financial statements for the first quarter of FY92; the audited FY91 
statements will be handed out on the 7th. 

-minutes of the September 4 Executive Committee meeting. 

Please note that I have a new assistant, Geri Rogers. A few of you will 
remember her excellent work as the Museum's administrator from 1982-5. 
She brings a great deal of valuable experience with her to the Museum, 
derived in part from a 15 year career at Digital. 

If you have not already responded, please let us know of your attendance by 
calling Geri at extension 372 . 



The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

Agenda 

Meeting of the Board of Directors 

November 7 1991 

8:30-12:30 

Museum operations update 

" 

/ 
/~ 

/ 

Capital Campaign 

Board solicitation report 
Fund-raising strategy discussion 

Establishing an Endowment Fund 

Purpose of the endowment-discussion 
Vote on resolution to establish the endowment fund 

Waterfront Project 

Background 
Planning for the next century: 

facilities needs assessment-discussion 
Possibilities for collaboration with Children's Museum 

The meeting will be followed by lunch. 

// 

1/// 
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The Computer Museum 

Resolution to Establish an Endowment Fund 

That The Computer Museum establish a permanent 
endowment fund to be administered in accordance 
with the following terms and conditions: 

1. The fund shall be known as the Endowment Fund 
for The Computer Museum. 

2. Funds or property contributed to or set aside 
for the Endowment Fund shall be held in a 

. separate account and invested and accounted 
for as a separate account. However, the 
Endowment Account shall remain the property of 
the Museum and shall not constitute a separate 
trust for purposes of taxation. 

3. The Board of Directors may, from time to time, 
on the recommendation of the Finance 
Committee, add funds or other property to the 
Endowment Account. ~ 

4. Donors may, from time to time, contribute 
funds or other property to the Endowment 
Account by specifically directing their 
contributions to the Endowment Fund. 

5. Donors who make contributions in excess of 
such limits as may be established from time to 
time by the Board of Directors shall have the 
privilege of establishing a named subaccount 
of the Endowment Fund. Such subaccounts shall 
be invested and commingled with the Endowment 
Fund, and shall for all purposes (including 
borrowing, invasion of principal and 
distribution of income) be treated as a part 
of the Endowment Fund. 

6. The Endowment Fund shall be invested, under 
the direction of the Investment Committee, so 
as to provide a predictable, reasonable and 
sustainable income for the Museum while 
conserving the value of the principal. 

7. The income from the Endowment Fund shall be 
expended to support the mission of the Museum 
as determined from time to time by the Board 
of Directors. In order to preserve the 
purchasing power of the Endowment Fund, the 
Board of Directors, on the advice of the 
Investment and Finance Committees, may, in any 
given year, decide to spend less than the 
entire income of the Endowment Fund, in which 
case, any unspent income shall be added to the 
principal oj the Endowment Fund. 



The Computer Museum 
Resolution to Establish an Endowment Fund 
Page Two 

" • 

8. The funds in the Endowment Account may, from 
time to time, be loaned to the Museum, on the 
recommendation of the Finance Committee, by a 
vote of two-thirds of the Directors then in 
office to meet a critical need of the Museum 
in cases where no other funds are available 
and the failure to meet that need would 
severely jeopardize the continued existence of 
the Museum; provided, however, that the term 
of such borrowing not exceed one year. 

9. This resolution to establish an Endowment Fund 
may be amended only on the recommendation of 
the Finance Committee by a vote of three
fourths of the Directors then in office. 



Ine 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston. }'IA 02210 

(017) 426-2800 
The Computer Museum 

Investment Committee Nominees 

David B. Kaplan 
Audit Partner, Price Vaterhouse 
Director, The Computer Museum 
Member, The Computer Museum Finance Committee 

Anthony D. Pell 
President, Pell, Rudman and Co., Inc. 
Director, The Computer Museum 
Member, The Computer Museum Executive Committee 
Member, The Computer Museum Capital Campaign Steering Committee 

Third member to be namea 
with proven nonprofit endowment management experience 

" • 
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Memo Planning for Facility Needs 10/25/91 

Preliminary Needs Assessment 
On September 2~, the Department Heads held a meeting to discuss the facilities required to 
meet the programmatic and operational goals set forth in the Strategic Plan. Subsequent 
conversations focussed on how the Museum could make plans for surpassing the barriers to 
growth imposed by the current facilities (calculated to be 220,000 visitors annually). 

This is a summary of the points discussed in those meetings. 

IdentityNisibility 

Access 

Lobby 

Education Programs 

Retail Operations 

Site Utilities 

Vertical Access 

. Exhibitions 

The Museum's independent identity on the site must be 
enhanced. This means creating a bold visual statement the 
public would associate with the Museum. 

Traffic flow on the Wharf should be enhanced, including 
provisions for school groups, special needs visitors, families, 
and all members of the public in sufficient numbers to achieve 
visitation goals of 220,000 or more. 

To serve 220,000 visitors the lobby needs to accommodate on 
the order of 200 people at one time, requiring 1400 square feet. 
(The current lobby is 730 sq. ft.) The lobby must be made more 
enticing and attractive. In addition to rationalizing the 
admissions process, modifications to the lobby.should also 
include an information desk, a security desk, members and 
group check-in, coat check and lockers, and group orientation 
areas. 

A Learning Center for After-school, Student Project, Family 
Activity, and Teacher Development Programs requires 2,000 
sq. ft. 

Store sales could be increased by enlarging the store and 
placing it in a more publicly accessible location. 

Improvements in utilities for the wharf, such as trash 
disposal, should be planned for. Others would include 
provisions for limited parking, security, lighting, emergency 
access, functions facilities, public gathering and eating areas, 
etc. 

The capacity of the current elevator seems to limit annual 
visitation to 220,000. To surpass this limit additional 
facilities for moving people to the top of the building must be 
planned. 

Without major modifications to the building exhibitions 
could be expanded to 30,000 sq. ft. (currently there are 25,000 
sq. ft. of exhibitions). At 30,000 sq. ft. the exhibitions could 
accommodate 220,000 visitors per year. To surpass this level 
would seem to imply adding new exhibition space to the 
building. It would be desirable for this to include a space 
with high ceilings to accommodate large, dramatic 
exhibitions. 

1 



Memo Planning for Facility Needs 10/25/91 

Background 
As mentioned in the previous two Board meetings, The Children's Museum is planning to invest 
about $6 million in the site. The Waterfront Project seeks to expand the building, create an 
attractive park on the apron, and develop. a major program space on a floating barge in the 
Channel. This presents The Computer Museum with an opportunity to plan for its long-term 
needs at Museum Wharf. Although this effort has been catalyzed by the initiatives taken by 

. The Children's Museum, the preliminary needs assessment indicates that such planning is 
actually needed at this time if the Museum is to maintain its viability in this site through the 
year 2000. 

Planning 
The staff, with the approval of the Executive and Waterfront Committees of the Board, has 
initiated discussions with a team of architects headed by Frank Gehry and Associates to 
explore how these concerns can be addressed as part of the Waterfront Project. The goal of this 
interaction is to produce plans that illustrate how the Museum can realize its long-term goals on 
this site in a manner harmonious with the plans of the Children's Museum. 

Engaging in this long-term planning at this time allows The Computer Museum to-

1) proceed in synch with The Children's Museum's plans for their own expansion, thereby 
promoting a more cooperative role in the planning process while enhancing The Computer 
Museum's ability to protect its long-term interests. 

2) profit from costs savings associated with economies of scale by paying only the incremental 
costs of explicitly planning for The Computer Museum's needs and applying for permits jointly 
with The Children's Museum. 

3) make preliminary plans for expansion that can be pursued on The Computer Museum's 
independent timetable. 

4) conduct joint fundraising with The Children's Museum, targeting foundations that 
specifically support building projects. It might be possible to manage the project somewhat like 
an exhibit, with its own staff and prospects, so as not to divert resources and momentum from the 
Capital Campaign. 

2 



REVENUES: 

Operating Fund 

Capi tal Fund 

Total RevenlJes 

EXPENSES: 

Operating FIJnd 

Capital Fund 

Tohl Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

COMBINED OPERATING AND CAPITAL FUNDS 
( $ - TholJsands ) 

9/30/90 
ACTUAL 

FOR THE THREE MONTHS ENDED 
---------9/30/91-------- FY92 FY92 
BUDGET ACTUAL FAVWNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

527 592 530 (62) (11%) 2,243 2,002 

149 300 258 (42) (147.) 1,770 1,770 

676 892 788 (104) (12%) 4,013 3,772 

447 633 474 159 26% 2,205 

200 198 183 15 (8%) 1,162 

647 831 657 174 217. 3,367 

$29 $61 $131 $70 115% $646 
----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------

SUMMARY: 
-------

For the three months ended September 30, 1991, the MIJselJDI operated at a 
SIJr plus of 131K comp.3red to ·3 blJdgeted slJrp11Js of 6H(. As of Septeolber 
30, 1991, total cash and cash equivalents amounted to 2781(. 

OPERATING: Operating reverms were 11% under budget dlJe to lower 
than budgeted earned revenue in the Admissions, Store, and Function 
.3reas .dong with lower Unrestricted revenlJe. E>:penses were 26% under 
budget dlJe to timin9 in spending and lower personnel costs (vacant 
positions) • 

CAPIIAL: Capital revenues were 14% under budget due to budgeted 
timing differences in Capital Campai9n contributions. Expenses were 
81. over budget despite payment of 22K of unbudgeted expense related 
to FY91 openin9 of People and Computers. 

2,160 

1,182 

3,342 

$430 
------



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

OPERATING FUND 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE THREE MONTHS ENDED 
9/30/90 ---------9/30/91--------- FY92 FY92 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV <UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 59 $80 7 (73) (92%) 207 124 
Restricted contributions 0 60 90 30 50% 188 218 
Computer Bowl 46 18 99 81 450% 305 305 
Corporate lemberships 17 21 34 13 62% 231 231 
Individual memberships 12 14 10 (4) (29%) 69 69 
Adllissions 237 222 169 (53) (24%) 510 416 
Store 97 122 90 (32) (27%) 522 451 
Functions 55 54 17 (37) (69%) 150 104 
Interest Income 2 1 1 0 0% 24 24 
Other 2 0 13 13 100% 37 60 
Gain/Loss on Securities 0 0 0 0 0% 0 0 

------ -------- --------
Total RevenlJes 527 592 530 (62) (11%) 2,243 2,002 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 4 47 38 9 20% 82 112 
Exhibits Maintenance 11 13 12 1 S% 68 68 
Collections 20 19 18 1 67- 67 67 
Education 77 83 56 27 33% 303 271 
Marketing & Memberships 76 111 97 14 13% 435 435 
General Management 68 66 60 6 9% 232 232 
Computer Bowl 6 11 9 2 19% 109 109 
Fundraising 22 22 14 8 377- 82 82 
Store 72 156 91 65 42% 465 435 
Functions 19 36 10 26 73% 83 70 
Museum Wharf expenses 72 69 69 0 0% 279 279 

Total Expenses 447 633 474 159 26% 2;205 2,160 

NET RE\~NUES(EXPENSES) $80 ($41) $56 $91 231% $38 ($158) 
====== ======= --------------



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

CAPIIAL FUND 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE THREE MONTHS ENDED 
9/30/90 ---------9/31/91--------- FY92 FY92 

ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV <UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 
REVENUES: 

Ur~estricted Contributions $24 $50 $8 ($42) (84X) 625 625 
R~stricted Contributions 121 250 250 $0 0% 1,145 1,145 
Interest Income 6 0 0 $0 0% 0 0 
Gain/Loss on SeclJri ties (2) 0 0 $0 07. 0 0 

. ----
Total Revenues 149 300 258 (42) (14%) 1,770 1,770 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 106 66 72 (6) (lOX) 670 690 
Ger.al'.31 Management 14 20 20 0 0% 91 91 
furpjraising 43 77 56 21 28% 265 265 
Wh.: .. ! lRortg.3ge 37 35 35 0 0% 136 136 

Tot.:l· Expenses 200 198 183 15 (8X) 1,162 1,182 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) ($51> $102 $75 ($27) (27%) $608 $588 
----- ------ ---- --- ------ ----- ------



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEEt 

9/30/91 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND 9/30/91 6/30/91 

ASSEtS: 
Current: 

Cash $233,369 $233,369 $77,891 
Cash Equivalents 44,752 44,152 42,677 
Investments $0 0 0 
Receivables 18,164 18,164 98,538 
Inventory 86,169 86,169 72,163 
Prepaid expenses 11,810 0 11,810 15,591 
Intertund receivable 386,316 386,316 400,198 

--------- -------- -------- -------- ---------
TOTAL 394,264 386,316 0 180,580 108,258 

Property & Eq'Jipment (net): 
EqlJipment & furniture $350,158 350,158 350,158 
Capit.i1 improvements 601,304 601,304 601,304 
Exhibits 1,307,697 1,307,697 1,307,691 
Construction in Process 11,328 11,328 11,328 
Land 18,000 18,000 18,000 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total 0 11 ,328 2,277,159 2,288,487 2,288,487 

tOtAL ASSETS $394,264 $397,644 $2,277,159 $3,069,067 $2,996,145 
---------- ---------- --------- -------- ------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued expenses $127,652 $32,124 $159,776 $209,840 
Deterred incolle 15,445 15,445 9,165 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 0 0 0 
Interfund payable 386,316 386,316 400,798 

--------- --------- ------- ------ --------
Total 529,413 32,124 0 561,537 619,803 

Fund Balances: 
Operating (135,149) <135,149) <190,561) 
Capital 365,520 365,520 290,344 
Plant $2,277,159 2,277,159 2,277,159 

-------- -------- --------- ------ ---------
Total <135,149) 365,520 2,277,159 2,501,530 2,376,942 

tQtAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $394,264 $397,644 $2,277,159 $3,069,067 $2,996,745 

---------- ---------- ========== ========== ========== ---------- ----------



THE COMPUTER MUSEUH 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN CASH POSITION 

9/30/91 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLAN! TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND 9/30/91 6/30/91 

Cash· provide by/(used for) 
operations: 
Excesss/(deficiency) of 
support and revenue $55,412 $75,175 $0 $130,587 ($115,374) 

Depreciation 0 0 423,106 
--------- -------- .------ -------- ---------

Cash from operations 55,412 75,175 0 130,587 307,732 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 
Receivables 80,374 80,374 21,764 
Inventory <13,406) (13,406) (9,·551> 
Investments 0 0 53,363 
Accounts payable 
lather current liabs 39,593 (89,657) (50,064) 51,496 

Deferred income 6,280 6,280 (7,773) 
Prepaid expenses 3,781 0 3,781 (349) 

--------. --------- --------- --------- ---------
Cash from workin9 capital 116,622 (89,657) 0 26,965 108,950 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
Fixed assets 0 $0 0 (586,601> 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Net increase/(decrease) in 
cash before financing 172,034 <14,482) 0 157,552 <169,919) 

Financin9: 
Interfund pay. & rec. (14,482) 14,482 0 0 
Transfer to Plant 0 0 ° 0 0 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 0 0 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Cash from financin9 <14,482) 14,482 0 0 0 

Net increase/(decrease) 
in cash & investments 157,552 0 0 157,552 <169,919) 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------

Cash, be9inning of year 120,568 0 0 120,568 290,487 

Cash, end of period $278,120 to $0 $278,120 $120,568 
---------- ========= ========== ---------- ------------------- -------- --------
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
September 4, 1991 

In attendance were Oliver Strimpel, Ed Schwartz, 

Gardner Hendrie, Richard Case, and and Larry Brewster. 

Oliver noted that attendance in July and August were 

down 33% and 19% respectively, compared to expectations 

given in the budget. However, there was a 20% increase over 

1989. (He mentioned that many museums in the area showed 

decreased attendance due to the current local economy, and 

that none showed any strong growth.) 

He mentioned that some $450,000 had been received (or 

had been pledged with receipt anticipated) for the Computer 

Discovery Center. Other major "asks" are also pending. The 

budgeted figure is $800,000. There was some discussion of 

the strategy which should be used for approaching 

corporations for exhibit funding versus capital campaign 

contributions. It was suggested that corporations are more 

likely to give for exhibits rather than for capital funds, 

but that senior corporate individuals might be solicited for 

making capital contributions. Gardner mentioned that in 

terms of priorities (raising money for exhibits versus 

raising money for the capital campaign) he felt that the 

Museum would be harmed more by opening an exhibit six months 

late than by being six months behind in its capital 

campaign. Oliver mentioned that although he was 
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"disappointed" and had hoped to be further along in the 

Computer Discovery Center funding, he was confident that the 

exhibit could still be fully funded and opened by June 1992. 

He also mentioned that the Loebener prize was now fully 

funded. 

With regard to the capital campaign, Larry Brewster 

mentioned that there had been Board pledges to date of 

$650,000 out of a total Board goal of $lM. Ed noted that he 

was trying to get an official letter of commitment from DEC 

as to its plans for the capital campaign. It was also 

decided that the Museum would attempt to get an updated 

appraisal of the leasehold interest of the premises. Ed and 

Oliver will pursue how to accomplish this, preferably 

without cost to the Museum. 

There was an extensive discussion of the proposed 

waterfront project and of potential future expansion at the 

Museum Wharf si te in general. Oliver noted that nothing 

additional can be built on top of the existing building 

wi thout having the enti re bui Iding earthquake proofed. He 

noted, however, that there was ample space for outward 

development of new floor area at the site, and felt there 

would be a future need to improve the Museum's overall site 

presentation and not just its contents (for example, by 

making improvements on the apron, to the lobby, etc.) 

Ed noted that the Children's Museum is enthusiastically 

pursuing plans for expansion, including its potential 

waterfront project, and felt that the Computer Museum as a 
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result must be more active in formulating its own future 

expansion plans or at least in asserting its j oint rights 

. with respect to development of the area so that any plans of 

the Children's Museum do not impinge upon the Computer 

Museum's future objectives. Ed felt that three vital points 

to be focused upon in connection with any contemplated 

projects were: what will be built? who will pay for it? and 

who will receive the revenues derived from the expanded 

facility? Ed feels that the proposed waterfront project may 

greatly effect the long term presentation of the site to 

visitors. He also noted that he expected the Children's 

Museum has begun a capital campaign to raise some $4M to $6M 

for improvement of the Museum Wharf site. 

There was a general consensus that although the 

Computer Museum may not be currently in a position to invest 

money in expansion projects, it should make it clear to the 

Chi ldren' s Museum that any plans for developing the site 

must be the result of a j oint consensus between the two 

Museums, and that although the Computer Museum legally has a 

veto over any proposed changes to the site, it would be 

preferable that it not be passive during initial planning 

stages and allow plans to develop to the point where that 

veto might have to be exercised. 

It was noted that Brian McLaughlin would call James S. 

Davis to discuss questions which Coopers should focus upon 

in connection with the Museum's tax exempt classification by 

the IRS. 
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Richard Case noted that the next meetings of the 

'Executive Committee will be October 7, November 18 and 

December 16 at 8: 00 a.m. The next meeting of the Board of 

Directors will be November 7 at 8:30 a.m. 

" 
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Meeting of the Board of Directors 

November 7 1991 

8:30-12:30 

Agenda 

8:45 Museum operations update -STRIMPEL 

9:15 Capital Campaign 

[

Thank, recognize volunteers-Larry, Tony-HENDRIE 
Recognize Ed, Present Brick-HENDRIE 
Board solicitation report-BREWSTER, PELL 
Fund-raising strategy discussion-BREWSTER 

10:15 Establishing an Endowment Fund 

Purpose of the endowment-discussion-HENDRIE 
Vote on resolution to establish the endowment fund
PETINrnLLA/MCKENNrnY 
Vote to create and nominate slate for investment committee
MCKENNEY 

11:00 Waterfront Project 

Background-SCHW ARTZ 
Children's Museum project, schedule-WELCH 
Planning for the next century: 

facilities needs assessment-STRIMPEL 
Discussion-SCHW ARTZ 

12:30 Ajourn 

The meeting will be followed by lunch. 



Draft Agenda 

Meeting of the Board of Directg[s 

November 7 1991 

8:30 Call to Order (Hendrie) 

8:40 Museum Update (Strimpel) 

9:30 Capital Campaign 

Update (Brewster) 
Fund-raising strategy discussion (Brewster & Committee 

Chairs) 
Policy issues regarding endowment and use of funds 
Vote on endowment and allocation of funds 

10:45 Waterfront Project 

Update (Strimpel) 
Presentation (Welch) 
Discussion (Schwartz) 

If time permits: 
12:00 Computer Discovery Center Update (Welch) 

12:30 Meeting Ajourns 

Lunch 



.. 

Memo Planning for Facility Needs 10/25/91 

Preliminary Needs Assessment 
On September 23, the Department Heads held a meeting to discuss the facilities required to 
meet the programmatic and operational goals set forth in the Strategic Plan. Subsequent 
conversations focussed on how the Museum could make plans for surpassing the barriers to 
growth imposed by the current facilities (calculated to be 220,000 visitors annually). 

This is a summary of the points discussed in those meetings. 

Identity/Visibility 

Access 

Lobby 

J::ducation Programs 

Retail Operations 

Site Utilities 

Vertical Access 

Exhibitions 

The Museum's independent identity on the site must be 
enhanced. This means creating a bold visual statement the 
public would associate with the Museum. 

Traffic flow on the Wharf should be enhanced, including 
provisions for school groups, special needs visitors, families, 
and all members of the public in sufficient numbers to achieve 
visitation goals of 220,000 or more. 

To serve 220,000 visitors the lobby needs to accommodate on 
the order of 200 people at one time, requiring 1400 square feet. 
(The current lobby is 730 sq. ft.) The lobby must be made more 
enticing and attractive. In addition to rationalizing the 
admissions process, modifications to the lobby should also 
include an information desk, a security desk, members and 
group check-in, coat check and lockers, and group orientation 
areas. 

A Learning Center for After-school, Student Project, Family 
Activity, and Teacher Development Programs requires 2,000 
sq. ft. 

Store sales could be increased by enlarging the store and 
placing it in a more publicly accessible location. 

Improvements in utilities for the wharf, such as trash 
disposal, should be planned for. Others would include 
provisions for limited parking, security, lighting, emergency 
access, functions facilities, public gathering and eating areas, 
etc. 

The capacity of the current elevator seems to limit annual 
visitation to 220,000. To surpass this limit additional 
facilities for moving people to the top of the building must be 
planned. 

Without major modifications to the building exhibitions 
could be expanded to 30,000 sq. ft. (currently there are 25,000 
sq. ft. of exhibitions). At 30,000 sq. ft. the exhibitions could 
accommodate 220,000 visitors per year. To surpass this level 
would seem to imply adding new exhibition space to the 
building. It would be desirable for this to include a space 
with high ceilings to accommodate large, dramatic 
exhibitions. 

1 



Memo Planning for Facility Needs 10/25/91 

Background 
As mentioned in the previous two Board meetings, The Children's Museum is planning to invest 
about $6 million in the site. The Waterfront Project seeks to expand the building, create an 
attractive park on the apron, and develop a major program space on a floating barge in the 
Channel. This presents The Computer Museum with an opportunity to plan for its long-term 

. needs at Museum Wharf. Although this effort has been catalyzed by the initiatives taken by 
The Children's Museum, the preliminary needs assessment indicates that such planning is 
actually needed at this time if the Museum is to maintain its viability in this site through the 
year 2000. 

Planning 
The staff, with the approval of the Executive and Waterfront Committees of the Board, has 
initiated discussions with a team of architects headed by Frank Gehry and Associates to 
explore how these concerns can be addressed as part of the Waterfront Project. The goal of this 
interaction is to produce plans that illustrate how the Museum can realize its long-term goals on 
this site in a manner harmonious with the plans of the Children's Museum. 

Engaging in this long-term planning at this time allows The Computer Museum to-

1) proceed in synch with The Children'S Museum's plans for their own expansion, thereby 
promoting a more cooperative role in the planning process while enhancing The Computer 
Museum's ability to protect its long-term interests. 

2) profit from costs savings associated with economies of scale by paying only the incremental 
costs of explicitly planning for The Computer Museum's needs and applying for permits jointly 
with The Children'S Museum. 

3) make preliminary plans for expansion that can be pursued on The Computer Museum's 
independent timetable. 

4) conduct joint fundraising with The Children's Museum, targeting foundations that 
specifically support building projects. It might be possible to manage the project somewhat like 
an exhibit, with its own staff and prospects, so as not to divert resources and momentum from the 
Capital Campaign. 

2 



THE COMFUTER MU5EUM 

I N T E R 0 F FIe E 

The Children's Museum 
and 

The Computer Museum 

TO: Oliver Strimpel 
TO: Lawrence Brewster 
TO: Gwen Bell 
'1'0: Jan DelSesto 

Subject: Lynda Bodman 

324 F02 

M E M 0 RAN DUM 

Date: 
From: 

01~Nov-1991 09:42am EST 
Janet walsh 
WALSH 

'ri tIe: 
Phone: 

STR!lI1PEL 
BREWSTER 
BELL ) 
DELSESTO 

Capital Campaign coordinator 
Ext. 333 

Tony pell called to report on a "difficult conversation" with Lynda Bodman. 

Lynda launched a long and impassioned complaint about how badly treated Howard 
Cox had been. She was qUite distressed that we were putting together net worth 
statements about people as a methodology for how much to ask for, Tony does not 
feel he made much headway in addressing her complaints and warns that we should 
expect to hear more about it at the Executive Committee or Board meeting level. 
Tony and I wanted to prepare you all with the background. 

A word about Campaign prospect research: the process is more than just putting 
together a net worth statement. Research includes estimating net worth through 
research of publi c records on shareholdings and salary, prospect rating, public 
records of property values, etc. combined with consideration of a prospect's 
circumstances (children in college, other obligations), other philanthropy and 
closeness to the Museum. prospect research is an accepted and nearly-universal 
practice in professional fund-raising and in fact, if we did not conduct 
research we would be losing a competitive edge. The fact is, we have modified 
our tesearch methods because of limited staff and research resources and do not 
conduct the exhaustive research common at other institutions. 

In the case of Howard Cox, after a phone conversation with Lynda, we set the 
strategy to simply confirm his $3,000 pledge to the Museum (which we knew was 
significantly under his giving capacity) and enlist his help in cultivating 
other prospects. We elected ~ot to push for a higher gift. Tony admits that, 
knowing Howard (and Howard's place as one of our wealthiest Board members) as 
well as he does, he looked more quizzical than grateful for Howard's $3,000 
pledge and may have left Howard feeling uncomfortable. Tony feels our strategy 
was entirely appropriate and I will have a copy of it available should Tony neec 
to refer to it. In fact, as Jan points out, our strategy could damage the 
Campaign for the very reason ~hat Howard is one of our wealthiest Board members 
but will be listed at the smal le st level of campaign gift. He will not have thl 
leverage in Lead Gift ~sks because he is not himself giving at a Lead Gift 
level. 

In other news, Lynda has pledged $10,000 to the Campaign for now and will 
consider increasing that commitment to $25,000 later in the Campaign. I will 
send a thank you and pledge card from Tony. 



The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

KEKORANDUK 

To: 
From: . 
Re: 
Date: 

The dates for 

Gardner Hendr.ie 
Oliver Strimpel 
1991 BOARD MEETING DATES 
November 7, 1991 

1992 are: 

Friday, February 14 

Friday, June 12 

Friday, October 9 

Regular starting time is 8:30 AM. 



INVESTMENT COMMITTEE: 

• Manages investment of Endowment 

• Philosophy - Provide predictable. 
reasonable and sustainable income 

• Strategy - Recommended by FIN
COM and INVESTCOM - BOD Votes 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
ENDOWMENT FUND 

CONTRIBUTIONS 
POOLED 

FOR INVESTMENT 
PURPOSES 

CATEGORIESloF ENDOWMENT 

FINCOM Recommend/BOD Votes 

- Unrestricted contributions 

- Excess Operating Funds or 
excess unrestricted other funds 

r--------------~---------------I 
I I 

USE OF INCOME AND 
APPRECIATION 

LOANS TO MUSEUM 

I I 

UNRESTRICTED 

- Donor 
- Museum (BOD) 

Support Museum mission. BOD controlled -
FINCOMIINVESTCOM Recommend 

To Meet Critical Need Not to Exceed One Year 

RESTRICTED 

- Donor 
- Museum (BOD) 

Contributor controlled 

FINCOM Recommends/BOD Votes (2/3 Required) 



The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

• Achievements to Date 

• Board Solicitation Report 

• The Case for Support 

• Volunteer Recruitment 

• Expanding the Solicitation Network 

• Enhancing the Cultivation Process 



Capital , Campaign 
Number of Solicitations 11/7/91 

40~------------------------------~ 
37 

30 

20 

10 
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,. Pending 
• Pledged 

Board and Trustee Individual Corp. & Foundation 



$800000 

$600000 

$400000 

$200000 

$0 

Capital Campaign 
FY92 to date 

Pledges 

Target Actual 

Board & 
Trustees 

II Pledges Q2 
• Pledges Ql 

Target Actual Target Actual 

Individuals Corporations & 
Foundations 

gkb.80 91 



Capital Campaign 
Actual and Pending Pledges '11/7/91 

$1200000 

$1000000 

$800000 

$600000 

$400000 

$200000 

$0 

$1,158,127 ___________ --1 

$1,075,000 

$895,500 

Board and Trustee Individual Corp. & Foundation 

FA $ Pending 
• $ Pledged 

gkb.91 11/91 



$300000 

$200000 

$100000 

$0 

Capital Campaign 
FY92 to date 

Cash 

Target Actual 

Board & 
Trustees 

$5,000 

Jm Cash Q2 
• Cash Ql 

Target Actual Target Actual 

Individuals Corporations & 
Foundations 



" . , Board Members 
Campaign Activity to 11/7/91 
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liB Pending 
iii To be asked 
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The Computer Museum 

Resolution to Establish an Endowment Fund 

That The Computer Museum establish a permanent 
endowment fund to be administered in accordance 
with the following terms and conditions: 

1. The fund shall be known as the Endowment Fund 
for The Computer Museum. 

2. Funds or property contributed to or set aside 
for the Endowment Fund shall be held in a 
separate account and invested and accounted 
for as a separate account. However, the 
Endowment Account shall remain the property of 
the Museum and shall not constitute a separate 
trust for purposes of taxation. 

3. The Board of Directors may, from time to time, 
on the recommendation of the Finance 
Committee, add funds or other property to the 
Endowment Account. 

4. Donors may, from time to time, contribute 
funds or other property to the Endowment 
Account by specifically directing their 
contributions to the Endowment Fund. . 

5. Donors who make contributions in excess of 
such limits as may be established from time to 
time by the Board of Directors shall have the 
privilege of establishing a named subaccount 
of the Endowment Fund. Such subaccounts shall 
be invested and commingled with the Endowment 
Fund, and shall for all purposes (including 
borrowing, invasion of principal and 
distribution of income) be treated as a part 
of the Endowment Fund. 

6. The Endowment Fund shall be invested, under 
the direction of the Investment Committee, so 
as to provide a predictable, reasonable and 
sustainable income for the Museum while 
conserving the value of the principal. 

7. The income from the Endowment Fund shall be 
expended to support the mission of the Museum 
as determined from time to time by the Board 
of Directors. In order to preserve the 
purchasing power of the Endowment Fund, the 
Board of Directors, on the advice of the 
Investment and Finance Committees, may, in any 
given year, decide to spend less than the 
entire income of the Endowment Fund, in which 
case, any unspent income shall be added to the 
principal of the Endowment Fund. 



The Computer Museum 
Resolution to Establish an Endowment Fund 
Page Two 

v 

• 

8. The funds in the Endowment Account may, from 
time to time, be loaned to the Museum, on the 
recommendation of the Finance Committee, by a 
vote of two-thirds of the Directors then in 
office to meet a critical need of the Museum 
in cases where no other funds are available 
and the failure to meet that need would 
severely jeopardize the continued existence of 
the Museum; provided, however, that the term 
of such borrowing not exceed one year. 

9. This resolution to establish an Endowment Fund 
may be amended only on the recommendation of 
the Finance Committee by a vote of three
fourths of the Directors then in office. 
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The Computer Museum 

Investment Committee Nominees 

David B. Kaplan 
Audit Partner, Price Vaterhouse 
Director, The Computer Kuseum 
Hember, The Computer Huseum Finance Committee 

Anthony D. Pell 
President, Pell, Rudman and Co., Inc. 
Director, The Computer Huseum 
Kember, The Computer Huseum Executive Committee 
Hember, The Computer Huseum Capital Campaign Steering Committee 

Third member to be named 
with proven nonprofit endowment management experience 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
October 7, 1991 

In attendance were Oliver Strimpel, Richard Case, Lynda 

Bodman, Ed Schwartz, Gardner Hendrie, Larry Brewster, Tony 

Pell, Nick Pettinella and Jim McKenney. David Kaplan and 

Greg Welch joined later to discuss the Waterfront Project. 

The next meetings of the Executive Committee will be on 

November 18, December 19. 1991 and January 8, 1992 at 8:00 

a.m. The committee will attempt not to hold meetings on 

Monday. 

Oliver presented the operational report. He mentioned 

that Natalie Rusk has been promoted to Acting Education 

Director and Geraldine Rogers has been hired as his 

assistant. 

The Children's Museum in Caracas, Venezuela, has 

contacted the Computer Museum about serving as a consultant 

for its proposed expansion project. Among other things, it 

wishes to purchase a Walk-Through Computer Exhibit and 

twelve hands-on exhibits. The Caracas Museum seems quite 

ser10US. A proposal from them is expected. [This 

development is looked upon as an opportunity to enhance the 

Computer Museum's exhibits, software, etc. and promote its 

image without incurring any expense.] There was significant 

discussion of how the arrangement should be formalized. what 
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the specific rights and obligations of each entity would be, 

who would be expending time on behalf of the Computer Museum 

on what schedule, and what the cost of financing the project 

would be. The project should be planned and carried out in 

a way which would promote the needs and image of the 

Computer Museum without imposing any financial burden on it 

and without diverting scarce staff resources~ 

The Museum's attendance has fallen back from its high 

level at the time of WTC's opening. School group bookings 

are down during the present difficult economic times due to 

reduced funding. There was a discussion of how trre Museum 

would best channel its time and energy to attract greater 

school attendance. 

In terms of budgeting, the Exhibit Kit and Computer 

Bowl are ahead of budget levels, with attendance, Museum 

functions, the store and general fund development behind. 

The goal of the CDC is $900,000, of which $525,000 has been 

raised to date. 

The capital campaign was discussed. The campaign has 

exceeded its first quarter pledge target by $200,000, but is 

$42,038 below the cash target. There have been roughly 

$3.9M in requests to date. There are total pledges of 

$690,000 and requests for S2.3M still waiting for a decision 

by the pctential donors. (These figures do not include the 

$2.5M matching pledge.> 

PAGE 03 
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There was a discussion of the fund raising consultant's 

role; and Oliver expressed a desire to discontinue the 

existing consulting arrangement, and hire the consultants 

only for specific projects in the future as needed. There 

was a general feeling that the existing arrangement with 

Webb had not worked out as satisfactorily as hoped and 

should not be continued. 

Another primary objective is to have the capital fund 

campaign pay for itself through income generated from 

capital funds which it raises, which is not happening at t~e 

moment. Jim McKenney suggested the-possibility of 

amortizing the current campaign expenditures over the life 

of the campaIgn. A total of $760,000 was projected as 

needed to support the campaign through to its close. Nick 

Pettinella pointed out that we were really speaking of the 

cost of raising $5M since the $2.5M matching pledge had 

already been secured through other efforts. 

It was moved and voted that the capital campaign shoul~ 

be managed so that to the extent possible expenses are 

covered as incurred from capital funds raised. 

There was a discussion of how mortgage payments on the 

building should be charged in the future. It was moved and 

voted that principal amounts should be paid from campaign 

funds and interest from operating income in the future. 

PAGE 04 
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It was noted that Meredith and Grew would produce an 

appraisaloof the premises without charge, and that the 

property should presumably have its value adjusted 

accordingly on the books of the Museum. There was a 

discussion of how to give credit to DEC for its support to 

the campaign. 

It was noted that a resolution was needed to establish 

an endowment fund for the Museum, with an appropriate fund 

document to be drafted by David Donaldson. There was 

considerable discussion of whether the Museum should be 

allowed to borrow against the endowmen~ fund. It was note~ 

that the building could potentially be mortgaged to raise 

funds as opposed to tapping the endowment fund. It was 

decided that policy issues regarding the use of endowment 

funds, including borrowing, would be discussed and decided 

upon at the next Boar~ meeting (the agenda of which was al~a 

discussed). 

Greg Welch discussed the Waterfront Project. There 

will be a Computer Museum Board meeting February 14; and i~ 

is hoped that any announcement about the project could be 

delayed and made jointly at that time. There was some 

displeasure expressed at the fact that the Children's Muse~~ 

had set its own time table without consulting the Computer 

Museum; although it was recognized that the Computer Museu~ 

must now act to protect its interests, that it should act i~ 

I"'HI"t: UO 
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a way which would not disrupt its own capital campaign, and 

should insist that future plans reflect its concerns and 

needs. The Computer Museum has received a proposal from 

Schwartz/Silver, architects for the Children's Museum, under 

which for approximately $20,000 they would consult with the 

Computer Museum in providing initial programming and design 

work sufficient for permit and fund raising purposes. These 

issues will also be discussed at the forthcoming Board 

meeting. 
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COMPUTERS 
IMORK 

A Journey Into 
The Walk- Through Computer 

Join science correspondent 
David Hei l (of PBS's 
Newton's Apple) and four 
teenagers as they discover 
how computers work by 
visiting T he Walk
T hrough Computer™, T he 
Computer Museum's two
story high working model 
of a desktop computer. 
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This 26-minute educational 
video explores both 
hardware and software, 
explaining what a software 
program is and how it 
works with computer 
hardware. It examines the 
major components of the 
computer, covering the 
Central Processing Unit 
(CPU), Random Access 
Memory (RAM), the hard 
disk, and video board. 

How COMPUTERS WORK is 
intended for use in 
introductory middle school 
computer classes but is 
appropriate to communi
cate computer basics in any 
setting. 

The accompanying 
teachers' guide suggests 
discussion topics and 
related group and indi
vidual projects to explore 
how computers work. 

How COMPUTERS WORK 

(VHS), $19.95. 

To order 

send the attached form to: 
The Computer Museum Store 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 
02210 

or call: 
(617) 426-2800 x307 

or FAX: 
(617) 426-3568 

Save this bookmark as a 
reminder. 



WHAT IS THE COMPUTER MUSEUM? .... 
The Computer Museum is the world's only 
museum devoted to the past, present and future 
of computers. Nearly 100 hands-on exhibits a l
low you to explore computer technology, history, 
and a wide range of applications, including 
computer graphics and robotics. The Computer 
Museum is a unique place where you can experi

ment, learn, and have fun while discovering how 
computers work and what they can do. 

WHAT WILL WE SEE AND DO? .... 
In The Computer Museum, YOIL will be able to: 

Walk inside a two-story working model of a 
desktop computer and find out how computer s 
work. 

Travel 50 years through time to explore how 
computer s have changed our lives in the new 
exhibit, People and Computers. 

Play a computer piano that plays along with you 
or Listen to music composed by a computer . 

See r eal robots and lea r n what they can--and 
cann ot--do in the multimedia Robot T heater. 

Use a voice-activated computer to paint a map of 
the United States. 

Create your own designs and computer animation. 

Tryout innovative educational software. 

Bal'gain over the price of a box of strawberries 
with an artificially intelligent fruit vendor. 

And more! 

WHY VISIT THE ' COMPUTER MUSEUM? .... 
The Museum is an exciting place to expel'ien ce 
the increasing role of technology in our lives 
today. See innovative computer exhibits bring 
science, history, and art alive as never b efore ! 

HOW DO I GET THERE? .... 

Follow the signs displaying a giant milk bottle, our 
landmark, to Museum Wharf where you can also find 
The Children's Museum, the Tea P arty Ship & 
Museum, and many restaurants. 

By Subway: Take Red Line to South Station. Walk 
across the Congress Street Bridge. 

From Ihe Norlh: Expressway (1-93) south to exit 23 
(High and Congress Sts. ). First left onto Congress, 
and across the bridge. 

From Ihe Soulh: Expressway (1-93) nor th 
to Atlantic and Northern Ave. exit. Immediate right 
over the orthem Ave. Br idge and right again on 
Sleeper St. 

From Ihe Wesl: Mass. Pike (1-90) to Downtown 
Boston, South Station exit. Go through three lights, 
onto Congress St. and act·oss the bridge. 

For information, please call (617) 426·2800 

~ ~~~puler 
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ARE RESERVATIONS REQUIRED? 

• 
R eser va tions for groups of ten 0" more should he 
made at leastth" ee weeks in adva nce of your visit. 
You can make reservations hy calling (617 ) 426-
2800 ext, 334, weekdays, 9am-4pm, When you 
call , please have the following info.'mation ,'eady : 

Date and time you would like to v isit, 

Name, full mailing address , and daytime 
telephone number of your grO!Lp or school. 

N umber of students and adult chaperones--we 
require one chaperone for every ten stlldellts , 
(We can accommodate up to 75 people eve,'y half
hour,) 

N ame of group leader, 

Grade level of group, (Recommended fo,' ages 8 
through adult ,) 

If you need to cancel or change you,' visit, please 
notify u s as soon as possible, 

WHEN 15 THE MUSEUM OPEN? 

• 
September to Mid-June 
Tuesday-Sunday 
10am-5pm 

Closed Mondays, except Boston school vacations 
and holidays, , 

Mid-June to September 
Open daily 10am- 6pm 
F riday night until 9pm 

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST? 

• G,'oup admission for ten or mor'c: 
Students-$4,00 
Adults-$5,00 
Chaperones free (1 per 10 students) 

Full payment by cash, check 0 " c,'edit cat'd is 
r equired the day of your visit, PUI'c hase ol'der s 
can he an-anged prior to your' visit through the 
Group Rese,'vations Office, Groups fl'om 
underserved communities should inquir'e ahout 
redu ced admission pr'ograms, 

Educatol's : Admitt edfree, 

HOW SHOULD I PREPARE FOR OUR VISIT? 

• 
You are encouraged to visit T he Compute,' 
Museum befor e bringing yOUl' group, All educa
tors a l'e admitted free at any time, Special 
Museum orientation sess ions for groups of 
teachers are available [,'ee of cha"ge, Call (617) 
426-2800 ext. 334 for more information, 

Thr'ee wee ks before you,' group visit, we will send 
you confirmation materials, including an Educa
tional Activities Packet. The P acket pr'ovides 
materials to prepare you and you,' group for a 
visit to the Museum, The materials include an 
intr'odu ction to each of our' major exhibits, 
class,'oom idea sheets, and Museum Activity 
Sheets tha t students can wo,'k on during their 
visi t. 

CAN I ORDER THE EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
PACKET? 

• 
Yes, ad ditional E duca tional Activi ties Packe ts a re 
a lso available for order th,'o ugh The Comp u ter 
Museum Store, Call (617) 426-2800 ext. 307 0" 
send 85 ,00 per packet (check or money order 
only) to T he Computer Museum Store, 300 
Congress Street, Boston, MA 02210, 

WHAT WILL OUR VISIT BE LIKE? 

• 
When you an-ive at the Museum , your gwup will 
be met by a Visitor Assistant who will give a short 
orientation to the Museum, After the or' ientation, 
you,' group will then have the chance to explor'e 
the Museum on its own, Special p,'esenta tions and 
tour's a r'e offered periodically tlll'oughout the day, 
Check the Museum Activity Map when you r eceive 
your confirmation for the times and meeting 
places of these activities , 

Chaperones must stay with the stud ents in theil' 
group at aLI times, 

15 PARKING AVAILABLE NEARBY? 

• 
Public parking is available in a lot on Sleeper 
Street fo ro 85,00/day, F,'ee pa rking fo r buses is 
available on Northern Avenue, 

For cars and vans carrying disabled visitors, a 
limited number of parking spaces are a vailable in 
front of th e Museum, If spaces are unavailable, 
visitors ma y be dropped off in front of the 
Museum's elevator hefore the driver parks 
off- site, 

WHAT ABOUT LUNCH? 

• 
Sorry, we have no indoor eatin g facilities, but you 
may eat outside on Museum W harf benches, or on 
your bus, The McDonald's in the Museum Wharf 
building is open yea r'-round and has ind oor 
seating, Advance r ese l'vations for groups should 
be made by calling (617) 482-1746, 

T he Hood Milk Bottle on the Museum Wharf deck 
serves salads, ice cream, fr ozen yogurt, and 
beverages from April through October', 

P lan to eat before or after your visit, as there is no 
tOe-entry foro groups, 

CAN STUDENTS VISIT THE COMPUTER 
MUSEUM STORE? 

• 
Yes, we en courage visiting gr oups to browse in the 
Store, The Store offer s gifts and souvenirs related 
to compute r's, man y of whi ch are p riced under 
$3,00, E ver y 10 students must be accompanied by 
an adult supervisor when entering the Store, Due 
to space constraints, no more than 20 students are 
allowed in the Store at one time, 

Teachers can reques! 
The Computer Museum Educational Catalog 
by calling (617) 426-2800, ext,307 

Printed on recycled paper 
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PRINT 

Time Magazine 

San Jose Mercury ~ 

Popular Science 

Vall Street Journal (Boston) 

Philadelphia Inquirer 

Boston Herald 

Vorcester Telegram ! Gazette 

Espresso (Portugese gen. int.) 

BCS Update 

The Technology Vindow 

BCS- AI Newsletter 

Info Tech Quarterly 

IEEE Expert 

ELECTRONIC 

CNN Future Vatch 

VBURlNPR 

BBC HorizonlNOVA 

The New York Times 

Der Spiegel 

Newsweek 

The London Guardian 

II Corriere della Sera 

PC Laptop 

Communications of the ACH 

Computervorld 

Financial Vorld Magazine 

Harvard Computer Review 

CIO Magazine 

VGBH/Prodigy 

PBS Scientific American Frontiers 

VGBH Boston 
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fra. July 1, 1991 to Hovember 7, 1991: Highlights of Buseum Coverage 

PRINT: 

Total Circulation: 25,016,215 

ELECTIlOHIC: 

Total Impressions: 26,600,000 

PEOPLE AND COKPOTEllS OPENS 

Coverage of the PEOPLE AND COKPOTERS: Bilestones of A Revolution exhibition 
reached an audience of over seven million around the world. Highlights included 

an AP photo story which was seen as far avay as Japan, a feature in the Greek 

daily lathimerini and Germany's Der Spiegel. Other stories appeared in The 

Detroit free Press, ~ !! Clipper, The Boston Globe, The Boston Herald and the 

Harvard Information Technology Quarterly (a five page feature). 

Over 21 million people heard about the exhibit via stories on three CNN shows 

and on local TV and radio affiliates on both coasts. 

LOEBNElVTURIHG COKPETITIOH 

Stories about the upcoming Loebner Prize Competition have appeared in the Asian 

Vall Street Journal, the British publications Computer Talk, the London Guardian 

and the Daily Telegraph. future features are planned for Der Spiegel, II 

Corriere della Sera (Italy), Espresso (Portugal), Student's Computer Vorld 

(China), and the Arab daily newspaper, AI Hayat. Japanese TV and the BBC-TV 

program Horizon are also planning stories. 

The Loebner Prize has also attracted domestic press interest. The Vall Street 

Journal, The Hew York Times, Associated Press, San Jose Bercury Nevs, and The 
Boston Globe have all run advance stories. Bore than 60 people representing 30 
media outlets are covering the event including Time Bagazine, Newsveek, The New 

York Times, !!!! Vall Street Journal, 1:'he San Jose Bercury Nevs, The Philadelphia 
Inquirer, Popular Science, as vellas television crews from CNN Future Vatch,' 

I I· I--r~~ Scientific American frontiers (PBS) and elsewhere. 
I . ii' , 
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0TIIEll COVERAGE 

Other lluseUII events and activities continue to attract international news 

coverage. The liJalk-1'hrough Computer vas featured in the Japanese youth magazine 

Popeye and a visit in September fro. a Yugoslavian reporter resulted in a story 

in Deio-lloj lIiho, a Yugoslavian computer llagazine. The lIusema viII be featured 

in an upcoming story on the BBC's The lIoney Programme (the British version of 

HaCNeil-Lehrer Hews ~). 

In addition the lIuseUII vas featured in a handsome art book as "one of 80 great 

American museums." The piece included full color pictures of The liJalk-Through 

Computer and Smart llachines Gallery. Popular Science is the first publication 

this year to highlight the lIuseUJI Store's 1991 catalog in an upcoming "llhat's 

Hev· colmm. 
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So Who's ' 
Talking: . 
Human or 
Machine? 

IIyJOHNMARKOFF 

BOSTON 

I
T has been 41 years since Alan , 
M. TUring, !he British math- I 

. ematician, formulated a simple : 
: test to answer !he question, I 
' ''Can machines think?" In !he Inter- , 
venlng years sclenUsts and phlloso- ! 
phers have engaged in a sometimes , 
bitter debate over Mr. TUring's puz_i 
zJe. ' 

In one camp are those ~ beUeve ' 
that the brain Is simply a biological 
mlchlne, and that despite Its Im
mense rornplexity there 15 DO reason 
In · principle why a SUitably pro
arammed rom~r should not be 
able to mimiC II, Their opponents 
respond that !he human m lnd is In
herently ditterent from a machine 
and can never be reduced to a set 0( 
romputatlons. 

Th\J Friday at the Booton Comput
er Museum, a group of competing 
scientists and sohware designers will 
take the first major step toward an
swering the question of whether • 
romputer can convincingly mimic a 
buman. . 

SpurTed by !he establishment of a , 
$100,000 prtz.e ollered by a New Yort 
CIty philanthropl5t, Hugh Loebner, 

Boston judges will 
decide if the party on 
the line is a person. 

and with !he support of the NaUonal ' 
ScIence Foundation and the Alfred P. 
Sloan Foundation. a group 0( Judges 
will sit before 10 romputer termlnala 
a!id try to determine whether the 

' respondent at the pther end is a c!eY
er proara m or a human being. 

The prtz.e parallels similar cbaI
Iengeo. In Igsg, for I!lUlmple, David ' 
Levy, a British romputer expert and 
master chess player Who had beatm · 
ches&-playing romputers since 1968, 
was at long last defeated by a rom
pu1I!i' program called Deep Thrught, 

' designed by sclentiStl at Carnegie
Mellon Unlverslty in PIttsburgh. A: 
pru.. of $4,000 was awarded to the· 
deslgnel"L But Deep Thought',· tr1-
umph did not last long. Despite Itl 
awesome IbUity to evaluate 750,000 
thess positions per second, It .... 
defeated by the World chesI cham
pion. Gary Kasparov, in a tW<>-game. 
match on Oct. 22. 1989. ' 

Even If a world champion chesa, 
player should lose to a machine In the' 

,future, many romputer scIentists be
lieve that ,chess may offer a poor 
answer to the question Mr, TUring 
~ Deep Thought, despJte Itl 
name, is a program that dependa 
substantially on brute force to asseu, 
numerous possible chess positions, '. 
and then chooses the best on the baJII, 
of a readY'made let ef rules. Ma-, 
chines running such programs ItIII 
laCK the intuition and the creatlvlty of· 
I Kasparov and !here Is little evI-

' . Continued on Page CJ~ 
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Times 
New lurk mlntts 

Thrnklng 
Of Thinking 
The British mathematiciap 
Alan Turing, who set a test 
lor ' 'thinking'' machines, 
shown wittl a punch tape 
from the German Enigma 
code machine, wittl which 
he worked In World War Ii; 
a system of "memory" 
building on distinct 

mental objects, like a 
" person," a " cake" and 
an "apple," which must 
become active, Unked and 
meaningful in a thinking 
computer; a chesa 
'problem recently solved 
by a computer that 
required the machine 
to " think" 223 moves 
ahead; and a modem Cray 
Bu'percomput8t , 

Tlw:NewYn .......... 
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SoW~ds'That Talking: Human or Machine? 
Continued From Page Cl 

dence that such human characteris
tics will be matched with today's pro
gramming techniqu~s. 

To pass a test consisting of a 
straight-forward conversation may 
seem simple, but it could prove to be 
one of computer science's greatest 
challenges. Such a test was proposed 
by Mr. Turing In 1950 in the academic 
journal Mirid, a quarterly review of 
psychology and philosophy. 

To cut through the vexing philo
sophical debate about the mind and 
computers, he proposed a vef"i sim
ple and practical experiment that has 
come to be known as the TUring Test. 
A computer would be required to 
emulate human behavior by answer
in8 questions typed Into a computer 
terminal. If the interrogator could not. 
DOt tell whether the responses came 
from a computer or a person, then the 
computer could be said to be a truly 
thinking machine, Mr. TUring sug
gested 
'Out of the Armchair' 

the Turing T;!st prize committee, 
wrote a now-famous program qllled 
Eliza that Imitated a Rogerian psy
chologist, parrying questions and 
statements typed at a keyboard with· 
other questions. He wrote later that · 
he was alarmed to see that his stu-

. dents became captivated with the 
program and engaged In long typed, 
conversations with the system. . 

However, for very narrowly de
fined topics, like a program discuss
Ing moon rocks designed by a Har- ' 
vard researcher, programs could be 
designed that discussed their su\). . 
jects very convincing, he said 

"But If you asked It if It was better 
to make love when the moon was full, 
It couldn't have begun to struggle 
with that," he said 

Other researcherS are more opti
mistic. Hans Moravec, a roboticlst at 
the Carnegie-Mellon University, has 
argued that duplicating human intel
ligence is merely a matter of waiting 
for a macllne with the processing 
power of the h'nman brain, a machine 
that he estimates would need to be 
capable of 10 trillion calculations per 
second The most powerful of today's 

"Now Is the time to take the TUring massively parallel computers barely 
Test out of the armchair," said Oliver reach 100 billion calculations per sec-
Strlmpel, the museum's executive di- ond. · 
rector. But he acknowledged that 
many unknowns would still have to be $1,000 .In 203e 
faced and said that Friday's first But such a 10 terafiop machine - a 
attempt would be only a partial test. terafiop Is a trillion calculations per 

He said rapidly increasing com put- second _ might be priced at $10 
erprocesslng power and several dec- million as a supercomputer In 2010, 
ades of experience In artificialintelll- Mr. Moravec has written. And by 
gence research had made this a good extrapolating the failing cost of com-
time to pose such a challenge. But at . C.ll. _t .. Tho New Yorit TIm. puting power, he predicts that the · 
the same time he said that the first Hugh Loebner, New York phil:lnthropist, ia offering $100,OOO'in contest. same machine will be available as a 
round of the TUring Test would not be supported by National Science Foundation and Sloan Foundation to $1,000 personal computer by 2030. .' 
the open-ended challenge that was The social consequences of TUring 
originally proposed because it is gen- . determine whether computer programa can imitate human responaea. programs have been explored In . 
erally acknowledged that today's some depth by Verner Vinge, a com- i 
computers could never pass such a to mimicking a human will be only puier SCientist at California State : 
triaL h b· $1,500. University at San Diego who Is also a , 

Instead the computer-human con- Is the uman raut But the organizers of the contest science fiction writer. In his 1987 novo' 

;' 

versatlons will be limited to a partlc- said.they planned to Increase the cash eI "True Names," Mr. Vinge specu- : 
ular subject chosen by each pro- ~erent1y different award each year. They said that lated on what would happen It vast ,,' , ' 
gram's designer to .Improve the odda - eventually an open-ended TUring Test computing power and speed was add-
for the machines. A limited discus- from a collection of would be undertaken and that If a ed to today's data networks. The re-
sion might be restricted to grocery computer system passed the test, the suit, he suggested, would be a class of . 
shopping. the weather, or personal computer chips? ' SIOO,OOO would be awarded and the ; programs that could easily pass the : 
health, Dr. Strimpel said. Questions prize would be abolished. ' . Turing Test, and be used by thel~ : . 
keyed In by the judges over a three- Dr. Loebner ill president of Crown . creators .. to mask their activities ' 
hour period must be answered by the : Industries Inc" • theatrical equI~ while they electronically "traveled!' 
programs In normal language. ' ment manufacturing company in from computer. to computer in a Del- . 
. To be successful, a TUring program . lion bytes--of' Information and about ~ East Orange, 'N.l. He said he had worIL : 
must not only understand the struc- · 100 million statements. A byte Is a offered the prize to encourage people "I appreciate the underlying (ear i 
cure of the English language, but also ' string of ones and zeros that contains to design machines that could pass and uneasiness that these programs 1 
grasp subtle differences in meiming : the basic Information processed by the test and to further the scientific create," he said. At the same time he 
aod cope with ambiguous questions. digital computers. . understanding of thinking and com-. also noted that he was concerned that ., 
The programs will also require what ~ Several weeks ago the Computer plex human behavior, . ' by holding a TUring Test contest pub- : , :/ 
artificial intelligence researchers re- ' Museum ' chose the judges for the IIc perceptions of What computers': 
fer to as a "knowledge base," a com-I coming test by placing an advertise- Knowin& but Not Sa~ can do might again be dlstorted as: 
plete set of facts that a human would i ment in a Boston newspaper, speclt!- Passing the Turing Test would be, they were before the advent of per- : 
be expected to know, ' : cally ruling out those who have any ' an extraordinary milestone In human sonal. computt)rs. While PC's demy ... 

. specialized expertise In computers or . history, said Dr. Robert Epstein, dl- ' tified the power of computers for , _ , 
Gaplio Comp~ artlflcl'al Intelligence research. The A . he 'd, bef ........ . rector emeritus of the Cambridge most mencans, sal ore UJC . 

Computer scientists have recently contest itself will be more like a chess Center for Behavioral Studies, which '1980's many people held compull!n ill: 
made significant progress In what II tournament than a boxing match. Is administering the contest: fear or In aWe. . • . 
referred ·to as "natural IBngWlge." The judges will be placed In a room . But a number of scientists saki . In 1950, Mr, TUring, who helped 
Programs that understand simple . ' with the 10 terminals, which will be j they were skeptical that a computer crack German codeS in World War n . 
English phrases have been available ' connected through telephone lines to i would every be able to pass the test. ' and was responsible for developina : .. 
on personal computersJor a number the computers that are running the : Roger Penrose, a mathematician,_ some of the theoretical principles of < 
01 years. But these programs also! TUring Test programs.: Although argued in his 1989 book, "The Emper- modem computing, wrote that he ; 
stumble easily, failing to comprehend : more than 130 programs have been or's New MJnd," that human thought hoped that .machines would eventuaI- 1,1. 
many statements that even children I entered in the contest, the organizers would always remain inacc,essil>le to Iy compete with humans in all purely .. 
construe correctly. A computer pro- : will only say that a.t least .2 of the 10 computers. , .: ..... intellectual fields. But he was per-' 
gram might be easily confused by . terminals will be running programL "Certainly the substan~ (If the · plexed by where to apply such ma
information that humans take for , The others will be controlled by hu- mind is not computable," said ~bseph' chines first. Teaching computers to -
granted; for example, that a child Is ; man "confederates." Weizenbaum, a cOmputer scientist at . play was a good first step, he argued, 
always younger than Its parent. , An audience will be able to watch the Massachusetts Institute ot Tedi- , . but possibly a better approach mlgh~ _ 

-\ 

t 
, .. :. 

Researchers at the Microelectron-; the contest on large-screen teleV1- : nology. "We're all"lhe end prixl.lic:ts· of. be to equip .them with the best "sense .. 
ics and Computer Technology Corpo- · slons In another room. A Scientific our entire history, and huni.aJ) .~.lStory , organs that money could buy" and -. 
ration have been trying to buil~ a : American columnist, A. K. Dewdney, Is not fully discoverable ill-Iailguage. : then ' teach them to understand and 
program with a common-sense ' will act as a Howard Cosell-style We all know a lot that we can't say, or speak English. , . ; r . 
knowledge base equivalent to that of commentator during the match. by writing it down in nota~ian." It should be possible to teach a 
a young child. The project, which Is thIS year, since this Will be only a Twenty-five years ago, Dr. Weizen- . machine much the same way a child 
expected to be completed In 1994, will '- limited TUring Test, the cash prize . baum, who Is one of nine !Dember of Is taught, he wrote. _ 
' ventually Include as much as a blI- . for the computer ~t comes . closetst 

,. 
./ 
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'Talking' 
·compute~s , 

put to . 
the test 

By Adrian Berry 
Science Correspondent 

A £100,000 prize awaits the 
first person who can teach a 
computer to hold an unre· 
stricted intelligent 
conversation. . 

The prize, put up by New 
York philanthropist Dr Hugh 
Loebner, is unlikely to be won 
before the turn of the cent-.lry 
- but next week a test will be 
held to see just how close the 
programmers have come. 

The Turing Test was 
devised by the Bri:ish com· 
puter pioneer Alzn Turing in 
1950, but it is only now that 
computers are sufficiently 
advanced to put his idea into 
practice. 

Turing predicted that by : 
the year 2000 a successful : 
human· machine conversation I 
might go like this: -
HUMA11I: Please write me a son· 
·"et on the Forth Bridge. 
CJMPL'TER: Count me out on 
thi' one. ! never could write 
poetry. 
H: In the first line of Shake· 
speare's sonnet which reads: 
"Shall I compare thee to a 
summer's day?" would not a i 
'spring day' do as well or 
better? 
C: It wouldn't scan. 
H: How about a "winter's 
day"? That would scan all 
right. 
C: Yes, but nobody wants to be 
compared with a winter's day. 
H: Would you say !\Ir Pick· 
wick reminded you of 
Christmas? 
C:lnaway. 
H: Yet Christmas is a winter's 
day, and I do not think Mr 
Pickwick would mind the 
comparison.; 
C: I don't think you're serious. 
Bya winter's day one means a 
typical winter's day, rather 
than a special one like 
Christmas. 

Next week, in the Boston 
Computer Museum, a panel 
of judges will "talk" to a bank 
of computers. As they key in 
their questions, at least two 
computers will be thinking 
for themselves and at least 
two will be controlled by con· 
cealed humans - but the 
judges will not know which. 

If the judges are deceived 
by a genuine computer into 
believing they. are talking to a 
human, then its programmer 
will win i bronze medal. 

Turing led the wartime 
cracking of the German 
Enigma code at Bletchley 
Park. A homosexual, when 
the practice was illegal, he 
committed suicide in 1954 by 
eating a poisoned apple. 

THE (LONDON) DAILY TELEGRAPH 
November 2, 1991 
eire: 1.5 million 
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Can computers think like hUf'!lans? John' Charlton checks out the artificial intelligence test 

Machines "meet Mastermind 
, , 

, C OMPUTE~ games He refuses to give details of 
, take on a serious entrants' submissions, or 

.' dimension in No- even where they come from. 
, ," 'vemberwhen'10"" '---Alllcansayls'wehad'l30 

contestants meet ina test to requests for entry forms 
decide if machines can think from the US, Europe, Great 
like us. Although the answer Britain and the Soviet Union, 
is certainly not, tJle organis- but none from Japan. The 
ers of the event, the Turing submissions are in and the 
Test, are confident tbat 10 finalists will be informed 
within 10 to 20 years a sys- by September IS. Even then 
tem will pass this electronic we won't reveal the finalists' 
litmus test. identities, or their topics; we 

The contest will be held at don't want the judges intlu· 
the Computer Museum in • enced in anyway." 
Boston, Massachusetts, on The original test was set 
November 8. The prize is out by Turing In.a paper, 
$1,500, plus a medal bearing Computing Machinery and 
a likeness of British comput· Intelligence, in the philo
ing legend Alan Turing, after sophical journal Mind in ()c. 
whom the test is named. tober 1950. He said that if a 
New York tycoon Dr Hugh computer, on the basis orits 
Loebner, a computer butT written replies, could not be 
who runs a restaurant sup- distingUished from a human 
ply business, is sponsoring respondent, then "fair play 
the competition, which will would oblige one to say that 
become an annual event. it must be thinking." 

Loebner Is also offering Turing, who committed 
$100,000 to the fll'St com· suicide in 1954, thought it 
puter system - or at least, to would take about 50 years 
its owners - which passes before computers could be 
the test in all its partiCulars. programmed so well that 
Once that happens the com· they could fool interrogators 
petition will be abolished. into believing them human. 

This momentous decision But the test bas been up-
will be in the hands of a jury dated. "We have changed the 
of distinguished American test as Turing would have 
computer scientists, psychol· done if he were alive," com· 
ogists and philosophers, . ments Epstein. "Each entry 
aided by "lay" judges will take the form of two 
selected from a cross section terminals controlled by com· 
of Bostqn society. ' puters and two by people. 

The orgaDiser, Dr Robert Judges have to decide which 
Epstein, executive director • is which and rank them in 
of the Cambridge Center for order of humanness." 
Behavioral Studies, Massa· Only the terminals will be 
chusetts, is saying very little in the competition ball. 
about the entrants, in the in· Human and computer con· 
terests of objective judging. trollers wlll be linked via 

remote lines, from their 
"home bases." 

Professor Donald Michie, a 
former coUeague"ofTuring"' 
and chief scientist at the 
Turing Institute, Glasgow, 
believes the competition will 
be worthwhile and will "give 
stimulus and focus to 
relevant research". 

He says the Loebner Com· 
mittee will be testing two 
things, "one of great philo- . 
sophical interest and the 
other oC commercial interest: 
firstly, machine representa· 
tions oCthe day·to-day world, 
and the exercise of simple, 
commonsense reasoning 
aboutit. And secondly, the 
abWty to convert meanings 
into intelllgible and con· 
vincing natural language . 
discourse, and to understand 
the meaning of the interro
gators' questions in terms of 
the systems' stored 
representations". 

Although Michie doesn't 
think today's systems luive 
any chance of passing the 
Turing Test, he says "Turing 
wou~ have followed [the 
competition) eagerly and 
with a sense offtm.1 have no 
doubt that, had he lived, he 
would be busy trying to 
program a machine for the 
competition himself". 

Judges will spend 18 min· 
utes at each terminal inter· 
rogating who or whatever is 
at the other end and trying to 
decide if it's human or 
machine. The range oftopics 
to be "discussed" will be 
kept very narrow, otherwise 
the machines would not 
stand a chance. "For 

instance Uyou bad the topic 
of clothes," explains Epstein, 
'"the question 'What sort ~ 
elotbes does George Bush ' 
wear?' opens the field, and 
humans would do well, and' 
computers wouldn't," 

This is the weak point of 
the event, as Dr Peter 
Marcer, chairman of the 
British Computer Society's 
Cybernetics Group, points 
out. "By sticking to very 
restrictive fields of knowl· 
edge, computers perform 
extremely welL 

"In fields lilie chess, com· 
puters perform in a com· . 
pletely dlJferent way from 
expert players: they use 
massive computing power to 
look far ahead when decid· 
ing on a move. Players think 
differently. 

"I don't really believe com· 
puters can be creative in the 
same way as human beings, 
some of whom have solved 
so-called insoluble problems 
- though 1 admit computers 
can assist humans to be . 
creative," he adds. 

There will at least be a 
competition winner. Judges 
will rank terminals accord· 
ing to how "humanlike" 
their performance has been. 
The highest ranked com.: 
puter-controlled entry wins. 

"We doubt very much that 
the highest ranking com· 
puter entrant will beat 
humans," but "I'm most opti· 
mistic we might achieve that 
in 10 to 20 years," says Dr 
Epstein. "When a computer 
passes the test it will be an 
extraordinary milestone (n 
human history," 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Chip off the Old Block 

Ie g;ant Un;vac I and the an
cient Whirlwind on display at The 
Computer Museum in Boston bear 
little resemblance to today's desktops 
and' laptops. Yet these multiroom
size machines are the ancestors of 
the modern computer and form part 
of the mu seum's newest permanent 
exhibit. "People and Computers: 
Milestones of a Revolution ." Tracing 
the computer's 45-year history with 
lifelike displays of nine milestones in 
its evoluti on, the highly interactive 
exhibit leads you through a series of 
historical "time tunnels." As you 
proceed, the computer shrinks in 
size: from early 15-ton behemoths to 
small desktop machines and the 
miniaturized chips embedded in 
everyday electronic devices. 

The milestones are fun and infor
mative. The Whirlwind, a military 
computer of the 1940s, is on display 
at milestone 2, where you can prac
tice firing World War II artillery 
shells on a simulator. In milestone 3, 
Walter Cronkite predicts Eisenhow
er's 1952 landslide election victory 
using the Univac 1. and you can ex
plore the sto rage of information in 
the first magnetic core memory. A 

.. 1960s model IBM 360 proce?ses in
surance claims at milestone 5, where 
after listening to the museum's top 
J 0 cla ss ic computer sto ries you can 
ad d tales of your own. Moving on, 
you pass through the early 1970s 

into milestone 6, where computers 
had become small enough to be 
wheeled into an operating room to 
assist in brain surgery, or to fit into 
the lighting booth at the Shubert 
Theatre in New York. You can see 
Broadway's first computer-controlled 
li ghting board (from A Chl'TUS LiI1t» 
and try your hand at stage' lighting. 

The later milestones bring you to 
the present day. Milestone' 7's late 
1970s Cray-l supercomputer is 
shown predicting the weather at the 
European Center for Medium Range 

The 5,OOO-square-foot 
exhibit joins the hugely 
popular Walk-Through 
Computer as another 
first for the museum. 
Forecasts in Reading, Engia nd . Here, 
you also can run test calculations to 
see how computing speeds jumped 
4,000- fold in 30 years . At milestone 
8, early versions of the fami liar mi
crocomputers are on di splay, and 
you can design, print ou t and take 
home a postcard at a desktop pub
li shing display. The final milestone 
summarizes much of the preceding 
information and lets you compare 
the size, weight and pov\'er of many 
computers. An Animatron-a robot
ic mannequin-recalls the history of 
the computer. surrounded by the lat
est computerized gadgets in a mock
up electronics shop. 

The $ 1 million, 5,000-square foot 
exhibit joins the hugely popular 
Walk-Through Computer as another 
first for The Computer Museum, 
turning the sometimes forbidding 
world of modern data processing 
into an exciting, en lightening adven
ture. The exhib it is undersritten by 
the National Endowment fo r the Hu
manities, and includes equipment 
and software donated bv a number 
of major computer com'pa nies , most 
of which a re regular contributors to 
th e mu seum. For info rma tion, call 
(6 J 7) 426-2800. The Comouter Mu 
seum is located on Museu~ WharL 
300 Congress Street. Bos\(J n . Admis
sion is $6; students and sc:nio rs , 55 . 

I ........... "" C U ....... ~'.., n ll 
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George.Adarns of Farmington, Mich., and his daughter Kate, left, look at function keys on an oversized keyboard at the exhibit in 
Boston. \' . . 
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I(EYING IN ON HISTORY 
Exhibit shows how 
for computer has 
come in 50 years 
By RICK RATLIFF 
Free Press Business Writer 

BOSTON - Remember the 
1950s, when computers were 
electronic brains that some day 
would take over the world? Re- . 
member the '60s, when some 
feared automation would steal 
their jobs while others dreamed 
of getting a robot to mow the 
1a ? . wn. 

A new exhibit at the nation's 
only computer museum not only 

. reminds us how far we've come 
in our thinking about these think
ing machines, it also suggests 
how far we have to go. 

Today, many people consider 
the computer not a disturbing 

/ 
high-tech job-snatch- Harbor, th_e_~t-
er but a tootto amplify THE et...,MU$t\!IU is best 
our brains, making us ""f. \\T U ~ l: known for its walk
more productive by l U If c · through computer, a 
allowing us to do more . M . simulated desktop ' 
things at once. YOUR '· unit complete with 

This change in at- I ~I'[&J~ )lllt.... keyboard and a ~-
Btude reflects the de- h . ' l 1], l' " Jshaped device to con-
centralization, and de- trol the cursor, blown ' 

. mystification, of the . up to 50 times normal 
computer. The large air-condi- size. It is common to see kids . 
tioned machines ~t spoke sprawled across the massiye 
through terminals to specially . track ball and pushing with all 
trained technicians have yielded . their might against the giant 
to little boxes that chatter away keys. . . 
on desktops. Yet even the lowli- nus month marks the Wth 
est PC has more processing pow~ anniversary of the year m~ in- . 
er aIJd memory than the three- . 
room monster of 40 years ago. troduced the mM PC, which be

came the sin~le . ~Qst Popwar 
computer on Ainencan desktops. 
That anniverSary is the excuse 
for "People and Computers: 

But somehow, a nagging 
question remains: if we didn't · 
understand the impact of com· 
puters over the past five decades, . 
what makes us think we under- . 
stand it any better today? 

Located on th.e edge of Boston 

Milestones of a Revolution." 
The $1 nilllion display covers 

almost a mile of winding space on 
the top floor of the museum. It 

uses interactive video technol
ogy, automatons and all sorts of 
seeable and, in some cases, 
touchable artifacts to' convey 
.computer history over the past 
50 years. 

. It is hard not to laugh at the 
images of cold-hearted robots 
taking over people's jobs, of ear
nest experts warning that com
puters would give us the curse of 
too much leisure time. There are 
snippets of Porky Pig car1Q6ns 
.and episodes of the "Monkees" 
and "Twilight Zone" all showing 
people as victims of these myste
rious machines. 

One display shows a punch
car"d Ina1:hine that clerks used to 
get financial aid to millions during 
the Great Depression. Nearby 
touch screens show 1930s news
reel coverage of such a device in 
operation. Those were the hum
ble beginnings of an era with the 

See COMPUTER, Page 5C ~ 



··Exhibit prorIles history of computer 
COMPUTER, from Page 4C . ~.; theCOJilputer on every desk. Though 

. .. . .... -_, these maclUnes became amaz-
catchphrase: '''Do not fold, spindle Or ingly powerful - with Macintosbes 
.mutilate." . . ,,'. J;leing used to publish student newspa-

· . An exhibit on computing in the . pers in ,California and IBM PCs to 
19405.incJ\1des a portion of the Whirt-. operate horse racetracks in Hong 

· ~ computer, ~eJoped by the Mas-', ,.J(ong. The final segment of the ~lay' 
, . sa~\.lsetts, Institute of Technology, shows how 'lD1CI'oprocessor brains of 

, '. '. which filled three rooms, Cost $5 mil- Pes are found in everything from 
lion and. was intended to help the spac:esbips to toasters. 
mi1i~ deal with national air defense~ : . The downside of aD this, said Oliver 
A nearby tauch-sCreen sbows te1evi-' . Strimpel, -executive c:tirector of the 

. siori news pioneer Edward R. MurrOw . musewn, may be that by making us 
$.Skini.aquestion of the maChine •.... :' less dependent on one another, com-

'.' '. The 19~05 ~ shows a portion ~ters are increasing individual'isola
of Univac I, one of .the first commer-' tion. And computerized databases, 
~ available Computers, which Gen.' !'~~ phone maclUnes and mail
era1 Electric used to control inventory. mg lists are at the center of concerns 

By the 196'05, programming Ian- about personal privacy. 
guages .like Fortran· and Cobol -were - "No doubt our names are spinning 
standardized, computers became e&- . around on several data base discs at 

· sential tools of big business, and tran- this very moment," be said. 
sistors began to push down the cost of .And whether they are working for 
the hardware. . . '.: '. good or evil, computers are wormg 

The 19705 display shows comPut- faster, he said, doubling in speed and 
en helping man get to the moon, memory every year and a half. More 
assistin,g in hospital operating rooms power ultimately will enable our com
and synchronizing lights for Broadway' puters to do more things, to both listen 
musicals. The '70s also marked the .tousandtalktousinveryhumanways. 
dawn ,of an age of super computers" ''People today think there is a limit 
remarkably powerful machines that . to what'the computer can do," said 
create elaborate mOdels of the planet;s . Strimpe1. "People think, 'The comput- . 
atmOsphere to predict the weather " er can n~ver write poetry. It can never . 
computing in minutes problems that- have an original thought. It can never 
would pr~vious1y have taken thousands be as smart as we are.' . 
of years had anyone dared to attempt : "We.ll, it's only a matter of time." 

The visitor gets to inspect a So maybe that 1950s vision wasn't 
I, . the blue, horseshoe-sbaped so far off after aD. . 

n1!>,.h,nA that came to symbolize super This is the second of a five-part 
. series prrwiding perspective 10 years . 

the 1980s marked ~. era of after the Personal computer revolution. 
'" 4.' .~ 

PETER MORlWljSpecial to the Free Press 

Spectators stand in the video archway at the entrance to the "People and 
Computers" exhibit at the Computer Museum in Boston. 
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Computers 
and the minds ' 

that made them ' 

By Lawrence Edelman 
GLOBE STAJo'F 

The folks at the Computer Museum have always had a knack 
for making computers understandable. even for technophobes 
who still haven't figured out how to set the clock on their VCRa. 

Since setting up shop seven years ago in a renovated wool 
warehouse on B08ton's Waterfront, the museum has showcased 

"M, . ..,. . , machines that made computer _ _ ' . . ;, • __ . ~f: history.expiaindedhowcom
h
- -

puters work an explored ow 
they've changed our world. 
These exhibits have been en
tertaining and enlightening, 
especially the Walk-Through 
Computer, a two-story person
al computer that goes a long 
way toward demystifying a 
machine that sits atop some 50 
million deska in this country 
alone. 

But what the museum h .. 
lacked is 8 comprehensive dis
play that weaves together the 
threads of hisLory, technology 
and culture that make up the 

.... ~r.a. fabric of our computer-driven 
- ~ society. Until now,that is. Its 

o-C-'"<_.....,..paIt."tIIe ........... ~·-._.__ ...... --.. .....,--
CI,.. 

newest exhibit, "People and 
Computers," accomplishes just 

COMPUTERS, Page 10 

GlOOE S TAFF ptt(HOI DAVID l . Il'YAN 

A video montage showing clips 'rom tbe '30s onwanllntroduces the "People and Computers" exhlbll at tbe Computer Museom. 

Computer.s and the minds that made them 
• COMPUTERS 
Continued from Page 6 
that. 

"This is the exhibit that the mu
seum was created to produce, tt says 

. Gregory Welch, who directed the dl>
.ign and construction of the $1 mil
lion exhibition, which opened late 
last month. Welch says "People and 
Computers" will serve as the muse
um's centerpiece for at least five 
·years. 

From the Great Dep ..... ion to 
the current recession, the exhibit 
presents groundbreaking machines 
of the computer era. The first is 
Whirlwind, which took up the better 
part of three rooms at the Maas
achu.'!etts I .. titute of Technology in 
the early 19f>Os. The show wraps up 
with the IBM Personal Computer. 
whose arrival in 1981 brought desk
top comput.e~ into the mainstream, 
and microwave ovens and other con
sumer items that are controlled by 
the same kind of microchips that 
make the PC poosible. 

The relentless advance toward 
smaller yet more powerful computr 

ers is easy for ail to see. But the real 
beauty - and innovation - of "People 
and Computers" is the way it rIXes 
the machines in the broader context 
of the times in which they were dl>
veloped and of the way they influ
enced those times. 

"It brings a social and historic 
perspective that has been miasing 
from the museum and from most ex
hibitions of computers." says How
ard P. Segal. profeasor of science 
and technology hisLory at the Uni
versity of Maine and member of an 
academic panel that helped define 
the exhibit's themes and content. 

The exhibit is laid out like a 
"time tunnel," complete with an en
try arch formed from 18 video 
screens. They playa OO-second mon
tage of fil m clips and graphics that 
begins in the 19308, when New Deal 
programa forced the government to 
find more efficient ways to manage 
bureaucracy, and travels to the pres
enL Throughout the exhibit, video •• 
pictures, text and mlll'ic art' lI~prl 
imaginatively to set the hiAtoriCaJ 
and social backdrop (or various 

breakthroughs in computing. 
One sLop along the way is a re

creation of the computer room at a 
big General Electric plant in Louis
ville, Ky., where in the 1950s the 
company relied on the Universal 
AuLomatic Computer, better known 
as Univac, to control inventories of 
millions of parts. The era is recalled 
with the help of Bill Haley and the 
Comets singing "Rock Around the 
Clock." and a video clip of Election 
Night 1952, when a Univac predicted 
EiBen hower's victory in TV coverage 
hosted by, of course, Walter Cron
kite. 

But more evocative of the period 
may be the computer room ilBelf, a 
decidedly low-tech-Iooking place 
"Iuipped with a drah gray metsl 
'desk on which the Univac's operat
ing console sits. And the console -
with ita knobs, switches and nashing 
lights - looks more like a prop out of 
a B-grade sci-fi flick than the pio
neering machine it was back then. 

A highlight of the exhibit comes 
when the heavily scientific/military 
bent of computing in the 1940s 

through the 1960s gives way Lo more 
creative uses in the early 1970s. 
Digital Equipment's PDP-8 mini
computer is shown in a hospital op
erating room, controll ing equipment 
that identifies brain tissue (or a sur
geon, and back.,tage on Broadway 
orchestrating the lighting of" A Cho-
rus Line." .. 

"A perfect use for a computer," 
says Gordon Perelman, who d'e
signed the lighting system while h~ 
was teaching at the University Df 
North Carolina. 

The r&-ereation of the theater'. 
lighting station - erected against a 
red brick wall with metal fuse box . 
and black rotary telephone - oon
trasts nicely with the antiseptic, 
"200I"-like feel of the next sLopping 
point in the exhibit, a Cray super
computer at a weather forecasting 
center in England. 

The exhibit was underwritten b~ 
the National Endowment [or the 
HumanitieR. Corporate sponsors in
cluded Digital and Internatio~ 
BURineM Machines. ; ~ 
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E~tl pA.tntl~ buo Jlcinwc:;: avo ntpinoTo tVT6c; TOU CPU, no· 
OpwnolJoPtfla pOl-inOT YO npo. pa~aAw'. BAtnc!!; nWe; KOI one
ono80uvva ytvvf!oOu"'(lJt 110' nou P'1olVouv Kal nou nave Q • 

TooPi610 kGI 6AAa tpyaAclallol 06'1'1lt<;. Evo o'lapolJ\Mo 8to· 
~~".,.,;:"~iiii;;~"''''';;'''~ • "Ac.K1POWlJul. ,ou ... ~_lYQ=-.po ... O pAllch Kapor. KUPIOC IJ~' 

pwpo.popnaT. To noI61tou<;. toxoe;;,lTIC: LOl~S, Clyol ° kU' 
AoTClo 1t6nwc;. m.a q Maxell ptac; tpnvtuOTr,c; Kol xp.,,,oto: 
to clxt oPllll6 to lIalooK£ua. 66t11( tou ecoP.OllKOU O~tou 
OJaOGut6Kaltoxpl)CJ1IIOnol0u- cltetlJCnO(;. ~101XIOt ru:plnQl1 

oc Otl( &1Q~r1lJlotU; tI1(. ytQ YO tva EllOl0P~UpiO &OAOpIO. 
10M" llIY nolb1l1tO tCI)V &t. H £pnctplO &Ivai ouvapna 
OattedV ~. lowe; Trt 8UJS601£ 0l1K010l11: Mia 1t01 6tv txEI( 
tr) OX"",6 np6oc;paTl"j oUTiJ 1I"jV lK~v0T1!'O va OUlOOPI' 

&IO'~IJIDTI· :o~v:c~: !:U:o~~t'~~v~C 
Eyo GUo tltecpa IOU Meu· VlWVOV10( TI"j'" ""'1,,0110 101' 

:,~:i' _0010 :n~,op, !~n_~'oy80,_ KO"mOUltp. 6i6ovtOt; oou Jr.'. 
~ ",ouooi08~0t) 611 tvIVO~ A ..... 

~~~1~y~::t'01~~~01 nxpQ~r;,~.~o-01 nOultloe;;. 
... ., ... AIOOaVtoOl1000 IJIKP6c; II: 

ntnou"c 1I.081l~tplvciIc;. Kat btv aO'lilJovtoc;:. rupw OOU 00\" 
~tpoupc 'fl ~txvalJc) btl TOue; XWc; ovopooP~vouv nOIJr.o)..\ 

~I.TOil·UITO; Qt lUll a.to r,; a;(Jm·tlr; rUI' l'OI'Dr;fll' "tlUntlHJIII1Tl" end (lwl/,xa nO; IV .ltUflll(lyia 
Y'Y"'TlRim' 1'.Tu).fJy,m,i. 

XPll011J0nOlupt. 6nwc; 6tov C7Il- 1101 noAuxP<&tpo t,pwtOll.;O A€: 
IttiJvou~t to T'lAtqlCl.lvO 1\ IIi:!· XOpolllnpte; ASCII nou lPC 
voupe av6AIl~'1 XP'lpoTWV ona xouv nuptlwWc: ana 6w KO 
aUlb~ota ouvaA).oJl.nl,no ptu· an6 IItl. dEv npoAopaivtl<; l' VOUPYII::t:; yvtilottC; VIa noMO 

6p6po. 
To MouotiD ~tltivnot IJt ~Ia 

&&tp£a TaU Ken Olsen. IbPUIOU 
tfle;; DEC. opxuc;6: TO 1974. Ot 
Ouvtpyooia pt 10V Bob Ever· 
en. oTav towoov 'axtMv an6 
to oKDuni6.0) TOV aMoTt ntpl
'P'lIlO, oYKw6'1 unoAoYloTti tou 
MJ.T .• tOV ~tVOptvO Whirl· 
wind, AC~Il nou O'IPoivtl -oi· 
",ouvot:; ~ aVt~OOlpoPlAoc;;" 
Me tOV Whirlwtnd we; npWlo til:· 
etlJa.tOV 10uAlo 1982. i6puoav 
to Mouotio nA'lPOIPOPI'litc; 
11le; BOOT~VI1'. ITIl OTIUCPIV~ 
lOU eCG11 BpiOKtTOI ono TO 
NotllPPIO TaU '84. .n6.Aol 
nOT£-. YlO TTlV nA'lpotpopllt~. 

H cAn QIIPOVIo'l '101 11 61(no· 
~1'1 TWV tll.etlJ01WV TaU Mou· 
adou, nou nto ... tl5,3oo T,~ .. Ot 
Tpia nOTwlJOla. txtl eva OKo
no: TO nwt:; aKpl~WC; tmOpouv 
01 unoAoVlotce: 0111 {wil pac;. 
Ixt06v 100 one to nOlJno~).o 
tllOtU010 lOU tiVQI oA~"At· 
vr.pya. li'1Aolul. 01 CllIo ... tntte: 
- nou civol kupiWC; viOl QV
Opwnol- "nopouv va nOl';' 
oouv Konolo Itoupni ti va 110-
YOUV Ktnt oUo KOI va bouv 
ltonOIO onotcAc:ollO ti va IKO' 
vOI101i]nouv 11(111010 10~ nno· 
piu ItlOio [luAnV11116vu 01 u
no~oVlolte: ~JIIOPOUV va UO, 
Tr'I Xopioouv. 

To Mouodo tXtl rma IJtva· 
Ate: oiOouotC; tlt9C1101WV. o· 
"'POOlT1PI0 yla 275 0101'0 1t0l 

Iloyo<1 OVOIIV'lOllItWV OVTIKr.I· 
ptvwv. Extl ntpinou 40 unoA· 
A~AOUt:; KOI Cl'1oiwc; 10 tnlOltt· 
movlOI 10uAcXIOTOV 150.000 
OTOUO. £1\ TWV onoiwv ntpinou 
TO 40% tival poBlllte; KOI 
anoubo01Cc:. Mt npounoAoVl· 
OIJO TPIWv £KOloPlJupiw ... 60-
).opiwv 10 Xpovo. ptyo IJtpoc; 
ltdV cf.Obw ... l0U BvoivtI ono 10 
61':",ldl.010 floiJi'lnu. FXr.1 
OpWC; Kal OUV6POIJ'llt(. ntpl· 
nou 150 lJtvoAt( t lOlpice: n).rt· 
pOqloplKilt:; nou ouPpoUOUY 
OIKOVO" .. I.Wt:. 

Evoc;: oUoe; ollon~ tou 
Mouotiou OU10U civat -va tk' 
nOlbcutl KOI YO tJJnvttl- TOUe; 
vioue;; p6.Mov. npo<: tptte; ka· 
ltu8uvocte: kupiWC;: T,,'" lOla. 
PIK~ o~!AI~~. ,~ Ot)~Opl.~ te· 
xvoAoyio KOI TIC; tqlOPl.lovtc;: 
TI)~ nA~pOIPOPIK~~. 000. oopo
pe OT"Iv 10TOPIKti t~tAI~'1 Tl1e: 
tmOT~IJ'1C: (nou eo v6pi(' KO' 
vtiC; 6" eo tnptnt va ti\'ol 0 
p6v~ TOPEO( nou eo tvine",t
pt tva Ilouotio -6tv aA'l' 
e,ut!, 6pwc:, tV npOKtlptvW), 
to Mouatio npoolJloTo have 
tl61K~ tKetm'l nou ovo\.l601rt· 
Kt -Av9pwnol '101 Vno.\oY1· 

OTav Kavti~ ~IAotl VIa 
~auotio OKt!pTtTal OTl 
aa!paAw~ ntp1tXti tKOt· 
~aTO, ~ ~AIKia TWV a· 
noic,lY tival onwo~i)noTt 
100 tTWV KOIOVIo). H nA~· 
POOPOPIKi) O~Io)~, tXtl 
KOO' oAo ~IKi) T~~ KAi~o· 
Ka ~laxpovlKi)~ t~tAi· 
~tlo)~. Evo~ q~tpoAaVlo· 

KO~ Xpovo~ (365 ~~t· 
Pt~) OT~ ~Io)i) T~~ nA~po· 
!pOPIKi)~ aVTlOTOIXti Ot 
20, TouAoXIOTOV, avOpw. 

mvo XPOVIO. 

01tc;:-. ntpltxtl 6tiYP010 ltdV 
oAA.ott oYK06tO'1Q1WV IJ"IXa· 
VI'IIJOTWV (mamlrames) nou 
xptla(ovtov ttpOOltt(. kAIPO' 
lI<O\.lCVtc: oiOouot( pt untpu· 
IIIwlJtvo poOpa. 

To Mounr.io 1i6" oPVO ... ';'vtl 
Elbl'l~ hOr:oll OUYXP~VI\JV till' 
lpanc(jwv KOI oUWY unoAoYI
OlWV. Ikon6c; ''1<; 90 tival va 
tnl6tlKYUCI llC oOlPlivtlo TI a
II.PIPciM; pnoPOUUt va KcivouJ.lt 

pt tva KOllmOUttp. ant«; 10 
ypolllllJO IIt1lJtvWV. Kal nWe; c· 
ntlUvxaVtlal auto IJt TO tpya· 
Aclo nou ACytlOI Kopnlouup. 
TI tiVOI tva "I).""POV'ltO AOYI
OTIKO qlUUo KDt TUix; OKPIpWc; 
tnO~pY~Tal o"'Pdo opoa· 
p .... Kal 6.TI lIMo XPl\olllo 
pnopti KDVti( va IUivtl pt to 
.aTIIM~Ao np6ypo~~ •• 61101( 
TO YPOqltKa. Tte; t",KoIYbJYic~ 
pt IJOVTCP 1101 noUlI 6Ua. 

OAa OUlo. eo tmb£llIvuOYtal 
cn'1povtpIl aun; ol8ouoa TOU 
~l?1:'l?~iC?':J: p~ tp~no onA~: 
tUXP'l010 1101 anoAuTa KotO
VO'1lo. KOITO '1AtKTPOVllto. nOI' 

OTOU. To Atv6"cva AlMs nou va npwl06tic;. npoono8t:C: v~ 
OXt60Y bAee; 01 tpont(te; oil· .0IlOe: npoe; bAte; TIe; IIQltU' 
ptpO txOUV. AUTO nou ~p. 9uvotle;. Io ... va tlxte: ",otIC 
vouv neVToxiAlopa 'f! t'''OOO- ADI 010 ni"", ptpoe;; lOU .. ccpa 
66Aapo. atqy ""tPUlti. ApKti Alou DOU. 9tAtle: va yiVtl 10 

~;:~X:~ .. ~:~~~=: v~. MIl. 0' naT1\otIK.,KO.t· 

.0 npoonoA6000ll;. 'II xiAlO ;: :::;::~,'?:~~~";::'c~~: 
6uo 6AAa npilypaTo nou K6. Ao .... oA6yupQ OOU, DOU C:(c, 
YOu"t K09qJ.ltPIvWc; XPIlOllJo- mCI tTl !pOVlooia "01 '" 6i1llc 
nou:,V10~ KopniOuttp xCaJpie; YO pci9cte; nWc: aKplpWc; Vi ... o 
KOV va tou<; ~Atnoupt. bttl1'l vtOl bAa aUTO 10 IPOlYOUtYlIIO 
~pIOKOVtcu Il6nou aMOll. ",oVlaOTlkO (aM6 npan.tall· 

To art1J0Y111t6Ttpo b9tpo Ka) POVTCI10. 
tOU Mouotiou clvcil 0 ).tvaut. ~ 0 ~6vo nou Ot ,,-PO;Otl OTO 
YO(' Walk·TtlrQUAh COmputer. H AOV1KO oou tival '1 yv~ OTI 

TO 61KO oou OWIJO 1161aittpa TO 
puaAo oou) tival (OKOlJfJ. oUo 
OXI yla noAu) ancipwc: noAu· 
nAOk01tpO ana TO'" tOW1l:PIII,O 
KOOJ.\O tVOc; KOlJmOuttp, Byoi· 
vOVTQe: anD TO tyKOTO TOU It 
Wal~-Through Compuler 01090' 
vtoOI ntpitp'1O Kat OTI iawc; 
ntivt( KOI 010 etOTpO YIO Aivo. 
Mo out6\;: t-rv rival 0 o .. on6c:; 
lOlll\tCnpou. No DE tlJ'WtUOCl 
Via ).i,·o No Ot PyllAtt. np(lN
PIVO, Dno tq onyv"; ko8rtutPI
yOlflTD. T" yAUKIO '1aOI"tLltP1' 
VOT"ITO nou oou 6ivtl T'I'" wtu· 
6nioi'11011 tile: oPavnt'iac; 

ria al"flllI.tli/w!lql) (1II/tTCir"r ,ur, RI1l,111tllimntlli .ll'ftrROTrj'lRfO; 

"),,,,£,.,,,.11,;',' till Off; (lI,mj'I(' " ""un;"", )"R "a; " unnimmr" 
I"U' 'li.r.ll'1(II"·'l(c,'", l·tU';'U)'''",;W, MIl" Rillll,'.111 _. \ l·tI!ICI,.tf'; XUI ron,. 

Ktu tWit' U"'f'I~ tltlU\lli· 

VCI. vOlli(w. to IIMQ~I"'" oU16 
pouotio. 10 ncplo(1oltPD U· 

8tlJOlCt lOu btv tivOI "cApa 
Kot C\1luXO. 'H lJoAAov, QIj.·uxo 
\Jnopti va th·ot. Ntll.pa. OIJ~'c;. 
6tv ti\'ol lI,at a, tival ovop\,o' 
VOl 01l(l10i 10Ue:. EI1I"olvw~cie; 
uo{i TOUe;. 000 IJnopti Kovtie; 
va 10 ntl 101' tva Ko~mouttp. 
XaAovt. KptJ.\OV101. mo 6ev 
aVTlIJt.Aouv. rl' aUla 6tv txouv 
ItOI OUVlOYlJallltO 6Ikalci»Jal0. 
npoe;; to nopOy. OAol 9tAouIJt 
va kUPIOPXOU"t. r.onou. 

pUll''': " :fIlL'r;O pfO; r.1RI'RUTROJ/;-' 

xviluo 90 ntplAOIJPaVOVlOI, 
610n anoTtAouv lpono £K",6· 

:~~t 86~~:!e:"jo:~1:': 
010V. aUTO IOlU£1 ylO OPIOl.ltVO 
ano TO 'lAUlPOVIKO nOlxvi6la. 
6111111:; 0 E(O"OtWT~( n'~OtW( 
(Flight Simulator) '11e; Micro
aoH. AivtTOI ,,0).,010 6n aUTO 
1610iTtpo to nalxvi&l. 01,,'1 1£' 
AtUl0io lOU h6oo'1, ti ... al 
t600 lUtlO &ax: tpYaAtlo nou 

oeOv" TOU tivoi 20 ","opic; IJt· 
voAuTtP'l ono 10 OUVl)etc: pt· 
yt8oe: • .IIac;: npOYPQnK~C;. 4>0' 

v1600u. npoe: DTl'flItiV. YO tI· 
Xt( 1'1'1 Iltav611l1a '10 oAAo~tU; 
"lv KAipOkO tou aVepWfUVOU 
0ta'P010t:; oou KOI onb to qlUOI' 
116 oou JlhtOoe;; vo Jlnopouut( 
va VIVOOOUV KOlo. pouA'l0IY At· 
AlnOultlDc;. At; noulJt OTO pt· 
yt8oc;. 10 noAe" tv6c; n6VTOU. 

EtOl k6nwt; eo 01080v9£ic; 

E01W '101 OUIJntwPOllll0 va 
tivol 10 r.V~IO~tpOV oat:; VIa 
toue; unoAoYlolt(, Poe: OUI'
PouAtuw va 6titt TO Mouotio 
nAllPOIPOPlktiC; Trte; 8001tilv1lc;. 
0'1 pptOtitt npoe; ,,,"civa ta 
~tp~. 
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WHERE BOSTON, October 1991 eire: 65,000 

CaTherille Mo lloy's camplller generaTed The Flying Dream. olle of mon." 

crl'miolls aT rhe Compllrer Milsellm 's Sigg ra:-o;z exhibir. 

, Show on Earth roars int o to October 

17-27. The 120th Anni versary Edi- ! 
ti on of th e Ringling Brothers 

Barnum & Bailey Circus features 

three rings of liberty horses. an en

tire herd of elephants. and a per

formi ng White Rhinoceros. Al so 

fe:ltured will be aeria l ba llet. includ

ing :vla rguerite Michelle and her 

daughte rs juggling fiery clubs whil e 
suspended in the air ... by their hair: 

other high wire and acroba ti c arti sts: 
death-defying <;t unts and coun tless 

other attractions. Boston Garden. 

I ~() Cause\\:lv St. . 127-3206. 

Regatta 
The 27th Annual Head of the 

Charles Regatta. \1 ccca for 
ro'.\ ing fans e\·erywhere. takes 

pl~ce Octuber 2() fro m roughly 8 
a.m. -6 p.m. \'carly I.OO() boats and 

-V i(JO rowers wi ll cOIl\'crge along 
the three mile , tretch of the 

Charles Ri\'e r 10 compe te in front 
I)j ~ quarte r of a mi lli on cheering. 
picnic king Lm, un lawn ch~lirs and 

bl~nkeh. The Re~atta runs from 
the B' lston Lnivcrsit y Boat House 
to the WBZ stud io urriver. The 
ml).,t cOIl\'enicnt T stop is HUf\'ard 

Square. More in form:lt ion ahout 

the e\'ent can be found on Jlu~e 14. 
or by calling ~64- K415. 

\\ llI ·. P.I:JIlOSTO:\ ' Wr'JIII' H I')'n 

E xhibits 
The weid-s on ly Computer 

I\ \USet::n brings us Computers in 

Art ar:c: Design: The 1991 

SIGGR-\PH TraYelin g 

Exhibition. featuring ne w 

comp~:=r creation s by arti sts and 

B(/rr.- ',[(IIzi/o ll ' (/rrin's (/1 Ihe 

\I'(/I1~ C'dun Ocr. 8-/0)ilr Ihree 

pel]')r ··'::;IlCl'.1 olliv-. 

dcsi~ r.:~ · I'rom around the world. 
The ,~ ,_ ',', fea tures two-and three

dimc:; , : ', na l works . stereo il1l ;l:!c ' . 
holo:,' r:: .. ::--.,. anil1lution. and ;m 

interac: ',e ex hibit where \'isiturs 
can ere::..'.!': their own \\ 'orks o f an 

to take home . The Computer 
Muscum is the only museum in 

the world dcdicated sokly to 

computt'rs and their impact on 

soc iety. \\'ith more than 100 

exhibits including the fam ous 

Walk-Through Computer. 426-
2800. 

838-0200. 
Perh aps no place on eart h is 

as suitt'd tl' Halll)ween as Sail-III . 

infamous home to the \"itch trial s 

of I 692. ~ \uch can be lea rned and 
witnesst'd in thi s hi storic tO Il·n. but 

al l is not s,'mbt' r' From O(wber 
25-No\'ember:; the w\\n lI' ill be 

.Is: 

--------~'~\~ill'Udl;i~~9ul]\lIIjJJ--------I\ \ ask: 
11: the 

: and of 

TH\S MONTH IN 
:an be 

~ 

Castle BOSTON . is 
;or 

Halloween haunts, alld acrobats, 

Salem 
1692. 

nt 

compl/ter art alld the Head o/the Charles - earl y 
n 

celebrate October in Bostoll t 

V uter Lim,its 
Twenty-fiye minutes fro m Boston . 

in a lillie to\\n called Berlin. lies 
, the Berlin Fun Farm"s Spooky 

Hayrides and Haunt ~d Barn 

Halloween ;\Iuseum. the nation ' s 

first th eme park de\'o ted to horror 
and sc ience fiction. For the entire 

month of October. thi s wi ll be the 

site of the scari est fun time to be 
had . The spooky hayride will roll 

you th rough acres of haunted 
terrain filled wi th ghosts. goblin s 

and creatures of the night. 14 

vignetteS and 20 actors supplying 

the creatures. The 10_000 square 

foot Hau nted Barn is filled with 
fri end ly fo lk such as the ali en 

from Ali ens ' and Leatherface 
from the Texas Chain saw 

Massacre . Jason \1 ill be there for a 

time to sign hockey masks. 

suppl ied with characters and 

memorabilia by 20th Centu ry Fox. 

New Line Cinema Corp. and 

Universa l Studios. There 's a fun 
and photo time to walk around 
wi th characters and friendl y 
creature, _ and complimentary 

"deadly donuts and ,pille r cider" 

are gi\ en out. Certa inl y nut just 
for kids. the Berlin fun Farm is 

appropriate for all ages. The 
hayri de,. whi ch lea\'e e\'ery 5 

minutes. ge t scarie r as the hour 
grows later. Ca ll for more 

information and directi ons. (50S) 

: 'U ll ilL"C un, fl ooded 
bog. The dazzli ng red berries are 

gathered by booms and com'eyed 
to shore. A qu intessential \'ew 

England occurrence. there are 

narrated bus tours a\'ailable on the 

12th and 13th. and \'isitors are 

welcome throughout the month at 
both the h:l('\ 'est and Cranberry 

World . an in-depth look al the 

agric ultu re and han·est. just a 10 
minute walk from Plymouth Rock 

and the :0.1:1: !lower. Ocean Spray 

products are gi\'en ou t free of 

charge. (50S, 747-2350. 

For 1II0re e\'enls see 

H appenilH!s ill Ihe Hllh. page 26. 

Cranhl'J'ry World in Pll'lllf)w/z 

(~/fc'''s Io/iu:{f:. an {Jl1goin .:.; 
cl'lInhl' rrr h", hlll"~.I'r and more. 

---



The Computer Museum 

tit-

What The Computer Museum 
will provide: 

Complete software and licensing 

. Installation instructions and 
documentation 

Suggested exhibit layout and 
signage 

Supporting educational materials 

Cost: $2,500.00 

What the purchaser must 
provide: 

PC AT compatible computer 
system, with color monitor 

Signs, enclosure, other site
specific materials 

.••... 

Exhibit Kit @ 

How Fast Are Computers? 

What visitors will learn: 

• Computers vary widely In their speed of calculation, but they are all much 
faster than people at numerical calculation. 

• Some tasks, such as adding a few numbers, tolce much less computing than 
other to •• such os forecostJng the weather. 

• It Is Important to choose a computer that Is sufficiently powerfUl If a Job Is to 
be completed In a reasonable time. 

• Vlsltors are Introduced to the four standard ways of makin, faster computers. 

• People outperfonn computers at many to •• 

Desaiption: 
The program invites visitors to add five nwnbers, and measures how long they 
take to arrive at the correct answer. It then compares the visitor's performance to 
the nwnber of additions a variety of different computers could solve in the same 
time. Visitors can then match anyone of five computers (including themselves) 
to Qne of five tasks, ranging from balancing a check book to calculating the 
evolution of a global weather model for the next 24 hours. The program tells 
them how Icing the selected computer would take to solve the task. Visitors can 
see the results of as many such matches as they choose. 

VISitors can then choose between two options. The first option examines four 
techniques for speeding up computers: increasing the clock speed, parallel 
processing, pipelining, and RISe. The explanations use clear and simple 
interactive animation to illustrate how each of these techniques works. The 
second option examines tasks that people can perform much faster than any 
computer. Instead of solving a math problem, this time visitors are asked to 
recognize a drawing of a familiar object. Again their performance is compared to 
various computers. The visitor beats even a supercomputer hands down! The 
program then explains how such "simple" tasks as pattern recognition, which 
even very young children can perform, require enormous amounts of calculation. 
Researchers are only just beginning to understand how people so easily recognize 
patterns. 

This exhibit, not only gives visitors a better grasp of how rapidly computers can 
perform calculations and how their speed can be increased, but also what types of 
tasks they are well adapted to performing. Since it treats themes central to 
computing, this Kit could stand on its own, or form the cornerstone of a exhibi-
tion on computers. 

For more information call 617. 426. 2800 x377 or Fax 617. 426. 2943 
or write The Computer Museum Exhibit KIts Protram, 300 ConFess St., Boston, MA 02210 



The Computer Museum 

tt e 

, 
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What The Computer Museum 
wUI provide: 

Complete software and licensing 

Installation instructions and 
documentation 

Suggested exhibit layout and 
signage 

Supporting educational materials 

Cost: $2,500.00 

What the purchaser must 
provide: 

Macintosh II, with color display 
and mouse 

Signs, enclosure, other site
specific materials 

Exhibit Kit ® 

Maze Programming 

Whot visitors will learn: 

• Computers perform tasks by following a list of instructions, called programs. 

• Each Instruction Is simple and very explicit. 

• Rudlmenttlry programming Is not conceptually difficult, but requires attention to 
detail. 

Description: 
This exhibit challenges visitors to write a computer program that makes a robot 

. car move through a maze. It guides visitors through the task in simple, incremen
tal steps, introqucing them along the way to concepts fundamental to computer 
programming. After learning what each instruction does, visitors write their own 
programs, and then execute them, watching the car obey their commands. The 
car's movements give visitors immediate feedback and a fIrm grasp of how their 
program functions. 

For many visitors, this will be their fIrst brush with programming. The step from 
computer-user, to computer programmer is very signifIcant to a better apprecia
tion of computer technology. 

This Kit uses high-resolution color and 3D images to engage the visitor. It could 
stand on its own, or form an integral element of a exhibition on computers. 

For more Information call 617. 426. 2800 x377 or Fax 617. 426. 2943 
or write The Computer Museum Exhibit Kits Program, 300 Congress St., Boston, MA 02210 



The Computer Museum 

~. 
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What The Computer Museum 
will provlde: 

Complete software and licensing 

Ultrasonic distance sensors 

Ultrasonic distance sensor driving 
hardware 

InstaUation instructions and 
documentation 

Suggested exhibit layout and 
signage 

Supporting educational materials 

Cost: $5,400.00 

What the purchaser must 
provide: 

Apple Macintosh computer 

Speaker and amplifier 

Signs, enclosure, sensor mounts 
and other site-specific materials 

Exhibit Kit @ 

How Tall Are YOU? 

What visitors will IeGrn: 

• Ultrasonic sensors allaw computers to detect and measure the distance to objects In 
their environment. 

• The lceyboard and screen are not the only way to Interact with a computer. Visitors 
who tty this exhibit provide Input by moving their bodies and 
receive the output via synthesized speech. 

• Mobile robots can use ultrasonic sensors to find the distance to walts and obstacles 
around them. Such measurements are essential for mobile robots to guide themselves 
autonomously. 

Description: 
The exhibit calls out to visitors in its proximity, inviting them to have their 
height measured. When a visitor moves into the correct position (marJre4 by feet 
painted at the base of the exhibit), their height is measured and announced with 
sentences such as "You seem to be five feet, six and three quarter inches." H 
visitors are moving or standing in the wrong place, the computer will respond 
accordingly, asking people to remain still, or to move into position. The computer 
often makes a deliberate mistake and then corrects itself. This amusing exhibit 
encourages visitors to experiment with the computer, tricking the sensors by 
holding their hands above their heads or by squatting. 

The exhibit is equipped with four ultrasonic sensors: three at waist level and one 
overhead. The waist sensors detect the presence of visitors in the vicinity of the 
exhibit and inform the computer when a visitor is standing in the correct position 
for a height measurement. The overhead sensor then measures the visitor's 
height by measuring the distance from the ceiling to the top of the visitor's head. 
All output is via digitized speech. 

In The Computer Museum, this exhibit is located in a section that explains how 
computers and robots can sense and react to their environments, which also 
includes exhibits on speech recognition and machine vision. The Kit can also 
stand on its own. An adapted version is installed outside the Museum's building. 

For more information call 617. 426. 28GO x377 or Fax 617. 426. 2943 
or write The Computer M ... um Exhibit KIts Program, 300 Congress St., Boston, MA 02210 
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What The Computer Museum 
will provide: 

Complete software and licensing 

Custom cables 

Mounted microphone 

Installation instructions and 
docwnentation 

Suggested exhibit layout and 
signage 

Supporting educational materials 

Dragon Systems Speech 
Recognition board 

Cost: $3,900.00 

What the purchaser must 
provide: 

PC AT compatible computer 
system with color monitor and 
graphics 

Signs, enclosure, other site
specific materials 

Exhibit Kit @ 

Color the States 

What visitors will learn: 

• Speech recognition allows computers to obey spolcen Instructlons • 

• If the vocabulGry Is small, a computer can recognize the Instructions of any speaker 
without any prior "training" with that speaker. However, the computer quite often 
makes an e"or, Incorrectly recognizing a word. 

• Visitors get used to controlling the computer by spoken commands very qu/cldy. 

• Speech recognitJon allows the disabled, or people who must use their hands 
for other tasks, to operate computers. 

Description: 

Visitors are invited to color in a map of the United States using only four colors, 
such that no two states with the same color share a common border. The .only 
input device is a microphone-all commands are given by speech. Visitors fll"st 
select a state and then select its color. The game is quite challenging. There are 
many different ways to color the states successfully, but also many ways to fail to 
avoid coloring two adjacent states the same color. 

Accompanying text explain the hurdles computer programmers must overcome 
in order to cope with the enormous variety inherent in normal human speech. 
The text also gives examples of people who benefit from the use of computer 
speech recognition, such as those whose hands are paralyzed, or people, such as 
surgeons or pilots, who must have their hands free for purposes other than using a 
computer. 

In the Computer Museum, this exhibit forms part of a section on computer and 
robot sensing, together with exhibits on ultrasonic sensing, and machine vision. 

For more Information call 617. 426. 2800 x377 or Fax 617. 426. 2943 
or write The Computer Museum Exhibit Kits Program, 300 Congress St., Boston, MA 02210 



The Computer Museum 

What The Computer Museum 
will provide: 

Complete software and licensing 

Installation instructions and 
docwnentation 

Suggested exhibit layout and 
signage . 

Supporting educational materials 

Cost: $1,500.00 

What the purchaser must 
provide: 

Macintosh 11 computer, with 5 
megabytes of RAM and 
AppleColor screen 

Digital Equipment Corporation 
DECtalk speech-to-text converter 

Cables 

Exhibit Kit ® 

The Talld", Computer 

What visitors will 1eGrn: 

• Computers can communicate with people by voice. 

• To synthesize speech, a computer must use a detailed set of rules to recognize words 

In written text and the sounds that comblnations of letters speB. 

• Computer-generated speech Is comprehensible but crude. It lacks the subtle 
Inflections and accents Important to human speech. 

• speech synthesis has mal'lf applications. Indudlng providing Information over the 
phone and aBowing the blind to use computers. 

Description: 
The Talking Computer invites visitors to learn about how computers can talk to 
people. Visitors can experiment with the computer's diction by having it pro
nounce their name and other text they type. Visitors can also change the 
characterisitcs of the voice so it sounds like different speakers. To illustrate one of 
the uses of voice output, the computer asks visitors to pretend they are blind by 
closing their eyes and typing while the computer reads to them what they type. 
At the visitor's request, the exhibit can explain how the computer converts text 
into its component sounds, called phonemes, and then uses special circuitry to 
produce these sounds. 

The Talking Computer illustrates one method for people and computers to 
communicate. As such, it would make a valuable addition to an exhibit about 
communication technology or computers in general. The exhibit uses high
resolution color graphics and 3D images to engage the visitor. 

For more Information call 617. 426. 2800 x377 or Fax 617. 426. 2943 
or write The Computer Museum Exhibit Kits Prosram, 300 Congress St., Boston, MA 02210 
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What The Computer Museum 
will provide: 

Complete software and licensing 

Installation instructions and 
documentation . 

Suggested exhibit layout and 
signage 

Supporting educational materials 

Cost: $875.00 

What the purchaser must 
provide: 

PC AT compatible computer 
system, with color monitor 

Signs, enclosure, other site
specific materials 

Exhibit Kit ® 

Eliza: The Computer Psychologist 

What visitors will learn: 

• Computer programs con simulate human conversations. 

• Simple devices can trick you Into beHeving a computer Is Intelligent when. In fact, 
It is simply reflecting your own words boclc at you. 

• There Is a world of difference between a simple program. such as ELIZA. and a 
truly Intelligent program. We are stili a very long way (rom Icnowlng how to build 
a program that converses IIlce a person •. 

Description: 

This exhibit is an implementation of a classic program developed by Joseph 
Weizenbaum at MIT in 1966. In offering to help the visitor' with a problem, the 
program plays the role of a Rogeriari psychotherapist. The visitor types in a 
sentence, and the program responds by using one of a small repertoire of expedi
ents. Examples include turning a statement into a question, responding to a key 
word such as "family," or simply asking the "patient" to elaborate. EliZA's 
methods become quite apparent after a short interchange, and visitors can then 
trick EliZA into repeating itself, or asking nonsensical questions. 

This version of EliZA has been adapted by The Computer Museum to be 
immune to attempts to break out of the program, and to restart itself automati
cally after a session is ended. 

As an illustration of how a simple short-cut fails to reproduce true human 
intelligence or behavior, this Kit would provide an educational addition to an 
exhibition on artificial intelligence, computers in general, or human thought. 

For more Information call 617. 416. 2800 x377 or Fax 617. 426. 2943 
or write The Computer Museum Exhibit KIts Program, 300 Congress St., Boston, MA 02210 
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What The Computer Museum 
wUI provide: 

Complete software and licensing 

Installation instructions and 
documentation· 

Suggested exhibit layout and 
signage 

Supporting educational materials 

Cost: $3,575.00 

What the purchaser must 
provide: 

PC AT compatible computer 
system, with color monitor and 
mouse 

Signs, enclosure, other site
specific materials 

Digital Equipment Corporation 
DECtalk speech-to-text converter 

Exhibit Kit @ 

Haggle With a Computer Fruit Vendor 

What visitors will learn: 

• A computer can follow a set of rules. .Mnr It surprlsl".1y human-lllce behavior. 

• The more rules the computer has. the more sophisticated Its behavior. 

• The computer cannot improvise or use common sense to respond outside Its 
particular area of expertise. 

• Rule-based expert systems are .,-fIWl". !n use. and are talcl". over some tasks 
hitherto thoUlfht to require a human expert 

Description: 
Visitors bargain with the computer over the price of a box of strawberries. First, 
visitors select one of three fruit vendors that range in sophistication from NOAH 
BUDGE (with only 10 rules), to NORA LOGICAL (with over a ~undred ru1es). 
Visitors can type in offers for a box of strawberries, or make insulting or flattering 
remarks to the vendor. A tracer on the screen tracks the testing and firing of 
rules. The computer vendor responds using a voice synthesizer in different 
voices. The computer may lower the price or return the abuse. The session ends 
when the computer and visitor close the deal, or the visitor is "kicked out of the 
vendor's stall.» Visitors enjoy the diversity and appropriateness of the computer's 
responses, and are delighted by the computer's occasionally surly tone. 

This Kit illustrates the artificial intelligence principles upon which many com
puter applications will be based in the future. Consequently, it would work well 
in an exhibition about how computers may be used in the future or in more 
general computer-related exhibits. 

For more Information call 617 • 426. 2800 x377 or -Fax 617. 416. 2943 
or write The Computer Museum Exhibit KIts ..... ram. 300 ConFess St., Boston, MA 02110 
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What The Computer Museum 
will provide: 

Complete software and licensing 

. Installation instructions and 
docwnentation 

Suggested exhibit layout and 
signage 

Supporting educational materials 

Cost: $2,700.00 

What the purchaser must 
provide: 

PC compatible computer system, 
with color monitor and mouse. 

Signs, enclosure, other site-specific 
materials 

Exhibit Kit ® 

How Computers Play Games 

What visitors will learn: 

• Computers can play games of strategy by using sets of simple rules to test 
many possible moves. 

• The sets of rules can follow different procedures for selectlng a move; two 
such procedures are "Iook.~head" and "voting." 

• Because they can test many moves very rapidly, computers can play certain 
strategy games very well. 

Description: 
This exhibit allows visitors to challenge the computer to a game of tic-tac-toe or 
five-in-a-row. Visitors can then choose which strategy they would like the 
computer to use for determining moves, "look-ahead" or "voting." A brief 
explanation of each is provided. During play, two game boards are displayed; one 
reflects actual play, the other shows the "thought process" of the computer as it 
tests moves according to the strategy the visitor has selected. Visitors can observe 
how the computer applies its strategy in response to their moves. Visitors can 
explore a more detailed explanation of each strategy. 

This exhibit forms part of a gallery on artificial intelligence at The Computer 
Museum: It clearly illustrates how the attributes of computers allow them to 
compete with humans at certain tasks. 

For more information call 617.426. 2800 x]77 or Fax 617. 426. 294] 
or write The Computer Museum Exhibit KIts Program, ]00 Congress St., Boston, MA 02210 
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Meeting of the Board of Directors 

February 14, 1992 

8:30-12:30 

Agenda 

8:45 Call to order GARDNER 

~:;s 8:50 Museum operations update OLIVER 

9:30 Capital Campaign LARRY 

10:00 Waterfront Project ED (+ Frank Gehry, Greg Welch) 

11:30 Long-range exhibit planning GARDNER 

12:00-12:30 Meeting ajourns 

Lunch. 



ANNUAL FUND 

FY 92 GOAL: 

YTDBUDGET: 
YTD ACTUAL: 
Receivable 

matching funds: 
Pledged funds: 

TOTAL TO DATE: 

STATISTICS 

New gifts 

Increased gifts 

Level gifts 

Decreased gifts 

$125,000 

$ 74,500 
$ 61,211 

$ 6,755 
$ 5,000 

$ 72,966 

FY 92 

DOLLARS 

$ 14,613 
25% 

$ 22,603 
39% 

$ 17,055 
29% 

$ 3, 990 
7% 

DONORS 

78 
33% 

4 9 
21% 

88 
37% 

22 
9% 

FY 92 (as of January 31, 1992) 

FY 91 GOAL: $100,000 

YTD ACTUAL: $ 54,441 

FY 91 

DOLLARS 

$ 13,523 
25% 

$ 17,666 
32% 

$ 19,169 
35% 

$ 4,083 
8% 

DONORS 

52 
28% 

50 
27% 

58 
32% 

25 
13% 
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YTD ACTUAL: 

FY 91 

DOLLARS 

$ 13,523 
25% 

$ 17,666 
32% 

$ 19,169 
·35% 

$ 4,083 
8% 

$100,000 

$ 54,441 

DONORS 

52 
28% 

5 0 
27% 

58 
32% 

25 
13% 



ANNUAL FUND 

FY 92 GOAL: 

YTD BUDGET: 
YTD ACTUAL: 
Receivable 

matching funds: 
Pledged funds: 

TOTAL TO DATE: 

STATISTICS 

New gifts 

Increased gifts 

Level gifts 

Decreased gifts 

$125,000 

$ 74,500 
$ 61,211 

$ 6,755 
$ 5,000 

$ 72,966 

FY 92 

DOLLARS 

$ 14,613 
25% 

$ 22,603· 
39% 

$ 17,055 
29% 

$ 3, 990 
7% 

DONORS 

78 
33% 

49 
21% 

88 
37% 

22 
9% 

FY 92 (as of January 31, 1992) 

FY 91 GOAL: 

YTD ACTUAL: 

FY 91 

DOLLARS 

$ 13,523 
25% 

$ 17,666 
32% 

$ 19,169 
35% 

$ 4,083 
8% 

$100,000 

$ 54,441 

DONORS 

52 
28% 

5 0 
27% 

58 
32% 

25 
13% 



ANNUAL FUND 

FY 92 GOAL: 

YTDBUDGET: 
YTD ACTUAL: 
Receivable 

matching funds: 
Pledged funds: 

TOTAL TO DATE: 

STATISTICS 

New gifts 

Increased gifts 

Level gifts 

Decreased gifts 

$]25,000 

$ 74,500 
$ 61,211 

$ 6,755 
$ 5,000 

$ 72,966 

FY 92 

DOLLARS 

$ 14,613 
25% 

$ 22,603 
39% 

$ 17,055 
29% 

$ 3, 990 
7% 

DONORS 

78 
33% 

4 9 
21% 

88 
37% 

22 
9% 

FY 92 (as of January 31, 1992) 

FY 91 GOAL: 

YTD ACTUAL: 

FY 91 

DOLLARS 

$ 13,523 
25% 

$ 17,666 
32% 

$ 19,169 
35% 

$ 4,083 
8% 

$100,000 

$ 54,441 

DONORS 

52 
28% 

50 
27% 

58 
32% 

25 
13% 



Dates of Future Board Meetings: 

June 12, 1992 (DJ ~ f,k o~ .-r-(t.. t-I.d .(xW) 
October 9, 1992 

Feb 12, 1993 

Rule: 2nd Friday of February, October, June 



ANNUAL FUND 

FY 92 GOAL: 

YTDBUDGET: 
YTD ACTUAL: 
Receivable 

matching funds: 
Pledged funds: 

TOTAL TO DATE: 

STATISTICS 

New gifts 

Increased gifts 

Level gifts 

Decreased gifts 

$125,000 

$ 74,500 
$ 61,211 

$ 6,755 
$ 5,000 

$ 72,966 

FY 92 

DOLLARS 

$ 14,613 
25% 

$ 22,603 
39% 

$ 17,055 
29% 

$ 3, 990 
7% 

DONORS 

78 
33% 

4 9 
21% 

88 
37% 

22 
9% 

FY 92 (as of January 31, 1992) 

FY 91 GOAL: 

YTD ACTUAL: 

FY 91 

DOLLARS 

$ 13,523 
25% 

$ 17,666 
32% 

$ 19,169 
35% 

$ 4,083 
8% 

$100,000 

$ 54,441 

DONORS 

52 
28% 

5 0 
27% 

58 
32% 

25 
13% 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Stree7 
Boston, MA 02210 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS ATTENDANCE LIST 
February 14, 199~ 

(6]1) 426-2800 

CHAIRMAN 
V *Mr. Gardner C. Hendrie 

Sigma Partners 

/*Dr. Oliver Strimpel 
v Executive Director 

The Computer Huseum 

Hr. Sam Albert 
President 
Sam Albert Associates 

~ / *Mr. C. Gordon Bell 

*Ms. Gwen Bell 
~ Founding President 

The Computer Museum 

*Hr. Edward Belove 

Ms. Lynda Schubert Bodman 
President 
Schubert Associates 

~Mr. Lawrence S. Brewster 
~Senior Vice President 

Vorldwide Operations 
Aspen Technology, Inc. 

/*Mr. Richard P. Case 
vrDirector of Systems Analysis 

IBM Corporation 

Hr. James Clark 
Asst. Vice President 
NCR Corporation 

* Expected to attend 
Page 1 

Rev: 2/14/92 

*Mr. Howard Cox 
General Partner 
Greylock Management Corporation 

V' *David M. Donaldson, Esquire 
Ropes & Gray 

Dr. Jon B. Eklund 
Curator, Division of Computers, 
Information and Society 
Smithsonian Institution 
National Museum of American History 

*Mr. Edward Fredkin 
President 
Capital Technologies, Inc. 

Dr. Richard Greene 
Chairman of the Board and Founder 
Data Switch ~orporation 

/ *Mr. Charles House 
V Informix, Inc. 

Hr. Theodore Johnson 
Consultant 

/ *Hr. David Kaplan 
Audit Partner 
Price Vaterhouse 

Hr. Mitchell Kapor 
Chairman and CEO 
ON Technology, Inc. 

Mr. James A. Lawrence 
Chairman 
LEK Consulting, Inc. 

Dr. Robert Lucky 
Executive Director 
Research Communications Sciences Div. 
AT&T Bell Laboratories 



The 
Computer 
Museum THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 022 i 0 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS ATTENDANCE LIST 
. February 14, 1992 

(6l7) 426-2800 

/ *Dr. James L. McKenney 
Professor 
Harvard Business School 

Mr. John A. Miller, Jr. 
Chairman 
Miller Communications 

./ *MS. Laura Barker Morse 
Partner 
Heidrick & Struggles 

Dr. David Nelson 
Fluent Machines, Inc. 

Dr. Seymour Papert 
Professor of Media Technology 
Director, Epistemology & Research 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Dr. Suhas S. Patil 
Chairman and Executive V. P. 
Cirrus Logic, Inc. 

Mr. Anthony Pell 
President 
Pell, Rudman and Co., Inc. 

/ *Mr. Nicholas Pettinella 
v Vice President and CFO 

Intermetrics, Inc. 

Dr. John Villiam Poduska 
President and CEO 
AVS, Inc. 

*Mr. Jonathan Rotenberg 
Chairman 
The Boston Computer Society 

~*Ms. Jean E. Sammet 
Consultant 

~r. F. Grant Saviers 
v Vice President 

Digital Equipment Corporation 

* Expected to attend 
Page 2 

Rev: 2/14/92 

*Edward A. Schwartz, Esquire 
t/ President 

New England Legal Foundation 

Mrs. Naomi O. Seligman 
Senior Vice President 
The Research Board 

Mr. Paul Severino 
Chairman and CEO 
Vellfleet Communications 

/*Mr. Hal B. Shear 
v President 

Research Investment Advisor$, Ltd. 

Mr. Casimir S. Skrzypczak 
President 
NINEI Science and Technology, Inc. 

Mr. Michael Simmons 
Executive Vice President 
Bank of Boston 

Mr. Irwin J. Sitkin 
Vice President 
Aetna Life & Casualty, Retired 

Mr. James Sutter 
Vice President and General Manager 
Rockwell International Corporation 

Mr. Charles A. Zraket 
The MITRE Corporation 

CLERK 
~*James Davis, Esquire 

Bingham, Dana & Gould 



THE CAnTAL CAMPMGNFOR 
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Board Meeting 
February 14, 1992 

Agenda 

1. Pledge Performance 

2. Cash Performance 

3. Progress since November Board meeting 

4. Significant Campaign Milestones 

5. Discussion and Questions 
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The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 
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The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

Progress Since Last Board 
Meeting 

Pledges 

• 'November 7, 1991 

~ 'February 14, 1992 

Cash 

Pledge and Cash Performance 



Significant Campaign Milestones 

• Board exce'eded $1-million threshold with 
$1 ,201 ,451 in pledges 

• $2.5-million challenge grant activated with $406,451 
matched to date 

• First 3 corporate pledges secured from Raytheon, 
MITRE, and Bank ·of Boston 

• 9 Lead Gift prospects (including board members) 
identified for remaining fiscal year 1992 solicitation 

• Major Gifts Committee now numbers 10 members 



The 
Computer 
Museum 
30::1 C~r}g!ess Slreet 
Basto". MA Ci22:0 

(617) 425-2800 

r 
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Memorandum 

to: 
from: 
re: 
date: 

The Computer Museum Board of Directors 
Oliver Strimpel 
February 14 Board meeting 
February 3,1992 

Please find enclosed the agenda for the February 14 Board meeting. 

To prepare you for the discussion on the Waterfront project, I enclose a 
memorandum that describes the project's background and summarizes our 
current position. 

Also enclosed are: 

• financials for the period ended December 31, 1991 
• minutes of November 7, 1991 Board meeting 
• minutes of the December 19, 1991 & January 13, 1992 Executive 

Committee 
• invitation to introduce new friends to the Museum at the upcoming 

Open Houses. 

Please confirm your attendance with Geri Rogers at extension 372, and let 
her know whether you plan to stay for lunch so we can give an accurate 
count to the caterer. 



The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Ccng:ess Stl"ee~ 
Bos~on, !\t:; ':22:'~ 

(3: 7) ~26-2800 

Meeting of the Board of Directors 

February 14, 1992 

8:30-12:30 

Agenda 

• Museum operations update 

• Capital Campaign 

• Waterfront Project 

• Long-range exhibit planning 

Lunch. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Memo to: The Computer Museum Board of Directors 
Regarding: The Waterfront Project 

Background 
Starting in 1992 and peaking in the 1994-2000 timeframe, the Central Artery / 
Third Harbor Tunnel construction project, in conjunction with work on the 
Northern Av. and Congress St. bridges, will have a major impact, both in 
actuality and psychologically, upon the access to the Museum. In addition, 
plans have been approved to construct a new subway line and Federal 
courthouse to the north of the Museum, which will mean that over the long
term the majority of visitors will approach the Museums from the north 
instead of the south. 

In reaction to these developments, The Children'S Museum initiated The 
Waterfront Project to expand their facilities and upgrade the site to make it 
more attractive to visitors. They have retained the services of Frank Gehry, 
one of the world's most prominent architects, to create a dramatic 
architectural structure to entice the public to brave the construction and make 
their way across the Channel to the museums. In recognition of the impact 
these developments will have on The Computer Museum as joint occupants 
and owners of the facility, members of its staff and Board have worked 
together with the architects and Children'S staff to ensure that any 
developments on the site favorably impact both Museums. With the 
approval of the Executive Committee, the Museum has retained the 
architects to examine and address The Computer Museum's independent 
needs and interests in the context of the developments planned for the 
Waterfront Project. 

The plans that have emerged from this effort center upon a large four-storey 
entry structure for the building, to be shared by both institutions. This 
dramatic architectural statement will draw people to the site and firmly 
establish the Museums' identities on the Boston landscape. Participating in 
this project will help ensure that The Computer Museum can maintain its 
projected level of visitors during the course of the disruptive activities 
surrounding it. 

" The most prominent element of the Project will be a grand entry hall 
(resembling a four-storey wave) projecting from the front of the building to 
the Channel. The wave has a dramatic futuristic appearance and will 
undoubtedly become one of the most spectacular features of the Boston 
architectural landscape and, as such, will serve as a magnet, making the site a 
true "destination point" within the city. No longer will the Museum's home 
be a featureless 19th C. warehouse. 

Memo re: Waterfront Project 2/2/92 p.1 



Visitors to both Museums approaching the site from either direction will 
enter via this inspiring foyer. The grand 4,OOO-sq. ft. public space in this 
structure will alleviate the overcrowding experienced in the current lobby 
during peak visitation. In addition, this modern structure better suits the 
Museum's high tech image and identity. 

Opportunity 
The Children's Museum has already built up considerable staff and funding 
momentum on this project. Joining the project will enable The Computer 
Museum to reap substantial benefits. However, this will require the Museum 
to invest resources in the project at this juncture. (See staff recommendations, 
p.3.) 

Project Description 
The Waterfront Project comprises four primary elements: 1) lobby 
renovations,2) The "Wave" entry structure, 3) Children's Floating Program 
Space and Bridge, 4) Museum Wharf Park. The plans allow for the different 
elements to be constructed in phases, and the staffs of both institutions have 
agreed that no element shall be built before the funds necessary for its 
completion have been secured. 

Lobby Renovations 
The Computer Museum and The Children's Museum will retain separate 
lobbies, ticketing, retail, and visitor services. During the course of the project, 
both lobbies will be renovated to improve their function and to accommodate 
the new entrance to the building. 

The ."Wave" Entry Structure 
The entrances to the building from both the north and the south will be 
incorporated into a grand arched structure projecting from the front of the 
building to the water's edge. On the ground floor, this structure will house a 
large open public space for groups and visitors and an information booth, 
clear, prominent signs will guide visitors to the Museum they wish to visit. 
At the second floor level, an open bridge will pass through one side of the 
space, extending from the second floor of the Children's Museum to their 
floating program space. Above the bridge the space will remain open, giving 
the entry area a lofty cathedral-like air. 

,. 
. Children's Floating Program Space and Bridge 

The Children's Museum plans to expand its exhibition space by mooring a 
barge on the Wharf immediately to the north of current Lightships barge. 
This structure will be accessible only to paying Children'S visitors via the 
elevated bridge passing through the Wave structure. The design of the barge 
will be such that it does not distract from the prominence of the Wave entry 
structure. 

Memo re: Waterfront Project 2/2/92 p.2 



Museum Wharf Park 
The final element of the project will be repairs and improvements to the 
wharf and apron in front of the building. The intention is to convert the site 
into an attractive and functional urban park that appeals to and 
accommodates both children and adults and is suitable for summer functions 
and outdoor museum programs. 

Staff Recommendations 
As with all major capital projects, the critical factor in deciding whether to 
pursue this project is the availability of funding. The staff recommends that 
the Museum undertake an initial joint fundraising effort with the Children's 
Museum to test the feasibility of raising the funds required for the joint 
elements of this project. To mitigate the demand this effort will place on 
otherwise committed resources, the Museum will seek a Board-level 
volunteer to take on the leadership of this enterprise and a close-to-full-time 
volunteer to provide support to the Board-level volunteer. If the staff is 

. unable to obtain such volunteer support two options remain: 1) to reallocate 
staff resources to the project, 2) to participate in the project as a limited 
partner. The staff will report back to the Board on its efforts to recruit 
volunteers for this project. 

Memo re: Waterfront Project 2/2/92 p.3 
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REVENUES; 

operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

operating Fund 

capital Fund 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

12/31/90 

TilE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF R~VENUES AND EXPENSES 

COMBINED OPERATING AND CAPITAL FUNDS 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED 
---------12/31/91--------- FY92 FY92 

ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV(UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

1,026 1,364 1, 110 (246) ( J 0' ) 2,243 

183 1,110 587 (523) (47\) 1,770 
-------

1,209 2,474 1,705 (769) (31, ) 4,013 

924 1,216 1,019 197 16, 2,205 

377 304 350 34 9, 1,162 

1,301 1,600 1,369 231 21% 3,367 

($92) $874 $336 ($538) (162,) $646 
====== ::::C::::::==IC ====== 1:1===== ====== 

SUMMARY: 

For the six months ended December 31, 1991, the Museum operated at a 
surplus of 336K compared to a budgeted surplus of 874K. As of December 
31, 1991, total cash and cash equivalents amounted to 351K. 

OPERATING: Operating revenues were 18' under budget due to optimistic 
budget expectations. Expenses were 16, under budget due to timing in 
spending and lower personnel costs (vacant positions). 

1,934 

1,473 

3,407 

2,062 

1, 192 

3,254 

$153 
====== 

CAPITAL: capital revenues were 47, under budget due to optimistic 
budgeted revenue. Expenses were 9, under budget despite payment of 25K 
of unbudgeted expense related to the FY91 opening of People & computers. 

.. 



-
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 
OPERATING FUND 

( S - Thousands ) 

FOH TilE SIX MON'I'IIS ENDED 
12/31/90 ---------12/31/91-------- FY92 FY92 

ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV (UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 
REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 100 S147 105 ( 42) (29\) 207 175 
Restricted contributions 31 85 149 64 76\ 188 189 
Computer Bowl 139 215 188 ( 27) ( 13\) 305 296 
corporate memberships 82 97 74 ( 23) (24\) 231 213 
Individual memberships 30 35 26 ( 9 ) (26\) 69 59 
Admissions 334 319 254 (65) (20\) 510 418 
Store 202 347 226 , 121 ) (35\) 522 387 
Functions 98 109 68 ,41 ) (38\) 150 116 
Interest Income 2 7 2 ( 5 ) (71\ ) 24 7 
Other 8 3 26 23 767\ 37 74 
GainlLoss on Securities 0 0 0 0 0\ 0 0 

------ -------- -------- ------ ------ ------
Total Revenues 1,026 1,364 1,118 (246) (18\ ) 2,243 1,934 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 34 79 108 (29) (36\) 82 118 
Exhibits Maintenance 22 35 32 3 9\ 68 58 
Collections 39 34 34 0 0\ 67 67 
Education 136 156 110 46 29\ 30] 250 
Marketing & Memberships 150 224 182 42 19\ 4]5 420 
General Management 127 125 116 9 7\ 232 232 
Computer Bowl 15 22 19 ] 14\ 109 109 
Fundraising 52 43 31 12 28\ 82 82 
Store 165 304 218 86 28\ 465 377 
Functions 41 55 30 25 45\ 83 70 
Museum Wharf expenses l4] 139 139 0 0\ 279 279 

------ ------ ------ ------ ------
Total Expenses 924 1,216 1,019 197 16\ 2,205 2,062 

UET REVENUES(EXPENSES) $102 S148 $99 ($49) (33\ ) $38 ($128) ~a:: __ .: __ .----... ___ C_g_ _D ____ ------- -------



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

CAPITAL FUND 
$ - Thousands 

FOR THE S I X MON'l'IIS ENDED 
12/31/91 ---------12/31/91-----~--- FY92 FY92 

ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV (UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 
REVENUES: 

unrestricted contributions $37 $319 $193 ($126) (39\) 625 710 
Restricted contributions 140 791 398 ($393) (50\) 1,145 770 
Interest Income 8 0 1 $1 100\ 0 3 
Gain/Loss on securities ( 2 ) 0 ( 5 ) ($5) (100\) 0 ( 10 ) 

------ ------
Total Revenues 183 1,110 587 (523) (4H) 1,770 1,473 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 195 118 116 2 a 670 690 
General Management 30 58 55 3 5\ 91 101 
Fundraising 77 139 110 29 21\ 265 265 
Wharf mortgage 75 69 ~9 0 0\ 136 136 

------ ------
Total Expenses 377 384 350 34 9\ 1,162 1,192 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) ($194) $726 $237 ($489) ( 56H) $608 $281 ------ ------ ------



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

12131/91 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND 12131/91 6/30/91 

ASSETS: 
current: 

Cash $310,089 $310,089 $77,891 
Cash Equ~valents 41,087 41,087 42,677 
Investments $52,952 52,952 0 
Receivables 30,917 30,917 98,538 
Inventory 91,758 91,758 72,763 
prepaid expenses 9,182 0 9,182 15,591 
Interfund receivable 293,599 293,599 207,798 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
TOTAL 483,033 346,551 0 829,584 515,258 

property & Equipment (net): 
Equipment , furniture $350,158 350,158 350,158 
capital improvements 601,304 601,304 601,304 
Exhibits 1,307,697 1,307,697 1,307,697 
Construction in Process 11,328 11,328 11,328 
Land 18,000 18,000 18,000 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total 0 11,328 2,277,159 2,288,487 2,288,487 

TOTAL ASSETS $483,033 $357,879 $2,277,159 $3,118,071 $2,803,745 

---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued expenses $82,620 $23,110 $105,730 $209,840 
Deferred income 5,555 5,555 9,165 
Line of creditlLoan Payable 0 0 0 
Interfund payable 293,599 293,599 207,798 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total 381,774 23,110 0 404,884 426,803 

Fund Balances: 
Operating 101,259 101,259 (190,561) 
Capital 334,769 334,769 290,344 
plant $2,277,159 2,277,159 2,277,159 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total 101,259 334,769 2,277,159 2,713,187 2,376,942 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $483,033 $357,879 $2,277,159 $3,118,071 $2,803,745 

____ a _____ __ aa_m ____ _ 1iiiI ___ =-=::u:;:a: _ _s-=_'a;:_=a-=_ 
.. Cla _______ 



Cash provide by/(used for) 
operations: 
Ey.cesss/(deficiency) of 
support and revenue 

Depreciation 

cash from operations 

cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 

Receivables 
Inventory 
Investments 
Accounts payable 

& other current liabs 
Deferred income 
Prepaid expenses 

cash from working capital 

cash provided by/(used for) 
Fixed assets 

Net increase/(decrease) in 
cash before financing 

Financing: 
Interfund pay. & rec. 
Transfer to plant 
Line of credit/Loan payable 

cash from financing 

Net increase/(decrease) 
in cash & investments 

Cash, beginning of year 

cash, end of period 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF CHA~ES IN CASH POSITION 

12131/91 

Ol't:JlA'l'lNU 
FUND 

$98,822 

98,822 

67,621 
(18,995) 

(5,3]1) 
(],610) 
6,409 

46,094 

144,916 

85,801 
o 

85,801 

2]0,717 

120,568 

$]51,285 

CAI'!'!'AL 
FUND 

$2]7,422 

2]7,422 

(52,952) 

(98,669) 

o 

(151,621) 

o 

85,801 

(85,801) 
o 

(85,801) 

o 

o 

$0 

PLAN'r 
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Minutes Of the Board of Directors Meeting 
November ~, 1991 

The meeting was called to order by Gardner Hendrie, 

Chairman of the Board. Also in attendance were: Sam 

Albert, Gwen Bell, Edward Belove, Lynda Bodman, Larry 

Brewster, Richard Case, Howard Cox, David Donaldson, Jon 

Eklund, Charles House, David Kaplan, James Lawrence, James 

NcKenney, Anthony Pell, Nick Pettinella, Jean Sammet, Grant 

Sa~,iers, Ed Schwartz, Hal Shear, a.nd In:in Sitkin. Those 

present constituted a quorum. In addition, Oliver Strimpel 

v.as present as Executive Director of the r"luseum. James S. 

Davis attended as clerk. 

The next meetings of the Board. wi 11 be held February 

14, 1992, June 12, .1992 and October 9, 1992. All. meetings 

t.Jill~be held on Friday, beginning at 8:30 a.m. and win run 

uctil approximately 12:30 p.m. 

II. Museum's OperatiQPs Opdat~ 

Oliver Strimpe1 as Executive Director _ began by 

mentioning the success of The People and Computers exhibit. 

He also mentioned that the Museum will be opening a 

prototype of the Computer Discovety Center in the fall in 

preparation for a June opening. Installing a preliminary, 

unfinished PQrticn~ allows fOl~ative testing ~f the public's 

reactions to exhibit concepts in suf~icient time for 

refinement and improvement. 
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I 
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with regard to fund raising, he noted that $525,000 of 

the goal of $928,000 had been received, including major 

gifts from William Gates III and from DEC. He also 

mentioned the receipt of funds from previous fundraising 

ef for ts of the Boston Computer Society. He noted that the 

Museum was coordinating exhibit, Computer Bowl and the 

Capital Campaign fundraising to maximize results. 

The exhibit on the Networked Society is 1n early 

planning stages. 

event, has opened. 

The 1991 SIGGRAPH art show, an annual 

Al though attendance is not ~qua 1 to last yea r' s net-i 

hiQh resulting from the Walk-Through Computer publicity, it 

is significantly higher than the previous year. 

The exhibit kit program has been intrcduced and has had 

a successful beginning. walk-Through video ~ales are also 

good. 

Oliver mentioned the Caracas Museum and the 

Conservatoire National des Arts et Metiers both of which are 

potential customers for Computer Museum expertise. He noted 

these activities as signs of groNing international 

recognition of the Museum. 

Marketing efforts include a new catalog and the help of 

an advertising agency on a pro bono basis, which is 

producing new ads to be used in trade putl~caticns offering 

free space available to the i'~useUli\" 

iT "d 
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Natalie Rusk is now serving as an J..cting Director of 

Education; and Geraldine Rogers has retur~9d to the Museum 

(after 6 years) as Oliver's assistant. 

The Loebner Prize was to be awarded the day after the 

30ard Meeting, on November 8th, with the first 

implementation of the Turing Test for a machine's ability to 

"think" by comparing responses of machines and humans. 

Turning to finances, Oliver noted that cash projections 

were down, proportionally to lower attendance. Function 

income, unrestricted contributions, and foundation giving 

are also down from the budgeted levels, al~hough restricted 

giving is ahead of budget. The Computer 90,..71 is in good 

shape. In general, both expenses and staff have been cut to 

a "lean but dedicated" level. The Museum's primary goal is 

to balance its operating budget for the third consecutive 

year as it goes into the Capital Campaign. 

Hal Shear noted '\:,hat the annual fund ... :as on track, and 

that he 'Y'as hopeful of being able to achieve the goal of 

$123,000. He also hoped to receive the Boardts 

contributions by the end of the year in or~er to be able to 

focus thereafter on the general public. 

Gwen Bell noted that the teams for the Computer Bowl; 

to be held May I, were al~ost in place. 

II. ~pital Campaj~ 

Gardner Hendrie introduced the di scussion of the 

Capital Ca~paign by presenting Ed Schwartz with a plaque and 

~T·.J 
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a brick from the Compute~ Museum building, in recognition of 

Ed's key role in helping the Museum to acq~ire the space as 

its Ol'm home. 

Larry Brewster noted that he totas particularly pleased 

wi th the z:esponse of the 130 a rd and the Tr'..!s tees . ~.bout $1 

million dollars has been currently pledged toward a cash 

go a 1 of $ 5 mi 11 i on . Although fund raising is behind its 

goal for the quarter in terms of cash colle~tions, Larry is 

hopeful for more success from end of the year charitable 

giving. (It was noted that there is generally a five to ten 

percent range of potential defaults on pledges.) He also 

noted that his figures did not take into account DEC's 

matching grant toward the acquisition of the building. 

Tony Pell discussed Board giving and ~~2nked the Board 

of Directors for its response. He noted that he was trying 

to accelerate Board giving in order to enhance the success 

of the fundraising efforts once the public Has approached. 

Pledges to date from 60% of the Board mer.:bers amounted to 

$890,000 out of a million dollar goal. The remaining Boar9. 

members will be visited by February. 

Lynda Bodman noted that the receipt of $1 million 

dollars from-the Board was important in order to trigqer the 

corporate giving campaign, Easec on a ~~mple of her 

cont acts, she expected to ha',re a so 1 id c;):: e af corpor a te 

supporters I~hich HOU ld have no av~rs ion t e n:a~~ing gift s to 

an endowment fund, with an objective for the corforate 

n'd 
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campaign of $250,000. After the $1 million dollar goal is 

reached from Board 9i ving, corporations wi 11 be contacted" 

regarding gifts on the $25,000 to $50,000 level. 

David Donaldson noted that individual sOlicitations 

would also follo~l when the Eoard reaches its le~lel of $1 

million dollars in gifts. 

There was a general discussion of fundraising 

approaches. 

Dick. Case felt that it t.;as important in approaching 

potential donors to emphasize the importance and uniqueness 

of the Museum and its mission of educating and inspiring the 

public as opposed to having a primarily collectional focus; 

the progress that the !,1useum has made financiallYi and its 

exhibits of ~lorld class quality. AS he put it, "if t-o.'e can 

get people to come to the Museum, it will serve as its own 

best spokesman." He noted that he was very pleased with the 

Board's response to the Capital Campajgn. 

Irv Sitk.in noted that there was a rare opportunity for 

funding the computer l>1useum due to the money that had been 

made in the industry in the lifetimes of those serving on 

the Board. Sam Albert noted that the Museum was well 

positioned to be a si10l.o1CaSe for the mUlti-media teChnology 

of the future. 

Gt~en Bell illustrated the process "): :lpproaching 

potential donors by citing specific '.:iiverse e):ar.:ples of past 

success stories with which she was familiar. 
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Tony Pell commended the !-1useum staff for its support of 

the Capital Campaign; and Gardner Hendrie recognized the 

efforts and success of Larry Brewster and Tony Pell. 

III. Establi~ment QL.~n EndQ~ro~nt Fund 

Gardner Hendrie noted that with respect to exhibit 

development, the Museum had established that it could 

app~rently raise $500,000 to a $1 million dollars a year for 

Ule purpose of exhibi t development i and he noted that its 

successful approach in this r~gard should be continued. He 

also noted that the Museum was able to pay its own 

operational expenses in order to keep its doors open. 

Securing the building as its Cl\·m home woul:S. also appear to 

be a real possibility due to the efforts of Ed Schwartz a,nd 

the support of DEC. However, he noted that the Museum still 

needed an endov:rnent fund to service the bui Iding and to 

insure its future, given the vagaries of support and the 

fund solicitation process. He noted tliat establishing an 

endo~'nnent would also help to attract foundation s~pport. 

In discussing the endo1\'ment fund, Jim HcKenn.ey noted 

his assumption that Museum operations should be able to pay 

for themselves in the future, and that the p:incipal of the 

endowment fund should not be invaded unless the existence of 

the !,1useum Nas threatened. :1:e also felt !-.hat ::me had to 

assume that future Boards of Di:ec:tors ',,'(")Lll::: 1;-9 as committed 

top rot e c tin 9 the r'lu s e u rn aSh' a s :i t s p r € S t? n tEo a rd. N i c k 

Pettinella noted that the establishment cf the endowment 
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fund was still another milestone in the Museum's 

development. He noted that the endov1ment may be built up 

iJoth by outside donors or by the Museum. designating as 

eno.owr.Jent funds surplus which had previously been held as 

unrestricted or in other funas. 

There was a separate proposal to establish an 

investment committee to manage the endowment fund. 

There was also considerable discussion as to whether 

loans should be allowed from the endowment fund for other 

r·1t!seu~ purposes and whether a floor should be set so that 

borrowing could not reduce its level below a certain pOint. 

Dick Case noted that as the endowment fund resolution was 

stated, it would at any rate be Quite hard to borrow against 

the fund. David Kaplan noted that after the initial 

establishment of the fund, the Board of IHrectors could be 

approached in the future to refine investment policies for 

the fund and to discuss further whether and how its income 

was to be spent. 

Upon motion duly made and seconded it was 

To adopt the resolution to establish an 
-

endowment fund as previously circulated among the 

Board me~bers and as a:tachee here~o as Exhibit A. 

Ji~ McKenn~y then ~)minate~ D!vid Kaplan, 

Tq,nr Pell and D\·1igl-:t Crane tv serVf' as the ini tial members 
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of the Investment Co~~itte~. After discussion it was, 

however, upon motion duly made and seconded, 

VOTED To defer the appointment of the Investmen.t 

Commi ttee and that pending the appointment of an 

Investment Committee, the Finance Committee of the 

Museum would be responsible for the investment of 

the endowment fund. 

IV. The Waterfront Project 

Ed Schwartz led a discussion of the waterfront Project, 

noting that the Executive Committee was not asking for 

authorization of the Board to spend money for the project, 

but rather for the Board's support of a process begun by the 

Children's I'Iuseum and joined by the Executiye Conunittee. 

The purpose of the discussion was to share infotmation with 

the Board of Directors, with the hope that the Executive 

Committee would have specific recommendations for the Board 

when it meets next in February of 1992. 

Ed noted that Boston's ten-year central artery project 

had given the Children's Museum the impetus to try to plan 

around the chaos during construction and t~e future traffic 

flmoJ, in order to be in a position to continue to attract 

visitors. He noted that the project would in all likelihood 

cost something in excess of $6 ~illion dollars. 

Greg Welch discussed prel i:t:i na ry plar.s pr~duced by the 

Chi Idren I s Huseum, including a barge fCor programming for 

vis i tors; an e:x:panded lClbby and vi si tox' 'oS serv ices; and a 
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park in front of the building, He noted that models for the 

project should be developed in the near future and that the 

initial plans of the architects were to be presented on 

November 14. 

Ed Schwartz noted that if the Computer Museum continues 

to be successful, it loTill also face expansion needs of its 

own. Oliver noted the Museum's more short-term needs of 

irr.proving the exterior visual impact Of the building and 

improving access for vis i tor:;: I such as through enhancement 

of the apron approach. t4id-term goals \o;Quld 1:e to improve 

the major exhibition spaces, to improve vertical circulation 

beyond the present limitations imposed by the single 

ele~ator, and to make the store ~or~ visible. 

Hal Shear questioned whether the Muse~m should consider 

other si tes as well for its future needs. Ed agreed that 

the Executive Co~~ittee should acknowledge that other sites 

were a possibility ·but that it should not let such 

considerations deter it from cooperating with the Children's 

Museum on the immediately pending project. 

Larry Brewster wondered what impact the Waterfront 

Project and attendant costs woul~ have on the Capital 
. 

·Caffipaign, and Ed Schwartz noted that obviously the timing of 

the project was not per~ect bec~use of the Capital Campaign. 

The general feeling of the Eoar~ was th~t t~e Executive 

Comrni ttee I tvi th the assi stance of 3 sub-c()m.rni t tee I should 

proceed as it 1 S present ly do ing to exp lore the Museum's 

QT'.J 
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role in the ~laterf ront Proj ect. 
It shou ld report back to 

the Board in February. 
Hal Shear and Gardner made a final plea that the Annual 

:fund should not be forgotten because of the focus on the 

Capital Campaign. 

V. AQ.i9J,lI nmeJl.t. 

upon motion, duly made and seconded,it \07as 

to adjourn 

Adjourned. 

A true copy. 

Attested: 

James S. Davis, Clerk 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
December 19, 1991 

In attendance were Oliver Strimpel, Ed Schwartz, Gwen 

Sell, Tony Pell, Larry Brewster, Gardner Hendrie, and Nick 

Pettinel!a. 

The next meetings of the Executive Committee will be 

January 13, at 9:30 a.m., and March 17, at 8:00 a.m. 

Oliver noted that attendance was still down from 1991 

::',.It that the gap was narrowing. Development revenue and 

earned income streams are also down. He noted that the 

M~seum was in a difficult financial situation. 

He proposed a new suggested name for the upcoming 

exhibi t: "Tools and Toys: The Amazing Persona 1 Computer--. 

7he group .disc~ssed the issue end left the final decision up 

:0 Oliver. FUnding looks good for the exhihit. 

He noted that access to the Museum will be seriously 

c:: fected by the new tunnel/artery proj ect: parking space 

~hich was previously thought secure will be lost. 

Larry Brewster discussed the status of the Capital 

Ca:npaign, including the make up and progresu of the various 

Campaign sub-committees. Ed Schwartz noted that the 

Campaign was vital not only to the extent that it did or did 

::JI.: rai 59 adequate funds for the Museum, but that its 

s~ccess or failure would directly affect the credibility of 

:~e Museum as an institution. 
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There was a discussion of the current shortfall in cash 

gifts. Gwen Bell thought that it was premature to worry, 

and that donors waited until the last moment in a calendar 

year to determine which year might be best for income tax 

deduction purposes. Gardner Hendrie noted that in fund 

raising, the Museum should be careful of follow-ups to 

potential donors being made by the Museum staff rather than 

by those persons with the closest contact to the potential 

donors (although it was noted that the staff must 

necessarily remind the ~askers" if funds from potential 

donors have not been forthcoming). Ed noted. that donors 

might need help in deciding how to uti 1 ite matching grant 

pcssibilities: for example, if an individual is making 

grants to both" the" Capital Campaign end the Computer Bowl. 

Ed di seus sed the water front proj ect by noting that it 

wcs potentially very beneficial to the Museum but that 

timing for the project was "terrible" in view of the 

Museum's other funcraisirlg plans. If successf\.ll, it woulc1 

be~efit the Museum by attractin; ad~itional visitors, 

increasing lobby space, and enhancing the Museum's 

identity. Areas of concern remain the design of the 

p::oject; sharing of costs between the two musuems; 

f u :~ d r a i sin 9 for the project; and maintena!1ce of good 

relations with the Children's Museum while pr~tecting the 

Cc~puter Museum's interests. Although he felt that 

Children's had, strategically, gone teo far initially 
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without: obtaining the Computer Museum's input, 

communications have improved and Children's has become more 

responsive, A new design for the entrance would soon be 

forthcoming which should be more balanced in the advantages 

it would offer to both Museums. 

There have been some additional discussions with 

Children's about the Computer Museum's having additional 

time to come up wi th its share of the costs. There have 

"Iso been discussions as to how to determine the Computer 

Huseum's share of the costs relative to its allocated 

portion of the entrance space and its improved lobby 

facilities. 

At the moment I the concept of how to raise funds for 

the Computer Museum's share of the project costs is 

essentially non-existent; although it was noted that the 

:un~s must somehow be raised outside of the Capital Campaign 

program. 

The next proposals for the design of the project are 

due in mid January. It is estimated that construction might 

~tart in 1993 or 1994 and last one to two years depending on 

the Bvai 1 abi 1i ty of funds. It was noted t,hat Chi1~ren' s in 

its fundraising efforts is raising both endowment money and 

rr:oney for "bricks and JT:ortar." as opposed I,ll the Computer 

!'!useum's Capital Campaign. Children's, to date, has also 

not felt it necessary to participate in any joint 

fundraising approach with the Computer Museum. 
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The guiding principles for the Computer Museum remain 

that the ptoject must benefit both Museums; it ~ust not 

affect the Capital campaign of the computer r~useum; and it 

mu~t create a positive statement for the building. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
January 13, 1992 

In attendance were Oliver Strimpel, Richard Case, 

Gardner Hendrie, Lynda Bodman, Tony Pell, Jim McKenney, 

Ed Schwartz, Gwen Bell, and Nick Pettinella. 

Oliver began by noting that the Museum's financial 

situation was significantly below budget (although expenses 

were also down); and projections for the rest of the fiscal 

year are not particularly favorable. The figures will be 

updated in preparation for the Board meeting next month. 

The agenda for the Board meeting was discussed. 

It was noted that the $1 million mark for contributions 

from the Board of Directors to the Capital Campaign has been 

met. 

There was some discussion regarding the nominating 

process for the new Board members to be elected in June, and 

also the governance structure of the Museum in particular, 

and whether any considerations of changing the structure 

should be dealt with prior to the Ju~e Board meeting. Lynda 

Bodman referred to possible issues regarding the role of 

Trustees, the size of the Board of Directors, and the 

make-up of- the Board, as well as criteria for selection of 

Board members. There was also mention made of the need for 

better transition between retiring and in-coming officers of 

the Museum. Ed Schwartz sugg~!sted that an l.!:xecutive 

Committee meeting should be largely dedicated to a 
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discu~sion of these issues; and it was decided that the 

meeting on Monday, April 6, which would run from 8:00 a.m. 

to 12: 00 p. m., would largely be devoted to these topics. 

Lynda Bodman is to provide an outline of considerations for 

discussion prior to that meeting. 

Larry Brewster discussed the status of the Capital 

Campaign and will prepare an updated report in time for the 

Board Meeting. 

In response to questions and/or suggestions of a 

potential sUbstantial donor to the Capital Campaign, there 

was a discussion of whether the Board should be requested to 

designate a sub-fund of the endowment fund as being 

restricted to educational purposes in order to attract 

donors who do not wish to make gifts to an unrestricted 

endowment fund. There was general awareness of the need to 

preserve some flexibility so the Museum would be in a 

position to accept restricted gifts which ~re practical both 

in terms of size and in terms of the viability of the 

restricted purpORe over future years. Gardner suggested the 

possible need for approval by the Executive Committee and/or 

the Board of Directors of any restricted gift which would 

have to be segregated and separately accounted for. 

Ed Schwartz led a discussion of the Waterfront 

Project. In general, he felt that developments since the 

last meeting had been quite favorable as illustrated by a 
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new design of the "Wa've" entrance to the Museum Bui Iding 

which now should produce equal benefits for both Museums. 

Of the $7.2 to $7.5 million being raised by Children's for 

the Wave and Barge, the two Museums will only be sharing 

costs of the 

itself to go 

entrance space. Children's will not commit 

ahead with the project until they have 

assurance of receiving the r:'loneYi and the two Museums are 

beginning to coordinate fund-raising approaches. At 

present, there is n.Q..t. a plan to allocate the costs of the 

Wave on a percentage basis between the two Museums. 

The Computer Museum has made it clear that it will not 

commi t any of its Capi ta 1 Campaign money to the Wave anc1 

other building improvements. It will instead ask the Board 

to approve fundraising for these additional funds. 

Chi ldren 's wants to make announcements' to the press in the 

next few months; although it is unclear at the present time 

what their priorities are in terms of building the barge, 

bridge, etc. 

Ed will make a presentation at the next Soard Meeting 

concerning the proj ect I s status, He repeated that he hag 

positive feelings about the current plans and the overall 

banefits which the project would produce for the Computer 

!1useum. 
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Dick Case and Gardner Hendrie led a discussion of 

finding a successor to Gardner as Chai rman of the Board. 

One potential "candidate" was discussed and will be 

approach~d concerning his willingness to serve. It was 

noted that Gardner would continue to serve as Chairman of 

the Exhibits Committee and would become a member of the 

Nominating Committee. 



OPEN HOUSE UPDATE: 

Thanks to the Board members who helped make January's Open House a 
success! 

The next three dat~s for Open House ~t t!1.I! Computer Museum are: . 

Monday, February 24, 1992; 5-7 p.m. 

Tuesday, March 24, 1992; 5-7 p.m. 

Tuesday, April 21, 1992; 5-7 p.m. 

Please invite people you want to involve with the Museum. Once your guests 
are confirmed, notify Susan Pekock at 617-426-2800 x 376. The Museum will 
follow-up with a confirmation note. 

These are informal gatherings - offering our guests the opportunity to enjoy the 
exhibits after business hours and without the crowds. Beverages and hors 
d'oeuvres will be provided. 

If you have any questions or comments, please call Susan Pekock. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon! 
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MEDIA SUMMARY: IN BRIEF 
From November 8, 1991 - February 14, 1992 

PRINT CIRCULATIONS: 

United States: 32,738,930 (est.) 
International: 4,805,682 (est.) 

ELECTRONIC IMPRESSIONS: 

(Combined International and Domestic) 
Radio: 3,750,000 (est.) 
TV: 76,230,000 (est.) 

Nevs of the Museum's many activities, including The Loebner Prize 
Competition/Turing Test and The Computer Museum Store Catalog, 
reached an audience of over 100 million people around the vorld. 

LOEBNER PRIZE COMPETITION/TURING TEST 

As 45 million-plus impressions generated by this one-day event 
indicate, this test, pitting human against machine, captured the 
imagination of media around the globe. 

INTERNATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS 

Stories vhich ran in the Asian Yall Street Journal in March 1991 ----
and in The London Guardian in April 1991 helped spur 
international interest in the Turing Test. 

British publications vhich covered the contest included The 
(London) Daily Telegraph, The (London) Guardian, Computer-5hopper 
and Computer Talk. Other international publications included the 
European and Asian editions of The Yall Street Journal, The 
International Herald Tribune and the Soviet nevs agency TASS. The 
Italian daily II Corriere Della Sera, the Arabic daily Al Hayat, 
Portugal's Espresso, Brazil's Estado De Sao Paulo, and China's 
Student's Computer Yorld also published stories. 

Electronic coverage included a feature on Japan's computer shov, 
High Tech Shover, a story on RIA, the Italian government 
television netvork, and a radio interviev on the BBC's Today 
Program. The BBC's Horizon also recorded the event for a major 
documentary about Alan Turing to be aired in 1992. 

NATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS 

Front page stories about the contest ran in The Nev York Times, 
The San Jose Mercury Nevs and The Boston Globe the day after the 
event. Both the Times and the Mercury Nevs also ran extensive 
previev stories about the contest. 



Media Report 
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The Vall Street Journal featured the contest in an article in March, 
and followed up with a report on the event. Stories appeared in The 
Boston Herald, The Philadelphia Inquirer and The Associated Press. The 
AP story ran in over 120 papers in 23 states. The Turing Test was 
featured in a January 1992 Scientific American article as well as in 
Science, Discover, Computerworld, Information Yeek, and AI Expert. 

CNN Future Yatch covered the event and ran a five minute piece. The 
PBS program Scientific American Frontiers covered extensively for a 
show which aired February 12, 1992. Radio stories were produced by 
American Public Radio's Marketplace, NPR's Morning Edition and Science 
Update. 

OTHER MUSEUM MEDIA COVERAGE 

INTERNATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS 

The Yugoslavian computer magazine Monitor ran a three part series on 
the Museum in the November, December and January issues. The series 
focused on The Computer BowlR, Turing Test, and a general Museum 
piece. 

The Museum was also highlighted in Ming Pao Yeekly, a Chinese 
magazine. Both Norwegian and Argentinian TV are filming segments on 
the Museum in March and April. 

NATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS 

The Sunday New York Times ran a major feature article on the Museum in 
the January 12 Travel section. The Providence (R.I) Journal also 
published a major feature. ---

The Chicago Sun-Times gave the Museum Store its highest rating, a 10, 
in a review of the catalog. 

Exhibitionist, published by the National Association for Museum 
Exhibitions, ran the first feature story on the Museum's new Exhibit 
Kits Program. 

The cable network The Family Channel, which reaches 55 million viewers 
is featuring The Yalk-Through Computer later this year in a quarterly 
prime-time series on family vacation learning opportunities. Channel 
One, a nationally distributed news show seen by six million high 
school students, also ran a story about the Museum which resulted in 
one Massachusetts school booking a Museum visit the same day. 

Two PBS television shows, Computer Chronicles and PCTV Live, featured 
the store's wares in holiday gift segments. 
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~:r" THE mark or a good museum, ae- pass the Turing Test and the tlrst contest- a 

J .". i':' , cording to Oliver Strlmpel, execu· .: limited. version of ,the complete test - was 
::;,. tlve director or the Computer Muse-, . held allhe museum In November. A team of 
:C;:~.' 11m In Boston, Is that Itleaves jl$ .. ;.:.jl!dgesCcn;lve~onallmltedrangeoftoplcs 
:t.t.;'~: visitors with a larger·qulD·lare expe-" '"wlth hyP1~ 1I~ .computers - both the 
~ . rlence - a lasting Impression 'that changes humans IIJI!I, tI!e computers printed out their 
;.. the way they view their world. At what may responses. ' . :.s be the world's only museum devoted exclu·' In the future Dr. Strlmpel hopes that the 
OIl slvely to computing, Dr. Strlmpel has been museum will present another human VS. mao 
~; able to transform his vision Into an array of chine showdown: a match between the 
:; Interactive exhibits set around the museum's. world's chess champion and Deep Thought, 
~. centetplece - a giant two-story walk· the reigning chess playing computer. :t' through computer. It Is a working model of a The museum traces Its roots to 1974 when 
~n",desktop computer blown up 50 times com· . Kenneth Olsen, founder of the Digital Equip-
~'i\",plete with a :zs.foot-wlde working keyboard ment Corporation, and Roben Everell, then 
=~.,and a slx-fOOl-ta1l tloppy disk. . president of th.e Mitre Corporation, dlvened 
L • I.. To demonstrate a typical computer appll· a truck that was carrying the Whirlwind, an 

\'l'~:callon visitors can roll a giant 9 by' 6 feet early experimental M.I.T. computer, from a 
~ ... :"rackballtomoveascreenpolntertostanlng trip to the dump. The truck stopped In a 
H~ end destination points from among 300 major Digital parking lot and the Whlriwlnd be-
.... 'II 'World cities. The computer will then tlnd the came the ,first of a series of machines to 
:.'l f;- '!shonest route between the two points and make up a permanent collection of early 
~!:t£' 'Offer a slide show on Its huge monitor of the systems the company maintained. The two 
- • ',~ .lIghts along the way. men were encouraged by Gordon Bell, then a 
.:...!... To see how the-computer works visitors leading Digital computer designer, and his 
:.. can wander Inside and watch a huge spinning wife, Gwen, who both had a passion for 
• . disk drive retrleYC data and a table-size· collecting eArly counting devices. Mrs. Bell 
: " replica of Intel's up-to-the-minute 486 chip was the first director of the museum. It was 
: ... ~:' '. process IL Strings of lights In the Door slmu· Incorporated In 1862 and established In Its 
'; ~ • ~ late information !IS It races through the com· present quaners In November 1984. 
~.)o ,puter. Also Inside the computer, one of the The Whirlwind Is not the only early or 
: ~., museum's three theaters explains how soft· unique computer In the museum's collcctlon. i' ;,ware works. The.Computer Museum, set on 11 also Includes such machines as an early 
• , •. the waterfront, shares a refurbished six- Univac mainframe, which Is about the size of 
~ .tory warehouse with the Children's Muse- six refrelgerators put together; IIIlac IV, the 
~.: 11m. Each morning school buses unload hun- first parallel computer designed by the Unl-
;;,.~ • 'CIreds of children on tours, but on weekday verslty of illinois and the Burroughs Corpo-
:r.C.Jlftemoons the Computer Museum can be a. ration; the Cray I supercomputer, and a tic· 
~!t. Jlulet place to delve Into the history of mod· tac·toe. playing computer built from Tinker-
IIW'f·.ern computing or understand how the ma- toys by two computer deSigners, Danny Hillis 
::~=.";hlneS work. On weekends It Is not unusual to and Brian Silverman. Pan of the Eniac, the 
'. '-''''. 'See the schoolchildren return with their world's first electronic computer, Is also In 
~'parents In tow. , the collection but not currently on display. 

, ..... 1. ,. Most of the exhibits are hands on, ranging Surrounding the walk-through computer 
:~'from chess·playing and drawing eomputers are a number of exhibits Including a Sman . 
I '. to a helsht sensor - one of the most popular. Machines Gallery, an Introduction to artlll. 
;;' :,: Outside In front of the warehouse a vilice cialintelligence and robots; a historical ex-
= .. ~ .. asks visitors to place their feet on two foot· hlblt titled "People and Computers: Mile-
;'. '. 'prints painted on the ground. Then It tells stones of a Revolution"; and a computer 
C-":1.: them their height, occasionally with a com- graphics gallery devoted to Image process· 
r-;i!.ment, such as suggesting that a particularly Ing and computer graphics In which many of 
~,.; -tall person play for the Celtlcs, Boston's pro-, the exhibits are interactive. "i".: \)asketball team. A favorite spon, of c:ou.rse, In addition to Its permanent collectlo!l, the 
2.::\1s fooling the sensor, and the system'ls not museum adds special exhibits each year. 
rz'; ',above making an Intentional mistake. Last month It began tracking the voyage of 
; '. "Having computers make controlled era a Chlcaso sailor, Bill Pinkney, as he tries to 

, ~': ... :.tOr. Is always roas8urlng to peoplq," sold Or. iK'roml! the flrsl Afrlt'on·AlIlrrlcon to .nll 
.. s:' _ "trlmpel. . solo around the world and rounding the cape. . 
',:,";'.~ One of the museum's goals has been to A transmitter on Pinkney'S 47·foot sailboat, 

'~.11',,:. answer the "so what?" - to help explain the Commitment, sends radio signals to a satel-
~ ~ Impact of computing on modern society. Re- lite that relays them to a ground station. 
~ •• :(;.«nUy the museum was the scene of the first . II 

• ,;. ·Turing Test, an experimentflrst proposed 41 The Computlfr Museum, 300 Congress .. 
r;!. years ago by the British mathematician Alan Street, Boston, Mass. (617) 426-2800, Is open 
( .... ·.'M. Turing asa simple way of cutting through from 10 A.M. to 5 P.M., Tuesday through 
• ~~: 'the philosophical debate about whether a Sunday (and on Mondays durlns school vaca. 
~ ",:machlne could \lver be built to mimic the lions) until June 30, and then dally. Admls· 
~ slon Is $8; $5 for students and people aged 65 
»:.'JOHN MARKOFF reports on computers and and over. On Saturday until noon all admls-
~~ChnoICl&)l for The Times. " slons are half price. • 

~:.~---------------------------------------.1\1·· ....... 
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Computers can add up to fun 
By GORDON E. ROWLEY 

SpocIalID tbe loumal·Bulled.D 

Are you ready for an oxymoron? 
Boston's Computer Museum 

now has the world's largest mIcro
computer. Just think, for 40 years 
now designers have been working 
to make computers smaller and 
have more and more memory. 
Some even fit on you lap. 

So why · build a "desktop~' that 
covers 5,300 square feet, weighs 
eight tons and uses six-foot floppy 
disks? 

For the fun of it, of course, and to 
show how computers work. You 
see, this is a computer you can not 
only use - but walk through. It's 
designed to give you "the inside 
story." Get it? 

It's all in keeping with one of the 
museum's prime missions: to de
mystify computing. If you are in
timidated 'by computers (afraid of a 
"mouse," so-to-speak), this is a 
good place to go. And If you are a 
computer junkie, let me just say 
there are almost 100 hands·on dis· 
plays that let you do such things as 
fly a plane, create an animated film . 
or bLiild an ant farm. 

The museum began ' In 1974 
when Kenneth Olsen, founder of 
Digital Equipment Corp., and Rob
ert Everett, then president of Mitre 
Corp., saved the famous Whirlwind 
computer from a truck about to 
take it to the dump. As a student at 
M.l.T. Olsen had helped Everett 
build the mammoth (17~ton) ma
chine, the first ·truly interactive 
computer. 

Other historic hardware was 
added until the collection, by then 
open to the public, outgrew Digi
tal's Marlborough, Mass., facility. 
In 1984 It was moved to Its present 
location, on the Boston waterfront, 
next to The Children's Museum. 

Stepping off the elevator at the 
sixth floor, you enter a gallery of 
dazzling computer art. Tum left 
and you're In "Smart Machines," a . 
gallery on art1ficlallntelligence and 
robots, beginning with a mechani
cal duck from 1738 that quacked, . 
ate com and drank water. Newer 
machines Include NASA's Mars . 
Rover and Sea Rover, the underwa
ter robot. There are machines here 
that compose music, play chess 
with you, advise you on wine for 
dinner, even let you haggle with a 
Haymarket vendor · over the price 
of strawberries. 

But we humans can stJII out-per
form the robots at some things. 
Watch mechanical fingers pick up 
a block of wood, then compare it to 
a video of a guitarist at work. 
You'll also learn that a 3·year-old . 
child can distinguish sounds better 
than a robot. 

. Then It's a stroll down - dare I gion. Then climh aboard at gigantic 
. say It - memory lane; the history ''track bail," which works like a 
of computers and their Impact on "mouse" to move the cursor on a 
human lives beginnIng with the old theater' size monltor screen. (The 
IBM punchcards that ·in 1937 trackball was chosen because a 
helped the IRS keep track of 27 mouse would have to be the size of 
million Americans: Here you'll. also a bumper car and therefore danger- , 
find the Whirlwind - and a 1951 ous.) 
film clip of Ed Morrow asking the Several of the Illustrations In the 
computer how much interest the exhibit, by the way. are by Rhode 
Indians would have earned since'. Island's own David Macauley, au-
1626 If they had invested the $24 . thor of The Way Things Work." 
they received for ManhattaD at 6 Then It's Into the chassis to "fol-
percent. low the journey of a keypress." 

You go over the motherboard, past 
Today's visitors only laugh at the the power unlt and central process-

quaintness of It all. Ing unIt or "chip," between ribbon 
But the highlight of a visit to the cables and behind the speaker. 

museum, for kids especially, is the You' ll take a computer animated 
walk-through computer. Its soft- "flight" over the surface of a work-
ware program is called World Ing chip by means of a video based 
Traveler. and It lets visitors find the · on pictures taken through a scan-
shortest route between any two cit- nlng electron microscope. Most tas-
les in eight regions ot the world. cinating of all is to peek at the bard 
Visitors press a footwide key on a drive. a stack of disks that looks 
2~foot keyboard to select the re- not unlike the inside ot an old juke-

,.,:' 

box. 

A CURRENT 
EVENT: 
Kids explore 
the 
inside of the 
world's largest 
micro
computer, 

. left. use the 
keyboard,be
low 
left, and push a 
track ball, 
below. 
at Boston's 
Computer 
Museum. 

- Computer 
Museum 

." . . - '. ' 

photo. lett; pho
tos 
below by Gordon 
E. 

Leaving the motherboard, visi
tors enters Software Theater, 
where a three-screen video ex
plains how computer software 
drives the hardware. 

Then It's on to more hands-on 
exhibits, Including 'computers that 
speaks Chinese, let you design your 
own car, or digitize your self-por
trait. 

On the way out Is a museum 
shop selling books, sottware and 
such whimsical Items as milk choc
olate floppy disks, "spread sheets" 
for your. bed, and tor those who get 
trustrated with computers, a 
stuffed "computer" you can punch. 
It's not a Mac; It's a Smack. . 

The Computer Museum, at 300 
Congress St., Boston (take North
ern Avenue Exit 22 from the South
east Expressway) is open in winter 
Tues. to Sun. 10 a .m. to 5 p.m. Ad
mission: adults. $6; students and 
senlors, $5. 
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Can Machines Think? Humans Match Wits 
, .. , J 

By JOHN MARKOFF 
Spedallo n.e New York Times 

BOSTON, Nov. 8 ~ A group of hu
man judges chosen to represent the 
Boston man-jn-the-street engaged in a 
three-hour battle of wits with a handful' 
of computer programs today, The idea 
was ·to answer what many scientists 
and philosophers believe will become 
the central question of the information 
age: Can machines think? . 

II was hard to tell - harder than one 
might have, pardon the expression, 
ihoughL . . 

The judges typed questions into com
puter terminals and tried to decide 
from the responses whether they were 
communicating with a man or a ma
chine. One program proved convincing 
enough to fool 5 of the 10 judges, Two 
other programs fooled some of the peo
ple for some of the time, But the hu
mans had, uh, second thoughts and 
realized thilt what they had thought 
were human thoughts were actually 
coming from diskettes, hard drives, 
monitors and electricity, 

Cutting Through a Debate . 
Th 

' h f' Man or machine? Human judges tried ' to tell whether they 
. e tournament was t e · Irst at- " , . . , . 
tempt to run a Turing Test, the experl-·. interacting WIth another person or (as In thIS case) a computer. 

were 

mcnt first proposed by the British.1t---,.",== ,.,.,....".,...-",.,,,.........,,,,,,.,,=,.,,,..,..,.---====----,,,....,,=...,..,,,.-----
mathematician Alan M. Turing 411 
years ago as a simple way of cutting 
through the philosophical debate about 
whether a machine could ever be built 
to mimic the human mind. If a .person 
communicating with such a machine 
could not tell whether it was a comput
er or human, Mr. Turing reasoned, the 
question would be resolved. 

Throughout the afternoon, while the 
typed conversations between prp-
grams and judges flickered on large 
screens in an auditorium at the Boston 
Computer Museum, a group of scien-
tists and philosophers grappled with 
the meaning of the event. 

".If a computer were to pass an unre
stricted Turing Test," said Daniel Den
nett, a professor of cognitive studies at 
Tufts University, "it will raise anum-

ContinI Ion Page 10, Co!ul7jn 3 
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A competition was held yesterday in Boston as a first attempt to run a test designed as a simple way of cutting through the philosophical debate .:: :.; 
about whether a machi~ coute! ever be built to mimic the human mind. Judges peered over the shoulders of participants during the competition. ; .: 

. . . .~ " , l . •. .. ....l, 

Can Machines Think Like 'Humans? Not Quite Ye{·~ · 
Continued From Page 1 the "common sense" ·mistakes that to and the author of the Compute answer to the questlon. "Whalis your . ~ 

were an immediate giveaway. Recreations section in ScientHlc Amer favorite play?" . . : :j 
There were several other conrusing Ican. Mr. Oewdney provided experl. "That really threw a lot of people fot' ''· ber or deep civil rights questions. Fo 

example, It would be s crime to unplug 
such 's machine because It would be 8 
person In a legal sense. Turing should 
be thoughl of as • pioneer tn machine 

resulLS rrom the contesls. One or the commenlary while siroliing back and a loop," Mr. Oewdney said. ; \ '; 
human conrederales. Cynlhla Clay, rurth In fran I or the dlHerenl !creens. One or the human judges. Lou·Anne " 
who was judged "most human or all ",ThiS Is the lirsl 'fUrl,n, g Test," he said, Kroul/I. a studenl and part·tlme autq oj 

, however restricted mechanic, said she had been fooled bM " 
COnLCSl3mS," was nevertheless juds.ed . . . '. . ' .. ' .aPnConThseenrsaePalsntswwehren. \, .•. It, .. ,rt:,~po. ,. ,~ .... " .' ._:)Vl .. ~. r~~ 

righls." . . to be a comput~r by two judges.'· ' . ' :'. ':: : . At the Stan: Oopsl ., .. ; .. • :., ~ ~~ 
Bul the deeper question or whether SliII, like many or the mythical con, "It typed something that 'J:thou&h\'.O And the conve rsations were intrigu

ing. First prize went to 8 commercial 
software program called PC Therapist 
III , which was designed to engage its 
ques tioner in a whimsical conversation 
about nothing in particular. The pro
gram was wrlttcn by Joseph Wcin· 
Iraub, Ihe president or'Thinklng Soft, 
ware, Inc., a small artificial intelli· 
gence software company in Woodside, 

com pUlers will ever be able 10 convinc- rronlations belween human and com, was Irlle, . and whcn .1 responded .~ 
ingly mimic human beings and what It pUler In science ficlion Iilerature and Inleracted with me In .a :yeTY COiIy1Po-·', 
will mean ror Ihe human spirll tr they Cinema, the firsl inlerim Turing test tng rash ion," she said. , ... ~ -";" . ' ;.,~ I .: 
can,remained tantalizingly distant. . Involved a techno ical -Iilch. Mr. Weinlraub's program held a 

Queens,' . . 
At one point Mr. Weintraub's pro

gram suggesled 10 a judge : "Perhaps 
you' re nol gelling enough aHection 
from your partner in the relat ionship." 

The slgnilicance or the Interim tcst 
was holly debated by the contesl's 
sponsors after the conclusion. or today's 
event.. ~ .... ~. . 

"These were real judges," said Oil, 
vcr Strimpcl ; the executive director of 
Ihe Boston Compuler Museum, one of 
Ihe sponsors of the test. "Maybe th.
Turing Test isn't as difficult as we first 
thoughL" , 

Hard to Tell Omerenee 

"Whal are the key elements that are 
. importaOi In relationships in order to

prevenl conflict or problems?" the 
judge responded. 

Thinks II Doesn't Think, ., Mr. Turing believed that by the end 
or Ihe cenlury It ·would be · possible 

"I think you don't think I think,". loprogram computers to make ' them 
answered the terminal. play an "imitation game" well enough 

"What kind of a response to a. ques· so that an average human judge would 
(iol) is that?" asked the judge. " Next- not be able Lo determJne jf 0 converso:. 
question : Do you think romantic rela· tion typed aLa computer terminal was 
lionships are unrealistic, doomed from with a human ·.'confederate'! or a com~ 
the Slarl?" puter. ,. " 

'" do tend to walk around with my ~ . ' 
head in the clouds," the terminal ech, Thai assumplion has become the 
oed. subject or a biller debate belween sci, 

"Are you a romantic?" the Judge enlisls and philosophers who have tak, 
queried. en s ides on the question over whether 

. "I take In whatever you ask," came the human mind will ever be reduced to 
~ the roply. . a set of computer programs. 

"Have you experienced problems In The firsl modern version or the 'fU, 
romantic relationships?" came an- ring Test, made possible by the estab
other query. lishmenl or a $100.000 prize by philan

" I Iry to be agreeable," responded thropisl Hugh Loebner and with the-
the lerminal. support or the National Science Foun-

Many or the walching ·experts, In- da lion and the Allred P. Sloane Foun
cluding scientists, philosophers and da tion, was not the "true test that Mr. 
psychologists who assembled here, Turing envis ioned. Because of IImita
said they were surprised by 'he out· lions in the programs' capabilities, 
come. Computer experts said they each was confined to discuss ing 8 na r .. 
could easily tell the humnn from the row topiC, such as women's clothing, 
computer respondents. Unlike the un· romantic relationships or Burgundy 
tra ined observers, th~ experts spotted wine. For winning the first limited con· 

,Iesl. Mr. Welnlraub ",as awarded a 
I prize of $1,500.. . 

! The contest organizers said they be-

I Jievcd It was a valuable exercise that 
would focus p~hlic inleresl on ques-

I) tions that hove until now remained the 
,; r~::,'I7!g:~c%~~~:~~~~;: ... nd ~rt/liclal 

'. " We're witnessing history tod ay .... 

I 
said Kcay Dewdncy, 8 computer sclen· 
list at the University or Western Ontar-

~ number or the audience spellbound and 
The starl or the conlesl was delayec\ mAny were stili scratching thelrhe.d~ . 

almost 45 minutes while technicians. after watching several hours of conver
scrambled 10 sort aul a lelephone protr salion.' .O~e, conversatlon..WI\b ~OAA 
lern that kept telephone ·Jines .connect- as (ollows·'.!. : ;. . 6"4 ~»,. : .. ' ..• n. ... 'Y : i~ IT""~ 
Ing two or the human conrederales to ' Termln~l ,'A whim Is;' iudden cap~~ 
the conlesl busy: When II did slart, Ihe claus and orten peculiar behaVlor, W 
number or terminals and screens was or sunlight In a grim grey wor"!I" , 
reduced rrom the original ten to eight.. Judge : Something like a hunch? Ter·: 

Several ' members of the Loebner minal : Everybody sets out to ao S(lme--; 
thing and everybody does something. 

Prize cornmillee said they thought thai but no one does whal he sets out to do. . 
Ihcglilch had made the task more dlffj, Judge : Well anyway I would Imagine. : 
cull for the Judges. '-..-: . whimsical converat/on Is Uke I! _Sjlrlg"s1:" 
J~SePh · Weizenbau·m, ·a Massachu- or knight'. mOVeS 10 chess.,-,., iOi't;Qfi$ 

sells Institule or Technology com pUler. · zlg.Za~ rall.!7! ~~n :!~lIo'(l'!"g an?, I!'I~ 
scientist, said that he was struck by cularhne. • ,-. '',:, . " '1 
how s imilar PC Therapisl was to a TermInal : I A whimsical person ' Is ,~ . 
program that he had written several subject to erratic behavJor Bnd unpre. r
decades ago called EUza. Eliza became diclable thoughts..' : • • How nice Ib be' ',' .". 

J .~. .' unpredicltablet " . ' ~ " I . ... "' I" ~ ~"'. 
. ' . " · 1 ! . Judge: Are you kidding? Sure; total ' 

predictabliclty would make the world .. · ~ 
dull place, but unpredlctabllily Is hard- . ! . 
Iy a virtuel ' .

An atrempt·to. 
answer a ·big 
,questi.on of the 
computer age. 

Arter the conlest was over Dr. _ 
Loebner pronounced himself sat/slfled ... 
with the results · and said that he felt 
thai Ihe Turing Test would now have .. ,. 

i IIlc or liS own. Dr. Loebner Is president . 
or Crowne IndustrIes, an eqUipment ", 
supply ·firm In .Orange, N.J. . .- ,. 

Hc said that he had thought of spon-: : 
soring 8 Turing Test seven years ago ': 

widely popular ror engaging quesilon: as a way or sparking Interest In the. ,·. 
ers in an simple nonsensical conversa' Idca or designing arttrlclally Intelligent ,~ 
ti~n . He said that such programs were programs. i . ... 

very dirricuil to Irick because It was · Oesetlbing himself as a "dyed,ln
difficult for humans to assess the non· thc.wool," utopian, he said that In both.. .. 
~enslcal replJes rrom the program. literature and science there has ~n a' .: 

A Shak~peare Curve 

Arler the coni cst, Mr. Oewdney said 
thul he had quickly decided that there 
were six programs and two humans 
behind the terminals. But he was sur
prised when he heard Ihat people In the 
audience were changing their minds 
about several of the programs late In 
the contcst. . . 

long and noble tradilion by those who-· ;. 
have allcmpled tobutld machInes wIU" " i 
human qualities. . '\ 

Frankensteins and Golems are both· .. _ 
a posslblllly, he saId. "But I think Its a > 
noble underlaklng for a species to at- .. : 
"tempt to Invenl . a §J1PCrlor tntem- · ·~ 
genec-Ol " . . . 

The New York CIIY philanthropist :.\ 
also revealed another, possibly more · 'l 
personal motivation In sponsoring the .<. 

In particular, Bt a te rmlnnl which contest that bears his name : !ll 'm in ~:.; 
was discu ssing Shakespeare's plays; a favor of 100 percent unemployment.. 
great deal of confusion was inspired I've a1W8r.S .,,!a~.~mputers:to do all " '; 
~cause the termin,1 kept changing I~& :the work. I . , ' ... . \ . " I..'~ '.'1 : .; "~" . 

....... 
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Some Computers Manage to Fool People 
At Game of Imitating Hunw,n Beings 

By DAVID STIPP 
Stall Reportt'r oJ TilE WALL STRP.:ET JOURNAL 

BOSTON-Computers mdde an unex· 
pectedly strong showing here Friday In a 
ground-breaking battle with people over 
conversational wit. 

The contest was aimed at showing how 
well computers can simulate human action 

. in ordinary conversation. While far less ca· 
pable than the talking androids of science 
fiction, the "artificial Intelligence" sys
tems entered In the contest sometimes 
achieved the equivalent of a straight In 
poker: "What can you say about marti
nis?" a human judge asked one computer. 
"I'm not sure," replied the machine. 
"Those martinis must have taken their toli 
on me_" 

The contest. held at Boston's Computer 
Museum, was first proposed In 1950 by 
British computer pioneer Alan Turing to 
answer the question, "Can machines 
think?" He called for a test In which bu
man judges Interrogate, by typed ex
changes, either a person or a computer In 
another room. If the judges conclude Incor
rectly that they're communicating with a 
person, the computer would deserve to be 
called a thinking machine. 
Restricted Topics 

The Turing test was held here at the be
best of New York businessman Hugh 
Loebner, president of restaurant supplier 
Crown Industries Inc., wbo has offered a 
$100,000 prize for the first computer system 
able to pass It. In a three-hour event that 
was delayed by technical problems, 10 hu
man judges conversed via computer termi
nals with eight hidden entities that were ei
ther people or computers. 

The judges were Boston-area residents 
without extensive computer training. Tbe 
computers were programmed by re
searchers from around the country to con
verse like people on certain restricted 
topics, such as martinis or romantic rela
tionships. After 14-mlnute dialogues with 
each of the hidden parties, the judges had 
to guess which ones were computers. 

The competition was only a preliminary 
version of the Turing test because the 
judges' questions were limited to a few 
topics, noted Daniel Dennett, a Tufts Uni
versity philosopher and chairman of a 
committee that organlzt'd thl' event. The 
restrlcllon was adopted to make the con
test more Interesting, because no computer 
today Is believed able to sound human In a 
no-holds-barred exchange, be said. 

To the surprise of many computer ex
perts, several of the computers succt'ss
fully passed themselves off as humans. 
The one judged most humanlike was pro
grammed to make whimsical conversation. 
Five of the 10 judges thought It was a JX'r
son, winning its author a $1,500 prize. 
Three of the others fooled at least one 
judge In conversations on personal rela
tionships, second grade school topics and 
small talk. 

The whimsical winner was a commer
cially available personal computer pro
gram called PC Therapist III, sold for 
$59.95 by Thinking Software Inc. of Wood-

~-------------------------l side, N.Y. JOSt'ph Weintraub, the com
pany's president, said he developed It for 
people "to let off steam, complain or say 
anything and not have to worry about the 
other person getting angry." 

Herr Is how one Interchange with It 
went during the contest: Judge: How do 
you know that I am not a dog? COmputer: 
The greatest pleasure of a dog Is that you 
make a fool of yourself wltll him! I just 
know It's true. Does that question Interest 
you? Judge: Very much. Please expand on 
your canine theories. When you say plea
sure, whose pleasure, yours I mine I or the 
dog? And how Is one foolish? COmputer: 
Why are you being so polite? What Is your 
thought on that? Why are you concerned 
over my canine theories? Judge: I can't 
help being polite, it's just the way my par
ents ralSt'd me. Did you eVl'r see the movie 
"My Life as a Dog?" COlnplltrr: Ahh, that 
Slow strategic retreat we call life_ .•. 

"I thought the whimsical program was 
a human because I was at ease with It and 
It made me laugh," said one of the judges, 
22-year-old Marlha Gruppe. 

In another surprise, two judges guessed 
that one of the hidden humans, Shake
speare buff Cynthia Clay, was a computer_ 
"I didn't anticip .. lle that a hlllllan wOllld 
have that alllollnt of knowlt'dge about Slm
kespeare," said Emeye Gugsa, a judge 
who thought Ms. Clay was a kind of elec
tronic encyclopedia. 
Key Words Bring canned Replies 

All the programs entered In the contest 
used the same basic strategy to fool the I 

judges, said Michael Mauldin, a carnegie 
Mellon University researcher who 0b
served the contest and enterl'li a program 
In It called "Small Talk." The strategy In
volved scanning judges' questions for cer
tain "key words" to select potentially rele
vant responses from databases of canned 
replies. The programs also sometimes In
corporated judges' words Into their re
sponses. The strategy Is attributed to Jo
seph Welzenbaum, a Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology emeritus professor who 
created a program In thl' 19605 called EII7JI 
that crudely mimics a psychologist by se
lective regurgitation of things said to It. 

Computl'r experts at the contest said 
they quickly sllOttl'd the programs Ix>C .. IUSP 
they tendl'd to rl'spond wilh non srqullllrs, 
a tendency lhat worked In favor of the 
whimsical entry. 

"The contest was a kind of Sputnik 
event," said Tracy Llcklidl'r, president of 
the Boston COlnpult'r Society, "but 1 was 
underwhelmed" by the programs. MIT's 
Dr. Welzenbaum, who helped organize the 
event, said ht' was "disturbed" by how 
easily peoplt' were fooled. 
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About the Profession continues 

Chicago, 111.-1 wouldn't be honest if I didn't 

say that one of the very best new exhibits anywhere 

is right here in my backyard-to be exact, it's just 

two flights down. Into the Wild, the Field Museum's 

new exhibit about animals and ecology, is an exu

berant confection that starts with some of the 

museum's best treasures-animals in the context 

of dioramas and animals in synoptic series. The 

exhibit sets these wonderful creatures amid a daz

zling array of interpretive techniques. Diorama ele

ments spill out of cases; binoculars and telescopes 

house videotapes; working models illustrate mor

phological adaptations; a computer simulates wild

life management issues. This exhibit chirps, buzzes, 

hoots, and howls. Come see and hear it. Bring your 

kids if you can. 

To have your personal favorite exhibits and 

exhibit places immortalized through this informal 

newsline, call me at (312) 922-9410, x245, by 

Feb. 5. If you really feel the urge, write to me c/o 

Field Museum of Natural History, Roosevelt Road 

atLakeShoreOrive, Chicago, III., 60605. Or FAX to ~ 

(312) 427-7269. 

Phyllis Rabineau 

Master Exhibit Developer 

Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, III . 

EXHIBITIONIST 
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On the Technical Side 

/; Exhibit Kits ... At Last 

Wanna buy a piece of a museum? The Com

puter Museum in Boston has transformed eight of 

ns most popular exhibits into exhibit kits, available 

for purchase to museums allover the world. With 

the twin purposes of educating and entertaining, 

they extend the repertoire of museum exhibit de

signers. 

;1~~ t·.'. 
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Exhibit kits-up-and-coming byproduct of the 
Information Age? 

The eight kits reproduce software used in The 

Computer Museum's most popular interactive ex

hibits. Introductory brochures describe what visi

tors will learn, how the exhibit works, what comes 

with the kit, and what the purchaser needs to 

provide. Purchasers adapt the kits using either an 

Apple Macintosh or an IBM PC, signage, and other 

equipment. While each can stand alone, the kits 

also work well as a component of a larger exhibit. 

Science, history and children's museums in par

ticular will want to examine the kits, which could fit 

a variety of exhibit purposes. 

Can We Talk? 

For S875 you could purchase "ELIZA, The 

Computer Psychologist." which tries-and fails-to 

simulate a human conversation . Mimicking a psy

chotherapist, the computer can easily be tricked 

into asking the most nonsensical questions. ELIZA 

il lustrates how difficult it is to reproduce true intelli

gence: the museum suggests using it within an 

exhibit about human thought or about computers in 

general. 



How Tall Are You? 

The most popular kit, "How Tall Are You?," is 

also the most expensive at $5,900 because it 

includes custom hardware. "How Tall Are You?" 

invites anyone who comes within a certain area to 

let the computer measure her or his height. What 

fascinates visitors is that the exhibit actually speaks 

instead of using a screen or printout, making per

sonal contact in announcing the correct height. And 

it's got a sense of humor: taller people are encour

aged to call the Celtics. Due to popular demand, 

The Computer Museum is considering a Spanish 

version of "How Tall Are You?" 

Demonstrating What Computers Can and 

Can't Do 

Spanning a range of topics, the eight kits 

demonstrate some of what computers can and 

can't do. They provide fun, non-threatening ways 

for visitors to learn more about the elements of 

computing. Some kits explore communication be

tween people and computers. "Color the ;;tates'" 

relies on the user's voice to paint states one of four 

colors; the goal is to make sure that no two adjacent 

states share the same color. Depending on the user 

and the context, this game could illustrate either 

speech recognition or United States geography. 

Voice-activated "Color the States" exhibit kit 
offers new ways of looking at computers as well 
as geography. 

Some kits, including ELIZA, help visitors un

derstand the parameters of artificial intelligence. 

Two of the kits introduce computing basics. "How 

Fast Are Computers?," for example, shows how 

computers are programmed to solve problems. 

This program uses everyday tasks like balancing 

checkbooks and predicting the weather to show 

what kinds of tasks computers are better at than I 

~~::~: '~:iI~ ~:t::~:~! ~::::~~:~~~::~r~au~~: . \ 
to learn why. 

Kit Origins and Goals 

The exhibit kits program combines an educa

tional purpose with a financial one. Without ques

tion, the kits fit the museum's mission of making 

computer technology less mysterious and more 

entertaining. The current economic picture for mu

seums, however, makes their profit potential equally 

appealing . Sue Dahling . the museum's marketing 

director, explains: "As public and private funding 

become more competitive, non-profits will have to 

look for new ways to create revenue." 

As a self-supporting profit center within the 

museum, the exhibit kits were researched and 

marketed using private-sector strategies. Another 

new source of revenue is a catalog of educational 

materials, separate from the general museum store 

catalog . These innovations demonstrate that profit 

and higher purpose do not necessarily conflict. 

The exhibit kits program was developed with 

over $130,000 in grants from the National Science 

Foundation, the Hearst Foundation, and the Ameri

can Association for Artificial Intelligence. Dahling, 

exhibit engineer Dan Griscom, and coordinator 

Christine Lazuk prepared the kits for their official 

introduction at the Association of Science and 

Technology Centers (ASTC) annual conference in 

Louisville last October. 

Internationally, the kits have attracted atten

tion from museums from Norway to Saudi Arabia to 

Korea. This doesn't seem to surprise anyone, how

ever, since The Computer Museum attracts a higher 

percentage of non-U.S. visitors than other museum 

in the Boston area. 

For more information, call 617-426-2800, x377, 

FAX 617-426-2943 or write The Computer Mu

seum Exhibit Kits Program, 300 Congress St., 

Boston, Mass., 02210. 

Elizabeth A. Brown 

Museum Technology Source, Inc. 

Winchester, Mass. 

"Technology 
has a place 
everywhere, not 
just in science 
and technology 
museums." 

-Sue Dahl i, ~ Di rector of Marke: : -~ 

The Compute: I. !~seum, on making 
exhibit kits a l'~ :ole to a range of 
institutions 
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Letyourf~~~ddtheshoppffig 
E

ven though I'm still taking down my Halloween 
decorations, I've finally come to grips with the fact 
that Christmas is just 17 days away. 

Seventeen! Where did November go? I have a whole slew 
of chiphead friends who expect clever computer gifts this 
year and time is running out. Where will I turn? This year 
it'll be to the Computer MuseulD.Jlt.ore. 

The store is located in Boston, which makes them a tad 
inconvenient to visit when you live in Chicago, but thanks 
to that most American of traditions, the Christmas catalog, 
distance is no barrier to shopping. 

The new Computer Museum Store catalog offers such 
curiosities as "Spreadsheets" that are actually bed sheets 

Don 
Crabb 

that look like computer paper, mouse· 
pads with all manner of clever and 
attractive images on them, computer 
games, microchip jigsaw puzzles, 
chocolate diskettes and miniature 
computers, robot toys (including the 
famous Lost in Space Robot) comput
er T-shirts, avant garde style calcula· 
tors, propeller head beanies, special 
LEGO kits for computerfolk, coasters 
that look like diskettes, stuffed com
puters (sort of like stuffed animals 
but in the shape of popular comput
ers), computer dust covers, and other 
such essentials. . ; 

Thankfully, what you won't find is 
serious computer ~tuff, like business 

soflware, hardware, and other borcdLmware. For that 
you're going to have to ViAL ER~hcad, CompulerLand, Elek· 
Tek, CompUSA; Fry's, and others. The one exception is 
computer books. The catalog includes some very good 
books on programming, viruses and the like. It even lists 
John Barry's very funny Technobabble book. 

In short, the Computer Museum Store catalog is full of 
good stuff that the chipheads on your list will love to 
receive. 

Pricing is pretty good, too. While you might find a few of 
the items elsewhere for a bit less, over all, there's no price 
gouging (the museum is a not·for·profit foundatiun) . The 
store takes credit cards and checks and can guarantee 
delivery for Christmas with overnight delivery. I've ordered 
from them and always have gotten very good service: 
Because they are a museum store operation, though, keep 
in mind that they don't have a 24·hour ordering number. 

The Computer Museum Catalog 
Rating: 10 

The Computer Museum Store, 300 Congress St., 
Boston, Mass. 02210. (617) 426·2800, extension 307. A 
catalog of computer-related products for computer 
lovers. List price: Free. 

Pros: Good selection of computer knick-knacks, doo
dads, and wh.atchamacaIlits. Also offers some good 
computer books, toys, and other stuff that no compu
terheod would want to be without. 

Cons: None significant. 

much easier. The computer tie-in (besides the fact that 
computer people like gizmos of any kind) is that the 
Yom ega was designed by a special computer simulation. 

The Aerobie flying disc is another computer-designed 
toy. The Aerobie looks a bit like a Whammo Frisbee with 
the center cut out of it, but it will fly much further than 
even the Pro Model Frisbee. According to the catalog, the 
13 inch Aerobie (it also comes in a lO-inch model that is 
easier for younger kids to use) holds the Guinness Book 
world's record for the farthest-thrown object. The l3·inch 
model costs $9.50 and the lO-inch $7. 

If you are looking for something R bit more computerish, 
then check out the "How Computers Work" video ($19.95), 
the book State of the Art in Computer Animation ($9.95), 
and the Tecnotes AddresslNotebook and Tecnotes Memo 
Pads ($70 and $36, respectively). These last items include 
the usual address, notebook and memo pad paper, but the 
covers are made of actual computer printed circuit boards. 
Each cover is made of an etched polymer with all the 
soldering still intact. Very chic. 

Browsing through the Computer Museum Store catalog 
is a gas, whether you are a computerphile or not. And 
because of the diversity of items you will find, you are 
likely to come across appropriate gifts for friends and 
family (especial ly your kids), even if they don't use 
computers. If you care at all about technology, the Com
puter Museum Store catalog is simply a great place to get 
started with your 1991 Christmas gift buying. My two favorites in the catalog are the Yom ega ("the Yo

Yo with a brain" says the catalog), and the Aerobie flying 
disc. Chicago Sun· Times computer columnist Don Crabb 

The Yomega costs only $12 and promises to turn even writes every Sunday. Write to him at Chicago Sun-Times, 
the most yo-yo illiterate into a trickster in no time. The Financial News Department, 401 N. Waba sh, Chicago, Ill. 
key is that the thing incorporates some kind of spring- 60611. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelop", .. 
balancing tensioner gizmo. The result is a yo-yo that is His new book explaining th e new operating system fori 
easier to spin and return than the older, lower·tech models. - Macintosh computers. MacWEEJ( Guide to System 7, U 
Tricks like Walk the Dog, Rock the Baby, and Sleepera Rre now available in most bookstores. 

" . . . .. .. . . - .. - .. -
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.• "cpz-cmA-KOHnbIOTEPLI< 
.CPE mK 8-1 "TOBAPHDlH HAmH no P A3VHV" 

3nEKTPOHHLIH COSECEIlHHKOH, HA llAno. 
HnH P A3rOBOP C 

HblO-PIOPK, 11 H01l()P1I. IKopp. TACC AHZlpea mHTOs/. 
A: npH'IYZla - 3TO sHe3anHHa KanPH3HHH H 3a'laCTYIO Heo()H'IHHa 

nocTynOK. HeMHO)ICKO conH~a S YI"'PIOMOM cepOM MHpe ISCKI 
S: liTO-TO spoZle HHTYHTHSHOI"'O 03apeHH1I? 
A: lIYZlaK CKnOHeH K HenocneZlosaTenbHOMY noseZleHHIO, 

HenpeZlCKa3yeMHM MWCn1lM... Xopomo OWTb HenpeZlcKa3yeMwM ISCKI 
S: BH 'ITO, cePbe3HO? KOHe'lHO, npH nonHOH npeZlCKa3yeMocTH S 

MHpe Owno 0Il0l CKY'IHO, HO HenpeZlcKa3yeMocTb eZlsa nH MO)ICHO OTHeCTH K 
ZlOCTOHHCTsaM. 

npH sceH eI"'O SHemHea OaHanbHoCTH 3TOT OTPHSOK H3 pa3I"'OSOpa, 
COCT01lSmeI"'OC1I Ha ZlH1IX S aMepHKaHCKOM I"'OpOZle SOCTOH 1m TaT 
HaCCa'lyceTc/, HHKaK Henb311 OTHeCTH K 3aYP1lZlHWM 1ISneHH1IM. BHZlHMO, 
'1HTaTenH H caMH OXOTHO C 3THM COI"'naC1ITC1I, Y3Has, 'ITO S ponH 
coOeceZlHHKa, 0003Ha'leHHOI"'0 S HameH 3anHCH .JlHTepOH "A", sHcTynan 
He '1enOSeK, a... MamHHa. 

ITpOHcxOZlHn 3TOT oOMeH MHeHH1IMH S paMKax nepSOI"'O s csoeM pOZle 
sKcnepHMeHTa, YCTpoeHHOI"'O cne~HanHCTaMH H3 KOMnbIOTepHOI"'O MY3e1l 

aMepHKaHCKOI"'O I"'OpOZla SOCTOH ImTaT HaCCa'lYCeTC/. OHH nonHTanHCb Ha 
npaKTHKe nposepHTb, cnOCO()HO nH MeXaHH'IeCKOe YCTPOHCTSO 
HMHTHposaTb '1enOSe'leCKHa pa3YM. KaK H O)ICHZlanOCb, OKOH'IaTenbHOI"'O 
OTseTa Ha 3TOT sonpoc nepsaSi nOm~tTKa He nPHHecna, HO pe3ynbTaTw 
ee pac~eHHsaIOTCSi cne~HanHCTaMH KaK OOHane)ICHSaIODlHe. 

OCHosaHHeM ZlnSi SKcnepHMeHTa nocnY)lCHn TeCT, npeZlnO)ICeHHHH 41 
I"'Ozl Ha3aZl' OpHTaHcKHM MaTeMaTHKoM, OZlHHM H3 c03ZlaTenea 
TeOpeTH'IeCKHX OCHOS cospeMeHHOa KOMnbIOTepHOH HHZlYCTPHH AnaHOM 
TYPHHI"'OM. HZle1l eI"'O, snepswe H'3nO)ICeHHa1l Ha CTpaHHuax 
aKaZleMH'IeCKOI"'O seCTHHKa "HaaHZl", nocsSiDleHHOI"'O sonpocaM ~HnOCO~HH 

H nCHXOnOI"'HH, SHemHe SWI"'nSiZlHT seCbMa HeC.JlO)ICHOa. HcnHTa Tenb 
CaZlHTC1I nepeZl 3KpaHOM KOMnbIOTepHOI"'O TepMHHana H 3aZlaeT sonpocw, 
Ha KOTopwe MamHHa ZlOn)ICHa OTSe'laTb. EcnH ee peaK~H1I HeOT.JlH'IHMa OT 
'1enOSe'leCKOa, TO, COI"'naCHO ZlaHHOa TeOPHH, MO)ICHO C nonHHM 
OCHosaHHeM I"'OSOPHTb 0 "MwcnSiIIleM" KOMnbIOTepe. 

ITo MHeHHIO npo~eCCHOHanos, "TeCT TYPHHI"'a" - OnHa H3 CnO)ICHeamHX 
3aZla'l ZlnSi MeXaHH'IeCKOI"'O pa3YMa. lITOOW ycnemHo npeOZloneTb 3TOT 
6aPbep, KOMnbIOTep Zlon)ICeH He Tonb~O npaSHnbHO nOHHMa Tb CTPYKTYPY 
Si3htKa, Ha KOTOPOM C HHM '''()eceZlYIOT'' Is CmA, eCTeCTseHHO, 3TO 
aHI"'nHHCKHa/, HO H ()e30mHOOqHO ynasnHsaTb pa3nH'IHWe pa3I"'OSOpHHe 
HIOaHCH H ZlSYCMwcneHHOCTH. KpOMe TOI"'O, HeoOXOZlHMa TaK Ha3~IsaeMaSi 

"()a3a 3HaHHa", noZl KOTOPOa cne~HanHcTH nOHHMaIOT onpeZleneHHNa 
o()'beM HH~opMa~HH, KOTOpOa C neTCTsa snaZleeT Ka)ICZlWa qenOseK. 
CKa)ICeM, ZlnSi nIOZleH caMO CO()OH pa3YMeeTCSi, 'ITO peOeHOK s nIOOOM 
cnY'Iae Mnanme CSOHX PonHTenea, a KOMnbIOTepHYIO npOI"'paMMy' 3TO 
snonHe Mo*eT nOCTaSHTb S TynHK. NORE 

50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY 100201212-245-4250/Fax: 212-245-4258/Cable: Tassburo, New York 
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ljudje 
• In 

racunalniki 
Odprtje nove razstave v 
bostonskem 
racunalniskem muzeju 
Operetna vojna predstava. ki smo ji bili 
konec junija priCa v Sioveniji. je kriva tudi za 
nastanek te serije clankov. Po obisku pc· 
EXPO od 25. do 27. junija v New Yorku 
(glej clanek 0 tem v Moj mikro) bi moral 29. 
junija poleteti domov. Seveda nisem bi! 
najbolj navdusen nad vmitvijo v vojni kaos 
(po nacelu Domovina. za ka:ero je treba dati 
iivljenje. ni mOja domovina). zato sem 
preklical rezervacijo letalske karte in se 29. 
junija znaSel v Bostonu. kje~ so pray tisti dan 
odprli novo postavitev zbirke 
racunalniSkega muzeja. Muzej sem prvic 
obiskal ie pred dvemi len in prebil v njem 
yes dan. Tokrat sem z mislijo na bogato 
honoriran clanek ostal dva dnL Ce vas pot 
kdaj zanese v Boston. vam obisk muzeja 
toplo priporocam. V isti zgradbi je tudi 
muzej igrac. tako da se bo lahko vsa druiina 
zabavala svojim letom in konjickom 
ustrezno. 

Muzej racunalnikov? Saj Se niso tako stari, 
boste rekli. In zakaj bi jih sploh hodili gledat 
v muzej? Saj jih imamo danes v vsaki 
pisarni. ce ie ne v vsakem domu. Stem 
vpraSanjem sem si pred obiskom muzeja 
tudi jaz razbijal glavo. Odgovor bi se lahko 
glasi!. da samo 5 poznavanjem In 
razumevanjem preteklosti lahko 
sprejemamo sedanjost (oh. to je puhlica), 
hotel sem recl. da sele po obi sku takega 
muzeja (in sorodnih tehnicnih muzejev)' 
znamo ceniti veliCino cloveskega uma In 
njegovih ustvarjalnih sposobnosti (druga 
puhlica) skozi zgodovino. ko so Ijudje v 
svoji borbi za obstanek in preiivetje (tako v 
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Boris Horvat 

na:avi kot na trgu) znali vselej ka: 
na;l;cinkoviteje izkoristiti trenutnc. 
Zl'.a.1Stvena spoznanja in raven tehnologije 
Te5c. sem se medlo zacel zavedati teden dn: 
p~ej. ko sem v San Franciscu obiskal vojr:: 
p;:S~ornlco. 5 kakrSnimi so AmeriCani t. 
d~;.;go svetovno vojno na Pacifik:... 
res:c: .. rirano in spremenjeno v muzej. Nisem 
se :':'logel nacuditi najrazlicnejsim tehniCnim 
nG;:~avam na njenem krovu. ki so nekdaj 
p:e-::5.avljale vrhunec tehnologije. Mi pa. ki 
ii\':~o samo petdeset let kasneje. se 
zm:::ujemo ie nad leto dni starim 
a\,o:T:obiiom ali racunalnikom. pozabljajoc. 
kaj \'se (dobrega in slabega) je clovesr.·c 
uS7yariio v preteklosti. Vojne razgiba:: 
Clo\ e"ovo ustvarjalnost In proizvod druge 
S\'e:O\'ne vojne so tudi racunalniki. ki so 
ta~o mocno zaznamovali vse povojno 
obcc;'je. Samo. da ne pozabimo. druga 
S\'e:ovna vojna je poleg racunalnika 
·zag:eSila" tudi radar. rakete. reakcijski 
mo:or. in • nenazadnje • atomsko bombo. 

Muzei v Bostonu je edini tovrstni muzej na 
svetu. To je v resnici interaktivna ucilnica. 
velika okrog 500 ni2. v kateri lahko skozi 
igro spoznavamo zgodovino elektronske 
obde:ave podatkov In njen vpliv na druibo. 
Z ed!r.stveno muzejsko zbirko old·timerjev 
(racunalnikov in robotovl se vsako Ie to 
zabava kakih 150.000 obiskovalcev z vseh 
koncev sveta. od tega skoraj polovica 
dijakov in studentov. Za muze). skrbi 40 
delavcev. v glavnem visoko izobraienih 
stroko\-njakov. Samo v postavitev no\'<'
raZStclve so vloiili milijon dolarjev In l<l 

najvecji razstavni predmet "Sprehod skozi 
racunalnik" so ie prejeli nagrado 
ameriskega muzejskega zdruienja. Ampak 
vrnimo se k racunalnikom. letos Ie kar nekaj 
okroglih racunalniSkih obletnic. kl so Ilh 
poCasrili tudi z omenjeno novo postavltvijo 

r.1:5tC!ve v 
(':0 stoic: 
p:ed stot' 
ratrio:. ki ~ 

z Irakom ir 
i.e postajaic 
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avtomatska 
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THE COMiUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Board of Directors Meeting 
February 14, 1992 

The meeting was called to order by Gardner Hendrie, 

Chairmen of the Board. Also in attendance, were: Gordon 

Bell, Gwen Bell, Larry Brewster, Dick Case, David Donaldson, 

Charles House, David Kaplan, Jim McKenney, Laura Morse, Nick 

Pettinella, Jean Sammet, Grant Saviers and Hal Shear. 

Oliver Strimpel was present as Executive Director of the 

Museum. JameS S. Davis attended as clerk . . 
I. Future Meetings 

The next meetings of the Board will be held June 12, 

1992, October 9, 1992 and February 12, 1993, beginning in 

each case at 8:30 a.m. end running until approximately 12:30 

p.m. All meetings will be on a Friday. The goal is to have 

all future meetings on the second Friday of 'the months of 

February I June and October i although obvious 1y .this general 

policy is subject to change in specific instances. 

II. Qperatioua;...J,lpdate for the Muslum 

Oliver Strimpel as Exeoutive Director· began by 

referring to the events surrounding the Turing test and the 

awar~ing of the Loebner Prize which had generated 

international publicity for the MuseulTl. 

He ment ioned a recent "! leep in II at the Museum during 

which thirty-five (35) children slept in and around the 

Walk-Through Computer exhibit. This successful event 
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generated exc! tement end enl:hulSiasm among the chi laren and 

chaperones. He no~ed a virtual reality weekend sponsored by 

Intel Corporation on April 24 and April 25, with an open 

house for board members and corporate campaign prospects on 

Friday evening, April 24. 

A symposium will be held on June 11, prior to the Board 

and Sponsors opening of the Tools and Toys exhibit. 

Research and development experts from the industry wi 11 be 

the speakers. 

He noted that the. lobby had undergone low-cost but 

effective improvements resulting in enhancement of the these 

facilities. A packet outlining the exhibit kit program was 

passed out. A new booklet for the People and CC?mputers 

exhibit was distributed to the Boar~. He showed a slide of 

a proposed floor layout of the Too'le and Toys exhibit and 

noted that the Museum had received $550,000 toward its 

$900,000 goal for funding the exhibit. (Some additional 

funds are expected to come in, although it is probably 

unlikely that the $900,000 goal will be met.) 

The upcoming Networked Society exhibit, which will show 

large scale strategiC use of computing (as in the travel 

industry, etc.) t is in the planning stages with discussion 

sessions planned or contemplated for Boston," Washington, New 

~ork and San Francisco. 
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He noted that attendance was holDing steady at 15\ less 

than last year but was. nevertheless ahead of the year 

before. He felt that this result was encouraging given the 

fact that other museums in the area have much worse 

attendance relative to prior years. 

Revenues are down 18\ versus budgetet'! figures but are 

nevertheless ahead of last yearts revenues to date. Oliver 

still has 8 goal of balancing the operating budget for the 

current fiscal year. The Museum. has cut half of its 
. 

projected deficit &nd, among other measures, has implemented 

a wage freeze and 8 cut in the discretionary budget. 

Hal Shear discussed the status of the Annual Fund 

Campaign. He indicated that it was promising and largely on 

target with a major phone solicitation still pending. Jean 

Sammet suggested the use of different strategies for 

approaching potential local ant'! non-local donors. Hal 

requested voluntBers to help with the Phon-a-Thon. 

Gwen Bell mentioned that. the Computer ~owl will be held 

May 1st in Boston at the Castle next to the Park Plaza 

Hotel. The West Coast site will be at Xerox Perc in Palo 

Al to. She noted that a r.ame was needed for the sixth and 

. final event and neither the "Super Bowl" nor "Super Computer 

Sowl" were approp:iate. 

Laura I·lorss reported on the corporate membership drive, 

which is ahead of where it stood last year at this time (she 
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noted that the drive did meet its 1991 fiscal goals). She 

ask.ed for more suggestions and help from the Board members 

in making contacts. 

Larry Brewster reported on the capital campaign, noting 

that strong momentum hed been built· in the first two 

quarters of the fiscal year. Three-fourths of the Board 

members have made pledges or contributed and, in fact, $1.2 

mi llion of the tota 1 $1.4 mi llion in plec3ges has come from 

the Bo~rd. In terms of cash receipts, he anticipates that 

$700,000 of the $1 million goal for the fiscal year will be 

received. He noted that by meeting the thresh~ld $1 million 

pledge level the Museum has activated the challenge grant 

through which just over $400,000 has been received. 

Corporate pledges have been received from Raytheon, Mitre 

and Bank of Boston. 

A question was raised 8S to when the capital campaign 

would be launched on a public scale. The Museum· would 

prefer to wait for DEC's public announcement of its matching 

support I and Gardner Hendrie noted that the Museum should 

have raised some fifty to sixty percent of the $5 million 

for which it is directly responsible before going public. 

III. The Waterftont PrQject 

P.5 

Ed Schwartz discussed the background of the proposed. 

Project, as initiated ]:)y the ChilCiren's Museum and entered 

into by The Computer t-1useum. .The architect for the project, 
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Frank Gehry, wes introduced and discussed in 8 general way 

the concepts and .needs that led to the existing proposed 

desiqn. He had with him a scale model of Museum Wharf, with 

th6l modifications that would· be made to it by the addition 

of the wave leading to the new barge. 

Greg Welch discussed the Museum's involvement in the 

Project. (See attachea Exhibits A and B noting a possible· 

(although optimistic) timetable and a tentative estimated 

budget which is still subject to further discussions between 

the two Museums.) Greg noted that overall the additions 

should create an improved, more visible, and high tech image 

for th·e Museum· building; wi 11 improve the processing of 

visitors in the lobby level; end will help maintain the 

Museum's attendance levels during the turmoil associated 

with the construction of Boston's underground artery and 

third tunnel projects. The construction of the acditions 

may well be carried out in phases; and there will be no 

construction of any phase until the funds are in hand. The 

process of acquiring the necessary permits will be quite 

lengthy ana complex because of the many government 

authorities and agencies involved. The overall g081 is to 

try to begin construction by the spring of 1993 before the 

peak· of acti vi ty begins on the. artery and tunnel proj ects, 

which will lead to an overall increase of construction costs 

in the city in.general. 
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E(l Schwartz emphasized that the cost estimates were 

soft and subject to future negotiations between the 

Museums. (It should be noted that the entry for site 

expenses relates in large part to structural matters such as 

repair ana maintenance of the wharf site and pilings and 

modifications that will be necessary in connection with the 

project.) 

It was noted that the Museum will need to raise its 

share of the costs without impacting its capital campaign in 

any serious way, without time for a feasibility study, and 

wi thoui: the allocation of any significant staff time away 

from the capital campaign ana other functions. 

The costs to date have all been borne by the Childr.en·s 

Museum except for approximately $20,000 paid by The Computer 

Mu~eum. 

It was noted that The Computer Museum W.8S deriving 

major benefits 

the project. 

through the Chi lOren's Museum's pursuit of 

(Children's has two· full-time employees 

working on the project, including going to various hearings 

and meetings when the impact of Boston' s central artery 

project is being considered, and when decisions which will 

have impact on futut$ access to Museum Wharf will be 

disculSsed.) Ed commended the Children' s Museum as having 

made significant efforts to accommodate The computer Museum 

and to include it in its planning processes. Overall, Ed 

P.7 
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was yerypleased with The Computer Museum's position 

vis-a-vis the project, both in terms of potential financial 

outlay and in terms of the project's ultimate effect on The 

Computer Museumis site and operations, 

Upon motion duly ma6e and seconded, it was 

YQTE:D: to continue to support: the efforts made by the 
Executive Committee and, in particular, Ed 
Schwartz in working wi th the Children's Museum's 
to support the Waterfront Project while protecting 
the inter~sts of The Computer Museum. 

IV. Report of the Exhibits Committee 

Gardner Hendrie, 8S Chairman of the Exhibits Committee, 

repotted on their discussions as to future exhibit concerns 

including (1) ava i lable space and its use, (2) t.he kind of 

exhibits that should be presented, and (3) their content. 

He noted that after the 1993 opening of the Networked 

Society, the Museum's exhibit space would be completely 

filled. It will need to consider whether an expansion of 

its exhibit space is possible and desirable, and also 

consider upgrading existing space, and replacing older 

exhibits. He emphasized that the Committee as of yet had no 

final answers or recommendations. 

He questioned whether the Museum should continue its 

focus on just launching major theme exhibits or whether it 

should also focus upon smaller exhibits or "cluster" 

exhibits compris~n9 a few stations. 
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In terms of exhibi t content he referred to History of 

Computing, How Computers Work, People in Computing, and How 

Computers are Used, as possible focuses, recognizing that 

these categories may overlap in one or more respects. 

In considering new themes for exhibits, he felt that 

the guicHng cri taria should be whether the theme would be 

interesting for the public and, therefore, attract visitors, 

and how the exhibit could be paid for. possible suggestions 

for future exhibits were mentioned relating to computer 

bloopers, computers in 'entertainment, the environment, or 

medicine, the future of computing, and artifact-intensive 

exhibits. 

v. 

VOTED: 

Adjournment 

Upon motion duly made and seconded, it was 

to adjourn 

Adjourned. 

A true copy. 

Attested: 

James S. Davis, Clerk 

P.9 
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EXHIBIT ! 

Waterfront Project 

Ggneral Timetable 

Public Announcement, 
Initiate Permitting M:trch-April 1992 

Permitting 
(9-12 months) through Spring 1993 

Begin Construction Spring 1993 
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Waterfront Praject 

Estimated Budget 

New Public Space/Entry 
(Wave) 
Children's elevator 
Bridge to Barge 
Children's Lobby 
Computer Museum Lobby 
Children's Barge 
Site 

I2ta1 Con~truclign 

% Construction Costs 

Non-construction costs 

. Children's Program &t 
Exhibition 

T..QTAL 

P,ll 

EXHIBIT! 

Children's reM 

$3,000,000 $0 
$170,000 $0 
$140,000 . $0 
$460,000 $0 

$0 $350,000 
$2,450,000 $0 

$480,000 $480,000 

S6,ZaQ,OIlO SB3a,~U!D 

88% 12% 

$280,000 

$1,000,000 

$9,920,000 $1,110,QQQ 

Figures provided by L. Snyder of Children's Museum 
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(617) 426-2800 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE: February 28, 1992 

TO: Board of Directors 

FROM: . Oliver Strimpel 

RE: February 14 Board Meeting Information 

Attached for your reference and information are the 
Minutes from the last Board meeting. 

For those members of the Board who were unable to attend, 
enclosed are copies of the additional materials which 
were distributed at the meeting. 

Should you have any questions about any of this 
information, please feel free to call me. 

As a reminder, the next Board meetings are scheduled for 
Friday, June 12, and Friday, October 9. 

Regards, 

O~ 
P.S. Also enclosed is a Computer Museum elevator pass 
issued in your name. This will allow you to use the 
small elevator which is accessed off-hours from The 
Children's Museum lobby. 
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8:30 

9:00 

9:10 

9:20 

10:10 

10:50 

11:10 

11:30 

12:00 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 

JUNE 12, 1992 8:30 AM - NOON 

AGENDA 

Oci ~ " 1~9t 
re1. \2.. I 1C\'l2..

:r v\oI\~ \\ , \ 0. 4ll~ 

CALL TO ORDER - ANNUAL MEETING OF MEMBERS OF 
THE CORPORATION 

Election of Members of the Board of 
Directors 
Election of Chairman 
Nomination of Candidate for Vice-Chairman 
of the Board of Directors 
Election of Trustees 
Meeting Adjourns 

CALL TO ORDER - BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
Future Meetings 
Election of Officers 
vote to create office of Vice-Chairman 
Election of Board Committees 

MUSEUM GOVERNANCE 
Proposal to generate plan for presenta
tion at February, 1993 Board meeting 

EDUCATION PROGRAMS 
Existing Programs and Discussion of Plans 

FY92 REVIEW AND GOALS FOR FY93 
Budget Discussion 

B R E A K 

CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 
Status and Discussion of Next Steps 

EXHIBIT PLANNING 
The Networked Society 

MEETING ADJOURNS 

L U N C H 



Exhibit Funders 

Principal Sponsor 
Bill Gates 

Major Sponsors 
Apple Computer 
Kapor Family Foundation 
Steve Wozniak 

Sponsor 
Digital Equipment Corp 

. Donor 
3COM Corporation 

Contributors 
Cabot Corp Foundation 
Raytheon Company 
Arthur Nelson 
Ingrid & Steve Stadler 





The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 Memorandum 
(617) 426-2890 

I . 

to: 
from: 
re: 
date: 

The Computer Museum Board of Directors 
Oliver Strimpel 
June 12 Board meeting 
6/2/91 

The next meeting of The C;omputer Museum Board of Directors will take 
place on Tune 12 from 8:30·to 12:00 in the Museum's auditorium on the 5th 
floor, and will be followed by lunch. Please RSVP to Geri Rogers at 426-2800 
ext 330. 

Under separate cover you will receive a communication from Lynda 
Bodman, Chair of the Nominating Committee, with this year's slate for new 
Directors and biographical information on the nominees. 

I also enclose the proposed membership of the Executive Committee for 
FY92. 

The new exhibit looks quite unlike anything we have ever done before; I 
look forward to sharing it with you on the 11th! 

enclosures: • agenda for June12 Board meeting 
• committee membership list (to be distributed) 
• financial statement for the 10 months ended April 30 
• FY93 budget 
• minutes of May 11 Executive Committee meeting 

Note: Subsequent meetings of the Board of Directors are scheduled for 
October 9, 1992, February 12, 1993, and June II, 1993. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

BUDGET 
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1993 

PRESENTED 
June 12, 1992 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

FY93 BUDGET 

SUMMARY 

COMBINED OPERATIONAL RESULTS 

The Budget for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1993 reflects a net 
surplus of $224K for the Museum overall. The surplus represents 
the combined results of three funds: a surplus of $4K in the 
Operating Fundi a surplus of $258K in the Capital Fundi and a 
deficit of $38K in the Exhibit Fund. 

OBJECTIVES 

* Continue strong emphasis on increasing revenues for 
* Capital Campaign for Endowment and Building 
* Operational Activities 
* Exhibits 

* Eliminate "general development" fund-raising 
approach. Apply fund-raising efforts toward specific 
education and exhibit projects. 

* Initiate new educational program, "The Computer 
Clubhouse." Target education-oriented corporate and 
foundation proposals toward this project. 

* Develop The Networked Society exhibit to open in 
FY94. No major permanent·exhibit opening in FY93. 

* Maintain visibility through special events and 
exhibits. 

Page 2 



FUND ACCOUNTING 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES 

FY93 BUDGET 

To ensure proper usage of restricted and unrestricted assets, the 
Museum maintains its accounts according to fund accounting 
principles whereby funds are classified in accordance with 
specified restrictions or objectives. 

OPERATING FUND 

The Operating Fund which includes unrestricted and restricted 
contributions, reflects the activity necessary to support the 
overall operations of the Museum. 

CAPITAL FUND 

The Capital Fund reflects the activity of fundraising efforts 
to secure the Museum's building and to start an endowment fund for 
the Museum. 

EXHIBITS FUND 

The Exhibits Fund reflects the activity of major new exhibits that 
are then transfered to the Plant Fund as a Museum asset. 

PLANT FUND 

The Plant Fund reflects the amounts invested by the Museum in real 
estate, equipment, and exhibit related assets. 

Page 3 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES 

FY93 BUDGET 

REVENUE RECOGNITION 

Restricted, Unrestricted Contributions, and Memberships are 
recognized when received. Pledge revenue is recorded when 
received. Income from functions and events is recorded as of the 
date of the event. 

DEPRECIATION 

Set forth below are estimates of depreciation amounts not included 
in the FY92 forcast or FY93 Budget because they do not require any 
cash outflow. Determination of depreciation is based upon the 
estimated useful lives o·f assets on a straight line basis. 
Depreciable assets include equipment and the cost of permanent 
exhibits depreciated over 5 years; leasehold improvements, 
depreciated over 20 years; and the building, when acquired, 
depreciated over 32 years. 

The amount of depreciation for FY92 and FY93 will be approximately 
$438K and $468K, respectively. 

EMPLOYEES 

As of June 30 1992, full-time equivalent employees (FTE'S) are 
expected to 43.65. As of June 30, 1993, FTE's are expected to be 
approximately the same as FY92. 

MEMBERSHIPS 

The following is a summary of the estimated number of Museum 
members: 

Corporate 
Individual 

Total Members 

FY92 

135 
1,313 

1,448 

Page 4 

FY93 

135 
1,500 

1,635 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES 

FY93 BUDGET 

RESTRICTED CONTRIBUTIONS 

Restricted contributions represent amounts designated by the donor 
to be expended for specific activities, functions, programs, 
exhibits, or types of expenditures. 

The following is a summary of restricted contributions (Dollars in 
Thousands): 

Operating Fund Total 
Exhibit Fund Total 
Total Restricted Contributions 

FY92 
Proj. 

$189 
468 

$657 

FY93 
Budget 

$ 70 
160 

$230 

Total projected revenue for FY93 for the Operating Fund reflects 
contributions for a small temporary History of Programming Languages 
exhibit, a temporary exhibit (to be determined) for June 1993, 
Massachusetts Cultural Council reduced admission grant, and 
miscellaneous other grants. 

COMPUTER CLUBHOUSE 

The Clubhouse is a major educational initiative. All foundation and 
educationally-oriented corporate foundations will be approached for 
this project. This project will replace WIZ KIDS and Ticket Subsidy 
projects of FY92. Projected revenues for this project are $350K for 
FY93. Expenditures are contingent upon achieving revenues. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES 

FY93 BUDGET 

OTHER SUPPORT 

COMPUTER BOWL 

Growth in this category assumes two underwriters at $25K (as in 
FY92), and increased ticket sales made possible by timing of the 
event coincident with the Apple Developers conference at the San Jose 
Convention Center. 

CORPORATE, GOVERNMENT, and FOUNDATION GRANTS 

An increase in Corporate Membership is offset by a reduction in 
support from DEC. The increase in corporate membership will be 
realized through active solicitation of former exhibit sponsors for 
annual support and solicitation of industry association members. The 
corporate membership committee will be expanded in FY93. 

MEMBERSHIP FUND 

The annual fund and individual membership categories have been 
combined into one line item designed to streamline contact with 
members and donors and to reduce expenses~ Total revenues are 
expected to increase moderately due to expansion of the membership 
committee, placement of a membership sales desk in the Museum lobby 
at peak times, and a direct mail campaign to past catalog buyers and 
store purchasers. 

Below is a summary of the three revenue categories above with 
comparative totals for projected FY92 results. 

(Dollars in Thousands) FY92 FY93 
Proj. Budget 

Computer Bowl $316 $345 
Corporate, Government, $263 $257 

Foundation 
Membership Fund $167 $190 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES 

FY93 BUDGET 

ADMISSIONS 

Visitor attendance is expected to be slightly ahead of FY92 actuals. 
Exposure and draw from the new Tools and Toys exhibit and publicized 
activities during the year will be offset by traffic and parking 
disruption caused by the Third Harbor Tunnel and Central Artery 
construction. 

Set forth below is a historical summary of attendance levels and 
average revenue per visitor. The admission fee is currently $6.00 and 
no incr~ase is planned for FY93. 

YEAR 

FY85 

FY86 
FY87 
FY88 
FY89 
FY90 
FY91 
FY92 PROJ 
FY93 PROJ 

! VISITORS* % CHANGE 

34,000 

77,000 
77,619 
77,072 
88,041 
91,848 

130,319 
114,000 
115,000 

(Approx. 5 mos.due to move 
from Marlboro to Boston) 

NM 
0.8% 

( 0.7%) 
14.0% 

4.0% 
42.0% 

(12.0%) 
1.0% 

*Excludes Functions visitors 
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AVERAGE ADMISSION 
REVENUE/VISITOR 

$2.18 
2.32 
2.48 
2.92 
2.64 
3.49 
4.02 
3.91 
3.99 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES 

FY93 BUDGET 

OTHER EARNED INCOME 

MUSEUM STORE 

Product mix will be adjusted to increase sales per visitor and to 
improve profit margin. Catalog will be discontinued to allow store 
personnel to focus efforts on store. 

MAIL ORDER 

FY92 catalogs are projected to result in a loss. Due to tight cash 
position and poor catalog sales results, catalog will be discontinued 
for the next fiscal year. 

FUNCTIONS 

Revenue is expected to incr~ase by 5% for FY93 due in part to more 
aggressive marketing and new marketing brochure. There will be no 
DECWorld in FY93. 

EXHIBIT SALES 

The increase in this category is due primarily to the longer term 
impact of sales packet, marketing at ASTC conferences, and a new 
product. Revenue assumptions are based on sale of 13 Exhibit Kits at 
an average cost of$3,800 through current marketing channels and 
offering of a virtual reality "chair". . 

OTHER 

Lower anticipated revenue due to reduction in rental income from 
first floor space, which will be utilized by the Computer Clubhouse. 

Below is a summary of the five revenue categories above, with 
comparative totals for projected FY92 results: (Dollars in Thousands) 

Museum Store 
Mail Order 
Functions 
Exhibit Sales 
Other Revenue 

FY92 
PROJ 

$210 
146 
123 

45 
35 
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FY93 
BUDGET 

$258 
-0-
130 

70 
20 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES 

FY93 BUDGET 

CAPITAL FUND CONTRIBUTIONS 

Capital Fund revenues represent the amounts received from pledges to 
the Capital Campaign. The following is a summary of pledges received 
and projected pledge receipts: (Dollars in Thousands) 

FY87 $ 567 
FY88 550 
FY89 388 
FY90 221 
FY91 149 
FY92 PROJ 700 
FY93 BUDGET 600 

EXHIBIT FUND CONTRIBUTIONS 

The Exhibit Fund revenues represent the amounts received from 
contributions for the purpose of improving Museum exhibits. The FY93 
Budget includes anticipated receipt of revenues for exhibit related 
funds. . 

Below is a summary of actual and projected receipts: (Dollars in 
Thousands) 

FY87 $ 299 
FY88 126 
FY89 95 
FY90 1,177 
FY91 704 
FY92 PROJ 468 
FY93 Budget 160 
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A B C 
1 OPERATING FUND FY92 FY92 
2 budaet * Droi. * 

3 REVENUE 
4 Restricted Contribs. 188 189 
5 Computer Bowl 305 316 
6 Corp, Govt, Fnd Suppo 313 263 
7 Membership fund 194 167 
8 Admissions 510 446 
9 Store 263 210 

10 Mail Order 259 146 
1 1 Functions 150 123 
12 Clubhouse 0 0 
13 Exhibit sales 30 45 
14 Other 31 35 
15 TOTAL 2243 1940 
16 
17 EXPENSE 
18 Exhibits Development 50 68 
19 Exhibit Sales 32 67 
20 Exhibits Maintenance 68 58 
21 Collections 67 67 
22 Education & admission 355 273 
23 Clubhouse 0 0 
24 Marketing & PR 303 282 
25 Membership Fund 58 58 
26 General Management 232 220 
27 Computer Bowl 109 100 
28 Fundraisir!g 103 74 
29 Store 236 202 
30 Mail Order 230 174 
31 Functions 83 57 
32 Museum Wharf 279 279 
33 TOTAL 2205 1979 
34 
35 NET REVENUES 38 ·39 
36 
37 * FY92 restated to match FY93 cateaories 

D E 
FY93 COMMENTS 

70 special exhibits, ticket subsidy, educe workshops & exhibit refurb; no loebner 
345 assumes additional ticket sales to Apple developers 
257 assumes $25K from DEC (down $25K), $25K from IBM (up $10K) 
190 assumes lobby membership sales & mail campaign to catalog buyers 
458 assumes 8% growth for summer, increased groups, central artery disruption 
258 new store manager, new product mix, increased margins, focus on store 

0 discontinue gift & educational catalogs 
130 no DECWorld in FY93, but new direct mail piece & joint sales efforts 
350 new education project; targets minorities, kids, technology education 

70 market at ASTC conference Toronto & Boston; new virtual reality product 
20 video photo space rental, interest 

2148 

30 Silicon Sailing, HOPl exhibit, Temp exhibit in June 
25 salaries & supplies 
54 salaries & supplies 
70 salaries & minor shipping expenses 

286 salaries for visitor services staff, special events, educational workshol!s 
277 expenditure contingent on achieving revenues 
324 Ipromotions including advertising, PR salaries, newsletter & annual 

67 individual membershll!splus annual fund; includes salaries, mailing, print 
229 salaries for executive & business office, audit fees 
121 additional expenses associated with larger audience and California location 
77 salaries to support restricted contribs. & corporate revenue streams 

235 cost of goods, salaries 
0 discontinue catalogs 

65 salaries, advertising, direct mail piece 
284 Computer Museum pays 40% of Wharf expense; security, cleaning, utilities etc 

2144 

4 

6/2/92 
EXHIBIT 1 



A B 
1 OPERATING FUND FY92 
2 budget * 
3 
4 ComDuter Bowl 
5 Revenue 305 
6 Expense 109 
7 Net 196 
8 
9 MembershiD fund 

10 Revenue 194 
11 Expense 58 
12 Net 136 
13 
14 Store 
15 Revenue 263 
16 Exoense 236 
17 Net 27 
18 
19 Mail Order 
20 Revenue 259 
21 Expense 230 
22 Net 29 
23 
24 Functions 
25 Revenue 150 
26 Expense 83 
27 Net 67 
28 
29 Clubhouse 
30 Revenue 0 
31 Expense 0 
32 Net 0 
33 
34 Exhibit sales 
35 Revenue 30 
36 Expense 32 
37 Net -2 

C 
FY92 

proj. * 

316 
100 
216 

167 
58 

109 

210 
205 

5 

146 
175 
-29 

123 
57 
66 

0 
0 
0 

45 
67 

-22 

D E 
FY93 COMMENTS 

• FY92 restated to conform to FY93 cateaorles 

345 assumes additional ticket sales to Apple developers 
121 additional ex~enses associated with laroer audience and California location 
224 

190 assumes lobby membership sales & mail campaign to catalog buyers 
67 individual memberships plus annual fund" includes salaries, mailing, Drint 

123 

258 new store manager, new product mix, increased maroins, focus on store 
235 cost of goods salaries 

23 

0 discontinue gift & educational catalogs 
0 discontinue catalogs 
0 

130 no DECWorld in FY93, but new direct mail piece & joint sales efforts 
65 salaries advertising, direct mail piece 
65 

350 new education project; targets minorities, kids, technology education 
276 ex~enditure contingent on achieving revenues 

74 
. 

70 market at ASTC conference Toronto & Boston; new virtual reality product 
25 salaries & supplies 
45 

6/2/92 
EXHIBIT 2 



A B 
38 
39 EXHIBIT FUND FY92 
40 budget 
41 
42 Revenues 
43 Tools & Toys 770 
44 Networked Society 0 
45 Exhibit Enhancement 0 
46 TOTAL 770 
47 
48 Expenses 
49 People & Computers 46 
50 Tools & Toys 616 
51 Networked Society 8 
52 Exhibit Planning 45 
53 Exhibit Enhancement 46 
54 TOTAL 761 
55 
56 NET REVENUES 9 
57 
58 
59 CAPITAL FUND 
60 
61 Revenues 
62 Capital Campaign 1000 
63 
64 Expenses 
65 Capital Development 265 
66 Mortgage 136 
67 TOTAL 401 
68 
69 NET REVENUES 599 

C 

FY92 P* 
pro). 

440 
25 

3 
468 

85 
435 

8 
59 
61 

648 

-180 

700 

208 
141 
349 

351 

D E 

FY93 COMMENTS 

0 Total revenues FY91,FY92 $535K 
100 

60 $30K AMI· $30K additional enhancement grant 
160 

0 Total project revenues FY90-FY92: $900K; total project expenses: $750K 
53 Total project expenses FY91, FY92 projected $446K 
57 
42 FY92 projected includes $18K to Waterfront project 
46 refurbish and update Smart Machines gallery 

198 

-38 

600 4-year campaign; Includes $260K cash from existing pledges; $1 m of new pledgl 

208 
134 
342 

258 

6/2/92 
EXHIBIT 3 



A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
1 THE COMPUTER MUSEUM OPERATING FUND CAPITAL FUND EXHIBIT FUND COMBINED 
2 FY93 Budget FY92* FY92 FY93 FY92 FY92 FY93 FY92 FY92 FY93 FY92 FY92 FY93 
3 budget proj budget pro) budget proj budget pro) 
4 REVENUES 
5 Capital Campaign 1000 700 600 1000 700 600 
6 Restricted Contribs. 188 189 70 770 468 160 958 657 230 
7 Computer Bowl 305 316 345 305 316 345 
8 Corp, Govt, Fnd Support 313 263 257 313 263 257 
9 Membership fund 194 167 190 194 167 190 

10 Admissions 510 446 458 510 446 458 
1 1 Store 263 210 258 .263 210 258 
12 Mail Order 259. 146 0 259 146 0 
13 Functions 150 123 130 150 123 130 
14 Clubhouse 0 0 350 0 0 350 
15 Exhibit sales 30 45 70 30 45 70 
16 Other 31 35 20 31 35 20 
17 TOTAL 2243 1940 2148 1000 700 600 770 468 160 4013 3108 2908 
18 
19 EXPENSES 
20 Exhibits Development 50 68 30 670 528 110 720 596 140 
21 Exhibit Sales 3·2 67 25 32 67 25 
22 Exhibits Maintenance 68 58 54 68 58 54 
23 Collections 67 67 70 67 67 70 
24 Education & admissions 355 273 286 355 273 286 
25 Clubhouse 0 0 277 0 0 277 
26 Marketing & PR 303 282 324 303 282 324 
27 Membership Fund 58 58 67 ~ 'I 58 58 67 
28 General Management 232 220 229 91 120 88 323 340 317 
29 Comguter Bowl 109 100 121 109 100 121 
30 Fundraising 103 74 77 265 208 208 368 282 285 
31 Store 236 202 235 236 202 235 
32 Mail Order 230 174 0 230 174 0 
33 Functions 83 57 65 83 57 65 
34 Mus Whf Op Costs/Mortaaae 279 279 284 136 141 134 415 420 418 
35 TOTAL 2205 1979 2144 401 349 342 761 648 198 3367 2976 2684 
36 
37 NET SURPLUS (DEFICIT) 38 -39 4 599 351 258 9 -180 -38 646 132 224 

* all FY92 figures restated to match FY93 categories 6/2/92 

EXHIBIT 4 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

To establish the office of Vice-Chairman by vote of the 
board of directors. 

Board of Directors Vote 

VOTED: Pursuant to Article V, Section 3(d) of the bylaws to 
establish the office of Vice-Chairman of the Board of 
Directors who shall be elected from time to time by the 
Members for a term not to exceed one year and who shall serve 
as the Chairman-elect of the Board of Directors, to assume 
the position and responsibilities of the office of Chairman 
when duly elected thereto. 



FY92REVIEW 

P&C 
Began the year with P &C: added a vital historical dimension to the 
Museum. ('0 ~\ ( Zk ~ 

Attendance did not hit the highs of the WTC, but showed 28% 
growth over the previous year (FY90). 

20% increase in the numbers of school group visitors. 
*annual attendance chart 

T&T 
Funded & developed a major exhibit for 3rd year in a row. All of 
Museum except Image gallery is new since 1984. J (_ . 

7r ..p?~ ~ (3(~ 
Funded T&T to a total of $5~OK & completed its development. 
Represents largest amount of software developed for the Museum. 
Commend Greg Welch for managing project opening on time and 
below budget; David Greschler, developer, for creative excellence, 
& managing 36 simultaneous pieces of software development, and 
Ted Groves, designer, for vivid design. 

Waterfront 
Participated in Waterfront design & launch. Currently in permitting 
& fund-raising stage. Thanks to Waterfront committee, Ed, Dave 
K, Tony Pell. 

Staffing 
Appointed Natalie Rusk to Director of Education; will talk later 
Search under way for new Director of Development 

Events 
Loebner Prize: Turing Test 
VRweekend 
l3~(r~ : ~oVrt 
PR Report: see clippings 
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Financials- Operating Budget F Y q Z. 

Broken even for the 3rd year running despite revenues falling 15% 
below budget expectations. Both revenues and expenses c. 15% 
below budget. 
Worked hard to contain expenses; Museum is running lean. 

Revenues 
*operating revenue charts 

Thank Laura Morse for corp membership committee chair; close to 
goal 
Thank Hal Shear for chairing AF; close to goal 
Thank Gwen, Bowl chair - exceeded goal 

Largest factors in revenue variances: admissions, store under, 
mainly owing to overoptimistic expectation of numbers of visitors. 
Mail order was unsuccessful; orders not large enough (too few 
items) and we gave too many discounts. Functions down, owing to 
poor economy. 

Expenses 

Exhibit sales: additional marketing effort made to launch project. 
Education: down owing to vacant director education position, 
reduced staffing owing to reduced visitation 
marketing & PR: cut back advertising 

Exhibits 
Apparent deficit is timing issue; P&C & T&T effected with 
surpluses. 
Exhibit planning funded out of surpluses. 

Capital: Larry will report. 
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REVENUES: 

operating Fund 

capital Fund 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

operating Fund 

capital Fund 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

COMBINED OPERATING AND CAPITAL FUNDS 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE ELEVEN MONTHS ENDED 
5/30/91 ---------5/31/92--------- FY92 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV{UNFAV) BUDGET 

1,632 2,075 1,785 (290) (14\ ) 2,243 

570 1,705 818 (887) (52\) 1,770 
-------

2,202 3,780 2,603 (1,177) (31\ ) 4,013 

1,655 2,029 1,800 229 11\ 2,205 

806 963 811 146 15\ 1,162 

2,461 2,992 2,617 375 13\ 3,367 

($259) $788 ($14) ($802) ( 801\) $646 
====== ====== ==:::;11::== 

SUMMARY: 

For the eleven months ended May 31, 1992, the Museum operated at a 
deficit of (14K) compared to a budgeted surplus of 788K. As of 
May 31, 1992, total cash and cash equivalents amounted to 146K. 

OPERATING: operating revenues were 14\ under budget due to optimistic 
budget expectations. Expenses were 11\ under budget due to cutbacks 
in spending. 

CAPITAL: capital revenues were 52\ under budget due to optimistic 

FY92 
FORECAST 

1,934 

1,167 

3,101 

1,978 

987 

2,965 

$136 

budget expectations. Expenses were 15\ under budget despite payment of 40K 
of unbudgeted expense related to the FY91 opening of people & computers. 
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.1 THE COMPUTER MUSEUM '>, STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 
OPERATING FUND 

( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE ELEVEN MONTHS ENDED 
5/31/91 ----------5/31/92--------- FY92 FY92 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV (UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributjons: 152 $198 $166 (32) (16\) 207 163 
Restricted contributions 56 $145 $153 8 6\ 188 186 
computer Bowl 277 $306 $317 11 4\ 305 317 
Corporate memberships 184 $216 $176 ( 40) ( 19 'II) 231 205 
Individual memberships 48 $62 $47 ( 15 ) (24\ ) 69 53 
Admissions 485 $466 $422 (44) (10\) 510 458 
store 287 $491 $318 ( 173 ) (35\) 522 347 
Functions 125 $139 $119 (20 ) (14\) 150 129 
Interest Income 1 $22 $3 ( 19) (86\) 24 4 
Other 17 $30 $64 34 113\ 37 72 
Gain/Loss on securities 0 $0 $0 0 0\ 0 0 

-------- --------
Total Revenues 1,632 2,075 1,785 (290) (14\ ) 2,243 1,934 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 63 81 127 ( 46) ( 57\) 82 135 
Exhibits Maintenance 54 64 56 8 13\ 68 58 
Collections 62 61 58 3 5\ 67 67 
Education 239 277 211 66 24\ 303 225 
Marketing & Memberships 273 400 339 61 15\ 435 380 
General Management 220 202 195 7 3\ 232 220 
Computer Bowl 83 106 88 18 20\ 109 100 
Fundraising 87 76 61 15 20\ 82 CIT:) 
store 249 429 345 84 20\ 465 380 
Functions 63 78 62 16 21\ 83 67 
Museum Wharf expenses 262 255 256 ( 1 ) (1\ ) 279 279 

Total Expenses 1,655 2,029 1,798 231 11\ 2,205 1,978 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) ( $23 ) $46 ($13 ) ($59) (128\) $38 ($44) 
===13;;:':= ==-===z:a;;;: =:c;:==== ::.:==:.:;=== =:;;;:z:_c:== 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

CAPITAL FUND 
$ - Thousands 

FOR THE ELEVEN MONTHS ENDED 
5/31/91 ----------5/31/92---------- FY92 FY92 

ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV (UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 
REVENUES: 

Unrestricted Contributions $45 $935 $351 ($584) (62') 625 705 
Restricted Contributions 510 770 468 ($302) (39') 1,145 465 
Interest Income 11 0 1 $1 100' 0 2 
Gain/Loss on Securities 4 0 (2 ) ($2) (100') 0 ( 5 ) 

Total Revenues 570 1,705 818 (887) (52% ) 1,770 1,167 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 454 510 399 111 22' 670 528 
General Management 56 86 108 (22 ) (26') 91 

~ Fundraising 161 242 185 57 24' 265 
Wharf mortgage 135 125 125 0 0' 136 

Total Expenses 806 963 817 146 15' -1,162 987 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) ($236) $742 $1 ($741) (700') $608 $180 



ASSETS: 
Current: 

Cash 
cash Equivalents 
Investments 
Receivables 
Inventory 
prepaid expenses 
Interfund receivable 

TOTAL 

Property & Equipment (net): 
Equipment & furniture 
capital improvements 
Exhibits 
Construction in Process 
Land 

Total 

TOTAL ASSETS 

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued expenses 
Deferred income 
Line of credit/Loan payable 
Interfund payable 

Total 

Fund Balances: 
Operating 
capital 
plant 

Total 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES 

OPERATING 
FUND 

$104,519 
41,687 

21,541 
70,308 

7,733 

245,788 

o 

$245,788 

$81,924 
38,410 

o 
138,154 

258,488 

(12,700) 

(12,700) 

$245,788 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

5/31/92 

CAPITAL 
FUND 

138,154 

138,154 

11,328 

PLANT 
FUND 

o 

$350,158 
601,305 

1,307,697 

18,000 

TOTAL 
5/31192 

$104,519 
41,687 

o 
21,541 
70,308 

7,733 
138,154 

383,942 

350,158 
601,305 

1,307,697 
11,328 
18,000 

TOTAL 
6/30/91 

$77,891 
42,677 

o 
98,538 
72,764 
15,591 

207,798 

515,259 

350,158 
601,305 

1,307,697 
11,328 
18,000 

11,328 2,277,160 2,288,488 2,288,488 

$149,482 $2,277,160 $2,672,430 $2,803,747 

$51,135 

51,135 0 

98,347 
$2,277,160 

$133,059 
38,410 

o 
138,154 

309,623 

(12,700) 
98,347 

2,277,160 

$209,840 
9,165 

o 
207,798 

426,803 

2,437 
97,347 

2,277,160 

98,347 2,277,160 2,362,807 2,376,944 

$149,482 $2,277,160 $2,672,430 $2,803,747 



Cash provide by/(used for) 
operations: 
Excesss/(deficiency) of 
support and revenue 

Depreciation 

Cash from operations 

cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 
Receivables 
Inventory 
Investments 
Accounts payable 

& other current liabs 
Deferred income 
prepaid expenses 

Cash from working capital 

cash provided by/(used for) 
Fixed assets 

Net increase/(decrease) in 
cash before financing 

Financing: 
Interfund pay. & rec. 
Transfer to plant 
Line of credit/Loan payable 

Cash from financing 

Net increase/(decrease) 
in cash & investments 

cash, beginning of year 

cash, end of period 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN CASH POSITION 

5/31/92 

OPERATING 
FUND 

($15,137) 

---------
(15,137) 

76,997 
2,456 

(5,989) 
29,245 

7,710 
---------

110,419 

---------
95,282 

(69,644) 
0 

---------
(69,644) 

25,638 
---------

120,568 

$146,206 
-=~-====== 

CAPITAL 
FUND 

$1,000 

---------
1,000 

(70,792) 

148 
---------

(70,644) 

0 
---------

(69,644) 

69,644 
0 

---------
69,644 

0 
---------

0 

$0 
===-=m:-=== __ 

PL.ANT 
FUND 

$0 
0 

---------
0 

---------
0 

$0 
---------

0 

0 

---------
0 

0 
---------

0 

$0 
========== 

TOTAL 
5131/92 

($14,137) 
0 

---------
(14,137) 

76,997 
2,456 

0 

(76,781) 
29,245 

7,858 
---------

39,775 

0 
---------

25,638 

0 
0 
0 

---------
0 

25,638 
---------

120,568 

$146,206 
::a::::~===a=c=1C 

TOTAL 
6130/91 

($115,374) 
423,106 

---------
307,732 

21,764 
(9,551) 
53,363 

51,496 
(7,773) 

(349) 
---------

108,950 

(586,601) 
---------

(169,919) 

0 
0 
0 

---------
0 

(169,919) 
---------

290,487 

$120,568 
========== 



Major Variances from FY92 Budget 

Operating Fund Revenues 

• unrestricted contributions 
$48K below owing to optimistic 
projections of grant-related revenue 

• admissions 
$60K below owing to summer visitation 
levels 15% below previous summer 
which benefitted from The Walk
Through Computer opening 

• store 
$165K below owing to lower 
admissions and catalog sales below 
expectations . 



Major Variances from FY92 Budget 

Operating Fund Expense 

• exhibits development 
$53K over owing to unbudgetted 
Loebner Prize development 

• education 
$78k below owing to vacant director of 
education position & reduced visitor 
assistant hiring 

• store 
$85K below owing to lower cost of 
goods 



FY93 Goals 

• fund and develop Computer Clubhouse 

• hold temporary exhibits: 

-Silicon Sailing 
-History of Programming Languages 
-additional exhibit for June 1993 

• plan and start development of The 
Networked Society exhibit 

• refurbish Smart Machines gallery 

• meet second year goals of the Capital 
Campaign 

• increase base of support: 

-membership fund 
-corporate membership 
-Computer Bowl 



The Computer Museum 
Visitors 

III Functions Visitors 
• Number of Visitors Walk-Thru-Computer 

150000 

Siggraph Art Show 

100000 

50000 

o 
FY88 89 91 92 93 

Budget 



$2500000 

$2000000 

$1500000 

$1000000 
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The Computer Museum 
Operating Revenues 

II Restricted Funds 
II Unrestricted Funds 
• Earned Revenue 

Educational 
Clubhouse 

FY 88 89 90 91 92 93 
budget 
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The Computer Museum 
Unrestricted Operating Revenues 
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The Computer Museum 
Earned Revenue Streams 

$1000000 .,---------------------, 

~ Exhibit Sales 
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~ Store 
• Admissions Revenue 

$800000 -+-----------
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$400000 

$200000 
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J. THOMAS FRANKLIN 

Before beginning an of counsel relationship with the firm of 
Lucash, Gesmer, & Updegove, J. Thomas Franklin was a Partner with 
Gaston & Snow. He has served as General Counsel to International 
Data Corporation, Computerworld, Inc. and Encore Computer 
Corporation. From 1986 to 1990, he acted as Chairman or 
Co-Chairman of the High Technology Law Committee of the 
Massachusetts Bar Association's Section of Business Law. In 1989 
and 1990, he chaired and moderated the License Terms Seminar 
Series, sponsored by the Massachusetts Computer Software Council. 
He has published and spoken extensively on topics relating to 
computer and intellectual property law. Over the last 20 years, 
Mr. Franklin has represented a wide variety of computer and high 
technology clients. Mr. Franklin is a graduate of Dartmouth 
College and Harvard Law School. 



The Capital Campaign 
for The Computer Museum 

Report to the Board 

June 12, 1992 

Agenda 

1. Pledge Performance 

2. Cash Performance 

3. Progress since February Board meeting 

4. Discussion and Questions 
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The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

FY92 Pledge Performance 

$1,361,451 

Combined Q1 +02 

• Target 

~ Actual 

Combined 03+04 

Target vs. Actual Pledge Performance 
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The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

FY92 Cash Performance 

Combined 
Q1+Q2 

$511,672 

Combined 
Q3+Q4 

• Target 

., Actual 

Target Vs. Actual Performance 
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The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

Progress Since Last Board 
Meeting 

$1,461,127 

$204,345 

Pledges 

• 'February 14, 1992 

IB 'June 12, 1992 

$412,066 

Cash 

FY92 Pledge and Cash Performance 



The Capital Campaign 
for The Computer Museum 

Report to the Board 

June 12, 1992 

•. Volunteer Effort 

• "TARGET 100" 

• . Campaign Timetable 

• Pledge Objectives 

• N ext three years 

• Mix and type 



The Capital Campaign 
for The Computer Museum 

Report to the Board 

June 12, 1992 

Needs from the Board: 

• 100%, Participation 

• Assistance with Corporate Giving 

• Assistance with Cultivation 



THE BOSTON HERALD 

June 11, 1992 

eire: 355,355 

PC PARADE The Computer Museum of Boston, 300 Con
gress St. , will open " Tools & Toys: The Amaz
ing Personal Computer," a new, $1-million-dol

tar exhibit highlighting the versatility of the PC, on June 13. Above, Matt Touma , 5, of 
Salem, N.H. and his friend T.J . Hatem of Methuen record their vo ices on a computer , and 
then listen to them being played back . Rigllt, Anne Haig of Arlington tests a virtual reality 
computer simulator, which swivels 360 degrees. At another stati on, visitors can draw by 
pointing a giant laser-guided wand at a projection of a paint program on a wa ll. A different 
section allows vi sitors to perform chemical exper iments involving poten tially harmful 
explosions in complete safe ty , using a videodisc cont rolled by a personal c9mputer to 
change the speed of chemical reactions. The opening of " Tools & Toys " launches a year 
01 special events celebrating the museum's 10th anniversary . Stall photos by Renee Dello"a 

~ . ; 



THE BOSTON GLOBE 
June la, 1992 
eire: 516,981 
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Happy, tired sailor .~ 
..• ~ 

ends a dream trip': 
r; .... 

Brings a can-do message for children 
By Shay Studley 

CONTRIBl"TING REPORTER 

On his 27,OOO-mile voyage around 
the world, William Pinkney remem· 
bers frightening fog that left him 
praying that ~arger vessels would 
not hit him; waves that tossed the 
47-foot cutter onto its side and ardu
ous tasks that under normal circum
stances demanded the hands of two 
or more men. 

But yesterday, Pinkney, 57, the 
first African-American to sail solo 
around the world, was simply happy, 
although tired, as he made his way 
into Boston Harbor to an exuberant 
reception, ending a trip that started 
Aug. 5, 1990. 

When he was asked how his trip 
went, Pinkney yelled from the boat, 
"The boat's name," Commitment, 
"speaks for itself." 

About 4,000 students and 50 
teachers from 20 schools in Greater 
Boston have integrated Pinkney's 
journey into their ongoing curricu
lum, part of the Boston Voyages in 
Learning Education Program. 

"That's what kept me going," 
said Pinkney, pointing to the hun
dreds of area schoolchildren stand
ing on the dock, many of them hold-

, ing handmade signs and cards. 
As he docked Commitment on 

Pier 1 at Charlestown Navy Yard at 
11:50 a.m., Pinkney said, "I'd do it 
again tomorrow if I could. 

"It's possible for a dream to come 
true regardless of the color of your 
skin, and here he is to prove it," she 
said. "This is Bill's metaphor for life 
... it's magical." 

An exhibit, sponsored by the 
Boston Computer Museum and Bos
ton Voyages in Learning, tracked 
Pinkney as he sailed the final leg of 
his circumnavigation of the world. 

Area students pinpointed his lon
gitude and latitude each day on a 
map diplayed prominently in class, 
wrote poems imagining how it would 
be to sail the world alone, and used 
figures taken from Pinkney's jour
ney in mathematical equations. 

"My class pretended to be Cap
tain Pinkney in journals," said third
grade teacher Toni Malfa of the 
Dennis C. Haley School in Boston. 
"Many even pretended that they met 
up with sharks. Of course that didn't " 
happen to Bill, but it's great for their 
imagination. " 

Many of the children seemed to 
form a deep affinity with Pinkney as " \ \ 
a result of the program. \ 

"I think he's a great guy," said 
Bildade Augustin, 8, of the Haley 
School. "I wouldn't have that much 
guts." 

''We've very proud of him," said, 
Arielle Cecala, 8, who also attends " 
the Haley School. "He's such a great . ' 
man. He really made learning fun." : 

"I have been waiting a long time ~ : ,: 
to see this man," said Khalilah Hor-"' ' 
ton, 13, a student at the McCormack I , 

Middle School in Dorchester. '" 
"1 was' able to touch positively 

the lives of other human beings. 
With proper education, perseverance "I want to ask him what kind of ',J ';; 

and a dream, you can make anything food he ate, how he ever slept and .;" 
happen in life." was he lonely out there," said Hor. 

During past visits, to local ton. "':;; 
schools, the Chicago-born Pinkney, 
who gave up a marketing executive's The incorporation of Pinkney's :': 
career to pursue his round-the-world experience into classrooms has also ,,! 

quest, had encouraged young people made teaching easier and more ef-"!'; 
to "go after their dreams, no matter fective, according to Malfa. "The big_"" , 
what anyone else tells you." gest thing is that they have been"'" 

"I'm a perfect example that if part of history. To read books isn't'!! ' 
that relevant." - '~'.'~ you put your mind to something, it 

can be done," he said. ,iHe's been a good hero," she, 
His wife, Ina, echoed his senti- said. "He really ('.aters to the chil~") , 

J!lent. dren." 

==~============================~~~~'.~ 
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BCS UPDATE June 1992 

. Noah Southall of The 
Computer Museum's Edurotion 
Department discusses the text of 
exhibit signs with Martin Luther 
King School eighth-grade 
cOmputer students. 

A new U can do" exhibit computes ,the possibilities 

(BOSTON) I grew up B.C.-Before Computers. Well, tech
nically speaking, computers did exist, but they lived in some 
distant cave where they crunched numbers, spit out names, 
and never, ever made a mistake. They were mysterious, they 
were awe-inspiring, they were powerful, but they were most 
certainly not fun . 

In the years since, computers have worked their way into 
most of our lives. Today, there are over 120 million personal 
computers worldwide, and one out of every three people in 
the United States uses one. A computer hums in 27 million 
American. households, one rests on the desks of 28 million 
American workers, and 95 percent of American schools have 
used computers as teaching tools. 

But even though they've become smaller and are a near
ubiquitous fixture on our desks (and even on our laps), by and 
large the computer still represents work and responsibility 
and is capable of generating more than a little anxiety, even for 
those of use who work with one from day to day. 

The Computer Museum in Boston wants to change all that
or least give us a leg up-and with its newest exhibit, it just 
might succeed. When Tools & Toys: The Amazing Personal Com
puter opens to the public on June 13, it puts the ever-present 
desktop computer fron t and center. 

The new 3,600-square-foot, $1 million project uses a touch
and-feel approach to illustrate the vast possibilities of the 
machine's capabilities. Its origins lie in the decade-old BCS
sponsored Computer Discovery Center concept of demystifying 
computers for the non-technical user, and it draws on a combi
nation of intriguing activi.ties and easy-to-understand explana
tions to make the sometimes-fearsome computer feel friendly. 

Built with funding from, among others, Microsoft founder 
William H . Gates Ill, the Kapor Family Foundation, Apple co
founder Steve Wozniak. Apple Computer Inc., Digital Equip-
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ment Corporatiori, Raytheon Company; CabOt Corporation 
. Foundation, and 3Com Corporation, as well as the expertise of 
dozens of volunteers, the exhibit successftilly combines every
day computer tooLS and exciting but not-yet-widely-available 
technologies such as pen interfaces and virtual reality to vividly 
show the versatility of the personal computer for work, learn
ing, communication, and.:-last but certainly not least-fun. 

The focus on the exhibit is on "doing it"-using a computer, 
that is. Interactivity is the watchword, and visitors have 35 dif
ferent work areas to go 
heavily "hands-on" in. 

"The idea is to inspire pe0-
ple, to let them experience all 
the different things they can 
do with a computer," says 
David M. Greschler, exhibit 
developer. ''We want them to 
get onto the machine and ac
tually use it as a tool and get 
results from it. You can draw 
and print out pictures. You can 
make up a song and listen to it 
play back. It's not just interac
tive, but creative. We want 
people to say '1 did it.'" 

Greschler points out that 
this exploration fits in neatly 
with the. museum's other of
ferings. ''We have exhibits on 
the history of the computer, on 
artificial intelligence, on high
end graphics. The Walk
Through Computer shows 
how a computer works. Up to 
this point, we haven't really 
answered WHAT can I do 
with this computer?" 

Tools & Toys, offers a clear 
answer: You can do just about 
anything. During a visit, one 
can do the following: 

they're the sort of rooms you' d ~x
peet to find inside an animatiori · 
cell. Angled windows, slanted 
walls, vivid reds and yellows and 
teals and blacks, coupled with 
curved clear glass block walls cre
ate an exciting environment that . a 
fee~ j"gec and more °P'" than i~ 4P* I 
square footage alone ind~cates. l ""'f'7 k 

Each area houses multiple worksta- ; 
tions, representing a wide cross-section of hard- iI 
ware and software-some not yet commercially 
available--and demonstrating variations on the room's theme. 
Work areas are set up so that-small groups can easily share each 

\ 

.Create a picture 
• Make a video stamng 

Nancy Boland, education assistant at the museum, asks students what their concept of a computer 

yourself 
would be. 

·Talk to the computer 
• Play computer games 
• Perform explosive chemical experiments 
• Plan an ant colony 
• Plan a wedding 
• Explore virtual reality 
And that's just for starters. 

In developing Tools & Toys, The Computer Museum wanted 
to encourage visitors to draw, pound, type, and playfully ex
plore the range of possibilities brought about by the computer. 
To do so, it divided the exhibit area into seven "rooms," each 
dedicated to one type of computer work. As befits the title word 
"toys," these rooms aren't small grey computer cells. Instead, 

8 / BCS UPOA TE 

other's experiences and take turns using the computers. 
In the first room, Making Pictures, the emphaSiS is oh creating 

images--drawings, pictures, and video. Computer graffiti lets 
you draw on the wall without 
penalty. Video capture and 
image manipulation lets you 
walk on the moon and star in 
your own movie. Always 
wanted to make cartoons? 
Now you can. And be sure to 
set aside time to sample the 
world of interactive graphics 
through the wonders of vir-. 
tual reality. 



ne'l mr - SSfs:tn " 5e?jF7Sl · T W "' ..... • - " :.,--

~ages lead naturally to text, and WritIng is the second stop .. 
Here, you can work with a pen-based sy~tem, test the gra;nmar 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The computer still represents 

work and responsibility 

and is capable 

of generating 

more than a little anxiety, 

even for those of us who work 

with one from day to day. 

As you write the Great 
American Novel or the script 
to Broadway's Next Big Hit, 
you can hear music emanating 
from the room next door. 
When you're ready to record 
the soundtrack to your literary 
work-in-progress, move 

• • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• on to the Making Sounds area. 
Here, .you become a musician, 
a sound engineer, and a music 

of famous quotations, check out alternative input devices that producer. Through MIDI 
let computers adapt to the needs of disabled individuals, and technology, you create, record, 
print your name in different typefaces-or even in hieroglyph- and play back your own musi-
ics or braille. cal masterpieces. Voice synthe-

sizers and sound samplers 
give the growing area of 
sound technology a new beat. 

Adding It Up lets you fanta
size on where and how you'd 
spend a million dollars and 
along the way shows you the 
tools people use to keep track 
of numbers-from the aba
cuses, slide rules, and adding 
machines of the past to the 
spreadsheets and other soft
ware of the Information Age. 

Weddings and chemical , 
'\ ,1'0" 
'\ ,0'0,011 

~~'\0'0' J J 10 I ~ 
J 1110 

O~~~ 
O~'O~ ...... ...... 
) ........ 
~ ... 
~ 
~ 

Exhibit developer David Greschler shares a pizza "power lunch" with students at the Martin Luther King School Library as they discuss the 
"Tools & Toys" exhibit . 

~ ,. 
~· l ' 

.) 
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explosions mayor may not have anything in co~on, but 
in Exploring Infonnation, it becomes clear that the computer can 
help plan both. The focus of this area is working with data in its 
many forms. Project planners, database software, data searches, 
and online re?earch are terms that take on practical overtones 
as you use them for real. 

Sharing Ideas profiles networking and the power of "group
ware." Instead of encouraging people to blow each other but 
of the electronic universe, this area encourages cooperation and 
group puzzle-solving, as well as showing the fun of E-mail. 

Finally comes the category that's just for flm. Playing Games 
includes a variety of games, including a custom-created flight 
simulator (early reviews give a big "wings up" to this one), 
as well as several arcade-style and thinking-style games. 

10/ BCS UPDATE 

If the bulk of the exhibit is dedicated to the principle of "1 did 
it," the final stop is designed to make visitors ask, "What else 
can 1 do?" Where Do 1 Go From Here? offers a place to browse 
through computer-related books and magazines as well as data
bases that list computer organizations (such as the BCS) and 
other computer resources. . 

'The idea of a resource center was there from the beginning," 
says Jonathan Rotenberg, BCS founder and chairman. 'We al
ways saw discovery as the first step, and the Discovery Center 
as a place whose job wouldn't be complete unless people went 
away knowing what the next steps are." 

~~f 

Above: Ted Groves, exhibit 
designer, goes over the fine points 
with one of the carpenters. 

Left: Designer Asa Chibas 
looks over the shoulders of 
Martin Llither King School 
students re-viewing text for 
exhibit signs. . 
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Because computers are so much a part of life, another goal of 
the eXhibit is to make people stop and think as they work. For 
example, merging a picture of yourself with a picture of the lu
nar surface is fun to do, but should it be done? What if you pub-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The exhibit 

successfully combines 

every-day computer tools 

and exciting but. 

not-yet-widely-available 

technologies. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lished the picture and said you were on the moon? How easily 
can we make pictures lie? What about the merits of comput
ers-do they really help us do our work better? Does a spell 
checker create a better book or just a lazier writer? If we have 
multi-media, do we need printed matter? 

The exhibit that opens at 
The Computer Museum on 
June 13 is the realization of 
over a decade of planning 
by The Boston Computer 
Society. 

According to BCS chair
man and founder Jonathan 
Rotenberg, the original mis
sion of the BCS when it was 
started in 1977 was to 
demystify computers for the 
non-technical user and to 
help people figure out what 
they could do with a com
puter in their home or busi
ness. 

The organization grew, 
and by 1980, the BCS Board 
of Directors realized that 
most of the BCS's services 
were geared toward the 
more sophisticated user, 
and, thus, were not meeting 
the original goal set forth by 
the Society. For several 
years, the group wrestled 
with the problem, consider
ing, among other solutions, 
setting up storefront facili
ties where people could 

come and participate in in
expensive workshops. 

Around the same time, 
Jim Zien, one of the 
founders of the Museum 
Wharf version of Boston's 
Children's Museum, had 
been thinking about a center 
where people could come to 
learn more about comput
ers. He envisioned some
thing that would do for 
computers what science 
museums did for science 
and technology. His vision 
and the BCS vision seemed 
to mesh; it was agreed that 
Zien would do fund raising 
and planning while the BCS 
would provide some initial 
seed money for the project, 
which was named Com
puter Discovery Center. 

The group began the pro
cess of assembling a com
mittee and searching for a 
site at little or no cost. 
Meanwhile, out in 
Marlboro, Mass., Digital 
Equipment Corporation had 
given over a lobby in one of 

'We also wanted to raise ques- C. C S S S 
tions and issues," says GreSChler.U'J J 
'We have debate panels . . ,... . . 
throughout, which raise topics .. 0 ~ 
such as 'can/should computers -. 
replace books?' There are little . 0' ~ 
thoughtlets of opinions that ifJ 
people can read and take as a 
starting point for having discus
sions themselves. For school 
groups, we want to have these 
debate questions available to the 
groups before they visit, so they 
can discuss them, then explore . 
them further here." 

Other presentations intermixed with the live computers ex
plain basic computer topics, such as hardware versus software, 
what is an operating system, what is a word processor, and 
what makes a computer virus. These are underlying areas of 
knowledge that many people don't fully understand and want 
to learn more about, explains Greschler. 

Visitors to any museum are not exactly endowed with great 
patience when an exhibit doesn't work-they've paid their 
money and want the goods. Software being software, support 

its buildings to display com
puter and corporate arti
facts. As the collection grew, 
it became clear that there 
was a real need to build a 
computer museum so that 
these artifacts would not be 
lost. 

In 1984, all three pieces
the BCS, Computer Discov
ery Center, and the Digital 
collection--came together 
when the Transportation 
Museum moved out of Mu
seum Wharf, opening up 
prime museum space. It 
was an opportunity that 
could not be passed up. The 
Computer Museum, with its 
historical slant, fit very 
nicely with Computer Dis
covery Center. The mllseum 
as we know it today was 
founded, and planning be
gan for what would ulti
mately become Tools & Toys: 
The Amazing Personal COI11-

puter. 
"It took a little bit longer 

than we originally planned, 
and it has changed names 

once again, but the concept 
is very much intact as being 
a place where people can 
discover all the things per
sonal computers can do, 
and, specifically, what the 
computer can do for them 
in their lives," says 
Rotenberg. "It is what we 
had envisioned." 

Rotenberg notes that 
much of the development of 
the concept came from BCS 
volunteers. "It is something 
that is very much the prod
uct of the vast energy and 
talent of BCS members," he 
notes. 

He also points out that 
BCS members get a free ad
mission pass to The Com
puter Museum in their 
membership package--and 
that many members don't 
take advantage of it. 

"Go to the museum!" he 
urges, "If you haven't seen 
it since it first opened, you' ll 
be surprised how much it 
has changed." 

-T. A.M. 
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of an interactive exhibit this 
size was a very real concern ' 
for museum staff. After all, " ' 
a computer installation incor-' 
porating ruM and DEC PCs, 
Apple Macintoshes, an Apple 
II, Amiga PCs, a GRID 
system, notebook computers, 
and a host of peripheral de- . 
vices, used by hundreds of 
different-and often novice-
users daily, would give even 
the most intrepid system 
manager a few worry-filled 
sleepless nights. That's one 
of the reasons that the soft
ware has undergone an un
usually arduous test-by real 

users in the museum environment. 
This type of testing is called formative evaluation by those in 

the education industry. Formative evaluation goes beyond the 
traditional computer industry alpha/beta site to examine not 
only how a product works, but also how users respond to it. It 
applies to both the functionality and the contents of a product. 
This type of research is itself a tried and true concept; one of the 
reasons Sesame Street has been so continuously successful with 
its audience is its extensive use of formative evaluation. 

"Evaluation is a fundamental part of design," explains ex
hibit designer Greschler. "You design up to a point, then you 
test it." 

In Tools & Toys' case, evaluation took place in an area named 
Exhibit Lab. For nearly six months, the sparsely-decorated, 
modest prototype area located on the museum's fifth floor was 
home to the Tools & Toys road test and open to the general pub-

lie. If sOrnething could 'possibly go wrong, it did. If a twist or . 
tum could leave a user behind, someone found that twist. If a 
problem or presentation was dull, the museum heard about it. 
Hundreds of evaluations later, the software has been altered to 
reflect what its users wanted, and its shakes and rattles have 
been repaired and tested in triplicate. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TheBeS 

User Int~ttace Group 

came twice and acted as 

a focus group 

for many of the exhibit's 

presentation ideas. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'We watched how people used the software," says exhibit 

designer Greschler. 'We put it on the floor and watched what 
people did with it. Exhibit Lab was a wonderful way to evalu
ate the functional issues, but more important, to see if the activ
ity worked as a concept. For example, with the image 
processing concept, I knew within two days that it worked. But 
there were other things that we had to go back and redesign." 

4-
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. :. "It's ~n a: tenific experience for us," says the museum's 
director of exhibits, Greg Welch, adding that he'd like to see a 
similar advisory group on futur~ projects. 

'Their feedback has been really eye-operung. For example, 
. ._ . . .. .. we tried to simplify everything, but the kids came in and said 

The museum also turned to outside advisory groups for help. · 'it's too easy, make it m<;lre challenging.' 
For example, the BCS User Interface Group came twice and "So many times, a museum will create an exhibit without 
acted as a focus group for many of the exhibit's presentation consulting the people for whom it's designed. Then when it 
ideas. But the most unusual advisory group was a class of opens and it doesn't work, it's difficult to know what to do. But 
eighth graders from Boston's Martin Luther King Jr. Middle here, we're getting feedback while we are still able to make 
School. changes. This has proven to be one of the most spectacularly 

The 22-student computer class served as the exhibit's official successful collaborations we've ever done." 
student advisory team throughout project development. They 
tested software and gave feedback on the planned physical lay
out, and, in return, received a year's family membership to 

.-

the museum. 
'The kids were great," says 

computer teacher Karen 
Fitzpatrick of her class's work 
on the project. "They'd say 
this is so soooo boring or this 
is really fun but the screen's 
too small. The bilingual kids 
wanted to know why every
thing was only in English. 
When we came back to the 
museum a month later, the 
museum had made several of 
the changes. They really took 
the kid's advice into the devel
opment of the exhibit, and the 
kids were impressed that 
adults actually listened to 
what they had to say." 

Tools & Toys would be an exciting addition at any time, but it 
is especially relevant this summer-its debut kicks off a year of 
special events marking the museum's tenth birthday. 

It is only fitting that The Computer Museum should celebrate 
its first decade by going back to its rqots and asking the ques
tion that launched it in the first place: Why care about comput
ers at all? With Tools & Toys, the answer is there on the fifth 
floor-because they are great tools and great toys and they've 
changed our lives forever. 0 

Teresa A. Martin is a Medford, Mass.-based freelance writer who 
reports on a variety of computer, technology, and societal topics. Copy
right 1992 by Teresa A. Martin. 

Neal Hamberg is a professional photographer. Photos Copyright 
1992 by Neal Hamberg. 

In celebration of the BCS's 15th Anniversary 
and the opening of "Tools & Toys," 
we llwite you and your family to: 

BCS Day At Tools & Toys 
Sunday, June 21, 1992 
The Computer Museum 

All BCS members will be admitted free to the 
museum tha.t day with their membership card. 

All non-members will receive $1.00 off regular admission prices. 
(Limit 5 non-members with every member. June 21 only.) 

Museum hours are 10:00 a.m.-5:oo p.m. Join fellow members 
for refreshments in the auditorium from 1 :30 p.m.-3:00 p.m. 

Hope to see you there! 

1-------------, 
I The Computer Museum I 
I 300 Congress Street I 
I Boston, MA 02210 I 

: Admit One BCS Member : 
L _ ~sl:.p::n~w~o volid~S_=m=s~o.:. _ ~ 

Present your membership card at the museum shop for a speciaJ gift! 
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Dispatc es 
Walk on Byte ------
It's a computerphi le 's dream come true . A 
g iant, w a lk-through computer . Fantasy, yo u 
say, stra ight out of a sci ence fiction movie. 

Well, t h ink aga in. There really is such a 
beast at The Co mputer Museu m in Boston . 
The Walk-Throu gh Computer, o ne of a bout 
100 interact ive displays in th e muse um , ta kes 

up nearly 500 square metres (5, 300 squa re 
feet) a nd is tw o storeys high . Visi tors can 
wa lk inside it and view its guts and syste ms. 
Modelled afte r, but 50 t imes the siz e of, a 
regu lar desktop computer, t he Walk
Throug h has a keybo ard running the le ngt h 
of 7.6 me t res (2 5 feet) and indivi dual keys 
la rge e no ug h to sit on-a practice highly dis

couraged , however, by museum st a ff . 
The museum began in 1974 w he n Ken 

Olsen, founder of Digi t al Equipment Corp., 

a nd Bo b Everett, t hen-president of MITRE 
Corp., rescued an early model of an MIT 
Whirlw ind co mputer from the scrap heap 
because t hey thought that it was an impor
tant part of technological history . Since then, 
t he collection has grow n t o include some 
I,SOO art ifacts, and the museum has become 
a star attraction on Boston's w aterfro nt, lur

ing about 150,000 vi si t ors a year. 
New t his month is an exhibit of versatil e 

pcs that can do everything, from creating an 
imaginary 3-D world on-screen to designing 
music and video productions. 

Admi ssi on: adults, 56; sen iors and stu
dents, 55; ch ildren under five, free. 300 
Co ngress St., Boston . For details , call the talk
ing computer, 61 7/423-67 58. - DEBRA BLACK 
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Depeches 
Visite aux bits _____ _ 

I.e reve du mon.l u de l"informaliquc: un (Jrdina · 

teur ),!t<.J11i ou I'on pellt ci rcu lcr. Dc la :;cicl1cl:

fiction. me dircz-vous en haussant les cpaulcs. 

CroytZ-vQUs? On en (rOUVe pourtant un au 

Computer Museum de BoslOn. Son Walk
Through Com pUler, une de ses 100 el quelques 
pieces d'cxposi tion interact ives . occupe une 

superficie de pres de 500 metres carn~s sur une 

hauleur de deLL' elages. On peut y penetrer po ur 
en examiner les rouages et les systemes. Constru it 
sur Ie modele d'un ordinaleur de lable. rna is 50 
fois plus gras , Ie Walk-Through possede un 
clavier d'une longueur de 7.6 metres. Lc meca

nisme d'cntraincmcnl des disqucs tournc a 
48 kml h el les cables a rubans pesent 680 kg. 

Le musce a ou vcrt ses partes en 1974 , a 
I'epoque au Ken Olsen, fonda leur de Digi tal 
Equipment Corp., el Bob Everett, alo rs president 

de ~'IITRE Corp .. sauvere nt un des premiers ordi· 
nateurs MIT Whirlwind du tas de ferra ille pa ree 
q~'i l s y voyaient un important H~moin de l'h is
to ire de I'in formatique. La co llectio n a grossi; elle 
com pte main tenant quelque 1 500 artefacts , ct Ie 
musce cst devcnu une gra nde attractio n qui atti re 
150 000 visilcurs environ par an. 

Ce mois-ci. on y verra des PC polyvalents 
capab\es de tout, creer un monde tridi men
sion nel imaginaire it \'ecran au co mposer de la 
musique et des productions video. 

L'cte, Ie muse. esl ouver! de 10 h a 17 h lOus 
les jaurs, sauf Ie ve ndredi a u il I'esl de 10 h a 
21 h. Entree: adultes 6 $, personnes agees el Ctu· 
diants 5 $, libre pour les enrams de mains de ci nq 
ans. 300 Congress Street, Boston . Pour plus de 
renseignemenls. appeler J'ordinateur parlant au 
61 7/423-6758. - DEBRA BLACK 
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' TECHNOLOGY 

A Byte Fight 
in Boston 
High-tech titans square 
off in Computer Bowl 

JOE CWP-COMl'UTER MUSE1fl>! 

y ou think you're so smart. You get the 
answers right on "Jeopardy!" every 
night. You know the names of all seven 

dwarfs. But do you know the other "seven 
dwarfs"?-the seven computer companies 
that competed with giant IBM in the 1960s ' 
and '70s? ProbablYnot. There exist mortals 
who, pausing but a nanosecond, would ex
claim, "Sperry Rand, Control Data, Hon
eywell, RCA, NCR, GE and Burroughs!" 
They know their high-tech trivia' because 
they live it, and they gathered last week for 
the Fourth Ann ual Computer Bowl- a sort 
of "Jeopardy!" for the bits-and-bytes set. 

A most valuable player: Microsoft cofounder Gates, moderating last year's tourney 

ing the ASCII decimal equivalent of the 
escape key, which happens to be 27). The 
museum plays the event for full camp ef
fect, drawing up garish promotional posters 
that make wrestling ads look sedate. 

Of course, there are differences between 
the "Jeopardy!" show and the Computer 
Bowl: people who play "Jeopardy!" want to 
be millionaires. Many of the players in the 
Computer Bowl already are. The contest 
pits some of the best minds in computing 
against each other on an unabashedly trivi
al playing field. This isn't just some wonk -0-
rama, though. It's all for a worthy techno
cause: the bowls have raised more than 
$2 million for The Computer Museum in 
Boston. And each draws a mighty crowd: 
about 650 people were expected to watch 

Strong incentive: Yet unlike pro wrestling, 
this contest is for real. Hell hath no fury like 
a techie refused a score. Journalist John 
Mar koff of The New Y or k Times still sounds 
miffed when he recalls the judges' call last 
year on a question about the BITNET com
puter network. (If you must know, he said 
that the acronym stood for Because It's 
Time, but the judges insisted on the full 
name, Because It's Time Network.) Micro
soft cofounder Gates just about threw tan
trums during his stint on the West team two 
years ago. Still, he earned the Most Valu
able Player award; this time around, Gates 
asked the questions as the official bowl 
"examiner." , the event in Boston this year, with an addi

tional250 linked by satellite in 
Silicon Valley at Xerox's Palo 
Alto Research Center and 300 

. more hooked up at Microsoft in Trivial? Not to Them 
Redmond, Wash. In mid-May, 
the event will air on the PBS 
show" Computer Chronicles." 

The two teama-one repre
senting the East Coast and the 
other representing the West
are drawn from the highest 
reaches of the computer indus
try and have included everyone- , 
from software zillionaire Wil
liam 'Gates III of Microsoft to 
Mitchell Kapor, cofounder of 
Lotus Development Corp.-as 
well as venture capitalists, in" 
dustry pundits and even a jour
nalist or two. (No millionaires 
there.) These are the kinds of 
people who can answerques
tions ranging from the cuI tura1 
(such as the name oftheeom put
er in the 1957 film "Desk Set," 
EMORAC) to the arcane (nam-

Bowl players are asked everything from the color 
of the floor stripe in the machine room at MIT's 
artificial-intelligence labs (yellow) to the hexa

decimal equivalent of 27 (lB). Below, past questions: 

a What was the first home computer to sell a 
million units? The Apple II, the Commodore 

VIC-20 or the TRS-80? 

I!I Which of the following was not the name of a 
Y computer during the 1950s: Leprechauns, 
Mobidic, Babbage or MANIAC? 

II Most of us have heard the story of why we 
iii calfsomething that interferes with the proper 
operations of a computer a bug. Can you tell us what 
computer pioneer discovered that bug? Can you 
tell us what kind of bug it was? Inwhat computer did 
she find it? ' 

, ' , 'rr '!raw ",p.rB.ulIH 
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Besides their natural competitiveness, 
player!; have a strong incentive to win. 
" You'd get pretty embarrassed if you fail in 
front of the entire computer industry," 
says Heidi Roizen, head of software compa
ny T/Maker and captain ofthe 1991 West 
Coast team. So many of these busy, harried 
executives cram for the big show like col
lege sophomores before the big final. Roi
zen recalls that last year Gates asked her 
how much studying she had done; she re
plied that you can't really study for trivia 
quizzes and had read only one book. Roizen 
says Gates upbraided her for being too laid 
back: " When I was on last year I read 11 
books!" Roizen deadpans. "I guess that's 
why I run a $10 million company and he's 
got an $11 billion company." (Gates, rebut
ting through electronic mail, denies he 
read 11 books. He says he read three. " I've 
always found the history of computers to be 
really interesting, and the Computer Bowl 
gave me a good excuse to read books about 
it." So there.) 

The 1992 bowl promised the usual quo
tient of chills, thrills and teraflops-but 
it also retained the event's sense of fun. 
The East Coasters wore tuxedos-with 
blinking red bow ties. The West Coast 
team, still smarting from last year's rout, 
460-170, had prepped hard and sipped caf
feine-rich Jolt cola. The strategy worked: 
the West won back the silver bowl with a 
score of 320-240. 

The bowls won't last forever. In 1994, a 
final Championship Bowl will be played 
among the Most Valuable Players from the , 
previous five bowls. Home'editions of the 
game might appear-maybe even comput
er games, right? Like the Altair, the un
friendly box that made history in 1975 as 
the first personal computer, the competi
tion might someday become the stuff of 
trivia contests itself. It will be part of the 
growing oral tradition of computing-and 
that's anything but trivial. 

JOH N SCHW ART Z in Boston 
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The city is child-friendly for summer 

, BY:RiChard P. Carpenter 
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~' ~~ 'K~~ ; is seven and 
, he thinks Boston is 
heaven. 

Kevin, last name 
J McMullen, ,was visiting 

With his family from Ot
tumwa, Iowa, and his 
current stop was the 

" life 
j. "Teen 

J ching from 
... chines to a sub

, seems to move to 
,0uts of kids who tell 

.cmselves in accompanying 
lOne such youngster insists 

.tat, appearances to the contrary, he Children's Museum. He graciC" 
from hi~ attempts at blow 
soap bubble 'in creation ' 

: he likes about Bo~tr 
." "This"musew 

urn next dor' 
the duct' 
phir,: 

is not a nerd.) " --A Meanwhile, outside the Comput
Ale Chil- er Museum, a robotic voice was at

..az with ac- tracting youngsters and adults alike 
,.Jeers were gig_ by estimating their height. Some

,dages in fun-house times it would announce the height 
.. e others were pulling of a 5-foot-ll person as "1l-foot-5" -

. .Iake the bones of a friendly a little robotic joke: Inside, a com
! . Alri rise and fall. Others were puter in a phone booth was giving 
t Ating which type of top would spin directions to popular area attrac
~~~~~~~~" (P:S..8SF> ,kids: Choose the tions. Another cOlTIPuter, named 
1fp~~Vie.r," wider ones.) Still others Eliza, was giving psychological ad
.. were pUlling a make-believe small in- vice. Scavenger-hunt bags contained 
. testine out to its impressive full items that kids could seek while 

length or grossing themselves out at touring the museum. On one of the 
" the toilet display. Many kids were six floors, you could walk through a 
tr~g' their ~ay up a climbing gigantic computer that actually 
U SCuIpture, while in another area par- worked. Among other things, it was 
: ents had a chance to watch their kids telling people how to get from one 

::/clllnb the walls for a change. The country to another. And where else 
:~D~overy Bridge ' promotes racial but the Computer Museum could 
;',and ethnic understanding in an en- you find a postcard picturing a mi-
· ... tertaining way. But one of the 'inost crochip? 
, enthralling exhibits is "Teen Tokyo," Those are merely two of dozens 
. '. I of attractions. Special walks for 

• 

",;ton Public Garden . 

Height check at the Computer Museum. 

youngsters are given along the Free
dom Trail, Eoston's second-most
popular tourist attraction (Faneuil 
Hall Marketplace is tint). A "Make 
Way for DucklingR" t01,), follows the 

- I 

footsteps of the fuzzy stars of the be
loved children's book and includes 
the bronze duckling statues on Bos
ton Common. The New England 
Aquarium has its dolphin shows, 

GLOBE STAFF PHOTOS / OAVIO L RYAN 

whale-watch excursions and its four
story ocean tank. The Museum of 
Science entertains and educates with 
its hundreds of exhibitions - among 
them, a special dinosaur display -
and the giant Omni theater. Dino
saurs are also on ferocious display in 
a special exhibit at the World Trade 
Center. In Charlestown, there's the 
USS Constitution, and in Brookline, 
the Puppet Showplace Theatre. The 
Museum of Fine Arts certainly isn't 
for adults only. And how about those 
Red Sox? 

Moscaritolo said a number of 
families can combine business with 
pleasure in Boston: ''While Mom is 
at a meeting or convention, Dad can 
be showing the kids around." And to 
Moscalitolo, a successful family visit 
to Boston could be the start of some
thing big. In addition to providing 
much-needed togetherness for the 
family, it would give youngsters a 
pleasant introduction to the city. 
"Hopefully," said Moscaritolo, 
"they'll come back again. Then 
they'll go to school here. Then they'll 
come here to live. Then they'll set up 
businesses here . ... " 

Well, maybe. But even if they 
don't, youngsters are sure to have 
one fine time in Boston - a city that's 
happy to have them. 
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I 
By M,u'k ~llro 

l~J.OR f. :--rAfF 

t':; been called "the dectl'onic equivaJent of 
LSD:' 

You might rli~agree. though, 
f n~tead . the remarkable high. tech expeli

ellL'e of ...... il1.ual reality" - on display today 
only at Bo:;ton's Computer Museum - may 
make you feel more like a space·\\.'alker who:-:e 

~.l'o~COpe ha...; gone awry. 
It' :: di;O:()1~('!lting, th i~ \inL'ann~' \'enture in to a com

OIIH' I·· .!er.t'n!ted land::":Hlle. 
. .I 1) ~·:;tick in hand. (IItt; rlsric "Star Wars" helmet 
,·!;tlllplnl! ti ny co l~) 1' \'ide\) :-,c l'een!; l)Vel' your eyes. YOll 
.~[ : l!'<': i;:~o a .:ihimmering imaginal'\' "world" that I'cJ-ln:
:-C:H'" :hL' l:ultin!! l'c!ge ~lr inte ra":l i,'c l:omputer gl'aph ic:-:. 

Strap on a helmet. grab cl j (l,',::i tick 

Get real, 
and enter a new world. all created 

virtually 
by a Computer Museum display 

cr.: !! !' there. an imaginary painting hang:5 on an 
imaginar:..,. wall: "real" as the real worl<l. Om ... -n bdo\\', 
green-glo\\;ng video tree :::.eem:-; to wait. so you mOVe 
your hand control to mo\'c wwa.l'ci it. LUl'ching. you 
seem to noat past it. then drift :5ome. FinaHy you pick 
the tree up by pointing 3 :na~c wand and pressing the 
burtrJIl. A ... you dn. ,\'1111 (e·e! that ~·OI .. :rl! IllO\ in!! the 
gleam!J1,? tn.:c timlUl!h .~p<'!.Cl' iik~ an <J:-:lron<lut on one of 
tho~c ~ .-\.,':;:-\ mis~ion;o:. 

It·~ like .wHI're wa!kin!! anland i n ~ir!t: <.I video game. 
rt'~ as if you 'rt! floating in dre .. un:-:p~l('e while wide 
awake. 

"B :\~ica ll j' . we're );,ridng people it glimpse of what'3 
going- to be in .stores \\;thin years.'-· t!'Xplained Cumputer 
~fu:,eilm eX€cllth'e director Oli\'el' ;,trimpel, YC[ Stlin; 
per~ L'nthusia."m paled befnl'e that ,,( the cool tethnoid~ 
:-1'1 ::11 .4.ml!ntil·5 hi~h -I eth ['romie l' \,:hn'cJ <I t tualiy cie-

. ... If.;.l1ecl ine: :1!'W ::::~t (1 !,,:" ;I :'i,! apl'I!:1!'l'.: :r. ·, rrl l' :·· ' " ' P:;I.' 
~ I to tht> pre:::: ~·(>~ te rd;,y 

Tllt-':-;~ cxcruth't1 :-, - Ihll ll l ' allftI1'11ia ':-, lntl~. ;uH i 

. ...;en . .: e...~ L'Oil)ol'dtions - cxhihlLCri il/: aim .. :-:t 1Jlt':~ . .:iaml· 
;!(}()(i c :'t~er. f1eL".uJ:..e. a iH:.r ; I :~ . tnt" .\· \· ~, fi l', n :1 ~ ': "' t'l.' i : l" :' 
in\·t' ntflr: the !utu:'l,'. T III!I ·; th.'r. :.'i " ."": ,·· •• u;:~r : . fll\' 
mU:- ( ' lH~l ;1 "'.\'::tt·Tl1 t ~1 ;t l (' (J !: : hllh ' !- :-:t':!.·("'" .~ II": .,; 11',· .~ :; !I 

d:lJ"d IW1,:->.lnai r tJI1l!)u ti' !' :-; :.J. : II! ! ~: tt'l -l'''''l'; ! :·II \.' nl! )r l l..: o::;o.~Ur, 

Into an arr:t.y thm rnakt-!:: \lrtllal I'pahiY ;1\ ;ul:ill i .. 
t h rolj ~l : ,I I't.! ),..rular Pl ' l~lI':1 ' )11''''' ~~=-l . tlOl.J. ~ ·"!l~ ;l ;II',·d II' 

~IOl.I.OU( 1 :',./' P l' t ·\ ·!IIU :- 111 " ':-' .• ,,:-. 
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Noah Southall helps J~mes Doucfas of Worcester Magazine exploA "-virtual realtty," 
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,Get real, 
virtually 
• REALITY 
Continued from Page :j;3 

er into the space helmet yesten/;-\\', 
[ nte l" ~ \'in.ual r ealit,\' project 

manager, l\:evi n Teixeira, did "ome 
mor e expl ainin g, "Virtual rl' alit \, 
uses t('(' hnolog'Y lik{' s J1lall \' ici ('11 
mOll it.o rs () Ve r t.h e (",vI'S alld h{,;lci · 
phone,.; l o l)l 'odul'(' t liL~ ilill,.; ioll "I' 
dept h, alm os t like a Viewm a;;le r 
slide projector," Teixeira "air! exci 
tedl,v, ';This system u"eii technolog',\' 
to (;o llvince the participant that hl ' ' I I' 

she is in another world , experiencing 
e\'ents that don 't ph,vsicall,\' exist. 
and moving around 'in there," 

He smi led like a Buddha, and 
when the next 'visitor stood up - ru b
bing hi:; eyes after standing up and 
pulling off the VR headgear - he 
;::m iled too , 

Tile /'iltllal /,palit !J displuy is at T/, r 
CO'lll p/itel' !\II 1181"I IIIL .j(}() CO I Iyt'P.SS SI .. 
on the woterfront, today only j i'()ii/ 
110017 to :j', Tickets a)'c till /i f N i. 

,-,. , 
,~ 

{ 
i , 

.,k? ' 

GLOBE STAFF PHOTO .' ],101FT ,,"';on 

Eb~n G~y, ~.:.sign~~~,"'irtllal real ~~:~_~!~\'_ar~ . 



"'COMPUTERS 

Virtual reality software lets 
PC users create new worlds 

<..: ·",\0 
'.1 C· I \) 

BOSTON (AP) - Procedures 
in open ~eart surgery may be 
easier for medical students to 
learn if they could stand inside 
a clogged artery. Such a lesson 
is becoming possible for the av
erage computer user through 
virtual reality software. 

The Computer Muse!l!ll. in
vited llie- cunous"Friday to 
roam inside environments and 
rooms and move objects that 
don't' exist but are computer-· 
generated. 

Part~f.ihe a~tion 

Donnillg a triangular helmet 
with 3-D goggles, a computer 
pointer in one hand and joy 
stick in the other, visitors could 
walk through the computer
generated workroom of an ar
chitect, ·pick up· blocks and· 
other materials and build a 
small house. Computers even 
gave the room its sounds and 
colors. 

"A teacher can put students 
inside an atom and they can be 
a part of what's going on," said 
Kevin Teixeira, virtual reality 
project manager for Intel Corp. 
"Then . the teacher can take 

. them back io the classroom and 
. hopefully atoms and molecules 
will make more sense." 

Virtual" reality software pro
grams have been on computer 

f'. 

'A teacher can put students inside an atom and 
they can be a part of what's going on. Then the 
teacher can take them back to the classroom and 
hopefully atoms and molecules will make more 
sense.' . 

- Intel CGrp. manager Kevin Teixeira 

blackboards. at the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technol
ogy and in the labs of West 
Coast computer firms for years. 

Using an extremely powerful 
computer, the U.S. military sim
ulated precise attacks on Bag
dad before launching an of
fense in the Persian Gulf War. 
Pilots use a version of virtual 
reality programming to imitate 
flight situations and stay sharp. 

But breakthroughs in the 
r· 

technology may soon allow any
one with a personal computer 
- and a hefty bank account -

. to create imaginary worlds and 
move about in them. The hel
met, joy stick, wand, software, 
two PCs, and two graphics 
boards will cost about $25,000 
and are expected to be avail
able to the public in two years. 
Those items now cost about 
$100,000. 

Intel used a personal com-

Associated Press 
April 26, 1992 

puter network to exhibit its vir
tual reality technology for the 
public at the museum. 

"Everybody will be able to 
come up with their own twist 
on this," said Jim Jarrett, the 
company's vice president 

For example, the auto indus
try could improve its car idea 
development process. Using 
multiple screens, several engi
neers could work on a design 
simultaneously and manipulate 
each others' ideas. The edge 
would come in being able to sit 
in the not-yet-developed car 
and determine the best location 
on the dashboard for access to 
the cruise control, the radio or 
the mirrors. 

Intel, based in Santa Clara, 
developed its virtual reality 
programming with SenseS 
Corp., a software firm in Sau
salito. 



Associated Press 
May 2, 1992 

Virtual reality 
A recent visitor to the 
c.QmPJ.l.j;J~J" ___ Ml,lse_l:1m in 
Boston wears a virtual 
reality helmet and mans 
the controls of a new ex
hibit that allows people 
to feel as if they are 
"stepping through" the 
computer screen into a 
virtual "workroom," filled 
with walls, roofs and 
columns. CAP) 
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PARADE 
i\pril 12 , 1992 
eire : 35 , 314 , 497 Buys of the Week ® 

II" nol enough 
Just 10 pick up 
after your dog. 
These days, being 
enYironmenbl1y 
aware includes 
disposing of waste 
properly. Civic 
DoodysTIoi are cardboard 
cartons made of blodecradable 
paper wtth soy·base<llnks. 

E'Prlng 
fix-up huffs: 
Moonsults TIol are 
IIghtweighl, fold· 
up coveralls for 
any dirty job. 
Send 519.95 
152.951 for two 
to Moonsults, 
Dept. P, 16892 
Mllchell Ave., 
los Gatos, Calif. 
95030. 

AI pel shops, 52.99 10 53.99 per package of 7. 

H - --------
e";'$ a small, 

leamingtoy 
letters, 

and picture
in 

way. Words .. . 
leis kid, 

3106 punch 
picture button 

thol cornsponds 10 
lhe printed 
message, then hear 
chlm •• 10 signal 
right or wrong. It's 
519.95 154.501 
from Th. 

costs, whet! applicable. are in paremheus after 
which may vary. "Buys of tilt: Wuk" is tI service 

provided ( 0 acquaint our rtadus with IIt ll' products. bllt 
PARADE is !lnablt to gllarollfu t!rem. 

PARADE MAGAZINE· APRil 12, 1992 • PAGE 27 

BY ELIZABETH GAYNOR 

w.ky Vac '" (lopl uses 25 
suction pipes with brushes to clean 
hard· to-reach places, like computer 
k.yboanls and pluled lampshades. 
Send 59.99 1$2110 Ideaworils, 
Dept. P, 74-940 Highway 111, s..~. 
121, Indian Wells, calK. 92210. ~ 

Screen Vac l~ is an attachment 
Ihal brushes dirt from window and 
door screens. Send 55.98 (51110 
Popular Products, Dept. P, 1750 ,_ 
H. Florida Mango, Surte 412, West . __ .... -. .- -
Palm Beach, Fla. 33409. . . 

Guegun, 
have be-en around 
awhile, but ii new, 
1o ..... ·lemperabJre 
model greatly 
reduces risk of 
bums. The cooler 
lemper.owre of 
the Cool Melt 

• 
Glue Gun, by Stanley, means you ctln glue 
delicate or synthetic ~terials---even balloons--wtthout 
melting or ruining lhem. AI hordware stores and home 
centers. Call1-~5-0127 for a store near you. 



Le Comput'er Museum 
scrute Ie passe et Ie futur 

A Boston, un musee pas comme les autres abrite des reliques uniques. Mais l'histoire de 
l'informatique est encore a ecrire. Un :e prochaine exposition en explore tous les mysteres. 

Voyage au eeeur d'un P(~: les vislteurs observent Ie travail de la puce 486 d'lntel, agrandle elnquante fois. 

MARIEllE ST.AMM 

Q uel est Ie comble pour un 
micro-onJinaleur? S'cta
ler sur deux etages. arbo· 

rer des touche'; de clavier grosses 
com me des tnbou rets. un micro
proccsseur plus grand qu'une ta
ble de ping· pong. un disque dur 
ventru comme un tonneau de ren
d.nt. une horlogr. de la taille d'u n 
dessous·de·plat. el Ie resle a 
ravenan!. Telle est la gageure 
soutcnuc par Ie Computer Mu 
sc um de Buston pour pcrmcltre a 
scs visiteurs de Sf! promr.ncr dans 
r.r ttc rr.pliqllf' ~r.anl'~ el d'cn dc
cortiqucr lUlltcs Ir.s proucsscs 
tec hniques. 

«Nous avons rt! tl ssi a rabriquN 
Ie micro Ie pills grand. Ie plus chr.r 
ct aussi Ie plus lent du mondc», fir· 
lirmr.. provoC'atr. llr,lc dnctcur. di
rrr.tCllr de Cf! mus(~r insnlitc. Et si 
III realisatiun ti c! srln projct qui 
s'est ctnlcc sur trois ans a en eITet 
coutc plus de I 2 million de dol · 
lars , Ie jeu en Vi,ut bien la chan 
delle. Car iI attim chaque annce 
150000 visiteurs. dont 40% d·en· 
rants, d'adolescents et d'etu· 
diants. 

«Naus souhaitions re'pondre 8. 
leur premiere question: comment 
~a marche? Tout en capUtnt leur 
attention en quelques s,'condes 
seuJement. Le curieux conlmence 
par selectionner. iI raid" du gi· 
ganlesque track·ball cou.che au 
sol. lelle une momie CI.lceinte. 
deux villes de son chClix sur 
r ,;norme mappemo nde deninee a 
recran. Et tandis que s'arr,'chenl 
les photos des lieux traverses )."lour 
aller de rune a raulre. iI passe' de 
r autre cote du miroir. Les entraj;" 

les du PC lui rcvelent commenl est 
ca!cule Ie plus court chemin enl re 
les deux capitales. Sous ses pieds 
chemincnt les ci rcuits imprimes 
de la ca rle mere. " lui su ffit de 
s'asseoi r sur I'unite centrale pour 
obse rver Ie travail de la pu ce 486 
d· lnlel. agrandie cinqu.nle rois. 
qui accomplit sans relache ses 
fastidieuses ope rations (la re
cherche et Ie lnmsfert des don
nees en provenance de la mc
moire). Prodige d'un microscope 
scanner electroniquc, des se
quences de 111m montrnnt les 
changements de voltage qui sc 
produisent pendant Ie tr:lVa ii rrr.1 
d'lIn 4R6 sont intercalccs dans In 
demonstration. Chaque compn
sanl est ar-compagne d' un p.n· 
neau e'plicatir. et Ie neophylt, 
pout co mplete r son information 
en ("potant sur Ir.s stiltinns ccran 
pOSlees a la so rti e de rel exr:cp· 
tiflllnr i ynyagc)t. r.xpliq ll c Olivpr 
Slrirnpel. 

«D'ou (:a vient? 
se demandent 

petits et grands» 

Le yisiteur veut-il en savoir plus 
sur les machines qui pensent? II 
n'a qu 'a se laisser guider au pays 
de I'Inteil igence artificielle . Peut· 
eire se rera+il pieger par Eliza. la 
fausse psychiatre, ou envouter 
par les robots dans leur theatre 
son et lumiere. 

Autre monde de decouverte. ce
lui de /'inrographie. ou iI peut ex· 
plorer lui·meme a l'ecran Ie 

monde des couleurs et du dessi n 
en crean I. a son gre. ies plus be.u. 
cristaux de neige en rraclales de 
son choi •. Mais la demystificalion 
ne scrail pas complete sans un e 
dimension historique. 

rrOll en yient? se demand en t 
petits cr grands. A celle interroga
tion, seul Ie musce bostonien es t 
en mp.su re de repondre de la ma
nie re la plus co ncrclr. . Car iI pus· 
sede une collect ion de reliques 
uniqu es au monde. Ainsi Ie whi rl 
wind, Ie prem ier ordinalcur a mc· 
moirr n tOfl~S dn f(nritrs cl tubes it 
yidC', qui serl\i t parti a In casse si 
I'lln rl r. scs r.on(:('p teu rs. Ken 01 -
scn, alljonrd 'hu i nr\,c nu prt~si· 
drn l de Digital. n'cn avail enlr C'
pose une pa rtie dans Irs caves de 
son r. ntrcprisc. Pru ava nt la Sr.
conde Guerre mondiale, il ayait 
faUu plus de ci nq ans pou r asscm· 
biN ce t ancr.t rr. r11~S premiers si
lTIu lalr urs !In 1,'0 1. Tuujours dans 
unr. uptiqtw tres didartiqur, Oli · 
yie r Slrimpcl a reronstitue huit ta
bleaux .:mimes par des mann e
quins autou r de ccs machines, tr
mains du fulgurant esso r de 
I'informatique, Ainsi peut-on voir 
unejcune [emme changer Ics ban 
des magnctiques de I'Univnc I. Ie 
premier ordinateu r commercial 
achete par General Electric. en 
1952. ou un homme rcparer Ie ca· 
blage de son IBM 360. Ce maslo· 
donte . • ravant·garde des sysle· 
mes conversationnels dans Ie mi
lieu des aonces 60. a ete run des 
principaux facteuTs de succcs du 
p rem ie r constru cteu r mond ial , 

Le Compuler Museum possede 
bien d'aulres pieces rares. Toules 
ne sont pas expos';es. telle I. 
bande sur laquelle rut perfore nD' 

lerpreteur ~.s ic. dcvcloppe en 
19i5 . pour la machine Altair au · 
jourd'hui oublice. Son auteur. in· 
connu a I'epoque. n'etait autre 
qU'un ce rtain Bill Gales . De quoi 
re mplir de nostalgic les pionnicrs 
de I'cpo'lUC, une nostalgic teintec 
d'humourdevant un macabre mo
numcnt dr marbrc: la tombe du 
Cobol! S'iI sait parfailcmcnt ani· 
mer Ie pa5sc , Ir. r.unsnrviltr.ur du 
musce preferc sc rute r I' a vcn ir . 

Le 13 juin s'ouvrira lin e nOli · 
ye ll e r.x po s i~jnn sur Ie th rnw Ou
lils et jeux: eel Clonnanl ordinll. 
trur personnel. I.r.s ilp pl ira ti ons 
h'5 plu5 fut llr islns), Sl~ rflnl iI('mll ll
l rl~rs st' lnn lin princ ipe rhrr h Oli
\'f! r Strirnpcl. f;t ire partiriprr les 
visilcu rs. ;\ insi pourro nt-ils creer 
Ir. ur prllpre "1m multimedi a et 
\'oyager dans I' espace it raid£' dr. 
1(1. rcal it {~ yirtu ell r. . Ou, pili!' se
rinIl5('mPIlt. s'rxrrcr r ;ttl \'(; rila
hI<' travai l co/lc(' lif en resea u cn 
ilffront:lnl. a plusicurs, les dim
CUllesd' un puzll •. 

El si Iru rs cellules grises son t 
trap survoltces, ils pourront tou
jours s' arrclcr, en sortant, a la 
boutiqu e du muser., pour y cro - , 
qu er.. quelques disquelles en 
chocola!! 0 

Avec la collaborati on d' 
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Doing the Wave 
A smart and controversial 
new look for Museum Wharf 

by Elizabeth S. Padjen 

H eads up. Red Sox fans. 
The next time you hear 
people talkinl about the 
Wave in Boston. chances 
are they· won't be refer

rinl to outdoor primi1ive bonding rituals. 
They'U be talking about the new buadinl 

down on Museum Wharf. a pIacc where Ibe 
fans wear Weeboles and clutch Uttle Mer· , 
maid doll,. "The Wave" is the nickname for 
the proposed addition to the ,hared home 
of the Chfidren's Museum and the Com· 
puter Museum. and it exactly describes the 
curvins (orm of tbe dramalic structure, 
which promises to be one of Boston's mOSl 
controversial and imporlanl buildings. 

The museums' trustees have done a 
bra.e - and smart - thing. Oiven the 
conscr'Ylltive tendencies or rccent Boston 
architecture and the difficulty or raisins 
millions of dollars for. capital campaign. 
thOl' milht have decided to take the 'safe 
route and find an architect who could siVe 
them I nice. polite building - maybe 
something with a (ew splashes of color 
that the kids would like. but otherwi .. a 
pleasant lillie structure that would offend 
the fewest potential donors. 

Instead. thOl' hired Frank Oehry - that 

park for exhibits. performances. arl. and 
festivals. The proposed design (still subject 
to chanle and refinement! provides aD this 
and more: a new identity for the museuma; 
the equMtlent of a B" shot for the Usdess 
Fort Point Channel devclopment commu· 
nity; a new postcard·quality icon for the 
city; and a chaDenge to the Boston archi· 
tectural community. 

The copper·cIad addition. attached like 
• clown'. nose to the otherwise bland face 
of the former warehouse building. pro
vides the new lobby .rea in • public space 
that wal be open even 10 those who are not 
visiting the museums. Cut out at ground 
level 10 allow continuous outdoor pedestri
an access along Ihe edge of Ih. wharf. the 
Wave bridges over to sman barnacle-like 
growths on the multi-level bargc, which 
seems to stick ies tongue OUI in cheerful ir. 
reverence a' !he stodgy world or the Fi
nancial District. on the opposite side of 
the channel. Back against the warchouse. a 
new dC'YlltOf tower lifts precariously. like • 
slightly crooked finler, beckpning visitors 
to come .hare the fun. 

Buildings inlended for use by kids arc a 
tricky bu.in .... Schools. day.care centers. 
and children's museums are too easily col .. 

RICHARD HOWARD 

... _u' ..... ·:'" NOSE ........... addition win join the w_ t. a 
I wharfslde barge that _ to stlok Its tongue out at the FI ....... 1a1 DlstrioL 

crazy Californian who first found (arne in 
Ihe professional journals for pulling asphalt 
paving on the floor of his kilchen and for 
committing similarly unnatural architec
lural acts with chain-link fencing. frank 
Gchry - now a global superstar. winner 
of the internationally coveted Prit1kcr Prize 
and of Ihe 1992 Harl.ston Parker medal 
(for the Tower Records buildin, on Ma .. 
Ave) - who has n ..... ever been accuaed ' 
of designing a nice. polite building. 

The tNslees certainly got what they de· 
ser.ed - an equally brave and smart 
building Ihat is perfecdy suit.d to its lile 
and function. The museums' needs were 
relalively simple: a floaling barge to house 
a new harbor·education center; expanded 
lobby area" and an oUldoor waterfront 

Eliubt,h S. 'adjm. FAlA, ir p,.,id,n, 
of Padj#n Arc-hilt"" Inc .. in Top'{i,ld. 

ored in varying shades or cule by adultl 
struggling to feign innocence. 8uI coyness 
doesn'l ha.e much ,helf Iif .. More enduro 
ing is the use of childhood imagery 10 ex· 
plore adult concerns or social issues. Itts 
casy 10 sunest that the explosive disamy 
of volumes that characterizes a Gehry 
building resembles a tumbled me .. of 
buildin, block •• and that Oehry's work iI· 
therefore childlike - just as It·, ca,y to 
assume thai 17,. Wizard of 0. is just an· 

·olher fairy lale. Ihat Roclcy and 8ullwinkll 
i. merely a children', cartoon show. or. 
more darkly, thaI Maus is • hot new kid,' 
comic book. Uncovering the deceplion is 
part of the appeal. 

The Mu.eum Wharf project is decep· 
ti.ely chaotic. its rogue Wa.e carefully 
conccalinl the losic and functionality of 
Ihe buildinl plan. the crustaceoua poWtha 

Sn CITYSCAPE. oago I B 

Cityscape 
Con'inued from page 17 
on the barge distracting visiton from its near-symmetry. 
Manipulation or images is. _decidedl), grown-up theme . 

• 
BUI then. Frank Gehry i& decidedly grown-up. He ia nci .. 

ther the pony·taiIed wild child thai his work might auBlesl 
nor the lUck superdude that his celebrity might imply. Both 
hiI personality and appearance are refreshinBly underd •• 
ligned: slightly srwnpy. slightly dumpy. Oehry is more apt 
to be mistaken for Chief Inspector Morse than the funk. 
moister of contemporary architecture. Buildings musl stand 
free of their prosenitors. but we live in an age when we im· 
mediately tum a book over to check out the author', photo. 
BrBph, where we search for clues to creativity. Oehry acoma 
more worId.weary !han .... cky. and hiI own seriousness de. 
mands that hiI work be con.jdered with equal BrBvity. 
, Oehry considers himself a contextualis~ a claim thai wiD 

utound many viewers: at rtnl sIance. the museum project ii' 
about as contextual as a Oroucho mask on the face of a 
banJcer. But it is precisely Oehry's approach to context that 
makes him the right architect for this projec~ and that makes 
this project a potential turning poin! for Boston uchitecture. 

Nobody understands context bener than a Boston archi· 
tect - when context is defined in terms or prevailing 
styles. scale. and proportion. Oeh,,'s context iI defmed by 
images. The building's water metaphors are fabricated with 
the metal surfaces and details that we associate wilh Fort 
Point Channel', working.waterfront past: the project', 
jazzed enerl)' plays to more recent urban imagery - our 
new familiarity with the Soho·like district. sprouting up in 
many decayed industrial areas. Boston's modernists. moal 
of whom were forced underground during the past decade. 
and aU of whom have been grumblinl more louclly recendy 
about the straitjacketing Boston definition of context, can 
now take heart: the rules of the game arc about to be rene~ 
gotiated. 

When co.:npleted. in 199~ Museum Wharf project 
WIll become another pencil line on the door frame .howinl 
how much we ha.e grown as a waterfront city: from the 
Aquarium, which. in Ibe 1970.. first reminded the city of 
its maritime heritage. to Rowes Wharf. which. in the 
1980 .. r.· .. tablished the link between the city', financial 
center and its harbor. to the Childr.n·s and Computer Mu· 
seums. which, in the 199Os, wiD creale a new constituenOl' 
for the harbor. drawing more residents and touriais to the 
water's cdle. Few cities can claim three auch architectunl 
masterpiecea. each exerting a profound influence on con· 
tinued growth and dcvelopment. 

Museum Wharrs true soulmate, however, lies I little 
further inland. in anolher public building that is no 
stranger to controversy: City Hall. Desilned in another era 
oflong economic atrophy. City Hall became lb. symbol of 
Ihe New Boston. its BUtsy architecture becoming the city's 
most powerful expression of the underlyinl vigor of thia 
community. Oehry'l Museum Wharf - like City HaD -
strikes • chord beca~sc it recognizes an essential compo
nenl or the Boston spirit that is usually carefully hidden un" 
der Iaym of tradition: an occasional impatie~th,our 
own gentaity. Boatonians are proud of a long history of 
risk·takinl. and we are shbcked to discover that Ibe rest or 
the world doesn't .cc us that way. 

It may have taken a Californian to expose this aspect of 
the Boston character once again, but it wiD be Bostonians 
who make the project a reality: the donors who make it 6. 
nanciany feasible and the de.ign professional, who execute 
the project. Landscape architect Michael Van Valkenburgh 
will design the waterfront park. and Ihe highly .reapected 
firm of Schwartz/SOver is Oehry's associated architect-of. 
record - legalese (or an ltT&ngement thaC usuaDy mcarw 
laking on aD the professional r .. ponlibaity for producinl a 
building in exchange for very little recognition. 

The ultimate au ..... of thia buadinl depends heavily 01\ 

their skill. both in the public·review process that ,till 6ea 
ahead and in the complexity of the conslnlction itself. 

The Museum Wharf buading iI jUII what thil city needs 
- although we may not need aU the wave metaphors and 
puns that wiD keep the museums' PR direct"" happy for 
decades 10 come. Ray Flynn. allendinl Ibe recent unveai", 
of the projec~ was quick to let inlO the act. "Boston can. 
tinu .. to make wa __ ' he said. 0 
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BostQ~~~ltildten;s~useum hoping $10M 
exp@~\bn will be 'wave' of the future 
· BOSTON CAP) - ~ra notion' them," said Ken Brecher, direc- "tpddler ,terrace" where 
of a 45-foot tidal wave in Bos- tor of the Children's Museum. pr~schoolers can "explore sci
ton Harbor might send tourists The museums ,were schedul- ence. through gardening and 
and- waterfront workers run- ed to unveil the p~oject, design- water play," Brecher said. 

: ning for their lives. ed by architeCt Frank Gehry, at "We want to ensure that 
: ., - , from the moment visitors see 

The Children s Museum and a news conference today. the wave, they know they will 
, th~ Computer Museum want to Brecher said the museums, be entering an environment 
. build. o~~,. however, . ru: part of which have raised almost $3 that welcomes them, engages 
.;, '~ ambItious $10 ~ilhon park million from private corpora- them and promises. them ~oth 
.... an? museum project at Fort tions and organizations, hoped e:pjoyment and learning," he' 

Pomt Channel.,A 5,90~-s.quare- ' construction will begin in late said. . 
foot wave-~h~pedbll;ilding on 1993 and open the complex 14 "Floating next to the wave on 

" the. ha;bors ;ed~ will be the months later. api1e~anchored barge will be a 
project s centerpIece.· The sky-lit wave building 6,800-square-foot "urban exhi-

''We want to give Boston a will house art exhibits and a bition and harbor education 
n,ew, exciting and vibrant pub-' cafe and serve as an entrance to center." Despite rising and fall
lic spac~, a place where chil- the two museums, which are ing tides, the building will 
dren 'and, adults can come to- located side-by-side next to the have an elevator accessible to 

· gether =to enjoy and interact harbor. Tucked underneath the' handicapped people, Brecher 
with the urban world around crest on the third story will be a said. 



The 
Computer 
Museum THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
8:30-12:00 October 91992 

300 Congress Street 
Boston. MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

, 
," 

Agenda 

Call to Order (Gardner Hendrie) 

Election of New Members to the Board (Lynda Bodman) 

Museum Update 

Operations & Programs (Oliver Strimpel) 

Financial (James McKenney) 

Capital Campaign (Charles Zraket) 

Waterfront Project (Ed Schwartz) 

SHORT BREAK 

New Directions for Education, New Directions for Technology (Mitchel 
Resnick, Media Lab, MIT) 

Informal Education: Designing Effective Interactive Exhibits (N ataIie Rusk, 
Da:vid Greschler) 

Leveraging the Museum: Exhibit Sales (Greg Welch) 

Meeting Adjourns 

LUNCH 
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300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 
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MemQrandum 

to: 
,from: 
re: 
date: 

The Computer Museum Board of Directors 
Oliver Strimpel 
October 9 Board meeting 
9/25/92 

We look forward to seeing you at the next meeting of The cofnputer 
Museum Board of Directors on October 9 from 8:30 to 12:00 in the Museum's 
auditorium on the fifth floor, followed by lunch. RSVP to Geri Rogers at 
(617) 426-2800 ext 372. 

The meeting will include a special session on new approaches to technology 
education, an issue that is of central importance to the US and to the 
Museum's mission. Professor Mitchel Resnick from the 'MIT Media Lab '\-vill 
introduce the subject with a presentation on the roles of technology in 
educational reform. 

enclosures: • agenda for October 9 Board meeting 
• audited financial statements for FY92 
• financial statement for month of July 1992 
• memorandum from Lynda Bodman reo Board nominations 
• minutes of July 23 Executive Committee meeting and 

June 12 Board meeting 

Note: Subsequent meetings of the Board of Directors are scheduled for 8:30-
12:00 on February 12, 1993, Tune 11, 1993, and October 8, 1993. 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Board of Directors 
The Computer Museum 

Lynda S. Bodman 
Chainnan, Nominating Committee 

FROM: 

DATE: September 28, 1992 

RE; Nominees for Board of DiIectors 

Subsequent to our last meeting, two individuals whose nominations were bei~ 
pursued bave generously agreed to serve as members of The Computer Museum s 
Board of Directors. Therefore, on' behalf of the Nominating Committee I am. 
proposing both Richard L Taylor, Secretary of Transportation and Construction, 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and David L. House, Senior Vi~ President, 
Corporate Strategy, Intel Corporation, for immediate election to the Board of 
Directors at our next meeting on Friday, October 9. Background information on 
both gentlemen is attached. Thank you for your consideration of these outstanding 
candiaates. 

Attachments 

i 
i 
I 

, I 
: i 



Richard L. Tay/or 
Secretary of Tral/sponatiol1 anei COIIS/nlctiOI1 

Coml11O/1lvea/th of Massachusetts 

Governor William F. Weld appointed Richard L. Taylor Secretary of Transportation and 
Construction on December 29, 1990.· In this capacity, he is responsible for all state policies 
and initiatives concerning public, private and commercial transportation throughout 
Massachusetts. Within his purview, are the hundreds of miles of state roads and bridges, 
the state's growing mass transit loop, its airports, tunnels, highways and railways. 

As head of the Executive Office of Transportation and Construction, Mr. Taylor 
supervises the Department of Public Works which expcnds some $900 million annually in 
capital and operating expenses; The i\lflssaclluselts Aeronautics Commission, which 
manages all regional airports throughout the state; and the Regional Transit Authorities 
which make up the Commonwealth's network of' regional bus companies. EOTC also 
implements state policies regarding private r:1ilroads, trallspol't:1tion accessibility, and water 
transportation services. 

As Secretary, 1\1r. Taylor is Chairman urthe Massachusetts 13ayTransportation Authority 
which provides the Commonwealth's transit services which now carry 600,000 riders a day 
via subways, street cars, city buses and commuter rail lines. 

Also within his scope are the \Iassacllusctts Purt Authority which manages Logan 
International Airport anel the port of 13ostol1 and the iVlassachusetts Turnpike Authority 
which manages the interstate highway that stretches from the New York border to Boston. 

Secretary Taylor's current range of' initifltives includcs the depression of' Boston's central 
highway artery and the construction of a third harbor tunnel to Logan Airport. This $5 
billion dollar efTort is the largest public works project in !\orth America. 

Experience 

Richard L. Taylor is the ('onner presidcnt of' Taylor Properties. Inc .• a residential, retail 
and commercial development company established ill 198-t. Prior 10 forming his own 
company, Mr. Taylor scrved as Vice President of' llle Properly Division for the well
established mutual fund company, Fidelity Investments. In this capacity, he was involved 
in convefting Commonwc:1lth Pier into the relluwIll'd Bostoll World Trade Cenler. He also 
worked as a managemenl consullnnt with lhe Hostoll Cunsulting Group, where his 
assignments included stralegic planning :lnd product positioning with major national and 
international firms. 

-Il/ore-

~:"~' . 



An active participant in civic and community affairs, Richard Taylor is Vice Chainnan 
of the Boston Urban League as well as President of the Boston Ballet Company, Trustee of 
Boston University and Trustee of Cambridge College. He is a former Deputy Chairman of 
the Board of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston and a former Board member of both the 
Boston Municipal Research Bureau and the Artery Business Committee. 

Education 

Mr. Taylor earned a B.S. degree in Journalism and Public Communication from Boston 
University, where he was B.U.'s first Rhode Scholar. He acquired an A.B. degree in 
Philosophy, Politics and Economics from Wadham College, Oxford University, England. 
He then attended Harvard University where he completed a four-year curriculum receiving 
both a Masters Degree in Business Administration and a Juris Doctorate Degree, -<. ..~ 

specializing in Real ES.tate and Finance. 

Personal 

Mr. Taylor, 42, and his wife Kathy, live in Newton with their two children· Caroline, IS 
and Randall, 9. 
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Education 
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Biography 

David L. BOliN 

Senior Vice hesideut 
INTEL CORPORATION 

96174262943 P.01 

September 1992 

David. L. House is Senior Vice President of Corporate St.rAtegy. As a 
member of Intel's executive staff, he is responsible for Intel's product 
strategy. 

Mr. House joined Intel in 1974 as Manager of Applications for Memory 
COlllponents, moving a yeur later to the post of Man~ger of Product 
Marketing and Applications. In 1977 he bec81ne Marketing Manager for the 
Microcomputer Components Division. Mr. House was named General 
Manager of the Microprocessor and Peripheral uperation in 1979, and 
General Manager of the Development System Operation in 1981. 

In 1983 he was appointed to Intel Vice President and General Manager 
of the Microcomputer Components Group and was promoted to Senio:f Vice 
President in 1987. From 1979 to 1Y91, Mr. HOUse held prufit l;:I.,Ild loss 
responsibility for Intel x86 microprocessors and related products. In 1991 he 
headed up the Architecture1 Marketing & Applications Group, prior to 
assuming his current position this year. 

Mr. House began his professional career in 1965, juining Raytheon 
where he worked on the design of computers and data acquisition systems. 
He moved to Honeywell's Computer Cont.rol Division in 1969 where he 
managed minicomputer and development and received the H.W. Sweatt 
Engineer Scientist Award for his definition and development of a new 
computer family. In 1972 he joined Microdata as Din:: I; lor of Computer 
Development, leaving to join Intel in 1974. 

Mr. House was bom in MUskegon, Michigan on March 10~ 1943. He 
graduated from Michigan Technological University with a Bachelor of Science 
degree in Electrical Engineering in 1964. He received his M.S. in Electrical 
Engineering from Northeastern University in 1969. Mr. House is a member 
of the Institute of Electric and Electronic Engineers. 

0_00- 00 0_ ....... _.. _. __ •• 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

JULY 23, 1992 

Present were Gwen Bell, Lynda Bodman, Larry Brewster, Dick Case, 
Gardner Hendrie, Jim McKenney, Tony Pell, Ed Schwartz, Tom 
Franklin, Clerk, and Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director. 

I. Oliver Strimpel presented an operations report. He noted that 
individual attendance during the previous several months was 
below budget but group attendance had increased. A discussion of 
the factors influencing attendance followed. Dr. Strimpel stated 
he thought the projected attendance of 220,000 by fiscal 1996 
contained in the current long-range plan was too optimistic. 

Dr. Str impel reported that the search for a new development 
director was continuing; the Committee discussed the requirements 
of the position. 

The preliminary year-end financial statements were distributed 
and discussed. The deficit was somewhat larger than earlier 
anticipated due in part to higher expenses for the Computer Bowl 
and lower corporate membership revenues. 

Mr. Strimpel also reported on the education program. The initial 
meeting for the Clubhouse Project was held yesterday. Ten funding 
proposals are under consideration by prospective corporate 
sponsors. 

I I. Ed Schwartz reported on the waterfront development status. 
The Childrens Museum has stated that they have raised $3 million 
of a required $10 million for the project. Legal approvals are on 
schedule. 

III. Larry Brewster presented a report on the capital campaign. 
In fiscal 1992 pledges were 68% of target, $1,640,000 vs. 
$3,000,000. The current year targets of $1 million pledges and 
$600,000 cash receipts will be met only through significant 
effort. A capital campaign brochure and increased publicity will 
be of assistance. 

Dick Case recommended that the financial statement format be 
revised to reflect more detail for the endowment fund balance, 
e.g., current period receipts, current balance, allocations to 
programs and expenses. 
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IV. Gardner Hendrie recommended the creation of a board level 
education committee to develop a four year education plan, e.g., 
types of programs to be pursued, priorities among such, funding 
alternatives, and staffing and management issues. Following 
considerable discussion of the role and membership of such 
committee it was agreed to ask Charles Zraket to serve as initial 
chair and to ask Messrs. Shear, Burnes and Horowitz, and Ms. 
Terrell and Bodman to serve as members. 

There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 
9:45 a.m. The next meeting of the Executive Committee will be 
held on September 25, 1992. 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

September 25, 1992 

Present were Lynda Bodman, Larry Brewster, Dick Case, Gardner 
Hendrie, Jim McKenney, Nick Pettinella, Charles Zraket, Tom 
Franklin, Clerk, and Oliver Strimpe1, Executive Director. 

I. Oliver Strimpel reported on recent events: 

Attendance for July and August was up but not quite up to 
budget targets. The Tools and Toys exhibit was the subject of an 
independent evaluation of viewer response which confirmed a 
strongly favorable response as well as a broad level of interest 
in the several component exhibits. 

Recent sales of exhibit kits have been promising, and 
particularly a possible $200,000 license of exhibits for display 
in Italy. The committee discussed profits, upgrade sales and 
maintenance responsibilities for such sales. Ms. Bodman suggested 
a review of the program. 

The Intel Foundation has requested a price for ten virtual 
reality chairs which likely will be between $150 and $200 
thousand. The Museum also will receive $32,000 as part of a 
Cambridge College grant for teacher training from the Ford 
Foundation. 

The status of grants for the Computer Clubhouse project was 
reviel.,red. Digital Equipment will continue its $150,000 annual 
equipment grant for another two years. The possible interest of 
Ken Olsen in the Museum was discussed and it was agreed that Mr. 
Zraket would seek to determine his level of interest. All but one 
of this year's Bowl sponsors have renewed sponsorship for next 
year's bowl, which will be held May 14, 1993 at the San Jose 
Convention Center. 

Recent staff changes and the continuing search for a 
development director were reviewed. Ms. Bodman volunteered to 
make a sensitive approach to the development office of a local 
university. 

II. 1992 audited financial statements were distributed and 
discussed. 
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The three year trend of declining operating surplus is of 
concern to the auditors and to this committee. The immediate cash 
shortfall is of concern to everyone and was discussed in detail. 
A special financial appeal to the Board was approved in order to 
meet October needs. 

The Committee then met in executive session. 

III. Fall Board Meeting and Capital Campaign 

The agenda for the October 9 Board meeting was reviewed. 

Mr. Brewster reported on the status of the capital campaign 
and reviewed major individual pledges. The budget calls for new 
corporate pledges of $500,000 by the end of this calendar year. 

The meeting adjourned at 10:10 a.m. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of Annual Meetings of Members, Directors and Trustees 

June 12, 1992 

Present were Sam Albert, Gordon Bell, Gwen Bell, Edward 
Belove, Lynda Bodman, Lawrence Brewster, Richard Case, David 
Chapman (Trustee), David Donaldson, Dr. Jon Eklund, Edward 
Fredkin, Charles House, James Lawrence, James McKenney, John 
Miller, Laura Morse, Dr. Suhas Patil, Nicholas Pettinella, 
William Poduska, Jonathan Rotenbe~g, Jean Sammet, Grant 
Saviers, Edward Schwartz, Naomi Seligman, Hal Shear, Michael 
Simmons, Irwin Sitkin, Charles Zraket, Gardner Hendrie, 
Chairman, Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director and Tom 
Franklin, Clerk pro tern. 

I. The Chairman called the annual meeting of the Members of 
the museum to order at 8:45 am. Mr. Schwartz on behalf of the 
nominating committee proposed the election of Richard Burnes, 
Jr., Roger Heinen, Barry Horowitz and Dorothy Terrell as new 
Directors of the Museum and the re-election of current 
directors whose terms are expiring Dr. Jon Eklund, Richard 
Greene, Theodore Johnson and William Poduska. Mr. Schwartz 
nominated as new trustees of the MuseuTP Mi tr.h~ 1.) J<'-E'Ipor C'!'0 
Edward Fredkin. 

Election of the nominees was moved, seconded and approved 
unanimously. Following the election Ms. Sammet requested that 
the Executive Committee and Board consider attendance at 
prior meetings when making nominations for new positions. 

I I. The Chairman next opened nominations for Chairman. Mr. 
Case nominated Mr. Hendrie for re-election, which was 
seconded and unanimously approved. Mr. Hendrie explained that 
Charles A. Zraket has agreed to serve as.Chairman after the 
current year and proposed his election as Vice-Chairman, 
which office is not currently authorized but will be created 
by the Board of Directors immediately following this meeting. 
The proposal was seconded and approved unanimously. 

There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 
9:00 am. . 

III. The Chairman called to order the annual meeting of the 
Directors and Trustees of the museum at 9:00 am. He proppsed 
the election of the following officers of the museum: Oliver 
Strimpel, Executive Director, Nicholas Pettinella, Treasurer 
and J. Thomas Franklin, Clerk. The nominations were seconded 
and unanimously approved. 
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The Clerk then read a proposed vote creating the office of 
Vice-Chairman, to be filled by Charles Zraket in accordance 
with the vote at the preceding meeting. After discussion and 
amendment of the proposed vote it was voted: 

Pursuant to Article V, Section 3 (d) of the bylaws to 
establish the office of Vice-Chairman of the Board of 
Directors who shall be elected from time to time by the 
Members for a term not to exceed one year. 

IV. Gardner Hendrie referred to a memo distributed to those 
in attendance listing the nominees for the executive 
committee for the ensuing year, which slate was nominated, 
seconded and approved unanimously. Elected were Richard Case, 
Chairman, Oliver Strimpel, Gwen Bell, Lynda Bodman, Lawrence 
Brewster, Gardner Hendrie, James McKenney, Anthony Pell, 
Nicholas Pettinella, Edward Schwartz and Charles Zraket. 

V. Lynda Bodman presented a report on a museum governance 
study which has been initiated by the Executive Committee. 
All Trustees and Directors were invited to contribute to the 
study and a subcommittee was appointed consisting of Ms. 
Bodman, David Donaldson, Gardner Hendrie, William Poduska, 
Edward Schwartz and Charles Zraket. The subcommittee will 
review the bylaws and the roles of the Members, Trustees, 
Directors and committees and will present a pr0~~esE r~~ort 
in October for discussion at the February board meeting and 
proposed approval at the 1993 annual meetings. 

VI. Oliver Strimpel briefly reviewed the museum's educational 
program and introduced Natalie Rusk, Education Director, who 
presented a more detailed review. Ms. Rusk presented the 
educational program of the museum as one by which to leverage 
the museum's unique assets, principally through the Computer 
Clubhouse project aimed at 10 to 15 year old children and 
utilizing highly interactive projects. 

. 
Oliver Strimpel next reviewed fiscal 1992 results and fiscal 
1993 plans, characterizing 1992 as very successful from a 
program point of view and somewhat difficult financially. Hal 
Shear presented a brief report on the 1992 annual fund 
campaign noting that many trustees' and board members' annual 
gifts were not yet received. Laura Morse reported on 
corporate membership and Gwen Bell reported the very 
successful results of the Computer Bowl. The fiscal 1993 
budget as proposed was unanimously approved. 

VII. Lawrence Brewster presented a report on the capital 
campaign which is expected to achieve its revised goal of 
$700,000 by the end of the 1992 fiscal year. There was 

". 
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discussion of the contributions expected from board members 
and trustees. Greg Welch, Director of Exhibits, outlined 
plans for the next major exhibit, The Networked Society, 
tentatively planned to open in February 1994 at a cost of 
approximately $2 million. He encouraged suggestions and ideas 
from trustees and directors. 

There being no further business to come before the meeting 
the meeting was adjourned. 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM, INC. 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

for the year ended June 30, 1992 



Coopers 
& Lybrand 

certified public accountants 

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS 

To the Board of Directors and Members of 
The Computer Museum, Inc.: 

We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of The Computer Museum, Inc. as of June 30, 
1992, and the related statements of activity and changes in cash flows for the year ended June 30, 
1992. We have previously examined and reported upon the financial statements for the year ended 
June 30, 1991 which are included in condensed form for comparative purposes only. These financial 
statements are the responsibility of the Company's management. Our responsibility is to express an 
opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. 

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards 
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial 
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence 
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing 
the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating 
the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis 
for our opinion. 

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the 
financial position of The Computer Museum, Inc. as of June 30, 1992, and the results of its 
operations and changes in its cash flows for the year ended June 30, 1992, in conformity with 
generally accepted accounting principles. 

Boston, Massachusetts 
August 8, 1992 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM, INC. 

BALANCE SHEET 
June 30, 1992 

(with comparative totals for 1991) 

Operating Capital Endowment 

ASSETS Fund Fund Fund 

Current assets: 

Cash $155,114 

Cash equivalents (Note B) 41,911 

Receivables and other assets (Note C) 41,864 

Store inventory (Notes B and D) 69,374 

Interfund receivable (Note B) $169,376 

Total current assets 308,263 169,376 

Other Assets: 

Restricted Cash Equivalents $250,000 

Total other assets 250,000 

Property and equipment (Note B): 

Land 

Equipment and furniture 

Capital improvements 

Exhibits 3,346 

3,346 

Less accumulated depreciation 

Net property and equipment ~ 

Total assets $308,263 $172,722 $250,000 

Collections (Note E) 

UABIUTIES AND FUND BALANCES 

Current liabilities: 

Accounts payable and other current liabilities 201,493 91,657 

Interfund payable (Note B) 169,376 

Total current liabilities 370,869 91,657 

Commitments (Notes B and F) 

Fimd balances: 

Unrestricted (62,606) 13,516 

Restricted 67,549 250,000 

Total fund balances (62,606) 81,065 250,000 

Total liabilities and fund balances $308,263 $172,722 $250,000 

Plant 

Fund 

$ 18,000 

154,587 

926,604 

3,951,316 

5,050,507 

(2,263,211) 

2,787,296 

$2,787,296 

2,787,296 

2,787,296 

$2,787,296 

The accompanying notes are an integral part 
of the financial statements. 
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Combined Totals 

1992 1991 

$ 155,114 $ 77,891 

41,911 42,677 

41,864 114,129 

69,374 72,764 

169,376 207,798 

477,639 515,259 

250,000 

250,000 

18,000 18,000 

154,587 154,587 

926,604 926,604 

3,954,662 2,833,701 

5,053,853 3,932,892 

(2,263,211) 0,644,404) 

2,790,642 2,288,488 

$3,518,281 $2,803,747 

293,150 219,005 

169,376 207,798 

462,526 426,803 

2,738,206 2,292,272 

317,549 84,672 

3,055,755 2,376,944 

$3,518,281 $2,803,747 



Support and revenue: 

Unrestricted gifts 

Restricted gifts 

Memberships 

Admissions 

Auxilial)' activities (Note D) 

Realized investment gain (loss) 

Miscellaneous 

Total 

Expenses: 

Exhibits and programs 

Marlceting and membership 

Depreciation 

Supporting services: 

Managementandgenera1 

Fund-raising 

Museum Wharf (Note F) 

Auxilial)' activities (Note D) 

Total 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM, INC. 

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITY 

for the year ended June 30, 1992 
(with comparative totals for 1991) 

Operating Capital Endowment 

Food Food Food 

$ 493,031 $ 452,342 

185,246 1,143,680 $250,000 

244,070 

469,772 

558,148 

(2,331) 

1,633 

1,950,267 1,595,324 250,000 

492,215 31,167 

378,957 

232,216 118,651 

182,458 196,454 

278,769 136,396 

450,695 

2,015,310 482,668 

Plant 

Food 

$ 618,802 

618,802 

Excess (deficiency) of support and revenue 

over expenses 

Food balance, beginning of year 

Add (deduct) transfers (Note B): 

Plant 

Unrestricted 

Restricted 

Food balance, end of year 

(65,043) 1,112,656 250,000 (618,802) 

2,437 97,347 2,277,160 

(1,128,938) 1,128,938 

$ {62,6062 $ 81,065 $250,000 $2,787,296 

The accompanying notes are an integral part 
of the financial statements. 
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Combined Totals 

1992 1991 

$ 945,373 $ 583,942 

1,578,926 1,194,699 

244,070 256,859 

469,772 524,090 

558,148 466,368 

(2,331) 4,183 

1,633 15,128 

3,795,591 3,045,269 

523,382 587,300 

378,957 320,608 

618,802 458,246 

350,867 318,578 

378,912 378,416 

415,165 433,577 

450,695 347,656 

3,116,780 2,844,381 

678,811 200,888 

2,376,944 2,176,056 

$3,055,755 $2,376,944 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM, INC. 

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN CASH FLOWS 

for the year ended June 30, 1992 
(with comparative totals for 1991) 

Operating Capital Endowment 

Fund Fund Fund 

Cash provided by (used for) operations: 

Excess (deficiency) of support and 

revenue over expenses $(65,043) $1,112,656 $250,000 

Adjustments to reconcile net income 

to net cash provided by operating 

activities: 

Depreciation 

Donated fixed assets (650,007) 

Cash provided by (used for) operations (65,043) 462,649 250,000 

Cash pmvided by (used for) working capital: 

Investments 

Rereivables and other assets 72,117 148 

Store inventory 3,390 

Accounts payable and other current 

liabilities 104,415 (30,270) 

Cash provided by (used for) working capital 179,922 (30,122) 

Cash provided by (used for) 

Investing activities: 

Additions in property and equipment 7,982 

Net cash provided (used) before 

financing activities 114,879 440,509 250,000 

Financing activities: 

Imerfund receivables and payab1es (38,422) 38,422 

Transfers from restricted capital 

fund to unrestricted operating fund 

TllIJIsfers. to funds invested in plant (478,931) 

Cash provided by (used for) financing (38,422) (440,509) 

Net increase (decrease) in cash 76,457 250,000 

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 120,568 

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year $ 197,025 $250,000 

Plant 

Fund 

$(618,802) 

618,802 

(478,931) 

(478,931) 

478,931 

478,931 

The accompanying notes are an integral part 
of the financial statements. 

4 

Combined Totals 

1992 1991 

$678,811 $200,888 

618,802 458,246 

(650,007) (351,402) 

647,606 307,732 

53,363 

72,265 21,411 

3,390 (9,552) 

74,145 43,727 

149,800 108,949 

(470,949) (586,601) 

326,457 (169,920) 

326,457 (169,920) 

120,568 290,488 

$447,025 $120,568 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM, INC. 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

A. Description of Activities: 

The Computer Museum, Inc. (the "Museum") is an independent, charitable organization. The 
Museum is dedicated: 

To educating and inspiring all ages and backgrounds of the public from around the world 
through dynamic exhibitions and programs on the technology, applications and impact of 
computers; 

To preserving and celebrating the history and promoting the understanding of computing 
worldwide; and 

To being an international resource for research into the history of computing. 

B. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies: 

The financial statements of the Museum have been prepared on the accrual basis. The 
significant accounting policies followed are described below. 

Fund Accounting 

To ensure proper usage of restricted and unrestricted assets, the Museum maintains its 
accounts according to fund accounting principles whereby funds are classified in accordance 
with specified restrictions or objectives. 

The assets, liabilities, and fund balances of the Museum are reported in four self-balancing 
funds as follows: 

Operating Fund, which includes unrestricted and restricted resources, reflects the 
activity necessary to support the overall operations of the Museum. 

Capital Fund reflects the activity of managing major fund-raising efforts to establish 
the Museum in its location on Museum Wharf in Boston, Massachusetts, and to 
ensure the orderly growth of the Museum's exhibits and collection. 

Plant Fund reflects amounts invested in real estate, equipment, and exhibit-related 
assets. 

Endowment Fund reflects restricted resources which are to be held in perpetuity. 
Income derived from endowment principal may be utilized by the Museum in 
accordance with the donor's restrictions. 

Continued 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM, INC. 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, Continued 

Revenue Recognition 

Restricted and unrestricted gifts were reported as revenue upon receipt for the year ended 
June 30, 1991. For fiscal year ended June 30, 1992, restricted funds are reported as 
rev~nues and expenditures when expended and are deferred until that time. Memberships 
are reported as revenue in the fiscal year which they are received and deferred if 
applicable to future years. Pledge revenue is recorded when received. Revenue from 
functions is recorded as of the date of the function. Revenue from donated securities is 
recorded at fair or market value upon formal transfer of ownership. Revenue from 
donated securities which are restricted or not traded is recorded as revenue upon 
determination of fair value through a reasonable, independent appraisal or upon their sale. 

Gifts of Nonmonetary Items 

The Museum received numerous gifts of computer hardware and software for use in its 
exhibits and a substantial number of unpaid volunteers have made significant 
contributions of their time to develop the museum's programs. 

The value of computer hardware and software acquired by donation for use in exhibits 
is reported as restricted gifts in the statement of activity and as property and equipment 
on the balance sheet and recorded at their estimated fair value at the time of the gift. 
The estimated fair value of these gifts were $650,007 and $351,402 for the years ended 
June 30, 1992 and, 1991 respectively. The value of contributed computer hardware and 
software that is not susceptible to objective measurement or valuation have not been 
recorded in these statements. 

The value of contributed time and gifts of nonmonetary items that are not readily 
susceptible to objective measurement or valuation have not been reflected in these 
statements. 

Cash Equivalents 

Cash equivalents, which consist of money market funds, are stated at cost plus accrued 
interest, which approximates market. For purposes of the statement of cash flows, the 
Museum considers all highly liquid debt instruments with a maturity of three months or 
less to be cash equivalents. 

Investments 

Investments are reported in the financial statements at the lower of initially recorded 
value or current fair value as determined by public markets or by the Museum's 
management for investments not publicly traded. 

Inventories 

Inventories are stated at the lower of cost or market on a weighted average basis. 

Continued 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM, INC. 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, Continued 

Interfund Receivable and Payable 

The Museum manages its cash and cash equivalents on a combined basis. Cash receipts and 
disbursements for all funds are recorded in the Operating Fund with a corresponding 
receivable/payable to the appropriate fund. At June 30, 1992, the Operating Fund interfund 
payable represents the cumulative amount due to the Capital Fund as a result of these 
transactions. 

Plant Assets and Depreciation 

Expenditures made for plant acquisitions are accounted at cost and transferred to the Plant 
Fund upon completion and full payment of these assets. Therefore, other Funds may hold 
assets representing construction-in-process or assets in the process of being acquired. Direct 
costs associated with the development and construction of permanent exhibits are capitalized 
and included in funds invested in plant when completed. Donated fixed assets are 
accounted for at their FMV at the date of the gift. 

The Museum provides for depreciation in amounts estimated to allocate the cost of these 
assets over the estimated useful life of the respective assets on a straight-line basis. The 
estimated useful life of equipment and exhibits is five years, and twenty years for capital 
improvements. Depreciation is a noncash charge which is recorded in the Plant Fund. No 
depreciation is recorded in the Operating or Capital Funds. 

Classification and Allocation of Expenses 

The costs of providing the various programs and other activities have been summarized on 
a functional basis in the statement of activity. Accordingly, certain costs have been 
allocated between program and support services, as well as between the Operating and 
Capital Funds. 

Combined Totals 

The "Combined Totals" columns are the totals of the similar accounts of the various funds. 
Since the assets of certain of the funds are restricted, the totaling of the accounts is for 
supplemental analysis purposes only and does not indicate that the combined fund balances 
are available in any manner other than provided for in the separate funds. 

Continued 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM, INC. 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, Continued 

C. Pledges: 

The Museum generally records gifts when received. At June 30, 1991, the aggregate amount 
pledged was $640,100. Receipt of these pledges is expected as follows: 

Fiscal Year Ended Unrestricted Restricted Total 

1993 $237,800 $ 72,500 $310,300 
1994 240,300 26,500 266,800 
1995 43,000 43,000 
1996 202000 202000 

Total $521,100 $1192000 $6402100 

The Museum has also been named the beneficiary of an irrevocable, Charitable Remainder 
Unitrust. As of August 9, 1992, management estimates the Trust has a market value of 
approximately $1,240,000 (unaudited). The Trust Agreement calls for payment equal to 10% 
of the net fair market value of the trust assets each year to the donor. Upon the donor's death, 
the Trustee shall pay over the remaining trust property, if any, to the Museum. 

D. Auxiliary Activities: 

The Museum operates a store during regular Museum hours, principally for the sale of items 
directly related to the purpose of the Museum. Additiol),ally, the Museum holds the exhibit 
areas open for private events. Amounts derived from these activities are used for general 
support of the Museum and, as such, are recorded as current unrestricted revenues. 

E. Museum Collection: 

In conformity with the practice followed by many museums, property donated for the Museum 
collection is not reflected on the balance sheet. The estimated value of objects acquired by 
donation is not reasonably determinable and as such, is not included in the statement of 
activities. 

Continued 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM, INC. 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, Continued 

F. Commitments: 

The Museum leases its facility and has an option to purchase the premises it currently 
occupies. The option, which expires October 31, 1993, requires a payment of approximately 
$2,500,000 and is subject to the maintenance of certain covenants during the option period. 
These lease payments for the remainder of the term are as follows: 

Fiscal Year Ended 

1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 - 2000 

Total 

G. Federal Income Tax Status: 

Total 

$133,777 
126,977 
120,177 
113,376 
106,577 
308,000 

$908,884 

The Museum has received a determination letter under which it is a nonprofit organization 
exempt from income tax under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Contributions 
to the organization qualify as charitable deductions. 

9 



OCT ""8 '92 14:17 463 Fell 
.. / 

~,The 

Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(6 J 7) 426-28GO 

Gardner -

THE COHPUTER KUSEUH 

FAX TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET 

Date: 10/8/92 

To: Gardner C. Hendrie 
Sigma Partners 
FAX (617) 367-0478 

From: Janet ialsh 
The Computer Ruseum 
FAX (617) 426-2943 
Voice (617) 426w 2800 extension 333 

Number of pages (including this co~er sheet) 4 

1. Attached is the report you requested. Qliver also requested this 
, information from me and I have given him a copy. Also attiCne~so~e 
information on the Campaign I prepared as background for Charles Zraket's 
report on the Campaign. This will not be distribut.ed, just thought you 
would be interested in the numbers. Call with questions if you have them. 

NoW, any turn; 

2. Reid Dennis and John Doerr will be present at a venture forum at the 
Vestin Hotel on October 28-30. Gordon is working on getting John Doerr 
over to visit the Huseum. Would you do the same with Reid and anyone else 
who's appropriate? 

THANKS. 
Janet 



OCT eJ13 '92 l.4:l.9 THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

IIOT .oa DISTUBlItICIf 
Capital CampailD Data, 10/8/92 

1. Solicitationg to date: 83 for $8,898,127+ 

463 PeJ4 

(Directors/Trustees: 50 for $3,368,127+) 
(other individuals: 20 for $4,060,000+) 
(corporations/foundations: 12 for $410,000) 
(government: NEB for $1,000,000) 

(not including $2.5-.i11ioo anonymoUs challenge grant) 

Averale of 5 solicitations per month since July 1991. 

2. Pledges to date: 51 for $1,592,926.50 
(Directors/Trustees: 37 fo~ $1,260,926.50) 
(other individuals: 6 for $125,000) 
(cotporations/foundationsa 7 for $207,000) 

Plus, $2.5-milllon anonymous challenge grant. 

Averale pledge - $31,233.85 

3. 'Y93 Directors ; 32 have pledged (73%) 
PY93 Trustees - 6 have pledged (26%) 

4. Sixteen individuals, 2 corporations and the NEB have been asked and 
declined, representing 27.5% of total solicitations for which we have a 
response. 

(Directors/Trustees - 7 no's) 
(other individuals = 9 no's) 
(corporations/foundations • 2 no's) 
(NEB - no) 

5. Solicitations pending ~ 10 for $1,711,000 
(Directors/Trusteest 5 for $106,000) 
(other individuals: 3 for $1,545,000) 
(corporations/foundations: 2 for $60,000) 

6. Average percentage of ask actually pledged • 24% (vhere there has been 
a specific ask amount and closure). 
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OCT ~e "32 14:13 THE COMFUTER MU5EUM 463 F03 

NOT lOB DISTRIBUTIOII 
The Capital Caapaign for 1be Coaputer lIuseua 

Cupaign pipeline, "93 Q2 

12/31/92 - 3 

12/31192 - 10 

:Q~s:!s1ons pe~ldingt expect:ed b'y 12/31/92 ;;; 5 
Erich Bloch ($15,000 ask in 3/92) 
Coopers & Lyb~and ($30,000 ask in 7/92 - decision fall 1992) 
Eaton Corporation ($30 t OOO ask in 3/92 - decision 10/92) 
Andy Knowles ($25,000 ask in 12/92) 
Tom & Marian Harill ($25,000 ask in 7/92 - decision 12/92) 
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'a. 
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

STATEMENT OF REVENUE , EXPENSE 
2 Months Ending 8/31/92 

ANNUAL 
OP:BRMING CAPITAL EXHIBIT EJ.IlDOWMENT CClMBINED $ BUDGET 

Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget VARIANCE FY93 
-------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ------------------ -------------------- -------- ------------

SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted support: 
Clubhouse $20,300 $30,000 $20,300 $30,000 -$9,700 $340,000 
Exhibit Related $12,500 $20,000 $30,000 $30,000 $42,500 $50,000 -$7,500 $195,000 
Foundation $10,748 $3,000 $10,748 $3,000 $7,748 $43,500 
Endowment 

unrestricted, support: 
capital campaign $61,000 S9,500 S61,000 S9,500 S51,500 S600,000 
corporate Membership S27,000 $32,750 S27,000 S5,750 S247,000 
computer Bowl SO S55,000 SO S55,000 $345,000 
Membership FUnd S8,000 S6,665 S8,000 -S1,335 S190,000 

Admission ~9 67h- S152,140 $169,670 -S17,530 $458,600 
store 84;28L ~, S63,446 S84,284 -S20,838 S258,000 
Functions S19,590 \ S32,881 S19,590 S13,291 S130,000 
Exhibit Sales Sl1,666 SO Sl1,666 -Sl1,666 $70,000 
Other: , 

\ 

Interest Income $640 $1,300 \ $1,219 $0 $1,859 $1,300 $559 $10,000 
Rental Income S1,700 $2,000 

\ $1,700 $2,000 -$300 S6,000 
program Income S658 SO $658 $0 $658 $12,400 
Collections $875 $666 $875 $666 $209 S4,000 

I 
TOTAL SUPPORTIltEVENUE $317,176 $61;000 $9,500 $30,000 $30,000 $1,219 $0 $482,522 $416,676 $65,846 $2,909,500 

EXPENSES >-1/l..K. 

Exhibit Development $49,667 $65,450 $56,113 $71,910 -$15,797 $140,000 
Exhibit Maintenance $6,819 SO $12,736 $8,858 $3,878 $54,000 
Exhibit SalesiKits $6,819 $7,768 -$949 $25,000 
collections $11,675 $13,015 -$1,340 S70,000 
Education & Admission $59,278 $65,908 -$6,630 $286,000 
clubhouse $4,806 $4,225 $581 $217,000 
Marketing $30,212 $39,828 -$9,616 $221,900 
Public Relations $13,828 S15,679 -$1,851 $103,170 
Store $53,037 S62,645 -$9,608 $235,000 
Functions $15,034 S14,217 $757 S65,000 
Computer Bowl $4,892 $5,806 -$914 $121,000 
Fundraising $21,533 $32,322 $30,142 $41,132 -S10,990 $285,000 
Membership Fund $4,484 $12,559 -$8,075 $67,000 
Museum Wharf 

Op EXp $48,707 $48,000 $48,707 $48,000 $707 $285,000 
Mortgage $22,769 $22,769 $22,769 S22,769 $0 $133,777 

General Management $32,407 S37,718 $32,407 $37,718 -$5,311 $317,000 

TOTAL EXPENSE $306,15~ $351,556 $44,302 $55,091 $56,486 S65,450 $0 $0 $406,939 $472,097 -$65,158 $2,685,847 

NET REVENUE $84,152 S25,620 $16,698 -$45,591 -$26,486, -$35,450 $1, ~19 $0 $75,583 -S55,421 Sl31,004 $223,653 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

Month Ending 7/31/92 

ANNUAL 
OPERATING CAPITAL EXHIBIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED BUDGET 

Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget FY93 
-------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ------------

SUPPORT/~NUE 

Restricted support: 
Clubhouse $20,300 $20,000 $20,300 $20,000 $340,000 
Exhibit Related $5,500 $20,000 $30,000 $30,000 $35,500 $50,000 $160,000 
Other $9,561 $500 $9,561 $500 $70,000 
Endowment 

unrestricted support: $0 $0 
capital campaign $40,000 $1,000 $40,000 $1,000 $600,000 
corporate Membership $7,250 $7,000 $7,250 $7,000 $257,000 
computer Bowl $0 $0 $0 $0 $345,000 
Membership Fund $3,423 $3,900 $3,423 $3,900 $190,000 

Admission $69,429 $82,540 $69,429 $82,540 $458,000 
store $28,233 $42,271 $28,233 $42,271 $258,000 
Functions $5,854 $7,530 $5,854 $7,530 $130,000 
Exhibit sales $0 $5,833 $0 $5,833 $70,000 
other: $0 $0 

Interest Income $377 $650 $754 $0 $1,131 $650 $10,000 
Rental Income $0 $1,000 $0 $1,000 $6,000 
program Income $658 $0 $658 $0 $10,400 
collections $0 $333 $0 $333 $4,000 
Miscellaneous $1,283 $0 $1,283 $0 $0 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE $151,868 $191,557 $40,000 $1,000 $30,000 $30,000 $754 $0 $222,622 $222,557 $2,908,400 

ExpENSES 

Exhibit Development $4,728 $5,480 $41,047 $27,475 $45,775 $32,955 $140,000 
Exhibit Maintenance $3,496 $4,429 $2,162 $0 $5,658 $4,429 $54,000 
Exhibit Sales/Kits $3,151 $6,109 $3,151 $6,109 $25,000 
collections $5,834 $6,559 $5,834 $6,559 $70,000 
Education & Admission $31,443 $30,821 $31,443 $30,821 $286,000 
Clubhouse $2,867 $2,056 $2,867 $2,056 $277,000 
Marketing & P/R $29,232 $28,382 $29,232 $28,382 $324,000 
store $25,393 $31,312 $25,393 $31,312 $235,000 
Functions $5,782 $4,523 $5,782 $4,523 $65,000 
computer Bowl $2,494 $2,923 $2,494 $2,923 $121,000 
·Fundraising $4,413 $4,130 $9,424 $14,660 $13,837 $18,790 $285,000 
Membership Fund $2,169 $8,679 $2,169 $8,679 $67,000 
Museum Wharf 

Op EXp $23,992 $24,000 $23,992 $24,000 $285,000 
Mortgage $11,408 . $11,408 $11,408 $11,408 $133,777 

General Management $24,058 $22,082 $24,058 $22,082 $317,000 

TOTAL ExpENSE $169,052 $181,485 $20,832 $26,068 $43,209 $27,475 $0 $0 $233,093 $235,028 $2,684,777 

NET lU!:VENUE -$17,184 $10,072 $19,168 -$25,068 -$13,209 $2,525 $754 $0 -$10,471 -$12,471 $223,623 



i , 
Membership Fund 

Report to Board of Directors - 10/9/92 

Current performance 

FY93 FY93 FY92 
(actual) (budget) (actual) 

I(as of 10/08) I(as of 10/31) I(as of 10/31) 
13,591 78,600 10,240 

f, 

Projected performance of mailing: 

Lists Sent New Total letters Hit % 2 Pos. resp "Ava aift 
Committee 1 8331 101 934 17.24% 161 208 
(including Oliver and Gardner 

Directors & Trustee -<73 73 76.74% 56 1,014 

General - fall 800 800 12.18% 97 248 
General - spr." 1,200 1,200 12.18% 146 248 

3 
Add'i mailings 500 500 5.00% 25 100 
(Lechmere, TNT, Store list, etc.) 

Totals 3,507 13.85% 486 316 
Not incl. Board gif 3,434 12.51% 430 225 

Additional income expected Matching gift: 
Walk in gifts 

Total 

Budget 
Shortfall 

Gifts needed 
Names needed 

Names per Director 

1) FY93 budgeted figure for 10/31 significantly higher than FY92 because FY92 mailing was 
delayed, 

2) Hit percentages and average gift size based on FY92 performance. 
3) Additional mailings to names provided by 1 )Lechmere as part of joint promotion, 2)TNT 

volunteers and contributors, 3) the Museum Store 
4) The current projection does not include an Apple mailing for the Spring of 1993 and other 

ongoing efforts. 
5) The budgeted figure for FY93 is 190,000. This indicates a projected shortfall of about 

15,000. - Based on average gift sizes and typical hit percentages, we would need an 
additional 524 qualified names. 

Total 
33,484 

56,821 

24,190 
36,286 

2,500 

153,281 
96,460 

12,000 
10,000 

175,2811 
4 

190,000 
-14,719 

66 
524 

5 
13 



The Capital Campaign 
for The Computer Museum 

Report to 
the Board of Directors 

October 9, 1992 

Agenda 

1. FY93 Performance to Date 

2. Progress Since June Board Meeting 

3. Critical Issues 

4. Plans 
Open House: 11/19 
Bowl parties: 10/30 and 11/5 
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The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

FY93 Cash Performance 
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Public Relations 
De,art.eDt 10/9/92 

IIIOIA ARALYSIS: Fiscal Year 1989 - Fiscal Year 1992 

PIlIRT 

Py 1989 Total circulation: 44,001,034 
Pi 1990 Total circulation: 97,607,416 
Pi 1991 Total circulation: 80,574,917 
Py 1992 Total circulation: 140,000,000 

Py 1989 Total illpressions: under 5,000,000 
Py 1990 Total impressions: 189,319,000 
Py 1991 Total impressions: 136,895,000 
Py 1992 Total impressions: 142,300,000 

REV VISIBILITY 

In the last four years, print coverage bas tripled, while broadcast coverage 
bas risen by a factor of alaost 30. Both print and electronic coverage soared 
in Py 1990 because of the druatic appeal of '1'he Walk-Through eo.puter which 
propelled the lIuseua to a new level of visibility. In Py 1991, the lIuse1lll's 
coverage fell only slightly. 

PY·1992 COVERAGE SURPASSES 1991 

It began with PEOPLE ! COIIPO'lIRS: lIilestones of ! Revolution, which generated 
over 38,200,000 print and broadcast illpressions. 1hen, a series of events and 
exhibits led to an unprecedented variety of coverage: the Loebner 
Coapetition/Turing Test, a Virtual Reality weekend, the Waterfront Project 
announcement, The 1992 Annual CoIIputer Bowl, the June syaposi1lll of personal 
coaputer visionaries and TOOLS ! I2!! opening, Bill P~'s voyage, Silicon 
Sailing, Tall Ships, and robot workshops. 

GENIlW. COVERAGE OF THE IlUSIUII ACCOUNTS POll IIOST IIIOIA IIIPllISSIOlfS 

This includes stories in the Rew ~ Tilles, Rewsweek and publications in 
France, Yugoslavia, China, and Japan, as weil as broadcasts on the Faaily 
Channel -- 55 .tllion viewers -- and the BBC's -lioney Programme,- for 
uaaple. 

!be Loebner Prize was the single event eliciting the .ost coverage. !his 
unusual contest, pitting huIIan against .. chine, generated alaost 60 .tllion 
print and broadcast impressions in the US, England, Italy, Portugal, China 
and Ilussia with indepth features by the BBC, PBS, Rational Public Badio, CHIf, 
and publications around the world. 

In print, after the Loebner Prize, COileS coverage of TOOLS ! TOYS (totalling 
alaost 10 .tllion impressions), the Store (including Parade -- 5 lliilion 
readers, Popular Science -- 1.8 .tllion), and The COilputer Bowl (totalling 
5.7 .tllion total, including a .. jor Lifestyle story in Rewsweek). 
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lor broadcast, after the LoebDer Prize, ~s coverage of the Bowl 
(7.7 lliilion), TOOLS ! TOYS (2.2 llillion including an 8-llinute sepent on 
RPR's wliorning Edition-), and the Store (2 lliilion). 

VIRTUAL JlIALITY BREAD ALL PAST ATrIRDARCI DCOltDS 

April's Virtual Bea1ity veekeDd aeaerated veil over 2 llillion print and 
broadcast illpressions -- not includina AP stories around the country or an 
Allerican Airlines infliaht video. '!'be press previev drev over 80 print and 
broadcast .edia. '!'bey included l!!! Vall Street Journal, Popular Science, 
LIn, Inc., ItPR, Allerican Public ladio, OIlNI, the Boston Globe, Boston 
Beral.d;BO'ston Phoenix, Boston's CBS aff'iiiite aa 7. lIore illpressive, 
however, was the quality of the coverage (lOBI sepena on ItPR, APR, 
and Ch 7, and a front page Livina/Arts feature in the Boston Globe). 

TOOLS & TOYS: 1'IIE AllAZIHG PERSONAL COlIPtrrEIl 

Partly because of TOOLS ! TOYS, 1992 has aenerated a lot IIOre coverage of the 
lIuse1lll as a -child-friendly- place: aa 5' s -CityL1ne- show; a syndicated 
Boston Globe story, -Boston for Jdds, W appearina as far nay as Ottawa; a 
syndicated Vashington ~ story, -In Boston, Toying with Toolsw; two IIOre 
Boston Globe stories, -ea.puter Tools & Toys- and -Collaboratina on 
cOliputers-; Parents llagazine (1.75 llillion readers), a -lam.ly Vorks- sepent 
on Ch 5; wn.d' s Talk- in the Philadelphia Inquirer, and Ca!!pus Counection 
(1.2 llillion readers). 

lY 1993 ",READY GENEIA'l'ED AIJlOST 20 IIILLIOR PllIHT IIIPRISSIORS 

this includes Popular Science's August hiahlight of the Kuseua's Izhibit lits 
Progr.. in its -Vhat' s Hew- section. Recent international coverage includes 
llajor pieces in two Japanese publications, four in Canada, and two in Great 
Britain (London Tilles and the Economist). 

In addition, Japan's first and only bilingual sci/tech newscast featured a 
sepent on VB at the lIuse1lll in July. 

UPCOIIIBG BIGBLIGII'lS 

They include a TOOLS ! TOYS story in OIlNI and sepents on lox TV's syndicated 
show for Jdds, -Hot Just Revs, - PCTY (seen in 20 llillion hOlIeS), and 
VBDB-TV Channel 7's around-breaking -IllAGIBI 1'IIAT!- public service callpaign. 

-0-

Please note: 

1) !bese figures are at best estt.ates, and do not include figures for aaoy 
international publications or broadcast outlets (which were not available). 

2) !he attached clips are ones that haven't been included in previous Board 
packets. they are by no .eans inclusive. 
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In Boston, 
Toying 
With Tools 
Computer Museum 
Is Hands-On Fun 

By Mark Potts 
WlaNntton PoIt Staff Writer 

BOSTON, June 11 

T
o most people, computer
ized voice recognition and 
the machine-generated 
world of virtual reality are 

the stuff of science fiction, tech
nologies of a seemingly distant 
future. 

At the Computer Museum, they 
already are part of history. 

These and other leading-edge 
technologies are featured in the 
museum's new exhibit, ''Tools and 
Toys: The Amazing Personal 
Computer." The $1 million exhibit, 
which opens this weekend, show
cases the many ways the ever
more-powerful personal computer 
can be used. 

The dozens of displays in the . 
colorful exhibit range from the 
whimsical-games and the cre
ation of music and art - to the 
more serious, including education, 
publishing and advanced number
crunching. 

Early visitors were impressed. 
"I love it," said Tahesha Gilliard , 
15. Chimed in her friend Rosie 
Hicks, "Some of [the exhibits I you 

Uy RENE[ UnKOFlfI TIll: UO:'TUN HlRALO 

Malt Touma, 0, of Salem, N.H., left, and T.J. Hatem, 0, of Methuen, M~s8 . , record their voices at the Computer Museum. 

just play around with and have fun, 
some of them prepare you for the 
long-off future." 

Gilliard and Hicks got an early 
look at the exhibit as a reward for 
their roles in helping design it. 
They are members of a class of 25 
eighth-graders at Martin Luther 
King Jr. Middle School in Dorches
ter who tes ted various parts of the 
work in progress and offered sug
gestions on how it could be im
proved. "The kids thought it was 
really neat because [museum offi-

cia Is I li stened to them," their 
teacher, Karen Fitzpatrick, sa id. 

Virtually all of the th ree dozen 
displays in the new show- like 
much of the rest of this eight-year
old museum- encourage hands-on 
interaction by visitors. Museum
goers can create their own com
puterized television commercials, 
plan a wedding or explore a re
markable computer simulation of 
the exhibit in an example of virtual 
reality. 

One of the more unusual- and 

hands·off- displays is a working 
computer made of Tinker Toys. 

The Computer Museum special
izes in hands-on, interactive exhib
its, most notably a giant mock-Up 
of a personal computer that visi
tors can walk through to learn the 
inner workings of the machine. Al
though many of the exhibits tend 
toward the playful, the museum is 
not just for kids. About 60 percent 
of its 150,000 annual visitors are 

adults. J 
See MUSEUM, D2, Col. I 

_ . 

THE WASHINGTON POST 
June I? , 1 99::' 
e ire : 838 , 902 

Boston~s Computer Museum 
MUSEUM, From D1 

The new show, the museum's third 
permanent exhibit-there are several 
temporary ones as we ll - wa s 
dreamed up by the Boston Computer 
Society and funded by some of the big
gest names in the computer industry, 
including Microsoft Corp. founder and 
Chairman William H. Gates III and Air 
pie Computer [nco co-founder Steve 
Wozniak. 

The Computer Museum, which was 
founded in 1982 and opened to the 
public two years later, houses an 
eclectic collection of computer memo
rabilia, from modern International 
Business Machines Corp. PCs and Air 
pie Macintoshes to now-primitive Uni
vacs- as well as several examples of 
those prehistoric precursors to com
puters: slide rules. 

It s cUJ'ator~ cla im it is the most 
comprehensive ITI UseUIll of its type in 
the world, although many science mu
seums have added major computing 
exhibits in recent yea rs and the Smit h
sonian Instltution's Must:unl of Ameri· 

can History recently mounted a de
tailed exhibit tracing the short but rich 
history of the computer. 

As is perhaps inevitable for a muse
lllll devoted to such a fast -changing in
dust ry, some of the Computer Muse
um's older exhibits seem a bit dated. 

The curators' gee-whiz efforts to 
display the leading edge have at times 
been outpaced by technology that has 
brought handwriting recognition, vir
tual reality and other marvels to the 
mass market just in the past few 
months. 

"We have to keep moving fast," said 
Oliver Strirnpel, the musewll's execu
tive director. "It 's a very different con
cept from a traditional museum, where 
you can build an exhibit and leave it." 

[n this field that has so quickly 
grown to be part of everyday life, the 
Computer Museulll is something like 
an automobile lIl useum might have 
been in the 1920s. 

Said Sttimpel, "One of the tricks is 
to try ttl identify what's important 
now, before they become valuable an
tiques." 

-------- -- ---- -------------



Collaborating on computers 
Computer Museum consults Martin Luther King Middle Schoo~ students in developingnew'exhibit 

Stadenh from 
Botton's Martin 
IJJther lOng MId
dle School talk 
over Ideas for the 
lnu.euIII'. new 
"1'0011" Toys" ex
hiII/t. 

By Teresa A. Martin 
SPECIAL TO THE GLOIlE 

hen t he Computer Museum de
signed its new 3,600-square-foot, $1 
million personal computer exhibit, it 
looked for inspiration in many 
places, including an eighth grade 
class at the Martin Luther King Jr. 
Middle School in Dorchester. 

The collaboration was so successful that the museum is 
making such arrangements part of the development of all fu
ture exhibits. 

"One of the things you often see is lip service to consulting 
with schools," said Greg Welch, director of exhibits at the 
museum. "But for us this was a concerted effort to find out 
their needs." 

The exhibit in question, which opened last month and will 
be permanent, is called "Tools & Toys: The Amazing Personal 
Computer." 

The museum wanted to make personal computers under
standable, accessible and fun, while providing lots of &etivities 
for people to share. The idea of a student advisory team 
seemed natural. . ,. 

"We wanted to make the exhibit for the people who would 
be using it," said Natalie Rusk, director of education at the 
museum, "and we thought middle school students would give 
us honest advice." " 

Honest and very useful advice is exactly wh!it the museum 
got as the students, who were members ~f one.' of the school's 

computer classes, tested software and gave feed
back on the planned physical layout of the exhibit. 

''We helped make things 'bE!tter," said Shahi L. 
Smart, 15, a member of the student ~. ;~ere 
,were games that were too hard and· we tried to 
make easier directions for the younger ki~~, anI:! , 
there were games that were too easy: and we ,tried 
to make the idea of the game harder for older kids." 

lrischa Valentin, 14, said, "I told them that they 
should make the computers a littIe)-bit. m0re fun. 
They had a lot of games, but we gave them some 
tips on how to make them more exiciting.-Everyone 
pitched in an idea." 

Rusk acknowledged that at first, the mUseum • 
staff was a little leery of the project. 

"Some of the people here haven't been around 
kids this age since they themselves were in junior 
high," she said, "so some of the staff wasn't sure of 
what we were getting ourselves into. 

"At the beginning of that first meeting, there 
was a little une;ISe on both sides, but then we intro
duc'ed ourselves and started talking 'and the stu
dents started to see we were taking ~ein seriously , 
... and they had fantastic ideas for us." . 

Listening to the students and treatplg them 
with respect was critical. No oM ordered the stu- . 
dents to do ,this project. Rather, iIi Deeemoor. the 
class received a letter from Rusk outlining the mu
seum's needs, With a tequest for help' and a pro
posed schedule for the project. Fot compensati6n, 
the museum offered each student a year's ' family 
membership. 

The class discussed the offer and agreed to sign 
on. . .. . .. .,_'. .. 

"I think the kids were wary in the beginning," 
said Ellen Vogel, another computer teacher in
volved 'in the process. "But when they lUTived at 
the museum and saw what was going on, they real
ly became involved in the project. The computer 
museum accepted their comments. I think the kids ,,6 MUSEUM, Page 37 



Students collaborate on exhibit 
• MUSEUM 
Cqntinued frOm Page 35 

_reallyenjoyed watching the project 
. grow and they now have a vested in-
. terest in it., - - _ .-

Th~ exWbit inCorporates 35" dif~ 
ferent w91'k areas-of IBM andDi~~ . 
tal PCs; Apple -Mpcintoshes, an Ap
ple II, Amiga pet a GRID, ~ 
notebook compbters and a _ ~t of 
peripheral devices. . 

"The idaaia to inspire people,to 
let them experience all the different 
things they ckn do with a-computer," 
said David Greschler, exhibit devel
oper.' ''We want them to get onto the 

-machine and actually use it as a tool 
and get some results from it. You 
can draw and print out pictures. You 
can make up a song and listen to it 
playback. It's not just interactive, 
but creative. -
: ''We want people to be able to 

say" 'I did il' " 

'This has proven to 
be·one of the most 

spectacularly 
successful 

collaborations 
we've ever done.' -

GREG WELCH 
Di-recWr of Exhibits, 
Computer Museum 

As part of their involvement, the 
students tested software. They 
didn't mince words, either. If some
thing was dull, they said so. And if 
they liked a program, the staff heard 
the praise as well. 

" The students also saw blueprints 
of the site of the future exhibit and 
walked through it. The deSigners 
then altered the physical design to 
make it easier to see what other peo
ple are doing and to facilitate com
munication between groups in differ
ent areas. 

In another meeting, students 
edited the draft text for the exhibi
tion signage and described their ver
sions of the computer of the future. 

"It's been a terrific experience 
for us," said Welch. "So many times 
a museum will create an exhibit 
without consulting the people for 
whom It's designed. Then when it 
opens and it doesn't work, it's diffi
cult ~ know what to do. But here, 
we're getting feedback while we are 
still able to make changes. This has 
proven to be one of the most spectac~ 
ularly successful collaborations 
we've ever done." 
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'We wanted to cr-eaie a techn'ical playgTO'Und, one with 
sorrw s'U'rp?'ise and intrigue, ' Computer 

'Tools 
TED GROVES. designe r O/C01l!pllter .'vlll.se znn e.rlzibit 

& Toys' 
• MUSEUM 
Continued from Page 31 

I ing their histOry. 
"We've got things in th is exhibit 

that can appeal to kids as young as 4 
years old," said Gwen Bell, the mu
seum's president. 

"Tools & Toys" traces its heri
tage to 1979, when Jonathan Roten
berg, the founder of the Boston 
Computer Society, envisioned a com
puter discovery center to give non
technical users an opportunity for 
hands-on contact with computers. 
Eventually the society and the Com
puter Museum joined forces to ex
plore how PCs are used. 

Located behind the Walk
Through Computer, the exhibit is di
vided into seven applications areas 
including games, sharing ideas, writ
ing, creating pictures and 'exploring 
information. 

Bell, who was instrumental in lin
ing hp funding for "Tools & Toys," 
said the chief sponsor is William 
Gates, chairman of Microsoft Corp., 
who gave $250,000. Mitch Kapor, co
founder of Lotus Development 
Corp., donated $100,000 to the Bos
ton Computer Society, which turned 
the money over to the museum for 
the exhibit. Steve Wozniak, co
founder of Apple Computer Inc., was 
the third major donor. 

GLOBE STAFF PHOTO I OAVlO,L RYAN 

Ted Groves sits In the "technical playground" he designed for the Boston Computer Museum. 

Using, what one early visitor 
'called "195Os retro" decor, colors 
and textures, musuem-goers can sit 
in pairs and mix and record their 
9wn music in a computerized sound 
studio, and try an audio equivalent of. 
"cut and paste" of popular music . 
where voices and music are Computer 'Tools & Toys' switched. --

''We wanted to create a technical 
playground, one with some surprise 

By Ronald Rosenberg 
GLOBE STAFF 

B
oston's Computer Museum, 
which saw attendance soar 
40 percent with its Walk
Through Computer nearly 

two years ago, is hoping history re
peats itself with a new permanent 
exhibit geared to children and com
puterphobic adults. 

Taking a page from its next-door 
neighbor, the Children's Museum, 
the Computer Museum is appealing 

to kids with a hands-on computer 
playground that lets them walk away 
with souvenirs - a printout of their 
names in Braille, a one-page news
letter, a copy of a voice-annotated 
letter and a computer-drawn dino
saur. 

The museum is "trying to reach 
older kids and we're trying to appeal 
to younger ones," said Oliver Strim
pel, the curator who was instrumen
tal in opening the Walk-Through 
Computer, a giant two-story work
ing model of a desktop computer 

that is the museu"m's centerpiece. and intrigue," said Ted Groves, chief 
The $1 million exhibit, called designer of the exhibit. 

"Tools & Toys: The Amazing Per- There are also electronic paint 
sonal Computer," opens today. It programs and pen-based computers 
fills a void in the 10-year:old muse- that can "read" hand-printed letters. 
urn by providing novices with a road- There is a computer for learning 
map of how personal computers are- about spreadsheets, plus a 3-dlmen-
used and their impact on society. siona! video game, a flight simulator 

It is also part of an ongoing push .' for controlling a DC-lO and a com-
-to appeal to a wider audience with puter 'game to keep out crawling in-
exhibits that focus more on how vaders - groups of ants in a comput-
computers are used than on catalog- erized ant colony. 

Last year the Computer Musuem 
MUSEl!M, Page 37 attracted a record 15O,~ visitors. . r 
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Computer experts see 
dramatic advances ahead 

By MICHAEL E. KNELL 

Imagine every video 
camcorder plugg(!d into 
networks that anyone with 
a computer could watch. 
'111at, according to a leading 
software entrepreneur, 
would radicnlly chlU1ge the 
world. 

Mitchell Kapor, chair· 
mM of the Electrollic F'ron· 
tier Foundation and 
founder of Lotus Develop
ment Corp., :mid yeHterday 
that computer networks 
oCCer individuals It dHulce 
to commW1icate that i!> al&) 
a detour arollnd the I·C/.,rj· 

mented Lhought of mas!> 
llle<iilL 

hIL gets Wi ouL o( 0111" lock· 

step," sH..id Kapor. "The re
birth of personal media is 
something that ought to be 
looked forward to." 

Sj)C<1.king at a forum 
sponsored by the Computer 
Museum and the Bank of 
Boston. Kapor cited the 
rush of millions to lise e1cc· 
tronic bulletin boiU'Cl!> - 11 

trend he thinks could lead 
to both democracy ,uld /l 

new sense of community. 
~Therc's a ferment UlCre. 

People arc exploring the 
media" 

Other optimists agreed 
that computer networks Iu'e 
a force for undersL'lnding. 
AhUl Kessler, vice president 
aL 3Com CofTl., s,ud com· 
puter links will "elimiIulte 

cultural. geographIcal Md 
physical obstacles" between 
people. 

Less llilUl 15 years after 
the wave of personal com
puters broke, cxpcrL'l( e-x
pect more changes to both 
workplace and home. 

Alx>ut 36 million Ameri
cans usc computers to do at 
least some work at homc, 
iUld as envlronmcntal con
cerns restrict commuter 
traffic, tilCir rlUlks should 
swell, Kessler said. 

But engineer Buller 
Lampson of nfgilal F'<IUip
ment Corp. &'lid lhe technol· 
ogy must make tilOSC peo
ple efficienl 

uA person should be IIble 

Tum to Page 35 

Comp-qter experts look to future 
From Page 33 

Lo do e\'crything at home 
Lhat he ClUl do at worl<," IH' 
said. Wfhat meami they will 
nced audio ... video ... a way 
to look at slidf's, d(x:II111t'n\.<; 
IUld Ix!Oks ... That l1H!lUlS 
they will nced ways to meet 
people in the Il/LII or to drop 
ill Oil sOl11clxxly ill Lheir of
fice." 

IBM ellgin(!cr Hollert 
em'belTY sahl users will 
havc immediate aeees!> to 
information frol11 lu-OtIJld 

the world. while software 
permits co-workers to exa
mille the same doclIment 
from milcs apm-t and I11I1.kf' 
clHUlges that everyone ill 
lheir "mccting" eeUl sec. 

Computers will be 111lUli
pulated by a pointer ---. OJ' II 

[inger, he slud. 

Nathilll Mylu"Vold, vice 
president of Mic/'osofl 
Corp., said lhe home com
puter will soon be linked to 
evcry household device and 
diminatc the need (01' 

ollwrs. 
!<'or example, endanl{el"ed 

spedes arc file eaiJinets. 
overhcad projector's lUld 
mail ser-vice. while elec
tronic transfers replace 
plastic credit canis IUld 
even money, he said. "In the 
(llture, computers will be 
everywhere there arc peo
ple who need infonnaLion 
eUld everywhc/'e thcr'c is 
equipmenL to be conlJ"OlIcd'" 
he said. 

The fonOll beglUl with vi
sions of the future from slu· 
dents at Mruiin Luther 
Ki/lg Jr. Middle SdHX) I in 

Dorchester, who hclped put 
together the Computer' MII
scum exhibit thaL open.'! Lo
morrow. 

Ii;ighth grade/' Patricc 
F'oueher told fonlln parlki
pllnLs she foresees It high
tech car designed to let L1,(' 
blind d,-jve. 

Nothing is too far-fetched. 
Lampson said: MlUlY com
puter uses will nllt be ima
gined IUlUI ", II: ,iludes o( 
fa s t e r , s m 1\ I Ie.' , m () r e 
powerful machines Ill'e 

here. 
"A decade (rom now 

there will be couple billion 
computers, lUI woven into 
our livC!:! as Lhe telephOll(' 
and ven are lodIlY," Lamp
son said ,wI'wo decades 
from now - That's much 
too far ahead to look." 
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,M~emn chief demystifies 'Tools & Toys' 
§.REG}~EIBMAN ' 

ARTS PEOPLE , . .. 

. 'FJ" ' _':re~y day, Olfyer S.trimple 
" ~ 0 :, 1S ~urroun<ied ' 9Y ' :1001s 
, and toys that would make 

the Jetsons envious. ' 
. " "Over here Is our virtual reali-
. tYGhair," Strimple said. "This ter
minal helps you figure out'how to '" 
spend a million dollars. You can 
'paint' on this wall using this laser 

, "; wand., Or you 'write' a letter over 
here, just by speaking into that 
telephone. 

"And over here," he said, 
0" .- raising his voice so he can be 

heard -over a hip-hop mix fea
turing James Brown shouting 
eo the "The William Tell Over-

. _'. ~ure": "You can make your own 
' ~ecording, using digitized 

sound samples." 
. , These are , just a few of the 

.. ,! '. activities found ill "Tools & Toys: 
. The Amazing .Person·al Com
puter," a $1 million exhibition that 
opened this weekend at the Com-

o puter Museum. The event starts a 
yearlong ' celebration 'of the mu
seum's 10th anniversary. 

Sfdmple, the museum's ex-
" ecutive director, said · the goal 

of "Tools & Toys'.' is to provide 
a hands-on opportunity to ex
,plore the· many uses of ·lap-top 
computers and . to demystify 
the machines for non-users. 

"One of the audiences for this 
exhibit are people who've never 
used a computer," he' saiq. "}Ve're 

PLACE YOUR INPUT: Oliver Strimple, executive director of the 
Computer Museum, stands in front of the 'Making Music' dis
play, which is part of the new exhibit 'Tools &Toys: The Amazing 
Personal Computer.' Staff photo by Ted Fitzgerald 

trying to get the word out that 
this is a fun place. You don't have 
to have a PhD. in computers to 
enjoy this." 

The Computer Museum and, 
of course, computers them-

, selves have come a long way 
since 1982 when Digital Equip
ment Corp. President Ken Ol
sen decided a museum was 
needed to showcase old com 
puters that otherwise were 
headed for the junk yard. 

The museum still has one of 
the world's largest collections 
of punch-card machines and 
other ancient artifacts but has 
gradually shifted from its his
torical focus to emphasizing 
education and outreach. 

"We decided the best thing 
we could do is to use all the 
power of a three-dimensional 
exhibit ' to help people under
stand what computers are, how 
they work and what you can do 
from them," the 39-year-old 
Strimple said. 

Born, in Bombay, India, to 
British parents who were in the 
textile business, Strimple was 
working as a curator at the 
Science Museum in London 
when he was invited to design 

an exhibit for the Computer 
Museum's then-new Congress 
Street location. 

"I was the first person to move 
into this building when we took 
possession of it," Strimple re
called. "It was weird. There was 
one desk, one telephone and a 
very large, empty building." 

The museum - the only one 
in the world devoted exclusive
ly to computers - now attracts 
150,000 visitors annually and 
features more than 100 interac
tive exhibitions. "Tools & Toys" 
is the third permanent exhibit 
installed in the past three 
years, joining an exhibit featur
ing a giant walk-through com
puter and last year's "People 
and Computers" exhibit. 

"We don't think of any ex
hibit here as final," Strimple 
said. "In most museums, you 
can create an exhibit and leave 
it for 20 years. Here, five years 
is a very long time. 

"The most important thing 
is hands-on learning about 
computers," he added. "There 
are programs in schools that 
include computers in the cur
riculum but there really wasn't 
any institution that was tack
ling computer education in this 
informal way." 0 
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con cantidad de areas 
verdesy juegos. Uno de los fa-

e voritos para los muchachos es el 
l"ec CO~ colosal honniguero humane, -

.k re.qti 'PUt; ronstruidocontlinelesyrampas .....;;.; ...... ---------
b eyOo 01), er ~ dondelosnillostienenquegatear DATOS UTILES 

Uilt ~ds Ol)c l.!sel.! a veces.Acliario se impart.en alii 
ClCtiv: ~ , slid, e f4e ~.it;. talleres de drama, fabricacion Las aerolineas Aviateca, 

ItieS Cil](j e do 'l"e, ./)os -l~ mascaras y cursos para el United Airlines, American Air-
gOiJJ rOid J.y.lJ 3 f4e v' tOl]. :'Tli.ento de aves e insectos. lines, Continental y Taca vue-

'l! 0.lJ . vOle "'fOot ISilO IS ide ~o regalos para ninos Ian a Boston. Hay dos preaos 
.l.l] II. e Iliv. 'Sl'<, 'I' CCiI) Cil 1'0 ~ de las mejores para el pasaje, ida y vuelta 

'lJe e.s- e dj J.y r Pe Entre semana es de US$591 , y 
Il]u& t/:;e v' SJ;eN_ Ci.lJqe 0p/, ~"ul- fin de semana, de 645. Entre la 

eU is,'/. "'eS 'l" ah.. e I.. 
~ < 0 Ci ~.yl; lista de hoteles mas baratos es-

C0lJ},." r def~ ':d See 0/Jg 1:)' ° lov. 01 Chalet Amersbury y el 
~/e-t '<Ill/, tv. <::>lgCi . e e.l - . ., Neponse t, cuya ha-. eo l~(:' Ori:sJ. I)tlc .f!ctr., "\f) excede los 60 

~01":J:; ~.JOp CO~ OJ)/ 
~;iana . Citia S ly4 '/JUter Cs Ci.JJq viste ~~~ 

'l) Cia ere 
tos tanques I<. , OUt rOb 
tiburones y anguil a:,. Cill I'J. °ts Ci 
que presume este centro ~ 'lIe re La serenidad es el sello de Massachu·setts. 
version que, ademas, pro;o;rama. 

B I sfwws especiales con los leones m" oston p anea marinos&Compuler Museun restaUl~ 
es para los amantes de la elec- mundo , loca,_ 

I de e, f -I- trOnicayelrecreo.Allisepuede Italy. Los mariscos J a Iverslon ami lar caminarentretecladosgigantes, tas en particular son to . Ito 
} desli zarse en diskettes de mas de regional. Se comen con mu)' po-

Esta eiudad, de importaneia hist6riea , ofreee un metro y conocer talleres de coclineroenRockport,alaoriUa 
atraetivos eentros para el reereo infantil. CDnstruccion de robots. Una voz del mar, rodeado de ga\10tas. 

_________________ .. -.----- -- ------- androide cia una comp:E:tainfor- I - ---- -----.-

Massachusettsquiza no tenga 
los paisajes mas be llos, ni Boston 
sea Nueva York, pero ofrece una 
serenidad que resulla especial 
mente agradable. La tipica es
bidencia norteamericana queda 
muy lejos , aqw y esta es una 
cualidad de un lugar ideal para 

. el descC!'.sb y la diversion. Mas 
en esta tern porada. 

CON BAGAJE. Aunque suene a 
tiipico , casi tod~ 10 verdadera
mente importante que ha mar
cado la historia de Eslados Uni
dos ha ocwTido en el eslado de 
Massachusetts. Alll tuvo lugar 
la Rcvolucion de LeJcington ; se 
abolia la esclavitud: se fundo 
Harvard (primera uni versidad , 
que sigue estando a la cabeza en 
cualquiercampo de la investiga
cion) y, por que no, alll se escribio 
"Mob)' Dick n y gran parle de la 
lileratw-a clasica norte am erica
na. Ttxlo este bagaje esta pre
sente en la mente de sus habi 
tantes. 

Primavera y otono son esla
ciones claves para clisfrutar de 

los atractivos de Boston, CD macion de las actividades del DEJE El AUTO. Parte de la se:e-
las playas de Cape Cod,las m0fl..-_--ple..i£J nidad que Boston transpira ha 
t.a.ilas de Berkshire y las islas , a No hay que dejar por un lade derivado que una de las guias de 
principal de ell as GBorge Island, la visita a la Universidad de viaj es mas populares sobre 
a la que se puede llegar en tren. Harvard , ala prestigiosaescuela Eslados Unidos no dude en reo:r 
Un paseo con la famili a a esta de mUsicaBerklee ni al afamado mendar que, uaL llegaro Boston. 
insula es perfecta para trotar. MFA 0 Museo de BellasArtes. El Lo mejor es dejar el cache en 2/ 
Tiene la extension suficienle co- periodico local Boston Globe pu- fwtel y utilizar el transporte pu· 
rno para ser un digno rincon de 
descanso y gran cantidad de 
grietas POI' explorar. 

blica todos losjueves UCla: lista de blicon
. En esto, MassachusetLs 

actividades y lugares para la escliferenteyrnuchasvecesUni· 
recreacion de toda la familia . CD. Nos6lo no venera el au lDmo\iJ 

como al rey del tram;porte, StnO 

que se promociona POI' todas 
partesla utilizacion derualqwer 
otro medio alternativo. Por ella 
muchos aconsejan CDmprar el 
"Guide topu6lic transil /ngreola 
Boston & New Eng/ana. que 
esta disponible en cualqwef 
qwosco. 

En Boston , si no es un lugu 
sera otro el que elegira para d~· 
cansar o divertirse , sinoesen un 
a u to b Us se tram; pori.a.r3 PO I' otro 
medio. Pero tenga la seguridad 
de que siempre tenciJ-a a dande i.; 
y de que poeas veces pennane<'E'
r8. en el misrno lugar,junw a ~u 
familia. 

Los ninos en el Computer Museum. • J 0 R C E 5 I ER RA 
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The Mallard 
family, of the 

storybook 
classic Make 

Way for 
Ducklings, 
lives in the 

Public 
Garden-one 
of many kid

friendly 
places in 
the. city_ 

Why Kids Love 
Boston 

A visit to this historical city promises 
memories to savor-plus a 

pain-free education. 

C
hildren often dream of entering a 
favorite storybook. For me that 
wish came true when-as an 
adult - I fIrst visited Boston's splen

did Public Garden fIfteen years ago. There, 
now magically in color, was the setting of 
Robert McCloskey's children 's book Make 
Way for Ducklings: the willow-shaded 
pond plied by graceful swan boats; the ele
gant footbridge; and, most thrilling of all , 
the tiny island where Mr. and Mrs. Mallard 
ended their gypsying ways and found a 
home for Jack, Kack, Lack, Mack, Nack, 
Ouack. Pack, and Quack Someday, I told 
myself. I'll bring my child here . We 'll sit by 
the pond and read Make Way for Duck
lings. We'll feed peanuts to Mr. and Mrs. 

Mallard 's descendants. And , of course . 
we 'll ride on a swan boat. 

And we did. I discovered. upon my re
cent return to town with my husband 
(who was on a business trip) and seven
year-old daughter, that Boston is a great 
place for families. The many well-kept pub
lic places seem made for kids. And the city 
is compact and manageable , easily tra
versed by a clean, charming, and uncon
fusing subway system, known locally as the 
T. If your kids are strong walkers, you can 
even hike between most of the points of 
interest- and see plenty of engaging sights 
along the way. If travel is educational, then 
travel to Boston is especially so; after all, 
education is the city's primary industry. In 
addition to its many wonderful museums, 
the city is also filled with monuments to 
the founding of our country. My second
grade daughter hasn't developed an inter
est in history yet, but that will change be
fore long. 

Meanwhile , there were boa constrictors 
to learn about. Touching the snake at the 
Museum of Science was a high point of our 
recent visit. And examining specimens of 
animal feces encased in lucite and mounted 
on the restroom wall at the Children's Mu
seum led the "wait till they hear about this 
at circle time " list. But what Kate relished 
most was a chance to . bargain with a talk
ing computer at the Computer Museum. 
The computer played the role of store
keeper at a produce stand; Kate was the 
customer, bargaining for a crate of straw
berries. By ingratiating herself, via key
board, with the storekeeper, she was able 
to get a much lower price. Given a tum at 

BY ANN BANKS 



Why Kids Love Boston ICominuedj 

the machine. I set out to demonstrate 
my own preferred tactic: criticizing 
the merchandise. The next thing I 
knew. I was paying 511 for a crate of 
strawberries initially offered at $10. 

On our ftrst evening in town, we 
boarded a Boston Harbor Cruises 
ferry for a sightseeing trip on the 
citv 's remarkable harbor. Once cen
tral to the city's defense. the harbor 
is now a living museum of transpor
tation. Leaving the dock, the ferry 
sails beneath the flight path of planes 
coming in to land at Logan Airport. 
After that thrill, you get a good, close 
look at all manner of vessels: ftre-fight
ing boats , ftshing trawlers , and cargo 
ships. Finally the ferry arrives at the 
Charlestown Navy Yard, berth of the 
USS Constitution-bener known as 
"Old Ironsides" because its thick hull 
deflected British cannonballs during 

the War of 1812. You can visit the 
ship and its museum. but we were 
content to hear the evening cannon 
salute echo over the water. 

The following morning, Kate and I 
headed directly to the Children 's Mu
seum. In a town where competition 
for this title is stiff, the Children 's .'vlu-

i seum is probably the most exciting 
place to take kids. It is playful and mul
ticultural. After a couple of hours. 
Kate gave it the ultimate accolade: 
"Mom, I like this museum because 
they're not so picky about kids touch
ing things." The museum caters to a 
wide variety of needs-including par
ents ' need to sit down. Benches have 
conveniently been provided for par
ents to rest on while their kids play 
Ethiopian hopscotch or listen to a 
rooster crow in Portuguese . For fam
ilies with children five or under, 

Where to Eat, Where to Stay 
Ideal restaurants for kids: 
Bertucci"s. 39 Stanhope Street; 

247-6161* . . 
Bostod Garden Sports Cafe. 

CallS8llyay Stretn; 723-6664. 
Park, North Market, 

Faneuu:Hallr 227·2098. 
Reck Cafe, 131 Clarendon 
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ModtHate 
The ~ Sonasta Hotel Boston

Cambridge; 1-800-343-7170. FeIt
tuI'e& Especially convenient for fam
-Hies; a nearby l1tban mafJ has 
drugstores, bookstores, and a.fMt~ 
food court. Free activities from mid
June Labor Day. Doubles 

there is a safe. enclosed area called 
Playspace . 

After we 'd sun-eyed a graphic and 
inforn1ative exhibit about digestion 
entitled "\-lind Your Own Business. ' 
Kate decided that she was hungry. 
We settled on lightships. a floating 
restaurant across the wharf that fea
tures as 1.95 kids ' menu. In spring or 
summer. another good choice is the 
ylilk Bottle , just outside the museum. 
It 's a giant milk-bottle - shaped hut 
that was once a dairy and now se[\-es 
light fare. 

After lunch we made a quick pass 
through the excellent gift shop on 
the ftrst floor of the Children'S Mu
seum and then headed next door to 
the Computer Museum- tl1e two mu
seums share a renovated nineteenth
century warehouse. The ftrst exhibit 
we encountered was a giant walk
through computer. and for a moment 
it seemed as if in one instructive day. 
I might fmally learn to understand the 
inner workings of both my digestive 
system and my word processor. Kate 
was impatient, mough, and hurried 
me on to those exhibits most suited 
to young children. (The museum 
thoughtfully provides a list.) In addi
tion to the hard-bargaining shop
keeper, we met a comput~r mat can 
tell you how tall you are just by look
ing at you , and " Vanna the Robot 
Arm," which spells Out your name 
with blocks. 

Kate and I were " museumed Out" 
for the day, but on our next trip we 
plan to visit the Boston Tea Parry 
Ship & Museum, located nearby. On 
board a full-size replica of an eigh
teenm-century ship , visitors can par
ticipate in a reenactment of me origi
nal tea-dumping protest- one of the 
most important and dramatic events 
leading to the American Revolution. 

Aquatic life and boas. 
Our second day in BostOn began 

with breakfast at anomer landmark 
that kids love: the Faneuil (pro
nounced FAN-yul) Hall Marketplace, 
which includes the Quincy Market 
and its endless edibles. This nine
teenth-century plaza, which has been 
a pedestrian mall for 150 years, offers 
a remarkable urban pageant and is 
also a great locale for younger kids to 
romp around. Entertainment is pro
vided by a changing cast of street mu
sicians and magicians - and , of 
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Why Kids Love Boston iContlnued i 

course . the mher Yisirors. 
But w e had ro get go ing ro our 

next srop : the :\e\\' England :\quar
ium on Central Wharf. There are 
new er and more splendid aquariums. 
but I still find Bosron 's breathtaking. 
It is hard ro imagine a more thrilling 
encounter with fish that doesn 't re
quire getting wet. For one thing. the 
aquarium is dark inside - indirect 
light from the exhibits is the main 
source of illumination - so you feel as 
if vou 're underwater. 

Kid-pleasing Attractions 

Reinforcing that illusion is the 
Giant Ocean Tank; at fo ur srories 
high, it 's one of the largest cylindri
cal saltwater tanks in the world . Com
plete with a re-created coral reef. it 
occupies the core of the building; visi
rors ciin1b a spiral pathway from the 
bottom ro therop . Ylo re than 800 
specimens call the tank home. includ
ing sharks, sea turtles , an d eels . 

Kate and I settled in one of the view
ing windows and watched sea crea
tures only inches away on the other 
side of the glass. Said Kate , " Oh , 
Mommy, it's so magical - I'm looking 
for Ariel. ' · Thus does life- aquatic 
and otherwise-imitate Disney. Trop
ical fish , barracudas , and stingrays in 
the ocean tank peacefully coexist, 
probably because they are plentifully 
and regularly fed by scuba divers. If 
you're lucky, you 'll get to see one. 

From the aquarium we rook the T 
to the Museum of Science, located on 
the Charles River, which separates 
Bosron and Cambridge. Compared 
with the Children 's Museum, the Mu
seum of Science is overwhelming. It 
would take weeks ro see it properly, 
so we decided ro concentrate on 
what caught our eye. Kate liked the 
gem exhibit-mainly, I think , be
cause a kind and attentive guide took 
the time ro explain everything care
fully. We both liked the boa constric
ror and his lively handler, who in
formed the assembled children that 
boas smell with their rongues . 

Next ro the boas was a large, egg
shaped chick hatchery, where we 
joined the crowd watching eggs 
hatching. Would they hatch soon? 
"Should we stick around and wait?" 
I asked a mother standing next ro me. 

" I don 't think so ," she said. " It 
takes a really long time because they 
push for a while and then they srop 
and rest. " 

"That sounds familiar ." said an-

Boston Harbor Cruises, at Long 
Wharf, Boston Harbor. Run from 
April through the. end of October. ' 
227-4321*. 

Boston Tea Party Ship & Mu
seum, at the museum wharf_ Ages 
five and up; 338-1773. 

Children's Museum, at the mu
seum wharf. ' Ages two and up; 
426-8855. 

Computer Museum, at the mu
seum wharf. Ages four and up; 
423-6758. 

Faneuil Hall Marketplace, next to 
the financial district; food, entertain
ment, and shopping; 523-1300_ 

Harvard Square, in Cambridge, 
just over the Charles River. Here 
you'll find the Wordsworth Book
store (354-5201) and plenty of other 
stores. Take the T Red Line to the 
Harvard Square stop. 

John F_ Kennedy Park, at the cor
ner of JFK Street and Memorial 
Drive, in Cambridge. 

other woman nearby, and all around 
the hatchery, mothers joined in the 
laughter. 

Following a tip from a museum em
ployee , Kate and I had lunch in the 
si...xth-floor cafeteria, looking out over 
the Charles. I can't imagine a better 
view in town: a sparkling blue river, 
sailboats , and seagulls. Our last stop 
at the museum was tl1e Mugar Omni 
Theatre , where we saw the film Blue 
Planet on a four-story screen. For 
adults and older kids, this is an extraor
dinary experience; smaller children 
might find it overwhelming. (If you 
do go , sit near the center of the thea
ter, where you 're less likely to get 
dizzy.) Much of the film was shot 
from space by NASA astronauts , and 
it makes a convincing case for the 
earth 's need for protection. 

Winding dovvn. 
I had intended to end the day ex

ploring Harvard Square , in Cam
bridge, where I'd worked during my 
years in Boston. But my daughter 
made it clear that she wasn 't in the 
mood for any more Sightseeing. In
stead we headed for the beautiful , 
tranquil John F. Kennedy Park on the 
banks of the Charles and then to 
Wordsworth, my favorite Harvard 
Square bookstore. Sure enough, we 
found in the children 's section a won-

Museum of Science, adjacent to 
the Boston Garden. Take t he T 
Green Line to Science Park. Ages 
four and up; 723-2500. 

New England Aquarium, at Cen
tral Wharf, Boston Harbor. Take the 
T to the Aquarium stop; 973-5200. 

Public Garden, in downtown Bos
ton. Home of the swan-boat rides, 
which run continuously from mid
May to September 20; 522-1966. 

Taste of Massachusetts, at City 
Hall Plaza, on Camb(idge Street. An 
outdoor festival with food, rides, 
puppet shows, magicians, and more_ 
September 3 to 7; 1-800-394-3378. 

Note: The Greater Boston Conven
tion & Visitors Bureau (531-4100) 
will send you information or answer 
any questions about the city. Ask for 
the Kids Love Boston guide. 

-Anne Klavans 

'The area code for aI/ of the above listings is 617 unless 
otherwise indicated. 

derfully knowledgeable clerk who 
quickly thought of half-a-dozen 
books that Kate might enjoy. 

The following morning, after a lei
surely picnic brunch by the banks of 
the Public Garden Pond, we rode the 
swan boats a couple of times. We 
strolled around the beautiful and near
by Back Bay section of town, and by 
the time we felt hungry again, it was 
almost time for tea. I thought this gen
teel Boston tradition might . impress 
Kate , so we changed into our best 
and went to the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, 
just across the street from the Public 
Garden. (The Ritz is the setting for 
another children 's-book classic , The 
Tmmpet of the Swan. ) As a harpist 
provided appropriate background 
music , the tearoom waiter lavished 
courtly attention on Kate. She loved 
the chocolate-gloved strawberries, 
leaving me to love the cucumber sand
wiches. We both loved the cookies 
and cakes . 

And we both loved Boston. The list 
of things that we didn 't get around to 

doing could fill up a half-dozen future 
trips . But then again , almost every 
place we went to was worth revisit
ing. And next time, I'm determined 
no t to pay that computer a pennv 
over 54 for the strawberries. @ 
Ann Banks w rites frequently on traveling 
with children . 
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kulking across the barren 
landscape of Mars, you whirl 
and fire at a giant sandworm. 
The surprised beast roars, 
then races away as you catch 
your breath. 

A video arcade game? 
No. Plain science fiction? 
No. What you just experi

enced was a new kind a reality - virtual 
realitv. 

The so-called "fourth dimension", 
"virtual reality" is a physical en\'iron
ment that consists solely of 3-D images 
generated from electronic data. 

The environments - which can be 
a precise replica of an existing land
scape or a completely fi ctional space -
are startlingl\' realisti c because the~' are 
so complete. The computer images are 
full\' three-dimensional - \,ou can look . , 

under a ledge or walk into a cave. 
The sensations of fal ling. fhing or 

moving can be e\'ery bit as vi\'id as the 
real thing. People who enter virtual 
realities frequently get motion sickness. 
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To enter virtual reality. vou put on 
a special helmet with a pair of minia
ture video screens. These screens dis
play images that are slightly different. 
Your brain combines the images to form 
a three-dimensional view of the subject. 

You also wear a glove or a full. 
coverall-type suit. Sensors in the hel
met, glove or suit telegraph your bod" 
movements to the computer. If you 
swing your head and turn around. the 
computer will displa\' the landscape 
"behind" you. Spinning again. th e 
image returns to show what's "in front'· 
of you. The movement of the images is 
in "real time," that is, it changes just as 
fast as you mo\'e \'our bod\'. You see 
the environment just as \,ou \rould 
experience if :.ou \rere actuall\' \\'alk
ing through it. 

Virtual realit\' si mul ations are 
used b\' the armed forces to put \'OU 

"on the battlefi eld." But. scientists 
hope that it can be used for other pur
poses. 

The high cost of powerful comput-

BY STEVE BLOUNT & LISA WALKER 

ers for simulating movement has kept 
virtual rea Ii tv in the lab. But it 's leak
ing out. In june, Virtual Reality Labo
ratories of San Luis Obispo , CA, 
release,d software that puts virtual real
ity on a Pc. 

Called VistaPro, the program con
tains landscapes. You create canyons. 
rivers, mountains. clouds - then "fly" 
through them. The images are dis
plaved on a standard \TGA color moni
tor. but the\' are not stereoscopic. This 
means you aren't "in" the landscape 
like vou are wearing a VR helmet, but 
the images are still 3-D. A compro
mise, but it's a lot cheaper than a full
blo\\'n VR set (between S25.000 and 
S100 .000 ). 

For outrageous \'irtua l realit\' 
exper ience. \'i sit The Computer 
Museum in Boston - the ",orld's on1\' 
computer museum. There's a perma
nent \ 'R exhibit: sit in \'our sw i\' el 
chaiI;~nd \'isit "bfR\'e ne\l' \I'orlds. ,. 

It' s the next best thing to being 
there . • 
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PORTA-GYM 
The Stealth Gym Flexerciser exercise 
rod generates between 20 and 70 
pounds of resistance when you bend 
it into 0 U-shape. The fiv~oot-lang , 
twcrpound rod is said to be three 
hmes stTOnger than steel and con be 
used to work every lorge muscle 
group. Price: $50. Exercise Products, 
12377 Merit Dr, Suite 1140, LB 
#90, Dallas TX 75251. 

MIxED 
BREED 

(,IMadrid-bosed Seat SA, port of 
Volkswagen, unveils the Toledo with 

hopes of entering the U.S market. 
Based on the Jetta floor plan, the cor 

blends German engineering and 
Spanish styling. It's oHered with four 
V'N gos engines from 75 to 136 hp, 

plus 0 68-hp diesel. Power steering 
and 0 tilt/slide sunroof ore standard; 

antilock brakes come on the tOpilf· 
thEHine models. 
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WIDE-ANGLE SECURITY 
Thanks to a 190iJegree-origie sensor, the Reflex Professional Motion Sensor Ught 

Control SL-5313 detects any warm moving object 

MUSEUM 
WARE 

The Computer Museum now oHers 
eieht of its interactive exhibits as 
Exhibit Kit Programs for personal 

computers. The Color the States kit 
(shown) illustrates voice recognition; 
a mop of the United States is colored 

using speech commands. The kits 
cost from $875 to $5,400 and 

come with educational mate rials and 
layout suggestions; some incluPe)ld

ditional hardware. The CarffPuter 
Museum, .300 Congress sCSoston 

MA02210. 

in a 8, 1 OO-squar~oot area. The $40 light 
has a pre-wired, bright quam halogen light 

trot can be programmed to remain lit 
from 1 to 20 minutes when the sensor is 

triggered. Heath Zenith, 455 Riverview 
Dr., Benton Harbar MI 49022. 

WINDOW 
DRESSING 
Silhouette window shadings combine 
the softness of curtains, the insulohve 
properties of shades, and the privacy 
and light control of blinds. They are 
available in 30 colors. Price: $300 
for a stondord-size window. Hunter 
Douglas Window Fashions, One 
Duette Way, Broomfield CO 80C'?0. 
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SECRET 
AGENT 
SEDAN 
The Rhino oll-terroin vehicle is 
007 rnateriol: II hos windows thai 
withstand sledgehommer blows, a 
body and ~res that endure multiple 
shots frorn d firemm, and 0 rompart 
thot sprays tear gas. Based 011 the 

SMART 
YO-YO 
Now even a beginner can perform 
yrryo tricks. When Yomega's 512 
yrrya reoches the end of its string, a 
~ny clutch is released, winding the 
yrryo bock up to your hand. The 
Computer Museum Store, 300 
Congress St, Boston 1M 02110. 

BICYCUNG 
ROBOT 
A ~ny ceromic gyro keeps this robot 
from losing its balance. If the robot 
storts to tip, the 31/ tgram GyrostOf 
signals on on-boOfd computer, which 
then tells the robot how to steer to 
regain stability The 575 GyrostOf 
- which someday may be used in ai r
plones, cor naviga~on devices, and 
missile guidance systems-was deve~ 
oped by /.\urata Manufacturing in -
Kyoto, Jopon. 

Mitsubishi Montero, rile limi ted produc~on vehicle costs up 
to 5125,000, depending on op~ons. Advanced GenelOQoll Molors, 
801 Brickell Ave, Miomi FL 33 131. 
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UNDERWATER STEREO 
The Swirnrnan personal stereo system-with headset, FM receiver, and cassette 
player-is waterproof so you can listen to music while in or under the water. One
way receiver ond tronsmitter units are op~onal. Price: obout 5200. PI-Thorion 
Interno~onol, 72 4 Hemon, St. Louis MO 63 130_ 
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The Walk-Through 
Computer uses a 

wall·sized screen, a 
working trackball 

as big as a car and 
chips the size of 

single beds to 
explain the parts of 

a personal computer 

TheBoston 
The Computer Museum covers 

the history and future of computers, 

from ENIAC to multimedia work 

stations, from dire predictions 

of robotic hell to speculation 

on machines' potential humanness 

By Le~ Gomes 
MCTC\.lry Nt'''''1 StAff Writer 

BOSTON 

I T MAY have taken Silicon Valley to invent the modern 
personal computer, but it took BostDn to give it its due. 

This city is borne to the Computer Museum, which for 
eight years has been the only gallery in the world devoted 
exclusively to collecting, displaying, explaining, celebrating 
and occasionally critiquing the mindlike mechanical won
ders that are reshaping the world around us. 

Housed in 53,000 square feet on two floors in a typical 
BostDn red brick building near the site of a famous colonial 
tea party, the museum spans the history of modern comput
ers. from yesterday's ENlAC to tomorrow's multimedia 
work stations. Boston visitors with any curiosity about 
silicon subjects are likely to find the few hours required to 
tour the museum as stimulating as any spent at Beanwwo's 
more traditional tourist fare, such as Fanewl Hall or Har
vard Yard. 

Unlike San Jose 's smaller but more eclectic Tech Muse
um of Innovation (formerly The Garage), which highlights a 
variety of disparate technologies incl uding biotech, the 
Computer Musewn lives up to its name and is a transistor
only alfair. 

See MUSEUM. Page 6F 

Party 

The 'animatron' at the keyboard gives visitors a view of computers past 
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Preserving past, probing future 
.MUSEUM 
f rom Page IF 

Visitors here can see computer
generated art; examine some of 
the predictions, both prescient and 
boneheaded, that have been made 
about the machines over the years; 
and give a once-over to a computer 
that's so big you can literally walk 
through it. 

As is the case with every self
respecting science museum since 
San Francisco's ultra-hands-on Ex
ploratorium revolutionized the 
field, touching !tere is encouraged. 
There are computer displays that 
let visitors play architect and de
sign a redwood deck or play God 
and design a mountain range. 

While the museum is not com
pletely devoted to personal com
puters - it has one of the world's 
best collections of early, user-hos
tile business machines, as well as a 
boffo robots exhibit - it's clearly 
the love affair with computers 
launched by the personal computer 
that is responsible for the muse
um's popularity. 

Nearly 150,000 people visit it ev
ery year, about 40 percent school
children from the greater Boston 
area. 

Oliver Strimpel, the museum's 
British-born, astrophysics-trained 
director, said that while the exhib
its are designed with a bright 12-
year-old in mind, adult visitors, 
even those professing to be com
puter literate, never feel like they 
are being condescended to. . 

"We get some very technical vis
itors, and they end up playing with 
the exhibits just like kids," he said. 
"The excuse they use is, 'I want to 
see how they explain this.' " 
. The museum had its origins in 
the attics of some early luminaries 
of Digital Equipment Corp. who 
donated some of the historic ma
chines from their private collec-
tions. . 

Chief among them was Gordon 
Bell, one of DEC's best-known en
gineers;' Bell's wife, Gwen, is on the 
museum's staff. 

The museum was originally 
housed in the lobby of a DEC build
ing but in 1984 moved to its pre
sent location. Despite its early 
DEC ties, the museum now goes 
out of its way to include products 
from all leading industry suppliers, 
and virtually all . of computing's 
most famous corporate names 
have been benefactors over the 

The museum has 
two charters - to 
play preservationist, 
saving historic 
machines from the 
scrap heap, and to 
explain and teach 
about computer 
technology and its 
social impact. 

years. 
The museum has two charters 

- to play preservationist by keep
ing historic machines from being 
consigned to the scrap heap and to 
explain and teach about computer 
technology and its social impact. 

As a result, old-timers can wax 
nostalgiC looking at the vacuum 

. tubes and core memories used dur
ing the '40s and '50s, while young
sters whose notion of ancient· histo
ry is the Apple II can play proto
type arcade games. 

A typical exhibit is "Smart Ma
chines," which takeS gallery-goers 
through the many promises and 
false starts of artificial intelli
gence in an effort to answer the 
question of how humanlike com
puters can ultimately become. 

And "People and Computers" at
tempts to set computers in a larg
er social context, with each of its 
gallery spaces devoted to a decade 
and its machines, with music and 
film clips providing the ambience. 

With "In the Mood" playing in 
the background in the first space, 
we see the room-sized monsters 
that helped the Allies win War 
World II, and then follow on 
through Elvis, the Beatles and 
Hammer as · computers evolve 
from mM 360 mainframes all the 
way down - or up, depending on 
your point of view - to Nintendo 
games. 

The museum's most famous ex
hibit is the' Walk-Through Comput
er, which uses a wall-sized screeD, 
a working mouse trackball as big 
as a car and microprocessor chips 
the size of single beds to explain 
the different parts of a personal 

computer. The displays are all eye
catching and state-of-the-art, but 
the museum knows how to do more 
than mount an impressive exhibit 
and is a master of the educational 
publicity stunt. 

For example, it sponsors the an
nual Computer Bowl, a kind of 
Trivial Pursuit for the bits-and
bytes <;I'Owd. And last November, 
it hosted the first running of the 
Turing Test, in which human judg
es sat at terminals and typed 
away, trying to figure out if a per
son or a computer was at the other 
end. (The judges reported that with 
one exception, it was pretty easy to 
tell the biological from the me
chanical entities.) 

The museum has a $2 million 
annual budget, half of which is 
spent developing new exhibits. It 
operates in the black, with income 
from . admissiOns, gift shop sales, 
donations and fees paid by other 
museums for portable displays 
that take some of the museum's 
more popular exhibits on the road. 

The tone throughout much of the 
museum is upbeat, even booster
ish, although some of the down
sides of computers .are explored. 
For example, there is a film clip 
from the 1960s of a United Auto 
Workers leader lamenting the p0s
sible job loss that robots might 
bring about. . 

Strimpel said the museum will 
be paying even more attention to 
computers' dark side, such as their 
potential to invade privacy, in its 
next two exhibits, which will deal 
with the personal computer itself 
and with the networks that no";. 

While the museum . 
is not completely 
devoted to personal 
computers, it's the 
. love affair with 
computers launched 
by the per~onal ' 
computer that is ' 
responsible for its 
popularity . . 

connect computers all over the 
world. 

That, though, is all in the muse
um's charter - to make comput
ers seem a little less strange. 

"We hope people will have a 
sense of what the computer can 
do," he said. ''We don't want people 
to feel shut out. We want to give 
people a sense. of ownership." 

·IF YOU'RE INTERESTED 
The Computer Museum 18 at 300 
Congress St., B08ton, Mass. 02210. 
Winter hours are 10 to 5 Tuesday 
through Sunday; summer hours are 
10 to 6 every day and 10 to 9 on Fri
day. Admission Is $6 for adults and 
$5 for students and seniors, with 
half-price admissions available Satur
days until noon. The phone number Is 
(617) 426-2800. 

HIGH~TECH 
EXPOSE 

. Robert X. Cringely 
Infowodd's most Influential 
computer indus~ gossip columnist 
reveals the latest inside information 
and discusses his controversial nelll book. 

Wednesday, February 19 
7:00 to 8:30 PM at 

~
' Computer Literacy . 

Bookshops Inc. ~'i~ .now, ' . . , .};., 

_ 2590 North Arst Street, at TrimbleRd. :·i:~/; 
C ,)1111 San Jose, CA. 95131 ~.(408) 435-1118 ' ; .~ 
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What Makes a Good Computer Exhibit? 
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Members of the Martin Luther King, 
Jr., School's 8th grade computer 
closs tell Noah Southall of The 
Computer Museum what they like 
and don't like about the exhibit. 

~ ... ---'" '" 

F or ten years, The Computer Museum has used 
computers in nearly all its exhibits, establishing 
itself as a leader in the use of computers in museum 
settings. Over time and through many trials and 
errors, the Museum has gained a solid understand
ing of what visitors want when using computers in 
an informal learning environment. 

In response to requests from around the world, 
the Museum is now sharing its expertise with other 
museums in a variety of ways. One of the most 
important is the Exhibit Kits Program, which 
exports software programs that have been tried and 
tested to other museums. They include Eureka, in 
Halifax, Nova Scotia; MUSEOGRAFICA S.c., in 
Mexico; Philadelphia's Franklin Institute; the St. 
Louis (MO) Science Center, The Tech, in San Jose, 
CA, and the Children's Hands-On Museum, 
Olympia, WA. 

The NEWS thought its readers might be inter
ested in what the Museum has learned. Here are 
some of the principles which Director of Education 

Natalie Rusk, Director of Exhibits Greg Welch, 
and Exhibit Developer Da'"id Greschler discussed 
recently at the annual Association of Science
Technology Centers (ASTC) conference in 
Toronto, Ontario: 

Experience is the message 
The Museum has discovered that computers in 
museum settings should not simply replace other 
information delivery systems, such as signs or 
books. The most successful interactive computer 
exhibits let the visitor experience the topic being 
presented. For example, the approach in designing 
the Height Sensor exhibit was to let visitors 
experience a computer measuring their height -
rather than merely being told that computers can 
measure their height. 

Make it matter 
The Museum has found that commercial software 
programs generally do not make compelling 
exhibits. Most visitors need a broader context or 
motivating force to use a computer. 

For example, to explain how a spreadsheet works, 
the new TOOLS & TOYS exhibit engages visitors in 
the activity of spending a million dollars. To 
introduce visitors to spell-checking, the Museum 
designed a two-player game where they can check 
each other's spelling, comparing it to the com
puter's version. In each case, visitors are involved in 
an interesting activity, while using the tool being 
demonstrated. 

Modify, don't re-invent, the wheel 
Like the computer industry, the Museum has 
moved away from creating software from scratch to 
reconfiguring existing software and using authoring 
systems. In one example, Dan Griscom used 
MacroMedia Director, an interactive animation and 
presentation system, to create the software for the 
Make Your Own Cartoon and The Talking 
Computer stations in TOOLS & TOYS. This is far 

Colltilllled 011 P.2 



Director's Letter 

A Mandate to Educate 
The Computer Museum's mission is to educate and 
inspire people of all ages and backgrounds on the technol
ogy, applications, and impact of computing through 
dynamic exhibitions and programs. In the past three years 
we have concentrated our resources on developing new 
exhibitions. It's now time to evaluate and plan the other 
part of the mission - our programs. 

Today, the number of young people - especially 
women and people-of-color - pursuing careers in 
science, mathematics, and engineering is at a critical low. 
While many youths are interested in computers, the 
average school has only one computer per 30 students. 

Given these realities, how can we leverage the 
Museum's unique resources, namely its exhibits and 
collections, to create the most effective programs possible? 
Can we create new informal education approaches to 
computing that we can share with other organizations, 
locally and nationally? How can we most effectively help 
schools? How can we make sure that young women and 
minorities benefit from our programs? 

Natalie Rusk has an 
Ed. M. in Interactive 
Technology from the 
HaNard Graduate 
School of Education 
and has worked as a 
consultant to the MIT 
Media Lab's 
Epistemology and 
Learning Graup. 

What Makes a Good Computer Exhibit? (continuedfrom P.l) 

Fortunately, the Museum is in a better position than ever 
to tackle these questions. First, we recently named 
Natalie Rusk Director of Education. Her training, 
experience, and keen motivation to educate qualify her 
perfectly to develop our new programs. As the 
Museum's Acting Education Director, she has done an 
excellent job integrating our educational agenda into 
many of our exhibits and special events. 

Second, we hope to launch The Computer 
Clubhouse, a vibrant learning environment where 
young people, aged 10 to 15, will learn about science, 
mathematics, and technology. They will be able to 
design their own computer-based simulations, games, 
newsletters, 3D designs and robotic devices. Serving 
more than 1,000 local youth a year, the Clubhouse will 
give us a wealth of firsthand experience casting light 
on some of the questions raised above. 

And third, we have formed a special committee of the 
Board to develop tJ:1e Museum's education strategy. Now 
is a good time for you to tell us what education programs 
you, our Members and supporters, think the Museum 
should offer. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

OLS~ 
Dr. Oliver Strimpel 
Executive Director 

less time-consuming than creating 
entirely new software, and easier to 
modify once evaluated. It also 
broadens the range and power of 
media used in a single interactive 
program. 

informal observation of visitors in 
the Smart Machines Gallery and 
grew to formalized research in 1990 
for the Museum's Exhibit Kits 
Program, sponsored in part by The 
National Science Foundation. 

As part of this evaluation process, 
the Museum's exhibit development 
team met three times with 8th graders 
from Boston's Martin Luther King, 
Jr., Middle School. The 22-student 
computer class, who served as the 
Official Student Advisory Team, 
evaluated different exhibits, gave 
advice about the three-dimensional 
design, and helped weed out unclear 
words in the exhibit text. 

Evaluate 
But there is no way to assure an 
exhibit's success without trying it 
out on visitors. The Museum has 
developed a "formative evaluation" 
process, which is now a fundamental 
part of the exhibit design process. 
The evaluation process began with 

With TOOLS & TOYS, the Museum 
built the Exhibit Lab, a modest 
prototype area where visitors "road
tested" the programs, contributing 
more than 300 evaluations. This 
allowed the Museum to test the 
functionality of the software and 
make sure it conformed to a broader 
vision of the exhibit. 

o 
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Meet the Board 
Four new Directors were elected at the annual meeting in June. They represent an exciting, diverse 
group of leaders from the computing community. In their own words, they explain why they think the 
Museum is important and why they joined the Board. 

Richard M. Burnes, Jr. 
General Partner, Charles River 
Ventures (and President of 
subsidiary, Charles River Resources) 

"One of the significant events 
of the second half of the 20th 
century has been the dawning 
of the computer industry. The 
computer and its derivatives, 
semiconductors and communi
cations equipment, have created 
a second industrial revolution, 
fundamentally changing work 
patterns. The Computer 
Museum has a role in chroni
cling, archiving and displaying 
the development of the com
puter industry so that current 
and future generations can 
better understand this profound 
influence on their lives. 

"I accepted nomination to the 
Board because: 1) I thoroughly 
support the basic concept of the 
institution. It has a major role 
to play in disseminating 
information and educating 
people about the computer 
industry; 2) The Museum also 
has the potential to be a 
significant Boston institution, 
contributing to the depth, color 
and character of our city, as 
well as keeping the Boston area 
in the forefront of computer 
developments; 3) The develop
ment of younger institutions 
interests me, and I look forward 
to helping make the Museum 
stronger." 

Roger Heinen, Jr. 
Senior Vice President and General 
Manager, Macintosh Software 
Architecture Division, Apple 
Computer, Inc. 

"Computing technology has 
changed our lives in a few short 
years. We hope it will change 
our lives for the better in the 
years to come. The Computer 
Museum plays two important 
roles. First, it chronicles the 
progress of this technology. 
Second, it fosters awareness of 
the technology in a simple-to
understand way. 

"Why did I join the Board? 
How could I resist? I've 
admired and enjoyed the 
Museum for many years. It's 
about time I gave something 
back. I'm happy to help in any 
way I can." 

Dr. Barry M. Horowitz 
President, CEO, and Trustee, 
The MITRE Corporation 

"Ancient history on the 
computer technology time scale 
occurred only a short time ago 
on most other time scales. We 
need to preserve and illuminate 
this history with great energy 
in order not to lose it alto
gether. This is why the 
Museum is important. 

"I joined the Board because I 
would like to help in develop
ing new ways to make knowl
edge of computing available to 
as many people as possible. 
After all, computer technology 
is becoming a more important 
part of everyone's life." 

Dorothy A. Terrell 
President, SunExpress (a Sun 
Microsystems, Inc. Business) and 
Corporate Executive Officer of Sun 
Microsystems, Inc. 

"Everyone - from students to 
computer scientists - needs 
to understand where the 
computer industry has been in 
order to proceed into the 
future. The Computer Museum 
does this. It has great historical 
value, as well as being critical 
to the education of future 
generations. 

"I became involved with the 
Board because - as a President 
of SunExpress - I have a 
personal interest in The 
Computer Museum and what it 
represents for educating the 
public about how computers 
work and their applications. 

"I want to help ensure the 
Museum's continuance, to 
make whatever contributions I 
can, and to find ways in which 
the inner city and the Museum 
can work together for mutual 
benefit." 

e 
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IIAt first my 13-year
old didn't want to visit. 
Now he doesn't want to 
leave." 

I~e'li have to come 
back. I had no idea 
there was so much 
here." 

Initial reaction to the new 
exhibit has been extremely 
positive, according to a July 
visitor survey by independent 
evaluator Kathryn O'Neill. 
"The gallery excites young 
people and groups especially," 
she reports. In fact, 85 percent 
of those surveyed visited in 
groups of two to five . 

TOOLS & TOYS "captures their 
imagination," says O'Neill. 

While many visitors saw the area as a "playroom 
for kids," almost 75 percent understood that the 
exhibit's purpose was educational and that it was 
designed as a hands-on exhibit to show the 
various uses of the computer. 

Th~AMAZING 
P~r50nal [omput~r 

Exhibit carpenter Wayne Cookson takes a break from 
hammering and painting last spring. 

The three most popular theme areas were: 
Making Sound, Making Pictures, and Playing 
Games. Almost 30 of the exhibit's 37 stations 
made visitors' lists of favorites. "It's unusual that 
so many different things appeal to so many 
different people," O'Neill noted. She was also 
surprised - given how much easier it is to 
criticize than be positive - that 64 percent of 
those surveyed had no response to "What do you 
like least?" Another surprise was how many 
grandparents and grandchildren visited together 
- 10 percent. 

Museum Designer Ted Groves shows volunteers the floor 
plan for TOOLS & TOYS: The Amazing Personal Computer 
in March 1992. 

Some of the team who brought you TOOLS & TOYS stand near the entrance. They are from the left: Asa Chibas, Dan 
Griscom, Greg Welch, Ted Groves, Lauren O'Neal, Natalie Rusk, Stina Cooke, Dan Greene, and David Greschler. 



'/ayground. 

Boston Computer Society Chairman Jonathan Rotenberg (second from right), who initiated plans 
for the exhibit over 10 years ago, helps TOOLS & TOYS sponsor Mitchell Kapor, President, 
Electronic Frontier Foundotion (for lelt), during the ribbon-cuffing ceremony in June. Museum 
Executive Director Dr. Oliver Strimpel (second from left) and Gardner Hendrie, Chairman of the 
Museum's Board (for right), join in. 

In the Making Sound orea, 
visitor Billy Brown, 10 (on 
left), reads a sentence into 0 

computer and then plays it 
backwards. Sister Lisa, 12 
(center), uses a voice re
cognition system to write a 
leffer she can print out and 
take back with her to 
Kirkwood, Missouri. On the 
right, Beth Brown, 13, types 
a sentence which the com
puter says right back to her! 

Using 3D glasses, a Museum 
visitor explores the third 
dimension in the Playing 
Games area. 

• • • 

Top Five Interactive Stations 
(according to the visitor survey): 

o Be Your Own Band 
Use a MIDI system with drumstick 
and keyboard to compose, play and 
record everything from classical to 
salsa and rock music. 

oAlphabet Noodle Soup 
Choose a word in English or Spanish 
and use the letters to see how many 
words you can make. 

oMake Your Own Cartoon 
Find out how computer-assisted 
animation works by creating a short 
cartoon using digitized sounds of 
frogs, birds, and flies. 

o Entering the Third Dimension 
Use 3D glasses and zoom through 
a corridor while avoiding speeding 
objects. 

o Draw on the Wall 
Draw on a grand scale using a giant 
projection of a paint program. 



Student Interns Chip In and Learn 

Being an intern was "a great opportunity to 
do architecture and design hands-on," said 
Tommy Chau. Tommy, Nikiya Coats, 
Benjamin Folayan and Jose Torres spent 
last summer as interns at the Museum in a 
program sponsored by the Hyams and 
Boston Globe Foundations. 

A freshman focusing on architecture at 
the Franklin Institute of Technology this 
fall, Tommy helped Museum Designer 
Ted Groves draft a plan for the enhance
ment of the Smart Machines Gallery. 

Boston Latin Academy junior Ben 
Folayan did research for the Development 
Department and helped Engineer Steve 
Snow repair exhibits. It was "fun," Ben 
reported. "I learned a lot about how 
computers work." 

Today's Milestones ••• 

Nikiya, an East Boston High School tenth 
grader, surveyed Museum visitors, gauging 
attitudes and buying patterns for the 
Store. Jose, back for a second summer at 
the Museum, helped the Education 
Department evaluate its new Educational 
Activities Packet. Jose will be a Dorchester 
High School junior this fall. 

"The Computer Museum is a stimulat
ing environment for the students," says 
Hyams Foundation Program Officer Vicky 
Nunez. "The program helps them build 
self-esteem. Kids in this program have gone 
to college and become involved in other 
community activities." 

Mini Disk Drive and See-Through Mouse 

Two recent donations highlight efforts of the Museum's 
Collections Department to acquire milestones of contempo
rary computer history. The first, donated by Steve Volk, 
President of Integral Peripherals, consists of clear-top samples 
of the first subminiature, 20 megabyte hard drives for PC
compatible computers. His Boulder, Colorado, company has 
already introduced 60 and 80 megabyte versions since his June 
donation. 

The second acquisition is one of the clear-case mice 
produced by Logitech, Inc., of Fremont, California. It 
commemorates the shipping of the company's two millionth 
PC-compatible mouse. 

Nikiya Coots tries out the virtual reality swivel choir, as 
her fellow interns look on. From the left: Jose Torres, 
Coots, Benjamin Folayan, and Tommy Chou. 

Integral Peripherals' hard drive (bock right) is even smaller than the Logitech mouse (left 
foreground). 

Museum Wins Design Award 

Computer Museum Designer Ted Groves 
recently won the 1992 American 
Association of Museums (AAM) Publica
tions Design Competition award in 
Supplementary Materials. His design of 
the promotional package for the Museum's 
Exhibits Kits Program was one of five 
winners in its category and one of 39 first 
places among some 1,500 entries in all 
categories from across the US and Canada. 

The engaging yellow package includes a 
demo disk introducing the Kits Program, 

o 

which was launched in 1991 by the 
Museum in response to requests from 
museums and science centers around the 
world. The Computer Museum sells eight 
of its most popular interactive computer 
exhibits as affordable portable kits. 

"I wanted the design to show the 
diversity and fun of the kits themselves," 
explains Groves, who in 1991 also won 
PRINT Magazine's Design Excellence 
Award for the Museum Store's mail-order 
catalog. 

"1!Fl 
~ 
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The "hands-on" promotional package features a demo disk 
(right) previewing the Kits Program. 
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Upcoming 

Exhibits 
NOW OPEN!!! 

Events 

TOOLS & TOYS: The Amazing Personal (omputer 
Music, groupware, graphics, video produc
tion, simulations - and virtual reality - are 
some of the exciting and amazing new 
applications featured at 35 different interac
tive stations. These interactive programs have 
been custom-designed to illustrate the cutting 
edge of personal computer appl ications . 
Free with Museum admission. 

Events 
Saturday, October 31, 1992: 10am-5pm 
1 :OOpm Robot-lace Pointing 
2:30pm Costume Parade 

"High-Tech Halloween" 
It's Tech-or-Treat time at The Computer 
Museum l Kids 18 and under - who dress up 
as a robot, computer, mouse or in any other 
costume - wi ll get in free. Join the costume 
parade, explore The Haunted Walk-Through 
Computer, and create a computerized jack-o
lantern face . 
Special treats for kids. 

Saturday, December 26-Thursday, December 31, 1992 

"Explore Your Roots" 
Take a favorite relative to the Museum over 
the holidays and make history together! At a 
special interactive exhibit, you can interview 
family members about their lives and then 
record your interview on a computer with 
digitized video. For times, call our talkinp 
computer at (61 7)423-6758. 
Free with Museum admission . 

PLEASE NOTE WINTER HOURS: THE COMPUTER MUSEUM IS OPEN TUESDAY-SUNDAY 10AM-5PM. HALF PRICE SUNDAYS 3-5PM (NO LONGER SATURDAYS lOAM-NOON) 

WINTER HOURS: Open Tuesday-Sunday, 10am-5pm. Closed Monday, except 
Boston school holidays and vacations. Closed Thanksgiving, Christmas and 
New Year's Day. 
SUMMER: Open daily 10am-6pm, Fridays until 9pm. 

ADMISSION: Adults $6.00, students and seniors $5.00. Half price Sunday 3 to 5pm. 
Free to Museum Members and children under five. For more information on 
exhibits or special events, call our talking computer at (617) 423-6758. 

Support The Computer Museum! Members get free admiss ion for one year; T he Computer Museum NEWS, a newsletter of Museum activities; the 
Anllual report; invitations to exhibit previews and members-only events; advance notice of exhibitions and lectures; a 10% discount on purchases over $5 in the 
Museum Store. For more information, call the Membership Department (6 17)426-2800 ext. 338. 

~-----------------I 
Individual Memberships Family Memberships 
D $35 One-yeal D $50 One-yeal 
D $60 Two-yeal D $90 Two-yeal 
D $25 One-yeal sludenl' __ Number of family members. 

Dl wouldolsollketomokeotox-deductiblechoriloblecontribulion 

Yes, sign me up! My check, payable 10 The Compuler Museum, is enclosed in Ihe 

omounlof $ Or, chalge my DMoslercord, DViso, DAmericon Express. 

Cord # _ _____________ Expiralion DOle ____ _ 

Signolure ______________________ _ 

Nome _______________ _______ _ 

Slreel ______________________ _ 

Cily/Slole!Zip ___________________ _ 

Telephone 1 _ _ 1 _________________ _ 

Compony Nome ___________________ _ _ 

D Please contact me about volunteering at the Museum. 

Will your company molch your membership? DYes DNo. 
If yes, pleose send oppropriole mOlching membership form. 

• Please enclose verifimlion 

4<----------------~ 
/ 

_
The 

' . Computer 
Museum 

Museum Wharf 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 022'0 
(6' 71 426-2800 

Address Correction Requested 

Mr. Gardner C. Hen drie 
Sigma Partn e rs 
300 Commerci a l Str ee t, 
Boston, Massac hus e tts 
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8:30 

10:30 - 11:15 

12:00 

The Computer Museum 

BOARD OF DIRECfORS MEETING 
June 11, 1993 

8:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 

Call to Order of Meeting of the Members of the Corporation 

Proposal to Amend Bylaws: 
Discussion 
Vote on Adoption of Amendments to Bylaws 

Election of Chairman 
Election of Vice Chairman 
Election of Members of the Board of Trustees 

Meeting Adjourns 

Call to Order of Meeting of the Board of Trustees 

Election of Officers 
Election of Standing Committees: 

Executive, Nominating, Audit, Endowment 
Election of Members of the Board of Overseers 
Election of Honorary Trustees 

FY93 Review and Goals for FY94 
Budget Discussion 

Break: 
Visit to The Computer Clubhouse 

The Capital Campaign 
Status and Discussion of Next Steps 

Exhibit Planning 
The Networked Society 

Meeting Adjourns 



Gardner Hendrie 

Charles Zraket 

Oliver Strimpel 

Sam Albert 

Gordon Bell 

Gwen Bell 

Edward Belove 

Lynda Bodman 

Richard Burnes 

Richard Case 

Jon Eklund 
David Kaplan 

Jim McKenney 

David Nelson 

Suhas PatH 

Tony Pell 

Nick Pettinella 

Bill Poduska 

Jean Sammet 

Ed Schwartz 

Paul Severino 

Hal Shear 

Michael Simmons 

Irwin Si tkin 

Attendees 
Board of Directors Meeting 

Friday, June 11, 1993 

Dorothy Terrell (arriving late) 

Tom Franklin 
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J. Th'~m o.s Ft- ':1.t'"If( I Ir, ., Es''l. 617876 :=; 1:=:8 

LUCASH, GESMER & UPDEGROVE 
Attorneys at Law 

One McKinley Square 
Boston, Massachusetts 02109 

" Telephone (617) 723-27~O 
Telecopier (617) 723-3357 

TELECOPIER 

DATE: June 8, 1993 

TO: Gardner Hendrie, Charles Zraket and Oliver strimp~l 

TELECOPIER NUMBER: 367-0478, 271-7999. 426-2943 

FROM: Torn Franklin 

TELECOPIER NUMBER: (617) 661-5685 

NUMBER OF PAGES (INCLUDI~G COVER): 5 

MESSAGE: Gentlemen: This preliminary draft is for your review 
against the already circulated agenda and related ' materia ls~ 
Particularly tentative material I have bracketed. I would like to 
receive comments by phone to 661-5685, and we can discuss 
Thursday and Friday before the meeting. 

Many thanks. 

This facsimile is sUbject to attorney-client privilege an~ 
contains confidential information intended only for th~ person (s) 
named above. If you have received this facsimile in error, please 
notify us immediately by telephone and destroy the original 
transmission without maktng a copy. 

If all pages are not received, please call (617) 661-5685. I 

sent by: JTF Date sent: June 8, 1993 Time sent: 8:30 a.m. 
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1993 Annu~l Meeting Scripted Agenda 
6/7 /93 I 

I! 
MR. HENDRIE 

I 1. Call to Order: 
I 

May the meeting please come to order? The Clerk ' ha~ advis~d 
me that a quorum is pres1ent and therefore we may proceed with tqe 
formal annual meeting of the members of the museu~. ~ 

[welcoming remarks '- optional] I 
2. Amendment of Bylaws: , , ' 

[explanatory remarks reasons for changing . goyernanc1 .. ' 
summary of Bylaw changes to do so (see Lynda Bodman ~emo) ) I 

Is there any discussion of the proposed Bylaw changes? ,J 

[discussion] I 
If there is no fur~her discussion may I request a motion? I 

~ Is there a second? i 
i 

All those in favor , please signify by saying "Aye" 

Those opposed by saying "Nay" 

I declare the amendments adopted. 
I 

3. Election of Cha'irman: 

~ 

I 
j 
~ 

The next order of I business is the e l ection of a Cha i rman fof 
the Museum. In accordance with the new bylaws the Chairman W~ll 
be elected for a term qf three years. I am very pleO$ed to repqrt 
the nomination by the Nominating Committee of Charles Zraket. 

[optional remarks concerning the nominee) 

Is there a motion? And a second? Any discussion? 

All those in favor, "Aye" - opposed, "Nay" 

I declare Mr. Zraket duly elected and I ask that he 
forward and chair the remainder of this meeting. 
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MR. ZRAKET 

4. Election of Vice+Chairman: 

~~ 

I 
[optional remarks] ! 

The next order of: business is the election bf a Vice~ 
Chairman of the Museum, 'who shall serve for a term of one yearr 
The new bylaws permit th~ election of more than one Vice-Chairmar 
but at present the Nomihating Coromi ttee has proposed only one ( 
and it is a presump~ion by the Nominating and Executive 
Committees that the Vice-Chair will share the responsibilities of 
the Chair and thereby be best-qualified to succeed him or her at 
the end of the Chair's ~hree year term. I am pleased t9 report 
the Nominating Committee 's recommendation of Dick Case for thi~ 
office. 'I 

[optional remarks] ii 
~i 

May I have a motion? And a second? Is there any ~iscpssion?~ 

All those in favor please say "Aye" - opposed, "Nay" ~ 

I welcome Dick as Vice Chair and declare him duly elected. ~ 

~ 
5. Election of Board of Trustees: ~ 

I would like to as~ the chair of our nominating committee~ 
Lynda Bodman, to present the slate nominated for election to th~\3 
new Board of Trustees [and the term for which they are 
nominated?] 

[Lynda Bodman report] 
I 

Is there any discus~ion of the slate or other nominations? 

Is there 
indicated?]? Is 

All those 

a motion to elect the slate 
there a jeCOnd? 

in favor, ItAye" - opposed, "Nay". 

[for the terms 

\ 
I declare the slate elected and welcome the new Trustees. 

That concludes the agenda for the annual meeting of thf~ 
members of the Museum. Is there any further business that any 
member would like to bring before the meeting? If 'not I wil'l 
entertain a motion to adjourn - and a second. The meetin9 of the 
members is adjourned and we will move immediately into the annuafJ.. 
meeting of the Board of Trustees. 1 

'f .' 
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6. call to order: 

·1 

I 
tl i 
1 
I 

May the meeting please come to order? The Clerk has advise~ 
me that a quorum is pres~nt and therefore we may proceed with th~ 
formal annual meeting of It he board of trustees of the museum. 

[welcoming remarks - optional J : I' 
I 

7. Election of Officers: 
I 

The Nominating Committee, as you see from the report 
distributed to you, has nominated the incumbent officers for reJ 
election for the ensuing year, namely: Oliver strimpel, Executive 
Director, Nicholas pet~inella, Treasurer, and Tom Franklin~ 
Clerk. May I have a motion for the election of these officers~ 
and a second? Those in favor? Opposed? I declare them elected to 
the respective offices until the next annual meeting and until 
their successors are elected and qualified. ~ 

8. Election of Board committees: 

[optional 
Committees] 

remarks concerning new Audit and EPdowmenlt 

The following stan~iing committees of the board have been 
nominated for the next year: [read list] Is there any discussidp 
of these nominees or the committees? Are there any furthe~ 
nominations? If not may I have a motion and a second that the 
committees be elected as I read them? Those in favor please s~y 
"Aye". Any opposed? The committees are established as proposed. 1i 

) 
9. Election of Members of the Board of Overseers: ~ 

f 
(optional remarks concerning new Board of Overseers] f 

I 
The nominees for the Board of Overseers are listed in t~e 

handout which has been distributed. Is there any discussion o;r' 
are there further nominations? If not may I have a motion ~p 
elect the Board as nominated? And a second? Those in :favor, "Aye" 
- opposed, "Nay". The nominees are elected. 

10. Election of Honorary Trustees: r; 

Nominees for Honorary Trustees also are listed in the 
handout. Is there any discussion or are tnere furthe~ 
nominations? If not may I have a motion to elect the Board as 
nominat~d? And a second~ Those in favor, "Aye" - opposed, II NaY"j" 
The nom1nees are elected. I ~ 
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11. FY 1993 financial review and goals for FY 1994: II 

[following discussion]: May I have a motion and a second to 
approve the fiscal 1994 budget as presented? Those in favor? 
Opposed? It is approved. Thank you. 

B R E A K 

12. Review of capital campaign: 

!I 
vote necessary) (no I 

j 

13. Review of future exhibits: 

[no vote necessar~] I.; 

f 

14. Adjournment: 

If there is no further business to come before this meet i ng 
we should conclude this meeting, with a vote of r ,atif icatior' 
which I ask the clerk to read. [JTF reads: 

VOTED: That the Board of Directors hereby ratifies r 
confirms and approves all the acts of the Corporation, of any 
officer taken on its behalf, and of the Executive committee~ 
prior to this meeting.] I ~ 

"j 
Is it so moved and seconded? Those in favor? Those opposeq? 

So voted. , 

May I also have a motion and a second to accept the minutJb 
of the previous meeting, as circulated to the board? Those in 
favor? Opposed? Approved. 

And may I have a motion and second to adjourn this 
In favor? Opposed? Adjourned. (optional remarks] 



I 
Founding President/ 

Director of eolledion 
Gwen Bell 

Collections Manager 
Brian Wallace 

Floor Manager 
Antonio Walker 

Visitor Assistants 
Julie Barker 
Alan Cyr 
Bob EiChten 

I 
Controller 

Don Collins 

Accountins Asst. 
Heather Sievers 

Troy Fryatt (Weekend Floor Mgr.) 
Giselle Gonzalez 
Daniel Johnson 
lisa Marshak 
Chris McElroy 
Michael Morris 
Wanda J. Mourant 
Tom Mosher 
Michelle Newman (also Admissions Rep) 
Jason Nott 
Marko Pankovich 
Earl Yavner 

Admissions 
Rob Krikorian 
Gail Marcano 
Claudette Bautista 

I 
Director of 

Design 
Ted Groves 

Shop Foreman 
Don Greene 

Design Asst. 
James Mandolini 

Executive Director 
Oliver Strimpel 

I 
Director of 

Development 

Foundations/ 
Corporate 
Relations 
Manager 

Membership 
Fund 
Manager 
Sue Pekock 

Capital 
Campaign 
Manager 
Janet Walsh 

Computer Bowl 
Project Manager 
Kate Jose 

Development 
Assistant 

I 

Asst. to Director 
Mary McCann 

Director of 
Education 

I 
Director of 

Exhibits 
Natalie Rusk David Greschler 

Manager Visitor 
Exhibits Engineer Services 

Marilyn Weiss Steve Snow! Jahi Sami 

::- Floor Managers Asst. Exhibits Engineer 
..... 
~ Visitor Assistants 

o 

-:;; Admissions 
.:= Supervisor 

~ Admissions 
V) Representatives 

Exhibit Sales 
Engineer 

Exhibit Developer 

Interactive 
Clubhouse Program Manager Developers 

Community Programs Coordinator 
Nancy Borand 

Mentor Coordinator 
Noah Southall 

Clubhouse Software Developer 
Stina Cooke 

I I 
Director of Director of 

MarketinPs Public 
Relations Carol Wesh Gail Jennes 

Functions Manager PR Coordinator 
Martha Ballard Stacey Romano 

Sp,ecial Services Manager 
Eileen Knight 

Marketing Asst. 

Store Manager 
Margaret Dasha 

Assistant Manager 
Brian Lee 

Sales Assistants 

Erin McCarthy 
Grace Pena 
Martha Robinson 

Store Consultant 
April Chalfin 
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The Capital Campaign 
for The Computer Museum 

Report to 
the Board of Directors 

June 11, 1993 



The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

Campaign to Date 
(Proj ected through FY93 end) 

$5/000/000 
$5 ,00 0 ,00 0 

$4/500/000 

$4/000/000 

$3/500/000 

$3/000/000 

$2/500/000 

$2/000/000 

$1 /500/000 

$1/000/000 

$500/000 

$0 

Goal Pledges Cash 

6 / 4/93 
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$200,000 
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$0 

The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

FY93 Pledge Performance 

$1,000,000 

FY 
Pledges 
Target 

FY 
Pledges 
Actual 

6/10/93 

Q4 Projected = $2 , 385 

Q3 Actual $31 , 500 

Q2 Actual $67,500 

1 Actual $36,75 
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The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

FY93 Cash Performance 

$600,000 

FY 
Cash 

Target 

$412,342 

FY 
Cash 

Actual 

6 /4 /93 

Q4 Projected $148,3 6l 

Q3 Actual = $63 , 763 

Q2 Actual = $138 , 655 

$61,563 



. . 

Add: 

Less: 

Less: 

Less: 

'i 

The Computer Museum Endowment Fund 
Status Report 

Capital Campaign Cash Collections 
Total Projected through FY93 

Mortgage Principal Payments 
Total Projected through FY93 

Mortgage Interest Payments 
Total Projected through FY93 

Campaign Expenses 
Total Projected through FY93 

$1,158,886 

$ 160,000 

$ 114,353 

$ 373,271 

Total Endowment: $ 511,262 
In certificate of deposit: $250,000 
Due from operating fund: $261,262 



The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 
Campaign Expense Detail 

Campaign Expenses, Total Projected through FY93: $373,271 

Of that: $ 70,873 
$ 82,220 
$172,009 

Balance 

Webb Company (feasibility study & consulting) 
Museum general & administrative costs 
Campaign staff salaries (includes 80% of 

Development Director in FY92) 
Campaign operational expenses (postage, computer 

resources, office supplies, telephone, etc.) 

Target is to keep overall Campaign expenses under 20% of $5,000,000 goal. 

Anticipated extraordinary Campaign expenses include: 
• $11,500 for printing of Campaign brochure and related materials 
• 60% of new Development Director salary 
• Cost of Campaign launch events and cultivation 
• Travel for Executive Director, Campaign Chair, Campaign 

staff for remote cultivation and solicitation meetings 



The Computer Museum 
Proposed Slate for Committees and Officers 1994 

At its May 4, 1993, meeting, the Executive Committee approved, and 
now recommends to the Board, the following nominees for 1994. 
(Attempts are being made to contact all nominees individually prior to 
the Board meeting.) 

Chairman 
Vice Chairman 
Executive Director 
Treasurer 
Oerk 

Executive Committee 

Nominating Committee 

Audit Committee 

Endowment Committee 

6/11/93 

Charles A. Zraket 
Richard P. Case 
Oliver Strimpel 
Nicholas A. Pettinella 
J. THomas Franklin 

Charles A. Zraket (chair) 
Richard P. Case 
Gwendolyn K. Bell 
Lynda Schubert Bodman 
Gardner C. Hendrie 
David B. Kaplan 
James L. McKenney 
Anthony D. Pell 
Nicholas A. Pettinella 
Edward A. Schwartz 
Oliver Strimpel 

Lynda Schubert Bodman (chair) 
Gwendolyn K. Bell 
Gardner C. Hendrie 
Charles House 
Michael Simmons 
Dorothy A. Terrell 

David B. Kaplan (chair) 
Richard P. Case 
J. Thomas Franklin 

James L. McKenney 
Anthony D. Pell 
To Be Determined 
To Be Determined 



Board of Trustees 

6/11/93 

Charles A. Zraket (chair) 
Gwendolyn K. Bell 
Edward Belove 
Lynda Schubert Bodman 
Richard M. Bumesr Jr. 
Richard P. Case 
Roger A. Heinenr Jr. 
Gardner C. Hendrie 
Barry Horowitz 
Charles House 
David L. House 
David B. Kaplan 
James L. McKenney 
Laura Barker Morse 
Anthony D. Pell 
Nicholas A. Pettinella 
F. Grant Saviers 
Edward A. Schwartz 
Hal Shear 
Michael Simmons 
Oliver Strimpel 
Richard L. Taylor 
Dorothy A. Terrell 



, 
Board of Overseers 

Honorary Trustees 

6/11/93 

Sam Albert 
C. Gordon Bell 
Erich Bloch (to be confirmed) 
Lawrence S. Brewster 
Howard E. Cox, Jr.~ 
Robert R. Everett 
William Foster 
Max D. Hopper (to be confirmed) 
Mitchell Kapor (to be confirmed) 
James A. Lawrence 
Robert Lucky (to be confirmed) 
John A. Miller, Jr. 
Patrick J. McGovern (to be confirmed) 
Carver A. Mead (to be confirmed) 
David Nelson 
Seymour Papert (to be confirmed) 
Suhas S. Patil 
John William Poduska, Sr. (to be confirmed) 
Naomi O. Seligman 
Paul Severino 
Casimir S. Skrzypczak 
W. J. Spencer 
James Sutter 

Charles Bachman (to be confirmed) 
David Chapman (to be confirmed) 
David M. Donaldson 
Jon Eklund 
Theodore Johnson 
Koji Kobayashi 
Pat Collins Nelson (to be confirmed) 
Russell Noftsker 
Brian Randell 
Jonathan Rotenberg 
Jean E. Sammet (to be confirmed) 
Irwin J. Sitkin (to be confirmed) 
Michael Spock (to be confirmed) 
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The Computer Museum 
Operating Committees FY94 

Interim Campaign Leadership Committee 

Gwen Bell 
Lynda Bodman 
Gardner Hendrie 
Jim McKenney 
Tony Pell 
Charles Zraket 

Collections Committee 

Gwen Bell (chair) 
LB. Cohen 
Jon Eklund 
Jamie Pearson 
Jean Sammet 

Computer Bowl Committee 

East Coast 
Jay Conne 
Ed Council 
Steve Golson 
Lois Gutman 
Carol Hanover 
Debbie Kramer (chair) 
Christopher Morgan 
Annie Roe-Hafer 
Chris Savage 
Linda Strunk 

West Coast 
Alison and Steve Blank 
Brooks and Owen Brown 
Marny and Roger Heinen 
Kristin Hilf 
Peter Hirshberg 
Margaret Hughes 
Mark Johnson 



6/10/93 

Anna Laurita 
Linda Lawrence (chair) 
Claudia Mazzetti 
Sherrie Newman 
Lisa Quinones Payne 
Kelli Richards 
Paul Segal 
Kathy Sulgit 
Michael Sweeny 
Del Thorndike 
Paula Turk 

Corporate Development Committee 
(Charter: Building high-level relationships with corporations 
worldwide, to support the corporate membership program as well 
as other Museum initiatives.) 

Gary Beach 
Shikhar Ghosh 
Mitchell Kertzmann (chair) 
Michael Moody 
Laura Morse 
Howard Salwen 
Allyn Woodward 
Steve Vana-Paxhia 

Corporate Membership Committee 
(Charter: Promoting and building corporate membership in the 
Museum, with oversight of the Breakfast Seminar Series.) 

Mark Duffy 
Martin Goldman 
Ilene Lang 
Mimi Macksoud 
Laura Morse (chair) 
Susan Parrish 
Elizabeth Passela 
Steve Pytka 
Cameron Read 
Lindy Recht 
Nancy Robb 
John Solon 
Andrea Wendell 
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6/10/93 

Education Committee 

Lynda Bodman 
Richard Burnes 
Gardner Hendrie 
Barry Horowitz 
Hal Shear 
Dorothy A. Terrell 
Charles Zraket 

Exhibits Committee 

Gordon Bell 
Ed Belove 
Richard Case 
Gardner Hendrie (chair) 
Jim McKenney 
Dave Nelson 

Finance Committee 

Dave Kaplan 
Jim McKenney (chair) 
Nick Pettinella 

Marketing Committee 

Lynda Bodman (chair) 
Others To Be Determined 

Membership Fund Committee 

Gwen Bell 
Howard Cannon 
Mark Duffy 
Steve Golson 
Hal Shear (chair) 
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6/10/93 

Networked Society Exhibit Committee 

Gardner Hendrie (chair) 
Jim McKenney 
Howard Sal wen 
Others To Be Determined 

Public Relations Committee 

Patty Conley 
Jeanne Bolduc 
Denise Bowden 
Mary Campbell 
Roberta Carlton 
Bruce Crane 
David Domashek 
Kristin Hilf 
Barbara Holtz 
Jeanne 1m 
Erin McCormick 
Larry Makowski 
Patricia Maroni 
Christopher Morgan 
Kelly Morris 
Andrew Murray-Brown 
Brenda Nashawaty 
Susan Parents 
Stacey Pena 
Mary Beth Richardson 
John Riley 
Sheryl Schultz 
Lois Tilles 
Larry Weber 

Waterfront Committee 
Gwen Bell 
Dave Kaplan 
Tony Pell 
Ed Schwartz 

4 



Exeruf;ve Summary 

The Networked Society 
An exhibi, a' "he Compu'er Museum on the . 

Global Informa,ion 'nfras'ructure 

The Computer Museum is creating The Networked Society, the world's 
first exhibit on global networks. This major new exhibit will highlight: 
·The applications of global networks 
• The technology of computer networks 
• The impact of the Global Information Infrastructure. 

This S,OOO-square-foot, $l.S-miliion exhibit will open In November 1994. 

The Networked Society exhibit will consist of eight application areas. 
These areas (e.g. Health Care, Retail, Rnance, Education) will demonstrate the 
different uses of computer networks and will be linked by an actual network. 
Within each area, visitors will: 
• Use a smart card to personalize and track their interactions in the exhibit; 
• Activate hands-on stations where they will use real networks to discover the 
vast worlds of information they can access using computer networks; 

• Collaborate with Visitors, both within the exhibit and at off-site locations 
around the world; 

• Face issues related to the impact of networks and discover the workings of this 
important technology. 

The Networked Society exhibit will attract people who are directly 
impacted by global networks. 
The exhibit will be seen by over one million visitors during its life at the Museum, 
as well as an additional one million visitors a year through outreach programs. 
This includes decision-makers who will use the exhibit to better educate 
themselves about networks. 

A major marketing and promotional campaign is planned for The 
Networked Society, including cooperative efforts with exhibit sponsors. 

The Networked Society provides a unique opportunity for sponsors. 
They will be associated with a highly visible educational exhibit about the Global 
Information Infrastructure, one of the central issues of this decade. Sponsorship 
opportunities include: 
• Principal Sponsorship ($250,000 and up) provides an opportunity for 
sponsors to take a leadership role in the development of the exhibit. 

• Application/Technology Sponsors ($100,000) provides an opportunity for 
sponsors to support an area of the exhibit related to the industry in which they 
are involved. 
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The 
Networked 
Society 

An exhibit at 'he Computer Museum on 
the Global Information Infrastructure 

Computer networks are everywhere, playing a crucial role in how we communicate, 
collaborate, monitor, strategize, and share all kinds of information. They control 
the lights in our buildings, oversee the traffic we fight on our way to work, and 
record transactions of all sorts, from stays at hospitals to purchases at the corner 
store. They are an essential part of living in the modern world. 

This is just the beginning. Strategic alliances are now being struck between 
unlikely partners that will break down traditional distinctions among television, 
telephones, and computers. This will change how we do business, get our news, 
shop, interact with others, and enjoy entertainment. One day soon, we all may be 
linked by a grand "information superhighway' network. This stream of data, voice, 
video, and three-dimensional images will reach into our homes, workplaces, and 
any point in between. 

However, because computer networks are, for the most part, invisible, most 
people do not know how they work and how much they influence their lives. 

To make this invisible infrastructure visible, The Computer Museum is 
creating The Networked Society, the world's first exhibit' on global 
networks. This major 5,OOO-square-foot, $1.5-million exhibit will open in 
November 1994. 

The Global Information Infrastructure is one of the central developments of this 
decade. It is essential that people be made aware of ways in which it will touch 
their lives. The Networked Society exhibit will playa significant role in promoting 
public understanding of this topic. 

1 



Making the Invisible Visible. 
The 'Networked Society exhibit will reveal the Global Information Infrastructure by: 

• Providing hands-on experiences with a variety of computer network applications. 
• Explaining the technology of computer networks. 
• Raising questions about the social and ethical implications of computer networks. 

To accomplish these goals, the exhibit will be designed as a representation of the 
Global Information Infrastructure - in other words, a Networked Society. 

Divided into eight different application 
areas but linked together by an actual 
network, the exhibit will consist of vivid 
interactive environments highlighting 
different uses of computer networks. 

Each area will consist of a series of 
interactive stations where visitors 
actively learn about the applications, 
technology, and impact of networking. 

g 
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The Visitor Experience eOVEIINMINr 

From the beginning, visitors will experience a mix of reality and fantasy. Real 
information and actual networking technology will be combined with hands-on 
activities that simulate real-world experiences with global networks. 

Logging In 
Visitors begin by logging into the infrastructure. Typing their first name into a 
computer, they choose a pseudo-identity - age, sex, job, income, history - that is 
issued on a smart card. As they move through the exhibit, they will use this card 
to personalize and record the different activities they participate in. 

Application Areas 
Card in hand, visitors enter the Networked Society via one of eight application 
areas. For example: The communications application area will be set up as a 
telephone control center. Visitors will be surrounded by large projections showing 
the telephone traffic around the world as displayed in a network control center. 
They will see multiple screens with colorful images of different areas of the world, 
each with flashing lights indicating different levels of telephone traffic. 
This vivid setting will be the starting point for further discovery. Inserting their 
smart card into state-of-the-art computer stations, visitors will face real-world 
scenarios that will further involve them in the application being highlighted. 
For example: Visitors encounter a scenario where suddenly a great demand is 

2 



placed on phone circuits In a certain part of the country (such as Is the case on 
Mothers Day). As people do in real communications control centers, visitors will 
respond to this problem by using a network to re-route calls through circuits 
having less demand. 

Interaction with Visitors 
Visitors will also use networks to communicate with other visitors in the exhibit to 
solve joint problems. For example: In interactive stations highlighting the use of 
LANs and WANs, several visitors will be part of a scenario where they will be 
U/ocated" in different parts of the world. Using the network. that links them 
together, they will jointly develop a plan to resolve a crisis, while watching how the 
information they generate and receive is routed through the network. 

The exhibit will employ the latest videophone technology to connect visitors with 
people at different off-site locations around the world, including other museums, 
shopping areas, and city halls. Using a system now being tested by the Museum, 
visitors will interact with these off-site visitors using video images and drawing 
tools to perform a joint activity, such as drawing a picture of what they think the 
computer of the future will look like. 

Socia' and Ethical Issues 
The exhibit will also demonstrate the impact this technology will have on the way 
we work, play, interact with others, and think about ourselves, highlighting issues 
such as telecommuting, privacy, and the changing nature of communication. 
Visitors will face these social and ethical issues and make choices about the 
rights and responsibilities of being citizens in a Networked Society. For example: 
When visitors log in with their cards for the last time, they will get a detailed 
record of all their interactions within the exhibit. This will give them a helpful 
review of the exhibit, while also graphically illustrating how the technology has 
tracked their choices and movement without their knowledge. 

The Technology of Networks 
Each application area will also give visitors an understanding of the technology 
involved in networking. Since the exhibit itself is a network, there will be many 
opportunities to demonstrate the hardware and software running the system. 
Topics such as protocols and routing and comparisons of different networking 
media will be highlighted as part of the interactive experience. For example: To 
learn about the concept of bandwidth, visitors in the information application area 
will experiment with the bandwidth of the cable entering a TV. As they limit the 
flow of data, they will discover how the quality of the picture changes. 
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Audience Reach 
The Computer Museum has a broad audience of students, families, and 
computer industry professionals, including computer industry leaders. The 
Networked Society, therefore, will attract visitors who will be directly impacted by 
the growing Information Infrastructure, including decision-makers who will come 
to the exhibit to better educate themselves about networks. 

One million people will visit this permanent exhibit during its life at the Museum. 
An additional one million people will be reached each year through outreach 
programs, including: 
• Educational ActivityPackets: bilingual educational materials about the 

Museum's exhibits disseminated to teachers nationwide as a supplement to 
their curricula. 

• Exhibit Kits: software packages of the Museum's most popular interactive 
stations. Over 30 Exhibit Kits have been placed in Museums around the 
world since 1991. 

• Exhibit Videos: educational presentations based on exhibits distributed to 
educators and individuals. Over 10,000 copies of the Museum's video 
How Computers Work: A Journey Into the Walk-Through Computer™ have 
been sold nationwide. 

Marketing and Publicity 
The Museum plans a major marketing and publicity campaign for The Networked 
Society. The print and broadcast campaign will include newspapers, magazines, 
TV and radio. The Museum will work with its sponsors to create joint promotional 
programs, including press releases, PSAs, advertising, billboards, and other 
collaterals. Cooperative promotional, advertising, and marketing efforts will be 
developed with area ad and PR agencies, hotels, tourist attractions, and 
convention facilities. All efforts will be targeted to both trade and consumer 
market segments on a national and international level. Since 1988, PR efforts for 
the Museum have resulted in over 860 million media impressions in 63 
countries. 

Building The Networked Society 
In the last three years, The Computer Museum has opened three $l-million 
exhibits: The Walk-Through Computer™(how computers work), People and 
Computers: Milestones of a Revolution (computer history), and Tools & Toys: 
The Amazing Personal Computer (computer applications). Each was developed in 
approximately 18 months. The Networked Society exhibit will follow a similar 
model, with most design (three-dimensional and interactive components) 
completed in-house with the help of technical advice from sponsors and 
individuals. The exhibit will cost $1 million, with an additional $500,000 of 
in-kind equipment support. This will cover the costs of research, planning, design, 
fabrication, computer programming, evaluation, and marketing/promotion. 
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Sponsorship Opportunities 
The Networked Society provides a unique opportunity for corporate.and 
individual sponsors to be associated with a highly visible exhibit about the 
Global Information Infrastructure. 

The Computer Museum's broad audience mix assures a significant group of 
visitors who will be directly impacted by this infrastructure, including 
decision-makers who will use the exhibit to better educate themselves about 
networks. 

All sponsors will receive prominent acknowledgement within the Museum and in 
published materials and communications regarding the exhibit, including the ad 
campaign, press releases, posters, Museum publications, ~nd educational 
materials. 

There are two levels of sponsorship: 

Principal Sponsor ($250,000 and up) 
Principal Sponsors will head the list of exhibit supporters. As The Networked 
Society's lead donors, Principal Sponsors will be in a position to take a 
leadership role in supporting the development of this landmark exhibit. They will 
be prominently featured in all published material and promotions. They will be 
provided with 50 invitations to the exhibit's opening events and have the 
opportunity to hold a private opening event during the exhibit's preview week. 

Application Area/Technology Sponsor 
($100,000) 
Application Areaffechnology sponsorship 
provides an opportunity for sponsors to 
support an area of the exhibit related to 
the industry in which they are 
involved. Application Areaffechnology 
Sponsors will be listed in all related 
materials and will be provided with 
25 invitations to the exhibit's opening 
events. 
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THE EDUCATIONAL VISION OF THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

The Museum's mission is to educate and inspire people of all ages and 

backgrounds on the evolution, technology, applications, and impact of 

computing through dynamic interactive exhibitions and prograIlls. 

Inequities in access to computer technology are widening the opportunity gap 

between young people from underserved communities and youth of 

privilege. The Computer Museum is particularly committed to addressing 

this issue by providing young people from underserved backgrounds the 

resources they need to help them develop their talents, contribute to their 

communities, and to pursue fulfilling careers that benefit society. 

To reach the widest audience and achieve the greatest impact, the Museum 

will: 

• develop model educational programs involving the use of computers; 

• create innovative educational materials about computing that can be 

integrated into a wide variety of educational settings; 

• build inspiring and engaging interactive computer exhibits. 

These approaches leverage the Museum's expertise in informal, museum

style education, emphasizing the importance of play and exploration in 

learning, and the potential of the computer as an empowering, creative, and 

productive tool. 

The Computer Museum's educational mission works in concert with the 

national education reform movement. This includes teacher education as 

well as collaboration with schools, afterschool centers, and other local and 

national organizations to improve the lives of young people into the 21st 
century. 
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TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Board of Directors, The Computer Museum 
Governance Committee 
26 May 1993 
Governance Recomrnenda tions 

In 1992, the Board of Directors of The Computer Museum appointed a Governance 
Committee to review the existing governance objectives and structure of The 
Museum. The result of the ComITI.ittee's efforts are the recommended amendments 
of the Museum's By-laws and governance structure as laid forth in the attached 
revised text. The Executive Committee has approved these amendments, and will 
introduce them for adoption at our Annual Meeting scheduled for Friday, June 11, 
1993. We encourage you to review tl1e proposed changes and look forward to 
discussion of any questions both in advance or at the meeting. By way of a brief 
introduction here, we wish to draw your attention to the three driving amendments 
we will propose for adoption, and broadly to describe out understanding of 
respective and differentiating duties of tl1e positions/ Boards so created. The three 
driving amendments are: (a) simultaneous dismissal of the "Board of Directors," 
and the creation in its place of a Board of Trustees; (b) the creation of a Board of 
Overseers; and (c) creation of the position of Honorary Trustee. 

Assuming adoption of the By-laws so amended, we believe the following general 
descriptions may be useful in differentiating the discrete roles of Trustees, 
Overseers and Honorary Trustees: 

Trustees: Trustees will have the legal responsibilities for setting the broad policies 
of The Computer Museum, assuring compliance with Federal, State, and local laws 
and regulations, choosing the Executive Director, approving key management and 
staff appointments, setting budgets, reviewing audits, handling and maintaining 
tangible and intangible assets, and dealing with certain types of personnel matters. 
In addition, the Trustees will establish and assist in implementing fund raising 
mechanisms and assume leadership in endowment, capital, and annual fund drives. 

Overseers/Board of Overseers: Tl1e purpose of the Board of Overseers is to attract 
people of high achievement and knowledge to support the strategic objectives and 
administrative programs of The Museum. Individual Overseers will become 
familiar with the principal objectives, policies, and activities of The Museum. The 
Board of Overseers, through either the operation of the Board as a whole and/ or 
the individual Overseer's participation in the Committee Structure of The Museum, 
may present concepts and recommendations to the Trustees; advise and lend 
expertise to the management of The Museum; assist in reaching constituencies 
which The Museum seeks to serve and assist in communicating The Museum's 
goals, programs and operations; support The Musellm's fund raising objectives; and 
engage in fund raising activities. 

Honorary Trustee: This position wil l bonor individuals wbo bave made outstanding 
contributions to The Computer Museum over a period of time in capacities deemed 
worthy of such recognition. Honorary Trustees will be elected by majority 
affirmative vote of the Trustees llpon recommendation of the Nominating 
Committee. At the request and approval of the Trustees, Honorary Trustees may 
be appointed to serve on the standing and operating committees of The Museum. 



LUCASH, GESMER & UPDEGROVE 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

ONE MCKINLEY SQUARE 

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 0210 9 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Board of Directors, Computer Museum 
From: J. Thomas Franklin, Clerk 
Re: Summary of Proposed By-Law Amendments 

-{ 

TELEPHONE: (e I 7) 723- 277 0 

TELECOPIER: (e17) 723 - 33::;7 

TELEX: e::;03057122 

The set of proposed by-laws transmitted herewith is marked 
by underlining and deletion carrots to indicated changes from the 
current by-laws. 

In summary, these changes are intended to accomplish the 
structural revision in the governance of the Museum which is 
described in the accompanying memo from Lynda Bodman by changing 
the title of the primary governing board from "Board of 
Directors" to "Board of Trustees", by creating a new Board of 
Overseers and by creating a new Board of Honorary Trustees. 
Following adoption of the new by-laws the membership of such 
boards will be elected, for staggered terms of 1, 2 and 3 years 
in the case of the Trustees. 

other changes create new standing committees for Audit, 
Nominating and Endowment Fund, create a new office of Vice
Chairman of the Museum, provide a three year term and a 
limitation of two terms for the Chairman and specify that the 
Executive Director shall be a member of the Executive and the 
Nominating committees. 



BYLAWS 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

ARTICLE I 

ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION 

The name and purposes of the corporation shall be as set forth in the Articles 
-< 

of Organization. These Bylaws, the powers of the Corporation and of its 

Members, Officers, Trustees, Honorary Trustees, Overseers and committee 

members and all matter concerning the conduct and regulation of the affairs 

of the Corporation shall be subject to the Articles of Organization in effect 

from time to time. 

ARTICLE II 

MEMBERS OF THE CORPORATION 

Section 1 POWERS. The Members of the Corporation (hereinafter 

sometimes referred to as "Members") shall elect and may remove or 

suspend Members and Trustees and shall have such other powers as 

provided by law, the Articles of Organization, or these Bylaws. 

Section 2 IDENTITY AND TERM OF OFFICE. The Members shall be those 
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persons serving from time to time as Trustees, and the number of 

Members shall at all times be the same as the number of persons 

serving as Trustees. Election as a Trustee shall be election to 

membership and when a person ceases to be a Trustee, he shall 

thereupon cease to be a Member. 



ARTICLE III 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

Section 1 POWERS. The general management of the affairs of the 

Corporation shall be vested in a Board of not more than twenty-five 

nor less than seven Trustees. 

Section 2 ELECTION, TERM OF OFFICE AND VACANCIES. Subject to 

Article III, Section I, the Members shall elect at each Annual Meeting 

successor and additional Trustees to serve for a term of three years and 

not more than two consecutive terms, but without aggregate 

limitation, except that the Board of Trustees elected at the first Annual 

Meeting following adoption of these amended bylaws shall be elected 

to terms of one, two or three years as determined by the Nominating 

Committee. Subject to Article III, Section I, the Members may elect 

additional Trustees as well as new Trustees to fill any vacancies at any 

meeting. The Executive Director of the Museum and the Chairman of 

the Board of Overseers shall serve as a Trustee during their respective 

tenures without limitation and need not be elected. 

Section 3 RESIGNATION. Any trustee may resign at any time by giving 

written notice of such resignation to the Clerk. Such resignation shall 

be effective upon receipt by the Clerk. 

Section 4 REMOVAL. A Trustee may be removed or suspended with or 

without cause by an affirmative vote of a majority of the Members 

present at a special meeting called for that purpose. 

Section 5 DELEGATION. The Board of Trustees may delegate such of their 

powers as they consider advisable, except those powers which by law, 
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the Articles of Organization, or these Bylaws may not be so delegated, 

to any officer or agent of the Corporation or to such committees as the 

Board of Trustees may from time to time establish. 

Section 6 CHAIRMAN. At every third Annual Meeting, commencing with 

the Annual Meeting for 1993, the Members shall elect from the 

Trustees a Chairman who shall preside over all meetings of the 

Members and of the Board of Trustees, and who shall have such other 

powers and duties as shall be specified by law or by these bylaws. The 

Chairman shall serve for a term of three years and not more than two 

consecutive terms. Service as Chairman shall be excluded in 

determining the expiration of the term of the Chairman as a Trustee. 

Section 7 VICE CHAIRMAN. At every Annual Meeting the Members shall 

elect from the Trustees a minimum of one Vice Chairman who in the 

absence of the Chairman shall preside over all meetings of the 

Members and of the Board of Trustees, and who shall have such other 

powers and duties as shall be specified by law or by these bylaws or 

which may be delegated by the Chairman. The Vice Chairman shall 

serve for a term of one year and may be re-elected without limitation. 

Service as Vice Chairman shall be excluded in determining the 

expiration of the term of the Vice Chairman as a Trustee. 

ARTICLE IV 

MEETINGS 

Section 1 ANNUAL MEETING. The annual meeting (herein "Annual 

Meeting") of the Members of the Corporation shall be at such place and 
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time as the Board of Trustees may determine, and shall, unless 

otherwise determined, be the first Friday in May. 

Section 2 MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES. The Board of Trustees 

shall meet annually immediately following the Annual Meeting of 

Members. Regular meetings of the Board of Trustees shall be at such 

place and time as the Board of Trustees may from time to time 

determine. Special meetings of the Members or Board of Trustees may 

be called by any four Trustees, by the Chairman, or by the Executive 

Director. 

Section 3 NOTICE. Ten days notice shall be given of all meetings of Members 

or of the Board of Trustees, stating the date, purpose, time and place of 

such meeting. 

Section 4 QUORUM AND VOTING. A Majority of Members, Trustees or 

Overseers as the case may be, shall constitute a quorum at all meetings, 

including Annual Meetings and special meetings called for any 

purpose. When a quorum is present, voting at any meeting shall be by 

majority vote of those present except as required by law, the Articles of 

Organization or these Bylaws. 

Section 5 ACTION WITHOUT A MEETING. Any action required or 

permitted to be taken may be taken without a meeting if all those 

entitled to vote consent in writing either before or after such action is 

taken and if the written consents are filed with the records of the 

Corporation. Such consents shall be treated for all purposes as a vote at 

a meeting. 

Section 6 TELEPHONIC P ARTICIP ATION IN MEETINGS. The Members, the 

Board of Trustees, the Overseers, the Honorary Trustees or members of 

any committee designated by the Board of Trustees, may participate in a 
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meeting of the Members, the Board of Trustees, the Overseers, the 

Honorary Trustees or such committee by means of a conference 

telephone call or similar communications equipment by means of 

which all persons participating in the meeting can hear each other at 

the same time, and participation by such means shall constitute 

presence in person at a meeting. 

Section 7 WAIVER OF NOTICE. Whenever any written notice is required to 

be given by law, the Articles or these Bylaws, a waiver of notice signed -( 

either before or after the action for which notice is required shall have 

the effect of written notice unless otherwise specifically prohibited by 

law. 

Section 8 PROXIES. Voting of Members may be either in person or by proxy 

dated not more than six months before the meeting named in the 

proxy. All proxies shall be filed before being voted with the Clerk or 

other person responsible for recording the proceedings of the meeting. 

ARTICLE V 

OFFICERS 

Section 1 ENUMERATION. The Officers of the Corporation shall be an 

Executive Director, a Treasurer, a Clerk, and such other officers as the 

Board of Trustees may from time to time appoint. The same 

individual may concurrently hold more than one office. 

Section 2 ELECTION AND TERM. The initial officers of the Corporation 

shall be those persons listed as Officers in the Articles of Organization 

and shall serve until the first Annual Meeting of the Trustees. The 

Trustees shall, at such Meeting and at each Annual Meeting thereafter 
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elect the Officers who shall serve for a one-year period. Any person 

may be re-elected to successive terms as an Officer, without limitation. 

Section 3 POWERS. The Officers shall have the powers and perform the 

duties customarily belonging to their respective offices, including, but 

not limited to, the powers and duties listed below: 
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(a) The Executive Director shall be the chief executive officer of the 

Corporation. 

(b) The Treasurer shall be the chief financial officer of the Corporation 

and shall be responsible to the Board of Trustees for the receipt, custody 

and safekeeping of the Corporation's investment property and income. 

He shall have power to invest and reinvest surplus funds. He shall 

render to the Board of Trustees at the Annual Meeting and whenever 

else he is so requested an accurate account of all sums received and 

disbursed during the preceding fiscal year or for any other period 

specified and of all sums and funds which are not expended. 

(c) The Clerk shall have all powers and duties which may belong to a 

Clerk pursuant to statute or to the Articles or Bylaws of the 

Corporation, and shall keep records of all meetings of the members and 

Board of Trustees and make a report thereon and shall issue calls and 

notices of meetings. The Clerk shall be a resident of the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts unless a resident agent has been 

appointed by the Corporation pursuant to law to accept service of 

process. 

(d) Other officers appointed by the Board of Trustees shall have such 

powers and duties as shall be specified by the Board of Trustees, in 

addition to those powers and duties customarily belonging to their 

respective offices. 
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Section 4 RESIGNATION AND REMOVAL. Any officer may resign at any 

time by giving written notice of such resignation to the Executive 

Director or to any member of the Board of Trustees. Any officer may be 

removed from office either with 01: without cause by the affirmative 

vote of a majority of the Trustees present at any meeting of the Board. 

Section 5 VACANCIES. A vacancy in any office shall be filled for the 

remainder of the term by the Board of Trustees at any regular or special 

meeting called for that purpose. 

ARTICLE VI 

COMPENSATION 

No Officer, Trustee, Honorary Trustee, Overseer, Committee member or 

Member shall receive compensation for serving as such. Officers, 

Trustees, Honorary Trustees, Overseers, Committee members and 

Members may be reimbursed for reasonable expenses incurred in 

connection with the affairs of the Corporation, including attendance at 

meetings. The Board of Trustees may determine the salaries or other 

compensation of each employee or agent of the Corporation. No 

employee or agent of the Corporation shall be prevented from 

receiving compensation by reason of the fact that he is also an Officer, 

Trustee, Honorary Trustee, Overseer, Committee member or Member. 
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ARTICLE VII 

COMMITTEES 

Section 1 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. There shall be an Executive Committee 

which shall consist of those Trustees elected by the Board of Trustees 

from its members at its Annual Meeting or at a special meeting in lieu 

thereof, which shall include the Chairman and all Vice Chairmen of 

the Board of Trustees. The Executive Director of the Museum shall 
" 

serve as a member of the Executive Committee during his tenure but 

without entitlement to vote. To the extent specified by the Board of 

Trustees pursuant to its powers of delegation set forth in Article III, 

Section 5, the Executive Committee shall be responsible for supervising 

the operation of the Museum, subject to the policies and directives of 

the Board of Trustees. The Executive Committee, in cases in which it 

reasonably believes it neccessary to act expediently, shall have all of the 

powers of the Board of Trustees between meetings thereof. The 

Chairman and Vice Chairman of the Board of Trustees shall serve as 

the Chairman and Vice Chairman respectively of the Executive 

Committee. 

Section 2 AUDIT COMMITTEE. The Audit Committee shall consist of three 
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or more persons, excluding the Executive Director, elected by the Board 

of Trustees at the Annual Meeting. The Audit Committee shall serve 

as the communications link between the independent auditors of the 

Museum and the Board of Trustees. It shall recommend to the Board 

of Trustees the annual appointment of the independent auditors; shall 

confer with the auditors; shall review the annual financial statements 

for presentation purposes; and shall consider the need for 
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improvement in internal control procedures. The Audit Committee 

shall advise the Board of Trustees concerning disclosure matters and 

shall promote free and candid communication between the 

independent auditors of the Museum and the Board of Trustees. 

Section 3 ENDOWMENT FUND COMMITTEE. The Endowment Fund 

Committee shall consist of three or more persons, excluding the 

Executive Director, elected by the Board of Trustees at the Annual 

Meeting. The committee shall be responsible for managing or 

supervising the management of the endowment funds of the Museum 

in accordance with the directions of the Board of Trustees and shall 

report in writing annually to the Board of Trustees. 

Section 4 NOMINATING COMMITTEE. The Nominating Committee shall 

consist of three or more persons elected by the Board of Trustees at the 

Annual Meeting in addition to the Executive Director and the 

Chairman of the Board of Trustees who shall serve as members of the 

committee during their respective tenures, but the Executive Director 

shall have no entitlement to vote. The committee shall report to the 

Annual Meeting of the members nominations for the Trustees and to 
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the Annual Meeting of the Trustees nominations for Officers, 

Overseers, Honorary Trustees and the Executive, Audit, Endowment 

Fund and Nominating Committees. The committee shall report to 

every third Annual Meeting of the Members and Trustees~ 

commencing with the Annual Meeting for 1996, nominations for 

Chairman and Vice Chairman of the Board of Trustees and Chairman 

of the Board of Overseers. At any meeting of the Board of Trustees it 

may report nominations of Members and nominations to fill vacancies 

on the Board of Trustees, in any office or of any Chairman or Vice 
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Chairman. At the meeting of the Board of Trustees prior to the 

Annual Meeting the Nominating Committee shall present its 

recommended slate of nominations for consideration by the Board but 

the Board is not authorized to act on such slate. 

Section 5 OTHER COMMITTEES. There may be such other committees with 

such functions as the Board of Trustees may determine pursuant to its 

powers under ARTICLE III, Section 5. 

Section 5 TERMS AND ELIGIBILITY. Members of any committee shall serve 

one-year terms on any committee to which they are elected and may be 

re-elected for successive terms. The Chairman of each committee must 

be a member of the Board of Trustees and may be re-elected as 

Chairman for successive terms. If any person shall cease to serve as 

Chairman of a committee prior to the expiration of his term, the 

Executive Committee may appoint one of the members of such 

committee (who need not be a Trustee if no Trustee is then serving on 

such committee) to fill such vacancy until the expiration of such term. 

Except as otherwise provided herein, members of committees need not 

be members of the Board of Trustees. 

Section 6 MINUTES. A report of all material actions taken by the Executive 

Committee shall be made to all Trustees no later than the next meeting 

of the Board of Trustees. Minutes of the Executive Committee shall be 

available to any Trustees for inspection. 

Section 7 QUORUM. Except as otherwise provided by law, a majority of the 

members of any committee then in office shall constitute a quorum at 

all meetings of such committees. When a quorum is present at any 

committee meeting, the votes of a majority of the members present 

and voting shall be necessary and sufficient for the decision of any 
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question brought before the meeting, except as otherwise provided by 

law or the Articles of Organization. Each person on a committee shall 

be entitled to only one vote, although he may hold more than one 

office or position which entitles him to membership on such 

committee. 

ARTICLE VIII 

BOARD OF OVERSEERS AND HONORARY TRUSTEES 

Section 1 BOARD OF OVERSEERS. The Trustees shall elect at each Annual 

Meeting Overseers in such number as the Trustees shall determine 

who shall serve for a term of three years and may not serve more than 

two consecutive terms. Overseers need not be Members. The 

Overseers shall meet as a Board at least annually at such time or times 

as may be determined by the Board of Trustees and shall make 

recommendations to the Board of Trustees concerning the conduct of 

the affairs of the Museum or such other matters as shall be referred to 

the Overseers by the Board of Trustees. 

Section 2 CHAIRMAN OF BOARD OF OVERSEERS. At every third Annual 

Meeting the Trustees shall elect from the Overseers a Chairman who 

shall preside over all meetings of the Board of Overseers, who shall 

serve as a voting member of the Board of Trustees and who shall serve 

for a term of three years but not more than two consecutive terms. 

Service as Chairman shall be excluded in determining the expiration of 

the term of the Chairman as an Overseer. 

Section 3 HONORARY TRUSTEES. The Trustees shall elect at each Annual 

~ I Meeting Honorary Trustees in such number as the Trustees shall 
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determine who shall serve for life or until their resignation. Honorary 

Trustees may be elected only from current or former Trustees. They 

may attend the Annual Meeting of Members and may make 

recommendations to the Trustees concerning such matters as shall be 

referred to the Honorary Trustees by the Board of Trustees from time to 

time. 

ARTICLE IX -< 

INDEMNIFICATION PROVISIONS 

Section 1 INDEMNIFICATION FOR OFFICERS, TRUSTEES, HONORARY 

TRUSTEES, OVERSEERS AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS. To the 

extent legally permissible and only to the extent that the status of the 

Corporation as an organization exempt under Section 501(c)(3) of the 

Internal Revenue Code is not affected thereby, the Corporation shall 

indemnify each present or former Officer, Trustee, Honorary Trustee, 

Overseer and Committee member of the Corporation, and each person 

who is or was serving at the request of the Corporation as an Officer, 

Trustee or Director of another organization in which it has an interest 

as a shareholder, creditor or otherwise (including any trust or other 

entity maintained pursuant to a retirement plan for Corporation 

employees), against all liabilities, costs and expenses, including but not 

limited to amounts paid in satisfaction of judgments, in settlements or 

as fines and penalties, and counsel fees and disbursements, reasonably 

incurred by him in connection with the defense or disposition of or 

otherwise in connection with or resulting from any action, suit or 

other proceeding, whether civit criminat administrative or 
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investigative, before any court or ad~inistrative or legislative or 

investigative body, in which such person may be or may have been 

involved as a party or otherwise or with which such person may be or 

may have been threatened, while in office or thereafter, by reason of 

his being or having been such an Officer, Trustee, Honorary Trustee, 

Overseer and Committee member, or by reason of any action taken or 

not taken in any such capacity, except with respect to any matter as to 

which such person shall have been finally adjudicated by a court of 

competent jurisdiction not to have acted in good faith in the 

reasonable belief that his action was in the best interests of the 

Corporation. Expenses, including but not limited to counsel fees and 

disbursements, so incurred by any such person in defending any such 

action, suit or proceeding, may be paid from time to time by the 

Corporation in advance of the final disposition of such action, suit or 

proceeding upon receipt of an agreement by or on behalf of the person 

indemnified to repay the amounts so paid if it shall ultimately be 

determined that indemnification of such expenses is not authorized 

hereunder . 

Section 2 SETTLEMENTS. As to any matter disposed of by settlement by any 

such person, pursuant to a consent decree or otherwise, no such 

indemnification either for the amount of such settlement or for any 

other expenses shall be provided unless such settlement shall be 

approved as in the best interests of the Corporation, after notice that it 

involves such indemnification, (a) by vote of a disinterested majority 

of the whole Board of Trustees then in office, or (b) by vote of a 

majority of the whole Board of Trustees then in office, but only if the 

Board of Trustees shall have been furnished with an opinion of 
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independent legal counsel to the effect that such settlement is in the 

best interests of the Corporation and that such person appears to have 

acted in good faith in the reasonable belief that his or her action was in 

the best interests of the Corporation. No such approval shall prevent 

the recovery from any such-Officec Trustee, Honorary Trustee, 

Overseer or Committee member of any amounts paid to such person 

or on his behalf as indemnification in accordance with the preceding 

sentence if such person is subsequently adjudicated by a court of 

com'petent jurisdiction not to have acted in good faith in the 

reasonable belief that his action was in the best interest of the 

Corporation. 

Section 3 EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS. By the same procedures set forth in 

the preceding paragraph, the Corporation may vote to extend 

indemnification provisions substantially similar to those rights and 

subject to those limitations described above to employees or agents of 

the Corporation who are not Officers or Trustees, or to employees or 

agents of another such organization in which it has an interest. 

Section 4 NON-WAIVER OF OTHER RIGHTS. The right or grant of 

indemnification hereby provided shall not be exclusive of or affect any 

other rights to which any Officer, Trustee, Honorary Trustee, Overseec 

Committee member, employee or agent may be entitled or which may 

lawfully be granted to such person. As used herein, the terms 

5/2A/93 

"Officer," "Trustee," "Honorary Trustee," "Overseer," "Committee 

member," "Employee," and "agent" include their respective executors, 

administrators and other legal representatives; and "interested" person 

is one against whom the action, suit or other proceeding on the same 

or similar grounds is then or had been pending or threatened; and a 
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"disinterested" person is a person against whom no such action, suit or 

other proceeding is then or had been pending or threatened. 

Section 5 INSURANCE. By action of the Board of Trustees, notwithstanding 

any interest of the Trustees in such action, the Corporation may 

purchase and maintain insurance, in such amounts as the Board of 

Trustees may from time to time deem appropriate, on behalf of any 

person who is or was an Officer, Trustee, Honorary Trustee, Overseer, 

Committee member, employee or other agent of the Corporation or is 

or was serving at the request of the Corporation as an Officer, Trustee, 

employee or other agent of another such organization in which it has 

an interest, against any liability incurred by such person in any such 

capacity, or arising out of his status as such, whether or not the 

Corporation would have the power to indemnify such person against 

such liability. 

ARTICLE XI 

GENERAL 

Section 1 CORPORATE SEAL. The corporate seal shall be in a form 

determined from time to time by the Board of Trustees. 

Section 2 FISCAL YEAR. The fiscal year of the Corporation shall end on the 

Saturday nearest June 30 of each year, unless otherwise determined by 

the Board of Trustees. 

Section 3 EXECUTION OF INSTRUMENTS; RECEIPT AND 

DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS. Except as otherwise provided in these 

Bylaws or as the Board of Trustees or Executive Committee may 

generally or in particular cases authorize, all instruments, documents, 
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deeds, leases, transfers, contracts, bonds, notes, checks, drafts and other 

obligations made, accepted or endorsed by the Corporation shall be 

signed by the Executive Director, Treasurer, Clerk, or Chairman of the 

Executive Committee. Facsimile signatures may be used in the 

manner and to the extent authorized generally or in particular cases by 

the Board of Trustees or Executive Committee. The Board of Trustees 

or the Executive Committee may designate such other officer or officers 

who in addition to or instead of the Treasurer shall be authorized to 

receive and receipt for all monies due and payable to the Corporation 

from any source whatever, to endorse for deposit checks, drafts, notes, 

or other negotiable instruments, and to give full discharges and 

receipts therefor. Funds of the Corporation may be deposited in such 

bank or banks or with such other corporations, firms, or individuals as 

the Board of Trustees may from time to time designate. 

ARTICLE XII 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

Except as otherwise provided by law or in the Articles of Organization, no 

contract or other transaction of the Corporation shall, in the absence of 

fraud, be affected or invalidated by the fact that any Member, Officer, 

Trustee, Honorary Trustee, Overseer or committee member of the 

Corporation or any corporation, firm, or association of which he may 

be a director, officer, stockholder, member, employee or agent may be a 

party to or may have an interest, pecuniary or otherwise, in any such 

contract or other transaction. 
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.. 
ARTICLE XIII 

AMENDMENTS 

These Bylaws may be amended by a majority vote of the members present 

and voting at any meeting, provided that notice describing the 

proposed amendment has been given in writing with the notice of the 

meeting. 

ARTICLE XIV 

INTERPRET ATION 

Any reference in these Bylaws to any gender or number shall not, unless the 

context otherwise requires, affect the construction hereof and the same 

shall be interchangeable with any other gender or number, as the case 

may be. 

5(24/93 17 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

FY 94 BUDGET 
APRIL 30, 1993 

OPERATING FUND CAPITAL FUND EXHIBIT FUND ENDOWMENT FUND COMBINED $ 
FY93 FY94 VARIANCE FY93 1'Y94 VARIANCE FY93 FY94 VARIANCE FY93 FY94 VARIANCE FY 93 I'Y 93 FY 94 VARIANCE 

PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED BUDGET PROJECTED BUDGET 
--------- - ------------ -------------- - ----- ------ --------- ----- ---------------- -- - ------- ---------- ----------- --------

SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted support: 
clubhouse 126,000 $287,900 161,900 $340,000 126,000 $287,900 $161,900 
Exhibit Related 29,600 $100,000 70,400 110,000 $632,000 522,000 $195,000 139,600 -' $732,000 $592,400 
Govt & Foundation 54,000 -54,000 $43,500 54,000 -$54,000 
Endowment 

Unrestricted support: 
capital campaign 416,680 $726 ,200 309,520 $600,000 416,680 $726,200 $309,520 
corporate Membership 190,300 $205,000 14,700 $247,000 190,300 $205,000 $14,700 
Foundation 1 ,000 -1,000 1, 000 -$1,000 
Computer Bo\oll 320,000 $388,000 68,000 $345,000 320,000 $388,000 $68,000 
Membersh i p Fund 155,000 $178,000 23,000 $190,000 155,000 $178,000 $23,000 

Admission 47 1,900 $536,84 1 64,941 $458,600 471,900 $536,841 $64,941 
Store 226,500 $332,395 105,895 $258 ,000 226,500 $332,395 $105,895 
Functions 135,800 $140 ,352 4,552 $130,000 135,800 $140,352 $4,552 
Exhibit Sales 64,900 $90,000 25,100 $70,000 64,900 $90,000 $25,100 
Other: 

Interest Income 7,000 $5,000 -2,000 $5,000 5,000 $10,000 7,000 $10,000 $3,000 
Rental Income 6,000 $6,000 $6,000 6,000 $6,000 
Program Income 6,000 $2 , 500 -3,500 $12,400 6,000 $2,500 -$3,500 
collections 4,400 $4 ,000 -400 $4,000 4,400 $4,000 -$400 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE $1,798,400 $2,275,988 477,588 416,680 726,200 309,520 $110,000 $632,000 522,000 5,000 5,000 $2,909,500 2,325,080 53,639,188 $1,314,108 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Deve l opment 32,000 $94,178 62,178 130,874 $477,755 346,881 $174,984 162,874 $571,933 $409,059 
Exhibit MaintiEnhancement 60,300 $51,813 -8,4 87 49,348 $26,328 -23,020 $103,786 109,648 $78,141 -$31, 507 
Exhibit Sales/Kits 52,615 $52,611 -4 $25,979 52,615 $52,611 -$4 
Collections 57,600 $62,400 4,800 $69,569 57,600 $62,400 $4,800 
Education & Admiss ion 231,912 $292,568 60,656 $284,603 231,912 $292,568 $60,656 
Clubhouse 90,000 $235,989 145,989 $276,819 90,000 $235,989 $145,989 
Marketing 180,635 $229,191 48,556 $221,924 180,6 35 $229,191 $48,556 
Public Relat ions 85,661 $93,334 7,673 $103-; 169 85,661 $93,334 $7 ,6 73 
Store 211, 295 $268,932 57,637 $234,772 211,295 $268,932 $57,637 
Functions 64, SOD $69,402 4,902 $64,526 64,500 $69,402 $4,902 
computer BO\ol l 120,800 $135,324 14,524 $120,886 120,800 $135,324 $14,524 
Fundraising 44,223 $64,854 20,631 188,345 $221,731 33,386 $286,858 232,568 $286,585 $54,017 
Membership Fund 33,319 $83 ,611 50,292 $66,638 33,319 $83,611 $50,292 
Museum Wharf 

op EXp 288,000 $302,000 14,000 $288,000 288,000 $302,000 $14,000 
Mortgage 133,777 $126,977 -6, 800 $133,777 133,777 $126,977 -$6,800 

General Mana gement 227,000 $213,271 -13,729 $227,012 227,000 $213,271 -$13,729 

TOTAL EXPENSE $1,779,860 $2,249,478 469,618 $322,122 $348,708 26,586 $180,222 $504,083 323,861 $2,683,302 2,282,204 53,102,269 $820,065 

NET REVENUE $18,540 $26,510 7,970 $94,558 $377,492 282,934 -$70,222 $127,917 198,139 $5,000 $5,000 $226,198 42,876 $536,919 $494,043 



FY94BUDGET 

SUMMARY 

Combined Operational Results 

The budget for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1994, reflects a net surplus of 
$537K for the Museum overall. The surplus represents the combined results 
of four funds: a surplus of $26K in the Operating Fund, $377K in the Capital 
Fund, $128K in the Exhibit Fund, and $5K in the Endowment Fund. 

Objectives 

• Develop new momentum in Capital Campaign, raising $1.2m in new 
pledges in FY94. 

• Raise $600K and initiate development of The Networked Society exhibit, 
opening in Fall 1994. No major exhibit will open in FY94. 

• Maintain visibility in FY94 through special events, the opening of a $50K 
temporary exhibit on virtual reality, and the promotion of the Museum's 
numerous recently-opened permanent exhibits. 

• Increase earned revenues in admissions, store, functions, and exhibit 
sales through aggressive marketing and sales. Two FTEs added: one for 
general marketing assistance (functions, group visits, general marketing), 
one for exhibit sales. 

• Continue raising funds to develop and maintain the Computer 
Clubhouse. 

• Complete first series of Computer Bowls with "All-Star" Bowl, which 
includes additional revenue from an auction. 
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FY94 BUDGET NOTES 

Fund Accounting 

To ensure proper usage of restricted and unrestricted assets, the Museum 
maintains its accounts according to fund accounting principles, whereby 
funds are classified in accordance with specified restrictions or objectives. 

Revenue Recognition 

Revenues, including those for unrestricted contributions, memberships, and 
Capital Campaign pledges are recorded when received. The policy for 
restricted revenues will be to record revenues to the extent of expenses 
incurred plus an appropriate overhead rate. The FY94 budget includes $132K 
of contributions to the Computer Clubhouse received in FY93 but deferred 
to FY94 when the expenditure is expected to be incurred. A 20% indirect 
overhead rate will be applied to the Clubhouse. 

Depreciation 

Set forth below are estimates of depreciation amounts not included in the 
FY93 forecast or FY94 budget because they do not require any cash outflow. 
Determination of depreciation is based upon the estimated useful lives of 
assets on a straight line basis. Depreciable assets include equipemnt and the 
cost of permanent exhibits depreciated over five years; leasehold 
improvements, depreciated over 20 years; and the building, when acquired, 
depreciated over 32 years. 

The amount of depreciation for FY93 and FY94 will be approximately $618K 
and $638K, respectively. 

Employees 

As of June 3D, 1993, full-time equivalent employees (FTEs) are expected to be 
39.25. As of June 3D, 1994, FTEs are expected to be 43.25. (Two of these are 
new positions; two are positions that are currently vacant.) The FY94 budget 
assumes a 3% salary increase for all staff effective on their anniversary date. 
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Restricted Contributions 

Restricted contributions represent amounts designated by the donor to be 
expended for specific activities, functions, programs, exhibits, or types of 
expenditures. 

The following is a summary of restricted contributions (Dollars in 
Thousands): 

FY93 FY94 
Proj. Proj. 

Operating Fund Total $209 $ 387 
Exhibit Fund Total 160 632 
Total Restricted Contributions 369 1,019 
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OPERATING FUND 

The Operating Fund, which includes unrestricted and restricted 
contributions, reflects the activity necessary to support the overall 
operations of the Museum. 

The following are notes that support the revenue and expense lines of the 
FY94 budget. 

Computer Clubhouse 

The Musem's major new educational project, with $287K revenue (of which 
$132K is deferred revenue from FY93) and $235K of expense. The Museum is 
applying a 20% overhead rate to this project to cover space and 
administrative costs. Project expense reflects operation of the Clubhouse for 
a year, start-up costs associated with construction, program planning, and 
software development. 

Exhibit-Rela ted 
$100K of revenue is composed of $50K from a National Science Foundation 
grant for research on the application of virtual reality to education and $50K 
to be raised for a related exhibit on virtual reality. 

Government & Foundation 
The Massachusetts Cultural Council (MCC) has altered its reduced 
admissions policy by making available the funds for visits directly to the 
schools rather than to museums. Schools select which institution they want 
to visit. Therefore in FY94, MCC grants will not be recognized separately, but 
will be a part of admissions revenue. In FY93, $54K was received through 
the MCC ticket subsidy program. 

Corporate Membership 
Efforts are under way to establish an additional CEO-level committee to 
support the recruitment of new corporate members. FY94 figure of $205K 
assumes IBM at $15K (unchanged) and no corporate membership support 
from Digital Equipment Corp. 

Computer Bowl 
Increase of $68K over FY93 resulting from proceeds of a special auction 
(auctioning items contributed by each of the players) and increases in 
sponsor levels resulting from the "All-Star" nature of the FY94 Bowl. 
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Membership Fund 
The annual fund and individual membership categories have been 
combined into one line item designed to streamline contact with members 
and donors and to reduce expenses. Total revenues are expected to increase 
due to expansion of the Membership Committee and a direct mail campaign 
to past catalog buyers and store purchasers. 

Admissions 
Budgetted $87K increase assumes overall 6% increase in numbers of visitors, 
which includes a 20% increase in the number of children visiting in school 
groups. Admissions will be affected Spring 1994 by major artery construction 
work around South Station. Adult admission rate increase (implemented in 
February 1993) from $6 to $7 increases average per capita admission from 
$3.99 in FY93 to $4.36 in FY94. Student and senior rate of $5 and group rate of 
$4 was unchanged. No fee increase is planned for FY94. 
Admission expenses include provision for an additional visitor assistant 
during busy school group visitation months to cope with planned 20% 
increase in group numbers. 

Below is a historical summary of attendance levels and average revenue per 
visitor. . 

# Visitors % Change 

FY85 
FY86 
FY87 
FY88 
FY89 
FY90 
FY91 
FY92 
FY 93 Projected 
FY94 Budget 

34,000 
77,000 
77,619 
77,072 
88,041 
91,848 

130,319 
118,567 
116,000 
123,000 

NM 
0.8% 

(0.7%) 
14.0% 

4.0% 
42.0% 
(9.0%) 
(2.0%) 

6.0% 
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Average Admission 
Revenue/Visitor 

$2.18 
2.32 
2.48 
2.92 
2.64 
3.49 
4.02 
3.91 
3.99 
4.36 



Store 
Assumes a low budget catalog/membership collateral mailed to the Museum's 
own lists. Conservative assumption made is that catalog will break even 
financially, but will help build membership. New, experienced store manager 
now in place will explore new, offsite retail possibilities and wholesale 
opportunities. 

(~K} FY9312roj. FY94 bud. 
Revenue: 
Store 226 287 
Catalog 0 45 

Expense: 
Store 211 224 
Catalog 0 45 
Net: 15 63 

Functions 
Revenue increase budgeted includes new business to make up for $20K of 
business from DECworld (not taking place FY94) and Macworld (reduced 
bookings compared to blanket Apple booking in FY93). 

Exhibit Sales 
Addition of full-time sales engineer budgeted for FY94 to achieve $90K 
revenues with $53K total expense. In FY93, sales effort was carried by exhibit 
staff who were unable to make this area a high priority. $90K revenue 
estimate based on level of interest shown in museum community, and the 
projected achievement of $65K sales in FY93 without a concerted sales effort. 

Exhibit Maintenance 
Assumes additional one day per week assistance to provide back-up to 
exhibits engineer, and for exhibits engineer to assist in exhibit and education 
development projects. 

Marketing 
Marketing expense includes additional full-time entry-level staff person to 
assist in general marketing, groups visit sales, functions, and exhibit sales. 
This addition reflects overall FY94 priority as a year in which the Museum 
promotes the existing exhibits and concentrates on earned revenue streams. 
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Fund-Raising 
"Fund-raising" expense line covers corporate membership program 
expenses only. Note: development director salary split between capital 
campaign (60%), membership fund (20%), and corporate membership (20%). 

CAPITAL FUND 

The Capital Fund reflects the activity of fundraising efforts to secure the 
Museum's building and to build an endowment for the Museum. Capital 
Fund revenues represent the amounts received from pledges to the Capital 
Campaign prior to transfers to the Endowment Fund. The proceeds of the 
Capital Campaign net of Campaign expenses and mortgage (principal and 
interest), are to be transferred to the Endowment Fund. 

FY94 budgetted revenue of $726K is comprised of $326K in receipts from 
existing pledges and $400K from new pledges. $400K is based on receiving as 
cash one third of a $1.2m goal in new pledges. Expenses of $348K include 
$127K for mortgage payments (interest and principal). 

Campaign expenses of $222K include $120K for salaries & benefits: 
60% of development director 
100% campaign manager 
100% campaign coordinator 
40% development assistant 

ENDOWMENT FUND 

In accordance with the stated purpose of the Capital Campaign, funds from 
the Capital Fund are transferred to the Endowment Fund as directed by 
donors and from revenues received through the fundraising efforts of the 
Capital Campaign, after the deduction of campaign expenses and the 
mortgage interest and principal payments. 

PLANT FUND 

The Plant Fund reflects the amounts invested by the Museum in real estate, 
equipment, and exhibit-related assets. 
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• 
EXHIBIT FUND 

The Exhibit Fund represents the activities associated with developing 
permanent new Museum exhibits. In FY94, $600K of revenues are budgeted 
for The Networked Society exhibit, scheduled to open in Fall 1994. An 
additional $32K of revenue is is budgeted for an introductory exhibit on the 
use of input devices, such as the mouse. 

Below is a summary of actual and projected receipts ($K): 

FY 87 299 
FY 88 126 
FY 89 95 
FY 90 1,177 
FY 91 704 
FY 92 468 
FY 93 projected 160 
FY 94 budget 632 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

10 Months Ending 04/30/93 

ANNUAL 
OPERATING DESIGNATED FUND CAPITAL EXHI BIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED $ BUDG ET 

Actual Budget Actual Budge t Actua 1 Budget Actua I Budge t Actual Budget Actual Budget VAR IANCE FY93 
----------- --------- ------------------ -------------------- -------------------- ------ - --------- -- ---- - -------------- -------- --- -- -------

SUPPORT/REVENUE 
';-

Restricted Support: 
clubhouse $35,104 $244,267 $202,796 $237,900 $244,267 -$6,367 $340,000 
Exhibit Related $24,581 $30,000 $104 , 550 $135,000 $129,131 $165,000 -$35,869 $19 5,000 
Govt & Foundation $41,391 S30,000 $41, 391 $30,000 Sl1,391 $43 ,500 
Endowment 

Unrestricted support: 
Capital campaign $291,285 $362,550 S291,285 S362,550 -S71,265 $600,000 
Corporate Membership $154,750 S208,000 $154,750 $208,000 - S53,250 $247 ,000 
Foundation $1,000 SO Sl , OOO SO Sl,OOO $0 
Computer Bowl S298,100 S297,000 $298,100 $297,000 $1 , 100 S345,000 
Member sh ip Fund $113,768 $174,750 $113,768 $174,750 -$60,982 $1 90,000 

Admiss i on $393 , 798 S385,200 S393,798 S385,200 $8, 598 S4 58,600 
Store S186,658 S212,902 $186,658 $212,902 -S 26,244 S258 , 000 
Functions S120,773 S110,970 S120,773 S110,970 S9,803 S130,000 
Exhibit Sales S49,240 S58,333 S49,240 S58,333 -S9,093 $70,000 
other: 

Interest Income S2,719 S8,300 $5,509 $0 S8,228 S8 ,300 - S72 $10,000 
Renta l Income $5,950 S6,000 S5,950 $6,000 -S50 $6,000 
Program Income S6,092 S7,500 S6,092 $7,500 - $1,408 S12,400 
Collections S4,413 S3,333 S4 , 413 $3,333 $1 , 080 $4,000 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE Sl,438,337 $1,776,555 $202,79'5 SO S291,285 $362,550 $104,550 $135,000 $5,509 $0 $2,042,477 $2 , 274,105 -$231,628 $2,909,500 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Development $30,135 $23,006 $116,518 S129,441 S146,653 S152,447 -S5 ,794 S140,000 
·Exhibi t Main t / Enhancemen t S55,436 S45,130 S56,552 S49 ,34 8 S111 , 988 S94,478 S17,510 S54 , 000 
Exhibit Sales/ Kits S50,376 S22,637 S50,376 S22,637 S27,739 S25 ,000 
Collections $50,876 S57 ,8 43 S50,876 S57,843 - S6,967 $70 ,000 
Education & Admission S213,575 S239, 477 S213,575 S239,477 -$25 ,902 S286 ,000 
Clubhouse $29,254 S215,656 S29,254 $215,656 -S186,402 $277 ,000 
Marke ting S136,944 S168,007 S136,944 $168,007 - S31,063 S221,900 
Public Relations $65,983 S84,611 S65,983 S84,611 - S18,628 $103,170 
Store S170,268 5193,512 S170,26 8 S193,512 -S 23,244 5235,000 
Functions 552,776 S55,188 S52,776 S55,188 -S2,412 S65,000 
Computer Bowl 527,438 563,501 S27,438 563,501 - S36,063 S121,000 
Fundraising S42,297 S63,443 S88 , 4 31 S170,339 S130,728 S233,782 - S103 ,05 4 S285,000 
Member s hip Fund S26,171 S56,167 S26,17 1 556, 16 7 -S29,996 S6 7,000 
Museum Wharf 

Op EXp S246,698 S240,000 S246,698 S240,000 S6,698 S285,000 
Mortgage $111,953 S111,953 Sl11,953 Sl11 ,953 SO S133,777 

General Management S189,917 S179,769 S189,917 S179,769 S10,148 S3 17,000 

TOTAL EXPENSE Sl,388,144 S1 ,707,947 SO SO S200,384 S282,292 S173,070 S178 ,789 $0 $0 Sl,761,598 S2,169,028 -S 407,430 S2,68 5,847 

NET REVENUE S50,193 S68,608 S20 2,796 SO S90 ,901 $80,258 - $68,520 - $43,789 S5,509 SO S280,879 S105, 077 S175,802 S223,653 



ASSETS: 

Current: 
unrestricted Cash 
Restricted Cash 
Cash Equivalents 
Investments 
Receivables 
Inventory 
prepaid Expenses 
Interfund Recei vable 

Total Current Assets 

Property & Equipment: 
Equipment & Furniture 
capital Improvements 
Exhibits 
Construction in Process 
Land 
Less Accum. Depreciation 

Net Property & Equipment 

TOTAL ASSETS 

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable 
Accrued Expense 
Deferred Income 
Interfund payable 

Total Curre nt Liabil i ties 

Fund Balances: 
operating 
capital 
Endowment 
plant 

Total Fund Balances 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES 

'f 

OPERATING 
FUND 

S318,868 

814 
2,074 

34,178 
41,678 

1,231 
5,509 

$404,352 

$0 

$404,352 

$42,169 
25,830 
16,785 

124,726 

$209,510 

$194,842 

$194,842 

$404,352 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 
04/30/93 

CAPITAL 
FUND 

124,726 

$124,726 

3 ,3 46 

PLANT 
FUND 

$0 

$154,587 
926,604 

3,951,31~ 

18,000 
(2,263,217) 

$3,346 $2,787,290 

$128,072 $2,787,290 

$11,298 
12,763 

$24,061 

104,011 

50 

2,787,290 

$104,011 $2,787,290 

$128,072 $2,787,290 

ENDOWMENT 
FUND 

$5,509 
250,000 

$255,509 

COMBINED 
TOTAL 
02/28/93 

$324,377 
$250,000 

$814 
$2,074 

$34,178 
$41,678 

$1,231 
$130,235 

$784,587 

$154,587 
926,604 

3,951 , 316 
3,346 

18, 000 
(2,263,217) 

TOTAL 
6/30/92 

$155,114 
250,000 

41,911 

39,762 
69,374 

2,102 
169,376 

$727,639 

$154,587 
926,604 

3,951,316 
3,346 

18,000 
(2,263,211) 

$0 52,790,6 36 52,790,642 

5255,509 $3,575,223 $3,5 18,2 81 

5, 509 

$5,509 

250,000 

$53 , 467 
38,593 
16,785 

5108,845 

194,842 
104,011 
250,000 

2,787,290 

$157,186 
71,538 
64,426 

169 ,376 

5462,526 

($62,606) 
81,065 

250,000 
2,787,296 

$250,000 $3,336 ,14 3 $3,055,755 

$255,509 $3,575,223 $3,518,281 

t 
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The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

Memorandum 

DATE: June 28, 1993 

TO: Board of Directors 

FROM: Oliver Strimpel 

SUBJECT: Minutes from Meeting on June 11, 1993 

Enclosed please fmd the minutes from the June 11 Annual Meeting and Board 

Meeting. It was delightful seeing you at the meeting, and I thank you for taking 

the time from your busy schedule to attend. 

I hope that you enjoy the remainder of the summer! 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of Annual Meetings of Members, Directors and Trustees 

June 11, 1993 

Present were Sam Albert, Gordon Bell, Gwen Bell, Edward Belove, 
Lynda Bodman, Richard Burnes, Richard Case, Dr. Jon Eklund, 
David Kaplan, James McKenney, David Nelson, Dr. Suhas Patil, 
Tony Pell, Nicholas Pettinella, William Poduska, Jean Sammet, 
Edward Schwartz, Paul Severino, Hal Shear, Michael Simmons, Irwin 
Sitkin, Dorothy Terrell, Charles Zraket, Gardner Hendrie, 
Chairman, Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director and Tom Franklin, 
Clerk. 

I. The Chairman called the annual meeting of the Members of the 
museum to order at 8:30 a.m. and asked Ms. Bodman, chair of the 
Commi ttee on Governance, to report the recommendations of the 
committee. Ms. Bodman made a brief report and asked Mr. Franklin 
to summarize the bylaw amendments proposed to implement the 
governance changes. Following questions by Ms. Sammet and 
discussion of the bylaw provisions for removal of officers it was 
unanimously 

VOTED: to approve the new bylaws as proposed but with the 
addition to Article V, section 4, at the beginning of the second 
sentence "Subject to the notice requirements of Article IV, 
Section 3,". 

Responding to discussion of the relationship between the 
Board of Trustees and the Executive Committee, Mr. Zraket stated 
that the Board would adopt an explicit resolution delegating 
powers to the Executive Committee at its next meeting. 

Messrs. Sitkin and Albert each requested clarification of 
the role of the Board of Overseers; Mr. Poduska urged the 
Trustees to monitor the efficacy of the new governance structure 
and be willing to modify it as needed to meet future demands. Mr. 
Nelson expressed the hope that the Overseers would become a 
dynamic and energetic component of the Museum's governance 
structure. 

II. Mr. Hendrie called for a nomination for Chairman; Ms. Bodman 
nominated Charles Zraket, which was seconded and unanimously 

VOTED: to elect Charles Zraket Chairman of the Museum for a 
three year term. 

Mr. Schwartz on behalf of the Board expressed gratitude for 
the personal and financial leadership and generosity of Mr. 
Hendrie during a critical transitional period for the Museum. Mr. 
Zraket stated his thanks for the confidence of the Members, his 
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strong support for the educational program of the Museum and his 
commitment to a rejuvenated capital campaign. He also stated his 
intention to serve only a single three year term. 

III. Mr. Zraket assumed the chair and recognized Ms. Bodman who 
nominated as Vice-Chairman of the Museum Richard Case. Mr. Case 
accepted the nomination on the condition that his election not be 
considered agreement to succeed Mr. Zraket as Chairman, whereupon 
it was unanimously 

VOTED: to elect Richard Case Vice-Chairman of the Museum for 
a term of one year. 

IV. Ms. Bodman next placed in nomination the slate for Trustees 
of the Museum as circulated to the Board, to be elected for the 
same term that each now holds as a Director and all eligible for 
re-election to a second term thereafter. 

VOTED: to elect the Board of Trustees as nominated. 

(A copy of the Nominating Committee's nominations is 
attached to these minutes.) 

IV. There being no further business to corne before the meeting it 
was unanimously 

VOTED: to adjourn. 

I. The Annual Meeting of the Trustees was called to order by Mr. 
Zraket. The first order of business was the election of officers. 
Ms. Bodman, for the Nominating Committee, proposed the re
election of the current officers of the Museum: Oliver strimpel, 
Executive Director, NIck Pettinella, Treasurer and Torn Franklin, 
clerk. It was thereupon 

VOTED: to elect Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director, 
Nicholas Pettinella, Treasurer, and Torn Franklin, Clerk . 

II. Mr. Zraket next requested nominations for the Board of 
Overseers; Ms. Bodman nominated the slate as circulated and it 
was thereupon unanimously 

VOTED: to elect the Board of Overseers as nominated. 

(A copy of the Nominating Committee's nominations is 
attached to these minutes, with the revision that Mr. Cox agreed 
to serve as an Overseer) . 

III. Mr. Zraket next requested nominations for Honorary Trustees; 
Ms. Bodman nominated the slate as circulated and it was thereupon 
unanimously 
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VOTED: to elect the Honorary Trustees as nominated . 

(A copy of the Nominating Committee's nominations is 
attached to these minutes). 

IV. Similarly the meeting proceeded to the election of standing 
committees of the Board (Executive, Nominating, Audit and 
Endowment); Ms. Bodman nominated those persons whose names 
previously were circulated and, following brief discussion, it 
was unanimously 

VOTED: to elect the members of the Executive, Nominating, 
Audit and Endowment Committees as nominated, with the addition of 
Dwight Crane to the Endowment Committee . 

(A copy of the Nominating Committee's nominations is 
attached to these minutes) . 

V. Mr." Zraket proposed dates for future meetings of the Trustees. 
After brief discussion those meetings were scheduled for October 
15, 1993, and February 11, June 17 and October 14, 1994. 

Mr. Schwartz expressed a concern that the adoption of the 
new governance structure, including the abolition of the original 
Board of Trustees of the Museum, not offend any members of the 
original board. Mr. Case moved special thanks and appreciation to 
outgoing Trustee Jean Sammet for many years of extraordinary 
personal and financial contribution to the Museum, most recently 
as sponsor of the Programming Languages exhibit. 

VI. Oliver Strimpel briefly reviewed the museum's operations. The 
Computer Clubhouse is on schedule and will open next week. It has 
attracted $407,000 in grants and $150,000 of in-kind support to 
date. During 1993 the Museum produced the Silicon Sailing and 
Programming Languages exhibits, refurbished the Smart Machines 
exhibit, began the Networked Society exhibit and Clubhouse 
project, as well as produced several temporary exhibits. It 
continued to promote the license of exhibit kits; nine other 
museums now are displaying exhibits from such kits. He reviewed 
staff appointments and changes, and reported that Museum 
attendance is projected to grow slightly compared to the previous 
year, in contrast to many other local museums which have 
experienced declines . 

VII. Development goals for the new fiscal year were presented by 
Mr. Shear for the Membership Committee : it will be difficult but 
not impossible to meet this year's goal but that goal will be 
increased 15% for the new year; and by Mrs. Bell for the Bowl 
Committee: TV clips of San Jose news coverage of the Bowl were 
viewed, and plans for the All Star (and final) Bowl were 
discussed. Mrs. Bell reported that the Bowl might be sold on 
terms that would provide a continued revenue flow to the Museum. 
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1993 fiscal results were also reviewed. The Museum projected 
that it will end the year with a slight surplus despite reduced 
revenues and as a result only of rigid cost controls. Fiscal 1994 
goals include $1.2 million in capital campaign pledges, raising 
$600,000 for the Networked Society exhibit, increasing function 
and admissions revenue, continuing the Clubhouse funding and 
bringing the Bowl to a successful conclusion. The fiscal 1994 
budget was approved as proposed. 

The meeting then adjourned for a visit to the Clubhouse 
facility, at approximately 11:00 a.m. 

VIII. Mr. Hendrie presented a review of the Capital Campaign, 
which he described as "stalled". He expressed hope that a 
Development Director soon would be retained and would restart the 
campaign. Mr. Kaplan expressed the need for very specific steps 
to do so. The terms of the DEC offer to match gifts, and of its 
transfer of the building to the Museum, were reviewed and 
discussed. Mr. Severino emphasized the need for a "culture of 
raising money". 

IX. David Grescher reported on the progress of the Networked 
Society exhibit, which led to a lively discussion of the 
respective roles of the computer and telecommunications 
industries in such society and of the proper focus of the 
exhibit. Mr. Hendrie invited interested members to serve on an 
advisory committee for the exhibit. 

The meeting was adjourned at approximately 12: 45 and many 
members then joined members of the Museum staff for a lunch and 
continued discussion of Museum activities. 
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The Computer Museum 

Proposed Slate for Committees and Officers 1994 

At its May 4, 1993, meeting, the Executive Committee approved, and 
now recommends to the Board, the following nominees for 1994. 
(Attempts are being made to contact all nominees individually prior to 
the Board meeting.) 

Chairman 
Vice Chairman 
Executive Director 
Treasurer 
Oerk 

Executive Committee 

Nominating Committee 

Audit Committee 

Endowment Committee 

6/11/93 

Charles A. Zraket 
Richard P. Case 
Oliver Strimpel 
Nicholas A. Pettinella 
J. Thomas Franklin 

Charles A. Zraket (chair) 
Richard P. Case 
Gwendolyn K. Bell 
Lynda Schubert Bodman 
Gardner C. Hendrie 
David B. Kaplan 
James L. McKenney 
Anthony D. Pell 
Nicholas A. Pettinella 
Edward A. Schwartz 
Oliver Strimpel 

Lynda Schubert Bodman (chair) 
Gwendolyn K. Bell 
Gardner C. Hendrie 
Charles House 
Michael Simmons 
Dorothy A. Terrell 

David B. Kaplan (chair) 
Richard P. Case 
J. Thomas Franklin 

James L. McKenney 
Anthony D. Pell 
To Be Determined 
To Be Determined 
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! Board of Trustees 

6/11/93 

Charles A. Zraket (chair) 
Gwendolyn K. Bell 
Ed ward Belove 
Lynda Schubert Bodman 
Richard M. Burnes, Jr. 
Richard P. Case 
Roger A. Heinen, Jr. 
Gardner C. Hendrie 
Barry Horowitz 
Charles House 
David 1. House 
David B. Kaplan 
James 1. McKenney 
Laura Barker Morse 
Anthony D. Pell 
Nicholas A. Petti nella 
F. Grant Saviers 
Edward A. Schwartz 
Hal Shear 
Michael Simmons 
Oliver Strimpel 
Richard 1. Taylor 
Dorothy A. Terrell 
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Board of Overseers 

Honorary Trustees 

6/11/93 

Sam Albert 
C. Gordon Bell 
Erich Bloch (to be confirmed) 
Lawrence S. Brewster 
Howard E. Cox, Jr. (to be confirmed) 
Robert R. Everett 
William Foster 
Max D. Hopper (to be confirmed) 
Mitchell Kapor (to be confirmed) 
James A. Lawrence 
Robert Lucky (to be confirmed) 
John A. Miller, Jr. 
Patrick J. McGovern (to be confirmed) 
Carver A. Mead (to be confirmed) 
David Nelson 
Seymour Papert (to be confirmed) 
Suhas S. PatH 
John William Poduska, Sr. (to be confirmed) 
Naomi O. Seligman 
Paul Severino 
Casimir S. Skrzypczak 
W. J. Spencer 
James Sutter 

Charles Bachman (to be confirmed) 
David Chapman (to be confirmed) 
David M. Donaldson 
Jon Eklund 
Theodore Johnson 
Koji Kobayashi 
Pat Collins Nelson (to be confirmed) 
Russell N oftsker 
Brian Randell 
Jonathan Rotenberg 
Jean E. Sammet (to be confirmed) 
Irwin J. Sitkin (to be confirmed) 
Michael Spock (to be confirmed) 
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DA1E: 

W: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Memorandum 

June 21, 1994 

Board of Trustees 
Board of Overseers 

Oliver Strimpel 

Board of Trustees Meeting on June 17 

For those of you who were unable to attend the Annual Meeting and the Board of 

Trustees meeting on Friday, June 17, I enclose Board packets for your information. 

I wish you all a good summer! 
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Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

8:30 

12:00 

The Computer Museum 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
Friday, June 17, 1994 
8:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 

Call to Order of Meeting of the Members of the Corporation 

Election of Vice Chairman 
Election of New Trustees 

Meeting Adjourns 

Call to Order of Meeting of the Board of Trustees 

Election of Officers 
Election of Standing Committees 
Election of New Overseers 

FY94 Review and Goals for FY95 
Budget Discussion 

Capital Campaign Discussion 

Bowl Report 

Operating Committee Reports 

Long-Range Planning: Three-Year Plan 

Meeting Adjourns 

Lunch 
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TO: Board of Directors 
The Computer Museum 

FROM: Lynda S. Bodman 
Chairman, Nominating Committee 

DATE: 16 June, 1994 

SUBJECT: Election of Candidates for Overseersffrustees 

Nominating Committee motions for June 17: 

For election to the Board of Overseers 
; 

• Gary J. Beach, President and CFO, CW Publishing Inc. and Publisher of Computerworld 
• Clemmie L. Cash, President, Tarrek Gems and Children Services Leader 
• Stev~ Coit, Vice Chaifman, Charles River 
• Isaad R. Nassi, Vice President of the Development Products Group, Apple Computer, Inc. 
• John Shoch, Partner, Asset Management 
• Allan L. Wallack, Member of the Board of Directors, Applied Intelligence Systems, Inc. 

• In addition, the Committee asks acceptance of the resignation of Barry Horowitz from the 
Board of Trustees and the election of Barry to the Board of Overseer. 

For election as Chairman of the Board of OVerseers 
• David Nelson 

For re-election to the Board of Trustees 
• Edward Belove 
• Gardner C. Hendrie 
• Charles House 
• David B. Kaplan 
• Nicholas A. Pettinella 
• F. Grant Saviers 
• Michael Simmons 

ex: 
IX 



Th.e· 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

Submitted By 
Nominator: 

Telephone (Day): 
Date Submitted: 

Nominee's Name: 
Home Address: 

Home Phone: 

Business Title: 
Company: 
Address: 

Business Phone: 

( ) 

-( ) 

Fax: 

Fax: 

NOMINATION FORM 

NOMINATED FOR: 
Trustee: __ 

Honorary Trustee: __ 
Overseer: __ 

Professi6nal Affiliations/ ActivitieslInterests: _______________ _ 
I 

Education:. ___________________________ _ 

Non-Profit/Community ExperiencelInterests: _______________ _ 

Knowledge Of lInter est In The Computer Museum: _____________ _ 

Strengths or Expertise Candidate Brings to The Computer Museum: _______ _ 

Your Name, _________________ Date, ________ _ 

Return Completed Form to: Betsy Riggs, The Computer Museum 
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Gary J. Beach 

Presidenl and Chief Ex~Uliye Officer 
CW Pubfuhin~ Inc. 

Puhli'iher 
Computerworld ··-

President and CEO of CW Publishing Jn~, FrAmingham, Mas::;adlUsells. and 
~\.lblisber of Computeru.-orld, Gary J. R¢.ach joined the Intern~tiunal Oms. 
Group family of ney,.'Sp~pers and mag~ntS as publisher of Network World in 
1987. In 199C he Wl1.'i named pubUsber of O;mptlJefWor/IJ, the industry's 
newspaper of record for information systems manage~nt. 

AE ~ublisher of a weekly neWspaper that reaches more than 600,000 key IS 
UtctSion makcl-s he is active in promoting e.fforu that ral~c the information 
teclmoloj?)' indi.1stry's awareness of social responsibility. including advoc~GY of 
computer litenlCY amopg tbe gene.ral public. 

I 
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Clemmie L. Cash 
President 

Tarrek Gems 

1v15. Cash, currently n resident of \Vcl1esley, l\,lassachusetls, 
was born in Tyler, Texas - O'le oldest of seven children . At the age 
of nine, her family nlOve:d to Fort \Vorih, Texas where she 
!"rraduated from 1'\'1. L. I{irkp~'! trick High School. She received a 
Bachelor of Arts degree in Sociology from the University of Texas 
at .Arlington. After graduation she worked as manager of the 
\Vest Dallas Community Center. Later, during graduate study at 
Oklahoma State University, she taught for two years at Langston 
University, Langston Oklahoma. 

Her exposure to business began in 1973 when she worked as 
Credit 11anager for a Montgonlery \'Yard store in \Vest Lafayette, 
Indiana. Between 1976 and. 1981 she was responsible for 
international distribution to the Far East for New England . 
Nuclear, a radioact~ve labeled pharmaceutical and_chenlical 
research company. 'Terrek Gems was founded in 1987 after 
several trips to Asia caused 1\1s. Cash to believe there was. a . 
rnarke~-for horne-based personal consulting, design and sales' of 
pearls and precious gems. 

In addition to her work life she has been actively involved in 
a range of community service activities. Among these, The 
\Vellesley ABC Program, The Noble and Greenough Board of 
Trustees, Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Children (MSPCC) Family .AJfair Committee and several roles at 
the Tenacre Country Day School of\Vellesley, consume the 
n1ajority of her time. Her leisure time activities indude tennis 
and traveling. 

~fs. Cash's family includes two children· Tan age 18 
(Trinity College freshman) and Derek age 11 (a sixth grader at 
Tenacre), and her husband, James 1. Cash, Jr. 

June, 1994 
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STEPHEN E. COlT 
Partner 
Charles River Ventures 
Ten Post Office Square 
Boston, MA 02109 
TEL: 617/292-7717 
FAX: 617/292-7718 

CHARLES HJVER 

Stephen E. Coitjoined Charles River Ventures in March, 1994. For the pa.C'.}t 10 

years, Mr.Coit has been General Partner of Merrill, Pickard, Anderson & Eyre, 

based in Menlo Park, CA. Since 1987, he managed the finn's East Coast office. 

Prior to his career in venture capital, he worked in various management capacitic.~· 

in tcchnology-Oliented companies, including Vice President, Marketing at, Raster 

Technologies, Inc., International' Marketing Manager at Prime Computer, Inc., 
I 

Product Manager at Hewlett-Packard Corporation, and Senior Programmer at 

Searle Mcdidata, Inc. Guided by his strong operational background, ~Mr. Coit has 
I . .' . 

made ~ number of successful investments in the technology and medical fields . 

Representative investments include MIPS Computer Systems Inc., PicmreTeI 

Corporation, Synernetics Inc., and Synopsys, Inc. He cunently serv;cs as an act.ive· 

board member of International Data Group, a private, diversified publishing 

company for the inf<.)rmation technology-industry with revenues :lpproaching ~ 1 

billion. Mr. Coit earned his M.B.A. from Harvard Business School (1977), 'vvhere 

he was a Baker Scholar, and received his A.B. in Computer Sciences from 

Harvard College (1971). 

June 15, 1994 
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Ike Nassi (I s~ cc R. Nassi, Ph.D.; 

Dr. Nass i has exten sive expericl:cc ~ n ~rog~esming languages and systems, 
compu u :r 3l"C !:':'u.:cture, and dis:, r l b : ~eC: systems .. !l.fter getting his Ph.D. in 
Compu ~er Science in 1974 fro~ the S~atE University of New York at Stony 
Brook, ~e joined SofTech as a sofLware Engfneer. He moved to Digital 
Equipment Corporation to help desi g~ a p rogra~~ing language and a family of 
compil ers , and new software e ng ineeri n? techniques for use on what became 
the VAX architecture. 

Hhile at DEC, he started to wGrk on the des ign of a ne .... ' programming 
language, at the request of the Departrr-.ent. of Defense. This language 
ultimate ly became Ada, and Dr. Nassi received a Certificate for 
Distingui$hed Service from the Undersecret'ary of Defense for his 
contribut ions. 

Later, Dr . Na ssi helped to start Encore Compuce r, where he held the post of 
Vice President of Research. At Encore, he was the principal investigator 
for a research project sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research projects 
Agency (DARPA) to develop genEr~l purpose shared memory multiprocessor 
capable of delivering 1000 MIPS; An ear ly prototype of this system was 
demonstrated to DARPA in May, 1~89. -

As Director_of Research 8?d Technology for Apple Computer, Dr. Nassi 
started p.pple ';~ s Cambridge ! R&D Center in 1989. In Cambridge, Apple has 

. designed a neYl\ object ori;ented dynamic programming language called Dylan. 
', ' ! 

Dr. Nassi currently holds the position of Vice President of the Development 
Products Group --at Apple. In ' addi tion, he is a consultant to the Department 
of Defense 's ARPA/ISAT committee I and was recently appointed as a ,",-
Visiting Scholar at Stanford University. 
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John Shoch 
Partner 

Asset Management 

John has a Ph.D. in Computer Science from Stanford and is past head of Xerox's Palo Alto 
Research Center. He has been an active member of the West Coast Computer Bowl Committee, 
and has supported the Bowl and given to the Capital Campaign. He is an active fund-raiser for a 
number of non-profits, and understands the fund-raising role of non-profit Board members. With 
Bowl corning to an end, his continued involvement requires getting him actively tied into the 
Museum itself. 
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Allan L. Wallack 
67 Thomp.on Dr. 

Sudbury, MA 01776 
1508-443-5449 

.L~~~--=_ft~ 

1990 - 1994 

Member of Board of Directors-Applied Intelligence Systems Inc . 

Chief Exe()utive Omcer and President - Synemetici Inc. 

Joined SynemeUcs, a two year old communications company that had not yet achieved 
revenue and was facing a seties of Issues stemming from a lack of strategic market direction. 
business skills. experience and leadership.The company ended 1993 profitably w1th $27.3 
mlLUon in revenue Syne:meUcs achieved market lead~rshlp in Ethernet Switchtng (Dataquest
Decmber 1993). technology leadership in perfonnance. and was successfully sold to 3Com 
Corp. in January 1994. for approximately four Urnes trailing 1993 revenues. 

.. ].966 - 1990 Chief OllfmlUng Officer - COGNEX CORP • 

Joined COGNEX. a five year old $4 milllon fatl1ng machine vision company that lost $2.5 
rntllton in proilts In 1985. The company reported to me and I reported to the Chalrman. The net 
result of my tenure was a pubIJc company With three years of profitability. industry leader8hip 
and ;,\ strategic plan for continued domlnation .and growth. Today. the company is still 
extremely successful and Is recognized as the industry leader. 

1982 -1985 Vice Pre. ident of Marketing - MASSCOMP 

Joined MASSCOMIl, a seven month old sclentlfic computer company. to provide the marketing 
and buslness leadership required~ to build a successful company. The net result was $45 
million in revenue. an IPO. aneta strong and successful marketing organization. 

----- ; 

lMO ;- 1982 
1 

Group Operationa Mit. Manufacturlni Mukct Group 
Digital Equipment Corporation 

Joined MDe. a $200 m.Ullon product group. to provide leadership in market and sales direction. 
and Increase profits to corporate acceptable levels. The results were a profit increase from 
under 2% PBT to over 11%, and a new organization focused on applications and industrles . 

. _.' 2;·' 

1978 - 198D Group Marketing Mgr. Laborat.ory Data .Products Group 
Diif,tal Equipment Corporation 

ResponSibilities. for a then $210 million product group, included new ventures, joint marketing 
programs. market development and strategic planning, product management, Major 
achievements included creating a new profitable $30 million business. a fonnal strategIc 
planning process and a successful organization 

1970 - 1978 VariOUA poaltlons • LDP Group. Digital Equipment Corporation 

Uucatlon 

Product Line Marketing Manager (1977 - 1978) 
Small Systems Marketing Manager (1975 - 1976) 
Engtneering Manager (1973 - 1974) 
Engineering Supervisor (l972) 
Project Engineer (1970 - 1971) 

Executive Programs 
. MSEE 

BSEE 
USAF 

Whittemore School. Various DEC programs 
Northeastern 1973 (evenings) 
CCNY 1970 
1964 - 1968 



FY95 Calendar of Events 

Date 
1994 

Jun/Jul 

Jul 1·3 

Jul 16·Sep 5 

August 15·25 

Event 

World Cup Soccer Kiosk 

Harborfest: Computer Animation 
Festival 

From Drawing to Montage: 
Computers in Art 

Human vs Computer Checkers 
Tournament 

Sept 24·Nov 27 The Computer in the Studio 
(with DeCordova Museum) 

Oct 1·2 

Nov 10 

Nov 12 

Harvard Cup: Human vs. 
Computer Chess Challenge 

Networked Planet VIP Opening 

Networked Planet Public Opening 



Date 
1995 

Feb 

FY95 Calendar of Events 
( continued) 

Event 

Computer Animation Month 

Mar 18- May 22 Aaron in Color: Robotic Painter 

April 28 Computer Bowl 2.0 

June Walk-Through Computer 2.0 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 
11 Month Ending 05/31/94 

OPERATING ANNUAL 
FY94 CAPITAL EXHIBIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED $ BUDGET FO~CAST 

Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget VARIANCE FY94 h94 
----------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- --------------------- -------- --------------- ~ ----

SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted Support: 
Clubhouse 220,925 279,225 220,925 279,225 -58,300 287,900 237,800 
Exhibit Related 86,697 91,200 138,039 577,000 224,736 668,200 -443,464 732,000 538,313 
Govt & Foundation 2,982 2,982 2,982 7,982 
Endowment 

Unrestricted support: 
capital campaign 154,683 511,700 154,683 511,700 -357,017 726,200 284 , 683 
corporate Membership 160,575 172,200 160,575 172,200 -11,625 205,000 193,050 
Foundation 29,180 29,180 29,180 24,180 
Computer Bowl 364,951 386,000 364,951 386,000 - 21,049 388,000 438,000 
Membership Fund 168,337 157,240 168,337 157,240 11,097 178,000 185,000 

Admission 451,131 483,243 451,131 483,243 -32,112 536,841 502,000 
Store 241,256 303,734 241,256 303,734 -62,478 332,395 262,000 
Functions 169,198 120,780 169,198 120,780 48,418 140,352 177,000 
Exhibit sales 17,997 80,000 17,997 80,000 -62,003 90,000 17,997 
Other: 

Interest Income 3,078 6,400 6,382 6,435 9,460 12,835 -3,375 12,000 9,000 
Rental Income 4,000 
Program Income 2,200 2,200 -2,200 2,500 200 
collections 350 3,600 350 3,600 -3,250 4,000 350 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE 1,916,657 2,085,822 154,683 511,700 138,039 577,000 6,382 6,435 2,215,761 3,180,957 -965,196 3,639,188 2,877,555 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Development 56,530 93,875 207,454 426,394 263,984 520,269 -256,285 580,485 441,800 
Exhibit Maint/Enhancement 50,927 39,433 2,204 24,057 53,131 63,490 -10,359 69,578 56,700 
Exhibit Sales/Kits 35,765 46,940 35,765 46,940 -11,175 52,610 38,000 
Collections 60,092 57,120 60,092 57,120 2,972 62,400 65,000 
Education & Admission 241,856 268,395 241,856 268,395 -26,539 292,570 267,000 
Clubhouse 169,942 216,120 169,942 216,120 -46,178 236,000 182,942 
Marketing 224,410 211,105 224,410 211,105 13,305 229,190 245,000 
Public Relations 84,663 85,751 84,663 85,751 -1,088 93,334 91,455 
Store 207,144 247,452 207,144 247,452 -40,308 268,932 223,000 
Functions 77,462 62,801 77,462 62,801 14,661 69,402 83,900 
Computer Bowl 130,149 132,770 130,149 132,770 -2,621 135,324 137,600 
Fundraising 55,690 59,755 118,427 198,064 174,117 257,819 -83,702 286,585 187,090 
Membership Fund 44,089 76,650 44,089 76,650 -32,561 83,611 48,600 
Museum Wharf 

Op EXp 282,811 276,837 282,811 276,837 5,974 302,000 310,000 
Mortgage 116,655 116,651 116,655 116,651 4 126,977 126,977 

General Management 241,437 197,454 241,437 197,454 43,983 213,271 262,000 

TOTAL EXPENSE 1,962,967 2,072,458 235,082 314,715 209,658 450,451 2,407,707 2,837,624 -429,917 3,102,269 2,767,064 

NET REVENUE -46,310 13,364 -80,399 196,985 -71,619 126,549 6,382 6,435 -191,946 343,333 -535,279 536,919 110,491 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

11 Month Ending 05/31/94 

OPERATING OPERATING ANNUAL 
FY94 FY93 CAPITAL/EXHIBIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED $ BUDGET FORECAST 

Actual Budget Actual Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget VARIANCE FY94 FY94 
----------- --------- ---------- ----- ------------------------------- -------------------- - - - ------ --------------------

SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted support: 
clubhouse 220,925 279,225 54,195 220,925 279,225 -58,300 287,900 237,800 
Exhibit Related 86,697 91,200 30,000 138,039 577,000 224,736 668,200 -443,464 732,000 538,313 
Govt & Foundation 2,982 30,000 2,982 2,982 7,982 
Endowment 

Unrestricted support: 
capital campaign 154,683 511,700 154,683 511,700 -357,017 726,200 284,683 
corporate Membership 160,575 172,200 164,250 160,575 172,200 -11,625 205,000 193,050 
Foundation 29,180 1,000 29,180 29,180 24,180 
Computer Bowl 364,951 386,000 319,210 364,951 386,000 -21 , 049 388,000 438,000 
Membership Fund 168,337 157,240 118,971 168,337 157,240 11,097 178,000 185,000 

Admission 451,131 483,243 439,362 451,131 483,243 -32,112 536,841 502,000 
store 241,256 303,734 209,519 241,256 303,734 -62,478 332,395 262,000 
Functions 169,198 120,780 132,621 169,198 120,780 48,418 140,352 177,000 
Exhibit sales 17,997 80,000 49,240 17 , 997 80,000 -62,003 90,000 17,997 
other: 

Interest Income 3,078 6,400 3,081 6,382 6,435 9,460 12,835 -3,375 12,000 9,000 
Rental Income 5,950 4,000 
Program Income 2,200 6 , 092 2,200 -2,200 2,500 200 
collections 350 3,600 5,577 350 3,600 -3,250 4,000 350 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE 1,916,657 2,085,822 1,569,068 292,722 1,088,700 6,382 6,435 2,215,761 3,180,957 -965,196 3,639,188 2,877,555 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Development 56,530 93,875 38,927 207,454 426,394 263,984 520,269 -256,285 580,485 441,800 
Exhibit Maint/Enhancement 50,927 39,433 57,599 2,204 24,057 53 , 131 63,490 -10,359 69,578 56,700 
Exhibit Sales/Kits 35,765 46,940 50,424 35,765 46,940 -11,175 52,610 38,000 
Collections 60,092 57,120 56,040 60 , 092 57,120 2,972 62,400 65,000 
Education & Admission 241,856 268,395 231,789 241,856 268,39 5 -26,539 292,570 267,000 
clubhouse 169,942 216,120 41,688 169,942 216,120 -46,178 236,000 182,942 
Marketing 224 , 410 211 , 105 152 , 826 224,410 211,105 13,305 229,190 245,000 
Public Relat i ons 84,663 85,751 75,460 84,663 85,751 -1,088 93,334 9 1,455 
Store 207,144 247,452 193,675 207,144 247,452 -40,308 268,932 223,000 
Functions 77,462 62,801 57,434 77 ,462 62, 801 14,661 69,402 83,900 
Computer Bowl 130,149 132,770 102,339 130,149 132,770 -2,621 135,324 137,600 
Fundraising 55,690 59,755 45,839 118,427 198,064 174,117 257,819 -83,702 286,585 187,090 
Membership Fund 44,089 76,650 31,891 44,089 76,650 -32,561 83,611 48,600 
Museum Wharf 

op EXp 282,811 276,837 270,698 282,811 276,837 5,974 302 ,000 310,000 
Mortgage 116,655 116,651 116,655 116,651 4 126,977 126,977 

General Management 241,437 197,454 205,230 241,437 197,454 43,983 213,271 262,000 

TOTAL EXPENSE 1,962,967 2,072,458 1,611,859 444,740 765,166 2,407,707 2,837,624 -429,917 3 , 102,269 2,767,064 

NET REVENUE -46,310 13,364 -42,791 -152,018 323,534 6,382 6,435 -191,946 343,333 -535,279 536,919 110,491 
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05/31/93 
ACTUAL 

REVENUES: 

clubhouse 54,195 
Exhibit Related 30,000 
Govt & Foundation 31,000 
Corporate Membership 164,250 
Computer Bowl 319,210 
Membership Fund 118,971 
Admissions 439,362 
Store 209,519 
Functions 132,621 
Exhibit sales 49,240 
Interest Income 3,081 
other 17,619 

Total Revenues 1,569,068 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 38,927 
Exhibits Maintenance 57,599 
Exhibit sales 50,424 
collections 56,040 
Education & Admissions 231,789 
clubhouse 41,688 
Marketing 152,826 
Public Relations 75,460 
Store 193,675 
Fun·ctions 57,434 
computer Bowl 102,339 
Fundraising 45,839 
Membership Fund 31,891 
Musuem Wharf 270,698 
General Management 205,230 

-------
Total Expenses 1,611,859 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) ($42,791) 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

OPERATING FUND 

FOR THE ELEVEN MONTHS ENDED 
---------05/31/94---------

ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE 

$220,925 279,225 -58,300 
86,697 91,200 -4,5Q3 

$32,162 32,162 
$160,575 172,200 -11,625 
$364,951 386,000 -21,049 
$168,337 157,240 11,097 
$451,131 483,243 -32,112 
$241,256 303,734 -62,478 
$169,198 120,780 48,418 

$17,997 80,000 -62,003 
$3,078 6,400 -3,322 

350 5,800 -5,450 
--------- --------- -------
1,916,657 2,085,822 (169,165) 

56,530 93,875 -37,345 
50,927 39,433 11,494 
35,765 46,940 -11,175 
60,092 57,120 2,972 

241,856 268,395 -26,539 
169,942 216,120 -46,17 8 
224,410 211,105 13,305 
84,663 85,751 -1,088 

207,144 247,452 -40,308 
77,462 62,801 14,661 

130,149 132,770 -2,621 
55,690 59,755 -4,065 
44,089 76,650 -32,561 

282,811 276,837 5,974 
241,437 197,454 43,983 
------- ------- ---------

1,962,967 2,072,458 -109,491 

($46,310) 13,364 -59,674 

PERCENT FY94 F'i 94 
BUDGET FORECAST 

-21\ 287,900 237,800 
-5\ 100,000 98,313 

100\ 32,162 
-7\ 205,000 193,050 
-5\ 388,000 438,000 
7\ 178,000 185,000 

-7\ 536,841 502,000 
- 21\ 332,395 262,000 

40\ 140,352 177,000 
-78\ 90,000 17,997 
-52\ 7,000 9,000 
-94\ 10,500 550 

------- -------
-8\ 2,275,988 2,152,872 

-66\ 102,730 60,300 
23\ 43,250 56,700 

-31\ 52,610 38,000 
5\ 62,400 65,000 

-11\ 292,570 267,000 
-27\ 236,000 182,942 

6\ 229,190 245,000 
-1\ 93,334 91,455 

-19 \ 268,932 223,000 
19 \ 69,402 83,900 
-2\ 135,324 137,600 
-7\ 64,854 60,000 

-74\ 83,611 48,600 
2\ 302,000 310,000 

18 \ 213,271 262,000 
-------- --------

-6\ 2,249,478 2,131,497 

-4 26,510 21,375 



06/14/94 THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

05/31/94 
COMBINED 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT ENDOWMENT TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND FUND 05/31194 6/30/93 

ASSETS: 

Current: 
Unrestricted Cash $193,505 $6,382 $199,887 $259,423 
Restricted Cash 250,000 $250,000 250,000 
Cash Equivalents 167 
Investments 150,000 $150,000 2,074 
Receivables 212,301 $212,301 48,868 
Inventory 49,5 8 3 $49,583 49,137 
prepaid Expenses 17,497 $17,497 9,143 
Interfund Receivable 6,382 506,709 $513,091 123,310 

- - ------ - --------- - - ------- --- - ----- --------- ---------
Total Current Assets $629,268 $ 506,709 $256,382 $1,392,359 $742,122 

Property & Equipment: 
Equipment & Furniture $260,327 $260,327 $260,327 
capital Improvements 938,338 938,338 938,338 
Exhibits 4,079,698 4,079,698 4,079,698 
Construction in process 52,908 52,908 52,908 
Land 18,000 18,000 18,000 
Less Accum. Depreciation (2,962,311) (2,962,311) (2,962,311) 

--------- --------- ----- - -- - ---- - --- - ----- - --- --- -- -- - -
Net Property & Equipment $52,908 $2,334,052 $2,386,960 $2,386,960 

TOTAL ASSETS $629,268 $559,617 $2,334,052 $256,382 $3,779,319 $3,129,082 
====== == :::::= ' == == =;::==== ========== ========= =========== ========== 

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable $94,522 $7,484 $102,006 $109,006 
Accrued Expense 50,751 8,710 59,461 63,557 
Deferred Income 125,780 532,637 658,417 194,919 
Interfund payable 506,709 6,382 506,709 123,310 

---- ----- --------- --------- --- - ----- --------- ---------
Total Current Liabilities $777,762 $548,831 $6,382 1,326,593 $490,792 

Fund Balances: 
operating ($148,494) (148,494) ($108,566) 
capital 10,786 10,786 162,804 
Endowment 250 , 000 250,000 250,000 
plant 2,334,052 2,334,052 2,334,052 

-------- - --------- --------- --------- ------- - - -- - ------
Total Fund Balances ($148,494) $10,786 $2,334,052 $250,000 $2,446,344 $2,638,290 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $629,268 $559,617 $2,334,052 $256,382 $3,779,319 $3,129,082 

========== ========== ========== ========= ========== ========== 
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Corp:>rate O:ntrihrti.ms 
Fcm:::latim Grants 

Thtal 

RE.VENJES 
----
EXPENSES 
----
Perscnrci E>qE1.se 
lIdninistrati ve Expffise 
N3.T Exhibit Prcdr:tim 
0Jel:tEad ( 18"1.) 

Thtal 

furl B:U.aoce (Merre:i PevEn.E) 
-------

Exp:nses arrl ftmd 1:alan:e 

CXH1ITIED PI.ED3ES (Cash rot ra.::eiVErl) 
------------------
Stratus 
~ 
lUIP 
Iav1ett Packard 
SiillT 

Thtal 

PFDKSAlS poom:; 
-----------------
'Ihcrrpscn Financial 
N3.t'l &:iexe Fan:latim 
l.hysis 
Apple 
Sprint 
P:arlfcm 
Intel 
Chlp:xm 

'IHE aJIFUIffi liJSEll1 
PIDJECl' RERRl' 
PS OF 5131194 

'IOI'AL 

395,CXXl • 
100,304 

495,304 

212,886 

117,195 
9,859 

32,059 
53,773 

---------
212,886 

282,418 

495,304 
------
-------

20,CXXl 
25,CXXl 
25,CXXl 
25,CXXl 

100,CXXl 
--------

195,CXXl 
----------
--------

25,CXXl 
SOO,CXXl 

5O,CXXl 
5O,CXXl 

100,CXXl 
5O,CXXl 

100,CXXl 
100,CXXl 

----------
975,CXXl 

----------

FY93 

5O,CXXl 

50,(0) 

50,(0) 

18,823 
2,163 

64 
28,950 

---
50,(0) 

50,(0) 
----
---

FY94 

395,(0) 
50,304 

445,304 

162,886 

98,372 
7,6% 

31,995 
24,823 

---
162,886 

282,418 

445,304 
---
---
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'IOfAL ESI'IMA1ED PffiJECl' msr 623,739 

Corp.:>rate Cont:r:ih.rt:ims 
Fcurlatim Grants 

Thtal 

EXPEN3ES 

Perscnrel Exp:nse 
Mrrinistrative Exp:nse 
lIBl Exhibit Prlxh::tim 
Overh:ro (30"10) 

Thtal 

furl Ealan:e (Merra:l P€vm.E) 

Clli1ITIED Pl.EIGS (C3sh rot ra:eive:l) 

Intel Fouxiatim 
flEEt funk 
lDUls 
StricE Rite 
Stop & SOOp 

Thtal: 

'mE 0l1PI.JIm MlEEl.li 
PR:lJEIT RmRI' 

349,501 
30,(0) 

379,501 

297,297 

175,474 
43,056 
16,647 
62,120 

----
297,297 

82,204 

379,501 
-------
-----

50,(0) 
5,(0) 

25,(0) 
5,(0) 

25,(0) 
-------

110,(0) 
-----
-------

PS OF 5/31/94 

FY93 

222,951 
30,(0) 

252,951 

76,372 

41,822 
14,277 
9,107 

11,166 
---

76,372 

FY94 

126,550 

126,550 

220,925 

133,652 
28,779 
7,540 

50,954 

220,925 
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DESCRIPTION 

PLEDGES: 

Cash 
Building - DEC 
Bell CRT (1) 

Total Pledges 

PLEDGES REALIZED: 

Cash 
Building - DEC 

Total Pledges Realized 

Less Transfers: 

To Endowment Fund 
To plant Fund 

Total Transfers 

pledges Realized for Expenses 

EXPENSES: 

Webb study plan 
Fundraising Costs 
Mortgage 

Total Expenses 

PLEDGES REALIZED NET 
OF EXPENSES: 

PLEDGES NOT YET REALIZED: 

Cash 
Bell CRT 

CAPITAL CAMPAIGN REPORT 
For the Period January 1991 through June 30, 1995 

($ Thousands) 

ACTUAL 
TO DATE 

$1,600 
2,500 
1,000 

----------
5,10 a 

----------

1,274 
2,5 a a 

----------
3,774 

250 
2,5 a a 

----------
2,750 

1,024 

71 
476 
401 

----------
948 

76 
----------

326 
1,000 

----------
1,326 

FORECAST 
THRU FY94 

$1,600 
2,500 
1,000 

----- -----
5,100 

----------

1, 4 a 4 
2,50 a 

----------
3,904 

250 
2,500 

----------
2,750 

1, 154 

71 
485 
401 

----------
957 

197 
----------

196 
1,000 

----------
1,196 

PROJECTION 
THRU FY95 

$1,600 
2,500 
1,000 

----------
5,10 a 

----------

1,512 
2,500 

----------
4,012 

250 
2,500 

----------
2,750 

1,262 

71 
490 
521 

----------
1,082 

180 
----------

88 
1,000 

----------
1,08.8 

WEBB PLAN 

$5,000 
2,500 

0 
----------

7,500 
----------

5,000 
2,500 

----------
7,500 

3,500 
2,500 

----- - ----
6,000 

1,500 

71 
908 
521 

----------
1,500 

0 
----------

0 
----------

0 

(1) Represents Charitable Remainder Trust pledged in 1991. Upon Donor's death, remaining value of 
the trust shall be paid to the Museum. During the remaining life of the Donor, the Trust is 
obligated to make payments each year to the Donor equal to 10% of the net fair market value of 
the Trust assets. The market value of the Trust as of August 25, 1993 was 1,442. 



The Computer Clubhouse needs you! 

The Computer Museum's Computer Clubhouse is a model learning environment 
for underserved youth ages 10-16. We are looking for mentors and youth to 
work together to develop these exciting projects and more ... 

1. Interactive Multimedia Newsmagazine· 
Create and manage a newspaper written by youth for youth that includes, 
video, text, graphics and sound and allows the reader to chose their own 
path of discovery. This magazine will be accessible by schools over 
nternet. 

2. Computer Based Art Gallery 
Produce computer based works of art to be shown in a virtual art gallery 
that will be accessible over the Internet using Mosaic. 

3. Computer Controlled Devices 
Build computer interfaces to control vehicles and other devices through a 
direct or wireless link. Make sensors for light, temp, touch, distance, for 
these devices. Create programs in Basic, Visual Basic, C and Visual C to 
run these devices. Design a controller for a 6 stepper motor for a 
Microbot Alpha II. 

4. Virtual Reality 
Create VR devices or modifying already existing devices for VR. Design 
an interface to attach a Nintendo Power Glove to a computer and create 
software to respond to it. 

5. Net Pals 
Create and manage a Clubhouse bulletin board to the focuses on 
important social issues facing young people. Make connections with 
interesting adults and young people studying and working around the 
world. 

6. LEGO "Sim" City 
Design and build a forty square foot ~omputer controlled LEGO city that 
will include among its moving parts a train set and robotic arm. The city 
will be on display in The Computer Museum as a project built by youth in 
the Clubhouse. 

7. Clubhouse Animation Studio 
Develop computer generated 2-D and 3-D animation cartoons and dance. 
Present this animation on Boston's cable access channel. 

For more information call Sam at 426-2800 x347 or Noah at 426-2800 x374. 
Over 



8. Clubhouse Laser Light Show 
Design and build a device for presenting a laser light show. Write 
software to control the device and create new and interesting shapes. 

9. Computer Game Production 
Design and develop computer games using a variety of platforms 
including MicroWorlds, Basic or C. Edit and redesign existing games. 

10. Computer Generated Sound and Music 
Create new sounds, sound effects, and music using computer technology. 
Provide these sounds as background for graphics, animation and video. 

11. Virtual Worlds and Simulations 
Create virtual worlds in the computer, including buildings, planets, cities, 
landscapes, cars, costumes, people, dance, and sports. Add your 
objects to the ever growing CitySpace, a virtual city being built by youth 
nationwide. 

12. Virtual Comic Book 
Develop a comic book that is available over the Internet. It could include 
video, text, graphics and sound and have an interactive format. 

13. Remote Video Links 
Create a video link from a camera on top of the building to a computer in 
the Clubhouse. Create a two way video link between the Clubhouse and 
another museum. Build a telescope for the top of the museum with a 
video link to the Clubhouse. 

14. Multi-media Interactive Essay 
Incorporate multi-media interactive formats into presentations for school. 
Encourage schools and teachers to see these formats as positive 
alternatives to standard presentation formats. 

15. Creative Writing 
Create stories, books, journals, a family tree, and time lines using the 
computer. ' 

,{ 

16. Design your own project 
Projects in morphing, artificial life, system dynamics, chaos, fractals, fuzzy 
logic, liquid graphics or just paint a picture. 

No experience necessary, just an interest in learning while having fun. 

For more information call Sam at 426-2800 x347 or Noah at 426-2800 x374. 
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ADMISSIONS DESK/LOBBY 
AUDITORIUM PROJECTION BOOTH 
ANNUAL FUND/MEMBERSHIP 
DECTALK/PUBLIC INFO 
EXHIBIT KIT SALES 
FAX 
GALLERY, FLR 6, BAY 4 
GROUP VISITS 
SECURITY 
VISITOR ASSISTANT OFFICE 
TO PAGE 

Ballard, Martha 

Bauman, David 
Bell, Gwen 
Boren, Sari 
Boucaud, Phillomin 

Cardoza, Kristan 
Carswell, Kate 
Children's Museum 
Christy, Sam 
Collins, Don 
Computer Clubhouse 
Conference Room (5th floor) 
Conference Room (6th floor) 
Conference/Skyline Room 
Cooke, Stina 
Cyr, Alan 

Dasha, Margaret 

Eichten, Bob 

Ferris, Marjorie 
Fest, Paul 

Gardner, Marilyn 
Gonzalez, Giselle 
Greene, Don 
Greschler, David 
Groves, Ted 

Hertz, Kimberly 
Hussey, Jane 

Jennes, Gail 
Johnson, Daniel 
Jose, Kate 

Kelly, Kevin 

THE COHPUTER HUSEUH 
PHONE LIST 

UPDATED JUNE '94 

(Sue Pekock) 

(Kevin Kelly) 

(Eileen Knight) 

Offices and galleries 
Galleries only 

Facilities Marketing Manager 

Network Mgr., TNS Exhibit 
Founding President (Collections) 
TNS Exhibit Lab 
Store Sales Staff 

Exhibits Research Asst. 
Manager of Visitor Services 

Clubhouse Project Manager 
Controller 

Clubhouse Software Developer 

3101352 
305 
338 

423-6758 
332 

426-2943 
265 

800-370-CHIP 
260 
350 
612 
611 

340 

348 
331 
425 
307 

377 
344 

426-6500 
347 
343 
423 
304 
385 
421 

Visitor Asst./Asst. Exhibits Engineer 
395/423 
350/653 

Museum Store Manager 

Administrative Support Assistant 

Corporate Relations Manager 
Store Sales Staff 

Director of Education 
Visitor Assistant/Clubhouse Asst. 
Shop Foreman 
Director of Exhibits 
Director of Design 

Floor Manager 
Marketing Associate 

Director of Public Relations 
Visitor Assistant 
Computer Bowl Project Manager 

Exhibit Kits 

306 

364 

339 
307 

345 
350/651 

328 
349 
373 

350/665 
422 

341 
350/665 

346 

332 



Knight , Eileen 

Lee, Brian 

Mandolini, James 
Marcano, Gail 
Marchiony, John 
McCann, Mary 

Mosher, Tom 
Mourant, 1Janda 

Pekock, Susan 

Pollack, Craig 
Rackliffe, Julie 
Riggs, Betsy 
Rizzo, Jenny 
Russell, Lainey 

Sami, Jahi 
Sellers, Geoff 
Sievers, Heather 
Southall , Noah 
Store 
Strimpel , Oliver 

Teplow, Laurie 
Tremblay , Ben 
Tremblay , 1Jilliam 

1Jalker, Tony 
1Jallace, Brian 

1Jelsh, Carol 
1Jetmore, Adrienne 

MUSEUM 1JHARF: 

Buccieri , Valerie 
Fitzgerald, Mike 
Golder, Michael 
Halwes, Michael 
Roth, David 

Exhibit Kit Sales/Messages 
Special Museum Services Manager 

Computer Clubhouse Consultant 

Design Assistant 
Admissions Rep 
Director of Marketing 
Dir. of Admin./Asst. to Director 

Visitor Assistant 
Visitor Assistant 

Membership Fund Manager 
Annual Fund/Memoership 
Store/cashier 
Development Assistant 
Director of Development 
Admissions Representative 
Admissions Representative 

Exhibits Engineer 
PR Coordinator 
Accounting Asst/Volunteer Coord. 
Mentor Coordinator 

Executive Director 

Visitor Assistant 
Interactive Technologies Developer 
Interactive Technologies Developer 

Floor Manager 
Collections Manager 
Media Arts Exhibit Developer 
Director, 1Jest Coast Office 
Store Sales Staff 

Building Manager 
Computer Services Director 
Maintenance Supv. 
Computer Specialist 
Facilities Director 

NOTE: E- Mail addresses for Museum Staff: 

lastname@tcm.org Example: strimpel@tcm.org 

638 
334 

423 

397 
352/670 

396 
372 

350/662 
350/659 

376 
338 
307 
432 
378 

352/663 
352/677 

336 
329 
411 
374 
307 
330 

350/ 
426 
394 

350/658 
342 

415-323-1909 
307 

232 
289 
319 
286 
323 
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PUBLIC RELA nONS DEPARTMENT 
6/13/1994 

300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(6 17) 426-2800 Media Summary: Fiscal Year 1994 
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PRINT CIRCULA nON 

General Museum (includes Clubhouse): 63,987,216 

Harvard vs. Human Chess: 5,611,269 

Computer Bowl All-Star Game: 5,131,507 

Internet Auction: 2,275,892 

TOTAL PRINT CIRCULATION: 77,005,884 

• an increase of 16,600,591 million over 1993 

BROADCAST IMPRESSIONS 

General Museum: 54,510,000 

Harvard vs. Human Chess: 9,695,000 

Computer Bowl All-Star Game: 31,300,000 

Computer Clubhouse: 4,000,000 

Internet Auction: 1,000,000 

GRAND TOTAL BROADCAST IMPRESSIONS: 100,505,000 

• an increase of 52,367,200 million over 1993 

GRAND TOTAL PRINT & BROADCAST: 177,510,884 

• an increase of 69,022,791 million over 1993 

[Please note: These figures are estimates, and do not include figures for many 
international publications or broadcast outlets (which were not available).] 
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MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS: FY 94 

The Computer Museum 

• generated a 64 percent increase in total media impressions over FY'93-
without a major exhibit opening (the likely result of the Museum's growing 
stature, and the promotion and marketing of regularly scheduled events, 
activities, and temporary exhibits). 

• generated international coverage in: England (BBC), Scotland, France (16-
page color feature in the French PC Magazine), Switzerland, Scandinavia, 
Germany, Russia (Moscow), Japan, Australia, Canada (Toronto, Quebec), 
Brazil, and Mexico. 

• staff were increasingly quoted on subjects related to people and computing 
by media such as: The (London) Financial Times, Newsweek, The New York 
Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post, The Boston Globe, 
The Boston Herald, NPR, other syndicated radio and broadcast outlets. 

General: a four-minute "Good Morning America" feature; segments on ABC 
''Nightline,'' National Public Radio; an intro to PBS's "Scientific American" 
show (inside The Walk-Through Computer™ by Alan Aida); story in OMNI. 

Human vs. Computer Chess: Nightline; Voice of America; Associated Press; 
Forbes; Moscow Times, Boston Globe, Boston Phoenix. 

The Computer Bowl All-Star Game: Washington Post "Style" (syndicated); 
L. A. Times; Boston Globe; Seattle Times; San Jose Mercury News; San Jose 
Business Journal; Canadian TV; Sci/Tech Satellite News; "Computer 
Chronicles" (PBS and PCTV); "On Computers" Radio (worldwide). 

Internet Auction: Der Spiegel; London Daily Telegraph; Business Week; 
Computerworld; Information Week; "Computer Chronicles" (PBS). 

Michael Berger, Rich Tennant, Letter to the White House, VR, CitySpace, 
Computer Animation, etc.: New York Times, Washington Post "Travel With 
Children" (syndicated); Detroit News-Free Press (syndicated); Ladies' Home 
Journal; Houston Chronicle; Boston Globe "Names & Faces," ''Weekend,'' 
Calendar Pick and CityWeekly; tourist magazines WHERE (cover and inside) 
and Panorama; WCVB-TV and WBZ-Radio; United Airlines and Brazilian 
in-flight magazines; Museum News, Financial Times. 

The Computer Clubhouse: Tokyo Today Radio; The Seattle Times; Museum 
News; Technology and Learning; Information Week. 

Upcoming: features in National Geographic World and Technology and 
Learning; highlights in The Wall Street Journal Technology section, 
Women's Day, American Airlines, United Airlines and Corridor Shuttle in
flight magazines. 
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". "eowputer Moguls Duke It Out in .Trivia Came 

By John Schwartz 
Washinilton Post Staff Writer 

SAN JOSE, Calif. . T his is anything but trivial. 
' . Billionaire software mo-

gul Bill Gates has just Peen 
asked how many bytes are 

in a megabyte. Gates, whose Micro-
soft products run millions of comput
ers worldwide; tries to do the math 
in his head and flubs it. 

It's only a rehearsal-and the op
posing team doesn't get the number 
right either-but Gates is conster
nated. 

(Quickie computer lesson: A 
megabyte is about a million bytes, or 
words, of data, but Gates knows that 
.the number isn't precise because 
~memory units generally come in 
powers of two-you know, 4, 8,' 16, 
32, 64, 128, 256, 512 and up. So a 

kilobyte is 1,024 bytes, and multiply
ing a kilobyte by a kilobyte will get 
you a megabyte, or 1,048,576 bytes. 
Got it?) 

It matters because this is the 
Computer Bowl, an annual trivia ' 
contest played as blood sport. The 
bowl is patterned after the old "Col
lege Bowl" on TV, but instead of 
questions about Garibaldi and urani
um 235, the only subject is comput
ers. The combatants are industry lu
minaries such as Gate.s and Mitch 
Kapor, cofounder of Lotus Develop
ment Corp. and now head of the 
Electronic Frontier Foundation, the 
high-tech civil liberties group. If any
one should know this stuff, they 
should-they created a lot of it, and 
it's made several of them into gazil
lionaires. 

The contest pits the East Coast, 
See CONTEST, B4, Col. 1 

ASSQCIATEO PRESS 

At yesterday's Computer Bowl, the West Coast, featuring PC giants like Bill Gates (projected on 
screen above), was pitted against the ~ast Coast mainframe luminaries. 



Computer TriviaJtlUr 
, .. 

.-r-----------~--------

CONTEST, From Bl 

which gave the world mainframes 
and minicomputers, against the 

~West Coast, which gives us silicon 
,chips and personal computers. So 
'far,,' the West is ahead, 3 bowls to 2. 
:Tpis year's contestants are compet
Ing ·for the title "Computer Masters . 
'of the Universe," since each of the 
'five piaye~s on both teams had been 
the highest-scoring player from a 
previous year's bout. . 

One well-armed Luddite terrorist 
could have sent America back to 
typew:r;iters and Wite-Out. , 

Why: ·Would people who have 
proved their worth in so many other 
ways ' 'want to participate in this 
olympics of cyber-minutiae? It's for a 
beloved cause: Since its inception in 
1988, the event has raised more 
than $4 million for the Computer 
Museum in Boston. It's also a con
test that shows off the players' trea
sured skills. "I'm good at that kind of 
trivia," says Kapor, bleary-eyed with 
jet lag but still capable of near-lethal 
understatement. Heidi Roizen, 

. founder of a software company 
called TfMaker, says, "They do take 
this ¥eryseriously-it's a chance to 
show individual brain power." 

cooking at these . 'bright, hyper
successful people lined up behind the . 
buzzers, it is clear that many of them 
still remember their SAT scores. 

The players are all wearing base
ball-style T-shirts displaying mock 
sports trading cards of the contes
tants: The sedentary Kapor (East 
Coast) as a championship swimmer, 

Interval Research CEO David Liddle 
(West Coast) as a brawny kayaker, 
Gates (West) as a baseball player 
(and not, sadly, a bodybuilder, as an 
unforgettable cover of Business 
Month magazine once portrayed 
him). 

Their playing field is the inside of 
. a hurilongous computer, set up in the 
San Jose civic auditorium. The set
complete with hard drive and cooling 
fan- was on loan from chipmaker 
Intel, which used the Land of the Gi
ants props at a recent trade show. 

"Ladies and gentlemen, hackers of 
all ages," says emcee ·Stewart Chei
fet, host of the PBS show "Computer 
Chronicles," introducing the bout. "It 
is the revenge of the ne:r;ds, the ulti
mate moment of geek glory!" (Chei
fet was joined in asking the ques
tions by Intel Corp. CEO Andrew S. 
Grove.) 

The players are grirming-it's on
ly a game, right? But they stand 
tense at their posts, eager-to slap 
the buzzer before the oPPQsition can, 
their personal micrciph)cessors 
working at their highest clock 
speeds. Liddle slams his button the 
moment he hears the letters 
"ATM"-before Cheifet cim finish 
the question-and blurts out "Asyn
chronous transfer mode." It's the 
long form for a well-known comput- . 
erese acronym, but it's not what the 
questioners wanted-they' were ac
tually asking about automated teller 
machines. An agonized "oooooh!" 
goes up from the spectators as they 
realize that the power player has 
been sucker-punched. 

By the standards of previous 
years, though, this bowl was a bit 
tame. During the 1990 round, Gates 
was sputteringly angry over some of 
the judges' calls on disputed an
swers. And in 1991, Roizen says, he 
upbraided her for not , reading ' 
enough books to prepare for her ap
pearance. Of course, Gates is mar
ried now, and that might have 
calmed him down. 

The half-time entertainment was 
a charity auction-also to benefit 
the Computer Museum-that 
threatened to overshadow the bowl. 
The moneyed crowd bid a book of 
essays on Albert Einstein auto
graphed by the scientist up to 
$3,600, while one of famously casual 
Kapor's old Hawaiian shirts gar
nered $1,300 . . 

But the high point was a white
knuckled bidding war between Gates 
and computing pioneer Gordon Bell, 
who developed the phenomenally 
successful line of VAX minicomput
ersfor the Digital Equipment Corp. 
The prize: the right to be named 
publisher of the industry journal 
Computerworld for a week and visit 
one of the newspaper's offices 
around the world. With the goading 
of Christie's auctioneer Ursula Her
macinski, who artfuly combined the 
skills of her trade with those of a 
stail(!.7~p;. comic, the two bid the 
package up to $28,000 before Gates 
dropped out. . 

At a postgame dinner, Patrick 
McGovern, chairman of Computer
world's corporate parent, offered 
Gates a week of his own on the con·· 
dition that he match Bell's price. 
Gates agreed; this is the kind of 

f 
money, after all, that Yfu could prob-
ably fmd crumpled u~ in the lint fil-. I 

For · Computer Geeks. Only 

Mitch Kapor, co·founder of Lotus 
Development Corp., tries to answer 
a question at the Computer Bowl. 

ter of his dryer. No word yet on 
when those collector's edition Com
puterworlds will hit the newsstands, 
however. _ 

When the final buzzer had been 
slapped 'and the last factlet un
earthed, the East Coast had bested 
the West, 190-150, and evened the 
score of Computer Bowls, 3-3. 

QUESTIONS: . 
1. What brand of supercomputers 

was featured in the novel "Jurassic 
Park?" 

2. In what 1974 movie did 
George Segal have a computer im
planted in his brain? 

3. What is President Clinton's 
Internet e-mail address? 

4. What does the acronym 
"SEGA" stand for? 

5. Of the following, who does not 
wear earrings? Jean Louis Gassee, 
Steven Wallach or Philippe Kahn? 

6. Where does the ' "Gopher" 
search software on the lri1:ernet get 
its name? 

7. Was the internal pre-release 
name of Borland's Quattro spread
sheet: 1) Buddha 2) R.ows and Col
umns or 3) Spreadsheets R Us? 

8. How many buttons did Dot'ig 
Engelbart's first mouse have? .. 

ANSWERS 
1. Cray 
2. "The Terminal Man" 
3. president@whitehouse.gov 
4 .. Service Games 
5. Philippe Kahn 
6. The University of Minnesota's 

burrowing mascot, the gopher 

The players, some of whom have \ ____________ _ 
fought it out in the marketplace, 
looked relieved that the contest was 
over. As the audience filed out, 
Gates was still shaking his head and, 
hy then', smiling over how he flubbed 
the answer in the rehearsal. ''1 felt so · ~ 
stupid about that," he said, smiling. 
''1 know all the powers of two!" 

7. Buddha, based on Borland's 
pun (and hope) that Quattro would 
"assume the Lotus position" 

8. Three. 
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Clash of the computer titans 
Industry tycoons, wizards pursue trivia in museum fund-raiser 

By Ronald Rosenberg 
GLOBE: STAFF 

Knowing who se\ved Apple Computer 
founder Steve Jobs' torn blue jeans at a 
1976 Atlantic City computer fair and the 
names of the two science fiction movies 
that used the phrase "klaatu barada 

• nikto;" just might get you into next "ear's 
Computer Bow12.0 team. " 

Trying to come up. with ans\~'ers , to 
these and other computer trivia questions 
on Friday night were v,vo g1'OUpS of bi
coastal , computer industry tycoons" pio
neers and cognoscenti. They included Bill 
Gates, the founder and chainnan of Micro
soft Corp., for the West Coast and Mitch 
Kapor, the founder of Lotus Development 
COl:p. and now president of the E lectronic 

, Frontier Foundation, who was the East 
Coast captain. 

Both participated in earlier Computer 
Bowl games and together with eight other 
Bowl alumni they came to the Civic Audi-

"The harsh winter must have given 
The All Star them a lot of time to study," chuckled 

Com' t B I .; West Coast team captain Bill Joy, the 
pU er OW IS a founder and chief technical officer of Sun 

major fund~raiser for Microsystems Inc. 
Boston's Compo uter The All Star Computer Bowl, which 

~ll be shown ne:Kt month in v,vo parts on , 
Museum. This year, "Computer Chronicles," the PBS series, is ; 
the grune show set a major fund-raiser for Boston's Comput

er Museum. Each year, the televised 
was decorated to event becomes more elaborate. This year, i 

. resemble the inside of one corporate sponsor, Intel Corp., deco- \, 
rated the game show set to resemble the 

a personal computer. inside of a personal comp~tel'. , i 
_____ . iII' __ At half-time, the East Coast led 80 to 

70 having known that one of the earliest 
, torium in San Jose, Calif., for the Comput- word processors was called -Volkswriter 

er Bowl All Star Game, which ended with and that the Uni\-ersity of Waterloo in 
the Kapor-Ied East Coast beating the Canada won the 1&th annual international 
West Coast All .StiU's 190 to 150. Thusco\legiate programming contest over the 
after six rounds, each coast has won three ' Massachusetts. Institute of Technology 
games each arid Computer Bowl 1.0 is his- and Harvard University. , 
tory. BOWL, Page 19 i: 

====================~-
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({ODlPu~er tycoons, wizards aidfund-:t;aiser for museum 
.'iJOWL sors. 
Contlnuedfrom Page 17 . . C t 'B I ti The, Computer Bowl, which is 

une t.W1St d~ haIf~time was a .ompu ·er. OW ques ons. modeled after the· General Electric 
computer celeblitYbowl that includ- . College Bowl with i~poi'nt· tosS-up 
ed auctioriing off a simulated aelial How much computer tri\;a do 1985 movie.· Name the film. questions and 30-point bonus 
dogfight, sailing and skiirig vaca- you know? Below are 10 ques-, 7. What is President Clinton's rounds,is a test of computer names, 
tions, a, round-trip flight for foul'· tions taken from the toss-up and Internet e-mail address? acronyms, dates and places with an , 
from Boston to Martha's Vineyard bonus rounds posed to the Com- 8. The 'Digital Equipment emphasis on Hollywood computer 
\\;th pilot JohnPoduska, th~ founder putet Bowl All Stars. Corporation's PDP-10 is a well-tlivia'.. Asking the questions were 
of Plime' and Apollo Computer, and 1. Name three programming, ,known minicomputer. What was Andrew S. Grove, the president of 
an autumn dinner fol' four with languages that were named after its immediate predecessor called? Intel Corp., and SteWart Cheifet, ex-
Cluistopher Hogwood, artistic direc~' real people.' 9~ In this 1967 Walt Disney ecutive producer of "Computer I 
tor of the Boston-based. Handel and. 2. In the novel "Jurassic movie, an electrical accident Chronicles." Neither teams knew' 
Hayden Society. Park" by Michael Cl~chton. a su- dumps the contents ofa comput- that the phrase "klaatu barada 

But the highlight of the eventpercomputer is used for DXA se- er's memor)" into the brain of a nikto" appeared in hom "The Day 
was the last and most expensive item : quencing. What brand of super- ,college student played by Kurt the Earth Stood Still~ and on a 
in the auction that led to a fmancial computer is 1,lserl? Russell. Name the mm. 'blackboard ili the mO\i~ "Tron." And 
duel between Gates and Gordon Bell, 3. Among the ma,ny acronyms . , there was some confusiDn over' who , ~~~~~ya 
best known as the engineeling lead- in the computer field is F'i'P. sewed Jobs' pants. The correct an~ stock market favorite. But in this 
er at Digital Equipment Corp. 'and What·does it stand for? decade it announced its fIrSt ever ·swer was Stan Veit's mother-in-law. 
now a consultant to East and West 4. Late last year,one of the Veit was a colleague of Jobs at Ap-
Coast startups. The plize was a Il'\ajol'on-Iine computer sel'\;ces . quarterly loss. What was the year pie. 

. . ~nd quarter? 
chance to become publisher of Com- was. acquired by an international But at least one tea.>il player did 
puterworld, the Framingham-bas!!d media magnate. Which sel'\ice, ANSWERS: 1. A'da, Pascal know that 1969, was ilie first year 
trade publication; for a week plus \vhich magnate? and Eu.clid. 2. Cray. 3. File Trans- Co~pUSei"Verent on-line, and that 
round-trip ailfare to and a week's ~c- 5. If you're looking for some- fe1' P1'Otocol. 4. DellJhi. Ru;pe1t Philippe Kahn, the pre..-ident of Bor-
cominodations iIi any of the 45 coun- . thing on the Internet, you might M1t1Yloch. 5. The University of land International did not weal' an 
tries where a Computel'world news- use the search software called Minne.~ota mascot. 6. ''Weint Sci- earring. 
paper is published~ Gopher.Wher~ did Gopher get its enee." 7. PRESIDENT@WHITE- Joining Kapor on the East Coast 

, . The, bidding, which started at name? HOUSE.GOl: 8. PDP-6. 9. "The was Bob FrankstOn, cc.jevelopel~ of 
$1.000 quickly climbed to $17,000. 6. Two teen-agersuse a com- Complde1' Wore Te11.ni.s Shoes," VisiCalcj the fil'stconir';Jter spread-
\\ith Christie's auctioneer Ursula nuter to Cl'p.at.p A woman in this 10. FO'lt1th qllmter, 1992. sheet and now wOl'kingior Microsoft 
Hermacinski appealing to their egos iIi the· Boston area,' Keil J. Colin, 
arid remindIng both men that the 1----------_____ -.:......,;.:....-_______ --1 president of Foundation Technol-, 
winner would .have "bragging with her husband, Stephen Coit, a PQwersoft Corp. of Burlington and . ogies Ltd. and a founder of Phoenix 
rights." With Bell's bid to $28.000 Boston-based venture capitalist. said he would h.avegone ~igh~' if he, Technologies Ltd. of Korwood, Da
and the' auditorium crowd coUnting' watched· the bidding in California was at the auction. Watchmg It from . vid L.' Nelson, a cofounder of Apollo 
down the final "going once, . going through a satellite hookup at the Boston was {rustrating, he said. , Computer' arid Fluent Machines and 
\:\\;ce ... " Gates shook his head no. Computer Museum. . Th~ ~a~ction raise? about $80,000 now senior' software engineering 

Earlier, Gates won a'bidding bat- . Other winning bids included m addltIon to the estimated $400,000 consultant for Novell Multimedia' 
tIe with Bell's wife, Gwen, who is the $1,300 for one of Mitch Kapor's Ha- that the event took in. (Novell acquired Fluent!· 
t'ounding president of the Computer waiian shirts and $3,600 for a rare "W"?Y is?'t? there a telephone line The.' West· Coast included Joy, 
Museum, for the Poduska-piloted book of essays autographed by Al- ~ Cal~~orma. I woul~ have g~ne Gates, Jeffrey Kalb, now a California 
flight to the Vineyard with a $1,400 bert Einstein. The winning West hIgher,. Kurtzman smd" wa~hmg, semiconductor and systems consul
bid. Coast bid was $100 higher than the auction on a large scree~ m t~e tant who previously ran the comput-

"Of course this is bubble gum Mitchell Kurtzman's reserVe bid. He ~o~puter Museum along "lIth 250 er chip operations at Digital Equip
money for him," said Lois Coit; who is· the cofounder and· presid~nt of Im'lted guests, and museum spon- ment Corp., Da,;d Lidd:~, president 

--------------------------------~------------~~~~~==~~~ 

of Interval Research Corp. and Har
ry J. Saal, president of Smart Valley, 
Inc. t. 

On~ mUltiple choice question 
both teams got wl'ongconcerne~ a 
US News and World Report survey 
of engineering school deans who 

. ranked schools in. computer engi
neeling. Asked fo name the No.1 
.school given a choice of Stapford, 

'Carnegie Melloo. Cal Tech and MIT: 
no one chose }£IT, the. correct an
swer. 
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to· in- 4.:: AIt is certainly on EFF's short 
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Une destination pour eet ete 

LEMUSEEDE 
L'ORDINATEUR 

it Boston 

Aimeriez-vous vous promener dans votre ordinateur voir 
ce qu'il y a dedans et comprendre un peu mieux com:nent 
ga marche? C'est l'une des possibilites qu'offre Ie Computer 
Museum de Boston, Ie plus important musee au Monde 
dedie exclusivement a l'ordinateur. Ce musee ne se trouve 
pas si loin que cela du Quebec et il est tout pres des plages 
de Nouvelle-Angleterre tres prisees des Quebecois. Ce 
pourrait etre un but d'excursion durant l'ete, en particulier 
les jours de pluie ou l'on n'a pas envie de s'ennuyer a l'h6tel 
ou sous la tente. 

Le Computer Museum est installe dans un biitiment ancien 
renove situe a proximitedu port de Boston. On y presente 
l'ordinateur, son histoire et son fonctionnement aussi bien 
que les differentes applications possibles avec les logiciels. 
Le musee offre une excellente formation de base tant aux 
enfants qu'aux adultes et ille fait de fagon divertissante et 
originale. 

Ce qui semble surtout attirer 
l'attention des visiteurs, c'est 
une reproduction agrandie 50 
fois d'un ordinateur qui occupe 
deux etages de I'edifice. Juste 
pour vous donner une idee de la 
grandeur de l'ordinateur, sachez 
qu'un enfant peut se tenir de
bout sur l'une des touches du 
clavier. L'ecran a une surface de 
10 metres carres. En pressant a 
deux mains l'une des grosses 
touches de fonction de ce clavier 
ou en manipulant une gigan
tesque boule de contr61e, les 
visiteurs peuvent indiquer sur 
quel pays ils aimeraient obtenir 
de l'information. Cela sert 
d'exemple pour montrer com
ment l'ordinateur fonctionne. 

Photo Jack Williams 

L'ordinateur commence par indiquer la route la plus courte 
pour se rendre dans Ie pays· choisi et on peut voir sur 
l'ecran geant des images de paysages que l'on pourrait voir 
Ie long du chemin en s'y rendant. En se promenant a l'inte
rieur de I'ordinateur geant, on peut voir ses differentes 
composantes et une simulation de la fagon dont il procede 
pour acceder aux donnees et les traiter. De la lumiere circu-

lant a I'interieur d'un tube de neon presente Ie parcours 
suivi par les donne·es durant tout Ie processus. 

Photo Computer Museum 
Dans la salle des 
robots et des 
«machines intelli
gen'tes», on peut 
voir 25 robots plus 
ou moir!s celebres, 
en particulier R2-D2 
du film Star Wars. 
Une presentation 
multimedia de 10 
minutes montre une 
vingtaine de robots 
durant leur vie acti
ve sur Terre, sur la 
Lune ou sous la 
mer. Des presen-

. toirs et des pari-
neaux d'information permettent aussi de mieux compren
dre ce qu'est I'intelligence artificielle. On nous donne des 
e~emples d'applications recentes dans ce domaine en plus 
d exphquer comment les robots font pour voir, toucher, 
entendre ou se deplacer. Cornrne dans les autres salles 
plusieurs activites sont plus specialement tournees ve;s les 
enfants: un jeu de LEGO geant avec des blocs actionnes par 
un robot, un ordinateur qui colorie une carte des Etats
Unis selon les commandes vocales qu'il regoit.. . 

L'exposition People and computers: milestones of a 
revolution presente l'histoire et l'evolution de l'ordinateur 
depuis les annees 1940. On peut y voir les premiers ordina
teurs qui etaient immenses mais moins puissants que cer
tains ordinateurs de poche actuels. On a recree dans Ie 
musee plusieurs environnements dans lesquels on utilisait 
ces appareils afin que les visiteurs puissent mieux s'imagi
ner comment cela se passait dans un passe pas si lointain 
que ga. On peut aussi voir divers objets rattaches aux ordi
nateurs des differentes epoques, des films et des videos qui 
les montrent en activite. 

La salle The com
puter and the 
image gallery est 
consacree a tout ce 
qui touche a l'image 
informatisee. On y 
montre sur des 
ordinateurs aussi 
bien que par des 
films, des montages 
video ou des diapo
sitives ce qu'est Ie 
traitement d'images 
et comment on peut 
en faire. On peut 
decouvrir dans cet
te salle les realisa
tions les plus recen-
tes et les plus spectaculaires en matiere de simulation, 
d'images en trois dimensions, de dessins animes, de 
fractales ou d'animation video par ordinl.'.t9):':' 

Enfin, l'exposition Tools & toys: the amazing personal 
computer·tente de demontrer la grande diversite d'applica
tions possibles avec un ordinateur personnel. On y presente 
donc Ie multimedia aussi bien que toutes sortes d'autres 
possibilites dans des domaines aussi varies que la musique, 
Ie design, la realite virtuelle, les jeux ou meme la micro
edition. Les visiteurs peuvent y faire diverses experiences 
avec la voix synthetisee, echanger des donnees dans un 
systeme d'ordinateurs en reseau, essayer des encyclopedies 
sur disque CD-ROM oujouer a differentsjeux. 

Dans la plupart des salles, les visiteurs peuvent s'asseoir a 
l'un des ordinateurs qui y sont disponibles et se servir de 
logiciels en relation avec Ie theme traite. Ce n'est pas un 
musee que l'on visite passivement mais un lieu de decou
verte et de participation ou l'on apprend aussi par ses 
prop res experiences. A vrai dire, c'est ce qui fait la notoriete 
de ce musee qui existe depuis maintenant douze ans. Le 
Computer Museum est une institution de bonne reputation 
qui a etabli des liens avec Ie National Museum of American 
History de la Smithsonian Institution depuis 1987, ce qui 
peut etre considere comme une garantie de la qualite des 
expositions qui y sont presentees. 

Le Computer Museum est situe au 300 Congress Street. II 
est ouvert de 10 heures a 18 heures tous les jours de I'ete. 
Le prix d'entree est de 7$ par adulte, de 5$ pour les enfants 
de 5 ans et plus ainsi que pour les personnes iigees. Les 
enfants de 4 ans ou moins ne paient pas. Les tarifs sont 

reduits de 50% Ie dimanche apres-midi entre 15 heures et 
17 heures. On nous a aussi avise que toutes les salles du 
musee sont accessibles en fauteuil roulant. 

Si vous arrivez du Nord par I'Expressway 1-93, direction 
sud, vous quittez l'autoroute a la sortie 23 vel'S High & 
Congress Streets. Vous tournez ensuite ii. gauche sur 
Congress Street que vous suivez Ie temps de pa~ser par 
deux carrefours avec des feux de circulation puis Ie pont . 
Congress Street Bridge. Le musee est a gauche juste apre~ 
Ie pont et il y a plusieurs parcs de stationnement aux alen~ 
tours sur Congress Street et Northern Avenue. Pour obte
nir davantage d'informations su~ les horaires et les evene- : 
ments speciaux, on 
peut rejoindre la boite 
telephonique vocale 
du musee au (617) 
423-6758. 

Plan des alentours du musee. 
Source: Computer Museum 
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Gwen Bell: 

Computers' past 
providing her 
life's satisfaction 
By JIM NASH ' 

I I lakes a minute to really see what you're 
looking at. It looks like an Aztec or a 
Mayan pallern Sewn inlo the fabric of a 

sectional couch. 
Il's beautiful needlepoint. Colors, rich 

maroon and paslel blue and pink, nol now
ing in bends but running in rigid righl angles 
and blunt T's. The boldness of Ihe design 
hides its complexilY. 

Il is, in fact, Ihe diagram of a compuler 
chip. Gwen Bell saw the semiconductor's 
die-cast face years ago, bUI saw more in il 
than its utilitarian engineers had inlended. 
She sewed the face into cloth, and gave it a 
permanent place in her husband's Los Gatos 
home. (Her home's in BasIon, bUlthal's get
ting ahead of Ihings.) 

That the pallern is a blueprint of the firsl 
retina chip is irrelevant. ThaI ii's art is obvi
ous. Just as much as Ihe French fairy lale she 
synopsized and illustrated in needlepoint on 
the otherwise austere dining-room chairs. 

Her husband Gordon said Ihe· needlepoint 
is a clue to Ms. Bell's essential nalure. 

"/ don'tlhink what comes out, when peo
ple first meet Gwen, is her fundamental cre
ativity," Mr. Bell said. 

Ms. Bell's chip needlepoinl teases the 
viewer with its irony. No other industry in 
history has clung to the concept of "state of 
the art" as has high-Iech. And yet no indus
try as guiltily ignores its own inherent art. 

If Bill Gates is the brains of high-tech and 
SIeve Wozniak the heart, Ms. Bell musl be 
the industry's eyes. 

She founded The Computer Museum in 
Boston and. in so doing, created for herself a 
new occupation: computer-industry preserva
tionist. Aside from her family, nothing else 
seems 10 be as important to her as recording 
the names, deeds and machines of high-tech. 

In fact, when not guiding the museum and 
serving as president of the Association for 
Computing Machinery, Ms. Bell is organiz
ing Ihe Computer Bowl. She scours the 
industry for big-name contestants in a Sili
con ValleylNew England trivia contesl that 
raises funds for the museum. 

Where her father had Prairie du Chien for 
a community, Ms. Bell considers the com
puter industry her community. [n occasional 
face-to-face meetings and through the 40-
odd electronic messages she gets a day, she 
kibilzes often with the likes of Sun 
Microsystems [nc.'s Bill Joy, Network Gen
eral Inc.'s Harry Saal and John Doerr, a part
ner at Menlo Park venture capital firm 
Kleiner, Perkins Caufield and Byers. 

Ms. Bell in no way apologizes for her 
devotion. She and Mr. Bell, in fact, have a 
large collection of what they call computer 
artifacts. 

'''These are Ihe result of the brightesl, most 
imaginative minds today. Why shouldn'l we 
be saving themT' she asked rhetorically. 

She has fierce conviclions thaI she 
defends with logical clarily; one such con
viction is lhe importance of computers and 
how they renecl our culture. 

She presents her views politely bUI 
emphatically, for IS long as you're willing 
to listen. Marshaling her thoughts, Ms. Bell 
works her hands as if trying to finely mold 
her words. While talking about the need to 
save artifacts, she took her chunky neck
lace tightly in her hand and carefully 
squeezed the oversized baubles. 
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Computers fosler nOlhing if nol ambiva
lence in most people. They're gatekeepers and 
taskmasters, medical marvels and entertainers. 
But only cars rival computers in the degree to 
which they've changed Western life. ' 

Museums recognize cars for their artistry 
and impacl, 8S they do firearms, books and 
planes. There's even a museum for barbed 
wire. Why not a computer museum? 

"1 can't say I thought a computer museum 
was a crazy idea," said Pamela McCorduck, 
a longtime friend of Ms. Bell. "But iltook a 
leap of imagination thaI all these things 
would amounl to anything. BUI she knew. 
Gwen was absolutely right." 

Ms. Bell's passion is nol the whim of a 
wealthy matron with good-deeds time. 

A Depression-era child, she grew up in 
Prairie du Chien, Wis., near the Mississippi 
River. Her parents could have been delivered 
from central casting for a Frank Capra movie. 

Her father, Alvin Dru'yor, was a stout 
man living out the last generation Ihat saw 
girth as a symbol of prosperity and stalus. 
He owned and ediled Prairie du Chien's 
weekly paper, The Crawford County Press. 

Her mol her, [nez, ran the house, which 
included creating clothes for the family. 

"[ did nO.t have store-boughl clothes," Ms. ' 
Bell remembers, "unlil I went to college. And 
even then, when [ was 23 and in grad school, 
my mom made all the clolhes [ wore to Aus
tralia" for a yearlong Fulbright scholarship. 

Both her parents believed strongly in preserv
ing the hislory surrounding Ihem. Prairie du 
Chien had been a major nexus for fur traden. A 
mansion-like trading house dominated the 
lawn, and several abandoned French, British 
and American forts dotted the area. 

Her father used his position in the commu
nity to rally support for public-works pro
jects that would preserve the region's her
itage and give oUI-of-work neighbors pur
poseful employment. 

"Every morning, Ihey had a coffee klatch, 
the men of Ihe town-Ihe mayor, coun
cit members, the chamber (of commerce) 
presidenl-and my father," Ms. Bell said. 
'''They didn'l lalk about sports or the stock 
market. They talked about the issues of the 
town." Mr. Dru'yor pushed his ideas there 
and in print. 

"At Sunday lunch we always had a 
roast, chicken or whatever. [t was the only 
lime we had a roast, and we'd have our 
whole family over. (The adults) would sit 
around talking about things. 

puter, the Electric Deuce. 
Mr. Bell went on 10 father the venerable 

· VAX, Digital Equipment Corp.'s signature 
mainframe computer. 

,. He said he left DEC to invest in technolo
· gy companies after suffering a heart allack 
; and losing his desire to go head-to-head with 
.; Ken 'Olson, Digital's strong-willed founder. 
'. Mr, ' Bell wanted as few reminders of his 
. time at the company as possible, and bought 
the Los Gatos house in 1983 . 
. Since then, the couple have 'sche~uled 

their lives so they are together at least two 
'. weeks out of the month, along with a six

week vacation. 
"You have to understand each other very 

deeply to make this sort of thing work out," 
Mr. Bell said. 

As Ms. Bell recounted her tife, she did so sit
, ling in what shecaJJed "my husband's house." 

Although obviously comfortable in the 
home, with its steepled ceilings and pale 
blue-stained roof beams, Ms. Bell said she 
belongs on the East Coast. 

"Oh, [ think lhal when I'm old and feeble I'U 
move here," she said half joking. 

Not the least of her reasons for maintaining i 
" . horne ,in Boston is The Computer Musrum. Ms. 

Bell is (XeSident of her creation. 
Curiously, Mr. Bell describes his wife as 

., more of an entrepreneur than he. If that's so, 
why doesn't sbe have her own company? 

. "My father would uitk about his next edi
torial. After.everyone [eft, he'd take a nap, 
get up and write it." He muSt have been per
suasive. 'The trading house was restored, as 
were five surrounding forts. 

'''They were valuable and worth preserving 
for themselves," Ms. Bell said. "They also ' 
were allractions and'made the town beller." 

[n 1939, when she was .5 years old, her 
father took her to the firsl organizational 
meeting of the Great River Road Commis
sion, charged with funding and building a 
scenic road up and down both sides of the . 
historic Mississippi. 

One person from each county bordering 
the entire river was nominated ' for a 
seat, and Ms. Bell's father was one. 

He salon the commission until 1979, years 
after the historic project was completed. 

That same year, Ms. Bell realized no one 
was preserving computers, their documenta
tion or even films about them. Litlle .sur
prise, then, that she and Mr. Bell turned their 
computer paraphernalia into what had devel
oped into The Computer Museum. 

"We saw that the Smithsonian was doing a 
lousy job of preserving computer history," 
said Mr. Bell. "It just had a lot of lousy stuff, 
and we thought we could do beller:' 

He had introduced Ms. Bell to computers 
while she Was enrolled in Harvard's graduate ' 
school urban-planning program. They'd met 
as Fulbright scholars in Australia. At the 
time, he was attending the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, studying electrical 
engineering. 

"We lived four blocks apari in Cam
bridge," she said, '''but we had to go to Aus
tralia 10 meet each other." 

By all accounts, Ihey were well mel. 
While still in the yearlong Fulbright program 
al Ihe Universily of New South Wales, Mr. 
Bell planned marriage. 

"He 'wrote a lillie script (a short com pUler 
program) on the university's computer," said 
Ms. Bell. "One day, Gordon inviled me into ' 
the computer room and sal me down in front · 
of (the mainframe). On the screen, the com
puter began asking me a series of questions 
that were leading me someplace. 

"Eventually, it said something like. 'Well, 
how about marrying Gordon?' [ knew if [ 
said yes to Gordon, ['d be marrying comput
ers, too." The three tied Ihe knot in 1959. 

, Not at all incidentally, Ms. Bell remem
bers that the machine was an English com-

"She's more pUblic-spirited, and thinks 
more globally about things than [ do," he 
said . . " ." ' 

"Gwen's a narrative historian," said Klein
er, Perkins' Mr. Doerr. '''This isn'l history for 
ego's sake. She wants to find oul what we 
can underStand about computers." 

Mr. Gordon said, "[ feel good when [ write 
a book and when [ build theories. Gwen gets 
that feeling fiom preserving this heritage." 
. Ms. Bell agreed, saying business forces 

shorter-term viewpoints. . 
"Gordon has a three-year attention span," 

she said. "Mine is closer to 20 years. Maybe 
it has something 10 do with my having raised 
children. 

"Doing a startup in the framework of a non· 
profit (enterprise) is more satisfying for me. 
At the end of the year, our achievement isn't a 
balance sheet [know we're preserving things 

· that other People are throwing away." 
Ms. Bell's efforts are likely to have far

reaching effects, said Mr. Doerr. 
"We'll see a whole new generation of Bill 

Joys and Jim ·C1arks and Danny Hillises 10 
years from now as a result of what Gwen' s 
done,~' he said. Mr. Joy is chief lechnical 
officer of Sun Microsystems; Mr. Clark 
founded and recelllly retired from Silicon 
Graphics [nc.; and Mr. Hillis is the chief 
engineer behind Thinking Machines. 

She seems 'always to be on the hunt for 
new Computer Bowl contestants. Those who 
either have appeared in previous bowls or 
'are booked for this year's Championship 
Bowl include Mr. Joy, Microsoft Corp.'s 
Bill Gates, Intel Corp.'s David House and 
Network General Inc.'s founder Harry Saol. 

"Even the Computer Bowl shows her cre
ativity," said Mr. Bell. She look an idea 
offered by one of her associates and created 
a notoriously hilarious event that has raised 
$2 million and immense good will. 

Gwen Bell 
TItle: Founding President 
Organization: The Computer Museum 
Age: 59 
Birthplace: EIIcatur, Iowa 
Residence: BostooILos Gatos 
Education: B.S., U. of Wisconsin, 1955; 
M.C.R.P., planning, Harvard, 1959; Ph.D .• 
geography, Clark U., 1967 
Family: Husband Gordon; son Brigham, 34; 
daughter Laura, 30 
Hobbles: Scuba diving, snow skiing, piano. 
biking, needlepoint 
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. (computer Museum Holds An Internet Auction 
rol~' . 

.. What was billed as the first Internet kit, Tenenbaum said. Service Mail trans

.. auction hit the infonnation superhigh- fonns Unix applications into network ser
way last month, and by the middle of the vice via E-mail, he said. 
eight-day event, its organizers were de- "It's completely automated," Tenenbaum 
claring it a success. said of the auction software. "People send E-

The idea for putting The Computer Muse-mail to register, then send E-mail to services 
um's auction on the Internet came out of a @auction. tcm. org to bid, quote or get a 
committee fonned to raise money for the history of the bidding on items." 
organization's educational programs. Gwen According to Bell, the fund-raiser was 
Bell, founding president of the museum, cred- modeled after public-TV auctions. "For 
ited another member of the committee with computer folks, the Internet is like our 
the idea: ''Dan Lynch, who started Interop, is television. The Internet right now is filled 
on the auction committee. He said 'Why don't with all kinds of experiments. This is sort 
we do it on the Internet?' " she recalled. of the beta test in real time." 

Lynch introduced the committee to Jay Auction participants were able to get a 
Tenenbaum, founder and CEO of Enterprise complete catalog of all the items available 
Information Technologies, a Palo Alto, Calif., via E-mail, and could then choose what 
research and development company that spe- they wanted to bid on and how much they 
ciaIizes in information technology, Bell said. were willing to pay. 
EIT also is involved in the CommerceNet Bell, who is also president of the Associ-
project (OST, April 25, p.8) . ation for Computing Machinery, said The 

An EIT developer, Eric Rescoria, imple- Computer Museum's auction committee 
mented the auction application using the wanted to make sure everyone could par
company's ServiceMaii public domain tool- ticipate, so many lower-priced items were 

included in the auction. These items includ
ed a 1960 Packard Bell 250 manual with 
logic card, at a starting bid of $25, and the 
Cardiac, Bell Labs' cardboard computer, 
with a minimum bid of $5. Some . of the 
items carrying heftier price tags included a 
$350 fIrst edition of Cybernetics, 
signed by N. Weiner, and a $300 
UNIVAC 1 programming manual 
with an Eckert-Mauchly module. 

Once bids were made by E-mail, 
participants were notifIed automati
cally by the auction software if their 
bids were accepted, or if someone 
had already outbid them, or if the 
item was no longer available. Bid
ders were notifIed as higher bids 
carne in and were given the oppor
tunity to up the ante. 

prices at least 150 percent higher than the 
minimum bids, she said. 

"It opens all kinds of possibilities," Bell 
said, adding that other science museumE 
might be interested in the software for 
their own fund-raising auctions . 

Those with winning bids were 
contacted by the museum. Their 
auction registration information was 
verified, and the museum arranged 
for payment and delivery. 

MIT's 1951 'Whirlwind,' at The Computer Museum 

By the fourth day of the auction, Bell said, 
she was pleased with the response. All the 
items that had been offered had been sold at 

Tenenbaum agreed. "I think the potential is 
tremendous for auctions on the Internet. It's a 
tremendously interesting business model." 

-Judith H. Bernstein 
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AualONllIG OFF 
.IUes 0. THE COMPUTER AGE 

Evety die-harO Internet Um knows that no m.atter how eSo
. t.eric a computer question or ~ w.y be. chances are it's 
covered somewhere on "the Net." And soon, computer trivia 
buHs will be ablE to own \!Clootic pieces of computer history 
via-what else?-the mtenlet itself. 
~nning on Apr. 22. the Boston Computer MUgeUm will I 

Sconduct a charity auction via the Internet's yan e-tnall net- .. 
. work. The Computer Museum will auction more tb&n 60 lots 01 
goods, services. and oomput.ef ma-norahilia to ~ money for 
its Clducational programs. ~ of . the it.em1; an the virtual 
~: An evOOlng p~ Space WIU"S-tbe mother of -all 
video m:ade glIIlle9-at the m~ III 0ri.giruIl module from 
MIT's 1952 Whirlwind romptiWf, aM Il &election of aoftwa.re 
and bru-dware for CUI'Twt OOtIlputers, such lIS a 2O-incb color 
computer monitor. The auctioo is open to anyone who can 
eend Iil~et e-mail to "auetlon·inio@-auct.ion,t<;m.org.h 
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~(}III!llIl ('r - .,. _.-.--_. _ .. --._.-, 

Auktion 
im Netz 
Vcn;teigcrt win.\lIm PC-Bild
~chinn. O~b()\e k{\nnen auf 
lkr C()mru:erta~tJ;1tur , ~inge! 
tip!>t w.;r\.lc:n~ .. Dk <:rstc! In
l~rnCl·!\ukli() :1·' . bei der d[)~ 
wc.:ltumsl'annc.:mk Datcl1ncti: 
(11\\:111' al~ 2() Milliollt:n ' B~- , 

,.er) n ~ "virtue 
nnsnallc" dil:nt. hat jctzt das 
Computer MU~0urn in Bo
'\\In (US-StacH MClssachu-
~c .' , llo1;ckUnui .. t.:: ' 
Vcr~tci~crUtl~. die vom 22. 
hi~ i'.urn 29 . April 5tattfindet. 
wiJ'd ~ill Y¢J'I\¢t%t¢r Mus!!-
u:nl'-PC %Urn .. On.line·Auk· 
linoatl.)f' umfunktionicrt. im 
Angebot ~ind odginale Hard· 
warc-DcYotionaiicn ! us. ocr. 
(jcschiditc der Computt.::rre. 
voiUliol1 . Er~teil!t:rt · 'weroen 
ki'!llllci) lldspid~\'ici~c der 
I'" ppmodl.: II-Computer:.~ Car
dille". der in den l3ell :! ... abo
ra\ol'iI.!n dcs AT&T-Kort-

zern~ entwickelt wuroe 
(Mim\(;stg:cbot: fUnf Dolla r) . 
oder das neue Software ·Pa
ket .. Ethernet Sn.iffer" . clas 
die Funktionssicherheit von 
Computernetzen garnntieren 
soli (Minciestgeb(Jt : 3(x)O 
Dollar). Gebote kunnen aJ$ 
clektronischc Pn~t . (E.Mail) 
oder auch per Tcldon cinge- . 
reicht werden. Der Meislbie
tende beidcr Mu:-eums<)ukti. 
on ·erh1l.)t dCll'Uber hinau~ ei
ncn Slegcrpreis .. der vop Mi· 
rosoft·Chef ~i11 Oates Uber
eicht wireJ: das Computer

spiel.Set. da~ !:ich Gate~ fUr 
den fall wuu.schen wiJrdc. 
daG er "auf einer ein~l\men 
illSd (mit Sll'vlnal)~..:hlu~ 
manc!et". : . ' J 
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PANORAMA 
JUNE 6-19, 1994 

As the New England Aquarium cele-

I 
brates its silver anniversary, residents 
and visitors join in acknowledging its 

I immeasurable contributions to the , 
i preservation and understanding of 
I aquatic life. 

\ 
! From CCreal)) fish to EI-Fish at 

The Computer Museum 

If you leave the Aquarium longing for 
that great fish tank you had as a child 
yet aren't sure you can handle the re
sponsibility of being a pet owner, the 
Computer Museum's Electronic Aquari
um exhibit, El-Fish, will fill the void. 
You'li be riveted to the screen as you 
control a computer generated aquarium 
where you not only design the tank it- . 
self but every detail within it - includ
ing the fish . This innovative and color
ful graphics-rendering technology,' de
veloped by Russian scientists, uses ge
netic algorithms to create ~illions of 
seemingly three-diniensionar fish that 
swim and interact like the fish you visit
ed at the Aquarium. You may even 
breed your own by choosing "parent" 
fish and animating 'them for your tank 
which you may decorate with ocean ob
jects ranging from coral reefs, treasure 
chests, plant life'or even a scuha diver. 
If you're daring, add a cat's paw that 
sweeps into the tank unexpectedly. 

After you've had your fill of fish, wan
der into an exhibit designed to gain en
try into seemingly inaccessible worlds. 
In virtual reality technolOgy, changing 
your vantage point on the world, as well 
as your way of interacting with it, is as 
simple as using a television remote. 
Imagine walking into your television set 
to see how it works. Imagine walking 
into your own body to understand cell 
biology. All this, and undoubtedly 
much more, is possible in the rapidly
expanding field of virtual reality (VR). 
Video games have introduced this con
cept in programs as space-age helmets 
transport us to an imaginary 3D alter
nate universe, 

Create your own electronic aquarium at The Computer 
Museum's EI·Fish exhibit. 

The National Science Foundation has 
helped the Computer Museum conduct 
a research program where virtual reality 
is employed to expand the concept of 
informal learning. As a result, the mi
croscopic world of cell biology is ex
plored through VR. Visitors don the 
special helmet and, visually, "walk 
into" an empty, six-foot neuron, mus
cle or intestinal cell. Through anima
tion, sound effects and a hand-tracker 
to manipulate objects, visitors are guid
ed through the process of building a cell 
by placing cell components known as 
organelles. As the organelles are cor
rectly placed, the cell responds, repre
senting communication between the or
ganism and the"student". The museum 
enhanced the experiment with a tutori
al where cells are explained in more de
tail and the sound effects and visual 
aids used within the program are intro
duced. The response has been over
whelming. Experience this mesmeriz
ing exhibit through June 30. 

Refer to Museums under Currently for 
information on both museums. 

The Official Guide To Boston 
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;;~~IPS:':'FOR< 'CHilli,s :'PLAy,"'IN ,: ;8oSTON':~~~~ ~;,'~~!" , 

'I :_ . If you ~v~~len :and you're~~e~ ~~~~ ;~;~~a; ~~ ',: 
[ ~l~g to take theIl)., to ~ston" ticket counter.,~~ Call" F.617-723-,.-: 
I' here ' are some helpful things to' 2500 during musewn, hours. ,' " 
-PlOW; , ' ' , " ' • The Children's Museurn :, is' ': 
.~ !,he :" ~K~ds ,Love' BostoI?- ',~ ope.n $ily exCep~ ,Mor:\gay ; , ,;J,~5') , : I 
gwd~bOQ~ .and 'Boston';FamilyJ Uil~ 9 Fridays, AdplisSion:is:$7:for ', • 

I pass :Clf~ available from the Greater adults, $6 for Ghildten UIider ,6 and1 
Sosto'h Converition & Visitor,s ,BlJ,- , $2 for under' 2, Call 1-6i1.-426-" 

, · 'eau" .1~617"536-4100, ' 8:30-,5 8~55 durin~ museuffi,40w-s: . . '" .. ~ f. 

.'Q ~kdays. G~est~ who have. ~elI' , ,~ The COmputer MuseUlll}S open. 
w, Y pass vali~ated by, a particlpat - ,j 10-6 daily., AdIllisSion is ~r for J 

I, "!Pg hotel get discounts 'on food, adults" $5 for childten. C(ill i-800-
'::~,tour~, shopping an? musewns, in- _ 370-CHIP durlrlg musefun hours. 
~,c!l1ding second-child-free admis- • The U.S.S. Copstitution Muse-

"'''n , urn is open daily 9-6. Admission is 

\
., $3 for adults, $1.50 for under 18, 
, free for under 5. 
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B6sfo;~ fett~r than ever 

T
he ba'sics that make Boston a 

. great city to visit-its history, its 
walkability, and the Public Gar
dens fowl made famous by Robert 

McCloskey, author of the children's 
book Make Way for Ducklings-never 
change. But there are always enough: 
new and. updated attractions to warrant 
a repeat visit. 

May 1994 

Of course, many of Boston's ionger
running attractions are well worth a vis-

it. To learn just how much you trail be
. hind your kids in te~hnological savvy- ' 
. and to .re·ctify that a bit-The Computer 
Muse~ (617-423-6758) is a must-see: 
Even tec~ophobes will enjoy exploring 
the walk-through computer. 



Dedicated to 
documenting and 

displaying 
the artilacts 01 the 

Inlormation 
Age. the Computer 

Museum also 
demonstrates and 

teaches. 
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MUSEUMS 
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM: 
From calculation eng ines to PCs on Beantown's waterfront 

By Frederic Paul 

.. -. n a Boston wharf, sand
wiched between a lob

\'I:i! .. " ster shack and a giant 
milk bottle, sits a unique demon
stration of the seductive power of 
the PC. Stroll through the Comput
er Museum's amazing 50-times- ' 
scale walk-through computer 
that actual ly works, and enter 
Tools & Toys: The Amazing Per
sonal Computer, a $1 million ex
hibit where you can ride through 
virtual reality, shoot a commercial 
starring yourse lf , make multime
dia music, play unique games, 
and even create personalized sou-

venirs-all in about an hour. 
Tools & Toys uses standard 

hardware-all donated-and spe
cial adaptations of ex isting com
mercial software along with spe
cial custom applications to show 
that "computing can be fun , even 
if you've never done it before," 
says Oliver Strimpel, the muse
um's executive director. 

The exhibit "was defin itely 
geared to young children and fam
ilies," ag rees exh ibit director 
David Greschler, "but it ended up 
appealing to power users and peo-

pie in the computer industry" as 
well . With seven distinct environ
ments housing more than 35 sta
tions, "the breadth of the exhibit 
pulls them in," he says. 

The environments include Mak
ing Pictures, Writing, Making 
Sounds, Adding It Up, Exploring 
Information , Playing Games, and 
Sharing Ideas. The key to the proj
ect's success is that instead of 
watching static demo programs , 
visitors take control. "The exhib
its are three-dimensional experi
ences," says Greschler. "The ex
perience is the message." 

One of the most popular exhib
its is Be Your Own Band, wh ich 

, combines a MIDI (Musicallnstru
ment Digital Interface) system, key
board , and drum pad to let visi
tors create their own musical com
positions. You can lay your own 
tracks over rock, funk, classical , 
or salsa backgrounds to create 
multilayered instrumentals . A 
Macintosh contro ls the tempo, 
pitch, and volume. 

Another station, called the Vir
tual Reality Chair, exemplifies the 
PC's ability to create whole new 
worlds. The station offers a swivel
chair voyage through an imagi
nary landscape, complete with vir
tual mountains, a virtual house , 
and even a virtua l dog that 
barks if you come too close. The 
first and still one of the few per
manent virtual-reality exhibits in 
the wor ld , the Virtual Reality 
Chair is a unique compromise be
tween the simplicity of computer
game simulations and the com
plex, high-powered requirements 
of full-scale virtual reality. 

The Samp leStick shows how 
computers can match disparate 
elements to build something new. 
Visitors use a joystick to compose 
new music from digitized sam
ples of prerecorded composi
tions, just as rap D.J.'s use sam
pled sounds to create new hits. 
A remarkably hip se lection in-

cludes bits from many of the lead
ing rock and pop stars of the last 
half centu ry. 

The individual stations are on
ly part of the story, however. The 
sweeping curves of brightly col
ored walls, superg raphics, and 
glass bricks make the exhibit 
look like a computer playground ," 
claims exhibit designer Ted 
Groves. "The playground feeling 
comes from the fac t that most of 
what you see on the screens
including the colors-goes on the 
walls, goes in the pain!." 

Tools & Toys began in the ear
ly 1980s as the brainch ild of Bos
ton Computer Society founder Jon
athan Rotenberg, and BCS volun
teers played a big role in program
ming many of the exhibit stations. 
Funding was supplied by a who's
who list of PC luminaries, inc lud
ing Bill Gates, Steve Wozniak , 
Mitch Kapor (the Kapor Family 
Foundation), Apple Computer, Dig
ital Equipment, and many others. 

The Computer Museum spent 
six months testing each station in 
its exhibit lab, looking for bugs 
and making sure people "got it." 
Many stations were changed dur
ing the evaluation period, recalls 
Greschler. To make sure the ex
hibit appealed to its target audi
ence, the museum asked a 
group of eighth graders from Bos
ton's Martin Luther King middle 
school to act as consu ltants , 
checking that the directions 
were clear and the slations excit
ing and challenging . 

With about 25,000 square feet 
of exhibition space. the Comput
er Museum receives some 
130,000 visitors annual ly. Found
ed in 1982 as a nonprofit institu
tion for collecting art ifacts of the 
Computer Age, it has since ex
panded into an entertain ing, inter
active, and constantly growing 
learning center that charts the 
evol ution, technology. and appli
cation of computers. CXJ 
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In a museum filfed iwith interactive ex·hibits, :there'~~o~~'wa"fb~e~ that 
draws a crowd. It's "R2:02"of Star Wars fame:~:Tha 'squatty computer 
hero is not a machine, but a costume worn by'a .petite actor. 

~~. ~.:.."::, " . ..". 

Tap'irttbelecttonicfun 
at Computer Museum 
. '6DID . 

By SYD KEARNEY 
I Houston Chronicle Travel Writer . 

find his dog and elaborate programs 
such as designing an ecosystem. 

Everywhere adults and children 
. . . . .;. . . . are taking a seat arid tackling a task. ·B OSTON, Mass. - .. You Visitors can create a cartoon or put 

don't need a modem to tap their photo in front of the Taj Mahal. 
.. · .. into · the .. electronic ·play- - · They can listen to music and decide: 

ground known as The Is it Mozart orjust a good computer· 
Computer Museum"":""'A generated sound·alike? Visitors 
'sense of fun and a few free also can create electronic . art or 

hours will connect you wi~h the challenge a chess master. 
world's first museum dedicated to Even folks who consider them· 

· robotics . and the electronic b~ain. selves computer illiterate quickly 
. The Computer ¥use~m, w~lle ad· master the keyboards in this silicon 

; Jacent to Boston s Children s Mu- sandbox. Helpful staffers are 
seUln, is definitely not just for kids. around to rescue the confused. 

I In fact, during a . December vis!t, A fine exhibit, People and Com. 
playful adults outnumbered chil~ puters: Mtlestones of Revolution, 

.. dren two to one. . ,traces the evolution of computers. 
The museu:n, III a nondesc~pt . From humble beginnings in . the 

warehouse adJacen~ to. the t.o~sty 1930s as the U.S. government strove 
Boston Tea party Site, I~ accessible. for efficiency with the keypunch rna. 

· b~ ~ glass·encased sen'1~e elevator. chine to the introduction of the per· 
, R;lding. to the ~.ar(!house s fifth ~d sonal computer in the Ijl80s, com. 
s~xth floors, VISitors get a dramatic puter history comes to life through 
VIew of downtown Boston and the . photos, hardware and song. 
wharf .area. ' . . . 

Everything is big at The · Com- The '90s, according to the exhibit, 
puter Museum. A humongous ~ll be. known. as. the era. of "the 

· floppy disc. A giant mouse that en- Incredible Shrmking Machme. 
courages kids to work it with their 
bellies as they climb on top. A mas- . The Computer Museum is located 
sive keyboard nearby requires two at 300 Congress SI. To get there, 
hands to press down the keys. take Boston's Red Line subway to 
These pieces of hardware are linked South Station and walk across the 
to a large video display and are part , . Congress Street Bridge ':Winter 
of a program that computes travel . hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily. The . 
distances. museum is closed Mondays. Admis· i 
~ . Spread throughout the ... museum siori is $7 for adults, $5 for students : 
are computer work stations where and senior citizens. Children age 4 
visitors can mouse around with sim- and under are free. Call (617) 426· 
pie games such as helping a man 2800 for information. 
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computers 

Who Holds the Key to the E-Mailbox' 

About a third of American families have at least 
one computer, but most of those are purchased 
and used by'males. It may be new technology, 
but the old rules still apply. In part, it's that male 
-machine bonding thing, reincarnated in the digital 
age. "Men tend to be ~educed by te~hnol~gy 
itself" says Oliver Stnmpel, executive dIrector of 
The Computer Museum in Boston. "They tend to 
get into the faster-race-car syndrome." 

Computers: Messages are not always secret 

-Newsweek May 16, 1994 

Financial Times 
March 26-27, 1994 

Under the federal Electronic Communications 
Privacy Act of 1986, E-mail gets most of the same 
protections as letters and phone conversations. 
But the issue of what employers can read "is still 
up for grabs," says David Greschler, director of 
exhibits at the Boston Computer Museum. 
Greschler is preparing a show on computer 
networks and privacy. "A company can say, 'We 
own everything you write'," Greschler says. "If 
you're using your company's e-mail system, 
you're using their resources." 

- Newsweek December 20, 1993 

,
-' sittli!g ~ at the keyboard and messaging I 
the US Pr.esident gives a sense of empow· 
erment which some find overwhelming, At 
the Computer Museum in Boston, where 
ane~b!t allo~s yi~i~~ to send E:mail to , 
Bill; I " watch~dto~e YOl*ble c~act~r ,r~n· 
derEK! (-wordless". at ,theWeyboard,,:' typmg , 
only "Dear'.MrPresldent, How are You?, 

l
GOOffnlY", pf course, Clinton is not sitting 
"~f !hls' ssr~~i ,p~r§i>nally replying to the 
1 ;000 E·mall ')I1essages he receives each day 

"bUtWhite"Hbuse 'officialsinsist that every· 
~ lone \ getSa' i'eptY "ruter appropriate consld· 
I \'emtiori!.'~~ ~ I ~ !. !:.\.~ ... I .. ~!~ . :. ', ", 

f 'DesCribing Internet as the 
"world's largest .. adhocracy", 
Oliver Strimpel, . executive 
director:' Of ' the Computer 
MuseUm, says: "We are seeing 
a fundamental change .in the 
nature and control of informa· 
tion.", Ironically, for something 
so anarchic, its origins lie in 
military thinking, It was devel· 
oped as a communications net· 
work for the . Pentagon able to 
withstand 'nuclear attack. It 
has no central command and 
messages . are chopped into 
small packets of data, routed 
by · the network then reassem· 
bled at their: destination. 
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About This Issue: 

I n thi s special beg inning-of-summer issue we focus on a significanl and 

fascll1atln g trend In the educatIOn world-the ways In whi ch the tex l

book publi shing industry is embracing technology. We report on the many 

alliances that have fo rmed between text and software publi shers over the 

past year and spotlight some of the technology products you can expect to 

see from the leading textbook companies in the near future. 

For those of you who are attending this month 's NECC conference In 

Boston (or who are thinking of visiting Massachusetts thi s summer), we 

also introduce you to the Boston Computer Museum, the only museum in 

the world devoted entirely to computers. Finally, to help you get started on 

plans for the coming school year, we've included a number of announce

ments ane! info rmati on on new products of special interest. 

Happy read ing, ane! have a wonderful summer! 

~ TABLE OF CONTENTS 

4 Tomorrow 's Textbooks : 
A Guide to Textbook & 
Technology Alliances 
by the editors of Technology & Learning 
Textbook and softwa re co mpanies ha ve 
been fli rt ing with one another for years
trying to decide whethe r they are ri val s, 
partners, 0 1' players in entirely separate are
nas. Now as the key companies position 
themsel ves for the 21 st century, ne w 
liaisons are springing up right and left. Are 
these marriages he re to stay? 

1 8 The Computer Museum: 
Boston's Best Attraction for Educators 
Interested in Today's Technologies 
by Susan Brooks 
It 's the only museum in the world devoted 
entirely to co mputers. 

26 Ne'ys & Notes 
Hot ann ounce ments, so ftware, hard ware, 
and books for the 1994-95 sc hool year . 

30 Free Information 
A li stin g of the newes t products a nd ser
vices 
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The 

By Susan Brooks 

The Walk-Through Computer™ was the idea of 
Computer Museum Executive Director Oliver Strimpel. 

It's the only . " 
museum in 
the world 

devoted entirely 
'to computers . . 

What mu seum makes 
It po ss ib le to 

experiment with leadin g-edg e tech
nologi es, provides electronic access to 
the President and Vice-President of the 
United States, and boasts 135.000 visi
tors yea rl y') The answer is the 
Computer Mu se um of Bo s ton , 
Massac husetts-the only mu se um in 
the world devoted entirely to computer 
technology and its impact on society . 

Th e se ed s fo r the mu se um we re 
origin all y sow n in 1974 when Kenneth 
Ol se n (found er of DEC) ane! Robert 
Ever ett ( th en pres id e nt o f M itre 
Corp o ration ) s aved M. l.T . ' s 
Whirlll' ind comp uter frol11 th e local 
dum p, Encourage d by Gordo n a nd 
Gwen Bell (he \\o rked for DEC ; she 
was a co ll ect o r of ea rl y co untin g 
dev ices ane! later became the firs t cura 
to r of the mu ,e ulll) , the co ll ec tion 
grell' , The l11u , eUIll was in corporat ed 
in 10R2 and nl!''. cd to it s pre'ent loca
ti on adjace nt t .• 130s ton' s Child re n' s 
ivlu ,eU lll ill I t;:-, ..: , 

I 

'" 



Photo courtesy ©Lucasfi lm Ltd. 

"R2-02"TM from "Stars Wars" 
joins The Computer Museum as 

"Celebrity Robot-in-Residence." 

There are four perm anent ga ll ery 
di sp lays in th e mu seum. The WaLk
Through Compl/le r, des igned to be 50 
tim es large r th a n a n ac tu a l syste m , 
allows visitors (0 see how compu ters 
actua ll y operate by ex ploring a two
story-hi gh work in g model of a com
puter whi ch has a fu nctional keyboard 
and mou se . I t is po s ibl e to run an 
application program that gives a tour 
of the world , and to look in side the 
computer to see a simulation of how 
data flow through the computer. 

T oo ls and Toys was designed to 
al low vis itors to ex plore the many 
capabili ties of co mputers. Thirty-five 
computer "stati ons" all ow visitors to 
tryout software in the areas of games, 
virtu a l rea li ty. des ktop publi shin g, 
multimedia , graphics, and elec troni c 
music. Vi sitors can even use the tech
nol ogy to c rea te souve nirs to take 
home. 

P eople alld Cornputers: Milestones 
of a Revolutioll traces the hi story and 
im pact of the comp uter by focusing on 
the mi les tones that mark the comput
er's evo lution fro m th e 1930s to pre
sent -clay. Vis itors wa lk through "time 
tunncls" to viell· the gall ery. 

Fi nall y, Ro/io ls alld Olllel" SnlOrI 
Moch ill t's e nco ur ages v is it ors to 
ex plore th L: qucstion: Can mac hincs 

computer Muse~~' 
Photo courtesy The . 

. '1 to President Clinton 
Visitors can send electrOniC mal 
and Vice-President Gore. 
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Thw Whirlwind com uter d' , . 
exhibit at The Comp~ter ':un 

Ispla
B
y In the PEOPLE AND COMPUTERS 

seum, os ton. 

.c 
Q 

reall y think li ke peop le') Art er be in g 
greeted by R2D2 of Star WMS fame, 
visitors are in vited into a robo t thca ter 
for a ten- minute multimed ia pl·csenta 
tion fca tul·ing 25 mhots. Th irty intc l· ,IC -

ti ve co mputer stat ions pr()\ iLk oppor
tun iti es for visitors to ex peri mc nt with 
artifi c ia l int c ll igc ncc, art il·iL· i, i1 li fe 
silllulations, and related acti l Hic, . 

(continued C' 809e 21) 
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• THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Educators Are Invited to 
Visit the_ Computer Museum Free! 

II With its inspiring 
exhibits .and informal 
learning style, the 

Computer Museum can be the place 
where anyone-especially those 
with little access to computer tech
nology-can explore how comput
ers might personally help them/' 
says Marilyn Gardner, the 
Museum ' s new Director of 
Education . Gardner will present a 
talk , "The Computer Museum: 
Supporting Teachers Throughout the 
Country," as part of a NECC panel 
on Wednesday , June 15, at 11 
a.m. 

"Most school districts don't have 
the resou rces to irwest in the latest 
technology or professional develop
ment program s to help teachers 
brin g th ese tools into their class
rooms , " say s Gardner , who has 
experience as both a teacher and 
fo rm er director of technology for 
Boston's public schools. "But educa
tors need to explore the latest tech
nologies and their potential as learn
ing tools. " Professor Mitchel Resnick, 
a technology and learning specialist 
at the M.I.T. Media Lab, adds that 
the Museum enables educators to 
sample one on one a "vast array of 
emerging technologies." Since the 
ex hibits are updated regularly, 
teachers can experiment with the 
newest hardw are and applications, 
while also being able to explore 
computing hi sto ry. They can also 
refl ect on how thi s extraordinary 
tool can be better used in teaching. 

Ga rdner, w ho is active in both 
the local a nd na ti ona l educational 
communiti es, w ants to expand the 
Museum 's impact "by creating inno
vati ve progra ms and matel'ial s to 
take the excitement of the Museum ' s 
informa ti ve, exhi bi t-based learning 
into many setti ngs." Plan s are under
w ay to make spec ia l projects a nd 
exhi b its ava ilab le o nline to serve 

20 ,~ I'I :(" I ,\ I I<I'U \1 \ 1 i\ 11 ' 1~ I S .~ II\ : 

educators and ' students who cannot 
visit the Museum . The ffroSt of these 
experiments will occur in November 
with the opening of the Museum's 

' exhibition on global computer net
works. 

Right now, the Museum offers a 
variety of educational program s and 
materials: 

• Group visits allow educa
tors and their students to explore the 
questions: How do computers work? 
How have computers evolved? Can 
machines behave and think like peo
ple? What can computers do? 
Current applications from music and 
virtual reality to math and science 
programs are featured , as well as 
the world 's most comprehensive col
lection of computer artifacts. Special 
presentations and tours are avail
able. 

• The Overnight Program 
enables kids of all ages to camp out 
in the galleries, including the Walk
Through Computer. Kids participate 
in games and educational activities, 
make new friends , and "learn in a 
playful way how computers work," 
claims one FutureKids leader. 

• Teacher Workshops-such 
as special program s developed with 
Cambridge (Ma ss .) College and 
TERC-help educators feel more 
comfortable with innovative uses of 
computers in teaching sc ience and 
technology. ,_ 

• In Joint Programs , th e 
Museum makes its resources avail
able to other instituti ons-such as 
the Wang Center for the Perform ing 
Arts, w here 150 students built theil' 
ow n robot model s aftel- watchin g 
Star Wars. Th e Mu se um ha s a lso 
developed a w orkshop w ith G irl s, 
Inc., of Lynn , M A, to introduce g irls 
of di ve rse backgrounds to comput
ing technology . 

Th e Computer Clubhouse
an experim en ta l learning env iron
ment-o ffers un derserved yo ung 

people, ages 10-16, an opportunity 
to develop skills by applying the lat
est computer technology to their 
own projects. With committed peer 
and adult mentors to guide them, 
participants learn about the use of 
computers rapidly in a wa y that 
could affect the course of their li ves. 
An interactive software tour of the 
Clubhouse is being developed and 
tested for dissemination in 1995 to 
community centers , after-school 

' clubs , schools, and other settin gs . 
The tour offers project examples and 
information enabling people to 
design similar computer-based pro
jects at their own sites. 

• An Educational Video
" How Computers W ork: Journey 
Into the Walk-Through Computer"
explains how computers wo rk by 
taking viewers inside the Museum's 
giant working model of a personal 
computer. ' In this entertaining video, 
four teenagers show how majo r 
computer parts work together by act
ing out the roles of different compo
nents themselves . Ideal for grade 
school through college audiences, 
the 26-minute video has brought the 
excitement of the on e-o f-a-k in d 
exhibit into thousands of cla ssrooms 
across the country. 

• An Educational Activities 
Packet geared to students, ages 8-
12, brings the engagi ng qua li ty of 
the Mu seum ' s interacti ve exhibits 
and hands-on approach i nto the 
cla ssroom w ith practi cal suggestions 
and act iv iti es about the workings , 
evoluti on , appl ica tions, and impact 
o f co mpu ters, Des ig ned for cl ass
rooms w ith or without computers, it 
can be used alone or to supplement 
Mu seum visits, 

For in fo rm ation on group visits, 
phone (800) 370-CH IP; for video 
a nd ed uca tiona l ac tivities packet, 
(6 17) 426-2800, ex t. 307 ; and for 
th e Computer Clubh ouse , (617) 
426-2800, ext. 347, 
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(continued from page 19) 

These exhibits are a good founda
tion on which to build, buttheworld 
of technology is in constant flux. In 

' order to remain on the cutting edge, 
the museum also offers a series of tem
porary .exhibits. On display now 
through June 30, ' Virtual Adventure: 
Explore a Human Cell allows museum 
visitors to ' explore a 3-D "virtual uni
verse" through the use of a head
mounted display and hand device. 
Partially funded by the National 
Science Foundation, the display was 
designed to test the potential effective
ness of virtual reality as an educational 
tool in teaching science. When a visi
tor dons the head-mounted display 
(which includes goggles, earphones, 
and a tracker), she finds herself with 
the sensation of being in an actual 3-D 
environment. Using the hand device, 

(continued on page 24) 

Teens explore the Walk-Through Computer exhibit. 

A Great Fall 
Line-Up. 

PC Network, the new line of ganging workstations 
from Smith System, is ideal for LAN centers, computer 
classrooms and training rooms. The system is based on a 
starter module linked with adder modules to form one
piece rows. Different widths can be 
combined to precisely fit your space. 
Single-surface and bi-Ievel units are 
ava ilable, and the worksurface and 
monitor shelf are both adjustable. 

Call 1-800-328-1061 for a cata
log and planning kit. And put on a 
great show this fall. 

Furniture For Teaching & Technology 

P.O. Box 860415 • Plano, TX 75086 
(214) 424-659 1 • FAX (214) 578-2631 

1-800-328-1061 ' 

CIRCLE 20 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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• THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
(continued from page 27) 

Tools and Toys offers 35 workstations for games, virtual reality, and even souvenirs. 

B E RT DA V I S 

EX E C UT I V E 

SEA R C H. IN C. 

4 25 M AD I S O N A V E. 

N EW Y ORK . N Y 10017 

~
-;,: over 25 yeard dome of the I7Wdt 
ducceddjuL an() profitable pubLldherd an() 

pro()ucerd of e()ucationaL materiaL have . 

reLie() (j~z Bert Davis Executive Search (BDS) 
for the creative an() manageriaL taLent to dfall their 
companied. 

At BDS, our dtall of pubLuhing executived had a 
compLete un()erdtan()ing of the DUdinedd environment 
in ",hich our cLientd operate, an() a Jtrong gradp of 
the UdUed facing to()aYd e.cecutived. 

OUR FIELDS OF EXPERTISE INCLUDE: 

> CD-I 

> CD-ROM 

> children's books 

> consumer 
publications 

> educational magazines 

/ 
> interactive video 

> multimedia 

> paperback s 

> software 

> supplem ental materials 

> telecommunications 

> infOl'mation systems and distance learning 

> intel'active t.v. > textbooks 

... and other em.ergitzg techlloLogied 

PHONE: 212.838.4000 ~ FAX: 212.935.3291 
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she can then ' interact with the virtual 
world in front of her eyes by "touch
ing" a human head, arm, or stomach, 
which then transports her "into" a neu
ron, muscle, or intestinal cell. 
Individual components surround the 
cell and are explained through visuals 
and sound effects. As the visitor 
"places" these components into the 
cell, they come to life and demonstrate 
how the cell functions . 

This coming November, an exciting 
new exhibit will be opening-the first 
in the world to focus entirely on com
puter networking. The goal of its cre
ators is to make computer networking 
understandable and to examine how it 
affects society . 

Two prototype activities from thi s 
exhibit have been on the museum 's 
floor since the fall of 1993 . Le tte r to 
the White House enables visitors to 
send electronic m ail to Pre s id e nt 
Clinton and Vice-President Gore. And 
Networked Puzzle enables fo ur players 
to work cooperatively over a computer 
network to solve a puzzle-by finding 
out where puzzle pi eces are located 
and ~ransferring them to the players 
who need them. 

When the full exhibit opens in the 
fall , visitors will be able to view a film 
that explains the basics of networking; 
to try out various networking applica
tions; to use pre-configured hardware, 
copper, and fiber optic cable to create 
a network; and to explore questions of 
ethics about networks. Anyone who 
has a computer and modem will have 
partial access to thi s exhi bit , since it 
will contain an online component that 
will allow outside users to "chat" in 
real time with museum visitors. 

The Computer Museum is located 
at Mu seum Wharf , 300 Co ng res s 
Stree t, Bos ton, M A. Admi ss io n: 
Adults, $7; students and seni ors, $5; 
children under age four and members, 
free. Teachers are also admitted free 
with sch ool identi ficati on. Sum mer 
hours: dail y 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. For more 
inform a tion, call Th e T a lkin g 
Computer at (617) 423-6758 . 

• Susan Brooks is Assisla ll l Principal 
al N ic olas Juni o r Hi g h Sc hoo l i ll 
Fullerton , CA. 



luition 
$250 per week includes all activities and morning 
and afternoon snacks, from 9 to 4:30. $25 discount 
for Family Members of The Computer Museum. 
Call (617) 426-2800 x376 for membership 
inform~ti on. 

Extended Day Option - Monday - Friday. 
8-4:30 p.m.: $ 100 additional. 

Payment and Refund Policy 
A $ 125 deposit per camper must accompany 
application. Refunds will be made up to 30 days 
before session, minus a $25 cancellation fee. Final 

payment is due one week prior to camp. The 
Computer Museum will be unable to refund or 
reduce tuition for late arrivals or early departures. 

$ 

Check enclosed 

$ 

or Amount Charged 

Name on Card 

o Visa 0 MasterCard Expiration Date: __ 

# 
Card Number 

Signature of Card Holder 

V) ..., ..., ..., 
Q) Q) 
Q) V) 

L.. ::J ..., .!: 
Vl U 

V) '" V) V) 

Q) V) 

L.. '" DO !: c 
0 C 

U 0 0 ..., 
0 V) C"l 
0 0 C"l 
M OJ 0 



A Unique Educational Playground . 
C '11 playa vital role 

The Computer Museum amp WI 
.' .. d educating your child about 
In Inspiring an '11 b me 
technology. The Computer Museum WI ecO 
your child's educational playground for a w~ek, 
with more than 125 dynamic hands-on exhibits. 

Your child's experience at The Corflputer Museum 
. II' omplement to 

Camp will provide a compe Ing c 
traditional educational efforts. 

Learning will be an active adventure, and camp~rs 
will become comfortable with a broad range 0 

I ' t help develop strong 
technologies. Our goa IS 0 . h' nkin 
personal skills, self confidence and creative t I g 

abilities. 

Dates, Times, 1 Prices 
One week sessions for campers age 8-1 5 start 
Mondays on August 8, 15,22, and 29, 1994. 
Camp activities: 9:00 - 4:30 p.m. (tuItIOn: $250) 
with an option for extended activities from 8:00 

until 5:30 ($100 additional charge). Family. 
Members ofThe Computer Museum receive 
a $25 discount. Call (617) 426-2800 x376 for 

information on mem~ership. 

Daily Adiyities 
At The Computer Museum Camp, campers will 
learn how to Use professional software for design, 
exploration and eXperimentation. They wi ll choose 
from numerous activities and become users 
designers and creators of technology Camp~rs ' 
will be provided with resources, materials, and 
tools to develop projects in such areas as: 

Graphics and Animation 
Telecommunications 
Robotics 

Lego Logo ™ 
Electronic Publishing 
Image Processing 

Computer Sound and Music 
Computer-Aided Design 
Computer Simulation 
Computer Game design 
Interactive Multimedia 
Virtual Worlds 

The Computer "useum Camp PhilosoPhy 
The Computer Museum Camp provides a learner
centered, Informal educational approach that 

encourages campers to discover their interests and 
apply their own ideas. The Computer M C . . useum 

amp IS a Vibrant environment that enables your 
child to explore amazing technology th h . . roug Our 
Innovative, fun and inspiring exhibits and programs. 

Location 
The Computer Museum is located on Museum 
Wharf across the channel from the Financial 
District and South Station and next to Th 
Children's Museum. e 

"ail, phone or lax your appUcationf The Computer "useum, JOO Consress Street, Boston, "A 02 '110 
tel. l·aOO·nO·CHIP; lax 611. 426·294J 

1 
1 

1 

I · 

Application 
The Computer "useum Camp 
300 Congress Street. Boston, MA 02210 
1-800-370-CHIP 

Camper's Name 

First Last 

Street Address or po. Box No. 

City, State, Zip Code 

Home Phone 

Birth Date 

Sex: OF OM 

Entering Grade 

Name of Parent I Guardian 

First Last 

Work Phone Home Phone 

The Computer Museum Camp is for children ages 
8-15 and runs from 9:00 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. 
Limited to 15 campers. 

Please check session: 
c 0 August 8 - 12, 1994 
~ 0 August 15 - 19. 1994 
~ 0 August 22 - 26, 1994 
.~ .. 0 August 29 - September 2, 1994 
j 0 December 26 - 30, 1994 

o February 20 -24, 1995 
~ 0 April 17 - 21.1995 
'J! 



Support Provided by: 

Arthur D. Little, Inc. 
The Boston Edison Foundation 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
Fleet Bank of Massachusetts 
Charles Hayden Foundation 
Hewlett-Packard Company 
IBM Corporation 
Intel Foundation 
Lotus Development Corporation 
Ellis L. Phillips Foundation 
Raytheon Company 
State Street Foundation 
Polaroid Foundation 

In· Kind Sponsors: 
Adobe Systems 
Aldus 
ABS Computers 
Apple Computer 
Berklee College of Music 
Berkeley Systems 
BOSE Corporation 
CD Ventures 
chickadee software, inc. 
CLARIS 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
Fractal Design 
Gryphon Software 
Hewlett-Packard 
Howell & Associates 
IBM Corporation 
Intermec 
Kent Marsh 
Knowledge Revolution 
LEGO Dacta/LEGO Futura 
Logo Computer Systems 
Macromedia 
MAXIS 
MicroFrontier 
Microsoft 
MIT Media Lab 
OpCode Systems 
PIXAR 
SuperMac 
Zoom Telephonics 

For more information on The Computer 
Clubhouse, please contact: 

Clubhouse Program Manager 
Sam Christy 617.426.2800 X347 
e-mail: Christy@TCM.org 

Mentor Program Coordinator 
Noah Southall 617.426.2800 X374 
e-mail: Southall@TCM.org 

Program Software Developer 
Stina Cooke 617.426.2800 X395 
e-mail: Cooke@TCM.org 

The Computer Clubhouse 
at The Computer Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 
617.426.2800 X423 

The 
Computer 
Clubhouse 

@The Computer Museum 



The Computer 
Clubhouse is a model 

learning environment where 
young people explore their own 
interests and become confident 
learners. 

At the Clubhouse, youth from 
underserved communities de
velop computer-based projects 
inspired by their oWh ideas. The 
Clubhouse includes state-of-the
art computers and software. It is 
a diverse community of mentors 
and members working together 
to explore and create exciting 
projects using computers. 

In The Computer Clubhouse 
young people: 

• build robots 

• develop interactive 
multimedia 

• create art and 
animations 

• design games 

• create music 

• perform science 
experiments 

• create newsletters 

• and the list keeps 
growing. 

Members 
Members range in age from 10 
to 16 and represent the diverse 
communities of Boston. Mem
bers spend days, weeks, even 
months working on projects 
they find personally meaningful. 
Through their participation they 
develop important skills for 
college and career. 

Mentors 
Mentors are students and pro
fessionals in art, music, engi
neering, education, and a vari
ety of other fields. Mentors are 
available to answer questions 
and support exploration by 
partici pants. 

Hours 
Tuesday through Friday from 
2:00pm until 5:30pm 

Saturday from 
10:00am until 4:00pm. 
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DATE: April 8, 1991 

TO: The Computer Museum Executi ve Committee 

FROM: Oli ver S trimpel 

RE: April 15, 1991 Agenda 

The following is the agenda for our April 15th meeting (8:00 a .m., 5th 
floor conference room). 

Agenda: 

1. Operations update 

2. Nominating Committee Report 

3. Capital Campaign Organization 

I look forward to seeing you next Monday. 

Enclosures: Financial Statements for the Nine Months ended 
March 31, 1991 

Outstanding Proposals Listing 

Museum Committees Listing 

Resumes of Sue Dahling (Director of Marketing), Martha 
Ballard (Functions Manager), and Steve Snow (Exhibits 
Engineer) 

H ________ ,--+-_o--r-1L 



tHE COMPUtER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEEt 

3/31191 

OPERAtING CAPItAL PLANt tOtAL tOtAL 
FUND FUND FUND 3/31191 6/30/90 

ASSEtS: 
Current: 

Cash $72,422 $72,422 $8,298 
Cash Equivalents 101,034 101,034 282,190 
Investlents 0 53,363 
Receivables 11,583 11,583 120,302 
Inventory 69,044 69,044 63,212 
Prepaid expenses 360 102 462 15,238 
Interfund receivable 344,903 344,903 617,702 

--------- ------- --------- --------- --------
tOtAL 254,443 345,005 0 599,448 1,160,305 

Property I Equiplent (net): 
Equiplent & furniture $45,442 45,442 45,442 
Capital ilprovelents 651,467 651,467 651,467 
Exhibits 1,016,738 1,016,738 1,016,738 
Construction in Process 71,084 71,084 71,084 
Land 24,000 24,000 24,000 

--------- --------- --------- ------- ---------
total 0 71,084 1,737,647 1,808,731 1,808,731 

tOtAL ASSEtS $254,443 $416,089 $1,731,647 $2,408,179 $2,969,036 
---------- ---------- ========= ========== ========== ---------- ---------

LIABILItIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued expenses $69,226 $17,546 $86,772 $158,341 
Deferred incoae 8,118 8,118 16,938 
Line of creditlLoan Payable 0 0 0 
Intertund payable 344,903 344,903 617,702 

.-------- --------- --------- -------- ---------
total 422,247 17,546 0 439,793 792,981 

Fund Balances: 
Operatin9 (167,804) (167,804) (213,272) 
Capital 398,543 398,543 651,680 
Plant $1,737,647 1,737,647 1,737,647 

--------- --------- -------- --------- ---------
total (167,804) 398,543 1,737,647 1,968,386 2,176,055 

tOtAL LIABILItIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $254,443 $416,089 $1,737,647 $2,408,179 $2,969,036 

========== ========== ========== ========== ========== 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
StATE"ENt OF CHANGES IN CASH POSItION 

3/31191 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT TOTAL TOtAL 
FUHD FUND FUND 3/31191 6/30/90 

Cash ,rovide by/Cused for) 
operations: 
Excesss/(deficiency) of 
support and revenue $45,468 ($253,137) $0 ($207,669) $748,966 

De,reciation 0 0 310,606 -- --- --- ---
Cash frol operations 45,468 (253,137) 0 (207,669) 1,059,572 

Cash provided by/fused for) 
working capital: 
Receivables 108,719 108,719 (83,815) 
Inventory (5,832) (5,832) (19,504) 
Investlents 53,363 53,363 U5,863) 
Accounts payable 
lather current liabs 2,365 (79,930) (77,565) 81,895 

Deterred incole (8,820) (8,820) (5,292) 
Prepaid expenses 13,868 101 13,969 (8,011) 

--------- --------- --------- -------_ .. ---------
Cash trol working capital 110,300 (26,466) 0 83,834 (50,650) 

Cash ,rovided by/fused tor) 
Fixed assets 0 $0 0 (996,328) 

--------- --------- --------- -------- --------
Het increase/(decrease) in 
cash bet are financing 155,768 (279,603) 0 (123,835) 12,594 

Financing: 
Interfund pay. & rec. (272,199) 212,799 0 0 
Transfer to Plant 0 0 0 0 7,564 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 0 0 

-------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Cash frol financing (272,799) 272,799 0 0 7,564 

Het increase/(decrease) 
in cash & invest.ents (117,031> (6,804) 0 U23,835) 20,158 

--------- --------- -------- --------- --------

Cash, be9inning of year 290,481 0 0 290,487 270,329 

Cash, end ot period $113,456 ($6,804) $0 $166,652 $290,487 
========== ========== ========= ========== ========= 

• 



REVENUES: 

Operating Fund 

Capi tal Fund 

total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Operating Fund 

Capi tal Fund 

rotal Expenses 

NEt REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

tHE COMPUtER MUSEUH 
StAtEMENt OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

COMBINED OPERAtING AND CAPItAL FUNDS 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR tHE NINE MONtHS ENDED 
3/30/90 ----------3/31/91---------- FY91 
ACTUAL BUDGEt ACtUAL FAVCUNFAV) BUDGET 

1,03B 1,444 1,337 (07) (1%) 2,019 

1,001 810 354 (456) (56%) 1,011 
-----

2,039 2,254 1,691 (563) (25%) 3,030 

1,073 1,460 1,291 169 12% 1,992 

162 117 607 110 15% 1,138 

1,835 2,177 1,89B 219 13% 3,130 

$204 $77 ($201) ($284) (369%) (SlOO) 
===== ====== .====== ==== ====== ====== 

SUMHARY: 
--------

For the nine lonths ended March 31, 1991, the Museul operated at a 
deticit ot (207K) cOlpared to a budgeted surplus ot 17K. As ot 
March 31, 1991 total cash and cash equivalents a.ounted to 173K. 

OPERATING: Operating revenues were 7% under budget due to optilistic 
unearned revenue streals. Expenses were 12% under budget due to lower 
personal costs (vacant positions). 

CAPItAL: Capital revenues were 56% under budget due to optilistic 
contribution expectations. Expenses were 15% under budget due to 
tiling ot exhibit related expenses. 

lY91 
FORECAST 

I,B59 

911 

2,770 

1,811 

1,259 

3,070 

($300) 
====== 



THE COKPutER MUSEUM 
StAtEMENt OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

OPERAtING FUND 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE NINE MONtHS ENDED 
3/31190 ---------3/31/91--------- FY91 FY91 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAil WNFAV) BUDGEt FORECAST 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 205 $313 345 (28) (8%) 600 521 
Restricted contributions 189 250 42 (208) (83%) 315 12 
Corporate lelberships 101 160 133 (21) (11%) 200 200 
Individual lelberships 34 38 40 2 5% 52 61 
Admissions 218 262 411 149 51% 310 520 
Store 151 203 241 38 19% 268 307 
Functions 112 121 108 (13) (11%) 153 141 
Interest Incole 9 2 1 (1) (50%) 4 5 
Other 19 35 16 (19) (54%) 51 32 
GainlLoss on Securities 0 0 0 0 0% 0 0 

----- -------- ---
Total Revenues 1,038 1,444 1,331 (101) (1%) 2,019 1,859 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 0 131 48 89 65% 204 123 
Exhibits I Collection 16 94 94 0 0% 123 122 
Education 190 195 193 2 1% 261 251 
Marketing I Melberships 185 298 201 91 31% 391 288 
General Managelent 181 119 111 8 4% 239 226 
Fundraising 54 101 98 9 8% 182 113 
Store 146 178 210 (32) (18%) 232 264 
Functions 48 51 55 2 4% 74 72 
Museum Whart expenses 193 215 215 0 0% 286 286 

Total Expenses 1,073 1,460 1,291 169 12% 1,992 1,811 

NEt REVENUES(EXPENSES) ($35) ($16) $46 $62 388% $27 $48 
======= ======= ====== -------------- ===== 



tHE COMPUtER MUSEUM 
II StAtEMENt or REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

CAPItAL rUND 
S - thousands ) 

lOR tHE NINE MONTHS ENDED 
3/31190 ----------3/31/91--------- rY91 rY91 
ACtUAL BUDGEr ACtUAL FAV (uNEAV) BUDGEt FORECASt 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted Contributions S58 S240 $41 ($199) (83%) 250 195 
Restricted Contributions 938 570 305 (S265) (46%) 761 705 
Interest Inco .. e 8 0 10 $10 100% 0 13 
Gain/Loss on Securities (3) 0 (2) (S2) ClOO%) 0 (2) 

-----
total Revenues 1,001 810 354 (456) (56%) 1,011 911 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Develop.ent 466 418 323 95 23% 746 864 
General Manage.ent 132 66 48 18 27% 90 72 
Fundraising 49 122 125 (3) (2%) 155 176 
Whart .• ortgage 116 111 111 0 0% 147 147 

----- ----
total Expenses 762 717 607 110 15% 1,138 1,259 

NEr REVENUES (EXPENSES) S239 $93 ($253) (S346) (472%) (SI27) ($348) 
====== ====== ====== ====== ====== ====== ====== 



PROPOSALS SUBMITTED/OUTSTANDING- (updated 4/8) 

FUNDING SOURCE PROJECT $ REQUESTED DATE SUBM EXPECTED REVIEV 

PRIVATE 

Babson FDN (P & E) TSP $ 5,000 4/3/91 May 

Bank of Boston FDN TSP $ 10,000 2/6/91 Mar. 29 

Boston Globe FDN $ 25,000 Aug Apr. or June' 

Boston Company VIZ KIDS $ 15,000 2/22/91 Apr. 11 

Boston Edison FDN TSP $ 10,000 2/19/91 Apr. 26 

Dewing FDN TSP $ 5,000 1/25/91 Currently reviewing 
(Francis R.) (should be notified 

week 3/25) 
Fidelity Foundation $ 10,000 Aug. June 

Foley, Hoag& Eliot VIZKIDS $ 5,000 3/27/99 June 

Forte Charitable FDN TSP $ 5,000 4/4/91 Jul/Aug 

General Cinema Corp. VIZ KIDS $100,000 3/20/91 May 

Houghton Mifflin Co. TSP $ 10,000 1/29/91 End Mar. 

Hyams FDN VIZKIDS $ 20,000 4/1191 May/June 

John Hancock Mut. Life TSP $ 5,000 1/29/91 Jul/Aug. 

Arthur D. Little FDN VIZKIDS $ 10,000 3/21191 April 

Loomis, Sayles & Co. VIZKIDS $ 3,000 3/29/91 June 

Mi1lipore FDN $ 25,000 Aug June 

New England Telephone $ 25,000 Aug June 

Paine Assoc. VIZ KIDS $ 3,000 3/25/91 April 

Polaroid FDN $ 10,000 Aug June 

State Steet FDN TSP $ 10,000 2/27/91 End Mar. 

Toyota USA Foundation Ed. Activ.$ 35,000 2/14/91 Veek May 20 
Kit 

TOTAL REQUESTED $336,000 



... 11 

". 

TO BE SUBMITTED- APR/MAY I JUNE (subject to additions and changes) 

FUNDING SOURCE PROJECT $REQUESTED DUE DATE EXPECTED NOTIFICATION 

Cabot Corportation $ 30,000 Sept. Oct. 

Chase Foundation Gen Op $ 25,000 April 30 June 

Cox Charitable FDN VIZKIDS $100,000 April 12 

Beveridge FDN TSP/llK $ 5,000- April June 
75,000 

(range) 

Beranek FDN Gen Op $ 1,000 June 

Bull HN Info. Sys. New GL? $ 500- April June 
$ 25,000 
(range) 

Batson Ed. FDN VIZKIDS $ 1,000 May 4 June 

Fuller FDN $ 20,000 Aug 15 October 

Hayden FDN Learning $100,000. Jul/Aug Sept. 
Center 

Peabody Charitable TSP/llK $ 10,000 End May End June 

Shawmut Bank Gen Op $ 10,000 May 1 Mid-June 
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Executive Committee 

Ed Schwartz (chair) 
Gwen Bell 
Lynda Bodman 
Larry Brewster 
Richard Case 
Jim Davis 
Gardner Hendrie 
Jim McKenney 
Nick Pettinella 
Dick Ruopp 

Finance Committee 

Jim McKenney (chair) 
David Kaplan 
Nick Pettinella 
Richard Stewart 
Christopher Yilson 

Nominating Committee 

Lynda Bodman (chair) 
Gwen Bell 
Irwin Sitkin 

Collections Committee 

Gwen Bell (chair) 
Bruce Brown 
Bernard Cohen 
Jon Eklund 
Jamie Pearson 
Ann Russell 

Exhibits Committee 

Gardner Hendrie (chair) 
Edward Belove 
Richard Case 
Jim McKenney 
Dave Nelson 

Corporate Membership Committee 

Laura Barker Morse (chair) 
~im Baar 
Rick Karash 
Ilene Lang 
Mimi Macksoud 
Susan Parrish 
Steve Pytka 
Cameron Reed 
Lindy Recht 
Nancy Robb 
Charles Terry 
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Education Committee 

Art Bardige 
Karen Cohen 
Marilyn Gardner 
Martin Huntley 
Beth Lowd 
Jane Manzelli 
Adelaine Naiman 
Seymour Papert 
Jonathan Rotenberg 
Dick Ruopp 
Hall Shear 
Robert Tinker 
Joyce Tobias 

Annual Fund Committee 

Hal Shear (chair) 
Gwen Bell 
Howard Cannon 
Steve Golson 

Vaterpark Committee 

Gwen Bell 
David Kaplan 
Grant Saviers 
Ed Schwartz 

Capital Campaign Vorking Group 

Gordon Bell 
Gwen Bell' 
Dave Donaldson 
Gardner Hendrie 
Chuck House 
Ted Johnson 
Tony Pell 

Computer Discovery Center Committee 

'Ed Belove 
Larry Brewster 
Gardner Hendrie 
Tracy Licklider 
Art Nelson 
Ed Schwartz 
Steve Stadler 
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Computer Bowl Committee 

Gwen Bell, National Chairperson 
Mimi Macksoud, Chairperson, Major Sponsorship 

East Coast: 

S. Russell Craig 
Steve Golson 
Debbie and Ed Kramer 
Christopher Morgan 
Joyce Plotkin 
Susan and Bill Poduska 
Tony Rea 
Byron Reimus 
Dorrit and Grant Saviers 

Vest Coast: 

Owen and Brook Brown 
Nancy and Pat Forster 
Peter Hirshberg 
Linda Lawrence 
Claudia Mazzetti 
Terrylynn Pearson 
Lisa Quinones 
Kelly Richards 
Kathy Sulgit 
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Experience 

1990 - . 

1989 

Summer, 1988 

1986-1987 

1984-1986 

1983-1984 

SUSAN L. DAHLING 
820 South Street 

RosUndale, ·MA 02131 
(617) 325-5313· 

Opus Marketing .. . RosUndale, MA 
Principal and Founder. Manage marketing consulting practice to small and large 
businesses and non-profit organizations. Projects Include conference and 
special event planning, marketing plans, and marketing analyses for clients 
Including Radcliffe College, Hemenway Design, Henschel, an~ Work Family 
Directions. .-. 

Eldred Wheeler. Hingham, MA. 
Sales and Marketing Manager. Developed and executed sales and marketing 
programs and strategies for $3 million company of high-end antique reproduction 
fumlture. Reported directly to Chief Operating Officer. Managed two direct retail 
stores and a distribution network of 40 dealers. Implemented first new product 
program introduction, developed new distribution strategy, and initiated new 
pricing poUcy. Created first Image campaign through advertising and promotional 
programs. 

Apple Computer. Inc. Cupertino, CA 
Intern in Hea/theare Marketing. Participated in national new verti.cal market 
Introduction acting as project manager for major industry tradeshow and opening 
of a permanent exhibit. Shared supervisory responsibility for video production 
(Healthcare: Year 2008), special events, and exhibit deSign. Coordinated with 
field sales force, vendors, third party developers, and corporate headquarters. 

Heller Breene Boston, MA 
Account Supervlsor-Weebok by ReeOOk, Reed & Barton Silversmiths, S.D. 
Warren Paper Company, Cartier Collection. Developed strategies and 
implemented advertising campaigns and design projects for major clients. 
Participated in successful new·product introduction of WeebOk Infant Shoes and 
the Cartier Collection. Conceived and developed account management training 
program. Assisted in transition of design department at HBM/Creamer Inc. to an 
international subsidiary during bilnngs growth of 350% as company became top 
creative shop In New England. . 

H8M/Creamer Inc. Boston, MA 
Account Manager. Promoted from assistant within six months in design 
department. Managed design projects for clients including American Tourister, 
Stanley Tools, Prime Computer, and AcushnetiFootjoy. Responsible for financial 
systems management including hiring, developing systems, and budget 
forecasts .. 

USS Constitution Museum Boston, MA 
Director of Community Relations. Planned and implemented complete marketing 
program for most visited Single tourist attraction in New England, coordinating 
federal govemment age.neies, City of Boston, and State of Massachusetts. 

OPUS MARKETING 

.. ~ 
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1980-1983 

Other: 

Education 

1987-1989 

1976-1980 

1978-1979 

Other: 

Personal 

-. 
Harvard University , Cambridge, MA 
Reunion Coordinator, Major Reunions. Planned and executed most extensive 
major reunion program in nation comprised of ongoing special events aJlmlnating 
in a week-long program each year for over 3,000 people. Supervised student 
staff of 150. Assisted In administration of $IM budget. -

Worked for U.S. Customs, Housing and Urban Development, Admissions Offices 
for Mount Holyoke and WilUams Colleges, and Mademoiselle Magazine. 

The Amos Tuck School of Dartmouth College 
Business Administration Hanover, NH . 
Master of Business Administration degree, June 1989. Selected to be one of five 
graduate admissions assistants for Admissions Office, 1988-89. 

Mount Holyoke College South Hadley, MA 
Bachelor of Arts degree in American Studies. C.lass of 1980 Alumnae Scholar •. 
State of Connecticut Scholar. Class Officer. Uterary Editor of Yearbook. 

Williams College WilUamstown, MA 
Junior Year Exchange. Dean's Ust. Selected as first exchange student to serve 
on Junior Advisor Selection Committee. Big Brother/Big Sister, Program 
participant. 

Addtional credit work done at Radcliffe Graduate Management Program, 
University of Massachusetts, and Harvard Extension Program. 

President of Mount Holyoke Young Alumnae' Club, 1981-1983. Board member, 
Boston' Alumni Clubs, 1981-1983. Class Agent, 1986-1990. Cited In Outstanding 
Young Women in America, 1984. Served on City and State Tourism Boards. 
Enjoy travel, writing, squash, and cross country skiing. 

o pus MAR K .E TIN G 
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I. Client LIst 

II. Teaching 

III. Other 

Opus Marketing 

·-Radcliffe College 
-Work/Family Directions 
-Henschel Corporation 
-Hemenway Design 
-Boston Latin School Foundation 

-Women in Development. Marketing Panelist for Annual Meeting 
-Instructor. Management Training 2000 Program. Boston Center 

for AduH Education. ·Print Communications· 

-Featured in December Issue of Entrepreneurial Woman 

OPUS MARKETING 

.~ 



SUMMARY; 

MARTHA L. RAI.LARD 
247 BEACON ST. #4 
BOSTON, MA. 02116 

617-262-6360 

THE ARTFUL HAND GALLERY 

Management Consultant 

I 990-presen t 

Developed job descriptions, compensation plans, review forms, and policies. 

Designed training programs for hourly and management personnel. 

Designed and implemented corporate sales program. 

RESIDENCE INN BY MARRIOTT 

Director~Marketing and Sales 1987-1989 

Expanded national sales program which increased national account volume by $18 
million. 

Responsible for the national reservations center and telemarketing support functions. 

Supervised and directed fOllr regional directors of sales and marketing, working with 
75 hotels. 

Supervised the trade show program involving 20 shows in various market segments. 

TIlE RESIDENCE INN COMPANY 

National Director--Sa les and Marketing Systems 1986-1987 

Worked with advertising agency to produce sales collateral, ad slicks, and direct mail 
pieces in volume for individual hotel cuslomization and use. 

Developed and managed national sales offices in Connecticut and Los Angeles. 

Responsible for the national reservations center. 

Established telemarketing center and support software for new account qualification 
and the corporate directory program. 

Managed trade show program focused on selected market segments, including 
budgeting, participation in shows, and lead followup. 
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Regional Director of Sales and Marketing 1985-1986 

Provided sales and marketing direction to 15 western region hotels, including market 
analysis, rate strategy, sales systems, advertising/promotion support, and sales 
training. 

Managed cluster sales and advertising programs for geographically clustered hotels. 

Worked with pre-opening sales and marketing efforts of seven hotels. 

Participated in development of basic sales training course and acted as an instructor. 

Developed and presented sales modules for franchisee, general managers. and 
directors of sales conferences. 

BOSTON MARRIOTT LONG WHARF HOTEL 

Director of Marketing 1983-1985 

Managed director of sales, three sales managers, and support staff. 

Responsible for group and transient/leisure rooms marketing. 

Managed local marketing efforts for two restaurants, action lounge, and health club. 

Managed advertising agency and public relations agency. 

Developed and administered budget. 

MARRIOTT DALLAS NATIONAL SALE;) OFFICE 

National Sales Manager 1981-1983 

Responsible for setting up the office structure and sales office systems. 

Hired, trained, and developed manpower for the office. 

Developed and administered office budget Cor expenses and production. 

Organized trade shows and special events. 

Developed new accounts and maintained existing accounts in the corporate, national 
association, and travel industry markets. 

Supervised salespeople calling on travel industry, national association, and corporate 
accounts. 
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MARRIOTT LOS ANGELES NATIONAL SALES OFFICE 

Regional Sales Manager 1979-1981 

Managed corporate and national association accounts in Los Angeles, Northern 
California, Washington, and Oregon representing all Marriott hotels and resorts. 

Handled remote pre-sales for the Seattle Marriott Hotel and the Albuquerque Marriott 
Hotel. 

DALLAS MARRIOTT--MARKET CENTER 

Sales Manager 1977-1979 

Contacted. booked and handled in-house service of accounts in the n3tional nnd .. fate 
associations. corporate, and military market segments. 

Worked with transient programs for corporate and military market segments. 

EL CHICO CORPORATION 

lvlcrchandising Manager 1976-1977" 

Developed. implemented. and analyzed consumer preference surveys and site selection 
surveys. 

Member of team which researched and compiled a standardized recipe book for EI 
Chico restaurants and test marketed proposed food items. 

Member of team which wrote training manual and trained service personnel at new 
and existing restaurants. 

EDUCATION; 

B.A., Business, Trinity University (San Antonio, TX), 1976 Cum Laude 
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. L. Ste'phen snow:': .:: ....... ~ .. :.:: .. , : .. 
. 255 Grove Street:: ....... . ....... ,. '. '. 

, " S~MM~V. .~:" ,'. ,',>'.. . •• " ' ' ...•.. Ra,(~f~~~8:~:~:!IJ!~t:;:,\i\~;r~:EL':".~:" ', ..... , 
.. ··Applicantis 'it brlght~ versatile, int.uitiyetechni~iar(with. a background.in.sey~r~t-_' 
. ; fields jncludirg broadcast, recording, and m.e~lcal qu~hty c~ntrol. He.ls >.'~~~:f\Fl<··'-' 

.' experienced In the use of common and speclahzed test equipment ~Q repalrto '.,,::'.'::.: ". :'. 
, .. the.component level, and fact<?ry.-trai~ed ~nd_exp~ri~nc~d i~,p~.~.~.':l,~J c~~p~,ter_~- :,' .~: .' 

, .malntenance and systems administration. ;:,~ .• " ':., .', ;'.;'''~'j::;.~ ':;:,;' ·:'~,.~:i'~:~~i?~··C?~": ,-,::,: ... ,;;" . ;,. -.\:\' : 

" . .". ~~P~~f.~~~T'HI~T~RY ," "', ';;, ""':;:/;,i~~~w¥t~i~,:~$;1~'" ;,}~~~>,; ,> . 
. ' .' .•..•. < ....• Voke of America - U.S. Information Agency (International broadcast'networ~~r':.·:-;·':,·~!;<··: 
'. ~ .. '.' October 1986 to June 1987 at the Headquarters in Washingt9n,l?~.<:~:: .:.1<::/:~ .. ,;"";:: 

, 
. . :- .... ~. - . 

June 1987 to Jan~ary 19~1 at the New York.program.Center':'i··~i~',i;::·?'\·.. .<:; ',: ';::' '.' . 
Grade WB-3 (Senior Radio Broadcast Technician) .,', .~:.,. ::;"X<,~:' ~' .. : .... ' '::'. . . 

. (only employee within VOA at that grade) ". {.,:, :.;: <; :;' .;<:~: , . -:. ,', ":' 
During tenure in New York as sole bureau maintenance tech; applicant .:. '" . , 
planned and supervised installation of major subsystems including interstate ..~,- . 
fiber optic T-1 digital audio system, Wang office automation system.and large ". 
Xerox Viewpoint compl;Iter system including extensive Ether~et network.' : ";'.' ' ... ' . 
Ser,ved as system administrator for all computer systems. DeSigned and .~.,!' ",··~,·;~r . 
upgraded audio and control systems ~or tw~ studios, three. rec!>rd,ing ~ooths", . :~'" . ~ 
a Master Control and a central recording sUite, and an audio distribution '~.' :.' .;', . 
network throughout the bureau premises. Was also responsible for. ",' .~' .,: .. ,' : 
maintenance of a network of leased broadcast lines throughout the city •.. :;: .. > > : .. '. . 
General maintenance duties with repair to the component level and also::::' .;~':,~: ... ":';~ " 
studio operation and remote field duties. During Washington employment,":' .} ,::...:y ~ ... :' 

.. became resident expert in IGM automation repair and fluent on Wicat UNIX,·: .::<::-: :.'. 
··.minicomputer operations as well as general bench maintenance and studio'~~.>,;;i>_~."~:~T:'~: 
:::.operation duties. FBI background check effective Septe~ber.1.986.·~.:.;~);:j~\;r::;:::;·;T}?(~'· 

BU~~~~j~~~~~~~~~lr~~~~~·~Bur'in:~~~n.~~,il~~~~~tr~~,;;t~(~~'i~;:t't;t' ••• '. 
Full-:time te~porary position repairing IBM arid compajl~I~-personal,:;·~;·~":~:;·::,.?",:<::.·:'<;,:;>:'-.< . 

. comp\.lters and peripherals to the board level on the bench. Also performed :: ~.."'- ,-
diag.nostic tes~ and installed hardware and software. including ~.etwor~:~.;;'//;~. '~,:.: .. :.' 

~ .. sy~~e m.s ~a t ~~s~~.~eT. sites. . '.' .: .... >. ,:::,~/ :, .. ::~:~i·'~:~;:.i~;·';:;--:::~; ·:;:,~}}!.j;.~::3~~"~~::;;~~!:·!;~~'~~~~·:~{~';~~;.~:: . .?.~.: .. ;.,::> ..... ::::., ' .. ' 

Impact Market.ing, Salem NH September 1984 to April1986/.::;.~,!;;~·:!>."·;:· .' ~ :.: .. ;:".: . 
Part-tir:rfe position as Chief Technician. Duties included on-sitei:nstallation:'.~·;' .. ,::,.- .' : 
integra~jpn, repair and maintenance of IBM, DEC and Wang personaL::;~;:.·:~;::·?(·· .. ':.', :.:'.';'.' 
computer equipment and associated peripherals and instaHatiori and repairof:'~:~;":' . 
computer terminals in mainframe and mini systems. Created and maintained ...... ;.... 
internal customer tracking and mailing list database systems. ~;:, .... ;,.~;~ .. ~.; .. ;.<;:~,~::.j .. '~'. :.'.,::,:.~.~~ '. 

. ..' .... ~ :.' ~. . .' -.' '.: .. _: ...... ~:~._.~: ... ~ .. ~ .. :c:.-/~.: .• ~>~ .. ;.: ...... _:~; .... . 
", . - . ",'; -;. ': -". ~ ~.' .,? . : .. ~.' ... ~.~ .• <~.. ; .. : 

(CONTINUED OVER) , ....... "" ;-.. ;. - ' : .~.~ . ..; ";:"', . 
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.~ ." .'. 
WRKO-WROR, Boston MA April 1974toJune·1985. . . ' .. " 

Broadcast engineering position including broad responsibilities in all phases 
of this field. Duties included all operational aspects of production and on-air 

. engineering as well as maintenance of studio and transmitter equipment . . 
Designed custom systems to automate and ~nhance technical operations. 
These systems required design and construction of hardware il1terfacesand .", 
programming in BASIC and Z-80 assembly languages.:: "'" "':' .' , .... " 

. , ,- . - ',:: .. \: ',':-' '" :.~'; :-':i _,:j' "'/.::~ .• :':,:,;.~': .~ ~-. ; ..... /. ~".: ~~ .. " .. ;.,.:./~.~:~'- -':':1:' ",::: .• i~':'_.' <,'. . 
Previous employment history on request'~ ,. :." ',: > ,,,',,: :,.<':,::,:~ ,.' '>"',::, ,':', " 

. .... ," .. . . . _ _ ?: ..... .,_ , .. < . :". -.:~ .. , .. ':,.. ': " . ~,._"'.' ~.," I, ' .. 

. ~. ~ . ~.~- ) ... :~ .. > -.. ~' ~.- ... '. . .. ," .... ~ ..... _.':;..:.: .': ..... r;.' ".~' 
. . --.1 ... ~ .;. ' •. EDUCATIONAL . . - :-, : , '. :', ,,'" .... . .;:.......... . 

Factory-trained Columbia Data Products Personal Computer repair te~tuiiciiul; 
Northeastern University Electrical Engineering course - 1969 to 1972;" " '.: . ' .. 
National Science Foundation secondary science program in co-operation with 
Thayer Academy and Tufts University; , , ' . -,,', . .", . ,", . '" 
Graduated Cardinal Spellman High School, Brockton, MA: Scientific prep . 
program. Class of 1969. ", 

" .. , 

PERSONAL 

Birth Date: May 20, 1951, Health: Excellent 
Marital Status: Single " ' ,'" Height: 6' 1" 
Hold FCC General Radiotelephone License (formerly First Class) 

• 
HOBBIES 

Microcomputing, Railfan photography, Short-wave listening, Home video 
(including extensive familiarity with the laser videodisc and compact disc . 
technologies.) , , '.'" . '. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 
May 30, 1990 

Present were NickPettinella, Ed Schwartz, David 

Donaldson, Oliver Strimpel, and Lynda Bodman. 

The Committee initially discussed nominations to the 

Board, the results as of that time being noted on the 

attached exhibit. Five persons have agreed to serve and 

there is an attempt underway to receive five additional 

commitments prior to the Board meeting. 

There was a discussion of whether to spend $25,000 for 

a planning study by Charles Webb for the feasibility of a 

capital campaign. The study would explore whether such a 

campaign could raise, for example, a $10M endowment, and if 

so, how to go about it. It was noted that individuals in 

the computer industry, with limited exceptions, have not 

established a proven history of significant contributions to 

the Museum. The question seemed to be whether it can 

attract more corporate money, foundation money, and 

government money. There was a discussion of the timing of 

the study in relation to the Walk-Through Exhibit. Lynda 

Bodman suggested that it was more important to keep the 

"bricks and mortar" in good condition than to throw all of 

the Museum's efforts into raising capital. She also 

suggested that the Museum's educational function was the one 

to focus on yor future giving appeal, and that we should 

have a study made by someone who is accustomed to raising 

funds for scientific or educational institutions. 
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There was a general consensus that the Museum should 

proceed with the study now, but with guidelines being given 

to Charles Webb as to how it should be conducted: for 

example, the Museum's focus on its educational function. 

With regard to the Board of Directors Agenda it was 

decided that the budget would be sent out for review in 

advance with the statement that the Executive Committee 

recommended its adoption, and with the Board being urged to 

read the budget in advance. It was hoped that line item 

discussions could be avoided in favor of a discussion of 

major themes and challenges. There was a discussion as to 

whether the budget should assume a capital campaign. Ed 

Schwartz and David Donaldson suggested that we should keep 

conservative numbers for the moment to reflect expected 

capital receipts, but indicate the possible growth potential 

which could result from a campaign. Lynda also felt that 

the budget was conservative in that it did not reflect the 

success which could flow from the Walk-Through Exhibit. It 

was also suggested that DEC World should be better marketed 

for the Museum's benefit. 

The next meeting of the Committee 1S on July 18. 
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BOARD NOMINATION PROCESS 

The Status for The Class of 1990: 

Gardner Hendrie - re-elect 
Nick Pettinella - re-elect 
Bill Spencer - elect as a Trustee - letter from Gardner 
Russell Noftsker - elect as a Trustee - letter from Gardner 
Arthur Humphries - elect as a Trustee - letter form Gardner 

Resignation of Bill Foster from Board of Directors; letter from Gardner 
asking him if he wants to be a Trustee 

The Class of 1994 - in place 

Charles House, Hewlett Packard, letter of invitation from Gardner; 
Milestones Committee 

David Kaplan, Price Yaterhouse, letter of invitation from Gardner; 
Finance Committee 

James Sutter, Rockwell, letter of invitation from Gardner 

Richard Ruopp, TERC, letter of invitation from Gardner; 
Education Committee Chairman 

Grant Saviers, DEC, letter of invitation from Gardner 

Michael Simmons, Bank of Boston, awaiting letter from Gardner 

Issues Pending 

Ed Belove, Lotus, awaiting Gardner Hendrie 

Mel Bergstein, Computer Sciences Corp, awaiting McKenney and Bodman 
discussions 

Bob Henderson, Greylock, (or C. Yaite), Bodman calling Henderson 

Fritz Landman, ComputerYorld, a letter of responsibilities for him to 
consider 

Roland Pampel, Bull, awaiting a luncheon date to be set by Del Sesto 

Declines 

Owen Brown, Ca. 

Bob Higgins, Highland Capital, said "Not this year." 
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DATE: May 9, 1991 

TO: The Computer Museum Executive Committee 

FROM: Oli ver Strimpel 

RE : May 15, 1991 Agenda 

The following is the agenda for our May 15th meeting (8:00 a.m . , 5th floor 
conference room). 

Agenda : 

1. Operations update 

2. Nominations to the Board of Directors 

3. Nominations for Chairman of the Board 

4. FY92 Budget 

5. Agenda for June 28 Board Meeting 

~e will probably not have time to discuss the Capital Campaign , but I 
enclose a draft copy of our Case Statement and would appreciate your 
feedback on it. 

I look forward to seeing you next ~ednesday. 

/sj 

Enclosures: Draft FY92 Budget 

Draft Agenda for June 28 Board Meeting 

Draft Case Statement 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

FY92 BUDGET 

MAY 7, 1991 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

"FY92 BUDGET 

SUMMARY 

OPERATIONAL RESULTS 

The FY92 Budget reflects a net surplus of $647K for the 
Museum. This net surplus represents the combined results of 
two funds; a $39K surplus in the "Operating Fund" and a 
$608K surplus in the "Capital Fund". 

CASH PLOV 

The available cash balance 
to be approximately $59K. 
Budget, the available cash 
$656K as of June 30, 1992. 

as of June 30, 1991 is expected 
Based on achieving the FY92 

balance is expected to be about 

Based on mon thly proj ec tions of cash flow, the Museum does 
expect to fall below the Dec requirement to maintain a 
combined cash balance of $100K in the month of July. If the 
combined cash balance were to fall below $100K for any two 
consecutive months, DEC would have the right to terminate 
the purchase option extension for the Museum building which 
is not projected to occur during FY92. 

OBJECTIVES 

Strong emphasis on increasing revenues: 

- Capital Campaign for Endowment and Building 
- Operational activities 
- Exhibits 

Exhibit development based on specific contributions 
for exhibits: 

- Open "Computer Discovery Center" 
- Complete "Kits" program 
- Start "Networked Society" 

ASSUMPTIONS 

Restructure the Musem's staff to develop and 
maximize productivity to support budget 
obj ec ti ves. 

- Continue responsibility for payment of Museum 
wharf operating costs and mortgage payments. 



A I B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q 

1 THE COMPUTER MUSEM INC 
2 FY92 BUDGET 
3 7-M.y-91 
4 OPERATING CAPITAL EXHIBITS COMBINED 
5 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY91 FY91 FY92 
6 Budget Proj. Budget Budget Proj. Budget Budget Proi. Budget Budget Proi. Budget 
7 REVENUES 
8 
9 Unrestricted Contributions 300 206 207 250 195 625 550 401 832 

10 Restricted Contributions 315 109 188 375 761 705 770 1076 814 1333 
..g. Computer Bowl 300 300 305 300 300 305 
12 Corporate Memberships 200 200 231 200 200 231 
13 Individual Memberships 52 61 69 52 61 69 
14 Admissions I 370 520 521 370 520 521 
15 Store I 268 307 522 268 307 522 
16 Functions I 153 141 150 153 141 150 
17 Interest Income 4 5 24 4 5 24 
18 Other I 57 32 37 57 32 37 
19 Gain (Loss} on Securities -2 -2 
20 I 
21 TOTAL REVENUE 2018 1881 2254 250 193 1000 761 705 770 3030 2779 4024 
22 I 
23 EXPENSES I 
24 I 
25 Exhibits DeveloDment 204 123 82 746 864 670 950 987 752 
26 Exhibits & Collection 123 122 135 123 122 135 
27 Education I 261 257 303 261 257 303 
28 Marketina & Memberships 391 288 435 391 288 435 
29 General Managem~t 239 226 232 90 72 91 329 298 323 
30 Computer Bowl I 88 88 119 88 88 119 
31 Fundraisina I 94 85 82 155 176 265 249 261 347 
32 Store I 232 264 465 232 264 465 
33 Functions I 74 72 83 74 72 83 
34 MW Operating Costs 286 286 279 286 286 279 
35 MW Mortgage I 147 147 136 147 147 136 
36 I 
37 TOTAL EXPENSE 1992 1811 2215 302 323 401 836 136 761 3130 3070 3377 
38 I 
39 NET SURPLUS (DEFICIT) 27 70 39 -52 -130 599 -75 -231 9 -100 -291 647 
40 I 
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REVENUE RECOGNITION 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES 

FY92 BUDGET 

Restricted, Unrestricted Contributions, and Memberships are 
recognized when received. Pledge revenue is recorded when 
received. Income from functions and events are recorded as 
of the date of the event. 

DEPRECIATION 

Set forth below are estimates of depreciation amounts which 
were not included in the FY91 Forecast or FY92 Budget since 
they do not require any cash flow out. Depreciation is 
determined based on the estimated useful lives of the assets 
on a straight line basis. Depreciable assets include 
equipment and the cost of permanent exhibi ts depreciated 
over 5 years; leasehold improvements, depreciated over 20 
years; and the building, when acquired, depreciated over 32 
years. The amount for FY91 is expected to be approximately 
$420K and for FY92 approximately $500K. 

EMPLOYEES 

As of June 30, 1991, full time equivalent employees (FTE'S) 
are expected to be 42. As of June 30, 1992, FTE'S are 
expected to be 41. 

MEMBERSHIPS 

The following is a summary of the estimated number of Museum 
members: 

Corporate 
Individual 

Total 

FY91 

120 
970 

1,090 

FY92 

135 
1,115 

1,250 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES 

FY92 BUDGET 

UNRESTRICTED CONTRIBUTIONS 

The following is a summary of the unrestricted contributions 
(Dollars in Thousands): 

DESCRIPTION 

Corporate/Foundation Grants 

Annual Fund 

Computer Bowl 

Other 

Operating Fund Total 

Capital Fund Total 

Combined Unrestricted Total 

RESTRICTED CONTRIBUTIONS 

FY91 

$ 105 

100 

300 

1 

506 

195 

701 

FY92 

$ 72 

125 

305 

10 

512 

625 

1,137 

Restricted contributions represent amounts designated by the 
donor to be expended for specific activi ties, 
functions,programs, exhibits or types of expenditures. 

The following is a summary for the restricted contributions 
(Dollars in Thousands): 

DESCRIPTION FY91 FY92 

Corporation/Foundation Grants $ 0 $ 123 

Kits 97 0 

Mass Council 12 10 

Loebner 0 50 

Other 0 5 

Operating Fund Total 109 188 

Capital Fund Total 0 375 

Exhibit Fund Total 705 770 

Combined Restricted Total 814 1,333 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES 

FY92 BUDGET 

ADMISSIONS 

Set forth below are the attendance levels and average 
revenue per visitor per year. The admission fee is 
currently at $6.00 and no increase is planned for FY92. 

YEAR 
NUMBER OF 
VISITORS 

FY85 34,000 (Approx. 
5 mos. due to move 
from Marlboro to 
Boston) 

FY86 77,000 
FY87 77,619 
FY88 77,072 
FY89 88,041 
FY90 91,848 
FY91(EST.)130,000 
FY92 130,000 

CAPITAL FUND CONTRIBUTIONS 

% INC 
(DEC) 

NM 
NM 
8% 

(7%) 
.14% 

4% 
42% 

0% 

AVERAGE ADMISSION 
REVENUE PER VISITOR 

$2.18 
2.32 
2.48 
2.92 
2.64 
3.49 
3.85 
3.85 

Capi tal Fund revenues represen t the amoun ts received from 
. pledges. The FY92 Budget includes anticipated receipt of 
capital campaign pledges from the startup of the Capital 
Campaign. 

The following is a summary of amounts received and expected 
to be received from pledges already made and from pledges to 
be recei ved from the Capi tal Campaign (Dollars in 
Thousands): 

FY87 
FY88 
FY89 
FY90 
FY91 (EST.) 
FY92 

$ 567 
550 
388 
221 
195 

1,000 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES 

FY92 BUDGET 

EXHIBIT FUND CONTRIBUTIONS 

Exhibit fund revenues represent the amounts received. from 
contributions for improving the Museums exhibits. The FY92 
Budget includes anticipated receipt of revenues for exhibit 
related funding. 

The following is a summary of amounts received and expected 
to be received (Dollars in Thousands): 

FY87 
FY88 
FY89 
FY90 
FY91 (EST.) 
FY92 

299 
126 

95 
1,177 

705 
770 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Draft Agenda for June 28 meeting 8:30 - 12:00 am 

8:30 Call to Order of Annual Meeting of Members of the 
Corporation 

Election of New Chairman and Members of the Board 
(Bodman) 

8 :45 Call to Order of Reconvened Meeting 

8 :50 Election· of Board Comittees (new chairman?) 

9 :00 FY91 Review (Strimpel) 

9: 15 Development Committee Reports 
(Morse, Shear, Be") 

9 :35 Planning for FY92 
Overall Goals (Strimpel) 
Marketing Initiatives (Dahling) 
Budget Discussion (Strimpel, Petine"a, McKenney) 

1 0:15 Exhibit Planning Timeline (Strimpel) 

10:25 Computer Discovery Center Project (Welch/Greschler) 

11 :00 Capital Campaign: Status and Discussion of Next Steps 
(Del Sesto/Cochran) 

12:00 Meeting Ajourns 

Lunch 
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Executive Summary 

Computers have changed the world. Today they affect people in all walks of life. 
And though their impact has already been enormous, still greater changes are imminent. 

While computers have become Ubiquitous, the public's understanding of the 
technology and its ~any roles has not. If today's youth -- tomorrow's workforce -- are to 
pursue careers in technology, they must be shown the potential of computing and be 
encouraged to engage with it in an accessible environment. 

Equally important is the need to preserve for future generations the historical 
record of computing. Despite its brief history, some of this record has already been lost. 

The Computer Museum in Boston, Massachusetts, is the only institution in the . 
world dedicated to educating the public about computer technology and to preserving its 
origins. Visitors to the Museum learn by active participation and direct access to 
computers. For students, this informal educational experience provides an ideal 
complement to classroom instruction or, in many cases, the only access to education 
about computers. For visitors of all ages, the Museum experience serves to "demystify" 
the technology that touches nearly every aspect of society. 

Founded in 1982 as an independent, public nonprofit institution, the Museum has 
seen rapid growth in the past five years. The operating budget has tripled and annual 
visitation has grown from 30,000 to 150,000. Traveling exhibits and internationally
distributed educational materials serve an off-site public of over 1 million. The Museum 
has assembled the world's most significant collectiQn of computers and, in 1987, it forged 
an unprecedented joint collecting agreement with the Smithsonian Institution to ensure 
the preservation of the history of computing. The Museum has achieved financial . 
stability through a solid base of earned income and contributed support from a broad 
spectrum of corporate, foundation, government, and individual donors. . 

Today the Museum is poised to move to new levels of international prominence. 
Its strategic plan for 1992-96 calls for dramatic new exhibits that present and explain the 
myriad uses of computers in communications, the arts, education, environment, and 
business. Through its own offerings and cooperative programs 'with schools, universities, 
educators, museums, and other institutions, the Museum will serve 10 million people 
annually by 1996. 

In order to achieve its programmatic goals, the Museum has launched a capital 
campaign to raise $7.5 million. Of that amount, $5 million will form the basis of the 
Museum's operating endowment, income from which will support educational programs 
and collections management. The remaining $2.5 million will repay an interest-free loan 
in support of the purchase of the Museum's building.. Most important, the campaign's 
success will help ensure the Museum's long-term financial stability and continued growth. 

The Museum has developed a dynamic and achievable plan to fulfill its mission of 
education and preservation. Realization of that plan will depend on the generosity of 
those who share a commitment to building a technology-literate society and to preserving 
for future generations a history that has reshaped the world. 



A Commitment to Education 

The Computer Museum plays an important role in addressing the crisis in science 
education through exhibits, education programs, and instructional materials. ~n seeking 
to "demystify" technology, the Museum creates educational exhibits and materials that 
are dynamic, fun, and highly informative for visitors of all ages and backgrounds. The 
Museum is a pioneer in the development of exhibits on computer technology, and has set 
an international standard for quality and effectiveness. Through international distribu
tion of educational exhibits and materials, the Museum influences informal education 
about computer technology worldwide. 

The core of the Museum's educational offerings is its nearly 100 interactive 
exhibits, which are displayed along with historic examples of computers and lively 
presentations in multi-media theaters. Exhibits are grouped according to the history of 
computing, computer graphics and image processing, artificial intelligence and robotics, 
computing technology, and computers in education. Trained interpreters guide visitors 
and encourage direct participation and interaction with the exhibits. The two most 
recent permanent exhibits -- The JValk-Through Computer and People and Computers: 
Milestones of a Revolution -- exemplify the Museum's scope and diversity. While The 
Walk-Through Computer uses scale to make a familiar object both exciting and under
standable, People and Computers, funded in part by the National Endowment for the 
Humanities, uses time and history to illustrate the profound ways that computers have 
changed society. The Computer Discovery Center, a collaborative project with The Boston 
Computer Society opening in 1992, will provide hands-on experiences about the use and 
applications of personal computers. 

However, the most significant impact of the Museum's award-winning exhibits 
extends far beyond the institution's walls. As the first and only museum devoted to 
fostering an understanding of the history, applications, workings, and influence of 

. computers, the Museum has become the definitive resource and model for museums and 
technology centers seeking to integrate computer exhibits into their offerings. Hundreds 
of exhibit developers and museum educators have vis~ted The Computer Museum since _ 
its founding to view the displays and to seek guidance in planning and developing their 
own computer-related exhibits. 

In response to this rapidly growing need, the Museum initiated an Exhibit Kits 
Program, funded in part by the National Science Foundation. Through this program, the 
Museum develops software, documentation, educational support materials, and special
ized hardware for interactive computer exhibits. The Kits are available to science 
museums and technology centers throughout the world, enabling those institutions to 
create and install interactive computer displays in the most cost-effective manner 
possible. The Museum's distribution plan calls for the installation of at least 270 of 
these exhibits in 90 institutions by 1996 -- exhibits that will reach 4 million museum 
visitors each year. 
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· Like the Exhibit Kits, a series of Educator Kits is now being prepared for distribu
tion to schools and teachers nationwide. Educators from the middle school level through 
college have requested materials on computer history, technology, and applications. To 
meet this demand, the Museum is preparing an inventory of teaching tools, including 
videos, hands-on projects, educator handbooks, discussion guides, books, and slide sets. 

The Educator Kits are based on the Museum's permanent exhibits and are 
designed for classroom use with or without a visit. The first such project, a video 
entitled How Computers Work: A Journey into The Walk-Through Computer with 
accompanying curriculum and activity guides, has been highly popular and successful 
among both student and adult audiences. New videos, slide sets, and other materials are 
now being planned for future distribution. 

The Museum's Board and staff have laid the groundwork for developing addition
al ways to reinforce the educational mission through expanded programs, service, and . 
distribution of teaching materials. As the world's only computer museum, the institution 
has a mandate of service that compels it to address the international demand for this 
service. A course has been charted for the next five years that combines new on-site 
exhibits and educational programs together with traveling exhibits, exhibit kits, instruc
tional materials, seminars, lectures, and contests. Through distribution of these materials 
and services to museums, schools, colleges, libraries, and other institutions worldwide, 
The Computer Museum will soon reach 10 million people each year. 

As the Museum nears the end of its first decade, it looks back on a proud record 
of achievement. The Board has set ambitious goals for the next five years, and will 
continue to plan for future growth and the long-term vision for The Computer Museum. 

The. Collections: A Record and Resource 

Museums generally derive most of their prominence and importance from their 
collections, and these holdings constitute the primary difference between 
museums and other kinds of institutio~:.. }J~e. collections, whether works of 
art, artifacts, or specimens from the natUral world, are an essential part of the 
collective cultural fabric, and each museum s . obligation to its collection is 
paramount. 

Museum Ethics 
American Association of Museums 

Most museums -- art, history, or science -- are defined by their permanent 
collections, and The Computer Museum is no exception. The Museum's collection of 
artifacts associated with the history of computing has been assembled with a goal 9f 
helping future generations understand that history and its evolution. Exhibits use 
materials from the collections extensively, while researchers outside the Museum -- jour-
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natists, authors, historians, filmmakers, scholars, and lawyers -- rely on the collections for 
projects as diverse as writing a novel or documenting first use of a particular technology. 

Objects in the collections doc~ment the evolution of computer technology from 
the 1940s to the present day. The holdings include computer artifacts, films, videotapes, 
photographs, books, technical documentation, and ephemera, all acquired according to a 
rigorous set of standards. More than one object has been rescued from the trash heap, 
saved and cataloged through foresight and a commitment to historical preservation. 

Highlights of the ~ollections include Univac I, the first commercially-sold comput
er; Whirlwind, the first real-time computer incorporating the first core memory; NEAC 
2203, the first commercial Japanese computer, and Texas Instruments' Speak ~z Spell, the 
first microprocessor-based toy. Historical films and videotapes document major events in 
the history of computing, provide irreplaceable oral histories from computing pioneers, 
trace the evolution of computer animation, and show people using computers. Photo
graphs of industry leaders, machines, people working with computers, and computet 
screens show changes within the industry and the developing relationship between people 
and computers. The technical document collection, stored in acid-free boxes, includes 
manuals, engineering notebooks, and memoranda about computers and their components 
-- material that no other institution saves. The library and collection of ephem"era 
provide an overview of the industry through its publications as well as a reminder of 
public attitudes toward technology, as reflected through buttons, pins, T-shirts, and coffee 
mugs with slogans, jokes, or product announcements. 

Because the Museum is home to the world's most comprehensive collection of 
historic computers, artifacts, and documentation, it is imperative that its holdings be 
added to judiciously, managed properly, and made available to researchers. The Board 
and staff have developed policies and procedures for acquiring objects, and have set 
priorities for the 1990s in the areas of microprocessors, memories, sp~cialized integrated 
circuits, as well as films, videotapes, and early computers and computer components. In 
all collecting at the Museum, the guiding principle is to preserve items that will help 
future generations understand the history of computing through access to primary " .. 
resource materials. 

In order to make the collections known, available, and accessible, the Museum 
must publish a catalog. The long-range plan calls for .the production of a catalog by 
1993, and distribution of it through the Museum's store and mail-order division to 
individuals, universities, libraries, museums, and technology centers. Completion of this 
major effort will further strengthen and enhance the Museum's national and internation
al role. 
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.. The Need 

As a full-fledged educational facility, the Computer Museum does a great deal 
more than merely exhibit prehistoric number-crunchers. Fittingly, an equal 
emphasis is placed on the state of the art, with entire pavilions devoted to the 

. latest developments in such fields as robotics, artificial intelligence, computer
generated music, and graphic lut. 

The Jerusalem Post 
January 12, 1990 

The Computer Museum is at a turning point. It has achieved an international 
following and has become a resource and model for researchers, museum professionals, 
and educators. Today it reaches over one million children and adults each year through 
on-site and cooperative exhibits and educational programs. The Museum's Board of 
Direct.ors has approved a plan for growth that lays the groundwork for reaching an 
international audience of 10 million by the year 1996. The key to the realization of that 
plan is the completion of a $7.5-million capital campaign. 

The $7.5-million goal has two equally important segments: $2.5 million will be 
applied toward the purchase of the Museum's building and $5 million will be placed in 
an endowment fund. When the Museum moved to the Boston waterfront in 1984, it was 
granted an interestfree loan of $2.5 million for the building down payment. Without 
generous support 'on that level, the Museum would npt have been able to grow at the 
rate that it has. However, the loan comes due in 1993, and the Museum is obligated to 
raise outside funds in order to repay it. 

The establishment of an operating endowment is critical to the Museum's future. 
The Museum currently has no endowment or reserve fund, and every dollar of the 
operating budget must either be earned through admissions revenues, merchandise sales, 
and other fees, or solicited through the Annual Fund appeal, Computer Bowl, and 
project support. This leaves the Museum vulnerable to economic fluctuations and 
limited in its ability to plan with a great degree of certainty. The long-range plan calls 
for significant growth in earned revenues, primarily through 'admissions and Museum 
store sales, as well as continued expansion of the base of contributed income. However, 
it also calls for the creation of an endowment, a restricted fund that will provide income 
to support expansion in educational programming and public service as well as collec
tions management and growth. In order to support the projected budgetary growth, the 
Museum must begin to build an endowment. 

The Computer Museum has both similarities to and differences from other types 
of museums, be they art-, science-, or history-related. Like all museums, it has a mission 
of public service; without such a mission it would not be eligible for the generous tax 
benefits allowed by the federal government and would not be able to solicit tax-deduc
tible gifts. In the case of The Computer Museum, that mission is manifested through a 
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• commitment to collect and preserve a history, make it available to others, and educate 
the public about that history .and its impact. However, unlike many other nonprofit 
institutions, The Computer Museum is not sustained by an endowment built by genera
tions of supporters . 

. The Museum has benefitted from the generosity of many within the computer 
industry who share its vision of education and preservation. Today, in order to grow it 
must gamer support from new sources -- pioneers and inventors within the industry, 
individuals and corporations that develop, use, and rely on technology, and leaders who 
recognize the burgeoning need for a computer-literate society and workforce. Now is the 
time to ensure the Museum's future. Now is the time to invest in the vision and mission 
of The Computer Museum. 
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D~TE: May 9, 1991 

TO: The Computer Museum Executive Committee 

FROM: Oliver Strimpel 

RE: May 15, 1991 Agenda 

The following is the agenda for our Hay 15th meeting (8:00 a.m., 5th floor 
conference room). 0..1.. t .. J. 

\ 1 I I· ~ \ v~ '1..'~ 
Agenda: bo'..J , ... e.---4,..-

1. Operations update 

2. Nominations to the Board of Directors 

3. Nominations for Chairman of the Board 

,4. FY92 Budget 

5. Agenda for June 28 Board Heeting 

Ve will probably not have time to discuss the Capital Campaign, but I 
enclose a draft copy of our Case Statement and would appreciate your 
feedback on it. 

I look forward to seeing you next Vednesday. 

/sj 

Enclosures: Draft FY92 Budget 

Draft Agenda for June 28 Board Meeting 

Draft Case Statement 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Draft Agenda for June 28 meeting 8:30 - 12:00 am 

8:30 Call to Order of Annual Meeting of Members of the 
Corporation 

Election of New Chairman and Members of the Board 
(Bodman) 

8 :45 Call to Order of Reconvened Meeting 

8:50 Election of Board Comittees (new chairman?) 

9 :00 FY91 Review (Strimpel) 

9:15 Development Committee Reports 
(Morse, Shear, Bell) 

9 :35 Planning for FY92 
Overall Goals (Strimpel) 
Marketing Initiatives (Dahling) 
Budget Discussion (Strimpel, Petinella, McKenney) 

10:15 Exhibit Planning Timeline (Strimpel) 

10:25 Computer Discovery Center Project (Welch/Greschler) 

11 :00 Capital Campaign: Status and Discussion of Next Steps 
(Del Sesto/Cochran) 

12:00 Meeting Ajourns 

Lunch 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

"FY92 BUDGET 

SUMMARY 

OPERATIONAL RESULTS 

The FY92 Budget reflects a net surplus of $647K for the 
Museum. This net surplus represents the combined results of 
two funds; a $39K surplus in the "Operating Fund" and a 
$608K surplus in the "Capital Fund". 

CASH FLOV 

The available cash balance 
to be approximately "$59K. 
Budget, the available cash 
$656K as of June 30, 1992. 

as of June 30, 1991 is expected 
Based on achieving the FY92 

balance is expected to be about 

Based on monthly projections of cash flow, the Museum does 
expect to fall below the Dec requirement to maintain a 
combined cash balance of $100K in the month of July. If the 
combined cash balance were to fall below $100K for any two 
consecutive months, DEC would have the right to terminate 
the purchase option extension for the Museum building which 
is not projected to occur during FY92. 

OBJEClIVES 

Strong emphasis on increasing revenues: 

- Capital Campaign for Endowment and Building 
- Operational activities 
- Exhibits 

Exhibit development based on speci~ic contributions 
for exhibits: 

Open "Computer Discovery Center" 
- Complete "Kits" program 
- Start "Networked Society" 

ASSUMPTIONS 

- Restructure the Musem's staff to develop and 
maximize productivity to support budget 
objectives. 

- Continue responsibility for payment of Museum 
wharf operating costs and mortgage payments. 



A J B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q 
1 THE COMPUTER MUSEM INC 
2 FY92 BUDGET 
3 7-MaV-91 
4 OPERATING CAPITAL EXHIBITS COMBINED 
5 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY91 FY91 FY92 FY91 FY91 FY92 
6 Budget Proj. Budget Budget Proj. Budget Budget Proj. Budget Budget Proj. Budget 
7 REVENUES 
8 
9 Unrestricted Contributions 300 206 207 250 195 625 550 401 832 

10 Restricted Contributions 315 109 188 375 761 705 770 1076 814 1333 
11 Computer Bowl 300 300 305 300 300 305 
12 Corporate Memberships 200 200 231 200 200 231 
13 Individual Memberships 52 61 69 52 61 69 
14 Admissions 370 520 521 370 520 521 
15 Store 268 307 522 268 307 522 
16 Functions 153 141 150 153 141 150 
17 Interest Income 4 5 24 4 5 24 
18 Other 57 32 37 57 32 37 
19 Gain (Loss) on Securities -2 -2 
20 
21 TOTAL REVENUE 2019 1881 2254 250 193 1000 761 705 770 3030 2779 4024 
22 
23 EXPENSES 
24 
25 Exhibits Development 204 123 82 746 864 670 950 987 752 
26 Exhibits & Collection 123 122 135 123 122 135 
27 Education 261 257 303 261 257 303 
28 Marketing & Memberships 391 288 435 391 288 435 
29 General Management 239 226 232 90 72 91 329 298 323 
30 Computer Bowl 88 88 119 88 88 119 
31 Fundraising 94 85 82 155 176 265 249 261 347 
32 Store I 232 264 4",) 465 <51 \ \-f., 232 264 465 
33 Functions I 74 72 \'I-Z 83 74 72 83 
34 MW Operating_ Costs 286 286 279 286 286 279 
35 MW Mortgage 147 147 136 147 1.47 136 
36 
37 TOTAL EXPENSE 1992 1811 2215 302 323 401 836 936 761 3130 3070 3377 
38 
39 NET SURPLUS (DEFICrn 27 70 39 -52 -130 599 -75 -231 9 -100 -291 647 
40 



The Computer Museum Inc 
FY92 Cashflow Projections 
5/7/91 

2000~----------------------------------------------------------~ 

1031 
1000 

670 

-154 -136 
-277 

976 973 

• Combined 
II Unrestricted 

910 

656 

-1000+------~----------~-----~----------~-----~----------~-----~~-----~-----~~-----~----------~------r-----~ 

6/91 7/91 8/91 9/9110/9111/9112/911/922/923/924/925/926/92 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES 

FY92 BUDGET 

RBVENUB RECOGNITION 

Restricted, Unrestricted Contributions, and Memberships are 
recognized when received. Pledge revenue is recorded when 
received. Income from functions and events are recorded as 
of the date of the event. 

DEPRECIATION 

Set forth below are estimates of depreciation amounts which 
were not included in the FY91 Forecast or FY92 Budget since 
they do not require any cash flow out. Depreciation is 
determined based on the estimated useful lives of the assets 
on a straight line basis. Depreciable assets include 
equipment and the cost of permanent exhibits depreciated 
over 5 years; leasehold improvements, depreciated over 20 
years; and the building, when acquired, depreciated over 32 
years. The amount for FY91 is expected to be approximately 
$420K and for FY92 approximately $500K. 

EMPLOYEES 

As of June 30, 1991, full time equivalent employees (FTE'S) 
are expected to be 42. As of June 30, 1992, FTE'S are 

. expec ted to be 41. 

MEMBERSHIPS 

The following is a summary of the estimated number of Museum 
members: 

Corporate 
Individual 

Total 

FY91 

120 
970 

1,090 

FY92 

135 
1,115 

1,250 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES 

FY92 BUDGET 

UNRESTRICTED CONTRIBUTIONS 

The following is a summary of the unrestricted contributions 
(Doll~rs in Thousands): 

DESCRIPTION FY91 FY92 

Corporate/Foundation Grants $ 105 $ 72 

Annual Fund 100 125 

Computer Bowl 300 305 

Other 1 10 

Operating Fund Total 506 512 

Capital Fund Total 195 625 

Combined Unrestricted Total 701 1,137 

RESTRIClED CONTRIBUTIONS 

Restricted contributions represent amounts designated by the 
donor to be expended for specific ac ti vi ties, 
functions, programs, exhibits or types of expenditures. 

The following is a summary for the restricted contributions 
(Dollars in Thousands): 

DESCRIPTION FY91 FY92 

Corporation/Foundation Grants $ 0 $ 123 

Kits 97 0 

Mass Council 12 10 

Loebner 0 50 

Other 0 5 

Operating Fund Total 109 188 

Capital ·Fund Total 0 375 

Exhibit Fund Total 705 770 

Combined Restricted Total 814 1,333 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES 

FY92 BUDGET 

ADMISSIONS 

Set forth below are the attendance levels and average 
revenue per visitor per year. The admission fee is 
currently at $6.00 and no increase is planned for FY92. 

YEAR 
NUMBER OF 
VISITORS 

FY85 34,000 (Approx. 
5 mos. due to move 
from Marlboro to 
Boston) 

FY86 77,000 
FY87 77,619 
FY88 77,072 
FY89 88,041 
FY90 91,848 
FY91(EST.)130,000 
FY92 130,000 

CAPITAL FUND CONTRIBUTIONS 

% INC 
(DEC) 

NM 
NM 
8% 

(7%) 
14% 

4% 
42% 

0% 

AVERAGE ADMISSION 
REVENUE PER VISITOR 

$2.18 
2.32 
2.48 
2.92 
2.64 
3.49 
3.85 
3.85 

Capital Fund revenues represent the amounts received from 
pledges. The FY92 Budget includes anticipated receipt of 
capital campaign pledges from the startup of the Capital 
Campaign •. 

The following is a summary of amounts received and expected 
to be received from pledges already made and from pledges to 
be received from the Capital Campaign (Dollars in 
Thousands): 

FY87 
FY88 
FY89 
FY90 
FY91 (EST.) 
FY92 

$ 567 
550 
388 
221 
195 

1,000 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

NOTES 

FY92 BUDGET 

EXHIBIT FUND CONTRIBUTIONS 

Exhibit fund revenues represent the amounts received from 
contributions for improving the Museums exhibits. The FY92 
Budget includes anticipated receipt of revenues for exhibit 
related funding. 

The following is a summary of amounts received and expected 
to be received (Dollars in Thousands): 

FY87 
FY88 
FY89 
FY90 
FY91 (EST.) 
FY92 

299 
126 

95 
1,177 

705 
770 



REVENUES: 

Operating Fund 

Capihl Fund 

Total RevenlJes 

EXPENSES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

COMBINED OPERATING AND CAPITAL FUNDS 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE TEN MONTHS ENDED 
4/30/90 ---------4/30/91--------- FY91 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAVWHFAV) BUDGET 

1,288 1,685 1,488 (197) <12%) 2,019 

1,087 825 472 (353) (43%) 1,011 
------

2,375 2,510 1,%0 (550) (22%) 3,030 

1,195 1,662 1,500 162 10% 1,992 

936 892 707 185 21% 1,138 

2,131 2,554 2,207 347 14% 3,130 

$244 ($44) ($247) ($203) ( 461%) ($100) 
----- ------ ------ ------ ------ -----. 

SUMMARY: 
-------. 

For the ten months ended April 30, 1991, The Museum operated at a 
deficit of (247K) compared to a budgeted de!lcit at (44K). As or 
April 30, 1991, total cash and cash equivalents amounted to 225K. 

OPERATING: Operating revenues were 12% under blJdget dlJe to optilli shc 
unearned revenue streaMS. Expenses were 10% under budget due to lower 
personnel costs (vacant positions). 

CAPITAL: Capital revenues were 43% under budget due to optimistic 
contribution expectations. Expenses were 21% under budget due to 
timing of exhibit related expenses. 

FY91 
FORECAST 

1,853 

815 

2,668 

1,847 

1,250 

3,097 

( $429) 
------



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

OPERATING fUND 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR !HE TEN MONTHS ENDED 
4/30/90 ----------4/30/91---------- FY91 FY91 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV CUNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 233 $280 134 (146) (52%) 300 200 
Restricted contributions 73 250 42 (208) (83%) 315 118 
Computer BOllI 237 237 264 27 11% 300 281 
Corporate lelberships 137 180 159 (2U (12%) 200 200 
Individual lelberships 40 43 46 3 7% 52 60 
Adaissions 251 298 451 153 51% 370 524 
Store 170 225 262 37 16% 268 307 
Functions 116 127 113 (14) (11%) 153 139 
Interest Incole 10 3 1 (2) (67%) 4 2 
Other 21 42 16 (26) (62%) 57 22 
GainlLoss on Securities 0 0 0 0 0% 0 0 

------ -------- --------
Total Revenues 1,288 1,685 1,488 (197) (12%) 2,019 1,853 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 0 159 55 104 65% 204 103 
Exhibits & Collection 91 103 108 (5) (5%) 123 126 
Education 215 216 217 (1) 0% 261 263 
Marketin9 , Memberships 202 331 228 103 31% 391 300 
General Managelent 195 194 207 (13) (7%) 239 251 
Co.puter Bowl 47 83 79 4 5% 88 83 
Fundraisin9 18 80 78 2 3% 94 97 
Store 161 195 230 (35) (18%) 232 267 
Functions 51 62 59 3 5% 74 71 
Museum Wharf expenses 215 239 239 0 0% 286 286 

Total Expenses 1,195 1,662 1,500 162 10% 1,992 1,847 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) $93 $23 ($12) ($35) (152%) $27 $6 
------- -------------- ------- -------------- -------------- ==== 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

CAP IIAL FUND 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE TEN HONTHS ENDED 
4/30/90 ----------4/30/91--------- FY9l FY91 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV <UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted Contributions S80 $245 $45 (S200) (82%) 250 149 
Restricted Contributions 1,000 580 418 ($162) (28%) 761 654 
Interest Incolle 9 0 11 Sl1 100% 0 14 
Gain/Loss on Securities (2) 0 (2) ($2) (100%) 0 (2) 

------- -------

Total Revenues 1,087 825 472 (353) (43%) 1,011 815 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 608 563 390 173 31% 746 858 
General Hanagelent 146 74 51 23 31% 90 67 
Fundraisin9 54 132 143 (11) (8%) 155 178 
~harf mortg3ge 128 123 123 0 0% 147 147 

--------
Total Expenses 936 892 707 185 21% 1,138 1,250 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) S151 (S67) (S235) (SI68) (251%) (H27) ($435) 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

4/30/91 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND 4130/91 6/30/90 

ASSETS: 
Current: 

Cash $123,136 $123,136 $8,298 
Cash Equivalents 102,013 102,013 282,190 
Investaents 0 53,363 
Receivables 10,392 10,392 120,302 
llwentory 68,279 68,279 63,212 
Prepaid expenses 2,29~ 147 2,446 15,238 
Interfund ieceivable 373,774 373,774 617,702 

--------- -------- --------- ------- ---------
TOTAL 306,119 373,921 0 680,040 1,160,305 

Property l Equiplent (net) : 
Equiplent i furniture $45,442 45,442 45,442 
Capital ilprovelents 651,467 651,467 651,467 
Exhibits 1,016,738 1,016,738 1,016,738 
Construction in Process 71 ,084 71,084 71 ,084 
Land 24,000 24,000 24,000 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total 0 71,084 1,737,647 1,808,731 1,808,731 

TOTAL ASSETS nOG,119 S445,005 Sl,737,647 SZ,488,771 S2,969,03G 
========== ========== ========== ---------- ========== ----------

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued expenses Sl44,694 $27,244 U71,938 $158,341 
Deferred incole 12,633 12,633 16,938 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 0 0 0 
Inlerfund payable 373,774 373,774 617,702 

--------- --------- --------- -------- ---------
Total 531,101 27,244 0 558,345 792,981 

Fund Balances: 
Operatin9 (224,982) (224,982) (213,272) 
C.3pi tal 417,761 417,761 651,680 
Plant Sl,737,647 1,737,647 1,737,647 

--------- --------- --------- -------- ---------
Total (224,982) 417,761 1,737,647 1,930,426 2,176,055 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $306,119 $445,005 $1,737,647 $2,488,771 $2,969,036 

========== ========== ========== ========== ========== 



... 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN CASH POSITION 

4/30/91 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND 4/30/91 6/30/90 

Cash provide by/fused tor) 
operations: 
Excesss/(deticiency) at 
support and revenue (SII,110) • (S233,919) SO (S245,629) S148,966 

Depreciation 0 0 310,606 
--- ---- ------- ----- ------

Cash trol operations (11,110) (233,919) 0 (245,629) 1,059,572 

Cash provided by/fused for) 
working capital: 
Receivables 109,910 109,910 (83,875) 
Inventory (5,061) (5,067) (19,504) 
Investlents 53,363 53,363 (15,863) 
Accounts payable 
& other current liabs 77 ,829 (64,232) 13,597 81,895 

Deterred incole (4,305) (4,305) (5,292) 
Prepaid expenses 11,932 860 12,792 (8,011 ) 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Cash fro. workin9 capital 190,299 (10,009) 0 180,290 (50,650) 

Cash provided by/fused tor) 
Fixed assets 0 SO 0 (996,328) 

--------- --.-----. --------- --------- ---------
Net increase/(decrease) in 
cash before tinancin9 178,589 (243,928) 0 (65,339) 12,594 

Financing: 
Intertund pay. I rec. (243,928) 243,928 0 0 
Transfer to Plant 0 0 0 0 1,564 
Line at credit/Loan Payable 0 0 

----- -------- --------- -------- -------
Cash tro. financin9 (243,928) 243,928 0 0 7,564 

Net increase/(decrease) 
in cash & invest.ents (65,339) 0 0 (65,339) 20,158 

---- ----- -------- ------ ------

Cash, beginning of year 290,487 0 0 290,487 210,329 

Cash, end of period S225,148 SO SO S225,148 '290,487 
======== .------- ---------- ---------- ========== --------- ---------- ----------
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DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

June 5, 1991 

The Computer Museum Executive Committee 

Oliver Strimpel 

June 12, 1991 Agenda 

The following is the agenda for our June 12 meeting (8:00 a.m., 5th floor' 
conference room). 

Agenda: 

1. Operations update 

2. FY92 Budget 

3. Nominations to the Board 

4. Capital Campaign 

I look forward to seeing you next Vednesday. 

/sj 

Enclosures: Draft FY92 Budget, including changes made at 6/4/91 Finance 
Committee meeting 

.' 



RESTRICTED CONTRIBUTIONS 

CORPORATE: 

Bank of Boston 
Boston Company 
Boston Edison 
Boston Gas 
Codex/Motorola 
Eastern Enterprises 
General Cinema 
Boughton Mifflin 
Liberty Mutual 

. Loomis, Sayles 
Lotus 
Mass Mutual 
N.E. Telephone 
Raytheon 
Shawmut Bank 
State Street Bank 
Stride Rite 

GOVERNMENT: 

$ 5,000 
5,000 (of a $15R ask) 
5,000 
3,000 
5,000 
5,000 (of a $10R ask) 

25,000 (of a 2-year $100K ask) 
2,500 (of a $10R ask) 
2,000 (of a $5R ask) 
5,000 (of a $10R ask) 

25,000 (of a $50R ask) 
5,000 (of a $10R ask) 

10,000 (of a $25K ask) 
10,000 (of a $25R ask) 

2,000 (of a $10K ask) 
10,000 (of a $10K ask) 
5,000 (of a $10K ask) 

MA Cultural Council $10,000 

FOUNDATION: 

ADL Foundation $ 2,500 (of a $10K ask) 
Batson Foundation 1,000 
Beveridge Fdn 5,000 (of a $15R ask) 
Boston Foundation 25,000 (of a $50R ask) 
Boston Globe Fdn 10,000 (of a $25K ask) 
Cabot Corp Fdn 30,000 
Childs Charitable Fdn 5,000 
Cox Charitable Trust 20,000 (of a 2-year $100K ask) 
Fidelity Foundation 5,000 (of a $10K ask) 
Forte Foundation 1,000 
John Hancock Fdn 2,000 (of a $5K ask) 
GTE Foundation 10,000 (of a $20K asl'.) 
Hayden Foundation 50,000 (of a $100K ask) 
Hyams Foundation 4,500 ($2K already confirmed) 
Millipore Foundation 5,000 (of a $25K ask) 
Peabody Foundation 25,000 (of a $100K ask) 
Polaroid Foundation 2,000 (of a $10K ask) 
Riley Foundation 25,000 (of a $50K ask) 
Schrafft Charitable 

Trust 
Stevens Foundation 
Stone Charitable Fdn 

5,000 (of a $5K ask) 
5,000 (of a $10K ask) 
3,000 (of a $5K ask) 

TOTAL RESTRICTED: $385,000 BUDGETED: $133,000 

50% asked to re-apply 
75% pending 
50% asked to re-apply 
75% to submit 
50% to submit 
50% to submit 
75% pending 
50% pending 
50% asked to re-apply 
50% pending 
50% to submit 
50% to submit 
50% pending 
90% asked to apply 
50% pending 
90% (renewal) 
50% to submit 

20% pending 

50% pending 
50% to submit 
50% to submit 
75% to submit 
50% pending 
50% to submit 
50% to submit 
75% pending 
50% pending 
50% to submit 
50% pending 
75% to submjt 
75% to submit 
75% pending 
50% pending 
50% to submit 
75% pending 
50% to submit 

95% renewal 
50% to submit 
50% to submit 



J. 

GENERAL DEVELOPMENT FY 92 ASSUMPTIONS 

UNRESTRICTED CONTRIBUTIONS 

CORPORATE: 

BULL HN 
DEC 
IBM 
Texas Instruments 

FOUNDATION: 

Beranek Foundation 
Genrad Foundation 
Fuller Foundation 

GOVERNMENT: 

$ 15,000 
50,000 
15,000 
5,000 (of a $10K ask) 

1,000 
1,000 
5,000 (of a $20K ask) 

MA Cultural Council 10,000 

TOTAL UNRESTRICTED: $102,000 BUDGETED: $82,000 

75% to submit 
95% renewal 
95% renewal 
50% pending 

80% pending 
80% pending 
50% to submit 

20% pending 
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CHAIRMAN 
Gardner Hendrie 
Sigma Partners 
300 Commercial Street #705 
Boston, MA 02109 

Dr. Oliver Strimpel 
Executive Director 
The Computer Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

c. Gordon Bell 

0:(617) 227-0303 

FAX:(50B) 393-7707 

0:(617) 426-2800 

FAX:(617) 426-2943 

Vice Ptesident, Engineering 
Stardent Computer 

Mailing Address: 

450 Old Oak Court 
Los Altos, CA 94022 

Ms. Gwen Bell 
Founding President 
The Computer Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

H:(415) 949-2735 

HOME FAX:(415) 949-2735 

0:(617) 426-2BOO 

FAX:(617) 426-2943 
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(617) 426-2800 Mr. Edward Belove 
1715 Cambridge Street 
Cambridge, MA 02138 

Home: 492-5048 

Ms. Lynda Schubert Bodman 
President 
Schubert Associates 
10 Winthrop Square 
Boston, MA 02210 

Mr. Lawrence S. Brewster 
Vice President 
Worldwide Operations 
Aspen Technology, Inc. 
251 Vasser Street 
Cambridge, MA 02132 

0:(617) 338-0930 

FAX:(617) 338-0930 ext. 17 

0:(617) 497-9010 

FAX:(617) 497-7806 

Mr. Richard P. Case 
Director of Systems Analysis 
IBM Corporation 
44 S. Broadway 10th Floor 
White Plains, NY 10601 

0:(914) 288-4005 

FAX:(914) 288-1258 Or 288-1203 
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(617) 426-2800 Mr. David L. Chapman 
General Partner 
Executive Vice President 
Landmark Ventures Inc. 
313 Speen Street 
Natick, MA 01760 

Mr. Howard Cox 
General Partner 

0:(508) 650-3500 

FAX:(508) 655-1554 

Greylock Management Corporation 
One Federal Street 
Boston, MA 02110 

David Donaldson, Esquire 
Ropes & Gray 

0:(617) 423-5525 

FAX:(617) 482-0059 

One International Place 3rd Floor 
Boston, MA 02110 

Dr. Jon Eklund 

0:(617) 951-7000 

FAX:(617) 951-7050 

Curator, Division of Computers, 
Information and Society 
Smithsonian Institution 
National Museum of American History 
Room 5122 
Washington, D.C. 20560 

0:(202) 357-2089 

FAX:(202) 357-1853 
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(617) 426-2800 Mr. Edward Fredkin 
President 
Capital Technologies, Inc. 
209 Harvard Street 
Brookline, MA 02146 

Dr. Richard Greene 

0:(617) 277-1310 

FAX:(617) 277-5379 

Chairman of the Board and Founder 
Data Switch Corporation 
One Enterprise Drive 
Shelton, CT 06484 

Mr. Max Hopper 
Senior Vice President 
Information Systems 
American Airlines 
P.O. Box 619616, MD 4215 
Dallas/Fort Vorth Airport 
Texas 75261-9616 

0:(203) 926-1801 

FAX:(203) 929-6408 

0: (817) 963-2072 

FAX:(817) 963-4219 
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(617) 426-2800 Mr. Charles House 
General Manager 
Software Engineering Systems Division 
Hewlett-Packard Company 
1266 Kifer Road 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Mr. Theodore Johnson 
Consultant 
736 Annursnac Road 
Concord, MA 01742 

Mr. David Kaplan 
Audit Partner 
Price Vaterhouse 
160 Federal Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

Mr. Mitchell Kapor 
Chairman and CEO 
ON Technology, Inc. 
155 Second Street 
Cambridge, MA 02141 

0:(408) 746-5589 

FAX:(408) 746-5989 

0:(508) 369-2640 

FAX:(508) 371-1363 

0:(617) 439-7371 

FAX:(617) 439-7393 

0:(617) 876-0900 

FAX:(617) 876-0391 
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(617) 426-2800 Mr. Fritz Landmann 
President and Publisher 
CV Publishing Inc. 
375 Cochituate Road 
Framingham, MA 01701 

Dr. Robert Lucky 
Executive Director 

0:(508) 879-0700 ext. 100 

FAX:(508) 875-4394 

Research Communications Sciences Div. 
AT&T Bell Laboratories 
Crawford's Corner RQad 
Room 4E605 
Holmdel, NJ 07733-1988 

James L. McKenney 
Professor 
Harvard Business School 
5 Vinthrop Road 
Lexington, MA 02173 

Mr. John A. Miller, Jr. 
Chairman 
Miller Communications 
607 Boylston Street 
Boston, MA 02116 

0:(201) 949-4477 

FAX:(201) 949-5353 

0:(617) 495-6595 

FAX:(617) 495-6001 

0:(617) 536-0470 

FAX:(617) 536-2772 
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(617) 426-2800 Ms. Laura Barker Morse 
Partner 
Heidrick and Struggles 
One Post Office Square 
Boston, MA 02109 

Dr. David Nelson 
Fluent Machines, Inc. 
1881 Yorcester Road 
Framingham, MA 01701 

pro Seymour Papert 

0:(617) 423-1140 

FAX:(617) 423-0895 

0:(508) 626-2144 

FAX:(508) 820-1106 

Professor of Media Technology 
Director, Epistemology & Research 
MIT 
Room E15-309 
20 Ames Street 
Cambridge, MA 02139 

Mr. Anthony Pell 
President 

0:(617) 253-7851 

FAX:(617) 253-6215 

HOME FAX:(617) 742-7932 

Pell, Rudman & Co., Inc. 
40 Rowes Yharf 
Boston, MA 02110 

0:(617) 439-6700 

FAX:(617) 439-0594 
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(617) 426-2800 Mr. Nicholas Pettinella 
Vice President and CFO 
Intermetrics, Inc. 
733 Concord Avenue 
Cambridge, MA 02138 

0:(617) 576-3266 

FAX:(617) 547-3879 

Dr. John William Poduska, Sr. 
President and CEO 
Stardent Computer 
6 New England Tech Center 
521 Virginia Road 
Concord, MA 01742 

Mr. Jonathan Rotenberg 
Chairman 

0:(508) 287-0100 

FAX:(508) 371-7414 

The Boston Computer Society 
24 Marlborough Strett 
Boston, Ma 02116 

Mr. Richard Ruopp 
President Emeritus 
Bank Street College 
11 York Road 
Belmont, MA 02178 

Ms. Jean Sammet 

Home:(617) 247-0405 

0:(617) 547-0430 

FAX:(617) 489-5255 

H:(617) 489-5254 

Programming Language Consultant 
P. O. Box 30038 
Bethesda, MD 20824 

0:(301) 907-0233 
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(617) 426-2800 Mr. F. Grant Saviers 
Vice President 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
146 Main Street 
ML) 1-5/B 94 
Maynard, MA 01754 

Edward A. Schwartz 
President 

0:(508) 493-9765 

FAX:(508) 493-1787 

New England Legal Foundation 
150 Lincoln Street, 6th Floor 
Boston, MA 02111 

Mrs. Naomi O. Seligman 
Senior Vice President 
The Research Board 
220 East 61st Street 
New York, NY 10021 

Mr. Paul Severino 
Chairman and CEO 
Vellfleet Communications 
15 Crosby Drive 
Bedford, MA 01730-1418 

0:(617) 695-3660 

FAX:(617) 695-3656 

0:(212) 486-9240 

FAX:(212) 754-2811 

0:(617) 275-2400 

FAX:(617) 275-5001 
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President 
Insurance and Personal Financial Services 
The New England 
501 Boylston Street 
Boston, MA 02117 

Mr. Hal B. Shear 
President 

0:(617) 578-2835 

FAX:(617) 421-9316 

Research Investment Advisors, Ltd. 
10 Commercial Vharf 
P.O. Box 2393 
Boston, MA 02107 

Mr. Michael Simmons 
Executive Vice President 
Bank of Boston 
P. O. Box 2016 
MS 01 025JA 
Boston, MA 02106 

Mr. Irwin J. Sitkin 
Vice President 

0:(617) 720-3436 

FAX:(617) 367-0085 

0:(617) 434-6464 

Aetna Life & Casualty, Retired 
180 Clover Street 
Middletown, CT 06457 

0: (203) 347-3511 

FAX:(203) 273-6346 
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(617) 426-2800 Mr. Casimir S. Skrzypczak 
Vice President 
Science and Technology 
NYNEX Corporation 
1113 Vestchester Avenue 
Vhite Plains, NY 10604-3510 

Dr. Ronald G. Smart 

0:(914) 644-6435 

FAX:(914) 644-7649 

Director of Management Systems Research 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
146 Main Street 
ML03-2/F41 
Maynard, MA 01754 

Mr. James Sutter 

0:(508) 493-7012 

FAX:(508) 493-7337 

Vice President, General Manager 
Rockwell International Corporation 
P. O. Box 2515 
Seal Beach, CA 90740-1515 

CLERK 
James Davis, Esquire 
Bingham, Dana & Gould 
150 Federal Street 
Boston, MA 02110 

Revised March 1, 1991 

0:(213) 797-5754 

FAX:(213) 797-2449 

0:(617) 951-8000 

FAX:(617) 951-8736 
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Gwen Bell 
Lynda Bodman 
Larry Brewster 
Richard Case 
Jim Davis 
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Jim McKenney 
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Finance Committee 

Jim McKenney (chair) 
David Kaplan 
Nick Pettinella 

Richard Stewart 
Christopher Vilson 

Nominating Committee 

Lynda Bodman (chair) 
Gwen Bell 
Irwin Sitkin 
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Capital Campaign Vorking Group 

Gordon Bell 
Gwen Bell 
Dave Donaldson 
Gardner Hendrie 
Chuck House 
Ted Johnson 
Andy Miller 
Tony Pell 

Corporate Membership Committee 

Laura Barker Morse (chair) 
Jim Baar 
Rick Karash 
Ilene Lang 
Mimi Macksoud 
Susan Parrish 
Steve Pytka 
Cameron Reed 
Lindy Recht 
Nancy Robb 
Charles Terry 



Annual Fund Committee 

Hal Shear (chair) 
Gwen Bell 

Howard Cannon 
Steve Golson 

Exhibits Committee 

Gardner Hendrie (chair) 
Edward Belove 
Richard Case 
Jim McKenney 
Dave Nelson 

Computer Discovery Center Committee 

Ed Belove 
Gardner Hendrie 

Tracy Licklider 
Ike Nasse 
Art Nelson 
Steve Stadler 
James Starkey 

Collections Committee 

Gwen Bell (chair) 
Bruce Brown 
Bernard Cohen 

Jon Eklund 
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Education Committee 

Art Bardige 
Karen Cohen 
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Martin Huntley 
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Jonathan Rotenberg 
Dick Ruopp 
Hal Shear 

Robert Tinker 
Joyce Tobias 

Vaterfront Project Committee 

Gwen Bell 
David Kaplan 
Grant Saviers 
Ed Schwartz, 
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Computer Bowl Committee 

Gwen Bell, National Chairperson 
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Steve Golson 
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Christopher Morgan 
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Terrylynn Pearson 
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Kelly Richards 
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"HE COMPUTER MUSEUM IS A mUOUi EDUM'tIONAL INSTITY,TIOH 

The Computer Museum in Boston, Massachusetts, ie the 
only institution in the worl~ dedicated to educ9ting the public 
about computet technology and to preserving its otiqins. 

Founded in 1982 as , in6epenaent, public nonprofit 
instltution l the Museum has seen rapid ;rowth in the past five 
years. The operating budget has triple~ and ~nnual visication 
has ;rown from 30,000 to 150,000. Traveling exhibits and 
internationally-distributed eduoational materi~ls serve an 
off-site public of over 1 million. 

While computers have become ubiquitous, the public's 
understanding of the technolooy and its many roles has not. If 
coday's youth--tomorrow'5 workforce--~re to pursue eareers 1~ 
technology, they must be shown the potential of computing and 
be encourage~ to engage with it in an aocessible environment. 

Visitors to the Museum learn by active participation 
and ~irect access to computers. For students, this informal 
e~ucational experience provides an ideel complement to 
classroom instruction or, in many cases, the only access to 
education about computers. For visitors of all ages, the 
Museum experience serves to "demystifyft the technology that 
touches nearly every aspeot of society. 

rSBSERYATION OF COMPUTING HIsrQRi 

The Museum has assembled the world's most significant 
collection of computers and, in 1987, it forged en 
unprecedentea joint col1 8 cting e9reement with the Smithsonian 
Institution to ensure the preservation of history of 
computing. It 1s important to preserve fo~ tuture generations 
the historical record Of computing. Despite its brief history, 
SOMe of this record has alree~y besn lost. 

THB NEEDS or THi MtJSEtm 

Today the Museum is pOised to move to new ~evels of 
international prominence. Its str8tegic plan for 1992-96 cells 
for ~ramat1~ new exhibits that present ana explain the myriad 
uses Of computers in communications, the arts, education, 
environment, and business. Through its own offerinos and 
cooperative programs with sohools, universities, educators, 
museums I and other institutions, the Museum will aarva 10 
million people annually oy 1996. 

." ", . , , . • .. .... ':. " .r', 
: {,",:~ : .:. .. '~, ,,.:," . 
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The Museum has achieved financial stability thrOugh a 
solid base of earned income ena contributed support from a 
broad $pectrum of corporate, foundation, government, and 
indivi~ual donors. . 

;~ 5 

Howevet, in order to achieve its programmatic goals, 
the Museum has launched a capital campaign to raise ~ 
million. Of th~t amount, i~ million will form the basis of the 
Mu~eum's operatino en~owment, income from which will support 
educational programs and collections management. The remaining 
$2.5 milllQD will repay an interast-free l08n in support of the 
purchase of the Museum's building. Most import,nt, the . 
campaign's success will help ensure the Museum's lon9-term 
financial stability and continued growth. 

The Museum has developeO a dynamic and achievable plan 
to fulfill its mission of education and preservation. 
Realization of that plan will dep~nd on the generosity of those 
who share a oommitment to buil~ing a technology-literate 
sooiety end to preserving for future generAtions a histoty that 
h~s reshaped the world. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

FY92 BUDGET 

SUMMARY 

300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(611) 426-2800 

OPERATIONAL BBSULTS 

The FY92 Budget reflects a net surplus of $646K for the 
Museum. This net surplus represents the combined results of 
two funds; a $38K surplus in the Opera tiog Fund, a $599K 
surplus in the Capi tal Fund, and a $9K surplus in the 
Exhibit Fund. 

CASH FLOll 

The available cash balance as of June 30, 1991 is expected 
to be approximately $116K. Based on achieving the FY92 
Budget, the available cash balance is expected to be about 
$713K as of June 30, 1992. 

Based on monthly projections of cash flow, the Museum 
expects the combined cash balance to fall below $100K in the 
months of July & September. 

Note: If the combined cash balance were to fall below $100K 
for any two consecutive months, DEC would have the right to 
terminate the purchase option extension for the Museum 
building. 

OBJBCTIVBS 

Strong emphasis on increasing revenues: 

- Capital Campaign for Endowment and Building 
- Operational activities 
- Exhibits 

Exhibit development funded by specific contributions 
for exhibits: 

- Open "Computer Discovery Center" 
- Complete "Kits" program 
- Start "Networked Society" 
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~ THE COMPUTER MUSEM INC 

~ FYI2BUDGET 

~ 5-Jun-91 
4 OPERAnNO CAPITAL EXHIBITS COMBIN!D 

~ FYI 1 FY91 FYI2 FYI1 FYl1 FY92 FYl1 FY91 FYl2 FY91 FYl1 FYl2 

~ Budae' Prol. Budae' Buda .. Prol. Budae. Budge' Prol. Bud_ Budaet Prol. Budge' 
7 REVENUES 

+ 9 Unrestricted Contributions 300 200 207 250 149 625 550 348 832 
10 Restricted Contributions 315 118 188 375 761 704 770 1076 822 1333 
11 Computer Bowl 300 281 305 300 281 305 
12 CorDOrate Memberships 200 200 231 200 200 231 
13 Individual Memberships 52 60 69 52 60 69 
14 Admissions 370 524 510 370 524 510 
15 Store 268 307 522 268 307 522 
16 Functions 153 139 150 153 139 150 
17 Interest Income 4 2 24 14 4 16 24 
18 Olher 57 22 37 57 22 37 
19 Gain (Loss) on Securities ·2 -2 
20 
21 TOTAL REVENUE 2019 1853 2243 250 147 1000 761 718 770 3030 2718 4013 

~ 
23 EXPENSES 

124 
25 Exhibits Developmen. 204 103 82 746 858 870 850 1., 752 
26 Exhibits Maintenance 55 58 68 55 58 68 
27 Colleclions 68 68 67 68 - 68 67 
28 Education 261 263 303 261 263 303 
29 Markelina I Memberships 391 300 435 391 300 435 
30 General Manaaement 239 251 232 90 67 81 329 318 323 
31 Computer Bowl 88 83 109 88 83 109 
32 Fundraisil'lG 94 97 82 155 178 265 249 275 347 
33 Store 232 267 465 232 267 465 
34 Functions 74 71 83 74 71 83 
35 MW OperatinG Costs 286 286 279 286 286 279 
3& MW Mortaaaa 147 147 136 147 147 136 
37 
38 TOTAL EXPENSE 1112 1847 2205 302 325 401 836 825 711 3130 3017 3367 
39 
4D NET SURPlUS (DE FICin 27 6 38 -52 -178 sn -75 -207 I -100 -37. 646 
41 
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POND ACCOUNTIRG 

To ensure proper usage of restricted and unrestricted 
assets, the Museum maintains it accounts according to fund 
accounting principles whereby funds are classified in 
accordance with specified restrictions or objectives. 

Operating Fund: The Operating Fund which includes 
unrestricted and restricted contributions, reflects the 
activity necessary to support the overall operations of the 
Museum. 

Capital Fund: The Capital Fund reflects the activity of 
fundraising efforts related to establish the Museum and to 
aid in efforts for the Museum to start a endowment fund. 

Exhibits Fund: The Exhibits Fund reflects the activity of 
major new exhibits that are then transferred to the Plant 
Fund as a Museum asset. 

Plant Fund: The Plant Fund reflects the amounts invested by 
the Museum in real estate, equipment, and exhibit related 
assets. 
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1tBVBNUB BBCOGRITION 

Restricted, Unrestricted Contributions, and Memberships are 
recognized when received. Pledge revenue is recorded when 
received. Income from functions and events are recorded as 
of the date of the event. 

DEPRECIATION 

Set forth below are estimates of depreciation amounts which 
were not included in the FY91 Forecast or FY92 Budget since 
they do not require any cash out flow. Depreciation is 
determined based on the estimated useful lives of the assets 
on a straight line basis. Depreciable assets include 
equipment and the cost of permanent exhibits depreciated 
over 5 years; leasehold improvements, depreciated over 20 
years; and the building, when acquired, depreciated over 32 
years. The amount of depreciation for FY91 is expected to 
be approximately $420K and for FY92 approximately $500K. 

BHPLOYBBS 

As of June 30, 1991, full time equivalent employees (PTE'S) 
are expec ted to be 42. As of June 30, 1992, PTE'S are 
expected to be 41. 

MEMBERSHIPS 

The following is a summary of the estimated number of Museum 
members: 

" /<, 

/; 

Corporate 
Individual 

Total 

FY91 

120 
970 

1,090 

FY92 

135 
1,115 

1,250 
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FY92 BUDGET 

UNRESTRICTED CONTRIBtrrIONS 

The following is a summary of the unrestricted contributions 
(Dollars in Thousands): 

DESCRIPTION FY91 FY92 

Corporate/Foundation Grants $ 99 $ 72 

Annual Fund 100 125 

Other 1 10 

Operating Fund Total 200 207 

Capital Fund Total 149 625 

Combined Unrestricted Total 349 832 

RESTRICTED CONTRIBUTIONS 

Restricted contributions represent amounts designated by the 
donor to be expended for specific activities, 
functions, programs, exhibits or types of expenditures. 

The following is a summary for the restricted contributions 
(Dollars in Thousands): 

DESCRIPTION FY91 FY92 

Corporation/Foundation Grants $ 0 $ 123 

Kits 106 0 

Mass Council 12 10 

Loebner 0 50 

Other 0 5 

Operating Fund Total 118 188 

Capital Fund Total 0 375 

Exhibit Fund Total 704 770 

, 
'< Combined Restricted Total 822 1,333 
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ADJIISSIONS 

Set forth below are the attendance levels and average 
revenue per visitor per year. The admission fee is 
currently at $6.00 and no increase is planned for FY92. 

NUMBER OF % INC AVERAGE ADMISSION 
YEAR VISITORS (DEC) REVENUE PER VISITOR 

FY85 34,000 (Approx. 
5 mos. due to move 
from Marlboro to 
Boston) NH $2.18 

FY86 77,000 NH 2.32 
FY87 77,619 .008 2.48 
FY88 77,072 (.007%) 2.92 
FY89 88,041 14% 2.64 
FY90 91,848 4% 3.49 
FY91(EST.)130,000 42% 3.85 
FY92(EST.)130,000 0% 3.85 

The increase in visitors from FY90 to FY91 was mainly 
attributable to the opening of The Walk-Through Computer 
exhibit. The Museum expects to retain the increased level 
of visitors in FY92 as a result of the opening of the People 
and Computers exhibit, and marketing efforts, focusing 
especially on school groups. 

CAPITAL FUND CONTRIBUTIONS 

Capi tal Fund revenues represent the amounts received from 
pledges. The FY92 Budget includes anticipated receipt of 
capital campaign pledges from the startup of the Capital 
Campaign. 

The following is a summary of amounts received and expected 
to be received from pledges already made and from pledges to 
be recei ved from the Capi tal Campaign (Dollars in 
Thousands): 

FY87 $ 567 
FY88 550 
FY89 388 
FY90 221 
FY91 (EST. ) 149 
FY92 (EST.) 1,000 
'-/ 
/ , 

'.' 
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BlBIBIT PURD CONTRIBUTIONS 

Exhibi t fund revenues represent the amounts received from 
contributions for improving the Museums exhibits. The FY92 
Budget includes anticipated receipt of revenues for exhibit 
related funding. 

The following is a summary of amounts received and expected 
to be received (Dollars in Thousands): 

FYB7 
FYBB 
FYB9 
FY90 
FY91 (EST.) 
FY92 (EST.) 

299 
126 

95 
1,177 

704 
770 
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Agenda 

The Computer Museum 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 

January 11, 1994 
8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 

1. Operations Update 

2. Computer Museum Book Series 

3. Nominating Committee Report 

4. Discussion of How to Increase Individual and Corporate Membership 

5. Discussion of Agenda for Board of Trustees Meeting 

6. Strategic Planning 
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8:30 

8:40 

10:30 

12:00 

Lunch 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING 
February 11 1994 

8:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 

Call to Order of Meeting of the Members of the Corporation

Election of Members to the Board of Trustees 

Meeting Adjourns 

Call to Order of Meeting of the Board of Trustees 

Election of Members of the Board of Overseers 

Museum Operations Update 

The Networked Society Committee Report 

Education Committee Report 

Development Report 

Collections Report 

Break with Tour of Collections Spaces 

Strategic Plan-Discussi~n based on fIrst draft of plan 

Meeting Adjourns 

..... -.. 



BUILDING SCENARIOS 

Scenario One outlines the options for remaining in Museum Wharf and explores two 
possible building expansions at the existing site. Scenario Two takes as its premise that a 
new site is needed. 

Scenario One; Museum Stays in Museum Wharf Throua:;h 2004 

Plan A; No Expansion 

After The Networked Society opens in November 1994, all exhibit and educational 
programming space will be fully developed. New exhibits will need to replace existing 
exhibits. 

Up to 4,000 square feet (sf) of additional public space could be created if Museum 
collections storage areas and some offices were moved off site. This would allow space 
for one major new gallery, or allow for a small gallery and a space for education 
programming. 

In this scenario, the Museum must focus on expanding its impact and reach through 
outreach and offsite activities including: the development and distribution of educational 
materials, traveling exhibits, and the exploitation of global networks. Further expansion 
includes enhanced exhibit sales and merchandising. The proportion of resources applied 
offsite increases each year. 

The impact and scope of the Museum's outreach would be enhanced by entering into 
collaborative relationships with other organizations, such as museums, schools, and 
community organizations. 

Advanta~s: 
• Museum already owns the building 
• Concentrate on programs with national and international reach 
• Central downtown site with access by public transportation 
• Area improving with Couthouse and new public transportation 
• Location awareness built up over ten years 

Disadvantages: 
• Exhibit scope limited by ceiling heights, space 
• Attendance limit is approximately 175,000 visitors/year; school group visitation 

limited to about to about 35,OOO/year 
• Artery work and limited parking make car access difficult 
• Museum Wharf is not a landmark unless Wave is built 
• Limited synergy with Children's Museum and confusion as to Museum's identity & 

location 
• Space does not attract high prestige or large-sc~e functions and events 

1/9/94 1 



Plan B: Museum Wharf Expansion: Seventh Floor 

A seventh floor could be built on the roof offering up to 20,000 sf, increasing the 
Museum's total square footage by one third. (Total space increases from 44,OOOsf to 
64,OOOsf; program space increases from 24,OOOsf to 38,OOOsf.) 

A second elevator would be needed to increase the Museum's attendance capacity. With 
two elevators and 33% more floor space, attendance capacity could increase 33% to 
about 250,000 people per annum. 

Advantages 
• Provides some scope for custom-designed spaces, both for public and for other 

museum constituencies 
• Additional space offers Museum more scope without the need to move 
• Central downtown site with access by public transportation 
• Area improving with Couthouse and new public transportation 
• Continuity: build on site awareness built up over ten years 

Disadvantages 
• Entire building may need costly earthquake-proofing 
• Access: artery work and limited parking make car access difficult 
• Site: limited synergy with Children's Museum and confusion as to Museum's identity 

& location; need to fit with Museum Wharf building and Wave is limiting 
• Further onsite expansion is very limited 

1/9/94 2 
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Plan C; Museum Wharf Expansion: BuUdine on the Apron 

Currently planned for the Museum's apron is a four story-high ''Wave'' entrance foyer. 
The Wave serves as a landmark and expanded foyer but does not provide additional 
program space. 

In the event that the Wave is not built, another possible expansion could take place on 
the apron which could accommodate a state-of-the-art, modern function 
room/auditorium, offices, board room, and other facilities. This would vacate 
approximately 8,000 square feet in the main building for additional gallery space. A plan 
for a multi-purpose auditorium and office building was created in 1985-6 jointly with 
The Children's Museum. 

An expansion on the apron would offer an additionall0,OOOsf, bringing the Museum's 
total space to 54,OOOsf, an increase of about 20%. Program space would increase 33% 
but with no additional elevator, attendance capacity would increase only to about 
200,000 per annum. A second elevator would increase capacity to approximately 
230,000 per annum. 

Advanta~es 
• New space could offer facilities to allow greater range of public programs, and 

private functions 
• Additional public space allows Museum to grow without moving 
• Apron building could be designed to be a landmark 
• Central downtown site with access by public transportation 
• Federal courthouse expected to improve the area 
• Continuity: build on site awareness built up over ten years 

Disadvanta~es 
• No apron construction is possible if Wave is built 
• Site is shared with Children's Museum which may have other priorities 
• Access: artery work and limited parking make car access difficult 
• Further onsite expansion is limited 

1/9/94 3 



SCenario Two; Moye out of Museum Wharf As Quickly as Possible. 

In this scenario, the Museum decides that its mission would be best served if it moved 
its PrimarY site to a new location. Desired characteristics of a new site and building are 
attached. 

The Museum would need to identify one or more partners, either public or private, in 
order to acquire a new site and building. A public partner could be a local government; a 
private partner C9uld be a conference center/developer. The partner would provide the 
site and major financing in exchange for the attraction of The Computer MUseum and tax 
benefits. 

Partners can be sought through a public call for partners as in the case of the San Jose 
Tech and the Charles Babbage Institute. Alternatively, the Museum can make private 
approaches to government agencies and private developers. 

Board-level champions are needed to pursue this scenario via public or private 
approaches to potential partners. 

Advanta~es 
• Custom building would be a landmark, give Museum clearer identity 
• Program possibilities greatly enlarged 
• Major increase in size of audience served 
• Major PR opportunities 

Challen~es 
• Requires identification of appropriate partner(s) 
• Requires major capital campaign 
• Museum must re-establish identity in new location 

1/9/94 4 



The Computer Museum-Desired Characteristics of a New Building 

Location 

The Computer Museum should be sited in a major metropolitan area and tourist destination. 
A scenic location and proximity to a center of high technology industry and to world class 
universities are importarit. A state or city government interested in supporting the Museum 
would be a major asset. Public transportation and ample parking are essential for easy 
access. 

Exterior Image 

The building should be landmark-a distinctive and highly original construction that 
denotes a world-class destination. It should be kinetic, and contemporary or even futmistic 
in style, with an intimate and comfortable feel. The building's connections to global 
information highways should be an architectural feature. The building's site should allow 
for phased expansion. -

Space around the building should make people feel welcomed and at home. Places to sit 
and observe should be interspersed with interactive sculptures, exhibits, retail kiosks, and 
plants. 

Education Facilities 

Education programs should be integrated into the exhibit spaces. Exhibit spaces should be 
equipped with demonstration and performance areas. 

Specialized spaces are required for students and teachers in classroom and Clubhouse 
settings. In addition a resource center for adults and kids together with a library for adults 
and teachers is needed. A multi-function auditorium seating 250 people is required for 
lectures, performances, and demonstrations. 

A studio for the production of digital music and video should be installed for use by 
students, participants in workshops or courses, and for artists acting as mentors for 
Clubhouse participants. 

Exhibit Requirements 

The exhibit hall layout should permit visitors to find their way round easily and offer 
spaces for orientation and introductory displays. Stimulating exhibit spaces should alternate 
with spaces for rest, but all spaces should speak to the Museum's theme. 

Flexible, configurable gallery space is needed, offering spaces of varying proportions. 
Some exhibits will require majestic halls, with tall ceilings (such as the Walk-through 
Computer) ; others will need small, intimate galleries (such as immersive virtual worlds). 
Galleries should permit discovery by the visitor as he or she explores the Museum. 

Spaces should permit the display of exhibits that range from science to art, from technology 
to computers in every day life. Galleries will need variety to match exhibits that cater both 
for a very broad audience as well as audiences with special interests. 

January 10, 1994 1 



Other exhibit needs include a video editing studio (which could also be used with education 
programs), an exhibit evaluation lab, a staging area for new exhibits and an exhibit storage 
area. 

Visitor Amenities 

The Museum should be able to comfortably accommodate up to 5,000 people a day, 
corresponding to an approximate annual visitation of 500,000. Wherever possible, visitor 
amenities should, in addition to being highly functional, be in and of themselves exhibits. 
For example ticketing can reveal the role of the computer; phones and network connections 
should be revealed and explained; HV AC systems can be visibly computer controlled. 

The lobby, reception and orientation area needs to be welcoming and should include a 
secure coat check and briefcase storage space. The entry area should allow for members to 
be given "fast lane" access. 

Visitors should enter and exit adjacent to the Museum Store which should be highly visible 
from the outside of the building. The store should be designed to look like an exhibit, 
offering intriguing displays for those entering the Museum as well as people spending time 
outside. 

Other amenities should include a members' room, food service, and library. The entire 
building must be fully disabled accessible. 

The building should be "wired" with full provision for high bandwidth network 
connections throughout offices, galleries, and public spaces. This also should include the 
ability to connect with wireless links to hand-held devices issued to visitors. 

A building-wide directional signeage system should be integrated into the design. 

Further amenities including teleconferencing capabilities and infant child care could be 
made available if the Museum was affiliated to a conference center or hotel. 

Collections 

Good access to the Museum's collections is desirable. Storage spaces should be organized 
to allow interested parties, such as history of technology scholars, to view and study the 
collections with ease. Specialized storage requirements include climate control for artifacts 
and paper documentation, as well as facilities for video and digital storage. 

Significant components of the collections will be used in the Museum's exhibits. Other 
items will be showcased in the Hall of Fame exhibit. Impressive and aesthetic items should 
be displayed in a special function room, offering the Museum a highly distinctive space in 
which to host Museum as well as corporate and private functions. 

January 10, 1994 2 
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Research 

A library for use of scholars and staff is needed. 

An exhibit lab is required for the development and evaluation of exhibits and for 
researching the effectiveness of certain computer-based technologies for learning. Many of 
these projects are likely to be performed in collaboration with universities. The lab should 
be accessible by visitors, and include provision for exhibits on the research under way. 

The Museum needs a dedicated feedback area where Museum staff can routinely collect 
feedback from all the constituencies it serves. 

Administrative 

The Museum requires a Board room, perhaps containing selected displays from the 
collections. 

Modem, fully networked, centralized offices should be close to the public spaces, 
preferably offering a view into the galleries to serve as a constant reminder of the 
Museum's purpose. Soundproofed meeting rooms and space to house several volunteers 
are needed. 

The multi-function auditorium mentioned under the education facilities section, must serve 
as an effective space for private functions. Requirements include sound-proofing, and good 
audio-visual technology. 

A staff lounge with coffee/snack machines, a kitchen, a shower and resting area should be 
included. Daycare facilities would be desirable. 

January 10, 1994 3 
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REVENUES: 

Clubhouse 
Exhibit Related 
Govt & Foundation 
Corporate Membership 
computer Bowl 
Membership fund 
Admissions 
Store 
Functions 
Exhibit Sales 
Interest Income 
Other 

Tota 1 F.evenues 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 
Exhibits Maintenance 
Exhibit Sales 
collections 
Education & Admissions 
clubhouse 
Ma rf:eting 
Public Relations 
Store 
Functions 
computer Bowl 
Fundraising 
Membership Fund 
Musuem wharf 
General Management 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) 

12/31/92 
ACTUAL 

50,400 
15,519 
46,479 
73,750 

150,000 
77,8'.)2 

264,375 
125,853 
90,221 
37,640 

1, 514 
7,458 

--------
941,061 

6,178 
25,527 
42,802 
31,760 

139,011 
7,964 

86,113 
37,065 

108,663 
38,439 
14,517 
25,579 
17,399 

150,698 
109,811 
-------
841,526 

$99,535 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

OPERATING FUND 

FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDED 
---------12/31/93---------

ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE 

$138,758 61,150 77,608 
45,200 -45,200 

$10,286 10,286 
$63,575 75,850 -12,275 

S216,500 176,500 40,000 
$104,684 100,~40 4 , 1 4 4 
$285,195 285,713 -518 
S153,567 169,536 -15,969 

S96,460 79,200 17,260 
S9,597 30,000 -20,403 
Sl,734 3,400 -1,666 

75 3,300 -3,225 
--------- --------- -------
1,080,431 1,030,389 50,042 

32,905 51,515 -18,610 
25,262 20,968 4,294 
9,704 17,610 -7,906 

32,025 31,190 835 
127,387 146,365 -18,978 
106,737 113,980 -7,243 
140,227 132,780 7,447 

44,842 46,720 -1,878 
130,720 143,144 -12,424 

38,980 35,530 3,450 
19,087 19,270 -183 
26,176 32,610. -6,434 
23,209 41,820 -18,611 

144,955 151,002 -6,047 
124,676 111,184 13,492 
------- ------- ---------

1,026,892 1,095,688 -.68,796 

$53,539 -65,299 118,838 

PERCENT FY94 FY94 
BUDGET FORECAST 

127\, 287,900 
-100% 100,000 

100% 
-16% 205,000 

23'\; 388,000 
4 .~ 178,000 
0% 536,641 

-9% 332,395 
22% 140,352 

-68\ 90,000 
-49% 7,000 
-96% 10, 50 ° 

-------
5% 2,275,988 

-57% 102,730 
J 

17% 43,250 
-81% 52,610 

3% 62,400 
-15% 292,570 

-7% 236,000 
5\ 229,190 

-4% 93,334 
-10% 268,932 

9% 69,402 
-1% 135,324 

-25% 64,854 
-80% 83,611 

-4% 302,000 
11% 213,271 

--------
-7% 2,249,478 

-2 26,510 
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f::.' STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 
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::.'i .. 
-.' OPERATING OPERATING ANNUAL 

~.\" Fy94 FY93 CAPITAL/EXHIBIT ENOOIA'MENT COMBINED S BUDGET FORECAST 

.' Actual Budget Actual Actual Budget Actual Bud<Jet Actual Budget VARIANCE FY94 FY94 
-------------------- ---------- ------------------------------------ --------------------- -------- --------------------

SUPPORT/REYENUE 

", . 
Restrictec;l\.'Support: 

Clubhou'6e 138,758 6],150 50,400 138,758 61,150 77,608 287,900 
Exhibi'~:<Rela ted 45,200 15,519 160,000 262,000 160,000 307,200 -147,200 732,000 
Govt & ';tounda tion 10,286 46,479 10,286 10,286 
Endowment 

unrestrictisd support: 
capi taF;campaign 113,580 276,200 113,580' 276,200 -162,620 726,200 
corporAte Mcmhership fi 3,575 7S,850 72,750 63,575 75,850 -12,275 205,000. 
Foundation 1,000 
comput~,t' Bow] 216,500 176,500 150,000 216,500 176,500 40,000 388,000 
11embe r,~l< 1 p FUI,d 104,684 10U,~4U 77,852 104,684 100,540 4,144 178,000 

Adrniss ion" :, 285,195 285,713 264,375 285,195 285,713 -518 536,841 
Store 153,567 169,536 125,853 153,567 169,536 -15,969 332,395 
Functions .', 96,460 79,200 90,221 96,460 79,200 17,260 140,352 
Exhibi t sa'Jes 9,597 30,000 37,640 9,597 30,000 -20,403 90,000 
other: ~' 

Interes't Income 1,734 3,400 1,514 2,625 3,~: 10 4,359 6,910 -2,551 12,000 , , 
Rental ,Income 5,100 4,000 
progri!l!1<Incorne 1,200 658 1,200 -1,200 2,500 
collections 75 

.... '1 •• 
7., ]00 1,700 75 2,100 -2,025 4,000 

TOTAL SUPPPRT/REVENUE 1,080,431 1,030,389 941,061 273,580 538,200 2,625 3,~'10 1,356,636 1,572,099 -215,463 3,639,188 
:.-: 
," 

EXPENSES ., 
" 

Exhibit Development 32,905 51,515 6,178 77,148 177,174 1l0,053 228,689 -1l8,636 580,485 
Exhibit M~nt/Enhancement 25,262 20,968 25,527 1,381 13,092 26,643 34,060 -7,417 69,578 
Exhibit SB"1 es/Klls 9,704 17,610 42,802 9,704 17,610 -7,906 52,610 
collectiori~ 32,025 31,190 31,760 32,025 31,190 835 62,400 
Education;&" Admission i27,387 146,365 139,01l 127,387 146,365 -18,978 292,570 
Clubhouse ·t ' 106,737 113,980 7,964 106,731 113,980 -7,243 236,000 
Marketing:(', 140,227 132,780 86,113 140,227 132,780 7,447 229,190 
Public Relations 44,842 46,720 37,065 44,842 46,720 -1,878 93,334 
store \:} 130,720 143,144 108,663 130,720 143,144 -12,424 268,932 
Functions \:., 38,980 35,530 38,439 38,980 35,530 3,450 69,402 
computer BOwl 19,087 19,270 14,517 19,087 19,270 -183 135,324 
Fundra ising 26,176 32,610 25,579 55,024 111,620 81,200 144,230 -63,030 286,585 
Mernbershilt"',Fund 23,209 41,820 17,399 23,209 41,820 -18,611 83,611 
Museum Wha,'rf 

op EXp 1~ 144,955 151,002 150,698 144 ;955 151,002 -6,047 302,000 
Mortgaije 64,338 64,337 64,338 64,337 1 126,977 

General M~hagement 124,676 111,184 109,811 124,676 111,184 13,492 213,271 

TOTAL EXPJ~~E 1,026,892 1,095,688 841,526 197,891 366,223 1,224,783 1,461,911 -237,128 3,102,269 
'~ ~~;.: 

NET REVENUE' 53,539 -65,299 99,535 75,689 171,977 2,625 3,510 131,853 110,188 21,665 536,919 
',,' -.' .f-

)%. 
.-

}:., 
t,; 

"40:· :..: 
:':. , 
" 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

12/31/93 
", COMBINED 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT ENDOWMENT TOTAL TOTAL 

.' FUND FUND FUND FUND 12/31/93 6/30/93 
,. 

"-
ASSETS: 

- current: 
Unrestricted Cash $261,711 $2,625 $264,336 $259,423 
Restricted Cash 250,000 $250,000 250,000 .... cash Equivalents 167 
Investments 2,074 $2,074 2,074 

, . Receivables 18,527 $18,527 48,868 
Inventory 50,196 $50,196 49,137 
prepaid Expenses 7,599 $7,599 9, 143 
IntetLund Receivable 2,625 201,866 $204,491 123,310 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total Current Assets 5342,732 5201,866 $252,625 $797,223 $742,122 

Property & Equipment: 
Equipment & Furniture 5260,327 $260,327 $260,327 
capital Improvements 938,338 938,338 938,338 
Exhiblts 4,079,698 4,079,698 4,079,698 
Construction in Process 52,908 52,908 52,908 
Land 18,OJO 18,000 18,000 
Less "'.ccum. Depreciation (2,962,311) (2,962,311) (2,962,311) 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Net Property & Equipment $52,908 $2,334,052 $2,386,960 $2,386,960 

TOTAL ASSETS $342,732 $254,774 $2,334,052 $252,625 53,184,183 $3,129,082 
========== ========== ========.== ========= ========== ========== 

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable $46,520 $6,581 553,101 $109,006 
Accrued Expense 18,216 9,700 27,916 63,557 

" Deferred Income 128,532 128,532 194,919 
Interfund payable 201,866 2,625 201,866 123,310 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------. 
Total Current Liabilities 5395,134 $16,281 $2,625 411,415 $490,792 

,Fund Balances: 
; 

operating ($52,402) (52,402) (5108,566) 
capi.tal 238,493 238,493 162,804 
Endowment 250,000 250,000 250,000 
plant 2,334,052 2,334,052 2,334,052 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total Fund Balances ($52,402) 5238,493 $2,334,052 $250,000 $2,770,143 $2,638,290 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $342,732 $254,774 $2,334,052 $252,625 $3,184,183 $3,129,082 

========== ========== ========== ========= ========== ========== 
" 

; 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

6 Months Ending 12/31/93 

ANNUAL 
OPERATING CAPITAL EXHIBIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED S BUDGET 

Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget VARIANCE FY94 
-------------------- -------------------- ------------------------------------ --------------------- -------- ------------

SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricte~ support: 
Clubho.u·se 138,758 61, 150 138,758 61,150 77 ,608 287,900 
Exhibit Related 45,200 160,000 262,000 160,000 307,200 -147,200 732,000 
Govt &"Foundation 10,286 10,286 10,286 
Endowment 

unrestriC:ted support: 
capital campaign 113,580 276,200 113,580 276,200 -162,620 726,200 
Corporate Mllmbership 63,575 75,850 63,575 75,850 -12,275 205,000 
Foundation 
Comput.~r Bowl 216,500 176,500 216,500 176,500 40,000 388,000 
Membership Fund 104,684 100,540 104,684 100,540 4,144 178,000 

Admission.: 285,195 285,713 285,195 285,713 -518 536,841 
Store .', 153,567 169,536 153,567 169,536 -15,969 332,395 
Functions.: 96,460 79,200 96,460 79,200 17 ,260 140,352 
Exhibit sales 9,597 ) 30,000 9,597 30,000 -20,403 90,000 
Other: 

Interet~ Income 1,734 3,400 2,625 3,510 4,359 6,910 -2,551 12,000 
Rental'. 'Income 4,000 
Progra\Jl Income 1,200 1,200 -1,200 2,500 
Collec.t'ions 75 2,100 75 2,100 -2,025 4,000 

TOTAL SUP.PORT/REVENUE 1,080,431 1,030,389 113,580 276,200 160,000 262,000 2,625 3,510 1,356,636 1,572;099 -215,463 3,639,188 

EXPENSES :: 
.) 

Exhibi t D.E:velopment 32,90'5 51,515 77,148 177,174 110,053 228,689 -118,636 580,485 
Exhibit Maint/Enhancement 25,262 20,968 1,381 13,092 26,643 34,060 -7,417 69,578 
Exhibit Sales/Kits 9,704 17,610 9,704 17,610 -7,906 52,610 
collections 32,025 31,190 'i' 32,025 31,190 835 62,400 
Educatiori:& Admission 127,387 146,365 127,387 146,365 -18,978 292,570 
Clubhouse 106,737 113,980 106,737 113,980 -7,243 236,000 
Ma rket ing.: 140,227 132,780 140,227 132,780 7,447 229,190 
Public ReJations 44,842 46,720 44,842 46,720 -1,878 93,334 
store 130,720 143,144 130,720 143,144 -12,424 268,932 
Functions.,: 38,980 35,530 38,980 35,530 3,450 69,402 
Computer .Sowl 19,087 19,270 19,087 19,270 -183 135,324 
Fundraising 26,176 32,610 55,024 111,620 81,200 144,230 -63,030 286,585 
Membership Fund 
Museum Wha'rf 

23,209 41,820 23,209 41,820 -18,611 83,6ll 

op EXp,;,' 144,955 151,002 144,955 151,002 -6,047 302,000 
Mortgage 64,338 64,337 64,338 64,337 1 126,977 

General M~nagement 124,676 111,184 124,676 lll,184 13,492 213,271 
.': . ., 

TOTAL ExPENSE 1,026,892 1,095,688 119,362 175,957 78!529 190,266 1,224,783 1,461,9ll -2S7,128 3,102,269 
0"1' 

NET REVEN~ 53,539 -65,299 -5,782 100,243 81,471 71,734 2,625 3,510 131;853 llO,188 21,665 536,919 

1. Clubh~use revenue drawing from Deferred Income. 
2. Compu.cer Bowl revenues realized sooner then budgeted, annual projection unchanged. 
3. Exhil#t related revenues pending reimbursement by NSF 
4. FUnc~;i.ons exceeding budget goal. 

" 



1989-pres. President, WAGNER COMMUNICATIONS Newton 

1985-89 

Manage a successful public relations/marketing communications practice 
specializing in the non-profit and health care fields. Excel at strategic planning, 
events management, writing and media relations. Clients have included some 
of New England's best known charitable organization? and institutes, including 
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, The Jimmy Fund, Joslin Diabetes· Center and 
Project Bread. Provide strategic counsel and support to large public relations 
agencies, including Cone Communications; Ingalls, Quinn & Johnson; and 
Brodeur & Partners . 

.( 

• Conducted publicity campaigns for some of New England's biggest 
fundraisers and special events, including the Jimmy Fund's largest events -

. the Pan-Mass Challenge and the Boston Marathon Jimmy Fund Walk; the 
New England Environmental Expo; and the U.S. Open Squash Tournament. 

• Directed media relations program to announce results of first statewide 
. childhood hunger study, sponsored by Project Bread; included standing

room-only press conference and extensive editorial coverage. 

• Provided support to Cone Communications in planning and executing a 
launch evenUpress conference for the Massachusetts Tobacco Control 
Program, a statewide anti-smoking campaign. 

• Planned and executed a press briefing and an awards ceremony at Joslin 
Diabetes Center in support of its capital campaign. 

• Wrote and produced diverse materials, including video scripts for Lederle 
Laos, Exergen Corp. and The Travelers; a decade-in-revievy for Dana~Farber 
Cancer Institute; the Jimmy Fund brochure; a publication for WGBH 
Educational Foundation; an annual report for Medical Care America; 
numerous press kits; and published articles. 

CONE COMMUNICATIONS Boston 

Started as account executive and advanced to director of the Health Care Group, 
the fastest-growing division of New England's largest independent public 
relations/marketing communications agency. Responsible for all aspects of 
group's operations. 

517 Grove Street 

Newton, MA 02162 

(617) 969-1918 

FAX (617) 969-2257 



--

1984·85 

• Supervised staff of six, including recruitment training, and development 
• Managed budgets 
• Created leadership role for agency in biotechnology PR 
• Counseled clients, including Lifeline Systems, New England Critical Care, . 

Integrated Genetics, Bingham, Dana & Gould, and others 
• Developed strategic plans and made presentations 
• Oversaw and executed account activities --

. • Obtained new business to reach profitability goals, including increasing 
annual billings from $180,000 to' over $600,000 

Account Executive, JACK RAYMOND & COMPANY New York 

1983 PR Direc.tor, NATIONAL HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE ASSOCIATION New York 

AWARDS 

1991 Astrid Grand Award (international) -- Mercomm 
Lamplighter Award -- N. E. HospitalPublic Relations & Marketing Assn.. 
Bel/ringer Merit Award -- New England Publicity Club (NE Pub Club) 
For decade-in-review publication for Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. 

1990 Bel/ringer and Merit Awards for Special Events Publicity -- NE Pub Club 
For creating widespread awareness of the Jimmy Fund's Pan-Mass Challenge 
and the First Boston Marathon Jimmy Fund vVa!k. 

1989 Bel/ringer Award for Best Magazine Article -- NE Pub Club 
For positive corporate profile on BioTechnica International in New England 
Business. -

1989 Bel/ringer Merit Award for Excel/ence in Writing -- NE Pub Club 
1988 HatcR Silver Prize for Excellence in Writing -- Ad Club of Greater Boston 

For BioTechnica International's annual report. 

1988 Bel/ringer Award for Best News Conference -- NE Pl)blicity Club-
For orchestrating press conference to announce significant research 

. discovery by Integrated Genetics. 

EDUCATION 

1981-82 
1981 

Fordham University School of Law· 
Brown University, A.B., American Civilifation 

AFFILIATIONS 

1993 Non-Profit Marketing Association (membership pending) 
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Re. The Computer Museum 

January 11, 1994 

Ms. Lynda S. Bodman 
President 
Schubert Associates 
10 Winthrop Square 
Boston, MA 02110 

John A. Marchiony 

Mr. Gardner Hendrie 
President 
Sigma Partners 
300 Commercial St., Suite 705 
Boston,MA 

. Dear Ms. Bodman and Mr. Hendrie: 

Every contact that I have had to date with The Computer Museum and the members of its team has 
revealed a new facet to the organization and its goals. I visited for interviews in mid-December and 
January, and as an inquisitive guest between Christmas and New Year's. I am looking forward to my next 
Computer Museum experience when I meet with you at your offices on Tuesday, February 22 at 10:30 
a.m. and 1:00 p.m. respectively. 

'My canQiaacy~f6rtiie'lposition of Director of Marketing began in October at the Association of Science 
and Technology <;enters conference. Since then, I have met with Oliver Strimpel, Carol Walsh, Betsy 
'iRiggS;'DlViai~er, and GWen Bell. I believe each of those professionals would agree that we all 
explored some interesting ideas and confirmed our individual interest or dedication to The Computer 
Museum. 

I have enclosed an original copy of my resume for your consideration. Please know that did submit 
samples of proposals 1 have developed, marketing materials I guided through conception and production, 
and a resource guide for teachers that I designed and edited. Gwen Bell and I reviewed these materials 
when I met with her in mid-January. If there are any specific topics you would like to discuss, or any 
items you would like me .to prepare in anticipation of our meetings, please call me anytime before Thurs
·day, February 17. I have a message machine at home and voiCe mail at work (201-4:S1-0006X249). 

The Computer Museum has captured my interest through its historical and interactive exhibits, and 
through the curiosity demonstrated by the members of the team whom I have already met. I am very 
much looking forward to learning more about the institution from your perspectives. 

, .• f -. r . ~ .' . ,".r.; , , 

125 East 83rd Street, Apartment 3 - New York, NY 10028- 212.535.3046 



.. ' ... , 

John A. Marchiony 

Professional Experience 

Liberty Science Center, Associate Director, Public AifairsandMarketing.(October 1991 .. Present) 

Direct sponsorship and promotion efforts. Establish and maintain sponsor relationships with all marketing 
partners, including Coca Cola, Maniott, AT&T, Johnson & Johnson. Select and market O~ films 
that generate significant revenue. Guided installation and start-up of the Kodak OMNI THEATER Oargest 
mtlileworldl. M~ag~~id~yariew ~fp1'0jects:reqlJited forsuecessfulstart .. up of major hands..on science 

. -- '--- - . 

center. 

Education Interface, Senior Editor (December 1990 - August 1991) 

Created the National Guide to Educator Hmpowennent, a resources guide for K-12 educators. Presenter, 
1991 National School Public Relations Association Convention. 

M(mtclair Public Schools, Middle School Science Teacher (August 1989 - June 1990) 

Taught physics and chemistry to 102 seventh and eighth graders. Nominee, Gov«nor's Award forOutstand
ing Teaching. . Member, principal selecticm eommittee; curriculum review committee. 

HMGSports, EventS & Licensing (September 1986 - August 198~) 

Account Executive for full-service sports marketing agency. Designed and implemented sponsorships, 
promotions; and special events. Managed 1,200 guest incentive travel program to 1988 Olympic Winter 
Games (Calgary, Alberta, Canada). 

Dartmouth CoBege, Italian Teaching Assistant (January 1985 - June 1986) 

Teaching assistant for Professors of Italian in Siena, Italy and on campus. 

Educational Exuerience 
'. 

Dartmouth cone~e, Class of 1986 

A.B. in Psychology with emphasis on soci~ and developmental psychology. 
Activitie$;Cbair.n)an, Winter Carnival; S~ Dir~Qt(l)r, D~outh Outing Club; Direttor, Freshman Trip 
~~~tsl~ill~gPr,qgt1lm St~te,OfNew l#r~y Ali.ernateR9ute Teaeh~r Certification Program, September 
1~~~· -Ap8.1_i~f)0·· . 

125 East 83rd Street, Apartment 3· New York, NY 10028- 212.535.3046 



Lihcrty SCience. Cti.llter, Associate Director, Pu~.lic :Af;fnifs :ar.d Marketing (October '199 J .'-: Pr~ser.t) 
., . 

. DiJ~ct sponsorShip mid pr~nlotion effort{ Es~abH~li n.,d. jn~ntai.., sponsor relationsrjps wiih ,11 mark(~ting ' .. 
partners, including' Coca Cola, li&lTIoti,. AT&T~ Jolmson &JohnsOli. S~lect and market OMNIMA."X mms 
that genp.rate ()igOiflCa.:lt reventie. Guided instaUatiOIi IU'ld start-up of the ;Kodak G;MNI 1TIEATER. (i;Hge~1 

'..:..: 

in the world). I\f!>oIi:aged :widevap~iY ofproj~n ret}~d for.StlCCessfhl,st..srt':'up ofmajlJr hfi.iid.H)li~:cii~li,·:~ .. '. 
cemer. . .' '. .' . . . ..' .-: .' . . . ..' . . .:<.. :. . '. ' .. ' 

EUi!f.:ation Interface, S~nior Editor (December 1990 ~ August 1991) 
, 

Cre:1itd the National Guide to Educator Empowe.nnent, a ie-sources guide for K-12 edU';3.tors. Presc;l!er, 
j 991 N~ti()1Jal Schocl Public Relations Association.Coi1Ve~tion. 

i\'i·.ll1ti I~ir l)uhlk Scbc3Is,. Middle Schrol Scl"nee teacher '(August 1989 ~ J~ne 1990) 

T~ught physic.$ and chamistry to 102 f..eventh and eighth graciersNomLrlee, Goverllor'sAw~l!'d fl.;·. OlILSi~!ld·· 
in.!? reading. 11e!.l1ber, pIincipal &election cc~nmittee; Cur.1culum review committee. 

'~!';\1G Sp,;rts, 'Events & Licensing (Septerr.ber 1936 - A:'l6Ust 19S9) 

Account Executive for ihil-scrvi·;;e Sp~rt3 tll3fketing ag~ncy. Designed:me! implerr.en!t'.d spon~ori'hips, 
promotions, and spechll eVents. l\IIanaged 1,200 gUest incentive 1TRvt:1 program to 1988 Olyinpi-: .Winter 
Games (CaJgary, P Jbcrta, Canada). 

D~r!irJouth CoUege; rtaihn Teaciung Ass:st.int (January 1985 .. June 1986) 

'fe.aching a';sistant for Profe~S()i"S of Italian in Siena, I:.cly and on campus. 

Dartmouth College, Class of 1986 

A.B. in Psychology withemphasi& on social and developmental psychology. 
A(,"tivities: Chairman, Winter Carnival; Safuty Director, Dartmouth Outing Club; Director, fore:;);.man 'flip 
Leaders Training Program State' of New Jersey Altemate Route Tear.h.;:r Ct:J1,jfication Program, September . 
1.1)89 ,. April 1990 . . . . 

~'. . . . , . ,. \,' 

, ',' " , ' . 

-<. 
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SUMMARY; 

MARTHA I •. BAJ.LARD 
247 DEACON ST. #4 
BOSTON, MA. 02116 

617-262-6360 

.-

THE ARTFUL HAND GALLERY 

Management Consultant 

1990-present 

Developed job descriptions, compensation plans, review forms, and policies. 

Designed training programs for hourly and management personnel. 

Designed and implemented corporate sales program. 

RESIDENCE INN BY MARRIOTT 

Director-Marketing and Sales 1987-1989 

Expanded national sales program which incrcased national account volume by $18 
million. 

Responsible for ihe national reservations center and telemarketing support functions. 

Supervised and directed four regional directors of sales and marketing, working with 
75 hotels. . 

Supervised the trade show program involving 20 shows in various market segments. 

THE RESIDENCE INN COMPANY 

l-.Jationai Director--Sales and ivlarketing Systcms 1986-1987 

Worked wilh advertising agency to produce salcs collateral, ad sli'cks, and direct mail 
pieces in volumc for individual hotel cus!omization and usc. 

Developed and managed national sales offices in Connecticut and Los Angcles. 

Responsible for thc national reservations center. 

Established telemarketjn~ center and support software for new account qualirication 
and the corporate directory program. . 

Managed trade show program focused on selected market segments, including 
budgeting, participation in shows, and lead followup. 
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Regional Director of Sales anel Marketing 1985-1986 

P·rovided sales and marketing direction to 15 western region hotels, including market 
analysis, rate strategy, sales systems, advertising/promotion support, and sales 
training. 

Managed cluster sales and advertising programs for geographically clustered hotels. 

Worked with pre-opening sales and marketing efforts of seven hotels. 

Participated in development of basic sales training course and acted as an instructor. 

Developed and presented sales modules for franchisee. general managers, and 
directors of sales conferences. 

BOSTON MARRIOTT LONG WHARF HOTEL 

Director of Marketing 1983-1985 

r-,·1anaged director of sales, three sales managers, and support stafr. 

Responsible for group and transient/leisure rooms marketing. 

Managed local marketing efforts for t, ... ·o restaurants, action lounge, and health club. 

Managed advertising agency and public relations agency. 

Developed and administered budget. 

MARRIOTT DALLAS NATIONAL SALEJ':l OFFICE 

No tional Sales Manager 1981-1983 

Responsible for setting up the office structure and sales ofrice systems. 

Hired, trained, and developed manpower for the office. 

Dcveiopcd and administered office budget for eXlJcnses and producti\)n. 

Organized trade shows and special events. 

Developed new accounts and maintained existing accounts in the corporate, national 
association, and travel industry markels. 

Supervised salespeople calling on travel industry, national association, and corporate 
accoun ts. 



; 

• 

MARRIOTT LOS ANGELES NATIONAL SALES OFFICE 

Regional SaJes Manager 1979-198J 

Managed corporate and national association accounts in Los Angeles, Northern 
California, Washington, and Oregon representing all Marriott hotels and resorts. 

Handled remote pre-sales for the Seattle Marriott Hotel and the Albuquerque Marriott 
Hotel. ", 

DALLAS MARRIOTT--MARKET CENTER 

Sales Manager 1977-1979 

Contacted, booked and handled in-house service of 3('counts.(in the n3 tiona 1 and Zl!\t~ .~ 
associations, corporate, and military market segments. 

Worked with transient programs for corporate and military market segments. 

EL CI-IICO CORPORATION 

Ivferchandising Manager 1976-1977 

Developed, implemented, and analyzed consumer preference surveys and site selection 
surveys. 

Member of team which researched and compiled a standardized recipe book for EI 
Chico restaurants and test. marketed proposed food items. 

Member of team which wrote training manual and trained service personnel a t new 
and existing restaurants. 

EDUCATION: 

B.A., Business, Trinity University (San Antonio, TX), 1976 Cum La ude 



The I' 
Computer! 
Museum , 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

Memorandum 

April 7, 1994 DAlE: 

10: Executive Committee 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Oliver Strimpel 

April 13 Meeting 

Enclosed please find the agenda for our next meeting on Wednesday, April 13. 
The meeting, which starts at 8:00 a.m., will be held in the Skyline Room on the 
sixth floor. 

Among items to be discussed are the role of Overseers, the Museum's California 
office, and the Museum's current financial situation. To facilitate discussion of the 
two latter topics, I enclose separate memos containing more information. 

Please note that the May Executive Committee meeting is Monday. May 16. from 
8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. 

Please call or e-mail Mary McCann (ext 372; McCann@tcm.org) to tell her whether 
you will attend the meeting. 

I look forward to seeing you on next Wednesday. 

Enclosures: 
• Agenda 
• Attendance figures 
• Memo re: California office 
• Memo re: Current finances 



TO: 

From: 

Date: 

Executive Committee 

Oliver Strimpel 

April 6, 1994 

Notes on Operatin&fFund Nine-Month Financials (attached) 

As of 3/31/94, the Museum's Operating Fund net revenues are $124K below budget 
compared to $36K below budget as of 2/28/94. 

Major contributors to this situation include the Clubhouse, The Computer Bowl, Exhibit 
Development, Exhibit Sales, Corporate Membership, and General Management. 

The Clubhouse is contributing less overhead to the Museum's operating fund bottom line 
because the expenditures are below budget, and overhead is 18% of expenditures. 

The Computer Bowl year-end projection is unchanged; we are experiencing slower-than
budgetted revenues. 

Exhibit Development: Revenues and expenses for a second temporary exhibit (which was 
to be Harold Cohen's painting robot) were budgetted. This is showing up as a net loss at 
this stage, but will be a wash at year end. 

Exhibit Sales: Continuing shortfall owing to same reasons given last month. 

Corporate Membership: Delay in hiring staff person is affecting revenues. Finalists being 
interviewed. Projecting to make budget by year end. 

General Management: Miscellaneous factors, most of which are timing issues. 

*** 

The fmancials were just completed today, and we are sending them out now without year
end forecasts to give you time to absorb them. Revised forecasts for year end will be 
presented at the Executive Committee meeting. 

We are very concerned about preserving a surplus for the FY94 operating fund activity, 
and are redoubling our efforts to increase revenues and manage expenses. I will be 
presenting the approaches we have developed at the Executive Committee meeting, and I 
look forward to your input. 



04/06/94 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

9 Months Ending 03/31/94 

OPERATING OPERATING ANNUAL 
FY94 FY93 CAPITAL/EXHIBIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED $ BUDGET 

Actual Budget Actual Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget VARIANCE FY94 
-------------------- ---------- ------------------------------------ --------------------- -------- ----------- . 

SuPPORT/REVENUE D. e.c ~ Bf' 

Restricted support: 
clubhouse 4'l. 186,480 1M- 261,825 11 S ~7 27,947 186,480 261,825 -75,345 287,900 
Exhibit Related 49,900 72,800 24,581 95,153 471,000 145,053 543,800 -398,747 732,000 
Govt & Foundation 10,286 41,391 10,286 10,286 
Endowment 

Unrestricted support: 
capital campaign 151,428 435,200 151,428 435,200 -283,772 726,200 
corporate Membership 127,025 139,400 132,750 127,025 139,400 -12,375 205,000 
Foundation 24,180 1,000 24,180 24,180 
computer Bowl '1..1<6 256, 550 ~'1i' 308,400 '1.'1 '1.7'1 254,450 256,550 308,400 -51,850 388,000 
Membership Fund 136,047 131,580 98,955 136,047 131,580 4,467 178,000 

Admission 356,778 375,539 343,643 356,778 375,539 -18,761 536,841 
Store '2S 198,469 1/3 240,926 '2.IQ 2- 1 164,528 198,469 240,926 -42,457 332,395 
Functions ~"" ,0 134,411 CO!- 95,480 51 4-4-108,935 134,411 95,480 38,931 140,352 
Exhibit Sales Q - ID 17 ,997 ?-~K' 60,000 %1{ ~S 44,240 17,997 60,000 -42,003 90,000 
other: 

~ Interest Income 5,200 2,348 3,070 4,680 5,546 9,880 -4,334 12,000 
Rental Income 5,950 4,000 
Program Income 1,800 6,092 1,800 -1,800 2,500 
collections 200 3,000 3,732 200 3,000 -2,800 4,000 

TOTAL SuPPORT/REVENUE 1,500,799 1,695,950 1,260,542 246,581 906,200 3,070 4,680 1,750,450 2,606,830 -856,380 3,639,188 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Development 44,472 76,925 11,134 131,655 324,306 176,127 401,231 -225,104 580,485 
Exhibit Maint/Enhancement 40,257 32,047 52,424 1,917 19,943 42,174 51,990 -9,816 69,578 
Exhibit Sales/Kits 28,273 35,220 47,615 28,273 35,220 -6,947 52,610 
collections 49,004 46,760 45,948 49,004 46,760 2,244 62,400 
Education & Admission 195,943 219,604 195,468 195,943 219,604 -23,661 292,570 
Clubhouse dit® 175,625 23,289 144,193 175,625 -31,432 236,000 
Marketing 93,18 177,255 126,964 193,180 177,255 15,925 229,190 
Public Relations 73,092 70,111 59,861 73,092 70,111 2,981 93,334 
Store 173,511 202,156 154,108 173,511 202,156 -28,645 268,932 
Functions 64,297 51,051 49,111 64,297 51,051 13,246 69,402 
Computer Bowl 37,775 28,875 22,543 37,775 28,875 8,900 135,324 
Fundraising 42,029 48,915 40,486 93,458 164,699 135,487 213,614 -78,127 286,585 
Membership Fund 36,752 62,730 23,557 36,752 62,730 -25,978 83,611 
Museum Wharf 

op EXp 227,668 226,503 222,698 227,668 226,503 1,165 302,000 
Mortgage 95,870 95,867 95,870 95,867 3 126,977 

General Management 199,001 166,496 170,566 199,001 166,496 32,505 213,271 

TOTAL EXPENSE 1,549,447 1,620,273 1,245,772 322,900 604,815 1,872,347 2,225,088 -352,741 3,102,269 

NET REVENUE -48,648 75,677 14,770 -76,319 301,385 3,070 4,680 -121,897 381,742 -503,639 536,919 



04/06/94 

03/31/93 
ACTUAL 

REVENUES: 

clubhouse 27,947 
Exhibit Related 24,581 
Govt & Foundation 41,391 
corporate Membership 133,750 
computer Bowl 254,450 
Membership Fund 98,955 
Admissions 343,643 
store 164,528 
Functions 108,935 
Exhibit Sales 44,240 
Interest Income 2,348 
other 15,774 

Total Revenues 1,260,542 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 11,134 
Exhibits Maintenance 52,424 
Exhibit sales 47,615 
Collections 45,948 
Education & Admissions 195,468 
Clubhouse 23,289 
Marketing 126,964 
Public Relations 59,861 
store 154,108 
Functions 49,111 
computer Bowl 22,543 
Fundraising 40,486 
Membership Fund 23,557 
Musuem Wharf 222,698 
General Management 170,566 

-------
Total Expenses 1,245,772 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) $14,770 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

OPERATING FUND 

FOR THE EIGHT MONTHS ENDED 
---------03/31/94---------

ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE 

$186,480 261,825 -75,345 
49,900 72,800 -22,900 

$34,466 34,466 
$127,025 139,400 -12,375 
$256,550 308,400 -51,850 
$136,047 131,580 4,467 
$356,778 375,539 -18,761 
$198,469 240,926 -42,457 
$134,411 95,480 38,931 

$17,997 60,000 -42,003 
$2,476 5,200 -2,724 

200 4,800 -4,600 
--------- --------- -------
1,500,799 1,695,950 (195,151) 

44,472 76,925 -32,453 
40,257 32,047 8,210 
28,273 35,220 -6,947 
49,004 46,760 2,244 

195,943 219,604 -23,661 
144,193 175,625 -31,432 
193,180 177,255 15,925 
73,092 70,111 2,981 

173,511 202,156 -28,645 
64,297 51,051 13,246 
37,775 28,875 8,900 
42,029 48,915 -6,886 
36,752 62,730 -25,978 

227,668 226,503 1,165 
199,001 166,496 32,505 
------- ------- ---------

1,549,447 1,620,273 -70,826 

($48,648) 75,677 -124,325 

PERCENT FY94 
BUDGET 

-29' 287,900 
-31' 100,000 
100' 
-9' 205,000 

-17' 388,000 
3\ 178,000 

-5' 536,841 
-18\ 332,395 
41' 140,352 

-70' 90,000 
-52' 7,000 
-96\ 10,500 

-------
-12' 2,275,988 

-73' 102,730 
20' 43,250 

-25' 52,610 
5' 62,400 

-12' 292,570 
-22' 236,000 

8\ 229,190 
4' 93,334 

-17' 268,932 
21\ 69,402 
24\ 135,324 

-16' 64,854 
-71' 83,611 

1\ 302,000 
16\ 213,271 

--------
-5' 2,249,478 

-2 26,510 



04/06/94 THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

03131194 
COMBINED 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT ENDOWMENT TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND FUND 03131/94 6130193 

ASSETS: 

Current: 
Unrestricted Cash $150,061 $3,070 $153,131 $259,423 
Restricted Cash 250 , 000 $250,000 250,000 
Cash Equivalents 167 
Investments 2,074 $2,074 2,074 
Receivables 109,048 $109,048 48,868 
Inventory 49,714 $49,714 49,137 
Prepaid Expenses 9,865 $9,865 9,143 
Interfund Receivable 3,070 273,963 $277,033 123,310 

--------- --------- - - ------- --------- --------- ---------
Total current Assets $323,832 $273,963 $253,070 $850,865 $742,122 

Property & Equipment: 
Equipment & Furniture $260,327 $260,327 $260,327 
capital Improvements 938,338 938,338 938,338 
E xhibits 4,079,698 4,079,698 4,079,698 
Construction in Process 52,908 52,908 52,908 
Land 18,000 18,000 18,000 
Less Accum. Depreciation (2,962,311) (2,962,311) (2,962,311) 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Net Property & Equipment $52,908 $2,334,052 $2,386,960 $2,386,960 

TOTAL ASSETS $323,832 $326,871 $2,334,052 $253,070 $3,237,825 $3,129,082 
========== ========== ====:a:::===== ========= z=:=z_== __ =_ --=-------

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES : 

Current: 
Accounts payable $26,005 $6,610 

c-C.I..U..e.iLE x ense 24,426 8,7.12. 
fer red 153,576 225,066 

Interfun 273,963 3,070 
--------- --------- --------- ---------

Total Current Liabilities $477,970 $240,386 $3,070 718,356 $490,792 

Fund Balances: 
operating ($154,138) (154,138) ($108,566) 
Capital 86,485 86,485 162,804 
Endowment 250,000 250,000 250,000 
plant 2,334,052 2,334,052 2, 3 34,052 

--------- --- ------ - -------- -- ------- --------- ---------
Tota 1 Fund Balances ($154,138) $86,485 $2,334,052 $250,000 $2,516,399 $2,638,290 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $323,832 $326,871 $2,334,052 $253,070 $3,237,825 $3,129,082 

=========c: -====cz:::==== ==== = ===-= = ===-===== ===-=--=- =- ----------



The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

Agenda 

The Computer Museum 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 

April 13, 1994 
8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 

1. Operations Update 

2. California Office 

3. The Role of Overseers 



The Computer Museum 
Number of Attendance: FY 93 and 94 
People 

20000 ~--------------------, 

10000 

o 

• FY93 
~ FY94 

Fully or partially 
closed: 6 days 

July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June 



Weekly Comparison 
1994 vs. 1993 

1994 
Mar 28-Apr 3 

The Computer Museum 
Admissions Report 
04-APR-1994 

1993 
Mar 29-Apr 4 Change Change 

------------------------------------------------------------~---------------

Adults 1266 
Children 1285 
Infants 66 
Seniors 40 

TOTAL PEOPLE 2657 

TOTAL REVENUE $11,392 

Monthly Comparison 1994 
1994 vs. 1993 Mar 1-31 

Adults 4124 
Children 3421 
Infants 243 
Seniors 132 

TOTAL PEOPLE 7920 

TOTAL REVENUE $32,146 

FYTO- Thru Apr 3 FY 94 Actual FY 

TOTAL PEOPLE 82632 

TOTAL REVENUES $359,862 

1024 
1040 

43 
24 

2131 

$8,382 

1993 
Mar 1-31 

3200 
3535 

118 
78 

6931 

$26,398 

94 Budget 

89858 

$381,183 

242 23.6% 
245 23.6% 

23 53.5% 
16 66.7% 

526 24.7% 

$3,010 35.9% 

Change Change 

... -:-
924 28.9% 

-114 -3.2% 
125 105.9% 

54 69.2% 

989 14.3% 

$5,748 21.8% 

FY 93 Actual 

83397 

$343,248 



Charter: 

The Computer Museum 
Compensation/Human Resources Committee 

This operating committee of the Board works with the Museum's Director of 
Administration, providing guidance in the following areas, among others: 

• Determine annual pay guidelines for staff 

• Review the Museum's benefits package periodically, 
in whole or in part as needed; 

• Offer input and counsel on policies/issues relating to 
compensation and human resources 

4113/94 



Memorandum 

April 7, 1994 DAlE: 

10: Executive Committee 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Oliver Suimpel 

California Office 

Comparative Budf:el 
The attached sheet shows comparative estimates for carrying out four Museum 
activities in California as opposed to Boston for FY95. 

I recommend the following staffing and reporting structure for the West Coast Office: 

Staffm& 
• Director of West Coast Office (full time; Carol Welsh) 

~ Administrative Assistant (part time, paid hourly, reporting to Director of West 
Coast Office) 

Re.portin& Relationship to Museum's Or&anization 
• The Director of the West Coast Office reports to the Executive Director. 

• Dotted-line reporting relationships exist on a project-by-project basis: 

Computer Bowl & Auctions: 

Kids Software Guide: 

Exhibit Fundraising: 

Computer Bowl Chair 

Education Director 
Madceting Director 
Publications Board Chair 

Development Director 
Exhibits Director 



4/6/94 

1 --, 



04/06/94 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

9 Months Ending 03/31/94 

OPERATING OPERATING ANNUAL 
Fy94 FY93 CAPITAL/EXHIBIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED $ BUDGET FORECAST 

Actual Budget Actual Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget VARIANCE FY94 FY~4 
-------------------- ---------- ------------------------------------ --------------------- -------- --------------------

SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted support: ,,/\,'I.- \,11.:1 
Clubhouse 186,480 261,825 27,947 186,480 261,8~5 -75,345 287,900 286,000 
Exhibit Related 49,900 72,800 24,581 95,153 471,000 145,053 543,800 -398,747 732,000 509,900 
Govt & Foundation 10,286 41,391 10,286 10,286 10,286 
Endowment 

unrestricted Support: 
Capital campaign 151,428 435,200 151,428 435,200 -283,772 726,200 352,050 
Corporate Membership 127,025 139,400 132,750 127,025 139,400 -12,375 205,000 192,725 
Foundation 24,180 1,000 24,180 24,180 24,180 
Computer Bowl 256,550 308,400 254,450 256,550 308,400 -51,850 388,000 388,000 
Membership Fund 136,047 131,580 98,955 136,047 131,580 4,467 178,000 178,000 

Admission 356,778 375,539 343,643 356,778 375,539 -18,761 536,841 520,000 
store 198,469 240,926 164,528 198,469 240,926 -42,457 332,395 275,000 
Functions 134,411 95,480 108,935 134,411 95,480 38,931 140,352 160,000 
Exhibit sales 17,997 60,000 44,240 17,997 60,000 -42,003 90,000 35,000 -S-
Other: 

Interest Income 2,476 5,200 2,348 3,070 4,680 5,546 9,880 -4,334 12,.000 3,000 
Rental Income 5,950 4,000 
Program Income 1,800 6,092 1,800 -1,800 2,500 200 
collections 200 3,000 3,732 200 3,000 -2,800 4,000 350 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE 1,500,799 1,695,950 1,260,542 246,581 906,200 3,070 4,680 1,750,450 2,606,830 -856,380 3,639,188 2,934,691 

'....." 
EXPENSES " 

Exhibit Development 44,472 76,925 11,134 131,655 324,306 176,127 401,231 -225,104 580,485 441,500 
Exhibit Maint/Enhancement 40,257 32,047 52,424 1,917 19,943 42,174 51,990 -9,816 69,578 52,00,0 
Exhibit Sales/Kits 28,273 35,220 47,615 28,273 35,220 -6,947 52,610 40,000 
collections 49,004 46,760 45,948 49,004 46,760 2,244 62,400 64,000 
Education & Admission 195,943 219,604 195,468 195,943 219,604 -23,661 292,57.0 269,000 
clubhouse 144,193 175,625 23,289 144,193 175,625 -31,432 236,000 225,000 
Marketing 193,180 177,255 126,964 193,180 177,255 15,925 229,190 245,000 
Pub~ic Relations 73,09"2 70,111 59,861 73,092 70,111 2,981 93,334 91,455 
Store 173,511 202,156 154,108 173,511 202,156 -28,645 268,932 219,559 
Functions, 64,297 51,051 49,111 64,297 51,051 13,246 69,402 78,600 
computer Bowl 37,775 28,875 22,543 37,775 28,875 8,900 135,324 135,100 
Fundraising 42,029 48,915 40,486 93,458 164,699 135,487 213,614 -78,127 286,585 140,000 
Membership Fund 36,752 62,730 23,557 36,752 62,730 -25,978 83,611 59,000 
Museum Wharf 

op EXp 227,668 226,503 222,698 227,668 226,503 1,165 302,000 316,923 
Mortgage 95,870 95,867 95,870 95,867 3 126,977 126,977 

General Management- 199,001 166,496 170,566 199,001 166,496 32,505 213,271 248,000 

TOTAL EXPENSE 1,549,447 1,620,273 1,245,772 322,900 604,815 1,872,347 2,225,088 -352,741 3,102,269 2,752,114 

NET REVENUE -48,648 75,677 14,770 -76,319 301,385 3,070 4,680 -121,897 381,742 -503,639 536,919 182,577 



04/06/94 'i THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

OPERATING FUND 

, , 

JrU l( 'rill': I': 1 UlI'l' MUN'l'lW I':NUI!U 

03/31/93 ---------03/31/94---------
ACTUAL ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE PERCENT FY94 FY94 

REVENUES: BUDGET FORECAST 

clubhouse 27,947 $186,480 261,825 -75,345 -29\ 287,900 286,000 
Exhibit Related 24,581 49,900 72,800 -22,900 -31\ 100,000 59,900 
Govt & Foundation 41,391 $34,466 34,466 100\ 34,466 
corporate Membership 133,750 $127,025 139,400 -12,375 -9\ 205,000 192,725 
computer Bowl 254,450 $256,550 308,400 -51,850 -17\ 388,000 388,000 
Membership Fund 98,955 $136,047 131,580 4,467 3\ 178,000 178,000 
Admissions 343,643 $356,778 375,539 -18,761 -5\ 536,841 520,000 
Store 164,528 $198,469 240,926 -42,457 -18\ 332,395 275,000 
Functions 108,935 $134,411 95,480 38,931 41\ 140,352 160,000 
Exhibit sales 44,240 $17,997 60,000 -42,003 -70\ 90,000 35,000 
Interest Income 2,348 $2,476 5,200 -2,724 -52\ 7,000 3,000 
other 15,774 200 4,800 -4,600 -96\ 10,500 550 

--------- --------- ------- ------- -------
Total Revenues 1,260,542 1,500,799 1,695,950 (195,151) -12\ 2,275,988 2,132,641 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 11,134 44,472 76,925 -32,453 -73\ 102,730 60,000 
.Exhibits Maintenance 52,424 40,257 32,047 8,210 20\ 43,250 52,000 
Exhibit sales 47,615 28,273 35,220 -6,947 -25\ 52,610 40,000 
Collections 45,948 49,004 46,760 2,244 5\ 62,400 64,000 
Education & Admissions 195,468 195,943 219,604 -23,661 -12\ 292,570 269,000 
clubhouse 23,289 144,193 175,625 -31,432 -22\ 236,000 225,000 
Harke>ting 126,9{;4 191,lRO 177,255 15,925 "'I. 229,190 245,000 
Public Relations 59,861 73,092 70,111 2,981 4\ 93,334 91,455 
store 154,108 173,511 202,156 -28,645 -17\ 268,932 219,559 
Functions 49,111 64,297 51,051 13,246 21\ 69,402 78,600 
computer Bowl 22,543 37,775 28,875 8,900 24\ 135,324 135,100 
Fundraising 40,486 42,029 48,915 -6,886 -16\ 64,854 58,000 
Membership Fund 23,557 36,752 62,730 -25,978 -71\ 83,611 50,000 
Musuem Wharf 222,698 227,668 226,503 1,165 1\ 302,000 316,927 
General Management 170,566 199,001 166,496 32,505 16\ 213,271 234,000 

------- ------- ------- --------- -------- --------
Total Expenses 1,245,772 1,549,447 1,620,273 -70,826 -5\ 2,249,478 2,138,641 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) $14,770 ($48,648) 75,677 -124,325 -2 26,510 -6,000 



04/06/94 

ASS!::'l'S: 

current: 
Unrestricted cash 
Jte.stricted Cash 
Cash Equivalents 
Investments 
Receivables 
Inventory 
Prepaid Expenses 
Interfund Receivable 

Total Current Assets 

Property & Equipment: 
" Equipment & Furniture 

capital Improvements 
Exhibi ts . 
Construction in Process 
Land 
Less Accum. Depreciation 

Net property & Equipment 

TOTAL ASSETS 

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
nlll.AtlC:I~:1 : 

Current: 
Account~ r"y"hl~ 

Acctuou r.XPOII"" 
Deferred rn~ome 
rnterfund Payable 

Total Current Liabilities 

Fund Balances: 
Operating 
capital 
Endowment 
Plant 

Total Fund Balances 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES 

OPERATING 
FUND 

5150,061 

2,074 
109,048 

49,714 
9,865 
3,070 

5323,832 

5323,832 

153,576 
273,963 

5477,970 

(5154,138) 

'(5154,138) 

$323,832 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

03131/94 

CAPITAL 
FUND 

273,963 

5273,963 

52,908 

PLANT 
FUND 

$260,327 
938,338 

4,079,698 

18,000 
(2,962,311) 

552 , 908 $ 2 ,~4 , 052 

5326,871 $2,334,052 

-:: r. ~ (, 1 n 
U, I III 

225,066 

$240,386 

86,485 

2,334,052 

$86,485 52,334,052 

$326,871 52,334,052 
========== ========-= ========== 

ENDOWMENT 
FUND 

53,070 
250,000 

5253,070 

COMBINEO 
TOTAL TOTAL 
03/31/94 6130193 

$153,131 
$250,000 

$2,074 
$109,048 

$49,714 
$9,865 

$277,033 

$850,865 

$260,327 
938,338 

4,079,698 
52,908 
18,000 

(2,962,311) 

$259,423 
250,000 

167 
2,074 

48,868 
49,137 
9,143 

123,310 

5742,122 

$260,327 
938,338 

4,079,698 
52,908 
18,000 

(2,962,311) 

52,386,960 $2,386,960 

$253,070 53,237,825 $3,129,082 

3,070 

$3,070 

250,000 

$17.,(>1" 
JJ,lJo 

n,8, 64 2 
273,963 

718,356 

(154,138) 
86,485 

250,000 
2,334,052 

$109,006 
b J, ~:>"' 

194,919 
123,310 

$490,792 

($108,566) 
162,804 
250,000 

2,334,052 

5250,000 52,516,399 $2,638,290 

5253,070 53,237,825 53,129,082 



May 11.1994 

Executiye Committee Meetina 

8-10 am May 19 
6th floor conference room 

AGENDA 

Operations Update 

Computer Bowl and Auctions Report 

FY95 Budget Presentation & Discussion 

Nominating Committee Report & Discussion of the Role of the Overseers 

Long-Range Plan 

The Computer Museum 



The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

DAlE: 

10: 

FROM: 

SUBJECf: 

Memorandum 

May 13,1994 

Executive Committee 

Oliver Strimpel 

FY95 Budget & Ten-Month Financials 

Please find enclosed a draft FY95 budget package. The budget has been revised 
following input from the Finance Committee meeting yesterday. 

Also enclosed are the ten-month financials, which include our revised year-end 
projections. Note that we are now projecting a $22,563 surplus, thanks in large 
measure to the stellar performance of the Bowl and live auction, and to the allocation 
of 18 percent of Networked Planet expense to the Operating Fund as overhead. 

I look forward to seeing those of you can attend our meeting next Thursday. 



weekly Comparison 
1994 vs.' 1993 

1994 
Apr 1-A.pr 30 

The Computer Museum 
Admissions Report 
03 .... M1W-1994 

.1993 . 
Apr.: 1-Ap,r 30 Change Change 

--------~------------~----------------~-------------~-----------------------

Adults 
Children 
Infants 
Seniors 

TOTAL PEOPLE 

TOTAL REVENUE 

Monthly Comparison 
1994 vs. 1993 

5614 
5927 

274 
170 

11985 

$46,586 

1994 
Apr 1-30 

5629 
5753 
~08 
203 

11893 

$50,137 

1993 
Apr 1-30 

-15 
174 . 
-34 
-33 

92 

-$3,.551 

Change 

-0.3% 
, 3.0%. 

-11.0% 
-16.3% 

0.8% 

...,7.1% 

Change 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Adults 
Children 

Infants 
Seniors 

TOTAL PEOPLE' 

TOTAL REVENUE 

FYTD Thru Apr 30 

,TOTAL PEo.PLE 

TOTAL ~EVENUES 

FY 

5614 
5927 

274 
170 

11985 

$46,586 

94 Actual 

93285 

$400,490 

FY 

~, 

5629 
5753 

308 
203 

11893 

$50,137 

94 Budget 

101549 

$431,983 

FY 

-15 
174 
-34 
-33 

92 

-$3,551 

93 Actual 

93947 

$388,156 

-0.3% 
3.0% 

-11.0% 
-16.3% 

0.8% 

-7.1% 
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05/11/94 1-SCl 

,y ~.3 
., THE COMPUTER MUSEUM --==j5O 
I STATEMENT OP REVENUE & EXPENSE 
I 10 Month Ending 04/30/94 t '2- 5 Cl 

.) 
SO OPERATING OPERATING ANNUAL 

PY94 PY93 CAPITAL/EXHIBIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED $ BUDGET FORECAST , 
ACtual Budget ACtual 'ACtual BUdget ACtual Budget ACtual BUdget VARIANCE PY94 PY94 '1S 

-------------------- ---------- ------------------------------------ .--------------------- -------- --------------------
SUP~~t~e 
Restricted support: t-IS-i(' 

clubhouse 202,667 270,525 38,030 202,667 270,525: -67,858 287,900 249,500 
Exhibit Related 68,363 82,000 24,581 103,590 524,000 171,953 606,000 -434,047 732,000 526,363 
Govt & poundation 2,982 41,391 2,982 2,982 10,286 
Endowment 

unrestricted support: 
capital campaign 151,428 474,200 151,428 474,200 -322,772 726,200 352,050 
corporate Membership 152,525 153,750 154,750 152,525 153,750 -1,225 205,000 192,725 
Poundation 24,180 1,000 24,180 24,180 24,180 
computer Bowl 294,125 358,800 298, 1{)0 ~ ').:11 294,125 358,800 -64,675 388,000~1S1 438,000 f-">Ol .\.').4-7 
Membership Fund 153,220 150,440 113,768 153,220 150,440 2,780 178,000 178,000 

Admission 404,767 431,983 393,798 404,767 431,983 -27,216 536,841 510,000 
+6"0\( store 221,262 272,330 186,658 .\-1,,1( 221,262 272,330 -51,068 332,395-J.,~ 260,000 .}4<> 

Functions 154,034 106,480 120,773 H~,(, 154,034 106,480 47,554 140,352 .\-1 I 160,000 }-<t~ ~W~ 
Exhibit sales 17,997 70,000 49,240 -\ 17,997 70,000 -52,003 90, OOO:J-~'l.i 35,000 -1> .. \~ 
other: 

Interest Income 2,465 5,800 2,719 3,315 4,680 5,780 10,480 -4,700 12,000 3,000 
Rental Income ,.5,950 4,000 
program Income 2,000 6,092 2,000 -2,000 2,500 200 
collecttons 1 ' 350 3,300 4,413 350 3,300 -2,950 4,000 350 
llflk-e.. ....... ,".A }'i?K 

TOTAL SUPPORTIBEvENUE 1,698,937 1,907,408 1,441,263 255,018 998,200 3,315 4,680 1,957,270 2,910,288 -953,018 3,639,188 2,939,654 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Development 50,019 85,395 30,135 163,759 375,350 213,778 460,745 -246,967 580,485 441,500 
Exhibit Maint/Enhancement 49,498 35,740 55,436 2,064 22,160 51,562 57,900 -6,338 69,578 52,000 
Exhibit sales/.Kits 32,086 41,080 50,376 32,086 41,080 -8,994 52,610 38,000 
collections 54,024 51,950 50,876 54,024 51,950 2,074 62,400 64,000 
Education & Admission 215,352 244,012 213,575 215,352 244,012 -28,660 292,570 260,000 
clubhouse 156,899 196,140 29,254 156,899 196,140 -39,241 236,000 191,900 
Marketing 206,093 192,680 136,944 206,093 192,680 13,413 229,190 245,000 
Public Relations 78,257 77,916 65,983 78,257 77,916 341 93,334 91,455 
Store 191,058 224,804 170,268 191,058 224,804 -33,746 268,932 219,559 
Functions 70,957 56,791 52,776 70,957 56,791 14,166 69,402 78,600 
computer Bowl 61,956 33,230 27,438 61,956 33,230 28,726 135,324, 137,600 
Fundraising 49,214 54,345 42,297 105,736 181,331 ,154,950 235,676 -80,726 286,585 140,000 
Membership Fund 40,600 69,700 26,171 " 40,600 69,700 -29,100 83,611 . 50,000 
Museum Wharf 

Op EXp 255,239 251,670 246,698 255,239 251,670 3,569 302,000 316,923 
Mortgage 106,286 106,283 106,286 106,283 3 126,977 126,977 

General Management 220,589 181,970 189,917 220,589 181,970 38,619 213,271 262,000 

'l'O'rAL EXPENSE 1,731,841 1,797,423 1,388,144 377,845 685,124 2,109,686 2,482,547 -372,861 3,102,269 2,715,514 

NET REVENUE -32,904 109,985 53,119 -122,827 313,076 3,315 4,680 -152,416 427,741 -580,157 536,919 224,140 



05/11/94 

04/30/93 
ACTUAL 

REVENUES: 

Clubhouse 38,030 
Bxhibi t Related 24,581 
Govt & poundation 42,391 
Corporate Membership 154,750 
computer Bowl 298,100 
Membership Pund 113,768 
Admissions 393,798 
store 186,658 
punctions 120,773 
Exhibit sales 49,240 
Interest Income 2,719 
other 16,455 

Total Revenues 1,441,263 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 30,135 
Exhibits Maintenance 55,436 
Exhibit sales 50,376 
collections 50,876 
Education & Admissions 213,575 
Clubhouse 29,254 
Marketing 136,944 
public Relations 65,983 
store 170,268 
punctions 52,776 
computer Bowl 27,438 
pundraising 42,297 
Membership pund 26,171 
Musuem Wharf 246,698 
General Management 189,917 

-------
Total Expenses 1,388,144 

NET REVBNUES(BXPBNSES) $53,119 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

OPERATING FUND 

POR THE TEN MONTHS ENDED 
---------04/30/94---------

ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE 

$202,667 270,525 -67,858 
68,363 82,000 -13,637 

$27,162 27,162 
$152,525 153,750 -1,225 
$294,125 358,800 -64,675 
$153,220 150,440 2,780 
$404,767 431,983 -27,216 
$221,262 272,330 -51,068 
$154,034 106,480 47,554 

$17,997 70,000 -52,003 
$2,465 5,800 -3,335 

350 5,300 -4,950 
--------- --------- -------
1,698,937 1,907,,408 (208,471) 

50,019 85,395 -35,376 
49,498 35,740 13,758 
32,086 41,080 -8,994 
54,024 51,950 2,074 

215,352 244,012 -28,660 
156,899 196,140 -39,241 
206,093 192,680 13,413 
78,257 77,916 341 

191,058 224,804 -33,746 
70,957 56.,791 14,166 
61,956 33,230 28,726 
49,214 54,345 -5,131 
40,600 69,700 -29,100 

255,239 251,670 3,569 
220,589 181,970 38,619 
------~ ------- ---------

1,731,841 1,797,423 -65,582 

($32,904) 109,985 -142,889 

PERCENT PY94 PY94 
BUDGET PORECAST 

-25\ 287,900 249,500 
-17\ 100,000 86,363 
100' 34,466 
-1\ 205,000 192,725 

-18\ 388,000 438,000 
2' 178,000 178,000 

-6' 536,841 510,000 
-19' 332,395 260,000 
45' 140,352 160,000 

-74\ 90,000 35,000 
-58' 7,000 3,000 
-93' 10,500 550 

------- -------
-11' 2,275,988 2,147,604 

-71' 102,730 60,000 
28' 43,250 52,000 

-28' 52,610 38,000 
4' 62,400 64,000 

-13' 292,570 260,000 
-25' 236,000 191,900 

1, 229,190 245,000 
0' 93,334 91,455 

-18' 268,932 219,559 
20' 69,402 78,600 
46' 135,324 137,600 

-10' 64,854 58,000 

-72' 83,611 50,000 
1\ 302,000 316,927 

18' 213,271 262,000 
-------- --------

-4\ 2,249 ,.478 2,125,041 

-1 26,510 22,563 



II 

05/11/94 

ASSETS: 

Current: 
unrestricted Cash 
Restricted cash 
Cash Equivalents 
Investments 
Receivables 
Inventory 
Prepaid Expenses 
Interfund Receivable 

Total Current Assets 

property , Equipment: 
Equipment' Furniture 
capital Improvements 
Exhibits 
Construction in Process 
Land 
Less Accum. Depreciation 

Net Property , Equipment 

TOTAL ASSETS 

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable 
Accrued Expense 
Deferred Income 
Interfund payable 

Total current Liabilities 

Fund ilalances: 
operating 
capital 
Endowment 
Plant 

Total Fund Balances 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES 

OPERATING 
FUND 

$368,600 

2,074 
212,770 

45,840 
18,087 

3,315 

$650,686 

$650,686 

$32,908 
37,588 

142,518 
575,850 

$788,864 

($138,178) 

($138,178) 

$650,686 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

04/30/94 

CAPITAL 
FUND 

575,850 

$575,850 

52,908 

PLANT 
FUND 

$260,327 
938,338 

4,079,698 

18,000 
(2,962,311) 

$52,908 $2,334,052 

$628,758 $2,334,052 

$6,601 
8,710 

573,470 
_l. ______ _ 

$588,781 

39,977 

2,334,052 

$39,977 $2,334,052 

$628,758 $2,334,052 

ENDOWMENT 
FUND 

$3,315 
250,000 

COMBINED 
TOTAL TOTAL 
04/30/94 6/30/93 

$371,915 
$250,000 

$2,074 
$212,770 

$45,840 
$18,087 

$579,165 

$259,423 
250,000 

167 
2,074 

48,868 
49,137 
9,143 

123,310 

$253,315 $~,479,851 $742,122 

$260,327 
938,338 

4,079,698 
52,908 
18,000 

(2,962,311 ) 

$260,327 
938,338 

4,079,698 
52,908 
18,000 

(2,962,311) 

$2,386,960 $2,386,960 

$253,315 $3,866,811 $3,129,082 a________ _a________ _ ________ _ 

3,315 

$3,315 

250,000 

$39,509 
46,298 

715,988 
575,850 

1,377,645 

(138,178) 
39,977 

250,000 
2,334,052 

$109,006 
63,557 

194,919 
123,310 

$490,792 

($108,566) 
162,804 
250,000 

2,334,052 

$250,000 $2,485,851 $2,638,290 

$253,315 $3,866,811 $3,129,082 m________ __________ _ __ ~------



05/18194 

RE.VENJES 

EXPEN)ES 

PerscnEl EKpense 
Adn1ni.stIat;:1ve EKpense 
1& Md.bit Pmdrticn 
0r.IeJ:tECd (18%) 

'Ibtal 

E\n:l Balm:e (Merrall6alE) 

Expemes arxl finl bUarre 

aJtUmD lUIDS (Cash mt m:eivErl) 

Stratus 
T.I:>lfleet 
HlIP 

'Ibtal 

Q:mn. Mass 'n:ans. hItfmi.ty 
Nit'! ~ FcuxJat::im 
~ 
30m 
~ 
J3.:qm 

395,<00 
100,])4 

495,])4 

172,(53 

104,449 
8,561 

11,630 
47,413 

172,(53 

323,251 

495,])4 

20,<00 
25,<00 
25,<00 

70,(0) 

100,(0) 
500,(0) 
50,00:> 
50,<00 

100,(0) 
50,00:> 

0Cll,(0) 

50,<00 

50,<00 

50,(0) 

18,823 
2,163 

64 
28,950 

50,(0) 

50,<00· 

395,<00 
50,:1)4 

445,:1)4 

122,(53 

85,626 
6,398 

11,566 
18,463 

122,(53 

323,251 

445,:1)4 



NOTES ON DRAFT FX" BUDGET 

Operatiua: Fund 

1. Operating Fund revenue is budgetted at $537,646 greater than FY94 projected 
revenues. The following increases are the main contributors: 

• $212,763 in the exhibit-related line from the 18-percent overhead on permanent 
exhibit development (Networked Planet and Walk-Through Computer 2.0) taken into 
the Operating Fund 

• $110,000 associated with the new publications program 

• $58,000 from increased corporate membership 

• $32,000 from increased membership fund contributions 

• $40,000 from the Internet Auction 

• $71,000 from increased admissions revenue (assuming a less severe winter and the 
draw of The Networked Planet exhibit and the Harold Cohen robot painter) 

• $30,000 from the new Overnight program in the functions line 

2. The Operating Fund revenues most subject to risk are: 

• Exhibit sales ($53,300); this program holds out the promise of major growth, but 
has not yet performed. The program contributes to the Museum's educational mission 
as it results in the Museum serving very large numbers of visitors at other sites. 

• Overhead from the Clubhouse ($57,140) and permanent exhibit development 
($212,763). H these projects proceed with expenditures below budget (owing to lower
than-budgetted revenues from fund-raising), the overhead income to the Operating Fund 
will be correspondingly reduced. 

3. Operating Fund expenses are shown increasing by 18 percent. The main contributors 
to this are: 

• Fund-raising salaries and general and administtativeoverhead that were allocated to 
the Capital Fund while the Capital Campaign was active, and the full staffing of the 
Development department in FY95 in contrast to FY94 

• Publications expense tied to the advance-against-royalty publications revenue 

• Education & admissions expense owing to the new Director of Education at a higher 
salary level, and the addition of an education assistant position to assist with education 
program funding and support. 

• $27,000 for the renovation of the Museum offices 



• $25,000 for the conversion of the Museum's in-house computer system to a client
server architecture. 

Note: A 4 percent salary increase is budgetted. 

Capital Fund 

The projected Capital Campaign pledge receipts for FY950f $41,000 are not sufficient 
to cover the mortgage principal and interest payments of $120,200, which, together with 
fund-raising expenses of $5,300, results in a Capital Fund FY95 deficit of $84,500. 
This issue, which I brought up in the 5/11/94 mailing, needs to be addressed. 



05/13/94 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
PROPOSED BUDGET 

FY95 

OPERATING CAPITAL EXHIBIT. 
% % % COMBINED $ 

FY95 FY94 VARIANCE FY95 FY94 VARIANCE FY95 FY94 VARIANCE FY95 FY94 VARIANCE 
PROJECTION PROOBCTION PROJECTION PROJECTION 

-------------------- ------------------- -------------------- --------------------- --------
SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted support: 
clubhouse 272,500 249,500 8% 272,500 249,500 23,000 
Exhibit Related 290,700 86,363 70% 1,394,785 450,000 68% 1,685,485 526,363 1,159,122 
Govt & Foundation 10,286 10,286 -10,286 
Endowment 

unrestricted support: 
capi tal campaiqn 41,000 352,050 -759% 41,000 352,050 -311,050 
corporate Membership 250,000 192,725 23% 250,000 192,725 57,275 
Foundation 24,180 24,180 -24,180 
computer Bowl 365,000 438,000 -20% 365,000 438,000 -73,000 
Internet Auction 40,000 40,000 
Membership Fund 210,000 178,000 15% 

1-S() 
210,000 178,000 32,000 

Admission 581,900 510,000 12% 581,900 510,000 71,900 
store 298,000 260,000 13% 298,000 260,000 38,000 
Functions 190,850 .: 160,000 16% 190,850 160,000 30,850 
Exhibit Sales 53,300 35,000 34% 53,300 35,000 18,300 
Other: 

Interest Income 5,000 3,000 40% 5,000 3,000 2,00!) 
Publications 110,000 110,000 
computer camps 18,000 550 97% 18,000 550 17,450 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE 2,685,250 2,147,604 20% 41,000 352,050 -759% 1,394,785 450,000 68% 4,121,035 2,939,654 1,181,381 

EXPElIlSES 

Exhibit Development 78,792 60,000 24\ 1,394,785 381,500 73\ 1,473,577 441,500 1,032,077 
Exhibit MaintlEnhancement 58,179 52,000 11\ 58,179 52,000 6,179 
Exhibit SaleslKits 40,560 38,000 6\ 40,560 38,000 2,560 
COllections 59,850 64,000 -7\ 59,850 64,000 -4,150 
Education & Admission 333,339 260,000 22\ 333,339 260,000 73,339 
clubhouse 215,360 191,900 11\ 215,360 191,900 23,460 
Marketinq 251,560 245,000 3\ 251,560 245,000 6,560 
Publications 94,945 94,945 
public Relations 84,594 91,455 -8\ 84,594 91,455 -6,861 
store 238,826 219,559 8\ 238,826 219,559 . 19,267 
Functions 102,320 78,600 23\ 102,320 78,600 23,720 
computer Bowl 118,272 137,600 -16\ 118,272 137,600 -19,328 
Internet AUction 32,000 32,000 
Fundraising 150,066 58,000 61\ 5,300 82,000 -1447% 155,366 140,000 15,366 
Membership Fund 75,835 50,000 34\ 75,835 50,000 25,835 
Museum Wharf 

Op Exp 300,000 316,927 -6\ 300,000 316,927 -16,927 
Mortqaqe 120,200 126,977 -6% 120,200 126,977 -6,777 

General Manaqement 370,729 262,000 29\ 370,729 262,000 108,729 

TOTAL EXPElIlSE 2,605,227 2,125,041 18\ 125,500 208,977 -67\ 1,394,785 381,500 73\ 4,125,512 2,715,518 1,409,994 

NET REVENUE 80,023 22,563 72\ -84,500 143;073 68,500 -4,477 224,136 -228,613 



Memorandum 

to: 
from: 
re: 
date: 

Executive Com . 
Oliver Strimpe~a . 
May 19 Executive COmmittee meeting 
5/11/94 

The next meeting of the Executive Committee will take place from 8-10am in the sixth floor 
conference room in the offices. 

The agenda for the meeting is enclosed. 

FY95Budget 
A draft budget has been sent to the Finance Committee and wU1 be discussed at the Finance 
Committee meeting tomorrow, May 6. After responding to Finance Committee input, a 
revised draft budget will be mailed to the Executive Committee either this Friday (7th) or 
next~onday(16th). 

I would like to alert the Committee to an important issue for next year's budget: the 
mortgage payment (approx. $120,000). This has been met from Capital Campaign and 
general Capital fund.contributions in the past. The outstanding pledges on the current 
Campaign will meet only about one third of the mortgage needs. The Development 
Committee has begun developing ideas to address this challenge which will be discussed at 
the meeting. 

Long Range Plan 
Enclosed is a revised draft plan that includes input from staff and Board, primarily in the 
areas of exhibits, education & collections. With new staff department heads in 
development, marketing and education, and a number of pressing operational issues to deal 
with, there has not yet been an opportunity to have discussions and input in the 
development, matireting, and finance areas. Further discussion is also needed on 
developing our national and international presence. 

As a result, Charlie and I have decided that we will aim for a final draft of the Plan to be 
complete for the September Executive Committee meeting, for discussion and approval at 
the November 11 Board meeting. This will give us more time for discussion, allowing 
more Trustees and Overseers to become involved both through the operating committees 
and through the full Trustee meetings in June and November. 

Although there will not be a great deal of time at our May 19 Executive Committee meeting, 
I would appreciate any input you can give on the material enclosed which includes some 
new material resulting from Exhibit and Education Committee meetings as well as our 
February Trustee meetings. 

Enclosures: agenda 
partial Draft of Long Range Plan 
minutes of April 13 Executive Committee meeting 

May 11, 1994 The Computer Museum 
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Stride Rite 

Great Feetl Overview 

Great Feet! by Stride Rite 
& 

The Computer Museum 

+ 
T H EI 

I •••••• 

MUSEUM 
Boston. Massachusetts 

Greet Feet! is a new concept for the Stride Rite corporation. Today, parents look for exciting and 
rewarding shopping experiences when shopping with their children. Stride Rite's goal is to 
strengthen their long-standing image as America's premier Children's footwear resource, as well 
as create a more stimulating, captivating environment for their customers. Their Great Feet! 
. ~oncept and design provide a fresh, dynamic perspective to Children's footwear retaHing. 

The Role of The Computer Museum 
The Computer Museum plays an important role in these stores by acting as a resource for fun, 
engaging and educational exhibits. The Computer Museum has been invited to develop 
interacti.ves for the two prototype Great Feet! stores to be opened late this summer. There is 
potential to work with Stride Rite as they open more Great Feet! locations and in their continu
ing efforts to update their existing locations. This is a tremendous opportunity for TCM and 
Stride Rite. 

How The Computer Museum Benefits 
The Computer Museum's involvement in this project will impact several goals of the Museum. 
This project will not only provide a direct revenue stream for TCM, but will benefit its mission 
in several other areas . 

.. Marketing and Public Relations . 
The interactive exhibits designed by TCM will be prominendy labeled with TCM's logo and 
by-line. The two stores in this prototype project will each have significant floor traffic. 

Natick 
New Jersey 

Purchases/year 

30,000 
40,000 

Potential Floor Traffic/year 

100,000 
125,000 

In addition, media potential in a variety of areas is also a strong consideration in this project. 

Industry Relationships and Development 
These exhibits, as with exhibits housed inside TCM provide opportunities for the computer 
software and hardware industries to promote their products. In fact, the market groups most 



likely to visit Great Feet! are coveted by the computer industry. Apple Computer has shown 
heightened interest in this project and has pledged use of equipment in prototype development. 
Although this type of cross-marketing is new to Apple, they are open to the possibility of ex
panding their involvement. Stride Rite has participated in co-operative marketing with Little 
Tykes Toys, so they believe in this type of promotion and would like to explore this possibility 
further. 

TCM 's involvement by bringing together these diverse groups, creates a "Wm-Wm" situation. 
This increased visibility within the computer and retail industries will assist TCM in the devel
opment of other projects. 

Opening Relationships 
Continuing development and implementation of interactive software exhibits with Stride Rite 
will promote a long term relationship. The new relationship between TCM and Stride Rite has 
already re-activated the Stride Rite Foundation's sponsorship with the Museum. A continuing 
relationship will lead to a possible increase in donations and other sources of support. 

Investigation of Potential 
This project will act as a pilot in within the Great Feet! project at Stride Rite, it will also serve as 
an assessment of the potential of creating similar relationships with other retailers. TCM seeks 
to increase its national and international exposure in non-traditional locations by acting as a 
provider of educationally sound interactives . 

Sharing Resources 
Learning about implementation problems will help Stride Rite and TCM learn about how to 
do this job better. Stride Rite's work to design standard cabinetry will be shared with TCM and 
used in subsequent projects. 

Stride Rite's success with this project will 
create an entry in the retail marketplace 
for TCM. Stride Rite's position as an 
industry leader will further enhance 
TCM's efforts. 

Store Layout 

The Great Feet! prototypes will be divided 
into specific sections servicing an age 
group and/or gender group. The interac
tive station in each section is designed to 
appeal to the interests of each particular 
group. The hardware for each station is 
designed to provide a maximum of flex
ibility and usefulness. Specific hardware 
requirements are listed later in this docu
ment. The proposed interactive software 



for each station is described as follows: 

General 
TCM's popular How Tall Are You? exhibit is the centerpiece for this 
area. This engaging exhibit invites shoppers to stand and let a computer 
measure their height. Shoppers of all ages delight in fooling the com
puter and learning how it works. The software for this exhibit is 
customizable for a variety of tasks and is also translated into Spanish, as 
well as operating in metric units of measurement. 

Infants 
This section has an interactive based on Jeff Pisciotta's foot technology 
presentation. Jeff is Stride Rite's biomechanists technologist and has 
worked on the design of their infant shoes. The presentation is targeted 
at parents and intends to inform them about the research and technology 
behind the design of Stride Rite shoes. This interactive focuses on deliv
ering information and directing parents toward shoe models that meet 
the needs of their child. This presentation was originally developed as an 
in-house training package for Stride Rite. The store presentation will be 
adapted using Macromedia's MacroMind Director. 

Toddlers 
The interactive in this section is McGee, published by Lawrence Productions. This program 
allows a child to control the actions of the McGee character as he makes his way around his 
house. Children simply point at an object to initiate and action - no reading is required. This 
interactive will provide knowledge of the computer, a sense of control over the machine, confi-
dence, a sense of discovery and . for the fun of it. 

6-12 Year Boys 
This section of the store is de
atmosphere. The interactive is 
well as provide informal educa
produced by Knowledge Revolu
Shootout allows the user to shoot 
ment. Users get instant feedback 
shot for better accuracy. Sound 
missing shots and "airballs". 

6-12 Year Girls 

signed to reflect a school yard basketball 
designed in accordance with this theme, as 
tion. An adaptation of Interactive Physics, 
tion will be used in this station. Basketball 
a virtual basketball in a simulated environ
and can change the angle and velocity of their 
effects highlight successful shots, as well as 

This section of the store is designed to recognize the pointed fashion requirements of girls this 
age, and reflect their social structure and needs. Draw on the Wall contains a series of outline 
pictures and a simple set of coloring/drawing tools and palette for users to create their own 
artwork. The pre-drawn outline pictures will include issues important to this group: friendship, 
ecology/nature, fun foods and fantasy/pretend. Users will select drawing tools and colors from 
a palette on the screen and create their pictures by touching the screen. 



Hardware Specifications 
These systems are designed for economy, durability and expansion. Each store has a 6-7 year 
life expectancy, therefore these systems need to meet the long term needs of Stride Rite. 

Stride Rite will be able to easily change software as well as maintain each machine through out 
the projected life of each store. 

HfI11) Tall Are You? 
Macintosh Classic (4MB RAM, 40 MB Hard Drive) 
HI'AY? Sensor array (Designed by TCM) 
External Speaker 

Interaaive Stations 
Macintosh Quadra 610 ( 8MB RAM, 100 MBHard Drive, CD-ROM Drive) 
Touch Screen Monitor 
Keyboard 
Mouse 

These specifications may change to adapt to availability of hardware, or to meet the availability 
of manufacturer-supplied resources. 



. FRAMEWORK FOR THE COMPUTER MUSEUM'S STRATEGIC PLAN 

·lntroductjon 

Museum Mission 
Stl'ategic Analysis 
Strategy 
Ten-year Objectives 

THREE.YEAR PLAN FY9S·27 

I. Onsjte Pro&rams 
A. Exhibits: permanent, temporary; includes new exhibit development and renovation of 

existing exhibits 
B. Overall visitor experience: apron, lobby, signeage, parking, visitor services, exhibit 

maintenance 
C. Edu~tion programs: The Computer Oubhouse, teacher development, visitor services. 
D. Special events 
E. Research 

U. NatioDaJ & International Programs 
A. Exhibit sales, traveling exhibits, off site exhibits 
B. Clubhouse dissemination-traveling exhibit, satellite Clubhouses, software starter 
. packages 
C. Computer Museum Materials: Book Series, Videos, CD-ROMs, teacher materials 
D. National Events: Hall of Fame, Computer Bowl 
E. ''The On-line Museum" 

m. Collections Plan 
Plan for new acquisitions, collections management, and documentation. 

IV. Marketing Pian (to be developed) 
Marketing plan supports the institutional positioning, financial, and audience impact goals. 
Includes a discussion of Museum's earned revenue plans from existing streams and new 
streams. 

y. Institutional Advancement (to be developed) 
Three year plan for building the Museum's base of support from individuals, corporations, 
& foundations. Addresses future of Capital Campaign. 

VI. Finance (to be developed) 
Three year financial plan that reflects all planned activities; includes projections for all of 
Museum's operating and capital revenues and expenses. 
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VILAdministratjon (to be developed) . 
Three year plan that addresses administrative needs to support the plan, including office 
and personnel requirements. 

ym. Djversity(to be developed) . 
Plan to increase diversity in the Museum's programs, audiences, staff, & Boards. 

TEN YEAR PLAN (to be developed) 

The ten year plan describes how the Museum will achieve its ten-year objectives. 

Building Scenarios 

Onsite Programs 

National. & International Programs 

Marketing 

Institutional Advancement 

Finance 

Administration 

Diversity 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM: DRAFT STRATEGIC PLAN 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Museum Mission 
The Computer Museum's mission is to: 

I. educate and inspire people of all ages and backgrounds from around the world 
through dynamic exhibitions and programs on the technology, application, and 
impact of computers 

n. preserve and celebrate the history and promote the understanding of computers 
worldwide 

m. be an international resource for research into the history of computing. 

2. Strateaic Analysis 

Milieu 

• The usage of computers is skyrocketing as the cost/performance ratio continues to 
drop. 

• The media are focusing attention on the fusion of the telecommunication, entertainment, 
and information industries. 

• Computer applications and usage continue to change rapidly. 

• Society and industry often focus on the new, next generation of products and services. 
The essence of the changes and the long view can get lost in the din of fast-paced 
incremental change. 

• As information technology becomes recognized as the key technology of our era, 
interest in the origins of the iDformation revolution will increase. 

• Adoption of new technologies is very uneven across society, with many being 
excluded, and feeling "left behind." 

• Computers enable more people to work at home, increasing work flexibility and 
communications, but also increasing people's physical isolation. 

• Life-long informal education is becoming more important as a way of staying abreast of 
changes. 

As computers become more mainstream, new opportunities to learn about and interact with 
computers exist. Products and services that overlap and partially compete with the 
Museum include: 

• easy-to use, multimedia computer-based applications offered at libraries, schools, other 
museums and over networks 

• school usage of computers as tools to support education in all fields. 
• sophisticated home-based educational, game, and productivity software, increasingly 

exploiting multimedia and network connections 
• theme parks which make increasing use of computers with special emphasis on 

immersive, virtual reality-style experiences 
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The Need. for the Museum's Mission: I ; To Educate alid Inmire 
People are increasingly coming into contact with computing, often thrust into the role of 
users of specific applications. Everyone is an unwitting user of netwmks of computers in 
performing routine activities, such as traveling, shopping, or communicating. 

But computing is changing rapidly. People experienced in one computer application have 
no knowledge or confidence in another. And many feel excluded as they learn of 
technological marvels they cannot fully grasp or afford The problem is particularly acute in 
underserved communities. 

Science and technology museums have a wel1-established image as accessible places where 
visitors can explore in a relaxed fashion. They are also trusted as objective, non
commercial presenters of material. Most important, they provide a mixture between 
education and entertainment, a place for fun and learning. They are places that welcome 

. groups and promote intergenerational group interaction. 

These characteristics give the Museum an educational opportunity that formal educational 
institutions cannot pursue and that entertainment-oriented venues are not interested in. 
The Museum's image enables it to reach populations that have no other recourse as a first 
step. 

The Need for the Museum's Mission: IT and ill: To Preserve. Celebrate. and Conduct 
Research 
Computing is the defining technology of our age and its history is a .key part of the world's 
heritage. The Museum is one of a very small handful of institutions that is . seriously 
preserving the evolution of computing. These institutions are not competitive, but 
collaborate to ensme that their collective resOUICeS preserve as much of the significant 
record of computing as possible. 

The loss of the computer pioneers themselves will reinforce the importance of the 
collections. Researchers will increasingly be seeking access to the original materials held by 
the Museum. 

As .key computing anniversaries and other milestones occur, the public seeks information 
about the event, and the media look for a focus to "locate" their coverage. The computer 
industry also needs a non-competitive forum to come together and celebrate the . 
achievements of the field and gain perspective. 

3. StratelY 

The Museum's strategy is to develop authoritative and spectacular exhibits and programs 
that will achieve high international visibility and public awareness. 

High visibility -of a limited number of flagship elements will assist the development and 
dissemination of all Museum programs. The flagship could be the Museum's main site, or 
a highly successful program or publication. Different flagship elements will serve to reach 
different segments of the public and the computer industry. The Museum will build upon 
its spirited approach to informal education, as exemplified in its exhibits and education 
programs. 
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The Museum will seek to leverage every actiVity to extract maximum value and achieve the 
greateSt possible impact. Exhibits will be levemged with books, CD-ROMs, exhibit 
licensing and traveling components; education-programs will be designed as national 
models, events such as The Computer Bowl or the Hall of Fame awards program will be 
leveraged with television programs. 

The Museum will position itself to build cachet within the industty so that corporations will 
view the Museum as a desirable location from which to launch products and host events. 

4. Ten-Year Pmanun Objectives 

1. Become a world class attraction offering exciting exhibits and special events that exploit 
and explain the latest technologies. --

2. Become a significant provider of books, television programming, and other informal 
educational materials about computer history, technology, application and impact. 

3. Develop innovative uses of computers in informal education. Become a provider, 
catalyst, supporter, mentor for museums, community organizations, schools and other 
groups seeking to establish their own informal exhibits and programs about computers • 

. Actively support-the national education reform movement. 

4. Define and implement the "on-line" Computer Museum. 

S. Provide an internationally recognized forum for the celebmtion and recognition of key -
_ developments in the evolution of computing 

6. . Maintain and enhance the historical collections and their documentation as a definitive 
collection of the history of electronic computing. Establish the Museum and its 
collections as a premier resource for research into the history of computing. 
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THREE· YEAR PLAN: FY95·97 
The following t1l1'ee-year ptan represents the fiiSt steps towards the achievement of the ten
year objectives. 

Ie ONSITE PROGRAMS 

At EXWBIT PROGRAM 

The following considerations on exhibit content, exhibit approaches, and available gallery 
space provide the basis for the onsite FY95-97 exhibit plan. A specific list of proposed 
exhibits are presented in Appendix I. 

Content 

The Museum's 1989-94 Exhibit Plan addressed the three questions: 

How do Computers Work? 
How did Computers Evolve? 
What do Computers Do? 

With ~g, the Walk-Through Computer and People and Computers can continue to 
address the first two questions satisfactorily. Tools & Toys, Robots & Other Smart 
Machines and The Networked Society (opening November 94) address the third question. 

It is the applications of computing that are affecting all members of society. New 
applications are continually in the news. Last year virtual reality was the hot topic. This 
year it is the infonnation superhighway. The next exhibit plan will therefore shift increasing 
focus onto the third question and broaden its scope to deal more fully with the social impact 
of computing. 

A significant application area of tremendous public interest is the application of computing 
to the arts. The arts have the ability to reach out to diverse audiences, and help the Museum 
shed its image as a place for technology buffs. Exhibits that relate to the computers 
including the perfonning arts, will therefore be a component of the next plan. 

The Museum should plan for some flexibility in its exhibit programs so as to be able to 
address topics while public interest is high. "Rapid response" exhibits will require a new 
approach to.exhibit development and funding in which exhibit development, fabrication, & 
installatfun can take place with staff and funding resources that are already in place. This is 
the necessary in onter to reduce the lead time. 

The topcial issues covered should not shy away from issues of hot controversy. The 
Museum should make visitors face dilemmas without taking an institutional stand. 

Visitor research points out two areas the public would like addressed: 
1. The future: visitors seek access to cutting edge technology and applications 
2. Resource guides: visitors want specific information about computer use and 

purchasing. 
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The first point is addressed in the plan (AppendiX I) in several exhibits. The second will be 
addressed by incorpOrating resource materials and pointers to other reliable sources of 
infonnation. .. 

Exhibit Awmach 

To achieve grea,terimpactand visibility, the Museum needs to mount some spectacular 
exhibits. Examples include larger than life exhibits· (Walk-Through Computer), 

. environmental exhibits, or group virtual reality experiences. The plan calls for a major 
renovation of The Walk-Through Computer which, as well as updating it, will increase its 
visual impact from the exterior· and its immersive, environmental quality in the interior. 

Increased provision for contact between visitors and Museum staff can provide a means of 
increasing visitor engagement, especially for groups. Scope for presentations and 
perfonnances in exhibits should be planned into exhibit spaces. 

After The Networked Society opens,one remaining 4,000 sf bay will be available for 
development at Museum Wharf. (Bay· 1 on 6, fOrmerly collections storage). 

Additional space can be created by compressiilg existing exhibits, such as Tools & Toys or 
Milestones. 

What Should the Next PenpanQnt Exhibit be After Walk-Through Computer 2.0 
CWTC2.Q) Cqpenin,& June 1995) 

Three primary criteria need to be applied in answering this question: 

1. How does the exhibit further the Museum's mission? 
2. Will the exhibit support the Musuem's audience bullding,matketing & positioning 

ab? . go. 
3. Is it fundable and are there oPPortunities for tinancialleverage? 

The following three projects have been provisionally ranked highest according to these 
criteria and will be investigated further to determine their potential 

. Fly-Through Computer Motion Ride CouPled with the Walk-Throu. Computer 2.0. 

May 11.1994 

$1,000,000 minimum 
June 1995 to November 1995 
A six minute movie with synchronized motion simulation in a 15-20 person 
theater. Visitors view and feel a dramatic ride through the Walk-Through 
. Computer. The ride follows the flow of iliformation from a keypress, along 
the cable to the interface chip, along the bus, into the microprocessor, to the 
RAM, hard disk drive, back to the processor, to the video card and along 
cables to the monitor. If possible, an interactive element will be incorporated 
to increase visitor engagement The movie will incorporate animated 
sequences showing the inner workings of the components along the way. 
High quality animation of the microprocessor is available from Intel's 
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Omnimax film The Journey Inside. This ride replaces ~ existing Software 
~ .. 

Mission: . The Ride serves as ail introduction to the Wa1k:-Through Computer exhibit, 
introducing visitors to the basic elements of computer hardware and system 

. software. It greatly increases the effectiveness of the Walk-Through 
.. Qmputer as an exhibit that explains how computers work. 

. Audience; . Motion rides are proven audience draws; people of all ages and 
backgrounds, o bUt youth in particular, are drawn to simulation rides. This 
will draw populations from the New England area throughout the year. 

Positioninli 0 No permanent motion ride is available in Boston. A high-1eCh motion ride 
will position the Museum as a leading edge institution, and accelerate the 
repositioning of the Museum as a fun, DOn-threatening place as opposed to a 
technologically cballenging, history-oriented institution. This repositioning 
is a strategic objective for the Museum. The Ride's unique nature (owing to 
its coupling with WTC 2.0) will increase likelihood of print and electronic 
media coverage which has been the Museum's best promotion vehicle to 
date • 

. Fundability: 0 Two funding models exist: 
-Raise funds from cmporate sponsors and offer sponsors an option to create 
duplicate copies of the Ride, with the other copies traveling or permanently 
installed in locations where sponsors wish to make an investment. 
-Develop the Ride with a partner who invests part or all of the capital 
IequiIed in exchange for part or all of the Ride sales and licensing revenues. 

Leymae~ The Ride could be replicated for the cost of duplicate hardware only. 
Additional exposure and revenues would come from the Wa1k:-Through 
Computer book and CD-ROM sales to people who eXperience the Ride and 
its copies. 

o Qgputm in Entertainment 

0tmt, 
Qpeninli 
JlescriptiQn: 

. Mission: 

Audiencei 

Fundability: 

May 11.1994 

c. $1,000,000 
June 96 or June 97 
A 3,000 sf exhibit and performance space featuring the application of 
computing in music, film & video, games, and virtual reality. Musical 
applications include the use of computers in the composition, mangement, 
and performance of popular, jazz, and modem music. Movie applications 
include the creation of special effects, animation, and digital editing. The 
exhibit will offer many handS-on opportunities to experiment with and 
create music, movies, and games. 
Visitors gain an understanding of a growing, vibrant area of computer usage 
and an introduction to how it works. Visitors will feel empowered to use 
this technology themselves· after they leave the Museum. 
This field is very accessible to people with DO technical knowledge, and also 
appeals to diverse populations, especially young people. It has depth that 
gives it appeal to people in the computing field. A changing program in the 
exhibit's performance space would attract new audiences • 

. Computers in Entertainment furthers the "fun" and "cutting edge" image of 
the Museum. The exhibit will be a first of its kind, and its components will 
be attractive to other science and technology museums. 
Potential sponsors include computer hardware, software, IC, music, special 
effects, video game and software vendors. Possible federal support from 
the NEH and NEA. 
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Good exhibit licensing and sales potential to other science and technology 
museums, other educational institutions, and entertainment equipment retail 
environments, such as malls and stores. Traveling version is possible. 

Group Simulation _nation 

Mission: 

Audience: 

Fundability: 

c. $750,000 
June 96 or June 97 
A 1,500 sf space in which up to 30 visitors interact with a simulated 
environment. One example of a simulated environment would be an 
aquarium projected onto the walls of the space. A number of stations offer 
visitors the oppmtunity to create their own fish, selecting appearance, 
behavior, breeding, and fitness functions. They then launch their. fish into 
the environment and can watch its growth, interaction with other visitors' 
fish, and breeding patterns. 
Visitors create· their own simulated entities. The ability to select or script 
simple behavior, offers an engaging.and accessible introduction to 
progaunming. Computer simulatioil of complex systems is an increasingly 

. important application. Visitors can experience a simulation that contains an 
element of their own creation. 
The group simulation would be a one-of-a-ldnd experience that would be 
visually exciting and conceptually intriguing. As such it has the capability to 
draw well. The group nature of the interaction is highly desirable in a 
Museum, and would work: very well with school visits. 
FIrSt permanent public installation involving a virtual environment and 
group interactions positions the Museum as a unique experience involving 
cutting edge and educational Uses of computers • 
. Federal grant support from NSF; support from cOrporations and 
individuals. 
The installation can readily be replicated for other spaces such as museums, 
cmporate settings, or public spaces. 

Conclusions: Framework for Exhibit Plan 

1. Develop one mediQlll-large (2-3,OOOsf) exhibit per year 
2. Renovate or replace all existing exhibits by the end ofFY97 
3. Exhibits should contain elements that are spectacular and cutting edge 
4. Exhibits provide for presentations and performances 
5. A ''rapid response" gallery will address topical issues 

Appendix I contains the exhibit development schedule and maps. 
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B. OYRRALL ONSITE VISITOR EXPERIENCE 

The Museum's three-year plan seeks to raise the quality of a visitor's overall experience of 
the Museum visit It is improvement of the overall eXperience that will move the institution 
along the path set out in the first ten-year objective-namely to become a world class 
attraction. 

Visitors' experience of the Museum is significantly affected by the apron, lobby, external 
signeage, and parking facilities. Additional factors of great importance include visitors' 
contact with Museum staff in the lobby, galleries and store, and the quality of exhibit 
maintenance. 

Apron 
A new apron park is planned as part of the Waterfront Project being developed jointly with 
The Children's Museum. If these plans go ahead, the apron will become very much more 
attractive and provide a pleasant approach to the Museum. The overall cost of the new 
apron park would be $1 million. 

Lobby 
Plans for the ''Wave'' which will serve as a new entry lobby for The Computer Museum 
, and The Children's Museum are well developed. In order to exploit the Wave, the Museum 
will need to adapt its own existing lobby and store at an approximate cost of $200,000. An 
"attiact" lo~by exhibit will be needed to draw visitors into the Museum from the Wave, at a 
cost of $30,000. 

SiiJ1ea&e 
External signs on the site and lobby will be an integral part of the Waterfront project. A 
new integrated internal sign system is needed to enable visitors to find their way round the 
galleries. This will be implemented in FY95 at a cost of $10,000. 

Parkin& 
The Central Artery{funnel project and the new Federal Courthouse have reduced nearby 
parking space. Although some new parking garages have been'constructed (e.g. 
Farnsworth Street), visitors are finding it harder to park. Efforts will be made to make 
parking ammgements with existing and new sites. 

Visitor Services 
Visitor research indicates that contact with members of Museum staff (either paid or 
volunteer) greatly affect the perception of the Museum. A gradual overhaul of Museum 
visitor services programs is planned to give floor staff specific roles as visitor greeters, 
information booth staff, and ''performers'' of demonstrations and theater-style 
presentations. These roles will make visitor service staff more accessible, visible, and 
better equipped to respond to visitor needs and enhance the quality of the visit. Increased 
use of volunteers on the floor is planned, rising to 50% of floor staff by FY96. 

Exhibit Maintenance 
The Museum's hands-on interactive exhibits are the primary experience at the Museum. 
The quality of the visitor experience degrades rapidly if exhibits are out of order. Over the 
past few years, the aVailability has ranged from 80% to 100% with an average around 
90%. The goal is to maintain 97% or better of the exhibits in working order at any time. 
This will be achieved through a detailed operational plan that involves increased staff 
resources, more training for all floor staff, and daily status reviews. Exhibit planning will 
continue to allow flexibility so that malfunctioning exhibits can be seamlessly removed 
from the floor. 
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C ONSlIE lIDUCATION PROGRAMS 

Onsite education programs include The Computer Clubhouse, the establishment of a pilot 
teacher developm~nt program, and the visitor services·program in the Museum exhibit 
galleries. 

The Computer Clubhouse 
The next three years will see refinement of . Clubhouse programs as experience with 
participants is evaluated. New projects will be adopted as new mentors are attracted to the 
Clubhouse. New technologies will be integrated as they become available, including the 
use of high speed networks. 

Selection of communities served will be made on the basis of their ability or interest in 
setting up their own projects derived from the Clubhouse model 

The long~term financing strategy for the Clubhouse will involve a mix of earned revenue 
and multi-year grant support and/or endowment. 

A detailed schedule of Clubhouse development is presented in Appendix 2. 

Teacher DeyelQpment Pmmm 
The establishment of a teacher development program furthers the Museum's objective to 
support the national education reform movement. . 

Starting in FY95, the Museum will test a pilot teacher education program within the 
Computer Clubhouse. Teachers will develop their own projects within the Clubhouse, . 
while learning how to initiate similar activities in their own classroom. Collaborations on 
the development and implementation of this program will be pursued, including deepening 
ties with Lesley College, Technical Education Research Centers (TERC), and other 
organizations serving pre-service and in-service teachers. 

Approximately $30,000 is needed to establish the program. Experience with the pilot 
program will determine the nature and scope of a permanent teacher development program. 

Visitor Services Program 
Visitor services cunendy developed at the Museum include gallery tours and hands-on 
collaborative activities. A gradual overhaul of Museum visitor services programs is planned 
to give floor staff specific roles as visitor greeters, information booth staff, and 
''performers'' of demonstrations and theater-style presentations. These roles will make 
visitor service staff more accessible, visible, and better equipped to respond to visitor needs 
and enhance the quality of the visit. Increased use of volunteers on the floor is planned, 
rising to 50% of floor staff by FY96. Specific roles for Museum floor staff as presenters 
and actors are planned for The Networked Society Exhibit and for The Walk-Through 
Computer 2.0 • 
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,P. amITE SPECIAL EVENTs ' 

The Museum has hosted special events such as the Loebner Prize Competition (Tiuing 
Test), the Harvard Cup (Computer Chess ChampionShip), and MIT studentrobot contests. 
Though labor-intensive, such events have proven very successful in raising visibility for 
the Museum. Many museums have an annual event, such as Inventor's Day at the Boston 
Museum.of Science" that garner great media interest and large crowds. 

The Museum will continue to host events that are of public interest and that i1lustI'are 
exciting and intriguing uses of computers. The contestS should be conducted in partneIShip 
with other organizations to achieve greater leverage. 

Funding requirements range from a minimum of $5,000 for a small event organized mainly 
by an outside body (such as the Harvard Cup), to $50,000 for a complex event with major 
Museum involvement (such as tlle Locbner Prize). 

. . 

E.BESEARcH 

The Museum will establish an exhibit lab that will be used for three kinds of researeh: 
1. Evaluation of Computer Museum exhibits in progress 
2. Development and testing of Museum-developed applications of technology to informal 

education. The NSF-funded virtual reality research currently under way is an example. 
3. Public testing and evaluation Of educational software and other educational research 

projects being conducted at academic research institutions. 
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On. NATIONAL AND -INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
This section presents the plan tosmve audiences primarily beyond the Museum's walls. 

Outline Only 

Exhibit I ,icensins 0 

Adaptation of exhibits for offsite 1icensing will be an integral part of new exhibit 
development, starting with The Networked Society exhibit. 

A marketing and sales plaIi will be developed for the 1icensing of exhibits to other 
museums, aquariums, zoos, malls, and retail environments such as children's 
shoe or cloths shops, or even fast food outlets. 

o Clubhouse Dissemination _ 
Clubhouse Tour Software: A virtual interactive exploration view of the Clubhouse. 

educators can start simjJar projects in their own after-school, community, or 
school site. 

Teacher guides: Clubhouse Project Guides will provide information and on resources 
Establish Offsite Clubhouse program: assist in the creation of offsite Clubhouses, 

starting in the greater Boston area. 
Develop Traveling Electronic Classroom Exhibit: this exhibit (see below) will contain 

elements that are closely based on material in the Clubhouse. 
Clubhouse video to inspire and assist others to develop simUar centers 
Clubhouse book: 0 

TrayeJjns Exhibit PIan 
Electronic Oassroom (developed FY9S-97). If funded by the National Science 
Foundation, The Computer Museum will collaborate with the New YotX Hall of 
Science and the Oregon MuSeum of Science and Industry to develop the Electronic 
oOassroom, a traveling exhibit designed to show parents, teachers, administrators, 
students and other members of the general public how computers can support 
science, math,andtcchnology educational reform. The Computer Museum will take 
the lead on the content and will develop all the interactive elements of the exhibitiOlL 
The exhibjt has a particular focus on reaching parent, teachers, and young people 
from underserved communities. 

_ ComPuter MuSeum ProdUcts and Educational Materials 
Computer Museum Book Series 
First ~ titles: Computer Museum Guide to the Best Kids' Software 

Computer Bowl 
Walk-Through Computer 2.0 

Walk-Through Computer CD-ROM 
Software based on exhibits and collections 0 

Educational materials for teachers including updated teacher packet to cover new 
Museum exhibits and Clubhouse project guides (see Clubhouse 
dissemination above) 

National Eyents 
These sUPPort the Museum's objective to provide an internationally recognbed forum for 
the celebration and recognition of key developments in the evolution of computing. 

The Computer Bowl: Develop and hold a second series of annual Computer Bowls to 
feature the next generation of industry leaders and modify the format to allow for the 
production of a higher impact television show. 
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International Computing Hall of Fame Awards Program: iaugurate the program in the 
50th anniversary year of computing. A television program will be an integral part of 
the HallofFame Awuds program. 

'1'he On-Lme Museum" . 
WIth over 15 mmion people already connected to the Internet and a:further 3 million 

. connected to cOmmereial on~line services, a ''network presence" will offer the prospect of 
serving as a direct delivery tool to help execute the Museum's educational mission as well 
as significandy increase the Museum's international visibility. 

As part of The Networked Society exhibit development, the Museum will establish a 
Gopher server which will contain general Museum information, selected exhibit text, 
graphics, video clips, and interactive software samples. Details are presented in Appendix 
3. 

The Museum will explore ways in which the essence of the Museum experience can be 
captured for remote use. True interactivity must be retained, as well as the ability to branch 
at will to the Museum's various offerings. ." 

The Computer Clubhouse will disseminate information and present works created in the 
Clubhouse using the popular multi-media Mosaic browser for the World WIde Web. 
The Museum store will develop an on-line catalog. 
Museum collections catalogs will be placed on-line. 
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'. iDc COLLECTIONS PLAN 

The first priority will be to continue to capture artifacts, photographs, films, documents, 
·and software just;'in-time, prior to literally being scrapped, by companies, individuals, 
and other museums. The Computer Museum has provided a parachute when missions 
change, companies merge or fail, and individual collectors pare down and move to smaller 
quarters, or die. In this way The Museum preserved a unique collection of Fairchild 
integrated circuits, the .Whirlwind Computer from MIT, SupnPaint, the first paint 
program developed at CMU and Xerox Parc, and the first 'virtual reality' helmet. The 
Computer Museum could do this with quick reaction time and a unique focus and expertise 
that can determine the significant technology relating to computing. 

From the start of collecting efforts about 1970, the characteristics of the collection have 
stayed the same.ffighest priority is given to collecting the important technological 
innovations with carefully selected documentation. The next priority is given to insuring 
that the classic or standard implementations of a technology are represented. In addition, 
the collections include examples of technologies that failed, of clones, and intermediary 
stages of evolution. 

The collection is devoted to computing, including intelligent machines, particularly robots. 
It includes all levels of integration of both hardware and software. While the historic roots 
are in the domain of hardware including semi-conductors, the future emphasis will 
increasingly be softWare. 

Each hardware artifact or piece of software needs to have a full complement of material in 
order to be understood. For example, the original SpaceWar Game (the first interactive 
computer game) software is represented by its paper-tape program, program listings, 
videos of SpaceWar being played, oral history with its authors, photographs, and the 
PDP-I, the computer hardware on which it was designed. Together these make up a 
complete story. 

Proactive coUecting.The greatest gains have been made in the collections when there 
have been special projects, such as the personal computer contest and the Milestones of a 
Revolution exhibition. In the next three years two significant activities will lead to 
improved and new collections: . 

. • Ball of Fame for computing technology. 
The technologies and their teams will lead to in-depth collecting in that area: 
hardware, documentation, video, film, software, oral histories and 
marketing ephemera.' . 

• The Quide to Kids' Software is gathering all the software for children and 
saving it for the collection. 

Space and environmental preservation needs. Due to thegrowtb of exhibits on 
the Wluu;f, a priority for 1994 is to move 4,000 square feet of hardware artifacts off site. 
Much of the hardware is tolerant of warehouse-like climate conditions and will be properly 
packaged. 

Documents am indexed in special acid-free boxes and rarely removed. The process of 
scanning all photographs into a database will be completed in 1994. 

Film and video is the most critical to have unifonn temperature conditions. Fmther, since 
video is a relatively new media there are still questions and concerns about any longterm 
utility for archival purpose, a1ready video that the Museum took in 1980 is deteriorating. 
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Aopendix Ii Exhibit Development Plan 

Permanent Exhibits 

Opening Exhibit Content Size Funding Target Approach Location 
Date Prospects Audiences 
Nov 94 The Large scale 4,OOOsqft Corporate Adult Interactive (15) Replace Graphics 

Networked computing, NSF Youth 2-Dimensional Gallery; Bay 1 on 
Society networks, impact of NEH Students Video 5th floor 

computer age Interest in V A interaction 
........ Networks Demonstrations 

June 95 The Walk- How computers 5,000 sqft Corporate; General 3-Dimensional Revision of 
Through work hardware & Environment Original Walk-
Computer 2.0 software Leaining Through 

industry Stations(8) Computer 
Video 

June 95 ''Ride'' through Motion ride I,OOOsq ft Corporate; General, 15-20 person Adjacent to 
the Walk- showing how For-profit youth in theater with large Walk-Through 
Through computers work partner particular screen and moving Computer; Bay 3 
Computer seats or 4 on 5th floor 

June 96 Computers in Applications in 3,000 sqft Corporate; Youth Interactive (15) Replace Tools & 
Entertainment movies and popular NEA,NEH AdUlts, Video Toys 

music Culturally 'Demonstrations 
diverse Process oriented 

June 'J7 Group virtual Shared simulation 2,ooosqft Corporate; General Installation Bay 1 on 6th floor 
reality of complex system NEA,NEH 

Appendix I May 11, 1994 1 



Temporary Exhibits 

June 96 

Harold 
Cohen 
Robot 

Animation 

Pinnacles of 
Computing 

Space: The 
Computer in 
the Olympics 

Appendix I May 11, 1994 

Corporate 

Work of John 
Lasseter of NEA 
Lucasfilm/Pixar to 
coincide with 
release of full-
length feature 
movie 

1,500 sq ft NSF 
force of computing Corporate 
technology & 
applications on 
computing's 50th 

Computers in the 1,000 sq 
Olympics -- in Olympic 
conjunction with sponsors 
Atlanta Olympics 
First topical issue 

2 

General 
Art 

Children 

Cutting edge 
technology; 
mainly 
interactive 
with some 
static 
Sports 
Adult 
Youth 
Interest in 
Olympics 

Bay 1 on 6th 
floor; then 

interactive stations integrated into 
Computers in 
Entertainment 
permanent 
exhibit in 

Interactive bay of People and 
Video Computers 

Interactive Topical Issue 
2-Dimensional Gallery 
Video Bay 1 on 6th floor 



Oct 96 

Electronic 
Classroom 

Appendix I May 11, 1994 

How artists portray 
the computer. 

Current trend 

for student 
expression, 
communication, 
collaboration etc. 

3 

Corporate 

to Interactive Topical Issue 
detennined Process oriented Gallery 

Temporarily 
Video replace Robots & 

Parents Demonstrations Other Smart 
Process oriented Machines 



Robots I} 
Office Other Smart 

~ 
Milesto es Collections 

Machines ofa & Misc 
Revolu on Storage 

Temp Exhibits 

BRY 6 BRY 5 E BRY4 BRY 3 BRY 2 BRY 1 

6 

November 1 994 NEW 



Temp 
Exhibits 

Robots & "-

Office Other Smart 11] a~ Milesto es Collections 
Machines ~~ ofa 81 Misc -ee as ..c 0 0 Revolu Storage . on 3:1-0 N 

Temp Exhibits 

BRY 6 BRY 5 E BRY4 BRY 3 BRY 2 BRY 1 

6 

June 1995 NEW NEW 

Office 

J Co The 
ct Auditorium-

[) ~! Network:ed .c Collection D)~ Tools Toys en 1.c~ P,lanet ~ Storage -ee , "'..cBC! ct . 3:1- N :3 
, .. 

BRY 6 BRY 5 E BRY4 BRY 3 BRY 2 BRY 1 

5 
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Q, 
Q 

Office 

BRY 6 

Office 

ii Collection 
~ Storage 
Q = 

. BRY 6 

Robots c
Other Smart 
Machines 

Temp Exhibits 

BRY 5 

Auditorium 

BRY 5 
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E . BRY 4 

6 

June 1996 

E 
5 

BRY4· 

Milesto es 
ofa 
Revolu on 

BRY 3 BRY 2 

Tools Toys 

BRY 3 BRY 2 

Group 
Simulation 
Experience 

:J OR 
c.15 Computers in 
~ ~ Entertainment 

BRY 1 

NEW 

The 
Networked 
Planet 

BRY 1 



Office 

BAY 6 

Office 

Collection 
storage 

BAY 6 
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Robots & 
Other Smart 
Machines 

Temp Exhibits 

BAY 5 

Auditorium 

BAY 5 

... 
111 a~ ~~ -es 

C'G,c8 
3:1-

E BAY4 

6 

June 1997 

E 
5 

BAY.4 

C! 
N 

Milesto 
ofa 
Revolu 

BAY:5 

REDONE 

cn>."0 
OCU 
I-SI 
~! 
cnc. -s 00 °u 1-....,; 

BAY:5 

es 

on 

BAY 2 

NEW 

c o 
c~ = - cu -
f!!E ~8 8.5 ·-c C'G Cl)cu S. ~ c.·c 
E8 ~!. 
oc~e)C 
ULLI",CJW 

BAY 2 . 

:J 
c.:s E·-cu.c 
I-~ 

Group 
Simulation 
Experience 
OR 
Computers in 
Entertainment 

BAY 1 

The 
Networked 
Planet 

BAY 1 



Appendix· 2: ·Computer Clubhouse Schedule .July 1993.;,July 1997 

Program 
Development 
and 
Implementation 

Community 
Involvement 

Mentors 

Appendix 2 

1uly '93-1une 
Opening & 
Intensive 
Formative 
Evaluation 

'94 1uly '94-1une '95 1uly '95-1une '96 
Refinements and Dissemination 
Off-site Testing and Expansion 

-Develop 
collaborations 
with schools and 
community 
organizations 
-Support 
development of 
group and 
individual 
projects 
-Define a 
community of 
youth to 
.participate on a 
re2ular basis 
-Continue to 
involve staff 
from housing 
developments, 

. after-school and 
community 
centers 
-Organize and 
run open houses 
-Collaborate on 
projects with 
staff from other 
community sites 

-Recruit adult 
and youth 
mentors 
-Initial mentor 
development 
workshops and 
perpetration 
sessions 
-Intensive 
evaluation of 
growing mentor 
program 
-Continue to 
build mentor 
pool 

-Develop regular 
semester 
collaborations 
with schools 
-Develop five 
on-going 
member based 
projects 
-Develop project 
idea guidelines 
and resources 
for Educator 
guide 

-Document and 
describe 
strategies and 
resources for 
involving young 
people in 
extended open
ended projects 
-Disseminate. 
project ideas:· 
though project 
guide· 

-Improvements -Document and 
in meeting describe 
needs of . community 
community involvement in 
partners based program 
on formative development 
evaluation -Involve 
-Continue community 
collaborations educators in the 
and visits with development of 
staff and parents Clubhouse 
from community educator . guide 
sites . -Support the 
-Community development of 
mentorship Clubhouses at 
program begins other museums 

-Revision of 
mentor program 
and workshops 
based on 
formative 
evaluation 
-Establish a 
diverse pool of 
15 weekly 
mentors 
-Begin to build 
an internship 
program with 
local colleges 

.1 

and in other 
communities 
-Expand mentor 
education 
-Extend mentor 
recruitment 
-Develop mentor 

. program 
guidelines and 
resources for 
Educator guide 
-Disseminate 
mentor program 
though video 
and guide 

1uly '96-1une '97 
On-going 
Operation and 
Continued 
Dissemination 
-Continue to 
support improve 
and extend 
project 
development by 
members and 
mentors 
-Continue to 
expand 
collaborations 
-Continue to 
develop and 
expand program 
to meet 
Clubhouse 20als 
-Continue to 
support, enrich 
and enhance 
collaborations 
and outreach to 
neighborhood 
sites 
-Continue to 
support the 
development of 
Clubhouses at 
other museums 
and in inner 
city 
communities 

-Continue to 
support and 
extend mentor 
program 



Bducator 
Mentorship 
Programs 

Program 
Evaluation 

Research 

Publicity 

Clubhouse 
Starter Packages 

Appendix 2 

-Plan· and 
prepare 
Teachers as 
Mentors and 
Community 
Bducator 
-Recruitment 
application, and 
selection of first 
group of 
teachers 

-Teachers as 
Mentors and 
Community 
Educator 
Mentorship 
programs begin 
-Formative 
evaluation and 
improvement of 
programs.· and 
continuing 
support 
-Surveys of 
participant, 
Mentors, 
commu·nity 

of educators, and 

-Evaluation 
meetings with 
youth and adult 
advisors 
-Observations 
program by 
evaluator 
-Interviews and 
focus groups 
with members 
educators and 
Mentors 

-MIT, Harvard, 
Lesley College 
researchers 
begin research 
projects 

teachers 
measuring steps 
toward reaching 
Clubhouse goals 
-Initial 
evaluation 
report 
-Improvements 
of Clubhouse 
activities based 
on ongoing 
formative 
evaluation 
-Ongoing 
research 
projects, 
publications, 
and . 
presentations 

-Initial publicity -Continuing 
campaign on the publicity on 
development of Clubhouse 
the Computer acti vities 
Clubhouse as a -Clubhouse to be 
model ptesented at 
-Clubhouse workshop at 
feature Association of 
workshop at Science-Tech. 
National Centers 
Educational international 
Computing conference 
Conference 

Formative 
evaluation of 
Package 
elements 

2 

-Continuation of 
Educator 
Mentorship 
programs 
-Continued 
support of 
teachers and 
community 
educators who 
have completed 
Mentorship 
prOJuam 
-Outside 
evaluation team 
interviews new 
and experienced 
members 
-Summative 
evaluation and 
report by outside 
evaluation team 

-Ongoing 
research 
projects, 
publications, 
and 
presentations 
-Major national 
publicity on 
Clubhouse as a 
national model 
coinciding with 
release of 
Clubhouse 
Starter Package 
materials 

Prepare. 
publicize, and 
distribute 
Packages to 
museums and 
educators locally 
and nationally 

-Continuation of 
Bducator 
Mentorship 
programs 
-Continued 
support of 
teacher and 
community 
educators who 
have completed 
Mentorship 
pr02rams 
-Ongoing 
evaluation and 
improvements 
based on 
program goals 

-Ongoing 
research 
projects, 
publications, 
and 
presentations 
-Continuing 
publicity on 
Clubhouse 
activities and 
local national 
impact 

Continue 
publicity and 
dissemination of 
Packages 



Interactive Tour 

Video 

Guide 

Bud2et 
Funding 
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-Develop 
prototype of 
Interactive Tour 
-Initial 
evaluation 
within 
Clubhouse 
environment 
-Improvements 
and additions to 
software based 
on formative 
evaluation 

. $59.725 

-Software 
evaluation in 
after school and 
school sites 
·-Refine software 
based on 
observations and 
survey results 

$180.252 
-Design and 
evaluate 
methods for paid 
use of ·the 
Clubhouse 
-Implement 
model summer 
camp 
-Strategy for 
large NSF 
funding for 
disseminating 
the Clubhouse 
model 

3 

-Finalize 
software for 
.dissemination 
-Prepare Tour 
for availability 
via Internet 
-Package. 
publicize. and 
distribute 
software 

-Develop· video 
for 
dissemination 
-Package. 
publicize. and 
distribute video 
-Develop guide 
for 
dissemination 
-Package. 
publicize and 
distribute 2uide 
$198752 

-Continue 
publicity and 
dissemination of 
Interactive Tour 

-Continue 
publicity and 
dissemination of 
Interactive Tour 

-Continue 
publicity and 
dissemination of 
guide 

$130452 
-Continue to -Continue to 
develop paid use develop paid use 
of the Clubhouse of the Clubhouse 



ApJJCndix 3; The On-Ljne MUseum 

The Museum will consider setting up a Gopher server to be up and running by November 
1994, to coincide with the opeuingofThe Networked Planet Exhibit. 

Subsequent development might include a presence on the rapidly growing World Wide 
Web using the Mosaic browsing tooL 

The Computer Museum Gopher 

Gopher is also a very powerful Internet toot All Gopher clients and servers have virtually 
identical commands. Gopher is easy to na~gate, and allows you to back track if you get 
lost. Since Gopher has a line-mode interface, it can be easily accessed from any terminal 
program over a modem line, unlike Mosaic, which would be quite slow. All of the 
Information in our e-mail server can be directly imported into a Gopher Server. 

The rninjrnallevel of on-line information exchange requires only a computer and a inodem. 
In mder to facilitate the easiest access to Museum information, I recommend that, for a 
nominal distribution fee, we provide visitors without Internet access a simple public 
domajn terminal program, available for PC. or Mac. This terminal program will be 
configured to dial the Museum's local access Gopher number automatically. 

Once the visitor dials in, she or he will be greeted by a simple BBS software menu with 
general Museum information and an introduction to The Computer Museum Gopher. One 
of the choices will be access to a local-only Gopher server. This Gopher will be identical 
to the Internet-accessible Gopher except for the Other Museum Gophers menu. In the 
local-ooly Gopher, the menu of other Gophers will be replaced by an explanation about the 
local-only access. 

This addresses two important issues: ease of use, and using an Internet tooL In 
comparison to BBS· software, Gopher is pabllessly simple. There are no initial login 
questions, such as "Terminal Type? ANSI Graphics? Color'l" Most BBS's use single 
letter commands, and beginning user:s must keep refeuing to the help page. In order to get 
a person who's never been on-line to use the modem that was bundled with their computer, 
much simpler is much better. 

The local-ooly Gopher can be configured to have text in place of a feature which is disabled. 
or different. For example, dial-up users will not need the e-mail feature, or the print 
feature, so they will get a message exptaming that feature, and the fact that it is not available 
from the 1ocal~y Gopher. The save feature can be modified to cause files to be sent from 
the local Gopher to the terminal program via zmodem. Zmodem has an auto-receive 
function, which can be coofigmed in the terminal software. This way, the files the user 
wants to access will be available for saving on the client They would not be accessible if 
saved on the host because the user will not have an account there. 
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The Computer Museum Gopher Menu 

The Computer Museum Gopher (Boston MA) 

1. Welcome to The Computer Museum Gopher! 
2. Exhibits! (David Greschler) 
3. EducatiOnal Services! (Marylin Gardner) 
4. The Historical Collection/ (Brian Wallace, Owen Bell) 
s. Museum Visits! (John Marchiony) 
6. Special Events at the Museum! (Gail Jennes) 
7. . Museum Membership! (Betsy Riggs) 
8.' The Computer Museum Store! (Margaret Dasha) 
9. ;. Facility Rental for Functions (Martha Ballani) 
10. : Exhibit Kits (Kevin Kelly) 
11. Museum Newsletter! (Gail Jennes) 
12. Museum Administration! (Mary McCann) 
13. Other Museum Gophers! 

1. Welcome to The Computer Museum Gopher 

1.' About The Computer Museum (mission profile) 
2. About this Gopher 

(purpose of Gopher site, access, features, instructions) 
3. How to Access Gopher if You Don't Have Intemet Access 

(explains Gopher access via Gopher Mail and modem) 

2. Exhibits! 

3. Educational Services! 

1. The Computer Clubhouse! 
1. ' Mission Statement 
2. Project Areas 
3. Membership 
4. Mentoring 

2. Museum Publications! 
1. Educational Activities Packet 
2. People and Computers Catalog 

3. How Computers Work Video 
4. Group Tour Information 

4. Historical Collection! 

1. History 
2. Holdings 
3. Usage 
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4. Donations 
S. Images! 

S. Museum Visits! 

1. lIours and Prices 
2. TIavelDirections 
3. Group Tour Information 

6. . Special Events at the Museum! 
(press releases--menu items change with updates) 

1. E-mail the President 
2.. Virtual Reality Adventme 
3. The Internet Auction 
4. The Computer Bowl 
3. Breakfast Seminars 

7. Museum Membership/ 

1. Individual and Family Membership 
2. Cmporate Membership 
3. Library Membership 

8. The Computer Museum Swre/ 

1. Store Description 
2. Books (includes Museum publications) 
3. Videos (includes How Computers Work) 
4. Posters 
S. Educational Software 
6~ Other Computer-related Products 
7. OIdering by Phone or Mail 

9. Facility Rental for Functions 

10. Exhibit Kits 

11. Museum Newsletters! 

1. Spring 1994 
2. Winter 1994 
3. etc. 
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12. Adminjstration! 
1. Overseers 
2. Trustees 
3. Honorary Trustees 
4. S1affDirectory 
S. Volunteer Opportunities 

11. Other Museum Gophers 
1. San Francisco Exploratorium 
2. UC Berkeley Museum of Paleontology 
3. etc. 

Broadcasting Our Presence 

To generate interest in the On-line Museum, we must broadcast our presence to make our 
services known. 

Usenet Newsgroups 

Usenet is the "BBS" of the Internet. .Although it's technically not a part of the Internet, 
most people with Internet access have Usenet access. Network news on Usenet is 
organized under a set of broad headings called newsgroups. Although overt advertising is 
strongly discouraged, announcements of new services are not. The following newsgroups 
are appropriate for announcing the On-line Museum: 

altinternet.services 
comp.infosystems.gopher 
comp.infosystems.www 

Archie is a system which allows for the searching of indexed files available via anonymous 
FI'P. You can use it to find filenames with a given search string. It returns the filenames 
alongwitb. the servers where the files are located. The user can then launch FI'P to get the 
files. "McGill University in Montreal, Canada is the central index server for Archie. In 
order to be indexed, a server must be known to Archie at McGill, which FfPs known 
servers monthly to update the index infonnation. It's an automated process. 

WAIS 

WIde Area Information Server is an information tool that is oriented toward searching texts. 
A W AIS client can search for a combination ofkeywmds by sending them to a W AIS 
server. Each server offers one or more collections of documents. Sources that have the 
keywmds are returned"to the client, in hierarchical order based on the frequency of each 
keyword and the distance between keywmds in the document. The documents can be 
requested from the server, which then sends them to the client. In order to be indexed, 
documents must be available on a W AIS server. Thinking Machines maintains a directory 
of servers, which can be queried, and return information on the servers most likely to be 
useful in finding a given topic. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEOM 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

April 13, 1994 

Present were Gwen Bell, Lynda Bodman, Dick Case, Gardner 
Hendrie, Dave Kaplan, Jim McKenney, Tom Franklin, Clerk, and 
Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director. The meeting was called to 
order at 8:15 a.m. by Mr. Case, presiding. 

I. Oliver Strimpel first presented an operations update. 
Financial statements for the year through March 31 indicate an 
approximate projected $6,000 operating deficit for the year and a 
$50,000 shortfall against budget, largely due to reduced February 
attendance as a result of bad weather and below-budget exhibit 
sales revenue. Discussion of corrective action in part focused on 
accounting treatment: payroll accrual monthly would avoid 
distortions caused by three pay periods falling in a calendar 
month, Bowl expenses could be deferred or revenue accrued to 
reduce distortions caused by timing of Bowl revenue receipt, and 
greater overhead contributions from funded projects (such as the 
Clubhouse and permanent exhibits) could be gained by completing a 
federal A130 audit to justify an overhead rate greater than the 
minimum 18% that is currently being used. 

The immediate revenue shortfall will be corrected by a 
transfer of 18% of Networked Society funding to the operating 
account as an overhead contribution, which of course will require 
that additional funds be raised for the exhibit. Table sales for 
the Bowl can be pushed, as can exhibi t sales. Mr. Franklin 
reported on recent meetings of the Education and Licensing 
Committees which reviewed exhibit sales. Much of Mr. Kelly's time 
to date has been devoted to rationalizing the exhibit kit 
business: creating uniform and professional documentation and 
master software disks, a catalog and a mailing list. That 
business, which he estimated to be modest, can be conducted in 
the future with less effort and expense while Mr. Kelly addresses 
larger dollar volume opportunities, one of which currently is a 
possible sale to stride Rite shoe of up to 400 "How Tall Are 
You?" kits for use in new retail stores. 

Dr. Strimpel next recommended the appointment of a 
sUbcommittee of trustees to oversee Museum compensation and human 
resources policies, which was approved. Dr. Zraket was reported 
as also favoring the proposal and having authorized Dr. Strimpel 
to nominate such committee; he nominated Messrs. Pettinella, 
Kaplan and Franklin who accepted and were approved. 

Dr. Strimpel announced that Mr. Marchiony will begin work 
today on a half-time basis as Director of Marketing and that Ms. 
Gardner will begin as Director of Education on April 26. He also 
reported that NYNEX has committed $100,000 to the Networked 



.. 
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Society exhibi t and that Sprint is close to doing the same. 
Harvard Community Health Plan also is anew prospective grantor. 

II. Approval of a California office was next considered, 
beginning with a financial report that indicated the office 
largely would be funded by transfers of expenses from East Coast 
to west Coast, along with staffing responsibilities. Bowl support 
is strong in California and could be enhanced by greater staff 
support, according to Ms. Bell who strongly favored approval of 
the California office. Computer Chronicles will not be continued 
as a TV show and station KTEH has expressed strong interest in 
assuming future sponsorship of the Bowl, without the $25,000 
production cost which the Museum previously has funded. Such 
sponsorship would not preclude the traditional locus of the Bowl 
on the coast of the previous year's winning team. 

Mr. McKenney approved the proposal but 'would like it to be 
expressly a trial for up to three years, then to be further 
reviewed. He also recommended more direct reporting to the 
Directors of Marketing and Education as well as"to the Executive 
Director. Mr. Hendrie also approved, with the same recommendation 
of a reporting relationship. Mr. Case demurred on the reporting 
relationship, believing the same should be determined with 
careful regard for the people in each position, and otherwise 
approved the proposal., Ms. Bodman expressed concerns regarding 
the ad hoc process by which the proposal came to this committee 
and the ambiguous goals of the proposal, but approved in 
principle. 

Following further discussion the committee approved 
establishment of a west Coast office as recommended for fiscal 
1994-95 with the understanding that the primary purpose is to 
establish a West Coast presence of the Museum for marketing and 
development activities, including project management of the 
Computer Bowl and Electronic Auction. 

The meeting was adjourned at 10:15 a.m., to reconvene on May 
16 at 8:00 a.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 

9~~ 
J. Thomas Franklin, Clerk 
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DAlE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Memorandum 

June 3, 1994 

Board of Trustees 
Board of Overseers 

Oliver Strimpel 

Board of Trustees Meeting on June 17 

Enclosed please find the agenda for the Board of Trustees meeting on Friday, June 17, 
1994. The meeting, which will run from 8:30 a.m. until noon, will be held in the 
Museum's auditorium on the flfth floor. A continental breakfast will be served at 8:00 
a.m., and a light lunch will follow adjournment. Overseers are cordially invited to attend 

The Nominating Committee will present a slate of recommended candidates for the 
Museum's Boards of Trustees and Overseers. (Background materials will be sent 
separately by the Committee.) 

Enclosed is the proposed FY95 budget, for discussion and vote at the meeting. 

Lon~ Range Plan 
In order to have more opportunity for Trustee and Overseer input and to enable our new 
staff department heads in education, marketing, and development to participate, we have 
extended the schedule for the creation of the Museum's next Long-Range Plan. Under the 
new schedule, a draft will be presented to the September Executive Committee meeting, for 
final discussion and approval at the November Trustee meeting. 

A revised partial draft is enclosed that includes new material on exhibits, the Clubhouse, 
and the Online Museum, much of it based on discussions at the two Board meetings in 
February and committee meetings since then. Over the summer, we plan to convene 
marketing, development, and flnance committees to develop these respective areas. 

At our upcoming meeting, we would like to get your response to the enclosed, as well as 
launch the discussion in the marketing, development, and flnance areas. This will be a great 
opportunity to refine our vision of the Museum's role and positioning over the next decade! 

Please take a moment to flll out the RSVP form included in this packet and return it as soon 
as possible to my assistant, Mary McCann. I look forward to seeing you on June 17! 

Enclosures: 
• Agenda 
• RSVPform 
• Draft Long-Range Plan 
• FY95 Budget with notes 
• April financials 
• Minutes from April 13 and May 19 Executive Committee meetings 
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8:30 

12:00 

The Computer Museum 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
Friday, June 17, 1994 
8:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 

Agenda 

Call to Order of Meeting of the Members of the Corporation 

Election of Vice Chairman 
Election of New Trustees 

Meeting Adjourns 

Call to Order of Meeting of the Board of Trustees 

Election of Officers 
Election of Standing Committees 
Election of New Overseers 

FY94 Review and Goals for FY95 
Budget Discussion 

Bowl Report 

Board Committee Reports 

Long-Range Planning Discussion 

Meeting Adjourns 

Lunch 



The Computer Museum 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING 
Friday, June 17,1994 
8:30 a.m. -12:00 p.m. 

R.S.V.P 

I will attend the Board meeting on June 17: _Yes; _No 

I will attend the BREAKFAST (8:00 - 8:30 a.m.): _Yes; _No 

I will attend the LUNCH (12:00 -1:00 p.m.): _Yes; _No 

(We need an accurate tally for breakfast/lunch to ensure that we are not wasteful. Thanks!) 

NAME: 
(please print) 

PHONE: 

E-MAIL ADDRESS 

Please fill out and return this form ASAP to: 

Mary McCann 
The Computer Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

FAX: 617-426-2943 

Phone: 617-426-2800, ext. 372 

E-mail: mccann@tcm.org 
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Combined Operational Results 

FY95BUDGET 

SUMMARY 

The budget for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1995, reflects a net surplus of 
$121< for the Museum overall. The surplus represents the combined results 
of three funds: a surplus of $97K in the Operating Fund, a deficit of $84K in 
the Capital Fund, and break-even in the Exhibit Fund. 

Ohjectives 

• Develop two major new exhibitions -The Networked Society, and The 
Walk-Through Computer 2.0. raising an additional $200K for TNS and 
$450K for WTC 2.0 in FY95. 

• Develop plans and raise start-up funding for a new "mini-campaign" 
designed to fund a new lobby, waterfront park, and retire the mortgage. 
This is not budgetted. 

• Achieve a 10% attendance increase through PR and marketing efforts. 
These are supported by a full programmatic offering in FY95: the 
permanent exhibit, The Networked Society, opening November 12; and 
three special exhibitions on computer art, including_ The Computer in 
the Studio, developed in conjunction with the DeCordova Museum in 
Lincoln, opening September 24, and Aaron in Color: Robot Painter by 
Harold Cohen, opening April 1, 1995. Maintain visibility via calendar 
listings between exhibit openings with special events and programs. 

• Enhance visitor services with new programs for school groups and an 
audio-tape guide. Serve non-English speakers with foreign language 
versions of the tape guide and exhibit video subtitles. 

• Build four new revenue streams that broaden the populations served by 
the Museum: publications, Internet Auction, computer camps, and 
overnights. 

• Plan and start developing the Computing Hall of Fame program. 

• Increase corporate and individual membership revenues through 
improved execution of staff, Board, and volunteers, driven by a fully 
staffed development department. 
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. •. Raise funds to support the second phase of the Computer Oubhouse 
. development. .. 

• Launch the second series of ~omputer Bowls. 

June 2.1994 2 
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FX95 BUDGET NOTES 

Fund Accountina 

To ensure proper usage of restricted and unrestricted assets, the Museum 
.maintains its accounts according to fund accounting principles, whereby 
funds are classified in accordance with specified restrictions or objectives. 

Revenue Recognition 

Revenues, including those for unrestricted contributions, memberships, and 
Capital Campaign pledges are recorded when received. The policy for 
restricted revenues will be to record revenues to the extent of expenses 
incurred plus an appropriate overhead rate. 

Dep:t;eclation 

Set forth below are estimates of depreciation amounts not included in the 
FY94 forecast or FY95 budget because they do not require any cash outflow. 
Determination of depreciation is based upon the estimated useful lives of 
assets on a straight line basis. Depreciable assets include equipment and the 
cost of permanent exhibits depreciated over five years; leasehold 
improvements, depreciated over 20 years; and the building, depreciated over 
32 years. 

The amount of depreciation for FY94 and FY95 will be approximately $758K 
and $778K, respectively. 

Employees 

As of June 30,1994, full-time equivalent employees (FrEs) are expected to be 
42. As of June 30, 1995, FrEs are expected to be 46. (Two of these are new 
positions; the others are positions that are currently vacant.) The FY95 
budget assumes a 4% salary increase for all staff effective on their 
anniversary date. 

June 2, 1994 3 



Restricted Contributions 

Restricted contributions represent amounts designated by the donor to be 
expended for specific activities, functions, programs, exhibits, or types of 
expenditures. 

The following is a summary of restricted contributions (Dollars in 
Thousands): 

Operating Fund Total 
Exhibit Fund Total 
Total Restricted Contributions 

June 2, 1994 4 

FY94 FY95 
Proj. Proj. 

$249 
106 
355 

$ 555 
450 

1,005 



OPERATING FUND 

The Operating Fund, which includes unrestricted and restricted 
contributions, reflects the activity necessary to support the overall 
operations of the Museum. 

The following are notes that support the revenue and expense lines of the 
FY94 budget. 

Computer Clubhouse 

The Museum's major educational project, with $2721< revenue (of which 
$SOK is deferred revenue from FY94) and $215K of expense. The Museum is 
applying a 30% overhead rate to this project to cover space and 
administrative costs. Project expense reflects operation of the Clubhouse for 
a year, program planning, and software development. 

Exhibit-Related 
$283K of revenue is composed of $871< from the Harold Cohen art exhibit 
and ~ther related art exhibits in the Skyline Room. $195K is overhead from 
the Networked Planet and the Walk-Through Computer 2.0. 

Cor.porate Membership 
$250K in revenue is budgetted for FY95. 

Computer Bowl 
Revenue of $365K budgetted for the Bowl, with an additional $40K 
budgetted for the Internet Auction. Net increase of $121< over budgetted 
revenues for FY94 All-Star Bowl. 

Membership Fund 
Total revenues are expected to increase by $321<, due to the establishment 
during FY94 of the Museum Friends Program. 

Admissions 
Admissions revenues of $S81K reflect an average increase of 3.5% over FY94. 
This reflects the draw of the Networked Planet exhibit, which opens in 
November, as well as $26K additional revenue from the Museum's new 
audio-tape tour program. Attendance is projected to increase from 118,000 
people (projected FY94) to 130,000, about a 10% increase, with an average 
admission fee of $4.25 per head. 

Below is a historical summary of attendance levels and average revenue per 
visitor. 
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Store 

# Visitors % Change 

FY 85 34,000 
FY 86 77,00,0 
FY87 77,619 
FY88 77,072 
FY89 88,041 
FY90 91,848 
FY 91 130,319 
FY 92 118,567 
FY 93 117,200 
FY 94 Projected 120,000 
FY 95 Budget 130,800 

NM 
0.8% 

(0.7%) 
14.0% 

4.0% 
42.0% 
(9.0%) 
(2.0%) 

3.0% 
9.0% 

Average Admission 
Revenue/Visitor 

$2.18 
2.32 
2.48 
2.92 
2.64 
3.49 
4.02 
3.91 , 
3.99 
4.25 
4.25 

Net increase of $llK over FY94 is due to increased admissions traffic, with 
projected higher profit levels per person. 

Functions 
Revenue increase of $36K is due to the new Museum Overnight program, as 
well as to a modest projected increase of regular funtion rentals. 

Exhibit Sales 
This program holds the promise of major growth, but has not yet 
performed. The program contributes to the Museum's educaional mission 
as it results in the Museum serving very large numbers of visitors at other 
sites. An aggressive marketing plan is being developed for FY95. 

Publications 
Publications revenue of $110K advance against royalties, for a Museum book 
series, is offset by $95K in expenses in FY95. 

Computer Camps 
Net revenue of $6K is projected for FY95 for this new program. 

Marketing 
Expenses budgetted to increase by $21K in FY95, due to aggressive marketing 
and advertising support for the FY95 events calendar. 

Fund-Raising 
The fund-raising expense line covers corporate membership program 
expenses and 80% of the development director's salary. 
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CAPITAL FUND 

Note that the mortgage expense remains in the FY95 Capital Fund in 
anticipation that there will be fresh capital revenue-generating initiatives in 
FY95. This will be a high priority for the Museum's development effort in 
FY95. If new capital revenues do not materialize, the mortgage payment 
will have to be carried by Operating Fund revenues. 

ENDOWMENT FUND 

$10K interest income is expected in FY95, to be applied to the Operating 
Fund. 

PLANT FUND 

The Plant Fund reflects the amounts invested by the Museum in real estate, 
equipment, and exhibit-related assets. 

EXHIBIT FUND 

The Exhibit Fund represents the activities associated with developing 
permanent new Museum exhibits. $4941< of revenues are budgetted for The 
Networked Planet exhibit (scheduled to open in November 1994), $200K of 
which is to be raised in FY95. 

An additional $850K of revenue is budgetted for the Walk-Through 
Computer 2.0, of which $400K has already been pledged. These figures 
include 18% (or $195K) in operating overhead. 

Iune 2, 1994 7 
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'e 
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

PROPOSED BUDGET 
FY95 

OPERATING CAPITAL EXHIBIT 
% % % COMBINED $ 

FY95 FY94 VARIANCE FY95 FY94 VARIANCE FY95 FY94 VARIANCE FY95 FY94 VARIANCE 
PROJECTION PROJECTION PROJECTION PROJECTION 

-------------------- ------------------- -------------------- --------------------- --------
SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted support: 
clubhouse 272,500 249,500 8% 272,500 249,500 23,000 
Exhibit Related 283,100 86,363 69% 1,344,785 450,000 67% 1,627,885 526,363 1,101,522 
Govt & Foundation 10,286 10,286 -10,286 
Endowment 

unrestricted support: 
capital campaign 41,000 352,050 -759% 41,000 352,050 -311,050 
corporate Membership 250,000 192,725 23% 250,000 192,725 57,275 
Foundation 24,180 24,180 -24,180 
computer Bowl 365,000 438,000 -20% 365,000 438,000 -73,000 
Internet Auction 40,000 40,000 
Membership Fund 210,000 178,000 15% 210,000 178,000 32,000 

Admission 581,900 510,000 12% 581,900 510,000 71,900 
Store 298,000 260,000 13% 298,000 260,000 38,000 
Functions 190,850 160,000 16% 190,850 160,000 30,850 
Exhibit sales 53,300 35,000 34% 53,300 35,000 18,300 
other: 

Interest Income 13,000 3,000 77% 13,000 3,000 10,000 
Publications 110,000 110,000 
Computer camps 18,000 550 97% 18,000 550 17,450 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE 2,685,650 2,147,604 20% 41,000 352,050 -759% 1,344,785 450,000 67% 4,071,435 2,939,654 1,131,781 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Development 78,792 60,000 24% 1,344,785 381,500 72% 1,423,577 441,500 982,077 
Exhibit MaintiEnhancement 58,179 52,000 11% 58,179 52,000 6,179 
Exhibit Sales/Kits 40,560 38,000 6% 40,560 38,000 2,560 
Collections 59,850 64,000 -7% 59,850 64,000 -4,150 
Education & Admission 333,339 260,000 22% 333,339 260,000 73,339 
Clubhouse 215,360 191,900 11% 215,360 191,900 23,460 
Marketing 251,560 245,000 3% 251,560 245,000 6,560 
Publ ica tions 94,945 94,945 
Public Relations 84,594 91,455 -8% 84,594 91,455 -6,861 
Store 238,826 219,559 8% 238,826 219,559 19,267 
Functions 102,320 78,600 23% 102,320 78,600 23,720 
computer Bowl 115,616 137,600 -19% 115,616 137,600 -21,984 
Internet Auction 29,344 29,344 
Fundraising 150,066 58,000 61% 5,300 82,000 -1447% 155,366 140,000 15,366 
Membership Fund 75,835 50,000 34\ 75,835 50,000 25,835 
Museum Wharf 

Op EXp 300,000 316,927 -6% 300,000 316,927 -16,927 
Mortgage 120,200 126,977 -6\ 120,200 126,977 -6,777 

General Management 359,175 262,000 27% 359,175 262,000 97,175 

TOTAL EXPENSE 2,588,361 2,125,041 18% 125,500 208,977 -67% 1,344,785 381,500 72% 4,058,646 2,715,518 1,343,128 

NET REVENUE 97,289 22,563 77% -84,500 143,073 68,500 12,789 224,136 -211,347 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

10 Month Ending 04/30/94 

OPERATING OPERATING ANNUAL 
FY94 FY93 CAPITAL/EXHIBIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED $ BUDGET FORECAST 

Actual Budget Actual Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget VARIANCE FY94 FY94 
-------------------- ---------- ------------------------------------ --------------------- -------- --------------------

SUPPORTIREVENUE 

Restricted support: 
Clubhouse 202,667 270,525 38,030 202,667 270,525 -67,858 287,900 249,500 
Exhibit Related 68,363 82,000 24,581 103,590 524,000 171,953 606,000 -434,047 732,000 526,363 
Govt & Foundation 2,982 41,391 2,982 2,982 10,286 
Endowment 

unrestricted support: 
capital campaign 151,428 474,200 151,428 474,200 -322,772 726,200 352,050 
corporate Membership 152,525 153,750 154,750 152,525 153,750 -1,225 205,000 192,725 
Foundation 24,180 1,000 24,180 24,180 24,180 
computer Bowl 294,125 358,800 298,100 294,125 358,800 -64,675 388,000 438,000 
Membership Fund 153,220 150,440 113,768 153,220 150,440 2,780 178,000 178,000 

Admission 404,767 431,983 393,798 404,767 431,983 -27,216 536,841 510,000 
store 221,262 272,330 186,658 221,262 272,330 -51,068 332,395 260,000 
Functions 154,034 106,480 120,773 154,034 106,480 47,554 140,352 160,000 
Exhibit sales 17,997 70,000 49,240 17,997 70,000 -52,003 90,000 35,000 
other: 

Interest Income 2,465 5,800 2,719 3,315 4,680 5,780 10,480 -4,700 12,000 3,000 
Rental Income 5,950 4,000 
Program Income 2,000 6,092 2,000 -2,000 2,500 200 
Collections 350 3,300 4,413 350 3,300 -2,950 4,000 350 

TOTAL SUPPORTIREVENUE 1,698,937 1,907,408 1,441,263 255,018 998,200 3,315 4,680 1,957,270 2,910,288 -953,018 3,639,188 2,939,654 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Development 50,019 85,395 30,135 163,759 375,350 213,778 460,745 -246,967 580,485 441,500 
Exhibit Maint/Enhancement 49,498 35,740 55,436 2,064 22,160 51,562 57,900 -6,338 69,578 52,000 
Exhibit SaleslKits 32,086 41,080 50,376 32,086 41,080 -8,994 52,610 38,000 
Collections 54,024 51,950 50,876 54,024 51,950 2,074 62,400 64,000 
Education & Admission 215,352 244,012 213,575 215,352 244,012 -28,660 292,570 260,000 
Clubhouse 156,899 196,140 29,254 156,899 196,140 -39,241 236,000 191,900 
Marketing 206,093 192,680 136,944 206,093 192,680 13,413 229,190 245,000 
public Relations 78,257 77 ,916 65,983 78,257 77,916 341 93,334 91,455 
store 191,058 224,804 170,268 191,058 224,804 -33,746 268,932 219,559 
Functions 70,957 56,791 52,776 70,957 56,791 14,166 69,402 78,600 
computer Bowl 61,956 33,230 27,438 61,956 33,230 28,726 135,324 137,600 
Fundraising 49,214 54,345 42,297 105,736 181,331 154,950 235,676 -80,726 286,585 140,000 
Membership Fund 40,600 69,700 26,171 40,600 69,700 -29,100 83,611 50,000 
Museum Wharf 

op EXP 255,239 251,670 246,698 255,239 251,670 3,569 302,000 316,923 
Mortgage 106,286 106,283 106,286 106,283 3 126,977 126,977 

General Management 220,589 181,970 189,917 220,589 181,970 38,619 213,271 262,000 

TOTAL EXPENSE 1,731,841 1,797,423 1,388,144 377 ,845 685,124 2,109,686 2,482,547 -372,861 3,102,269 2,715,514 

NET REVENUE -32,904 109,985 53,119 -122,827 313,076 3,315 4,680 -152,416 427,741 -580,157 536,919 224,140 



05/11/94 

04/30/93 
ACTUAL 

REVENUES: 

clubhouse 38,030 
Exhibit Related 24,581 
Govt & Foundation 42,391 
corporate Membership 154,750 
computer Bowl 298,100 
Membership Fund 113,768 
Admissions 393,798 
Store 186,658 
Functions 120,773 
Exhibit sales 49,240 
Interest Income 2,719 
Other 16,455 

Total Revenues 1,441,263 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 30,135 
Exhibits Maintenance 55,436 
Exhibit sales 50,376 
collections 50,876 
Education & Admissions 213,575 
Clubhouse 29,254 
Marketing 136,944 
Public Relations 65,983 
store 170,268 
Functions 52,776 
computer Bowl 27,438 
Fundraising 42,297 
Membership Fund 26,171 
Musuem Wharf 246,698 
General Management 189,917 

-------
Total Expenses 1,388,144 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) $53,119 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

OPERATING FUND 

FOR THE TEN MONTHS ENDED 
---------04/30/94---------

ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE 

$202,667 270,525 -67,858 
68,363 82,000 -13,637 

$27,162 27,162 
$152,525 153,750 -1,225 
$294,125 358,800 -64,675 
$153,220 150,440 2,780 
$404,767 431,983 -27,216 
$221,262 272,330 -51,068 
$154,034 106,480 47,554 

$17,997 70,000 -52,003 
$2,465 5,800 -3,335 

350 5,300 -4,950 
--------- --------- -------
1,698,937 1,907,408 (208,471) 

50,019 85,395 -35,376 
49,498 35,740 13,758 
32,086 41,080 -8,994 
54,024 51,950 2,074 

215,352 244,012 -28,660 
156,899 196,140 -39,241 
206,093 192,680 13,413 

78,257 77,916 341 
191,058 224,804 -33,746 
70,957 56,791 14,166 
61,956 33,230 28,726 
49,214 54,345 -5,131 
40,600 69,700 -29,100 

255,239 251,670 3,569 
220,589 181,970 38,619 
------- ------- ---------

1,731,841 1,797,423 -65,582 

($32,904) 109,985 -142,889 

PERCENT FY94 FY94 
BUDGET FORECAST 

-25\ 287,900 249,500 
-17\ 100,000 86,363 
100\ 34,466 
-1\ 205,000 192,725 

-18\ 388,000 438,000 
2\ 178,000 178,000 

-6\ 536,841 510,000 
-19\ 332,395 260,000 

45\ 140,352 160,000 
-74\ 90,000 35,000 
-58\ 7,000 3,000 
-93\ 10,500 550 

------- -------
-11\ 2,275,988 2,147,604 

-71\ 102,730 60,000 
28% 43,250 52,000 

-28\ 52,610 38,000 
4\ 62,400 64,000 

-13\ 292,570 260,000 
-25\ 236,000 191,900 

7\ 229,190 245,000 
0% 93,334 91,455 

-18\ 268,932 219,559 
20\ 69,402 78,600 
46\ 135,324 137,600 

-10\ 64,854 58,000 
-72\ 83,611 50,000 

1\ 302,000 316,927 
18\ 213,271 262,000 

-------- --------
-4\ 2,249,478 2,125,041 

-1 26,510 22,563 



05/11/94 THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

04/30/94 
COMBINED 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT ENDOWMENT TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND FUND 04/30/94 6/30/93 

ASSETS: 

Current: 
Unrestricted Cash $368,600 $3,315 $371,915 $259,423 
Restricted Cash 250,000 $250,000 250,000 
Cash Equivalents 167 
Investments 2,074 $2,074 2,074 
Receivables 212,770 $212,770 48,868 
Inventory 45,840 $45,840 49,137 
prepaid Expenses 18,087 $18,087 9,143 
Interfund Receivable 3,315 575,850 $579,165 123,310 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total Current Assets $650,686 $575,850 $253,315 $1,479,851 $742,122 

property & Equipment: 
Equipment & Furniture $260,327 $260,327 $260,327 
capital Improvements 938,338 938,338 938,338 
Exhibits 4,079,698 4,079,698 4,079,698 
Construction in Process 52,908 52,908 52,908 
Land 18,000 18,000 18,000 
Less Accum. Depreciation (2,962,311) (2,962,311) (2,962,311) 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Net property & Equipment $52,908 $2,334,052 $2,386,960 $2,386,960 

TOTAL ASSETS $650,686 $628,758 $2,334,052 $253,315 $3,866,811 $3,129,082 
========::::= ========== ========== ========= ========== ========== 

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable $32,908 $6,601 $39,509 $109,006 
Accrued Expense 37,588 8,710 46,298 63,557 
Deferred Income 142,518 573,470 715,988 194,919 
Interfund payable 575,850 3,315 575,850 123,310 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total Current Liabilities $788,864 $588,781 $3,315 1,377,645 $490,792 

Fund Balances: 
operating ($138,178) (138,178) ($108,566) 
capital 39,977 39,977 162,804 
Endowment 250,000 250,000 250,000 
plant 2,334,052 2,334,052 2,334,052 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total Fund Balances ($138,178) $39,977 $2,334,052 $250,000 $2,485,851 $2,638,290 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $650,686 $628,758 $2,334,052 $253,315 $3,866,811 $3,129,082 

=======::11== :::===1:1::::==== ========== e==:::===== ========tz= 1:1=1:11:1======= 



The Computer Museum 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

May 19, 1994 

Present were Gwen Bell, Lynda Bodman, Richard Case, Gardner Hendrie, Jim McKenney, 
Nick Pettinella, Ed Schwartz, Charles Zraket, Oliver Strimpel, executive director, and Mary : 
McCann, acting clerk. The meeting was called to order at 8:15 a.m. 

I. Dr. Strimpel presented a report on Museum operations. Financials for the 10 months ending 
April 30 show a projected surplus of $22,000 for year end, due to stronger-than-budgeted 
revenues from both the Bowl and the Live Auction. This has counterbalanced the poor 
performance in both attendance (due to a harsh winter) and exhibit sales. 

Exhibit sales continues to carry an element of budget risk, although we have a potential for 
$40,000 in sales to OMSI for a project being funded by Intel. Dr. Strimpel distributed a report 
detailing a possible Museum collaboration with Stride Rite, which was originally prompted by 
their interest in our Height Sensor kit Ms. Bodman explained that this may entail a major build
in to Stride Rite facilities and could generate $500,000 - $1 million for the Museum. There was 
discussion as to what our support responsibilities should be at off site insmJlations. h was agreed 
that while service has not been an issue thus far, it will fast become one once we install more 
offsite exhibits. The same concept holds true for the.Oubhouse: Once we begin outreach of 
Museum-designed programs, adequate support must be in place, and we must budget for this 
new obligation. Discussion also ensued as to the type of exclusivity rights we might grant to 
offsite clients. 

The admissio~ report for the month of April shows a decline in visitor traffic from last year; the 
reason for this is unclear. May attendance is thus far tracking close to projection. We are 
implementing new ways to maximize attendance by school groups. 

Exhibit development for The Networked Society, which provisionally has been renamed the 
Networked Planet, is moving ahead rapidly. To date we have raised $565,000, including recent 
donations of $25,000 from Harvard Community Health Plan for a section on "healthy 
computing," and $20,000 from Stratus (Plus a $300,000 machine from that company). 
Additional proposals are outstanding to Sprint, Unisys, Banyan, Intel and AMD. Fundraising 
for the Walk-Through Computer 2.0 is also active. Trustee Dave House has sent letters of 
solicitation to IBM and other companies. 

Project reports for both the Networked Planet and the Computer Clubhouse were distributed. 
The Networked Planet will open in November, with an evening reception following the 
afternoon Board meeting on November 10. The official public opening will be Saturday, 
November 12. Exclusive activities will also be available for sponsors. 

John Marchiony and Marilyn Gardner are now aboard full time as, respectively, director of 
marketing and director of education. With their arrival, the Museum's Department Head team is 
fully staffed. John is developing a framework for marketing and public relations for the 
Networked Planet Plans for a Board-level marketing committee are underway. 

Dr. Zraket suggested that a milestone report for the Oubhouse be prepared and be given wide 
distribution. Discussion followed as to the image we wish to project in this, and other, printed 
matter. It was agreed that printed pieces should have a consistent style and should convey a 
highly professional image without looking expensive. 



,-

ll. Dr. Bell reported on, and was congratulated on, the great success of the recent Computer 
Bowl and auctions. Over 600 people worldwide registered for the Internet auction. Of the 70 
items offered, only eight did not sell, and these were of a corporate nature. Two Internet 
auctions are planned for next year, in the spring and fall, with each budgetted for $20,000 of 
revenue. The Live Auction was a huge success, with 14 eclectic items garnering larger-than
budgeted revenues. The most popular item, a week: as publisher of Computerworld, with a free 
trip to any of its worldwide editorial posts, went to both top bidders (Gordon Bell and Bill 
Gates) for $28,000 each. The auction will be held again next year, with a new set of donors and 
items. 

ill. Before presentation of the proposed FY95 budget, committee members, with Betsy Riggs in 
attendance, first discussed the Capital Campaign. The Development Committee has decided not 
to proceed with the Campaign; instead, it wishes to develop a new campaign to help us retire the 
mortgage by means of a capital building fund that would have more appeal to donors. 

Discussion ensued about the need for a financial summary statement about the Campaign - what 
has been pledged, including·the Bells' trust of $1 million; collected; and spent. The Finance and 
Development committees were directed to draft a closing statement ~cluding snmmary financials, 
other pertinent facts, and text articulating the rationale behind the change to a new strategy. The 
draft report should go to the Executive Committee for approval before distribution to the Board at 
its June meeting, and then to past donors. 

It was noted that the Finance Committee would like the capital fund reflected in a column of its 
own in the financial statements, for clearer accounting. 

The proposed FY95 budget was presented for discussion. With the cessation of the Campaign, a 
large issue now is how to pay the $120,000 mortgage for FY95 and years thereafter . 

. Some skepticism was voiced about our ability to reach the projected increase in revenue. Given 
the fact that the Museum has consistently fallen short of its revenue goals, Mr. Hendrie 
recommended that we budget conservatively so that our expenses grow by just half ($250,000), 
and we don't spend cash until we have earned it. Dr. Bell reminded the committee that while the 
budget is quite agressive, it reflects the Board mandate to hire top-quality staff and provide them 
the necessary compensation and support. Lengthy discussion ensued, during which Dr. 
Strimpel addressed in detail the rationale for each area of the proposed budget. It was noted that 
the ratio of development revenues to expenses seems low. Dr. Strimpel was then directed to (1) 
scrub down the current proposed budget and (2) prepare a contingency plan for reducing the 
annual operating expenses by $200,000 after four - six months if revenues don't come in as 
planned. 

IV. Ms. Bodman gave the Nominating Committee report. Proposed candidates for Overseers 
include Oemmie Cash, John Shoch, Gary Beach, and Isaac Nassi Also being pursued by the 
committee are Jim Manzi of Lotus and Jim Fisher of Anderson Consulting. The Nominating 
Committee will meet on May 26. Ms. Bodman recommended the creation of a subcommittee to 
address Overseer cultivation and activities. The committee hopes to introduce four to six 
potential Overseer candidates at each Board meeting. The chair of the Board of Overseers should 
perhaps join the Nominating Committee. 

Barry Horowitz has indicated that he would be happy to release his Trustee slot and become an 
Overseer; this should be put on the agenda for the next Board meeting. Ms. Bodman will 
prepare the Nominating Committee agenda for the June 17 Board meeting. 



V. A final version of the Long-Range Plan will be ready for distribution to the Executive 
Committee in September. Further discussion of the draft will take place at both the June Board 
meeting and the July Executive Committee meeting. 

VI. It was decided that future meetings of the Executive Committee will be held on the second 
Thursday of each month, excepting those months in which there are Board meetings. Upcoming 
dates ate July 14 and August 11, from 8:00-10:00 a.m. at the Museum. Committee members 
will be sent a complete list of dates through 1994. 

The meeting was adjourned at 10:30 a.m. 
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SUBJECT: 

Memorandum 

July 6, 1994 

Executive Committee 

Oliver Strimpel 

July 14 Meeting 

Enclosed please find the agenda for our next meeting on Thursday, July 14. 
The meeting, which starts at 8:00 a.m., will be held in the conference room on the 
sixth floor (in the office area) 

Among items to be discussed are the Museum's publications program; a proposal for 
visible storage at the Museum (enclosed); and the "850 Fund," a proposed initiative 
to complete the Museum's acquisition of the building. 

Please call or e-mail Mary McCann (ext 372; McCann@tcm.org) to tell her whether 
you will attend the meeting. 

I look forward to seeing you on next Thursday. 

Enclosures: 
• Agenda 
• Proposal for visible storage 
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Agenda 

The Computer Museum 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 

July 14, 1994 
8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 

1. Dates for meetings after August 

2. Operations Update 

3. Proposal (enclosed) regarding Visible Storage for the Collections 

4. Publications Program 

5. "850 Fund" 



Proposal to Create a Visible Storage Exhibition at The Computer Museum 

As computer history becomes more prominent in the history of technology, The 
Computer Museum's extensive collection will attract more interest. This proposal 
sets forth a plan to facilitate access to the different parts of the collection. 

NEED 

Since the Museum has focussed on serving the ninety percent of our audience who 
are neither highly technical nor interested in the evolution of computer technology, 
the ten percent who are interested in the technical and historical issues have 
become an underserved element of our audience. Both the ninety percent and the 
ten percent components grow in real numbers. Evidence of the growth in interest 
on the part of the latter group falls into three main categories. 

1. Almost every day, staff are approached with requests to see all or specific pieces of 
the Museum's historical collection. These requests come from on-site visitors, 
through the mail, via the Internet, and over the telephone, and from individuals 
and groups. Requestors include students, professors, researchers, historians, 
engineers, and technology enthusiasts. 

2. A number of long-term, core Museum members have become increasingly vocal 
in requesting that the "old things" be made available to more visitors and to 
themselves. 

3. The growth in the number of prior art cases during the past several years has 
attracted. more and more legal research based on the Museum's collection. 

VISIBLE STORAGE AT OTIiER MUSEUMS 

The National Museum of Photography, Film and Television, in Bradford,' U.K., 
anticipated' the need for a visible storage exhibition space early on. They conducted 
extensive research on methods of providing this type of service to visitors as well as 
photography enthusiasts. Their research enabled them to accept, organize, and make 
available to the public an enormous collection of Kodak cameras. A large grant from 
Kodak Corporation allowed the Museum to build specially designed cases that 
provide easy access without affecting other exhibition spaces. 

The Children's Museum hi. Boston developed a labelling system for accessible and 
visible storage areas that ranges from "don't touch" to "pick me up." The labels 
provide simple, easy-to-understand instructions to teachers and students, who are 
encouraged to make appointments to visit the Museum's storage areas. 

". 



In both of these cases, the items in the museums' collections are relatively small and 
can be stored in exhibit cases. The Carnegie Mellon University Museums -
including the University natural history and art museums and the Andy Warhol 
Museum - have taken another tack: they maintain their non-exhibited collections 
in traditional, non-public displays, but open the back rooms to the public for one 
weekend each year. Approximately 4,000 visitors came to the museums this spring 
to see the non-public spaces, view parts of the collections not ordinarily available, 
and find out what sorts of work museum staff do behind the scenes. As a result, the 
Museums plan to increase the frequency of this service. 

IBM's storage facility contains all of IBM's discontinued machines, in a clean, 
humidity-controlled environment. IBM makes the facility available to interested 
visitors by appointment only. Individual artifacts-are ordered in the simplest way 
possible - chronologically. 

While The Computer Museum places historical components - usually three
dimensional, artifact-rich timelines - into each new exhibit, the number of artifacts 
that can be shown in this way is limited by the themes of the Museum's exhibits. 

A VISIBLE STORAGE EXHIBIT AT THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

The Computer Museum proposes to develop a 2,300 square foot dedicated space 
where a significant portion of its -eollection can be viewed by interested parties. The 
first step is to organize the gems of the collection in chronological order. 

FollOwing is a list of many of the significant artifacts that would be displayed: 
The 1890 Hollerith machine replica, ENIAC, Johnniac, WISe, SAGE, Bendix G-15, 
LGP-30, Packard-Bell 250, Philco 212, NEC 2002, CDC 160, PDP-I, DDP-116, PDP-8, 
S05-940, CDC 6600, CDC 7600, IBM 1620, IBM Stretch, Burroughs 9000, DG Nova, 
Prime 1, Xerox Alto, Three Rivers PERQ, Apollo Domain, Sun 3, ETA 10, Thinking 
Machines 1. Generally, only processors, maintenance and control panels, and key 
peripherals would be exhibited. Lesser pieces would be stored, along with the rest of 
the collection, in an off-site storage area. 

Although the large-scale artifacts are most significant, an additional component of 
Visible Storage would allow for display units for small-scale artifacts that include 
the extensive personal computer, memory, and logic component collections. 

Other proposed elements include: 
• Signage. Each machine in the visible storage area would be labeled with a simple 

set of specifications. 
• New acquisitions. As the Museum acquires new, more significant machines, the 

visible storage area will be changed; significant new acquisitions will be 
temporarily displayed in an area devoted to recent acquisitions. 

2 
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• Related collections. An on-site library would include book, document, 
photograph, and film/video collections, along with a database of those 
collections. 

• On-line access. A titles-only version of the database would allow reporters, prior
art and other researchers, and students to examine the collection from afar. 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TIMING 

The Museum's long-range plan recommends half of Bay 6 on the fifth floor 
(approximately 2,300 square feet) for Collections. 

The visible storage area would provide secure, presentable access to interested 
visitors, scholars, and members of the Museum, whether by scheduled appointment 
or by request at any time. 

The Visible Storage area would require ten months from the time of funding to 
completion. 

A floor plan and budget are attached. 

3 



COLLECTIONS Visible Storage Budget 

Capital and first year Costs Notes 
Environmental Controls $5,000 Heating & airconditioning extended from Bay 5 
Exterior wall Insulation $5,000 Unlnsulated or treated with a moisture barrier 
Restore floor $5,000 Floor original 1979 Dlvwood; needs painting 
Update lighting $8,000 Needs lighting aDPropriate for collections 
Cleaning/restoration $30,000 Six month project including intern and volunteers 
Outfitting a library $5,000 Shelving for the book collection 
Relocation costs $10,000 Movers for large pieces and boxing collection 
Off site storage initial cost $10,000 Moving to offsite location Dlus rental 

Total $78.000 

Optional Capital Projects 
Small artifact cases $20,000 Independent but desirable project 
PhotOgraDhina the collection $25,000 Clean ina and movina could Drovide optimum time 

Operating expense 
Half-time intern $15,000 Needed for maintenance and Dublic access 
Off site storage rental $5,000 For the non-visible collection 

Total $20.000 

Collections Operating costs 
FY93 $60,687 
FY94 $66,000 
FY95 $60,000 Assumes caDital will be SDent this year 
FY96 $80,000 Income from usage may increase to offset expensl 
FY97 $80,000 
FY98 $80,000 

". 
7/5/94 



Plan for Visible Storage 
Floor 5; Bay 6 

Sta1rwell Design Functions 
storage 

Shop 
Collections: 
Visible Storage, 
Library, 
Documentation, 
and Offices 
2300 square feet 

'. 
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SUBJECT: 

Memorandum 

May 27, 1994 

Executive Committee 

Oliver Strimpel 

FY95Budget 

Following up on our discussion at the Executive Committee meeting on May 19, we 
have: 

• Further reduced the Operating Fund expenses as far as we can to give a proposed 
FY95 budget surplus of $89,289. The new budget is enclosed. 

• Developed a contingency plan to remove $200,000 of operating expense from the 
FY95 budget. The plan is attached. 

• Prepared a financial report on the status of the Capital Campaign, which is 
currently being reviewed. The formal closing report on the Campaign and the 
communication with all our Campaign donors will be drafted with the Development 
Committee over the next four - eight weeks. 

Note that the IIlOI'JiBGe emense remains in the FY95 Capital Fund in anticipation that 
there will be fresh capital revenue-generatinG initiatives in FY95. This will be a high 
priority for the Museum's deyelgpment effort in FY95. H new capital revenues do 
not materialize. the mortGage payment will have to be carried by O,pera.tinG Fund 
revenues. most probably by implementing Parts of the cutbacks detailed in the 
enclosed continGency plan. 

Please let me have your reactions to this by June 1, if possible, as this is the date on 
which we need to mail the packet out to the Trustees and Overseers in preparation for 
the June 17 meeting. 

Many thanks for all your thoughtful input and ongoing help in meeting our goals! 



FY9S BUDGET; GENERAL NOTES 

Exhibits and Eyents 

During FY95 the Museum plans a full program of exhibit openings and events designed to 
further the Museum's educational mission and reach an increased number of people. 

The Networked Planet, opening November 12, 1994, is the Museum's first major new 
exhibition since Tools and Toys, which opened in June 1992, and completes the Museum's first 
long-range exhibit plan. The budget assumes $200K of revenue raised in FY95 for this exhibit, 
bringing the exhibit revenue to a total of $8ooK. A public relations and marketing plan is being 
developed and will be executed by our new Director of Marketing, John Marchiony, and our 
Director of Public Relations, Gail Jennes. The plan will have a budget of $30,000 from the 
exhibit fund to work with. The Weber Group, New England's largest high-tech communications 
firm, has offered pro bono assistance with this launch. 

In June 1995, The Walk-Through Computer 2.0 will open. $450K of revenue for this project is 
budgetted in FY95, for a total project revenue of $850K. No significant attendance impact is 
budgetted, as the opening will take place only two weeks from the end of the fiscal year. 

In April '95, Harold Cohen's Robot Painter will premiere at the Museum. This is a plotter that 
bandles a paint brush and paints Harold Cohen's original art. ' This project has a $70K budget. 
In addition" three computer art shows will be held in the Skyline Room. 

The attached sheet details the yeats event schedule, designed to gain public interest and press 
listings around the busy school vacation weeks. 

New Earned Revenue Streams 

The FY95 budget includes five new revenue streams designed to broaden the audiences served 
and diversify and expand the Museum's sources of revenue: publications ($110K gross, $15K 
net), the Internet Auction ($40K gross, $8K net), computer camps ($18K gross, $6K net), 
overnights ($36K gross, $10K net), and the audio-tape guide ($26K gross, $19K net). 

Auendance 

The program of activities with supporting promotion and marketing is budgetted to increase 
auendance from 118,000 people projected for FY94 to 130,000, about a 10% increase, with an 
average admission fee of $4.25 per head. FY94 numbers were depressed by the severe winter; 
we asume 'a "nmmal" winter in FY95. 

Diyersity 

The Museum 'will accommodate Spanish language speakers for the first time: All the video 
network guides in The Networked Planet exhibit will offer Spanish captions; the Museum's 
audio-tape tour will be offered in a Spanish version. 

Lon~-Ran&e P1annin~ 

By the November Board meeting, the Museum will complete a new long-range plan, 
incorporating a three-year plan and a ten-year plan. In accordance with the plan, the Museum will 
start raising support for exhibits and programs in FY95 scheduled for opening in FY96 and 
FY97. A longer lead time is especially important in the Federal grant application process (NSF 
andNBH). 

May 27. 1994 
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FY" BUDGET; . DETAU,ED NOTES 

Qperatin& Fund 

1. Operating Fund revenue is budgetted at $537,646 greater than FY94 projected revenues. The 
following increases are the main contributors: 

• $212,763 in the exhibit-related line from the 18-percent overhead on permanent exhibit 
development (Networked Planet and Walk-Through Computer 2.0) taken into the Operating 
Fund 

• $110,000 associated with the new publications program 

• $58,000 from increased corporate membership 

• $32,000 from increased membership fund contributions 

• $40,000 from the Internet Auction 

• $71,000 from increased admissions revenue (assuming a less severe winter and the 
draw of The Networked Planet exhibit and the Harold Cohen robot painter) 

• $3~,000 from the new Overnight program in the functions line 

2. The Operating Fund revenues most subject to risk are: 

• Exhibit sales ($53,300); this program holds out the promise of major growth, but has 
not yet performed. The,program contributes to the Museum's educational mission as it results in 
the Museum serving very large numbers of visitors at other sites. 

• Overhead from the Oubhouse ($57,140) and permanent exhibit development 
($212,763). If these projects proceed with expenditures below budget (owing to lower-than
budgetted revenues from fund-raising), the overhead income to the Operating Fund will be 
correspondingly reduced. 

3. Operating Fund expenses are shown increasing by 18 percent. The main contributors to this 
are: 

• Fund-raising salaries and general and administrative overhead·that were allocated to the 
Capital Fund while the Capital Campaign was active, and the full staffing of the Development 
department in FY95 in contrast to FY94 

• Publications expense tied to the advance-against-royalty publications revenue 

• Education & admissions expense owing to the new Director of Education at a higher salary 
level, and the addition of an education assistant position to assist with education program funding 
and support. 

• $27,000 for the renovation of the Museum offices 

• $25,000 for the conversion of the Museum's in-house computer system to a client-server 
architecture. 

Note: A four-percent salary increase is budgetted. 

May 27. 1994 



OS/26/94 

,. 
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

PROPOSED BUDGET 
FY95 

OPERATING CAPITAL EXHIBIT 
\ \ \ COMBINED $ 

FY95 FY94 VARIANCE FY95 FY94 VARIANCE FY95 FY94 VARIANCE FY95 FY94 VARIANCE 

PROJECTION PROJECTION PROJECTION PROJECTION 
-------------------- ------------------- -------------------- --------------------- --------

SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted support: 
clubhouse 272,500 249,500 8\ 272,500 249,500 23,000 
Exhibit Related 283,100 86,363 69\ 1,344,785 450,000 67\ 1,627,885 526,363 1,101,522 
Govt & Foundation 10,286 10,286 -10,286 
Endowment 

Unrestricted support: 
Capital campaign 41,000 352,050 -759\ 41,000 352,050 -311,050 
corporate Membership 250,000 192,725 23\ 250,000 192,725 57,275 
Foundation 24,180 24,180 -24,180 
computer Bowl 365,000 438,000 -20\ 365,000 438,000 -73,000 
Internet Auction 40,000 40,000 
Membership Fund 210,000 178,000 15\ 210,000 178,000 32,000 

Admission 581,900 510,000 12\ 581,900 510,000 71,900 
store 298,000 260,000 13\ 298,000 260,000 38,000 
Functions 190,850 160,000 16\ 190,850 160,000 30,850 
Exhibit sales 53,300 35,000 34\ 53,300 35,000 18,300 
other: 

Interest Income 5,000 3,000 40\ 5,000 3,000 2,000 
Publications 110,000 110,000 
Computer camps 18,000 550 97\ 18,000 550 17,450 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE 2,677,650 2,147,604 20\ 41,000 352,050 -759\ 1,344,785 450,000 67\ 4,063,435 2,939,654 1,123,781 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Development 78,792 60,000 24\ 1,344,785 381,500 72\ 1,423,577 441,500 982,077 
Exhibit Maint/Enhancement 58,179 52,000 11\ 58,179 52,000 6,179 
Exhibit Sales/Kits 40,560 38,000 6\ 40,560 38,000 2,560 
collections 59,850 64,000 -7\ 59,850 64,000 -4,150 
Education & Admission 333,339 260,000 22\ 333,339 260,000 73,339 
Clubhouse 215,360 191,900 11\ 215,360 191,900 23,460 
Marketing 251,560 245,000 3\ 251,560 245,000 6,560 
Publications 94,945 94,945 
public Relations 84,594 91,455 -8\ 84,594 91,455 -6,861 
Store 238,826 219,559 8\ 238,826 219,559 19,267 
Functions 102,320 78,600 23\ 102,320 78,600 23,720 
computer Bowl 115,616 137,600 -19\ 115,616 137,600 -21,984 
Internet Auction 29,344 29,344 
Fundraising 150,066 58,000 61\ 5,300 82,000 -1447\ 155,366 140,000 15,366 
Membership Fund 75,835 50,000 34\ 75,835 50,000 25,835 
Museum Wharf 

op EXp 300,000 316,927 -6\ 300,000 316,927 -16,927 
Mortgage 120,200 126,977 -6\ 120,200 126,977 -6,777 

General Management 359,175 262,000 27\ 359,175 262,000 97,175 

TOTAL EXPENSE 2,588,361 2,125,041 18\ 125,500 208,977 -67\ 1,344,785 381,500 72\ 4,058,646 2,715,518 1,343,128 

NET REVENUE 89,289 22,563 75\ -84,500 143,073 68,500 4,789 224,136 -219,347 
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Date 
1994 

JUNE 16 

lIid-June 
mid-July 

Thru August 

JULy 1 

lY'95 PLARHIHG CALENDAR (as of 5/26) 
[For internal use only/upper-cased events confirmed] 

Event 

BBEAQ'AST SEIIIHAB.: ROGER REIHER 

Vorld CUp Soccer Ilosk 

LETTER '1'0 WIT! BOUSE 

REVS out 

JULy 1-3 1lARB0BFEST: COIIPUTER ANIIIATION FESTIVAL 

JULy 16- FROII DRAVIHG TO IIONTAGE: COIIPOTERS IN ART 
SEPT 5 

AUGUST 15-25 IIUIIAH VS. COIIPUTER CBECDRS TOlJRlWIENT 

SEPT 14 BREAD'AST SEIIIHAB.: JIll IlAHZI 

SEPT 24-NOV 27 THE COIIPUTER IN THE STUDIO 
(VITH DECORDOVA IlUSEmI) 

Oct 

OCT early 

OCT 1-2 

Oct 21-28 ?? 

Oct 

OCT 23 

NOV 7-9 
NOV 9 
NOV 9-11 
NOV 10 
NOV 11 
NOV 12 

Nov 

Dec 

Dec 23-Jan 2 

Computer Learning lIonth: ?! 

Annual out 

FIFTH HARVARD CUP II1JJWf VS. COIIPUTER CHESS 
CBAI.I.EHGE 

Second Internet Auction 
(pOSSibly again spring 1995?7) 

Breakfast Seminar: 77 

HE'NORDD SOCIETY/PLANET ('l'NS/TNP) 
SVIn OPEHIHG 
'l'NS/'l'NP PRIVATE SPONSOR PllEVIEVS 
ms/'l'NP JlEDwnDS DAY 
'l'NS/'l'NP IlEllBEllS ONLY 1-5PII 
'l'NS/'l'NP VIP GLOBAL OPENING 
ms/'l'NP SPONSOll/UPPER LEVEL IIEBBEllS 
ms/'l'NP PUBLIC OPEHIHG 

Breakfast Seminar: ?? 

Breakfast Seminar: 77 

School Vacation Veek: ?7 

Point person 

Bll 

JAIl 

DG 

BV 

BV 

lIB 

Bll 

BV 

IIB/AC 

GB/CV 

Bll 

Bll 

Bll/ JAllIIIB 
GJIIIG/JAII 

SP 
DG 

Bll 

BR 



1995 

JAR 1 

Jan 14-16 

Jan 

February 

February 

Feb 18-26 

Feb 

Jlarch 18-
Jlay 22?? 

Jlar 

JIar-Apr ?? 

~ out 

Hartin Luther nug Veekend: ?? 

Breakfast Seminar: ?? 

Black History Jlonth: n 

Computer Animation Jlonth 
1:30 & 3:30pm 1-hour shows ?? 
4 weekends 

School Vacation Veek: Computer Animation 

Breakfast Seminar: ?? 

Aaron in Color: Robotic Painter OS/GB/BV 

Breakfast Seminar: ?? 

VaterfrontlVave/Lobby/Park ?? 

April 9,15,16,17 Avom SCHEDULING IVIHTS ON THESE DATES??? 

APRIL 1 

April ?? 

April 15-23?? 

April 28 

Jlay 

Jlay 29 

JOKE 

June ?? 

JULY 1 

July 1-4 ?? 

Palm Sunday, Passover, Easter, Patriots 

HEVS out 

Breakfast Seminar: ?? 

School Vacation Veek: ?? 

The Computer Bowl: The Next Generation 

Breakfast Seminar: ?? 

Jlemorial Day 

THE VALK-THROUGH COJIPUTER 2.0 

Breakfast Seminar: ??? 

REVS out 

BarborFest 

gj/PR Dept. 5/26/94 

DR 

BV 

DR 

DR 

BR 

GB/CV 

BR 

DR 



FY95 Contingency Plan 

Item Amount Decision Comments 
Date 

Cancel Office Rehabilitation 25,000 Nov-94 
Cancel shift to client/server office system 27,000 Nov-94 
Cancel/delay part time Collections Assistant 10,700 Jun-94 Collections effort reduced as Collections Manager curates art show 
Postpone creation of donor wall in lobby 5,000 ongoing 
Postpone printing of Annual Report 5,000 May-95 Printing donation will be sought 
Eliminate W. Coast assistant 14,550 8eo-94 W Coast fund-raising & 8/W guide promotion reduced 
Reduce support staff 25,000 onaoina Only one SUODOrt position is open as of 5/26/94. 
Terminate proactive exhibit sales program 20,000 Jan-95 If revenues don't track, remove exhibit sales position 
8alary freeze on staff directors (10 ppl) 13,000 Jan-95 Budgetted 4% increases only awarded if revenues perform 
5% cut on most non-salary expense 40,000 8eo-95 $800,000 of eligible expense 
Additional personnel cuts to be determined 15,000 Jan-95 

TOTAL $200.250 

5/27/94 
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Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

DAlE: 

10: 

FROM: 

Memorandum 

July 18, 1994 

Executive Committee 

Oliver Strimpel 

SUBJECT: July 14 Executive Committee meeting 

Please note: At the July 14 Executive Committee meeting, the Committee changed the 
dates for the September and October meetings. The next Executive Committee 
meetings are now as follows: 

• Thursday. AUiUst 11 (8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.) 

• Wednesday. September 14 (9:00 a.m •• 11:00 a.m.) 

• Friday. October 14 (8:00 a.m. -10:00 a.m.) 

For those of you unable to attend last week's meeting, I enclose the handouts from 
the meeting. 

Thanks. 
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'" 07113/94 THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

06/30/94 
--' COMBINED 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT ENDOWMENT TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND FUND 06/30/94 6/30/93 

ASSETS: , 
Current: 

unrestricted Cash $169,132 $6,382 $175,514 $259,423 
Restricted cash 250,000 $250,000 250,000 
Cash Equivalents 167 
Investments 150,000 $150,000 2,074 
Receivables 240,584 $240,584 48,868 
Inventory 57,558 $57,558 49,137 
prepaid Expenses 20,440 $20,440 9,143 
Interfund Receivable 6,382 458,907 $465,289 123,310 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total Current Assets $644,096 $458,907 $256,382 $1,359,385 $742,122 

property & Equipment: 
Equipment & Furniture $260,327 $260,327 $260,327 
capital Improvements 938,338 938,338 938,338 
Exhibits 4,079,698 4,079,698 4,079,698 
Construction in Process 52,908 52,908 52,908 
Land 18,000 18,000 18,000 
Less Accum. Depreciation (2,962,311) (2,962,311) (2,962,311) 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Net property & Equipment $52,908 $2,334,052 $2,386,960 $2,386,960 

TOTAL ASSETS $644,096 $511,815 $2,334,052 $256,382 $3,746,345 $3,129,082 _____ a __ .... ___ -=us ____ a __ aa._Da __ 
_______ .a lIIa ________ ------.. _--

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable $53,966 $41,614 $95,580 $109,006 
Accrued Expense 66,122 55,408 121,530 63,557 
Deferred Income 131,795 394,214 526,009 194,919 
Interfund payable 458,907 6,382 458,907 123,310 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total Current Liabilities $710,790 $491,236 $6,382 1,202,026 $490,792 

Fund Balances: 
operating ($66,694) (66,694) ($108,566) 

f Capital 20,579 20,579 162,804 
Endowment 250,000 250,000 250,000 
plant 2,334,052 2,334,052 2,334,052 

--------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total Fund Balances ($66,694) $20,579 $2,334,052 $250,000 $2,537,937 $2,638,290 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $644,096 $511,815 $2,334,052 $256,382 $3,746,345 $3,129,082 

==aCIIIIIIIDza:lSCil z:=aa_aczc=_ l::~a==_aD:=== _.:I==_IIZII:-== == __ 0_===11:1 ___ aa_=_a_ 

.' 



07/14/94 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM . 
STATEMEI!l'l' OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

12 Month Ending 06/30/94 

OPERATING ANNUAL 
FY94 CAPITAL EXHIBIT ENDOWMEI!l'l' COMBINED $ BUDGET 

Actual Budget ACtual Budget ACtual Budget ACtual Budget Actual Budget VARIANCE FY94 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ --------------------- -------- ------------

SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted Support: 
Clubhouse 250,710 287,900 250,710 287,900 -37,190 287,900 
Exhibit Related 109,719 100,000 265,940 632,000 375,659 732,000 -356,341 732,000 
Govt & Foundation 10,904 10,904 10,904 
Endowment 

unrestricted support: 
capital campaign 196,100 726,200 196,100 726,200 -530,100 726,200 
Corporate Membership 206,136 205,000 206,136 205,000 1,136 205,000 
Foundation 29,180 29,180 29,180 
Computer Bowl 438,931 388,000 438,931 388,000 50,931 388,000 
Membership Fund 187,953 178,000 187,953 178,000 9,953 178,000 

Admission 504,386 536,841 504,386 536,841 -32,455 536,841 
Store 263,782 332,395 263,782 332,395 -68,613 332,395 
Functions 179,828 140,352 179,828 140,352 39,476 140,352 
Exhibit Sales 38,897 90,000 38,897 90,000 -51,103 90,000 
Other: 

Interest Income 3,266 7,000 6,382 7,000 9,648 14,000 -4,352 12,000 
Rental Income 4,000 
program Income 2,500 2,500 -2,500 2,500 
Collections 425 4,000 425 4,000 -3,575 4,000 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE 2,224,117 2,271,988 196,100 726,200 265,940 632,000 6,382 7,000 2,692,539 3,637,188 -944,649 3,639,188 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Development 63,570 102,730 342,140 477,755 405,710 580,485 -174,775 580,485 
Exhibit MaintiEnhancement 54,399 43,250 4,299 26,328 58,698 69,578 -10,880 69,578 
Exhibit Sales/Kits 38,846 52,610 38,846 52,610 -13,764 52,610 
Collections 65,288 62,400 65,288 62,400 2,888 62,400 
Education & Admission 287,037 292,570 287,037 292,570 -5,533 292,570 
Clubhouse 192,304 236,000 192,304 236,000 -43,696 236,000 
Marketing 250,705 229,190 250,705 229,190 21,515 229,190 
Public Relations 92,207 93,334 92,207 93,334 -1,127 93,334 
Store 225,280 268,932 225,280 268,932 -43,652 268,932 
Functions 85,190 69,402 85,190 69,402 15,788 69,402 
computer Bowl 135,447 135,324 135,447 135,324 123 135,324 
Fundraising 66,070 64,854 130,849 221,731 196,919 286,585 -89,666 286,585 
Membership Fund 48,180 83,611 48,180 83,611 -35,431 83,611 
Museum Wharf t 

Op EXp 310,382 302,000 310,382 302,000 8,382 302,000 
Mortgage 126,977 126,977 126,977 126,977 126,977 

General Management 267,340 213,271 267,340 213,271 54,069 213,271 

TOTAL EXPENSE 2,182,245 2,249,478 257,826 348,708 346,439 504,083 2,786,510 3,102,269 -315,759 3,102,269 

NET REVENUE 41,872 22,510 -61,726 377,492 -80,499 127,917 6,382 7,000 -93,971 534,919 -628,890 536,919 

.' 



07/12/94 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

12 Month Ending 06/30/94 

OPERATING OPERATING ANNUAL 
FY94 FY93 CAPITAL/EXHIBIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED $ BUDGET 

Actual Budget ACtual ACtual Budget Actual Budget ACtual Budget VARIANCE FY94 
-------------------- ---------- ------------------------------------ ------.--------------- -------- ------------

SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted Support: 
clubhouse 250,710 287,900 76,198 250,710 287,900 -37,190 287,900 
Exhibit Related 109,719 100,000 34,581 265,940 632,000 375,659 732,000 -356,341 732,000 
Govt & Foundation 10,904 50,323 10,904 10,904 
Endowment 

Unrestricted support: 
capital campaign 196,100 726,200 196,100 726,200 -530,100 726,200 
corporate Membership 206,136 205,000 194,750 206,136 205,000 1,136 205,000 
Foundation 29,180 1,000 29,180 29,180 
Computer Bowl 438,931 388,000 321,210 438,931 388,000 50,931 388,000 
Membership Fund 187,953 178,000 131,170 187,953 178,000 9,953 178,000 

Admission 504,386 536,841 486,958 504,386 536,841 -32,455 536,841 
Store 263,782 332,395 234,923 263,782 332,395 -68,613 332,395 
Functions 179,828 140,352 163,527 179,828 140,352 39,476 140,352 
Exhibit sales 38,897 90,000 54,340 38,897 90,000 -51,103 90,000 
other: 

Interest Income 3,266 7,000 3,480 6,382 7,000 . 9,648 14,000 -4,352 12,000 
Rental Income 5,955 4,000 
program Income 2,500 6,092 2,500 -2,500 2,500 
collections 425 4,000 5,849 425 4,000 -3,575 4,000 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE 2,224,117 2,271,988 1,770,356 "462,040 1,358,200 6,382 7,000 2,692,539 3,637,188 -944,649 3,639,188 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Development 63,570 102,730 33,380 342,140 477,755 405,710 580,485 -174,775 580,485 
Exhibit Maint/Enhancement 54,399 43,250 59,652 4,299 26,328 58,698 69,578 -10,880 69,578 
Exhibit SaleS/Kits 38,846 52,610 51,620 38,846 52,610 -13,764 52,610 
Collections 65,288 62,400 63,939 65,288 62,400 2,888 62,400 
Education & Admission 287,037 292,570 266,074 287,037 292,570 -5,533 292,570 
clubhouse 192,304 236,000 58,612 192,304 236,000 -43,696 236,000 
Marketing 250,705 229,190 171,710 250,705 229,190 21,515 229,190 
Public Relations 92,207 93,334 84,813 92,207 93,334 -1,127 93,334 
Store 225,280 268,932 217,952 225,280 268,932 -43,652 268,932 
Functions 85,190 69,402 67,171 85,190 69,402 15,788 69,402 
Computer Bowl 135,447 135,324 106,856 135,447 135,324 123 135,324 
Fundraising 66,070 64,854 48,654 130,849 221,731 196,919 286,585 -89,666 286,585 
Membership Fund 48,180 83,611 35,968 48,180 83,611 -35,431 83,611 
Museum Wharf f 

Op Exp 310,382 302,000 294,698 310,382 302,000 8,382 302,000 
Mortgage 126,977 126,977 126,977 126,977 126,977 

General Management 267,340 213,271 261,680 267,340 213,271 54,069 213,271 

TOTAL EXPENSE 2,182,245 2,249,478 1,822,779 604,265 852,791 2,786,510 3,102,269 -315,759 3,102,269 

NET REVENUE 41,872 22,510 -52,423 -142,225 505,409 6,382 7,000 -93,971 534,919 -628,890 536,919 

.' 



07/12194 

06/30/93 
AC~UAL 

REVENUES: 

clubhouse 76,198 
Exhibit Related 35,581 
Govt & Foundation 50,323 
corporate Membership 194,750 
computer Bowl 321,210 
Membership Fund 131,170 
Admissions 486,958 
Store 234,923 
Functions 163,527 
Exhibit sales 54,340 
Interest Income 3,480 
other 17,896 

~otal Revenues 1,770,356 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 33,380 
Exhibits Maintenance 59,652 
Exhibit sales 51,620 
collections 63,939 
Education & Admissions 266,074 
clubhouse 58,612 
Marketing 171,710 
Public Relations 84,813 
Store 217,952 
Functions 67,171 
computer Bowl 106,856 
Fundraising 48,654 
Membership Fund 35,968 
Musuem Wharf 294,698 
General Management 261,680 

-------
~otal Expenses 1,822,779 

, 
NE~ REVENUES(EXPENSES) ($52,423) 

.' 

~HE COMPU~ER MUSEUM 
S~A~EMEN~ OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

OPERA~ING FUND 

FOR ~HE ~WELVE MON~HS ENDED 
---------06/30/94---------

AC~UAL BUDGE~ VARIANCE 

$250,710 287,900 -37,190 
109,719 100,000 9,719 
$40,084 40,084 

$206,136 205,000 1,136 
$438,931 388,000 50,931 
$187,953 178,000 9,953 
$504,386 536,841 -32,455 
$263,782 332,395 -68,613 
$179,828 140,352 39,476 

$38,897 90,000 -51,103 
$3,266 7,000 -3,734 

425 6,500 -6,075 
--------- --------- -------
2,224,117 2,271,988 (47,871) 

63,570 102,730 -39,160 
54,399 43,250 11,149 
38,846 52,610 -13,764 
65,288 62,400 2,888 

287,037 292,570 -5,533 
192,304 236,000 -43,696 
250,705 229,190 21,515 
92,207 93,334 -1,127 

225,280 268,932 -43,652 
85,190 69,402 15,788 

135,447 135,324 123 
66,070 64,854 1,216 
48,180 83,611 -35,431 

310,382 302,000 8,382 
267,340 213,271 54,069 
------- ------- ---------

2,182,245 2,249,478 -67,233 

$41,872 22,510 19,362 

PERCEN~ FY94 
BUDGE~ 

-13' 287,900 
10' 100,000 

100' 
I'll 205,000 

13' 388,000 
6' 178,000 

-6\ 536,841 
-21'11 332,395 
28' 140,352 

-57' 90,000 
-53'11 7,000 
-93'11 10,500 

-------
-2' 2,275,988 

-62' 102,730 
20' 43,250 

-35' 52,610 
4' 62,400 

-2' 292,570 
-23' 236,000 

9' 229,190 
-1'11 93,334 

-19' 268,932 
19' 69,402 
0' 135,324 
2' 64,854 

-74' 83,611 
3' 302,000 

20, 213,271 
--------

-3' 2,249,478 

1 26,510 
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. The Computer Museum 
Operating Fund Activity 

. $2500000 -,--------------------, 

• Operating Income 
II1II Operating expenses 

$2000000 +-------------

$1500000 -1--------

$1000000 -f...--

$500000 

$0 
FY 85 86 ' 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 



. The Computer Museum 
.. Operating Income 

$2500000-----------------. 

. III Contributed annual 
• Earned income 

$2000000-1---------------

$1500000 +---------

$1000000 +---

$500000 

$0 
FY85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 



The Computer Museum 
Total Contributions Annually 

$3000000 -----.;.------------------. 
People & 3rd Campaign and 
Computers Tools & Toys 

Walk-Through 
Computer 1.0 

1st 2nd Campai~ and 
Campaign Smart Machmes 

$2000000 -1--001---

$1000000 

$0 
FY 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 

III Capital & Exhibit Contributions 
• Contributed annual 



• . 

The Computer Museum 
.Number of Different Funders: . 
Corporate, Government, Individual, & Foundation 

60~-----------------------------------

• $10,000·24,999 
.• >$25,000 

50+--------------------------------

~~--------------------

30 ........... -----

20 

10 

o 
FY 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 



$4500000 

The Computer Museum -
Plant Fund and Endowment 
Mortgage and Loans 

• PlantFund 
·11 Mortgage remainder 
II Endowment and Loans 

Estimated: ~ 
Gift of half interest 

-in Museum Wharf 

$3000000 4----------u:::=t'~:_::r_~r_---

-$1500000 -1-----

$0 

Wharf mortgage 
payment assumed 

$-1500000 -I----,r---~-~-....--~--...---.--r___r-__1 
FY 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 



. . 

The . Computer Museum 
. ·Percent Earned Revenue of 

Total Operating Revenue 
60.0% -r---------~------__, 

50.0% 4-----------

40.0% -1---

30.0% 

20.0% 

10.0% 

0.0% 
FY 85 86 87 88 8990 91 92 93 94 
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. The Computer Museum · 
Earned . Income 

$1000000 +------------== 
II Auxiliary activity income 
• Admissions income 

$800000 +-----------

$600000 -1-----------

$400000 -+--

$200000 

$0 
FY 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 

Auxiliary income includes the store, rental for functions 
. and other activities, and exhibit kit sales. 



fI.l 

The Computer Museum 
Number of Contributors 

~250~--------------------------------~ 
.E Support within each · year. 
:E II $1,000·9,999 = II $10,000·24,999 
8 • . >$25,000 
t 200+---------------------
-= .... c 
~ c 
fI.l 

'i 
~ 150+----------... 
~ ... 
"0 

~ 
W\ 

fI.l = c ... .... 
~ 
~ 
C . 
Q. 

. ~ 
C 

' U 
c:.. 
c 
~ 
Q) 

.c 
5 = z 

100 

50 

0 
85 86 87 88 89 90 91 9293 94 

Fiscal Years 
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Seriou_-
Well, not all that serious. 

'

he dreildcd summer backslWe isn't 
much of a problem in Japanese 
schools; Sludents in Nippon slave 

away ' till late July. American kid~, of 
\ ' course, have an e~ra month off to forget 

e.verything they soaked up in the past 
year. Maybe that's why ]OhnXlY can't 
read, write or balance a checkbook. 

A longer American school year is the 
ftlvored remedy in some think·tank cir
cles. A less drastic solution is a round of 
summer cdutainment. Countle5s compa
nies an~ cranking out software, 
bouks, games and do·it-yourself 

" kits that claim to be fun and educa
donal, They drin in skilh, tlley rev 
uf Cl'utivity, they spark inteUcctu
a curiosity. Sounds great, but do 
they deliver? U.S. News played 
with a slew of them- and polled 
educators, toy experts and chilo 
drcn - to sIte up the current crop. 

'. 

COMPUTER SOnwARE 
Sammy's Science House (Edmark, 
ages 2-5, DOS and Macilitosh, 
$35) is Dcw-breed software. 'Rath
er than drilling, kids play around, 
practice a few skiDs and absorb in
formation osmotically. They can 
make a "movie" by selecting 
scenes from a jumbled filmstrip 
panel-say of an eclipse. Pick the 
right order and the program 
shows an animated film featuring 
thc sequence. Kids can also ob· 
serve animals at a pond or $Ort ob~ 
jects into categories like "things 
that grow." The activities fit nicely 
with kindergarten and first-grade 
curricula, says Cathy Miraoker, a 
director of the KIds' Software 
Project, an evaluation effort run 
by ~~on's Comp~~r ~.~um. 
Sammy ClefJ'Uls-ra\er fIl,s month: 

. Miran1cer also likes ZW'k's Learn-
u~ Safari (Soleil, .ages 3·7, poS 
and Macintosh, $49.95). Children 
play games with an African 
theme-finding camouflaged ani
mals, for instance, In the process, 
lhey count, match shapes, review" 

62 

4156621605 
P.02 

summer 
sc~ool skills sharp can be fun 

Qlnl.uh.nt and learn about wildlife. 
'IJ.'''·-'''''J.nserics from Living Bocks 

lure a small child from the TV. 
animated, iuleractiveversions of 
books, the story is read aloud in 
(or Spanish, if you prefer). Click 
word to hear il pronounced, or 
just about anything else on the 

for fun, In the latest ~jtle, Ruffs 
3·8, W1l1dows or Macintosh 

• $40), three-legged pant~ 
the cancan, stars croon and mono 

keys toss bananas. Some academics ate 
critical of the special effects, which are, 
after aU, merely window dressing. Olhers 
say Living Books may motivate slow 
readers - with a parent's help, of course. 

The best electronic driJ[mastets are 
veteran programs like Math Blcuter 
from Davidson, the Reader Rabbit and 
Treasure series from the Learning Co. 
and MECC's Num~r and Word Munch· 
ers. They offer educationally ~ound re
views ofaddition, nlultiplication, spelling 

V.sNl>WS &. WClRlD REI'o!cf. JUU' 11.1994 
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and (he like: Kids enjoy 
the programs because the 
driJls are embed'ded in ar
cade-style gam~s, but ac
ademics gripe that the 
drills and the game arc 
unconnected. It's as if a 
child bad to field a math 
question every two min
utes -to k.eep, watching 
"Pull House. ' Such pro
grams may help a moti· 
vated student, but they're 
far from cutting edge. 

Planetary Taxi (Voyag- . 
er, ages 7·15, Macintosh 
CD-ROM, $39.95) is a fienctishly clever 
marriage of science and math, with three 
difficulty levels to straddle the age range. 
The player bas lO ferry Earthlings to dif4 
fcrent planets. The goal is to maximize 
tips over a 50-year career: Kids will soon 
be happily eslimating, adding and tap
ping their knowledge of as~ronomy-or 
exploring the program's databa~e: !'Take 

lJ.S.N£WS & WoRUl RI!PORT, )VI..Y 1~ 1m 

me to the planet with the 
highest mountainli," or
ders one fare. (It's Mars.) 

Not much other new 
software for teenagers is 
great fun and education
al. The Sim<;:ity 2000 ver
sion of the simulation 
game, which was first in
troduced in 1989, rc
ceived the most votes 
from computemiks inter· 
viewed (Maxis, ag~ 12 
and up, DOS and Macin
tosh, $54.95). It offers a 
crash course in econom-

urban woes as you try to run a 
'-'UY lU'U'" , it's for semiseriou5 kids 
~.,.'",hif'. are more realistiC than in 

SimCity (buildings are more 
and unseX)' but major PQints 
supply get more emphasis. 

on. A writing-free sutluncr bas 
Il.V"0"',Uenccs, "Most of tbe rep 

shows that the ability to write 

4156621695 
P.93 

fades." says Greg Jackson, director of 
academic computing at the Massachu
sclt~ Institute of Technology. Cf'(!ative 
Writer (Microsoft, ages 8 and up, Win
dowsand Macintosh, about S4S) i~ one of 
the most feature-rich word-processing 
programs for children. :Besides providing 
a lively on-screen work space, the pro
gram stimulates imaginalioDswith a "slot 
machine" of silly :stoIY startcrs. You can 
change the :shape or color of letters. or 
replace :selected words with pictures. Too 
bad there aren't tips on ",-riting better, 

The Mulrimedia Works~op (Davidson, 
ages 10 to adult, Macintosh, $80) is 
packed with desktop publishing, paint 
and videQ capabilities. It includes a book 
log and a template for book reports
useful to kids who sign up for a reading 
program at the locallibrllry. For journal 
writing, Stone & Associates makes My 
Computer Dial)' for guh. which includes 
biographies of hundreds of famous 
women, aod Journal of Superstars for 
bQYs, with bios of famous mcn (ages 10 

.... 



'Ut:. 

: I Roaming I, fOJ: example, doesn't 
I explain how the robot works, tbough the 
, little guy is fun to watch - for the few 
, kids, or parents, who manage tQ decipher 

the! !?·llnstruclion.s and build him. 
One new scicnce kit breaks the mold . 

. Explore Our Human Origins (Curiosity 
Kits, ages 10 and up, $25) contains an 
engrossing.booklet 9n fossils and a bag of 
rubble with up to 10 fossilized shens, bat 
jaws and fish bone5. You can siftthe stuff 
and label the finds. The kit also contains 
plaster of paris to cast a footprint and a 
stone slab and paints for cavc-dweller
style art, which is covered in the booklet. 

Imagine a puzzle where a child assem
bles small geometric shapes ioto larger 

il . 

CAS ED FDN 

rectangles. That's Pentomi
;ntll • ., ... rf by a mathematician and 

mllU,etCU in foam cutouts by Binary 
up, $5). Practicmg Pen

a child an edge in ge
Thompson, mrec

program at the 
at Bcrkeley. Cu- . 

another geometric Binary 
, the goal is to take diamond 
build a cube or cubist forms. 

,.A .. ~"?J(.lIl5 an old trick can teach a 
to a child. Magic Works 

up) is a line of six time-
evices that Jive up to tbeir 

A tiny swprd seems to cut 
a closed ring; a sliced rope re

tricks, $9 each from Milton 
formerly sold in magic 

the Tenyo name al higher 
of the educational benefits 
dried: reading, memoriza-

's more. "Kids who start 
and nerds can take ever 

with maglc,". says Jamy Ian 
profe5sional magician in New 

Be5ides defeating their 511y
learn a valuable lesson in a 

age: how to keep a secret. • 

41566216135 
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~ 

300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 
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FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Memorandum 

August 24, 1994 

Executive Committee 

Oliver Strimpel 

Minutes, August 11 meeting 

Enclosed please find minutes from the Executive Committee meeting held on August 
11. For those of you unable to attend the meeting, I also enclose the handouts from 
the meeting. 

Thanks. 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

August 11, 1994 

Present were Gwen Bell (by telephone), Richard Case, Gardner 
Hendrie, Tom Franklin, Clerk, Charles Zraket, Chairman, and 
Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director. The meeting was called to 
order at 8:10 a.m. by Mr. Zraket. 

I. The Committee first met in executive session. The minutes of 
the executive session are confidential. 

II. Dr. strimpel next presented an operations update. Admissions 
were below target in July for reasons that are not clear. Dr. 
Zraket suggested that corporate members be solicited to subsidize 
school groups, possibly from their employment area. 

The Networked Planet exhibit now is within $10,000 of full 
funding with further grants expected from NSF and Unisys. Chipcom 
recently pledged $20,000. Walk Through computer has $550,000 
committ~d to date. 

Gary Eichorn of H-P has agreed to serve as a trustee and 
seems very enthusiastic; he will meet with Dr. Strimpel at the 
Museum soon. 

The Childrens' Museum is seeking a $5 million federal grant 
with an anticipated decision within weeks, which it will use to 
construct the. Wave and. new lobby. wi th funding they would 
commence construction this November although some design issues 
remain to be resolved. 

III. Gwen Bell reported on the status of publications. Contracts 
have been signed with Crown Publishing for Walk Through and Bowl 
books. An author is needed for the former. We are working with 
the authors to select a publisher and terms for the Guide to Kids 
Software, which we hope to see published next summer in time for 
Christmas 1995 marketing. 

Dr. Bell also reported on a program to encourage corporate 
members to contribute artifacts and documents. synoptics has been 
asked to locate and contribute artifacts from PARCo 

She also reported on preliminary investigation of a 
variation of the previously proposed Hall of Fame; a three or 
four part television series on "The Pinnacles of Computer 
Technology" using in the main recipients of the National Medal of 
Technology. After discussion it was agreed to proceed with 
investigation of a TV series, and possibly a related book, based 
on our present "Milestones in Computing" exhibit but to solicit 
the Medal of Technology recipients for artifacts and a video 
record. 



-2-

IV. John Marchiony joined the meeting for a discussion of 
exhibit licensing. The proposed agreement with Impart, Inc. was 
reviewed and approved, subject to the following changes: 

1 .• The ·Museum should have a "no-cause" termination right but 
could agree not to license another distributor in such case if 
Impart were in performance of its obligations. 

2. We must be sure that stride Rite has no objection to our 
providing the "How Tall are You?" exhibit to Impart and its 
customers. 

3. We should require a minimum order from Impart of four 
units to initiate the contract, thereby reducing our exposure for 
the $15,000 re-engineering cost. 

4. We must investigate the impact of the transaction on our 
tax status, with Dave Donaldson and by checking how the MFA 
handles its unrelated revenues. 

V. Dr. Zraket left the meeting just before discussion of 
developing a simulation ride for the Museum which would be based 
on a tour of a computer or a network and wduld utilize sound, 
film or video and moving seats in a specially constructed small 
auditorium, possibly seating 15 to 20 persons. The cost· would be 
approximately one and a half million dollars, which might be 
provided on some terms by Larry Miller, a shopping mall owner 
introduced to the Museum by Tony Pell. The ride would increase 
attendance, possibly by a great deal, and could be replicated at 
a lower cost for display' in shopping malls which would reach a 
much larger audience. After discussion the meeting was adjourned 
at 10:10 a.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 

-·9-·- 77 . - .. ~ ..... . "~~ 
J. Thomas Franklin, Clerk 

l 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

August 11, 1994 

Executive Session 

CONFIDENTIAL 

The Executive Committee met in executive sess:ion to consider 
further the sabbatical leave for Dr. Strimpel starting about July 
1, 1995. Dr. str impe I , s outline of his plans for a sabbatical, 
including a temporary affiliation with an academic institution, 
were reviewed and approved. Dr. Zraket suggested he address some 
of his thought to means by which the Museum can exhibit software 
as well as hardware and that he spend·some time at Mitre learning 
what they are doing with object oriented software. 

Determination of interim management during Dr. Strimpel' s 
sabbatical will be deferred until closer to the commencement 
date. 

Respectfully submitted, 

;:~;~l¥.;~ 
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Agenda 

The Computer Museum 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 

August 11, 1994 
8:00 a.m. . 10:00 a.m. 

1. Operations Update 

2. Historical Projects 

3. Exhibit Licensing 

4. Simulation Ride 
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DA1E: 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Memorandum 

August 5, 1994 

Executive Committee 

Oliver Strimpel 

August 11 Meeting 

Enclosed please find the agenda for our next meeting on Thursday, August 11. 
The meeting, which starts at 8:00 a.m., will be held in the conference room on the 
sixth floor (in the office area) 

Among items to be discussed are exhibit licensing, historical projects, and 
simulation rides. 

Please call or e-mail Mary McCann (ext 372; McCann@tcm.org) to tell her whether 
you will attend the meeting. 

I look forward to seeing you next Thursday. 

Enclosures: 
• Agenda 
• Attendance figures 
• Admissions report 
• Letter/attachments from J. Marchiony re: licensing 
• Minutes, July 14 Executive Committee meeting 
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weekly Comparison 
1994 vs. 1993 
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Infants 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

July 14, 1994 

Executive Session 

CONFIDENTIAL 

The Executive Committee met in executive session to consider 
a proposed sabbatical leave for Dr. strimpel starting about July 
1, 1995, for six months. Mr. Zraket recommended approval, noting 
that Dr. Strimpel will then have completed ten years as Executive 
Director, will have completed the long range plan and will have 
completed recruitment of all department heads. Members expressed 
unanimous approval and requested that Dr. Strimpel prepare a 
brief outline of the activities he would· like to pursue during 
such a sabbatical as well as a plan for the Museum operations in 
his absence. Subject to review of such plans the proposal will be 
voted at the next meeting. 

Respectfully submitted, 

!l~~ 
~- Thomas Franklin, Clerk 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

July 14, 1994 

Present were Dave Kaplan, Tom Franklin, Clerk, Tony Pell, 
Charles Zraket, Chairman, and Oliver Strimpel, Executive 
Director. The meeting was called to order at 8:20 a.m. by Mr. 
Zraket. 

I. The Committee first met in executive session without Dr. 
Strimpel. The minutes of the executive session are confidential. 

Dates for subsequent 
established as August 11, 
breakfast, and October 14. 

meetings of 
September 14 

this committee were 
following the Manzi 

II. Oliver Strimpel then rejoined the meeting and presented an 
operations update. For the first time fiscal 1994 was completed 
with a slight surplus resulting from operations rather than end
of-the-year fund-raising from the board. Dr. Strimpel credited 
hard work by the staff and the unusually successful Bowl and 
Auction for such financial success. 

The Networked Planet exhibit is only $30,000 short of its 
$815,000 goal. Sprint contributed $100,000 plus free 
telecommunications service for five year~, Banyan and Thompson 
Financial Services each contributed $25,000, and Apple 
contributed $45,000 plus 35 Maclntoshes. The application to the 
National Science Foundation still is pending and could result in 
a grant of from $100,000 to $500,000 and a proposal to Chipcom 
still is open. . 

The Walk Through Computer Rev. 2 • 0 has been funded to 
approximately $400,000 out of a total $900,000 budget. An 
additional $150,000 from current proposals is likely. 

Charts illustrating revenue growth and sources during the 
last ten years prepared by Gwen Bell were reviewed and discussed. 
Several favorable trends were apparent, e.g., steady increases in 
revenue, large donor support and earned income. 

Dr. Zraket expressed the concern of a member and donor 
organization that the Museum continue to fund and develop its 
collections and archival activities. Dr. Strimpel then presented 
a proposal to make the collections more accessible to scholars 
and historians and to generate modest revenue from access fees, 
which was approved. 

Dr. Strimpel reviewed the numerous publishing activities now 
involving the Museum. Books on the Bowl and Walk Through Computer 
will be published as the first two in The Computer Museum series, 
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probably by Crown but viking is to make a proposal next week. 
The Guide to Kids' Software will be published independently of 
the series by a publisher to be selected. 

Mr. Pell reviewed the 850 Fund with Ms. Riggs who joined the 
meeting and explained the objectives of the Fund as, first, to 
fund the Museum's 50% of the Museum Wharf mortgage ($600,000) and 
second, to fund the Museum's cost to enlarge and rebuild the 
lobby in conjunction with The Children's Museum ($200,000). A 
balance of $50,000 would be required for fund-raising and 
administrative expense. A more detailed proposal will be 
discussed at the next meeting. 

Mr. Franklin reported on the successful efforts of Kevin 
Kelly in locating a reseller of the Museum's exhibit kits, 
limited to retail stores and shopping areas and recommended that 
this committee authorize every grant of exclusive rights to 
Museum property. The recommendation was approved; Mr. Kelly was 
asked to present the proposed business terms in the context of a 
business plan showing revenues and expenses at several volume 
levels. The committee was pleased with the prospect of commercial 
revenue· from already developed exhibits but was concerned that 
the Museum not incur obligations to build or support exhibits 
beyond its capability to do so profitably. 

The meeting was adjourned at approximately 10 a.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Y;:~~. 
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August 5, 1994 

Mr. Gardner C. Hendrie 
Sigma Partners 
300 Commercial Street #705 
Boston, MA 02109 

Dear Gardner, 

At the last meeting of the Executive Committee, you requested additional 
information on TCM's proposed relationship with Impart, Inc., a Seattle-based 
company that plans to represent TCM and our exhibits to the retail industries. 

Kevin Kelly and I have worked to identify and summarize the benefits and risks 
of the relationship. At the same time, we have moved forward to create a formal 
business agreement that will benefit The Computer Museum. Tom Franklin has 
guided us through the development of that agreement to the point where Tom, 
Oliver, Kevin, and I are prepared to execute the agreement. 

In anticipation of the Executive Committee meeting on Thursday, August 11, we 
would like to submit the attached summary for your inspection. We would ask 
that you consider this document and raise any questions by phone, fax, or e-mail 
before the Executive Committee meeting so that Kevin and I may provide you 
with additional information. 

It is our hope to address any outstanding concerns between now and August 11 
so that we may execute our agreement at that time and allow Impart to move 
forward to take our products and services to their clients and the retail market. 

Thank you very much for your interest in the success of this project. 

Sincerely yours, 

A. Marchiony 
ector of Marketing 

cc. Oliver Strimpel, Kevin Kelly 

INTERNET: 
marchion y@tcm.org 



Sabbatical Period 

1. Activities to be Planned for Sabbatical Period 

For the first 4-6 weeks of the sabbatical, I would plan a trip to a totally different 
environment from Boston to reinvigorate myself. This will have been my first extended trip 
since joining the Museum in 1984. 

One of the Museum's important roles is to provide a bridge between the leading edge of 
computing in academic and industrial environments, and the general public. A sabbatical 
would provide the time for me to become immersed in an aspect of computing and renew 
my fammarity with new horizons of computing. This understanding will be essential 
background for me as the Museum develops a vision for its next decade. 

I would achieve this by becoming affiliated to an academic institution, such as the Media 
Lab at MIT for the Fall semester. This would provide the framework for my engagement in 
a specific computing project, as well as regular contact with a community engaged in state
of-the-art computing applications. 

2. Plan for Managing the Museum During the Sabbatical Period 

I propose that three months before the sabbatical commences, one of the department heads 
be designated acting director during my absence. By then all five of the Museum's 
department heads will have been in place for over a year and the strengths of each in the 
Museum setting will be proven, which will facilitate the choice of acting director. 
However, much of the responsibility for decision-making and the Museum's forward 
momentum will rest with the group of five department heads. 

The proposed sabbatical period starting in the summer of 1995 was selected because it 
comes immediately after the opening of two major exhibits in six mop.ths (The Networked 
Planet and The Walk-Through Computer 2.0). Therefore no major exhibit openings will 
take place during this period. The period will be characterized by development and 
execution of the exhibit, education, and collections-related plans determined in the currerit 
long-range planning process. 

OS 
8n/94 



OVERVIEW 

RESELLER AGREEMENT 
Impart, Inc. and The Computer Museum 

A) The Computer Museum will grant to Impart, subject to the terms of this 
agreement as amended from time to time, the exclusive right to resell the 
Products in the Market. This does not include Museums, Science Centers, and 
Educational Institutions, such as schools and Universities. TCM also retains the 
right to resell exhibits directly to existing customers in the retail industry. (see 
Appendix A) 

I) Products are all TCM developed or owned exhibits during the term of 
this Agreement. 

n) Market is all retail stores and shopping areas in the U.S. 

B) Impart will have exclusive right to resell Products in the Market for 12 months 
from date of Agreement, and for a second 12 months thereafter if has sold 25 
units having a gross price of $100,000.00 during the initial 12 months. For the 
third and subsequent 12 month term the minimum sales necessary to maintain 
exclusivity will be negotiated in good faith by the parties. 

C) The initial Agreement term will be 5 years. 

D) The Computer Museum wishes to maintain its image as an educational 
resource. Therefore, it is in TCM's best interest that all exhibits re-sold by Impart 

.. be used in situations and settings that do not conflict with TCM's image. TCM 
reserves the right to refuse sale of exhibits to retailers if their use of TCM exhibits 
are objectionable. 

OBLIGATIONS OF IMPART: 



A) Impart will use best efforts to promote, market and sell Products in the 
market. Impart will not represent any other science museum without prior 
approval by TCM. 

B) Impart will identify every Product as developed by TCM, including use of 
. TCM trademarks and marketing materials that refer to TCM only as approved by 
TCM. 

D) Impart will sublicense Products only on terms approved by TCM. 

E) Impart will pay TCM invoices within 30 calendar days of receipt. 

F) Impart will install any Product engineering changes in the field if required for 
safety or reliability reasons. If it is deemed that the original TCM Product was not 
designed or manufactured properly, the reasonable cost of installation will be 
borne by TCM up to a period of 180 days from installation. 

G) Impart will market and sell TCM exhibits, and be responsible for all costs 
incurred in this process. 

H) All orders, service and support calls, and inquiries relating to TCM exhibits in 
the retail industry will be referred to Impart during the term of this agreement. 

I) Impart will include the TCM logo as a prominent feature and list TCM as the 
developer of the display if retailer will permit. All marketing materials created or 
produced by Impart are and shall remain the property of Impart. 

OBLIGATIONS OF TCM: 

A) TCM will warrant all Products for 180 days after delivery to user. 

B) Provide back-up support to Impart user-support personnel up to 5 man-hours 
per year per exhibit at no charge for 2 years after initial installation, thereafter in 
the discretion of TCM on a time and materials basis. 

C) Provide limited consulting and customization of exhibits on a time and 
materials basis and only as available. 

D) Provide installation and maintenance manuals for each exhibit when 
delivered to Impart. 

E) Consult with Impart regarding new exhibit plans of TCM. 
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F) Consult with Impart regarding Impart marketing, and refer all sales inquiries 
to Impart. 

G) Advise Impart of price and Product changes ASAP and not less than 90 days 
prior to implementation unless safety considerations require earlier 
implementation. 

H) Provide user licensing terms to Impart and reasonably approve changes 
thereto requested by Impart or user. 

n Reasonably approve Impart use of TCM trademark and marketing materials 
that reference TCM. 

J) Product liability insurance to be carried by TCM with Impart given a Vendors 
Endorsement to be held harmless in the event of any Product liability claims. 

K) TCM will produce and supply Product on a timely basis. Timely basis means 
a period agreed upon at time of each order. 

GENERAL TERMS 

A) Governing Law: Massachusetts 

B) Entire agreement, may be amended only in writing 

C) Disclaimer of implied warranties 

D) Mutual waiver of consequential damages except for destruction of propriety 
interest of TCM. This is intended to protect both parties from large damage . 
claims by the other. 

E) Neither party is agent for the other 

F) Either party may terminate for cause on 60 days written notice subject to cure 
during notice period, except 10 days notice for non-payment. 

BEST INTERESTS 

Both parties agree to act in accordance with the best interest of their mutual 
business concerns, both during and after the effective dates of this agreement. 
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From the Hall of Fame to Pinnacles of Technology. 

Report by Gwen Bell, August 10,1994 

October 93: 
"Hall of Fame" Event invented to replace Bowl as a revenue source. 

November 93: 
With strong support of West Coast, the Bowl Is determined to be 
continued as a revenue source for The Computer Museum. 

February 94: 
"Hall of Fame" presented as a three-part project 

• An event that Inaugurates technology teams 
• An annual televisIon show on the technologies and event 
• Some form of exhibition of the technology 

Spring/summer 94: . 
Hall 01 Fame run up the flag pole with these results: 

• Mitch Kertzman and others had problems with selling tables 
for another event, (to many dinners to go to) ... consensus was that 
they enjoyed, had fun at the Bowl and thought the auction was a good 
(ana protrtable) addition. 

• Erich Bloch said "Don't pet Into selection process. Use the 
winners of other awards, especially National Medal of Technology. 

• The Department of Commerce and the Foundation for the 
National Medal of Technology indicated willingness to cooperate on 
a project that featured the wlnners in computing 

• Television producers at KTEH (San Jose), Great Projects 
Film Oompany Inc.. KQEO (San FranCISco). and WGBH had difficulty 
wlt~ placing a "one time only" show. (The Bowl was fit into an existing 
series.) 

• Costs would be $500,000 for TV show (to be raised) and 
$50,000 to add to an exhibit, and another $75,000 to administer 
the program and run an event. Totalling more than $600,000 a year 
to raise with a low profit margin. 

P.2 
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July 1994: . 
Decision-making meeting attendees: Mitch Kertzman, Dan Polin 
(Great ProJects lnc.), Ann Woodward (Exeoutive Direotor National 
Medal of Technology), Oliver Strfmpel, Kate Jose, Betsy Riggs, and 
Gwen Bell. Unable to come: Bob Everett, Bill Poduska, and 
Charles Zraket. 

Three models put forward: 

1. Original model described, 

2. Annual coordination with other groups such as biotechnology 
and aerospace for a three part yearly series. Ann Woodward was 
enthusiastic and willing to promote the Idea. Mitch Kertzman said he 
really thought The Computer Museum should make Its r:>lans 
Independent of other groups. butwlth cooperation with National 
Medal of Technology, especially for fund-raising credibility. 

3. 00 a three or four part television series: ''The Pi~nacles of 
Computer Technology". Dan Polin would take the lead in finding a 
public broadcasting outlet and would work with us to fund raise. 

• Coordinate it with a redo or new la~ering on the computer 
history exhibit, "Milestones of a Revolution to add the inventors and 
engineers that created the teohnology. 

• Orchestrate a premier of the tv show and exhibit that would 
bring together those honored. 

• Prepare a ~mpanlon book. 

Ann Woodward Indicated that the Foundation for the National Medal 
of Technology would probably endorse such a project. 

The consensus was to go with Alternative 3. 

P.3 
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GREAT 
PROJECTS 
FUm Company, Inc. 
584 Ninth Avenue 
New 'VorII. New Y <Irk 1 oo.~6 
1111: (212166t 1700 
fll~: (2121 &e1.3t61 

ToO often, fasoina,t~o.n w.ith computet technology obscures 
the men and women wbo .. have ma-de. suoh innovations possible. 
Pinnacles of Computin.g. is I)!. th:ree··p~rt series th41t: attempts 
to oounterbalance ~h;l.i:i tendency by' focus ing mor.e upo:q. the 
oomputer's visional' ie,a, inventors, industrialists,' add 
entrepreneurs. Wi'I:;ho:ut their iiutpira.tion, har;a woli'k, and 
qenius, the contempor.ary .CQ~,p\\1~b~r w(',)uld never havebecOl\1e 
a reality. 

Our study will highlight th$ figu.res most pivotal to ·the 
history of oomputing rather than those who are most famous: 
Charles Babbage, for eXa$[lple, who def:ligned the maslqiv'e, 
general-purpose Analytical En~i~. in 1833; Eckert and 
Mauchly, who in 1946 comple't.ed ~NIAC( the first gerie:r::al 
purpose electronic cal'C:u la,tor i Doug Engleba,rt t who introduc~d 
the mouse in 1968; ··,all~ ni1-l Gat",$', whose operating :systenlS 
made computing e.cc~$s.~ble to ev.eryone. Past and pr.esent 
contributors from b,ot,h t.h~' United States and abtoaq will be 
included, with speoi~1. emphasis' given to recipients of the 
National Medal of Technola9Y' 

Biography furniehea the moat intriguing, educational, and 
entertaining way to study ~isto+y, It provides children with 
role models, adult.s ·w1th h·umao. interest, and eduoators with 
a definitive and st:tuctu.re(j way .to approach an often 
complicated subject. Over~~l, we believe that P~n~acle5 of 
Computing' offers all, its vi$we.r •. a better understan.ding of 
the history of comp\it~er technology, 

P.02 



Exhibit Kits Conceptual Plan: Markets Beyond the Museum Community 

Background 

Stride Rite 

Impart 

Opportunities 

Before the Spring of 1994, The Computer Museum believed that the 
most lucrative market for items in the Exhibit Kits program lay within 
the museum community. With the development of relationships 
with Stride Rite Corporation and Impart, Inc., it is apparent that our 
exhibits may have appeal beyond the traditional educational and 
museum settings. 

Stride Rite Corporation was the first organization to express serious 
interest in a relationship with The Computer Museum. Currently, 
Stride Rite is finalizing plans for their prototype store design which 
includes The Computer Museum exhibit "How Tall Are You?". The 
store is scheduled to open in Natick, Massachusetts during the Fall. 
Should the new store concept succeed, Stride Rite will include The 
Computer Museum's exhib~.ts in subsequent store openings and 
renovations. 

Impart, of Seattle, Washington, is a leading developer of in-store 
displays and exhibits. Impart's current clients include Nintendo and 
The Gap. Impart and The Computer Museum management team seek 
to have Impart become The Computer Museum's exclusive agent to 
the retail market upon placement of a minimum order. Impart will 
market The Computer Museum's exhibits to progressive retailers that 
are particularly interested in presenting new ideas - along with their 
products - to parents and children. 

With the successful execution of the Impart agreement, The Computer 
Museum anticipates developing additional markets. The Computer 
Museum believes that the following market segments deserve specific 
attention for the "How Tall Are You?": 

• Amusement operators that have height restrictions: 
• Amusement parks 
• Simulator theater operators 
• Carnival operators 

• Mall developers and managers; 

• Public spaces 
• Train stations 
• Airports 
• Transportation terminals 

Museum Market The Computer Museum intends to focus increased attention on the 
non-traditional markets while maintaining a presence with the 
museum and exhibit development markets. 



Exhibit Kits 
Supporting Information for a Business Alliance with Impart, Inc. 

Rationale 

The Computer Museum (TCM) will benefit from the proposed agreement with Impart by 
expanding the marketing and sales of TCM's exhibits beyond the traditional museum 
market. TCM will also benefit from funding a re-design of the "How Tall Are You?" 
(HTAY) exhibit that Impart will market by decreasing per unit production costs. 

Working Relationship 

All orders will be placed by customers through Impart, Inc. Impart will, in turn, place gross 
orders with TCM. TCM will manage the "fabrication of HTAY hardware with an outside 
vendor. TCM is responsible for reproducing software and documentation as well as 
packaging the order for shipment to Impart. Impart will distribute the order to their 
customers. Impart is responsible for installation. Impart will handle all service calls from 
customers. TCM will consult with Impart on service and trouble shooting issues, as 
outlined in the proposed agreement, which has been reviewed and approved by Tom 
Franklin. 

Production Budget 

The table below details the costs in filling one order for HTAY. ~e Re-Design column 
refers to costs after the re-engineering of the exhibit has been completed. Current details 
costs incurred under the current process. 

Hardware 
Cables 
TCMlabor 
Package/ shipping 
Overhead 

TOTAL 

Re-Engineering 

Re-Desi 
500 

25 
75 
50 

350 

1,000 

Current 
1,800 

1~~ -- \1 \i~ ~~. 
50 C( 

400 --' 

2,450 

The current hardware configuration costs the TCM $1,800 per unit for materials. Orders 
larger than 5 copies are difficult to fill due to the labor required to modify each set of 
sensors. 



Bolton Engineering, Inc. has been selected to re-design the HTAY sensors. Re-engineering 
will fulfill several needs: 

1. Reduction in cost per unit; 
2. Increased ease of installation; 
3. Increased manufacturing capacity; 
4. Reduction of TCM labor to prepare materials for delivery; 
5. Continued use of current software; 

The proposal from Bolton Engineering has met these requirements. Bolton will design an 
easy-ta-install system that places the major components into two enclosures which are 
smaller than the current configuration. This will make it easier for customers to install, 
and significantly reduce TCM's labor and support costs. 

The cost of re-engineering the exhibit is $15,100. Bolton Engineering will need 8-10 weeks 
to complete the re-engineering process. The cost per unit will drop to $500 per copy, a 
savings of $1,300 per unit. TCM will recoup the re-engineering investment after 12 copies 
are sold. (Note: Impart will become TCM's exclusive agent to the retail market only when 
they place orders totaling 25 or more units.) 

Manufacturing' 

Currently all parts are ordered through a single supplier (IBM). Orders are filled in 2-16 
weeks. This range is unacceptable. An order placed in June, 1994 for these parts took an 
additional 7 days to process because IBM could locate the parts on their price list, but had 
no price listed. 

Under the proposed plan, orders will be filled within 6-8 weeks. This can be reduced with 
nominal rush charges. Large orders (100 or more) can be filled in·8-10 weeks. At the 
significantly reduced cost per unit, TCM coUld stock a supply of the exhibit replenish it as 
sales occur. 

An additional feature of this process is a choice of enclosure colors. This will provide 
variety to potential customers. 

Cost and Payment Schedule for Production 

TCM will be responsible for a 50% deposit on each fabrication order. The balance will be 
payable upon receipt of the completed materials. 

The fabricator has asked for orders with a minimum of six units, with a gross cost of $3,000. 

An order with 50 units, therefore, would require TCM to deposit $12,500 and pay $12,500 
on 'receipt. 

TCM will receive payment from Impart, Inc. within 30 days from receipt of invoice. 
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Costs vs. Margin 

As described above, the cost per unit is will decrease significantly with the new process; the 
profit margin per unit will increase inversely. The pricing schedule developed for Impart 
greatly benefits TCM. Pricing levels reflect a quantity discount negotiated with Impart on a 
per-order basis. 

Cost Net Margin % Margin 
Quantity Price Per Unit per Unit per Unit 

1 $5,400 $1,000 $4,400 81 
10 $4,500 $1,000 $3,500 78 
50 $3,240 $890 $2,350 72 

Risks 

TCM's risk involves the expense of re-design of HTAY. TCM must fund $15,100 in 
engineering fees immediately. Impart, Inc. has not yet placed an order, as they are waiting 
for TCM to approve the agreement. 

TCM already h~ three orders for HTAY? from the Exhibit Kits program that need to be 
placed within the next 3 months. These orders will benefit from the re-design and reduced 
costs. 

Benefits 

The obvious benefit to TCM is the increased profit margin on HTAY. The re-design will 
yield higher margins on each unit sold. Since it will take 8-10 weeks to complete the re
design, initiating the process immediately is of paramount importance. (Within that time 
period, we expect Impart to place orders. Filling these orders with the current hardware 
configuration will be costly and time-consuming to the Museum.) 

A distribution agreement with Impart also will provide TCM with a sales and marketing 
channel TCM can not develop independently. To support their new offerings, Impart is 
preparing an advertising campaign that includes HTAY as a new product for Impart's 
customers. Based on Impart's client list and stated interest in TCM exhibits, TCM expects 
that Impart will order at least 20 exhibits during fiscal year 1995 which would represent 
$70,000 net to TCM. 
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1. Operations Update 

2. Nominating Committee Report 

3. Discussion of Three-Year Plan 
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SUBJECT: 

Memorandum 

September 2, 1994 

Executive Committee 

Oliver Strimpel 

September 14 Meeting 

Enclosed please fmd the agenda for our next meeting on Wednesday, September 14. 
The meeting, which starts at 8:00 a.m., will be held in the conference room on the 
sixth floor (in the office area) 

I enclose the latest draft of the Museum's Three-Year Plan for your review prior to 
the meeting. We will devote a major portion of the meeting to discussion of the 
Plan. Other items to be discussed include a report by the Nominating Committee. 

Please call or e-mail Mary McCann (ext 372; McCann@tcm.org) to tell her whether 
you will attend the meeting. 

I look forward to seeing you on the 14th. 

Enclosures: 
• Agenda 
• Draft Three-Year Plan 



FRAMEWORK FOR TDE .COMPUTER MUSEUM'S STRATEGIC PLAN 

Introduction 

Museum Mission 
Strategic Analy~ 
Strategy 

. Ten-Year Objectives 

mRRE.YEAR PLAN FY"·97 

I. Onsite Programs 
A. Exhibits: permanent, temporary; includes new exhibit development and renovation of 

existing exhibits 
B. Overall visitor experience: apron, lobby, signage, parking, visitor services, exhibit 

maintenance 
C. Education progriuns: The Computer Clubhouse, teacher development, overnights, 

computer camps, special events 
D. Collections: new acquisitions, collections management, collections access and 

documentation. 
E. Researcb 

n. National & International Proarams 
A. Exhibit licensing . 
B. Traveling exhibit-Electronic Classroom 
C. Computer Museum materials: Book Series, videos, CD-ROMs, television 

programmjng, teacher materials 
D. The Computer Bowl 
E. The Museum on the Net 

m. Facilities Plan 
A. Lobby 
B. Store 
C. Overall deployment of space 

IV. Institutional AdvanCement 
Three-year plan for building the Museum's base of support from individuals, corporations, 
& foundations for both operating, project, and capital purposes. Includes national events 
such as The Computer Bowl and a computer achievement recognition program. 

V. Marketina & Sales Plap 
Marketing plan supports the institutional positioning, financial, and audience impact goals. 
Includes a discussion of Museum's earned revenue plans from existing streams and new 
streams. 

VI. Diversity 
Plan to increase diversity in the Museum's audience, staff, & Boards. 
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VII. Finance 
Three-year financial plan that reflects all planned activities; includes projections for all of 
Museum's operating and capital revenues and expenses. 

ym, Administration 
Three-year plan that addresses administrative needs to support the plan, including office 
and personnel requirements. 

Appendix 1: Exhibit Development Plan 

Appendix 2: New Lobby Plan 

Appendix 3: Overall Plans for Fifth· and Sixth·Floor Utilization 

Appendix 4: The Museum on the Net 

Appendix 5: FY9S·97 Expense and Revenue Projections 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM; DRAFT STRATEGIC PLAN 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Museum Mission 
The Computer Museum's mission is to: 

I. educate and inspire people of all ages'and backgrounds from around the world 
through dynamic exhibitions and programs on the technology, application, and 
impact of computers. 

n. preserve and celebrate the history and promote the understanding of computers 
worldwide. 

m. be an international resource for research into the history of computing. 

2. Strategic Analysis 

Milieu 

• The usage of computers is skyrocketing as the cost/performance ratio continues to 
drop. . 

• Computer applications and usage continue to expand into more domains. 
• The telecommunications, information and ~ntertainment industries are fusing. 
• Society and industry often focus on the new, next generation of products and services. 

The essence of the changes and the long view can get lost in the din of fast-paced 
incremental change. , 

• As information technology becomes recognized as the key technology of our era, 
interest in the origins of the information revolution will increase. 

• Adoption of new technologies is very uneven across society, with many being excluded 
and feeling "left behind." 

• Computers enable more people to work at home, increasing work flexibility and 
communications, but also increasing people's physical isolation. 

• Life-long informal education is becoming more important as a way of staying abreast of 
changes. 

As computers become more mainstream, new opportunities to learn about and interact with 
computers exist. Prod~cts and services that overlap and partially compete with the 
Museum include: 

• easy-to use, multimedia computer-based applications offered at libraries, schools, other 
museums and over networks 

• school usage of computers as tools to support education in all fields. 
• sophisticated home-based educational, game, and productivity software, increasingly 

exploiting multimedia and network connections 
• theme parks that make increasing use of computers with special emphasis on immersive, 

virtual reality-style experiences 
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The Need for the Museum's Mission: I: To Educate and InsPire 
Science and technology museums have a we11-established image as accessible places where 
visitors can explore in a relaxed fashion. They are also trusted as objective, non
commercial presenters of material. Most important, they provide a mixture between 
education and entertainment, a place for fun and learning. They are places that welcome 
groups and promote intergenerational group interaction. 

These characteristics give the Museum an educational opportunity that formal educational 
institutions cannot pursue and. that entertainment-oriented venues are not interested in. 
The Museum's image enables it to reach populations that have no other recourse as a first 
step. 

These populations include those who come into contact with computing at work, often 
thrust into the role of users of specific applications. Though experienced in one computer 
application, they may have no knowledge or confidence in another. Indeed, everyone is an 
unwitting user of networks of computers in performing routine activities, such as 
shopping, or communicating. 

Many feel excluded as they learn of technological marvels they cannot fully grasp or afford. 
The vroblem is particularly acute in underserved communities. 

The Computer Museum can attract these populations by creating an exciting and accessible 
environment containing exhibits and programs on computer technology and its 
applicationS. . . 

The Need for the Museum's Mission: IT and ill: To Preserve. Celebrate. and Conduct 
Research 
Computing is the defining technology of our age, and its history is a key part of the 
world's heritage. The Museum is one of a very small handful of institutions that are 
seriously preserving the evolution of computing. These institutions are not competitive, but 
collaborate to ensure that their collective resomces preserve as much of the significant 
record of computing as possible. 

The loss of the computer pioneers themselves will reinforce the importance of the 
collections. With the constant flux of change in the industry, the Museum provides a secure 
record of technology developed by corporations that no longer exist. Researchers will 
increasingly seek access to the original materials held by the Museum. 

As key computing anniversaries and other milestones occur, the public seeks information 
about the event, and the media look for a focus to "locate" their coverage. The computer 
industry also needs a non-competitive forum in which to come together and celebrate the 
achievements of the field and gain perspective. 

3,. Strategy 

The Museum's strategy is to develop authoritative and spectacular exhibits and programs 
that will achieve high international visibility and public awareness. 

High visibility of a limited number of flagship elements will assist the development and 
dissemination of all Museum programs. The flagship could be the Museum's main site, or 
a highly successful program or publication. Different flagship elements will serve to reach 
different segments of the public and the computer industry. The Museum will build upon 
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its spirited approach toinfmmal education, as exemplified in its exhibits and education 
p1'9grams. 

The Museum will seek to leverage every activity to extract maximum value and achieve the 
greatest possible impact. Exhibits will be leveraged with books, CD-ROMs, exhibit 
licensing, traveling components, and a presence on electronic networks; education 
programs will be designed as national models, and The Computer Bowl will·be adapted to 
become'moreeffective television programming~ 

The Museum is committed to two projects each on the scale of a million dollars-The 
Networked Planet and The Walk-Through Computer 2.0. These large projects will provide 
the basis for books, software, special events and programs. Through FY95 and much of 
FY96, they will be the Museumls flagships, providing the basis for positioning and 
visibility. . 

The Museum will position itself to build cachet within the industry so that corporations will 
view the Museum as a desirable location from which to launch products and host events. 

4. Ten-Year Propm Objectives 

1. Become a world-class attraction offering exciting exhibits and special events that exploit 
and explain the latest technologies. 

2. Become a significant provider of books, television programming, and other informal 
educational materials about computer history, technology, application and impact. 

3. Develop innovative uses of computers in informal education. Become a provider, 
catalyst, supporter, mentor for museums, community organizations, schools and other 
groups seeking to establish their own informal exhibits and programs about computers. 
Actively support education reform. 

4. Provide an internationally recognized forum for the celebration and recognition of key 
developments in the evolution of computing 

5. Maintain and enhance the historical collections and their documentation as a definitive 
collection of the history of electronic computing. Establish the Museum and its 
collections as a premier resource for research into the history of computing. 
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THREE·YEAR PLAN: FY95·97 
The fOllowing tlifeC:year plan represents the fiISi steps towardS the achievemeii.t of the ten
year objectives. 

Hilh.Priority Three. Year Goals 

1. Increase Museum attendance by developing high appeal programs coupled with 
aggressive marketing: . . . 

mcrease over preVlous 
ear . 

2. Install a new generation of immersive installations. 

3. Raise dedicated funds to meet the Museum's mortgage liability. 

I, ONSITE PROGRAMS 

A. EXHIBIT PROGRAM 

The following considerations on exhibit content, exhibit approaches, and available gallery 
space provide the basis for the onsite FY95-97 exhibit plan. A specific list of proposed 
exhibits is presented in Appendix I. 

Content 

The Museum's 1989-94 Exhibit Plan addressed the three questions: 

How do Computers Work? 
How did Computers Evolve? 
What do Computers Do? 

With updating and reinterpretation for the mid-1990s, these questions remain a good basis 
for exhibit planning . 

. The Walk-Through Computer and its updated successor Walk-Through Computer 2.0 will 
ccmtinue to address the first question effectively through FY97. People and Computers 
~ses the second question adequately, but will need refurbishing and updating, 
especially in the second half (from the PDP-8 to the 19808) by FY97. Tools & Toys, 
Robots & Other Smart Machines and The Networked Planet (opening November 94) 
address the third question. 

The applications of computing affect all members of society. New applications are 
continually in the news. Last year virtual reality was the hot topic. This year it is the 
information superhighway. The next exhibit plan will therefore shift increasing focus onto 
computer applications, and broaden its scope to deal more fully with the social impact of 
computing. 
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A significant application area of tremendous public interest is the application of computing 
to the arts and entertainment These subjects have the ability to reach out to diverse 
audiences, and help the Museum shed its image as a place just for technology buffs. 
Exhibits that relate to the computers in the arts and the performing arts will, therefore, be a 
component of the next plan. 

The Museum will plan for flexibility in its exhibit programs to address topics ofpublic 
interest "Rapid response" exhibits will require a new approach to exhibit development and 
funding in which exhibit development, fabrication, & instal1ation can take place with staff 

. and funding resources already in place. 

Exhibits on topical issues will not shy away from conttoversy. The Museum can help 
visitors face dilemmas without taking an institutional stand. For example, the issue of 
users' right to privacy on the networks will be raised in The Networked Planet exhibit, 
with different "network guides" taking opposing sides in the debate. 

Visitor research points out two areas the public would like addressed: 
1. The future: visitors seek access to cutting-edge technology and applications 
2. Resource guides: visitors want specific information about computer use and 

purchasing. 

The first point is addressed in the plan (Appendix I) in several exhibits. The second will be 
addressed with resource materials and pointers to reliable sources of information, and 
through a program of public workshops. 

Exhibit Approach 

To achieve greater impact and visibility, the Museum needs to mount spectacular exhibits. 
Examples include larger-than-life exhibits (Walk-Through Computer), environmental 
exhibits, or group virtual reality experiences. The plan calls for a major renovation of The 
Walk-Through Computer that, as well as updating it, will increase its visual impact from 
the exterior and its immersive, environmental quality in the interior. 

Increased provision for contact between visitors and Museum staff can provide a means of 
increasing visitor engagement, especially for groups. Scope for presentations and 
performances should be planned into exhibit spaces. 

After The Networked Planet opens, one remaining 4,000 sf bay will be available for 
development at Museum Wharf. (Bay 1 on 6, formerly collections storage). Further exhibit 
development will replace existing exhibits. Appendix 2 shows the proposed deployment of 
space. 

MAior Exhibit PmSCam After Walk-Throl42h Comp14ter 2.0 (WlC2.Q> (openin& June 
l22Sl. 

Three primary criteria need to be applied in selecting major exhibits: 

1. How does the exhibit further the Museum's mission? 
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2. Will the exhibit support the Museum's audience building, marketing & positioning 
goals? 
3. Is it fundable and are there opportunities for financial leverage? 

The following three projects have been provisionally ranked highest according to these 
criteria and will be investigated further to determine their potential. 

FIl-ThrQugh a Computer and the lrgOrmation Highway Simulatinn Ride 

~ 
QpeninS: 
Description: 

Mission: . 

Audience: 

Positionins: 

Fundabili\y: 

Leveraae: 

$1,500,000 
June 1996 
A six-minute movie with synchronized seat motion in a 15-20 person 
theater. VISitors view and feel a dramatic ride through the Walk-Through 
Computer. The ride follows the flow of information from a keypress, along 
the cable to the interface chip, along the bus, into the microprocessor, to the 
RAM, hard disk drive, back to the processor, to the video card and along 
cables to the monitor. The movie will incorporate animated sequences 
showing the inner workings of the components along the way. The visitor 
then follows the flow of information out via the netwmk card onto a local 
area netwmk and then through a router onto a wide area netwmk. Visitors 
learn where computer networks go, what they connect, and gain a sense of 
their speed and capacity. 
The Ride serves as an introduction to both the Walk-Through Computer and 
The Networked Planet exhibits, introducing visitors to the basic elements of 
computer hardware, system software, and netwmks. It greatly increases the 
effectiveness of the Walk:-Through Computer as an exhibit that explains 
how computers work. 
Motion rides are proven audience draws; people of all ages and 
backgrounds, but youth in particular, are drawn to simulation rides. This 
will draw populations from the New England area throughout the year. 
No permanent motion ride is available in Boston. A high-tech motion ride 
will position the Museum as a leading-edge institution, and accelerate the 
repositioning of the Museum as a fun, non-threatening place as opposed to a 
technologically challenging, history-oriented institution. This repositioning 
is a strategic objective for the Museum. The Ride's unique nature (owing to 
its coupling with WTC 2.0) will increase likelihood of print and electronic 
media coverage, which has been the Museum's best promotion vehicle to I 

date. 
Two funding models exist: 
• Raise funds from corporate sponsors and offer sponsors an option to 
create duplicate copies of the Ride, with the other copies traveling or 
permanently installed in locations where sponsors wish to make an 
investment. 
• Develop the Ride with a partner who invests part or all of the capital 
required in exchange for part or all of the Ride sales and licensing revenues. 
The Ride could be replicated for the cost of duplicate hardware only. If 
installed in other sites, the Museum would receive good exposure. 

ComPuters in Entertainment 

~ c. $500,000 
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Qpe~": Descnptlon: 

Mission: 

Audience: 

Fundability: 

Fall 96-Spring 97 
A 3,000 sf exhibit and performance space featuring the application of 
computing in music, film & video, games, and virtual reality. Musical 
applications include the use of computers in the composition, arrangement, 
and performance of popular, jazz, and modern music. Movie applications 
include the creation of special effects, animation, and digital editing. The 
exhibit will offer many hands-on opportunities to experiment with and 
create ~usic, movies, and games. 
Visitors gain an understanding of a growing, vibrant area of computer usage 
and an introduction to how it works. Visitors will feel empowered to use 
this technology themselves after they leave the Museum. 
This field is very accessible to people with no technical knowledge, and also 
appeals to diverse populations, especially young people. It has depth that 
gives it appeal to people in the computing field A changing program in the 
exhibit's performance space would attract new audiences. 
Computers in Entertainment furthers the "fun" and "cutting-edge" image of 
the Museum. The exhibit will be a first of its kind, and its components will 
be attractive to other science and technology museums. 
Potential sponsors include computer hardware, software, Ie, music, special 
effects, video game and software vendors. Possible federal support from 
the NEll and NEA. Exclusivity arrangements by entertainment companies 
may hamper funding. 
Good exhibit licensing and sales potential to other science and technology 
museums, other educational institutions, and entertainment equipment retail 
environments, such as malls and stores. Traveling version is possible. 

Groyp Simulation Installation-Artificial Aquarium 

Mission: 

Audience: 

F1llldability: 

c. $750,000 
June 97 
A 1,500 sfspace in which up to 30 visitors interact with a simulated 
environment One example of a simulated environment would be an 
aquarium projected onto the walls of the space. A number of stations offer 
visitors the opportunity to create their own fish, selecting appearance, 
behavior, breeding, and fitness functions. They then launch their fish into 
the environment and can watch its growth, interaction with other visitors' 
fish, and breeding patterns. 
Visitors create their own simulated entities. The ability to select or script 
simple behavior offers an engaging and accessible introduction to 
programming. Computer simulation of complex systems is an increasingly 
important application. Visitors can experience a simulation that contains an 
element of their own creation. 
The group simulation would be a one-of-a-kind experience that would be 
visually exciting and conceptually intriguing. As such it has the capability to 
draw well. The group nature of the interaction is highly desirable in a 
Museum, and would work very well with school visits. 
First permanent public installation involving a virtual environment and 
group interactions positions the Museum as a unique experience involving 
cutting edge and educational uses of computers. 
Federal grant support from NSF; support from corporations and 
individuals. 
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The installation can be replicated for other spaces such as museums, 
corporate settings, or public spaces. 

IemporatY Exhibits 

The Museum will mount at least one temporary exhibit per year that has the potential to 
drive attendance and attract repeat visitors. In FY95 the Museum plans Aaron in Color: The 
Robot Painter. Computer animation in FY96 ~ the Electronic Classroom in FY97 have 
the potential to drive attendance. Appendix lUsts other special exhibits plans. 

Conclusions: Framework for Exhibit Plan 

1. Develop one medium-large (2-3,OOOst) exhibit per year 
2. Open at least one popular special exhibit per year 
3. Renovate or replace all existing exhibits by the end of FY97 
4. Exhibits should contain elements that are spectacular and cutting-edge 
5. Exhibits provide for presentations and performances 

Appendix I contains the exhibit development schedule; maps showing use of the facility are 
in Appendii 3. 
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B. OyRRAI.T t QNSITE VISITOR EXPERTRNCE 

The Museum's three-year plan seeks to mise the quality of a visitor's overall experience. 
Improving the overall experience will move the institution along the path set out in the first 
ten-year objective-to become a world-class attraction. 

Visitors' experience of the Museum is significantly affected by the surroundings, parking 
facilities, signage, and lobby. In the Museum, visitors' satisfaction depends on contact 
with Museum staff and the quality of exhibit maintenance. 

Open Space in Front of the Museum 
A new park in front of the Museum is planned as part of the Waterfront Project being 
developed jointly with The Children's Museum. The overall cost of the new apron park is 
$1 million. The primary initiative is being taken by The Children's Museum. 

Parkinf: 
The Central Artery/funnel project and the new Federal Courthouse have reduced nearby 
parking space. Although some new parking garages have been constructed (e.g., 
Farnsworth Street), visitors are finding it harder to park. Efforts will be made to make 
parking 8lTaIlgements with existing and new sites. 

SifW.af:e 
External signs on the site and lobby will be an integral part of the Waterfront project. A 
new integrated internal sign system is needed to enable visitors to find their way round the 
galleries. This will be implemented in FY95 at a cost of $10,000. 

Lobby 
Plans for the ''Wave,'' which will serve as a new entry lobby for The Computer Museum 
and The Children's Museum, are well developed. In order to exploit the Wave, the 
Museum will need to adapt its own existing lobby and store at an approximate cost of 
$200,000, including an exhibit to attract visitors into the Museum from the Wave. 

Visitor Services 
Visitor research indicates that contact with members of Museum staff (either paid or 
volunteer) greatly affect the perception of the Museum. A gradual overhaul of Museum 
visitor services programs is planned to create specific gallery role~visitor greeters and 
demonstrators. Increased use of volunteers is also planned, rising to 30% volunteer 
staff'mg by FY96. 

Exhibit Maintenance 
Since hands-on interactive exhibits are the primary experience, the quality of the visitor 
experience degrades rapidly if exhibits are out of order. The goal is to increase the present 
average from 90% to 97% or better of the exhibits in working order at any time by 
increased staff resources, more training for all floor staff, and daily status reviews. Exhibit 
planning will continue to allow flexibility so that malfunctioning exhibits can be seamlessly 
remove4 from the floor. 

e. ONSITE EDUCATION PROORAMS 

Onsite education programs include The Computer Clubhouse, the establishment of a pilot 
teacher development program, overnight program, and the visitor services program in the 
Museum exhibit galleries. 
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The Computer Clubhouse 
Over the next three years, the Oubhouse will make a transition from a pilot and experiment 
to an ongoing service. In the "steady state" mode, the Clubhouse will be udlized to the 
maximum possible extent, serving an average of 50 children per day (9am-5pm), with each 
participant making 20 visits during a 5-10 week course. Open-ended projects will involve 
image processing, simulations, music, games, robotics, and publishing. Clubhouse 
prognuns will continue to be refined. New projects will be adopted and matched with the 
abilities of new mentors. New technologies will be integrated as they become available. For 
example, the use of high-speed networks is being planned. 

Dissemination of the results of the pilot program will be priority. The Museum will test the 
feasibility of building a copy of the Oubhouse equipment for traveling to local community 
centers such as Freedom House, YMCAs and Boys and Girls Oubs. Projects will be 
packaged for distribution to other museum computer labs and after-school settings. The 
Traveling Electronic Classroom project (see section n.B) will take many Oubhouse 
projects to eight museum sites. 

'.The Museum will develop fee-paying evening courses for adults (6:30-9pm) in such areas 
as desktop publishing and multimedia. 

The majority of Clubhouse funding will continue to come from private and corporate 
foundations with missions to provide new horizons to youth, especially those in 
underserved communities. Major, multi-year grants will be sought Additional revenue will 
come from the following sources: 

1. Internet Auction: two auctions per year will provide approximately $20,000 net 
2. Clubhouse corporate memberships: annual sponsorships from corporations will be 
sought to fund visits to the Clubhouse. These may be tied to specific communities or 
schools. 
3. Fee-paying programs in the Clubhouse~ A pilot Computer Camp program is under way 
to test this approach. 

Teacher Development Program 
The establishment of a teacher development program furthers the Museum's objective to 
support education reform. 

The introduction of computers in schools is increasing faster than the ability of teachers to 
integrate them into their curricula. Teachers' need to learn is amplified by recent legislation 

. requiring teachers to take courses to be recertified at regular intervals. The Museum is 
uniquely positioned to offer relevant training for educators. 

In FY95, the Museum will test a pilot teacher education program within the Computer 
Oubhouse. Teachers will develop their own projects, learning how to initiate similar 
activities in their own classroom. Collaborations on the development and implementation of 
this program will be pursued with Lesley College, Technical Education Research Centers 
(TERC), and other organizations serving pre-service and in-service teachers. . 

The Museum will develop, test, and then offer courses to teachers that emphasize informal, 
group, project-based uses of computers in the classroom, based on experience gained in the 
Computer Oubhouse. 
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Overnil'ht Promm 
Groups of 40-120 people, with a primary focus on children aged 6-17, participate in 
educational activities that involve them in the Museum's exhibit galleries. The program 
provides a valuable opportunity for a group to have a prolonged exposure to the Museum in 
a supportive and entertaining frainework. The number of overnights will grow from 18 in 
FY95 to 25 in FY97. 

Computer Camps 
Up to 15 children aged 8-15 explore the Museum galleries and build projects in the 
Oubhouse on one-week camps. The campers utilize the Clubhouse and exhibits, providing 
familiarity with selected graphics, animation, robotics, music, simulation, and publishing 
tools. In FY95, seven camps are programmed, four in the summer, three during public 
school vacation weeks. In FY96, camp sessions will increase to 10, with 7 summer 
sessions. 

Special Eyents 
The Museum has hosted special events such as the Loebner Prize Competition (Turing 
Test), the Harvard Cup (Computer Chess Championship), the checkers championship, and 
MIT student robot contests. Such events have proven successful in rusing visibility for the 
Museum. 

The Museum will continue to host events that are of public interest and that illustrate 
exciting and intriguing uses of computers. The contests will be conducted in partnership 
with other organizations to achieve greater leverage. Funding requirements range from a 
minimum of $5,000 for a small event organized mainly by an outside body (such as the 
Harvard Cup), to $50,000 for a complex event with major Museum involvement (such as 
the Loebner Prize). 

Additional events scheduled on weekends and during public school vacation weeks will 
include computer animation festivals, teacher open houses, and demonstrations and 
educational activities in the galleries. The calendar of events will be designed to appeal to 
local audiences to encourage repeat visits. 

E. COlLECTIONS 

The first priority will be to continue to capture artifacts, photographs, films, documents, 
and software just-in-time, prior to literally being scrapped, by companies, individuals, and 
other museums. The Computer Museum has provided a parachute when missions change, 
companies merge or fail, and individual collectors pare down and move to smaller quarters, 
or die. In this way The Museum preserved a unique collection of Fairchild integrated 
circuits, the SAGE Computer, Super Paint, the first paint program developed at CMU and 
Xerox P ARC, and the first 'virtual reality' helmet The Computer Museum does this with 
quick reaction time and a unique focus and expertise that selects the significant technology 
for preservation 

From the start of collecting efforts, the characteristics of the collection have stayed the 
same. Highest priority is given to collecting the important technological innovations with 
carefully selected documentation. The next priority is given to insuring that the classic or 
standard implementations of a technology are represented. In addition, the collections 
include examples of technologies that failed, of clones, and intermediary stages of 
evolution. 
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The collection is devoted to computing, including intelligent machines, particularly robots. 
It includes all levels of integration of both hardware and software. While the historic roots 
are in the domain of hardware including semi-conductors, the futm'e emphasis will 
increasingly be software. 

Each hardware artifact or piece of software needs to have a full complement of material in 
order to be understood.· For example, the original SpaceWar Game (the first interactive 
computer game) software is represented by its paper-tape program, program listings, 
videos of SpaceWar being played, oral history with its authors, photographs, and the PDP-
1, the computer hardware on which it was designed. 

Proactiye Collecting 
The greatest gains have been made in the collections when there have been special projects, 
such as the personal computer contest and the Milestones of a Revolution exhibition. In 
the next three years two significant activities will lead to improved and new collections: 

• Pinnacles of computing technology (see section II.C.-television programming) 
The technologies and their teams will lead to in-depth collecting in that area: hardware, 
documentation, video, film, software, oral histories and marketing ephemera. 

• The Guide to Kids' Software is gathering all the software for children and saving it for 
the collection. 

Access to the Collections 
To provide" greater access to the collections, a 2,000 square foot exhibit and research center 
will be opened in FY97. It will display approximately 50 significant artifacts from the 
collections, as well as cases housing numerous smaller items and new acquisitions. The 
center will accommodate the library, document and photo collections. Stations will provide 
access to the Museum's collections database, and the Internet. The space will be open to the 
public every afternoon, with regular tours and special educational programs based on the 

" collections. This project has a capital cost of $75,000 with an annual $10,000 staffing cost. 

The collections database of artifacts, documents, film and video will be placed on the 
Museum's World Wide Web server. The photograph collection will be scanned 
electronically and added to the database for remote reference and selection. 

Space and environmental preservation needs 
Due to the growth of exhibits on the Wharf, a priority for 1994 is to move 4,000 square 
feet of hardware artifacts to an off-site warehouse. The documents are indexed in special 
acid-free boxes and, after scanning, the photographs are stored in special sleeves. 

Film and video are the most critical to have uniform temperature conditions. Further, since 
video is a relatively new media there are still questions and concerns about any long-term 
utility for archival purpose; already video that the Museum took in 1980 is deteriorating. 
The video content is being evaluated and the most information-rich transferred onto more 
long-lived media. 
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P·RESEARCH 

Historical Research 
The Museum will provide the materials sought by researchers in the area of the history of 
computing. Materials include artifacts, archives, documents, books, film, and video. 
Students, scholars, prior-art researchers, and journalists are the primary users. 

Infonnal Education 
The Museum will establish an exhibit lab that will be used for three kinds of research: 
1. Evaluation of Computer Museum exhibits in progress. 
2. Development and testing of Museum-developed applications of technology to informal 

education. The NSF-funded virtual reality research CUlTCntly under way is an example. 
3. Public testing and evaluation of educational software and other educational research 

projects being conducted at academic research institutions. 
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II. NATIDNAL AND INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 
This section presents the plan to serve audiences primarily beyond the Museum's walls. 
The programs are designed to leverage Museum exhibits and collections. 

A. EXHlRIT LICENSING 
The Museum currently offers fifteen of its exhibits for licensing, at an average price of 
$2500 •. Most of these products are identical to exhibits running on the Museum floor. In 
some caseS the Museum adapts its software to customize it for the client site. For example, 
the height sensor can be programmed with a custom script for aquariums and stores. 

The Museum's exhibit developers will design new interactive exhibit software suitable for 
use in other locations. An example is Letter to the President, a prototype for The 
Networked Planet exhibition. 

A marketing and sales plan will be developed for the licensing of exhibits to other 
museums, aquariums, zoos, malls, and retail stores. The Museum will seek an "OEM" 
ammgement with an outfitter of retail environments to act as our distributor to this market. 

B. TRAW.ING EXHIBIT: THE ELECI'RONIC CI·ASSROOM 
If funded by the National Science Foundation, The Computer Museum will collaborate 
with the N~w York: Hall of Science and the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry to 
develop the Electronic Classroom, a traveling exhibit designed to show parents, teachers, 
administrators, students and other members of the general public how computers can 
support science, math, and technology educational reform. The Computer Museum will 
take the lead on the content and will develop all the interactive elements of the exhibition. 
The exhibit has a particular focus on reaching parents, teachers, and young people from 
underserved communities. Much of the material in the Electronic Classroom is expected to 
be derived from the Computer Oubhouse. 

The development schedule is determined by NSF funding. The proposal will be submitted 
in February 1995, with a decision in late 1995. The overall funding requirement is 
approximately $1.6 million, with about $500,000 requested as The Computer Museum's 
budget. 

C. COMPUTER MUSEUM PRODUCTS AND EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS 

Books and Software 
The Museum is committed to developing three books for publication in 1995: 

How Computers Work: Journey Through The Walk-Through Computer 
The Computer Quiz Book of Trivia 
Computer Museum Guide to the Best of Kids' Software 

The first two titles will be published by the Crown Division of Random House. 

The TCM Guide to the Best of Kids' Software will be published annually. The project is 
contracted to Catherine Miranker and Allison Elliot. 
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Further books being planned include "Pinnacles of Computing," an illustrated history of 
computing featuring the pioneering inventors; a Computer Oubhouse book on informal 
education about computing; and a ''Wonder Book of Computing." 

In conjunction with the development of the Walk-Through Computer upgrade, the Museum 
will seek funding to develop a CD-ROM-based software product, entitled ''How 
Computers Work: Journey Through The Walk-Through Computer." The CD-ROM will 
make use of graphics, animation, and software developed for The Walk-Through 
Computer. The software will offer users an interactive exploration through the many levels 
of hardware and software in a working computer. 

To stimulate the creation of new sites based on The Computer Oubhouse, the Museum will 
create a Oubhouse project sampler presented in the form of an interactive "point and click" 
tour of the Oubhouse. It will include information on projects in the Oubhouse and explain 
how other educators can start similar projects in their own after-school,community, or 
school site. The project sampler will be distributed directly by the Museum to interested 
parties. 

Th~ publications program is projected to provide a net income of approximately $15,000 a 
year. 

Materials for Educators 
The Muse~ will produce an updated teacher packet to cover new Museum exhibits, and 
provide pre-visit and post-visit resources to make the visit as enriching as possible. The 
packet will be distributed to teachers bringing groups, and, on demand, to educators 
nationwide. 

To disseminate the experience gained in The Computer Clubhouse, the Museum will 
develop Clubhouse Project Guides. These will contain detailed descriptions of specific 
Oubhouse projects, which will provide a basis for other sites to replicate the projects that 
have been proven successes at the Museum. 

Teleyision Programming 
The Museum will seek to fund and develop a television series for PBS on the people 
behind the major inventions of computing. The series, provisionally entitled Pinnacles of 
Computing, will largely feature recipients of the National Medal of Technology and 
winners of comparable awards from outside the United States. The programs will focus on 
the human dimension of the invention of computing, with a view to providing inspiring 
role models for today's youth. The research to be conducted for the series is expected to 
lead to the gathering of significant materials for the Museum's artifact and film and video 
collections. 

Video Program 
The Museum's film archives contain unique footage of pioneering computers and their 
designers. With a $20,000 grant, the Museum is converting the film to a high-qUality 
video series knitting together footage of the pioneers and their machines to cover the period 
between 1939 and 1952. The videos will then be marketed commercially. 

The Museum will seek funding for a Walk-Through Computer 2.0 video, updating the 
successful first "How Computers Work" video. 
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D. THE COMPUTER BOWL 
The Computer Bowl serves as a highly effective fund-raiser for the Museum, while. at the 
same time providing a forum. for the computer industry to indulge in some humor. 

The Museum will develop and hold a second series of annual Computer Bowls to feature 
the next generation of industry leaders, modifying the format to allow for the production of 
. a higher impact television show. 

E. THE MUSEUM ON THE NET 
With over 15 million people already connected to the Internet and a further 3 million 
connected to commercial on-line services, a "network presence" will offer the prospect of 
serving as a direct delivery tool to help execute the Museum's educational mission as well 
as significantly increase the Museum's international visibility. 

As part of The Networked Planet exhibit development, the Museum has established a 
Gopher server that will contain general Museum information, selected exhibit text, 
graphics, video clips, interactive software samples, and a collections catalog. Details are 
presented in Appendix 3. Once the Gopher server is established, the Museum will set up a 
World Wide Web server so that graphics and video can also be disseminated. 

Following ~e successful experience with a prototype in 1994, the Museum will offer two 
auctions annually over the Internet. The auction will include goods and services donated to 
the Museum for this purpose, as well as historical items that are acquired by the Museum 
but are not of interest for the collections. 

The Computer Clubhouse will disseminate information and present works created in the 
Clubhouse using the popular multi-media Mosaic browser for the World Wide Web. 

The Museum will offer membership services and sales from the Museum's store via the 
networks. The Museum collections catalogs will be placed on-line, including electronic 
images of the photograph collection. 

The Museum will explore other ways in which the essence of the Museum experience can 
be captured for remote use, going beyond information delivery. 

In. FACILITIES PLAN 
As part of the Waterfront Project, planned to be completed by 1996, both the Children's 
Museum and The Computer Museum will have a new entryway. This major addition to the 
building will have a dramatic impact on The Computer Museum's visitor flow in the lobby, 
and on the store. 

This plan calls for growth in the Museum's exhibits, programs, and visitation. The 
Museum is reaching the point where its 44,000 square feet at Museum Wharf will be used 
to full capacity. Section C below indicates the overall allocation of space for the Museum 
through the end of FY97. 

ALQBBY 
Plans for the new lobby are based on the requirements to: 
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1. Attract visitors into The Computer Museum from the shared entry with The Children's 
Museum by providing a flavor of the Museum's galleries. 
2. Allow for smooth, easy access to the admissions desk and into the elevator. 
3. Maximize exposure of visitors to the Museum store. 
4. Provide enough capacity to handle at least two groups of 30 visitors simultaneously. 

A provisional plan for the lobby that achieves these goals is shown in Appendix 2. 

The lobby renovation will cost approximately $200,000 and needs to take place during 
FY96 to open with the new joint "Wave" entrance. 

B. STORE 
A detailed plan for a new store facility, to be built in as part of the lobby renovation will be 
developed to offer: 
1. Greater square footage to offer more items 
2. Better flow-through, with all visitors exiting through store 
3. Higher visibility from the Wharf: more window space 

C, OVERALL DEPLOYMENT OF SPACE. 
After the Networked Planet opens, all the Museum's space will be developed with the 
exception of one 4,000 square foot bay (Bay I on the 6th floor). This Bay will provide 
temporary ~xhibit space, and an exhibit featming highlights of the collections together with 
an archive and video library. 
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IV. INSTITUTIONAL ADYANCEMENT 

Since establishing itself on Museum Wharf 10 years ago, the Museum has broadened its 
support to include over 200 corporate supporters and over 850 individual supporters. Over 
50 sources supported the Museum above the $10,000 level inFY94. The Museum has 
achieved full independence from Digital Equipment Corporation. 

The Museum's exhibits, programs, collections,·and vision for new and exciting 
developments make it the leader in hands-on educational exhibitry and preservation of 
computers. The Museum must establish itself as the museum of the computer industry, and 
the individuals who lead it. It must also build its reputation as an educational institution 
within the science & technology center community, and academics and practitioners of 
informal education about computing. 

Corporate Support 

EY95-27 Goals for Corporate Deyelopment 

1. Establish six new in-depth corporate relationships that provide approximately $50,000 in 
cash and/or equipment annually. 

2. Double the number of corporate members, reaching 250 corporate members by the end 
ofFY97, achieving the following revenues: 

$206,1 250,000 IFY96 $300,000 

Analysis of Corporate Smmort Growth Qmx>rtunities 

liriIooo 

Since FY90, more than 200 different corporations have supported the Museum. The 
Museum has had greatest success with the computer industry, with nearly $150,000 (75%) 
of corporate membership coming from this sector. As the Museum has not come close to 
"saturating" this sector, the Museum should continue to put its resources into expanding its 
base of support in this sector for the FY95-97 period. Secondary sources of support are the 
telecommunications industry, and the industries that make intensive and strategic use of 
computers, including the banking, insurance, and publishing. 

The national trend towards the reduction in philanthropy and an increase in the support of 
non-profit organizations through corporate marketing programs is likely to continue. The 
Museum can respond to this trend by devising approaches that serve both the Museum's 
mission and corporate marketing needs. Programs in this category include the exhibits, the 
Bowl, and the Pinnacles of Technology TV series. 

The Museum can grow significantly in all dimensions of corporate support by: 

1. Targeting the computer hardware, software and telecommunications industries. The 
Museum's penetration is especially small in the latter category. 
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2. Developing a long-term, multi-faceted pannership with corporations that involve several 
internal advocates in each corporation, and multiple opportunities for participation in the 
Museum. 

3. Increasing opportunities for corporations to sponsor group visits through an increased 
level of support. 

4. Presenting its case to a greater number of prospects, both through individual contact by 
B.oanf, staff, and Museum friends, and through some targeted marketing approaches to 
raise awareness of the Museum as an institution to which a corporation must belong. 
Examples include pro bono advertisements in the industry press and a presence at industry 
conferences. 

5. Diligently following up on opportunities with corporations that result from personal 
contacts or other connections. 

6. Enlisting leaders from major computer corporations to join the Museum's Boards. 

Benefits of Cmporate Membership 

1. Supporting the world's only computer museum. The Museum's education and collecting 
mission en1:umces the public's appreciation of the computer industry. 

2. Corporate breakfast seminars, started in 1985, atttact an average attendance of 70 
people. For FY95-7, the program will continue with CEO/Chairman/President level 
speakers, with a projected increase in the average number of attendees from 60 to 100. 
Breakfast seminars will continue to be important opportunities to cultivate new prospects. 

3. Free admission tickets are fully utilized by Massachusetts based corporations, either for 
employees or guests. Non-local members donate the majority of their tickets to the Museum. 
for the ticket subsidy program to provide free visits of underserved groups. Children's 
thank you letters to corporations provide effective positive feedback, and encomage 
members to renew. 

Overall Cor,pomte Smum 
The following chart shows the full spectrum of corporate support. Exhibit sponsorship 
attracts the greatest support, but revenues fluctuate based on the scheduling of major exhibit 
projects. The Museum. will prime the exhibit development pipeline with a rolling tbree-year 
program to allow sufficient lead time and planning to develop a steadier flow- of new exhibit 
funding and developmnent. 
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Corporate Support by Project 
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Indiyidual Support 

Individual Membership 
To attract new members and increase the retention rate, the Museum will expand member 
benefits and become more aggressive in its recruitment 

New member benefits will include members-only exhibit previews and openings, 
invitations to special events, a members' desk in the lobby, and Internet access to Museum 
information. Joint promotions with other museums, non-profits, or for-profit corporations 
will offer special benefits for members. 

FY95-97 Goals for Membership Development 
The goal is to increase the number of members by 10% each year. This will be achieved by 
increasing the renewal rate from 50% to 65%, and by attracting a greater number of new 
members. 

Annual Giving 
All of the Museum's constituency will be invited to contribute each year to the Annual 
Fund. Approximately 50% of annual giving will come from the Museum's major donor 
group, the Friends of the Museum. The Museum will seek to grow the number of Friends 
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by 10% each year, both to enhance the annual giving, and to add to the pool of committed 
major donors able to make leadership gifts to support futme capital and endowment 
projects. 

FY95-97 Annual Givin2 Goals 
FY95: $210,000, a 16% increase 
FY96: $231,000, a 10% increase 
.FY97: $254,000, a 10% increase 

To achieve these goals, the staff and Board will work to enlist more donors at increasingly 
higher levels of giving, converting visitors to members, members to supporters, supporters 
to significant donors, and donors to Friends. The pipeline will need to be primed by 
introducing individuals who are new to the Museum. The Boards of Trustees and 
Overseers must playa leadership role, both in terms of their own personal giving, and in 
their active recruitment of new donors. To achieve the goals, each Board member will be 
asked to introduce three new potential supporters to the Museum each year during the 
FY95-7 period. 

The opportunities to cultivate the Museum's supporters and prospective supporters are the 
monthly breakfast seminars, exhibit openings (four scheduled for 1994-5), the Computer 
Bowl events (the "kick-off' parties and the live event, one of each on each coast), and 
private tours with senior Museum staff at any time. 

Foundation Support 
Major, multi-year grants from major national foundations will be sought for educational 
programs. The Clubhouse is a good candidate for support especially with its dissemination 
plan and its potential for impact on K-12 education. Teacher development programs on the 
integration of computing within the schools with national applications will also be 
appropriate for major foundation support. 

850 Fund 
To complete the acquisition of the building, the Museum needs to raise $550K to retire its 
mortgage, and $200K to develop a new lobby and store area to accommodate the opening 
of the new entry "Wave" with the Children's Museum. An additional requirement of $50K 
to cover fund-raising expenses brings the total to be raised to $850K over three years. 

With guidance from the Development Committee, Trustees, and Overseers, leadership gifts 
will initially be sought from individuals, corporations, and foundations that did not 
contribute to the last Capital Campaign. As the fund progresses, donors who have already 
made capital gifts to earlier campaigns will be asked to contribute again to this special fund. 

The following gift table will be the guideline for a successful 850 Fund: 

one gift at $250K 
two gifts at $ lOOK 
four gifts at $50K 
six gifts at $25K 
5-10 gifts at $5-10K. 

The pace-setter gift of $250K will be required to launch the fund effectively. Cultivation 
and solicitation of the leadership gifts will begin in Fall 1994. 
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Federal Support 

The Museum's exhibit and education programs are eligible for federal support from the 
National Science Foundation and the National Endowment for the Humanities. Both 
agencies take approximately 12 months from the time of submission of the preUrninary 
proposal to the start of the grant period (if funding is granted). Panel reviewers also like to 
see a project development cycle extending over 12-24 months as this is the norm among the 
museum community. The Museum must therefore work on 2-3 year lead times in order to 
optimize its access to federal funds. 

Major NSF support is usually predicated on a program impact of over 500,000 people per 
year. The Museum must work in partnership with other organizations or seek funding for 
dissemination of existing programs in order to deliver the required level of impact. 

Within NSF, Informal Science Education is the most likely funder, provided there is 
natural science content in the programs. At CISE (Computer and Information Science), also 
within NSF, computing is the focus, but the challenge here is to fall within ~ts primarily 
research-oriented umbrella. IMS (Institute for Museum Services) General Operating 
Support ($I20K over two years) will be sought. 

The Muse~ will seek support from the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEIl) 
for programs that have humanities themes. Exhil»ts that deal with the social impact of 
computing falls within the NEH's subject guidelines. Lead times of 2-3 years are essential 
if the Museum is to take advantage of both planning grants and the much larger 
implementation grants that can follow receipt of planning grants. 

Other potential federal sources include the Departtnent of Commerce through its initiatives 
to demonstrate the impact and potential of computer networks, and the National 
Endowment for the Arts for exhibits on computer art exhibitions. 

Federal support requires a major investment in proposal development, but the sums granted 
can be significant (up to $lm for a major project) and success with a peer-reviewed federal 
grant can stimulate private sources to contribute. 

y. MARKETING & SALES PLAN 

Marketin& Plan Outline 

Positionin& of the Museum as an Institution 
The Museum's. mission includes two quite distinct components. The first part speaks to the 
Museum's role as a source of inspiration about computing. The second delineates the 
Museum's role as a preserver, celebrator, and center for research into computing's past. 
The Museum offers unique experiences in both areas. A marketing opportunity for the 
Museum is to make both themes work together to support the positioning of the institution 
as a special, multi-faceted place. 

The following table lists aspects of the Museum that appeal to various constituencies: 
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useum 
Characteristic 

um· low 

um medium 

none none 

none· medium none 

The following table lists the vehicle that will be used to reach each of the Museum's four 
target segments effectively: 

Local tairiilies 

Earned Revepues 

ehlcles 
Brochures m hotels, ViSitor centers, a:ttpOrt 
Listings in guide books, tourist magazines 
National and international media cov 
Direct mail to teac ers, teac open ouses 
Articles in educational magazines 
Telemarlreting for repeat visits 
Presence in educator conferences and teacher worksh s. 
Editorial in local newspapers & magazmes a 
Museum activities 
Advertising: print, radio, billboards, posters 
TV & radio PSAs & news or magazine show coverage 
Partnershi s and 'oint motions 
Trade, busmess profeSSIonal press . torial an 
advertisements 
Promotion at conferences & trade shows 

All museums' revenues are a mix between eamed and contributed revenues, ranging from a 
low of below 28% earned (Lawrence Hall of Science) to a high of 87% earned (pacific 
Science Center). The Museum has increased the percentage of earned revenue from 30% in 
FY85 to 50% in FY94 while increasing the operating budget from $lm to $2.2 million. 
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Innovative museum programs are generally supported. from contributed revenue. Together, 
the Clubhouse and research on virtual reality accounted for $300,000 of operating revenue 
in FY94. An ongoing stream of innovative programs for underserved groups will keep the 
percentage of earned revenue from rising above the 60% level. . 

Admissions . 
Visitors are attracted by new exhibits and special events. The marketing and PR plan is 
designed to grow attendance. Word of mouth is the largest single contributing factor to 
cause people to visit, whether they come from Boston, other regions of the US, or from 
abroad. 

According to "The Image Study," over 70% of the Museum's visitors are first-time 
visitors. This study also showed a high satisfaction rating by the visitor. Major new 
exhibits that are pro~ted should increase the proportion of repeat visitors. 

For FY95 and FY96, attendance goals are determined by The Networked Planet and The 
Walk-Through Computer 2.0, for which funding is in place. FY97 goals will be 
determined by whatever exhibit is opened in June 96, with its attendant marketing and PR 
efforts. Two scenarios are presented for FY97: . 

Admissions Goals 

Year 

Scenano 
FY97 
No major 
new exhibit 

145,000 4% 

September 2. 1994 

+Networ~ Planet; opens g ower attendance 
winter months, with 25% impact for last 6 months of 
year 
+Harold Cohen robot artist; 15% impact in April & 
Ma 
+Vl - u 2.0: openmg m pc mon 
with $50K marketing budget; 
+Networked Planet continues to draw in its first 
summer 
-Central Artery construction 
-Wave construction 
++Sun-Ride 
-Central Artery construction 

+Computers & Entertainment 
-Central Artery construction 

+ Temporary special exhibits 
-Central Artery construction 
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Marketim= Tactics to Increase Admissions 

. AdYertisin& 
Since 19.84, the Museum has not purchased significant advertising. Over FY95-7, the 
Museum will increase its exhibit-funded marketing program to 8% of the exhibit budget, 
approximately doubling past allocations. Advertising will be enhanced through cooperation 
with media suppliers who will provide value-added packages that will appeal to current and 
prospective visitors and supporters. Wherever possible, advertising will be tied to 
promotional programs. 

Partnerships 
The Museum will work with exhibit sponsors to enhance the business value of the donation 
through marl.ceting programs that capitalize on the relationship between the donor 
organjzation and the Museum. The Museum will also pursue marketing partnerships with 
consumer.;.oriented organizations, such as hotel, automobile, and beverage industries, with 
the goal of increasing awareness, attendance, and marketing presence. 

Radio and Teleyision Pmgrammin& 
The Museum will establish itself as a supplier of information on computing subjects of 
topical interest, with emphasis on computers in recreational and educational applications. 
For example, the Museum will appear regularly on the nationally syndicated radio show 
"On Computers." 

PromotionS 
The Museum will pursue multi-faceted relationships with major retailers, membership 
organizations, and corporations. An example currently being pursued is to bring together a 
media outlet (Boston Glove), retailer (Lechmere), computer hardware (Apple), software 
(Maxis) suppliers, and a hotel (Swissotel) and an airline sponsor to offer an appealing prize 
package for a promotion featuring the Museum. 

Group Visits 
The Museum will use direct mail to target additional school, community, and tour groups. 
The Museum currently mails to 15,000 educators and representatives once a year. By 
increasing both the frequency and saturation of mailings, the Museum will increase 
awareness of the Museum's exhibits and programs. 

Functions 

Margins of 50% or better make functions a very attractive revenue stream for the Museum. 
The Museum will continue to present itself as an optimal site for high-tech introductions, 
small conferences, educational workshops, and corporate hospitality functions. General 
functions revenue (excluding Overnights) will increase from $153K (FY95) to $160K 
(FY96) to $168 (FY97). Revenue increases are expected from incremental gains on Bar 
Mi~ahs, corporate business associated with trade shows and conventions, and other 
corporate business. The plan is to emphasize corporate functions, as these support the 
development of the Museum's corporate relationships. 

A sponsored special function for selected travel agents, tour operators, event planners and 
meeting planners featuring the new exhibits will showcase the Museum to new prospects. 
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Fee.Based PrQlrams 

The Museum will expand fee-based programming such as Overnights and Computer 
Camps. Adult-oriented evening courses in the Clubhouse will be developed. 

Store 

Plan for the store, including costs and impact of new facility associated with a new lobby 
resulting from the Waterfront Project. 

Impact of Internet acceSS to the store. 
The Museum will increase the distribution of its unique products by forming relationships 
with strong retail organizations. 

The store will explore relationships with strong mail-order retailers that could offer in-store 
customers competitive prices in the educational atmosphere of the Museum. For example, 
MacIPC Connection could sell Museum videos, giftware, and publications via their 
catalogs, and sell software in the Museum store via on-line ~ telephone ordering services. 

Exhibit Ljeensinl and Sales 

The Museum will market its appealing exhibits to public space markets such as malls, 
universities, and libraries, and to entertainment venues including amusement parks. 

The Museum has established an OEM relationship with a supplier to retail stores in order to 
get increased access to the growing market for interactive fun activities in stores. 

VI. DIYERSITY 

Overview 
The Museum's mission statement embraces diversity in its charge "to educate and inspire 
people of all ages and backgrounds." 

Diversity, or multiculturalism, is an important topic today, in both profit and nonprofit, 
corporate and educational sectors. In essence, it means to include people from all cultures 
and backgrounds in the makeup of an institution's Board, staff and audience. The 
Museum's goal is to achieve 20% minority representation in each of the three areas by 
FY97. 

As of summer 1994, the Museum's visitor services department (which includes the visitor 
assistants who are most visible to the public) is 50% minority. The rest of the 30 staff have 
only two minority members. Gender diversity is good accross the entire staff. The 
Musuem's 25-person Board of Trustees has two minority and four female members, the 
remajnder being white and male. The 38-person Board of Overseers has five minority and 
four female members. The cultural makeup of Museum visitors is not recorded currently. 
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Bmml 
• Seek out Board members from diverse communities by establishing relationships with 

. various organizations such as The Partnershipl, based in Boston. 
• Seek nominations from existing members with ties to minorities . 

. Marketins tp a Diyerse Audience 
The·Museum offers ongoing initiatives to reach out to diverse populations. Some of these 
involve opening up the Museum to economically disadvantaged audiences, where the cost 
of admission might be a bamer. Currently offered are: 

• Reduced prices on Sunday afternoons 
• Reduced prices to teachers/school groups 
• TIcket subsidy program for corporate members 

Special needslelderly visitors will also be solicited; individual attention by visitor assistants 
will ensure a successful visit. 

The Museum's location is readily acccessible by public transportation to diverse 
populations in Boston. Access will be promoted by advertising on Boston's subway. 

Education 
The Museum reaches out to Boston's diverse neighborhoods through the Computer 
Clubhouse; which serves 1000 children a year, 90% coming from economically 
disadvantaged communities. Plans are in process to dissiminate Clubhouse programs to 
reach into diverse communities and into other cities nationwide. A Spanish language 
version of the audiotape exhibit tour, for which funding is currently being sought, will help 
make the Museum accessible to Hispanic communities. 

Exhibit Desisn 
• The Network Guides for The Networked Planet exhibit will have both Spanish and 
English captioning, appealing to the large Boston-area Hispanic population as well to as the 
hearing-impaired. 
• The Network Guides also personify diversity - mix.of ages, gender, race. 

Exhibits staff are trying more and more to involve a diversity of approaches when creating 
exhibits, incorporating not just a technical bent, but a humanistic one as well. Developers 
also try to appeal to different types, not just techies or.intellectuals, but to a broader 
audience. 

Other exhibit-related goals: 
• Incorporate as much diversity as possible into exhibit design and general signage - use 
of models, speakers with varying accents and range of vocabulary. 

Administration 
Steps to help ensure a pool of diverse candidates for job vacancies: 
• Advertise job openings in community-based newspapers, organizations; post on 
community bulletin boards. Make a definite effort to use these venues in addition to more 
stereotypical places like other museums, museum associations, etc. 
• Place larger ads in the Boston Globe, which has city-wide readership. 
• Create and maintain an open, comfortable work environment where all staff feel at ease 
and valued. 
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• Hold training/awareness session for all staff about the importance of diversity - to 
promote staff cohesiveness and understanding of issues involved. 

BuildiniVstructural issues 
• Ensure Museum is welcoming to special needs visitors 
• Develop a directional signage system that is language-neutral. 
• Develop signage for non-English-speaking visitors. 

yu. FINANCE 

Operatine Fund 

The Operating Fund supports all of the Museum's regular operations, including building 
costs, administrative staff, visitor services, education programs, temporary exhibits, 
collections, exhibit maintenance, general marketing, public relations, and development. The 
Museum plans to maintain a small net surplus each year in .the Operating Fund, amounting 
to about 2% of revenues. 

Operating Fund revenues are composed of earned revenues (approximately 55%) and 
contributed. funds (approximately 45%). 

While major exhibits are separately funded through the Exhibit Fund, temporary exhibits 
and education programs costing less than $10,000 may be executed without special funding 
if they are expected to have a significant positive impact on the Museum. 

Exhibit Fund 

Permanent exhibits are developed with funds raised specifically for each exhibit. A 7% 
overhead is taken on all funds raised for permanent exhibits to meet costs of future, as yet 
unfunded exhibit planning. An additional 18% overhead is taken into the Operating Fund to 
meet administrative, building, and other indirect costs. 

Endowment Fund 

The Museum's Capital Campaign of 1991-4 established an Endowment Fund. The fund is 
managed by the Endowment Committee. This plan assumes that all interest from the 
endowment will be applied to the Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

The Capital Fund holds funds raised through the Museum's capital campaigns. Capital 
Fund expenses include the building mortgage (principal and interest), building capital 
improvement costs, and fund-raising expenses. 

Appendix 5 shows overall expense and revenue projections for FY95-97. 
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YIDe ADMINISTRATION 

Overview 
An expanding museum needs the necessary infrastruc~including the requisite number 
of staff, with adequate workspace and state-of-the-art equipment In addition to a positive 
work environment, competetive salaries and benefits are crucial to keeping a stable staff 
with no vacancies. 

Physical Space Requirements (see Appendix 3) 
Adequate workspace and facilities are needed for new staff, as well as volunteers. This 
includes actual workspace, staff meeting rooms, design and construction areas, and exhibit 
development space. 
• Additional staff will be accommodated by making more efficient use of the office spaces 
and by assigning unused spaces off the galleries as permanent office spaces. 
• Bay 6 on the fifth floor will provide some space for exhibit development and staging, 
accommodating the fluctuating numbers of temporary exhibit development staff. 
• Collections not included in the collections highlights exhibit will be moved off site. The 
current collections space in Bay 6 on the fifth floor will be reconfigured to house additional 
staff, the carpentry workshop, and an exhibit staging area. 

Office Computer Network 
In FY95-6, the Museum will convert from the VAX system to a client/server system. 

An exhaustive survey of current staff computing needs, along with a detailed plan for 
upgrading, was prepared in FY94. It includes the acquisition and implementation of an 
interdepartmental client/server system to link all administrative and functional parts of the 
Museum. The backbone of the plan, including a server, has been installed. Next steps are 
to move staff onto the network and establish the necessary software systems (accounting, 
development database, etc.). The changeover will require an ongoing aggressive plan to 
seek necessary donations of both hardware and software. 

With the recently acquired TIline and fault tolerant host, the Museum is well positioned to 
conduct many facets of the Museum's development, marketing, PR, and dissemination via 
the Internet Connections into The Networked Planet will be in place by November 1994, 
with the other Museum functions to follow in 1995. 

Once the network is fully installed, one FIE will be needed for its upkeep - handling 
installations for new staff, training, upgrades, maintenance, etc. 

Staff Sypport Programs 
To help ensure staff efficiency and morale, a series of training and educational programs 
will be held regularly, as well as a periodic review of the staff benefits package. As 
funding permits, educational reimbursement will be implemented. 

Building & Museum Wharf 
When the new "Wave" lobby is complete, the Museum's maintenance costs will increase. 
The proportion of the building running costs paid for by the Museum, currently set at 40%, 
will be renegotiated at the time of the time of the Wave's opening. 

Museum Wharf has long-term parking and expansion problems, which are limiting to 
growth. The Musem will seek to partner with the Children's Museum in acquiring access to 
nearby parking. 
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,Aggendix Ii Exhibit DevelQgment Plan 

Permanent Exhibits 

'OpeaiDg Exhibit Content Size Cost/Fundhtg Target Approach Location 
Date Prospects Audiences 
Nov 94 The Large scale 4,ooosqft $815,000 General- Interactive (15) Replace Graphics 

Networked computing, Corporate capitalize on 2-Dimensional Gallery; Bay 1 on 
Planet networks, impact of NSF public Video 5th floor 

computer age NEH interest in V A interaction 
networks Demonstrations 

June 95 The Walk- How computers 5,ooosqft $850,000 General 3-Dimensional Revision of 
Through work Corporate; Environment Original Walk-
Computer 20 'hardware & Learning Stations & Through 

software Video Computer 
industry 

June 96 Simulation ride Motion ride l,ooosqft $1.5 million General, 15-,20 person Adjacent to 
, through computers Corporate; youth in theater with large Walk-Through 

and networks For-profit particular screen and moving Computer; Bay 3 
partner seats or 4 on 5th floor 

June'TJ Computers in Applications in 3,ooosqft $500,000 Youth Interactive (15) Replace 
Entertainment movies and popular Corporate; Adults, Video Milestones second 

music NEA,NEH Culturally Demonstrations bay 
diverse Process oriented 

June 97 Artificial Shared simulation 2,ooosqft $750,000 General Installation Bay 3 on 5th floor 
,Aquarium of complex system Corporate; 

NEA,NEH 
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Temporary Exhibits 

April 1- Harold 
May 30 95 Cohen 

Robot 

Computer 
Animation 

Computing 

June 96 The 
in the 
Olympics 

Appendix I September 2, 1994 

artists are using 
computers in their 
work. 

Robotic paintbrush- 1,200 sq ft Individual 
handling art 
program 

Work of John Corporate 
Lasseter of NEA 
Lucasfilm/Pixar to 
coincide with 
release of full-
length feature 
movie 

tour-de- 1,500 sq ft NSF 
forces of computing Corporate 
technology & 
applications on 
computing's 50th 

in the 1,000 sq 
Olympics - in Olympic 
conjunction with sponsors 
Atlanta Olympics 
First topical issue 

2 

General 
Art 

Children 

Cutting edge 
technology; 
mainly 
interactive 
with some 

Adult 
Youth 
Interest in 
Olympics 

Symposium; colab. 
with DeCordova 
Museum 
One-of-a kind 
installation with 
retrospecti ve 

interactive stations 

2-Dimensional 
Interactive 
Video 

Interactive 
2-Dimensional 
Video 

Bay 1 on 6th floor 

Bay 1 on 6th 
floor; then 
integrated into 
Computers in 
Entertainment 
permanent 
exhibit in 96 
Reconfigure 2nd 
bay of People and 
Computers 

Bay 1 on 6th floor 
Temporary 
exhibit space 



How artists portray 2 and 3-dimensional Skyline Room 
the computer. Corporate 

Artists' views State Arts 
of the 

Oct 96 Current trend 1,000 sq ft to be Interactive 

Temporarily 
Electronic for student Corporate replace Robots & 
Classroom expression, Parents Demonstrations Other Smart 

communication, Process oriented Machines 
collaboration etc. 
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· APPENDIX 4; THE MUSEUM ON THE NET 

The Museum will establish a presence on the Internet The first phase will be the 
establishment of a Gopher server to be up and running by November 1994, to coincide 
with the opening of The Networked Planet Exhibit The second phase will be the 
development of materials for dissemination via the Mosaic browser on the World Wide 
Web. The Museum will develop a Mosaic home page by early 1995. 

I. The Computer Museum Gopher 

Gopher is a powerful, widely used text-based Internet tool. The information currently on 
the Museum's e-mail server will be imported to the Gopher server. In order to facilitate 
access to the Museum Gopher server, the Museum will offer, for a nominal fee, a simple 
public-domain terminal program, available for PC or Mac, configured to dial the Museum's 
local-access Gopher number automatically. 

Computer Museum Gopher Menu 

'The Computer Museum Gopher (Boston MA) 

1. Welcome to The Computer Museum Gopher! 
2. Exhibits! (David Grescbler) 
3. Educational Services! (Marilyn Gardner) 
4. The Historical Collection! (Gwen Bell, Brian Wallace) 
5. Museum Visits! (John Marchiony) 
6. Special Events at the Museum! (Gail Jennes) 
7. Museum Membership! (Betsy Riggs) 
8. The Computer Museum Store! (Margaret Dasha) 
9. Facility Rental for Functions (Martha Ballard) 
10. Exhibit Kits (Kevin Kelly) 
11. Museum Newsletter! (Gail Jennes) 
12. Museum Administration! (Mary McCann) 
13. Other Museum Gophers! 

1. Welcome to The Computer Museum Gopher 

1. About The Computer Museum (mission profile) 
2. About this Gopher 

(pmpose of Gopher site, access, features, instructions) 
3. How to Access Gopher if You Don't Have Internet Access 

(explains Gopher access via Gopher Mail and modem) 

2. Exhibits! 

3. Educational Services! 

1. ,The Computer Clubhouse! 
1. Mission Statement 
2. Project Areas 
3. ' Membership 
4. Mentoring 

2. Museum Publications! 
1. Educational Activities Packet 
2. People and Computers Catalog 
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3. How Computers Work Video 
4. Group Tour Information 

4. Historical Collection! 

1. History 
2. Holdings 
3. Usage 
4. Donations 
5. Images! 

5. Museum Visits! 

1. Hours and Prices 
2. Tmvel Directions 
3. Group Tour Information 

6. Special Events at the Museum! 
(press releases--menu items change with updates) 

1. E-mail the President 
2. Virtual Reality Adventure 
3. The Internet Auction 
4. The Computer Bowl 
3. Breakfast Seminars 

7. Museum Membershipl 

1. Individual and Family Membership 
2. Corporate Membership 
3. Library Membership 

8. The Computer Museum Storel 

1. Store Description 
2. Books (includes Museum publications) 
3. Videos (includes How Computers Work) 
4. Posters 
5. Educational Software 
6. Other Computer-related Products 
7. Ordering by Phone or Mail 

9. Facility Rental for Functions 

10. Exhibit Kits 

11. Museum Newsletters! 

1. Spring 1994 
2. Winter 1994 
3. etc. 

12. AcJmjnistration/ 
1. Overseers 
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2. Trustees 
3. Honorary Trustees 
4. Staff Directory 
5. Volunteer Opportunities 

13. Other Museum Gophers 
1. San Francisco Exploratorium 
2. UC Berkeley Museum of Paleontology 
3. etc. 

Broadcasting The Museum's Presence 
To generate interest in the On-line Museum, the Museum will broadcast via the following 
U senet newsgroups altintemetservices, comp.infosystems.gopher, and 
comp.infosystems.www 

Information about the Museum can also be located by Internet users who use Archie 
(searches for file names with a given search string) and W AIS (tool for searching text). 

U. The Computer Museum on the World Wide Web 

The World Wide Web is a means of organizing access to information on the Internet using 
hypertext documents. In hypertext documents, users can follow pre-established links to 
quickly jump to material of interest to them. The Web can deal seamlessly with all media, 
including text, graphics, video and sound Users access Web documents using a browser 
such as Mosaic, available from the National Center for Supercomputing Applications. 

The Museum will seek funding to support the development of documents for dissemination 
on the Web. 

Materials Suitable for the Web 

Same material as provided by the Gopher server and additionally: 

Collections: 
• Photo Collections: selected images 
• VIdeo Collections: selected movie fragments 

Exhibits: 
• Museum floor plan 
• Images of Museum site, galleries and interactive exhibit screen shots 
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Exhibit Scenarios 

FY96 FY97 
Total Funding exhibit Fund Operating Fund Total Funding Exhibit Fund I Operating Fund 

All Scenarios 
EIec:IronIc Classroom vr 1 $150000 $123000 $27000 8ectronlc Classroom vr 2 $250000 $205000 $45000 
Temporary Exhibit $50,000 $50000 $50,000 $50,000 

Scenario 1 
June 96 81m·Rlde Opens $1500000 $1,230000 $270000 June 97, Artificial Aquarium $500000 $410000 $90,000 
Total ScenarIo 1 $1700000 $1353000 $347000 ·$800000 $615000 $185000 

Scenario 2 
June 96. ComPUters & Entertainment $500000 $410,000 $90000 June 97, Artificial Aquarium $500,000 $410,000 $90,000 
Total Scenario 2 $650,000 

Scenario 3 
. ~une 96: no maJor exhibit $100,000 $82,000 $18,000 June 97, Artificial Aquarium $500,000 $410000 $90,000 

Total Scenario 3 $300000 $205,000 $95000 $800,000 $615000 $185,000 

Note: Non-lelllDorarv exhibit prolects sublect 10 18% Indirect expense allocaled to the Operating Fund 
8% of Exhibit Fund revenue allocated to marketing the funded prolect 7% allocaled to future exhibit plannlnq 
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FY94 (act) 

SUDDartlRavanua 
RestrICted SiJDIIOrt: 

Clubhouse $250.710 
exhibit Ra/aIad tcllllall aIIacIred $109719 

SDecI8J ProIectIi $10904 
Unrestricted SIlDDOrt: . 

. 0ImII:aI c&mniiiftnl85O Fnd 
Collllllllta $208138 

Foundalliln S29180 
ComDiIIer Bawl S438831 

SDac/aI Develamn&nt DIOr 
Mlinaenlhb Fund S187853 

AdmIaaIon $504,388 
Store $283.782 
FunCllons S179828 
ExhIbIt SaIaa $38.897 
Other: 

Inleresl $3288 
Publlcallons 

ConmutarCIIII1IIII $425 

Total SlIDDOrtlRavenue $2.224.117 

Exhibit nt $83.570 
Exhibit MalntlEnhancmant $54,399 
ExhIbItSalealKIts $38,848 
Collections $85,288 
CducatIan & AdmIs8Ion $287037 
Clubhouse S192.304 
Markallna $250.705 
PubUcallonil 
PublIc RaIeIIona $92,207 
Store $225280 
FuncIIona $85.190 
IComautar Bawl $135,447 
IsD8CiiiI DaV8i0ixii8nt ProI: 
Fundralalna $88.070 

Fund $48.180 
Lobbv & StOre Renovation 
Muieum WhIIf: 

0DimiiiiiG billie" $310.382 
Mortaaae 

General Manaa8lll8nl $287340 

TotaJ~ $2.182245 

NatRavenue 141872 

-In FY85, !hie wiD be the Internet Auctions 
"AIIumea no Wave op. coata 

OlMll'atlna Fund 
FY95(bud) FY98 

$272.500 $280.000 
$283100 $347.000 

$250,000 $300,000 
$25,000 

S385 000 $375 000 
$40,000 $45,000 

$210000 $231,000 
$581.800 $823.000 
$298 000 $327.000 
$190850 $204.000 
$53.300 $75.000 

$13000 $13,000 
$110.000 $57.000 
$18000 $18.000 

$2.885,850 $2,900 000 

, 

$78,792 $40,000 
$58179 $67,000 
$40 560 $48,700 
$59850 $82,843 

$333339 $350.000 
$215380 $198.000 
$251.580 $285.000 

$94,945 .$43,130 
$84594 $89,000 

$238828 $255.500 
$102.320 $109.500 
$115,818 $120.000 
129,344 $32.000 

$150.088 $158,000 
$75.835 $81.000 

$300.000 $315,000 

$359175 $380,000 

$2.588,381 $2.812,873 

-'97289 $287328 

Scenario 1 (Slm-Rlde) 

Capital Fund Exhibit Fund 
FY97 FY94 (act) FY95 (budt FY98 FY97 FY94 eactf FY95 (bud) FY98 FY97 

$270.000 
$185000 $285.940 $1.344.785 $1.353.000 $815,000 

$198100 $41,000 $250,000 $350 000 
$328000 
$25000 

S380.000 
$50,000 

$254,000 
$949.505 
$422.000 
$224.000 
$93.000 

$13000 
$37750 
$18,000 

$3,248,255 $198,100 $41,000 $250,000 $350,000 $285,940 $1,344,785 $1,353,000 $815,000 

$40,000 $342.140 $1,309,785 $1.244,780 $565,800 
$100,000 $4,299 

$54 000 
$85985 $75,000 

$420.000 
$208.000 
$278.000 $35,000 $108,240 $49,200 

$19.532 
$93,000 

$338,000 
$117.000 
$125000 
$35000 

$185.000 $130,849 $5,300 $15.000 $15,000 
$85,000 

$200,000 

$330.000 
$128.977 $120,200 $113.378 $108,577 

$400,000 

$2,871 517 $257,826 $125,500 $328,376 $196,577 $346,439 $1,344,785 $1,353,000 $615,000 

S374738 /$81 728) /$84500) /$78378 S153423 IS80 499\ $0 $0 SO 
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FY94 (act) 

SUDDortIRevenue 
RestrIcted SUDDOIt: 

Clubhouse $250,710 
exhibit RaIaIed /de!aIJ IIIIached $109719 

SiiiiCi8I piiiiiiCb 110904 
Unreatrlcled SUDIlllIt: 
~nf850Fnd 

CDmaraIa Membelllhlll 1208138 
foundation 129,180 

ComDu18r Bowl 1438.931 
a.-IaI I DIOr 

MembenlhIDFund 1187953 
AdmIaaIon $504,388 
Store $283,782 
Functions $179,828 
exhibit Sales $38.897 
Other: 

Interest $3,288 
Publlcallons 

Canmuter CIunlI $425 

Total SUDllllrtlRevenue $2,224,117 

exhibit DevaIooment $63.570 
exhibit MalnflEnhancment $54,399 
ExhIbit SalealKIts 138.848 
CoUecIIona $85,288 
CducaIIcin a AdmIssIon $287.037 
~ . $192 304 
Mlirkelfna $260706 
PubIIcaIIonB . 
PublIc ReIsIIons $92.207 
Store 1226280 
FunCllona $85.190 

Bowl $135,447 
ISD8Ciid lit Prat." 
Fuildriii8liia- $88.070 
MembershlD Fund $48.180 
LObbY • Store Renovatlo/J 
Museum WhaJf: 

Operaling Expense" $310.382 
Moltaaae 

General Manaaement $287340 

Total EXDiiiiii8 $2.182246 

Net Revenue 141 872 

·In FY95, this will be the Internet AucJIona 
"AI8umeI no Wave op. coati 

a_tina Fund 
FY95 /bud) FY98 

$272,500 $280,000 
$289,100 $117,000 

$250000 $300000 
$25,000 

$385000 $375,000 
$40 000 $45,000 

$210000 $231,000 
$581,900 $823,000 
$298.000 $327,000 
$190850 $204,000 

$53,300 $75,000 

$13000 $13,000 
$110,000 $57,000 

$18,000 $18,000 

$2,885850 $2870,000 

$78.792 $40,000 
$58179 $67.000 
$40,580 148,700 
$59860 $62.843 

$333,339 $350.000 
$216.380 $198,000 
$261680 $265;000 

$94.946 $43,130 
$84694 $89,000 

$238828 $255,500 
$102.320 $109,500 
$116.818 $120.000 

$29.344 $32.000 
$150.088 $158.000 

$76835 $81,000 

$300.000 $315,000 

$369.176 $380.000 

$2.588.381 $2.812.873 

197289 157328 

Scenario 2 (C's & Entertainm't) 

capital Fund exhibit Fund 
FY97 FY94 (act) FY95 (bud) FV98 FY97 FY94 /actl FY95 (bud) FY98 FV97 

$270,000 
$185000 $285,940 $1344,785 $533,000 $562,000 

1198,100 $41,000 $250000 $350000 
$325000 
$25000 

$380·000 
$50,000 

$254,000 
$847,935 
$380.000 
$224000 

$93,000 

$13,000 
$37750 
$18,000 

$2,882,885 $196,100 $41,000 $250,000 $350,000 $265,940 $1,344.785 $533,000 $562.000 

$40,000 $342,140 $1,344.785 $533,000 $562,000 
$75,000 $4.299 
$54000 
$66.985 $75,000 

$387000 
$208,000 
$278,000 

$19,632 
$93.000 

$273,000 
$117.000 
$125.000 

$36.000 
$185.000 $130.849 $5.300 $15.000 115,000 

$85,000 
$200.000 

$330,000 
$128.977 $120.200 $113,378 $108.577 

$400.000 

$2.728.517 $257.826 $125,500 $328,378 $198,577 $346,439 $1,344.785 $533,000 $582,000 

1154188 (181 7281 ($845001 ($783781 1153423 11804991 $0 10 SO 
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Scenario 3 (No Jun 96 exhibit) 

OIIer.tlna Fund Capital Fund Exhibit Fund 
FY94 (act) FY9S(bJld) FY98 FY97 FY94 (act) FY95 (bud) FY98 FY97 FY94 (act) FY95 (bud) FY98 FY97 

SUpDOrtlRavenlllt 
RiatrlCIed SUPPOrt: 

Clubhou&e $260,710 $272,600 $280,000 $270,000 
exhibit Related (detail attached .108718 '283100 .95000 $185000 $285940 $1 344785 $205000 $816000 

~1!8CIaI Pro)8CIB $10904 
Unrestrlcled SUPPOrt 

_C!ll!ltalCa/mlaIgnl85O Fnd $198100 $41,000 $250000 $350000 
Coniolate Membershlll $208138 $250000 $300000 $325000 

foundation $29 180 $26000 $25000 
ComllUl8r Bowl $438,931 $385000 $375,000 $380000 

SDecIaI DeveIoDinantPlOr ~OOO $46--,-000 $50000 
Fund .187953 $210000 $231000 $254000 

Admlsslan $504,388 $681,900 $823,000 $823,000 
Store $283782 $298000 $327,000 $349000 
functions $179828 $19Q.850 $204,000 $224000 
exhibit Sales $38,897 $53,300 $75,000 $93,000 
Other: 

Inlerest $3,288 $13,000 $13000 $13,000 
Publlcatlone $110,000 $57,000 $37,750 

Computer Ca/q)E $425 $18,000 $18,000 $18,000 

Total enue $2,224,117 $2,885850 $2,848 000 $2.848750 $198,100 $41,000 $250.000 $350,000 $285,940 $1.344,785 $205,000 $815,000 

Exhibit Development $83,570 $78.792 $40,000 $40,000 $342,140 $1.344,785 $188,800 $585.800 
Exhibit MalntlEnhancment $64,399 $68179 $87,000. $76000 $4,299 
Exhibit SaJeaIKhs $38-<848 $40 680 $48,700 $54.000 
CoIl8ctIons . . $85288 $69860 $82,843 . $85985 $75,000 
EducaIIon a AdmIa8Ion $287037 $333,339 $350,000 $387,000 
CIubhouee $192304 $216380 $198,000 $208000 
Markellng. $250705 $261680 $285,000 $278,000 $18,400 $49,200 
PubIIcaIIons $94.946 $43,130 $19,532 
PublIc RelatIons $92,207 $84,594 $89,000 $93,000 
Store $225280 $238,828 $255,500 $275000 
functions $85,190 $102,320 $109,500 $117.000 
ComllUl8r Bowl $135,447 $115818 $120,000 $125,000 
-SpecIaJ ntProj: $29,344 $32,000 $35.000 
Fundralslna $88,070 $160.068 $158.000 $185,000 $130.849 $5.300 $15.000 $15.000 
Membership Fund $48,180 $75.835 $81,000 $85000 
I~ a Store Renovation $200.000 
Mueeum WhIIIf: 

Operating Expense" $310.382 $300.000 $315,000 $330,000 
Mortaeae $128.977 $120,200 $113.378 $108,577 

0-181 Manaaement $287.340 $369.175 $374.000 $390,000 

Total ExDenae $2182,245 $2588.381 $2,808.873 $2720517 $257.828 $126.500 $328.378 $198,577 $348.439 $1.344,785 $205,000 $815.000 

Net Revenue $41872· S97289 $41328 S128233 (S81 728 ($845001 (S78378 S153423 {S80 499 SO SO $0 

-In FY85. IhIa will be \he 1nf8met Aucllona 
-Aaaumaa no Wave Gpo coaia . 
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09/12/94 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

Month Ending 07/31/94 

OPERATING OPERATING ANNUAL 
FY95 FY94 CAPITALIEXHIBIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED $ BUDGET 

Actual Budget Actual Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget VARIANCE FY95 
-------------------- ---------- ------------------------------------ --------------------- -------- ------------

SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted support: 
Clubhouse 14,700 23,296 23,259 14,700 23,296 -8,596 280,000 
Exhibit Related 778 6,888 8,790 76,083 9,568 82,971 -73,403 1,431,955 
Govt & Foundation 
Endowment 

Unrestricted support: 
Capital campaign 2,000 2,000 2,000 41,000 
corporate Membership 14,500 14,500 8,000 14,500 14,500 250,000 
Foundation 
Computer Bowl 365,000 
Internet Auction 40,000 
Membership Fund 5,010 3,000 5,338 5,010 3,000 2,010 210,000 

Admission 70,628 84,930 75,913 70,628 84,930 -14,302 581,900 
Store 28,334 35,250 32,624 28,334 35,250 -6,916 298,000 
Historical Video 6,380 
Functions 3,491 3,372 13,328 3,491 3,372 119 190,850 
Exhibit Sales 53,300 
Other: 

Interest Income 193 450 375 415 193 865 -672 5,500 
Publications 110,000 
Program Income 3,500 3,500 3,500 23,500 

TOTAL SUPPORTIREVENUE 147,514 171,686 158,837 10,790 76,083 415 151,924 248,184 -96,260 3,881,005 r') 

If)O 
EXPENSES /)~ 
Exhibit Development 1,277 6,494 198 10,183 74,884 11,460 81,378 -69,918 1,218,997 (i5'0 Exhibit MaintiEnhancement 5,213 4,842 12,079 5,213 4,842 371 58,179 
Exhibit SaleslKits 1,708 2,932 231 1,708 2,932 -1,224 40,560 
Collections 4,745 4,991 4,317 4,745 4,991 -246 59,850 
Publications 94,945 
Education & Admission 23,324 28,099 17,615 23,324 28,099 -4,775 333,339 
clubhouse 11,308 17,874 18,099 11,308 17,874 -6,566 215,360 
Marketing 12,839 26,621 16,801 12,839 26,621 -13,782 257,060 

DC, \0 Public Relations 4,675 3,735 7,522 4,675 3,735 940 84,594 
Store 21,209 19,893 23,516 21,209 19,893 1,316 238,826 

~ Historical video 6,380 
Functions 3,969 5,639 5,473 3,969 5,639 -1,670 102,320 

~ Computer Bowl 6,495 6,562 2,265 6,495 6,562 -67 115,616 \t-'),.I),,~O Internet Auction 29,344 
Fundraising 10,059 11,209 1,639 131 455 10,190 11,664 -1,474 155,366 \ ~, Membership Fund 4,399 4,767 1,682 4,399 4,767 -368 75,835 
Museum Wharf 

Op EXp 24,000 25,000 24,955 24,000 25,000 -1,000 300,000 
Mortgage 10,274 10,274 10,274 10,274 120,200 

General Management 15,850 23,173 21,255 15,850 23,173 -7,323 359,175 

TOTAL EXPENSE 157,450 191,831 157,647 20,588 85,613 171,658 277,444 -105,786 3,859,566 

NET REVENUE -9,936 -20,145 1,190 -9,798 -9,530 6,382 415 -19,734 ' -29,260 9,526 21,439 



09/12194 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

Month Ending 07/31/94 

OPERATING ANNUAL 
FY95 CAPITAL EXHIBIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED $ BUDGET 

Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget VARIANCE FY95 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- -------- ------------

SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted support: 
Clubhouse 14,700 23,296 14,700 23,296 -8,596 280,000 
Exhibit Related 778 6,888 8,790 76,083 9,568 82,971 -73,403 1,431,955 
Govt & Foundation 
Endowment 

unrestricted support: 
capital campaign 2,000 2,000 2,000 41,000 
corporate Membership 14,500 14,500 14,500 14,500 250,000 
Foundation 
computer Bowl .365,000 
Internet Auction 40000 
Membership Fund 5,010 3,000 5,010 3,000 2,010 210,000 

Admission 70,628 84,930 70,628 84,930 -14,302 581,900 
Store 28,334 35,250 28,334 35,250 -6,916 298,000 
Historical Video 6380 190850 
Functions 3,491 3,372 3,491 3,372 119 53,300 
Exhibit Sales 
Other: 

Interest Income 193 450 415 193 865 -672 5,500 
Publications 110,000 
Program Income 3,500 3,500 3,500 23,500 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE 147,514 171,686 2,000 8,790 76,083 415 151,924 248,184 -96,260 3,881,005 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Development 1,277 6,494 10,183 74,884 11,460 81,378 -69,918 1,218,997 
Exhibit Maint/Enhancement 5,213 4,842 5,213 4,842 371 58,179 
Exhibit Sales/Kits 1,708 2,932 1,708 2,932 -1,224 40,560 
Collections 4,745 4,991 4,745 4,991 -246 59,850 
Publ ica tions 94945 
Education & Admission 23,324 28,099 23,324 28,099 -4,775 333,339 
Clubhouse 11,308 17,874 11,308 17,874 -6,566 215,360 
Marketing 12,839 26,621 12,839 26,621 -13,782 257,060 
Public Relations 4,675 3,735 4,675 3,735 940 84,594 
Store 21,209 19,893 21,209 19,893 1,316 238,826 
Historical video 6,380 
Functions 3,969 5,639 3,969 5,639 -1,670 102,320 
computer Bowl 6,495 6,562 6,495 6,562 -67 115,616 
Internet Auction 29344 
Fundraising 10,059 11 ,209 131 455 10,190 11,664 -1,474 155,366 
Membership Fund 4,399 4,767 4,399 4,767 -368 75,835 
Museum Wharf 

op EXp 24,000 25,000 24,000 25,000 -1,000 300,000 
Mortgage 10,274 10,274 10,274 10,274 120,200 

General Management 15,850 23,173 15,850 23,173 -7,323 359,175 

TOTAL EXPENSE 157,450 191,831 10,405 10,729 10,183 74,884 171,658 277,444 -105,786 3,859,566 

NET REVENUE -9,936 -20,145 -8,405 -10,729 -1,393 1,199 415 -19,734 -29,260 9,526 21,439 



09/12194 

REVENUES: 

clubhouse 
Exhibit Related 
Govt & Foundation 
corporate Membership 
Computer Bowl 
Internet Auction 
Membership Fund 
Admissions 
Store 
Historical Video 
Functions 
Exhibit sales 
Publications 
Interest Income 
other 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 
Exhibits Maintenance 
Exhibit sales 
collections 
Publications 
Education & Admissions 
Clubhouse 
Marketing 
Public Relations 
store 
Historical Video 
Functions 
computer Bowl 
Internet Auction 
Fundraising 
Membership Fund 
Musuem Wharf 
General Management 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

OPERATING FUND 

FOR THE MONTH ENDED 
06/30/94 ---------07/31/94---------
ACTUAL ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE 

250,710 $14,700 23,296 -8,596 
116,726 778 6,888 -6,110 

41,708 
206,136 $14,500 14,500 
438,931 

187,903 $5,010 3,000 2,010 
504,369 $70,628 84,930 -14,302 
263,879 $28,334 35,250 -6,916 

6,380 
179,642 $3,491 3,372 119 

38,897 

3,266 $193 450 -257 
425 3,500 3,500 

----------- --------- --------- -------
2,232,592 147,514 171,686 (30,552) 

65,571 1,277 6,494 -5,217 
54,413 5,213 4,842 371 
38,846 1,708 2,932 -1,224 
65,288 4,745 4,991 -246 

287,145 23,324 28,099 -4,775 
192,304 11,308 17,874 -6,566 
255,301 12,839 26,621 -13,782 
92,510 4,675 3,735 940 

225,501 21,209 19,893 1,316 
6,380 

85,223 3,969 5,639 -1,670 
135,552 6,495 6,562 -67 

66,070 10,059 11,209 -1,150 
48,180 4,399 4,767 -368 

310,382 24,000 25,000 -1,000 
268,547 15,850 23,173 -7,323 

------- ------- ------- ---------
2,190,833 157,450 191,831 -40,761 

$41,759 -9,936 -20,145 10,209 

PERCENT FY95 
BUDGET 

-37\ 280,000 
-89\ 283,100 

250,000 
365,000 

40,000 
67\ 210,000 

-17\ 581,900 
-20\ 298,000 

4\ 190,850 
53,300 

110,000 
-57\ 5,500 

23,500 
-------

-18\ 2,691,150 

-409\ 78,792 
7\ 58,179 

-72\ 40,560 
-5\ 59,850 

94,945 
-20\ 333,339 
-58\ 215,360 

-107\ 257,060 
20\ 84,594 
6\ 238,826 

-42\ 102,320 
-1\ 115,616 

29,344 
-11\ 150;066 
-8\ 75,835 
-4\ 300,000 

-46\ 359,175 
--------

-26\ 2,593,861 

-1 97,289 



09/12194 

ASSETS: 

Current: 
unrestricted cash 
Restricted cash 
Cash Equivalents 
Investments 
Receivables 
Inventory 
prepaid Expenses 
Interfund Receivable 

Total Current Assets 

Property & Equipment: 
Investment in Wharf 
Equipment & Furniture 
capital Improvements 
Exhibits 
Construction in Process 
Land 
Less Accum. Depreciation 

Net Property & Equipment 

TOTAL ASSETS 

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable 
Accrued Expense 
Deferred Income 
Interfund payable 

Total Current Liabilities 

Fund Balances: 
operating 
capital 
Endowment 
plant 

Total Fund Balances 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES 

OPERATING' 
FUND 

$235,277 

166,672 
309,842 

51,407 
14,161 

$777,359 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

07/31/94 

CAPITAL 
FUND 

746,607 

$746,607 

352,279 

PLANT 
FUND 

1,013,888 
$344,471 

960,401 
4,079,701 

18,000 
(3,690,244) 

$352,279 $2,726,217 

$777,359 $1,098,886 $2,726,217 

$76,249 
39,397 

151,002 
746,607 

$1,013,255 

($235,896) 

($235,896) 

$14,318 
11,791 

598,143 

$624,252 

474,634 

2,726,217 

$474,634 $2,726,217 

$777,359 $1,098,886 $2,726,217 

ENDOWMENT 
FUND 

250,000 

COMBINED 
TOTAL TOTAL 
06/30/94 6/30/93 

$235,277 
$250,000 

$166,672 
$309,842 

$51,407 
$14,161 

$746,607 

$259,423 
250,000 

167 
2,074 

48,868 
49,137 
9,143 

123,310 

$250,000 $1,773,966 $742,122 

$1,013,888 
$344,471 
960,401 

4,079,701 
352,279 

18,000 
(3,690,244) 

$260,327 
938,338 

4,079,698 
52,908 
18,000 

(2,962,311) 

$3,078,496 $2,386,960 

$250,000 $4,852,462 $3,129,082 

250,000 

$90,567 
51,188 

749,145 
746,607 

1,637,507 

(235,896) 
474,634 
250,000 

2,726,217 

$109,006 
63,557 

194,919 
123,310 

$490,792 

($225,960) 
484,432 
250,000 

2,726,217 

$250,000 $3,214,955 $3,234,689 

$250,000 $4,852,462 $3,725,481 



MUS~UM 'BTTENDANC~ FIGUR~S FOR .THE MONTH OF JULY 1994 

MONTHL V ygAR,' TO 'DATE 
1994 .1993 VARIANCE· . .' INSTITUTION 1994' 1993 VARIANCE 

MMMMMMM.MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM""MMMMMMMMMMMMM"MM~MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM 

267922. 291216 -8.00X 

~6125 54535 2.·92X 

9104 1'1079 -:17.83X 

48830 54713 -10.75X 

43B56 43510 0.80X· 

.16579 17489 -5.20X 

2725 2655 2.64X 

531~4 54682 -2.83X 

5359 7149-25.04X 

llB18. 13668' -13.54X 

1963 2572 -23.68X 

00 ERR 

IB476 IB069 .' 2.2pX 

192B9 23677 -18.53X 

14322 14933 -4.09X 

64194- 75039 -14.45X 

5330 4221 26.27X 

158237 185776 -14;82X 

3447 

'85101 

16'=1515 

'12B70 

271B 

'BBB5 

58173 

2B155 

2481 

79526 

172227 

15378 

. 2702 

13557 

55989 

27034 

63877 

14247 

38.94X 

7.01X 

-1.57X 

-16.31X 

0.59X 

-34.46X 

3.90X 

4.15X 

28.17X 

-26.08i 

BOSTON NATIONAL 
HISTORIC PARK 
(Parkwi'de t.ot.als) 

(Downt.own Visit.or.s Cent.er) 

BOSTONIAN SOCIETY , ' 

. CH.ILDREN'S MUSEUM 

·COMMONWEALTH ZOOLOGICAL 
CORPORAtION 

COMPUTER MUSEUM 

CONCORD MUSEUM 

CRANBERRY WORLD 

DECOROOVA MUSEUM & 
SCULPTURE PARK 

DISCOVERY MUSEUMS 

FULLER MUSEUM OF ART 

HARVARD MUSEUMS OF 
CULTURAL &'NATURAL HIST. 

. HERITAGE PLANTATION 

HPUSE OF SEVEN GABLES· 

ISABELLA STEWART 
GARDNER MUSEUM 

MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS 

MUSEUM OF OUR 
NAT.IONAL HERITAGE 

MUSEUM OF SCIENCE 

MUSEUM OF TRAN~PORTATION 

MYSTIC SEAPORT 

·NEW ENGLAND AQUARIUM 

N.E. SCIENCE CENTER 

N. E. WILDFLOWER SOC.I En' 

.PEABODY ESSEX MUSEUM' 

OLD STURBRIDGE VILLAGE 

PAUL REVERE HOUSE 
......... ".-'-~". 

.PLIMOUTH PLANTATION 

USS CONSTITUTION MUSEUM 

913512 998534 

190414 '192527 

32902 , 43020 

226254 . 252162 

348272 358288 

81859 72436 

15017 14947 

110850 118504 

31826 32412 

80625 87898 

12745 .12911 

o 0 

61927 64392 

61988 72119 

86914 92361 

123001 144429 

36147 32240 

937960 '359655 

-:-8.51X 

-1. lOX 

-23.52X 

~10~27X 

-2.80X 

13.01X 

0 •. 47X 

-6.46X 

-1.81X 

-8.27X 

-1.29X 

ERR 

-3.83X 

-14.05X 

-5.90'-

-14.84X 

12.12'-

-2.26'-

9467 

230160 

80.1231 

87461 

27495 

52306 

11272 . ~16. 01'-

222780 

89143 

179328 

26657 

218131 

780000 

94438 

21149 

98410 

223323 

94279 

167640 

31931 

5.51'-

2.72'

-7.39'-

30.01'

-46.B5'-

-0.24'-

-5 .. 45,-

6.97X 

-:-16.52X 



Weekly Comparison 
1994 vs. 1993 

Adults 
Children 
Infants 
Seniors 

TOTAL PEOPLE 

TOTAL REVENUE 

Monthly Comparison 
1994 vs . 1993 

Adults 
Children 

Infants 
Seniors 

TOTAL PEOPLE 

TOTAL REVENUE 

Month Actual vs Budget 

TOTAL PEOPLE 

TOTAL REVENUE 

FYTD Thru Aug 31 

The Computer Museum 
Admissions Report 
02-SEP-1994 

1994 
Aug i-Aug 31 

1993 
Aug i-Aug 31 

FY 

9980 
8026 

419 
379 

18804 

$82,291 

1994 
Aug 1-31 

9980 
8026 

419 
379 

18804 

$82,291 

Actual 

18804 

$82,291 

95 Actual FY 

10298 
7720 

620 
401 

19039 

$88,781 

1993 
Aug 1-31 

10298 
7720 

620 
401 

19039 

$88,781 

Budget 

20491 

$87,087 

95 Budget FY 

Change Change 

-318 -3.1% 
306 4.0% 

-201 -32.4 % 
-22 -5.5% 

-235 -1. 2% 

-$6,490 -7.3 % 

Change Change 

-318 -3.1 % 
306 4.0 % 

-201 -32.4 % 
-22 -5.5 % 

-235 - 1. 2% 

-$6,490 -7.3 % 

Change Change 

-1687 -8.2 % 

-$4,796 -5.5 % 

94 Actual 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL PEOPLE 

TOTAL REVENUES 

35383 

$153,002 

39500 

$167,875 

36528 

$165,038 



The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

Agenda 

The Computer Museum 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 

Friday, October 14, 1994 
8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 

1. Operations Update 

2. Waterfront Project 

3. Discussion Areas Relating to the Three-Year Plan 

• Special Projects Fund 

• CollectionsFTojec~ 

• Sim-Ride Funding & Development 

4. Agenda for November Board Meeting 



The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

Memorandum 

October 5, 1994 DAlE: 

10: Executive Committee 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Oliver Strimpel 

October 14 Meeting 

Enclosed please find the agenda for our next meeting on Friday, October 14. 
The meeting, which starts at 8:00 a.m., will be held in the conference room on the 
sixth floor (in the office area) 

I enclose the latest draft of the Museum's Three-Year Plan for your review. This 
incorporates the changes discussed at our September meeting, which include: 

• a short introduction entitled "Main Features and Goals" (page 5); 
• summaries of the current status of the Clubhouse and Collections 

(pages 12 and 13 respectively); 
• a new section entitled "Partnerships," which describes the Museum's 

competition and potential affiliations (page 29). 

Please call or e-mail Mary McCann (ext. 372; McCann@tcm.org) to tell her whether 
you will attend the meeting. 

I look forward to seeing you on the 14th. 

Enclosures: 
• Agenda 
• August Financials 
• Minutes of September 14 meeting 
• Draft of Three-Year Plan 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

2 Months Ending 08/31/94 

OPERATING OPERATING ANNUAL 
FY95 FY94 CAPITAL/EXHIBIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED $ BUDGET 

Actual Budget Actual Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget VARIANCE FY95 
-------------------- ---------- ------------------------------------ --------------------- -------- ------------

SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted support: 
Clubhouse 41,758 46,592 42,706 41,758 46,592 -4,834 280,000 
Exhibit Related 22,278 31,989 118,755 206,705 141,033 238,694 -97,661 1,431,955 
Govt , Foundation 1,358 
Endowment 

unrestricted support: 
Capital campaign 52,000 52,000 52,000 41,000 
corporate Membership 34,000 29,500 23,575 34,000 29,500 4,500 250,000 
Foundation 
computer Bowl 36,000 365,000 
Internet Auction 2,125 2,125 40,000 
Membership Fund 8,338 5,000 7,330 8,338 5,000 3,338 210,000 

Admission 153,722 174,330 165,154 153,722 174,330 -20,608 581,900 
Store 64,315 70,500 75,703 64,315 70,500 -6,185 298,000 
Historical Video 7,330 7,330 
Functions 15,974 14,609 29,322 15,974 14,609 1,365 190,850 
Exhibit sales 53,300 
Other: 

Interest Income 522 900 742 830 522 1,730 -1,208 5,500 
Publications 110,000 
program Income 3,750 4,500 3,750 4,500 -750 23,500 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE 354,112 377,920 381,890 170,755 206,705 830 524,867 585,455 -70,043 3,881,005 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Development 4,074 12,988 338 120,148 202,709 124,222 215,697 -91,475 1,218,997 
Exhibit MaintlEnhancement 10,352 9,686 15,556 10,352 9,686 666 58,179 
Exhibit Sales/Kits 4,013 5,860 886 4,013 5,860 -1,847 40,560 
collections 9,747 9,982 10,099 9,747 9,982 -235 59,850 
Publications 94,945 
Education , Admission 59,579 59,698 4!i,858 59,579 59,698 -119 333,339 
clubhouse 32,154 35,748 32,851 32,154 35,748 -3,594 215,360 
Marketing 39,341 50,312 36,618 39,341 50,312 -10,971 257,060 
Public Relations 10,644 10,345 14,462 10,644 10,345 299 84,594 
Store 48,873 39,786 55,101 48,873 39,786 9,087 238,826 
Historical video 7,330 7,330 
Functions 8,702 13,257 10,036 8,702 13,257 -4,555 102,320 
computer Bowl 11,759 10,062 5,681 11,759 10,062 1,697 115,616 
Internet AUction 3,062 3,062 29,344 
Fundraising 17,130 22,518 3,288 3,515 910 20,645 23,428 -2,783 1J5,366 
Membership Fund 16,665 10,634 5,551 16,665 10,634 6,031 .5,835 
MUseum Wharf 

Op EXp 48,000 50,000 48,955 48,000 50,000 -2,000 300,000 
Mortgage 20,502 20,501 20,502 20,501 1 120,200 

General Management 55,853 51,245 45,768 55,853 51,245 4,608 359,175 

TOTAL EXPENSE 384,216 395,183 332,048 144,165 224,120 528,381 619,303 -90,922 3,859,566 

NET REVENUE -30,104 -17,263 49,842 26,590 -17,415 830 -3,514 -33,848 30,334 21,439 
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REVENUES: 

Clubhouse 
Exhibit Related 
Govt & Foundation 
corporate Membership 
Computer Bowl 
Internet Auction 
Membership Fund 
Admissions 
Store 
Historical Video 
Functions 
Exhibit sales 
Publications 
Interest Income 
other 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 
Exhibits Maintenance 
Exhibit sales 
collections 
Publications 
Education & Admissions 
Clubhouse 
Marketing 
public Relations 
store 
Historical Video 
Functions 
computer Bowl 
Internet Auction 
Fundraising 
Membership Fund 
Musuem Wharf 
General Management 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) 

06/30/94 
ACTUAL 

250,710 
116,726 

41,708 
206,136 
438,931 

187,903 
504,369 
263,879 

179,642 
38,897 

3,266 
425 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

OPERATING FUND 

FOR THE 2 MONTHS ENDED 
---------08/31/94---------

ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE 

$41,758 46,592 -4,834 
22,278 31,989 -9,711 

$34,000 29,500 4,500 

2,125 
$8,338 5,000 3,338 

$153,722 174,330 -20,608 
$64,315 70,500 -6,185 

7,330 
$15,974 14,609 1,365 

$522 900 -378 
3,750 4,500 -750 

----------- --------- --------- -------
2,232,592 354,112 377,920 (33,263) 

65,571 4,074 12,988 -8,914 
54,413 10,352 9,686 666 
38,846 4,013 5,860 -1,847 
65,288 9,747 9,982 -235 

287,145 59,579 59,698 -119 
192,304 32,154 35,748 -3,594 
255,301 39,341 50,312 -10,971 
92,510 10,644 10,345 299 

225,501 48,873 39,786 9,087 
7,330 

85,223 8,702 13,257 -4,555 
135,552 11,759 10,062 1,697 

3,062 
66,070 17,130 22,518 -5,388 
48,180 16,665 10,634 6,031 

310,382 48,000 50,000 -2,000 
268,547 55,853 51,245 4,608 

------- ------- ------- ---------
2,190,833 384,216 395,183 -15,235 

$41,759 -30,104 -17,263 -18,028 

PERCENT FY95 
BUDGET 

-10\ 280,000 
-30\ 283,100 

15\ 250,000 
365,000 

40,000 
67% 210,000 

-12\ 581,900 
-9% 298,000 

9\ 190,850 
53,300 

110,000 
-42% 5,500 

23,500 
-------

-9\ 2,691,150 

-219\ 78,792 
6% 58,179 

-46\ 40,560 
-2% 59,850 

94,945 
0\ 333,339 

-11% 215,360 
-28\ 257,060 

3lIs 84,594 
19\ 238,826 

-52\ 102,320 
14% 115,616 

29,344 
-31\ 150,066 
36\ 75,835 
-4\ 300,000 

8% 359,175 

-4\ 
11-------

2,!i593,861 

1 97,289 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSE 

Month Ending 08/31/94 

OPERATING ANNUAL 
FY95 CAPITAL EXHIBIT ENDOWMENT COMBINED $ BUDGET 

Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget VARIANCE FY95 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- -------- ------------

SUPPORT/REVENUE 

Restricted support: 
clubhouse 41,758 46,592 41,758 46,592 -4,834 280,000 
Exhibit Related 22,278 31,989 118,755 206,705 141,033 238,694 -97,661 1,431,955 
Govt & Foundation 
Endowment 

unrestricted support: 
capital campaign 52,000 52,000 52,000 41,000 
corporate Membership 34,000 29,500 34,000 29,500 4,500 250,000 
Foundation 
computer Bowl 365,000 
Internet Auction 2,125 2,125 40000 
Membership Fund 8,338 5,000 8,338 5,000 3,338 210,000 

Admission 153,722 174,330 153,722 174,330 -20,608 581,900 
Store 64,315 70,500 64,315 70,500 -6,185 298,000 
Historical Video 7330 7,330 190850 
Functions 15,974 14,609 15,974 14,609 1,365 53,300 
Exhibit Sales 
Other: 

Interest Income 522 900 830 522 1,730 -1,208 5,500 
Publications 110,000 
Program Income 3,750 4,500 3,750 4,500 -750 23,500 

TOTAL SUPPORT/REVENUE 354,112 377,920 52,000 118,755 206,705 830 524,867 585,455 -70,043 3,881,005 

EXPENSES 

Exhibit Development 4,074 12,988 120,148 202,709 124,222 215,697 -91,475 1,218,997 
Exhibit MaintiEnhancement 10,352 9,686 10,352 9,686 666 58,179 
Exhibit Sales/Kits 4,013 5,860 4,013 5,860 -1,847 40,560 
Collections 9,747 9,982 9,747 9,982 -235 59,850 
Publications 94945 
Education & Admission 59,579 59,698 59,579 59,698 -119 333,339 
Clubhouse 32,154 35,748 32,154 35,748 -3,594 215,360 
Marketing 39,341 50,312 39,341 50,312 -10,971 257,060 
Public Relations 10,644 10,345 10,644 10,345 299 84,594 
Store 48,873 39,786 48,873 39,786 9,087 238,826 
Historical Video 7,330 7,330 7,330 
Functions 8,702 13,257 8,702 13,257 -4,555 102,320 
computer Bowl 11,759 10,062 11,759 10,062 1,697 115,616 
Internet Auction 3,062 3,062 -3,062 29344 
Fundraising 17,130 22,518 3,515 910 20,645 23,428 -2, ~~3 155,366 
Membership Fund 16,665 10,634 16,665 10,634 6,. ;31 75,835 
Museum Wharf 

op EXp 48,000 50,000 48,000 50,000 -2,000 300,000 
Mortgage 20,502 20,501 20,502 20,501 1 120,200 

General Management 55,853 51,245 55,853 51,245 4,608 359,175 

TOTAL EXPENSE 384,216 395,183 24,017 21,411 120,148 202,709 528,381 619,303 -90,922 3,859,566 

NET REVENUE -30,104 -17,263 27,983 -21,411 -1,393 3,996 830 -3,514 -33,848 30,334 21,439 
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ASSETS: 

Current: 
Unrestricted Cash 
Restricted Cash 
Cash Equivalents 
Investments 
Receivables 
Inventory 
prepaid Expenses 
Interfund Receivable 

Total Current Assets 

property & Equipment: 
Investment in Wharf 
Equipment & Furniture 
capital Improvements 
Exhibits 
Construction in Process 
Land 
Less Accum. Depreciation 

Net property & Equipment 

TOTAL ASSETS 

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable 
Accrued Expense 
Deferred Income 
Interfund Payable 

Total Current Liabilities 

Fund Balances: 
operating 
capital 
Endowment 
plant 

Total Fund Balances 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES 

OPERATING 
FUND 

$212,959 

166,672 
291,404 

44,525 
14,161 

$729,721 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

08/31/94 

CAPITAL 
FUND 

747,623 

$747,623 

352,279 

PLANT 
FUND 

1,013,888 
$344,471 
960,401 

4,079,701 

18,000 
(3,690,244) 

$352,279 $2,726,217 

$729,721 $1,099,902 $2,726,217 

$91,194 
62,508 
84,460 

747,623 

$985,785 

($256,064) 

($256,064) 

$14,990 
11,791 

562,099 

$588,880 

511,022 

2,726,217 

$511,022 $2,726,217 

$729,721 $1,099,902 $2,726,217 

ENDOWMENT 
FUND 

250,000 

COMBINED 
TOTAL TOTAL 
06/30/94 6/30/93 

$212,959 
$250,000 

$166,672 
$291,404 

$44,525 
$14,161 

$747,623 

$259,423 
250,000 

167 
2,074 

48,868 
49,137 
9,143 

123,310 

$250,000 $1,727,344 $742,122 

$1,013,888 
$344,471 
960,401 

4,079,701 
352,279 

18,000 
(3,690,244) 

$260,327 
938,338 

4,079,698 
52,908 
18,000 

(2,962,311) 

$3,078,496 $2,386,960 

$250,000 $4,805,840 $3,129,082 

250,000 

$106,184 
74,299 

646,559 
747,623 

1,574,665 

(225,960) 
484,432 
250,000 

2,726,217 

$109,006 
63,557 

194,919 
123,310 

$490,792 

($108,566) 
162,804 
25Ql'OOO 

2,33~;, 052 

$250,000 $3,231,175 $2,638,290 

$250,000 $4,805,840 $3,129,082 



Statement of Purpose 

Simulation Theater Collaboration 
between 

The Computer Museum (TCM) 
and 

The Bradley Real Estate Trust (BRED 

TCM will develop a simulator theater program that will be the first to 
provide guests with a valuable, exciting, and memorable educational 
experience in the context of simulator theater technology. The simulator 
theater will increase visibility and generate additional visits and revenue for 
both partners, and BRET will have the public relations benefit of offering an 
educational experience in conjunction with the world's only dedicated 
Computer Museum. 

The Guest Experience 

Guests experience an exhilarating motion ride that follows the path of a bit of 
information as it travels into a computer and then onto the international 
computer networks, or "information highway. II The journey is gripping 
entertainment that demystifies the workings of computers and the 
"information highway. II 

The ride begins as guests travel along a person's arm. to the fingertip which is 
typing on a keyboard. The key is pressed and the journey into the computer 
begins as the viewer flies along the keyboard cable into the computer. The 
motion speeds up dramatically once the message reaches the computer's 
motherboard, and enters the processor. The guest experiences a simulated 
ride through the circuits of the microprocessor, to the RAM, disk drive, and 
out to the modem. Then viewers speed along a phone line, reaching a 
central switch, and become converted into pulses of light that fly along a fiber 
optic across the continent. In a breathtaking Transatlantic hop, the visitor 
flies up to a satellite and back. The satellite dish in Europe captures the 
signal, and viewers ride with the data as it splits off from the fiber to cable, to 
ever smaller information pathways, until it reaches its destination in an 
office in Paris. Along the way, viewers see what other information is sharing 
the "highway" with them. 

The journey will be enhanced with a plot and engaging characters that 
provide emotional involvement in the ride. The Museum will work with 
an experienced production team to make sure that the content and its 
delivery are of top quality. 
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Program Development 

TCM will manage the development and production of a compelling 
simulator theater experience that will combine the thrill of the simulator 
experience with valuable edu-tainment content. TCM has a unique 
educational position and a proven record of developing successful, 
progressive exhibitions and educational programs including The Walk
Through Computer, The Networked Planet, and Tools 6' Toys. 

Partnership Formats 

TCM will develop a simulator experience that will be employed at an IS-seat 
simulator at TCM and in a 36-seat simulator theater at a mall location. 
Funding for the project will follow one of these scenarios: 

1. Total Funding: BRET will fund the development of a simulator film plus 
simulators at TCM and in one or more mall locations. 

'2. Partial Funding: BRET will fund the development of the film experience 
and a simulator theater in one or more mall locations. TCM will seek 
naming-opportunity funding from another source for the hardware of the 
theater. 

3. Partial Funding and Loan: Same as #2, but BRET will provide TCM with a 
below-market loan for a portion of the hardware costs. 

Sample expense information for the project is attached. 

Goals and Results for TCM 

TCM seeks to add a simulator theater experience to the exhibit program to 
achieve two goals: 
1) expansion of the TCM's appeal to the guest population and, therefore, an 
increase in the number of people whom the Museum can contact, inspire, 
and educate on issues of computing. 
2) increase of the TCM's earned revenue base. TCM anticipates a 50% 
increases in visitorship from 150,000 guests per year to 225,000 guests per 
year in the first year of operation of the simulator theater. 
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Goals and Results for The R.N. Bradley Real Estate Trust 

Based on a sample master plan developed for Iwerks Entertainment, a 
simulator theater operating in a venue that attracts one million guests 
annually could capture 400,000 visits at an average ticket price of 
approximately $3.00, yielding $1.2 million in annual gross revenue. Net 
revenues would be affected by programming decisions after the first year if 
the Mall theater chooses to schedule additional features. 

Although not as easy to quantify, simulator theaters currently in existence 
have generated significant sales for mall tenants. Customers enjoy an 
exhilarating experience and will stay at the mall longer for shopping and 
food. An important advantage to BRET are the roll-out possibilities to other 
BRET malls if the pilot project is successful. TCM would serve as an advisor 
and quality control resource for BRET. TCM would also be responsible for 
developing future programs for the theaters on a mutually acceptable 
financial terms. 

Architectural Requirements 

'The simulator theater area for TCM is expected to require approximately 
3,000 ft.2 for an IS-seat theater. A simulator theater for a mall location would 
require approximately 7,000 ft.2 for a 36-seat theater. In both cases, the space 
would accommodate public areas for ticketing and arrival, queuing area, a 
pre-show, the theater itself, and post-show programming area. Space for the 
control booth, equipment rooms, and staff areas can also be accommodated 
in this allowance. 

Architectural Costs 

Architectural costs estimates vary significantly based on several assumptions: 
new space versus renovated space; availability of reqUired services, such as 
electricity and HV ACi and structural requirements. Iwerks sample plan 
estimates capital costs ranging from $450,000 to $750,000 for a theater in a 
renovated space. 

Theater Operations: Through-Put "Capacity" 

The capacity of the theater is identified as the maximum through put for the 
theater on the busiest day of the year for the site. For the theater in TCM, the 
maximum through-put on the busiest of days will be approximately 1,200 
guests per day (225,000 per year). For the theater in a mall, the maximum 
through-put will be approximately 2,100 guests per day (400,000 per year). 
Calculations from the Iwerks sample plan are attached. 
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Personnel 

The simulator theater in a mall setting will require staff in the following 
areas; staffing levels are based on the Iwerks sample plan: Theater manager 
(1 FrE), maintenance staff (1 FI'E), visitor assistants / hosts (6), systems 
technician (1 FTE), ticketing (1 FI'E). Additional staff in the marketing / 
special. services area is recommended. Both the mall theater and the TCM 
theater would require the same staff positions, although several of them 
could be shared with other job descriptions. 
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Simulator Theater Annual Revenues and Operating Expenses 

Operating Revenue 
Venue Attendance 
VenueATP 
Gross ticket revenue 

135,000 400,000 60% of TCM guests; 40% of mall visitors 
$2.99 . $2.99 

$403,650 $1,196,000 

TCM Mall 
Operating Expenses Theater Theater 
Fixed Staff Costs (as per Iwerks sample plan) $36,255 $84,730 *includes FT staff positions 
Fixed Expenses $61,500 $133,500 *insurance, maintenance contract, etc. 
Variable Expenses $153,148 $269,556 *includes PT staff positions 
~~~~~----------------------------~~~~~~~~ Sub-Total $250,903 $487,786 
Overhead @ 15% $37,635 $73,168 

$288,538 $560,954 

Net Annual Profit $115,112 $635,046 

Profit as % of Gross Revenue 29% 53% 
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Start-Up Expenses 

Architectural Costs to fabricate theater environment 
Film and Software Production 
Capital Costs: 

Architectural, Engineering, Acoustics Consultants 
Support, equipment, ticketing, phones, sign age, etc. 
Theater Systems 
Shipping, Installation 

Sub-Total 
Contingency @ 10% 
Total Start-up Expenses 

After-tax cost to company @ 40% tax 

Capacity and Through-Put Calculations 

TCM Mall 
Theater 
$475,000 

$100,000 
$50,000 

$675,000 
$100,000 

$1,400,000 
$140,000 

$1,540,000 

Theater 
$750,000 estimated from Iwerks sample plan 
$700,000 film production budget 

$300,000 
$150,000 

$1,000,000 
$150,000 

$3,050,000 
$305,000 

$3,355,000 

$924,000 $2,013,000 

TCM Mall 
Theater Theater 

Annual visitation 225,000 400,000 
Peak month % of annual attendance 13% 13% August currently is TCM's busiest month. 
Peak day of week % of weekly attendance 18% 18% ASsume Sat. or Sun. is busiest day of week. 
Theater cycles per hour 10 10 10 shows/hour cycled through the theater 
Peak % of guests in busiest 4 hours 15% 15% Peak demand from10:30-2:30 on peak days. 
~-----=~--~------~~--~------------~~~--~~=-Average number of guests on busiest day 1,216 2,162 
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Michele Torre's "Me, My Girl, ,and My Mom at 'fh:fee"uses sC3.IQledphotos to mauipulate time. 

Transforminghiglltech into high art 
By Robert Taylor 

SPECIAL TO THE GLOBE 

In moviehouses, "Forrest Gump" 
, ,and "The Mask" indicate how swiftly 
computerS are shaping mainstream 
Art American culture. 

• , Consider, too, the 
ReView innovative collabo

ration "The Com-
puter in the Studio," which Nicholas 

. Capasso, George ' Fifield and Brian 
Wallace have organized this fall at 
Lincoln's DeCordova Museum and 
the Computer Museum of Boston. 
Uneven, though never less than 
"stimulating, it's an eye-opener for 
those who know computer art only , 
through video games, 

"Very shortly, the oft-stated con
cern that computers will suck the 
humanity out of art will seem as cul
turally anachronistic as fears that a 
photograph will steal your soul or 
that a graven image will bring down 
the wrath of a jealous god," com
ments Capasso in the show's catalog. 
o brave new world! One can only 

Q RICHARD ROSENBLUM 

Richard Rosenblum's "Sarajevo" 
captures the chaos of street 
fighting. 

tory books into montages, She then 
applies water-based colors and ma-

'THE COMPUTER IN THE STUDIO 
At: ' The n'eCordova,Museum and 
Sculpture Park, Lincoln, and the 

Computer Museum, Boston, 
through Nov, 27 

ful preparation for smoldering 
stained-glass contrasts between me
dieval pilgrimage ,and' today's tour
ism. The serial imagery of Ron Rizzi 
deals with ' the ordeal of contempo
rary Tibet, where the Chinese have 
destroyed more than 6,000 monas
teries, and mingles disparate pro- , 
cesses of software, scanner, printer ' 
and photocopier. 

If Rizzi occasionally interferes . 
with the photocopying process, the , 
violence of his interventions con
forms to the violence of his content. : 
Deanne Sokolin, though, allows the ! 
restraint of a detached viewpoint to 
endow her "Covering Series" with 
mute tragedy, The Jewish mourning 
ritual of sitting shiva is the subject; 
floating white forms against a solid 
black ground take on a silent mysti
cal rhythm that straightforward 

,, ", 

:. 
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speculate about the future; but the nipqlates images ("the Bodhisa~a 
burgeoning relationshi~ of artist ~d' Series") .that imply:a delicate ~on 
computer· sUggests ear~ moderJ)lSt of Renaissance ~ and .Chinese 
entbnsiasm for the machine. Much of .. scroU and blur the..~. ~ 
the rhetoric (repeatedly, the comput- tween original and copy. David 
er is a "tool," and "digital collage" Brody, using sbftware, draws bizarre 
and "digital montage" translate old' psycliodramas ~ on the com
concepts into neW idioms) echoes the pu~ screen. .:. .,;. 
terminology of. the industrial past. . . . GregQl'y .• Garvey:disavows an an
And no wonder. Computer media, ticleriea1 aim in his "Automatic Con
some 26 years old, comprise, on any fession Machine," a computer
time line, the Generation X of art. equipped ki~ that acts as an e1ec-

The ·two museums· present 100 tronic confessiQnal at the Computer 
objects by 36 New England comput- Museum. The ~er kneels at a com

. er. artists, 11 installed in Boston. puter and enters the frequency an«J 

. They encompass a ~ety of· ap- severity of his or her sins into a com
proaches. Upon its first appearance, puter program. After evaluating the 
computer art was emphatically high user's sins, the. computer prints an 
· tech, so enamored of the possibilities absolution onto a paper receipt. Gar
of the genre that it reveled in ~ts own vey says he hopeS his work is seen as 
experiments. Although thiS has a warning about the soulless packag
.argely vani~hed f~om the ~c~ne, ing of religious aspirations. Still, 
computer artists still seem divided kneeling before a computer while an 
between those who make keyboard, artificial confessor ticks off quantifi
mouse and laser printer an e~ance- able sins may strike one as a peni
ment of personal expresslOn, a tential episode from a black comedy 
means to an end, and. those for EvelYn Waugh never wrote. 
whom complex technolOgIes assume Traditional religious overtones, 
a leading ~ole. however, inform the work of Douglas 

Sometimes the res~t, ~ con- Kornfeld, who integrates large shim
siderable labor and sCIentific leger-. maring mosaics with computerized 
demain,. co~d have been ~roduced bodY types. Tom Krepcio finds in 
by conventional art materials. De- practical desktop publishing, with its 
spite the intricacies, for Stephen color separations and paste-ups, use
Golding (at the DeCordova) the com-
puter serves as a vehicle 'or the : 
scorching power of his vision. His 
subject is racism, his style expres-
sionist, and his distorted figurative 
sepia images of slavery and discrimi- ..... : .. _. ,'. 
nation are the equivalent of racist 
pathology itself. . 

More than a third of the artists 
use a combination of scanning tech
nology and. image-processing 'sof-

· ware. Olivia Parker, for instance, 
. presents deceptively lucid images of 
toys . and games that seem to have 
taken on decision-making character
istics of their own. Richard Rosen-

· blum reworks scanned National Geo~ 
graphic photographs into an epic 
magnitude: "S~o" captlJFes the 

· chaos 'of street fighting, but "Black 
· Ryder," a winged figure astride a 
; horse galloping through foam, re
· veals the computer's capacity for 
'. myth and fantasy. Time's paradoxes 

are Michele Turre's subject. "Me, 
My Girl, and My Mom at Three" em
ploys scanned photographs of the 

· artist, her daughter and her mot;her 
- all at the' age of 3. Software en
abled her to equalize the scale of the 
figures and set them in the same 
space. How objective is a photo-

! graph? Can time, that takes survey 
of all the world, have a stop? 

Like Turre's family group, "The 
Computer ~n t?e ~tudio" rais.es 
many challengmg lssues. Emtly 
Cheng converts photos from art his-

1-'UU"U~' A1-'l~J'. ""&."" ...... ~!~~.,.~:.,. ':'~'J' 
through happy .acci4~t.:l; . .'~. :~,~( ~~:.. .. 

Perhaps i>or~~hYd·S.l.~Bon 
Krause and;~·"~'.exe.m-. 
plify tlie ~~;~ ... ;com-
puter age . 'tfGD"" '0' ., 

'and. the .. .;~; 'The~? •. 
point for .bOth is ~ ':boo~~: ". old
fashioned but.,d~~l~i ~1UJ.d.le of 

·words. Her inix!~!~~~ll&ges 
contemplate the mswncar·~ .. cul-
tural' rep-eseDtation of.·~ ~ 
print frontispieceS ~.9,ii CImvas .. 
where she bas a: support for.~ . 
additions of metaDic ~;··A;;setf-:. :; .. 
described '!'painter ·at. JieIii:i;;~ her, .'" 
work takes a n~'~ \~;i;lii; 
gJaDce from the Wntage. 'of:~' imz. (:::0 ..... . 
sent. Ladd's books, the soUr,ce Qf·the '. 
title of each piece, come trointhe l :.: 
confident posfi-World War·n·.period. \.:. 
His montages are.prlnted onto large : '. 
rolls of paper and look as m~~ like I 
billboards as art. Ladd Qbetves: t 
"Like 20th century philosophy i~elf, i 
my work is more a fXYTn:mer'fOlry-cm, I 
rather than an 'e:cp~f. From 
start to finish, the art is untouched 1 
by human hands, but touched ! 
tfu.oughout by' the varied· intentions i 
of human thinking." Fo~ those who : 
prefer the iinpresS' of· the. human ! 
hand in art, thought inay seem cold : 
comfort; but; more likely, the future : 
(as in the past) will be able to accom
modate both. 

..... ;. ... ::~~~ .. : : •.. 

t·· 
::-

I 

~: 
;: 

. ~ 
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A weekly update of video releases 

Dates in parentheses indicate a 
previous review of the film in 
the Monitor. 

• JURASSIC PARK -
(PG-13, MCA). Steven 
Spielberg has a holiday with 
special effects in this movie 
that's set on an island with" a 
scientifically created colony of 
dinosaurs. They wreak havoc 
when the island's security sys
tem runs amok, and two visit
ing scientists (Sam Neill and " 
Lauro Dern) and two children 
(Joseph Mazello and Ariana 
Richards) are left to reach safe
ty. "Vivid and violent enough to 
stretch the PG- 13 rating to its 
limit, it will delight Spielberg 
fans," David Sterritt wrote at 
the time of its original release. 
The film's violence could be ex
tremely frightening for young 
children. (June 11 , 1993) 

- Judy Nichols 

• THE NIGHTMARE 
BEFORE CHRISTMAS -
(PG, Touchstone Home Video) . 
Based on characters and a 
story created by Tim Burton 
("Beetlejuice," "Edward 
Scissorhands"), this skillfully 
animated tale stars a skeleton 
named Jack as the Pumpkin 
King in the town of Halloween. 
After he inadvertently discovers 
Christmas Town, Jack brings 
examples of its charms back to 
his ghoulish town mates and 
decides that they should pro
duce Christmas - much to " 
Santa's surprise. Although the 
movie is full of catchy songs, its 
subtleties will be appreciated 

, I I. 

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR 

Artists' Toolbox Turns High-Tech 
A joint exhibit illustrates 
growing use of computers 
in prints and paintings 

By Kirsten A. Conover 
Stoff writer of The Christian Science Monitor 

=====BOSTON AND LINCOLN, MASS.===== 

c OMPUTER art. Whenever those words 
are paired, people envision different 
things: pretty screens, unusual print
outs, special effects in video. 

Now change the description to "computer
assisted art" or "art using the computer as a cre
ative tool," and the possibilities open up even 
more. Increasingly, the computer is considered 
more tool than technological wonder in society, 
and the art world is no exception. More artists 
are viewing the computer as an integral part of 
the creative process, whether it be in the plan
ning, execution, or installation stage of their 
work. 

One exceiIent study of computer-assisted art 
is "Computer ill the Studio," a collaborative 
exhibit at the DeCordova Museum and Sculp
ture Park in Lincoln, Mass., and the Computer 
Museum in Boston (through Nov. 27). 
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• THE NIGHTMARE 
BEFORE CHRISTMAS -
'PG, Touchstone Home Video). 

ased on characters and a 
story created by Tim Burton 
("Beetlejuice," "Edward 
Scissorhands"), this skillfully 
animated tale stars a skeleton 
named Jack as the Pumpkin 
King in the town of Halloween. as a microcosmic look at 
After he inadvertently discovers trend, . in the Studio" features 
Christmas Town, Jack brings New England artists who use computer~ to cre-
examples of its charms back to ate works. ranging from "watercolor". ink-jet 
his ghoulish town mates and prints, interactive video, and kineti,c '~culpture 
decides that they should pro- to mosaics, stairied .glass, and woodcut prints. 
duce Christmas - much to . The time is ripe , for ntis exhibit, Says 
Santa's surprise. Although:the Nicholas Capasso, ' associate curatbr' at the 
movie is full of catchy songs, its DeCordova Museum. The computer as an art-
subtleties will be appreciated ist's tool is: still relatively new. Five years ago, 
more by adults and olderchil- the , technology and the affordability - specifi-
dren than by younger viewers, , , cally for personal computers - were not there, 
who may not be ready for :; : '\:pe notes. 
some of its situations and .-, ~" . , Oil the flip side, holding such an exhibit five 
Halloween imagery. years from now wouldn't work; computers will 
(Od. 15; 1993) beS"o-·COrtl1riohpla.ce- that invoiIld b-eakin to 

- Kim CampbeU hosting an exhibit today titled "art made with 

• THE WEDDING 
BANQUET - (R, Fox Video). 
A gay Taiwanese-American 
(Winston Chao) hopes his mar
riage of convenience to a 
green-cord-seeking friend will 
silence his matchmaking par
ents (Sihung Lung and Ah-Leh 
Guo). But when his parents 
arrive in New York City from 
Taiwan, the simple ceremony 
turns into a full -blown wedding 
- further burying the truth 
under the elaborate nuptials. 
The clash of cultures and-gen
erations smolders under the 
loving efforts of the whole 
group - parents, son, his male 
companion, and fiancee . With 
humor and dignity, director 
Ang Lee crafts a film whose 
characters ultimately acquiese 
to modern circumstances. 
(Aug. 6, 1993) 

paintbrushes," Capasso says jokingly . 
These days artists have an array of comput-

INK JET ON CANvAs: ~e LeWinter's 'Pagesjrom tlw Pri;rr~rdial,Soup~ Segments' suggests I sci-fi landscape; slw scans objects such as marbles andfish eyes. 

ers, softWare, ' scanners, printers, and video into h~ ,computer, then manipull:ltes them to 
eqUipment.to choose from, and as prices come represent a sort of surreal, epic-looking, histori
down and technology keeps growing, the num- . cal landscape ' "painting," such as his piece 
ber of artists w40 use th~ 'computer as a creative "Sarajevo." 
tool will grow. 1 ' ' ,~.: " , Olivia Parker scans her own photographs and 

Brian Wallaqe; media:arts exhibit developer variouS objects into her computer and manipu
at the Computh Musetun, considers the joint lates them in unexpected ways. 
"eXhibif'uessentlally a contemporary-art survey Her "Toys and Games" series 
show." The art world in general is still very resis- evoke.sthefeeling of games gone 
tant to computer~generated art, "because awry. ' 
tliey've seen a lot of bad c'<;>mputer art," Mr. Wal- Computer-assisted art comes 

lace says. For this exhibit, the high- in many forms as "Computer in 
tech aspect is downplayed a little. the Studio" demonstrates: art 
"We wanted the work to speak for drawn on the computer, collages, 
itself. We didn't want to make ' the computer-enhanced photog
computer the focal point," Wallace raphy, sculpture made with com
says. puter hardware, interactive 

The computer frees artis~ from installation, traditional media re
such limitations as scale, size, light, invigorated by computer, and 
color, transition, time, and space. Call more. 
it image management or image Angela Perkins's "Interiors" 
manipulation. series shows the inner dimen-

them into an oil on panel. 
Works at both museums feature computers 

either as part of an installation or as interactive 
art. In ~'Making Progress" and "The Liar Paradox 
(Oliver North Mobius)," Janet Zweig useS a com
puter's continuous printout as a kinetic sculp-

ture, allowing the computer to 
g execute a kind of performance 
~ art. ~ 
~ Daniel Spikol and Hazen Reed 
~have created "Dream Wheel," an 
~ ' installation whereby viewers ac
~ cess videos of people describing 
~ a dream. ' 

Viewers can record their own 
video, which is then stored in the 

~ program. "If the user finds him
~ self in ' the piece, there's a 
§ stronger emotional impact," Mr. 
~ Reed says. ' 

, In Douglas Kornfeld's interac-

"The concept that is most imp or- sions of common fruits and vege
tant to understand is scanning," tables. By directly scaniling the 
Capasso says, whereby digital images fruits and vegetables as well as 
of objects are input to computer , manipulating the various images 
memory, then manipulated, such as within and imbuing them with 
into a collage. "It's a complete revo- light, she suggests that there is 

'PEA POD': Angela Perkins's 
electronic image on paper 
iUumines the insides oJthe 
common vegetable. 

tive installation "Who are You?," 
viewers are asked to choose 
body-type symbols that best rep-
resent them. Then they can 
record their body-image per
ceptions. Kornfeld also incorpo
rates the symbols into a larger 

lution in collage," Capasso says. something sacred within these products of na-
Artist Michele Turre, for example, ture. 

controls time in "Me, My Girl, and My Some of the pieces in "Computer in the 
Mom at Three," which shows three Studio" hardly hint at computer involvement, 
generations of women at age 3 in one such as Ron Rizzi's "The Buddha's Tooth," part 
image. of his Tibet Series about ?~a's ot:)pressio~ of 

context in "101": a huge mosaic of internation
ally ,recognized male and female symbols (such 
as those you might see on ladies' or men's 
rooms) in various shapes. ' 

- Angela Wang 
FROM 'COVERING SERIES': Deanne SokolinJocuses on tlw Jewish 
mourning ritual oj sitting Shiva. 

Richard Rosenblum takes National the Tibetan people. Mr. RIZZI takes video stills, 
Geographic photographs, scans them scans and manipulates them, then incorporates 

These are only a handful of ground-breaking 
artists featured in the exhibit" a survey well 
worth investigating given the juncture art and 
computer technology have reached. 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT 

To the Board of Directors and 
Members of 

The Computer Museum, Inc. 
Boston, Massachusetts 02210 

We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of The Computer Museum, Inc. (a not-for-profit 
organization) as of June 30, 1994, and the related statement of activity and changes in fund 
balances, and statement of cash flows for the year then ended. The financial statements of The 
Computer Museum, Inc. as of June 30, 1993, which are included in condensed form for 
comparative purposes, were audited by other auditors whose report dated September 2, 1993 
expressed an unqualified opinion on those statements. These financial statements are the 
responsibility of the Museum's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these 
financial statements based on our audit. 

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those 
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about 
whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, 
on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An 
audit also includes assessing the accounting principles u ed and significant estimates made by 
management, as well as evaluating the overall financi ta ment presentation. We believe that 
our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinio . . 

/\ ...\ 
In our opinion, the 1994 financial stateme .ref.E5rrek~""ab e present fairly, in all material 
respects, the financial position of The Co ut~rM~~~\.I . as of June 30,1994, and the results 
of its operations and cha~ges i? its ~ ~l:l .• flow~~t year then ended, in conformity with 
generally accepted accountmg prl RI~,(~", ~ 

'\~ \ .)\)'\ 
" ~,,~ '\ ... ,.~ ~ " ...... \. "''\~ 

v v S'::::J'\ 
<i «:: ... ~('~ 
'\ ~\~'V 

Boston, Massachuset ~\:)~ 
September 30, 1994 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM, INC. 

BALANCE SHEETS 

JUNE 30, 1994 AND 1993 

ASSETS 
Operating Capital 

Notes Fund Fund 
CURRENT ASSETS: 

Cash and cash equivalents 1e $ 351,494 $ 
Receivables and other assets 2 236,536 
Store inventory 1f, 3 52,403 
Interfund receivable 19 417,222 

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 640,433 417,222 

OTHER ASSETS: 
Restricted cash equivalents 

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT: 1h 
Equipment and furniture 
Capital improvements 
Land and building 4 
Exhibits 1b 

Less - accumulated depreciation 

NET PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT 

. HISTORICAL COLLECTION 1c 

TOTAL ASSETS 769,501 

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES 

CURRENT LIABILITIES: 
Accounts payable and other current liabilities 14~,281 68,870 
Deferred revenue 5 126,654 ·388,206 
Interfund payable 19 417,222 

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 690,157 457,076 

BOND PAYABLE 6 

FUND BALANCES: 
Unrestricted (49,724) 
Restricted 312,425 
Net. investment in plant 

TOTAL FUND BALANCES (49,724) 312,425 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES $ 6401433 $ 7691501 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 
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Endowment Plant Total Total 
Fund Fund 1994 1993 

$ $ $ 351,494 $ 259,590 
18,000 254,536 78,085 

52,403 49,137 
417,222 123,310 

18,000 1.075,655 510,122 

250,000 250,000 250,000 

344,471 344,471 
960,401 960,401 

1,603,221 1,603,221 
410781754 4A31.033 
6,986,847 7,339,126 

(317351002) (317351002) 

312511845 

.......... 2501000 312691845 

173,938 
193,544 
1231310 

1,147,233 490,792 

509,333 5091333 

(49,724) (108,566) 
250,000 562,425 412,804 

217601512 217601512 213341052 

2501000 217601512 312731213 216381290 

$ 2501000 $312691845 $4.9291779 $311291082 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM, INC. 

STATEMENTS OF ACTMTY AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 

FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 1994 AND 1993 

SUPPORT AND REVENUE: 
Unrestricted gifts 
Restricted gifts 
Memberships 
Admissions 
Auxiliary activities 
Miscellaneous 

TOTAL 

4 
1a,5 

3 

Operating 
Fund 

$ 714,876 
341,903 
187,903 
504,541 
482,418 

71752 

/ 212391393' ,. 

$ 

Capital 
Fund 

, . 

534,545 

EXPENSES: /- ,:,~ 
,/ ,,'j"';) 

Exhibits and programs 
Marketing and membership 
Depreciation , 
Supporting services: 

Management and general 
Fund raising 
Occupancy 

Auxiliary activities 

TOTAL 

4 
3 

EXCESS (DEFICIENCy) OF SUPPORT AND REVENUE 
OVER EXPENSES 

FUND BALANCES1 BEGINNING OF YEAR 

ADD (DEDUCT) TRANSFERS 
Equipment purchase 
Bond repayments 
Investment income 

FUND BALANCES1 END OF YEAR 

512,366' :,;~ 18,761 
390,867 .:.....~ ... 

133,883 
46,977 

1991621 

52,460 334,924 

(108,566) 162,804 

(105,303) 
(80,000) 

61382 

$( 49,724) $ 3121425 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 
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Endowment Plant Total Total 
Fund Fund 1994 1993 

$ $1,013,888 $1,728,764 $ 
876,448 
187,903 
504,541 
482,418 

6.382 14.134 

61382 110131888 317941208 

772,731 

77 217781585 

6,382 634,923 (417,465) 

250,000 2,334,052 2,638,290 3,055,755 

105,303 
80,000 

(61382) 

$ 2501000 $217601512 $312731213 $216381290 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM. INC. 

STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS 

FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30. 1994 AND 1993 

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES: 
Excess (deficiency) of support and revenue over expenses 
Adjustments to reconcile excess (deficiency) 

to net cash provided by operating activities: 
Depreciation 
Donated property and equipment, 

less debt assumed 
Changes in operating assets and liabilities: 

(Increase) decrease in receivables and other assets 
(Increase) decrease in store inventory 
(Decrease) increase in accounts payable and other 

current liabilities 
Increase in deferred revenue 

Cash provided by operating activities 

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES: 
Additions to property and equipment 

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES: 
Interfund receivables and payables 
Transfer of funds for equipment purchase 
Transfer of funds for bond repayments 
Bond repayment 
Transfer of investment income 

Cash provided by (used in) financing activities 

NET INCREASE 

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS. BEGINNING OF YEAR 

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS. END OF YEAR 

Operating 
Fund 

$ 52,460 

$ 

(176,451) 
(3,266) 

(14,243) 
(66.890) 

6.382 

300.294 

91,904 

259.590 

351.494 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 

Capital 
Fund 

$ 334,924 

(293,912) 
(105,303) 

(80,000) 

(479.215) 

$ 



Endowment 
Fund 

$ 6,382 

6,382 

(6,382) 

(6,382) 

250,000 

$ 2501000 

Plant 
Fund 

$ 241,157 

772,731 

(1,098,032) 

(84,144) 

105,303 

$ 

Total 
1994 

$ 634,923 

772,731 

(1,098,032) 

(80,000) 

(80,000) 

91,904 

509,590 

$ 601.494 

Total 
1993 

$ (417,465) 

699,099 

252,242 

(189,677) 

62,565 

447.025 

$ 5091590 

Page 3 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM. INC. 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

JUNE 30. 1994 AND 1993 

NOTE 1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 

The Computer Museum, Inc. (the "Museum") is a charitable not-for-profit organization 
exempt from income taxes under Section 501(c}(3} of the Internal Revenue Code. The Museum's 
principal objectives are: 

To educate and inspire all ages and backgrounds of the public from around the 
world through dynamic exhibitions and programs on the technology, applications 
and impact of computers; 

Operating Fund, whic 
activity necessary to sup 

the history and understanding of 

lIA!~111]j1~stricted and restricted resources, reflects the 
. overall operations of the Museum. 

Capital Fund, which includes restricted resources, reflects the activity of 
managing major fund-raising efforts to establish the Museum in its location on 
Museum Wharf in Boston, Massachusetts, and to ensure the orderly growth of 
the Museum's exhibits and collection. 

Plant Fund reflects amounts invested in real estate, equipment, and exhibit
related assets. 

Endowment Fund reflects restricted resources which are to be held in perpetuity. 
Income derived from endowment principal may be utilized by the Museum in 
accordance with the donor's restrictions. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM. INC. 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

JUNE 30. 1994 AND 1993 

NOTE 1. Continued 

a. Revenue Recognition 

Restricted gifts are recorded as revenue upon the award or receipt of cash or other 
services subject to compliance with specified terms. Such amounts received but not yet earned are 
reported as deferred revenue. Memberships are reported as revenue in the fiscal year in which 
they are received. Pledge revenue is recorded when received. Revenue from functions is recorded 
as of the date of the function. 

Gifts of Nonmonetary Items 

b. Exhibit Related 

c. Historical Collection 

oftware and other nonmonetary 
ent or valuation have not been 

In conformity with the practice followed by many museums, property donated for the 
Museum historical collection is not reflected on the balance sheet. The estimated value of objects 
acquired by donation is not reasonably determinable and as such, is not included in the statement 
of activities. 

d. Real Estate and Securities 

The Museum received a gift in October 1993 of the land and building which it 
occupies and previously leased. This gift is further discussed in Note 4. The value of this gift has 
been determined by professional appraisal. 

Revenue from donated securities is recorded at fair market value upon formal transfer 
of ownership. Donations of securities for which there are no active markets or for which trading 
is restricted are recorded as revenue upon determination of fair value through reasonable, 
independent appraisal or upon sale. 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM. INC. 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

JUNE 30. 1994 AND 1993 

NOTE 1. Continued 

e. Cash Equivalents 

Cash equivalents, which consist of money market funds, certificates of deposit and 
treasury bills, are stated at cost plus accrued interest, which approximate market. For purposes 
of the statement of cash flows, the Museum considers all highly liquid debt instruments with an 
original maturity of three months or less to be cash equivalents. 

f. Inventories 

Inventories of retail goods for the Museum store are stated at the lower of cost or 
market on a weighted average basis. 

g. Interfund Receivable and Payable 

h. Plant Assets and Depreciation 

I. Functional Allocation of Expenses 

The costs of providing the various programs and other activities have been 
summarized on a functional basis in the statement of activity. Accordingly, certain costs have been 
allocated between program and support services, as well as between the Operating and Capital 
Funds. 



NOTE 1. Continued 

-----------

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM. INC. 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

JUNE 30. 1994 AND 1993 

J. Reclassification 

Page 7 

Certain amounts in the prior year have been reclassified to conform to the current 
year presentation. 

NOTE 2. Pledges 

The Museum generally records gifts when received. At June 30, 1994, the . aggregate 
restricted amount pledged was $62,500. Receipt of cash on these remaining pledges is expected 
to be collected as follows: 

Fiscal Year Ended 

1995 
1996 
1997 

ant 

\;~~4~~ 
~~ -·".>'~Ol) . 

\ \\ \\ .' ~ .. ~\i··~ -"~ : 00 
\ \ ~~. ,.\ ~\..J\'\/~ 

Total {) ~ ~ .. " \ e:: 0 \, .. ;'/ $ 62.500 
\ ... ,r-.\ ... .J 04 .... ' 

{'.~:.\),.j~/ 

The Mus uIl!.~~ Ma~e'eD. named the beneficiary of an irrevocable, charitable 
remainder unitrust. AS oMtt~8, 1994, management estimated the trust had a market value 
of approximately $1,235, unaudited). The trust agreement calls for payment equal to 10% of 
the net fair market value of the trust assets each year to the donor. Upon the donor's death, the 
trustee shall pay over the remaining trust property, if any, to the Museum. 

NOTE 3. Auxiliary Activities 

The Museum operates a store during regular Museum hours, principally for the sale 
of items directly related to the purpose of the Museum. The Museum also operates the "Computer 
Clubhouse", providing computers and instructors for school children not having convenient access 
to such facilities. Additionally, the Museum holds the exhibit areas open for private events. 
Amounts derived from these activities are used for general support of the Museum and, as such, 
are recorded as unrestricted revenues. 

."c,:" 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM. INC. 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

JUNE 30. 1994 AND 1993 

NOTE 4. Land and Building 

The Museum leased the premises it occupies from Digital Equipment Corporation 
(Digital) until October 1993. At that time, Digital donated its 50% leasehold interest in the 
property to the Museum. 

A summarization of the components of the gift, representing the Museum's 50% 
leasehold interest are: 

Land 
Building 

$ 229,500 
134 

~ . - ... i! 
Total real estate (as appraised) ¢"J.~~~18~. 

,\\ '" "I. :.r -
() "\ ,-

Miscellaneous other assets \ t\._ \', .. ,....v;~';~~~i!!'" 
'-'::'\ ~, ~"~ ... ,,""'n·~"'21 

'.,':. \ " ~~;J" , 
Bond payable f"o ,~:,>,\ \,\'~,-C'~\\}\\ 89,333 

,''' .. ". - .~""'" 
Total gift " ,'.~; .~,-, $1.013,888 

\ '\ v··' 
. ,..,~ fto' 

The amount of this gift has b~n ~~b'bIed""as an unrestricted gift in the Plant Fund 
on the statement of activity, and recorded wit\ t}e1ippropriate assets and liabilities on the balance 
sheet. v 

In appreciation of this gift, the Museum's board of directors voted to designate Digital 
as the Museum's founding patron. 

The Museum occupies the wharf property together with another museum and other 
restaurant tenants. The Computer Museum and the other museum bear Occupancy costs on a 40% 
- 60% basis, respectively, after rental revenues from the restaurants are considered. The 
percentages are based upon the relative amount of space occupied by each museum. Principal and 
interest payments due on the bond (Note 6) are shared on a 50% - 50% basis. 
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tHE COMPUTER MUSEUM, INC. 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

JUNE 80, 1994 AND 1998 

NOTE 6. Defemd Revenue 

Page 9 

The Museum received individual and corporate gifts and government funding during 
the year that are restricted to specific projects. This year's activity for restricted gifts at June 80, 
1994 are as follows: 

Operating Fund 

Computer 
Clubhouse Other 

Capital Fund 

Network 
Planet 

Walkthru 

Deferred revenue at 
June 80, 1998 

Gifts to these 
projects 

Expenditures made 
during the year 

$ 176,579 $ 16,965 $ 

159,175 48,000 

(255,845) (18,220) 

Deferred revenue at 
June 80, 1994 $ 79,909 $ 46 $ 514,860 

In addition to the amounts presented abov 
received and entirely expended. 

NOTE 6. Bond Payable 

stricted gifts totalling $268,071 were 

The Wharf's land and building are encumbered by a mortgage note 
payable financed by tax-exempt bonds issued by the Boston Industrial Development Financing 

. Authority. The Museum is required to make monthly payments of $6,667 for principal plus interest 
at 8.5% per year through Au~st 2000. 

Future annual principal payments on the note are: 

Year Ended 
June 80, 

1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 

Thereafter 

Amount 

$ 80,000 
80,000 
80,000 
80,000 
80,000 

109,888 

I I I 

11{' 

5"09 000 , 
o~.S I _ 

is 4- ~oo 0 
4-07 1 000 

4-)').65',000 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

September 13, 1994 

. Present were Gwen Bell, Linda Bodman, Richard Case, Gardner 
Hendrie, David Kaplan, Tom Franklin, Clerk, Jim McKenney, David 
Nelson, Tony Pell, Nick Pettinella, Charles Zraket, Chairman, and 
Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director. The meeting was called to 
order at 9:15 a.m. by Mr. Zraket. 

I. Dr. strimpel presented an operations report. Press coverage 
of the checkers match was excellent; attendance is flat compared 
to the previous year but should be boosted by the opening of the 
Networked Planet exhibit in a few weeks. A $42,000 grant for 
operating funds has been received from the Massachusetts Cultural 
Council. 

Financial statements for July were distributed and 
discussed. 

A joint exhibit with the DeCordova Museum, The Computer in 
the Studio, will open September 23 and The Networked Planet is on 
schedule to open November 10. Funding of $805,000 has been raised 
and there is a good possibility that Unisys and the NSF will make 
further grants by the end of the month. The T1 line donated by 
Sprint together with a donated Stratus cpu and donated Notes will 
enable the Museum to offer graphic on-line visits over the 
Internet. Ed Belove was suggested to chair an advisory committee 
on on-line access to the Museum. 

Funding for revision of The Walk-through Computer is going 
well, with an almost assured $675,000 of an $850,000 budget 
raised. 

The Children's Museum is awaiting imminent notification 
whether they were awarded $5 million federal funding for the 
barge and entrance project. 

II. Gwen Bell reported on the Bowl. Pre-bowl parties will be 
held in October and November on the East and West coasts, an 
Internet auction will be conducted this Fall and the Bowl will be 
either April 20 or 27, 1995. The teams will participate from 
their respective coasts and will be electronically connected. The 
Bowl will be telecast but for a fee paid to the Museum rather 
than a fee paid by the Museum as in the past. 

III. Linda Bodman presented a report from the Nominating 
Committee. From the current Board of 22 Trustees 7 terms expire 
this year and the by-laws disqualify 5 of those from re-election 
for one year. During discussion Dr. Zraket observed that when the 
by-laws were adopted in 1993 the "stand down" requirement was 
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waived for those trustees whose term expired the following year; 
he suggested that the same waiver be extended to all trustees 
holding office when the by-laws were adopted and his suggestion 
was adopted by unanimous vote. Mr. Franklin was asked to examine 
whether more formal action was needed to implement such waiver. 

Ms. Bodman next addressed the issue of a successor chairman. 
Dr. Zraket initially agreed to serve for only one three-year term 
and Mr. Case initially declined to stand for election as 
chairman; both reconfirmed that such remained their wish. 
Accordingly, the Nominating Committee will plan to nominate at 
the June 1995 meeting a candidate for Vice-Chairman who will be 
intended for election as Chairman the following year, and will 
welcome suggestions. 

Gary Eichorn, a Vice-President of Hewlett Packard and a 
vigorous supporter of the Museum, will be nominated for election 
as a Trustee at the November meeting. Nominations to the Board of 
Overseers previously approved for action at the November meeting 
are Eric Benhamon, Jim Champy, Bob Davoli, Bob Elmore and John 
Landry. Ms. Bodman addi tionally recommended Mort Myerson, Mark 
Porat and Roel Pieper, who were approved for nomination. To be 
cultivated for future nomination are Cheryl Vedoe, Ray Lane, Lacy 
Edwards, George Conrades and Menachim Abraham, all of whom were 
approved. 

IV. The current draft of the three-year strategic plan was 
discussed, Dr. Zraket commending it as sound and accurate needing 
only editorial tuning. He encouraged others to supply their 
comments to Dr. strimpel prior to the November Board meeting at 
which the Plan is to be voted. Discussion included the suggestion 
that the draft should contain financial goals, albeit 
conservatively presented, and that the plan include as an 
objective of the Museum the securing of permanent capital. 

Funding strategies, the 850 Plan and funding for a simulated 
ride, will be discussed at the next meeting which was scheduled 
for October 14 at 8 a.m. The meeting after the November Board 
meeting was scheduled for 9 a.m. on December 5 following the 
Charles Wang breakfast seminar. 

The meeting was adjourned at 11:20 a.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 

J. Thomas Franklin, Clerk 



THE COMpuTER MUSEUM THREE-YEAR PLAN FY9S-27 

I, Introduction 
A. Museum Mission 
B. Strategic Analysis 
C. Strategy 
D. Ten-Year Objectives 
E. Main Features and Goals of the Three-Year Plan . ..:;.'--~ . 

IL Onsite Programs 
A. ExPibits: permanent, temporary; includes new exhibit development and renovation of 

existing exhibits 
B. Overall visitor experience: apron, lobby, signage, parking, visitor services, exhibit 

maintenance 
C. Education programs: The Computer Clubhouse, teacher development, overnights, 

computer camps, special events 
D. Collections: new acquisitions, collections management, collections access and 

documentation. 
E. Research 

m. National & International Programs 
A. Exhibit licensing 
B. Traveling exhibit-Electronic Classroom 
C. Computer Museum materials: Book Series, videos, CD-ROMs, television 

programming, teacher materials 
D. The Computer Bowl 
E. The Museum on the Net 

IV. Facilities Plan 
A. Lobby 
B. Store 
C. Overall deployment of space 

Y, Institutional Adyancement 
Three-year plan for building the Museum's base of support from individuals, corporations, 
& foundations for both operating, project, and capital purposes. Includes national events 
such as The Computer Bowl and a computer achievement recognition program. 

YIp Marketing & Sales Plan 
Marketing plan supports the institutional positioning, financial, and audience impact goals. 
Includes a discussion of Museum's earned revenue plans from existing streams and new 
streams. 

VII. Diyersity 
Plan to increase diversity in the Museum's audience, staff, & Boards. 
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ym. Finance 
Three-year fin8.ncia1. plan that reflects all planned activities; includes projections for all of 
Museum's operating and capital revenues and expenses. 

IX. Administration 
Three-year plan that addresses administrative needs to support the plan, including office 
and personnel requirements. 

X. APPendices 

Appendix 1: Exhibit Development Plan 

Appendix 2: New Lobby Plan 

Appendix 3: Overall Plans for Fifth- and Sixth-Floor Utilization 

Appendix 4: The Museum. on the Net 

Appendix 5: FY95-97 Expense and Revenue Projections 
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It INTRODUCTION 

At Museum Mission 

The Computer Museum's mission is to: 

1. educate and inspire people of all ages and backgrounds from around the world --~. 
through dynamic exhibitions and programs on the technology, application, and 
impact of computers. 

2. preserve and celebrate the history and promote the understanding of computers 
worldwide. 

3. be an international resource for research into the history of computing. 

Bt Strategic Analysis 

Milieu 
• The usage of computers is skyrocketing as the cost/performance ratio continues to 

drop. 
• Computer applications and usage continue to expand into more domains. 
• The telecommunications, information and entertainment industries are fusing. 
• Society and industry often focus on the new, next generation of products and services. 

The essence of the changes and the long view can get lost in the din of fast-paced 
incremental change. 

• As information technology becomes recognized as the key technology of our era, 
interest in the origins of the information revolution will increase. 

• Adoption of new technologies is very uneven across society, with many being excluded 
and feeling "left behind" 

• Computers enable more people to work at home, increasing work flexibility and 
communications, but also increasing people's physical isolation. 

• Life-long informal education is becoming more important as a way of staying abreast of 
changes. 

As computers become more mainstream, new opportunities to learn about and interact with 
computers exist. Products and services that overlap and partially compete with the 
Museum include: 

• easy-to use, multimedia computer-based applications offered at libraries, schools, other 
museums and over networks 

• school usage of computers as tools to support education in all fields. 
• sophisticated home-based educational, game, and productivity software, increasingly 

exploiting multimedia and network connections 
• theme parks that make increasing use of computers with special emphasis on immersive, 

virrual reality-style experiences 
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The Need for the Museum's Mission: I: To Educate and In_ 
Science and technology museums have a we11-established image as accessible places where 
visitors can explore in a relaxed fashion. They are also trusted as objective, non
commercial prese~ters of material. Most important, they provide a mixture between 
education and entertainment, a place for fun·and learning. They are places that welcome 
groups and promote inter generational group interaction. 

These characteristics give the Museum an educational opportunity that formal educational 
institutions cannot pursue and that entertainment-oriented venues are not interested ue--_· 
The Museum's image enables it to reach populations that have no other recourse as a first 
step. 

These populations include those who come into contact with computing at work, often 
thrust into the role of users of specific applications. Though experienced in one computer 
application, they may have no knowledge or confidence in another. Indeed, everyone is an 
unwitting user of networks of computers in performing routine activities, such as 
shopping, or communicating. 

Many feel excluded as they learn of technological marvels they cannot fully grasp or afford. 
The problem is particularly acute in underserved communities. 

The Computer Museum can attract these populations by creating an exciting and accessible 
environment containing exhibits and programs on computer technology and its 
applications. 

The Need for the Museum's Mission: II and ill: To Preserve. Celebrate. and Conduct 
Research 
Computing is the defining technology of our age, and its history is a key part of the 
world's heritage. The Museum is one of a very small handful of institutions that are 

. seriously preserving the evolution of computing. These institutions are not competitive, but 
collaborate to ensure that their collective resources preserve as much of the significant 
record of computing as possible. 

The loss of the computer pioneers themselves will reinforce the importance of the 
collections. With.the constant flux of change in the industry, the Museum provides a secure 
record of technology developed by corporations that no longer exist. Reseat'Chers will 
increasingly seek access to the original materials held by the Museum. 

As key computing anniversaries and other milestones occur, the public seeks information 
about the event, and the media look for a focus to "locate" their coverage. The computer 
industry also needs a non-competitive forum in which to come together and celebrate the 
achievements of the field and gain perspective. 

C. StratelY 

The Museum's strategy is to develop authoritative and spectacular. exhibits and programs 
that will achieve high international visibility and public awareness. 

High visibility of a limited number of flagship elements will assist the development and 
dissemination of all Museum programs. The flagship could be the Museum's main site, or 
a highly successful program or publication. Different flagship elements will serve to reach 
different segments of the public and the computer industry. The Museum will build upon 
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its spirited approach to informal education, as exemplified in its exhibits and education 
programs. 

The Museum will seek to leverage every activity to extract maximum value and achieve the 
greatest possible impact. Exhibits will be leveraged with books, CD-ROMs, exhibit 
licensing, traveling components, and a presence on electronic networks; education 
programs Will be designed as national models, and The Computer Bowl will be adapted to 
become more effective television programming. 

~--- .. 

The Museum is currently committed to two projects each on the scale of a million donar.
The Networked Planet and The Walk-Through Computer 2.0. These large projects will 
provide the basis for books, software, special events and programs. Through FY9S and 
much of FY96, they will be the Museum's flagships, providing the basis for positioning 
and visibility. 

The Museum will position itself to build cachet within the industry so that corporations will 
view the Museum as a desirable location from which to launch products and host events. 

D. Ten-Year Program Objectives 

.. 1. Become a world-class attraction offering exciting exhibits and special events that exploit 
and eXp'lain the latest technologies. 

2. Become a significant provider of books, television programmjng, and other informal 
educational materials about computer history, technology, application and impact. 

3. Develop innovative uses of computers in informal education. Become a provider, 
catalyst, supporter, mentor for museums, community organizations, schools and other 
groups seeking to establish their own informal exhibits and programs about computers. 
Actively support education reform. 

4. Provide an internationally recognized forum. for the celebration and recognition of key 
developments in the evolution of computing 

5. Maintain and enhance the historical collections and their documentation as a definitive 
collection of the history of computing. Establish the Museum and its collections as a 
premier resource for research into the history of computing. 

E. Main Features and Goals of the Three-Year Plan 

Over the next three years, the Museum will fund and develop a new generation of 
immersive exhibits that will greatly enhance the excitement and educational impact of the 
Museum. The first of these will be a completely new version of the very popular Walk
Through Computer that will offer an unforgettable larger-than-life experience both outside 
and within a giant desktop computer. Second, the Museum will focus on developing a 
simulation ride through a computer and onto the wide area computer networks dubbed the 
"information highway. II Simulation rides have immense drawing power and can provide a 
very strong feeling of "being there. II The Museum's opportunity is to develop one of the 
first educational programs for this new medium. Third, the Museum will develop a large
scale simulation of an aquarium in which visitors will design their own "fish" which will 
interact with the simulated ocean environment. The fomth proposal is for a major exhibit 
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entitled "CompUters and Entertainment," presenting the application of computing to music, 
film and video, games, and virtual reality. 

These exhibit projects have been chosen for their ability to present important educational 
material about computers and their applications in a way that will appeal to the largest 
number of people. 

A high priority for the next three years is to increase visitation so as to maximize the 
Museum's educational impact. The exhibit programs referred to in the previous paragiiph 
will be coupled with vigorous marketing and public relations programs to draw visitors to 
the Museum. Attendance goals are presented in the following table: 

FY95 FYi 
no "Ride" 

% % 

120,000 140,000 174,000 145, 

The Museum's most important financial goal over the FY95-97 period is to raise dedicated 
funds to meet the mortgage liability of $550,000 on Museum Wharf. This is the final step 
towards the Museum's complete ownership of its facility. 
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n. ONSITE PROGRAMS 

A. Exhibit PrQlram 

Content 
The Museum's 1989-94 Exhibit Plan addressed the three questions: 

How do Computers Work? 
How did Computers Evolve? 
What do Computers Do? 

.~"'-:.. 

With updating and reinterpretation for the mid-1990s, these questions remain a good basis 
for exhibit planning. 

The Walk-Through Computer and its updated successor Walk-Through Computer 2.0 will" 
continue to address the first question effectively through FY97. People and Computers 
addresses the second question adequately, but will need refurbishing and updating, 
especially in the second half (from the PDP-8 to the 1980s) by FY97. Tools & Toys. 
Robots & Other Smart Machines and The Networked Planet (opening November 94) 
address the third question. 

The applica~ons of computing affect all members of society. New applications are 
continually in the news. Last year virtual reality was the hot topic. This year it is the 
information superhighway. The next exhibit plan will therefore shift increasing focus onto 
computer applications, and broaden its scope to deal more fully with the social impact of 
computing. 

A significant application area of tremendous public interest is the application of computing 
to the arts and entertainment. These subjects have the ability to reach out to diverse 
audie~es, and help the Museum shed its image as a place just for technology buffs. 
Exhibits that relate to the computers in the arts and the performing arts will, therefore, be a 
component of the next plan. 

The Museum will plan for flexibility in its exhibit programs to address topics of public 
interest. ''Rapid response" exhibits will require a new approach to exhibit development and 
funding in which exhibit development, fabrication, & installation can take place with staff 
and funding resources already in place. 

Exhibits on topical issues will not shy away from controversy. The Museum can help 
visitors face dilemmas without taking an institutional stand. For example, the issue of 
users' right to privacy on the networks will be raised in The Networked Planet exhibit, 
with different "network guides" taking opposing sides in the debate. 

Visitor research points out two areas the public would like addressed: 
1. The future: visitors seek access to cutting-edge technology and applications 
2. Resource guides: visitors want specific information about computer use and 

purchasing. 

The first point is addressed in the plan (Appendix I) in several exhibits. The second will be 
addressed with resource materials and pointers to reliable sources of information, and 
through a program of public workshops. 
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Exhibit A1Wf08.Ch 
To achieve greater impact and visibility, the Museum needs to mount spectacular exhibits. 
Examples include larger-than-life exhibits (Walk-Through Computer), environmental 
exhibits, or group virtual reality experiences. The plan calls for a major renovation of The 
Walk-Through Computer that, as well as updating it, will increase its visual impact from 
the exterior and its immersive, environmental quality in the mterior. 

Increased provision for contact between visitors and Museum staff can provide a means of 
increasing visitor engagement, especially for groups. Scope for presentations and ,=;:--_. 

performances should be planned into exhibit spaces . 

.5nG 
After The Networked Planet opens, one remaining 4,000 sf bay will be available for 
development at Museum Wharf. (Bay 1 on 6, formerly collections storage). Further exhibit 
development will replace existing exhibits. Appendix 2 shows the proposed deployment of 
space. 

Major Exhibit Program After Walk-Through Computer 2,0 (WTC2 ,0) CQpening June 
~ 
Three primary criteria need to be applied in selecting major exhibits: 

1. How does the exhibit further the Museum's mission? 
2. Will the exhibit support the Museum's audience building, marketing & positioning 
goals? . 
3. Is it fundable and are there opportunities for financial leverage? 

The following three projects have been provisionally ranked highest according to these 
criteria and will be investigated further to determine their potential. 

Fly-Through a Computer and the Information Highway Simulation Ride 

~ 
Opening: 
Description: 

Mission: 

Audience: 

Positioning: 

October 4, 1994 

$1,500,000 
June 1996 
A six-minute movie with synchronized seat motion in a 15-20 person 
theater. Visitors view and feel a dramatic ride through the Walk-Through 
Computer. The ride follows the flow of information from a keypress, along 
the cable to the interface chip, along the bus, into the microprocessor, to the 
RAM, hard disk drive, back to the processor, to the video card and along 
cables to the monitor. The movie will incorporate animated sequences 
showing the inner workings of the components along the way. The visitor 
then follows the flow of information out via the network card onto a local 
area network and then through a router onto a wide area network. Visitors 
learn where computer networks go, what they connect, and gain a sense of 
their speed and capacity. 
The Ride serves as an introduction to both the Walk-Through Computer and 
The Networked Planet exhibits, introducing visitors to the basic elements of 
computer hardware, system software, and networks. It greatly increases the 
effectiveness of the W a1k: -Through Computer as an exhibit that explains 
how computers work. 
Motion rides are proven audience draws; people of all ages and 
backgrounds, but youth in particular, are drawn to simulation rides. This 
will draw populations from the New England area throughout the year. 
No permanent motion ride is available in Boston. A high-tech motion ride 
will position the Museum as a leading-edge institution, and accelerate the 
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repositioning of the Museum. as a fun, non-threatening place as opposed to a 
technologically challenging, history-oriented institution. This repositioning 
is a strategic objective for the Museum. The Ride's unique nature (owing to 
its coupling with WTC 2.0) will increase likelihood of print and electronic 
media coverage, which has been the Museum's best promotion vehicle to 
date. 

Fundability: Two funding models exist 
• Raise funds from corporate sponsors and offer sponsors an option to 
create duplicate copies of the Ride, with the other copies ttaveling or ,.:;:--.. 
permanently installed in loca~ons where sponsors wish to make an 
investment. 
• Develop the Ride with a partner who invests part or all of the capital 
required in exchange for part or all of the Ride sales and licensing revenues. 

Leverage: The Ride could be replicated for the cost of duplicate hardware only. If 
installed in other sites, the Museum would receive good exposure. 

Computers in Entertainment 

~ 
QpeninK: 
Description: 

Mission: 

Audience: 

Positionin~: 

Fundability: 

c. $500,000 
Fall 96-Spring 97 
A 3,000 sf exhibit and performance space featuring the application of 
computing in music, film & video, games, and virtual reality • Musical 
applications include the use of computers in the composition, auangem.ent, 
and performance of popular, jazz, and modem music. Movie applications 
include the creation of special effects, animation, and digital editing. The 
exhibit will offer many hands-on opportunities to experiment with and 
create music, movies, and games. 
Visitors gain an understanding of a growing, vibrant area of computer usage 
and an introduction to how it works. Visitors will feel empowered to use 
this technology themselves after they leave the Museum. 
This field is very accessible to people with no technical knowledge, and also 
appeals to diverse populations, especially young people. It has depth that 
gives it appeal to people in the computing field. A changing program in the 
exhibit's performance space would attract new audiences. 
Computers in Entertairunent furthers the "fun" and "cutting-edge" image of 
the Museum. The exhibit will be a first of its kind, and its components will 
be attractive to other science and technology museums. 
Potential sponsors include computer hardware, software, Ie, music, special 
effects, video game and software vendors. Possible federal support from 
the NEH and NEA. Exclusivity arrangements by entertainment companies 
may hamper funding. 
Good exhibit licensing and sales potential to other science and technology 
museumS, other educational institutions, and entertainment equipment retail 
environments, such as malls and stores. Traveling version is possible. 

Gmyp Simulation Installation-Artificial AQuarium 

~ c. $750,000 
QpeninK: June 97 
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Descrjption: A 1,500 sf space in which up to 30 visitors interact with a simulated 
environment. One example of a simulated environment would be an 
aquarium projected onto the walls of the space. A number of stations offer 
visitors the opportunity to create their own tish, selecting appearance, 
behavior, breeding, and titness functions. They then launch their tish into 
the environment and can watch its growth, interaction with other visitors' 
fish, and breeding patterns. .. . 

Mission: Visitors create their own simulated entities. The ability to select or script 
simple behavior offers an engaging and accessible introduction to ,=.-..,.. 

programming. Computer simulation of complex systems is an increasingly 
important application. Visitors can experience a simulation that contains an 
element of their own creation. 

Audience: The group simulation would be a one-of-a-kind experience that would be 
visually exciting and conceptually intriguing. As such it has the capability to 
draw well. The group nature of the interaction is highly desirable in a 
Museum, and would work very well with school visits. 

Positionint:: First permanent public installation involving a virtual environment and 
group interactions positions the Museum as a unique experience involving 
cutting edge and educational uses of computers. 

Fundability: Federal grant support from NSF; support from corporations and . 
individuals. 

Leyerat:e: The installation can be replicated for other spaces such as museums, 
corporate settings, or public spaces. 

Tempormy Exhibits 
The Museum will mount at least one temporary exhibit per year that has the potential to 
drive attendance and attract repeat visitors. In FY95 the Museum plans Aaron in Color: The 
Robot Painter. Computer animation in FY96 and the Electronic Classroom in FY97 have 
the potential to drive attendance. Appendix 1 lists other special exhibits plans. 

Conclusions: Framework for Exhibit Plan 
1. Develop one medium-large (2-3,OOOst) exhibit per year that has the potential to attract a 

·large audience. 
2. Open at least one popular special exhibit per year. 
3. Renovate or replace all existing exhibits by the end of FY97. 
4. Exhibits should contain elements that are spectacular and cutting-edge. 
5. Exhibits provide for presentations and performances. 

Appendix 1 contains the exhibit development schedule; maps showing use of the facility are 
in Appendix 3. 
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B. Overall Onsite Visitor Experience 

The Museum's three-year plan seeks to raise the quality of a visitor's overall experience. 
Improving the overall experience will move the institution along the path set out in the first 
ten-year objective-to become a world-class attraction. 

Visitors' experience of the Museum is significantly affected by the sunoundings, parking . 
facilities, signage, and lobby. In the Museum, visitors' satisfaction depends on contact 
with Museum staff and the quality of exhibit maintenance. --.,.. 

Over the next decade, major improvements will take place in the vicinity of the Museum-a 
Federal Courthouse will be built, a new MBTA line will be built with a stop within a block 
of the Museum, and a park area will extend continuously along the waterfront past the 
Courthouse. Additional development may occur on the old Northern Avenue bridge with a 
possible boat dock to service a newly created National Park on the Boston harbor islands. 
These changes will greatly improve the Museum's sunoundings and could have a positive 
affect on Museum attendance. Over time, the primary approach route to the Museum 
building will swing from the Congress Street side to the northern side. 

Open Space in Front of the Museum 
A new park in front of the Museum is planned as part of the Waterfront Project being 
developed jointly with The Children's Museum. The overall cost of the new apron park is 
$1 million •. The primary initiative is being taken by The Children's Museum. 

Parkini 
The Central Artery/l'unnel project and the new Federal Courthouse have reduced nearby 
parking space. Although some new parking garages have been constructed (e.g., 
Farnsworth Street), visitors are finding it harder to park. Efforts will be made to make 
parking arrangements with existing and new sites. 

Si&na&e & Visitor Orientation 
External signs on the site and lobby will be an integral part of the Waterfront project A 
new integrated internal sign system is needed to enable visitors to find their way round the 
galleries. New orientation signs will be placed at the fifth and sixth floor entrances. This 
will be implemented in FY95 at a cost of $10,000. 

Lobby 
Plans for the ''Wave,'' which will serve as a new entry lobby for The Computer Museum 
and The Children's Museum, are well developed. In order to exploit the Wave, ·the 
Museum will need to adapt its own existing lobby and store at an approximate cost of 
$200,000, including an exhibit to attract visitors into the Museum from the Wave. 

Visitor Services 
Visitor research indicates that contact with members of Museum staff (either paid or 
volunteer) greatly affect the perception of the Museum. A gradual overhaul of Museum 
visitor services programs is planned to create specific gallery roles-visitor greeters and 
demonstrators. Increased use of volunteers is also planned, rising to 30% volunteer 
staffing by FY96. 

Exhibit Maintenance 
Since hands-on interactive exhibits are the primary experience, the quality of the visitor 
experience degrades rapidly if exhibits are out of order. The goal is to increase the present 
average from 90% to 97% or better of the exhibits in working order at any time by 
increased staff resources, more training for all floor staff, and daily status reviews. Exhibit 
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planning will continue to allow flexibility so that malfunctioning exhibits can be seamlessly 
removed from the floor. 

C. Onsite Education Pmmms 

Onsite education programs include The Computer Oubhouse, the establishment of a pilot 
teacher development program, overnight program, and the visitor services program in the 
Museum exhibit galleries. .""l"--_. 

The Computer Clubhouse 
The Computer Oubhouse is an innovative learning environment in which 10-15 year-old 
youth engage in open-ended computer-based projects under the supervision of mentors. 
The program has reached approximately 500 children, over 90% from minority 
communities from the inner city. The projects encompass computer-controlled robotic 
devices, simulations, image-processing, music synthesis, and publishing. 

Over the next three years, the Oubhouse will make a transition from a pilot and experiment 
to an ongoing service. In the "steady state" mode, the Clubhouse will be utilized to the 
maximum possible extent, serving an average of 50 children per day (9am-5pm), with each 
participant making 20 visits during a 5-10 week course. Open-ended projects will involve 
image processing, simulations, music, games, robotics, and publishing. Clubhouse 
programs ~ continue to be refined. New projects will be adopted and matched with the 
abilities of new mentors. New technologies will be integrated as they ~ome available. For 
example, the use of high-speed networks is being planned. 

Dissemination ·of the results of the pilot program will be priority. The Museum will test the 
feasibility of building a copy of the Oubhouse equipment for traveling to local community 
centers such as Freedom House, YMCAs and Boys and Girls Oubs. Projects will be 
packaged for distribution to other museum computer labs and after-school settings. The 
Traveling Electronic Oassroom project (see section liB) will take many Oubhouse 
projects to eight museum sites. 

The Museum will develop fee-paying evening comses for adults (6:30-9pm) in such areas 
as desktop publishing and multimedia. 

The majority of Clubhouse funding will continue to come from private and corporate 
foundations with missions to provide new horizons to youth, especially those in 

. underserved communities. Major, multi-year grants will be sought. Additional revenue will 
come from the following sources: 

1. Internet Auction: two auctions per year will provide approximately $20,000 net. 
2. Oubhouse corporate memberships: annual sponsorships from corporations will be 
sought to fund visits to the Clubhouse. These may be tied to specific communities or 
schools. 
3. Fee-paying programs in the Oubhouse. A pilot Computer Camp program is under way 
to test this approach. . 

Teacher DeyeIQpment Pro~ 
The establishment of a teacher development program fmthers the Museum's objective to 
support education reform. 

The introduction of computers in schools is increasing faster than the ability of teachers to 
integrate them into their cunicula. Teachers' need to learn is amplified by recent legislation 
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requiring teachers to take courses to be recertified at regular intervals. The Museum is 
uniquely positioned to offer relevant training for educators. 

In FY95, the Museum will test a pilot teacher education program within the Computer 
Clubhouse. Teachers will develop their own projects, learning how to initiate similar 
activities in their own classroom. Collaborations on the development and implementation of 
this program will be pursued with Lesley College, Technical Educat;i.on Research Centers 
(TERC), and other organizations serving pre-service and in-service teachers. 

:=:;;:--... 

The Museum will develop, test, and then offer courses to teachers that emphasize informal, 
group, project-based uses of computers in the classroom, based on experience gained in the 
Computer Clubhouse. 

OyerniW Program 
Groups of 40-120 people, with a primary focus on children aged 6-17, participate in 
educational activities that involve them in the Museum's exhibit galleries. The program 
provides a valuable opportunity for a group to have a prolonged exposure to the Museum in 
a supportive and entertaining framework. The number of overnights will grow from 18 in 
FY95 to 25 in FY97. 

Computer Canms 
Up to 15 children aged 8-15 explore the Museum galleries and build projects in the 
Clubhouse ~n one-week camps. The campers utilize the Clubhouse and exhibits, providing 
famj]jarity with selected graphics, animation, robotics, music, simulation, and publishing 
tools. In FY95, seven camps are programmed, four in the summer, three during public 
school vacation weeks. In FY96, camp sessions will increase to 10, with 7 summer 
sessions. 

Special Eyents 
The Museum has hosted special events such as the Loebner Prize Competition (Turing 
Test), the Harvard Cup (Computer Chess Championship), the checkers championship, and 
MIT student robot contests. Such events have proven successful in raising visibility for the 
Museum. 

The Museum will continue to host events that are of public interest and that illustrate 
exciting and intriguing uses of computers. The contests will be conducted in partnership 
with other organizations to achieve greater leverage. Funding requirements range from a 
minimum of $5,000 for a small event organized mainly by an outside body (such as the 
Harvard Cup), to $50,000 for a complex event with major Museum involvement (such as 
the Loebner Prize). 

Additional events scheduled on weekends and dming public school vacation weeks will 
include computer animation festivals, teacher open houses, and demonstrations and 
educational activities in the galleries. The calendar of events will be designed to appeal to 
local audiences to encourage repeat visits. 

D .. Collections 

The historical collections at the Museum are one of a small handful of significant collections 
of the history of computing. It comprises nearly 1,200 artifacts, 570 film & video titles, 
and 4,000 photographic images. ffighlights of the collection include the Whirlwind, 
Univac I, mM System 360, DEC PDP-I, Cray 1, Xerox Alto, and Altair 8800. The 
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document collection is accessible electronically, and a catalog that integrates the artifact, 
film, and document collections is in progress. 

The first priority will be to continue to capture artifacts, photographs, films, documents, 
and software just-in-time, prior to literally being scrapped, by companies, individuals, and 
other museums. The Computer Museum has provided a parachute when missions change, 
companies merge or fail, and individual collectors pare down and move to smaller quarters, 
or die. In this way The Museum preserved a unique collection of Fairchild integrated 
cil'cuits, the SAGE Computer, Super Paint, the first paint program developed at CMU'lfui 
Xerox P ARC, and the first 'virtual reality' helmet The Computer Museum does this with 
quick reaction time and a unique focus and expertise that selects the significant technology 
for preservation 

From the start of collecting efforts, the characteristics of the collection have stayed the 
same. Highest priority is given. to collecting the important technological innovations with 
carefully selected documentation. The next priority is given to insuring that the classic or 
standard implementations of a technology are represented. In addition, the collections 
include examples of technologies that failed, of clones, and intermediary stages of 
evolution. 

The collection is devoted to computing, including intelligent machines, particularly robots. 
It includes all levels of integration of both ~ware and software. While the historic roots 
are in the d.Qmain of hardware including semi-conductors, the future emphasis will 
increasingly be software. 

Each hardware artifact or piece of software needs to have a full complement of material in 
order to be understood. For example, the original SpaceWar Game (the first interactive 
computer game) software is represented by its paper-tape program, program listings, 
videos of SpaceWar being played, oral history with its authors, photographs, and the PDP-
1, the computer hardware on which it was designed. 

Proactiye Collecting 
The greatest gains have been made in the collections when there have been special projects, 
such as the personal computer contest and the Milestones of a Revolution exhibition. In 
the next three years two significant activities will lead to improved and new collections: 

• Pinnacles of computing technolo/:y (see section II.C.-television programming) 
The technologies and their teams will lead to in-depth collecting in that area: hardware, 
documentation, video, film, software, oral histories and marketing ephemera. 

• The Guide to Kids' Software is gathering all the software for children and saving it for 
the collection. 

Access to the Collections 
To provide greater access to the collections, a 2,000 square foot exhibit and research center 
will be opened in FY97. It will display approximately 50 significant artifacts from the 
collections, as well as cases housing numerous smaller items and new acquisitions. The 
center will accommodate the library, document and photo collections. Stations will provide 
access to the Museum's collections database, and the Internet. The space will be open to the 
public every afternoon, with regular tours and special educational programs based on the 
collections. This project has a capital cost of $75,000 With an annual $10,000 staffing cost 

The collections database of artifacts, documents, film and video will be placed on the 
Museum's World Wide Web server. The photograph collection will be scanned 
electronically and added to the database for remote reference and selection. 
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Space and environmental meseryation needs 
As shown -in Appendix 3, (pages 4,6,& 8) space for collections at Museum Wharf will be 
reduced to make room for an exhibit staging area. The Museum will therefore move 
hardware artifacts to approximately 4,000 square feet of off-site storage in FY97. 

The documents are indexed in special acid-free boxes and, after scanning, the photographs 
are stored in special sleeves. Uniform temperature conditions are most important for the 
film and video collections. Further, since video is a relatively new media there are stilr'--_. 
questions and concerns about any long-term utility for archival purpose; video that the 
Museum acquired in 1980 is already deteriorating. The video content is being evaluated and 
the most information-rich transferred onto more long-lived media. 

E. Research 

Historical Research 
The Museum will provide the materials sought by researchers in the area of the history of 
computing. Materials include artifacts, archives, documents, books, film., and video .. 
Students, scholars, prior-art researchers, and journalists are the primary users. 

Informal Education 
The Museum will establish an exhibit lab that will be used for three kinds of research: 
1. Evaluation of Computer Museum exhibits in progress. 
2. Development and testing of Museum-developed applications of technology to informal 

education. The NSF-funded virtual reality research currently under way is an example. 
3. Public testing and evaluation of educational software and other educational research 

projects being conducted at academic research institutions. 
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lIT. NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS 

TIrls section presents the plan to serve audiences primarily beyond the Museum's walls. 
The programs are designed to leverage Museum exhibits and collections. 

A. Exhibit LiCensing 

The Museum currently offers fifteen of its exhibits for licensing, at an average price of 
$2500. Most of these products are identical to exhibits running on the Museum floor. In 
some cases the Museum adapts its software to customize it for the client site. For example, 
the height sensor can be programmed with a custom script for aquariums and stores. 

The Museum's exhibit developers will design new interactive exhibit software suitable for 
use in other locations. An example is Letter to the President, a prototype for The 
Networked Planet exhibition. 

Despite aggressive marketing to the community of science and technology centers over the 
period 1991-4, exhibit sales have not provided significant net income to the Museum. In 
light of this experience, a new marketing and sales plan will be developed with greater 
emphasis on malls and retail stores. The Museum will seek an "OEM" arrangement with an 
outfitter of retail environments to act as our distributor to this market. 

B. Trayeling Exhibit: The Electronic Classroom 

If funded by the National Science Foundation, The Computer Museum will collaborate 
with the New York Hall of Science and the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry to 
develop the Electronic Classroom, a traveling exhibit designed to show parents, teachers, 
administrators, students and other members of the general public how computers can 
support science, math, and technology educational reform. The Computer Museum will 
take the lead on the content and will develop all the interactive elements of the exhibition. 
The exhibit has a particular focus on reaching parents, teachers, and young people from 
underserved communities. Much of the material in the Electronic Classroom is expected to 
be derived from the Computer Clubhouse. 

The development schedule is determined by NSF funding. The proposal will be submitted 
in February 1995, with a decision in late 1995. The overall funding requirement is 
approximately $1.6 million, with about $500,()()O requested as The Computer Museum's 
budget. 

C. Computer Museum Products and Educational Materials 

Books and Software 
The Museum is committed to developing three books for publication in 1995: 

• How Computers Work: Journey Through The Walk-Through Computer 
• The Computer Quiz Book of Trivia 
• Computer Museum Guide to the Best of Kids' Software 

The fll'st two titles will be published by the Crown Division of Random House. 
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The TCM Guide to the Best of Kids' Software will be published annually. The project is 
contracted to Catherine Miranker and Allison Elliot 

Further books being planned include "Pinnacles of Computing," an illustrated history of 
computing featuring the pioneering inventors; a Computer Oubhouse book on informal 
education about computing; and a "Wonder Book of Computing." 

In conjunction with the development of the Walk-Through Computer upgrade, the Museum 
will seek funding to develop a CD-ROM-based software product, entitled "How ,...,---. 
Computers Work: Journey Through The Walk-Through Computer." The CD-ROM will 
make use of graphics, animation, and software developed for The Walk-Through 
Computer. The software will offer users an interactive exploration through the many levels 
of hardware and software in a working computer. 

To stimulate the creation of new sites based on The Computer Oubhouse, the Museum will 
create a Oubhouse project sampler presented in the form of an interactive "point and click" 
tour of the Clubhouse. It will include information on projects in the Clubhouse and explain 
how other educators can start similar projects in their own after-school, community, or 
school site. The project sampler will be distributed directly by the Museum to interested 
parties. 

The publications program. is projected to provide a net income of approximately $15,000 a 
year. 

Materials for Educators 
The Museum will produce an updated teacher packet to cover new Museum exhibits, and 
provide pre-visit and post-visit resources to make the visit as enriching as possible. The 
packet will be distributed to teachers bringing groups, and, on demand, to educators 
nationwide. 

To dissemiruite the experience gained in The Computer Clubhouse, the Museum will 
develop Oubhouse Project Guides. These will contain detailed descriptions of specific 
Oubhouse projects, which will provide a basis for other sites to replicate the projects that 
have been proven successes at the Museum. 

Teleyision Prommming 
The Museum will seek to fund and develop a television series for PBS on the people 
behind the major inventions of computing. The series, provisionally entitled Pinnacles of 
Computing, will largely feature recipients of the National Medal of Technology and 
winners of comparable awards from outside the United States. The programs will focus on 
the human dimension of the invention of computing, with a view to providing inspiring 
role models for today's youth. The research to be conducted for the series is expected to 
lead to the gathering of significant materials for the Museum's artifact and film and video 
collections. 

Video Program 
The Museum's film archives contain unique footage of pioneering computers and their 
designers. With a $20,000 grant, the Museum is converting the film to a high-qUality 
video series knitting together footage of the pioneers and their machines to cover the period 
between 1939 and 1952. The videos will then be marketed commercially. 

The Museum will seek funding for a Walk-Through Computer 2.0 video, updating the 
successful first "How Computers Work" video. 
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D. The Computer Bowl 

The Computer Bowl serves as a highly effective fund-raiser for the Museum, while at the 
same time providing a forum for the computer industry to indulge in some humor. 

The Museum will develop and hold a second series of annual Computer Bowls to feature 
the next generation of industry leaders, modifying the format to allow for the production of 
a higher impact television show.=----

E. The Museum on the Net 

With over 15 million people already connected to the Internet and a further 3 million 
connected to commercial on-line services, a "network presence" will offer the prospect of 
serving as a direct delivery tool to help execute the Museum's educational mission as well 
as significantly increase the Museum's international visibility. 

As part of The Networked Planet exhibit development, the Museum has established a 
Gopher server that will contain general Museum information, selected exhibit text, 

- graphics, video clips, interactive software samples, and a collections catalog. Details are 
presented in Appendix 4. Once the Gopher server is established, the Museum will set up a 
World Wid~ Web server so that graphics and video can also be disseminated. 

Following the successful experience with a prototype in 1994, the Museum will offer two 
auctions annually over the Internet. The auction will include goods and services donated to 
the Museum for this purpose, as well as historical items that are acquired by the Museum 
but are not of interest for the collections. 

The Computer Clubhouse will disseminate information and present works created in the 
Clubhouse using the popular multi-media Mosaic browser for the World Wide Web. 

The Museum will offer membership services and sales from the Museum's store via the 
networks. The Museum collections catalogs will be placed on-line, including electronic 
images of the photograph collection. 

The Museum will explore other ways in which the essence of the Museum experience can 
be captured for remote use, going beyond information delivery. 
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· IY. FACILITIES PLAN 

As part of the Waterfront Project, planned to be completed by 1996, both the Childten's 
Museum and The Computer Museum will have a new entryway. This major addition to the 
building will have a dramatic impact on The Computer Museum's visitor flow in the lobby, 
and on the store. 

This plan calls for growth in the Museum's exhibits, programs, and visitation. The ,=;;--_. 

Museum is reaching the point where its 44,000 square feet at Museum Wharf will be used 
to full capacity. Section C below indicates the overall allocation of space for the Museum 
through the end of FY97. 

A. Lobby 

Plans for the new lobby are based on the requirements to: 

1. Attract visitors into The Computer Museum from the shared entry with The Children's 
Museum by providing a flavor of the Museum's galleries. 
2. Allow for smooth, easy access to the admissions desk and into the elevator. 
3. Maximize exposure of visitors to the Museum store. 
4. Provide C?nough capacity to handle at least two groups of 30 visitors simultaneously. 

A provisional plan for the lobby that achieves these goals is shown in Appendix 2. 

The lobby renovation will cost approximately $200,000 and needs to take place during 
FY96 to open with the new joint "Wave" entrance. 

B. Store 

A detailed plan for a new store facility, to be built in as part of the lobby renovation will be 
developed to offer: 
1. Greater square footage to offer more items 
2. Better flow-through, with all visitors exiting through store 
3. Higher visibility from the Wharf: more window space 

C. Oyeran Deployment of Space 

After the Networked Planet opens, all the Museum's space will be developed with the 
exception of one 4,000 square foot bay (Bay 1 on the 6th floor). This Bay will provide 
temporary exhibit space, and an exhibit featuring highlights of the collections together with 
an archive and video library. Complete gallery maps are presented in Appendix 3. 
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V. INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT 

Since establishing itself on Museum Wharf 10 years ago, the Museum has broadened its 
support to include over 200 corporate supporters and over 850 individual supporters. Over 
50 sources supported the Museum above the $10,000 level in FY94. Digital Equipment 
Corporation's past and continuing support, as well as the gift of the building, have 
assisted the Museum immeasurably. Today the Museum no longer relies on major support 
from any single source.=---· 

The Museum's exhibits, programs, collections, and vision for new and exciting 
developments make it the leader in hands-on educational exhibitry and preservation of 
computers. The Museum must establish itself as the museum of the computer industry, and 
the individuals who lead the industry. It must also build its reputation as an educational 
institution within the science & technology center community, and academics and 
practitioners of informal education about computing. 

A. Corporate Support 

FY95-97 Goals for Cor.porate Deyelopment 
1. Establish six new in-depth corporate relationships that provide approximately $50,000 in 
cash and/or. equipment annually. 

2. Double the number of corporate members, reaching 250 corporate members by the end 
of FY97, achieving the following revenues: 

Analysis of COlporate Sup.p0rt Growth Qpportunities 
Since FY90, more than 200 different corporations have supported the Museum. The 
Museum has had greatest success with the computer industry, with nearly $150,000 (75%) 
of corporate membership coming from this sector. As the Museum has not come close to 
"saturating" this sector, the Museum should continue to put its resources into expanding its 
base of support in this sector for the FY95-97 period. Secondary sources of support are the 
telecommunications industry, and the industries that make intensive and strategic use of 
computers, including the banking, insurance, publishing, film & TV, and wholesale and 
retail trade. 

The national trend towards the reduction in philanthropy and an increase in the support of 
non-profit organizations through corporate marketing programs is likely to continue. The 
Museum can respond to this trend by devising approaches that serve both the Museum's 
mission and corporate marketing needs. Programs in this category include the exhibits, the 
Bowl, and the Pinnacles of Technology TV series. 

The Museum can grow significantly in all dimensions of corporate support by: 

1. Targeting the computer hardware, software, telecommunications and media industries. 
The Museum's penetration is especially small in the latter two categories. 
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2. Developing a long-term, multi-faceted partnership with corporations that involve several 
internal advocates in each corporation, and multiple opportunities for participation in the 
Museum. 

3. Increasing opportunities for corporations to sponsor group visits through an increased 
level of support. . 

4. Presenting its case to a greater number of prospects, both through individual contact by 
Board, staff, and Museum friends, and through some targeted marketing approaches m-·· 
raise awareness of the Museum as an institution to which a corporation must belong. 
Examples include pro bono advertisements in the industry press and a presence at industry 
conferences. 

5. Diligently following up on opportunities with corporations that result from personal 
contacts or other connections. 

6. Enlisting leaders from major corporations to join the Museum's Boards. 

Benefits of Co:r,porate Membership 
1. Supporting the world's only computer museum. The Museum's education and collecting 
mission enhances the public's appreciation of the computer industry. 

2. Corporat~ breakfast seminars, started in 1985, attract an average attendance of 70 
people. For FY95-7, the program will continue with CEO/Chairman/President level 
speakers, with a projected increase in the average number of attendees from 60 to 100. 
Breakfast seminars will continue to be important opportunities to cultivate new prospects. 

3. Free admission tickets are fully utilized by Massachusetts based Corporations, either for 
employees or guests. Non-local members donate the majority of their tickets to the Museum 
for the ticket subsidy program to provide free visits of underserved groups. Children's 
thank: you letters to corporations provide effective positive feedback, and encourage 
members to renew. 

Overall Corporate Support . . 
The following chart shows the full spectrum of corporate support. Exhibit sponsorship 
attracts the greatest support, but revenues fluctuate based on the scheduling of major exhibit 
projects. The Museum will prime the exhibit development pipeline with a rolling three-year 
program to allow sufficient lead time and planning to develop a steadier flow of new exhibit 
funding and developmnent. 
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B. Indiyidual Support 

Individual Membership 
To attract new members and increase the retention rate, the Museum will expand member 
benefits and become more aggressive in its recruitment. 

New member benefits will include members-only exhibit previews and openings, 
invitations to special events, a members' desk in the lobby, and Internet access to Museum 
information. Ioint promotions with other museums, non-profits, or for-profit corporations 
will offer special benefits for members. 

FY95-97 Goals for Membership Development 
The goal is to increase the number of members by 10% each year. This will be achieved by 
increasing the renewal rate from 50% to 65%, and by attracting a greater number of new 
members. 

Annual Giving 
All of the Museum's constituency will be invited to contribute each year to the Annual 
Fund. Approximately 50% of annual giving will come from the Museum's major donor 
group, the Friends of the Museum. The Museum will seek to grow the number of Friends 
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by 10% each year, both to enhance the annual giving, and to add to the pool of committed 
major donors able to make leadership gifts to support future capital and endowment 
projects. 

FY95-97 Annual Giyin~ Goals 
FY95: $210,000, a 16% increase 
FY96: $231,000, a 10% increase 
FY97: $254,000, a 10% increase 

To achieve these goals, the staff and Board will work to enlist more donors at increasingly 
higher levels of giving, converting visitors to members, members to supporters, supporters 
to significant donors, and donors to Friends. The pipeline will need to be primed by 
introducing individuals who are new to the Museum. The Boards of Trustees and 
Overseers must playa leadership role, both in terms of their own personal giving, and in 
their active recruitment of new donors. To achieve the goals, each Board member will be 
asked to introduce three new potential supporters to the Museum each year dming the 
FY95-7 period. 

The opportunities to cultivate the Museum's supporters and prospective supporters are the 
monthly breakfast seminars, exhibit openings (four scheduled for 1994-5), the Computer 
Bowl events (the "kick-off" parties and the live event, one of each on each coast), and 
private tours with senior Museum staff at any time. 

C. Foundation Support 

Major, multi-year grants from major national foundations will be sought for educational 
programs. The Clubhouse is a good candidate for support especially with its dissemination 
plan and its potential for impact on K-12 education. Teacher development programs on the 
integration of computing within the schools with national applications will also be 
appropriate for major foundation support. 

D. SSQ Fund 

To complete the acquisition of the building, the Museum needs to raise $550K to retire its 
mortgage, and $200K to develop a new lobby and store area to accommodate the opening 
of the new entry "Wave" with the Children's Museum. An additional requirement of $50K 
to cover fund-raising expenses brings the total to be raised to $850K over three years. 

With guidance from the Development Committee, Trustees, and Overseers, leadership gifts 
will initially be sought from individuals, corporations, and foundations that did not 
contribute to the last Capital Campaign. As the fund progresses, donors who have already 
made capital gifts to earlier campaigns will be asked to contribute again to this special fund. 

The following gift table will be the guideline for a successful 850 Fund: 

one gift at $250K 
two gifts at $100K 
four gifts at $50K 
six gifts at $25K 
5-10 gifts at $5-10K. 
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The pace-setter gift of $250K will be required to launch the fund effectively. Cultivation 
and solicitation of the leadership gifts will begin in Fa1l1994. 

E. Fedeml SUDDort 

The Museum's exhibit and education programs are eligible for fedeml support from the 
National Science Foundation and the National Endowment for the Humanities. Both 
agencies take approximately 12 months from the time of submission of the pre1irninaty---· 
proposal to the start of the grant period (if funding is granted). Panel reviewers also like to 
see a project development cycle extending over 12-24 months as this is the norm. among the 
museum community. The Museum must therefore work on 2-3 year lead times in order to 
optimize its access to federal funds. 

Major NSF support is usually predicated on a program impact of over 500,000 people per 
year. The Museum must work in partnership with other organizations or seek funding for 
dissemination of existing programs in order to deliver the required level of impact 

Within NSF, Informal Science Education is the most likely funder, provided there is 
natural science content in the programs. At CISE (Computer and Information Science), also 
within NSF, computing is the focus, but the challenge here is to fall within its primarily 
research-oriented umbrella. IMS (Institute for Museum Services) General Operating 
Support ($~20K over two years) will be sought 

The Museum will seek: support from the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) 
for programs that have humanities themes. Exhibits that deal with the social impact of 
computing falls within the NEH's subject guidelines. Lead times of 2-3 years are essential 
if the Museum is to take advantage of both planning grants and the much larger 
implementation grants that can follow receipt of planning grants. 

Other potential federal sources include the Department of Commerce through its initiatives 
to demonstrate the impact and potential of computer networks, and the National 
Endowment for the Arts for exhibits on computer art exhibitions. 

Federal support requires a major investment in proposal development, but the sums granted 
can be significant (up to $1m for a major project) and success with a peer-reviewed federal 
grant can stimulate private sources to contribute. 
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VI. MARKETING & SALES PLAN 

A. Marketina Plan Outline 

Positionin& of the Musenm as an Institution, 
The'·Museuni'smission includes two quite distinct components. The first part speaks to the 
Museum's role as a source of inspiration about computing. The second delineates the 
Museum's role as' a preserver, celebrator, and center for research into computing's past:-· 
The MUseum offers unique experiences in both areas. A marketing opportunity for the 
Museum is to make both themes work together to support the positioning of the institution 
as a special, multi-faceted place. 

The following table lists aspects of the Museum that appeal to various constituencies. The 
data is based on informal feedback from the constituents. 

Museum Tourists Teachers" Local computer 
Characteristic School Families Professionals 

Groups 
umque high medium low high 
institution: past, 
present, future 
cutting-edge, medium low high low 
novel 
applications 

fun, engagmg medium medium bigh low 
exhibits 

mttoduction to low medium low low 
history 
legendary Icons low none none bigh 
of computing 
supports none medium none low 
cmrlculum 

The following table lists the vehicles that will be used to reach each of the Museum's four 
target segments effectively: 

Teachers 
groups 
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ehlcles 
Brochures in hote s, visitor centers, a.il'pOrt 
Listings in guide books, tourist magazines 
National and international media cov e 
Direct to teac ers, teacher open ouses 
Articles in educational magazines 
Telemarketing for repeat visits 
Presence in educator conferences and teacher worksh s 
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newspapers magazmes about 

B. Earned Revenues 

All museums' revenues are a mix between earned and contributed revenues, ranging from a 
low of below 28% earned (Lawrence Hall of Science) to a high of 87% earned (Pacific 
Science Center). The Museum has increased the percentage of earned revenue from 30% in 
FY85 to 50% in FY94 while increasing the operating budget from $lm to $2.2 million. 
Earned revenues are taken to include admissions, store (gross), functions, and exhibit 
sales. 

Innovative museum programs are generally supported from contributed revenue. Together, 
the Clubhouse and research on virtual reality accounted for $300,000 of operating revenue 
in FY94. An ongoing stream of innovative programs for underserved groups will keep the 
percentage of earned revenue from. rising above the 60% level. 

C. Admissions 

Visitors are attracted by new exhibits and special events. The marketing and PR plan is 
designed to grow attendance. Word of mouth is the largest single contributing factor to 
cause people to visit, whether they come from Boston, other regions of the US, or from 
abroad. 

According to "The Image Study," over 70% of the Museum's visitors are first-time 
visitors. This study also showed a high satisfaction rating by the visitor. Major new 
exhibits that are promoted should increase the proportion of repeat visitors. 

For FY95 and FY96, attendance goals are determined by The Networked Planet and The 
Walk-Through Computer 2.0, for which funding is in place. FY97 goals will be 
determined by whatever exhibit is opened in June 96, with its attendant marketing and PR 
efforts. Two scenarios are presented for FY97: 

Admissions Goals 

Year Total Increase Major Factors AffectiIlg Attendance positively (+) or 
Visits ofTota! negatively (-) 

FY94 118,206 0% -severe winter, no major exhibit opemng 
(actual) 
FY95 130,179 10% +Networked Planet; opens during lower attendance 
(bud) winter months, with 25% impact for last 6 months of 

year 
+Harold Cohen robot artist; 15% impact in April & 
May 
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+w - u • :~mDgm 
with $50K marketing budget; 
+NetworkedPlanet continues to draw in its first 
summer 
-Central Artery construction 
-Wave construction 
++Sun-
-Central Artery construction' 

mputers & Entertamment 
-Central Artery construction 

+ Temporary special exhibits 
-Central Artery construction 

:==;: .. - •. 

Admissions projections have proven hard to project accurately in the past. Weather, road
works, economic cycles and news that competes with Museum stories for press coverage 
can cause swings of +/- 5%. 

The admission prices, currently $7 for adults and $5 for students and seniors, will be 
reconsidered in FY96 for a possible increase in FY97. The budget projections assume no 
change in rates. 

Marketin~ Tactics to Increase Admissions 

Advertisin~ 
Since 1984, the Museum has not purchased significant advertising. Over FY95-7, the 
Museum will increase its exhibit-funded marketing program to 8% of the exhibit budget, 
approximately doubling past allocations. Advertising will be enhanced through cooperation 
with media suppliers who will provide value-added packages that will appeal to current and 
prospective visitors and supporters. Wherever possible, advertising will be tied to 
promotional programs. 

Partnerships 
The Museum will work with exhibit sponsors to enhance the business value of the donation 
through marlreting programs that capitalize on the relationship between the donor 
organization and the Museum. The Museum will also pmsue marketing partnerships with 
consumer-oriented organizations, such as hotel, automobile, and beverage industries, with 
the goal of increasing awareness, attendance, and marketing presence. 

Radio and Television Pmmmmin~ 
The Museum will establish itself as a supplier of information on computing subjects of 
topical interest, with emphasis on computers in recreational and educational applications. 
For example, the Museum will appear regularly on the nationally syndicated radio show 
"On Computers." 

Promotions 
The Museum will pursue multi-faceted relationships with major retailers, membership 
organizations, and corporations. An example cUITently being pursued is to bring together a 
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media outlet (Boston Glove), retailer (Lechmere), computer hardware (Apple), software 
(Maxis) suppliers, and a hotel (Swissotel) and an airline sponsor to offer an appealing prize 
package for a promotion featuring the Museum. 

GrouP visits 
The Museum will use direct mail to target additional school, community, and tour groups. 
The Museum currently mails to 15,000 educators and representatives on~ a year. By 
increasing both the frequency. and saturation of mailings, the Museum will increase 
awareness of the Museum's exhibits and programs. ~--... 

D. Functions 

Margins of 50% or better make functions a very attractive revenue stream for the Museum. 
The Museum will continue to present itself as an optimal site for high-tech introductions, 
small conferences, educational workshops, and corporate hospitality functions. General 
functions revenue (excluding Overnights) will increase from $153K (FY95) to $160K 
(FY96) to $168 (FY97). Revenue increases are expected from incremental gains on Bar 
Mitzvahs, corporate business associated with trade shows and conventions, ~d other 
corporate business. The plan is to emphasize corporate functions, as these support the 
development of the Museum's corporate relationships. 

A sponsored special function for selected travel agents, tour operators, event planners and 
meeting planners featuring the new exhibits will showcase the Museum to new prospects. 

E. Fee-Based Programs 

The Museum will expand fee-based programming such as Overnights and Computer 
Camps. Adult-oriented evening courses in the Clubhouse will be developed. 

F. Store 

Plan for the store, including costs and impact of new facility associated with a new lobby 
resulting from the Waterfront Project 

Impact of Internet access to the store. 
The Museum will increase the distribution of its unique products by forming relationships 
with strong retail organizations. 

The store will explore relationships with strong mail-order retailers that could offer in-store 
customers competitive prices in the educational atmosphere of the Museum. For example, 
Mac/PC Connection could sell Museum videos, giftware, and publications via their 
catalogs, and sell software in the Museum store via on-line or telephone ordering services. 

G. Exhibit Licensing and Sales 

The Museum will market its appealing exhibits to public space markets such as malls, 
universities, and libraries, and to entertainment venues including amusement parks. 

The Museum has established an OEM relationship with a supplier to retail stores in order to 
get increased access to the growing market for interactive fun activities in stores. 
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H. Partnerships 

Museums 
The Museum has benefitted from partnerships listed below: 

Bow 

Exhibits 

ua1 contests: Cess, Checkers, 
Tmin 

The Museum should actively seek out partnerships that offer the Museum one or more of 
the following: 

• Awareness and interest from a larger audience and specific communities of geographic 
areas 

• Higher profile in the computing community 
• Visibility and positioning as a leader in the field 
• Access to needed resources, either human or physical; examples include media 

production, exhibit fabrication, provision of equipment, communications facilities 
• Credibility in education, community work, project management 
• Access to new funding sources 

Competition 
In the Boston area, the Museum competes for visitors with other museums and with special 
attractions. The following table lists the major competitors and their annual visitations: 

stItutIon alendar 93 

ecialevent 

The Museum of Science has revitalized its program of special exhibits and has some future 
bookings that will compete directly with Computer Museum programs. An example is 
Liquid Vision, an exhibit developed by the Columbus Science Center which will be visit 
Boston in the Fall of 1996. The World Trade Center has held a major public exhibition on 
Virtual Reality in 1993. 

Nationally, the Museum competes with the Smithsonian for attention among the computer 
community, both academic, and corporate. During Smithsonian fund-raising drives, the 
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Museum has more difficulty in gaining the attention of corporate supporters. The Museum 
cooperates with the Smithsonian in collections activities. 

Regionally, the Museum competes with local science and technology centers. An example 
is the Tech Museum of Innovation in Silicon Valley. 

On an international level, limited competition exists, primarily for artifacts, with the 
national science museums of Britain, France, and Germany. 
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vn. DIVERSITY 

A. Overview 

The Museum's mission statement embraces diversity in its charge lito educate and inspire 
people of all ages and backgrounds. II 

Diversity, or multiculturalism, is an important topic today, in both profit and nonproflf,---· 
corporate and educational sectors. In essence, it means to include people from all cultures 
and backgrounds in the makeup of an institution's Board, staff and audience. The 
Museum's goal is to achieve 20% minority representation in each of the three areas by 
FY97. 

As of summer 1994, the Museum's visitor services department (which includes the visitor 
assistants who are most visible to the public) is 50% minority. The rest of the 30 staff have 
only two minority members. Gender diversity is good accross the entire staff. The 
Musuem's 25-person Board of Trustees has two minority and four female members, the 
remainder being white and male. The 38-person Board of Overseers has five min¢ty and 
four female members. The cultural makeup of Museum visitors is not recorded currently. 

B. Board 

• Seek out Board members from diverse communities by establishing relationships with 
various organizations such as The Partnership, based in Boston. 
• Seek nominations from existing members with ties to minorities. 
• Proactively seek more women candidates. 

C. Marketing to a Diyerse Audience 

The MU$eum offers ongoing initiatives to reach out to diverse populations. Some of these 
involve opening up the Museum to economically disadvantaged audiences, where the cost 
of admission might be a bamer. Currently offered are: 

• Reduced prices on Sunday afternoons 
• Reduced prices to teachers/school groups 
• Ticket subsidy program for coIpOrate members 

Special needs/elderly visitors will also be solicited; individual attention by visitor assistants 
will ensure a successful visit. 

The Museum's location is readily acccessible by public transportation to diverse 
populations in Boston. Access will be promoted by advertising on Boston's subway. 

D. Education 

The Museum reaches out to Boston's diverse neighborhoods through the Computer 
Oubhouse, which serves 1000 children a year, 90% coming from economically 
disadvantaged communities. Plans are in process to dissiminate Clubhouse programs to 
reach into diverse communities and into other cities nationwide. A Spanish language 
version of the audiotape exhibit tour, for which funding is cUITendy being sought, will help 
make the Museum accessible to Hispanic communities. 
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E. Exhibit Design 

• The Network Guides for The Networked Planet exhibit will have both Spanish and 
English captioning, appealing to the large Boston-area Hispanic population as well to as the 
hearing-impaired. 
• The NetwOrk Guides also personify diversity - mix of ages, gender, race. 

Exhibits staff are trying more and more to involve a diversity of approaches when creitihg 
exhibits, incorporating not just a technical bent, but a humanistic one as well. Developers 
also try to appeal to different types, not just techies or intellectuals, but to a broader 
audience. 

Other exhibit-related goals: 
• Incorporate as much diversity as possible into exhibit design and general signage - use 
of models, speakers with varying accents and range of vocabulary. 

F. Administration 

Steps to help ensure a pool of diverse candidates for job vacancies: 
• Advertise job openings in community-based newspapers, organizations; post on 
community· bulletin boards. Make a definite effort to use these venues in addition to more 
stereotypical places like other museums, museum associations, etc. 
• Place larger ads in the Boston Globe, which has city-wide readership. 
• Create and maintain an open, comfortable work environment where all staff feel at ease 
and valued. 
• Hold training/awareness session for all staff about the importance of diversity - to 
promote staff cohesiveness and understanding of issues involved. 

G. Building/Structural Issues 

• Ensure Museum is welcoming to special needs visitors 
• Develop a directional signage system that is language-neutral. 
• Develop signage for non-English-speaking visitors. 
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YID. FINANCE 

A. Qperatine Fund 

The Operating Fund supports all of the Museum's regular operations, including building 
costs, administrative staff, visitor services, education programs, temporary exhibits, 
collections, exhibit maintenance, general marketing, public relations, and development. The 
Museum plans to maintain a small net surplus each year in the Operating Fund, amouiIting 
to about 2% of revenues. 

Operating Fund revenues are composed of earned revenues (approximately 55%) and 
contributed funds (approximately 45%). 

While major exhibits are separately funded through the Exhibit Fund, temporary exhibits 
and. education programs costing less than $10,000 may be executed without special funding 
if they are expected to have a significant positive impact on the Museum. 

The three scenarios are tied to the exhibit to be opened in June of 1996. In the most 
aggressive scenario, (#1), the Operating Fund revenues increase from $2.7 million in FY95 
to $3.2 million in FY97, buoyed largely by a 25% increase in admission numbers and 
additional fees associated with the Simulation Ride and opening June 96. In Scenario 2, 
with Computers and Entenainment opening in June 96, Operating Fund revenue increases 
from $2.7 riilllion in FY95 to $2.9 million in FY97, based on a 4% attendance increase. 
Scenario 3 with flat attendance, projects an increase to $2.8 million in Operating Fund 
revenues for FY97. --

B. Exhibit Fund 

Permanent exhibits are developed with funds raised specifically for each exhibit. A 7% 
overhead is taken on all funds raised for permanent exhibits to meet costs of future, as yet 
unfunded exhibit planning. An additional 18% overhead is taken into the Operating Fund to 
meet administrative, building, and other indirect costs. 

The first page of Appendix 5 shows exhibit funding associated with each scenario. Exhibit 
funding varies dramatically depending on what exhibits are funded. The Simulation Ride is 
budgetted at $1.5 million in revenues, Computers & Entenainment is budgetted at $5001{, 
and the Artificial Aquarium at budgetted at $5OOK. 

C. Endowment Fund 

The Museum's Capital Campaign of 1991-4 established an Endowment Fund. The fund is 
managed by the Endowment Committee. This plan assumes that all interest from the 
endowment will be applied to the Operating Fund 

D. Capital Fund 

The Capital Fund holds funds raised through the Museum's capital campaigns. Capital 
Fund expenses include the building mortgage (principal and interest), building capital 
improvement costs, and fund-raising expenses. 
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The projections show revenues resulting from the completion of the Capital Campaign in 
FY95. Revenes from the new initiative to raise capital for the mortgage and the lobby 
renovation are projected at $250,000 in FY96 and $275,000 in FY97. In addition, $75K of 
revenue is projected in FY97 for the new collections-based exhibit and research center 
described on page 15. 

AppendiX 5 shows overall expense and revenue projections for FY95-97. 
~--... 
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IX. ADMINISTRATION 

A. Oyeryjew 

An expanding museum needs the necessary infrastructure-including the requisite number 
of staff, with adequate workspace and state-of-the-art equipment In addition to a positive 
work environment, staff development and competetive salaries and benefits are crucial to 
keeping a stable staff with no vacancies. ,=--- . 

D. Physical Space Requirements (see Appendix 3) 

Adequate workspace and facilities are needed for new staff, as well as volunteers. This 
includes actual workspace, staff meeting rooms, design and construction areas, and exhibit 
development space. 
• Additional staff will be accommodated by making more efficient use of the office spaces 
and by assigning unused spaces off the galleries as permanent office spaces. 
• Bay 6 on the fifth floor will provide some space for exhibit development and staging, 
accommodating the fluctuating numbers of temporary exhibit development staff. 
• Collections not included in the collections highlights exhibit will be moved off site. The 
current collections space in Bay 6 on the fifth floor will be reconfigured to house additional 
staff, the c~entry workshop, and an exhibit staging area. 

Cft Office Computer Network 

In FY95-6, the Museum will convert from the central host system to a client/server system. 

An exhaustive survey of current staff computing needs, along with a detailed plan for 
upgrading, was prepared in FY94. It includes the acquisition and implementation of an 
interdepartmental client/server system to link all administrative and functional parts of the 
Museum. The backbone of the plan, including a server, has been installed. Next steps are 
to move staff onto the network and establish the necessary software systems (accounting, 
development database, etc.). The changeover will require an ongoing aggressive plan to 
seek necessary donations of both hardware and software. 

With the recently acquired TIline and fault tolerant host, the Museum is well positioned to 
conduct many facets of the Museum's development, marketing, PR, and dissemination via 
the Internet. Connections into The Networked Planet will be in place by November 1994, 
with the other Museum functions to follow in 1995. 

Once the network is fully installed, one FfE will be needed for its upkeep - handling 
installations for new staff, training, upgrades, maintenance, etc. 

D. Staff Deyelopment and Support Programs 

Where appropriate, staff will be encouraged to attend conferences and courses to keep up 
with their professional peers and develop skills. Staff will be encouraged to attend the 
Museum's seminar series and public events. In addition, a series of lunchtime programs 
will be developed to help provide broadening learning opportunities for staff. Programs 
will include speakers, both staff and external, as well as video programs relating to 
computers. As funding permits, educational reimbursement will be implemented. 
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A periodic review of the staff benefits package will be conducted to ensure the Museum is 
getting the best possible value from its medical and insurance providers, and to review the 
opportunities and need for enhancing the benefits. 

E. Buildiol & Museum Wharf 

When the new 'Wave" lobby is complete, the Museum's maintenance costs will increiSe~ 
The proportion of the building running costs paid for by the Museum, currently set at 40%, 
will be renegotiated at the time of the time of the Wave's opening. 

Museum Wharf has long-term.parking and expansion problems, which are limiting to 
growth. The Musem will seek to partner with the Children's Museum in acquiring access to 
nearby parking. 
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Appendix Ii Exhibit Development Plan 

Permanent Exhibits 
... 

Opening Exhibit Content Size CostJFunding Target Approach Location 
Date Prospects Audiences 
Nov 94 The Large scale 4,000 sqft $815,000 General- Interactive (15) Replace Graphics 

Networked computing, Corporate capitalize on 2-Dimensional Gallery; Bay 1 on 
Planet networks, impact of NSF public Video 5th floor 

computer age NEH interest in V A interaction 
networks Demonstrations 

J1IDe95 The Walk- How computers 5,000 sq ft $850,000 General 3-Dimensional Revision of 
Through work Corporate; Environment Original Walk-
Computer 2.0 hardware & Learning Stations & Through 

software Video Computer 
industry 

Jtme% Simulation ride Motion ride 1,000 sq ft $1.5 million General, 15-20 person Adjacent to 
through computers Corporate; youth in theater with large Walk-Through 
and networks For-profit particular screen and moving Computer; Bay 3 

partner seats or 4 on 5th floor 
J1IDeCJ7 Computers in Applications in 3,000 sq ft $500,000 Youth Interactive (15) Replace 

Entertainment movies and popular Corporate; Adults, Video Milestones second 
music NEA,NEH Culturally Demonstrations bay 

diverse Process oriented 
J1IDe 97 Artificial Shared simulation 2,000 sq ft $750,000 General Installation Bay 3 on 5th floor 

Aquarium of complex system Corporate; 
NEA,NEH 

I! 
" 
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Temporary Exhibits 

Nov 27 

April 1- Harold 
May 30 95 Cohen 

Robot 

Computer 
Animation 

Feb 96 Feats of 
Computing 

June % The Computer 
in the 
Olympics 
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How New England 
artists are using 
computers in their 
work. 

Corporate 

Robotic paintbrush- 1,200 sq ft Individual 
handling art 
program 

Work of John Corporate 
Lasseter of NEA 
Lucasfilm/Pixar to 
coincide with 
release of full-
length feature 
movie 
Selected tour-de- 1,500 sq ft NSF 
forces of computing Corporate 
technology & 
applications on 
computing's 50th 
birthd 
Computers in the 1,000 sq ft Corporate; 
Olympics - in Olympic 
conjunction with sponsors 
Atlanta Olympics 
First topical issue 

2 

General 
Art 

Children 

Cutting edge 
technology; 
mainly 
interactive 
with some 
static 
Sports 
Adult 
Youth 
Interest in 
Olympics 

Approach 

Symposium; colab. 
with DeCordova 
Musewn 

interactive stations 

2-Dimensional 
Interactive 
Video 

Interactive 
2-Dimensional 
Video 

Bay 1 on 6th floor 

Bay Ion 6th 
floor; then 
integrated into 
Computers in 
Entertainment 
permanent 
exhibit in 
Reconfigure 
bay of People and 
Computers 

Bay 1 on 6th floor 
Temporary 
exhibit space 



The Machine 
as Model: 
Artists' views 
of the 

Electronic 
Classroom 
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How artists portray 
the computer. 

for student 
expression, 
communication, 
collaboration etc. 

3 

Corporate 
State Arts 

Parents Demonstrations 
Process oriented 

replace Robots & 
Other Smart 
Machines 

.. 
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· APPENDIX 4; THE MUSEUM ON THE NET 

The Museum will establish a presence on the Internet The first phase will be the 
establishment of a Gopher server to be up and running by November 1994, to coincide 
with the opening of The Networked Planet Exhibit The second phase will be the 
development of materials for dissemination via the Mosaic browser on the World Wide 
Web. The Museum will develop a Mosaic home page by early 1995. 

I, The Computer Museum Gopher 

Gopher is a powerful, widely used text-based Internet tool. The information currently on 
the Museum's e-mail server will be imported to the Gopher server. In order to facilitate 
access to the Museum Gopher server, the Museum will offer, for a nominal fee, a simple 
public-domain terminal program, available for PC or Mac, configured to dial the Museum's 
local-access Gopher number automatically. 

Computer Museum Gopher Menu 

The Computer Museum Gopher (Boston MA) 

1. Welcome to The Computer Museum Gopher! 
2. Exhibits! (David Oreschler) 
3. Educational Services! (Marilyn Gardner) 
4. The Historical Collection! (Gwen Bell, Brian Wallace) 
5. Museum Visits! (John Marchiony) 
6. Special Events at the Museum! (Gail Jennes) 
7. Museum Membership! (Betsy Riggs) 
8. The Computer Museum Store! (Margaret Dasha) 
9. Facility Rental for Functions (Martha Ballard) 
10. Exhibit Kits (Kevin Kelly) 
11. Museum Newsletter! (Gail Jennes) 
12. Museum Administration! (Mary McCann) 
13. Other Museum Gophers! 

1. Welcome to The Computer Museum Gopher 

1. AbOut The Computer Museum (mission profile) 
2. About this Gopher 

(purpose of Gopher site, access, features, instructions) 
3. How to Access Gopher if You Don't Have Internet Access 

(explains Gopher access via Gopher Mail and modem) 

2. Exhibits! 

3. Educational Services! 

1. The Computer Clubhouse! 
1. Mission Statement 
2. Project Areas 
3. Membership 
4. Mentoring 

2. Museum Publications! 
1. Educational Activities Packet 
2. People and Computers Catalog 
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3. How Computers Work Video 
4. Group Tour Information 

4. Historical Collection! 

1. History 
2. Holdings 
3. Usage 
4. Donations :0=;:--._ 

5. Images! 

5. Museum Visits! 

1. Hours and Prices 
2. Travel Directions 
3. Group Tour Information 

6. Special Events at the Museum! 
(press releases--menu items change with updates) 

1. E-mail the President 
2. Virtual Reality Adventure 
3. The Internet Auction 
4. The Computer Bowl 
3. Breakfast Seminars 

7. Museum Membership! 

1. Individual and Family Membership 
2. Corporate Membership 
3. Library Membership 

8. The Computer Museum Store! 

1. Store Description 
2. Books (includes Museum publications) 
3. Videos (includes How Computers Work) 
4. Posters 
5. Educational Software 
6. Other Computer-related Products 
7. Ordering by Phone or Mail 

9. Facility Rental for Functions 

10. Exhibit Kits 

11. Museum Newsletters! 

1. Spring 1994 
2. Winter 1994 
3. etc. 

12. Admjnistration/ 
1. Overseers 
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2. Trustees 
3. Honorary Trustees 
4. Staff Directory 
5. Volunteer Opportunities 

13. Other Museum Gophers 
1. San Francisco Exploratorium 
2. UC Berkeley Museum of Paleontology 
3. etc. .~~-.. 

Broadcasting The Museum's Presence 
To generate interest in the On-line Museum, the Museum will broadcast via the following 
Usenet newsgroups alt.internet.services, comp.infosystems.gopher, and 
comp.infosystems.www 

Information about the Museum can also be located by Internet users who use Archie 
(searches for fue names with a given search string) and W AIS (tool for searching text). 

II. The Computer Museum on the World Wide Web 

The World Wide Web is a means of organizing access to information on the Internet using 
hypertext dOcuments. In hypertext documents, users can follow pre-established links to 
quickly jump to material of interest to them. The Web can deal seamlessly with all media, 
including text, graphics, video and sound. Users access Web documents using a browser 
such as Mosaic, available from the National Center for Supercomputing Applications. 

The Museum will seek funding to support the development of documents for dissemination 
on the Web. 

Materials Suitable for the Web 

Same material as provided by the Gopher server and additionally: . 

Collections: 
- Photo Collections: selected images 
- Video Collections: selected movie fragments 

Exhibits: 
- Museum floor plan 
-Images of Museum site, galleries and interactive exhibit screen shots 
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Exhibit Scenarios 

FY96 FY97 
Total Funding Exhibit Fund Operating Fund Total Funding Exhibit Fund I Operating Fund 

All Scenarios .. 
Electronic Classroom yr 1 $150000 $123000 $27000 8ectronlc Classroom yr 2 $250000 $205000 $45000 
Temporary Exhibit $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 

Scenario 1 
June 96 Slm-Rlde Opens $1,500,000 $1,230,000 $270,000 June 97, Artificial Aquarium $500,000 $410,000 $90,000 
Total Scenario 1 $1 700000 $1 353,000 $347000 $800,000 $615000 $185000 

Scenario 2 
June 96, Computers & Entertainment $500,000 $410,000 $90,000 June 97, Artificial Aquarium $500,000 $410,000 $90,000 
Total Scenario 2 $700,000 $533,000 $800,000 $615,000 

Scenario 3 
June 96: no major exhibit $100,000 $82,000 $18,000 June 97, Artificial Aquarium $500,000 $410,000 $90,000 
Total Scenario 3 $300,000 $205,000 $95,000 $800,000 $615,000 $185,000 

Note: Non-lemporary exhibit projects subject to 18% Indirect expense allocated to the Operating Fund 
8% of Exhibit Fund revenue allocated to marketing_the funded project 7% allocated to future exhibit planning 

Exhibit Scenarios Appendix 5 



FY94 (act) 

SUDDortlRavenue 
RestrIcted SuDPort: 

CIubhou8e $250.710 
exhibit Related (detail a\tachedl $109719 

SDecIaI Projects $10904 
Unrestricted SuPPOrt: 

CllDIIaI cariIDaIanl850 Fnd 
ColDClrate Mentlenihbl $208138 

foundatIOn $29180 
ComDuter Bawl $438.931 

. SpecIal Development Dlar 
Memb8l8h1D Fund $187953 

Admission $504.388 
Store $283782 
Functions $179.828 
ExhIbIt SaIa8 $38.897 
Other: 

Interest $3288 
Publications 

Coll1luter C3mDB $425 

Total SuDDortlRevenue $2.224.117 

ExDalHa 
exhibit Development $83.570 
exhibit MalntlEnhancmenl $54399 
exhibit SaleslKIIs $38.848 
Collections $85.288 
education & Admission $287037 
Clubhouse $192.304 
MarketIng $250705 
Publlcatlonil 
Public RelatIons $92207 
Store $225280 
functions $85.190 
Col'/lllUlllrBawl $135447 
~eclal Development Pro).-
Fundralslna $88070 
MembershIp Fund $48.180 
I Lobby & Store Renovation 
MuSeum WhaIf: 

Operating Expense" $310,382 
Mortgage 

GeneraJ~ement $287,340 

Total ExDense $2.182245 

Net Revenue S41872 

*In rn5, this will be the Internet Auctions 
**Aasumee no Wave op. costs 

O~atlna Fund 
FY95 (bud) FY98 

$272.500 .$280.000 
$283100 $347.000 

$250000 $300.000 
$25.000 

$385.000 $375.000 
$40000 $45.000 

$210000 $231.000 
$581.900 $823.000 
$298.000 $327.000 
$190850 $204.000 

$53.300 $75.000 

$13.000 $13.000 
$110,000 $57,000 
$18000 $18,000 

$2.885.850 $2.900.000 

$78.792 $40.000 
$58179 $87.000 
$40.580 $48.700 
$59850 $82.843 

$333339 $350.000 
$215380 $198.000 
$251 580 $285.000 
$94.945 .$43.130 
$84594 $89000 

$238.828 $255.500 
$102.320 $109.500 
$115.818 $120.000 

$29.344 $32000 
$150088 $158.000 
$75,835 $81,000 

$300.000 $315,000 

$359,175 $380.000 

$2.588,381 $2.812.873 

S97289 5287328 

ScenarIo 1 (Slm-Rlde) 

. Capital Fund Exhibit Fund 
FV97 FY94 (act) FY95_(\lILd) FY98 FY97 FY94 (act). FY95 (bud) FV98 FY97 

p. 

$270.000 
$185000 $285.940 $1.344.785 $1.353.000 $815.000 

_$'198100 $41 000 $250000 $350.000 
$325.000 

$25.000 
$380.000 

$50.000 
$254.000 
$949.505 
$422.000 
$224.000 

$93.000 

$13.000 
$37.750 
$18.000 

$3.248.255 $198.100 $41.000 $250.000 $350.000 $285.940 $1.344.785 $1.353.000 $815.000 

$40.000 $342.140 $1.309.785 $1,244.780 $585.800 
$100.000 $4,299 
$54000 
$85.985 $75.000 

$420.000 
$208.000 
$278.000 $35.000 $108,240 $49.200 

$19.532 
$93000 

$338.000 
$117.000 
$125 000 

$35.000 
$185000 $130,849 $5,300 $15000 $15,000 
$85,000 

$200,000 

$330,000 
$128.977 $120,200 $113.378 $108.577 

$400000 II 
,I 

$2.871,517 $257,828 $125.500 $328.378 $198.577 $348439 $1.344.785 $1,353.000 $815.000 

S374738 1581 728 1584500\ IS78378 S153423 1580499\ $0 $0 SO 
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FY94 (act) 
Support/Revenue 
RestrlCIed SUPl!!lrt: 

C1ubhoU88 $250,710 
exhibit Related (de1aU attachedI $109719 

Special ProJects $10904 
Unrestricted SUp~ort: 

CsDItaI Campalgnl850 Fnd 
CoIDOf8t8 Memberahlll $208138 

Foundatlon $29180 
COlllDUtsr Bowl $438931 

SDecIaI Development mol· 
MembenJhfp Fund $187953 

Admission $504,388 
Store $283,782 
FunctIons $179,828 
exhibit Sales $38,897 
Other: 

Interest $3,288 
PublicatIons 

Computer Ca/mI $425 

Total Support/Revenue $2,224,117 

Ie. 

exhibit Development $83,570 
exhibit MalntlEnhancment $54,399 
exhibit Sales/K1ts $38848 
COllections $85288 
Education a AdmIasIon $287037 
C1ubh0U88 $192304 
Marketing $260705 
Publications 
Public ReIaIIona $92,207 
Store $225,280 
Functions $85,190 
COmputer Bowl $135,447 
I Special Development Prof: 
Fundralslna $88.070 
Memberahlp Fund $48,180 
Lobb~ a Store Renovation 
Museum Wharf: 

Operadng Expense" $310,382 
Mortgage 

General Mansoement $287340 

Total expense $2.182,246 

Net Revenue S41872 

"In FY95. this will be the Internet Auctions 
-Assumes no Wave op. costs 

Fund 
FY95 (bud) FY98 

$272,500 $280,000 
$283100 $117000 

$25~000 _$300,goo 
$25000 

$386,000 $376,000 
$40,000 $46,000 

$210,000 $231,000 
$581,900 $823,000 
$298000 $327,000 
$190,850 $204,000 

$53,300 $76,000 

$13000 $13,000 
$110,000 $57000 

$18.000 $18.000 

$2,885,850 $2,870,000 

$78,792 $40,000 
$58,179 $87,000 
$40,580 $48,700 
$59.850 $82.843 

$333339 $350,000 
$216,380 $198,000 
$261 580 $285000 

$94,945 $43,130 
$84,694 $89,000 

$238,828 $255,500 
$102,320 $109,500 
$116818 $120000 

$29,344 $32,000 
$150.088 $158,000 

$75835 $81,000 

$300,000 $315,000 

$359175 $380000 

$2,588,381 $2,812,873 

S97289 S57328 

Scenario 2 (C's a Entertalnm't) 

Capital Fund Exhibit Fund 
FY97 FY94 (act) FY95 (bud) FY98 FY97 FY94 (act) FY95 (bud) FY98 FY97 

$270,000 
$185,000 $285,940 $1344,785 $533,000 $562,000 

$198,100 $41,000 $250000 $350000 
$326,000 

$25,000 
$380;000 

$50,000 
$254,000 
$847,935 
$380,000 
$224,000 

$93,000 

$13.000 
$37,750 
$18,000 

$2.882.885 $198.100 $41.000 $250.000 $350.000 $285.940 $1.344.785 $533.000 $582,000 

$40,000 $342.140 $1,344.785 $533.000 $582,000 
$76,000 $4,299 
$64,000 
$86,985 $75,000 

$387,000 
$208.000 
$278,000 

$19,632 
]!a3,OOO 

$273,000 
$117,000 
$126000 

'~5,OOO 
$185,000 $130.849 $5,300 $15.000 $15,000 

$85,000 
$200,000 

$330,000 
$128.9n $120,200 $113378 $108,5n 

$400.000 II 
,Ii 

$2,728.517 $257.828 $125,500 $328,378 $198,5n $348,439 $1,344.785 $533,000 $582,000 

S154188 (S81 728) IS84500 ($78378 $153423 ($80499 SO SO $0 
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FY94 (ad) 

SupportlRavenua 
RestrIcted SUDDOrt: 

Clubhouse $250.710 
exhibit Related (detaU attached) "09.7'9 

Specfal Prolects $10904 
Unrestricted Suppon: 

CspItaJ C8mDa1anl850 Fnd 
Coqjorate Mambershfll $208138 

foundation '29.180 
Computer Bowl $438931 

SII8cIaJ DeveloDment pror 
Membership Fund $187953 

AdmIsaJon $504.388 
Store $283782 
FunCllons $179828 
exhibit SaJes $38,897 
Other: 

Inlere81 $3288 
PubUcatlons 

ComJ1l,ller call1lS $425 

Total SupportfRevenue $2,224,117 

Exllllll .. a 
exhibit Development $83.570 
exhibit MalntlEnhancmanl $54399 
exhibit SaJaslKlta $38848 
CoIlacllons $85288 
Educallon & Admission $287037 
Clubhouse $192.304 
Marketlna ~50 705 
Publications 
Public Relations $92,207 
Store $225,280 
FunCllons $85.190 
Computer Bowl $135,447 
SDecIaJ DeveloDment Pro!,· 
Fundralslng $88.070 
Membership Fund $48 180 
Lobbv & Store Renovation 
Museum WhaIf: 

Operating $310.382 
Mortgage 

General Management $287340 

Total Expense $2182245 

Net Revenue $41872 

°In FY95, this will be the Internet Auctions 
"Assumes no WflNe op. cosla 

Operating Fund 
FY95 (bud) FY98 

$272.500 $280.000 
$283100 $95000 

$250000 ' $300000 
$25000 

$385.000 $375.000 
$40.000 $45.000 

$210.000 $231.000 
$581.900 $823.000 
$298.000 $327.000 
$190850 $204,000 

$53,300 $75.000 

$13,000 $13000 
$110,000 $57000 

$18,000 $18,000 

$2,885,850 $2,848,000 

$78,792 $40,000 
$58,179 $87000. 
$40,580 $48700 
$59850 $82,843 

$333,339 $350.000 
$215,380 $198,000 
$251,580 $285.000 

$94,945 $43.130 
$84,594 $89,000 

$238,828 $255.500 
$102.320 $109.500 
$115.818 $120,000 

$29,344 $32000 
$150.088 $158,000 
$7Y35 _$81000 

$300,000 $315.000 

$359.175 $374,000 

$2.588.381 $2.808.873 

$97289 $41328 

Scenario 3 (No Jun 96 exhibit) 

capRaI Fund ExhlbnFund 
FY97 FY94 (act) FY95 (bud) FY98 FY97 FY94 (act) FY95 (bud) FY98 FY97 

,f' 

.~ 

$270.000 
$185.000 $285.940 $1344.785 $205000 $815.000 

$198.100 $41000 $250000 $350.000 
$325.000 
$25.000 

$380.000 
$50.000 

$254,000 
$823,000 
$349,000 
$224.000 

$93,000 

$13,000 
$37,750 
$18,000 

$2,848,750 $198,100 $41,000 $250,000 $350000 $285,940 $1344,785 $205,000 $815,000 

$40,000 $342,140 $1,344,785 $188,800 $585,800 
$75,000 $4,299 
$54,000 
$85,985 $75.000 

$387.000 
$208,000 
$278,000 $18,400 $49,200 
$19,532 
$93,000 

$275,000 
$117.000 
$125,000 
$35,000 

$185,000 $130,849 $5300 $15000 $15,000 
$85,000 

$200,000 

$330,000 
$128,977 $120,200 $113,378 $108.577 

$390,000 II 
,I' 

$2.720.517 $257.828 $125500 $328.378 $198577 $348,439 $1,344.785 $205000 $815,000 

$128233 ($81 728) ($84500) (S78378) S153423 (S80 499 SO '0 _$0 
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The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Scree! 
Boston. MA 022]0 

(617) 426-2800 Meeting of the Board of Directors 

February 14, 1992 

8:30-12:30 

Draft Agenda 

8:30 Museum operations update 

9:15 

10:00 Waterfront Project 

12:00 Long-range exhibit planning 

12:30 Ajourn 

Lunch. 



REVENUES: 

operating Fund 

capital Fund 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

operating Fund 

capital Fund 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

0' I 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

COMBINED OPERATING AND CAPITAL FUNDS 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE FIVE MONTHS ENDED 
11130/90 ---------11/30/91-------- FY92 FY92 

ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV(UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

811 1,092 902 (190) ( 17\) 2,243 

176 910 487 (423) (46%) 1,770 
-------

987 2,002 1,389 (613 ) (30%) 4,013 

769 1,006 838 168 17\ 2,205 

340 328 293 35 11% 1,162 

1,109 1,334 1,131 203 21\ 3,367 

($122) $668 $258 ($410) (161\ ) $646 
m===== l:Ca===a ==z:::::z:== ====== l1li_===== 

SUMMARY: 
--------
For the five months ended November 30, 1991, the Museum operated at a 
surplus of 258K compared to a budgeted surplus of 668K. As of November 
30, 1991, total cash and cash equivalents amounted to 319K. 

OPERATING: operating revenues were 17% under budget due to lower 
than budgeted earned revenue in the Admissions, store, and Function 
areas along with lower unres~ricted revenue. Expenses were 17% under 
budget due to timing in spending and lower personnel costs (vacant 
positions). 

CAPITAL: capital revenues were 46% under budget due to lower than 
anticapted capital campaign contributions. Expenses were 11% under 
budget despite payment of 22K of unbudgeted expense related 
to FY9l opening of people and Computers. 

1,968 

1,378 

3,346 

2,084 

1,192 

3,276 

$70 
B=:c::z=a: 
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0- I 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

OPERATING FUND 
( $ - Thousands 

FOR THE FIVE MONTHS ENDED 
11/30/90 ---------11/30/91--------- FY92 FY92 

ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV (UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 
REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 73 $114 74 (40) (35%) 207 175 
Restricted contributions 31 70 114 44 63% 188 184 
computer Bowl 61 165 156 ( 9 ) (5%) 305 296 
Corporate memberships 57 71 50 (21) (30%) 231 213 
Individual memberships 24 27 18 ( 9 ) (33%) 69 59 
Admissions 311 295 232 (63) (21% ) 510 416 
Store 164 254 177 ( 77) (30%) 522 424 
Functions 80 90 55 (35) (39%) 150 115 
Interest Income 2 1 2 1 100% 24 15 
Other 8 5 24 19 380% 37 71 
Gain/Loss on securities 0 0 0 0 0% 0 0 

-------- -------- ------
Total Revenues 811 1,092 902 ( 190) (17\ ) 2,243 1,968 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 22 78 85 ( 7 ) (9%) 82 102 
Exhibits Maintenance 20 31 27 4 13% 68 58 
Collections 33 28 28 0 0% 67 67 
Education 115 129 90 39 30% 303 263 
Marketing & Memberships 128 179 152 27 15% 435 430 
General Management 103 97 94 3 3% 232 232 
Computer Bowl 12 19 16 3 16% 109 106 
Fundraising 43 37 26 11 30% 82 82 
Store 138 244 183 61 25% 465 395 
Functions 36 48 21 27 56\ 83 70 
Museum Wharf expenses 119 116 116 0 0\ 279 279 

------
Total Expenses 769 1,006 838 168 17\ 2,205 2,084 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) $42 $86 $64 ($22) (25\) $38 ($116 ) 
===cu=== a::::====== ======= ====== -=--=-_::11: C:;::::a:ZZI:U== 



REVENUES: 

unrestricted contributions 
Restricted contributions 
Interest Income 
GainlLOss on securities 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 
General Management 
Fundra ising 
Wharf mortgage 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

11/30/90 
ACTUAL 

$31 
139 

8 
(2) 

176 

188 
27 
63 
62 

340 

($164) 

•. I 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

CAPITAL FUND 
$ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE FIVE MONTHS ENDED 
---------11/30/91---------

BUDGET ACTUAL FAV (UNFAV) 

$194 $97 ($97) (SO') 
716 395 ($321 ) (45') 

0 0 $0 0' 
0 (5) ($5) (100') 

------
910 487 (423) (46') 

100 110 (10) (10') 
53 33 20 38' 

117 92 25 21\ 
58 58 0 0' 

328 293 35 11' 

$582 $194 ($388) (466') 
_cz=_== ------

FY92 FY92 
BUDGET FORECAST 

625 613 
1,145 170 

0 0 
0 (5) 

------
1,770 1,378 

670 690 
91 101 

265 265 
136 136 

------
1,162 1,192 

$608 $186 
a:;1II==_C:Z 



•. I 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

11/30/91 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND 11/30/91 6/30/91 

ASSETS: 
Current: 

Cash $278,412 $278,412 $77,891 
Cash Equivalents 41,066 41,066 42,677 
Investments $64,878 64,878 0 
Receivables 50,601 50,601 98,538 
Inventory 94,601 94,601 72,763 
prepaid expenses 6,399 0 6,399 15,591 
Interfund receivable 246,973 246,973 207,798 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
TOTAL 471,079 311,851 0 782,930 515,258 

Property & Equipment (net): 
Equipment & furniture $350,158 350,158 350,158 
Capital improvements 601,304 601,304 601,304 
Exhibits 1,307,697 1,307,697 1,307,697 
Construction in Process 11,328 11,328 11,328 
Land 18,000 18,000 18,000 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total 0 11,328 2,277,159 2,288,487 2,288,487 

TOTAL ASSETS $471,079 $323,179 $2,277,159 $3,071,417 $2,803,745 
-==-=====- _maaaa __ m= ____ :am_cam == __ m= __ a_ ----------LIABILITIES AND FUND 

BALANCES: 
Current: 

Accounts payable and 
$170,647 accrued expenses $140,170 $30,477 $209,840 

Deferred income 17,895 17,895 9,165 
Line of creditlLoan payable 0 0 0 
Interfund payable 246,973 246,973 207,798 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total 405,038 30,477 0 435,515 426,803 

Fund Balances: 
operating 66,041 66,041 (190,561) 
Capital 292,702 292,702 290,344 
Plant $2,277,159 2,277,159 2,277,159 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total 66,041 292,702 2,277,159 2,635,902 2,376,942 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $471,079 $323,179 $2,277,159 $3,071,417 $2,803,745 

ma= __ ===cCl _=cu::s= ___ a:a::: 
____ a __ a __ 

m .. === ___ I111= am_ .. ______ 



Cash provide by/(used for) 
operations: 
Excesss/(deficiency) of 

support and revenue 
Depreciation 

cash from operations 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 

Receivables 
Inventory 
Investments 
Accounts payable 

& other current 1iabs 
Deferred income 
prepaid expenses 

Cash from working capital 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
Fixed assets 

Net increase/(decrease) in 
cash before financing 

Financing: 
Interfund pay. & rec. 
Transfer to Plant 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 

Cash from financing 

Net increase/(decrease) 
in cash & investments 

cash, beginning of year 

cash, end of period 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN CASH POSITION 

11/30/91 

OPERATING 
FUND 

$63,604 

---------
63,604 

47,937 
(21,838) 

52,111 
8,730 
9,192 

---------
96,132 

---------
159,736 

39,175 
0 

---------
39,175 

198,911 
---------

120,568 

$319,479 
===_= __ Cl=E 

CAPITAL 
FUND 

$195,355 

---------
195,355 

(64,878) 

(91,302) 

0 
---------

(156,180) 

0 
---------

39,175 

(39,175) 
0 

---------
(39,175) 

0 
---------

0 

$0 
aaaa=_=-aca 

PLANT 
FUND 

$0 
0 

---------
0 

---------
0 

$0 
---------

0 

0 

---------
0 

0 
---------

0 

$0 
_==maaaaa:a 

TOTAL 
9/30/91 

$258,959 
0 

---------
258,959 

47,937 
(21,838) 
(64,878) 

(39,191) 
8,730 
9,192 

---------
(60,048) 

0 
---------

198,911 

0 
0 
0 

---------
0 

198,911 
---------

120,568 

$319,479 
_aD=m::a:m __ 1II 

TOTAL 
6/30/91 

($115,374 ) 
423,106 

---------
307,732 

21,764 
(9,551) 
53,363 

51,496 
(7,773) 

(349) 
---------

108,950 

(586,601) 
---------

(169,919) 

0 
0 
0 

---------
0 

(169,919) 
---------

290,487 

$120,568 ._m_. _____ 

,00 



• 
The Computer Musem Inc 
Cash Flow Projections 
12/27/91 

$500~------------------------------------------------------' 

• Combined 

424 
• Unrestricted 

$400 

$300 

$200 

$100 

·79 $-100 -+-----r-----.--....------r-- . --.....--""T'"'""---r------.,.----.....----r------.,.------f 
6/91 7/91 8/91 9/91 10/9111/9112/911/92 2/92 3/92 4/92 5/92 6/92 

E<------- Actuals --------» E<:;"'--- Projections -----------» 
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The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 
(617) 426-2800 

/: 

DATE: May 5, .1992 

TO: Executive Committee 

FROM: Oliver Strimpel 

SUBJ: EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING - MONDAY, MAY 11, 1992 

Attached is the agenda for the upcoming Executive Committee 
meeting on May 11 at Bam. At the end of the regular meeting, 
we will continue with an extended session to discuss Museum 
governance. 

Our new business manager, Nancy Wright, started work 
yesterday. Her first priority is to assemble a draft FY93 
budget. We shall fax the drafts to you at the end of this 
week. 

Enclosed are nine-month financials for the period ended March 
31, 1992. Projections show an anticipated year-end operating 
fund net deficit of $95K. We continue to strive for a 
break-even budget, and during the month of April, through a 
combination of further expense savings and revenue 
improvements, have cut this deficit in half. We are watching 
the situation closely. I hope to have end of April financials 
ready for distribution on Monday. 
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J. THOMAS FRANKLIN 

Before beginning an of counsel relationship with the firm of 
Lucash, Gesmer, & Updegove, J. Thomas Franklin was a Partner with 
Gaston & Snow. He has served as General Counsel to International 
Data Corporation, Computerworld, Inc. and Encore Computer 
Corporation. From 1986 to 1990, he acted as Chairman or 
Co-Chairman of the High Technology Law Committee of the 
Massachusetts Bar Association's Section of Business Law. In 1989 
and 1990, he chaired and moderated the License Terms Seminar 
Series, sponsored by the Massachusetts Computer Software Council. 
He has published and spoken extensively on topics relating to 
computer and intellectual property law. Over the last 20 years, 
Mr. Franklin has represented a wide variety of computer and high 
technology clients. Mr. Franklin is a graduate of Dartmouth 
College and Harvard Law School. 
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

MARCH 17, 1992 

Present at the meeting were Gwen Bell, Lynda Bodman, Larry Brewster, 
Jim McKenney, Tony Pell, Nick Pettinella, Ed Schwartz, Jim Davis, 
Clerk, and Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director. Geri Rogers attended 
to take the Minutes. Dick Case and Gardner Hendrie were unable to 
attend. 

I. Oliver Strimpel opened the meeting by acknowledging Jim Davis's 
significant contribution as Clerk to the Museum, a position he 
has held since its inception in 1981. Since Jim is retiring as 
Clerk, Oliver presented Jim with a gift as a memento of his 
affiliation. 

II. Update 

A. Oliver updated the committee about upcoming spring/summer 
events at the Museum: Robot Veekend, VGBH Event, Virtual 
Reality Veekend, and The Computer Bowl. Greg Velch is 
working with Digital to produce a temporary exhibit about t~e 
computer-aided design of the America's Cup boat for America • 
Sue Dahling is collaborating with Sail Boston. 

B. Oliver announced the pending departure of Director of 
Development, Janice DelSesto who is leaving to seek new 
challenges elsewhere. Oliver asked for help in searching for 
candidates. 

C. The search for a business manager is underway. The Museum 
has hired a part-time accounting assistant to perform the 
clerical tasks, allowing the business manager to be a 
part-time position. 

D. Cash Flow Projection. The Museum has cut another $30-50,000 
of expense which improves the cash flow projections. Exhibit 
fund-raising efforts continue, but the success rate is lower 
than in previous years. The Museum is under budget on 
expenses and cannot reduce further without very painful cuts. 

E. The Tools & Toys exhibit development is making brisk 
progress. Oliver invited the group to take a look before 
leaving • 
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I. Update (continued) 

F. Ed Schwartz advised that Children's Museum Board has approved 
the waterfront proposal, allowing them to proceed. 

G. Oliver discussed the major new proposal for Digital support 
developed with Ed's help ($450K each cash and equipment). 

II. Chairman Status 

Oliver reported that he and Gardner Hendrie talked with Charles 
Zraket. He is enthusiastic, but is overcommitted this year, and 
asked if he could wait, join as Chairman-Elect, be a member of 
Executive Committee, and take office in June '93. This would 
require Gardner to serve one more year. 

VOTED: Oliver Strimpel and Dick Case to talk with Gardner 
Hendrie and, if Gardner agrees to remain Chairman for 
a year, then accept Charles Zraket's proposal. 

III. Capital Campaign 

Larry Brewster presented updated cash and pledge charts from the 
February Board meeting. 

The Campaign is on target in pledges but behind in cash. More 
prospects capable of giving at the higher levels are needed •. 
Donors are slow in completing one-third payments; some giving 
less; some deferring first payment until second year. Gwen noted 
that deferment of a few large gifts has had more impact than the 
smaller ones. 

Larry and Janet Valsh gave a rundown on the status of pending 
asks and pledges. One difficulty is that a core of only twelve 
volunteers drive the process. Janet and Larry are talking about 
how to support them better to bring things to closure. 

Ed asked if we are on target, just a little slow, or is the 
target not, in fact, attainable? Larry responded that in the 
next 45 days we'll have a better picture of whether changes to 
the target are warranted. 

IV. Nominating Activity 

Lynda Bodman met with Gardner Hendrie, and Charles Zraket 
regarding governance and the nominating process. Lynda is now 
soliciting nominations from the Board, and made the following 
points: 
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IV. Nominating Activity (continued) 

A. Objectives - Need local executive presence on the Board; 
technical and non-technical; industry and non-industry. 

B. The committee needs to be thinking about succession and 
tenure of the Board; to be adding people who will be workers 
and have long-term interest (beyond four years). 

C. The educational program will become a hot spot for the Museum 
to involve the corporate community. 

D. The target is three to five new members. Need to identify 
six or seven individuals as potential nominees. 

Ed felt the Board is missing one or more senior local 
politicians, or community leaders, and said he would consider 
possible candidates in this category. 

V. Next Meetings 

A. Monday, May 11, 8AH to Noon. Main topic: Governance. 

B. Friday, May 29, 8-9:30 AH. Regular meeting prior to BOD. 

VI. Meeting adjourned at 9:45 AH. 
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July 
Act 

k~ Kits project 

,(:.,....~~ ~ools & ~oys 
~~,~. Networked society 

~~~~~ Loebner prize 

~",,,l~r;jt capital t C"'b~ 
OJ' C<A'4' ..... ~ 

General Development 

Annual Fund 

computer Bowl 

corporate Memberships 

Individual Memberships 

Admissions 

~lo~ storelcatalog 

\\ « Ft' ~",,,_ ......... s unc lons 

Misc. 

Totals 

o 

o 

o 

50 

2 

o 

5 

o 

6 

3 

68 

34 

3 

1 

172 

Aug 
Act 

14 

250 

o 

30 

4 

3 

1 

9 

22 

4 

74 

37 

9 

o 

457 

sept 
Act 

o 

o 

o 

3 

2 

5 

o 

90 

6 

3 

27 

17 

5 

1 

159 

Oct 
Act 

o 

120 

25 

o 

5 

55 

4 

32 

10 

6 

31 

20 

20 

23 

351 

Nov 
Act 

5 

o 

o 

o 

79 

5 

9 

25 

6 

2 

32 

67 

19 

1 

250 

Dec 
Act 

o 

o 

o 

2 

96 

35 

31 

33 

25 

7 

22 

49 

13 

3 

316 

Jan 
Act 

o 

o 

o 

o 

16 

o 

10 

11 

22 

5 

19 

14 

7 

6 

110 

Feb 
Act 

9 

o 

o 

3 

7 

21 

1 

20 

27 

2 

30 

16 

6 

4 

146 

March April 
Act Proj 

3 

o 

o 

o 

38 

o 

8 

23 

15 

7 

28 

15 

5 

3 

145 

3 

70 

o 

o 

88 

o 

15 

48 

32 

7 

35 

28 

8 

3 

337 

May 
Proj 

3 

o 

o 

o 

4 

o 

13 

5 

21 

7 

30 

32 

11 

3 

129 

June ~otals 
proj proj 

4 

o 

o 

o 

359 

8 

12 

o 

21 

7 

38 

29 

11 

6 

495 

41 

440 

25 

88 

700 

132 

109 

296 

213 

60 

434 

358 

117 

54 

3067 

FY92 proj 
Budget Variance 

30 

770 

o 

50 

1000 

215 

125 

305 

231 

69 

510 

522 

150 

36 

4013 

11 

-330 

25 

38 

-300 

-83 

-16 

-9 

-18 

-9 

-76 

-164 

-33 

18 

-946 



REVENUES: 

operating Fund 

capital Fund 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

operating Fund 

capital Fund 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

COMBINED OPERATING AND CAPITAL FUNDS 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE NINE MONTHS ENDED 
3/31191 ---------3/31/92-------- FY92 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV(UNFAV) BUDGET 

1,337 1,732 1,457 (275) (15') 2,243 

354 1,505 649 (856) (57') 1,770 
-------

1,691 3,237 2,106 (1,131) (35') 4,013 

1,291 1,657 1,485 172 10, 2,205 

607 616 585 31 5' 1,162 

1,898 2,273 2,070 203 9' 3,367 

($207) $964 $36 ($928) (96') $646 
====== ====== ====== ====== ====== 

SUMMARY: 
--------
For the nine months ended March 31, 1992, the Museum operated at a 
surplus of 36K compared to a budgeted surplus of 964K. As of 
March 31, 1992, total cash and cash equivalents amounted to 153K. 

OPERATING: operating revenues were 15' under budget due to optimistic 
budget expectations. Expenses were 10' under budget due to cutbacks 
in spending. 

CAPITAL: capital revenues were 57' under budget due to optimistic 
budget expectations. Expenses were 5' under despite payment of 25K 

FY92 
FORECAST 

1,900 

1,167 

3,067 

1,995 

1,013 

3,008 

$59 
====== 

of unbudgeted expense related to the FY91 opening of people & computers. 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

OPERATING FUND 
( $ - Thousands 

FOR THE NINE MONTHS ENDED 
3131191 ---------3/31/92--------- FY92 FY92 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV (UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 127 $170 146 (24) (14\ ) 207 159 
Restricted contributions 42 115 153 38 331ls 188 189 
computer Bowl 218 255 243 (12) (5\) 305 296 
co%porate memberships 133 159 138 (21) (131ls) 231 213 
Individual memberships 40 48 40 (8 ) (17\) 69 60 
Admissions 411 390 332 (58) (15\) 510 434 
Store 241 426 272 (154) (36\) 522 358 
Functions 108 126 87 (39) (31\ ) 150 117 
Interest Income 1 17 3 (14) (82\) 24 6 
other 16 26 43 17 165\ 37 68 
GainlLOss on Securities 0 0 0 0 0\ 0 0 

-------- --------
Total Revenues 1,337 1,732 1,457 (275) (15\) 2,243 1,900 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 55 80 126 (46) (58\) 82 135 
Exhibits Maintenance 33 47 48 (1 ) 0\ 68 58 
Collections 54 51 49 2 4\ 67 67 
Education 193 228 178 50 22\ 303 225 
Marketing & Memberships 207 319 282 37 12\ 435 400 
General Management 171 172 171 1 0\ 232 224 
computer Bowl 28 39 30 9 23\ 109 100 
Fundraising 70 64 52 12 19\ 82 70 
Store 210 379 292 87 23\ 465 375 
Functions 55 69 45 24 35\ 83 62 
Museum Wharf expenses 215 209 212 (3 ) ( 1Ils ) 279 279 

Total Expenses 1,291 1,657 1,485 172 10\ 2,205 1,995 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) $46 $75 ($28) ($103) (1371ls) $38 ($95) 
CI=ClClClClCI ==::::==== ======= ======= ::::cc===:::: =c::::ccc:= 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

CAPITAL FUND 
$ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE NINE MONTHS ENDED 
3131/91 ---------3/31/92--------- FY92 FY92 

ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV (UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 
REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions $41 $735 $252 ($483) (66%) 625 710 
Restricted contributions 305 770 398 ($372) (48%) 1,145 465 
Interest Income 10 0 1 $1 100% 0 2 
GainlLOss on Securities ( 2 ) 0 ( 2 ) ($2 ) (100%) 0 ( 10) 

------
Total Revenues 354 1,505 649 (856) (57%) 1,770 1,167 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 323 238 230 8 3% 670 537 
General Management 48 75 99 (24) (32%) 91 120 
Fundraising 125 200 153 47 24% 265 220 
Wharf mortgage 111 103 103 0 0% 136 136 

------
Total Expenses 607 616 585 31 5% 1,162 1,013 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) ($253) $889 $64 ($825) (792%) $608 $154 
====== ====== ====== 



ASSETS: 
Current: 

Cash 
Cash Equivalents 
Investments 
Receivables 
Inventory 
prepaid expenses 
Interfund receivable 

TOTAL 

property & Equipment (net): 
Equipment & furniture 
capital improvements 
Exhibits 
Construction in Process 
Land 

Total 

TOTAL ASSETS 

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued expenses 
Deferred income 
Line of creditlLoan payable 
Interfund payable 

Total 

Fund Balances: 
operating 
capital 
Plant 

Total 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES 

OPERATING 
FUND 

$111,138 
41,458 

10,376 
78,966 

241,938 

o 

$241,938 

$74,050 
8,240 

o 
184,722 

267,012 

(25,074) 

(25,074) 

$241,938 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

3/31192 

CAPITAL 
FUND 

184,722 

184,722 

11,328 

PLANT 
FUND 

o 

$350,158 
601,304 

1,307,697 

18,000 

TOTAL 
3/31192 

$111,138 
41,458 

o 
10,376 
78,966 

o 
184,722 

426,660 

350,158 
601,304 

1,307,697 
11,328 
18,000 

TOTAL 
6/30/91 

$77,891 
42,677 

o 
98,538 
72,763 
15,591 

207,798 

515,258 

350,158 
601,304 

1,307,697 
11,328 
18,000 

11,328 2,277,159 2,288,487 2,288,487 

$196,050 $2,277,159 $2,715,147 $2,803,745 

$34,357 

34,357 0 

161,693 
$2,277,159 

161,693 2,277,159 

$108,407 
8,240 

o 
184,722 

301,369 

(25,074) 
161,693 

2,277,159 

2,413,778 

$209,840 
9,165 

o 
207,798 

426,803 

2,437 
99,347 

2,277,159 

2,378,943 

$196,050 $2,277,159 $2,715,147 $2,805,746 



Cash provide by/(used for) 
operations: 
Excesss/(deficiency) of 

support and revenue 
Depreciation 

Cash from operations 

cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 
Receivables 
Inventory 
Investments 
Accounts payable 

& other current liabs 
Deferred income 
prepaid expenses 

Cash from working capital 

Cash provided by/(used fOr) 
Fixed assets 

Net increase/(decrease) in 
cash before financing 

Financing: 
Interfund pay. & rec. 
Transfer to plant 
Line of credit/Loan payable 

Cash from financing 

Net increase/(decrease) 
in cash & investments 

cash, beginning of year 

Cash, end of period 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN CASH POSITION 

3/31192 

OPERATING 
FUND 

($27,511) 

---------
(27,511) 

88,162 
(6,203) 

(13,863) 
(925) 

15,443 
---------

82,614 

---------
55,103 

(23,076) 
0 

---------
(23,076) 

32,027 
---------

120,568 

$152,595 
========== 

CAPITAL 
FUND 

$64,346 

---------
64,346 

(87,570) 

148 
---------

(87,422) 

0 
---------

(23,076) 

23,076 
0 

---------
23,076 

0 
---------

0 

$0 
=======::::::== 

PLANT 
FUND 

$0 
0 

---------
0 

---------
0 

$0 
---------

0 

0 

---------
0 

0 
---------

0 

$0 
========== 

TOTAL 
3/31192 

$36,835 
0 

---------
36,835 

88,162 
(6,203) 

0 

(101,433) 
(925) 

15,591 
---------

(4,808) 

0 
---------

32,027 

0 
0 
0 

---------
0 

32,027 
---------

120,568 

$152,595 
========== 

TOTAL 
6/30/91 

($115,374) 
423,106 

---------
307,732 

21,764 
(9,551) 
53,363 

51,496 
(7,773) 

(349) 
---------

108,950 

(586,601) 
---------

(169,919) 

0 
0 
0 

---------
0 

(169,919) 
---------

290,487 

$120,568 
=======::1== 



Origin of FY92 Operating Budget Deficit 

Nine Month Financials 
Revenues projected to be off 15% or $343K 
Expenses projected to be lower by 10% or $210K 

Revenues 

General Development: $132K vs $215 budgetted. 
This refers to corporate and foundation grants budgetted for ticket 
subsidy and WIZ KIDS. 

Annual fund is projected at $109K vs budgetted $125K 

Bowl is on target 

Corpoarate Memberships are projected at $213K vs $231K budgetted. 

Admissions are projected at $434K vs $510K . 

Store net projected at (17K) vs budgetted $57K 

Functions net projected at $55K vs budget $67K. 

Kit sales are on target 

Summary of Expense Savings Made 

As soon as lower than anticipated admissions were seen in July 1991, the 
Museum scaled back its summer visitor assistant hiring, saving 
approximately $10K over the summer period. 

In August, the replacement of auditorium carpet budgetted at $17K was 
cancelled. 

In January, the six-month figures projected an operating budget deficit 
of $132K. All departments were asked to trim any inessential expenditures 
and $62K of spending was identified as such and cut. 

A wage freeze effective January 1 was instituted, and two staff were let 
go in February. 

Development of Tools & Toys is proceeding well under budget with savings 
being made at every opportunity. April projections indicate the total 
exhibit development expense will be below $420K compared to $550K total 
revenues. 

Revenue Side Action 

The Museum is seeking support to help maintain its exhibits. The AAAI has 
recently granted $30K to refurbish Smart Machines. This will take place 



in FY93. A grant request has been submitted to Kensington ($5.5K) and a 
proposal will shortly being going to Intel ($20K pa). 

Several new initiatives are being implemented to add new corporate 
members, in particular, asking officials of associations such as the Mass 
Computer software Council to solicit their membership. 

Annual fund - several rounds of solicitation letters have been sent out. 

Admissions - events such as Virtual Reality weekend, funded by Intel, 
have been publicized to the maximum extent possible, with good media 
coverage results, yielding some high attendance, including a day of 
record attendance. April revenue figures will be apporximately $10K ahead 
of revised budget. 

Status 

The nine-month (through March 31) financials projected an operating 
deficit of $95K. 

Changes in April include stronger than anticipated admissions owing, in 
part, to a well publicized virtual reality event ($10K), additional 
allocations of staff to the Tools & Toys exhibit ($15K), strong Bowl 
table sales ($10K), slight improvements in functions ($3K), additional 
Kit sale ($5K), the sale of a long-held stock gift (KSR $7K), and 
miscellaneous other items ($5K). 

These changes will reduce the deficit to $40K. 
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The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

THURSDAY, JULY 23, 1992 

8:00 - 9:30 A.M. 

AGENDA 

Operations Update 

Capital Campaign Update 

Education Programs: Strategy Development 

BOD Nominations follow-up 
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The Capital Campaign 
for The Computer Museum 

Report to 
the Executive Committee 

July 23, 1992 

Agenda 

1. FY92 Results - Pledges/Cash 

2. FY93 Performance to Date 

3. Discussion and Questions 
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The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

FY93 Pledge Performance 
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The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

FY93 Cash Performance 
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Progress Since Last Meeting 
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Collaborating on computers 
Computer Museum consults Martin Luther King MidcUe School students in developing new exliibit 

Studenh from 
Boston', Martin 
luther Klng Mid· 
di e School talk 
over klus for the 
nlu seu m's n ew 
"Tools & Toys" ex· 
hlbH. 

By Teresa A Martin 
S PECIAL TO TU E Gl.oIl E 

The col1aborati~n was so successfu l that the museum is 
making such arJ'i.H1gemcnts part of lhe development of all fu
lure exhibits. 

hen lh e Compute r Museum dc- "One of lhe th ings you often sec is lip service to consulting 
signed its new 3,GOO-square-root, $1 \\~th schools," said Gl'eg Welch. director of cxh ibi ts at the 
million pcrsonal computer exhibit, il museum. "But fo r ifs this was a concerted e ffort to find out 
look ed fo r ins piration in many lheir needs." 
places, including nn eighth grade The exhibil in question, which opcned last month and wiil 
class al lhe Marlin Luther King Jr. be permanenl, is ('ailed "Tools & Toys: The Amazing Persona l 

The museum wanted to make personal computers under
standable, accessible and fun, while providing lots of activilies 
for people to share. The ide.l of a studenL a{h'isory team 
seemed nalural. 

""We wa nled to make the exhibi t for the people who would 
be using it," said Nalnlic Husk, dir ector of educ(ltion Hi the 
museum, "and we thought. middle school students woul<1 gi\'c 
liS honest adv ice." 

rT~y,--:=;~;:;:7-;;:;:-~~~~F~~~M~id~d~le~SC~.h~OO~I~i~nrD~o~rc~h;es;-l;el~· · ;;;r;'7'"fi~Computer." 
Honest ;.md very useful :..dvice is exactly what the museum 

got. as the students, who were members of one of the school's 
"""r--;-.,.,,,,,..-'" computer ChlSSCS, tested soflware and gave feed

back on the planncd physicnllayollt of the c..xhibit 
"We helped mnke things bette r," said Shahi L. 

Smart, 15, i.I member of the student team. "There 
were games that werc too hard and we tried to 
make eas icr di recLions for the younger kids. and 
there werc games that were too easy and we tried 
to make the idea of the I~an·. (~ harder fo r ohler kid:;." 

frisch;! V<ilent in, 14, sa id, ' j toili lhcm t.hat t.he,\' 
should make the computers :t litlle bit more fUll. 
They had ~1 lot of games, but we gave them some 
lips on how to make them more exiciling. Everyone 
pitched in an idea." 

Rusk acknowledged lhat at firs t, the muselllll 
slaff was a little leery of the project. 

"Some of lhe people here haven't been around 
kids this age since they them::.elves were in j Ulliol' 
high:' she 5.'lid , "so some of the staff wnsn'l sure of 
whal we were gelling oursclves into. 

"At the beginning of that firs t mccting, there 
was a liUle unease on both sides, but then we intro
duced ourse!\'es and sunted talking and the stu
dents started to sec we werc taking thcm seriously 
... and lhey had rantastic ideas for us ." 

Listening to lhe sludents and treating them 
with respect was clitical. No one ordered the stu
dents to do lhis project. Halher, in December the 
class )'cccived a letter from Rusk outlining the mu
seum's needs. wilh a request for help and .1 pro
posed schedule for the project. For compensation. 
the museulll offered c<lch !'tmlent it rca r's familv 
members hip. .. 

The cla!';~ disclIssed the ( lfrCI' ,me! agr ced to !-<ign 
on. 

"I lh ink the kids werc wary in the beginning," 
said Ellen Vogel, lmolhel' computeI' leacher in 
volved in the pl'oce!tS. "But when they HITived at 
the museum and ~aw whal wa;;;. going on, they real 
ly becmne involved in t.he pl'Oject. The compute r 
museum acccptCt'1 their comments. I thi nk the kid!' 

MUS EUM. P"go:17 

' . ~ .'-
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Students collaborate on exhibit 
• MUSEUM 
Continued from Page 35. 
really enjoyed watching the project 
grow and they now have a vested in
terest in it. 

The exhibit incorporates 35 dif
ferent work areas of IBM and Digi
tal PCs, Apple Macintoshes, an Ap
ple II, Amiga PCs, a GRID system, 
notebook computers and a host of 
peripheral devices., 

"The idea is to inspire people, to 
let them experience all the different 
things they can do with a computer," 
said David Greschler, exhibit devel
oper. 'We want them to get onto the 
machine and actually use it as a tool 
and get some results from it. You 
can draw and print out pictures. You 
can make up a song and listen to it 
play back. It's not just interactive, 
but creative. 

'We want people to be able to 
say, 'I did it.' " 

'This has proven to ' 
be one of the most 

spectacularly 
successful 

collaborations 
we've ever done.' 

GREG WELCH 
Director of Exhibits, 
Cmnputer Museum 

As part of their involvement, the 
students tested software. They 
didn't mince words, either. If some
thing was dull, they said so. And if· 
they liked a program, the staff heard 
the praise as well. 

The students also saw blueprints 
of the site of the future exhibit and 
walked through it. The designers 
then altered the physical design to 

, make it easier to see what other peo
ple are doing and to facilitate com
munication between groups in differ
ent areas. 

In another meeting, students 
edited the draft text for the exhibi
tion signage and described their ver
sions of the computer of the future. 

"It's been a terrific experience 
for us," said Welch. "So many times 
a museum will create an exhibit 
without. consulting the people for 
whom it's designed. Then when ~t 
opens and it doesn't work, it's diffi
cult to know what to do. But here, 
we're getting feedback while we are 
still able to make changes. This has 
proven to be one of the most specta<:
ularly successful collaborationfl 
we've ever done." 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of Annual Meetings of Members, Directors and Trustees 

June 12, 1992 

Present were Sam Albert, Gordon Bell, Gwen Bell, Edward 
Belove, Lynda Bodman, Lawrence Brewster, Richard Case, David 
Chapman (Trustee), David Donaldson, Dr. Jon Eklund, Edward 
Fredkin, Charles House, James Lawrence, James McKenney, John 
Miller, Laura Morse, Dr. Suhas Patil, Nicholas Pettinella, 
William Poduska, Jonathan Rotenberg, Jean Sammet, Grant 
Saviers, Edward Schwartz, Naomi Seligman, "Hal Shear, Michael 
Simmons, Irwin Si tkin, Charles Zraket, Gardner Hendrie, 
Chairman, Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director and Tom 
Franklin, Clerk pro tern. 

I. The Chairman called the annual meeting of the Members of 
the museum to order at 8:45 am. Mr. Schwartz on behalf of the 
nominating committee proposed the election of Richard Burnes, 
Jr., Roger Heinen, Barry Horowitz and -Dorothy Terrell as new 
Directors of the Museum and the re-election of current 
directors whose terms are expiring Dr. Jon Eklund, Richard 
Greene, Theodore Johnson and William Poduska. Mr. Schwartz 
nominated as new trustees of the Museum Mitchell Kapor and 
Edward Fredkin. 

Election of the nominees was moved, seconded and approved 
unanimously. Following the election Ms. Sammet requested that 
the Executive Committee and Board consider attendance at 
prior meetings when making nominations for new positions. 

I I. The Chairman next opened nominations for Chairman. Mr. 
Case nomina ted Mr. Hendrie for re-election, which was 
seconded and unanimously approved. Mr. Hendrie explained that 
Charles A. Zraket has agreed to serve as Chairman after the 
current year and proposed his election as Vice-Chairman, 
which office is not currently authorized but will be created 
by the Board of Directors immediately following this meeting. 
The proposal was seconded and approved unanimously. 

There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 
9:00 am. 

III. The Chairman called to order the annual meeting of the 
Directors and Trustees of the museum at 9:00 am. He proposed 
the election of the following officers of the museum: Oliver 
Strimpel, Executive Director, Nicholas Pettinella, Treasurer 
and J. Thomas Franklin, Clerk. The nominations were seconded 
and unanimously approved. 
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The Clerk then read a proposed vote creating the office of 
Vice-Chairman, to be filled by Charles Zraket in accordance 
with the vote at the preceding meeting. After discussion and 
amendment of the proposed vote it was voted: 

Pursuant to Article V, Section 3 (d) of the bylaws to 
e'stablish the office of Vice-Chairman of the Board of 
Directors who shall be elected from time to time by the 
Members for a term not to exceed one year. 

IV. Gardner Hendrie referred to a memo distributed to those 
in attendance listing the nominees for the executive 
commi ttee for the ensuing year, which slate was nominated, 
seconded and approved unanimously. Elected were Richard Case, 
Chairman, Oliver Strimpel, Gwen Bell, Lynda Bodman, Lawrence 
Brewster, Gardner Hendrie, James McKenney, Anthony Pell, 
Nicholas Pettinella, Edward Schwartz and Charles Zraket. 

V. Lynda Bodman presented a report on a museum governance 
study which has been initiated by the Executive Committee. 
All Trustees and Directors were invited to contribute to the 
study and a subcommittee was appointed consisting of Ms. 
Bodman, David Donaldson, Gardner Hendrie, William Poduska, 
Edward Schwartz and Charles Zraket. The subcommittee will 
review the bylaws and the roles of the Members, Trustees, 
Directors and committees and will present a progress report 
in October for discussion at the February board meeting and 
proposed approval at the 1993 annual meetings. 

VI. Oliver Strimpel briefly reviewed the museum's educational 
program and introduced Natalie Rusk, Education Director, who 
presented a more detailed review. Ms. Rusk presented the 
educational program of the museum as one by which to leverage 
the museum's unique assets, principally through the Computer 
Clubhouse project aimed at 10 to 15 year old children and 
utilizing highly interactive projects. 

Oliver Strimpel next reviewed fiscal 1992 results and fiscal 
1993 plans, characterizing 1992 as very successful from a 
program point of view and somewhat difficult financially. Hal 
Shear presented a brief report on the 1992 annual fund 
campaign noting that many trustees' and board members' annual 
gifts were not yet received. Laura Morse reported on 
corporate membership and Gwen Bell reported the very 
successful results of the Computer Bowl. The fiscal 1993 
budget as proposed was unanimously approved. 

VII. Lawrence Brewster presented a report on the capital 
campaign which is expected to achieve its revised goal of 
$700,000 by the end of the 1992 fiscal year. There was 
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discussion of the contributions expected from board members 
and trustees. Greg Welch, Director of Exhibits, outlined 
plans for the next maj or exhibit, The Networked Society, 
tentatively planned to open in February 1994 at a cost of 
approximately $2 million. He encouraged suggestions and ideas 
from trustees and directors.-

There being no further business to corne before the meeting 
the meeting was adjourned. 

.'. 



REVENUES: 

operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

THE COMPU~ER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

COMBINED OPERATING AND CAPITAL FUNDS 
( $ - Thousands ) 

INCLUDING TRANSFERS TO PLANT FUND 
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED 

6/30/91 --------6130/92--------
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV(UNFAV) 

1,875 2,243 1,950 (293) ( 13 \) 

819 1,770 1,196 ( 574 ) ( 32\) 

2,694 4,013 3,146 (867) (22\ ) 

1,852 2,205 2, ° 15 190 9\ 

1,127 1,162 482 679 59\ 

2,979 3,367 2,49 B 869 26\ 

($285) $646 $648 $2 1\ 
====== ====== ====== ====== 

SUMMARY: 

For the fiscal year er.ded June 30, 1992, the Museum operated 
at a surplus of 176K compared to a budgeted surplus of 646K. 

'-AS of June 30, 1992, I.otal cash and cash equivalents amounted 
to 447K. 

OPERATING: operating revenues were 13\ under budget due to 
optimistic budget exp~ctations. Expenses were 9\ under budget 
due to cutbacks in sp€nding. 

CAPITAL: capital rev~nues were 32\ under budget due to optimistic 
budget expectations. Expenses were 59\ under budget due to 
transfer of exhibit r~lated costs to the plant fund balance. 



REVENUES: 

unrestricted contributions: 
Restricted contributions 
computer Bowl 
corporate memberships 
Individual memberships 
Admissions 
Store 
Functions 
Interest Income 
other 
GainlLoss on securities 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 
Exhibits Maintenance 
Collections 
Education 
Marketing & Memberships 
General Management 
computer Bowl 
Fundraising 
Store 
Functions 
Museum Wharf expenses 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) 

THE 
STATEMENT 

( 

6130/91 
ACTUAL BUDGET 

214 $207 

S150 
S24 
S37 

SO 
--------

1,875 2,243 

79 82 
58 68 
69 67 

247 303 
321 435 
251 232 

96 109 
97 82 

277 465 
71 83 

286 279 
------

1,852 '2,205 

S23 S38 
======= ======= 

COMPUTER MUSEUM 
OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 
OPERATING FUND 

S - Thousands ) 

FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED 
---------6/30/92---------

ACTUAL FAV (UNFAV) 

( 31 ) ( 15\) 
(3) (2 \) 
12 4\ 

( 37) ( 16 \) 
( 19) (28\) 
( 4 ° ) (8 \) 

( 179 ) (52\ ) 
(11 ) ( 8 \ ) 
( 21) (88\ ) 

36 97\ 
0 0\ 

--------
1,950 ( 293 ) ( 13\) 

'20 OK 
128 ( 46) (56\ ) 

62 6 9\ 
65 2 3\ 

237 66 22\ 
379 56 13\ 
232 ) 0 0\ 
~ (8 ) ( 7\) 

65 17 21\ 
379 86 18 \ 

72 11 13\ 
279 ° 0\ 

------
2,015 190 9\ 

( $65) (S103) ( 274 \) 
======= ====== ======= 



REVENUES: 

Unrestricted Contributions 
Restricted Contributions 
Interest Income 
Gain/Loss on Securities 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 
General Management 
Fundraising 
Wharf mortgage 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

6/30/91 
ACTUAL 

$88 
715 

12 

819 

727 
67 

186 
147 

1,127 

($308) 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

CAPITAL FUND 
$ - Thousands 

BUDGE.T 

$625 
1,145 

o 
o 

1,770 

670 
91 

265 
136 

1, 162 

$608 

FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED 
--------6/30/92--------

ACTUAL 

$452 
744 

2 
( 2 ) 

1,196 

31 
119 
196 
136 

482 

$714 

FAV (UNFAV) 

($173 ) 
($401) 

$2 
($2 ) 

( 574 ) 

639 
( 28) 

69 
o 

680 

$106 

( 28%) 
( 35%) 
100% 

(100%) 

(32% ) 

95% 
(31\ ) 

26% 
0% 

59% 



ASSETS: 
Current: 

Cash 
Cash Equivalents 
Investments 
Receivables 
Inventory 
Prepaid expenses 
Interfund receivable 

TOTAL 

property & Equipment (net): 
Equipment & furniture 
Capital improvements 
Exhibits 
Construction in Process 
Land 

Total 

TOTAL ASSETS 

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued expenses 
Deferred income 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 
Interfund payable 

Total 

Fund Balances: 
operating 
Capital 
Plant 

Total 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES 

OPERATING 
FUND 

5155,114 
291,911 

39,762 
78,358 

2,102 

567,247 

o 

5567,247 

5146,051 
64,426 

o 
419,376 

629,853 

(62,606) 

(62,606) 

5567,247 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

6/30/92 

CAPITAL 
FUND 

419,376 

419,376 

3,346 

PLANT 
FUND 

o 

5269,480 
553,469 

1,361,335 

18,000 

TOTAL 
6130/92 

5155,114 
291,911 

o 
39,762 
78,358 

2,102 
419,376 

986,623 

269,480 
553,469 

1,361,335 
3,346 

18,000 

TOTAL 
6/30/91 

577,891 
42,677 

o 
98,538 
72,764 
15,591 

207,798 

515,259 

350,158 
601,305 

1,307,697 
11,328 
18,000 

3,346 2,202,284 2,205,630 2,288,488 

5422,722 52,202,284 53,192,253 52,803,747 

591,657 

91,657 0 

331,065 
52,202,284 

331,065 2,202,284 

5237,708 
64,426 

o 
419,376 

721,510 

(62,606) 
331,065 

2,202,284 

2,470,743 

5209,840 
9,165 

o 
207,798 

426,803 

2,437 
97,347 

2,277,160 

2,376,944 

5422,722 52,202,284 53,192,253 52,803,747 



Cash provide by/(used for) 
operations: 
Excesss/(deficiency) of 
support and revenue 

Depreciation 

cash from operations 

cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 

Receivables 
Inventory 
Investments 
Accounts payable 

& other current liabs 
Deferred income 
prepaid expenses 

cash from working capital 

cash provided by/(used for) 
Fixed assets 

Net increase/(decrease) in 
cash before financing 

Financing: 
Interfund pay. & rec. 
Transfer to plant 
Line of credit/Loan payable 

cash from financing 

Net increase/(decrease) 
in cash & investments 

Cash, beginning of year 

cash, end of period 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN CASH POSITION 

6/30/92 

OPERATING 
FUND 

($65,043) 

---------
(65,043) 

58,776 
(5,595) 

58,139 
55,261 
13,341 

---------
179,922 

---------

114,879 

211,578 
0 

---------
211,578 

326,457 
---------

120,568 

$447,025 
__ s::.t=_:z.:a:=z 

CAPITAL 
FUND 

$712,654 

---------
712,654 

(30,269) 

148 
.. _-------

(30,121) 

7,981 
---------

690,514 

(211,578) 
(478,936) 

---------
(690,514) 

0 
---------

0 

$0 
==-=======-

PLANT 
FUND 

($553,812) 
553,812 

---------
0 

---------
0 

($478,936) 
---------

(478,936) 

478,936 

---------
478,936 

0 
---------

0 

$0 
-==-=---=-

TOTAL 
6/30/92 

$93,799 
553,812 

---------
647,611 

58,776 
( 5,595) 

0 

27,870 
55,261 
13 , 4'-89 

---------
149,801 

(470,955) 
---------

326,457 

0 
0 
0 

---------
0 

326,457 
---------

120,568 

$447,025 

---=------

TOTAL 
6/30/91 

($115,374) 
423,106 

---------
307,732 

21,764 
(9,551) 
53,363 

51,496 
(7,773) 

(349) 
---------

108,950 

(586,601) 
---------

(169,919) 

0 
0 
0 

---------
0 

(169,919) 
---------

290,487 

$120,568 

----------



The computer Museum Inc 
FY92 Revenue Tracking sheet 
Updated 7/16/92 

Kits project 

Tools & TOys 

Networked society 

Loebner Prize 

Capital Development 

General Development 

Annual Fund 

computer Bowl 

corporate Memberships 

Individual Memberships 

Admissions 

store/catalog 

Functions 

Misc. 

Totals 

---.-.---.~-------

July 
Act 

o 

o 

o 

50 

2 

o 

5 

o 

6 

3 

68 

34 

3 

1 

172 

Aug 
Act 

14 

250 

o 

30 

4 

3 

1 

9 

22 

4 

74 

37 

9 

o 

457 

sept 
Act 

o 

o 

o 

3 

2 

5 

o 

90 

6 

3 

27 

17 

5 

1 

159 

oct 
Act 

o 

120 

25 

o 

5 

55 

4 

32 

10 

6 

31 

20 

20 

23 

351 

Nov 
Act 

5 

o 

o 

o 

79 

5 

9 

25 

6 

2 

32 

67 

19 

1 

250 

Dec 
Act 

o 

o 

o 

2 

96 

35 

31 

33 

25 

7 

22 

49 

13 

3 

316 

Jan 
Act 

o 

o 

o 

o 

16 

o 

10 

11 

22 

5 

19 

15 

7 

5 

110 

Feb 
Act 

9 

o 

o 

3 

7 

21 

1 

20 

27 

2 

30 

16 

6 

4 

146 

March April 
Act Act 

3 11 

o 70 

o o 

o o 

38 88 

o o 

8 16 

23 51 

15 22 

7 5 

28 47 

16 25 

5 15 

2 5 

145 355 

May 
Act 

o 

o 

o 

o 

11 

o 

4 

23 

17 

2 

42 

22 

17 

3 

141 

June Totals FY92 proj 
Act proj Budget variance 

11 53 30 23 

25 465 770 -305 

o 25 o 25 

o 88 50 38 

352 700 1000 -300 

25 149 215 -66 

17 106 125 -19 

o 317 305 12 

16 194 231 -37 

4 50 69 -19 

50 470 510 -40 

25 343 522 -179 

20 139 150 -11 

-1 47 36 11 

544 3146 4013 -867 



July 22, 1992 

To: Oliver Strimpel 

From: Sue Dahling 

RE: FY '92 Attendence Overview 

1. Compared to FY '90 and FY '91 

FY'90 

FY '91 

FY '92 

FY '93 Projected 

Attendence 

91,848 

130,319 

118,567 

114,900 

Revenue 

$320,318 

$518,000 

$469,772 

$458,570 

$Nisitor r tQ v1 

$3.49 

$3.97 

$3.96 

$3.99 14-0 -\50 

2. FY '92 Compared to Budget and Revised Budget 

Attendence 

Revenue 

% Change from Actuals 

Attendence 

Revenue 

3. School Group Attendence 

FY'91 
FY '92 

Budget 

129,308 

$510,055 

(8.31) 

(7.90) 

17,748 
21,978 

Revsied 
Budget 

118,769 

$472,438 

(.17) 

(.56) 

Actual 

118,657 

$469,772 

19.25% increase 



c 
IJ&co 
NexI Slap: 

ActIon Takan: 

MCl 
Next Step: 

ActIon Takan: 

NYNEX 
Next Step: • send fII'I1POSIIIs 

AcIIon Takan: 

EDs 
NexI Step: 

ActIon Takan: 

CONVEX 

Next Step: 

ActIon Taken: 

GB NBC Kobayashi 

Next Step: GB drtl/ting Itr to KobitIsIai 
ActIon Takan: OS has written Unohara per suggestion of Eric moch 

GB Novell BUls 

Next Step: GB to send 'fII'01IDBIll 
ActIon Takan: met here at Museum functions 

GB Xerox Seeley-Brown, 

Next Step: send prapostIl1 

AcIIon Taken: - GB met w / Weiser· he wDl discuss w / Brown 

GB Cabletron 

NexI Slap: -GB to alii GIIlIIIlII far info. 
ActIon Takan: 

GB NetFrame Enzo Tmresi 

NexI Slap: • Gwen to meet or send propoIIIIl far $1 

ActIon Takan: - Gwen saw at Shaeffer's conference-wDl give Netframe server 

GW 30m David Abramson 

Next Step: get load peopIlI _ to SIIII gtmIlI - get BmIulmoK _ 

ActIonTakan: -sentprop.v1.17/8/92 
-OS visited Abramson in CA 7/131/92 



GW Sprint 

N8JcI Step: GW to follDrl1 up _/ fellCRIJ [ram lmlinstorming 
AcIIon Taken: 

GW American Airlines Max Hoppel' 
Next Step: GW oto TllrifB to rBDiw 

AcIIon Taken: 

GW _jcJ.U-~~ ... J 
Next Step: GW to adl IDIIl send prap. 

AcIIon Taken: 

GW QED 

Next Step: - Greg ctIll IDIIl send J1I'f1POBIll 
AcIIonTaken: -OSmetatopening 

GW CadreTedmologles,Inc. LoulsJ. 
Next Step: - GW joHCRIJ up 

AcIIon Taken: - OS met w / WHEN? 

GW UlIisya Davicl Curry 

617/225-251 

401/351-595 

Next Step: GW fI1riIe - "don 't flllmt to miss flai s opportunity 
AcIIon Taken: - GB saw Curry? 

JO AT&T Susana Thompson, 

JO 

N8JcI Step: JOto ctIll ZlIIIlftIIn 
AcIIon Taken: 

Dave Mahoney 

Next Step: - JO to set up ttIlk in Oct. 
AcIIon Taken: 

JO Bellcore George Hiebnelher 

Next Step: - JO to adl to speak lit semiRllr 
AcIIon Taken: 

JO 3MTelec:omSystems Cary Williamson @ 214/233-095 

N8JcI Step: -JO iRflifB rep. to fIisit - sllbmt prap. 
AcIIon Taken: - JO sent brief aununary to Williamson 6/3/92 

JO Sequent Casey Powell 

N8JcI Step: - send generic ndfI10rk f1101H1BIIl - fr Gwen? 

AcIIon Taken: - Gwen saw at Shaeffer's conference 

as DEC Nancy Dubbie 

N8JcI Step: sIImooze Debbie--intIitll to open 1unIse 
AcIIon Taken: pitched as part of 3-year plan, 

send prop. vl.l 7/8/92 

508/123-456 



OS Wellfleet CommUJlications Paul Severino 2617\123-36 

Next Step: send prop.? 

AcIJonTaken: hosted w/5/17brainstormingsession 

os mM Parkel, Howard 

Next Step: - follow lip 

AcdonTaken: OSsentpropvl.l to Pollard 7/87/92 

os Stratus ~~ Foster, Bill 

Next Step: follDrD IlJI - Hendrie? 
AcIJon Taken: OS sent Foster prop 1.1 DATE?, oopy to Hendrie 

OS Protean Patrick Cortin 

Next Step: Geri to get Selfllan in for trisit 
Action Taken: 

OS Amdahl Gene White 

Next Step: send prop? 

AcIJonTaken: -OStouredon7/21 

OS Hewlett-Packard Jim Bell 

Next Step: get in touch fill Bell lind /18k for load lIIlvisor, GIIry Eichorn 

ActIon Taken: - OS met w/ Bell 7/9/92, invited to be advlsor-declined- offer some one else 

OS DARPA 

Next Step: OS follofll lip 
ActIon Taken: - sent prop. v 1.2 7/23/92 

so,ooo 



The Computer Huseum 
Dinner at the Browns' residence, Saratoga, 

September 1992 
Proposed Guest List 

Carol Bartz and William Marr 
Andy Bechtolsheim 
Gwen and Gordon Bell 
Eric Benhamou 
Joel Birnbaum 
Arthur Collmeyer 
Finis Conner 
Reid Dennis 
Gordon Eubanks 
Pier Carlo Falotti 
Jean-Louis and Brigitte 
Charles Geschke 
Prabhu Goel 
John Grillos 
Trip Hawkins 
Roger and Marny Heinen 
Andy Heller 
Peter Hirshberg 
Chuck and Jenpy House 
Dave House 
Philippe Kahn 
Vinod Khosla 
Steve Kirsh 
Bernie and Ronnie LaCroute 
Dan Lynch 
Pat McGovern and Lore Harpe 
Tom McWilliams 
Carver Mead 
Steve Merrill 
Suhas Patil 
Ruthann Quindlen and David Liddle 
Wayne Rosing 
Harry Saal 
John Shoch 
Mike Spindler 
Oliver Strimpel 
Ivan Sutherland 
Jim Sutter 
Enzo Torresi 
Jim Treybig 
Les Vadasz 
John Warnock 
Pierluigi Zappacosta 

California 



The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

To: 

From: 

Subj. : 

The Computer Museum 

MEMORANDUM 

Gardner Hendrie 
Chairman of the Board 

July 21, 1992 

Janet Walsh (x333) 
Capital Campaign Manager 

Campaign brochure 

Enclosed is a draft version of the copy for our Capital Campaign brochure. 
The words will be supplemented with photos of the exhibits, collections, 
and programs/events. Ted Groves will add his magic touch in terms of 
design. The finished brochure will be a business envelope-sized booklet 
with color and black-and-white illustrations. 

We would love your comments on the copy. Please let me know what you think 
before you head off for vacation. We're eligible for a 30% discount at the 
printer if we get it done in August. 

THANKS! 



REVISED DRAFT 
The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

brochure copy 

Page 1 (front cover) 

The Capital Campaign 
for The Computer Museum 



Page 2 (inside front cover) 

The Computer Museum 
Mission Statement 

• To educate and inspire people of all ages and 
backgrounds from around the world through 
dynamic exhibitions and programs on the 
technology, application, and impact of computers. 

• To preserve and celebrate the history and promote the 
understanding of computers worldwide. 

• To be an international resource for research into the 
history of computing. 

****** 

The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 
Goal 

• to raise seven and one half million dollars to help secure the Museum's long
term operations at its current home and to create an endowment for 
educational programming, exhibit development, and collection expansion. 
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Greetings from the Executive Director 

A CRITICAL EDUCATIONAL ROLE 

The nation's education leaders have called for creative reform in science and 
technology education. The Computer Museum is answering that call. Through its 
innovative exhibitions and programs, the Museum is applying its unique expertise 
in computer technology and informal, museum-style education to this national 
problem. 

A UNIQUE INSTITUTION 

Truly one-of-a-kind, The Computer Museum: 

• inspires a diverse public through its dynamic, hands-on exhibitions; 

• makes state-of-the-art technology accessible; 

• creates innovative and effective education programs and materials on 
computing technology, history, and applications; 

• holds the world's most comprehensive collection of historic computer 
artifacts and related materials. 

The Computer Museum's grounding in the world of museum education 
distinguishes it from almost all other providers of computer education, including 
schools, computer learning centers, and afterschool clubs. By providing access to 
cutting edge computing technology and everyday applications of computing 
technology, the Museum encourages learning through exploration, social 
interaction, play, and multi-sensory experiences. This hands-on experience 
stimulates curiosity and fosters confidence among young and old alike. 

THE CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 

To achieve the programmatic goals set forth in the Museum's mission, the 
Museum has launched a $7.5 million Capital Campaign. Campaign gifts will enable 
the Museum to secure its facility and establish an endowment. Income from the 
endowment will provide resources for the Museum's education programs, public 
service, collections management, and international outreach. 

Completion of the Campaign is critical to the Museum's long-term stability and 
continued growth. To succeed, the Museum will depend on the generosity of those 
who share a commitment to building a technology-literate society and to preserving 
for future generations the history of a technology that has reshaped the world. 
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I extend sincere gratitude to you for your interest and encourage you to invest in 
The Computer Museum. 

OS signature 
Dr. Oliver Strimpel 
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The Computer Museum 

Computers have changed the world. Today, they affect people from all walks of life, 
at work, at horne, and at play. Though the impact of computers has already been 
enormous, still greater changes lie ahead. The Computer Museum helps the public 
understand and appreciate these changes. -

While computers have become almost ubiquitous, the public's understanding of 
them has not kept pace with this proliferation. If today's youth -- tomorrow's 
workforce -- are to pursue careers in technology or simply to prepare themselves to 
join the increasingly technological workplace, they must have access to technology 
and be encouraged to explore it. 

The Computer Museum is the only institution in the world solely dedicated to 
educating and inspiring the public about computer technology and to preserving the 
history of that technology. Visitors learn by direct interaction with computers . For 
students, this informal educational experience complements classroom instruction 
or, in many cases, provides their only access to computers . 
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The Computer Museum 

Founded in 1982 as an independent, public non-profit S01(c)3 institution, The 
Computer Museum has grown rapidly in the last decade. 

The Museum has assembled the world's most significant collection of computers 
and related materials and artifacts. The Museum's programs and projects attract 
international attention. The number of interactive exhibits within the Museum's 
walls has more than quadrupled since 1984. Annual visitation at the Museum's 
Boston waterfront site has doubled, to 150,000, in just seven years, while off-site 
impact -- through traveling exhibits and internationally distributed educational 
materials -- has spread to millions more people around the world. The operating 
budget has more than tripled since the 1984 Boston opening, with a solid base of 
earned income and contributed support from a broad spectrum of corporate, 
foundation, government, and individual donors, including The National Science 
Foundation, the National Endowment for the Humanities, and the Institute of 
Museum Services. 
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The Strategic Plan 

The year 1992 marked The Computer Museum's tenth anniversary as an 
independent public non-profit institution. Today, the Museum is poised to move to 
new levels of international prominence. The Board of Directors has set forth a five
year strategic plan to increase the Museum's on-site visitation, financial stability, 
and outreach to other institutions, educators, underserved communities, and the 
remote public. 

• The Museum's greatest impact stems from the on-site educational experience 
it offers. The strategic plan calls for dramatic new exhibitions and programs 
to maximize that impact. 

• The Museum is an internationally-recognized developer of educational 
software and materials. Building on that expertise, the strategic plan calls for 
reaching an international audience through the Exhibit Kits Program, 
traveling exhibits, dissemination of Educational Activities Packets and 
educational videos, and expansion of The Computer Clubhouse as a model 
education center. 

• The Museum's collection is unique in the world. The strategic plan calls for 
enriching the permanent collections bf computers, photographs, films, video, 
and documentation. 

• The Museum is here to stay. The strategic plan calls for creating a stronger 
Museum by acquiring its building and starting an endowment, through the 
Capital Campaign. 

I 
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«Several photos with 2-3 sentence quotes interspersed» 

"The Computer Museum ... " 

"The Computer Museum ... " 

liThe Computer Museum ... " 

- Bill Gates, Chairman, Microsoft Corporation 

- Pat McGovern, Chairman, International Data 
Group 

- Gordon Moore, Chairman, Intel Corporation 

"The Computer Museum (collections) ... " 
- Jim Adams, The Smithsonian Institution 

"The Computer Museum (education) ... " 
- Howard Gardner, Harvard University, School of 

Education 
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«Centerfold» 
«NOTE: Graphical depiction - multi-layered timeline» 

A Decade of Achievement: 
The Computer Museum's Educational Programming and Plans 

Major Exhibits 

• The Computer and The Image, and 6 other displays on computing history 
(major exhibitions, 1984) 

• Smart Machines 
(world's first permanent exhibition on AI and robotics, 1987) 

• The Walk-Through Computer™ 
(major exhibition, 1990, capturing international attention and boosting attendance by 
40% that year) 

• People and Computers: Milestones of a Revolution 
(major exhibition, 1991) 

• Tools & Toys: The Amazing Personal Computer 
(major exhibition, 1992) 

• New Smart Machines 
(updated exhibition, 1993) 

• The Networked Society: Living in a Wired World 
(major exhibition, 1994) 

Special, Temporary Exhibits 

• Computers in Your Pocket: The History of Hand-Held Calculators 
(first traveling exhibit, 1987) 

• Terra Firma in Focus: The Art and Science of Digital Satellite Imagery 
(traveling exhibit, 1989) 

• ACM SIGGRAPH Art Show Traveling Exhibitions (1989,1990,1991) 
(the only continuous venue for American computer artists since 1981) 

• Science in Depth 
(special computer art exhibition, winter 1991) 

• Silicon Sailing 
(special exhibition, summer 1992) 



• Programming Languages 
(special exhibition, 1993) 

Activities and Events 

• Breakfast Seminar and Symposia Series 
(presentations by industry leaders, visionaries, scientists) 

• The Computer Bowl 
(annual industry trivia contest first held 1988) 

• The First Loebner Prize 
(world's first limited Turing Test competition, 1991) 

• Sailing, Satellites, and Software 
(demonstrations, 1991-1992) 

• Virtual Reality Weekend 
(special exhibit/demonstration, spring 1992) 

• Robot Workshops and Weekends 

• School Vacation Special Events and Workshops 

• Computer Kids Fairs 

• Computer Animation Festivals 

• Sunday Lecture Series 
(presentations by computer industry innovators and pioneers) 

Outreach 

• Robot Demonstrations 
(demonstrations in public school classrooms) 

• How Computers Work: A Journey through The Walk-Through Computer™ 
(educational video) 

• Exhibit Kits Program 
(dissemination of affordable interactive software to science and technology centers 
worldwide) 

• Educational Activities Packet 
(English- and Spanish-language educational materials including suggested curricula 
and activities for classroom use) 

• Ticket Subsidy Program 
(subsidized admission for groups from underserved communities) 

i 
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• Summer Internship Program 
(summer employment for youth from underserved communities) 

• Student Advisory Teams 
(innovative program in education and exhibit development) 

• The Computer Clubhouse 
(model learning center for underserved youth) 

Highlights 

• Joint collecting agreement with Smithsonian -1987 

• 1,OOO,OOOth visitor -1993 

I 
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«NOTE: Show in 3 pictures with captions.» 

Highlights of The Collections 

In 1987, The Computer Museum signed an unprecedented joint collecting 
agreement with the Smithsonian Institution. The Museum's growing collections of 
artifacts, ephemera, video and film, books and technical documentation, include: 

and much, much more! 
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Message from the Honorary Campaign Chairman 

I have been fortunate to playa part in the computer revolution -- a revolution 
which continues to change our world in profound ways. My children's generation 
cannot remember (or imagine!) a world without computers. To develop and apply 
advances in computing technology wisely, we must understand their history and 
impact on us and on our society. 

The Computer Museum is the only institution in the world that preserves the 
historical record of the computer revolution for future generations. While the 
world is changing quickly with computing technology, the technology itself is 
evolving even more rapidly. Through careful and timely collecting of artifacts and 
associated materials, The Computer Museum documents the profound impact of 
computers on our society. 

As a Trustee and major donor to the Museum, I have been gratified to see this 
young institution grow. Today, the Museum fulfills its mission to educate, inspire, 
preserve, and celebrate through its collections, world-class interactive exhibitions, 
historical displays, and educational programs and materials. 

The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum will enable the Museum to 
continue to grow and succeed as a one-of-a-kind community-oriented educational 
institution. As Honorary Chairman of the Campaign, I encourage you to collaborate 
in the Museum's work by contributing to this important Campaign. 

MK signature 
Mitchell Kapor 

Message from the National Campaign Chairman 

«NOTE: Larry to provide 3-4 short paragraphs» 

the importance of education/competitiveness, why he chose to be Campaign 
Chairman, why he believes in the Campaign, volunteer time and energy 

LB signature 
Lawrence S. Brewster 
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The Endowment for The Computer Museum 

Every dollar of the Museum's operating budget must be earned through admission 
revenues, merchandise sales, and other fees or raised through contributions and 
grants. By creating an endowment, the Museum is creating a permanent base of 
operating funds and seed monies to protect itself from economic fluctuations, 
enhance its ability to plan, and position itself to take advantage of unexpected 
opportuni ties. 

To create quality new programming that will become self-supporting or sponsorable, 
the Museum must build a solid base of seed money for project development. Each 
new program or exhibit requires seed money for the advisory input and initial 
planning which occur before funding for project implementation can be sought. 

The Computer Museum endowment will accomplish this. 

To preserve effectively the historical record of computing, the Museum must have 
scholars on staff for judicious collection and knowledgeable restoration, and for the 
proper. preservation of one-of-a-kind artifacts when the opportunities to acquire 
such arise. 

The Computer Museum endowment will accomplish this. 

The long-range plan calls for significant growth in earned revenues, continued 
expansion of the base of contributed income, and the creation of an endowment. 
This restricted fund will provide income to support educational programming, 
public service, collections management, and international outreach. 

The endowment will provide the permanent base of support on which the Museum 
can continue to grow. 

Annual Giving 

The Museum's annual fund raising will continue during the Campaign. Annual 
contributions support on-going operational needs and are absolutely essential. We 
urge donors to continue their annual support while making a special Capital gift. 
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The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum. 

Endowments are crucial to the fiscal security and growth of non-profit institutions. 
The graph below illustrates the endowment foundation of older institutions 
geographically and/or programmatically comparable to The Computer Museum. 
Just ten years old, The Computer Museum is ready to begin building such a 
foundation. 

«NOTE: In the form of a bar chart» 

Endowment Comparison 

The Franklin Institute, Philadelphia 
Museum of Science, Boston 
Children's Museum, Boston 
New England Aquarium, Boston 
The Exploratorium, San Francisco 
The Computer Museum. 
The Tech, San Jose 

$1 
$18,000,000 
$ 3,509,000 
$ 5,300,000 
$ 3,477,600 
$ 0 
$1 

.~ Founded 

in 1989 
at 6/30/91 
at 12/31/91 
at 5/31/90 

1824/1934 
1864/1951 
1913/1914 
1969 
1969 
1982 
1983 
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How You Can Help 

Outright gifts 
The Museum accepts gifts of cash or appreciated property such -as securities or real 
estate. Donors may make multi-year pledges to suit their financial planning and to 
maximize their tax benefits. The Computer Museum is a certified not-for-profit 
organization in compliance with the Internal Revenue Service standards, and gifts 
to it are tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law. 

Deferred gifts 
Gifts in the form of bequests, charitable remainder trusts or charitable gift annuities 
also help the Museum. Donors are encouraged to consult with their financial 
advisors to plan the most advantageous ways of giving. 

Named Gift Opportunities 

The Capital Campaign offers a range of opportunities to recognize major gifts in 
tribute to the donor, or a relative, friend, or colleague. In keeping with the 
Museum's independent status, naming opportunities are offered in honor of 
individuals and families rather than corporate donors. Naming opportunities 
include the permanent collections, designated areas of the Museum building, and 
program and staff endowments. 

The Campaign staff is available to meet with donors to structure a gift or pledge 
payment schedule, discuss specialized ways of giving or explore naming 
opportunities. 

For more information, contact: 
The Office of The Capital Campaign 

The Computer Museum 
300 Congress Street 

Boston, Massachusetts 02210 
(617) 426-2800 x333 
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The Computer Museum 
Board of Directors 1992-1993 

Gardner C. Hendrie 
Chairman, The Computer Museum 
Sigma Partners 

Charles A. Zraket 
Vice Chairman, The Computer Museum 
The MITRE Corporation 

Dr. Oliver Strimpel 
Executive Director, The Computer Museum 

" Sam Albert 
Sam Albert Associates 

C. Gordon Bell 

Dr. Gwen Bell 
Founding President, The Computer Museum 

Edward Belove 
Ziff Desktop Information 

Lynda Schubert Bodman 
Schubert Associates 

Lawrence S. Brewster 
Aspen Technology, Inc. 

Richard Burnes 
Charles River Ventures 

Richard P. Case 
IBM Corporation 

James E. Clark 
NCR Corporation 

'Howard Cox 
Greylock Management Corporation 

David M. Donaldson, Esquire 
Ropes & Gray 

Dr. Jon Eklund 
Smithsonian Institution 
National Museum of American History 

Dr. Richard Greene 
Data Switch Corporation 

Roger Heinen 
Apple Computer, Inc. 



Dr. Barry M. Horowitz 
The MITRE Corporation 

Charles House 
Injonnix, Inc. 

Theodore G. Johnson 
Consultant 

David Kaplan 
Price Waterhouse 

James A. Lawrence 
LEK Consulting, Inc. 

Dr. Robert Lucky 
AT&T Bell Laboratories 

Dr. James L. McKenney 
Harvard Business School 

John A. Miller, Jr. 
Miller Communications 

Laura Barker Morse 
Heidrick & Struggles 

Dr. David Nelson 
Fluent, Inc. 

Dr. Seymour Papert 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Dr. Suhas S. PatH 
Cirrus Logic, Inc. 

Anthony D. Pell 
Pell, Rudman and Co., Inc. 

Nicholas Pettinella 
Intermetrics, Inc. 

Dr. John William Poduska, Sr. 
Advanced Visual Systems Inc. 

Jonathan Rotenberg 
The Monitor Company 

Jean E. Sammet 
Programming Language Consultant 

F. Grant Saviers 
Consultant 

Edward A. Schwartz, Esquire 
New England Legal Foundation 

Naomi O. Seligman 
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The Research Board 

Paul Severino 
Wellfleet Communications, Inc. 

Hal B. Shear 
Research Investment Advisors, Ltd. 

Michael Simmons 
Bank of Boston 

Irwin J. Sitkin, retired 
Aetna Life and Casualty 

Casimir S. Skrzypczak 
NYNEX Corporation 

James Sutter 
Rockwell International Corporation 

Dorothy A. Terrell 
SunExpress 

Trustees 

Charles Bachman 
Erich Bloch 
David L. Chapman 
Harvey Cragon 
Robert Everett 
William Foster 
Edward Fredldn 
Max Hopper 
A.L.C. Humphreys, CBE 
Mitchell Kapor 
August Klein 
Andrew C. Knowles III 
Koji Kobayashi 
John Lacey 
Patrick J. McGovern 
Carver Mead 
Robert Metcalfe 
George Michael 
Pat Collins Nelson 
Russell Noftsker 
Brian Randell 
Kitty Selfridge 
William Spencer 
Ronald G. Smart 
Michael Spock 
Erwin Tomash 
Paul Tsongas 
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The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 
Leadership 

Mitchell Kapor 
Honorary Campaign Chairman 

Lawrence S. Brewster 
National Campaign Chairman 

Gardner Hendrie 
Chairman of the Board 

Charles A. Zraket 
Vice Chairman of the Board 
Co-chair, Corporate Campaign Gifts 

Gwen Bell 
West Coast Coordinator 

Lynda Schubert Bodman 
Co-chair, Corporate Campaign Gifts 

David M. Donaldson 
Co-chair, Individual Campaign Gifts 

Theodore G. Johnson 
Co-chair, Corpor~te Campaign Gifts 

John A. Miller, Jr. 
Co-chair, Individual Campaign Gifts 

Anthony D. Pell 
Chair, Board Campaign Gifts 

Oliver Strimpel 
Executive Director 

Janet Walsh 
Capital Campaign Staff 

Susan Pekock 
Capital Campaign Staff 

The Computer Museum 
300 Congress Street 

Boston 
Massachusetts 02210 

617.426.2800 
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A B C D E 
1 OPERATING FUND FY92 FY92 FY93 COMMENTS 
2 budget * proj. * 
3 REVENUE 
4 Restricted Contribs. 188 189 70 special exhibits, ticket subsidy, educ. workshops & exhibit refurb; no Loebner 
5 Computer Bowl 305 316 345 assumes additional ticket sales to Apple developers 
6 Corp, Govt, Fnd Suppo 313 263 257 assumes $25K from DEC (down $25K) , $25K from IBM (up $1 OK) 

7 Membership fund 194 167 190 assumes lobby membership sales & mail campaign to catalog buyers 
8 Admissions 510 446 458 assumes 8% growth for summer, increased groups, central artery disruption 
9 Store 263 210 255 new store manager, new product mix, increased margins, focus on store 

10 Mail Order 259 146 0 discontinue gift & educational catalogs 
1 1 Functions 150 123 130 no DECWorld in FY93, but new direct mail piece & joint sales efforts 
12 Clubhouse 0 0 350 new education project; targets minorities, kids, technology education 
13 Exhibit sales 30 45 70 market at ASTC conference Toronto & Boston; new virtual reality product 
14 Other 31 35 20 video, photo, space rental, interest 
15 TOTAL 2243 1940 2145 
16 
17 EXPENSE 
18 Exhibits Development 50 68 30 Silicon Sailing, HOPL exhibit, Temp exhibit in June 
19 Exhibit Sales 32 67 25 salaries & supplies 
20 Exhibits Maintenance 68 58 54 salaries & supplies 
21 Collections 67 67 70 salaries & minor shipping expenses 
22 Education & admission 355 273 286 salaries for visitor services staff, special events, educational workshops 
23 Clubhouse 0 0 276 expenditure contingent on achieving revenues 
24 Marketing & PR 303 282 317 Ipromotions including advertising, PR salaries, newsletter & annual 
25 Membership Fund 58 58 67 individual memberships plus annual fund; includes salaries, mailing, j>rint 
26 General Management 232 220 229 salaries for executive & business office, audit fees 
27 Computer Bowl 109 100 115 additional expenses associated with larger audience and California location 
28 Fundraising 103 74 77 salaries to support restricted contribs. & cOl'~orate revenue streams 
29 Store 236 205 241 cost of goods, salaries 
30 Mail Order 230 175 0 discontinue catalogs 
31 Functions 83 57 65 salaries, advertising, direct maii' piece 
32 Museum Wharf 279 279 284 Computer Museum pays 40% of Wharf expense; security, cleaning, utilities etc 
33 TOTAL 2205 1983 2136 
34 
35 NET REVENUES 38 -43 9 
36 
37 * FY92 restated to match FY93 categories 

5/28/92 



A B C D E 
38 
3 9 EXHIBIT FUND FY92 FY92 P* FY93 COMMENTS 
40 budget * proj. * 
41 
42 Revenues 
43 Tools & Toys 770 440 o 
44 Networked Society o 25 100 
45 Exhibit Enhancement o 3 60 $30K AAAI; $30K additional enhancement grant 
46 TOTAL 770 468 160 
47 
48 Expenses 
49 People & Computers 46 85 o 
50 Tools & Toys 616 435 53 
5 1 Networked Society 8 8 57 
52 Exhibit Planning 45 59 42 FY92 projected includes$18K to Waterfront project 
53 Exhibit Enhancement 46 61 46 refurbish and update Smart Machines gallery 
54 TOTAL 761 648 198 
55 
5 6 NET REVENUES 9 -180 -38 
57 
58 
5 9 CAPITAL FUND 
60 
61 Revenues 
6 2 Capital Campaian 1000 700 
63 
64 Expenses 
65 Capital Development 265 208 
66 Mortgage 136 136 134 , 
67 TOTAL 401 344 342 
68 
69 NET REVENUES 599 356 258 

5/28/92 



A B C D E 
1 OPERATING FUND FY92 FY92 FY93 COMMENTS 
2 budget * proj. * 
3 
4 Computer Bowl 
5 Revenue 305 316 345 assumes additional ticket sales to Apple developers 
6 EXQense 109 100 115 additional expenses associated with larger audience and California location 
7 Net 196 216 230 
8 
9 Membership fund 

10 Revenue 194 167 190 assumes lobby membership sales & mail campaign to catalog buyers 
1 1 Expense 58 58 67 individual memberships plus annual fund; includes salaries, mailing, print 
12 Net 136 109 123 
13 
14 Store 
15 Revenue 263 210 255 new store manager, new product mix, increased margins, focus on store 
16 Expense 236 205 241 cost of _goods, salaries 
17 Net 27 5 14 
18 
19 Mail Order 
20 Revenue 259 146 0 discontinue gift & educational catalogs 
21 Expense 230 175 0 discontinue catalogs 
22 Net 29 -29 0 
23 
24 Functions 
25 Revenue 150 123 130 no DECWorld in FY93, but new direct mail piece & joint sales efforts 
26 Expense 83 57 65 salaries, advertising, direct mail piece 
27 Net 67 66 65 
28 
29 Clubhouse 
30 Revenue 0 0 350 new education project; targets minorities, kids, technology education 
31 Expense 0 0 276 expenditure contingent on achieving revenues 
32 Net 0 0 74 
33 
34 Exhibit sales 
35 Revenue 30 45 70 market at ASTC conference Toronto & Boston; new virtual reality product 
36 Expense 32 67 25 salaries & supJ>lies 
37 Net -2 -22 45 

5/28/92 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Draft Agenda for meeting on June 12, 1992 8:30am-12:00 

8:30 Call to Order of Annual Meeting of Members of the Corporation 

9:00 

9:10 

9:20 

10:00 

10:20 

10:40 

11:30 

12:00 

Lunch 

Nominations of New Members to the Board of Directors 
~Qftailie11E @f D:yehlT,ffl 

Call to Order of Board of Directors Meeting 
Election of Board Committees 

Museum Governance 
Plan to be presented at February meeting 

FY92 Review and Goals for FY93 
Budget Discussion 

Capital Campaign: Status and Discussion of Next Steps 

Break 

Education Programs: Existing Programs and Discussion of Plans 

Exhibit Planning 
The Networked Society 

Meeting Ajourns 



I 
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

MAY 11, 1992 

Present were Gwen Bell, Lynda Bodman, Larry Brewster, Dick 
Case, Gardner Hendrie, Jim McKenney, Tony Pell, Nick 
Pettinella, Ed Schwartz, Tom Franklin, Clerk pro tern and 
Oliver Strimpel, Executive Director. 

I. Oliver Strimpel reported on recent events: 
... ~. 

a) Virtual Reality weekend, which established a new 
attendance record at the Museum, 

b) the upcoming Faneuil Hall exhibit "Be Your Own Band" 
to be displayed during the Memorial Day weekend, and 

c) Gwen Bell reported on the Computer Bowl which 
produced approximate gross receipts of $313,000 and net 
proceeds of $212,000. Gwen particularly credited and thanked 
a California volunteer staff of ten "power women" and 
discussed ideas for future bowls including an auction of 
i terns contributed by former bowl participants and possible 
prime time TV coverage. She also stated her intention to run 
the bowl for only two more years after which she suggested 
the event be re-evaluated. After brief discussion of possible 
new formats for the bowl Mr. Case on behalf of the Committee 
generously thanked Gwen for her enthusiasm and dedication to 
the bowl program. 

II. Oliver Strimpel reported on the current financial status 
of the Museum and presented a cash flow projection indicating 
short-term results and assumptions necessary to maintain com
pliance with the commitment to DEC to maintain a minimum of 
$100,000 of restricted and unrestricted funds. He reported 
also that mail order sales from the Museum Store were 
disappointing and would be reviewed. 

III. Several current developments were discussed: 

a) the Tools and Toys exhibit is opening on schedule on 
June 11, 

b) the Silicon Sailing (use of computing in sailboat 
design) exhibit will open July 1 for two months, possibly 
with an actual boat hull from America 3 on loan for display 
at the Museum entrance, and 
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c) the "wave" entrance announcement was given good 
publicity and will inaugurate significant fund-raising 
possibilities. 

IV. Larry Brewster presented a Capital Campaign report 
indicating that capital receipts for the year should attain 
the revised projection of $700,000 and total pledges should 
attain $1.5 to 1.6 million, against a target of $2.1 million. 
He also reviewed plans for the remainder of the 3 year/$5 
million capital campaign, such as a hierarchy of prospective 
donors and the amalgamation of the Lead Gifts and Major Gifts 
committees into a single large gift prospect list. The 
Committee discussed how to communicate and market the 
Museum's emphasis upon corporate giving. Mr. Hendrie obs~rved 
that the easy portion of the capital campaign was virtually 
concluded and that raising the remainder of the target would 
be more difficult. 

V. Oliver Strimpel discussed the plans for fiscal 1993, in 
particular an emphasis upon educational activities rather 
than major exhibits. He also announced the appointment of 
Nancy Wright as new business manager and introduced Tom 
Franklin, nominee for election as clerk at the next Board 
meeting. 

VI. Natalie Rusk, Acting Education Director, presented an 
overview of the Museum's educational programs, relating them 
to national educational priorities for science and 
mathematics. Mr. McKenney recommended that the report be made 
to the next Board meeting; Ms. Bodman acknowledged the high 
level of interest by corporate donors in educational 
programs. 

VII. New members of the Board were discussed and it was 
agreed to nominate 3 to 5 new members from a current list of 
12 via a nominating committee of Ms. Bell, Ms. Bodman, Mr. 
Hendrie and Mr. Sitkin, to be acted upon at the next board 
meeting. Creating ex officio board status also was discussed. 

VIII. Ms. Bodman conducted a review and discussion of Museum 
governance from 12 focus questions derived from past concerns 
and her experience. Her recommendations were presented in 
preliminary form, principally a four tier governance adding a 
Board of Overseers and Emeriti/Emeritaea to the current Board 
and Executive Committee structure. Following her presentation 
and discussion she was asked to convene a formal governance 
subcommittee to further evaluate the subject and make 
recommendations by the calendar year-end for implementation 
shortly thereafter, the committee to consist of the chairman 
of the board, the chairman of the development committee and 
others appointed by the chairman, all subject to approval at 
the next board meeting. Ms. Bodman accepted the position 
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subject to specification of the objectives and intended end
result, which the committee expressed as the objectives 
stated in her preliminary report to be implemented in the 
context of a 5 to 7 year time perspective, first 
conceptually and then as expressed in specific by-laws, 
handbooks and other appropriate docume~ts. 

The process for establishing succession to the chairman 
of the board was discussed and it was agreed to amend the by
laws of the Museum to establish the position of Vice
Chairman, to be filled in the discretion of the board by 
vote of the board, explicitly designating the officer as 
intended successor to the chairman but with no authority or 
responsibility as such until formally elected by the board. 
Mr. Franklin was asked to prepare such an amendment for 
consideration at the next board meeting. 

IX. Next Meetings 

a) Friday, May 29, 8:00 - 10:00 AM. Executive Committee 
meeting prior to BOD. 

b) Friday, June 12, 8:00 - 12:30 AM. Board meeting. 

X. The meeting adjourned at 11:55 AM. 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

To establish the office of Vice-Chairman by vote of the 
board of directors. 

Board of Directors Vote 

VOTED: Pursuant to Article V, Section 3(d) of the bylaws to 
establish the office of Vice-Chairman of the Board of 
Directors who shall be elected from time to time by the 
Members for a term not to exceed one year and who shall serve 
as the Chairman-elect of the Board of Directors, to assume 
the position and responsibilities of the office of Chairman 
when duly elected thereto. 
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FY93 Operating Budget 

Objectives 

1. Achieve break even or better. 

2. Eliminate "general development" fund-raising approach. Apply fund
raising effort towards specific education and exhibit projects. 

3. Initiate new educational program "The Computer Clubhouse." Target 
education-oriented corporate and foundation proposals towards this 
project. 

4. Develop The Networked Society exhibit to open in FY94. No major 
permanent exhibit opening in FY93. 

5. Maintain visibility through special events and exhibits: proposed 
schedule attached. 

Revenue Assumptions 

1. Restricted Contributions 
Major reduction here owing to reassignment of prospects to Computer 
Clubhouse project. Revenue shown is for a small temporary History of 
Programming Languages exhibit, a temporary exhibit for June '93, Mass 
Cultural Council reduced admissions grant, & miscellaneous other 
grants. 

2. Computer Bowl 
Growth assumes two $25K underwriters (as in FY92) and increased ticket 
sales made possible by timing coincident with Apple Developers 
conference at San Hose Convention Center. 

3. Corporate, Government & Foundation Support 
Increase in corporate membership offset by reduction in support from 
DEC. Corporate membership increase is from planned active solicitation 
of former exhibit sponsors for annual support & solicitation of industry 
associations. Corporate membership committee will be expanded. 

4. Membership fund 
Combine annual fund and individual membership into one and 
streamline contact with members & donors & reduce expenses. 
Total revenues budgetted to increase slightly owing to: 
-expanded membership committee 
-membership sales desk in lobby at busy times 

1 



-direct mail campaign to past catalog buyers & store purchasers 

5. Admissions 
Attendance assumed slightly ahead of FY92 actuals. Exposure and draw 
from new exhibit and publicised activities during the year will be offset 
by traffic and parking disruption caused by Third Harbor Tunnel and 
Central Artery construction. 

6. Store 
Alter product mix to increase sales per visitor and improve margin. 
Discontinue catalog and focus staff attention on store. 

7. Mail Order 
FY92 catalogs are projected to make a significant loss. With untested new 
store manager and tight cash position, a catalog in FY93 should not be 
risked. 

8. Functions 
5% revenue increase owing, in part, to new functions marketing 
brochure. No DECWorld in FY93. 

9. Clubhouse 
Major new education initiative. All foundation and educationally
oriented corporate foundations will be approached for this project. 
Replaces WIZ KIDS and Ticket Subsidy projects of FY1992. 

10. Exhibit Sales 
Increase owing to longer term impact of sales packet, reassignment of 
sales to exhibit department, marketing at ASTC conferences, and a new 
product. Assumes 13 kit sales (at average $3.8K price) based on current 
marketing efforts plus a virtual reality "chair." 

11. Other 
Discontinued space rental income from ground floor space owing to 
Clubhouse taking over space. 

2 
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Expense Assumptions 

Staffing levels held constant except for Computer Clubhouse. 
Wage freeze lifted January 1 1993, and 3% salary increase awarded on staff 
hire aniversary dates theafter. 

1. Exhibit Development 
Includes: 

-$10K for a temporary exhibit to open June 93 
-$5K for Silicon Sailing, co-developed with Digital 
-$lSK for History of Programming Languages exhibit coinciding with 
HOPL-ll conference in early 1993 

2. Clubhouse 
Project will be conducted as for exhibits: 
-no incremental expenditure made until project funds have been raised 
-permanent staff salaries allocated to project 

OS 
S/'lB/92 
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Meeting of May 29, 1992 8-10AM 

AGENDA 

1. FY 93 Budget 

2. Agenda for Board of Directors meeting June 12 

3. Nominations to Board of Directors 
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Computer 
Museum 
3(\' C,':',,1[ess Street 
Ik~;:,':i. MA 02210 

May 14, 1992 
To: Lynda Bodman 

cc: Dick Case, Gardner H~ndrie, Oliver Strimpel ./> n a 
re: Board restructurin~' ~ ~ ~ 

A suggestion for your file! 

This morning I had a discussion with Brad Towle, formerly of IBM 
and acting executive director of Boston's Science Museum. He told me (in 
the context of what his non-scientist wife dpes) that she is active on the 
r'Volunteer Board" of the Science Museum. 

I also sat in on part of a Chamber of Commerce Committee meeting 
held at the Museum of people concerned with Science and Adult Literacy. 
Representatives from Lotus, Fleet Bank, etc. all were there to funnel 
projects to employee volunteer efforts. 

The Computer Museum badly needs a way to channel volunteers 
and this might come up as one of your potential active Board Committees 
in a new structure. If we had such a group it would be able to relate to 
these corporate efforts and bring in volunteers without draining the staff. 

/ 
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REVENUES: 

operating Fund 

capital Fund 

To-tal Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

operating Fund 

capital Fund 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

COMBINED OPERATING AND CAPITAL FUNDS 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE TEN MONTHS ENDED 
4/30/91 ---------4/30/92--------- FY92 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV(UNFAV) BUDGET 

1,488 1,938 1,655 (283) (15\) 2,243 

472 1,605 807 (798) (50\) 1,770 
-------

1,960 3,543 2,462 (1,081) ( 31\) 4,013 

1,500 1,818 1,632 186 10\ 2,205 

707 820 689 131 16\ 1,162 

2,207 2,638 2,321 317 12\ 3,367 

($247) $905 $141 ($764) (784\) $646 
S:ElII:I:II=a 

ass=a __ _=_CSZCl =_a __ a ---=---
SUMMARY: 
--------
For the ten months ended April 30, 1992, the Museum operated at a 
surplus of 141K compared to a budgeted surplus of 905K. As of 
April 30, 1992, total cash and cash equivalents amounted to 202K. 

OPERATING: operating revenues were 15\ under budget due to optimistic 
budget expectations. Expenses were 10\ under budget due to cutbacks 
in spending. 

CAPITAL: capital revenues were 50\ under budget due to optimistic 
budget expectations. Expenses were 16\ under despited payment of 40K 

FY92 
FORECAST 

1,940 

1,167 

3,107 

1,940 

992 

2,932 

$175 
------

of unbudgeted expense related to the FY91 opening of People & computers. 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

OPERATING FUND 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE TEN MONTHS ENDED 
4/30/91 ----------4/30/92--------- FY92 FY92 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV (UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 134 S189 162 (27) (14\) 207 159 
Restricted contributions 42 130 153 23 18\ 188 189 
computer Bowl 264 305 294 (11 ) (4\) 305 316 
corporate memberships 159 195 160 (35) (18\ ) 231 213 
Individual memberships 46 55 45 (10) (18\) 69 58 
Admissions 451 431 379 

-').') 
(52) (12\ ) 510 446 

store 262 456 ~S'" 296'" (160) (35\) 522 356 
Functions 113 132 102 (30) (23\) 150 123 
Interest Income 1 19 3 (16 ) (116\) 24 4 
other 16 26 61 35 135\ 37 76 
GainlLOss on securities 0 0 0 0 0\ 0 0 

-------- --------
Total Revenues 1,488 1,938 1,655 (283) (15\) 2,243 1,940 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 55 81 123 (42) (52\) 82 135 
Exhibits Maintenance 50 60 55 5 8\ 68 58 
collections 58 56 53 3 5\ 67 67 
Education 217 253 195 58 23\ 303 225 
Marketing & Memberships 228 353 311 42 12\ 435 392 
General Management 207 187 181 6 3\ 232 220 
computer Bowl 79 70 55 15 21\ 109 100 
Fundraising 78 51 51 0 0\ 82 70 
Store 230 402 319- 83 21\ 465 380 
Functions 59 73 55 18 25\ 83 57 
Museum Wharf expenses 239 232 234 ( 2 ) (1\) 279 279 

Total Expenses 1,500 1,818 1,632 186 10\ 2,205 1,983 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) ($12) $120 $23 ($97) (81\) $38 ($43) 
a=_=a __ a_c_lIlac -=---_.:: --==--- _a ____ = ___ a_ 

_111_,::=,,1:111:1 



FOR THE TEN MONTHS ENDED 
4/30/91 ---------4/30/92-------- FY92 FY92 

ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV (UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

CAPITAL FUND 
$ - Thousands 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted Contributions $45 $835 $340 ($495) (59\) 625 705 
Restricted contributions 418 770 468 ($302) (39\) 1,145 465 
Interest Income 11 0 1 $1 100\ 0 2 
GainlLoss on securities ( 2 ) 0 ( 2 ) ($2) (100\) 0 (5 ) 

Total Revenues 472 1,605 807 (798) (50\) 1,770 1,167 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 390 404 301 103 25\ 670 528 
General Management 51 80 104 (24) (30\) 91 1.20 
Fundraising 143 222 170 52 23\ 265 208 
Wharf mortgage 123 114 114 0 0\ 136 136 

Total Expenses 707 820 689 131 16\ 1,162 992 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) ($235) $785 $118 ($667) (685\) $608 $175 
-==_=a= am ___ 112 

____ am 



ASSETS: 
Current: 

Cash 
Cash Equivalents 
Investments 
Receiva~les 
Inventory 
prepaid expenses 
Interfund receivable 

TOTAL 

property & Equipment (net): 
Equipment & furniture 
capital improvements 
Exhibits 
Construction in Process 
Land 

Total 

TOTAL ASSETS 

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued expenses 
Deferred income 
Line of creditlLoan payable 
Interfund payable 

Total 

Fund Balances: 
operating 
capital 
Plant 

Total 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
F·UND BALANCE S 

OPERATING 
FUND 

$160,441 
41,576 

22,113 
73,993 

298,123 

o 

$298,123 

$46,241 
9,765 

° 216,640 

272,646 

25,477 

25,477 

$298,123 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

4/30/92 

CAPITAL 
FUND 

13,380 

216,640 

230,020 

11,328 

PLANT 
FUND 

o 

$350,158 
601,304 

1,307,697 

18,000 

TOTAL 
4/30/92 

$160,441 
41,576 
13,380 
22,113 
73,993 

o 
216,640 

528,143 

350,158 
601,304 

1,307,697 
11,328 
18,000 

TOTAL 
6/30/91 

$77,891 
42,677 

° 98,538 
72,763 
15,591 

207,798 

515,258 

350,158 
601,304 

1,307,697 
11,328 
18,000 

11,328 2,277,159 2,288,487 2,288,487 

$241,348 $2,277,159 $2,816,630 $2,803,745 

$25,893 

25,893 0 

215,455 
$2,277,159 

$72,134 
9,765 

° 216,640 

298,539 

25,477 
215,455 

2,277,159 

$209,840 
9,165 

° 207,798 

426,803 

2,437 
99,347 

2,277,159 

215,455 2,277,159 2,518,091 2,378,943 

$241,348 $2,277,159 $2,816,630 $2,805,746 



Cash provide by/(used fOr) 
operations: 
Excesss/(deficiency) of 
support and revenue 

Depreciation 
I 

Cash from operations 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 

Receivables 
Inventory 
Investments 
Accounts payable 

& other current liabs 
Deferred income 
prepaid expenses 

Cash from working capital 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
Fixed assets 

Net increase/(decrease) in 
cash before financing 

Financing: 
Interfund pay. & rec. 
Transfer to Plant 
Line of credit/Loan payable 

Cash from financing 

Net increase/(decrease) 
in cash & investments 

Cash, beginning of year 

cash, end of period 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN CASH POSITION 

4/30/92 

OPERATING 
FUND 

$23,040 

---------
23,040 

76,425 
(1,230) 

(41,671) 
600 

15,443 
---------

49,567 

--.------
72,607 

8,842 
0 

---------
8,842 

81,449 
---------

120,568 

$202,017 _ m== _____ = 

CAPITAL 
FUND 

$118,108 

---------
118,108 

(13,380) 

(96,034) 

148 
---------

(109,266) 

0 
--.------

8,842 

(8,842) 
0 

---------
(8,842) 

0 
---------

0 

$0 
IIUI:I==-=_=_= _ 

PLANT 
FUND 

$0 
0 

---------
0 

---------
0 

$0 
---------

0 

0 

-----,---
0 

0 
---------

0 

$0 
_a=: ___ a=_a 

TOTAL 
4/30/92 

$141,148 
0 

---------
141,148 

76,425 
(1,230) 

(13,380) 

(137,705) 
600 

15,591 
---------

(59,699) 

0 
---------

81,449 

0 
0 
0 

---------
0 

81,449 
---------

120,568 

$202,017 
___ a ____ .... 

TOTAL 
6/30/91 

($115,374) 
423,106 

---------
307,732 

21,764 
(9,551) 
53,363 

51,496 
(7,773) 

(349) 
---------

108,950 

(586,601) 
---------

(169,919) 

0 
0 
0 

---------
0 

(169,919) 
---------

290,487 

$120,568 

----------



The computer Museum Inc 
FY92 Revenue Tracking sheet 
Updated 5/7192 

Kits project 

Tools & Toys 

Networked society 

Loebner Prize 

capital Development 

General Development 

Annual Fund 

computer Bowl 

corporate Memberships 

Individual Memberships 

Admissions 

store/catalog 

Functions 

Misc. 

Totals 

July 
Act 

o 

o 

o 

50 

2 

o 

5 

o 

6 

3 

68 

34 

3 

1 

172 

Aug 
Act 

14 

250 

o 

30 

4 

3 

1 

9 

22 

4 

74 

37 

9 

o 

457 

sept 
Act 

o 

o 

o 

3 

2 

5 

o 

90 

6 

3 

27 

17 

5 

1 

159 

Oct 
Act 

o 

120 

25 

o 

5 

55 

4 

32 

10 

6 

31 

20 

20 

23 

351 

Nov 
Act 

5 

o 

o 

o 

79 

5 

9 

25 

6 

2 

32 

67 

19 

1 

250 

Dec 
Act 

o 

o 

o 

2 

96 

35 

31 

33 

25 

7 

22 

49 

13 

3 

316 

Jan 
Act 

o 

o 

o 

o 

16 

o 

10 

11 

22 

5 

19 

15 

7 

5 

110 

Feb 
Act 

March April 
Act Act 

9 3 

o 0 

o 0 

3 0 

7 38 

21 0 

1 8 

20 23 

27' 15 

2 7 

30 28 

16 16 

6 5 

4 2 

11 

70 

o 

o 

88 

o 

16 

51 

22 

5 

47 

25 

15 

5 

146 145 355 

May 
Proj 

4 

o 

o 

o 

5 

o 

13 

18 

21 

7 

30 

32 

11 

5 

146 

June Totals 
proj proj 

o 

o 

o 

o 

358 

8 

11 

2 

31 

7 

38 

29 

10 

6 

500 

46 

440 

25 

88 

700 

132 

109 

314 

213 

58 

446 

357 

123 

56 

3107 

FY92 Proj 
Budget Variance 

30 

770 

o 

50 

1000 

215 

125 

305 

231 

69 

510 

522 

150 

36 

4013 

16 

-330 

25 

38 

-300 

-83 

-16 

9 

-18 

-11 

-64 

-165 

-27 

20 

-906 



The COlnputer Museum 
Cash Flow Projection 5/8/92 

$400 .-----------------------------------------------~ 

,; Restricted & unrestricted 
. . $350 -I~,,----~--~----~..,..,.~n:T1_'~ m Unrestricted 

$150 -4- - -f, 

$100 

$50 

$0 

, $-50 -+----------

$-150+---~--~--~--~--~~~~--~--~--~--~--~---4 
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End of May: early payments; $10,000 of unrestricted. 
Year end : $30,000 - AAAI; 

$20,000 exhibit saving; 
$15,000 (AMD, Intel, or Logitech); 
$10,000 additional capital; 
$39,000 delayed payments of bills. 
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The Capital Campaign for The Computer Museum 

Report to Executive Committee 
May 11, 1992 
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FY93 Operating Budget 

Objectives 

1. Achieve break even or better . 

. • ~i 2. Elim.inate;!'general devel"opmene' fund-raising approach. Apply fund-
~' . . '''., raising effort towards specific education and exhib~t projects. 

3. Initiate new educational program, liThe Computer Clubh~uSe." ~ar~t . 
education-oriented corporate 'and foundation 'proposals towards this.·· ' 
project. 

. -.. ~ 

, 4. Develop The, Networked Society exhibit to open in. FY94. No major 
.~permanent exhibit opening in FY93. 

" " ' ' ... 5. ,: Maintain visibility through special.events and exhibits: proposed . 
, schedule attached. . 

Revenue Assumptions 

1. Admissions .' .. . 
':" <\,: Atteridance'will be level with FY92 actuals. Exposure' and.'draw from new 

, " exhibit and publicised activities during the year will be offset by traffic. 
and parking disruption caused by Third Harbor Tunnel and' Central 
Artery construction. ' ., 

2. Retail 
Planning not completed yet. 

, No catalog unless projected to be profitable . 

. 3. Functions 
'" 10% 'revenue increase owing, in. part, to new functions marketing 

brochure 
No DECWorld in FY93. 

4. Corporate Support 
Decrease from FY92 projected $255K to $227K. Breakout as follows: 

($K) 
Corp Membership 
DEC 
IBM 
TOTAL 

FY92 
190 
50 
15 

255 

FY93 
202 

o 
25 

227 

1 

, 



Corporate membership increase -is from planned active solicitation of 
former exhibit sponsors for annual support. Corporate membership 
committee will be expanded. 

5. Restricted Contributions 
" Assume $50Kwill be raised for a special exhibit op.ening June 1993; 

""~, . :'''"''' ,:·.f ;;, .. ,$26KJrom Mass. Cultural Council reduced~dmissions grant 

" :6. Computer_Bowl ._ .,_ .... _ 

., ... 7. 

,:Assume level with FY92 actual or $313K; a new underwxiter (@$25K)will -....... ' ':, 
need to be signed up in order.to reach the goal. . , .... 

Individual ·Membership & Annual Fund . '. ' 
Combine these two lines into one and streamline contact with members' 

. & donors & reduce expenses. 
TQtal revenues. budgetted to increase slightly owing to: 
-expanded membership committee 

~ ..;membership sales desk in lobby at busy times' 
<.':·marketing. brochure for .membership 

...{ ... " '~ . 
...... . 

8 .. ---Computer Clubhouse . 
Major new education initiative·- $312K fY93 revenue 
All foundatioJl, .aI),d .educationally-oriented cOFPorate. foundations will be 

.. approached for this project. 

9. Exhibit Kits - ~o ..... W\Q,V\ ~ ~ ~ . 

. Assumes 10 kit sales based on cur:rent marketing;efforts .. ; -- ., 

2 



· .... " . 
Expense Assumptions 

Staffing levels held constant except for Computer Clubhouse. 
Wage freeze lifted January 1 1993, and 3% salary increase awarded on staff 
hire aniversary dates theafter . 

. 1. Exhibit ·Development 
.. No exhibit gets developed unless funded. 

Includes: 
.. -$50K for a temporary exhibit to open June 93· 

. ' -$10K forAAAI/SIGGRAPH Art show 

2; Education 

, . 

Note: ·$50K of expense for the front desk and cash room operation : . 
·:~:·-transferred,from .. "marketing & memberships" ..line to "education.u ,.~. 

: :;::;, Assumes :m.i:li.imum summer visitor assistant staffing levels. 

3. Clubhouse 

..... " 

'; .:.. 

Project Will be ·conducted as for exhibits: no· incremental expenditw'e .. . 
made until project funds have been raised. $286K expense budget 

---includes $55K in allocated time of permanent staff. . 

as 
5/8/92 

... .~ 

3 
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Proposed Programs and Events for FY93 

July LegolLogo workshop 

July-Aug Special exhibit: Silicon Sailing 
" featuring computers and the design, of the America's Cup yacht 

.. - to coincide With Tall Ships event . 

September Specialexhibit~ The Computer .Connection 
featuring the first. Connection Machine 

October Fair: Educational Software 
Demonstrations of selected ep,ucational software: Computer . 
Learning Month . ,. '. ...,. 

Event: Hi-Tech Halloween and the Robot Parade 

November Eveilt:.The Loebner Prize 
Round two of the restricted Turing Test 

December School vacation program: Adventures in ComputerLand 
. 

. January Overnight: Silicon Slumber Party 

Opening.: .. The Computer Oubhouse 

February School vacation program: Computers & Candy, 

Opening: Smart Machines renovation 

Special .exhibit: Smart Art 
_ i'~. Joint~bitiQn of MAl and SIGGRAPH Art shows 

March Event: Robot Weekend 

April :School vacation program/Science and Technology,Week: 
Where in the World are Computers? . 
Computer learning around the globe. 

The Computer Bowl 

June Special exhibit opening: to be determined 

5/8/92 



THE COMPUTER BOWL 

EAST COAST PAST TEAM MEMBERS 
.. AT&T: James Clark 

Author: Pamela McCorduck 
Ii : . .Bachrnan Information Systems: Charles Bachman 

. ~ ." '.' ,:.>.' Capitol Technologies; .Ed Fredkin 
· DEC: Sam Fuller 
Fluent Machines: David Nelson 
Edventures: Esther Dyson 
IBM: John Armstrong 
IDG: Pat McGovern 
Lotus Development: Bob Frankston (at the. time) . 

~ New York Times: John Markoff 
.. ON.Technologies;;.Mitch Kapor 

~ .. :i. . Prime Computer:: .Russell. Planitzer 
Stellar Computer: Bill Poduska. 
Venrock: David Hathaway 
Stratus: Bill Foster 
Technologic: Dick Shaffer 
Technology Research: Andy Rappoport 
Wellfleet Communication: Paul Severino 
Ziff~Davis, .Bip Machrone 

WEST COAST PAST MEMBERS 
Adobe: John Warnock 
Alex Brown: Ruthann Quindlen 
Apple Computer: Larry Tesler 
Ardent Computer: Allen Michels (at the time) 
Asset Management: John Shoch 
Borland: Phillippe Kahn 

.. Hewlett~Packard:, Chuck House (at the time) 

..Intel:. David House 
:: Kleiner Perkins: JohnDoerr 
Masspar: Jeff Kalb 
Metaphor: David Liddle (at the time) 
Microsoft: Bill Gates 
ParcPlace: Adele Goldberg 
PC Letter: Stewart Alsop 
PC World: David Bunnell (at the time) 

· Sequent: . Casey Powell 
Slate: Vern Raburn 

· SUN Microsystems: Bill Joy 
Tandy: Ed Juge 
T /Maker: Heidi Roizen 

, 

"" .," 

.. w" .... 
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·THE COMPUTER MUSEUM--:-GOVERNANCE 

\ 

OBJECTIVES 

--Expand understanding and support of governance st~ucture' 
--Dit~ect, empclwer arId enet~gize leade't~shipand membet~ship 
--Pt~clvide fClt~ cClrltinuity cI-f leadet~ship arId ir,volvemer,t· 
--Make expl ici t c.vet~si ght I:,f TCM management arId staff 

-:·-,.-~IY'JV_Ctl ve and' direct TCM managemerlt and staff 
y--Make explicitrelatiorlship arid t~esporlsibilities ,:,f 

- Di l~ectclrs' vis a -vis Tt~usii-ees, . "Overseet~s, u Voll"mteet~s, and 
Adviset~s 

--Broaden and sustain development base 
--Facilitate and guide nominating process 

QUESTIONS TO BE ADDRESSED/RESOLVED 

.. ' 

1 .• What. should tl:1.e.·. Gc)Vet~nance structure be .:md why?- Should ~ 

it be tiered? HeM? 

Recommendations for Tiering~~ Four Levels plus EO Members 

Executive Committee of the Board of Directors 
Board of Directors 
Board of Overseers 
.Tt~ustees Emeriti .and Emet~itaea--C-c'mprised of .formet .. members 

..""Ctf either. the BClard .. of Directors ,:,t .. ·· the BClard elf Overseers 

~. Ex Officio Membership~o the Executive Committee: 

--Presider,t/Chait" clf Busirless and Professiorial Leadet~ship 
Associat iorl 
--Chairperson of Friends/Volunteers Advisory Group 

2. What are the responsibilities and rights of each tier 
and associated member? 

3. Should gcrvet"rtors be expected to make monetc:\t~y 

contribution to the museum? Assuming a tiering of the 
governance structure (see above), should minimum and 
explicit contribution levels be established for each tier 
(and likely specified in terms of gift class and total 
give/get objectives per annum)? 

L~" What policy, if any~ should be established r-'egarding 
non-performing governors? 



5. Shell .. \ld the terllll"e and pt"'ogt'ess clf gClvel'~'rlclrs withirl and 
between Governance classes be made explicit? How/content? 

6. What shcluld be. the cClmmittee stt~Llctu ... ~e clf the TCM 
. ".BDvernors? Which should be designated Standing Committees 

(via by-law), and which should be activity review 
committees? How shQuld the cl::.rllrJ,ittee membet~ship be 
composed--whatcombination and number ~f Directors, 
Overseers, Trustees, Volunteers, Advisers, TCM Executive 
Management, and TCM staff? 

' .. ~ 

." ~"." 

Suggested CClmmi ttees: 

Executive CClmmittee Qf Board of Directclrs 
ExecutiveComrnittee of Board '::.f Overset:n~s 
Budget 
Investment and Audit 
tr1at~ket i rJg 
Buildings and Grounds 
Exhibitions and Collections 
Educaticln 
Directors Nominating Committee 
Overseers" NClfJ' i nat i rig C I::' mm itt ee 
Pe1"~sl::.nrlel Relat iClns 
Cultural Diversity 
Government Relations 
Developmerlt 
--Capital Gifts 
--Anrlual FI_mds 
--Busi rless FI_md 
--Busirless and Professional "Leade ... ~shi p--Special Programs" 

.7. _What ".Dfficers·"should be rlamedtocorlstiti..1te the 
. .officers c~f,the"Boat;'d of Directot's? ShOLlldthere be orle CI"'~ 

ml:I)°~e Vice Chail'~Merl clf the Board of Directors? Should the 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees "also be the Chairman of 
the Executive Commitee of the Board of Directors? 

8. Which officers/Committee Chairs/etc. whould be members 
of the Executive Committee of the Board of "Directors 

9. What should be the explicit duties and rights of the 
°Esecutive Committee of the Board of Directors?-.of the Board 
of Directors? What should be the explicit duties of each 
standing and advisory committee? 

10. Should the membership of the Board of Directors 
include, in addition to individuals holding positions in 
their own names, Corporation and/or Institutional and/or 
Association entities who may designate representatives to 
serve at their discretion on approval of (the Executive 
Committee of) the Board of Directors? If so, what should be 
the approximate membership persentage/numer of each type of 
D1. r'eci; or? 



" 

11. Altet'Y"latively, sh.:.uld thet'B be a sepal"'ate "COt'pot'at'e 
Board" or perhaps a Standing Corporate Committee, the Chair 

:{of w..bich is a member (;.f .. the Executive CC'nlrllitteec,f the Boat'd 
--.of. Dil"'ectol'~s? 

to a Y"lew one? 

.. -
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The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 CO:lgress :3::£-.-:: 
B'~s~('::, Mr. ~ ~.2:: 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

March 20, 1991 

The Computer Museum Executive Committee 

Oliver Strimpel oL 
March 26, 1991 Agenda 

The following is the agenda for our March 26th meeting (8:00 a.m., 5th 
floor conference room). 

Agenda: 

1. Operatipns update 
{).J.<GO e... ~~~~ f:...donwl.-e... J' 

~~\:Jvll~ ~~:: ~~~ 

, 1 

1 t I 
~ 
I 
~ T I 
I I 

I I 

2. Chai~~ of'lthe Board 
c:;.,~~:J~~~ A~ • .,~ ~.Aj 

search update 

3. 1991 Board of Directors nominations: report and discussion 

!.~ik~~W\ ~vI~ - LEK - yJ", '7r"'V-OOIM"!e.- d ~ MH~ 
"-. "I~ ~ 
.~elw1I 

I look forward to seeing you next Tuesday. 

Enclosures: Financial Statements for the Eight Months ended 
February 28, 1991 

Audit of Board, Trustee and Corporate support 

Revised draft of Strategic Plan 

P.S. For your interest, I also enclose yesterday's Vall Street Journal 
article on the l .. oebner Prize which we are hosting November 8, 1991. 

, <, 

, 
..0---: 

• .-i 

,; -_ ..... 



REVENUES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Experlses 

HEt REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
StATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

COHBINED OPERATING AND CAPITAL FUNDS 
, 

( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE EIGHT MONTHS ENDED 
2/28/90 ---------2/28/91--------- FY91 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAVWNFAV) BUDGET 

954 1,185 1,261 76 6% 2,019 

909 611 284 (327) (54%) 1,011 
-------

1,863 1,796 1,545 (251) <16%) 3,030 

930 1,305 1,181 124 10% 1,992 

622 580 528 52 9% 1,138 

1,552 1,885 1,709 176 7% 3,130 

$311 ($89) ($164) ($75) (84%) ($100) 
===== ====== .====== ------ ------ ====== 

SUItItARY: 
--------

For the eight months ended February 28, 1991, the Ituseul operated at a 
deficit of (164K) compared to a budgeted deficit of (89K). As ot 
February 28, 1991 total cash and cash equivalents a.ounted to 209K. 

FY91 
FORECAST 

1,967 

900 

2,867 

1,845 

1,275 

3,120 

($253) 
------

OPERATING: Operating revenues were 6% over budget due to strong earned 
revenue streams. Expenses were 10% under budget due to lower personal costs 
(vacant positions). 

CAPItAL: Capital revenues were 54% under budget due to optimistic 
contribution expectations. Expenses were 9% over budget due to unbudgeted 
expense in Exhibits Development (Walk-Through Computer Video funding which 
was received in EY90). 



tHE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
StAtEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

OPERAIING FUND 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR tHE EIGHT MONTHS ENDED 
2/28/90 ---------2/28/91--------- FY91 FY91 
ACTUAL BUDGEr ACTUAL' FAU <UNFAU) BUDGET FORECAST 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 196 $286 334 48 17% 600 594 
Restricted contributions 178 172 41 (131) (76%) 315 82 
Corporate memberships 92 135 114 (2U <16%) 200 200 
Individual lemberships 27 34 35 1 3% ' 52 63 
AdDIi ssiorls 198 232 382 150 65% 370 521 
Store 137 186 232 46 25% 268 315 
Functions 100 113 106 (7) (6%) 153 148 
Interest Incolle 8 2 1 (1) (50%) 4 6 
Other 18 25 16 (9) (36%) 57 38 
Gain/Loss on Securities 0 0 0 0 0% 0 0 

----- -------- -------
total Revenues 954 1,185 1,261 76 6% 2,019 1,967 

,EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 0 122 44 78 64% 204 133 
Exhibits' Collection 69 84 85 (1) <1%) 123 123 
Education 168 173 176 (3) (2%) 261 257 
Marketing & Melberships 165 268 192 76 28% 391 291 
General Management 142 163 162 1 0% 239 235 
Fundraising 42 94 85 9 10% 182 173 
Store 130 159 196 (37) (23X) 232 272 
Functions 42 51 50 1 2% 74 75 
Museum Wharf expenses 172 191 191 0 0% 286 286 

Iota1 Expenses 930 1,305 1,181 124 10% 1,992 1,845 

NET REUENUES(EXPENSES) $24 ($120) $80 $200 266% $27 $122 
======= ======= ===== 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

CAP IIAL FUND 
$ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE EIGHT MONTHS ENDED 
2/28/90 ---------2/28/91--------- FY91 FY91 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV WNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted Contributions $51 $235 $41 ($194) (83%) 250 195 
Restricted Contributions 853 376 235 ($141> (38%) 761 693 
Interest Incolle 8 0 10 $10 100% 0 14 
Gain/Loss on Securities (3) 0 (2) ($2) (100%) 0 (2) 

------- -------
Total Revenues 909 611 284 (327) (54%) 1,011 900 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 349 314 276 38 12% 746 865 
General Management 129 58 42 16 28% 90 74 
Fundraising 41 109 111 (2) (2%) 155 189 
Wharf mortgage 103 99 99 0 0% 147 147 

--------
Total Expenses 622 580 528 52 9% 1,138 1,275 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) $287 $31 ($244) ($275) (987%) ($127) ($375) 
------ ------ ====== ------ ------ ------ ------



THE COMPUtER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEEt 

2128/91 

OPERATING CAPnAL PLANT TOTAL 'TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND 2128/91 6/30/90 

ASSETS: 
Current: 

Cash $66,167 $66,167 $8,298 
Cash Equivalents 142,366 142,366 282,190 
Investments $291 291 53,363 
Receivables 30,699 30,699 120,302 
Inventory 64,817 64,817 63,212 
Prepaid expenses 1,544 101 1,645 15,238 
Interfund receivable 368,261 368,261 617,702 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
TOTAL 305,593 368,653 0 674,246 1,160,305 

Property & Equipment (net): 
Equiplent & furniture $45,442 45,442 45,442 
Capital ilprovelents 651,467 651,467 651,467 
Exhibits 1,016,738 1,016,738 1,016,738 
Construction in Process 71,084 71,084 71,084 
Land 24,000 24,000 24,000 

--.------ --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total 0 71,084 1,737,647 1,808,731 1,808,731 

TOTAL ASSETS $305,593 $439,737 $1,737,647 $2,482,977 $2,969,036 
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------------------- ---------- ---------. ---------- ----------

LIAS ILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued expenses $62,912 $32,573 $95,485 $158,341 
[Ieferred income 8,1l8 8,118 16,938 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 0 0 0 
Interfund payable 368,261 368,261 617,702 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total 439,291 32,573 0 471,864 792,981 

Fund Balances: 
Operatin9 <133,698) (133,698) (213,272) 
Capital 407,164 407,164 651,680 
Plant $1,737,647 1,737,647 1,737,647 

--------. --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total (133,698) 407,164 1,737,647 2,011,113 2,176,055 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $305,593 $439,737 $1,737,647 $2,482,977 $2,969,036 

---------. ========== ---------- ---------- -------------------- ---------- ---------- ----------



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENI OF CHANGES IN CASH POSITION 

2128/91 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND 2128/91 6/30/90 

Cash provide by/(used for) 
operations: 
Excesss/(deficiency) of 
support and revenue $79,574 ($244,516) $0 ($164,942) $148,966 

Depreciation 0 0 310,606 
--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

Cash frol operations 79,574 (244,516) 0 <164,942) 1,059,572 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 
Receivables 89,603 89,603 (S3,S75) 
Inventory Cl ,60S) Cl ,605) (19,504) 
Investments 53,072 53,072 (15,863) 
Accounts payable 
& other CIJrrent liabs (3,953) (58,906) (62,S59) Sl,895 

Deferred income (8,820) (8,820) (5,292) 
Prepaid expenses 12,684 909 13,593 (S,011 ) 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Cash from working capital 87,909 (4,925) 0 82,984 (50,650) 

Cash provided by/{used for) 
Fixed assets 0 $0 0 (996,328) 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Net incre.'3se/(decrease) in 
cash before financing 167,483 (249,441> 0 (SI,958) 12,594 

Financing: 
Interfund pay. & rec. (249,441) 249,441 0 0 
Transfer to Plant 0 0 0 0 7,564 
Line of credit/loan Payable 0 0 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Cash frOID financing (249,441) 249,441 0 0 7,564 

Net increase/(decrease) 
in cash & investDlents (81,958) 0 0 (81,958) 20,158 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

Cash, beginning of year 290,487 Q 0 290,487 270,329 

Cash, end of period $208,529 $0 $0 $208,529 $290,487 
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

... 
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Date Prospect Action I Next Step 
~~--~~~~------------~~~ I 

2128/91 'Jean: Sammet requested p6edge of $15Kpa x 3 iletter 
t_.;;:...3;...:.12=-.c'-=9=-1,--+-,-V..:;:afl_' a:.;.n-!.--'-R...::..O..:....De-=-rt_'--F_U_I_JO_fd ___ t

l inv Ite to B'fastll u nell I corp me mbersh ip 
3/6f91 Xerox Norm &lyer solicited 1 

3f7/91 pg 1 

Result 

$10K corp renewal 
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SENT BY : THE CO\" lPUTERf'1USEUr'1 ; 3 - 13-91 4 : 00PM ; 6174262800-1 

............. 

TH£ CO~PUT£R MUSEUK R£VENU£ S!REAHS 
3-12-91 

ITEII ACCOUNt rEAR JULY AlIG SEPt ocr NOV DEC JAN m MAl APR HAl JUNE TotAL 

CAPItAl: 

CORP UNREST 610 90A 3 0 0 • 0 0 4 0 1 l~ 0 0 31 

9]S 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

91A 6 1 18 6 0 G 4 0 0 0 0 0 35 

INDV UNREST 610 90A 1 1 0 :z ~ 34 0 0 6 3 0 HJ 190 

91B 0 0 5 10 40 70 70 40 5 5 0 5 250 
qlA 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

tOfAHAPUAl 610 9011 4 1 0 6 0 34 4 0 7 22 0 143 221 
918 0 0 5 10 40 70 '0 40 S 5 0 5 250 

911\ 6 1 lQ 6 0 b 4 0 0 0 0 0 41 

omAIltru: 

CORP HEHB&i 810 90A 6 0 20 5 5 :5 ~~ 22 9 36 19 7 163 
91B 10 10 IS 20 IS 10 30 20 20 20 10 10 190 
91A & 5 5 lS 25 25 I? 16 0 0 0 0 114 

INDV HEKB£R 620 90A 1 S 3 4 4 4 
., 1 ? 6 4 11 5S • 

91B 4 .. • 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 48 
91A 3 2 , 2 10 Q ~ 3 0 0 0 0 35 

AI/NUAL FUND ?:iO 90A 4 0 1 4 11 26 4 1 9 e ., 12 92 • 
m ~ 1 5 4 1~ 38 S ~ 16 10 iO ]0 120 
91A ~ 1 3 2 12 zs 6 ? 0 0 0 0 62 

em UHRiSt no 90A 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
919 0 0 ,," 50 10 0 0 10 0 25 0 0 120 .oJ 

91A 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 so 
Govr UNREST 710 90A 19 0 0 19 0 0 19 0 0 18 0 0 75 

9IB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
91A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

:OUNDATION UNitS 710 ~OA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¢ 0 0 0 0 0 
91B 0 0 ;]0 0 0 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 60 
91f1 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 
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Does That Computer Have Something on Its Mind? 
By DA no STIPP 

Boston 
"Can machines think?" That question 

no longer has the ring of science fiction , as 
computers knock off chess masters, diag
nose illnesses and guide investments. The 
Quest for artificial intelligence (AI ) now 
bas progressed so far that computers are 
being readied for the ultimate test. The 
Turing test. 

Turing refers to Alan Turing, the Brit
ish genius who helped usher in the com
puter age. A legendary polymath, Turing 
laid down theoretical cornerstones of com
puting. cracked German codes in World 
War II and even explained how leopards 
got their spots. He committed suicide in 
1954 after being convicted of the crime of 
homosexuality under British law. Today, 
his infl uence still peT\'ades the AI quest 
because of an ingenious experiment he 
proposed to determine whether a machine 
can think . The experiment is at la~t to be 
conducted this fall in the form of an inter
national sporting el'en: here. pitting hu
mans against computer. If promises to be 
a momentous competition -the thinkir.g 
man 's and woman's land perhaps ma
chine 's I version of John Henry vs. the 
steam hammer. 

The Turing test couldn 't be simpler. Sit 
a human "interrogator" before a Teletype 
that is linked in another room either to a 
person with a Teletype or to a computer. 
Ask the interrogator. via a typed conversa
tion, to tell which of the two is on the other 
end. If he or she wrongly concludes it' s hu
man, then the computer can properly be 
.called a thinking machine. Q.E.D. 

Well, not necessarily. Philosopher John 
searle contends a computer able to pass 
the test would still be just a tarted-up word 
·processor that manipulates symbols with
-out understanding. Others argue that the 
purported thinking machine should be out
fitted in robot garb and put to a harder test 
than Turing·s-say. getting a taxi in rush 
hour on a rainy day in Manhattan. Such 

disputes have long raged between AI skep
tics and the eminent hackers they wryly 
call the artificial Intelligentsia. And no 
wonder-as Turing noted, many intellec
tuals deeply dislike the prospect of think
ing machines, "since they value the power 
of thinking" so highly. 

Perhaps the closest thing to a Turing 
test passer so far is a system called Parry. 
Created in the 1970s by AI researcher Ken
neth Colby, it mimics a paranoid human, 
sidestepping questions it 's too dumb to an
swer with wild-eyed responses, such as, 
'''Maybe you have to watch out for the Ma
fia." Several psychiatrists conversing with 
it by Teletype concluded it really was a 
twisted person-a result thought to say 
more about psychiatrists than computers. 

Anyway. the game Parry plays is more 
parlor trick than cognition. AI stalwarts 
will get their first shot at a bona fide Tur
ing test on Nol'. 8, thanks to a New York 
businessman and computer buff, Hugh 
Loebner. President of restaurant supplier 
Crown Industries Inc., he has offered a 
SIOO,ooo prize for the first machine to pass 
a Turing test. He doesn 't expect a com
puter to fool humans in a 'lo-holds-barred 
Q&A for some time. Until one does, nomi
nal prizes, starting at 51.500, will be 
awarded for the best entry in a series of 
annual contests. 

The first round is scheduled to take 
place at Boston's Computer Museum. Plan
ning is being coordinated by psychologist 
Robert Epstein, founder of the Cambridge 
(Mass. I Center for Beha\;oral Studies and 
a friend of Mr. Loebner·s. The format will 
likely resemble a public chess match, with 
typed interplay between human interroga
tors and about 10 hidden entities- both hu
mans and machines-shown to an audience 
on big screens. An expert commentator 
will analyze the proceedings for the crowd. 
But the interrogators won't be computer 
experts-presumably a person who doesn 't 
know the computer pioneer Charles Bab
bage from cabbage could unmask even a 
slick electronic poseur 'by hitting it with 
enough perplhers from right field . How is 
Elvis Presley like Madonna? What makes 
a good boss? What 's 3,455,698 Urnes 7,899? 
(If it answers instantly, it 's a computer. I 

Meanwhile, the real brains of AI ex
perts are overloading with ideas about how 
the contest should be run, and they're bom
barding Mr. Epstein with suggest1ons. One 
even hurled a version of "kill the umpire" 
at the committee he assembled to serve as 
referees-since you're all Western white 
males, this kibitzer wrote the committee, 
you may uncon
sciously bias the test 
to favor computers 
shov.1ng only those 
mental qualities 
prized by people of 
your ilk. 

The committee 
duly added that one 
to its list of quanda
ries. The issues 
raised by the test 
range from the ad
ministrative, such 
as how to foil Alan Turing 
hackers who use 
clandestine electronic links to pinch-hit for 
their machines on tough questions, to the 
farfetched, such as whether it would be 
ethical to switch off a computer once it 
passes the test and has human-like creden
tials. And, as AI writer Douglas Hofstadter 
has asked, should a winning machine get 
the prize money itself? The committee has 
received more than 100 requests for infor
mation on entering the contest, and one of 
its hardest jobs. may be selecting 10 final
ists for the November joust. Still, if any 
group has the smarts to set up a proper 
test, this one does. 

One member from Harvard, a precise, 
courtly man named W.V. Quine, is com
monly said to hold the world 's true heavy
weight title , "greatest living philosopher." 
Working with him is Joseph Weizenbaum, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
emeritus professor of computer science, 
who is known both for advancing AI re
search and for issuing eloquent jeremiads 
about its tendency toward hubris. The 
committee chalrman Is Daniel Dennett, a 
Tufts University philosopher who has Wlit
ten some of the most pungent pieces on 
what the Al game is really all about. 

This braln trust's maln act of ratiocina
tion so far has been to tilt the playing field 

In favor of computers to ensure that early 
rounds of the test are Interesting. AI sys
tems excel In some specific subjects like 
chess, but their general mental muscle 
barely exceeds that of a moderately gifted 
cockroach. Thus, the plan is to confine the 
Interrogators' questioning to narrow areas 
of knowledge that computer entries have 
been specially programmed to handle. The 
committee recommends that contestants 
submit computer "expert systems" on 
down-to-earth subjects like getting a hair
cut. 

While going along with this tilt, Mr_ 
Dennett, for one, says he fears it will make 
computer systems look smarter than they 
are. Humans tend to get sentimental about 
conversing computers, he notes, and will
Ingly suspend disbelief in the machines' 
ability to understand things even when it's 
plainly absent. 

MIT's Mr. Weizenbaum himself unin
tentionally provoked vivid instances of this 
tendency in the 19605 when he created 
Eliza. It's an AI system that crudely 
mimics a psychologist simply by reformu
lating what a person said to it, as a ques
tion. He was shocked to see how quickly 
people anthropomorphized and got emo
tionally involved with it. Even his secre
tary, who was well aware Eliza was just a 
witless program, fell under its spell. "Al
ter only a few interchanges with it, she 
asked me to leave the room," he recalled 
in a book. 

It 's this tendency to accept computers 
as people that Mr. Dennett thinks might be 
catered to unduly by restricted questioning 
during the test. And that could increase the 
public's already exaggerated respect for 
the authority of computers. Would a doctor 
be w1lling to operate on a patient against 
the advice of a medical-expert system. 
knowing that if things went wrong the com· 
puter might provide damning e\1dence in a 
liability suit? 

For all the significance of such issues. 
the SI00,OOO question about the full Turing 
test remains when, If ever, it will bf 
passed. Turing predicted that by the yeal 
2000, a machine might fool some peoplf 
some of the time. (The batting average . 
computer needs to win Mr. Loebner's priZf 
hasn 't been specified yet. ) To some AI ex 
perts, that seems about right. Others con 
tend that hugely complex "neural net 
work" computers. decades away, will bt 
required to put a truly substantial ghost iT 
the machine. But after the first running 0 

the Loebner classic this fall, the AI gam! 
w1ll never be the same. Think about it. 

Mr. Stipp is a reporter in the Journal' 
Boston bureau. 
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November 30 1 1990 

Mr. John PI Morgridge 
cisco Systems, Inc. 
1360 Willow Road 
Menlo Park j CA 94025 

Dear John: 

BO)!Ort, M:\ 02 10\1 

Tdcphonc 61i 227·0:103 

lclt'pli(lnc 50$ :.l9;l.7:Hll) 

Fax tili ;H\i·O-!ili 

It is an exciting time for the Computer Museum. With the 
opening of the giant Walk-Through Computer in June, attendance 
has increased 64 percent over the previous summer. The Museum 
has become one of the I;hottest" museums in the country! The 
new educational video based on The Walk-Through Computer, the 
Exhibit Kits Program, and u major new history exhibit 
~cheduled to open next year, are some of the many exciting 
national programs and projects. 

The Museum is growing at an impressive rate; however, as the 
fuel th~t keeps the Museum running, it is important that 
Annual Fund support grOW$ along with it. The Museum's 
progra~s and exhibits must continue to meet the educational 
needs of its public. New and old friends showed their support 
by making last years' Annual Fund the largest in the Museum's 
history with B 97 p~rcent increase over the previous year. 

We have set an ambitious geal this year. After reviewing the 
enclosed bl'ochuI'e I I hop~ you ,,·ill cQnsid~r b0coming a 
"Friend" o f the Computer Museum and make a $100 dO!'lation to 
the 1990-91 Annual Fund now. 

Your gift really makes a difference! 

SinCere]lY 
/J 
ls~ ~®'-

Gardner C. Hendrie 
Chairman of the Soard 
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The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

Executive Committee Meeting 
January 9, 1991 

10:00 a.m. 

1. Operations Report 

2. Capital Campaign - status, timing 

3. Board nominations; openings in 1991; nominating policy 

4. Report on Exhibits Committee meeting; strategy for fund
raising for Computer Discovery Center and Reality on 
ll'heels 
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On December 3, 1990, the Exhibit's Committee for the 
Computer Museum met for the first time in two years. 
Present were: Oliver Strimpel, Jim McKenney, Ed Belove, 
Dick Case, Dave Nelson, Gregg Welch, (who is a candidate for 
the position of the Exhibit's Director) and an unidentified 
female from the Computer Museum staff.(I believe it was the 
education coordinator, but I'm not certain.) 

The three items on the agenda were: 

1. a review of the overall space allocation in the master 
plan. 

2. review of the specific exhibit development plan for the 
next couple of years. 

3 •. discussion of the Reality on Wheels project. 

On the first item, after lengthy discussion, it was 
concluded that some provision should be made for showing 
more of the collection in an exhibit primarily aimed at the 
first of our three audiences, computer professionals. The 
argument for doing this was that though they represent a 
small proportion of the total potential audience for the 
museum, they are very important audience because of their 
willingness and ability to contribute money to the museum, 
and work on the various volunteer boards of the museum. The 
space allocation for such an exhibit was suggested at being 
relatively modest like 5 percent or less of the total 
available exhibit. space. A number of ideas were suggested 
for how to do this. 

1. The visual storage concept - where the actual storage 
space is organized where people can walk through on a 
special request basis. 

2. It was suggested that some wall space, which would not 
have to be very deep be lined with historical artifacts and 
exhibits, for instance the walls of the auditorium, and it 
might only require four feet of space out from the walls to 
show a relatively densely compacted exhibit of some of the 
artifacts with only signage and no interaction. Everybody I 
think agreed that no interactive characteristics were 
necessary to appeal to the professional audience who wanted 
to look at old stuff. 

3. Another idea was to take'an area in the back of the 
museu! and have a rotating exhibit, possibly changing every 
year,:some of the artifacts with potentially each display 
having some theme behind it. 



Oliver committed to taking these ideas under advisement and 
to propose a specific way of executing this need. 

The second suggestion, which was made by Ed Belove, was for 
a space devoted to topical or current computing events. 
This would respond to what was actually in the news at a 
specific time, such as computer privacy when that was an 
issue or maybe an exh~bit on viruses, or anything else that 
was currently in the news. This would clearly add a new 
dimension to the Museum experience. 

Oliver responded favorably to this idea, and hopefully he 
will incorporate this into the overall plan. 

Relative to the second item on the agenda, it was agreed 
that the plan for the Discovery Center, with a potential 
opening in February of 1992, followed by the Networked 
Society, approximately a year later was a good plan for the 
next two exhibits and the Museum should continue to pursue 
the objective of opening both of those exhibits when 
planned. 

The discussion then continued around t~e subject of what 
other exhibits might potentially be aJJ~J 
jh 1 to the calendar and also what sort of refurbishment of 
current exhibits might be appropriate. 

The third item on the agenda Virtual Reality, was not really 
covered to any significant extent. 

For the next meeting, we plan to do the following things: 

1. Present an outline for the Museum's exhibit's plan that 
would form the basis for the exhibit's portion of the 
Museum's overall long-range plan. 
Oliver and I will both take a crack at that independently. 

2. Oliver will present alternatives for adding additional 
exhibits. ~)The first sub category will be adding additional 
floor space to the Museum as a whole, including the problems 
of adding another floor to the building on the roof, the 
issues of moving the collections out of the building or 
moving some of the offices. 

~The second sub category is, if we don't add to the overall 
square footage of the museum's available space, where do we 
put a new exhibit? Possibilities might be to eliminate the 
auditorium, tear down smart machines (or any other move that 
~s exhibit replacement), etc. 

The next meeting will be held January 9, after the Executive 
Committee meeting, from noon to 2 p.m. 
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Oliver committed to taking these ideas under advisement and 
to propose a specific way of executing this need. 

The second suggestion, which was made by Ed Belove, was for 
a space devoted to topical or current computing events. 
This would respond to what was actually in the news at a 
specific time, such as computer privacy when that was an 
issue or maybe an exhibit on viruses, or anything else that 
was currently in the news. This would clearly add a new 
dimension to the Museum experience. 

Oliver responded favorably to this idea, and hopefully he 
will incorporate this into the overall plan. 

Relative to the second item on the agenda, it was agreed 
that the plan for the Discovery Center, with a potential 
opening in February of 1992, followed by the Networked 
Society, approximately a year later was a good plan for the 
next two exhibits and the Museum should continue to pursue 
the objective of opening both of those exhibits when 
planned. 

The discussion then continued around the subject of what 
other exhibits might potentially be a 
dded to the calendar and also what sort of refurbishment of 
current exhibits might be appropriate. 

The third item on the agenda Virtual Reality, was not really 
covered to any significant extent. 

For the next meeting, we plan to do the following things: 

1. Present an outline for the Museum's exhibit's plan that 
would form the basis for the exhibit's portion of the 
Museum's overall long-range plan. 
Oliver and I will both take a crack at that independently. 

2. Oliver will present alternatives for adding additional 
exhibits. The first sub category will be adding additional 
floor space to the Museum as a whole, including the problems 
of adding another floor to the building on the roof, the 
issues of moving the collections out of the building or 
moving some of the offices. 
The second sub category is, if we don't add to the overall 
square footage of the museum's available space, where do we 
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auditorium, tear down smart machines (or any other move that 
is exhibit replacement), etc. 
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The 
Computer 
Museum 
300 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02210 

(617) 426-2800 

DATE: November 27, 1990 

TO: The Computer Museum Exhibits Committee 

FROM: Oliver Strimpel 

RE: December 3, 1990 Meeting 

I have enclosed, at the suggestion of Gardner Hendrie, a copy of 
the Exhibit Development Policy for your information. 

Look forward to seeing you at the meeting next week. 

/sj 

Enclosure 



COMPUTER MUSEUM EXHIBIT DEVELOPMENT POLICY 

The Purpose of the Exhibits 

The Computer Museum's mission is, in part, to educate and inspire all 
ages and levels of the public through dynamic exhibitions and 
programs on the technology, applications and impact of computers. 

Exhibits provide an environment for "landmark learning," the 
grasping of key ideas in a new subject. The aim is to raise curiosity 
and awareness, not to teach a course. Exhibition galleries filled with 
an engaging array of interactive displays, original artifacts, and video 
have a unique power to inspire visitors to make mental leaps into 
new fields. The selection of content and media serve the educational 
goals of the Museum. 

The Museum's Audience 

The audiences served may be divided into three groups. Group 1 
consists of technically literate individuals, the majority of whom are 
professionally involved with computers. Group 2 consists of the 
remainder of the adult visitors, with little or no knowledge of 
computers; this group may have some interest in computing, perhaps 
through a family member, or through the use of personal computers. 
Group 3 are school-age visitors, who come to the Museum in group 
field trips, or with their families during weekends and vacations. 

The degree to which an exhibit appeals to one of the groups depends 
both on the its subject matter as well as on the manner in which it is 
presented. The Museum will try to ensure that at least two of the 
three groups are well served by any individual exhibit. In addition, 
the Museum will produce supporting materials, such as worksheets, 
catalogs, and gallery guides, that will supplement each exhibit's 
educational impact. The overall mix of exhibits at the Museum will 
offer a rewarding experience for members from all audience groups. 

Two exhibit genres offer great potential rewards for all groups. The 
first are 'larger-than-life' displays, epitomized by the walk-through 
human heart in the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry, or the 
"Soup Machine" animated computer of NMST, Ottawa. Such exhibits 
instill a powerful take-home impression which is a salie-nt 

1 



characteristic of many successful museums . The second is the hands
on interactive exhibit where visitors learn through actively doing 
something themselves. This stimulates a depth of understanding not 
attainable by passive watching or listening. Where possible, both of 
these types of exhibits should be a feature of new Museum galleries . 

Allocation of Exhibit Space by Content 

There are four fundamental areas that will be addressed within the 
Museum's exhibits. Taken as a whole, these areas span the content 
areas delineated by the Museum's mission statement. Taken 
separately, they each offer the opportunity of engaging at least two 
of the M useum's audience groups. 

A percentage of Nluseum exhibit space to be devoted to each subject 
area is given . This figure refers to exhibits in which that particular 
subject area is the dominant theme. However, it is highly desirable 
for most exhibits to interweave e lements of all the areas listed 
below. This will add a diversity that will widen the appeal of each 
exhibit. 

% of Exhibit 
Space 

Allocation of Exhibit Space by Topic 
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1. History of Computing (20-30% of space) 
An exhibit on the evolution of computer hardware, software and 
applications is an essential component of a well-rounded museum 
visit; indeed, most people expect to see some history in a Museum, 
but it must be presented in a lively manner to sustain interest and 
reward visitors. The Museum therefore plans to develop two 
historical exhibits. In the first, vignettes from key episodes in the 
history of computing will be presented with emphasis on the social 
context that brought the technology about. A typical vignette will 
include an original artifact in a period recreation, a video program 
presenting its application and impact, and an interactive computer 
offering visitors a means of sampling the type of problem to which 
the computer was applied. Text will fill in background context and 
related events. The second exhibit will consist of a dramatic, walk
through recreation of a large computer installation of the vacuum 
tube era. The sheer size of vacuum tube computers will make a 
lasting impression on visitors. Every effort will be made to target 
these introductory exhibits towards all three audience groups. 

In addition to these two permanent exhibits in which the historical 
theme is uppermost, many other aspects of computer history will be 
covered as introductory or background sections within other 

. thematic exhibits, both permanent and temporary. The history of 
personal computers, for example, may be presented within a 
thematic gallery on personal computing. 

A result of this policy is that only a small percentage of the 
Museum's collection of historical artifacts will be on display in the 
public galleries. Visitors with a desire to see more of the collection 
(anticipated to consist mainly of audience group 1) will be 
accommodated by the Museum's Visible Storage area. This consists of 
a well organized artifact storage area in which most of the significant 
artifacts in the collection are laid out, well lit, and labelled with 
technical descriptions. 

2. How Computers Work ClO% of space) 
To address the mission's requirement for exhibits on computer 
technology, an introduction to the basic principles of computer 
hardware and software will be presented, either as a separate 
exhibit, or as a facet of several thematic exhibits. Fundamental 
aspects to convey include the function of the processor, main 
memory, secondary memory, display and interfaces, and how 
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information flows between them. Other themes include 
miniaturization, the difference between hardware and software, and 
the nature of a program. 

Special devices will be required to ensure that technical ideas are 
effectively communicated to members of audience groups 2 and 3. A 
major exhibit on the personal computer could provide a good 
opportunity for explaining basic elements of computer architecture 
and information flow within the computer. For example, a giant 
computer could be fabricated in the form of a landscape through 
which visitors roam to discover the anatomy of the computer, and 
learn what happens at each part through computer animation and 
hands-on interactive stations. 

3. People in Computing (10% of space) 
The achievements of individual computer engineers and 
entrepreneurs provide a good vehicle for focussing on specific 
technologies and their applications and social impact. Temporary 
exhibits may be mounted to feature specific groups of individuals, 
perhaps on the occasion of important anniversaries. Audiovisual 
programs featuring computer innovators will be used wherever 
appropriate to add a human dimension to the exhibits. 

4. Computer Applications (50-60% of space) 
This topic appeals to the largest proportion of VISItors because people 
want to see what computers can do. In addition, the Museum is a 
natural place in which to demonstrate computer applications; visitors 
can engage directly with the applications, offering an experience that 
cannot be matched by text or audiovisual media alone. 

Two of the existing major galleries in the Museum, constituting 25% 
of the total available exhibit space (37% of exhibit space open in 
1988), have themes that demonstrate computer applications: "Smart 
Machines" shows achievements in artificial intelligence and robotics; 
"The Computer and the Image" shows image processing and 
computer graphic applications. 

The Museum should greatly expand the scope and range of computer 
applications presented. Future exhibits being proposed in this area 
include a major exhibit 011 personal computers, in which the largest 
section will demonstrate about six generic application areas for 
personal computers, each with half a dozen computers for visitors to 
use. 
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"The Networked Society" is a proposed exhibit that will feature large
scale computer applications that control information essential to the 
running of modern society. Examples will include airline 
reservations, telephone networks, on-line banking, international 
financial transactions, and supermarket systems. 

In another proposed exhibit, "The Ubiquitous Computer," computer 
applications would be approached from a different perspective. This 
exhibit would reveal and explain the use of computers inside 
machines we use every day. Examples include the car, telephone, 
microwave oven, camera, and many other devices drawn from all 
walks of life. 

Some other application-oriented themes for future exhibits include 
the use of computers in medicine, helping the disabled, defence, 
space, and publishing. 

Layout of Exhibit Space 

The excitement of a Museum visit should start as soon as the 
building is approached. Displays outside the building and in the 
lobby should serve to arouse interest and provide a taste of the 
Museum galleries. Kinetic or interactive sculptures and large-screen 
video might be appropriate here. 

It is especially important that the first gallery seen by vIsitors place 
all audience groups in a good frame of mind. Visitors who desire to 
see computer history exhibits should have this opportunity early on 
in the visit. 

Exportin2 Exhibits 

Although the first priority is to develop The Computer Museum's 
galleries, the Museum should also clone or travel exhibits for 
audiences across the world. This can help the Museum reach 
audiences well beyond its reach in Boston. Increasing the Museum's 
visibility outside Boston can play a very beneficial role in the 
development of Museum support from new geographical regions. 
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One approach is to build exhibits that tour science and technology 
centers under the auspices of organizations such as the Smithsonian 
Institution Travelling Exhibition Service (SITES) or the Association of 
Science and Technology Centers. "Computers in Your Pocket" is the 
first such Computer Museum exhibit, currently being toured by 
SITES. Special funding is usually required to rebuild exhibits in a 
form suitable for touring. 

Another approach is to build exhibit kits based on Computer Museum 
exhibits. These would include software, hardware specifications, 
installation and maintenance instructions, and explanations of the 
subject matter. Once developed, such kits could be sold at reasonable 
prices to science and technology centers that lack their own exhibit 
development teams. Unsolicited requests for exhibits from about 10 
institutions, and the absence of other providers of such items glVe 
preliminary indication that a market for exhibit kits exists. 

Schedule of Exhibit Deyelopment 

It is the Museum's objective to open one major new exhibit and a 
pair of temporary exhibits each year. This rate is required in order to 
keep the Museum exhibits current and relevant, as well as to 
maintain high visibility for the Museum. The opening of new exhibits 
has a significant impact on visitor attendance levels. 

Exhibit quality rather than quantity is usually the deciding factor in 
determining repeat visits. The Museum is already large enough to 
occupy most visitors for the typical two hour visit. Priority should 
therefore be given to the replacement of the least successful exhibits 
with new ones rather than expansion into unused space. An increase 
in the overall gallery square footage should be tied to visitor 
attendance levels. 

If possible, galleries near the entrance should be improved first. 

Exhibit Fundin2 Strate2Y 

The Museum exhibits will be self funding. In other words, all 
development costs will be met with funds raised specifically for the 
development of exhibits. Funds can be tied to specific exhibits, or, 
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more desirably for the Museum, applied to an exhibit development 
phase considered as a whole. 

The main sources of funding are the computer and computer-user 
industries. These include both the corporations and the founders and 
other individuals within the corporations. Secondary sources of 
funding include state and federal government grants and 
independent foundations. 

Funders will be acknowledged within the exhibits. The Museum will 
be sensitive to the promotional interests of the funder, but will be 
the final authority on the content of the exhibit and the use of the 
company name, logo and products. 

END 

October 28, 1988 
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* TO: O. Strimpel, Executive Director DATE I January 7, 19~ 
* J. McKenney, Chairman Finance FROM: Nick Pettinell 
* Committee REF: 91-2 
'* • 
* cc: E. schwartz '* • Chairman Executive committee * it I. MCLaughlin, Business Manager * 
* * 
* SUBJECT: THE COMPUTER MUSEUM CASH POSITION * 
'It * 

I will be on travel the week of January 7th. AS a result, I 
will be unable to attend the Executive Committee meeting on 
Wednesday, January 9, 1990. Because of the importance of the 
cash discussion we had at the Finance Committee meeting on 
January 3, I thought it would be appropriate to communicate my 
considerations on this issue as well as communicate the 
consensus of the Finance Committee. 

After review of the current and prOjected cash flow for the 
Museum, it appears the Museum is entering another period of lower 
cash balances. Based on the cash flow projections pres.nted, it 
was the consensus of the Finance Committee that the Museum is 
entering a period of concern about its cash, especially the next 
2-3 months (January - March 1991) and that the Museum should 
accelerate its efforts to increase ita inflow of caah. 

The Museum staff presented two Cash Flow projection, which I 
have marked as A and B and attached to this memo." Chart A 
reflects the "expected" cash b~lances based on actual results to
date together with a re-forecast of the original budget. Chart a 
reflects the same information as Chart A but assumes the 
remaining $2l4K of budgeted Unrestricted Contributions under the 
Capital Fund will not be received. 

The Finance Committee members at the meeting agreed that the 
solution to the cash situation probably requires several 
Simultaneous efforts which address both the short-term and 10ng
term cash needs ot the Museum. A major fundraising effort, 
proposed by the consultants, is desiqned primarily to address the 
longer-term cash needs of the Museum. However, the Museum 
budgeted and the Board approved $2S0K of Unrestricted 
Contributions for rY91 as part of the Capital rundraising 
activities. To-date, only $36K of this $250K has been received. 
The- short-term cash needs of the Museum are dependent on 
receiving this entire amount. Increased effort should be placed 
on attempting to raise this cash. 
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In the short-term, it was suggested the Mus.um staff focus 
additional effort on attempting to get more out of existing and 
reasonably successful activi ties such as Admissions, Corporate 
Memberships, Grants, store and Functions. lor example, the 
performance of the Store has improved significantly over the past 
year. However, perhaps the Store can do better. Admission 
revenues for: the first five months of FY91 were up over 100' 
while Store revenues were up 67%. The margin earned by the store 
was approximately $26K or 16% on total Store revenues ot $180K. 
However, on revenues of $80K received for "Functions", this 
activity earned $45K or a margin of 56% on revenues. This 
analysis sugqests that these two activities are successful and 
the Museum should try to leverage them even more. A concerted 
effort should be made to raise the margin on store activity. 
Add! tionally, it is sU9gested that more effort be focused on 
Functions, ostensibility one of the highest margin producing 
activities at the Museum. The Function activities seems to be 
under reco9nized and have demonstrated excellent potential. 

Given tha growing concern about the Museum's cash position, 
I suggest the Finance commi ttee meet again in early February, 
rather than waiting until the next quarterly meeting. 

Attachments: 

• Cash Flow Projections - A 
• Cash Flow projections - B 
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C.3pi tal Fund 

Total RevenlJes 

EXPENSES: 

Iotal Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

COMBINED OPERATING AND CAPITAL FUNDS 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE FIVE MONTHS ENDED 
11/30/89 --------11/30/90-------- FY91 FY91 

ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV (UtifAV) BUrlGEl FORECAST 

595 715 811 96 13% 2,019 2,183 

761 198 176 (22) ( 11%) 1,011 987 

1,356 913 987 74 8% 3,030 3,170 

5[;:) ~.~~ ~. t. ':J 6~ i,~:J~ . or =-
oJ .. ,. 1, J"oJ..J 

317 293 340 (47) \16Z) 1,138 1,301 

900 1,114 1,109 5 1% 3,130 3,256 

$456 ($201) ($122) $79 39% ($100) (fS6) 
----- ------ .------ ------ ------ ------ ------

SUHIfARY: 
--------

For the five months ended November 30, 1990, The Ifuseum operated at a deficit 
of (122K) compared to a budgeted deficit of (201K). As of Nove~b~r 30. 1990 
total cash and cdsh equlvalents amounted to 264K. 

OPERATING: Operating revenues were 13% over budget due to strong earned 
revenue streams. Expenses were 6% under budget due to lower personal costs 
(vacant positions). 

CAPIIAL: Capital revenues were 11% under budget due to timing of Unrestricted 
contributions. Capital expenses were 16% over budget due to unbudgeted 
expense in Exhibits Development (Walk-Throu9h Computer Video funding which 
was received in EY90). 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

OPERATING FUND 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE FIVE MONTHS ENDED 
11/30/89 --------11/30/90-------- FY91 FY91 

ACTUAL BUDGEt ACTUAL FAV (uNFAV) BUDGEl FORECAST 
REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 142 $144 134 (10) (7%) 600 585 
Restricted contriblJtions 58 S8 31 (57) (65%) 315 311 
Corporate memberships 36 70 57 (13) (19%) 200 200 
Individual melllbe~h:r ~ 19 'l'l 24 2 9% .. ") 72 
Adr,iissi:rl: ~ ~ e ~\5'"Z b. 

"'''' ,J", 

~ C",.., 171 ~ 4~\ -,-'-1 ,,~~ . 51( . -'':'' ·,.J..,I • .J/1J 

Store .~,... '.-'.-, 31 -'j'/ 20:: - . 
• J.J ... vl • j:.: • 

tlJnctlO;-IS /'4 ,,-. 
II j 4~ 15J 158 

Ir,teres t ~rl.~or"e C' 3 ;1) 0- 4 ,J 'i. 0 

Other 12 7 1 01. 57 38 
Gain/Loss on Securities 0 0 0 0% 0 0 

------ -..!------ --------
Total Revenues 595 715 811 96 13% 2,019 2,183 

EXPENSES: 'J.G 

Exhibits Development 0 67 22 45 67% 204 159 
Exhibits & Collection 48 55 54 1 2% 123 119 
Education 85 103 115 (12) (12%) 261 . 272 
Harketin9 & Memberships 101 176 48 27% 391 353 
Gener.31 M.3nagement 103 100 (3) (5%) ""Cl u,), :!39 
flJlJdnisin',3 31 ~3 (2) i4%) 182 187 
store 81 113 (2~) (22%) 232 264 
Functions 27 I 35 0 0% 74 76 
Museum Wharf expenses 107 119 0 0% 286 286 

Total Expenses 583 821 769 52 6% 1,992 1,955 

NET REVENUES(£XP~NSES) $12' ($106) $42 $148 140% $27 $228 
------- ------- ------- -------------- ------- ------- -------
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 
CAPITAL FUND 

( $ - ThouS.3nds ) 

FOR THE FIVE MONTHS ENDED 
11/30/89 --------11/30/90------- FY91 FY91 

ACTUAL BUDGE! ACTUAL FAV <UNFAV) BUDGET FORECAST 
REVENUES: 

Unrestricted Contributions $11 $55 $31 ($24) (43%) 2~0 250 
Restricted Contributions 750 143 139 ($4) (2%) 761 727 
Interest Income 0 0 8 $8 100i. 0 12 
G .• in/Loss on Securities 0 0 (2) ($2) (lOO!) 0 (2) 

~c.". =:: jo.~';er..;:: -'(il I'),:, 
.. ., 

.... ij .1.,'4": .. 

Z;:Pl::NSE: 

Exhlblts Development 123 120 18a (68) (574) 746 876 
General Hanageleot 102 34 27 7 21% 90 83 
Fundraisin9 27 77 63 14 18i. ISS 195 
Wharf lort9age 65 62 62 0 0% 147 147 

--------
Tohl Expenses 317 293 340 (47) <16Z) 1,138 1,301 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) $444 ($9S) ($164) ($69) (73i.) ($127) ($314) 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEEr 
11/30/90 

Ol'ERAIING CAPIIAL PLANT TOtAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND 11/30/90 6/30/90 

ASSETS: 
Current: 

Cash $58,161 $58,161 $8,298 
Cash Equivalents 205,449 205,449 282,190 
Investments $0 0 53,363 
Receivables 29,338 29,338 120,302 
Inventory 65,507 65,507 63,212 
Prepaid expenses 7,644 745 8,389 15,238 
InterflJnd receivable 447,312 447,312 617,702 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
~,=j AL 366,099 44E,0:::~ :J 814,156 1,160,30:, 

Property & Equipment (net): 
Equipment & furnlture $45,442 45,442 45,442 
Capital lmprovements 651,467 651,467 651,467 
Exhibits 1,016,738 1,016,738 1,016,738 
Construction in Process 71 ,084 71 ,084 71 ,084 
Land 24,000 24,000 24,000 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total ° 71 ,084 1,737,647 1,808,731 1,808,731 

TOTAL ASSETS $366,099 $519,141 $1,737,647 $2,622,887 $2,969,036 
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALAhCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued expenses $80,20B $30,860 $Ill ,068 $158,341 
Deferred incole 9,591 9,591 16,938 
Line of credit/Loan Payable ° ° 0 
Interfund payable 447,312 447,312 617,702 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total 537,111 30,860 0 567,971 792,981 

Fund Balances: 
Operating (171,012) (17l ,012) (213,272) 
C,3pi t.31 488,281 488,281 651,680 
f'l,3nt $I, 737 ,647 1,737,647 1,737,647 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total <171,012) 488,281 1,737,647 2,054,916 2,176,055 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $366,099 $519,141 $I, 737 ,647 $2,622,887 $2,969,036 

========== ========== ========== =:===::==::= ========== 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN CASH POSITION 

11/30/90 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLAN! TOTAL T01AL 
FUND fUND FUND 11/30/90 6/30/90 

Cash provide by/(used tor) 
operations: 
E>:cesss/(deficiency) of 
5upport and revenue H2.:60 (H63,399) $0 ( $121.13CJ) P4~. ~'o6 

lIEfirecl.~t;orl 0 (1 310.;./iG 
--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

Cash fro~ operatIons 42,260 (163,399 ) (; <121,139) 1,059,572 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 
Receivables 90,964 90,964 (83,8~5) 

Inventory (2,295) (2,295) 09,504) 
Invesbents 53,363 53,363 <15,863) 
Accounts payable 
, other current liabs 13,343 (60,616) (47,273) 81,895 

Deferred incole (1,341) (7,347) (5,292) 
Prepaid expenses 6,588 262 6,850 (8,011) 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Cash fro~ working capital 10I.~53 (6,9911 0 94,262 (SO,GSO) 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
Fixed assets 0 $0 0 (996,328) 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Net increase/(decrease) in 
cash before financing 143,513 (110,390) 0 (26,877) 12,594 

Financing: 
Interfund pay. , rec. (170,390) 170,390 0 0 
Transfer to Plant 0 0 0 0 1,564 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 0 0 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Cash from financin9 <I70,390) 170,390 0 0 7,564 

Net increase/(decrease) 
in cash & investments (26,877) 0 0 (26,877) 20,158 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

C.3sh, beginning of year 290,487 0 0 290,4ii7 270,329 

Cash, end of period $263,610 $0 $0 $263,610 $290,487 
---------- ---------- ========== ---------- -------------------- ---------- ---------- ----------



"The 
Computer 
Museum 
,=:Cll (~O ( i\:~n~Ss ~ t re~ ! 
RI) f: 'JI!, MA C;',;l'j Dinner Party at Chuck and Jenny House residence 

1140 Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto, California 
January 29, 6!30 p.m. 

ACCEPTANCES 
G~en and Gordon Be l l (2) 
Owen Brown 
Ed Feigenbaum and Penny Nii (2) 
Gardner Hendrie and Karen Johansen (2) 
Peter Hirshberg 
Ted Johnson 
Bob and Robyn Metcalfe (2) 
Suhas Pa t i1 
Dave Pattetson 

~ 

reI{ 
· ~'J8 ?t13- 17D7 

TOTAL 13 + Houses 15 

PENDING 
Pat and Nancy Forster 
Hal Shear 

REGRETS/NO RESPONSES 
Ed Belove -
Joel Birnbaum 
Lynda Bodman 
Larry Bre .... ster 
Dick Case 
Jim Clark 
Howard Cox 
John and Ann Doe r r 
Dave Donaldson 
Andy Grove 
Max Hoppe r 
Bill Joy 
Mitch Kapor 
Pat McGovern 
Jim M~Kenney 
Carver Mead 
S teve Mert'ill 
Andy Miller 
DRVid Nagel 
Tony Pell 
Nick Pettinella 
Dave Rodgers 
Heidi Roizen 
Dick Ruopp 
Grant Saviers 
Ed Schwartz 
Oliver S t dmpel 
Larry Tesle r and Colleen Barton 
John Vhite 

rn=H3/91 
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B ENT BY': THECm1PUTERMU5EU~'1 1-25-91 2 : 33PM 6174262 ,30CH 

DATE: January 25, 1991 

TO~ Karen Johansen 

FROM: Sue Johnson 

Karen, the directions for the dinner pa~ty on Tuesday, January 
29th, are a~ follOW5! 

Chuck ruld Jenny Bousa 
1140 Builton Avenue 
Palo Alto, CA 
(415)~; 062& ~:.1 ~.- 05:l 0 

From San Jose~ take Route 101 north to the University 
exit. Cross back over Route 101 heading south. Take a 
left on Lincoln. The first street on the right is 
Hamilton. Their home is on the left hand side of the 
street. 

Everyone attending VQS sent a copy of the attached Mission 
Statement and Questions for Discussion. In addition r Gwen is 
planning on reviewing draft goals numbers 1 ~5, and the objectives 
f or goal~ 2, 3 and 5 (goals 2, 3 and 5 seemed most appropriate 
for th1~ group). I h~v~ included theBe for Gardn~r's 
convenience. 

Gwen has Museum materials on hand to distribute. 

Please let me know if I c~n be of any additional assistance . 

. . . ... _ .. _ .. _--_ .. . .. __ .. .. _- ----

;t=t 2 
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, The 
Computer 
Museum 
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1 - 25-91 2 : 3 3FM 6174262600.., 

The Computer Museum 

MISSION STATEMENT 

* To educate and ins pire all ages and levels of the public through dynamic 
exhibitions and programs on the technology, applications and impact of 
COInput~rs. 

* To preserve and celebrate the history and pr.omote the understanding of 
computerR worldwide. 

* To he an inter national resource for research into the history of 
computing. 

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 

1. Does t he Museum's mission statemen t need to be changed at this time? 
Has th~ mission changed or has our way of expressing it become 
obsolf.lte? 

2. What primary messages does the Museum want to project and to what 
audiences? Vhat means are available to achieve this? 

3. How does the issue of site/locale/physical pl ant aff~ct the Museum's 
effectiveness? How can this be addressed? 

4. Are ther~ more opportunities for collaborative or cooperative 
programming? 

5. What are the Museum's means for measuring success? 

6. Vhat opportunities can the Museum pursue for increasing earned 
revenue, while enhancing its mission? 

7. How can the Museum use voluntee r s More ~ffe~tiv~ly7 What local . 
nationa.l, and intel'national rolE's edst ff!L \l Clbn~S'2ts / ddvocC\. tes? 

._--- ---_ ..... -.-- - - .---- - --- _ ....... _----_ . . 

;1=* 3 
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
s.tratcaic Plan 1991·95 

1. To create a broad range of exciting, inspiring, and educational 
exhibits and programs on the subject matter of computing. 

2. To establish the Museum as a leader in the development of 
interactive computer-based exhibits. 

3. To sustain and expand the Museum' s role in preserving the 
history of computing. 

4. To develop research and publication projects that enhance the 
Museum's role as an international resource for the history of 
computing. 

5. To increase the Museum's audiences on local, national, and 
interna.tional levels. 

6. To purchase appropriate space for the Museum. 

7, To increa.se overall financial stability. 

8, To expand and deepen volunteer involvement at all levels . 

9. To enhance the strength of the staff. 

1/1 6/ 91 
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OjE I'IT B V : THECOMFUTE RMU 5EUM 1-25-91 2:35 FM; 

Goal .l. 

To establish the Museum as a leader in the development of 
interactive computer-based educational exhibits 

1. amplify the Exhibit Kit program 

include replicable interactive components in all new exhibits 

upgrade existing exhibitions with new interactive exhibits that 
can be ex ported 

2. create and host international symposia on the principles and 
techniques of interactive exhibit design and development. an.d 
participate in national conferences on this topic 

1/15/91 2 
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Goal 3 

To sustain and expand the I\rluseum's role in preserving the 
history of computing 

1. enhance the collection through proactive collecting, particularly of 
integrated circuits, photographs. film, video, and documentation 

2 . become a resource for corporations setting up their own 
collections and museums by loaning artifacts, and providing 
photographs, video) and advice relating to exhibits and collections. 

3. maintain a high-quality collections storage facility for artifacts 
and paper archiyes 

1/15/91 3 
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Goal S 

61 7 426 2600..., 

To increase the Museum's audiences on local, national~ and 
international levels. 

1. create programming plo.n to in(lreD.ge ov~ro.ll 10co1 tludionco us well 
specific segments including the underserved. people of col Of, 

youth? senior citizens 

2. create amenities and attractions to address negative impact of 
Boston's Central Artery construction 

OITsit~ .. Audie.nc.e 

1. travel one exhibition every other year 

2. market exhibit kits, tatgetting science and technology centers 

3. create and market original educational materials, including videos, 
software, slide sets, books~ teaching aids, and printed materials 

4. participate in nationally-broadcast television or radio programs 

5 . become a. focal !-'vlut fur ufJrnpurcr industry celebrations with at 
least one internationally focussed event each year 

6. continue to televise The Computer :Sowl through 1994, and, if it is 
not continued, replace it with another activity of a national scale. 

7. explore other possibilities for national or international special 
events, such as contests and fairs 

1/15/91 5 
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Experience 

1990 -

1989 

Summer, 1988 

1986-1987 

1984-1986 

1983-1984 

SUSAN L. DAHLING 
820 South Street 

Roslindale, MA 02131 
(617) 325-5313 

Opus Marketing . Roslindale, MA 
Principal and Founder. Manage marketing consulting practice to small and large 
businesses and non-profit organizations. Projects include conference and 
special event planning, marketing plans, and marketing analyses for clients 
including Radcliffe College, Hemenway Design, Henschel, and Work Family 
Directions. 

Eldred Wheeler . Hingham, MA 
Sales and Marketing Manager. Developed and executed sales and marketing 
programs and strategies for $3 million company of high-end antique reproduction 
furniture. Reported directly to Chief Operating Officer. Managed two direct retail 
stores and a distribution network of 40 dealers. Implemented first new product 
program introduction, developed new distribution strategy, and initiated new 
pricing policy. Created first image campaign through advertising and promotional 
programs. 

Apple Computer, Inc. Cupertino, CA 
Intern in Healthcare Marketing. Participated in national new vertical market 
introduction acting as project manager for major industry tradeshow and opening 
of a permanent exhibit. Shared supervisory responsibility for video production 
(Healthcare: Year 2008), special events, and exhibit design. Coordinated with 
field sales force, vendors, third party developers, and corporate headquarters. 

Heller Breene Boston, MA 
Account Supervisor-Weebok by Reebok, Reed & Barton Silversmiths, S.D. 
Warren Paper Company, Cartier Collection. Developed strategies and 
implemented advertising campaigns and design projects for major clients . 
Participated in successful new product introduction of Weebok Infant Shoes and 
the Cartier Collection. Conceived and developed account management training 
program. Assisted in transition of design department at HBM/Creamer Inc. to an 
international subsidiary during billings growth of 350% as company became top 
creative shop in New England. 

HBM/Creamer Inc. Boston, MA 
Account Manager. Promoted from assistant within six months in design 
department. Managed design projects for clients including American Tourister, 
Stanley Tools, Prime Computer, and AcushnetiFootjoy. Responsible for financial 
systems management including hiring, developing systems, and budget 
forecasts. 

USS Constitution Museum Boston, MA 
Director of Community Relations. Planned and implemented complete marketing 
program for most visited single tourist ~ttraction in New England, coordinating 
federal government agencies, City of Boston, and State of Massachusetts. 

OPUS MARKETIN G 
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1980-1983 

Other: 

Education 

1987-1989 

1976-1980 

1978-1979 

Other: 

Personal 

Harvard University , Cambridge. MA ". 
Reunion Coordinator, M~jor Reunions. Planned and executed most extensive 
major reunion program in nation comprised of ongoing special events aJiminating 
in a week-long program each year for over 3,000 people. Supervised student. 
staff of 150. Assisted in administration of $IM budget. . 

Worked for U.S. Customs, Housing arld Urban Development,Admisslons OffICes 
for Mount Holyoke and Williams Colleges, and Mademoiselle Magazine. 

The Amos Tuck School of Dartmouth College 
Business Administration Hanover, NH _ 
Master of Business Administration degree, Jurie 1989. Selected to be one of five 
graduate admissions assistants for Admissions Office, 1988-89. 

Mount Holyoke College South Hadley. MA . . 
Bachelor of Arts degree in American Studies. Class of 1980 Alumnae Scholar. -
State of Connecticut Scholar. Class Officer. Uterary EditC?r of Yearbook. . 

WIlliams College Williamstown, MA 
Junior Year Exchange. Dean's Ust. Selected as first exchange student to serve· 
on Junior Advisor Selection Committee. Big Brother/Big Sister Program 
participant. 

. . . 

Addtional credit work done at Radcliffe Graduate Management Program, 
University of Massachusetts, and Harvard Extension Program 

President of Mount Holyoke Young Alumnae· Club, 1981-1983. Board member, 
Boston Alumni Clubs, 1981-1983. Class Agent, 1986-1990. Cited in Outstanding 
Young Women in America, 1984. Served on City and State Tourism Boards. 
Enjoy travel, writing, squash, and cross country skiing. 

o pus MA R' K. .E TIN G 
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Opus Marketing 

I. Client List-

-Radcliffe College 
-Work/Family Directions 

- '-Henschel Corporation 
- -Hemenway Design 

-Boston Latin School Foundation 

II. Teaching 

-Women -in Development, Marketing Panelist for Annual Meeting 
-Instructor, Management Training 2000 Program, Boston Center 
- for Adult Education, -Print Communications-

III. Other 

-Featured in December Issue of Entrepreneurial Woman 

OPUSMARKETING 
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COMPUTER MllSEl1M. STRAIEIDC PLAN 

LUL_Q[JOpks."w,for ..Jl1'i£"ussinn at ....Mw:h 1 .J1gard . !\uetiug 

1 . Does the revised mission suuement articulate the purpose of the 
Museum? 

2. How important is it to increase visitation to capacity for the site? 

3. How much should the visitation growth goal affect the exhibit 
planning priorities? 

Example: A "block-buster" is needed in FY93. Can 1M .NxtwQrke.d 
~ exhibit achieve 20% growth in visitation? If not, should it 
be postponed? But then computer uses in large.scale business is 
not treated. 

4. What proportion of the Museum's resources should be devoted 
to serving people onsite as opposed to offsite; nationally, and 
in tern ation all y? 

5 . ~Nho is the Museum primarily trying to reach • students, adults, 
wha.t bac.kgrounds'? Is the exhibit plan well· fitted to the current 
and fUlure constituencies of the Museum? 

6. To what use should the Capital Campaign funds be put? Building 
down payment~ endowment (of all, parts of Museum), mortgage 
payment? 

7. Are the timing and goals of the capital campaign, a.s laid out in 
the plan. achievable? 

draft 2/14/91 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Self 

FROM: Ed 

RE: Oliver's review 

DATE: January 9, 1991 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

The following comments were made during the Executive Committee 
meeting's discussion about Oliver's performance during 1990: 

Positive Comments: 

- Seemed to handle his transition from Exhibits Director to present 
position as good or better than expected. 

- Many + 's, no -'so 

- Relatively responsive to requests and suggestions of Executive 
Committee. 

- Controlled costs to a good degree; did fine with regard to the 
numbers. 

- Good representative of the museum. 

- Took the job very seriously. 

- Has been very willing to learn in areas where he needs help. 

- Evidences a high energy level for the position. 

Negative Comments: 

- Needs to be a stronger and more forceful leader; may be too 
deferential to more senior people than is necessary or desirable. 

- Needs to work more on his role as a visionary for the museum. 

- Needs to be sure that the right preparation is in place for meetings 
with Board before the meetings are held. 



- Has not yet demonstrated a clear ability to develop and retain a 
competent staff. 

- Has not yet demonstrated the strong broad-based development ability 
needed for this position. 

Comments Which Need To Be Made: 

- We still believe that his pay is in the upper portion of the salary scale 
for this position. 

- This salary increase of 7% reflects how we judged his performance in 
1990 against expectation. 

- He needs to become a superstar in the years ahead for his salary to 
grow as we think he would desire. 

- If Ian becomes (or stays) a superstar, don't worry about her salary as 
we should be able to afford those costs. 

I :\wp\eas\compmus.jan 

2 
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l'vluseum 

Executive Committee Meeting 
January 9, 1991 

10:00 a.m. 

1. Operations Report 

. 2. Capital Campaign - status, timing 

3. Board nominations; openings in 1991; nominating policy 

I~. Report on Exhibits Committee meeting; stL-ategy for fund
raising for Computer Discovery Center and Reality on 
Wheels 

, ___ --1" 
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~ompUler 

Museum 
3CO Congress Street 
BC's:on. MA 02210 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

JanuaJ;y 3, 1991 

The Computer Museum Executive Committee 

Oli ver Strimpel 

January 9, 1991 Agenda 

The agenda for our January 9th meeting (10:00 a.m., 5th floor conference 
room) is enclosed. 

I look forward to seeing you next Yednesday. 

/sj 

Enclosure 

:=E8:. i .. . ! 
.: i. 
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Museum 
00 Congress Street 

Boston . MA 02210 

(6 : 7) 426-2 00 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

January 2, 1991 

The Computer Museum Board of Directors 

Oli vel' S trimpel 

Director of Exhibits 

I am delighted to be able to announce that, following a national search, I 
have appointed the Museum's own Greg Welch as Director of Exhibits. 

Greg has worked on and off at the Museum since 1983, and was responsible 
for a number of exhibits including the highly successful travelling 
exhibit, "Computers in Your Pocket". FOl- the last two yeal-s Greg has be en 
ex hibi t developer for ollr next major new exhibi t, "Miles ton es o( a 
Hevollltion : Peopl e ilnd Co mp\lt e r s ". li e h ;l S s h Olm g r e ilt t. :ll c llt ill 

l Ollllul a ting ex hibit con ce pt s , ge tting th em lund ed, and follOlJing through 
wit h their development. I am conCident that the Mu s eum's exhibit 
development program will thrive with Greg as Director of Exhibits. 

I am also very excited to be able to tell you that we have raised over 80% 
of the funds needed to develop the "M ilesto nes " ex hibi t. Almost half the 
(unds raised have been awarded by the National Endowment for the 
lIumani ties on the strength of t wo excellen t proposals wri t ten by Greg. We 
have now fixed the opening date for the evening of Thurs day , June 27 , 
199 1, with the summ e r Boa rd mee ting th e fo llow ing morning a t 8:30 a . m. 
Please mark your calendars ! 

As yo u will r eca ll , I had or i gna lly hoped t o hir e a Oil-ec t or of Publi c 
Programs t o oversee bot h t he exhib it s a nd t he ed ucatio n activ i ti es . 
Un fort un ate l y, I fo und that this placed s o llla ny co nst raint s on t he 
ca nd i date s ' backg l'o und t hat t he poo l of po t enti a l ca ndid a t es became sma ll. 
I have therefore decided to re vert to the original structure, with 
separate directors and departments for exhibits and education. We are 
therefore still searching for a Director of Education. As al ways , I '''ould 
be glad to hear of any potential candidat es you migllt suggest. 

In addition, I have enclosed the audited financial stat ement s for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1990. 



Computer ... 
11\/-r, .. r. '~, , .~ .. , 

. J. '-.l~ ::::" _lli i. 

.3~'C CI.~!1~Jre!)s S\rt:~e~ 
BC:;iC';~. Mil. 022:0 

It.1: 7) 426-2800 
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DATE: December 14, 1990 

TO: The Computer Museum Executive Committee 

FROM: Oliver Strimpel 

RE: Minutes of December 3, 1990 Executive Committee Meeting 

Enclosed please find the minutes from our meeting of December 3, 
1990. 

In addition, please note that our next Executive Committee 
Meeting will take place on January 9, 1991 at 10:00 a.m. This 
meeting will be held in the fifth floor conference room here at 
The Computer Museum. Our February meeting is scheduled for 
February 6, 1991 at 7:30 a.m. 

/sj 

Enclosure 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

Minutes of the Executive Committee Meeting 

December 3, 1990 

In attendance were Richard Case, Gardner Hendrie, James McKenney, 

Nicholas Pettinella, Edward Schwartz, and Oliver Strimpel. 

Oliver reported that the financial patterns of earlier months were 

continuing, with strong revenues in attendance, functions and the store. The 

$laOK budgeted for general development, however, may well fall short owing, 

in part, to the delay in hiring a grant writer. A new person has been hired, 

starting December 3rd. The Computer Bowl is performing on target, with $145K 

(of a total $300K) committed to date. Over 120,000 people have visited the 

Museum in the calendar year to date. School groups, though up from last 

year, would be stronger if schools could afford busses. 

Unfortunately, the Museum's Director of Marketing has not performed as 

strongly as hoped for and will be leaving the Museum. A search is underway 

for a new person. The committee felt this was an important position and 

encouraged Oliver to find the best possible candidate. Oliver reported 

interviewing candidates for the Director of Exhibits and Education position, 

and has also been looking at splitting the position again into two jobs owing 

to the difficulty of finding someone with the appropriate background. 

Oliver reported that The Children's Museum is moving forward rapidly 

on the proposed Waterpark Development; the group felt that connections with 

The Children's Museum and The Computer Museum should be made at the Board 

level, and a 3-4 person committee of the Board formed to pursue The Computer 

Museum's role in the development, maintaining the Museum's position as equal 

partners for as long as possible. A staff person at the Museum should be 

-appointed to act as the main liason. 



-2-

Milestones 

Oliver announced a $275,000 grant from the National Endowment for the 

Humanities which brings the total funds committed to $753,295. It was agreed 

that a certain percentage, to be determined, should be set aside to support 

the operation and maintenance of the exhibit after its opening. It was 

decided that sufficient funds are in place to be confident that the exhibit 

development can proceed to completion. June 27, the day before the Annual 

Meeting of the Board and Trustees, was set as the opening date. Fundraising 

for Milestones will continue, while new fundraising efforts will be started 

for the next major exhibit, The Computer Discovery Center. 

Capital Campaign 

The schedule proposed by Charles Yebb & Associates, delayed by 

approximately one month, was adopted. The committee also agreed to the other 

recommendations of the capital working group to retain Charles Yebb as 

consultant at $4K per month during the planning phase, to bring a staff 

person to work exclusively on the Capital Campaign, and to develop a five

year plan based on input from all the Museum's committees of the Board and ad 

hoc long-range planning committee. It was hoped that as much "new blood" as 

possible could be added to enrich the planning process and help draw in 

future supporters. 

The next meetings of the Executive Committee will be January 9, 1991 

at 10:00 a.m., and February 6, 1991 at 7:30 a.m. 
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S~NT 6Y/THECOMFUTERMUSEUM 

6174262eeJeJ~ 

·Novembar , 1990 

Dear 

I am writing to thank you for your participation in the recent 
Capital Campaign Planning Study for The Computer Huseum. The time 
teken and thouahtful responaes ~gtven by ,those interviewed are 
reflected in the tlnUllelIt4 ~c.\os~ JOc.."'E-Wle.>A.j.... 

HI 2 

'/~ 
''::::f 

To summarize the findings, the study concluded that there are very "i 
positive feelings about the Huseum's exhibits. programs, and ~ 
services, its staff, its board, and its current ability to attract s 
public, private, and government support. -Nlny ind1vid~als .ee this ~~ 
calRpaill'l as a pi"otal effort j A tAt M~setiJlll s deH"lepfftent. f 
~ ~ -AHho~;(t there is sOllle confusion about the Museum's identity, 

mission, and plans. the campaign represents an opportunity to take ~ 
a clear story to its constituency, This will baild doncr ~ 

;:::i~::e: !:::!,.,e Aew '/sll:lHtears, a1J~hrieal1Y btlHd s~ijPott ~ r' 
::::~::::&::rrr ~.J~"cc«<6: I ~:~r'~~A< ~~:Il: F" 
-a...~~~~ ~I2GllIIlRehtiat~~ule tly1he Charles~V.bb Company 
whichl\C4Rtpl:eAd the study" "the BOBLd of Directors has voted to 
mount a muli t-year campaign;""-t~t" exict time span and financial 
soal ~ the campaign are still being J4R8iderr,d,h 

~.(' e.v.".I~ ... ~. 

A Steering Committee is being formed to address these issues liS 
w.Il as that of recruiting national leadership for this important 
effort. ('\Ie are d.U,hted that you have expressed interest in 
aSSisting with the eampaign. Within the next few months we'll be 
calling you to discuss to diseuse the organizational structure and 
your possible role in it.) or {Should you find yourself able and 
willing to participate in this important campaign, please call me 
or Dr. Strimpel. the Mustum's executive director. 

Ve appreciate your interest in The Computer Museum and thank you 
again for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Gardner C. Hendrie, Chairman 
Board of Directors 
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Sigma Partners 

FACSIMILE COVER 

Number of pages (including cover sheet): ____________ _ 

Date: ______ ~l-l~jI-l-~~/-q-O~-----------
company ____ ~~~o~~-FJ-4-I~e~~---~_7~--~-~-4--~-------
Attn: ___ ~_J_Qo\_'" (_O_J_S_~_L ____ _ 
FAX #: 4tb - 2.94-~ 

------------~~-------------------

CC: 
------------~_T--~------------------

From: __________ ~~ __ ~~ ______________ __ 

PI 

Sigma uses the NEC Nefax 14. The FAX number is 617-367-0478. 

If you did not receive all your pages, or if your copies are 
not legible, please call Sigma Partners at 617-227-0303. 
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM ~ ~ 
Boston Childrens Museum 

and 

Date: 09-Aug-1990 02:14pm EST v-l \ 
From: Julie Oates ~,.((l\:b 

OATES (.IV \ 
Dept: ~ \ 
Tel No: ~ , 

~ 
The Computer Museum 

Jan DelSesto ( DELSESTO 

Subject: stratus COmputer 

jan --

I spoke with Ellie Harris today from stratus. She is the one who called in late 
July and wanted to know if they could get more passes instead of using 
designees. You and I discussed it and agreed that she could get 50 more passes 
instead of having designees and that if she wanted more tickets, she could move 
to a higher level of membership or she could buy tickets at a reduced price. 
She said that she couldn't do either because she didn't have any budget. 

Today she called to see where the tickets were (they were sent out last Monday). 
I told her that I had sent 50. She became upset that they were only getting 
fifty tickets, and said that they must have never received 300 tickets for 
membership because all of the tickets were gone already. She said that we must 
have only given her 100 tickets. She thinks that we should give her "a couple 
of hundred additional tickets because they have given so much to the Museum (the 
Bowl for two years, membership dues)." I explained that the Bowl was a separate 
issue and that the companies received a great deal of benefits from the Bowl in 
terms of free advertising and exposure. I told her that our records indicated 
that they recieved 300 passes and that I would have to investigate the number of 
tickets that were sent out and get back to her. 

She then said that she would speak to Gardner Hendrie about getting tickets, and 
then hung up! I later called her back and left a message that if she didn't 
receive the additional 50 tickets by tomorrow, she could call me and I'd leave 
tickets at the front desk for employees who wanted to visit this weekend. Let's 
decide how to handle when you recover from vacation! 

-- julie 

liliiftWiIiMBbl&RW\iXWY dClfS&iMti&Jrt£i wm 
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August 14, 1990 

Ms. Ellie Harris 
Stratus Computer 
55 Fairbanks Blvd. 
Marlboro, HA 01752 

Dear Ms. Harris: 

I have discussed your request for additional passes with Jan Del 
Sesto, the Museum's Director of Development. Enclosed please 
find 250 admission passes to The Computer Museum. 

Yhile our records indicate that we did send 300 admission passes 
to Stratus on April 18, 1990, there may have been an error in the 
number of tickets that were actually placed in your package. You 
mentioned that perhaps Stratus received only 100 passes, 
therefore 200 of the enclosed passes should be used to bring the 
number up to the originally intended 300. The additional 50 
passes are in appreciation of Bill Foster's personal support of 
the Museum. He has been, and continues to be, a faithful 
supporter of the Museum. 

As always, we appreciate Stratus' support and we are pleased that 
the passes to the Museum are so popular. 

Regards, 

JULLL Cmel. 
J ie Oates 
M bership Coordinator 

_ .1 
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LIST OF PERSONS WHO INDICATED INTEREST IN WORKING ON THE CAMPAIGN 

Gene Amdahl 
James Baar 
Edward Belove 
Gwen Bell 
!-anY Brewster 
Richard Carpenter 
Richard Case 
David Chapman 
Jon Eklund 
Bob Everettt 
Richard Greene 
Gardner Hendrie 
Peter Hirschberg 
Max Hopper 
Ted Johnson 
David Kaplan 
Mitch Kapor 
Fritz Landrnann 
Andy Miller 
Hu~h Miller 
Chnstopher Morgan 
Laura Morse 
Suhas PatH 
Nicholas Pettinella 
Bill Poduska 
Jonathan Rotenberg 
Grant Saviers 
Paul Severino 
Robert Shafto 
Hal Shear 
Michael Simmons 
Ixwin Sitkin 
Gordon Smith 

- - .. - ._-,._---_ .. --._- -----
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MemQrandum 

to: Lynda Bodman, David Donaldson, ~ardner Hendrie, Ed 
Schwartz 

from: Oliver Strimpel 
re: nomination of chairmen 
date: 11/7/90 

Please find enclosed a summary of the characteristics we would 
ideally seek in our chairmen as discussed in our meeting on October 
31. I have added the role of honorary chairman of the capital 
campaIgn as a possible way of structuring that role that came out of 
discussions on the 31st and 1st. 

This is a very helpful start , and I look forward to a second meeting 
later this month when we might look at specific candidates. Sue 
Johnson will be calling next week to set this meeting up. 

Thank you very much for your input. As you know, these are the 
most important volunteer positions for the Museum! 

OL 



Requirements for Chairmen Roles 

Chairman of the Board 

requires time, perhaps up to one day a week (can't have a fulltime 
demanding job) 
outgoing personality, likes fund raising 
likes the leadership role, involving cultivation 
high level position and reputation 
financial means 
strongly believe in the Museum's mission 
ideally Computer Museum Board member, but not essential 

Chairman of the Executive Committee 

requires time, must be available, sometimes at short notice 
management skills 
trust in and be trusted by the staff 
Computer Museum Board member, preferably Exec. Cttee member 

Working Chairman of Capital Campaign 

organizational and motivation skills 
have a reputation and position 
goal oriented 
staying power (over a 3-year campaign) 
have a strong ego and will to succeed 
strong belief in the Museum's mission 
need not be Computer Museum Board member 

Honorary Chairman of Capital Campaign 

major reputation and status 
large personal means 
small time requirement 
need not be a Computer Museum Board member 
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Memorandum 

to: 
from: 
re: 
date: 

The Computer Museum Executive Committee 
Oliver Strimpel 
Agenda for September 4 meeting 
August 1, 1991 

The agenda for the next meeting will be as follows: 

• Operations update 

• Capital Campaign report 

• Waterfront Project-update and discussion (see enclosures) 

• Museum governance 

I enclose: 

- FY91 year-end financials (prior to audit) 
- financials for July 1991 
- summary of Waterfront Project received from The Children's Museum 
- Waterfront Project desiderata prepared by Computer Museum staff and 

presented to Childrens Museum 

The meeting will take place 8-1 Gam in the fifth floor conference room. I look 
forward to seeing you then. 
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1. Project Concept 

THE CHILDREN'S MUSEUM 

WATERFRONT PROJECT 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

We believe that children have a great need for positive experiences with their cities. The 
goal of the waterfront project is education about the urban environment, through 
enjoyable direct experiences in the built and natural Fort Point Channel neighborhood. 
The Waterfront Project programs and capital improvements will create an accessible 
setting for lively and relevant learning. To accomplish this goal and meet the needs of 
our growing child and adult audience, The Child::en's MusetL."11 will build a new 
waterfront park, a floating exhibition center, and expand the capacity and quality of 
lobby /visitor service spaces. 

Waterfront Park 

Through the construction of an expanded urban waterfront park the Museum will bring 
its diverse exhibitions, programs, and activities outdoors-into the park and out onto the 
water to create Boston's most visible family gathering place. The waterfront park will be 
the only public open space on Fort Port Channel, enhancing downtown pedestrian 
waterfront access and setting the pattern for future land development. The new park will 
provide a setting for public art, water play, outdoor festivals and performances. 

Floating Exhibition Center 

The Children's Museum was founded on the principle that children learn best through 
direct experience with real objects and people. By locating a new exhibition space on the 
Channel which puts kids and adults out on the water, close to bridges and downtown 
buildings, with exp<?sure to wind and weather, we will create a place for interactive 
learning unique in the City. 

The multi-disciplinary programs will focus on science, art and culture and the city 
environment. Du::-ing surmner and vacation weeks when 'lisitaticn is high, the floatL'1g 
exhibition center will delight children and families. We will also be able to offer school 
groups the opportunity for in-depth learning through lab and workshop investigations 
during pur off-peak times. The center will be staffed by young people from local high 
schools, employed and trained by the Museum. 

Lobby and Visitor Services Expansion 

The Children'S Museum planned improvement to its visitor services facilities will make 
visits more comfortable for our 500,000 person audience of families, school groups, senior 
citizens and people with disabilities. The improvements will allow us to grow and to 
comfortably increase our peak capacity. This component will contain better entry for 
families and group visitors, clearly marked elevators, coat storage space, a new admissions 
system and back pack rental. 
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DRAFT BUILDING AND SITE PROGRAM SUMMARY 

A. The "core" building program for the visitor services spaces - including new 
space and existing building renovation includes: 

• Entry, group entry, orientation and eating area, lobby, admissions, 
orientation/ respite spaces, security station, bathrooms, personal belonging 
storage, new vertical and horizontal circulation (if possible visible from 
outside) and physically challenging kid circulation (next generation of 
climbing scu1pture). 

Desirable program elements are: 

- expansion of retail (recycle, shop, kits) and food service spaces, indoor 
public eating area. 

- theatre/performance space (usable for meetings and functions) with 
capacity of 250-300 

- interior loading dock and service entry, secure short term traveling 
exhibition storage 

- indoor trash collection & compaction 
- additional floor (7th) 

B. Basic building program for the floating exhibition space (aka barge) 
includes: 

• Central exhibition space, capacity 400 people +, exhibit maintenance, 
janitor closet, mechanical electrical room, bathrooms, entry space, security 
station. 

• Variety of outdoor decks, balconies and observation spaces. Public 
viewing area and walkway, access to wharf. 

Desirable building program elements are: 

• Workshop for messy activities, classroom/resource area (possibly join 
both rooms for multi-purpose use, collections storage wall, staff support. 

c. The park program is: 

• Lots of landscaping, water features, physically challenging play 
opportunities, contemporary art, seating, information, gathering spaces for 
50--200 people, temporary shelter and other support infrastructure for 
seasonal exhibition, functions and festivals, off hour delivery dropoff and 
emergency vehicle access. 

• Wa ter taxi mooring. 
• Relocate electrical equipment and dumpster. 
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General 

1. View Lines 

2. Expansion 

3. Identity 

Apron 

1. Retail 

2. Functions 

3. Electric 

4. Entrances 

5. Public space 

6. Plants 

Waterfront Proj ect: 
Computer Museum desiderata 

7/18/91 

View lines to the Computer Museum entrance and signs 
at present levels must be maintained, or additional signs 
added. Overall visibility must be maintained or im
proved. 

The Project should preserve opportunities for further 
expansion of the site. 

The building as a whole should become more visible and 
attractive, during daylight and dark hours. 

Museums should have equal access to retail space and 
share revenues and expenses equally. 

Easy-to-use function space needed. (for example, provi
sion for tent-poles) Site should not be so developed as to 
preclude functions. 

Power should be available outside for outside activities 
at the performance spaces. 

There should be no "front" and "back" entrance. Both 
ends of the park should be equally exciting. 

Ample public seating, gathering space should be pro
vided. Space should not all be carved up into program 
areas. 

Living plants, greenery should playa part in the park 
plans. 

1 
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7. Boat dock 

8. Ticketing 

9. Groups 

10. Lobby and 
Program Space 

Site Utilities 

Any boat dock added should be for Museum Wharf as a 
whole. 

An outside kiosk for Museum ticketing is desirable. 

Space for groups of up to 100 people to gather in front of 
the Museum would be desirable. 

Ample space is provided for lobby and program space to 
be expanded. 

1. Trash In 1991 approximately 650,000 people visit the 2 muse
ums each year. Plans call for an increase to 900,000 by 
1996. The handling of the existing trash and additional 
trash needs to be dealt with preferably by an indoor, cov
ered dumpster area. It is unacceptable to The Computer 
Museum to leave the open dumpster where it is now. 

2. Loading Dock Full access by a full-size truck to the large elevator for de
li veries is needed. 

3. Parking A minimum of 6 unallocated parking spaces (i.e 3 for 
each museum) is needed for contractors, VIPs, etc. 

4. Special needs Vehicles carrying wheelchairs must be able to pull up 
near the Museum entrance and ramp access to the lobby 
must be maintained. 

5. School Bus Congress Street drop-off (or better) must be maintained 

6. Electric Existing outdoor transformer should be moved and ca
pacity should be adequate for anticipated loads 

7. HV AC Additional indoor space will need its own additional 
HV AC as existing system is at the limit. 

8. Lighting Good night lighting of the site is needed. 

2 



Major Education Program Initiatives 

I. Innovative Educational Materials 

• Based on Museum exhibits and exhibit themes 

• Video, print materials, software, and computer-related objects in kits 

• For school and home use 

II. Computer Learning Center 

• Innovative classroom space with variety of computers to promote learning 
through inquiry and design 

• Free afterschool programs for underserved youth ages 8-14 

• Site for school group programs, family classes, and teacher education 
workshops 

III. Teacher Education and Internships 

• Internships for pre-service and in-service teachers 

• Hold workshops for teachers and school administrators (starting with 
MITS) 

• Become site in national initiative for teacher education through ASTC 

IV. Mentor/Intemship Program for Students (MIPS) 

• High school students work as computer education interns at Museum 

• Help teach LEGO /Logo workshops for upper elementary school students 

• Learn about careers with computers from role models working in the field 

V. Museum Visit Enhancement 

• Develop hands-on collaborative activities related to each exhibit 

• Activity-based exhibit guides and classroom idea sheets to better prepare and 
involve school, camp, and other visiting groups 

• Museum theater and more technology demonstrations 



Long-Range Goals for Museum Education 

Model On-Site Programs 

• Computer Learning Center and Mentor program as model programs for 
serving underrepresented groups 

• Excellent educational activities and presentations for general public and 
school groups 

• Quality professional development for in-service and pre-service teachers 

National Impact 

• Museum known as key source of innovative educational materials on 
computing (for home, schools, and other informal education centers) 

• Unique high-profile annual education event 

• Museum's strengths and findings communicated to larger museum and 
education communities through presentations and publications 

Broader Audience 

• Close ties with teachers, school districts, other educators 

• Exhibits accessible and inspiring to wide range of people 

• Special events accessible and inspiring to wide range of people 

Educational Mission throughout Museum 

• Exhibits accessible, educational, and engaging to broad audience 

• Educational programs high quality and high visibility 

• All staff familiar with exhibits, educational programs, and basic principles of 
informal education 



RICHARD R. RUOpp 

11 YORK ROAD, BELMONT, MA, 02178 • 617-489-5254, FAX 617-489-5255 

Sunday, June 9, 1991 

Dear Gardner, 

I have given careful thought to what I am about to say. As I lose strength, travel is 
increasingly difficult for me, and early morning meetings impossible. I believe the 
board of the Computer Museum needs, and should expect, every member to participate 
fully and enthusiastically. I can do the latter, but not the former. Therefore, I think it 
best I resign now, so you can use the election coming up to fill my seat. 

Of course, I wish it were otherwise. I have cherished my short, but intense and 
personally meaningful involvement. But circumstances warrant this decision, and 
I know you and our board colleagues will support it. 

As my last contribution as a board member, I would like to nominate Franklin E. 
Smith as a board member. Frank graduated from Harvard in the late 60s and within 
ten years was a senior Vice President at Abt Associates in Cambridge. For the last 
decade he has been an educational software developer. Most notably, he was co
developer of the Bank Street Writer, the single most successful piece of school 
software to date. I think the board could use more members with Frank's kind of 
expertise. He lives in Belmont at 46 Hammond Road (02178),484-7213. 

My best to you and my colleagues on the board. The Computer Museum is an 
important organization and deserves the committed board work it is getting. 

Gardner Hendrie 
Sigma Partners 
300 Commercial Street #705 
Boston, MA 02109 

cc: Ed Schwartz 
Oliver Strimpel 

Sincere regards, 

~ 
Richard R Ruopp 

PRESIDENT EMERITUS - BANK STREET COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, NEW YORK CITY 



REVENUES: 

Operating Fund 

Capi tal FIJnd 

Total Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

COMBINED OPERATING AND CAPITAL FUNDS 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE MONTH ENDED 
7/31190 ------7/31/91------
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAVCUNFAV) 

170 224 166 (58) (25%) 

16 0 1 1 100% 

186 224 167 (57) (267.) 

150 222 172 50 23% 

62 70 80 (10) (14%) 

212 292 252 40 147. 

($26) ($68) ($85) ($17) (257.) 
----- ------ ------ ------ ------

SUMMARY: 
--------

For the month ended July 31, 1991, the Museum operated at a 
deficit of (85K) compared to a budgeted deficit of (68K). 
As of July 31, 1991, total cash and cash eqlJivalents 
.3mounted to 209K. 

F'I'92 
BUDGET 

2,243 

1,770 

4,013 

2,205 

1,162 

3,367 

$646 
------

OPERATING: Operating revenues were 257. under budget due to lower 
than budgeted earned revenue in Admissions and Store revenue. 
E:<penses were 237. under budget due to timing in spending and 
lower personnel costs (vacant positions). 

CAPITAL: Capital revenues were 100% over budget due to timing. 
Expenses were 14% over budget due to timing of expenses related 
to FY91 opening of People and Computers. 



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

OPERATING FUND 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE MONIH ENDED 
7/31/90 ------7/30/91------ FY92 
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV (uNFAV) BUDGET 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 2 $4 4 0 0% 207 
Restricted contributions 0 60 50 (10) (17%) 188 
Computer Bowl 0 0 0 0 0% 305 
Corporate memberships 6 7 6 (1) <14%) 231 
Individual memberships 3 5 2 (3) (60Z) 69 
Adllissior.; 101 90 68 (22) (24Z) 510 
Store 37 40 31 (9) (23%) 522 
Functions 20 17 3 (14) (82%) 150 
Interest Income 1 0 1 1 100% 24 
Other 0 1 1 0 0% 37 
Gain/Loss on Securities 0 0 0 0 0% 0 

------ -------- --------
Total Revenues 170 224 166 (58) (25%) 2,243 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 2 30 25 5 17% 82 
Exhibits Maintenance 3 4 4 0 0% 68 
Collections 5 6 6 0 0% 67 
Education 28 30 21 9 30% 303 
Marketing & Memberships 23 38 31 7 18% 435 
General Management 23 26 26 0 0% 232 
Computer Bowl 3 3 3 0 0% 109 
Fundraising 7 8 6 2 25% 82 
Store 25 34 24 10 29% 465 
Functions 7 20 3 17 85% 83 
Museum Wharf expenses 24 23 23 0 0% 279 

Total Expenses 150 222 172 50 23% 2,205 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) $20 $2 ($6) ($8) (400%) $38 
------- ------- -------------- ------- ------- ------- -------



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

CAPITAL FUND 
( $ - TholJsands ) 

FOR THE MONTH ENDED 
7/30/90 ------7/31/91------- FY92 

ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV (U~jFAV) BUDGET 
REVENUES: 

Unrestricted Contributions $6 $0 $1 $1 100% 625 
Restricted Contributions 11 0 0 $0 0% 1,145 
Interest Income 1 0 0 $0 0% 0 
Gain/Loss on Securities (2) 0 0 $0 07- 0 

Iotal Reverms 16 0 1 1 100% 1,770 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 29 26 43 (17) (65%) 670 
General Management 3 5 5 0 07- 91 
E'Jndraising 17 27 20 7 267- 265 
lrIh.'3rf mortgage 13 12 12 0 07- 136 

Total Expenses 62 70 80 (10) <147-) 1,162 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) ($46) ($70) ($79) ($9) (137. ) $608 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

7/31/91 

OPERAIING CAPnAL PLANT TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND 7/31191 6/30/91 

ASSETS: 
Current: 

Cash $44,604 $44,604 $77,891 
C~sh Equivalents 164,218 164,218 42,677 
Investments $0 0 0 
Receiy~bles 21,923 21,923 98,538 
Inventory 73,370 73,370 72,763 
Prepaid expenses 11 ,031 148 11,179 15,591 
Interfund receivable 343,159 343,159 400,798 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
TOTAL 315,146 343,307 0 658,453 708,258 

Property & Equipment (net): 
Equiplent & furniture $33,896 33,896 33,896 
Capital improvements 601,304 601,304 601,304 
Exhibits 1,307,697 1,307,697 1,307,697 
Construction in Process 11,328 11,328 11,328 
Land 18,000 18,000 18,000 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total 0 11,328 1,960,897 1,972,225 1,972,225 

TOTAL ASSETS $315,146 $354,635 $1,960,897 $2,630,678 $2,680,483 
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALANCES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued expenses $157,230 $142,860 $300,090 $209,840 
Deferred incole 10,581 10,581 9,165 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 0 0 0 
Interfund payable 343,159 343,159 400,798 

--------- ------- ------- --------- ---------
Total 510,970 142,860 0 653,830 619,803 

Fund Balances: 
Operating <195,824) <195,824) <190,561) 
Capital 211,775 211,775 290,344 
Plant $1,960,897 1,960,897 1,960,897 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Total (195,82'U 211,775 1,960,897 1,976,848 2,060,680 

rOTAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $315,146 $354,635 $1,960,897 $2,630,678 $2,680,483 

---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
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THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENI OF CHANGES IN CASH POSITION 

7131/91 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND 7/31/91 6/30/91 

Cash pro .... ide by/(used for) 
operations: 
Excesss/(deficiency) of 
support and revenue ($5,263) ($78,569) $0 ($83,832) ($115,374) 

Depreciation 0 0 423,106 
--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

Cash from operations (5,263) (78,569) 0 (83,832) 307,732 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 
Receivables 76,615 76,615 21,764 
Inventory (607) (607) (9,551) 
Investoents 0 0 53,363 
Accounts payable 
& otlier current Habs 69,320 20,930 90,250 51,496 

Deferred income 1,416 1,416 (7,773) 
Prepaid expenses 4,412 0 4,412 (349) 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Cash from working capital 151,156 20,930 0 172,086 108,950 

Cash provided by/(lJsed for) 
Fixed assets 0 $0 0 (586,601) 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Net increase/(decrease) in 
cash before financing 145,893 (57,639) 0 88,254 <169,919) 

Financin9: 
Interfund pay. & rec. (57,639) 57,639 0 0 
Transfer to Plant 0 0 0 0 0 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 0 0 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Cash from financing (57,639) 57,639 0 0 0 

Net increase/(decreasel 
in cash & investments 88,254 0 0 88,254 <169,919) 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

Cash, be9inning of year 120,568 0 0 120,568 290,487 

Cash, end of period $208,822 $0 $0 $208,822 $120,568 
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------



REVENUES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Iotal Revenues 

EXPENSES: 

Operating Fund 

Capital Fund 

Total Expenses 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) 

:mua 

6/30/90 
ACTUAL 

1,550 

1,452 

3,002 

1,528 

1,399 

2,927 

$75 
-----

SUMMARY: 
--------

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

COMBINED OPERATING AND CAPITAL FUNDS 
( $ - Thousands ) 

EXCLUDING TRANSFERS IO PLANT FUND 
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED 
---------6/30/91---------
BUDGET ACTUAL FAV(UNFAV) 

2,019 1,875 (144) (7%) 

1,011 819 (192) 08i.) 

3,030 2,694 (336) ( 11:::) 

1,992 1,852 140 7% 

1,138 1,127 11 1% 

3,130 2,979 151 4% 

($100) ($285) ($185) (185%) 
------ ------ ------ ------

For the year ended June 30, 1991, the HIJseulI operated at a 
deficit of (285K) compared to ·3 budgeted deficit of (10010. 
As of June 30, 1991, total cash and cash equivalents 
amounted to 120K. 

OPERATING: Operating revenues were 7% under budget due to 
optimistic budgeted fOIJndation support. Expenses were 7% under 
budget due to lower personnel costs (vacant positions). 

CAP ITAL: Capital revenues were 18% under b'Jdget due to 
optimistic budgeted unrestricted contributions. Expenses 
were.1% under budget despite higher fundraising costs which 
were offset by lower e>:hibi t costs. 



" THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

OPERAI ING FUND 
( $ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED 
6/30/90 ---------6/30/91---------
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV <UNFAV) 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted contributions: 253 $300 214 (85) (287.) 
Restricted contributions 121 315 129 (18G) (597.) 
Computer Bowl 256 300 282 (18) (67.) 
Corporate memberships 153 200 201 1 0% 
Individual memberships 55 52 55 4 7i. 
Admissions 320 370 524 154 41i. 
Store 211 268 314 45 177. 
Functions 139 153 135 (17) (117.) 
Interest Income 11 4 1 (3) (757.) 
Other 21 57 18 (39) (687.) 
Gain/Loss on Securities 0 0 0 0 07. 

------ -------- --------
Total Revenues 1,550 2,019 1,875 (144) (71. ) 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 7 204 79 125 617. 
Exhibits & Collection 132 123 127 (4) (3%) 
Education 268 261 247 14 57. 
Marketing & Memberships 255 391 321 70 17% 
General Management 209 239 251 (12) (57.) 
Computer Bowl 88 88 9b (8) (97.) 
Fundraising 42 94 97 (3) (37.) 

Store 203 232 277 (45) <197.) 
Functions 65 74 71 3 47. 
Museum Wh.'3rf expenses 259 285 286 0 0% 

Iotal Expenses 1,528 1,992 1,852 140 77. 

NET REVENUES(EXPENSES) $22 $27 $23 ($4) (147.) 
------- ------- ------- ---_ .... _-------- ------- ------- -------



THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

CAPITAL FUND 
~ - Thousands ) 

FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED 
6/30/90 ---------6/30/91---------
ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL FAV <UNFAV) 

REVENUES: 

Unrestricted Contributions $221 ~250 $88 ($162) (64k) 
Restricted Contributions 1,177 761 715 ($46) (6n 
Interest Income 19 0 12 $12 100% 
GairJLoss on Securities 35 0 4 $4 (100%) 

------ -----

Iota1 Revenues 1,452 1,011 819 (192) (18%) 

EXPENSES: 

Exhibits Development 1,010 746 727 19 2k 
General Management 155 90 67 23 25% 
Fundraisin9 80 155 186 (31) (20%) 
Wharf mort9age 154 147 147 0 OX 

------ ------ -----
Iotal Expenses 1,399 1,138 1,127 11 17. 

NET REVENUES (EXPENSES) $53 ($127) ($308) ($181) <1427.) 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------



IHE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
BALANCE SHEET 

6/30/91 

OPERAIING CAPITAL PLANI TOTAL IOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND 6/30/91 6/30/90 

ASSETS: 
Current: 

Cash $77 ,891 $77,891 $8,298 
Cash Equivalents 42,677 42,677 282,190 
Inv~tments 0 53,363 
Receivables 98,538 98,538 120,302 
Inventory 72,763 72,763 63,212 
Prepaid expenses 15,443 148 15,591 15,238 
Interfund receivable 400,798 400,798 617,702 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
TOTAL 307,312 400,946 0 708,258 1,160,305 

Property & EqlJipment (net): 
Equipterrt & furniture $45,442 45,442 45,442 
Capi t.31 illlprovements 651,467 651,467 651,467 
E>:hibits 1,016,738 1,016,738 1,016,738 
ConstrlJction in Process 71,084 71,084 71 ,084 
Land 18,000 18,000 24,000 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Iotal ° 71,084 1,731,647 1,802,731 1,808,731 

TOTAL ASSETS $307,312 $472,030 $I, 731,647 $2,510,989 $2,969,036 
---------- ---------- ========== ---------- -------------------- ---------- ---------- ----------

LIABILITIES AND FUND 
BALA.~CES: 

Current: 
Accounts payable and 

accrued e:<penses $87,863 $121,930 $209,793 $158,341 
Deferred income 9,165 9,165 16,938 
Line of credit/Loan Payable 0 0 0 
Intel'flJnd payable 400,798 400,798 617,702 

--------- -------- -------- --------- ---------
Total 497,826 121,930 0 619,756 792,981 

Fund B.31ances: 
Operating <190,514) <190,514) (213,272) 
C.3pital 350,100 350,100 651,680 
Plant $I,731,647 1,731,647 1,737,647 

--------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
Iotal (190,514) 350,100 1,731,647 1,891,233 2,176,055 

TOIAL LIABILITIES AND 
FUND BALANCES $307,312 $472,030 $1,731,647 $2,510,989 $2,969,036 

---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------



" 
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN CASH POSITION 
6/30/91 

OPERATING CAPITAL PLANT TOTAL TOTAL 
FUND FUND FUND 6/30/91 6/30/90 

Cash provide by/(IJsed for) 
operations: 
Excesss/(deficiency) of 
support and revenue $22,758 ($301,580) $0 ($279,822) $748,966 

Depreciation (6,000) (6,000) 310,606 
--------- -------- -------- --------- --------

C~h froB operations 22,758 (301,580) (6,000) (284,822) 1,059,572 

Cash provided by/(used for) 
working capital: 
Receivables 21,764 21,764 (83,875) 
Inventory (9,551> (9,551> <19,504) 
Investments 53,363 53,363 <15,863) 
AcrolJnts paY·3ble 
& other current liabs 20,998 30,451 51,449 81,895 

Deferred income (7,773) (7,773) (5,292) 
Prepaid expenses (1,211 ) 862 (349) (8,011) 

--------- --------- -------- -------- ---------
Cash from working capital 24,227 84,676 0 108,903 (50,650) 

C.3sh provided by/(used for) 
Fixed assets ° sO 0 (996,328) 

--------- -------- -------- --------- ---------
Net increase/(decrease) in 
cash before financing 46,985 (216,904) (6,000) (175,919) 12,594 

Financing: 
Interfund pay. & rec. (216,904) 216,904 0 0 
Transfer to Plant ° ° 6,000 6,000 7,564 
Line of credit/Loan Payable ° 0 

--------- -------- -------- --------- ---------
Cash from financing (216,904) 216,904 6,000 6,000 7,564 

Net increase/(decrease) 
in cash & investments (169,919) 0 0 (169,919) 20,158 

--------- --------- -------- --------- ---------

Cash, beginning of year 290,487 ° 0 290,487 270,329 

Cash, end of period $120,568 $0 $0 $120,568 $290,487 
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
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